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Created to cover your nails smoothly with only 7 coaf
instead of 2... makes nails gleam like sparkling gems
At last, a cream nail polish of enduring
loveliness ... a polish that goes on in
one smooth coat . . . and stays perfect for
as long as 7 days ! But how is this possible? Because Lady Esther scientists
created this new polish to resist cracking, chipping, peeling ... to keep its lustrous finish days longer ... to win alluring
beauty and distinction for your hands.
But Lady Esther presents more than
an amazing new nail polish. She brings
you an entirely new ivay to buy polish
. . .a way that makes sure you will find the
one lucky flattering color for your nails.
Try on before you boy.'
Haven't you often found it annoying
when you try to select your nail color
in the store? You pick up bottle after
bottle, study color charts, ask the salesgirl for advice. In the end you choose a
color that you hope is right . . . but when
you get home and try it
on, the chances are it looks
entirely different on your
nails! Your money i

and your finger nails fail to sparkle
the way you expected.
How to find your lucky color
But now — before you buy — you can find
the one enchanting color that will give
your nails and hands streamlined elegance, flatter them beyond belief, and
harmonize irresistibly with your clothes.
And how do you do this? You cut out
the Lady Esther "Color Tips" at left —
fit the colored part over your nail and
use the white tabs to hold it in place.
Women themselves voted this the easiest
and best way to find their one lucky
shade. It is the winning way perfected
by Lady Esther to end guesswork and
disappointment
... to save polish, time
and
money!
You'll want to start right now — so try
on these "Color Tips'* at once and don't
stop until you've found the one glorious
color that's lucky for you! Then put
the tab in your purse as a reminder
to buy Lady Esther's 7-Day Nail
Polish next time you're shopping.

\

10(
CUT OUT THESE LUCKY "COLOR TIPS" and try them on your finger
nail until you find your most flattering color. Cut on the dotted lines.
IMPORTANT NOTICE -THESE "TIPS" SHOW COLOR ONLY-NOT
GLOSS.
Prepare for still another thrill when you see how the real
polish gleams with brilliance printing cannot equal.
Copyright 1938. L*dy Esther Ltd.
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Don't let "pink tooth brush" spoil its loveliness!
HOW IMPORTANT a bright sparkling
smile can be. How much it can
mean to a girl's popularity or a man's
success. And yet how many people seem
deliberately careless about the brightness of their smiles.
Don't take chances with your smile.
If you notice a tinge of "pink" on your
tooth brush— see your dentist. %u may
not be in for any real trouble, but let
him decide. Usually, he will tell you that
yours is a case of gums grown lazy-

gums deprived of vigorous chewing by
our modern soft foods. He'll probably
advise more work and exercise for your
gums— and, like so many dentists today,
he may suggest "the healthful stimulation of Ipana and massage."
For Ipana is especially designed not
only to clean teeth but with massage to
help the health of your gums as well.
Massage a little extra Ipana into your
gums every time you clean your teeth.
Circulation within the gum tissues is

aroused— weak, tender gums tend to become firmer, healthier— more resistant.
Buy an economical tube of Ipana at
your druggist's today. Ipana and massage isone helpful way to healthier gums
—brighter teeth— a bnlliant smile.
TRY THE NEW

D.J)

TOOTH BRUSH

For more effective gum massage and
more thorough cleansing, ask your druggist for the new D. D. Tooth Brush with
the twisted handle.

*<V

Wvtch for a Merry-GoldwynMayer Christmas!
I'm feeling merry already, because I've got an Xmas gift that
warms this old jungle heart.

It's a studio-full of letters (thanks
to all of you) telling me you liked
my personal column in last
month's magazines and you want
me to continue. Okay fans!
*
•
•
Well, here's real news! Remember
my Christmas picture a few years
ago — Charles Dickens' "David
Copperfield" (who could forget?) . . .

You'll see another heart- warming
Charles Dickens story soon. M-GM's "A CHRISTMAS CAROL"
comes at the holiday season with
its message of "peace on earth, good
will to men" so sorely needed now.

©a®®&
with

ALAN MARSHALL * LANA TURNER • GALE SONDERGAARD
ANTHONY ALLAN • HENRY STEPHENSON * GENEVIEVE TOBIN
Directed by Robert Sinclair • Produced by Mervyn Leroy
A
METRO-GOLD
WYN-MAYER
PICTURE

As a pre-Christmas gift, dancing
Joan Crawford will show you that
she's learned lots of new steps as the
dancing bride in "THE SHINING
HOUR." Plenty of partners for
Joan, among them Margaret Sullavan, Robert Young, Melvyn Douglas, Fay Bainter. Quite a cast,
folks. Quite a picture, too!
• •
*
We certainly started the festive
season early. The Ail-American
rage is "OUT WEST WITH THE
HARDYS", latest merriment
from your favorite screen family.
Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone and
all the folks are fine, thank you !
• *
•
"You'll remember December" is a
good
slogangets
for off
M-G-M...and
the
New Year
to a happy start
as those gay singers of love songs,
Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson
Eddy bring us their first modern
musical, "SWEETHEARTS
"—in
Technicolor,
too!
• •
•
Who said Christmas comes but
once a year? You'll get a
holiday package on the
screen each week of 1939
from your Santa Claus.
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Who says the day of opportunity is past? The
story of Joe Pasternak should be an inspiration to anyone determined to carve a career,
against long odds, in Hollvwood
Joe began to feel poorer and poorer,
though his savings account was growing
steadily.

9

"Deanna is growing up as sweetly and
naturally as any little girl in the
country. Her fans need not be worried that
we are going to rush her into a grown-up
love story. Later, she will be a great
actress and can play anything. But now,
to hurry that lovely child into mature

That is why, when he was offered a
job at $15 a week, he did not have to think
twice. He grabbed it! For the job, which
carried a salary hardly bigger than that
he had earned as bus-boy also carried
the title of assistant to Allan Dwan, at
that time directing Gloria Swanson. Joe
looked ahead down the years, realized
that Hollywood was the land of true
promise for him. His savings melted
away, but Joe could not have made a
better investment and the tips he had
received as a waiter laid the foundation
for one of the important careers in the
movies.
After the Long Island Studios closed,
there were some lean months in Hollywood, but another fortunate break came
when Joe, then first assistant director at

parts, that would be an indignation!" said
Joe Pasternak.
Pasternak has been the producer at
Universal Studios on the Durbin Pictures
from the start, so a statement from him
should set at rest the anxiety of the
thousands of Durbin fans who went into
a panic when the rumor got around that
Deanna was scheduled for a grown-up
part next year.
Pasternak was born in Hungary, and
did not come to this country until he was
19 years old. So busy has he been shaping his brilliant career that, linguistically,
he has not had time to keep up with himzoli. He is quite at home in the English
language. He expresses himself freely,
fluently in a rush of exactly chosen words.
But every once in a while something like
"that would be an indignation" slips in
to give an opinion added weight. He
meant to say "That would be an indignity," of course. But how much more
effective is his way of putting it! And
how exactly it expressed what he had in
mind. . . . that an indignity to Deanna
would cause indignation on the part of
her fans.
It is admirable!
Rest assured. There is going to be no
"indignation" in Deanna's career. The
man who produced her first film, Three
Smart Girls and went on to One Hundred
Men and a Girl, Mad About Music and
That Certain Age is on the job during
the filming of the new picture, Three
Smart Girls Grow Up. He is watching
her interests and yours, too.
•

If Universal ever finds itself hardpressed for stories, it could do worse

than making a film from Pasternak's own
life story which is one of the most remarkable in the industry.
His father was a bookkeeper. There
were eleven little Pasternaks, so sending
young Joe to an equivalent of our junior
college meant stretching the income by
heroic economies. But they did it, and in
1920 young Joe found himself with a
diploma. Post war Europe was an alarming place for a boy, determined to make
his fortune quickly. Joe decided to join an
uncle in Philadelphia and try his luck in a
newer world. But post-war America had
its problems too! The junior college graduate counted himself lucky to get a job
punching holes in leather belts for the

Joe

Pasternak,

producer of the Deanna

Durbin

pictures

magnificent sum of $11 a week to start.
It was a matter of months only before
Joe, who always had gotten high marks
in math, put two and two together and
took a long look at the answer. Even
though $11 a week seemed to melt away
like magic, Joe had saved enough for the
fare to New York. But he hadn't much
to spare. Any job, any job at all was
what he needed, and he gladly took the
first one offered, which was picking
feathers from chickens at a nickel a
chicken. But he wasted no time in getting another job, and it was a matter of
months only until he was pushing trays
around Silver's Cafeteria, all dressed up
in a bus-boy's white apron. For that he
got $12 a week.
The rungs of the ladder of success
seemed to be placed very close together,
but Joe didn't miss a step. Within a year,
he was getting $15 a week as bus-boy in
the commissary of Paramount's Long
Island Studios. Then he graduated to
waiter. Tips were generous and it was
very seldom that he made less than $100
a week.
But, strangely enough that sum began
to look smaller than had -the $11 he got
from the belt factory. Day after day, he
waited on men who talked of thousands
and hundreds
of thousands
of dollars.

Universal, was sent to make a one month's
survey of that company's production in
Europe. He stayed for eight years! During that time he produced many profitable films, and, when Universal changed
hands in 1936, returned to Hollywood,
bringing his best director, Henry Koster,
with him.
He had been a success in European production. But how would he do in Hollywood? The new owners of Universal
wanted proof. A smallish budget, an inexpensive story, and an unknown little
girl
"Show
said
the were
new handed
owners, toinhim.
effect.
Joe us,"
showed
them Three Smart Girls. And, to everybody's pleasure, he has been showing
them ever since.
•

And that reminds us that for the last
month we have been getting a steadily increasing number of inquiries about
the possibility of re-releasing that film.
Ever since announcement that Deanna
was to make Three Smart Girls Grow Up,
readers have been asking for a chance to
refresh their memories on the earlier
story about the same characters. Although the first film was sensationally
successful, there is an enormous audience which missed Three Smart Girls,
and, after seeing the later Durbin films,
it feels cheated. If you are one of those
who would like to see the film again, write
me a note in care of this magazine, 1501
Broadway, N. Y. C. If enough of you
feel that 1939 will not be a success without
a chance at the older film as well as
Deanna's new one, I will write a little
note beginning, "Dear Mr. Pasternak:
Many of mv readers feel tha+ this is an indignation. Can you do something about it?"
HOLLYWOOD

HELL-BENT FOR GLORY! . . .
AND HEAVEN HELP THEM ALL!
They fought, that dark fighting wings might never
again roar terror through
the night . . . They fought at
dawn, these eagles, for
women they had never seen
and for the love they were
never to know.

WARNERBROS.

1Z

present

ERROL FLYNN
The DAWN
PATROZ
. - in

With a Dashing Squadron of Famed Players Including

BASIL BATHBONE
DAVID NIVEN
DONALD CRISP

Brilliantly lighted
by the blaze of
heroic flying exploits, are the
adventures of this
gallantimmortal
leader of
the
Dawn
Patrol.

Melville

Cooper • Barry
Fitzgerald • Carl
Esmond
Directed by EDMUND GOULDING
Screen Play by Seton I.Miller and Dan Totheroh • From an Original
Story by John Monks Saunders * A First National Picture
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By ELMER
j Funniest sight of the month — Watching Clark Gable and Andy Devine
playing cowboy at Andy's San Fernando
ranch. Any day, now, when these two
screen worthies aren't working before the
cameras you can see them astride a pair
of giddyapps, running here, there, and
about everywhere, across the broad acres
of the Devine rancho vainly trying to rope
a bunch of fleet-footed white-face calves.
The last private rodeo ended in a startling
manner when Clark tossed his lariat
around Andy's shoulder's by mistake and
jerked the rotund owner of Rancho
Pauncho to the ground. At least Clark
says it was a mistake. He hasn't convinced Andy, however, who is now
nursing a half-dozen acres of a different
sort.
| George Murphy, the dancing, comedy
star, is going around these days telling
the following First Grade school story on
one of his movie star friends who has a
youngster in school. George was a dinner
guest one evening and after everyone had
been seated his host asked his offspring
what had happened in class that day.
"Well, Daddy," said the youngster, "in
Natural History this morning when
teacher asked us if we could tell the names
of the papa and mama sheep and their
little ones I raised my hand and told her."
"That's fine," beamed the proud parent.
"And what are they? Mr. Murphy would
like to know, I'm sure."
"All right," the youngster said. "It's
Ram the Daddy, Dam the Mammy, and
Lamb

the Kid!"

| Tom Brown rightly lays claim to being the most educated actor in Hollywood. During his screen career he has
appeared as a student of Annapolis,
Culver, Harvard, Northwestern, Princeton, and Columbia. Right now he's continuing his education as a cadet in the
Duke of West Point.

In spite of that look of faint
irritation, Jack Benny proves that
he is willing to work'hard for his
entertainment
and
his friends

SUNFIELD

§g Doug (I-Want-To-Be-a-SecondLindbergh) Corrigan certainly acted
the petulant child when he arrived in Los
Angeles what with his sarcastic remarks
about the parade held in his honor, his
treatment of the press, and his statements
made during the banquets given in his
honor by the various civic bodies. RKO,
if it expects to get back the $100,000
alleged to have been paid to him for a
picture, had better clamp down on the
birdman's talkie-talk. If they don't they'll
find out again that he's going to go the
wrong way. A few more inadvertant remarks and the newspaper boys are going
to take off a lot of that hero gloss. Here's
hoping, for the sake of RKO and WrongWay Corrigan that the flyer sees the light.
H

Chester Morris, on a personal appearance tour in the East, challenged an
old stage superstition that for a time had
him worried. In Philadelphia, where the
taxicab drivers were on strike, Morris
was forced to sleep at the theatre during
his week's appearance there. Sleeping in
a dressing room is the height of bad luck
where theatre tradition is concerned, but
it was no jinx on Chet who broke summer
appearance records.
§| Jack Benny has been going around
biting his fingernails and moaning low
for the past two weeks. Seems he bought
himself a bangtail, slapped the name
"Buck Benny" upon it, next a saddle, next
a jockey, and the first time out on the
Rockingham track near Boston, "Buck
Benny" hoofed it out in front from the
barrier and stayed there to the finish wire
to pay off with the tidy little long price of
$48 for a two-dollar ticket! And Jack
Benny didn't have a thin dime on his fourfooted protege!
|

Moral

for irate hubbys

looking

for

their wives. Don't go chasing up and
down boulevards at 55 miles per hour in a

"Come and get it!" Jack Benny, Eddie Cantor, Clare
James and W. C. Fields knock off for refreshments,
served by Earl Carroll to encourage them in even greater
labors on his new show house, now going up in Hollywood

gas buggy. And don't drive on the wrong
side of the street and don't try to clip the
fenders off any police cars that happened
to be prowling along on the same street.
Stan Laurel thought he could do all these
things and in less time than he could yell,
"Illiana, where are you?" the coppers
grabbed him and kerplunk he landed in
the pokey, being arrested on suspicion of
drunken driving and intoxication. According to Stan he and his bride had had
a little family quarrel, Illiana had left the
house, and Stan had been looking for her.
B| Spencer Tracy tells this one on himself. After a strenuous morning of polo
practice that left him stiff and sore from
head to toe, he went to a Turkish Bath for
a massage. After the attendant had
finished with him, so Spencer says, he received four resounding smacks on the
bare back.
"What th' heck did you do that for?"
Spencer bellowed.
"No offense, Mr. Tracy," the attendant
explained. "That was only to let the office
know I am ready for the next customer.
You see, the bell's out of order in this
E» Sonja Henie

was

watched

pretty

night
at aice"Troc"
partyclosely
during the
the other
opening
of the
show
room!"
and the impression seemed to be that the
beautiful skating star is just a trifle too
jealous of other skaters for her own good.
Bess Ehrhardt, the Minnesota girl who
made such a tremendous hit last winter
during the Ice Follies show, and who is to
appear in M-G-M's ice skating screen
spectacle sat right next to Sonja for more
than an hour and never got a glance from
the Norwegian star. And don't think for
a minute that Sonja didn't know Bess
was there!
[Continued on page 10]

"I could dig a foundation with
my own bare hands," explained
Fields, "but a man feels better
with a weapon in his lunch-hooks"
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First . . . get out under the moon and
talk about anything but love so she
don't
getown
skittish.
roll her
. . . Maybe teach her to
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Then the moon magic gets to work
and you can't keep your mind on a
thing . . . you don't know what you're
saying — and all of a sudden . . .

PATSY KELLY • WALTER BRENNAN
FUZZY

KNIGHT • MABEL
HENRY KOLKER
Directed

by H.

C. POTTER

TODD
...there you are. The moon's forgotten— the world's forgotten.. .and
you're in a special kind of Paradise.

...«3
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Jealousy

flamed

to

Edgar Bergen allowed

fever

heat

Mortimore

recently

when

Snurd to help
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We were out on a Universal set the
other day and watched Slapsie Maxie
Rosenbloom receive his first movie kiss
— and was the famous leatherpusher

pleased! Marion Martin, Broadway's
most beautiful show girl, was the donor
and she gave Maxie another just for good
measure. "Why," moaned Maxie, "didn't
I have enough sense to take up acting
sooner? Look at my cauliflower ear!
Got it fighting. But say, brother, did
you ever hear of a guy getting cauliflower
ears from kissing? I'm sticking to acting
after this."
Hi Cary Grant is off to England after
completing his role in RKO's Gunga
Din and upon his return, which will be
immediately after he settles his affairs
there, he will take out his first citizenship
papers. He says he makes his money in
America, that this country has given him
his career and that therefore it's no more
than fair and honest that he live here as an
American. All of which is pleasant to
hear.

him

in

the

McCarthy

machine
tried

to

shop.
mow

Impulsively

Mortimore

down

the
on

H

Not content with the honor of being
the crack athlete of the Hollywood
motion picture colony, restless George
Murphy, the dancing star out at M-G-M,
has gone in for glider building. Gus
Briegleb, coast gliding champion, is assisting George in the construction of the
craft which will be a two-seater, with a
twenty-foot wing spread. The test flight
takes place next month at Palos Verdes —
and you can bet your last nickel that
M-G-M will have a couple of studio cops
there to see that George doesn't make it.
B

Talk to the man — or woman — on
Hollywood Boulevard and he — or she
— will tell you that 20th Century-Fox
acted more than a little bit hastily in
giving pretty June Lang the grand bounce.
June, you may recall, was sent over to
England to make a 20th Century -Fox
picture and two days after she arrived
officials came into her apartment to
measure her for a gas mask, the war scare
being at its height. Right then and there
June decided that England was no place
for her and walked out on the picture.

■

Dan Cupid took himself a vacation
during the month of September, his
score for the month showing the following:
Marriages — Genevieve Tobin and
William Keighley; Shirley Ross and Ken
Dolan; Constance Deighton-Simpson and
Jack La Rue; and Benita Hume and
Ronald Colman.
Divorces — Mrs. Glen Morris from Glen
Morris; Richard Tucker from 23-year-old
Erma Deen; Fannie Brice starts proceedings against Billy Rose; and Mrs. Ernest
Truex ditto against Ernest Truex.

the grindstone, but, thwarted in that attempt,
he tossed
Mortimore
into the incinerator . . .

20th Century-Fox retaliated by taking her
off its contract list. But pretty June isn't
worrying. She'll be working for Paramount by the time you read this.
H

Dick Powell says he has just. about
decided to give up deep sea fishing.
He estimates that it has cost him in the
neighborhood of $1,800.00 to catch a
swordfish and he hasn't had a bite yet.
Went out last week in his fishing boat,
Eroica, and lost $250 in equipment on the
first cast.
FLASH — Tyrone Power and Wendy
Barrie have reached the hand-holding
stage. The couple haven't been seen together in public as yet because both want
to keep the romance a secret. Ty plans on
flying to South America after he completes his role in Jesse James — and what
a nice honeymoon trip that would be!
Q

Funniest sequence we've seen in a
long time is the "sister-act" dance
staged by Preston Foster and Arthur
Treacher in Up the River. Imagine morethan-six-foot Treacher doing a dance
routine! But he does and does it well.
"Why not," he says, "I was once a chorus
boy on the London stage."
B

You'll see Shirley Temple riding sidesaddle in her latest picture, Little
Princess. During the shooting of these
riding sequences Shirley turned to Richard Greene who plays with her and said:
"Did girls have longer legs when they
used to ride side-saddle? And I wonder
if it's as uncomfortable for the horse as
it has been for me?"

29 According to Wally Vernon, the
screen comic, it's no laughing matter,
this being a proud papa. He's already the
father of twin boys, and, since the stork
has been reported as flying toward the
Vernon home as this is being written,
Wally has taken out a policy with Lloyd's
to protect himself against a recurrence of
another "twin" bill. If it is twins again,
Wally will get $10,000, which ought to
pay doctor and hospital expenses and
leave enough left over for a savings account for the new arrivals.
10
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Twins
can tell the Brewster
They
apart now. The one with the engagement ring is Gloria who is about to marry
Claude Stroud.

fj|

All's well
Mortimore

that
ends
well,
and
Charlie
and
are friends again . . . until next time

, Hollywo
Menjousports
Adolphe-plate,
gj fashion
as od's
manymale
as
twenty-eight changes of clothes in Thanks
for Everything out at 20th Century-Fox.
Every morning a prop boy delivers a whole
box of gardenias to him on the set from
which he selects one that he thinks will
match his outfit. Usually a star has to pay

for his own wardrobe, but Adolphe protested about paying for twenty-eight suits
and the studio agreed to pay half the expense. And talking about expenses for
clothes, Adolphe discovered that moths
were making a twenty-four hour restaurant of his clothes closet at home and it
cost him $500 to have it made moth-proof.
Jack Haley, who sinks his movieearned folding money in real estate
properties, recently built an office building in Beverly Hills and not to be outdone
by the swanky studio premieres, held one
of his own when he opened the building
for tenants. Searchlights, spotlights,
music, cameras were only part of the
premiere equipment that greeted guests
at the office-warming party.

the cast, the prop boys, technicians and
director, had to go to the cleaners.
B

Bette Davis' objections to being
squeezed — by corsets — have at lasf
had a response. In the last four pictures
she's made she's been wrapped tightly in
iron-like contraptions, but now she's out
of them and into modern clothes for her

B

B

Sonja Henie opened an ice carnival
of her own on November 2 with 60
skaters in the cast. Troupe goes on tour
for two months returning to Hollywood
around January 1 in time to start Sonja's
next picture. When Sonja returned from
her vacation in Sweden she brought back
with her fourteen different outfits — all
handmade in her native city of Oslo and
her feminine friends have been begging
her to give a one-girl style show.
B

Phyllis Brooks recently bought herself ahome — just the kind of a home
she's been looking for for months. After
she and her family moved in she decided
to let Bill Haines design a batch of oversized furniture. She wanted a six-foot by
eight-foot bed, a five-foot, by eight-foot
chaise longue among other pieces and Bill

next film, Dark Victory. "Thank goodness!" she exclaims.

ODDS AND ENDS FROM
THE MOVIE LOTS

"There's an art to trimming a tree," claimed
Glenda Farrell, and invited the skeptical
cameraman, Charles Rhodes, up to demonstrate

in That Certain Age) certainly are staging
some lively swing sessions in the basement
of Jackie's Beverly Hills home. Deanna
Durbin and a score of other youngsters
attend when they're not working in front
of the cameras and they're having the
time of their young lives.
B

Second funniest sight of the month —
watching Maxie Slapsie Rosenbloom
trying to learn the rhumba! That guy

may be a "nifty" with his dukes, but you
can't say that for his feet.

tures, will be trying to "tell it to the judge"
from now on offering same excuse . . .
Looks like Ann started something . . .
Constance
George
Brent's
ex-wife,
returns to Worth,
the land
of Down
Under
. . .
Anita Louise and Richard Greene are
talking it over these days with Dan Cupid

| That juvenile "swing" band, consisting of Jackie Cooper at the drums,
Leonard Sues behind the trumpet, . and
Buddy Peffer at the piano (you heard 'em

That Dead End bunch of boys still
manage to be mighty lively — and
upon the slightest provocation. And as
example. Humphrey Bogart happened to
be walking through the set of Swingtime
in the Movies, a Technicolor short with the
Dead-Enders in the cast. In this particular sequence the boys were eating soup —
and clowning a little as they gulped — and
Humphrey gave one of them a shove. In
less time that it takes for a yes-man to
nod, the boys were hard at it. They
doused one another with soup, smacked
away on the nearest noggin with loaves of
bread, threw water — and threw the director into a conniption fit. When the battle
was over all of them, including others in

"Trouble?
Of course not, it's FUN," explained
Miss Farrell with a deep sigh after the first hour

"Ouch! Be sure not to let the Christmas tree bite

"Well,

you," warned Miss Farrell after the second hour

idea

designed 'em, but when they arrived they
were too large to get into the house. They
were inside, however, when Phyllis returned from the studio that evening and
she plopped herself down on the chaise
longue only to have the thing practically
fall apart. Seems Bill had had to saw off
the legs to get it in and had put it together
again temporarily just to show Phyllis
how it would look.

B

Bill Powell, Clark Gable, and a score
of other close friends of Ronnie Colman
are hotter than so many firecrackers because Ronnie failed to tip them off on the
date of his marriage to Benita Hume . . .
Dick Arlen may do a Hecht-MacArthur
play on Broadway this winter . . . Dog
thieves are on the loose again in Beverly
Hills and other districts where the stars
live . . . RKO drops fourteen players among
whom are listed Milton Berle, Jack Oakie,
Parkyakarkus, Joe Penner, Ann Miller,
Frank Thomas, Miriam Hopkins and Mitzi
Green.
Ann Sheridan wins her interlocutory
decree on grounds that Hubby Edward
Norris made her nervous. A lot of
other wives, in and out of moom pic-

. . . As soon as Sigrid Gurie's divorce is
final she'll start altar-ations with Dr.
Lawrence Spangard.
Barbara Stanwyck gets the lead femme
role in Union Pacific, DeMille's forthcoming epic . . . Remember Mary Korman, the
long-time ago sweetheart of Our Gang
Comedies? Well, she's divorced, now,
from Leo Tover, and is seen around the
nightspots with Johnny Downs . . . Johnny
was also in the Our Gang Comedies when
pretty Mary was starring in same . . .
Warner Baxter due for series of Sherlock
Holmes mysteries at Fox.

I hope
how

to

I have
save

time.

given

you

Merry

a

general

Christmas!"
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THAT

CERTAIN

AGE

LLEWELLYN
(Universal)

9

Fortunate circumstance has brought
together Deanna Durbin, Jackie
Cooper, Melvyn Douglas and a writer
named Bruce Manning for one of the truly
appealing comedies of the season.
Deanna plays, with expected zest and
surety, a little girl who has reached that
certain age where the longing to be considered a woman of the world is a growing
ambition. When a dashing foreign correspondent (Melvyn Douglas) arrives as
her father's reluctant house guest, she
finds herself suddenly superior to the
adoration of her eager slave (Jackie
Cooper) . The childish enthusiasms of the
younger set leave her cold, and she is
found frequently by her slightly bewildered parents sitting quietly with a good
book carefully opened at an impressive
chapter.
Touched, charmed and scared out of
his wits is the foreign correspondent when
he discovers that he has become a dream
man to the daughter of his boss, and entirely delightful is the solution found for
the trying situation. There are a number

MILLER
had faith in himself, and in the belief that
a doctor is dedicated to the service of humanity.
Because he fought, passionately against
ignorance and greed, he found himself,
defeated, disliked, outcast. After years of
thankless struggle, it is understandable
that he could fall in cynically with a group
of predatory, conscienceless society medicos, and gain in social ease 'what he lost
in idealism. At least, it is understandable
when Robert Donat plays the character,
for the young British star does a colorful
convincing characterization of the hero of
the best selling novel.
Fine as the understanding wife is
Rosalind Russell and out-standing is
Ralph Richardson as the loyal friend of the
early days, the scathing critic of the years
of compromise.

WITH

WINGS

ii£ A few visionary men, looked upon as
harmless fanatics by their neighbors,
were beginning to dream of airplanes able
to rise 100 feet from the ground when Pat,

THE CITADEL

SB

(M-G-M)

Uncouth and inexperienced was the
young doctor when he journeyed into
the poverty-stricken
mining
district of
Wales to take his first position.
But he
12

How the young diplomat (Tyrone
Power) fought his way through the intricacies of European politics as well as
the traitorous desert sands is one of the
great dramas of history. Loretta Young
as the lovely Eugenie who was to become
Empress of France, J. Edward Bromberg
as the dull-witted over-stuffed heir to the
Egyptian throne, Annabella as a gamine
of the Foreign Legion provide fine contrasts for the tale of love and intrigue.
The sand storm which all but engulfs
the half -finished canal is one of the great
production feats and will leave you with a
keener wonderment at the technical accomplishments ofmen . . . both in treacherous sands of the desert and behind the

(Warners)

£| Myron Brinig's greatest appeal as a
writer is, to many people, his ability to
recapture the minute material aspects of a
by-gone day. The film, made from his
book of the same name has the same appeal. Those who can remember the first
decade of this century will enjoy the sight
of Bette Davis in her boned collar. They
will chuckle reminiscently as the dance to
celebrate the election of Theodore Roosevelt gallops to its elegant close. The
rousing outing which Jane Bryan and Dick
Foran take in the horseless carriage

(Paramount)

Scott and Peggy were children. Peggy's
father (Walter Abel) was so inspired by
the achievement of the Wright Brothers
(their plane rose to the unbelievable
height of 40 feet) that he quit his job as a
newspaper reporter and devoted all of his
time to the building of a plane. It was a
strangely shaped affair with cumbersome
scalloped wings, and he died in agony in its
trial flight.
His faith in the future of heavier than
air ships possessed the lives of the three
children, according to their highly different temperaments. Pat (Fred MacMurray)
flew the crazy crates which were more
dangerous to aviators than the enemy guns
in the World War. Scott (Ray Milland)
was grounded by his own technical knowledge which was more valuable in a factory
than in a cockpit. And Peggy (Louise
Campbell) loved Pat understandingly,
hopelessly and helplessly.
This short history of flying is fascinating in itself, and equally absorbing because of the carefully drawn characters.
Excellent Technicolor adds greatly to the
effectiveness of the action which is breathtaking more than once. This is one of the
decidedly better pictures.

Tyrone Power, graceful, intense and capable as always, ages not a day during the
years and years it took Ferdinand de
Lesseps to build the Suez Canal.
These disloyal thoughts will not perturb
you while the picture is showing, however, fGr the tale is absorbing and the production is fine, and the cast is above
criticism.

THE SISTERS

of songs, of course. " Better see this one.
MEN

in mild and uncritical wonderment at the
phenomenon. We feel the same way . . .
interested but not surprised . . . that young

Rosalind

Russell

Citadel,

absorbing

has an appealing
tale

of

role in The

a doctor's

career

(you'll find a story about it on page 37)
is worthy of a sentimental sigh. The reproduction of the San Francisco earthquake is vividly terrifying. Telling performances are contributed by Beulah
Bondi, Henry Travers, Alan Hale, Ian
Hunter, Anita Louise and Lee Patrick.
But, somehow, the film does not have the
same undeniable appeal that made a somewhat similar offering, Four Daughters, an
outstanding attraction. The Sisters is an
interesting story, and Bette Davis' performance of the woman who loved unquestioningly and unwaveringly is powerful, but the film as a whole just misses
being one of the absorbing screen tales.

The picture was made in England, and
for that reason locations and types in the
earlier parts of the film have authenticity
and great interest.

TOO

SUEZ (Twentieth Century-Fox)

£

S

Besides providing a rousing evening
of entertainment, Suez will send you
out of the theatre speculating on the engaging thought-habits of the movie masters.
Just why producers have an irrisistible
impulse to put foreign actresses into pants
and encourage them to talk baby talk, is
something this department does not attempt to explain, preferring to take refuge

HOT

TO HANDLE

(M-G-M)

Life on the news fronts was never like
this, but it does not matter because
audiences do not have a moment in which
to
make
under
way.comparisons, once this film is
It races from one fantastic episode to
another, with never a lagging moment as
it whizzes through the exploits of two
rival news-cameramen (Clark Gable and
Waiter Pidgeon) in love with the same
girl (Myrna Loy).
Action starts in China with bombings,

air-raids and a rescue of the girl from a
blazing plane. It moves to New York
where the three cover the burning of an
ammunition freighter in stride before they
take off for South America and the unexplored land of the head-hunters. Between trips, there is a more than generous
amount of double-crossing, resourceful
trickery, theft, misrepresentation and
spontaneous skull-duggery, and it all
builds up to one of the fastest films of the
month.
IF I WERE

H

KING

(Paramount)

The 1938 version of the story of
Francois Villon bristles so with an admirable social consciousness that the romantic and unregenerate poet has less
time than usual to be a great lover, so busy
is he championing the down-trodden.
Mild, patient, reasonable and a little sad
rather than dashingly romantic is Ronald
Colman as Villon. And quite understandable that is, too, because the script keeps
the poet busy every minute with saving
Paris, improving working conditions and
trying to win Katharine De Vaucelles
(Frances Dee). Anyone would be exhausted with so much change of mood.
Shining brilliantly among many fine
performances is that of Basil Rathbone as
the subtle, cynical, impatient and impulsive old Louis XI. This performance,
complete with spasmodic grimace and evil
crackle, guides the imagination back
through the centuries far more effectively

than do the excellent settings or the handsome costumes. Unless we are very far
wrong in a guess, Rathbone will be one of
the academy award winners for 1938 because of it.
FIVE OF A KIND

(Twentieth Century-Fox)

91 The new film, starring the five little
sisters, is just what you have grown
to expect of a film with the Dionne Quintuplets. There is a story ... a rather
routine story . . . interrupted in the middle
for a good long period in which the little
girls tumble around in front of the camera,
screaming gaily in French baby-talk. And
very interesting it is, too, because the
children have grown to the point where
they can wander through a dance, sing a
song and speak understandable words.
The story deals with a girl reporter
(Claire Trevor) her comic assistant (Inez
Courtney) and their battle for exclusive
news breaks with a rival reporter (Cesar
Romero). Jean Hersholt appears once
again as the country doctor, Slim Summerville and John Qualen remain in their
well established parts as the back-woods
law and the father, and Henry Wilcoxon
appears as doctor.
STABLEMATES

(M-G-M)

II Remember the great waves of emotion
which swept over theatres some years
ago when Wallace Beery, playing human
derelicts with hearts of gold and Jackie
Cooper were starred together?
Of course

you do, and with great pleasure, too.
That is why you should see Stable-mates.
The same formula is followed respectfully,
with Mickey Rooney playing the younger
member of the heart-throb team.
Mickey is a tough waif who picks up a
living around race-track stables. He becomes a man of heavy responsibility when
a horse, about to be destroyed, is turned
over to him. His cares grow heavier when
Beery, as a bumbling, bibulous discredited
veterinarian cures the horse but falls
under the alert eyes of the law.
The appeal of this picture does not lie
in restraint or subtlety, but there are fast
races and fine support, and it all ends happily, as if you hadn't guessed!
YOUTH

TAKES

A FLING

(Universal)

M

The boy (Joel McCrea) grew up on a
farm. His possessing ambition was to
go to sea. The girl (Andrea Leeds) grew
up in the big city. More than anything
else in the world she wanted to find her
dream man and settle down to quiet
domesticity in a two-room apartment.
They meet in a big department store
where both are marking time on small
jobs. From the moment the girl sees the
boy you know that he might as well forget
the sea. He doesn't realize it, however,
and she has to spend the rest of the picture
in such elementary bandishments as cooking at home and being a good listener.
To one who long has wanted a little
boat, it all seemed very depressing.

it

it

For Lovely Skin - Camay is the Beauty Soap for me!
ROSLYN,

LONG

ISLAND

// ifs romance you're after, begin with a Camay
complexion ! So many complexions have hidden
beauty that can be brought to light by gentle
Camay cleansing.
November 3, 1938

(Signed) Amy Cavanagh
(Mrs. John B. Cavanagh)

|0 OTHER charm a girl can have counts more than
soft, smooth skin ! So many brides— so many girls
everywhere who win romance— tell you, "Camay is the
soap we use to help us keep skin lovely!"
They've tried other beauty cares, of course. But
they've found no other soap seems to have quite the
same rich, fragrant lather as Camay. They like
Camay's thorough, gentle cleansing, too !
And because Camay's thorough cleansing leaves
skin feeling so refreshed, smart girls use it daily— for
their complexions, and for a luxurious bath of beauty.
It's a wonderful help to all-over loveliness and the
exquisite daintiness every girl must have! Get three
cakes today. Camay costs so little— Camay helps so
much toward fresher, more appealing skin !

Camay

Trade-Mark Reg. O. S. Pat. Off.

THE SOAP OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
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Whoever it was who cooked up that little idea that
silence is golden, well, Glenda Farrell would like
to meet them in a nice dark alley some night soon. With
no holds barred.
It doesn't take much to get Glenda in an uproar. It
never does with the Irish, and Glenda is as Irish as
Bridget O'Toole's shillalah. By the same token, she
usually cools off as fast as she blows up, which undoubtedly is one of the reasons her devoted friends
forgive her occasional pyrotechnical displays. (And
boy, they're something!) But this time it's different;
she's got a first class hang-over on her peeve about
silence being golden. Nor can man, beast, or our little
feathered friends talk her out of it.
"Silence is a blight," she says "and I ought to knowi"
Thereby hangs this tale.
To get the true perspective on the story, you must
divorce the real life Glenda from the screen version.
In the latter she always is the original fast talking babe
who never is at a loss for the correct snappy come-back
and hence gets away with murder. She talks herself out
of predicaments with dopey husbands and irate wives,
chisel-hearted gangsters and duty-bound minions of law
order. Words
her life.
weapons
aanddecision.
But inarereal
. . . and she's never lost
"I'm always behind the eight ball!" she wailed. "And
do you know why? Not because I talk too much but
because I never can find anything to say. Take the other
daySheforwas
example."
driving down a boulevard with the speedometer needle playing tag between the 60 and 65 m.p.h.
marks. She wasn't going anywhere in particular and
certainly wasn't in any hurry, just ambling along in the
California sunshine. Suddenly a motorcycle cop appeared along side and motioned her to the curb. Ticket
book and pencil in hand, he marched over to the car.
"Where's the fire, lady?" he asked with that devastating sarcasm which must be Rule No. 3 in How To Be a
Motorcycle Cop.
"In your eyes, darlin',"

[Continued on page 50]

Glenda Farrell, soon to be seen in Torchy Blane in
Panama and in Exposed, is shown teaching the police
dog,
new words
so thatof he silence
won't
suffer Cyclone,
as she ahasfew from
the
blight

Is a

Blight
The eopy books say "Silenee is
Golden**, and if may lie foe* some
people hul 4»Ienda Farrell has
different ideas for good reasons
By
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And there It awful news on the
sports page

Above Is William Frawley, smiling
in the happy sleep of the man who
means to solutikeep
hisbeNew
Year's
reon .• • • to
on time
at the
studio every morning (You'll see
him next in St, Louis Blues)
Below he learns that you can't win

4

And

the
Welcome
mat
slippery with dew

is

HOW

WELL

DO YOU

KNOW

YOUR

MqMqUJU of 1938?
Here is our annual

News

By WHITNEY

WILLIAMS

Test. One answer in the four
statements after each question is correct. Do you know
which one is the right one?
During the year 1938 musicals continued in the ascendancy, color advanced in popularity, million dollar
spectacles appeared on every side. Supplanting in favor every other type of
production were the homespun dramas
and comedy-dramas. Pictures like Four
Daughters and The Judge Hardy Family
and The Jones Family series giving rise to
a demand for more films of this class.
Juveniles of all ages made their bid for
attention, in increasing numbers,
and
Europe dispatched some of its loveliest
and most talented daughters to score immediate hits upon their American screen
debuts. The Screen Actors Guild rose in
importance.
Olden pictures like The
Sheik and Son oj the Sheik were reissued. Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs was conceded the outstanding
novelty film of the season. Divorces
scored over marriages, unlike last year,
and romantic
combinations
were
shuffled in endless array.
How much of interest transpired
may be gleaned only through a study
of individual events . . . and that's what
Hollywood has prepared for you in the
following questionnaire. In each of the
half-hundred questions, you'll find some
incident, personality or production that
highlighted the year 1938.
Although FOUR answers are appended
to each question, only ONE is correct. You
must, then, select the wheat from the
chaff, so to speak ... for the object of this
test is to determine your knowledge of
what has happened in Hollywood during
the past year.
The perfect score is 100, grading yourself two points for each correct answer.
If you can average 90 points or better, you
are practically an authority on news in
the movie world; if your score is above
80 you may pat yourself on the back as a
well-informed person; a score of 70 isn't
good but it isn't bad either. If your score
is below 70, you better brush up on current events in Hollywood.
Okay . . . here we go . . .
16

■

CHECK

THE ONE CORRECT

STATEMENT
1. The name that has attracted the most
attention in Hollywood during the
past(1)year
is: Windsor; (2) Mayor La
David
. Guardia;
(3) Charlie McCarthy;
(4) Weber and Fields.
2. When Shirley Temple left Hollywood
for the East, it was hoped:
(1) She would break attendance
records in every city she visited;
(2) she might make a New York
stage appearance in a play written
specially for her by Sir James
Barrie; (3) she would participate in
the New York-Bermuda yacht race;
(4) she might enjoy a vacation like
any other little girl, without the
fanfare of publicity.
3. Norma Shearer stepped out of the role
of Scarlett CHara because:
(1) She felt she was too old for the
part;
her fans
wanted(2)toshe
see didn't
her inbelieve
the character;
(3) Bette Davis personally requested this courtesy, so she herself
she didn't
Scarlett;
playappear
might to
want
again(4)with
Clark
Gable, scheduled to enact Rhett
Butler.
4. During her personal appearance tour,
Jane Withers:
(1) Interviewed President Roosevelt for the nation's largest news
syndicate; (2) was ordered by her
studio to discontinue immediately
her impersonation of Shirley
Temple; (3) was rushed to the
hospital in Boston; (4) called on
Mrs. Evalyn Walsh McLean to see
the famous Hope Diamond.
5. All the following were married in
1938, tionbut
can you tell which combinais correct:
(1) Jon Hall and Claire Trevor;
(2) Stan Laurel and Sylvia Sidney;
(3) J. Walter Ruben and Frances
Langford; (4) Humphrey Bogart
and Mayo Methot.
6. It's a (1) baby girl; (2) trial separation; (3) cruise to the South Seas
in their own yacht; (4) new fortyacre estate, for Melvyn Douglas and
his wife, Helen Gahagan.
7. Boys Town was notable for:
(1) Mickey Rooney's singing; (2)
Spencer Tracy's great portrayal of
Father Flanagan; (3) its slapstick
HOLLYWOOD

comedy; (4) the tear-jerking acting
of Lionel Barrymore.
8. Jackie Coogan (1) was divorced by
Betty Grable; (2) will play the
leading masculine role in Cecil B.
de Mille's Union Pacific; (3) filed
suit against his mother for an accounting ofhis childhood earnings;
(4) gathered a print of every picture he ever made, beginning with
The Kid, and presented the collection to his mother in memory of his
father.
9. When
Simone
Simon
sailed
for
France, she declared:
(1) She planned to marry abroad;
(2) she might never return to
Hollywood; (3) she expected to
make her operatic debut in London
during the coming season; (4) all
American men are bores.
10. Because she scored so heavily in
,
is the new Glamour Queen of the year:
(1) Fay Bainter in White Banners;
(2) Margaret Lindsay in Garden of
the Moon; (3) Hedy Lamarr in
Algiers; (4) Virginia Bruce in
Yellow Jack.
11. Constance
Bennett figured in the
nation's headlines for her:
(1) Slander suit against Jimmie
Fidler, radio commentator, for
$250,000;
(2) divorce from the
Marquis Henri de la Falaise de la
Coudray; (3) winning the Academy
award; (4) retirement from pictures.
12. Hollywood
gasped with amazement
when:
(1) Marguerite Clark announced
her return to the screen; (2) Wallace Beery piloted his own plane to
Honolulu; (3) Janet Gaynor revealed she secretly was wed to her
chauffeur; (4) Venita Varden divorced Jack Oakie.
13. For her wondrous rise to fame, Sonja
Henie was:
(1) Given a block of stock by her
grateful studio; (2) made a Norwegian Knight at her country's
legation in Washington, the youngest person to receive this order;
(3) awarded the Order of St. Helga
by Norway's King himself, upon her
visit to his Majesty; (4) elevated to
the position of Hollywood's Foreign
Citizen No. 1 by the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce.
14. Hollywood
wasn't overly-surprised
when (1) George Brent; (2) Franchot Tone; (3) Charles Farrell; (4)
Robert Montgomery announced he
was quitting pictures for the New
York stage.
15. March 2nd will be long remembered
in Hollywood because:
(1) It marked the date of the greatest strike in the history of motion
pictures; (2) the sisters of King Zog
of Albania made their motion picture debuts; (3) Hollywood was
deluged
with
a fearful
flood;
(4) Earl Carroll moved to Hollywood.
16. (1) Jack Benny; (2) George Burns;
(3) Don Ameche; (4) Eddie CanJANUARY,

1939

tor journeyed to England to raise
funds for removing Jewish children from Nazi countries.
17. Gene Autry, top-ranking western
star, threatened to walk out of his
contract with Republic if:

prove that he could play characters other than "pretty roles;"
(3) Barbara Stanwyck was to have
been in it, when the new studio cast
him; (4) the studio promised him a
new contract if he would enact the

(1) He couldn't direct his own pictures; (2) the studio refused to
allow him to choose his leading

prize-fighter.
25. It was a source of great satisfaction to
Hollywood when:
(1) Andy Devine socked a producer in the eye, for a kayo; (2)
Paramount announced it would
produce "The Life of Samuel
Goldwyn," with Gregory Ratoff
portraying the oft-quoted producer;
(3) Helen Hayes told reporters she
was looking forward to appearing
again in pictures; (4) Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., deserted English
films to return to Hollywood.
26. Rumors are only rumors, but the
rumor persists that:
(1) Metro intends dropping Joan
Crawford from its contract list; (2)
Paulette Goddard and Charlie
Chaplin will divorce; (3) Universal
and Warner Bros, will merge; (4)
Bing Crosby has lost interest in
horse-racing and will go in for the
racing.
South American sport of llama-

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

lady; the
(3)setvisitors
banned
from
while heweren't
was working;
(4) his demand for more money
wasn't acted upon favorably.
Notable among the year's events was:
(1) Katherine Cornell consenting to
appear in a picture; (2) Nelson
Eddy announcing his engagement;
(3) the Ritz Brothers appearance in
Room Service; (4) Jean Arthur
emerging from her self-imposed
retirement to make You Can't Take
It With You.
Kids are happy now, because:
(1) Hollywood has decreed that all
theatres shall admit free every boy
and girl who is accompanied by one
paid-admission; (2) an exchange
has been set up in Hollywood where
stars' signatures are sold for a
penny apiece; (3) the popular radio
program, Tlxe hone Ranger, has
been serialized on the screen; (4)
for every movie boner they catch on
the screen, they will be rewarded
with a miniature movie camera.
(1) Paul Muni in The Good Earth;
(2) Spencer Tracy in Captains
Courageous; (3) Paul Muni in The
Life of Emile Zola; (4) Robert
Montgomery in Night Must Fall,
won the Academy award for the
best actor's performance of 1937.
Carole Lombard set Hollywood
tongues a-wagging when she:
(1) Announced she didn't resent
the Government taking a substantial portion of her picture-earnings
as income tax; (2) presented Clark
Gable with a ten-acre ranch adjoining her own property; (3) demanded $250,000 per picture; (4)
engaged a hospital room near that
of her ex-spouse, William Powell,
so she might be with him during his
serious illness.
During the well-remembered and socalled Recession, most of the studios:
(1) Borrowed additional millions
from Wall Street to meet growing
payrolls; (2) embarked upon the
most rigid economy program in
screen history; (3) produced more
pictures to ensure greater revenue;
(4) closed during the months of
March and April.
Jean Hersholt (1) finally became an
American citizen; (2) celebrated his
twenty -fifth anniversary in motion
pictures; (3) was received by the
King of Denmark, during a holiday
in his native country; (4) decided
not again to portray the role of Dr.
Dafoe.
Robert Taylor was particularly
anxious to appear in The Crowd
Roars because:
(1) Frank Morgan would portray
his father; (2) it enabled him to

27. (1) Norma
Talmadge;
(2) Billie
Dove; (3) Sally Rand; (4) Theda
Bara, returned to the screen in
Murder On Sunset Boulevard.
28. The most talked-of radio ballyhoo in
the history of the screen was
accorded:
(1) Marie Antoinette; (2) In
Old Chicago;
Alexander's
time Band; (4)(3)The
AdventuresRag-of
Robin Hood.
29. Which of these events amused Hollywood no end:
(1) Mary Pickford conducting husband-Buddy Rogers' orchestra at
the Casino in New York; (2) Joan
Bennett "smacking" a member of
The Texans cast, when he got fresh;
(3) Leopold Stokowski romantically pursuing Greta Garbo to
Europe; (4) Ginger Rogers kicking
Fred Astaire in the shins after
the dancing star tripped her before
a stage-full of spectators.
30. Announcing her engagement to a
German Baron, Kay Francis further
declared:
(1) They would establish residence
on the French Rivera; (2) her
future husband would open a studio
of his own and star her in a series of
pictures; (3) she expected to retire
from the screen; (4) theirs would be
a trans-Atlantic marriage, she remaining inHollywood while he conGermany.tinued his aviation career in
31. The past year has seen:
(1) More marriages between the
stars than in any previous season;
(2) most of the stars appearing in
guest spots on the radio; (3) every
studio making half their pictures in
color; (4) Greta Garbo opening her
house to [Continued on page 54]
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One of the highlights of
Zasa will be the daneing
of "The Can-Can" which
scandalized an earlier
generation and which
still is a riotious romp.
Dorothy Dayton and Hilly
Daniels demonstrate its
adaptation
for today

"J

Her* is the first position in the new Swing swagger
. . . Hop eight beats on one foot, swinging the other

A

For the "Cake Walk" Dorothy and
to center on four counts and face

O

The
but

"j

"The Can-Can Walk." Both partners hop on left foot,
crossing right foot over for four counts, and repeat

g

After a jump

3

hop step is continued for another eight beats, v
notice the new
positions of the swinging
feet

Partners change sides on a two step for four counts,
return

A

5

Partners
"swish"

to first

position,

repeat

the

"Can-Can

"Slap it" in which both dancers
right foot, alternating
this step

hop
for

left, slapping
eight counts

air,

Dorothy and

Billy show,

energetically, how to do "The Break" after which . . .

Hop"

circle each other, Billy imitating
Dorothy's
with a vigorous hop, then they do the . . .

into the

Billy swing back
center for . . .

O

Dorothy
"The

circles,
Brush-off,"

extending
dusting

right
her

shoe

foot.
for

Billy
eight

does
beats

^QThe partners swing back to back, heels together,
in
their
original
position. Continue
till exhausted!

k

!!

Why Colman Changed His Mind

Beautiful Benita Hume became the
second Mrs. Ronald Colman at a
ceremony kept secret from all but
a few close friends in Hollywood

Why did the romantic star of
many movies change his own
statement, "I do not expect
to marry again"? The answer
is as interesting as a movie
By
■

KAY

PROCTOR

Ronald Colman has done it again!
For the third consecutive time he
has outsmarted Hollywood completely
and is the town burned!
It's getting
to be too much of a habit the way he
springs surprises by not playing according to Hollywood Hoyle.
This time he did it by taking the
lovely, dark-eyed Benita Hume as his
bride in a secret ceremony on the
last day of September.
Not that there was any good reason why Ronnie shouldn't remarry.
He is one of the best, and deserving
of every happiness and good fortune. Itwas just that Hollywood
had made up its collective mind
Mr. Colman
would not marry
again. And said so.
"Ronnie marry?" everyone
said. "Don't be silly! As much
20

Beautiful Thelme Raye was separated for many years from the star
before their divorce was granted
without
fanfare
two
years
ago

chance of that as Temple playing
Scarlett. The guy's a bachelor and
he's going to stay that way."
In all fairness, Hollywood had
ample justification for that stand.
Not only had Ronnie never given
any indication of more than casual
interest in any woman (and some
of Hollywood's
loveliest glamour
ladies would have given a right eye
for a sign of Colman interests) but he'd
said right out that he did not want a second marriage. And said it publicly!
Ronnie and I discussed marriage a
couple of years ago in one of the rare interviews in which he permitted matters
of his heart to be mentioned. At that
time he insisted his past marriage to the
English actress, Thelma Raye, remain a
closed book as it had been to him since
his divorce in 1934. It had been an unhappy failure for reasons that concerned
no one but the principals involved, and
Ronnie had had to wait long and patiently
for his freedom.
But at that time, two years ago, he did
say this to me:
"I have made no place in my future
Then he told me why.
plans for a wife."
It was not because he had been irreparably hurt or disillusioned by his first
marriage. It was not that he had been
made cynical by the hit-or-miss system
of marriage that [Continued on page 48]
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Man's
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worst
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Early

morning

Tea

clock!

with

a side order of mail

for

breakfast

All Around
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alarm

is cold

in

Our energetic cameraman
who knows all and sees all
got up early and stayed up
late to record the activities of Louis Hay ward, star
of The Duke of West Point

the Clock

Hollywood

But

a

warm

greeting

at the

studio

gate helps
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The finishing touches

Light!

Camera!

Action!

Ah, there,

Miss Lupino!

and man's worst friend is set for 5:30

1
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Here are some unusual and
beautiful cards with which
stars will greet their friends

A

white and

bears
wishes

gold calendar

Mary
good
for
theBoland's
whole
year

Jeanette
MacDonald's
is white
and
gay

card
red

Gladys Swarthout and Frank
Chapman had a record of their
greetings
cast
for
friends

See You In the

BLONDIE
A Woman's

Prerogative

The favorite reading in Hollywood just now
is the comic page for the screen is turning
to the papers for new characters and stories

■

0

\

Above, Penny Singleton at Blondie, Arthur Lake
as Dagwood, Larry Simmt at Baby Dumpling
and Daity at they appear in the film version
of

the

famous

funny-paper

strip,

"Blondie"

Right, Larry "Butter" Crabbe at the unbeatable
Flath Gordon struggles in one more episode
of the teriet which hat rocked movie theatres
with the

24

wild

thriekt of delighted youngttert

Hey kids, come on, Grandma Hollywood is going to read the
funny papers. Thanks to the dear old lady, fifty million mamas
and papas can now sleep late Sunday mornings, relieved of the
task of swinging from tree to tree with Tarzan, having to live again
their own little follies with Blondie and Dagwood, and going the
adventurous way of Flash Gordon.
Grandma reads rather well, don't you think? As she points out
the pictures with her gnarled old fingers and quaveringly reads the
balloons, the characters seem to leap right out of the newspapers
and come to life. There they are! Look!! On the screen at your
favorite motion picture theatre!
There is Tarzan, with a whoop and a whirl; there is the glittering
Flash Gordon, accomplishing unbelievable miracles on Mars; there
is O'Hara doing doughty deeds in Radio Patrol, and remember when
Harold Teen consumed ice cream sodas and desperately tried to
get dates with Lillum?
Johnny Weissmuller, as Tarzan, can thank the funny papers for
. his rise, literally and arboreally speaking, in pictures; another champion swimmer, Buster Crabbe, is practically the funnies animated,
what with Flash Gordon, Buck Rogers and Red Barry to his credit
so far; Grant Withers was O'Hara, and Arthur Lake and Harold
Teen were almost synonomous. Mr. Lake's success in that picture
will undoubtedly be duplicated by his portrayal of Dagwood in
Blondie, soon to be released as a feature picture.
War scares and national catastrophies come and go, but the little
ink figures of the comic strip pages go on year after year depicting
ridiculous situations, amazing scientific advances, just plain American domestic scenes, and every possible and impossible kind of
adventure to prove that good always triumphs over evil.
National heroes are the characters of the comic page, and it was
a delicate job to choose just the right actor to portray Dagwood,
the husband of Blondie; Dagwood, the typical American, human

(Appear*

Carol

\

Ike

a

«*» Sft.^^^.°

merry

4

Reginald Owen as Scrooge

Right, Joan Bennett as she appeared with her own blonde
hair piled high in the new
mode. Below, a very different
Joan in the black wig which she
wears during much of the
action
in
Trade
Winds,

■

wwifh Joan
Some fact* about the girl whose
trlhlng picture In on the cover

Joan Bennett, the tamest of the turbulent Bennetts, is Hollywood's
current enigma these days with her hair done up high on her
shapely head one day and unrecognizable the next as she wears her
dark wig for her newest picture, Trade Winds.
But if one gets up
early enough to see the youngest of the Bennett clan arrive at the
studio, he will find Joan looking as girlish as when she played in Little
Women and the same eager and determined person who made the
rounds of Hollywood studios a good long time before success arrived.
Success, and many pictures with many compliments, haven't turned the dainty Joan's head and
that, my fine feathered friends, is something that
can't be said of a number of other young and beautiful girls whose names are on theatre marquees. She's
had her trials and tribulations and plenty of disappointments and heartbreaks but you have yet to see
her carrying around a crying towel. If and when,
she does any complaining or weeping, it's when no
one is either looking or listening. She's that kind
of a girl.
Ten generations of actors are behind her. She
inherited talent, but there have been no short cuts
just because she was Dick Bennett's daughter. On
the contrary, more has been expected of her because
she is the daughter of a stage star.
It was Father Bennett, by the way, who offered
Joan her first stage role. After her divorce from
John Martin Fox which took place after she returned
from England in 1928, Joan's ambition was to open
an interior decorating shop in New York. She attempted to persuade her mother to give up her
stage career and go into business with her, and when
Mrs. Bennett refused Joan's enthusiasm for the decorating enterprise gradually died down.
Without the slightest experience before the footlights she "went on" in Jarnegan and set the writing
boys and girls back on their heels with her performance. Her first role in [Continued on page 47]

Left, full of confidence is our hero,
but the horse seems a bit nervous

"See," smiles our hero, "it's simple
to

be

a

lone

ranging

Dickie
Rides Again
In his new film. Going Places,
Dick Powell plays a steeplechase rider with the startling
results shown
on this page
"Hey, wait a minute, can't we talk this over?" demands the intrepid rider as the starting line nears

And our hero wishes he were, too

'

&

The winnah!

cowboy"

The Adolphe Menjous at the Ice Follies

The Andy Devinej at the fight*

Meet the> tilts.
In the background of
nearly every star's life
there is an important
woman. Some are well
known to the public
through careers of
their own. Some are
not, but you may depend on it that all of
them influence the careers of their brilliant
husbands. So...
Meet the Mrs.!
The John Barrymores at the theatre

The Harold Lloyds at the races
32

The Gary Coopers at the theatre

The Jack Bennys at dinner.

The Warren Williams at the Hollywood
Bowl

The

Fred

MacMurrays

JANUARY,

1939

at the

Grove

The

Edward

G.

Robinsons

at the

The Don Ameches out for dinner

Bowl

The Jean Hersholts at the Polo Grounds

The James Cagneys off for a trip

33

Hitting the
Come-Back Trail
■

Way back in the bleak, black days of the First Depression,
tall, likeable, and handsome Charles Farrell, the Cape Cod
boy who made good in Hollywood, stood at the top of the movie
ladder of fame, a celluloid king of all he surveyed.
More stories were being written about him than about any
other actor in the business. His fan mail had grown to such
huge proportions that it was a big headache to the postoffice
department. He had an airtight contract with Fox Film that
called for a weekly salary of $3,000. He had, as we backwoods
folk so drolly put it, the world by the tail and a downhill pull.
His pictures with Janet Gaynor were making so much money
that the studio had to hire extra help to cart it to the bank and
Fox executives were wearing those 'smiles that won't come off'
as they figured on future profits.
And then it happened!
Charley Farrell, Cape Cod boy who had made good in Hollywood, decided to call the whole thing off and before a director
could say "cut" he tore up his contract that was worth $100,000
if it was worth a cent, and said he was through being a party of
the first or second part in pictures if he had to play those sappy,
sugar-sweet roles he'd fallen heir to.
Well, the ripping of that contract made a sound that was
literally heard around the world. Charley was smothered by
fan mail that said he must be more than slightly 'teched in the
haid' to commit such a movie blunder. Other studios offered
him big important money if he'd reconsider and sign on the
dotted line for roles similar to those he'd been playing, but to
all enticing offers Charley turned two deaf ears. The chances
are that if he'd had six he would have turned them, too, being
just
made that
up. stubborn about the whole thing once his mind was
He was, so he calmly stated to all and sundry,
through with all sugary parts that tabbed and typed
"walk-in, walk-out" sweetheart. From now on, he
movie diet would consist of one
[Continued on

Charles Farrell has been
on the top, the most
sought-after young leading man in Hollywood.
He also has seen the time
when parts were poor
and very far between.
His story, between his
last success and his part,
in Shirley Temple's
film, J ust Around the
Corner,
is absorbing
By ED JONESBOY
34

definitely
him as a
said, his
page 53]
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Out West With Mickey.
Mickey Rooney is willing to try anything once for
the sake of his art, but he ran into a little trouble
when he tried to show the cameraman a few tricks
during filming of Out West With the Hardy s

"A

simple twist of the wrist

Cab Stabs

All cars do not hit the scrap
heap. Some of them have an
honored old age in Hollywood, at work in movies
By

HELEN

GO ON FOREVER
■

"We've got to have some class here," says the director to the head
of the studio transportation department. "This scene is going to
be terrific. It's where Josie Goldilocks and Homer Highpockets
escape from the London traffic cop."
The transportation man scratches his head.
"What you need here," he says, "is Rudy Valentino or Mary
Pickford. Or maybe Gloria Swanson. I'll call 'em up, and you can see — "
The director leaps to his feet.
"Have you gone nuts?" he demands. "I don't want actors — I Want
automobiles."
"That's what I'm talking about,"
This Overland was built in 1909,
says the transportation man.
but it's chugging along stronger
"What I mean is, we can get you
than ever
in Hollywood
films
the Isotta-Fraschini which Valentino Owned — cost $27,000. Or you
can have Mary Pickford's old DeLage. That's the 1924 job you used
two pictures ago. Or you can have Gloria Swanson's old Rolls-Royce."
The years have marched on. Valentino is dead these many years,
Mary Pickford has retired, and only Gloria Swanson remains. But
the "million dollar hacks" which they and many other stars of the
silent days linger on — in auto rental establishments. Time may have
dimmed their luster — but the cars have acquired personality. The
garage men call them by name. They still make $50 a day — when they
work.
And thus it is that we present
This was Buick's most dashing
another screwy Hollywood busimodel in 1909, and it still gets
ness.
"Ahs!"
from
movie
audiences
Of course, the older cars develop
tempera- [Continued on page 57]

Below and right, Dick Foran at
work on the horseless carriage,

Below, the Isotta-Fraschini, once
owned by Rudolph Valentino, now a

built by the Singer Sewing Machine company in 1904 and put

star among the best "character" cars

back on the road for The Si's/ers
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Strike onel
Oh, come on, it's simple!

Strike

two!

Now what do I do?

Strike three

and out!

Or rather IN the doghouse

— ———

By E. J. SMITHS©!*
■

We'll say this for the parents of
Vincent Price, the tall and handsome
Broadway leading man who has been
making more than a few gentle stabs at a
motion picture career in his first screen
effort, Service De Luxe, out at Universal —
both father and mother were mighty smart
people. When they discovered that their
young son (age five, mind you!) had been
bitten by the stage bug and was going to
be, so he said in no uncertain terms, an
actor, they did not hold up their hands in
holy horror to exclaim: "Heavens! What
will Aunt Minnie say?" If they had done
that, their young offspring would have
been one up on them. Because it was no
less a personage than Aunt Minnie, herself, who had arranged for his first theatrical appearance in The Angel of the Annunciation. That was a kindergarten production which had won for him a nice long
'rave' column in the local paper. Aunt
Minnie had read to him the verbal bouquets and that, definitely, had settled it.
"I'm going to be an actor!" he announced, "and let's don't start an argument!" Or words to that effect.
"Go ahead," the parents answered back.
"We want you to be anything you have the
nerve and courage to become." Or words
to that effect.
And so it was. From that time on,
through kindergarten, grade, high school,
and college, Vincent kept adding fuel to
the theatrical fire that burned within him.

l

It wasn't until his college days at Yale
were over that he discovered that wanting
to act was one thing, and getting the
chance to do it was another. Once out of

III

school it didn't take him long to discover
that the school plays in which he had
served what he chose to call his "apprenticeship" didn't mean a thing on Broadway. He was a big boy, six feet, four
inches up in the air in his stockinged feet,
and good looking, but these two physical
assets failed to make much of an impression upon the producers who were kind
enough now and then to listen to his acting ambitions. "Come back when you've
got a toe-hold, kid," they'd say after he'd
recite his experience in high school and
college goings-on. And come back he
would a day or two later as he slapped his
broad brogans up and down the hard
pavement of Broadway. And always with
the same result.
"Meanwhile," he says, "I drove a bus
for the students at Riverdale Country
School and after that I was an assistant
teacher of English, German, dramatics and
art I had to eat. I could have written
home for funds, but somehow that wasn't
playing the game."
■

"I was down, all right," he admits,
"but not out and it occurred to me
that maybe if I went to London and saw
the stage producers there I'd be able to
wrangle some sort of an acting job. I knew
London like a book, knew just where to go
and whom to see so it wasn't like going
into a strange land. I'd spent several
summers abroad during my college vaca-

Af ter a brilliant success on the stage,
Vincent Price is making a start for
screen stardom in Service De Luxe
tions. I had been a research student in the
universities of Nuremberg, Vienna,
Frankfort, and London. In 1932, during
one of these vacation periods I had spent
my days piloting tourists through
museums and art galleries, tutoring in
history and English while at night I had
sung in a Vienna night club. Oh, I knew
my way around— but that's about all.
But my knowledge and acquaintance of
Europe never fazed the London producers
at all! They said, even more politely than
the American producers: 'You can't get
a professional stage job without professional experience and you can't get professional experience anywhere outside of
a professional theatre', all of which not
only left me more than slightly bewildered
but completely nonplussed. For a week or
so, that is. Then, desperate, I lied my head
off to an English producer and with such
good effect that in no time at all I was
given a part in the London production of
Chicago. That was in 1935 and I made my
professional bow at the Gate theatre as a

squeaky-shoed cop, doubling as the
judge in the last act! Now, I slapped myself on the back, I was actually getting
somewhere
m this
business!"later, at
And he was,
too.acting
Two months
the same theatre, he was playing the most
coveted leading male part of the London
season, Prince Albert, in Victoria Regina.
Gilbert Miller, then in London, had
bought the play for American production,
to star Helen Hayes. After watching
Vincent Price through the first act Miller
knew he had found the perfect lead to play
opposite Miss Hayes. And then Broadway, which had snubbed him and his
efforts to the well-known fare -you- well,
was suddenly made aware of young Mr.
Price as an actor. The critics began
yipping and roaring his praises and Aunt
Minnie, gloating in her easy chair had a
scrap-book of rave notices to show her
neighbors and friends. For two solid
years Vincent continued without a break
in the part of Prince Albert.
[Continued on page 47]
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now to be seen in The Young in Heart has a featured role
in Dramatic School, sopn to be released. And the rumor
still persists that she will play Scarlett in Gone With the Wind

Little Caesar
At Home

H

You think of him as the most sensational of all of the
gangsters, or as the monomaniac doctor in The Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse, or as the tough attorney in I Am
the Law9 but this is the way he looks at home in his
roles as art collector and devoted head of a family

Above and left, a peaceful scene in the
music room with five and a half year old
Mannie and Mrs. Robinson
(Gladys Lloyd)
Above, Little Caesar bends an affectionate
head to hear what his mother has to say
about this business of posing for the camera
Left, Mannie wants to be a fireman, and
Little Caesar is never one to miss any excitement. Here both of them answer an alarm

And here are the brave fire laddies
with the situation under control, except
that they forgot their helmets. The
costume department wouldn't like that!
41

Armand Blended Cream, Wind Blown Roses Face
Powder and Cream Rouge come Gift-packed for
presentation
to a beauty-seeking
young
girl
Ponds grand hand lotion, Danya, as well as the
famous powder, cleansing cream and vanishing
cream step out in a gaily striped "Beauty Box"
They please the nose in different ways, this
box of Luxor Complexion Powder and a large
bottle of alluringly fragrant Gardenia Cologne
The girl who travels will find that Lady Esther's
satin lined box of face powder, four-purpose
cream
and lipstick pack safely and snugly
When you are caught under the mistletoe you'll
appreciate Princess Pat's Liquid Lip Tone, the
lip rouge that really stays on until removed
Mary Pickford fans — and who isn't — will love
a set of her new cosmetics packaged in Wedgewood blue and white, priced very moderately
Any girl who receives cosmetics from the House
of Westmore will want to take a screen test
immediately. And it will probably turn out well

HOLLYWOOD

Do you rate under the mistletoe?
If not, write Ann Vernon for help
with your beauty problems. She
will be glad to advise you, free of
charge, ust send a stamped, selfaddressed envelope with your letter (3 cents U.S. postage, please!)
to Ann Vernon, HOLLYWOOD
Magazine, 1501 Broadway, New
York, N. Y

For the girl who values the appearance of her
dressing table and her skin, Kleenex offers
the dainty Pastel Pack and the Multicolor Pack
Good

grooming for father, brother or beau

comes in Colegate's set of Lilac Toilet Water,
Rapid Shave Cream, Dental Cream and Talc

10
11
12
13
14

A Jewel Case that will keep your fingers looking like precious stones is the Cutex Manicure
Set available in wine, blue or green leatherette
Five beauty aids from Varady include Oil of
Youth, face powder, cream, rouge and lipstick
— a suitable
gift for
the
beauty-minded
Mother will appreciate Harriet Hubbard Ayer's
Talcum Sachet and Bathsheen, the water softener faintly scented with Honeysuckle perfume
Along with Max Factor's Vanity comes the new
Tru-Color Lipstick, a special gift combination
that delights pretty, brunette Ann Rutherford
Marie Wilson may

well smile, discovering a

large flacon of Lanvin's Pretexte, the imported
perfume that adapts its scent to the individual

JANUARY,

1939

■

Santa Claus doubling for your fairy godmother isn't as fantastic as it
sounds. ' For if the old saint leaves cosmetics under Christmas trees,
he is bestowing the Gift of Beauty as surely as does a fairy godmother's
star-tipped wand. The only part the recipient has to play is to use these
cosmetics faithfully. I have spent a lot of time choosing the gifts shown
here, because I wanted them to be quality products, as practical as a box
of hose, as glamorous as sapphire earrings — yet very inexpensive. I think
you'll agree that all these gifts measure up to specifications. I included
several sets of creams, lotions and cosmetics for they are, after all, the
sort of things you can never have enough of; the basic preparations needed
to transform a plain jane into a beauty. ... A manicure set that will be a
treasure to any girl who is proud of keeping her hands lovely — an inspiration toher sister who's inclined to neglect hers. . . . Softly colored cleansing tissues that provoke more frequent removal and re-application of
make-up. . . . Perfumes and scented colognes that add as much invisible
beauty as the liquid lipstick adds visible prettiness. . . . Bath luxuries that
make bathing a delight, and leave a hint of their perfume for hours. . . .
A double compact that works like a dream, and helps to preserve the
dressing-table perfection of finish far past midnight. . . . All these are here
as suggestions to your own private Santa and to you, playing the role
yourself. You'll find them priced to please your purse, many of them
less than a dollar, and none over five dollars.
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"Pass one pound lean rump steak and Vz
pound fat bacon (uncooked) through a
mincing machine several times, and add 2
small teacups of bread crumbs (not dried)
and 1 dessert spoon of Harvey's or Worcestershire Sauce, 1 teaspoon salt, and 1
teaspoon pepper. Mix all together with 1
well-beaten egg. Form into a roll and
boil in a well-floured cloth -for two hours.
Turn it out (do not tie too tightly) and
when cold, glaze it over if liked."
Another favorite of Treacher's is a
Raisin Pudding which Treachers have
been eating for generations. And if we
seem to run to puddings, remember that
Treacher is a son of Merry England where
puddings are very popular. He makes his
favorite Raisin Pudding by taking Vz
pound flour, % pound suet, Vz pound
raisins (stoned), and 1 teaspoon salt and
mixing them with milk. This is rolled in a
floured cloth and boiled for 4 hours. Then
it's served with butter and brown coarse
sugar.
They seem quite different frbm our
customary American recipes, don't they?
And the "puddings" they make are
different, too. While they are foods that
will be hailed with delight by all true
Britishers, I suspect many died-in-thewool Americans will say they prefer
their own American dishes. So for the
benefit of these Americans, I'm adding
these three recipes which come the nearest
to bearing a family resemblance to the
pudding Treacher and his family have
enjoyed for generations. They are
Dumplings, Beef Loaf and Suet Pudding.
DUMPLINGS
2 cups all-purpose flour
4 tsp. baking powder
1 tbsp. shortening
Arthur Treacher uses the cook's privilege of tasting as he works.
You'll see him soon in Up the River and in The Little Princess

The most famous of all screen
gives some recipes of favorite
dishes and proves himself to be an
in the kitchen as well as in the

butlers
English
expert
pantry

to Treacher. His
The screen's foremost butler cerfavorite dish is Sussex
tainly should know
Pudding. This is the
something about cookway
"Mixit's1 made:
pound flour,
ing— and Arthur
2 teaspoons baking
Treacher doesn't disBy
appoint us. The tall and
powder and 1 saltspoon
witty Englishman, who
of salt together and
lives alone and likes it,
then mix with milk to
form roll. (Not too
has a keen appreciation for good food, and
wet.) Roll this in
an understandable
floured pudding cloth,
weakness for English
BETTY
pin or tie up fairly
CROC
dishes in particular.
KER
tightly and boil one
In America he soon
hour only. Do not lift
lid until hour is up. Take up, remove cloth,
discovered that to get English food he
cut in slices about half an inch thick and
would jolly well have to cook some of it
himself, which he did.
fry until brown in frying pan with fat
"Treacher" — as everyone in Hollywood
calls him — sent for the ancestral cook
from
To joint."
go with a Sussex Pudding, here's a
book and here discloses recipes handed
truly British side plate called Breakfast
Sausage:
down from his grandmother, to his mother 3
|
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% cup milk
Vz tsp. salt
Sift flour once before measuring. Sift
flour, baking powder and salt together.
Cut in shortening with 2 knives or a pastry
blender. Add milk to make a soft dough.
Roll out and cut with biscuit cutter or
drop by spoonfuls on chicken (if made
with Chicken Fricassee) or stew (dumplings should rest on meat and vegetables
and not settle in the liquid) or they can be
cooked in well-greased steamer which fits
over kettle. Cover kettle or steamer
closely and cook 12 minutes without lifting cover.
BEEF LOAF
tbsp. sweet green pepper
tbsp. chopped onion
lb. ground beef
1 egg
cups bread crumbs
salt
V\ tsp.
tsp. pepper
1

tbsp. Worcestershire Sauce

Vz cup milk
cup water
6Vz slices
bacon
Chop pepper and onion very fine. Mix
with ground meat. Add bread crumbs,
salt, pepper, egg, Worcestershire Sauce
and milk. Mix thoroughly and form into

a roll. Lay strips of bacon on top. Bake
45 minutes in a moderate oven, 350° F.
AMOUNT:
6 servings.
SUET PUDDING
3V2 cups all-purpose flour
1 tsp. soda
1
tsp. salt
tsp. cinnamon
cup suet
cup sour or sweet milk
cup molasses
cup seeded raisins
cup chopped figs or dates
Sift flour once before measuring. Take
out about Vz cup of the flour for dredging
the fruit. Mix and sift together the remaining flour, the soda, salt and cinnamon. Chop the suet fine and add to the
milk and molasses. Combine the two
mixtures and add the fruit which has
been dredged with the flour. Fill wellgreased pudding molds % full of the mixture. Cover and place in a regular
steamer over boiling water (or arrange on
rack over boiling water in a large kettle) .
Cover steamer tightly and steam 3 hours.
Serve with hard sauce or any desired
liquid sauce. SIZE OF PAN: 3 one lb.
baking powder cans. AMOUNT: 8 generous servings.
"Treacher" and Shirley Temple are
pals. The day he brought his recipes into
the studio at 20th Century-Fox, he
climbed into a convict's costume for Up

the River and then encountered Shirley.
"Where's your police badge?" she demanded. "If you're a member of the
Temple Police, you must wear your badge
or be fined five cents." Treacher talked
fast, "A convict couldn't be wearing a
police badge, could he?" That let him out.
Treacher is building his own home in
San Fernando valley. During the first
weeks of construction he rushed out to
watch the carpenters every chance he had.
But no more. Every time he visits the
house he changes something, and that costs
money. There was one change that had
to be made, however. The screen's foremost butler had forgotten to put in a butler's pantry!

HAVE

A WAFFLE

SPREE FREE!

These chilly mornings and cold evenings
call for hot food. There isn't anything
more
inviting
than
waffles.
Walnut
waffles . . . bacon waffles ... all sorts of
waffles to tempt tired appetites. Fill out
the coupon below and you will receive
Betty Crocker's waffle recipes.
Betty Crocker
c/o HOLLYWOOD Magazine
Please send me your waffle recipes.
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Johnny Davis, now to be seen in Brother Rat,
got all mixed up with jitterbug slang, and took
his

baton

out

to

try

"swinging

the

corn"

AUNTIE. ..IS BAD BREATH )
CATCHING?
TESTS SHOW

THAT MUCH

BAD BREATH

COMES FROM DECAYING FOOD
PARTICLES AND STAGNANT SALIVA
AROUNDPROPERLY.
TEETH THAT
AREN'T
CLEANED
I RECOMMEND
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM. ITS SPECIAL
PENETRATING FOAM REMOVES THESE
ODOR-BREEDING DEPOSITS

'You see, Colgate's
special penetrating
foam gets into the hid- . t
den crevices between
your teeth. It helps your
toothbrush clean out
decaying food particles and stop the stagnant saliva
odors that cause much bad breath.
Besides, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent cleans enamel — makes
teeth sparkle. Always use Colgate's
— regularly and frequently. No
other dentifrice is exactly like it."

See Yon in the Funny Papers

the set he sends Mr. Lake and Miss Penny

[Continued from page 25]
those newspapers and whose papers, incidentally, carry the "Blondie" cartoon
strip.
■

Lake's screen wife is Penny Singleton.
"There's a Baby Dumpling
in my
home," she boasted. We were sitting on
the sidelines while the technical crew
dressed the "arena," the Dagwood parlor,
for another domestic skirmish.
Miss Singleton told me that she was
cleaning her house when she was informed that she was to be Dagwood's AllAmerican wife.
"After years of studying voice, dancing
and dramatics; after spending a couple
of mints on the higher things of life," she
laughed, "it is my household duties that
equip me for my most important part in
pictures!" Addicts of the Blondie cartoon
strip know that whenever Blondie is not
involved in budget difficulties, she is doing
housework. With golden hair fluffed over
her forehead, Penny looked uncannily
like the cartoon character, and it was difficult to believe that she had been Polly
in After the Thin Man, Cookie in Swing
Your Lady, and Gladys in Racket Busters.
Two important changes occurred in the
Singleton household when the funny paper
mantle fell upon Penny, and the changes
effect not Penny but her three-year-old
daughter, called Dee-Gee, short for Dorothy Grace, and her husband, who is a
children's dentist. The baby's punishment
is now exactly what is meted out to Baby
Dumpling . . . standing in a corner. But
it is Dr. Singleton who suffers the most.
When the kids heard that his wife was
going to be Blondie, he immediately lost
all claim to dignity, and is now greeted

into hysterics by insisting that he's "in
the funnies," not in the movies.

Mrs. Simms swears that Larry is just
as smart as Baby Dumpling and offers
several examples as proof. Once his uncle
tried to punish him for a misdemeanor
by threatening to "go away." He made a
great show of departure and got as far
as the door when the unimpressed* Larry
offered, "You forgot your coat."
One morning, his mother discovered that
he had raided the ice box and consumed
some jelly. He readily confessed but added,
engagingly, "But I saved just enough for
Another time, denied a ride in a car

you."

by his young
Patricia
Lake patients
also hasas a "Hi,
crossDagwood!"
to bear,
Arthur reports, for naturally she has become "Blondie" to all her friends.
■

The Baby Dumpling you will see on
the screen is Larry Simms, a wellpreserved young man of four who, I predict, will be the next screen idol of America. His portrait, on the Saturday Evening
Post cover of August 27, 1938, reduced
the country to coo-mania. Ivan Dimitri,
the famous photographer, discovered the
youngster cavorting with his mother on
the beach at Santa Monica and casually
took some pictures of him. Imagine Mrs.
Simms' surprise when all of a sudden she
came face to face with her son on the
Satevepost. Mr. Dimitri has since received
thousands of letters asking who the little
boy is and all about him. Here's the dope:
Larry got his start by appearing in
fashion shows at the age of fourteen
months. He modeled diapers and made a
tremendous .hit. Mrs. Simms used to be on
the stage. She was one of The Lawrence
Sisters. She always dismissed her career
on the stage with just one sentence — "Not
for my child!" — until Larry somehow acquired an agent, a part in The Last
Gangster, and then the Baby Dumpling
role in Blondie.
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Ann Sheridan was made an honorary
member of the Lake Arrowhead Police
Force recently when she was resting at
the resort following work in Angels
with Dirty Faces. The gun and cap are
regulation.

The

"uniform"

is

her

own

he was sure he was going to take, _Larry
trudged back to the house, a pathetic figure with unhappy fists in his eyes, his
shoulders hunched in resignation. He was
a figure of such dejection that the grownups experienced a change of heart and
told him he could come after all. "Pretty
goodclambered
trick I pulled,
wasn'tthe it?"
he
back into
car. he said, as

■

Turn the page over, Grandma Hollywood. Oooooh! Universal! I mean,
Flash Gordon and Buck Rogers. Universal
loves comic strips and quite naturally, too,
for they make much more money than the
good, average, reliable program picture.
This studio has the most skilled group of
serial technicians in the film city. The
men who worked on Flash Gordon and
who are now turning out Buck Rogers
can do anything. No trick shot, no collision between planets, ho rocket ship or
fantastic ray is too much for them. You
might think that the mechanical extravagances of Flash Gordon exhausted their
bag of tricks, but there are even more
elaborate contraptions in Buck Rogers.
One reason for the tremendous success of
these pictures is their cameraman, Jerry
Ash, for he used to be a famous magician.
Ash, who photographed The Hunchback
of Notre Dame, is responsible for many of
the startling effects in these films and is
having so much fun with gadgets on Universale serial stage that he wouldn't leave
even to photograph Garbo.
"I'm so accustomed to these fantastic
adventure roles," says Buster Crabbe,
"that nothing will ever surprise me again.
I wouldn't blink an eye if my car suddenly developed wings and flapped off to
the Milky Way. I am absolutely shock
proof." Not so, the fans and visitors
who swarm around Universal 's commissary every noon, yelping with excitement
as Crabbe, in his shining boots and his
metal shirt and tight glittering pants,
comes in for his lunch; for he presents an
exciting advance picture of what the 25th
century hero will look like.
In between Flash Gordon and Buck
Rogers, Buster Crabbe has starred in Red
Barry, super- detective in the cartoon
strips, who frantically searched for a mysterious two million dollars.
Turn over, Grandma. Ooooh! Jane
Arden. Warner Brothers own this cartoon
character and Jane, who is popularly acclaimed "the best looking girl of the comic
strips," is being handled with care, and
the Brothers Warner are appealing to
the public to aid in the selection of the
actress.
Next page,
grandma!
it's Little
Orplian
Annie!
Little Goody,
Ann Gillis
who
played Becky Thatcher in Tom Sawyer
is bringing to the screen the adventures
of Annie who has her full share of troubles
and sucesses before the end of the feature.
Why is it Hollywood is so funny-paperconscious? Barry Sarecky, producer of
cartoon pictures for Universal, probably
hits the nail on the head when he says,
"The secret of the success of these serials
is that they appeal to adults as well as to
And educators and psychologists have
something to say on the subject, too.
children."
Boldly
included in a report complied after
an attempt to determine statistically how
happy married couples are, is the statement: "People who like comic strips are
happy in marriage more often than those

Now, that's good Dumplingiana, and on
who do not."

Catchiiig Up With Joan
[Continued from, page 30]
motion pictures was that of Phyllis in
Bulldog Drummond starring Ronald
Colman. Next came a part in Disraeli in
which she supported George Arliss. Following this she shared acting honors with
Joseph Schildkraut in The Mississippi
Gambler and from then on it was just one
picture after another with the tamest of
the Bennett clan chalking up one fine performance after another.
S

Few screen stars live a more active
life than Joan. Her day starts early —
even when she is not working — and she
manages her own household and carries
on a huge correspondence (aided by competent Betty Ryan) . Besides all this, Joan
probably makes as many radio appearances in a year as any other player — more
than most stars since her throaty voice
seems to have an unusual radio appeal.
Joan has been taking a lot of criticism
lately for perfection of her coiffure in The
Texans. Some of the critics were downright sarcastic. Joan answered them all.
"For every person who criticized my
hair there would have been a hundred
who would have said that I looked like a
frump if it had not been carefully attended
to every day. Speaking of hair," she went
on, "reminds me of something that really
happened on the Trade Winds set. I invited my dad to visit me one afternoon
when I was wearing my dark hair. A boy
from the front office ushered him over to
the set. I had a moment or two of rest
between takes and when I saw father coming in I tried to attract his attention. He
looked right past me, saw Freddie March
and Tay Garnett and went over to talk to
them. 'When I came within a few feet of
him he still failed to recognize me. I've
heard a lot about gatemen failing to recog-

nize stars in make-up, but when your own
father doesn't recognize you that's really
something!"
Miss Bennett's dark hair does change her
personality. She is a different Joan Bennett
entirely but the dark hair is only a temporary thing.hair.
She isn't going to desert her
ash-blonde

Joan has been independently starred or
co-starred in more than 20 pictures. She
has played opposite most of the male stars
in Hollywood. Her roles have ranged
from a girl of thirteen to society debs,
wives, detectives, spies, slavies, and
sophisticated young misses.
Shortly after reaching stardom she fell
from a horse breaking her hip and, for a
time, it looked as though her screen career
might be over. Good care and patience
brought her back to perfect health again
and not even a bayonet wound, received
during the filming of The Texans has made
her miss one day from the studios during
production since. During convalescence
following her hip injury she met Gene
Markey to whom she was married in 1932
and from whom she was divorced in 1938.
Her chief interest, outside of her studio
activities, center around her two children,
nine-year-old Diana and three-year-old
Melinda. She admits she's temperamental,
and mildly superstitious. She hates crowds
and noises and has been accused of being
"snooty." "Which isn't true," she says.
"I'm so near-sighted that sometimes I have
difficulty in recognizing close friends."

[Continued from page 39]
The rest of the country, too, would
have had a chance to judge the excellence of his acting talents if it had not been
for Helen Hayes. She, herself, advised against his touring the United States in the
part. "I want very much to have you
come with us," she said when the play was
ready to go on tour, "but if you did that,
I, personally, should be very sorry. You
will be typed forever after in Prince
Albert parts. My advice to you is to stay
here in the East and play summer stock
for all you are worth. All sorts of parts
and every part you can get. Vary them
as much as possible. It will be the greatest
experience- for you."
Being a very smart young man, he
wisely accepted her advice and spent that
summer in Westport, Conn., Mt. Kisco,
N. Y., and Showhegan, Maine. He came
back to Broadway in the fall to play the
lead opposite Elissa Landi in The Lady
Has a Heart. It ran for three months. Then
he appeared at the Mercury Theatre in
Shoemaker's

Holiday

and

when

' -Hi

Get relief this simple,
pleasant way!

Last year Joan starred in two pictures,
Vogues of 1938 and I Met My Love Again.
Then followed five months on tour with
the stage hit, Stage Door. So far this year
she has made three pictures — The Texans,
Artists and Models Abroad, and Trade
Winds.
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House."
H Then Old Man Moom Pictures got
him! Almost from the beginning of
his two-year Broadway stay in Victoria
Regina the screen bigshots had baited
their contract traps for him, but right from
the very beginning he had evaded them.
That is, until Universal inked in an arrangement which permits him to return to
the stage between picture committments.
He has just finished Service De Luxe in
which he plays opposite Connie Bennett.
By the time you read this he will be working in another and after that another because Universal is really determined to
put this young man through his acting
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Why Colman Changed His Mind
[Continued from page 20]
seemed to prevail in Hollywood. It was
not because he was "a born bachelor" at
heart, as so many opined. It was none
of these factors. It was because he felt
marriage would rob him of the one thing
that was irrevocably essential to his happiness— -independence!
"Perfect marriage is one thing," I remember him saying, "and the average
marriage is quite another. Rarely is a
couple privileged to know that first ideal
state, and for me, the alternative is not
sufficient. My philosophy of living has as
its basic tenet absolute independence of
thought and action, selfish as that may be
considered. Such a philosophy is irreconcilable with the average marriage as we
know it today.
"Living a single life precludes my knowing a perfect bliss that I realize is possible
ideally. But that is the price I must pay
for the independence I must have."
He considered the chance of finding a
woman with whom "perfect marriage''
would be possible was a million to one bet.
And yet, somehow, I think even then he
desperately was hoping within his heart
for that millionth chance, for I remember
the "out" he left himself in his flat denial
of a second marriage in his life. With a
quizzical smile he reminded me it was
stupid for a man to predict anything in life
when all he can be certain of is death.
Now he's married.

band was Eric Siepman from whom she
was divorced years ago.
Ronnie once told me how he rates qualities in a woman.
"Brains and intelligence are a prime im-,
portance," he said. "Charm comes second,
and after that, beauty."
Benita possesses all three qualities.
As was Ronnie, Benita was born in
England. Her father was a well known
solicitor, which is the British way of saying "attorney" or "lawyer." After the
normal childhood of a well-bred little
English girl she was educated in London
and Bristol. That schooling was followed
by study at the Guild Hall of Music and
The Royal Academy of Dramatic Art.
Her work at the latter led to roles on the
English screen where she was a great
favorite. In 1929 she went to New York to
appear in a stage play with Ivor Novello
called "Symphony in 2 Flats." From there
it was a step to Hollywood and the movies.
Under contract to M-G-M, she had leading roles with Jean Harlow in Susie and
Joan Crawford in The Last of Mrs. Cheney
among many others.

£j Ronnie and Benita first met in 1932
on a sound stage at Samuel Goldwyn
studio. She was being tested for the feminine lead in Cynara which Kay Francis
later played and he, of course, was the
star of the production.
"Miss Hume, Mr. Colman," they were
introduced. A moment later they were
in each other's arms in an impassioned
embrace. A camera is no respecter of
persons when a scene is to be filmed.
When the test was finished, Colman bowed
gallantly.
"Thank you," he said. "I'm happy to
have
met you."
"Thank
you," she answered. "It was a
They did not see each other again for
many months. Not, in fact, until after
pleasure."
she
had made a trip to England and returned and he had been divorced. Perhaps he wanted to see her again. I don't
know. You don't ask Ronnie that kind
of question unless you want to be shriveled
to shrimp size with a discomforting look
from him. But I do know this: Although
estranged from his wife at that time, he
still was a married man and the Colman
code will never let a lady's name be put

9

What happened in those two short
years? Did he lose his taste for freedom? I think not; the Colmans of the
world never do. Was he willing to compromise on something less than perfect
marriage? I think not; he's not a man
to lower his standards. Benita is the answer. She has taught him both are possible.
The romance of Ronnie and Benita was

the kind that doesn't happen very often in
Hollywood. It had depth and substance,
and it was not ballyhooed to the high
heavens during the three years it was unfolding. Which proves it can be done,
despite all the bitter wailing you hear
from some stars about the atrocious lack
of privacy and the abominable invasion of
personal rights.
First let me tell you something about
the girl Ronnie married. You've seen her
dark beauty many times on the screen
but not as often as her fine talents warranted. Rainbow on the River with Bobby
Breen was her last. You'll see her soon
in Peck's Bad Boy xoith the Circus.
As against Ronnie's forty-seven years
(yes, he's that old, according to the marriage license but he's still the handsomest
man on the screen for my money) , Benita
is thirty-two. She's a slim little thing,
about five feet five, with glorious dark
eyes and a wealth of dark brown hair. She
has a fine mind, is excellently versed in
music, plays the piano beautifully, is extremely well read, is moderately proficient
in certain sports, loves fishing and boatine, is an enchanting conversationalist
and a gracious hostess. Like Ronnie, she
was married once before. Her first hus48

The world's tallest movie fan is Robert Wadlow,

nineteen years old, and still growing.

He is eight feet and eight and a half inches tall. Maureen O'Sullivan and Ann
Morriss gave him autographs
between
scenes for their new picture, Spring Dance
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I'm not sure Benita particularly wanted
to see him again. On the surface he seemed
quiet, retiring, aloof. He had the reputation of being a monastic mystery man, a
recluse who seldom if ever was seen in
public. She, on the other hand, loved
life and gaiety. She liked to dance till the
early hours of the morning with high
spirited companions. She liked fun, excitement and people. Temperamentally
they seemed unsuited to each other.
H

They met again eventually at the
home of mutual English friends, and
then again and again. The British film
colony in Hollywood is a close-knit one,
content for the most part to stay within
itself. Before long, Colman and Hume were
an accepted twosome although their interest in each other never seemed to progress beyond the platonic point. They
dined together with friends, occasionally
went to the theatre or concerts, joined
others for yachting trips and on rare occasions, spent an evening dancing.
Before long, Benita made two discoveries; that far from being the withdrawn
introvert he was reputed to be, Ronnie
actually was a lot of stimulating fun; and
that somewhere, somehow, she had lost
her former taste for the gay night life and
was developing as acute a repugnance to
the spotlight as Ronnie had.
Ronnie was making a few discoveries
himself about this time. He found that
Benita calmly accepted and sincerely believed in what few women ever will grant
— that a man must keep a certain part of
his life to himself. (And what's that but
independence?) That he must feel free
and be free to go on fishing trips with
"the boys," eat stag dinners with them
and join their poker sessions when the
spirit moves him.

All three 'discoveries were of vital significance to their future. And yet the
months rolled into years and still they
seemed no closer to marriage. Even their
closest intimates admitted it, with genuine
regret. A few hazarded guesses ... A
burned child fears the fire . . . Neither was
the domestic type . . . They were not yet
sure of their hearts or minds . . . Neither
was willing to gamble the present against
the future. . . .
■• Then, like a bolt from the blue, the
two were
married
at the home
of

friends at 6 o'clock of a Friday evening.
The marriage was the kind that doesn't
happen very often in Hollywood. It had
dignity, which is pretty much a minus
quantity around the town these days.
At that, they had to fight for that dignity!
It entailed a lot of sacrifices neither of
them wanted to make.
It meant, for example, all the friends
they really wanted to attend the simple
ceremony had to be excluded for the sake
of secrecy. It meant any news, even, of
the impending event had to be kept from
intimates like Bill Powell and Winifred
and Warner Baxter lest an unwitting slip
of the tongue permit the press to turn the
solemn affair into a veritable 3-ring circus
as has happened in Hollywood
before.

Denial of that confidence perforce left hurt
and misunderstanding in its wake. And
it meant, finally, that the date and place
for the wedding had to be changed hurriedly at the last moment to throw keen
newshawks off the scent.
It sounds incredible, I know; you'd think
a man and a woman could be married in
peace. Not so when they happen to be
Hollywood stars. And most particularly,
Ronald Colman, the handsome, dashing
hero of millions of women. On his wedding day he couldn't be just a man on the
threshold of a great adventure and as
nervous as all men before him have been.
Oh, no. He had to be Hot News.
But, as I said, Ronnie outsmarted the
town.

A^ SMOO"^

Ej The wedding originally was scheduled

Attractive hands invite romance . . .
and it's so easy to have them with
Chamberlain's Lotion. That's because
Chamberlain's contains an Important
Ingredient, not generally found in
other lotions, to keep hands soft,
smooth, attractive . . . more alluring.
There's never a trace of stickiness and
you don't have to shake the bottle,
Start using Chamberlain's today.

for the preceding Monday in Benita's
Beverly Hills home. The plans were cancelled when the press, in some inexplicable
way (they seem to smell weddings in the
air!) got wind of it. When nothing happened that day or the next, the press relaxed its vigil. Just another false alarm.
Ronnie and Benita moved fast. They
were due at a cocktail party at Ralph
Forbes' on Friday afternoon. At five
o'clock they telephoned their regrets. They
had been out for a drive, they reported,
and it -was such a heavenly day, they'd
driven farther than they realized. Terribly sorry. Please forgive. But they
couldn't possibly get there from fifty miles
up the coast, now could they?
At six o'clock Benita entered the living
room of the Alvin Weingand home at San
Ysidro Ranch in Montecito, just south of
Santa Barbara. Colman and Weingand
own the ranch in partnership. She was
wearing a formal afternoon dress of filmy
black and carried a small cluster of white
orchids. Walking with her was Heather
Thatcher, the English actress, smartly
garbed in a soft shade of dusty pink.
As simply as if she were greeting him
in her home on an afternoon call, Benita
joined Ronnie who was standing in front
of a great fireplace banked with ferns and
white flowers. Grouped around him were
the Weingands, Tim McCoy, the serial star,
and Bill Hawks, the Colman business
representative.
The sun dipped into the western horizon
as Judge Frederick T. Harsh read the brief
civil marriage ceremony of the state of
California.
"Do you, Ronald Charles Colman, take
Benita Hume Siepman for your wife?" he
intoned.
Never on the screen was Ronald Charles
Colman so thrilling, never was his voice
so eloquent as when he answered his firm
"I do" to that question.
After a buffet supper, the couple left on
a motor honeymoon for an unannounced
destination in the northwest. Their real
honeymoon, a leisurely trip to England,
will come later.
Yes, Ronnie outsmarted Hollywood
three times in a row. And it's my hunch
he'll make it four in short order. His will
be no typical Hollywood marriage with
gaudy public trappings. It will be the
life of an English gentleman and his lady,
living in quiet devotion and good taste.
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Silence is a Blight
[Continued from page 14]
Glenda promptly answered, flashing that
famous Farrell smile. "You wouldn't
want to put it out, now would you? A
beautiful fire like that?"
"Faith, no," said The Cop. "Go along
with you, but mind, not a mile over 55!"
(Forty-five is the legal limit.)
A lovely story, isn't it? The only trouble
is, it happened to the screen Glenda. It
was a scene for her new Warner Brothers
Torchy picture, Torchy Blane in Panama.
That very night she was driving her own
car home from the studio. She had an important engagement and she was late.
Nonetheless, she kept half an eye on the
speedometer, and the throttle around 45.
A mile or so from home, the warning
wail of a siren split the air and a few
seconds later a khaki-clad stalwart
thumbed her to the curb.
"Where's the fire, lady?" he demanded,
quite in character.
Glenda opened her mouth to give him
one of those wonder-working retorts. No
words came, so she closed it again.
"Hmmm," said The Cop. "And I clocked
you at 48. You know that's over the limit,
don't you?"
Glenda could only nod in acquiescence.
Whereupon he dourly wrote out a summons and handed it to her.
"You call that silence golden?" she demanded after telling me the story. "Lady,
that ticket cost me five bucks!"
■

That's the way it's been going for a
long time now. Silence has kept her
in dutch from the time she was a kid in
grammar school. Like the day one of the
pupils aimed a spitball at the seat of
higher learning (teacher was writing out
problems on the blackboard) and made a
perfect hit.

into effect in her North Hollywood home.
You see, she has three vacuum cleaners,
all brand new. She bought them all from
door to door agents.
The first purchase was okayed by Jean;
every household can use a vacuum
cleaner and the poor guy probably did
have three kids and a wife sick in the
hospital. He even let the second one pass;
the first one might get out of order in
which case the second one would come in
handy, and it was possible the poor guy
did have three kids and a wife sick in the
hospital. But when the third one, complete with accessories, arrived C. O. D.,
Jean hit the ceiling.
"I suppose this guy, too, had three kids
and a wife sick in the hospital!" he
stormed.
"Nope, four," Glenda said. "That was
what stopped me cold."
"Can't you ever say 'NO'?" he asked in
exasperation.
"Sure," Glenda grinned, "but never at
the right time it seems. Like I didn't say
'No' when the cop asked me if I didn't
know I was speeding. But," she added
brightly. "I'll tell you what let's do. Some
people collect books or paintings or
stamps. That's pretty dull. Suppose we
collect vacuum cleaners!"
If the makers of aspirin wondered why
the market took a sudden jump that day,
now they know. Jean practically had a
corner en it.
81

If you are among the lucky few who
get to witness the lavish film premieres in Hollywood,
those incredible

affairs at which the screen darlings put
on their best bib and tucker (to say nothing of diamonds and sables) and strut
their stuff, or if you are among the countless thousands who listen to the broadcast
versions of the Hollywood hi-jinks, you
may have wondered why you never hear
Glenda cooing into a microphone
a reason.

There's

"I always plan to arrive after the microphone has been tucked away for the
night," she explained.
There's a reason for that, too, it seems.
A reason she'll never forget.
It was a brilliant premiere. Something
on the scale of Marie Antoinette although
that wasn't the picture in this instance.
Everybody who was anybody was there
and the magnitude of the event had been
so well publicized, millions of movie fans
had their ears glued to their radios at
home. A sweet set-up indeed for a star to
make a lasting impression.
"And did I!" Glenda remembered. "And
All the way to the theatre she was culling over in her mind the choicest witticisms stored there. Boy, would she slay
'em! The remarks she finally decided
upon would all but stop the show, and little Glenda would be the fair-haired gal of
how!"
the night, with producers scurrying around
wondering how they possibly could have
overlooked a bet like that for so long. Yes
"mike".
sir,
Hollywood would be Farrell-conscious
when she got through her turn at the
"It was," she said. "But definitely!"
In the first place, all the crushingly
funny things she had rehearsed so carefully in the car evaporated into thin air
when she stepped to the microphone to de-

"Who did that?" the teacher shouted,
whirling to face the class.
Inasmuch as she hadn't done it, Glenda
saw no need to- speak up, one way or the
other. Seventeen other kids, however,
answered in a single chorus of "Not me!"
So Glenda stayed after school and wrote
"Young ladies do not throw spitballs at
teachers" one hundred times on the board.
By the time the hundredth line had been
written, by the way, a doubt as to the
golden quality of silence had been born
within her seething soul.
■

Then
of home
a hat'
($20.60 there
with was
state that
tax) fright
she came

with one day. She didn't like it but the
saleslady did, and Glenda couldn't seem
to find any words to argue her out of it.
But hats are only the beginning of it.
Jean has put his foot down about Glenda
answering the front door any more. Jean
is her cousin who serves as her business
manager. And is that a job, what with
Glenda all the time giving away everything but the silk chemise off her back!
Jean has three new furrows in his brow
since I last saw him and I wouldn't be
surnrised if the vacuum cleaners were
responsible. I know they were the reason
the no doorbell answering edict was put
50

In Topper Takes a Trip, Roland Young as the long-suffering banker, is badgered by
the ghostly Marion (Constance Bennett) to seek entertainment on the Riviera. Here
are half a dozen of the beauties he finds gamboling on the sand when he arrives

liver her greeting and from her lips came
the corniest of the old stand-bys. "Hello,
folks," she simpered. "I wish you were
here. I'm sure it's going to be a wonderful

flock of lamps, bottles and what-nots. She
nodded a brief greeting to the patient and
plugged in a sun lamp.
"Turnrectedover
Glenda. on your stomach," she di-

picture."
Stricken at her inadequacy,
stumbled on.

"But my back doesn't
started to protest.

she

"I'm sure it's going to be a wonderful
picture because Warner Brothers are
noted for spectacles like this."
Someone nearby gave a low "pst!" and
yanked her away.
"What's the matter?" she asked. "Did I
say something wrong?"
"Oh no," she was informed. "Nothing
at all. It's just a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
picture, you dope!"
A mere trifle. Something like calling
Hitler "II Duce"!
91 Then, there was the little contretemps
with Joe. Joe was a nice guy but he
was strictly a platonic friend. Or so she
thought until the night he suddenly pulled
a proposal of marriage on her.
"This is so sudden!" she retorted.
"Yes, isn't it?" he blithely answered.
A fast-thinking, fast-talking girl might
have figured out an answer to that one,
but Glenda said it left her holding the conversational bag and before she could utter
another word, the dumb bunny had
slipped a ring on her finger and ecstatically was murmuring about everlasting
happiness. She got the mess straightened
out in the morning but it was quite a night
she spent figuring out how to do it gracefully. After all, you see, Joe was a nice
guy if a stupe.
H

Glenda currently is co-starring with
Otto Kruger in Universal's Exposed
in which she plays a candid camera photographer for a magazine. She's under
contract to Warners for the Torchy Blane

stories but aside from them, she's freelancing. Trim as a clipper ship in a
tailored brown suit with the trickest pair
of tailored brown pumps (they're squaretoed and short vamped and she has dozens
of pairs made in different colors and
materials from the same pattern) she was
going through an amusing scene in which
she rattled off words faster than machine
gun bullets. I noticed one ankle was taped
and asked her if it was part of the plot.
It wasn't, she said; she'd turned it on the
final
town. day's shooting on Torchy in China"But, speaking of silence being a blight,
let me tell you the pay-off. It has to do
with the ankle and I'll never be the same,
I'm sure," she said.
The studio doctor had taped her ankle
when the injury occurred and when the

"Please don't argue," the nurse said
curtly. "I know what's wrong with you.
Turn over on your back."
Glenda figured it must be a new
approach to a twisted ankle treatment but
docilely complied. For ten minutes she
was massaged thoroughly up and down
the spine with an evil smelling ointment.
Several times she tried to call attention to
her ankle but to no avail. Next the nurse
mixed a white powder in a glass.
"What's that for?" Glenda demanded.
"Patients are not supposed to ask questions," the nurse rebuffed her. "It's
doctor's orders, so drink it down."
It tasted like an old shoe, but Glenda
dutifully gulped as directed. Next she
was turned on her back while her tummy
and thighs were anointed and rubbed.
Every protest she started to make was cut
short with the terse words, "Doctor's
orders.
Please don't argue."
After an hour the nurse finished and
began to pack her equipment.
"If you feel uncomfortable during the
night, just apply a cold compress to your
head," she gave in parting advice.
"A cold compress?" Glenda repeated.
"On my head?
Are you sure. . . ."
The nurse faced her. "Listen, Mrs.
Scudder. You're being a very difficult
patient. Dr. Campbell told me I must be
gentle with you, but I must say you would
try the patience of a saint. You've had
your orders. Please follow them."
A long, loud wail from Glenda at last.
"But I don't know any Dr. Campbell and
my name's not Scudder!"
That shot the professional bed-side
manner of the nurse to blazes. "Good
Godfrey,"
she house
finallyfrom
exclaimed,
this the second
the corner"isn't
on
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World's Smallest Pocket

"Yes and no," Glenda answered. "It's
Whitsett?"
the
second house from the corner but
Whitsett is one street over."
A little matter of one street, a twisted
ankle, and no words and Glenda got a first
class treatment for Mrs. Scudder's chronic
rheumatism!
Yes, indeed, the next person who tells
Glenda silence is golden better be prepared to meet her in a dark alley. With
no holds barred.
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VITAMIN A

day's shooting was concluded, told her to
go home to bed. Everyone was quite concerned about it all and lauded her courage
in finishing the picture when she could so
easily have stalled and upset everything.
She was in bed, by the doctor's orders,
when the doorbell rang that night. The
maid brought her word it was a nurse.
How nice, Glenda thought, of the studio to
be so thoughtful as to send professional
help to make her rest comfortably.
Bustling efficiency all over the place, the
nurse entered the bedroom
carrying
a

" Glenda
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ACROSS

DOWN

1. Stars of Five of a Kind.
7.
8.
10.
11.
13.
14.
15.
17.

NEXT

MONTH

Constance Bennett's sister.
The siren's coquettish glance.
His last name is Errol.
Star of Professor Beware (poss.).
What the tragedian hopes we will shed (sing.).
To register distress in sound films.
Fredric March was born here (abbr.).
Hilda in Room Service.

18. Anne Shirley's former name.
19. You —
Take It With You.

Don't miss the exciting events predicted for the Hollywood Stars by Norvell, widely known astrologer.

20. Mr. Stander's initials.
21. Irving Berlin often supplies this for musicals.
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Detroit, Mich.

6. Descriptive of the scheming villain.
7. The kindly doctor in Five of a Kind.
9. Joe Marsh in Boys Town.
10.

Part of a movie camera.
Holiday.
He
was
Capt. McCarey
You Sinners.

in

Every

Shopworn Angel.
She was Stella in Rascals.
of the Yukon.

films.

31.

Look Out

21.
22.
23.
24.
26.
27.

Alice Faye's husband.
Thca in Four Daughters.
Inclosure for animals in westerns.
Kane in Breaking the Ice.
Garlands worn in Hawaiian scenes.
A comedian in Vacation from Love.

32.
33.

Cedric Hardwicke's title.
The assistant coach in Mr. Doodle Kicks Off.

25.

He was
Sawyer.

Operator.
29. Descriptive of Dracula or Frankenstein
30. Her last name is Lee.
Love.

born

in

■

Sam

35. Dorothy Lamour's garb in several films.
37. The girl in Touchdown, Army.
38. Lucille's last name.
39. The Girl —
No.
40. She plays opposite Bob
Traveler.

Burns

in Arkansas

Day's

a

13. Popular name for sound films.
14. Remember Margaret
in Four Sons?
16. He
played
opposite
Margaret
Sullavan
in
18.
19.

25. Miss Massey's first name.
27. She had title role in The Affairs of Annabel.
28. Initials of one who had title role in Telephone

3 4. Ann
Harding
was
Houston, Texas.

GENEROUS

Goodbye.

4. Raymond Grayson in King of Alcatra-.
5. He was Mr. Lcvinc in You and Me.

11.
12.

22. Descriptive of Joe E. Brown's mouth.
23. Katharine Hepburn's birthplace (abbr.).
24. That Co-ed.

SUFFERERS
FROM

1. Stage
.
2. Phillip .Marshall in Always
3. Down
the Farm.

Injun

30. Elissa
31. Uncle Dud

Joe

in

Adventures

of

.
in The Te.rans.

33. Miss Andre's first name.
34. County
.
36. Commissionaire
in I'll Giz'C a Million.
37.
39.

Marcia Jones' middle name.
Initials of star of Little Miss Broadway.

(Solution on page 58)

Tom-

Hitting the Come-Back

Trail

[Continued from page 34]
blaze of glory and her name

hundred per cent roast beef — or else.
Otherwise he was through — and very definitely.
Well, movie history proves that when

But back to Charley.

all was said and done, "through was the
word for Charley."
Eight long and idle months passed by
before he got the "nod" from a studio for
camera work. He'd had plenty of offers
to play the same type of role that had
contributed to his fame, but he had turned
them down as fast as they had come along.
During those eight long and camera-idle
months Charley read scripts, studied hard,
and in between times acquired a tan, a
fishing boat, some horses and small pieces
of property. He appeared more confident,
more enthusiastic, more sure of himself
and his future, and a hundred times happier than he'd ever been despite his selfmaneuvered eclipse. And he showed it,
too, in his first comeback picture, A Girl
Without a Room, for Paramount, and later
in Aggie Appleby for RKO, and still again
in The Shakedown for Warners. It began
to look as though the shrewd Cape Cod
boy had at last vindicated his judgement
of himself, and the comeback trail began
to smooth itself out to accommodate the
long, sure strides of the young man who
had bet a $100,000 contract against the
success of his second career in pictures.
And then he began to backslide. He
popped in and out of a few pictures, each
one, so he says now, worse than the other
until he finally discovered that if he kept
it up he'd most likely win the Hollywood
title of the official Keeper of the B's — not
overlooking the C's and the D's.
H

By now a lot of water had passed
under the movie bridge since the
eventful day he had been co-starred with
Janet Gaynor in Seventh Heaven, the picture that had shot them both, as unknowns, up into the higher reaches of
stardom. Over-the-fence gossips began to
pass the good word around that Charley's
voice was so high-pitched that it was
and always would be unadapted to the
"mike" and these rumors, piped into -the
elaborate front offices of the powers-thatbe, began to have their effect. Picture
committments were soon infrequent, and
Charley, smarter by far than a hundred
other actors who had failed to see the
handwriting on the wall decided to call
the whole thing off.
And he did, save for one brief return
to the Fox lot in 1934 when he was assigned the leading male role in The World
Is Ours in which he was reunited with
Janet who had been going it alone and
doing pretty well for herself in such films
as Adorable, State Fair, and Paddy, the
Next Best Thing.
Although she wasn't aware of it, nor
anyone else for that matter, it was about
this time the movie moving finger began
to write the history of her gradual decline
—a descent from greatness that almost
carried her down and out of the Hollywood scene. Almost, but not quite.
Thanks to A Star Is Born, her return along
the comeback trail last year has been in a

once again

is one to be reckoned with when "imfactories.portant people" are mentioned in the film
13 For a boy who had been so liberally
sprinkled with star dust, Charley took
his defeat without a whimper. What hurt
him the most were the wounds inflicted by

TTFRE'S

his "fair weather" friends who began to
give him the cold shoulder and the icy
stare as only Hollywood fair weather fellows can give it, but he managed to take
this "chill" without much complaint.
"It all hurt a little," he admits honestly,
"and I'd be an out-and-out liar if I said
it didn't, but strangely enough it failed
to ruin my life. I bought myself some
polo ponies and learned how to play saddle
golf with Big Boy Williams. I had a nice
home, a lovely wife who refused to let
me mope, a little money in the bank and
a philosophy that somehow just wouldn't
let me turn sour on either the world or
myself. I traveled around a bit and made
a few pictures in Australia, England, and
Germany. When I wasn't doing that I was
deep-sea fishing and when I wasn't deepsea fishing I was playing tennis and when
I wasn't doing that I was looking around
for good real estate investments."
Now we're getting somewhere.
H

Playing tennis and looking around for
good real estate investments brings
us right down to the Mojave Desert in
general and Palm Springs in particular
where Charley has made himself a sizeable
fortune in a few short years.
"I used to go down there," he says, "just
for the ride and to play a little tennis
during the winter months. It was usually
for the ride because what tennis I could
play had to be played on the hotel courts
when the guests weren't busy bouncing
the ball back and forth. It finally got so
that the guests were playing all the time
which didn't help my game any, so after
a bit of looking around, I bought a sandlot or two, interested a friend or two in
my idea of forming a tennis club, and in
a month or two had established what is
now known as the Palm Springs Racquet
Club. It's turned out to be quite profitable
although we haven't declared any dividends as yet, preferring to turn all earnings back into improvements."
Charley is as modest about the Racquet
Club as he is about everything else. Any
time a young man can work up a membership in a tennis club from 100 to 750,
have a waiting list almost as long as the
home stretch at Santa Anita, while running the business only four months a year,
has something that puts him in the plutocrat class. It took a different kind of sand
that goes to make up the Mojave Desert
to start it— and Charley has plenty of it.
H

The Racquet Club has been a fortunate investment in another way, too,
because to it goes the credit of getting
him back into pictures.
Irving Cummings,
20th Century-Fox
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used successfully by millions for over 40 years.
They give happy relief and will help the 15 miles
of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
the blood. Get Doan's Pills.

VALUE
EVER
W^-T

uuAkin

OFFERED

uc

PORTABLE

iqht

Znttus

1938 Model

CASH

JotA
unior
Model

or on Easy Terms
Send No Money— 10 Days Trial

Positively the biggest value ever offered— the perfect family
portable— 100p/0 efficient. Latest streamline with 14 distinctive features, many found only on higher priced models
selling at $64.50. NOT A JUNIOR MODEL. Unconditionally Guaranteed. Simple and compact— sturdy construction
—silently smooth and swift. See It At Your Dealer or Use
Coupon
Below.
IINTERNATIONAL
TYPEWRITER
EXCH.
Franklin and Monroe
Sts., Chicago

Dept7ll8

I

. Please send the DeLuxe FEATHERWEIGHT Portable
I F. O. B. Chicago, on 10 days Trial. If I decide to keen
it I will pay $39.50 cash or S3. 00 a month until $42.50
I term price is paid. Or, if I am not perfectly satisfied. T
' can return
it within the 10-day trial period.
For quick
(shipment
give references and occupation.
Name
Age

'
I
■
I
I
I

|\ddress
Town

■
I

1_LI1_1L"_~

State
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YOU'LL ALWAYS
BE CONSTIPATED
UNLESS-

You correct faulty living habits — unless liver
bile flows freely every day into your intestines to
help digest fatty foods. SO USE COMMON
SENSE! Drink more water, eat more fruit and
vegetables. And if assistance is needed, take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. They not only
assure gentle yet thorough bowel movements but
ALSO stimulate liver bile to help digest fatty
foods and tone up intestinal muscular action.
Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are
harmless. Used successfully for years by Dr.
F. M. Edwards in treating patients for constiliver bile. Test their goodpationTONIGHT!
and sluggish15*.
ness
30* and 60*.

orners
The real thing for mounting Snapshots, Cards,
Stamps, etc.
No paste needed.
Neat. *
easy to use for mounting prints tight or
loose. Sold at photo supply and album
counters or send lOfl today for pkg.
of 100 and free samples.
Engel Art Corners Co.* Chicago, III.
Address DepL 43N,
- 4717 North Clark St.

director, walked into the club not long
ago, spied Charley, the genial host, and
almost sprained both ankles getting to
him. "Listen, you old fossil and Peter the
Hermit, where have you been hiding? And
why? Don't answer. All I want you to tell
me is that you'll take the nice part I've
got for you in Shirley Temple's new picture— tentative title, Lucky Penny. Don't
say no and don't say yes. Just think it
over for a minute. I'll wait. Okay then,
it's all set."
Charley finally managed to squeeze in
a mild protest. "'Listen, you old liar and
so-and-so, don't try to kid an old desert
rat. You know as well as I do that Fox
would never take me back. Maybe you
don't remember

the battle I had getting

outIrving
of mysaidcontract."
he remembered ALL about
it, told Charley to stop worrying, and
went to a nearby phone and put in a call
for Darryl Zanuck and when the connection was made told 20th Century
Fox that he wanted to make a test of
Farrell. Zanuck, being pretty quick on the
verbal trigger, wanted to know what was
holding him back.
Two
weeks
later Director
Cummings

ke a breath from HAWAII. The allure
id romance of the TROPICS confined in
our GIFT PACKAGES Of Perfumes. FREK
four trial bottles with purchnsc of
regular size at $1.00. SPECIAL OFFER.
1/4 dram ONLY 10c. Large trial size, 2!>c.
Choose from Pikaki, Ginger, Gardenia,
Ekahi, Elua. Ekolu. Eha. Ehmn. ALOHA
TRADING CO., 1733 N. Cherokee, Hollywood, Calif. Importers of Hawaiian and
South Sea Island Curios. Special Hula
dance outfits complete (skirt, anklet, wristlet, paper flower lei), adults $2.75. children $2.50, small $2.25.

V

fession of Sw
i high aa $40 to
S70 per week but ma
prefer to open their own ofi ficeB. Large income yfrom
Doctors, hospitals. BaniJ tariams and privai i patientB come to those who
qualify thr uKh our training. Redocf
s offe
i for spe. alista
Write for Anatomy Charts, and booklet
— They're FREE.
THE College of Swedish Massage
1601 Warren Blvd., Dept. 161, Chicago
._-. J ( Successor to Nationa I College of Bdasaage)

Make delicious, new "NON-GREASY" Potato Chips at low cost. We furnish equipment and instructions. Potatoes plentiful
and cheap. Groceries, markets, restaurants,
taverns, do the retailing for you. Profit large
—unusually so. You can start this moneymaking business on a "next to nothing"
outlay of cash. Write for Potato Chip Booklet.
Long-ERkins Co.. 153-S High St., Springfield, Ohio

1939G0VERNMENTJ0BS
Start $1260 to $2100 a year
MEN— WOMEN. Many 1939 appointments expected. Short hours.
Write immediately for free 32-paee
book, with list of positions and full
particulars telling how to qualify
for them.
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dent. E254
Rochester, N. Y.

a coat and start
. i quickly. Everybody buys hose. Guaranteed
to wear from 4 to 8 months
out holes, snalts or runs — RELACED FREE. Big repeat sates;
Wither. Iowa, earned S37.10 in 9
rsandreeeivcd.t new iars;Cnar]es Mills
Minn., earned $120 in one week and
d 2 new cars, as extra bon
Extra hosiery for your pel
outfit, no extra cost — send si
Rush name on penny postal for
details.
ACT NOWI
WILKN1T HOSIERY CO.
Midway A-9,
GREENFIELD
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said: "You know, Irving, the best thing I
like about that guy is his voice!"
"Which just about knocked me for a
loop," Charley says, "because it was my
voice that put me on the shelf."
HI

It turned out that Charley had been
his own voice teacher without know-

ing it.
"We installed a microphone at the
Racquet Club and in time I got to be a
'mike' bug. At night, when the place was
crowded, it was difficult to be heard, but
I discovered that if I lowered my voice
the sound of it seemed to penetrate
through all the noise. A month or two of
that and I found myself talking in a lowpitched voice whether I was near the mike
or not. Fortunately for me, it got to be a
habit good enough to win a screen test
and a picture contract on the lot where
I had made my first great success, Seventh
Heaven. In the good old days I starred
with Janet who turned out to be America's Sweetheart — and here I am again,
starting over with Shirley Temple, the
present-day

America's

Sweetheart.

A

good omen, don't you think?"

FINE
PERFUMES

Learn Profitable Profession
in GO days at Home
Salaries of Me

made the test and when Zanuck saw it he

Highlights of 1938
[Continued from page 17]

32.

the pi'ess for the first time in ten.

(1) Loretta Young was arrested for
throwing beer bottles through

One of these actresses turned sucyears.
cessful newspaper columnist:
(1) Gladys
George;
(2) Rosalind
Russell; (3) Constance Collier; (4)
Hedda Hopper.
Although
considerable
time
has
elasped
since his marriage,
Dick
Powell finally:
(1) Formally adopted Joan
Blondell's son, Norman
Scott
Barnes; (2) presented Joan with an
engagement ring; (3) took his wife
home to meet his parents; (4) took a

Producer Darryl Zanuck's windows;
(2) Miranda
Claudettein Colbert
"mixed" match
with
Isa
a hair -pulling
after Isa had accused Claudette of
stealing her role in Zaza; (3)
Dorothy Lamour narrowly escaped
from a crocodile's jaws in Her
Jungle Love; (4) Fay Wray was
attacked by her cook.
(1) Richard Arlen; (2) Charles B oyer;
(3) James Cagney; (4) Fredric March
took a terrific flopperoo
when
he
appeared in a New York play.
All Hollywood turned out for:
(1) The thirty-fifth anniversary of
the famous old Hollywood Hotel;
(2) a look-see at Heather Angel
when she rode in a race at Bing

night off for a poker game with "the
Smiling and happy, the Harold
34. Lloyds:
(1) Left for a six-months visit to
South
(2)
announced
boys." America;
they were converting their beautiful
Beverly Hills estate into a home for
crippled
orphans;
(3) celebrated
their fifteenth wedding anniversary;
(4) finally
acceded
to their
daughter
Gloria's wish to be an
actress and produce a picture starring her in Five Little Peppers, with
their other daughter, Peggy, enacting another of the Peppers.
What have Martha Raye and Eleanore Whitney in common:
(1) Both were born on the Fourth
of July; (2) they were carried on
the stage as month-old babes; (3)
both their fathers sued them
for
maintenance; (4) they were victims
of near-fatal automobile accidents.
36. Glamour
and Fame
are wonderful
things to possess, but they meant very
little when:

Crosby's race-track; (3) Alice
Faye's song-recital in the Hollywood Bowl; (4) the preview of Walt
39.

Disney's latest cartoon-feature.
Practically
every
studio in Hollywood
to gain the signature of
on fought
a contract:
(1) James Roosevelt;
(2) Douglas
Corrigan;
(3) Joe Louis; (4) Max
Schmeling.

49.

41.

The President's Birthday Ball at the
White House was attended by:
(1) Joan Crawford and Franchot
Tone; (2) Billie Burke and Alice
Brady; (3) Deanna Durbin and
Shirley Temple; (4) Janet Gaynor
and Eleanor Powell.
After
more
than
five
years
of
marriage,
and
were
finally divorced:
(1) Bette Davis and Harmon O.
Farrell and
(2) Charles
Nelson;

42.

43.

44.

45.

Virginia Valli; (3) Sally Blane and
Norman Foster; (4) Lupe Velez and
Johnnie Weissmuller.
Howard Hughes intends:
(1) Making another world flight;
(2) producing a picture based upon
the life of Amelia Earhart, with
Katharine Hepburn enacting the
role; (3) deserting Hollywood for
good and accepting an aviation
post in the government; (4) producing" abig musical extravaganza,
starring his latest girl-friend.
Barbara Stanwyck, Bette Davis, Anne
Shirley, Dick Powell, Phyllis Brooks
and George Raft belong to the same
club now. They:
(1) Were suspended by their respective studios; (2) purchased
homes in swanky Bel-Air; (3) holidayed in Hawaii; (4) are stamp collectors of note.
(1) Mrs. Jock Whitney; (2) Maude
Adams; (3) Eva Le Gallienne; (4)
Ellen Terry signed a contract with
David O. Selznick of Selznick-International and will be seen in a picture
in the near future.
Luise Rainer for the second time in
successive years won the Academy
award for her acting in:

(1) "The Toy Wife;" (2) "The
Good Earth;" (3) "The Emperor's
Candlesticks;"
(4) "Big City."
46. When he was in Havana on vacation
with Lili Damita, Errol Flynn proved
himself a movie hero in deed as well
as in name by:
(1) Knocking out a man who insulted his wife; (2) rescuing three
little girls from drowning; (3)
entering the dangerous Steeplechase, a course on which many a
rider is killed; (4) donating $5,000
to the annual Havana Milk Fund.
47. Since 1927 the screen's outstanding
slapstick-comedy team, Laurel and
Hardy:
(1) Finally split up; (2) have
abandoned funning for more serious
roles; (3) will appear in a film
version of Mutt and Jeff, with
characters changed to fit their
personalities;
(4)
will
co-star

in a picture with Marion Davies.
48. Despite the fact he earns more than
$100,000 annually,
is constantly
in financial difficulty — what with
Federal and State income taxes,
attorneys fees, supporting dependants
and the like nicking the principal —
and on several occasions was forced to
ask the court to help him iron out his
problems:
(1) Tyrone Power; (2) Freddie
Bartholomew; (3) Ray Milland; (4)
Ned Sparks.
49. During 1938, Mickey Rooney:
(1) Appeared in more pictures than
any other prominent player on the
screen;
organized
a boys' West
glee
club
and(2)toured
the Middle
with it; (3) established himself as
the top-ranking character-juvenile
in Hollywood; (4) learned to pilot
his own plane, chaperoned, of
course, by a more more mature pilot.
50. To avoid being mobbed by a crowd of
more than one thousand autographseekers, during a visit to New London, Conn., Robert Montgomery and
his wife:
(1) Were locked up in the railroad police station and remained
behind bars for nearly two hours;
(2) left their hotel by an underground passage to a building half a
block distant; (3) surrounded
themselves with state troopers: (4)
had to wield baseball bats.
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DOCTOR'S
FORMULA
RELIEVES ITCHING, BURNING OF

QUICKLY

ECZEMA

30 YRS. CONTINUOUS SUCCESS!
If face, legs, arms or hands are covered
with red, scaly Eczema — for speedy relief
from the terrible itching and burning —
use powerfully soothing, liquid Zemo.
This famous prescription brings quick
relief from even intense itching because
it contains 10 different, speedy-acting,
effective medicants long valued for helping nature to heal pimples, acne, eczema
and ringworm symptoms and similar
annoying surface skin irritations. Stainless, invisible— 35^, 60(5, $1. One trial
convinces! Real severe cases may need
$1.25 EXTRA strength. All drugstores.

ANY

PHOTO

SizeSxlO inches

or smaller if desired.

Same price for full length
or bust form,
rtoups, landscapes, pet animals,
etc.,
part
picture. photo
Sato
return of group
of original
guaranteed.

SEND

(2)

J^SSpSfeSt

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fadeless Pay postman 47c plus postage— or send 49c
with order and we pay pustage. Big 16x20inch enlargement sent C. O. V. 78c plus postage or send 80c and we pay postnge. Take advantage of thia amazing
offer now. Send your photos today. Specifv si/.l- wanted.
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STANDARD
ART STUDIOS
113 S. Jefferson St.
Dept. 229-A,
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

Solid sterling silver (
I BIKTHSTONE ring,'
f your size and month\
FOR selling 4 boxes
"Order FOUR

(3)

47

c

M ,,
3 TOT $1.00

NO MONEY

(4)
(2)
(2)
(4)
(I)
(2)
(2)
(I)
(I)

ENLARGED

salve-Sead No Money*

Rosebud
Salve42,at 25oWoqqsbqrq,
each, "*
ROSEBUD PERFUME
CO. BOX
Maryland.

Tzzw^:znlM^

Stylecraft Bracelet OE
Pendant,
sold finish
with
your rose
BIRTHSTONE.
FOR selling only 4 boxes
Rosebud Salve at 25c. ea.
Order 4 boxes. Send-No Money
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. BOX 223.
WOODSBORO. MARYLAND.

COUGHS...
Here's Why
You Cough
WHEN

YOU CATCH

Fffl
. • •
COLD

LHEF

| Congestion
the
tiny glands results
in your and
throat
and windpipe cease to work
properly.
2 glands
The secretions
of heavy,
these
often turn to
clinging phlegm.
3 your
This sticky
throat phlegm
and you irritates
cough.

How

PERTUSSIN

Relieves Coughs—

J Pertussin stimulates
the glands in your throat and
windpipe to pour out their natural moisture.
2 Then
that sticky, irritating phlegm
is loosened, and
easily "raised" and expelled.
3 Your throat is soothed and your cough relieved quickly
and safely by the Pertussin "Moist-Throat" Method.
QUICK AND
EFFECTIVE,
AS PROVED

BY MILLIONS

OF BOTTLES

USED

PERTUSSI
Tyrone Power dines with his sister at the Trocadero

PRESCRIBED

BY MANY

DOCTORS

FOR 30 YEARS
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Lucky Star Contest Winners
Helen
Scotia.Campbell,

539

Prince

St.,

Truro,

Nova

Mrs. Leon Chapman, Route No. 5, Paris, Tenn.
Miss Jeanne Kennedy, 5776 Angus Dr., Vancouver,
B. C, Canada.
Gloria Gibb, 1411 — 6 A Street, N. W., Calgary,
Alberta, Canada.
Kathleen McCorkle,
Box 81, Waterloo, Ala.
Lena Marzullo, 444 Parkman
Rd., Warren, Ohio.
Catherine
N. Y. Bisnett, 575 W. Main St., Watertown,
Dorothy Duncan,
Conn.

Boston Post Rd., Old Saybrook,

FOURTH

Marguerite Mucha, Route 4, Box 61, Kenasha, Wis.
Betty May Keller, 5720 Whitby Ave., Philadelphia,
Penna.
Josephine
Sutherland,
614 Jessamine
St., West
Palm Beach, Fla.
Ruth Lyon, Spencer, Ind.
Esther A. Baker, 721 N. Ball St., Owosso, Mich.
Dorothy
Boles, 572 S. Salt Pond, Marshall, Mo.
Helen Marlow, Market Ave. and 35th St., N. E.,
Canton, Ohio.
Ann Thomas, 3323 Foster Ave., Baltimore, Md.
Eleanor
Schlesinger, 5454 Cornell Ave., Chicago,
111.

The poignant confession of a courageous
girl who fought her way
up from
ugly
beginnings, only to be blackmailed
by
those she left behind!

DONT
MISS
JANUARY—

THIS

TRUE

STORY

IN

r:irrrc:

Now On
Sale

Mary Savarese, 2394 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
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FIFTH PRIZES

d^lL

10c

1 "w^Ki&ili

JJss*: !!
Knitwear courtesy Fricdman-Blau-Farber
Sonja Henie, soon to be seen in Love Interest,
smiles her congratulations

MONOGRAMMED

BRIDGE CARDS

the handsome

at the winners

of

prizes in her Lucky Star contest

Cxcep£iQtuU/tJ V*n{. Qica/itu
Contrasting Color Backs,

GILDED EDGES
12 Decks s550

ALL
SAME

ORDERS
DAY

H

SHIPPED
RECEIVED

Illustrated Catalogue of Unusual Gifts FKEB
Send CHECK— MONEY
AMER.

ENGRAVING

ORDER

& PRINTING

CO.,

OR STAMPS
1476 Broadway, N. Y.

BIG MONEY FOR STORIES
DIRECTED
BY "PLOT GENIE"
One famous writer who sells over one million words

Mr •lops hi
a year dev
GENIE.
ny othe
GENIE
Stl mutates
rr.it
twists,'
aid to c
ve thinl
Circular
106
Parker
since 1898),
241
E.

plots entirely
from
the PLOT
authors do likewise.
The PLOT
?w and
novel
plots,
"surprise
/our imagination.
The
greatest
ng ever devised. Write today for
& Baird
Co.
(book
publishers
Fourth St., Los Angeles,
Calif.

EEnnanEH
48c
More

Beautiful

EXCLUSIVE ADDED features;
Send any snapshot
orphotoanditinthis
we'll
reproduce
beautiful onyx like

Than

IV

Ever!

^Scratching
RELIEVE

ITCHING

SKIN Qukkly

Even the most stubborn itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples,skin
athlete's
foot,quickly
rashes yields
and other
externally
caused
eruptions,
to cooling,
antiseptic, liquid D.D. D. Prescription. Easy to use.
Dries fast. Clear, greaseless and stainless. Soothes the
irritation and quickly stops the most intense itching.
A 35c trial bottle, at all drug stores, proves it — or
your money back. Ask for D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION.
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Sonja Henie joins the editor of
HOLLYWOOD Magazine in thanks
to the thousands of readers who sent in
clever suggestions for titles for her forthcoming films. It was difficult to select
winning entries, and the judges, quite
pale and wan from their labors, have gone
off for the week-end to recover, leaving
the following list of winners behind.
The Grand Prize, a complete outfit including suit, sweater, scarf, cap and
mittens of the line of knit-wear endorsed
by the star and a pair of Nestor-Johnson
skates goes to Miss M. C. H. Greene, 1621
Central Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana for
her entry, Catch a Comet.
Other prize winners are:

IVIUNtl

Sttiingi time! Waterproof!
10c extra)
Pat.Pei
' Enclose strip of paper for ring size. Pay post(Canadian man plus a few cents postage. If you send 48^
Ordtri IfM we will pay postage. PHOTO MOVETTE RING
Semi Cn«« CO., Dept. p 29.
626 Vine Street, Cincinnati, O.

III

PRIZES

FIRST PRIZE
Katharine
Mass.

White,

101

Huntington

SECOND

St., Brockton,

PRIZES

Patsy Henry, 1618 W. Clinch, Knoxville, Tenn.
Lena R. Jones, 1022 Harrison St., Vicksburg, Miss.
Eileen Hubick, 2320 Iowa St., Chicago, 111.
Loretta Lang, 244 Seventh Ave., So., St. Petersburg,
Fla.
THIRD

PRIZES

Alice Crawford, 320 Orchard St., No. 10, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Emilie
N. Y. Tt-^hinski, 161 Belmont Ave., Brooklyn,

Marion D. Christoford, 376 Lovell St., E. Boston,
Mass.
Kay Schwarz, 215 E. Broadway, Long Beach, N. Y.
Lucille Shannon, 280 So. 21st St., Salem, Oregon.
Arline Kelley, 32 Mendelssohn
St., Binghamton,
N. Y.
Regine Nemetz, 1719 So. 14th St., Omaha, Neb.
Jeanette Farmer, Mandan, N. Dak.
Miss H. B. Vlcek, 3445 W. 47th St., Cleveland,
Ohio.
Catherine Siske, 1339 N. Western, Chicago, 111.
Mary Halsall, 135 No. Sem. St., Barre, Vt.
Joan Hurley, 86 Moss Hill Rd., Jamaica Plain,
Mass.
Mrs. Erma Berquist, 86 Dunklee
St., Concord,
N. H.
Winifred L. Conrad, Ardmore Apartments No. 5,
Casper, Wyo.
Elise Hurt, 920 Daniel St., Springfield, 111.
Jean New, 3108 N. Lyndale, Minneapolis, Minn.
Vernette
1237 Third St., Portsmouth,
Ohio. Schmidt,

SIXTH

PRIZES

Nancy Fulco, 10 Marble Ave., Pleasantville, N. Y.
Mrs. Dorothy de George, 402 Ferry St., Everett,
Mass.
Ruby Powell, Box 630, Eureka, Calif.
Suzanne
Piguet,
2 Villa Robert Lindet,
Paris,
France.
Paula Bruhl, 171 Ford Ave., Highland Park, Mich.
Ethel Meade, 126 West Wood St., Minersville, Pa.
Marion Bulkow, 1524 S. 9th St., Sheboygan, Wis.
Johnnie P. Dykes, P. O. Box 128, Whitwell, Tenn.
Margaret Cason, 7 South Mayfield, Chicago, 111.
Gladys M. Lawton, 51 Oak St., Middletown, Conn.
Dorothy
Brouillard, 230 Temple
St., Whitman,
Mass.
Patricia Turner, 1929 Purchase St., New Bedford,
Mass. R. Keddie, 6 Monkland Ave., Ottawa, Ont.,
Muriel
Canada.
Delores ville,
Virginia
Lee, 314 Chestnut St., PleasantN. J.
Euajane

Thomas,

6549

20th

St., N. W.,

Seattle,

Wash.
Catherine Beatty, 906 Lafayette St., Meadville, Pa.
Waltena Weigman, 6710 Gifford Ave., Bell, Calif.
Marion P. Henkel, 631 No. Laurel St., Hazleton,
Pa.
Emma
Kowles, 61 Diamond
St., San Francisco,
Calif.
Mrs. C. G. Campbell, 626 Park Lane, Lynchburg,
Va.

E AND
E new

TALC

Max Factor Parfum

Cologne . . . either "Trocadero" or
"Cocoanut Grove" and Talc ... $1 .50

Tje€uft<rtwtl
Personalized make-up sets for blondes, brunettes, brownettes, redheads

MAX

FACTOR

FACE

POWDER

Hollywood's famous face powder in
color harmony shades for blondes, bru- 4 I QO
nettes, brownettes and redheads.

Special

make-up

set

Contains Max Factor's Face Powder,
Rouge.Tru-Color Lipstick, Normalizing 4 A 55
Cleansing Cream, Skin Freshener, Talc.
*T

Hollywood

vanity

New modern design, goldfinish Double-Vanity... loose- $^00
powder style, with rouge. &\

Vanity-lipstick

set

Max Factor Vanity for rouge
andloose-powderandthesen- JOOO
sational Tru- Color Lipstick.
O

Autographed

make-up

set

Max Factor's Face Powder, Rouge
andTru-Color Lipstick in color harmony. 4j*}5Q
Autographed by famous Hollywood stars.
£

Max

factor

make-up

SET

A lovely gift box containing Max Faotor's Powder, Rouge,Tru-Color Lipstick, $055
O
Normalizing Cleansing Cream and Talc.

Color harmony

make-up

set

The color harmony ensemble of Max
Factor's Powder, Rouge and Tru- Color $"T55
Lipstick and six other requisites. f

Cleaned try //J

7
HOLLYWOOD

ELUXE

MAKE-UP

ENSEMBLE

A luxurious Christmas set containing
eleven Max Factor ' 'Cosmetics of the Stars ' ' £ Q 5 5
... a gift that any girl will prize.
f

COLOGNE

AND

TALC SET

Something new! Max Factor Parfum
Cologne"Trocadero," "Cocoanut
Grove" and Talc. . .$2j50__

WITNESSED STATEMENT SERIES:
James Walker-Independent Buyer
_ has smoked Luckies for TO years.

S
'
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A
L
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A
B
b
S Finest Gift
sy on Your Thm
)ecait$effi$TC!l

Favorite of America's
Independent Tobacco Experts

COTIdM imTl>« Amertan 1W»«» a*n*tt

CvIGARETTES! An ever-welcome gift!
But certainly you want to give the best. To be certain
of this, give Luckies. For sworn records show that,
among independent tobacco experts . . . auctioneers, buyers
and warehousemen... Luckies have twice as many exclu-

worn

er.
sive smokers as have all other cigarettes put togeth
ction of
And, only Luckies give you the throat prote
out
takes
ing
Toast
s.
proces
ting"
the exclusive "Toas
So
co.
tobac
all
in
found
nts
certain harsh throat irrita
.
throat
your
on
Luckies are a light smoke- easy

HO KNOW TOBACCO BEST-IT'S LUCKIES 2T0 \

STUDY

THIS

FACE!

You'll never forget it. For here are forever written
the ecstasy and pain of woman loved and loving.
Here is the face of Bette Davis in her supreme
dramatic triumph, "Dark Victory." Here is the
screen's most gifted actress in a role which is
destined to win for her another Academy Award.
Watch for "Dark Victory" — a Warner Bros,
presentation — in America's leading theatres soon.
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The greatest
star on the
screen!

We decided that what this country needed was a
column. Henceforth, fellow readers, you may whet
your screen appetites on some little tid-bits direct
from the studios of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
CLASSOF '39— attention! What isM-G-M? Answer:
The leading motion picture company.
Question: What are some of the forthcoming productions of M-G-M?
Answer:
"IDIOT'S DELIGHT" (from the famous play).
Starring Norma Shearer and Clark Gable.
"HONOLULU" (wicky-wacky-wonderful). Starring Eleanor Powell with Robert Young and Burns
and Allen.
"I TAKE THIS WOMAN. "Starring Spencer Tracy
and presenting the new glamour girl, Hedy Lamarr.
"ICE FOLLIES OF 1939" (a new idea in musical
drama). Starring Joan Crawford and James Stewart.

• •

•

*

Question? What is the outstanding current production of M-G-M?
Answer: "SWEETHEARTS."

• •

*

*

Thank you, class! Now there will be a short recess
to allow all of you to attend your nearest theatre
showing this M-G-M attraction.

• * * *
GIFT- OF-THE -MONTH

CLUB

All those who address Leo, M-G-M Studios, Culver
City, Cal., will receive a beautiful photograph of
Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy, the sweethearts of "Sweethearts."

"Sweethearts" is dedicated to all the lovers in all the
world. This is a new idea. Pictures have been dedicated to mothers, to doctors, to families, to boys, to
sailors, but never to lovers. Are you a lover? Well,
this is National Lover Month. You are initiated when
you see "Sweethearts," that glamorous and exciting
Victor Herbert musical thrill.

-A

It was directed by Sweetheart Van Dyke, produced
by Sweetheart Stromberg and written by Sweethearts Dorothy Parker and Alan Campbell.

BIC
.c UELEM BRODE

UOREHchJbles b.ckfokd

t

In addition to Sweethearts MacDonald and Eddy,
the cast includes Sweetheart Frank Morgan, Sweetheart Ray Bolger, Sweetheart Florence Rice, and
that trio of sensational Sweethearts — Herman Bing,
Mischa Auer, Reginald Gardiner.
This truly big picture has been filmed entirely ir»
technicolor.

•

•

•

Love is sweeping the country.

Oireeted V»Y *• S* V A *

^^^^^

*
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"I love pu
Words torn from the anguished heart of a woman
in love . . . words breathing the intense emotion
of a proud woman

whose pride has vanished in

the wonder, the thrilling glory of her first great
love . . . the words of the immortal Zaza to her
beloved Bernard . . . pouring lumultuously from
the screen as Claudette Colbert brings Zaza, gay,
reckless Zaza, who loved too well, to thrilling,
glorious life in Claudette's mightiest acting triumph, in the year's grandest screen love drama.

more than pu love me

//

' Don'l be modest, darling. There
are men women can't leave
alone. And you're one of them.
Yes, and there are men who can't
leave women alone and Youre
one of those, too!"

Adolph Zukor presents

Claudette Colbert
09

with

Herbert Marshall
it

Bert Lahr • Helen Weslley • Constance Collier
Genevieve Tobin • Walter Catlett
Directed by George Cukor • Produced by Albert Lewin
Screen Play by Zoe Akins • From the Play by Pierre Berlon & Charles Simon

A Paramount Picture

A
HAW THROAT ^-r;
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3 RAW THROAT?
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Gargling
Now.
At the first sign of a raw, dry, tick-

lish throat, gargle with Zonite.
Gargling with Zonite benefits you in
three ways: (1) it kills the germs
connected with colds — at contact;
(2) eases the rawness in your throat;
(3) relieves the painful swallowing.
If you're looking for antiseptic results, and not just a pleasant-tasting
mouthwash — Zonite is your product !
So be prepared. Get Zonite from
your druggist. The minute you feel
rawness in your throat, start gargling. Use 1 teaspoon of Zonite to x/i
glass of water. Gargle every 2 hours.
Soon your throat feels better.

By

LLEWELLYN

| A few ... a very few pictures are
timeless in their appeal. A few ... a
very few pictures may be revived year
after year without seeming quaint or outof-date or downright silly.
Dawn Patrol is one of the very few films
which will survive this year and next and
as many years to come as there are people
who remember wars. I wish it might be
shown every year to every graduating
class of every high school. I wish it might
be included in every course of American
History in every school in the land. I hope
that it is revived every year, so long as
bullets are being cast and battleships are
being made, because, like every great war
film that the motion picture industry has
produced, it says "Where is the glory,
where is the great adventure, where is
there anything but criminal waste in such
With the exception of one or two lines,
insanity?"
there is no such preachment in words in
the film. There does not need to be. The
action, itself, speaks louder than any
spoken opinions; the action and some of
the most brilliant playing you can hope
to see.
Q

DANDRUFF ITCH?
Here s an Antiseptic
Scalp Treatment
Here is a simple treatment that does
what skin specialists say is necessary
if you want to combat dandruff
caused by germs: —
1. Add 2 tablespoons of Zonite to
each quart of water in basin.
2. Massage head for 3 minutes with
this Zonite solution. This gives
head an antiseptic cleansing —
stimulates scalp — kills germs
on hair and scalp at contact!
3. Lather head with good shampoo,
using same Zonite solution. This
loosens dirt and dandruff scales.
4. Rinse very thoroughly. This
leaves scalp clean and sweet.
5. If scalp is dry, massage in a good oil
hair dressing. This relieves dryness.
Do this twice a week at first. And
later, once a week.
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
We are convinced that if you use this
Zonite treatment
faithfully,
be delighted with results.
That you'll
is why
we
guarantee complete satisfaction — or
your money back in full!
*Zonite is an improvement on the
Dakin Solution
which revolutionized World-War
surgery . . . Use

ZONITE

for
FIRST AID
• SORE THROAT
BAD BREATH
• DANDRUFF
FEMININE
CLEANSING

The film opens in headquarters behind the lines of the Fifty-ninth
Squadron of the Royal Flying Corps. It
is the year 1916. Major Brand (Basil
Rathbone) is waiting to count the roaring
motors of Flight A as it returns from the
dawn patrol. On orders from headquarters, he had sent out seven men in
seven rickety canvas-covered crates. He
cannot hope that more than half will
return ... it is impossible. Half of Flight
A is made up of recruits just out from
training school. Many have less than ten
hours in the air, and they are fighting
against such crack fliers as the German
ace, von Richter. Brand is close to the
breaking point. He cannot refuse to obey
orders. He cannot take over the dangerous flights himself. He must sit in safety
behind his desk and send young boys out
to certain death in rickety canvas-covered
crates.
Basil Rathbone sets the whole mood of
the film with his performance in these
first scenes. Because of the way words
snap from his strained mouth, he convinces
you that Brand dares to speak no more
than necessary words for fear he will burst
into an hysterical protest. His gestures are
the same ... so restrained that they are
an expression of intolerable tension. The
two best fliers of the squadron, Captain
Courtney (Errol Flynn) and Lieutenant
Scott (David Niven), are taking the war
very differently. All they have to do is
try to obey impossible orders, and about
those orders they have a protective
fatalism. Once back on the ground again,
they can forget, or at least ignore the

MILLER
duties of the next day, in drink or roistering descents on the town.
H

If you have been thinking of Errol
Flynn as a young man whose equipment as an actor seemed to consist entirely of good looks and a nice smile,
change that opinion right now. He may
not have done much acting in the past,
but with this performance he demonstrates agreat talent, beyond argument. It
will be a long time before you forget the
way he delivers the speech telling of his
best friend's death while one hand fumbles
without purpose at the leaves of a magazine. You won't forget for a long time the
painful control in his voice when he says
gently "Sleep tight," in a last toast to his
comrade. You won't forget the detached,
almost disinterested calm with which he
circles his bomb-laden plane above the
munitions depot.
David Niven as the joyous rather lightwitted Scotty who is childlishly susceptible to alcohol and fun and laughter; Donald Crisp as the steady, sane aide who carries on, no matter what comes; Melville
Cooper as the talkative emotional orderly;
all of the carefully chosen cast deserve
the highest credit for parts in a photoplay
which could not be more convincing.

[ Ordinarily, this space is devoted to
many different things that have been
particularly interesting to the editor during the month. But this month, we skip the
news of the parties for visiting stars, the
gossip and the letters, because, to our way
of thinking, nothing in all of the month
even approaches the importance of Dawn
Patrol.
Don't take your very little boys to see
it. But take your big boys. And take
yourselves.
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For years George Bernard Shaw has
been smiling wickedly into his white
beard and shaking his head firmly at all
of the movie producers of the world. For

"CHEW

MILLER

leading male role, Leslie Howard directed
(with Anthony Asquith). The result is a
civilized, satisfying, enchanting comedy,

years he has been saying '"No!" and there
has been no coyness, no come-on-ask-meagain-for-more-money about that "No! !"
He meant "No! ! !" He did not want his
plays cut or changed. He did not want
routine movie clinches substituted for his
own endings, and he was willing to bide
his time until the movies saw things his
way before consenting to the release of
picture rights.
It is purposeless to argue now about the
wisdom or the folly of his long hold-out.
The only thing to do now is to be sure not
to miss the picture, Pygmalion, from his
play of the same name, for it is one of the
most thoroughly satisfying films you have
seen in many a day. The only thing to
do now is to applaud the pertinacity of
Gabriel Pascal who, by unequalled persuasive powers and perhaps a touch of

and don't say we didn't tell you.
The film opens, just as the play does, on
a rainy night outside Covent Gardens.
The smart theatre crowd is leaving and
Freddie, a well-bred nit-wit, is being
heckled by his mother and sister to find a
cab. Off he plunges into the rain, and as
he goes he knocks into the mud the basket
and most of the violets of a draggled little
flower girl. No figure of romance is this
flower girl. She is uncombed. She is unwashed. No artistically placed patches relieve the drab squalor of her definitely
dirty clothes. And she complains in surely
one of the most repellant Cockney accents
that ever hit the cringing ears of any
audience.
In the background, a studious looking
young man (Leslie Howard) is jotting
down in a note book all that she says. He
is Professor Higgins, noted expert on

black magic (who knows?), gained Shaw's
consent to the filming of this famous play.
Shaw not only gave his consent, he
wrote the screenplay and rearranged the
brilliant dialogue.
Besides
playing
the

phonetics. His interest in the girl's remarkable pronunciation ... or mispronunciation ... of words is purely academic, but his purpose is misunderstood,
[Continued on page 12]

Leslie Howard

This is Wendy Hiller in her
flower-girl who was trained,
wager, to speak and act like
results are an hilariously

DENTYNE!"
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Thousands of dentists throughout the country advise Dentyne, the "chewier" gum — it
offers the vigorous chewing exercise your
teeth need. Vitalizes gums and mouth tissues, and cleanses mouth and teeth by increasing the flow of saliva. A real aid to
healthier mouth — stronger tissues, whiter
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FLAVOR!

You'll want to get the Dentyne daily health
habit when you taste its spicy, rich flavor!
Long-lasting, delicious! Slip the neatly flat
package (exclusive Dentyne feature) into
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Hiller in George

Bernard Shaw's comedy, Pygmalion, contribute brilliantly to one of the greatest successes of the new year. Howard also directed

make-up as the
on a fantastic
a Duchess. The
funny
picture

Barbara Stanwyck says Want Romance?

Then be careful about COSMETIC SKIN"
skin must be smooth
TO pass the Love Test,
and soft. The eyes of love
look close — and linger —
would note the tiniest
flaw. Clever girls use Lux
Toilet Soap!

I USE COSMETICS
BUT I REMOVE
THEM THOROUGHLY

with Lux Toilet
Soap's active
LATHER

This gentle white soap
|has ACTIVE lather that
removes stale cosmetics,
dust and dirt thoroughly.
It's so foolish to risk the
choked pores that may
rcause Cosmetic Skin, dullness, tiny blemishes, enlarged pores! Lux Toilet
Soap leaves skin soft —
smooth — appealing.
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has skin that passes the i©WIl T
/ dont want cosmetic
skin to spoil my looks
so i take the screen
stars' advice, lux toilet
Soap leaves skin soft
and smooth
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A GREAT
ADVANCE
in

Billie Burlce, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Roland Young and Janet Gaynor play the polite high-binders
in The Young in Heart. Here they are gazing with a well-bred wistfulness at the gentle old lady
who may be persuaded to leave them a fortune

and a minor uproar is produced by the
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this! So safe to use (free from "burn "danger
and harmful drugs). So dainty, snowwhite, antiseptic . . . and GREASELESS!
Well, here it is! Zonitors kill germs at contact
and remain in long, effective antiseptic action.
Absolutely safe to use, too — because they contain no harmful, irritating drugs.
Zonitots are made with a unique GREASELESS
base — nothing messy, nothing to melt or run.
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And Zonitors are easy to use! No mixing. No
fussing. And they wash away completely with
plain water.
Full instructions in package. $1 for box of 12
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Use 2 tablespoons of Zonite to each quart of
water — for a thorough antiseptic cleansing.
Zonite kills all kinds of germs — at contact!
And it's a marvelous deodorant, too.
FREE booklet in plain envelope on request.
Dept. 3203, Zonite Products Corp., Chrysler
Building, New
York City.
foe/) in individual glass vial.
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girl's loud protest that "I'm a good gel, I
yam, only sellin' moi' flaars, I was" at the
top of her considerable voice.
The uproar was distressing, but it did
serve as introduction for Colonel Pickering (Scotts Sunderland) an expert on
East Indian languages who had travelled
all the way to London to confer with Professor Higgins. Deep in shop talk, off they
go leaving Eliza comforted with a handful
of coins.
But they also have left Eliza with an
idea. Higgins is an opinionated, ruthless,
overbearing, charming, impulsive and
thoroughly rude young man. He had not
hesitated to discuss Eliza in front of her
face, and, carried away by enthusiasm for
his profession and delight in his new
found colleague, he had boasted that he

not have been surprised when she slowly,
carefully, informed the astounded guests
"My aunt died of influenza, so they say,
but I, as should know, say they done her
in," and continued with details.
Wendy Hiller does a truly admirable
job with the part of Eliza, both as the defiant, suspicious flower girl, as the humble,
brow-beaten, anxious student, as the hurt
and independent and beautiful young woman who emerges in six months to slam
slippers at the head of her teacher to remind him of his manners.
There could not be a better choice than
Leslie Howard for a Shaw hero, particularly this one, and every member of the
cast is chosen with the exacting good taste
which is evident in every part of this film
from photography to music score.
The play has been cut, of course. It had
to be. Those of us who know the play
well, remember with resignation, but with
a certain wistful regret, certain scenes
with Freddie and his family which have
been deleted. But, if it is any comfort, you
can cling to the thought that the cutting
probably hurt Mr. Shaw as much as it
does you.

could teach "even this draggle-tailed gutter-snipe" to speak like a Duchess.
The sentence lingers in Eliza's brain.
The next day she turns up at Higgins'
house, announcing that she is willing to
pay for lessons, but naturally that she
won't pay as much as her girl friend paid
to be taught French, since English is her
own language.
Higgins is unable to resist Colonel Pick-

THE SHINING

ering's wager that he can't entirely remake Eliza in six months. The result is
that Eliza is first bathed, then clothed
reasonably, then taught to talk and walk
properly. Irresistibly funny is the scene in
which she is taken to her first tea party
where she fascinates Freddie and astounds
the rest of the guests. Her diction is impeccable, but delivered with the precise
deliberation of a talking doll which has
not been wound sufficiently for any speed.
Except for a certain breathless gathering
of all of her vocal forces before an H, her
pronunciation is all right, but Higgins had
not had time for everything, and he should

5j Olivia Riley (Joan Crawford) was
born on the wrong side of New York,
but she could dance so she made her way
to the top of her world. When Henry
Linden (Melvyn Douglas) saw her he fell
in love with her. And she fell in love with
all that Henry stood for . . . the decorum,
the easy good manners, the pride, the security which he had inherited from generations of gentlefolk.
She expected to live in serenity for the
rest of her life when she married Henry,
but she had not counted on his sister
Hannah (Fay Bainter) or his brother,
David (Robert Young). The brother was

HOUR

(M-G-M)

a problem, first when he fought the marriage because of the difference in social
standings; and second when he fell in love
with Olivia himself.
From the start, David's wife (Margaret
Sullavan) was on Olivia's side. And from
the start Hannah fought the girl she considered a cheap interloper.
Tension grows until the strain is intolerable, so intolerable that the adaptors
cracked under its weight too, and contrived an evasive, sweetly unconvincing
ending with everybody happy . . . quite
different from the ruthlessly tragic finale
of the play.
But you'll see Miss Crawford suffering
in mighty pretty clothes.
THE COWBOY

AND

THE LADY

(United Artists)

E§ The whole story is told in the title,
but the details are these: Mary Smith
(Merle Oberon) didn't have any fun because her wealthy father (Henry Kolker)
wanted to be President of the United
States and wouldn't let her go out with
young men. So one night her understanding old uncle (Henry Davenport) took
her to a gambling club, and, after a raid,
they came home dancing the Lambeth
Walk. To avoid reporters, Mary was
whisked off alone to their Florida home
which must have filled at least one sound
stage, maybe two.
A rodeo was in town. When Mary heard
her maids (Patsy Kelly and Mabel Todd)
talking about dates with cowboys they
had picked up, she felt so bored that she
wistfully asked to be taken along . . .
poor-little-rich-girl stuff. Two of the
cowboys are Walter Brennan and Fuzzy

Miliza Korjus, brilliant opera star, is seen
for the first time on the screen in The
Great Waltz, in which Fernand Gravet
plays the composer,
Johann
Strauss

tylice (pdi> guard against body odor
with this lovely perfumed soap!

Ann Sheridan and James Cagney in a scene from the speedy, exciting drama of the underworld,
Angsh

With

Dirty

faces,

in

which

good

Knight, but the third cowboy was Gary
Cooper, known as "Stretch" in the movie.
So a couple of days later Mary and
Stretch get married after the rodeo has
moved to Galveston or somewhere.
It was at this point that my sympathies
allied themselves unshakeably on the side
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of Mary's poor father. It seems to me that
when a man is trying to get ahead, the
least his daughter can be expected to do is
to wait until after the nomination before
die marries anyone so impulsively . . .
even a cowboy played by Gary Cooper.
SUBMARINE

PATROL

(Twentieth Century-Fox)

M

In 1917, the United States did not
have enough of the mammoth million
dollar destroyers needed to convoy troop
ships safely through German U boats. As
an emergency measure, a fleet of little
wooden submarine chasers were rushed off
the ways. They were only 110 feet long,
and they rolled like corks in heavy seas.
More in pain and anger than in sorrow, the
men who manned them called them "pillboxes" and "shoe-boxes" as well as other
and more strongly descriptive nicknames.
But the name

that stuck was "Splinter

It is about the Splinter Fleet and the
men who manned it that an exciting, abFleet." sorbing and very superior film, has been
built.
When Lieutenant Drake (Preston
Foster) of the regular Navy was sent to
command one of the little vessels he found
the cook (Slim Summerville) running off
between meals to attend to his own restaurant. Another member of the crew
obliged by sleeping aboard, but saw no
reason why he should not continue to
drive his taxi the rest of the time. When
he asked another for the commanding officer, the newly recruited sailor shrugged
with a good natured grin and answered
"Down stairs somewheres." It was all very

triumphs

over

evil

to

everybody's

satisfaction

shocking to the salty old non-Com as well
as to the Lieutenant. Their subsequent
introduction of discipline and of Navy
manners was equally shocking to the new
men.
There is plenty of telling comedy, a convincing romance carried by the talented
young Richard Greene and the equally
talented newcomer, Nancy Kelly. And
there are some of the most exciting scenes
you can hope to find of storms at sea, of
a breathless maneuvering through a mine
field, of a battle.
Director John Ford has made one of the
really absorbing movies against this colorful background, and you'll make a mistake
if you let this one go by.
THE GREAT

WALTZ

(M-G-M)

H

This film makes no pretense at being
a true story of the life of Johann
Strauss, but it is true to the pretty spirit
of the lilting waltzes which made him
famous.
Fernand Gravet plays the young composer who was to set all of the world
jigging to the three-four measures of the
waltz, and plays him very sympathetically
and charmingly. Luise Rainer continues
in her career of head-hanging, of starryeyed gazing, of lash-fluttering as the
baker's daughter who married the composer and then drove him half wild with
love and understanding.
There comes the time in the life of
every man when nothing is more irritating than a loving woman who has done
nothing wrong. That is the way Strauss
felt about his shy little frau when he met
the dazzling, independent, gay, assured
Carla, famous singer, famous hostess and
beloved of the powerful Count Hohenfried (Lionel Atwill). And the brilliantly,
big, beautiful Miliza Korjus makes his
feelings completely understandable. Her
glorious voice has been well recorded,

and you will watch her, quite fascinated
by the faint, undeniable likeness to Mae
West. The likeness lies in something about
her eyes and mouth, for her overtones are
quite different from those of the queen
of the swivel-swing.
Hugh Herbert plays a publisher with
more directness than is his usual habit,
and with great effectiveness. The cast is
enormous, the music is delightful, and

WINTER
Underarms

WARNING!

perspire all year 'round

you'll probably want an encore.
THE

BEACHCOMBER

(Mayflower)

H

Ginger Ted was the ultimate disgrace
of the white race, so far as one little
island in the South Seas was concerned.
And when you see Charles Laughton in
his disgrace-of-the-white-race make-up,
you will not be surprised that Brother and
Sister Jones (Tyrone Guthrie and Elsa
Lanchester) regarded him as a intolerable
handicap to their career as missionaries.
Ginger Ted lived from one small remittance from England to the next. In between times he filched liquor or got it on
credit. He did not want much else, because the little island was a paradise, and
he could sleep off a drunk quite as comfortably on the beach as in his filthy
palm-leaf shack.
Ginger would have been content to gulp
his way rapidly to delirium tremens had
not the angry campaign of the Joneses
spoiled his bleary bliss. But their accusations, their scoldings, their demands for
his deportation were as irritating as
homet-stings, and just as hard to ignore.
Sister Jones was grim and narrowminded and appallingly sure of the approval and support of Heaven until chance
left her overnight on an island with
Ginger and three native servants.
Perhaps it was the tropic climate. Perhaps it was the romantic softness of night
under the Southern Cross. Perhaps it was
just because no one ever had murmured
sweet nothings in Miss Jones' severe ear.
Whatever the reason, Miss Jones began
to think with fascinated horror of her
danger . . . alone on an island! At the
mercy of an unregenerate derelict!
'Ginger Ted would have been utterly
amazed, had he known that she huddled,
weeping and watching, in the back of a
cave through the long night. And he was
both disgusted and offended when Brother
Jones rushed up the next morning, crying

Popular girls never risk offending.
In winter, as in summer, they use MUM
A MAN— A mance
GIRL!
for ro-is
if that Every
lovely chance
wool dress
always fresh and sweet— free from underarm odor! Even when she sees no moisture, a smart
there's
of odor.
And girl
she knows
realizes
that danger
warm
clothes and indoor living actually make
this danger worse.
That's why she uses Mum! For in spite
of heavy clothing and tighter-fitting
sleeves, Mum makes odor impossible.
With Mum you're always nice to be near!
For Mum does what no bath can doMum prevents underarm odor. A bath
removes only past perspiration but Mum

NO

out thanks, "You had my sister at your
mercy, and you spared her!" Ginger wiped
the whole incident from his mind with a
full bottle. But the thought of love had
come to Miss Jones, and she was not one
to be turned aside easily. No matter how
savagely Ginger fought, he was doomed
to be a saved soul as well as a husband—
and as interestingly different a hero for
a screen romance as you can imagine.

WINTER

YOUNG

IN HEART

FOR

MAGINE
THINKING
WINTER
MAKES
YOU SAFE FROM ODOR.
WARM
CLOTHES
ACTUALLY
MAKE
ODOR WORSE.

MUM IS QUICK! 30 seconds to smooth in
Mum, and your underarms are fresh for
a full day or evening.
MUM IS SAFE! Mum has the American
Institute of Laundering Seal as being
harmless to fabrics. And even after underarm shaving, Mum soothes your skin.
MUM

(United Artists)

The Carltons were probably the most
charming family ever asked to leave
the best hotels for suspiciously consistent winnings at cards.

For Sanitary Napkins —

"Colonel" Carlton (Roland Young) had
been telling tales of his command in the
[Continued on page 58]

too. Women know it's
gentle, safe. Always use
Mum this way, too.

IS SURE! Without stopping perspiration, Mum stops all underarm odor.

Get Mum at your druggist's today, and
know that you're always charming!

THE GIRL WHO

USES

MUM!

TO HERSELF
THIS ROOM IS WARM —
BUT IMUM
NEEDN'T
KEEPSWORRY.
,

nA
»

THE

WORRIES

prevents odor to come. Hours after your
bath has faded, Mum still keeps you
sweet. Mum is so easy, so dependable!

ME

FRESH.

MUM

K

Mum

leads all deodorants for use on napkins,

^i,„

Mum

TAKES THE ODOR

OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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iHE KENTUCKY OF
GREAT TRADITION HAS
INSPIRED A GREAT
PICTURE . . .
IN ALL THE SPLENDOR
OF
TECHNICOLOR/
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Proud romance . . . beautiful women
. . . chivalrous men
thoroughbreds! The
climaxing when the
Churchill Downs in

. . . magnificent
sport of kings
silks flash by at
the famed Ken-

tucky Derby! All against the warm
beauty of the Blue Grass country!

LORETTA YOUNG • RICHARD GREENE
and WALTER BRENNAN • douglas dumbrille
KAREN

MORLEY

Photographed

• MORONI

OLSEN

in TECHNICOLOR

Directed by David Butler • Associate Producer Gene
Markey • Screen Play by Lamar Trotti and John Taintor Foote
From

the story "The

Look of Eagles" by John Taintor Foote

A 20th Century-Fox Picture

Ask your theatre manager for KENTUCKY
18

DARRYL

F. ZANUCK

in Charge of Production
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You start putting your own hair up filled
with confidence. After all, grandmother
managed to do it every day of her life

It's simple. All you need is a little time,
plenty of hairpins. It looks sort of cute
and quaint,
too, nice for a change

Of course you have to expect a few setbacks, but the trick is not to get discouraged early in the day.
Keep
fighting

Setting Up Exercises
The life of a movie star has its lips and downs, loo.
Penny Singleton, soon to be seen as Blondie. posed in
this heart-breaking little interlude which carries a message to the women of America who have suffered
the same experience

Along about eleven o'clock you begin to
wonder how grandmother ever got the
dishes and the hair done
in one day

And you try brute strength to frighten the
hair straight up, a very unwise move because it tears down
the work of hours

It is now four o'clock. The slave to fashion
is exhausted and is wondering grimly
how

she

would

look

in a

crew

hair-cut
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Norvell gazes calmly into the
future before telling you some of
the secrets he finds in the stars

1939

and the Stars
For years, Norvell has lived in
Hollywood following his chosen
vocation of predicting futures
in the stars. Here are some of
his predictions for the new year
By
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Every year, around this time, the
movie stars begin to wonder, along
with the rest of us, what's going to happen
to them in the coming year. Will the New
Year bring some of them heartaches and
disappointments? Will others find the fulfil ment oftheir dreams? What of the new
romance, the marriages, the divorces, that
are scheduled to take place among the
movie stars for 1939? Well, let's take a
preview peek at their lives with the help
of Astrology.
r-:,
On my desk I have the Horoscopes of
most of the movie stars. Let's study these
charts, and find out just what they reveal
for 1939.
■

First, there's glamorous Hedy Lamarr
. . . the greatest sensation to hit Hollywood in many a day. Before Hedy made
her first American picture I set up her
Horoscope, and was able to predict that
she would create a wave of enthusiasm in
Algiers. In her second picture, 7 Take This
Woman, she will eclipse that success and
go on to even greater popularity.
Hedy was born in the Sign of Scorpio,
her birthdate being in November. This is
the same sign that produced such great
actresses as Bernhardt and Duse. Hedy's
chart reveals that she's no "flash-in-thepan." She's definitely come to stay. Her
chart shows that she's going to be one of
the top ranking stars in pictures for the
coming three years at least. After that . . .
well, there's romance and marriage ahead
for Hedy. The stars reveal that she will
marry a very rich and influential man in
the motion picture industry, either a producer or a director. That marriage may
20

not last many years. Temperamental difficulties will cause a break. Hedy may
find happiness in a third marriage later
in life.
|

Then there's the Horoscope of Wayne
Morris, who's set the girls' hearts fluttering from Maine to California.
What
does Wayne's chart reveal about
his future?

According to the stars, Wayne Morris
definitely should NOT marry in 1939.
If he does, he's apt to lose -his head and
his heart, and wind up in a separation before five years have passed. If he overcomes this adverse cycle of his stars,
Wayne Morris could marry happily after
1940 and make a great success of that
marriage. If you think that his success is
only a fleeting one, you should examine
his chart and see what surprising news it
holds!
Wayne Morris was born February 17 in
the Sign of Aquarius. This happens to be
one of the best signs of the entire Zodiac
for actors and has given us such stars as
John Barrymore, Adolphe Menjou, Clark
Gable, and Ronald Colman among others.
There's no doubt about it . . . his chart
shows continued success for Wayne, and
quite a popularity with the girls, but fortunately, final
a
happy marriage that will
be blessed by two children.
■

Then there's the up and coming young
star Andrea Leeds, who's created
quite a stir in several pictures, notably in
Letter of Introduction. She was born in
the Sign that rules Hollywood . . . that is,
the Sign of Leo, her birthdate being

August 18. This is one of the
really lucky signs of the Zodiac, and
there
in Andrea
Leeds'
chart is
to every
show indication
that she will
be extremely
successful in 1939, and for several years
to come. Several of the biggest stars on
the screen were born in the sign of Leo,
among them are Myrna Loy, Robert
Taylor, Norma Shearer, and William
Powell ... so Andrea Leeds is stepping out
in fast company.
A marriage is indicated for her in either
1939 or 1940. It should bring her happiness, but not take her away from her
screen work.
■

Errol Flynn, born June 20, in the sign
of Gemini, must beware of ill health
resulting from overwork. In 1939 he will
improve in health, if he takes care of
himself, and should have continued success on the screen.
Errol Flynn must be very cautious of
airplanes and vehicles in 1939, for there
are indications of afflictions ahead. Another marriage is indicated after a separation from Lili Damita.

■

Right at the moment, Priscilla Lane
is attracting a great deal of attention.
It would seem that Priscilla has everything
it takes to win and hold fame. What does
her chart reveal for 1939? She was born
in the sign of Gemini . . . June 12 is her
birthdate. This is a pretty big year for
most Gemini born, and it looks as if she
will continue to interest movie audiences
HOLLYWOOD
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for another couple of years. Romance and
marriage loom on the horizon for Priscilla
Lane, and the stars show that this could
occur in 1939.

and her chart indicates success on the
screen for the next five years. Matrimonial y . . . well, two marriages are
shown in the chart for Jean!

■

■

Right now, it scarcely seems that any
young man could hold greater interest,
or win choicer movie roles than Tyrone
Power. Tyrone was born on May 5, under
the sign of Taurus, and when we remember that Taurus is the sign that rules
riches, is it any wonder
that Tyrone
Power has made such a big hit in pictures?
This year will continue to bring him success, but he must be careful toward the end
of 1939, for diminishing fame is shown.
He should not marry for three years, according tohis Horoscope, for marriage will
bring a loss of fame also. At the end of
that time, he will be financially secure,
and can retire from the screen, if he
wishes.

Deanna Durbin is a name that will be
with us a long time, according to the
evidence to be found in her Horoscope.
Deanna was born hi the sign ,)f Sagittarius, and it is shown that she will appear in an opera on the screen that will
be very popular. She will also turn to
stage and television in the future, and that
will open new fields for her to conquer.
■

Lately the public has taken Mickey
Rooney, with all his adolescent awkwardness, very definitely to its heart. What
does Mickey's chart show? Will he grow
up and remain an actor, or will he desert
his profession for a position in the business world?
Mickey Rooney was born in the sign of
Libra. His birthdate is September
23.
There are no afflictions in that chart to indicate he will not continue on the screen
. . . and so it appears that Mickey
will be an actor when he's

was born on July 1, under the sign of
Cancer. This is the birthsign of James
Cagney, Merle Oberon, Doris Nolan and
Barbara Stanwyck. Olivia's chart shows
three to five years of continued success.
Marriage is indicated in her chart either
during 1939, or the first half of 1940. She
should find happiness in that marriage.
Then, to mention a few others briefly
whose charts indicate future success, we
have Ray Milland, Paulette Goddard,
Marie Wilson, Nan Grey, and Nancy Kelly.
All these interesting personalities have
big success waiting for them in 1939.
Of course there's always a juvenile crop
springing up in Hollywood. Shirley
Temple leads the field, but will she
always? Her chart shows that Shirley was
born in the Sign of Aries, the same as
Mary Pickford . . . and like Miss Pickford,
Shirley is going to grow up into a long
screen career. Her chart shows she may
retire between the ages of fourteen and
seventeen, but she'll be back after that
time ... as famous as ever!
But there are five little rivals that
threaten Shirley's crown! They are the
Dionne Quintuplets! I set up their Horoscope, and find that they were born in
the very successful sign of Gemini. In
1939, their horoscopes show travel. They
will be in pictures in the future also, but
will gradually give up acting for careers
as wives and mothers.
Freddie Bartholomew may retire after
1939 to finish his education. He
[Continued on page 61]
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Danielle Darrieux
was born on May 1,
under the sign of Taurus, and
like Tyrone is destined for fame and
wealth. Two marriages are shown in
Miss
Darrieux's sign ... so she must watch
her heart!
■

Alice Faye also was born in the sign
of Taurus, on May 5. Alice has held
her fame for some little time, and she
will continue in 1939 to be a top notch star.
Despite the fact that she and Tony Martin
deny rumors of separation, her stars incline to one. It's to be hoped she can
avoid it however. Alice can continue on
the screen as long as she wants to, for
nothing in her chart shows loss of fame for
years to come.
Jean Arthur, still winning new laurels
although she's been on the screen for
several years, has more good luck for
1939. She will be given several big roles,
FEBRUARY, 1939

grown up, and will be as
successful as he is now For
years to come.
His refreshing personality, and boyish charm
will remain, for they are typical of the
sign of Libra. Marriage is shown for
Mickey around the age of twenty -three
. . . still a long way off!

x>

■

■

Olivia de Havilland is growing more
and more in popularity, and her fame
isn't by any means nearly over. Olivia
21
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Fun On Ice
At the ice party, following the
opening of The lee Follies Joan
Crawford proved that she is
sure to have fun witli her skating role in her new film. Below,
with two members of the troupe

5ft «►
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/
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Through the turnstile, all ready
for the frigid weather
inside
Gallant Romero demonstrates the
technic of tight lacing over the instep, looser lacing over the ankle

Center, more cautious members of the film colony preferred to sit behind the barricade and watch brave Joan

No one can be sure whether
Crawford is holding Romero
up, or he is steadying her.
But it looks like fun for both

'CUTTER"

"MACCHESNEY"

. . . The Sergeants Three, each with a heart for loving,
an eye for adventure, two hands for fighting!

1939 brings the

GUNGA DIN

picture that it took
all of 1938 to make!

STARRING

CARY GRANT VICTOR McLAGLEN
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS,
JR.
AND

With Sam Jaffe, Eduardo Ciannelli, Joan Fontaine
RKO RADIO PICTURE
Pandro S. Berman,
Produced

Screen play by Joel Sayre and Fred Guiol.

f.

in Charge of Production

and Directed by George Stevens
From a story by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur.

Inspired by Rudyard Kipling's poem.

%-^*7

lines,
heroic
by Kipling's
stagedd on
a scale that
beggars
Inspire
words, the red-blood and gunpowder Odyssey of three dashing
sons of the sword, who would face
an army for a woman's smile . . .
and leave her for the chance to
fight! . . . Breathless adventure! . . .
Lusty laughter!... Romance shared
with terror through mystic nights in
the land where elephants shoulder
artillery guns and battalions march
at dawn!
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Hot on
More exciting than many
movies are the lives of
the men behind the news
cameras as they pursue
vivid history in the making

H

Far from the greasepaint and glamour
of Hollywood are the men who bring
to the screen many of its most exciting
moments, the newsreel cameramen.
With "speed" and "spectacle" as their
watchwords, these roving film reporters
flash
nation's
while history
it is stillinto
frontthepage
news. theatres
The giant dirigible Hindenburg explodes and before its wreckage has
ceased smouldering
at Lakehurst,
vivid scenes of the catastrophe in
all its horror are on the screens of
the country.
Grandstand
quarterbacks
have barely had a chance to
expound their second guesses
in the clubroom before the
film story
of Saturday's
ball games
is unfoldedfoot-in

Thomas
Proffitt,
of Universal
News, was one of the bravest.
He
was
lost last year
in
the crash of the last raft
down
the Susquehanna

the Trail of History
By WILBUR

theatres. The Morro Castle is beached in
flames at Asbury Park and within an hour
airplanes have circled close above her for
shots that will be thrilling movie audiences
on Broadway that same night.
The ravages of a New England hurricane; turbulent floods in Ohio spreading
death and destruction; a group of warweary soldiers in Spain, or a roundtable
conference of statesmen at Munich; such
are the highlights in the ever changing
scenario of the newsreel cameramen. Even
the fictional romances of Hollywood are
rivaled by the true story reporting in film
of the greatest romance of the age, the
king who abdicated his throne for the love
of an American born woman.
With a staff of half a hundred men headquartered in New York, Chicago, Washington, Boston, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Philadelphia and New Orleans, the
newsreel editors can cover a story anywhere in the United States within eight
hours. And so highly organized are the
companies that films of spot news events
are developed, printed, cut, synchronized
with sound and made ready for distribu- tion to the theatres only six or eight hours
after negatives reach the home office.
That the life of a cameraman with his
assignments varying from bathing beauty
parades to train wrecks, from North Pole
flights to South American revolutions, is
filled with color and excitement was attested in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's recent
Too Hot to Handle, though the newsreel
men objected somewhat bitterly to that
Mingalone ran away with the news when
the balloons ran away with him and he
had to be shot down from 1 ,200 feet

MORSE,

JR

Newsreel men stood their ground during
the horrifying Hindenburg disaster,
though no one could guess which way the
white-hot skeleton of the ship would fall

scene showing the taking of an air-raid.
There are too many actual events packed
with thrills to require staging fake stories,
the reel men claim. Too many of them
have risked their lives in getting the real
stuff, too many of them have lost their
lives in the attempt, for that scene to pass
without protest.
Columbia in North oj Shanghai and
Twentieth Century-Fox in Dangerous
Cargo are dramatizing further the glamour
of the daredevils who lug their tripods and
pillboxes from one spectacle to another.
But no imaginative flight of a scenario
writer could contrive any more exciting
a series of adventures than can be found
in the average assignment book of any
one of the five main newsreel companies.
For although their job is to film headline
events and celebrities, the cameramen
often make the headlines themselves with
some particularly daring or unusual stunt.
Al Mingalone, of Paramount News, hit
the front pages from coast to coast recently when he was carried away by a
cluster of captive balloons and brought to
earth only by the expert marksmanship
of a village [Continued on page 38]
Right, Jack Kuhne of Fox Movietone, was
almost lost when his plane crashed attempting to pick up film in the Atlantic
Another hazard of the intrepid news
cameraman is the bathing beauty
contest, though
it has compensations

H. S. "Newsreel" Wong, famous among
the Far East History Chasers, is working
under fire in the battle of Shanghai
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Women

Worry

As Explained to Franc Dillon
By GEORGE BRENT
Men cannot help being a worry to
women in Hollywood, claims the
star, and that is why women are a
worry to the men of the movies
■

Dinner had waited and waited but there was still
an empty place at the table in the Brent home in
Dublin, Ireland. Mrs. Brent glanced frequently at
the clock and as often stepped to the window to peer
out into the deepening twilight.
"Where can that child be?" she sighed, and refused to be comforted by the laughing assurances of
the rest of the family that "George is all right. He'll
be along."
"No," she insisted, "I have a feeling. I'm sure he
has run away again."
She had good reason for her fears, for running
away was one of George's favorite pastimes and at
that very moment he was making his way as fast as
he could in the opposite direction from home. He
seemed to be a born escapist.
"You should call me an unsuccessful escapist,"
George laughed, when I pinned the title on him.
"I've never been able to live up to it, although I'm
still trying."
He lays the blame for his early failures on his
mother's shoulders. "She was always worrying about
me," he explained. "Women worry men because
they're continually worrying about them, and as a
man reaches the age of long pants, their concern
increases instead of diminishes. If a man feels the
slightest responsibility or is at all considerate toward the one doing the worrying, it becomes a
burden."
H

George, who avoids reporters as earnestly as he
does worrying women, had been waylaid as he
stalked up and down behind a tall hedge adjoining
the set where he and Bette Davis were working in
Dark Victory. He was reluctant to talk, fearing
he might be misunderstood.
"It's nice, of course," he continued, "to know that
someone cares enough to be concerned about you.
Any man appreciates it or, at least, the motive behind
it, but it acts as a damper and is a continual source
of annoyance to the person who is being worried over. That's why men are always trying to
escape.
"When I was little I was invariably caught when I
tried to escape, and when once more at home, found
myself on the receiving end of a good spanking.
As I grew older and was able to get a little farther
from home — the happiest, most comfortable home a
boy ever had, I might add — I was continually being
overcome by a stricken conscience and returning
under my own steam. I wanted to be free — from
what I don't know — but even when I successfully
eluded my pursuers I was never free because I knew
that my mother was fretting about me. Did I wear
my overcoat? Did I eat properly? Was I well? Did
I send my linen to the laundry? Women can find
more things to worry about!
"That is one reason I live alone and like it. There's
no one around to worry me."
Living alone may par[Continued on page 43]

Here is George Brent showing how
women make men feel some of the
time.
of

He has several happier expressions which you will see in Wings
the
Navy
and
Dark
Victory
27

— and this will surprise you, I hope — for
years I've been a victim of acrophobia.
Yeah, it sounds like double-talk, but it's
really a disease that makes one fear
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Dear Editor:
After being kussed a-plenty by Director Roy
Del Ruth, kidded a lot by Connie Bennett, and
completely keeled over by Alice Faye during my
four day's extra work in the 20th Century-Fox
production, Tailspin, I feel much like the original
K.K.K. kid must have felt when he got up enough
nerve to go out on his first nightshirt prowl. So
nervous that the knocking of his knees
sounded like Gene Krupa doing a jitterbug symphony on his traps!
As I write this it's been ten days since
I drew my final extra check. I don't know
how long it will be before I can draw a
deep breath because even in the day time
I'm still bothered and pursued by nightmares that take the form of grotesquelyshaped racing planes and shrieking girls
clad in pilots' suits.
A lot of guys probably would have been
glad to have worked for nothing in the
picture, just so they could go around bragging that they had been in a cast that
included Alice Faye, Constance Bennett,
Nancy Kelly, Joan Davis, and Jane
Wyman and maybe once I would have,
too, but not now. Not after what I've
been through. Mind you, I don't blame
the girls. They were swell to me, grand in
the picture (as you will agree when you
see it), and, save for one gosh-awful
fistic mix-up between Alice and Connie,
they got along as well as pro and con,
peaches and cream, and nip and tuck. I
don't blame Director Roy Del Ruth for
bawling me out as the occasion required,
nor do I bear any deep grudges against
First Assistant Director Booth McCracken
and Second Assistant Bob Herndon for
taking up where their boss left off.
It's just that I don't like those firecrackers that scoot through the air like
dragon-flies with turpentine on their tails.
I don't care to be up in the air either in
fact or fancy as the case may be, because
28
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heights,
and upI fear
it soI badly
I can't
even walk
stairs.
have that
to creep
up
on all fours!
When I told Harry Brand, 20th CenturyFox publicity chief, about my affliction
he just laughed
and laughed
and
said that Alice Faye was a sufferer
from acrophobia, too, and what was
good enough for her ought to be good
enough for me, and if I wanted to

knock the stuffing out of a Thanksgiving
turkey I'd better go over to the casting
office and sign up. Well, we actors have
to eat despite stories to the contrary, and
so I went over to casting as Harry ordered.
If Alice Faye could stand it, so could I.
And
take. that's where I made my first mis■

The first thing that happened to me
once we were on location came in the
shape of an invitation from Paul Mantz
and Marion McKeen, two famous pilots
in the National Air Races, for a short ride

"upstairs." Just to get the feel of the air,
they said without cracking a smile. Ever
been in a ship that coasts along at a trifling
200 miles per hour? Ever come down in
one? Honest, after that experience I'm as
gabby about it as a woman who loves to
talk about her operation!
Well, after I got the "feel" of the ground
again I stayed there and earned my
Turkey Day money as grease-monkey No.
2. Charlie Farrell was grease-monkey No.
1 and he's just as grand a guy as he used
to be "way back when" he was tops among
the stars. During the course of the picture it's Charlie, playing a good-natured,
happy-go-lucky mechanic, who helps
Alice Faye win the women's speed classic
at the National Air Races held in Cleveland. It turned out that Charlie used to
fly a crate during the days when he and
Janet Gaynor were packing 'em in at the
box-office. Not only that, but
he was taught to fly by none
other than Marion McKeen,
who is in this picture as technical advisor.
Tail Spin, by the way, is
Farrell's second picture on his

home lot since his return to American pictures. His first one was with Shirley
Temple in Just Around the Corner and in
that one he showed that the passing years
had neither dimmed nor diminished his
"pull" before the camera.
Another thing about Tail Spin that
Charlie liked is the fact that it re-united
him with Ruth Clifford. It is the first
time in more than a decade that they
have worked together. Way back in 1927,
Miss Clifford, a star of the first magnitude
at that time, was cast for the major feminine role in The Love Hour. A young newcomer, as unknown as a man on Mars,
was assigned as her leading man. You're
right, it was Charlie Farrell. Both went
their separate ways after that picture
with Farrell climbing to the top and with
Miss Clifford dropping out of film work.
Their paths did not cross again until they
both found themselves in Tail Spin.
■

My second day in Tail Spin was even
more dramatic than the first, although

it didn't
my part.
shooting
celluloid
ing ship.

call for any histrionic effort on
Day No. 2 was set aside for the
of Nancy Kelly's death — a 6,000power dive in a bullet-like rac-

"I have never before died on the screen,"
the wide-eyed Irish lassie explained to
us before the shooting began, "so this is an
experience toward which I am looking
forward with a good deal of anticipation!
I think I'll enjoy every moment of it."
Quite a girl, this
[Continued on page 63]

Alice

Faye,

Constance
Bennett and the skyrocketing newcomer, Nancy Kelly, carry the
leading roles in the film about feminine air-racers, Tall Spin
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It's just that I don't like those firecrackers that scoot through the air like
dragon-flies with turpentine on their tails.
I don't care to be up in the air either in
fact or fancy as the case may be, because
28

—and this will surprise you, I hope— for
years I've been a victim of acrophobia.
double-talk, but it's
Yeah, it sounds likethat
makes one fear
really a disease
I can't
that
it soI badly
and upI fear
heights,
even walk
stairs
have to
creep
up
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on
all Ifours!
When
told Harry Brand, 20th CenturyFox publicity chief, about my affliction
he just laughed
and laughed
and
said that Alice Faye was a sufferer
from acrophobia, too, and what was
good enough for her ought to be good
enough for me, and if I wanted to

knock the stuffing out of a Thanksgiving
turkey I'd better go over to the casting
office and sign up. Well, we actors have
to eat despite stories to the contrary, and
so I went over to casting as Harry ordered.
If Alice Faye could stand it, so could I.
And that's where I made my first mistake.
■ The first thing that happened to me
once we were on location came in the
shape of an invitation from Paul Mantz
and Marion McKeen, two famous pilots
in the National Air Races, for a short ride

upstairs. Just to get the feel
of the air
Uiey said without cracking a smile.
Ever
been in a ship that coasts along
at a trifling
200 miles per hour? Ever come
down in
one? Honest, after that experience
I'm as
gabby
about it as a woman who loves to
talk about
her operation!
Well, after I got the "feel" of the ground
again I stayed there and earned
my
Turkey Day money as grease-monke
2. Charlie Farrell was grease-monkey No.
y No
1 and he s just as grand a guy as he used
to be way back when" he was tops
the stars. During the course of theamong
picture it's Charlie, playing a good-natured
happy-go-lucky mechanic, who
helps
Alice Faye win the women's speed classic
at the National Air Races held in Cleveland. Itturned out that Charlie used to
fly a crate during the days when he and
Janet Gaynor
wereice.packin
'em that,
in at but
box-off
the
Not g only
he was taught to fly by none
other than Marion McKeen,
this picture as techwho isnicalinadvisor.
Tail Spin, by the way, is
Farrell's second picture on his

home lot since his return to American pictures. His first one was with Shirley
Temple in Just Around the Corner and in
that one he showed that the passing years
"pull" before the camera.
had neither dimmed nor diminished his
Another thing about Tail Spin that
Charlie liked is the fact that it re-united
him with Ruth Clifford. It is the first
time in more than a decade that they
have worked together. Way back in 1927,
Miss Clifford, a star of the first magnitude
at that time, was cast for the major feminine role in The Love Hour. A young newcomer, as unknown as a man on Mars,
was assigned as her leading man. You're
right, it was Charlie Farrell. Both went
their separate ways after that picture
with Farrell climbing to the top and with
Miss Clifford dropping out of film work.
Their paths did not cross again until they
both found themselves in Tail Spin.
■

My second
day than
in Tail
even
more
dramatic
the Spin
first, was
although
it didn't call for any histrionic effort on
my part. Day No. 2 was set aside for the
shooting
Nancy Kelly's death— a 6,000ing ship. of
celluloid
power dive in a bullet-like rac-

"I have never before died on the screen,"
the wide-eyed Irish lassie explained to
us before the shooting began, "so this is an
experience toward which I am looking
forward with a good deal of anticipation!
Dear Editor:

After being kussed a-plenty by Director Koy
Del Ruth, kidded a lot by Connie Bennett, and
completely keeled over by Alice Faye during my
four day's extra work in the 20th Century-Fox
production, Tallapto, I feel much like the original
K.K.K. kid must hove felt when he got up enough
nerve to go out on his first nightshirt prowl. So
nervous that the knocking of his knees
sounded like Gene Krupa doing a jitterbug symphony on his trapsl
As I write this it's been ten days since
check. 1 don't know
I drew my final extra before
I con draw a
how long it will be
deep breath because even in the day time
I'm still bothered and pursued by nightmares that take the form of grotesquelyshaped racing planes and shrieking girls
clad in pilots' suits.
A lot of guys probably would have been
glad to have worked for nothing in the
picture, just so they could go around bragging that they had been in a cast that
included Alice Faye, Constance Bennett,
Nancy Kelly, Joan Davis, and Jane
Wyman and maybe once I would have,
too, but not now. Not after whnt I've
don't blame
been through. Mind you, toI me,
grand in
the girls. They were swell
the picture (as you will agree when you
see it), and, save for one gosh-awful
fistic mix-up between Alice and Connie,
they got along as well as pro and con,
peaches and cream, and nip and tuck. I
don't blame Director Roy Del Ruth for
bawling me out as the occasion required,
nor do I bear any deep grudges against
First Assistant Director Booth McCracken
and Second Assistant Bob Herndon for
taking up where their boss left off.
It's just that I don't like those firecrackers that scoot through the air like
dragon-flies with turpentine on their tails.
I don't care to be up in the air either in
fact or fancy as the cose may be, because
28

I thinka girl,
I'll enjoy
every moment of it."
Quite
this [Continued
on page 631

Faye, Constance
Bennett Kelly,
end carry
the iky.
:ke«nQ
newcomer, Nancy
the
leading roles in the film about feminine air-racers, Tail Spi,
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Do You Know
When to Laugh?

4

Laughter is such a serious matter
to Hugh Herbert that he stopped
being funny in the movies long
enough to design this quiz in the
interests
of a little quiet fun

Does your family find you funny
at all times?

Do

By JERRY

■

your

friends
scream? call

you

a

LANE

"A sense of humor," said Hugh Herbert, "is a serious

The gentleman with the psychic eyebrows, who lately
put thing."
swing into The Great Waltz, flittered his fingers together in thought. "Take my case, for instance. When
father sent me out into the world with ten dollars pinned to
my shirt, I tried selling vacuum cleaners for a living. I
tried for six weeks. Until the manager said, 'Hey you,
whatsamatter? All this time and you haven't picked up
any'No,'
business!'
I said, 'but I've picked up an awful lot of dirt . . .' "
He fired me.
"There was a vaudeville agency next door. It was raining. Ihad to go some place. They took one look at me and
Can you laugh when the gag is
on you?

wrote down 'Comic' You can't get away from a thing like
that. Even in Hollywood. I came out here on a directingwriting contract to do Drama. So now I'm a Comedian . . ."
Hugh slithered back into his chair. His dog, Keno,
slithered under it. Bank Night, the little black goat, nibbled
in the patio nearby. All was quiet on the Herbert front.
"You can see," said Hugh, "where a little humor gets
you . . . It's like salt — seasons everything. Like an umbrella— something to hide behind. Like aspirin — needs a
test to see if it works. Woo woo!"
And that's how the Test, unique in the annals of all tests,
was born. A quizzical quiz that not only shows whether
your funny bone is in good working order but how to use
it! Just roll up your sleeves and jot down
to each question — but watch your step!
Hugh has put a catch in some of them ... to
tween what he calls "Fuzzy substitutes

Do you have to struggle to tell a
funny story?

"Yes" or "No"
We warn you
distinguish beand Grade A

humor . . .-"
Then turn to page 60 to see if you rate "Tops in Fun!"
All set? Ready? Go . . .

STRICTLY PERSONAL

Are you the first to laugh at your
own jokes?

1. Are you fond of playing practical jokes — such as
putting the feather duster in Aunt Fanny's bed or turning the hose loose on Homer?
2. Do you (nine times out of ten) try to make a joke
of it when the following happen?
When the tire goes flat and you're six miles from home?
When your toast is burnt and the egg looks hard-boiled
as a traffic cop?
When the roof leaks?
3. Do you hold a grudge longer than a day?
4. (For Women Only) If he makes a tender remark
about the "stars in your
grin and answer with a
5. (For Men Only)
lovely night," are you
Are you the life
of the
party?

eyes" or something similar, do you
wisecrack?
—
If she says dreamily, "It's such a
apt to
[Continued on page 59]
Do you
Herbert

think Hugh
is funny?
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Boy Teaches Girl — Nancy Hoguet gets a lesson in the fine art
of hitting the bull's-eye. Her fresh young skin gets simple and
intelligent care. "I cream my skin every day with Pond's Cold
Cream. That puts extra 'skin-vitamin' into it, besides cleaning
and softening it."

Most Snapshotted Engaged Couple— Anne Clark Roosevelt faced the camera squad cheerfully for 4 hours straight in
exchange for 3 weeks' privacy before her wedding! She says:
" 'Skin- vitamin' helps skin health. I'm glad to have this
plus element in such a good cream as Pond's."

Vitamin A, the "skin-vitamin,"
is necessary to skin health. Skin
that lacks this vitamin becomes
rough and dry. But when "skinvitamin" is restored, it helps
make skin soft again.
Big Moment — Camilla Morgan (now
Mrs. Remsen Donald) finds it takes
two to cut a cake. "I'll always use
Pond's," she says. "When skin needs
Vitamin A, it gets rough and dry.
Pond's Cold Cream helps make up
for this."

245 Presents— Mar/'or/e Fairchild sails for Bermuda
honeymoon day after her wedding at St. Thomas's—
one of the prettiest weddings of the season. She says:
"Pond's was famous when I was still in my high chair.
I use it for the reason they did then — to smooth skin
beautifully for make-up."

* Statements concerning the effects of the "skin-vitamin" applied to the skin are based upon
medical literature and test* on the skin of animals following an accepted laboratory method.

• Scientists found that this vitamin, applied to the skin, healed
wounds and burns quicker.
• Now this "skin-vitamin" is
in every jar of Pond's Cold
Cream! Use Pond's night and
morning and before make-up.
Same jars, labels, prices.

Tuna in on "THOSE WE LOVE," Pond'i Program,
Monday*, 8t30 P. M., N.Y. Time, N.B.C.
Copyright, 1939. Pond'a Extract ComD&n,
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Charles Boyer, one of the
greatest of the screen
romantics, springs to the
defense of the American
Husband, though he admits that theB American
y
Husband doesn't need it

JESSI

E

HEND

ERSO

A FRENCHMAN
DEFENDS

AMERICAN

ROMANCE

N
JB Astonished? Yes, America continually astonishes Charles Boyer. Why
not? It continually astonishes even Americans. But what astonishes him most after

Mr. and Mrs. Boyer take off shortly for his
native France for a picture. His next American film is Love Affair, soon to be released

three years isn't the high buildings or
the low gangsters, the skyline or the
streamline.
"The American husband!
A more romantic figure than Europeans give him

credit for being.
More polite, more — "
Boyer, himself one of the most romantic
figures in films (not but what he'd prefer
straight dramatic roles, if you ask him),
ended the eulogy with a shrug. A real
tribute, that shrug. It meant that while
other foreign actors sing the praises of
American grapefruit, plumbing, and
women, this star of the French stage and
screen — though acknowledging the merits
of all three — sings his own particular discovery: America's forgotten Old Man.
Serious about it, too. Won't be shaken
from his opinion.
The American man doesn't kiss girls'
hands,
it was called
to Boyer's
while between
scenes
of Loveattention
Affairs
(Irene Dunne as the heroine) he ate
chicken broth in the R-K-O commissary.
The American husband doesn't bring home
orchids after the honeymoon's over. He
doesn't pay the little, personal attentions
with which the European charms her. He
reads his paper. He talks about his golf
"Naturally, I can't say how an American
score.
'
husband behaves inside his home," Boyer
smiled up from the broth. He has one
characteristic which unfortunately doesn't
get over to the camera; a spark kindles in
his black-brown eyes and grows brighter
until finally he gives in and smiles. For
this lunch interval, by the way, he was
wearing comfortable slacks, tweed jacket,
white shirt and
[Continued on page 50]

"You can't go out like that!" she gasped

I'll never forget Jean's face when she saw that old leather
pocketbook! She couldii*t have looked more startled if I'd
appeared in hip boots. "Sally!" — she gasped — "You can't
go out like that! That valise looks dreadful with your new
silver dress! Where's your brocade evening bag?"

And she certainly did! She took the
moisture-resistant backing out of a
Modess pad . . . and poured water on
it! Not a drop went through! I saw
that I could rely on Modess, with complete peace of mind!

"Listen," I snapped: "I know this looks
awful. But I don't happen to be a magician! Ican't cram powder, lipstick, keys
— and a sanitary napkin — into that little
brocade bag. It just wasn't made for a

Jean just laughed. "But you're not going for the week-end, dopey! I'll give
you a Modess pad — and you'll feel perfectly safe without an extra one. Wait —
let me show you something that will end

crisis like this!"

your fear of embarrassing accidents..."

"Better yet," she added, "you'll have the
most comfortable evening you've ever
known. Look at this soft, fluffy Modess

So— I carried my swank little brocade bag, completely reassured. . . Jean was awake when I got back and she declares
I raved more about Modess than I did about the party!

filler! See the difference between 'flufftype' Modess, and those 'layer-type'
pads you've been buying!"

And why not! It's a great day in a woman's life when she
discovers a sanitary napkin that's both softer and safer . . .
yet costs as little as Modess does!

Get in the habit of saying"Modess"!
(IF

YOU

PREFER

A

NARROWER,

SLIGHTLY

SMALLER

PAD

ASK

FOR

JUNIOR

MODESS)
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Second Generation
erick

Crawford

is the son of Helen
Broderick and Lester
Crawford and is making good use of his fine
theatrical heritage

Above, young Crawford with Gladys
Swarthout in a scene from Ambush. Right,
with William
Henry
in the same
film

By

EB

JONESBOY

|

*Get a Trial Bottle FREE!
For over 2 generations, Italian Balm has held
the "first choice" vote, among all anti-chapping preparations, in Cold-weather Canada.
And, in the United States, its rapid rise to
wide-spread popularity has been one of the
sensations of toilet goods history.
So if your hands are dry, or rough and
chapped, from housework or weather — test
this famous Skin Softener at Campana'sexpense. Try it before you buy it!
Italian Balm contains the costliest ingredients of any of the largest selling brands of
lotion — yet it3 cost to use is negligible.
It's wide- spreading— that's why! Not thinwatery— or wasteful. One drop (not a handful!) is the right amount for both hands
per application. Get your FREE Vanity
Bottle now. You be the judge.
CwrnhjzricCi

Italian Balm
Secret Formula — Exclusive Process

^

CAMPANA SALES COMPANY
572 Lincolnway, Batavia, Illinois
Gentlemen: I have never tried Italian
Balm. Please Bend me VANITY Bottle
FREE and postpaid.

/V«me_
Address^

Cify

_Stofe_

In Canada, Campana, Ltd., FG78 Caledonia Road, Toronto
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The first and only time Broderick
Crawford ever got downright angry
at his famous parents, Helen Broderick
and Lester Crawford, was on the day they
told him in ten words — no more and no
less — that he was no longer a part of
their vaudeville act. Two in the family
were more or less successfully pursuing
a theatrical career they explained carefully, while his temperature climbed to
the boiling point, and if their mature
judgment amounted to anything — which
they thought it did — it appeared no more
than fair and proper that Crawford fils
(if he would pardon their French) should
divorce himself from the footlights and
pursue an education and, moreover, pursue it diligently.
"You could have knocked me over with
a break-away chair," Broderick says,
"when the full force of that parental ultimatum hit me. Almost from the day of
my birth I had accompanied them on their
vaudeville tours. Why, my earliest and
favorite recollection of the show business
centered around the time I was carried
onto the stage by my parents for a bow at
the end of their act! And from then on I
never missed a show. I must have been
pretty good, I reminded them, because as
soon as I was able to talk they had been
mighty quick to write in a part for me.
And why pursue an education at school?
Why couldn't I pursue one on the stage?
If the theatre had been good enough for
them all these years surely it should be
good enough for me. Nobody, so far as I
knew, had ever accused them of being
dumb. In fact, I added as enthusiastically
as I could, I'd heard it rumored time and
time again that they were smart people
both on and off the stage. Why not, then,
let me acquire my education as they had

theirs? After all, if I were ever going to
be an actor how in the world could I ever
be one unless I remained behind the footlights? I'd be willing, I admitted, to attend school at the end of each tour. I'd
gone through the grades that way and
there was no reason why I couldn't finish
high school in the same manner. It would
take longer, of course, but I'd graduate
in time. And here was another thing, I
said. The act wouldn't go over as well
without me! Worse yet, it might not go
over at all and then where would they be?
"Well, they were kind enough to let me
rattle on and on until I ran out of words.
Then they repeated what they had said
in the beginning — I was to pursue an education in schooL Right then and there I
decided to run away!"
■

And run away he did, too, and enlisted
as an "ordinary seaman" on the Standard Oil tanker, the John D. Archbald. It
was six months before his parents could
rescue him and return him to the act!
From that time on, nothing was permitted
to interfere with his theatrical career. And
nothing did. And just to prove he was
correct in his contention that he could
stick to both the stage and school equally
well, he managed to graduate from Dean
Academy — with honors. With the diploma
tucked away among his souvenirs he devoted his energies entirely to the stage
where he has been doing very well indeed.
Up until the time he co-starred with
Wallace Ford in the Broadway smash hit
Of Mice and Men, his stage career was
hounded by unsuccessful plays.
"Every one of them," he admits, "had a
most peculiar habit of folding up before
they fairly got started. In 1934, which
year dates my first appearance on my own
in a straight dramatic role, I got a college
boy part in the London company of the

New York success, She Loves Me Not. I
had wanted to take a trip abroad for years
and a part in this show would be like
taking a vacation with pay. It would have
been, too, only it turned out that the
English failed to find any humor in the
play and it closed.
Returning to America Broderick obtained asmall part with Lunt and Fontaine
in Point Valaine, the Noel Coward play.

How can a man forget so soon?

"It Was the poorest of all the Coward
plays," he says, "and in a few weeks it
passed away as the result of an attack of
acute floppitis."
Much to his dismay and worry, the same
disease attacked Sweet Mystery of Life,
Danger, Men at Work, and Punch and
Judy.
"I began to have wild, crazy dreams
about producers who started to scream the
moment I entered their offices, and it became as plain to me as the nose on Jimmy
Durante's face that I'd have to connect
myself with a hit mighty soon or else find

A year agO I marched down the aisle in my wedding veil. Bob promised to love me
forever. But before very long, the quarrels began . . .

myself in Cain's warehouse along with the
rest of the flops."
But life wasn't quite as dark as the
young actor imagined. His appearance in
Sweet Mystery of Life eventually carried
him to Hollywood. George Haight, who
had authored it, had moved onto the
Hollywood scene as an associate producer
under the Sam Goldwyn banner and by
the time George was ready to cast for
The Woman's Touch, starring Miriam
Hopkins, he remembered the husky, sixfooter who had gallantly gone down with
the good ship Sweet Mystery when it sank
in the Broadway theatrical seas without
so much as a single salty tear being shed
by the critics.
"After the picture was finished, I was
ready to go back to New York. Not that
I didn't enjoy my work in front of the
camera, but I honestly felt I wasn't ready
for the screen. The work was easy, everyone was swell, but even mother's 'You'd
be surprised how easy it is,' failed to impress me — and back I went to Broadway."
Incidentally, he was on his way to fame
because his outstanding performance for
seven months in Of Mice and Men established him in the minds of the critics as
one of the best of our better actors. At
long last he was in a hit play.
Broderick's closest friends are Humphrey Bogart and Moss Hart. He goes
haywire when he sees a hat placed on a
bed. The day he started Ambush the
script instructed him to walk nonchalantly into a bedroom, take a good gander
at the furniture and then walk out. Well,
he walked in superbly nonchalant and
then he took his gander. The first object
that met his gaze was a bed. Now, ordinarily, looking at a bed doesn't bother him,
but in this particular instance it did, mainly for the reason that upon it rested fifty
hats of assorted shapes and sizes. They
say that he was so scared at the sight that
he almost jumped clear up to the catwalk
that was suspended thirty feet above the
set. And what he said when he came down
would have been censored by an office
far less important than that occupied by
Mr. Hayes. Hollywood jokesters classify
it as the best rib of the month.

First it Was IliS Shirts. He said his mother

My next-door neighbor caught me crying

used to wash them lots whiter. Gradu-

and promptly tossed my woes out the
window. She told me my clothes had tattle-tale gray because they were only halfclean. She said I worked hard, but my

ally the nagging got worse — my curtains
looked "dingy," my linens were a "disgrace." Ithought he'd completely forgotten his promise, until . . .

lazy soap j ust didn't wash out all the dirt.

■

Quick as yOU please, I took her advice and changed to Fels-Naptha Soap. And glory,
what a difference! That richer golden soap blended with gentle nap/ha hustles out
every speck of dirt and my things simply shine like snow. Now Bob says he married
COPR.
1939, PELS & CO.
a wonder. And I'm so glad that wonder is me!

BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY" WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
TUNE INI HOBBY

LOBBY every Wednesday night. See local paper for time and station.

Beauty and the Blast

LUXOR
FACE

POWDER

sits lightly as a feather —
stays on smoothly all day!

Jeanette MacDonald, now to
be seen in Sweethearts, knows
that the first rule for romance,
on the screen or in real life,
is constant care of lovely skin

• Don't spoil a well-groomed appearance with a heavy face powder!
Get Luxor "feather- cling," the face
powder with a light touch. It stays
on smoothly for hours yet sits lightly
as a feather. Shine-proof and moisture-proof too, so it won't cake or
streak. Buy it at toilet goods counters
in smart, new shades for fifty -five
cents. For generous size free trial
sample, use coupon below.

No need for the wintry
winds to be a menace to
your beauty if you follow
this good advice carefully
| Wintry blasts always pile my desk
high with letters from readers, and
most of the problems in them concern dry
skin, chapped lips or red, raw hands. So
I've decided to quote several typical winter-weather questions and give the answers. Ifyou have another kind of problem, write to me, explaining your difficulty and I'll be glad to give it thought and
send you a personal reply.
Q. Although I use cold cream, my skin
becomes very sensitive and dry in winter.
It scales
off in to
spots
der on. What
do? and I can't keep powA. You must be omitting one of the
"Big Four" rules of skin care — cleansing,
lubrication, stimulation and protection.
Or, at least, not being regular enough
about practicing them. Your skin needs

By

ANN

VERNON

soap and water and creams. One of the
reasons it the
is socirculation
touchy is enough,
that you and
don'ta
stimulate
good scrubbing with soap (a mild one, of
course) will whip up that lazy circulation.
Try it at least once a day, and follow up
with an application of lubricating cream.
Leave a film of it on all night and it will
banish that stiff, dry feeling as well as ugly
scaliness. Always use a protective cream
or lotion as a powder base. Powder alone
rarely
stays
on over-dry
skin;will
but protect
you'll
find that
a good
foundation
your skin from the chapping effects of
wind and keep your powder intact.
If you "dries" don't believe my advice
about soap, I wish you would write to me
for the name of one that will convince you
I'm right. It's a bland, milled soap, made

with the finest oils. Its soothing but penetrating lather cleans without irritating
andAh!theA price
either.
dreamisn'tof irritating,
a foundation
lotion to
tell you about. No more scaly nose or flyaway powder for you now! It's a liquid
emulsion, milky white and easy to spread
over your skin. It clings to your skin and
powder clings to it for hours. So endeth
my praises — and your complaints.
Q. Cold weather causes my lips to
chap and crack painfully. I look awful
with lipstick or without . . . How can I
overcome this?
A. The thin, sensitive skin of the lips
usually needs babying. I'd advise you to
apply lubricating oil or cream nightly,
massaging it gently into the lips. And may
I suggest a lipstick with a very creamy
base that forms a protective film? It adapts
itself to your own skin coloring, provides
a rosy, blush tone — and its softening base
keeps your lips as smooth and soft as
velvet.
If you want an extra layer of protection
and an extra layer of glossy allure, try a
transparent film over your lipstick. All
the stars use it to get that dewy, glistening
look on their lips. Costs 50 cents and is
made in Hollywood.
Q. I'm so ashamed of my hands! They
get terribly red and rough in cold weather
although I'm only 21. Can you help me?
A. There aren't as many oil glands in
the skin on your hands as in other areas.
That's one reason hands get rough and
dry. The other reason is that they get
more abuse. Women don't give them the
care they lavish on their faces; and this
in spite of the fact that hands have to do
all the dirty work ... So a hand beautifying routine should include constant use
of lubricants to supply the natural oils
that are missing or are removed by daily
tasks. It should also place a ban on harsh,
alkaline household soaps. You wouldn't
wash your finest silk undies with cheap
soap, so why treat your one and only pair
of hands with less kindness?
I've been using a pale pink hand cream
that I can't get along without in winter.
Its fine oils vanish into the skin quickly
(I am forever putting on and taking off
my gloves, so I abhor any trace of stickiness!) and stay there, keeping my hands
unusually soft and white. There's a jar of
it on sale for a dime in ten cent stores. It
contains enough to prove to you that the
cream really, spells hand beauty.
Please write me before February 15th
if you wish the names of any of these
products. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope with 3 cents in U. S.
postage.

ANY

WINTER

WORRIES?

If cold weather has taken its toll of
your skin and hair, do something about
it! Write to our beauty editor immediately. She will be glad to send you a
letter of advice. Just enclose a stamped,
addressed return envelope (3 cents U. S.
postage, please) and send your inquiry
to Ann Vernon, HOLLYWOOD Magazine, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

"Hoy, heyl What's all this ki-yi about? The neighbors will think I've got you
both by the tail! ...Oh, sure, it's okay to yelp when something hurts— I always
do myself. But what is it, anyway?"

"Chafed, eh? Well, to be sure .. .your
tummy scrapes on every step! Your
chassis is too underslung, that's all."

"Matter of fact, mine is too. See? Why
don't we try the up-on-the-hind-legs
stuff the grown-ups do?"

"Oh, you have tried it... and it didn't
work. Aw shucks!... But wait— got an
idea ... Johnson's Baby Powder!"

"Say I When you're slicked over with
that lovely, soft, slippery powder,
you'll simply glide down the stairs!"

"Leave it to Johnson's to keep a fellow's skin
smooth and comfortable! It doesn't cost much,
either— so why don't you get some for your

baby?"

BAJBOYHNPSONW'DSER
Copyright, 1939, Johneon & Johnson, New Brunswick, N . J.

Hot on the Trail of History

started to rise
frantic signals.

[Continued from page 25]
priest after a two hour cross country
chase.
"We were doing a story at Old Orchard
Beach, Maine," said Mingalone in telling
of his strange skyride, "and decided to
make some shots of balloon-hopping as a
stunt.
"A dozen or more of these balloons tied
to a parachute harness give you a buoyancy that will lift you six or seven feet,
after you run a short distance to gain
momentum and then jump.
"For the picture I decided to try to jump
over a car, and attached more and more
balloons to my harness until I had about
30 or 32 of them tugging at my shoulders.
Just as I was unwinding the guy rope, a
sudden burst of wind carried me off the
ground.
"Up and up I went, the guy rope, which
we had depended on for such an emergency, snapped when I was about 150 feet
off the ground. Soon I was soaring along
at about 1,500 feet and still climbing.
"Luckily the wind was from the northeast. Instead of being blown out to sea
I was carried inland. I saw the crew on
the ground hop into a car and begin to
give chase along the road which, by good
fortune, I was just about paralleling.
"Soon I was above the clouds. I couldn't
see the ground but I could hear the sounds
of sirens as more and more cars joined the

chase. At about 3,000 feet I ran into rain
clouds. They waterlogged the balloons
enough to bring me down again to about
1,200 feet.
"As I came through the clouds, Father
James Mullen, who had been one of the
spectators of our little show, began shooting at the balloons with a rifle he had
picked up during the pursuit. And it is to
that Catholic priest I owe my life for one
by one he punctured enough of the little
five foot balloons to bring me down. If he
had not been a crack shot, he might have
punctured me! I felt like a human clay

again

in

answer

to his

"I decided right then it was time for me
to get some interior shots of the submarine," concluded the Paramount daredevil.
■

You almost have to be an acrobat to
be a newsreel cameraman, with assignments calling for shots from a racing
sulky, the steel girders of a skyscraper,
the catwalk of a bridge or the wing of an
airplane. Certainly you have to be a bit
of a diplomat, as Bob Donahue, of Pathe,
learned when he was sent abroad with an
American
of Europe. Legion party on a goodwill tour
In London, Edward, Duke of Windsor,
then Prince of Wales, entertained the party
at luncheon. No interior pictures were to
be allowed. Donahue retired from the
dining room and wrote the Prince a note

Mingalone was the hero of another
stunt, almost as spectacular, when he had
himself
pigeon."lashed to the radio mast of the
submarine S-7 and filmed the actual submerging of the undersea craft.
By signalling through the periscope, the
cameraman could advise the officer in
charge when to start raising the submarine. After several successful shots of
the decks, the guns and the conning tower
going under water, Mingalone announced

Back in the dining room, he made his
please
pose?"the Prince. "Special message
way toward
for His Highness," the cameraman explained. Just then someone in gold braid

he was going to keep filming the boat's
dive until even the periscope sank below
the waves.

called, "Charge your glasses!" and Donahue dropped the note on the Prince's

The water was above Mingalone's waist
and the cameraman was beginning to
wonder how long he could hold his breath
if he were drawn under, when the sub

plate.
to reach the Prince's side. "Prince, I'm the
man who sent that note to you. What do

A WOMAN

saying, "I am the official photographer
and it is my duty to get a picture of you
and our national commander. Will you

After the luncheon, Donahue

you say?"

IN LOVE

just

can't afford to get dry,
lifeless "middle -age" skin i

managed

With a quizzical look at the cameraman,
the Prince nodded and led his guests outdoors where the reel was filmed.
Some years later Donahue was assigned
to get the first sound pictures of the Prince
en route to South America. When the
Pathe man approached him, Wales astonished him by asking, "Aren't you the
newsreel man who dropped a note on my
plate in London once?"
fl| Barney Powell, Fox Movietone News
man, found his knowledge of the
Charleston a help when he was after pictures of the former King of Greece. The
monarch was interested in the dance then
popular in America and agreed to pose for
pictures in return for lessons in the jazz
measures.
Royalty turned apprentice for another
cameraman when Fernando Delgado, of
Fox Movietone News, was photographing
cavalry maneuvers at Carabanchal, Spain,
some years ago.

WILL

HE

KISS YOU,

TONIGHT?

Your heart is ready... but your lips are not

... if harsh greasy lipstick makes you look older, less desirable than the girl of
his dreams. He's apt to turn away . . . and take his kisses to a wiser girl . . . with
sweeter, more natural lips. Smooth, soft and alluring, ready for his own. So . . .

"King Alphonse was reviewing a crack
cavalry regiment in some difficult maneuvers which called for the horses to slide
down a steep cliff," relates the little LatinAmerican cameraman, who is only about
five feet two inches tall and weighs about
115 pounds.
"I had taken a shot of the King and
General Sanjurjo leaving their car and
was trying to carry my camera along with
the party as it moved up toward the reviewing stand. It was a frightfully hot
day, and, since my camera weighed almost
as much as I did, I was having my troubles.
Suddenly, the King beckoned to me.
" 'Does that camera of yours come
apart?' he asked.
" 'Yes, your Majesty,' I answered and
showed him how the cumbersome equipment could be separated.

FOR LIPS THAT LURE -TANGEE I Here's orange magic in a lipstick known
the world over for its "young" appeal ! Watch it change on your lips to your very
own shade of blush-rose ... see how it makes them glow with life, as though your
heart beat through them ... a living fascination, impossible with "paint".

" 'Here, give me part of it, and give your
tripod to General Sanjurjo,' the King
commanded and on we trudged, the three
of us, with King Alphonse seeming to
enjoy hugely his role of camera boy.
"I've had a lot of thrills in my time but
having a King for a helper was the highlight of my career," declared Delgado.
■

The more important the personage, the
more gracious and cooperative they
seem to be, in the cameramen's opinion.
President and Mrs. Roosevelt both are
willing and friendly subjects and have a
keen sense of news values. The President
has become, quite conversant with professional terms, using such expressions as
"cut," "footage" and "fadeout" in discussing newsreel shots. Often when a scene is
made he is likely to say, "How did it go?
Need another take?"
Mrs. Calvin Coolidge is remembered
with pleasure by the newsreel men who
cover Washington as a real friend of the
cameramen. Frequently she would join
the circle of photographers with her own
hand camera to make scenes of the former
President. Several times when a newsreel
man's machine jammed or he ran out of
film, the gracious First Lady volunteered
her camera or a supply of film.
Arthur De Titta, of Fox Movietone
News, has a warm spot in his heart for
ex-President Hoover who once pulled the

ROUGE AND POWDER, TOO I . . . Tangee Rouge to match, Compact or
Creme, gives your cheeks lovely "natural" color. Clinging Tangee Powder makes
your skin seem petal-smooth, all ready to be kissed. Tangee Make-up is ideal for
blondes, brunettes, in-betweens and redheads
just try it and see!
BEWARE

T|

World's Most Famous

El
ENDS THAT PAINTED

Lipstick

LOOK

OF SUBSTITUTES! There

is only
one you.
Tangee—
don'tto let
one switch
Be sure
ask anyfor
tangee natural. If you prefer
more color for evening wear, ask
for Tangee Theatrical.

NEW! Booklet by Emily Post solving 50 important problems, sent with Miracle Make-Up

4-PIECE

MIRACLE

MAKE-UP

Set below.

SET

The George W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth Avenue, New York
City ... Please
"Miracle
Make-Up
containing
sample
Tangee rush
Lipstick,
Rouge
Compact.Set"Creme
Rouge
and Pace Powder, also Emily Post Booklet. I enclose
10( (stamps or coin). (15(f in Canada.)
Check Shade of
Powder Desired
Rachel
D Rachel
D Flesh

□ Peach

□ Light

■

City.
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New

Cream

Under-arm

Deodorant
safe
ly

Stops Perspiration

emergency cord on a Presidential train
that was drawing away from a station
before the cameraman could clamber back
to the platform after making a shot.
Among the various celebrities in the
business and social world, J. P. Morgan
has long been the most difficult to photograph, with Greta Garbo, on her various
returns from Europe, a close second. In
contrast to these figures are the publicity
hungry men and women who call the
newsreel companies on the slightest pretext and offer to pose for pictures.
B

1. Does not harm dresses — does
not irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly checks perspiration
for 1 to 3 days. Removes
odor from perspiration.
4. A pure white, greaseless, stainless vanishing cream.
S» Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for
being Harmless to Fabrics.
TEN MILLION jars of Arrid
have been sold. Try a jar today !

ARRID
a jar

AT ALL STORES

WHICH

SELL TOILET GOODS

(Also in 10 cent and 59 cent jars)
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FREE

ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully enlarge a negative of your favorite Kodak picture,
photo or snapshot to 5x7 inches FREE — if you
enclose this ad with 10c for return mailing.
Information on hand tinting in natural colors
FREE with a frame sent immediately and your
original returned with your free enlargement.
Look over your snapshots now and send today
as this free offer is limited. DEAN STUDIOS,
Dept. 158, 118 N. 15th St., Omaha,
Nebr.

OLD BOOKS
WANTED
We pay big cash prices for thousands of different titles.
We bought over 7,500 books in past twenty-one months,
and have paid as high as $500.00 for a single book. For example, we will pay you cash for the following books as
described in our price list:
Pilgrim's Progress
$4,000.00
Adventures of Tom Sawyer
200.00
Old Swimmin' Hole
75.00

Black Beauty
Treasure Island
Scarlet Letter
Venus
SnowUncle
Leaves

and Adonis
Bound
Tom's Cabin
of Grass

Ben Hur

100.00
50.00
35.00

5,000.00
45.00
50.00
250.00

25.00

Last of the Mohicans
50.00
Moby Dick
100.00
Little Women
25.00
McGuffey Primer
100.00
Tamerlane & Other Poems
5,000.00
These are but a few of the many thousands of books we
want. DON'T SEND BOOKS .until you have checked
our
list giving
— a
singlelatest
old school
book, full
story information.
book, Bible, Don't
poetry, delay
history,
travel, almanacs, newspapers, letters, autograph, etc.,
may bring you $25, $50, $100, $500 or even $5,000 cash
for certain books. Better investigate NOW. Send 10c to the
American Book Mart, 140 S. Dearborn St., Dept. 575,
Chicago, and we will send you latest list of old books we
want to buy and cash prices we will pay,
40

Publicity or any sort of advertising
is strictly taboo among the newsreels
but there was one occasion when a commercial plug was sent out to the screens
of the country for its entertainment value.
Lou Hutt, veteran Paramount News
cameraman, had been assigned to get the
first sound interview with the late John
D. Rockefeller, founder of the Standard
Oil Company, at his winter home in Ormond Beach, Florida.
"I called on the old gentleman and asked
if he would give us a little talk on general
topics before the sound camera," Hutt
recalls. "He agreed and I arranged to
photograph him that afternoon on the lawn
of Now
his home."
Hutt had expected the ordinary
sort of newsreel interview, a chat about
general conditions and a few brief platitudes about business. This was just what
Mr. Rockefeller gave him and then started
to turn away, a signal that the interview
was ended.
Suddenly the old man turned back to
face the camera. Lifting his thin voice,
Mr. Rockefeller added, "God bless you.
God bless everybody." He paused and a
wry little smile broke on his wrinkled
face.
"And God bless Standard Oil," he
concluded.
"I didn't think the office would ever let
that last line get by," said Hutt, "but apparently they thought it was a great kick,
and old Mr. Rockefeller got a chance to
bless his company
■

from coast to coast."

It was Hutt who got perhaps the most
vivid scenes of the attempted assassination ofPresident Roosevelt in Miami.

"I had arranged with the light company to rig up big Mazdas above the bandstand, by which the President was to
ride," Hutt related. "He was due to arrive
about 9 p. m. and I was all set up in a
vantage point with my camera trained on
the platform. But the President's car
drove in from the opposite direction and
all I got was a back shot. I left the motor
of my camera running and went around to
speak to Mr. Roosevelt.
" 'Mr. President,' I said, 'will you swing
around so I can get a front view of you?' "
Just as Hutt spoke and the President
turned, the madman, Joseph Zangara,
began shooting. Mayor Anton Cermak, of
Chicago, a member of the party, fell,
mortally wounded, his blood spattering
the cameraman. As Secret Service men
rushed the President out of the crowd,
Hutt hurried back to his camera.
"I got shots of Mr. Roosevelt being
taken away," Hutt recounted, "of Mayor
Cermak being carried off and of Zangara

That's Tony Martin shaking hands with Rudy
Vallee on the musician's opening night at the
Cocoanut Grove. Alice Faye is looking so happy

being seized in the general mixup that
followed. And it wasn't until it was all
over that I realized I had been in the direct
line of fire from the assassin myself."
■

His flaming red hair saved another
cameraman from bullets, according to
the story Dave Oliver, of Universal Newsreel, tells about the Cuban revolution.
"I'd had a tip that a bombardment was
to be pulled off on the Hotel Nacionale in
Havana, where 500 officers had been holding out for the restoration of Carlos
Manuel de Cespedes as President," said
Oliver. "I set up on the roof of a building
three blocks from the hotel and waited
until the Machado crew began blazing
away with 75's. I got the whole thing. The
shells pounding the building to pieces, the
spasmodic rifle fire of the besieged rebels
and finally a white flag being hoisted on
the flagpole of the Hotel Nacionale.
"I figured the firing was all over and
it would be a good idea to move in and
get the surrender in closeup. So I lugged
my camera up the slope to within about
twenty yards of the main lobby and set
up again in the debris near the entrance.
My camera was trained on the door and I
turned over the motor as the rebel officers,
their hands above their heads, began to
file out.
"Just then somebody must have had a
nervous trigger finger for a gunshot rang
out and one of the rebels dropped. It was
a signal for both sides to open up again.
I stood there, as if I were frozen to the
spot. Fourteen officers were killed right
beside me.
"I knew it would be silly to start running so I just fell down in my tracks and
managed to wriggle to a dead horse that
was lying in the street. I shoved the
camera up over its side and began to take
some more pictures. What the deuce, I

couldn't be any worse off than I was, and
I might as well get some more stuff, I
thought, in case I got out of it all right."
For two hours, Oliver lay there and
alternately filmed the battle and smoked
cigarettes, each of which he feared might
be his last. Later, after the rebels had
been subdued, Oliver was talking with
one of their leaders in the Havana prison.
"You're the lucky one, all right," said
the Cuban.
"Why?" asked Oliver.
"We could have killed you easily any
time during the whole while you were
lying behind that horse. But we recognized your red hair and someone said, 'It's
just that crazy cameraman.
Let him go.' "
■

In recent years American newsreel
cameramen have been under fire in
revolution torn Spain, in Ethiopia, in
China, but it remained for Tommy Baltzell, of Pathe News, to photograph a gun
battle in this country that had all the
dangers and excitement of actual war.
"I had been sent out to Ambridge, PennBaltzellsteel
related,
cover
strike at onesylvania,"
of the
mills."toMore
thana
1,000 men had walked out and were
picketing the plant.
"The had
day recruited
I got there
I heard
that the
sheriff
a force
of about
250

special deputies and was preparing to
march to the plant to disperse the strikers.
"I drove my sound truck out to the plant
ahead of the sheriff's little army and set
up my camera on the roof of the truck.

I had not long to wait. With all the precision ofa military unit, the deputies came
marching up the hill and halted just outside the gates where the strikers were
gathered. I got pictures of the sheriff and
a small group of his men talking with the
strikers, ordering them to disperse. A
regular miniature battle ensued. Fifteen
of the strikers were killed and scores
wounded; two of the deputies were shot.
"How I ever escaped injury, I'll never
know, for I was right in the middle of it
all, with bullets buzzing by me like
Baltzell's pictures made newsreel hishornets."
tory for they were the first complete
record of a strike outbreak, from the
initial shots of the parley to the actual gun
fighting. The reel was shown to President
Roosevelt and Department of Labor officials as an authentic version of just what
violence occurs in labor disputes.
■ Cameramen's thrills aren't confined
to the actual filming of events. The
race to be the first on the screen with a
story often involves a hazard as Jack
Kuhne, of Fox Movietone News, can attest.
When King Alexander of Yugo-Slavia
and Foreign Minister Barthou of France
were assassinated all the newsreel companies got pictures of the tragedy and
shipped them to this country on the same
boat, the George Washington.
Hoping to score a beat for his company,
Kuhne arranged to have a plane meet the
liner 650 miles from New York, have the

GAINS

ON

films tossed overboard in buoyant watertight cans and picked up with a grappling
hook.
But as his plane circled the boat, maneuvering for a landing alongside, a wave
broke over one wing and the plane was
wrecked. Kuhne was carried under the
water in the cabin but managed to kick
out a door and swim to the surface. He was
almost swept away in the high seas and
was saved only by the chance that Senator
Tom Connally, of Texas, returning from
Europe on the ship, sighted him through
a glass and directed a life boat to his
rescue.
■

The casualties are fairly high in a
profession as fraught with danger as
theirs and the cameramen are reluctant
to talk much of the stories that have had
tragic ending; of Thomas Proffitt, of Universal, lost when the ill-fated last raft
down the Susquehanna crashed near Harrisburg; of Charlie Traub, of Pathe, killed
when Lee Bible's racer got out of control
at Daytona Beach; of Joe Gibson, of Unishot downlittle
in Cuba
and cameraman
"Newsreel"
Wong, versal,
colorful
Chinese
of News of the Day, badly injured in a
bombing near Shanghai.
But risk only seems to add lustre to the
story to the average cameraman and no
matter what hardship is involved he gets
the pictures he goes after. It's a dangerous grind, this newsreel game, but there's
nothing "too hot to handle."

EVERY TACK

NOW
YOUR POWDER BASE PROVIDES

EXTRA "SKIN-VITAMIN"
NOW when you smooth your skin for powder
with Pond's Vanishing Cream, you give it
extra skin care. Now Pond's contains Vitamin A,
the "skin-vitamin" necessary to skin health.
Skin that lacks this vitamin becomes rough and

TOO!*

dry. But when "skin-vitamin" is restored, it
helps make skin soft again.
Use Pond's Vanishing Cream before powder
and for overnight to provide extra "skinvitamin" for your skin. Same jars. Same labels.
Same prices.
^Statements concerning the effects of the "skin-vitamin" applied
to the skin are based upon medical literature and tests on the
skin of animals following an accepted laboratory method.

"Sun and wind don't
roughen my skin! I've
always
usedCream
Pond'sto
Vanishing
keep my skin soft for
powder. One application helps smooth away
little roughnesses."

Tun* in on "THOSE

WE LOVE," Pond's Program, Mondays,

8:30 P. M., N. Y. Tim*, N. B. C.
Copyrlsrht, 1989. Pond's Extract CornmiJ
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Singing Lesson
Franklin Pangborn is a
man of many talents. Besides being featured in
Topper Takes a Trip be
finds time for cultural
pursuits such as shown
I.

3.

That first golden

Now

7.

for the high

note

note

4. That

8.

glorious outburst

Where did it go?

5. The

9.

Make

ready

audience

fidgets

The feeble excuse

2.

6.

©et set

But the show must go on

10.

Oh, why didn't I forget
my music?
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Women

Worry Men

■

[Continued from page 27]
tially solve his problem. Women may
not worry about him, as he says, but they
do worry him. When the Wings of the
Navy company was in Pensacola, Florida,
recently to make location scenes, stories
seeped back to Hollywood concerning
George's efforts to escape — from women.
Unable to eat a meal in the hotel dining
room without encountering too many
women who were either autograph seekers
or girls clamoring for an introduction, he
took over a small restaurant paid the
proprietor what his ordinary day's business would amount to, invited another
fellow to join him and took all his meals
there.
A more exciting story concerned one
determined young lady who pursued
George right into a Turkish bath. It was
the nearest refuge at the moment and he
had always been under the impression
that a woman couldn't get into a men's
bath house. That was his error. She did!
Yet, during that time, his telephone
bills for long distance calls to a young
lady in Hollywood were enormous, which
only proves that George, like any other
man, likes to do the chasing himself when
and if he feels like a good chase.

he gained stardom. Long ago his friends
learned that he doesn't like people who
drop in unexpectedly and he can't understand people who have always to be
surrounded by a crowd.
Hollywood hostesses have given him up
in despair, and, although they continue
to invite him, they seldom expect him.
"And he's so attractive," wailed one young
matron to me recently.
"I have a nice home of my own," he
told me once. "Why should I go out?
Besides, I hate crowds — except at theatres where my pictures are showing,"
he added, with a good natured grin.
"Some people get lonely and depressed
if there aren't people about. I have to
be alone. I like to read at the table; I
like to be the one to open the morning
paper. There's nothing more irritating
than to find your paper strewn all over
the floor and half of it missing.
"I like to be free to come and go as I
please; to go out if I have time and want
to, or to stay at home. Three nights a
week I take a piano lesson and of course
I have to practice between lessons or
the teacher asks me why I am paying

alone.

me.

since

is really to blame," he declared. "It's
just this business.
"If there is someone at home waiting

And maybe you can't get off the set to

be

assumed

Another reason he gives for living

alone is "the business", and don't get
the idea that anyone is giving him the
business. He refers to the business of
making motion pictures which, he believes, makes a happy marriage, or even
happy living conditions if you share your
quarters with another, too difficult.
"It doesn't matter who it is," George
thinks. "Living with someone else — a
wife, mother, sister or even another man —
can be anything but happy. And no one

I never have time to be lonesome."

him. I've always
piano but I never
now,
but would.
I realized
I never
I

pose

■

wanted to play the
had time. I haven't
if I didn't
now
love
music.start
It rests

Of course he lives alone because he
prefers to live that way.
He likes to
no

guests for dinner, but the room wasn't
large enough to hold his holiday guests.

for you, depending on you, it's a responsibility.mean
I
something more personal
than financial responsibility. Money you
can hand over and forget, but when someone is waiting dinner for you and you
are held up at the studio until eight or
nine o'clock, it's a worry. You feel you
must get home or, at least, telephone home.

■

It's

Recently he bought a new home and
since then has spent his spare time
tearing it down and putting it up again.
A room is remodeled to be like George
thinks he wants it. When it ends up
looking like something that someone else
had planned, he has it ripped up and remade. Two fireplaces have been added
and the dining room enlarged. George
seldom entertains except one or two

■'&■

Famous Art Model tells of thrilling
beauty
jj(
this new shampoo repeals in her hair
mf

If dull, dry-looking hair dims your
glamour and charm, spoils the effect
of your new coiffures . . . Try this easy
new way used by Miss Helen Hansen,
famous Art Model, to reveal the true
loveliness of her hair. Miss Hansen says :
"In my profession I absolutely must
have my nair sparkling and gleaming
with all of its natural brilliance, so that
the camera can catch every gleam and
glint. I have never found a shampoo that
quite fiquals Special Drenefor Dry Hair
for this piirpose. After a shampoo with
Special Drene my hair is soft and manageable for any hair style and photographers tell me the highlights are actually
breath-taking."
Works Beauty Wonders for Dull,
Dry-Looking Hair
TS70MEN whose careers demand they be
beautiful,
as well
as in
countless
thousands
of* "others
who take
pride
their appearance,
have thrilled to the startling results of the new
Special Drene for Dry Hair. With a single
washing, hair which was dull and dry-looking,
revealed all its exciting natural charm.
Special Drene makes this astonishing difference in the appearance of hair because : First,
it removes dulling film left on hair by many
old-style shampoos. Second, it washes away
dirt, grease, even loose dandruff flakes with a
single sudsing. Third, because Special Drene is
not a soap — not an oil, it does not leave a
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■ Hair dull, covered 1
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with cloudy film
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beauty-clouding film to hide natural luster;
nor a greasy film to gather dust. Your hair is
left so sparkling clean that lemon, vinegar or
other after-rinses are unnecessary.
If your hair is dull or dry-looking, get new
Special Drene for Dry Hair at drug, department and 10£ stores. Or ask your beauty oper-

or

ecial
SpRegular
use

ator for this thrilling new shampoo. Contains
no harmful chemicals, no bleach. Approved by
Good Housekeeping. Guaranteed by Procter
and Gamble. So revolutionary in results — it is
America's largest selling shampoo! Try it —
you'll thrill to see your hair reveal its natural
glamOrOUS beauty !

drene

Trade Hark Beo. V. S. Pat. Off.

for Dry Hair

drene for Shampooing

Normal

or Oily Hair
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HEN your baby suffers from teething pains, just rub a few drops of Dr.
Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved in one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription of a famous baby specialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for over fifty
years. One bottle is usually enough for
one baby for the entire teething period.
Buy Dr. Hand'sfrotnyour druggist today
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This is the cottage, deep in the desert, where George Brent goes to rest between pictures. No
women are allowed. It is 25 miles from the nearest town and the road is abominable so the
star

usually

flies.

A

landing

field

has
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cleared
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telephone. You are trying to think about
your work and worrying about the person
who is worrying about you.
"This is an erratic business; people
here are on edge most of the time; they
are more keyed up than the average person," he said soberly. "You never know
when you're going to be called on or

what you're going to be asked to do. You
have no control of your own time and
movements. You have to account to so
many like
people
all day to
long
youperson
don't
feel
accounting
onethat
more
when you get home. You become irritable
over it. You aren't up to being companionable seven days a week.
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'Address.

George

Brent,

just before a take-off from his hidden

retreat in the California

desert

word again!) takes so much out of a person; it is so exacting that you don't seem
to have anything left for a normal life."

■

Fair-minded, George realizes there
are two sides to every question and
says, "I'm just telling the way I feel. I
don't think it's any soft touch for a girl
to marry an actor. Even when a wife
understands conditions — the topsy turvy
life we lead — and is willing to accept
them, it doesn't make it any more pleasant. The situation exists just the same.
"Then there are the peculiar duties
attached to the job — such as, publicity
pictures in which you pose kissing your
leading woman. Such things are business
but you never can tell what little incident
can injure harmony between a man and
his wife. A family, no matter how much
you love it, is an encumbrance in this

■

Yet he admits that he would like to
have a family — a real home with
children, just as any normal man would —
if he were not a motion picture star.
"It's too difficult here," he repeated.
"The girls I meet are actresses. An actress
isn't trained or temperamentally equipped
to submerge her personality, her whole
life almost, in favor of her husband's
career. And it's not fair to ask that of
any girl. Probably there are some happily
married people in Hollywood but who
knows whether or not they are happy?
"Of course, if I were married, I suppose I would argue just as strongly for
the other side of the question. In fact,"
he laughed, "I know a lot of arguments
for the other side right now."
One of his answers to the strain of living in Hollywood is his desert shack
where he goes to rest, take sun baths and
do exactly as he pleases. There, in the
center of his ten acres of sagebrush, with
no fear of trespassers, he finds escape.
No woman has ever darkened the door of
that shack, he says.
"It isn't suitable for a woman," he
explained. "Women don't like to rough it.
"Sometimes," he continued, "if I'm
very tired after a picture I go to a little
sanitarium and go to bed for a few days
or a week. I go on a rigid diet, rest, read a
book a day, never hear a telephone and

town."
Women are possessive creatures; they
are born that way. And George thinks
that is one quality that destroys a man's
freedom. "If you make an engagement
because you want to, that's fun," he says,
"but if someone is dependent on you for
amusement and makes you feel it, what
might a social engagement becomes something you have to do.
"And I hate making plans. I think most
men do, but women are funny about
things like that. They love to plan. And
in this business plans never work out.
Right now I'm excited about going to
Switzerland with Eddie Goulding for the
winter sports, but we can't plan on it.
We may both be working.
"This all sounds very selfish," he admitted, "but this business (there's that

you'd
be surprised what that does for
me.
"Other times I like to get on a freighter
and go places. Men can shift around and
do things that would be hazardous for a
woman. I like to pick up and go when I
feel like it. If I had to wait while another person packed to go with me, I'd
probably change my mind about wanting
to go. I don't like to be tied down."
His secretary, a charming and efficient
young lady, keeps his books, makes out
his income tax returns, writes his checks,
hires and fires his servants, goes house
hunting when he feels that moving might
enable him to escape from his feminine
admirers; supervises the decorating and
furnishing of the new place; does his
Christmas shopping, relieves him of every
irritating detail in his home and is one of
the finest little buffers in Hollywood.
His excellent cook doesn't mind waiting dinner until eight or nine o'clock and
his man, who acts as butler, and chauffeur,
takes care of the star's clothes. If his
servantsscious ofworry
over him, he isn't conit.
"My secretary?" George repeated. "Oh,
no, she's the perfect secretary. She doesn't
worry over me because she's married and
has a husband of her own to worry over.
"Will I marry again? How do I know?
Anyone is crazy in this business to say
whether or not he's going to get married.
Maybe I will. I hope not, as long as I'm
in Hollywood.
Women worry too much."
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Now A GLAMOR GIRL
YET FORMERLY
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No woman can be a party belle if she is forced to
dress herself unbecomingly to conceal disfiguring
psoriasis lesions. Siroil tends to remove the external lesions of psoriasis or the crusts and scales
on the outer skin. It is applied externally, does not
stain clothing or bed linen, and is offered on a strict
"two-weeks'-satisfaction-or-money-back" guarantee. Write for free booklet on Siroil and Psoriasis.

Siroil Laboratories, Inc., dept. F-29
1214 Griswold Street— Detroit, Michigan
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Happy!

Standing, James Ellison and Grace Durlcin. Sitting, Gertrude Durlcin and
William Henry, noted as being the most loyal four friends in all Hollywood

Legs

PERMANENT

I had ugly hair . . . was unloved
discouraged. Tried many different products . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed a
simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked. I
have helped thousands win beauty, love, happiness.
My FREE book, "How to Overcome the Superfluous
Hair Problem",
method Also
and trial
provesoffer.
actual
success.
Mailed explains
in plain the
envelope.
No
obligation. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette, P. 0. Box.
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 9,
Chicago.

There are four people in Hollywood you'll
always find together, and here is the story
of their notable friendship
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FOURSOME

By

JULE

■

To look at him from the rear, you'd
have sworn he was thirty years old.
His massive shoulders had developed far
beyond his pink cheeks and blue eyes. He
was just a kid, an eighteen-year-old, with
an ambition worthy of those shoulders,
and just as well developed.
The trouble at the moment was, he
couldn't play his
the audience. He
profileit!some
whatful did
The

scenes
had to
of
the
Little

with his back to
flash that youthtime — and
that's
Theatre
vibrated

as though a tremor had hit it when the
director blew up.

BUTLER
"Who

in /x&%x?#x!!!!

ever told you

you should be an actor? You'll never be
The pink cheeks flushed and the blue
eyes blinked furiously, but without a word
an actor!"
the
tall young man folded his script, and
walked steadily through the stage exit.
Had he remained two minutes longer he
would have seen a human bombshell burst
from the wings. Another young man took
the middle of the stage and turned on that
ring.
director
as impassioned a piece of denunciation as had ever made those rafters

"And to hell with you!" concluded the
other young man, and he, too, walked out
the stage exit.
That was the real beginning of a
friendship. Actually, however, the James
Ellison- William Henry friendship didn't
get under way with the Little Theatre
episode as it should have (and undoubtedly would have) had Jimmy not
left so soon. A year later Jim had taken a
job in the film laboratory of Warner
Brothers studio, devoting his evenings to
his acting ambitions while Bill was concentrating allhis time on the theatre. Both
had become students at the Pasadena
Community Playhouse, and there they
met again. Their friendship developed
there slowly, almost casually. Jim was
silent, conservative. Bill Was loquacious,
impulsive — two eager kids, direct opposites, but their bond was the same — a
clean-cut theory on how to become a success, an earnest ambition to achieve it, an
honest pride in each other's accomplishments.
Bill Henry is proud of the success that
has come to James Ellison with his hit as
the perennially pickled cousin in Vivacious Lady. Jim is the type who looks for
the nearest exit when anyone so much as
suggests he is the screen's newest rave.
But not so Bill, who grasps every opportunity to reveal that he is still Ellison's
champion.
This Bill Henry is a serious young man
who looks at you intently from eyes which
appear sea green in contrast to the deep

tan of his skin. He is slight of figure,
handsomely proportioned with the lithe
rhythm of a swimmer in his movements.
He looks like a screen hero, and it's nice
to know M-G-M studios are busy at the
moment doing something about it.
"You know," he resumed, "most young
people who start out on a picture career,
start it as a lark. It looks like a simple,
fascinating way to make a living — and
that's as far as they get. Few have the
slightest idea of making a real business
out of it. I mean, of reaching a place
where a fellow can marry, build a home,
plan a family — in other words, to realize
the normal ambitions of any young man
starting out in life. But Jim has thought
of the screen as a serious career all along.
Today he is financially independent, happily married, owns his own home, a highpowered car — and owes no mortgages! All
this at the age when most young fellows
are wondering what trade or profession
they're going to crack.
"You couldn't have stopped Jim from
being what he wanted to be if you put him
in a strait jacket against a stone wall. I've
worked hard myself to gain a spot in this
business, but I don't think I could have
gotten anywhere against the constant discouragements Jim's met. You see, he was
the baby of the family — and what a spot!
His brothers treated him like a kid, even
after he towered over them. No one ever
took him seriously. He had to decide
plenty fast there was just one person who
was going to worry about James Ellison's

ambitions — and that was James Ellison.
That forced him to work out things for
himself, developed that silent determination to a point where he was obsessed by
ambition. You see, he had to succeed to
get attention in that family!
"The people who told him he'd never be
a leading man! I can't remember anyone
who didn't. He was always 'too big' — 'too
tail' — 'too young looking' — too this or too
that. But the day he entered the Pasadena
Playhouse he once
had made
up his upmind.
Jim's
bull-headed
he makes
his mind.
His persistence is a sure 'resistance an"But there was one plan of his though,
when
he really didn't have anything to
nihilator.'
say — not even a suggestion. It was in regard to his original debut as a leading man
at the Pasadena workshop. This was
the school for new students — where we
trained before we were actually presented
in the little theatre. Jim's part was Romeo
in Romeo and Juliet. He'd rehearsed for
weeks. He ate, slept, talked nothing but
Romeo. Where Jim was concerned, Romeo
was about to be played for the first time.
Well, the big night arrived. Jim had
gotten off work early and rushed into the
workshop in high gear. His hands were
shaking so while he was putting on his
make-up he could have mixed a swell
malt in nothing flat. "Hey, calm yourself,
kid," someone volunteered. "You start
juggling that sword around out there with
nerves like that and someone'll get killed!"
We tried to kid him. We thought that if
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we could get him to laugh, he'd relax and
everything would be okay. But he was
really steamed up. About half an hour
before curtain time he confided he had a
bad headache. I tried to dismiss it with
"First night head — everybody gets it." But
in twenty more minutes I took a look at
him and knew I was crazy. His face had
swollen to twice its normal size. It was
flushed to a rosy red, and he was walking
back and forth mumbling his lines incoherently. In practically no time we
were enlightened. Our Romeo had the
mumps!
"Jim can laugh as hard as anybody
today about that story — though it was a
major catastrophe then. But nothing stops
Jim for long. He worked like the devil
for months until he got another break —
not even the mumps could have stopped
him from going on that time.
"Hollywood and its petty jealousies roll
right off his back. He's too intent upon his
own work to worry about whether John
Dizzle has a bigger dressing room than he
has. But just between us, if he once got
the idea that a big dressing room had anything to do with doing a better job, Jim'd
have the biggest, the most terrific dressing
room John Dizzle ever saw!"
Beyond their bond of friendship there
is still another tie between them. A year
after Bill married Grace Durkin, Jim married her sister, Gertrude. Together, they
form a loyal foursome, sturdily anchored
by friendship against the uncertain background of Hollywood.

Lee Bowman and Joy Hodges have announced
their engagement and are behaving in this
romantic fashion now in Hollywood where Miss
Hodges
just has finished Personal
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differentiate between an Amherst fraternity and a Princeton club.
Her radio debut came on the Forty-jive
Minutes From Hollywood program and in
addition to this series she was heard over
the air waves in The Wizard of Oz, The
Cavalcade of America, Myrt and Marge,
Gang Busters, Renfrew of the Mounted,
Aunt Jenny, and The Shadow. She was
the busiest child actress in radio when
she was made the ingenue of The March of
Time program.
■

Three years on The March of Time
gave Nancy the most helpful background ofher career, she believes. "It was
almost like being in a stock company, on
the stage, with "a different role every
week, a completely new characterization
to learn.
"I played everything from Freddie
Bartholomew to Princess Juliana in childbirth. We used to study the voices of the
various people we were to represent from
records made from newsreels and the important thing wasn't just the trick of capturing the tone of voice but in trying to
get the attitude, the way they would think,
the way they would feel about a situation.
"Radio is really wonderful training for
acting because it teaches you to use your
Voice to get across a characterization. On
the stage or in pictures you use your face,
your hands, your whole body to convey an
idea. You act it. But in radio the whole

thing is your voice. You have to get every
shade of meaning, every point across with
just the intonation and rhythm of your
|

Nancy was- sixteen when her mother
cocked a critical eye and announced,
"I think as far as you are concerned, the
awkward age is past." Mrs. Kelly was
guilty of an understatement. Nancy had
become one of the most ravishingly beautiful young girls in New York. Tall and
slender (she is five feet five inches and
weighs 113 pounds) and with lovely brown
hair and brown eyes, Nancy had the
poise and bearing of a real aristocrat of
the theatre. It was high time, Mrs. Kelly
realized, for another venture on the stage.
The part for which Nancy tried out, and
which ultimately won her the attention of
Darryl Zanuck and a contract with Twentieth Century-Fox, was the appealing role
of "Blossom", Gertrude Lawrence's
daughter, in Susan and God, one of the
outstanding stage shows of the last year.
From the opening night Nancy was a
tremendous success and in May, Darryl
Zanuck, after one screen test of the girl,
bought up her run of the play contract
from Producer John Golden.
Nancy was whisked off to Hollywood
and two days after her arrival was given
the feminine lead opposite Richard Greene
in Submarine Patrol.
Submarine Patrol was barely finished

before she began Jesse James, and while
still working in this Technicolor legend
of the Missouri outlaw, she was cast in
Tail Spin to share top honors with Alice
Faye and Constance Bennett.
So Hollywood to Nancy thus far hasn't
meant dressy first nights with throngs of
fans milling around under the searchlights of the theatre, or long luncheons at
the Brown Derby where the famous of
filmland come to see and be seen.
"I've been too busy working to see much
of the glamorous side of Hollywood,"
Nancy said. "It's been a steady routine of
up early and off to the studio, all day on
the stage and then home to study my lines.
"I've been out to Malibu a few times
to swim but so far as Hollywood meaning
one long whirl of parties, that's still just
newspaper gossip to me.
"As a matter of fact, I did more dancing
while we were on location in Missouri for
Jesse James than I did the whole time I
was in Hollywood. We spent about a
month in Noel, a little town about twelve
miles from Pineville, where the picture
was shot, and every night Dad and Mother
and Randy Scott and I used to go to the
little summer pavilion there for dinner
and dancing.
"Randy is a grand dancer and we had
heaps of fun together. The first time I
really felt like a movie actress was when
I learned that the proprietor of the pavilion
was charging people a dollar just to sit
and watch us dine and dance. Tyrone
Power and Hank Fonda took particular

delight in putting on a show for these
tourists who flocked to Noel.
"The natives around Pineville and Noel,
particularly the hill folk of the Ozarks,
were an interesting lot and I'll never forget the story Henry King, our director,
told of one of them. This bewhiskered
hermit lived in a cabin which the company wished to shoot for a particular
scene. He was approached with an offer
for renting the cabin, agreed on the sum
and was handed a contract to sign.
" 'I can't write but I'll put my mark on
the paper', the old man said and affixed
an ornate X to the contract.
" 'By the way', he asked a minute later,
'is that a legal document I just signed?'
He was told that it was. 'Well, then, I'd
better sign my legal name', he decided,
reaching for the contract. It was handed
back to him and gravely he added a second X to the first mark. 'There now, I
guess that makes it more businesslike',
the old man concluded."
■

That they expect great things from
Nancy and are anxious to build her
up to star rating on the Twentieth Century-Fox lot was shown by the action of
the studio chiefs in sending her East to
New York for a visit that coincided with
the opening of Submarine Patrol.
Both the picture and its feminine lead
were warmly greeted by the press of Manhattan and Nancy was showered with
more adjectives than a Louisville belle at
her first party. "Refreshing", "utterly be-

witching", "destined for quick stardom",
these and other verbal bouquets were
pinned by reviewers to the bright, vivacious new personality in the film parade.
Many cocktail parties and receptions
for editors, picture critics and feature
writers were held at the Sherry-Netherlands Hotel, where Nancy stayed. A tea
was given for her former schoolmates at
St. Lawrence and Bentley's and for a week
Nancy held open house to a steady stream
of well wishers who were unanimous in
singing her praises. It was all nice to hear
but the real thrill, according to Nancy,
came her last morning in New York.
Into the hotel came three quiet figures
in the long flowing robes of Catholic nuns.
They were her former teachers, Sister
Regina Miriam, Sister Joseph Eileen and
Sister Teresita.
"And it was when they told me they
approved of what I was doing, congratulated me on my success and spoke with
pleasure of coming to see me on the screen
that INancy.
was really satisfied with my work,"
said
The young girl who has such a brilliant
career in the movies ahead of her if she
chooses to continue it, paused. She smiled
very tenderly at the thought of her three
black-robed visitors.
"They're so good, those sisters. It would
be wonderful to work with them, to lead
that life of simplicity and service. I don't
know . . . maybe some day I'll join them.
Meanwhile, I'm going to justify their faith
in me and try to be a truly great actress!"
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A Frenchman Defends
American Romance
[Continued from page 32]
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wipes
the dishes."
He raised
a shoulder toward an ear, a
sign of admiration. "In public, I do know,
the American man is extremely attentive
and courteous. Even, it sometimes seems
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to me, to the point of exaggeration."
The exaggerated courtesy of American
men! B-bu-t —
"For example," Boyer's quiet voice and
intriguing accent went on to an accompaniment of gestures with the shoulders
oftener than with the hands, "when a
woman comes to a table or leaves it, the
American men leap to their feet like — like
soldiers. It wouldn't occur to a Frenchman to do that. He would see that she
had a chair, certainly . . ." Boyer turned
to a vacant chair with an air so deferential that you could actually behold a lady
in it. "But he wouldn't rise unless his own
chair were in her way, when he might do
this . . ." Boyer rose and swung his chair
sidewise with a motion swift and gallant.
He swung it back again and sat down.
He narrowed his eyes as if to view the
American man more clearly.
"Always before I came to this country
I heard of the American, especially the
American in business. He sat in his shirtsleeves, abig cigar in his mouth, his feet
on the desk. He roared in a loud voice,
and chewed gum. Invariably he is so represented on the French stage today."
It was pointed out to Boyer that some
Frenchmen chew gum. He nodded, and
continued to chew it. "I am limiting myself to no cigarettes until after six P. M.,"
he explained parenthetically.
"So imagine my surprise," he resumed,
"when I really met the American business
man, who is usually the American husband as well. Dressed in good taste.
Springing to his toes whenever a lady approached him. And not shouting, not only
in the office but also when I bump his
Again the spark and then the Boyer
smile.
"Europeans kiss ladies' hands, yes; and
we shake hands with each other, the men.
car."
In a French film studio, if I am leaving
for the day, I must shake hands with
everyone. After I had been to Hollywood,
I tried to introduce the custom of not shaking hands so much, but the other studio
people in Paris thought I was stuck up.
We shake hands when we meet, when we
part; it takes a lot of time, and sometimes
one is in a hurry. Never mind, one shakes
hands just the same.
"But on the street in an automobile, if
there is perhaps a little accident, it is the
European and not the American who
shouts. When in Paris two cars bump, the
drivers alight and cry out in loud tones to
impress on each other how serious the
damage is, and they have almost a fist
fight. People gather round. Traffic is

and Address •
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His voice took on a quality of rather
pleased reminiscence, understandable by
anyone who has visited the French capital. "Especially French taxi drivers," he
added, and laughed out loud, "they are so
ingenious, they can think of the most unusual insults, things that would never
occur to ordinary people.
"But here in Hollywood I was learning
to drive and I did not put out my hand
when I turned, and I ran into another car.
I was going slowly, but there were several
persons in that car and if I had been going
fast somebody might have been hurt.
"The man got out. I expected him to
shout, to say anything to me, perhaps
to have a fist fight—" Boyer hunched his
shoulders in an expectant tenseness and
managed to look a lot more alarmed than
he probably did on the occasion in question. "But he only wrote down my number and asked my name, and that was all.
"The American man thinks: 'Well, getting the license number is the only thing
necessary. Why make a fuss?' Possibly
not very romantic, but good manners and
sense."
good
Sure, sure. And probably he was an
American husband. Yet, in contrast to the
European with his charming thoughtfulness . . .
B

"It is true, a Frenchman would not
be likely to say something which
would embarrass a girl in public, make her

feel foolish," Boyer admitted, evidently
thinking of the give-and-take jests which
often mark the comradely relations between American men and women, "and in
France there may be certain small attentions—
"You see, American women have so
many rights, legally. They have such remarkably kind treatment from men, from
judges, from everyone, that perhaps an
American man does not feel the need of
showing the lesser attentions always.
"In France, possibly it pleases a man —
just because a woman does not have so
many rights— to do more than he's obliged
to do, and more than he is expected to
do. But in true courtesy he cannot excel
the American. The people who wait upon
one in the American shops are so polite.
Your gas station attendants are so polite;
it isn't like that in France, where if you
ask directions the gas station attendant
will no doubt reply: 'I'm busy.' Of course
individuals vary in any country . . ."
X

Well, but the French language! Consider the French language, Mr. Boyer.
It is more formal than English, non?
thereby making for ceremoniousness and
courtesy. Why, Frenchmen must be more
polite than Americans if only because they
speak French. Besides (for Boyer was
shaking his head in dissent) , French is the
language of Romance.
"Is it?" replied Boyer, "I know, at least,
that English is more flexible. There are
no short cuts in French. You cannot say,
T won't'. Always you must go all the way
round. You cannot ask: 'Do you like the
coffee?' and have somebody reply, 'I do.'
He must reply: 'I like the coffee.' In
French, you cannot say anything in a
hurry.

"And when it comes to sentiment, to
romance, you can say things in English
that you cannot say in French. Vice versa,
too, I suppose. 'Honey', for instance. To
call someone 'honey' in French would be
meaningless, but in French you can call
someone a 'little cabbage'. Everything depends, naturally, on whether you like cabbage or honey better. And upon who is
His fluent shoulders moved again.
it."
saying
"This also is true. While French and
English sound equal on the stage, French
sounds more artificial than English on the
air and the screen, even if on the air and
screen one is saying romantic things. To
be natural on the screen, you must be more
natural than you naturally would be;
otherwise, you appear to be overdoing.
English, a less formal language, seems
made for screen and radio purposes."
■

All the same, Boyer expects to leave
for Paris in the spring to do a picture
in French. He will have been away from
Paris for about sixteen months, the longest time that has ever elapsed for him
without a trip there. He has two homes
now, to which he is almost equally devoted; Hollywood, where he bought Ruth
Roland's former residence for his wife,
Pat Paterson, and where his mother is at
present visiting; and Paris, where he made
his first great stage hit and where people
stand in the street to watch him go by,
as if he were a kind of demi-god.
A modest demi-god, he admits he has
had violent struggles with the English
language, but they are vanishing now that
he is able to think in English. "And I
even dream in English! I hear myself
talk, and somebody answers, speaking
English more rapidly than I can, and using
words I didn't know I'd learned. But I
understand!
It is curious."
Incidentally, though he has been cast
in so many incandescent roles, he isn't
like that outside the sound stage. Romantic in appearance, yes; he can't help it if
he has fine dark hair, good features, and
deep, dreamy, somewhat melancholy eyes.
But his habit of thought and speech is
thoroughly poised, reserved, even reticent.
0

It is line
strange
that one
of Hollywood's
first
romantic
actors
is the very
one about whom Hollywood knows least.
For about Charles Boyer, Hollywood
knows practically nothing. In a nice way,
he's almost as inaccessible as Garbo.
Oh, the boys and girls are aware that he
made a couple of stabs at American movies
before he found success; the first tinje he
was fantastically miscast in a curly, wild,
black wig as the gypsy violinist in Caravan. They know, too, that at one of the
few Hollywood parties he ever attended
he and the English actress, Pat Paterson,
fell in love at first sight and that a few
weeks later, starting for the movies, they
chartered a plane instead, eloped to Yuma,
and were married. Just like a movie themselves.
But remarkably little information leaks
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again."

forth currently on the details of Boyer's
life. Ha doesn't give parties. Though a
good dancer, he doesn't frequent night
clubs. Surprisingly, for one of his reserve,
51

he does go in for the more spectacular
athletics; he has long been a crack tennis
player, and in the Swiss mountain resorts
he remains locally famous as an expert
on skis and at the wheel of a bobsled.
When sports pall and he has a mood of
loneliness, he wanders off to a far corner
of the house and plays the violin — skilfully, at that.
You are told strange things about how
you mustn't speak to him between scenes
on the set because he doesn't want the
"atmosphere" of the sequence to be dispelled. Yet when you do speak to him
he is charm itself; even though during a
stage play in Paris he once declared: "I
wouldn't see anyone, not the President of
France, in the middle of a performance!"
This is because he takes his profession
very seriously. It was a matter of puzzlement to him when he found that in Hollywood the grips and props and actors
played practical jokes on one another.
Hollywood was supposed to be bursting
with romance — and look at it! Kindergarten humor!
Once, while his knowledge of English
was slight, he was told by a cameraman

:s.
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But if he couldn't figure Hollywood
out then, Hollywood still can't figure
him out. He has no star arrogance, he
talks to everybody upon the set from director to grips, yet he never slides into the
free-and-easy Hollywood mode. "You
like him, but you never slap him on the
back," one of his associates explained.
On the other hand, between pictures
he doesn't think about them and avoids
associating with other actors, believing
that when actors mingle socially they

-FW-2

Boyer still wouldn't be budged from his
opinion: The American husband is wonderful, he's terrific!
And yet — a so teeny smidge in the ointment, n'est-ce pas? Boyer can't grow accustomed to the casual quality of Americans during sentimental moments. He
winces a bit when he hears a film hero
toss off to the beloved one (as Gable or
Cagney or half a dozen others are often
directed by the script
face, you're tops!" Or,
Assuredly, American
of romance. For one
women marry them!
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handicap
one another's creative ability.
But the conversation had started around
the romantic American husband when it
got sidetracked by facts about this player
who to American wives (and American
husbands, too) is a foremost romantic
figure. We went back to the subject, but

London. England

. . A. B. Reynoldson,

to say to the leading lady: "Kid, I could
sure go for you." The cameraman said
it would make the lady feel good.
The lady looked so surprised that Boyer
realized he had committed a blunder. He
was obliged to ask the same cameraman
for the English words to frame an apology.
So, according to instructions, he apologized with "Don't get sore, babe, I couldn't
really go for you." By this time the lady
star had decided he was pretty fresh. She
was really annoyed, and he was humiliated. It took him months to adjust his
own sense of humor to the studio custom
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Blonde in Campus Confessions.
Sing You
(sing.).
Small part in a screenplay.
Racketeers.
Measure of film.
Essie in You Can't Take It with You.
Louis Napoleon in Suez.
City in Texas where Margaret Tallichet was
born.
with Dirty Faces.
"And" in French film titles.
To enact a role in a motion picture.
He is married to Joan Davis.
Color of Anne Shirley's hair.
Artificial setting for a movie scene.
George Cohan's native state (abbr.)
Knight without — ■— — was a Dietrich-Donat
film.

31. Bill Gargan's brother.
33.
Wild Night.
35. Charles Ruggles and Alice Brady played opposite in Mind Your
Business.
38. A Yank
Oxford.
40. Month in which Evelyn Brent was born
(abbr.).
42. Mr. Overman's initials.
43. The girl in Gateway.
45. Mrs. Duncan in The Rage of Paris.
47. Marine mammal of Spawn of the North.
48. Jackie Cooper was born on the 15th of September, 16 years
.
50. The General
at Dawn.
51. Brother
.
53.
with Wings.
54. Jeanette's co-star in Sweethearts.
55. Ventriloquist of radio and films.

11.
14.
15.
16.
18.
23.
25.
26.
27.
28.
32.
34.
36.
37.
39.
40.
41.
42.
44.
46.
49.
53.
52.

F/BS
NOT ACTUALLY
AT ALL —
COST LESS

of the Moon.
The prosecutor in Racket Busters.
Constance Bennett's screen mother in Merrily
We Live.
Mr. Talbot's initials.
Love
a Headache.
A star of The Show Goes On,
is Wm.
Claude
W. C. Fields' real
Dukinfield.
Akim
Tamiroff
played at the Moscow
Art
Theatre here.
Down — — — the Farm.
She Had to
.
Al Jolson's real name.
Kelley in Meet the Mayor.
Fats in Valley of the Giants (poss.).
Descriptive of the Ritz Brothers.
r olores Del
.
Pool in Little Miss Broadway.
This sign indicates a full house.
Date in April on which George Arliss was
born.
The girl in Heroes of the Hills.
First name of 45 Across (poss.).
The Honey Chile of films.
He was Pinkey Leonard in Reformatory.
Thanks For
Memory.
First name of Miss Munson, former wife of
Eddie Buzzell.
Gun Justice was a Tim McCoy film.
Boy actor in Sons of the Legion.
First name of Mr. Hotjgins, the sheriff in
Pride of the West.

Yes, Fibs Cost Less! . . . only 25c for a full
dozen. Try them next time. Mail coupon now
for trial supply free.
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If I Were
.
Chase Yourself.

919Please
N. Michigan
I IKE.
send me Ave.,
FREEChicago,
trial III.
supply of
FIBS, L.the'
Kotex Tampon, mailed in plain package.
Name

We're Going
Be Rich.
Gladys George was born in this state (abbr.).

Address

[Solution on page 59)

City
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PURELY VEGETABLE
LAXATIVE

By
Q

ADVISED
BY NOTED
OHIO DOCTOR
If you are troubled by constipation and its
often resulting bad breath, headaches, mental
dullness, lack of pep, dull eyes and aggravated
pimply skin — DON'T take harsh cathartics — ■
especially when you can enjoy the gentle yet
most effective action of Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets (used so successfully for over 20 years by
Dr. F. M. Edwards in his own private practice) .
Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are'
harmless. And WHAT'S IMPORTANT: they
ALSO stimulate liver bile flow to help digest
fatty foods. Test their goodness TONIGHT !
15(f, 30i and 60ff. All drugstores.

Dr. Edwards' OLIVE

The

recent

appearance

ELMER
of

Roger

Pryor's band in New York brought
the answer to "What does Ann Sothern
do with her discarded hats?"
When Pryor's lads opened their eastern
engagement one of the first numbers,
says Ann, who is back from Hollywood,
was a novelty arrangement of a jitterbug tune. Each member of the band's
brass section had a specialty. Each one
used one of Miss Sothern's chic little exhats as a mute for his horn. "It was quite
a sight to see my hats bobbing around on
the end of the horns," she says. "One
bright red beret with a tiny feather was
the mute for Roger's wailing trombone."
E

Fredric March, noting that there was
a decided similarity in the dress of
Japanese men and women
in his latest

SVNFIELD
picture,

Trade

Winds, made

an inquiry.

"Say, how do you tell the men from the
women when you dress like this?" he
asked a nearby Nipponese.
"Well," smiled the Oriental, "let me
ask you the same question. How do you
tell the Hollywood girls and boys apart
when they both wear their hair short and
March thought it over. "Oh," he relong pants?"
plied, finally, "that's easy. The girls are
the ones who carry pocketbooks."
B

Charles Bickford, the rough and tough
hombre in so many films, has gone
sissy and far be it from us to blame him.
Just recently he tore up a $29,000 contract with Cecil de Mille because he refused to do a dangerous scene in Union
Pacific.
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sis and Dermoi I with
amazing, true photographic proof of results
also FREE.

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn,
ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease
Psoriasis. Apply
SEND
FOR
non-staining
D e r m o i f.
Thousands
do for scaiy
spots
on body
or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
TRIAL
SIZE
years
of suffering,
report
the scales have
gone,
the
red patches gradually disappeared andskin
thev again.
enjoyi d Dermoi!
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of a clear
is
used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agreement
to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is retunded
without question. Generous trial bottle sent FREE to those
who send in their Druggist's name and address. Make our
famous "One Spot Tost" yourself. Write today for your test
bottle. Print name plainly. Results may surprise you.
Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug Stores.
Lake Laboratories, Box 6, Northwestern Station
Dept. F-39. Detroit. Mich.

GENEROUS

FREE

Get
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handso -ne instru-
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GUITAR
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COUGHS!

Get After That Cough
Today with PERTUSSIN
When you catch cold and your throat feels dry
or clogged, the secretions from countless tiny
glands in your throat and windpipe often turn
into sticky, irritating phlegm. This makes
you cough.
Pertussin stimulates these glands to pour
out their natural moisture so that the annoying
phlegm is loosened and easily raised. Quickly
your throat is soothed, your cough relieved!
Your cough may be a warning signal! Why
neglect it? Do as millions have done! Use
Pertussin, a safe and pleasant herbal syrup for
children and grownups. Many physicians have
prescribed Pertussin for over 30 years. It's
safe and acts quickly. Sold at all druggists.

PERTUSSIN
The
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"Moist-Throat"

Method

of Cough

Relief

Dorothy Lamour got down on her knees and made a touching plea to be spared another sequence
in a sarong for her new film, St. Louis Blues. But director Raoul Walsh was determined, and
here
he is caught
in the
act of forcing
the
hated
costume
on the
unhappy
actress

mary's Come-Closer smile
"has what it takes "
MARY SAYS. ITS REALLY HER
TOOTH POWDER
THAT "HAS WHAT

IT TAKES"
/MUM

V-

Robert Young and his pretty wife seem to be
having fun, even if they do not go in for the
jitterbug school of dancing. They are at the
opening
of the new Marcus
Daly Restaurant

"I spent six months in a hospital,"
Charles explains, "after a lion bit me in a
Universal picture and once I had a pound
of meat removed from my leg by an overplayful movie alligator and I've decided
to take no more chances. In Union Pacific
Akim Tamiroff was supposed to flip a cigar
out of my mouth with a 25-foot bull whip.
Note my use of the past tense. Rather
than risk the loss of an eye, part of my
nose, and all of an ear I turned down the
part."
9 Johnny (Tarzan) Weissmuller, back
in his famous role after a two-year
lay-off, almost lost the part of Tarzan the
other day when he tried to give his "callof-the-wild" yell. All the sound track
could pick up was a tiny squeak and
studio executives threw a couple of conniption fits. The shock of Lupe's divorcing him had nothing to do with it, he
claimed. His downfall was merely the
result of not practicing his tree-top
yodelling, but he promised to have his
holler back in shape in short order.
|

Stuart Erwin's thumbnail description
of a "screen veteran" is funny!
An
actor who has had at least six options shot
from under him.

Sj Jimmy Stewart fans are due for a big
surprise when they see him in
M-G-M's Ice Follies of 1939. Cast as a
champion ice skater who loses his nerve
after breaking a leg during a dive-ofdeath he does a comedy hoi-se act on
skates with Lew Ayres. Lew is the front
end of the equine and Jimmy plays the
rear end.
H

Clark Gable, the song-and-dance man
in Idiot's
Delight
appears
in the
opening sequences as a private leaving an

• Want a "Come-Closer" Smile . . . the kind you've always admired . . .
always desired? Then do as millions do — switch to Pepsodent Powder
containing irium! 30 million sales prove it has what it takes!
But how can this tooth powder do so much? . . . Because only Pepsodent
Powder contains remarkable irium. Never before has there been so effective a cleansing ingredient in any tooth powder . . . that's why!
You'll see Pepsodent Powder with irium quickly reveals the full natural
sparkle of your teeth! Does it easily . . . effectively ... for it gently brushes
away masking surface-stains— polishes teeth to dazzling natural brilliance
in record time!
Yet Pepsodent Powder containing irium is safe! Contains no bleach,
no grit, no pumice. Buy it today!
'Registered Trade Mark for Pepsodent's special brand
of Purified Alky I Sulfate

and Larger Economy Size
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Douglas Corrigan is full of surprises. He astonished all of Hollywood by being such a good actor
that Radio has taken up options for three pictures after his first, The Flying Irishman. Here he is
being
measured
for another
of his famous
leather jerkins, with an eighteen-inch
waist!

Army hospital. He is surrounded by a
bevy of nurses portrayed by Evelyn
Knapp, Barbara Bedford, Suzanne Kaaren
and Margaret Burt — all of whom he kisses,
which is a swell way to have a Gable picture start. After okaying the scene
Clarence Brown whispered to his cameraman, Bill Daniels, not to film the action
and then called for another 'take'.
"What's this one for?" Gable asked.
"This one," grinned Brown, "is for the
girls."
| Jack Oakie has been going at a terrible pace lately. At Slapsie Maxie's
nitery we saw the film and radio comic
writing out $100 checks and lighting his
cigars with them!
| Gracie Allen says the garden in her
backyard
is a perfect
jewel — 18
carrots!
Too bad you didn't get one of Dick
Powell's Christmas cards. Long before Christmas the popular star began
snapping candid camera shots of his
friends (and some were really candid!)
and come week before Christmas he
mailed them (with very appropriate
verses underneath each) to his victims.
B

There are just two kinds of gals in
Hollywood, says Wayne Morris. Those
who roll the eye and those who eye the
roll.

gg

Hollywood
was
all agog
when
it
learned Greta Garbo traipsed out to
the home of George Brent a week after
56

her arrival here and had a full afternoon's
visit with the quiet and aloof George. The
old romance between the two, so Dame
Rumor had it the next day, was to be revived, but apparently the gossipers were
off-side on this one about as much as
they were about the on-again-off again
romance between the Silent One and
Leopold Stokowski.
be alone.

Greta 'still vants to

GS Nearly eighteen years ago a small
block of ordinary Michigan white pine
began to assume the features of an impish boy. Under the artistic hands of
Theodore Mack, Chicago woodcarver,
grew a face so human that today it is the
world's most valuable piece of wood, having an actual value of $5,000 placed upon
it by insurance companies.
All by way of again introducing the
one and only Charlie McCarthy. Never
before was there anything like him. Never
again will there be another like him.
Charlie is an original creation, defying
duplication.
Edgar Bergen, whom Charlie describes
as the man responsible for all of his mistakes, has spent thousands of dollars trying to duplicate Charlie. Not that he has
any thoughts of discarding Charlie. Far
from it. But he would like to have a
"double" stored away just in case anything should happen to Master Charlie.
So far, however, all of his efforts have
been in vain. Bergen has been to the
best woodcarvers in America but none
of them has been able to duplicate
Charlie. Bergen has even tried to make
a plaster cast of his face and carving a

DOUBLE MINT

Enjoy it. Buy Several
packages Today.

\j \) Ifl

new face to fit. That didn't work either.
"I can't explain the short-coming in the
new faces that have been made," Bergen
says. "They match Charlie to the tiniest
fraction of an inch yet they're not the
same. Why can't another face be made to
express the same personality? Well, because the artistry that was Theodore
Mack's was lost when he died several
years ago. Perhaps even Mack himself
could not have duplicated his master-

Englishman Lionel Brahm came to^the
studio. Lionel is not only tall — six feet, five
inches — but weighs two hundred eighty
pounds and boasts of a chest measurement of fifty inches, all of which put the
string-bean Arthur slightly in the shade.
"Well, anyway," boasted Arthur a few
days later, "I've got something to my
credit. I'm exactly the same size as your
most famous American — Abe Lincoln!"

piece."
Right now, of course, Bergen has no
need for a second Charlie. But because
the woodenhead is in such demand and
works such long hours (his average is
eight hours a day in his current picture,
You Can't Cheat An Honest Man) Bergen
is afraid that someday the wear and tear
on his little pal will begin to tell, especially ifhe has to go through many fights
with his arch enemy, W. C. Fields. For
that reason Bergen wants to have a substitute. It was when he discovered he

■

couldn't get one that he applied for insurance against any sort of mishap to
Charlie. The insurance companies set
$5,000 as the largest policy that could be
written on him. Bergen would have paid
premiums on a $50,000 policy and paid it
gladly.
H

The introduction of the time-clocks
in the studios proved a source of
great annoyance to the box-office bet No.
1, Shirley Temple. The famous youngster
set up a great and prolonged howl when
she discovered that other children in the
cast of her current picture were punching clocks all over the place. It made no
never-mind with her when an executive

During her show here, Sonja was
year.
pestered by stage door Johnnies who
asked her out to dinner. Her "I'll be glad
to, if you'll take my troupe along," invariably halted the Johnnies in their
tracks.
■

Joan Davis is a mighty proud lady of
the screen these days.
Her husband
Si Wills and her daughter, Beverly, are

|

recently he outfitted the Orphanage's
twenty-piece orchestra with uniforms and
a number of instruments which the orchestra lacked.
It was Jack, by the way, who pulled
the 'rib' on Jimmy Roosevelt when the
President's son was in Hollywood a few
weeks ago. Visiting the 20th CenturyFox lot, young Roosevelt was taken onto
a set where a sequence showing Haley
being examined by a doctor was in progress. During the course of the shooting Jack finally becomes impatient. "Now
listen, Doctor," he said, "if you're examining me for insurance you're just wasting
your long
time. as Jimmy
it!" you could
For as
twenty has
seconds
have cut the cold silence with a dull
butcher-knife, because Jimmy thought it
was an actual scene. He was the first,
however, to break into loud laughter
when he learned that it was only one of

Arthur
Treacher
finally
met
his
Waterloo.
Arthur, you know, has always prided himself as being the tallest
man in the movies and so he was until

give lethim
a half-tabof Ex-Lax.
No
struggle to get him to
take a laxative. Children actually love the
delicious chocolate
taste of Ex-Lax!

A. HIS

SLEEP

is not disturbed after
taking Ex-Lax. It
doesn't
tummies upset
or bringlittle
on
cramps. Ex-Lax is a
mild and
ative . . .gentle
ideal laxfor
youngsters!

3. THE

NEXT

acts . . . thoroughly
morning,
Ex-Lax
and effectively! No
shock. No strain. No
weakening
effects. Just anaftereasy
comfortable bowel
movement that
brings blessed relief.

he's a great humanitarian.
is the Chatsworth Orphanhe donates considerable
from time to time. Just

Ex-Lax is good for every member of the
family— the grown-ups as well as the youngsters. At all drug stores in 10^ and 25^ sizes.
Try Ex-Lax next time you need a laxative.
Now

improved

— better

than

ever!

EX -LAX
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LAXATIVE

Earn $25 a week
AS A

TRAINED

PRACTICAL

NURSE!

Practical nurses are always needed! Learn at home
in your spare time as thousands of men and women
— 18 to 00 years of age — have done through Chicago
School of Nursing. Easy- to-umlerst and lessons,
endorsed by physicians. One graduate has charge
of 10-bed hospital. Nurse Cromer of Iowa now runs
her own nursing home. Others prefer to earn S2.50
to So. 00 a day in private practice.
YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Mrs. B. 0., of Texas, earned S474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her lirst case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned S1900!
You, too, can earn good money, make new friends.
High school not necessary. Equipment included.
Easy payments. 40th year. Send coupon now!

Haley's ribs.
Ben Blue's Encino home boasts of a
dirt roof with flowers growing out of
it and believe it or not, this new architectural feature in home building is not as
screwy as it looks. However, his Valley
friends are having a lot of fun about his
"roof garden." Al Jolson told him the
other day that he was sleeping six feet
under dirt and flowers before his time.

YOUR

brighten when face
you
youngster's

Jack Haley is a grand comedian, but

clocks and having fun and she wasn't
going to stand for it. So, to satisfy her,
20th Century-Fox rigged up a dummy
time clock on the set and told her to go
ahead and punch as much as she liked.

■

I. WATCH

both appearing in Irene Dunne's latest
picture, Love Affair. After it is finished the whole family plans to go on a
personal appearance tour in the East.
Joan never has appeared alone on the
stage since she met and married Si in their
vaudeville days.

better yet,
His pet charity
age to which
sums of money

During the final shooting of Tail Spin
Joan Davis came onto the set with a
tiny bottle of what she called liquid lip
stick and after a long speech praising its
effectiveness, presented it to Alice Faye,
adding, as she did so, that it cost her
$5.00 a bottle. Alice was so taken by the
gift that she borrowed ten bucks from
Harry Joe Brown and told Joan to buy
a couple more bottles as she wanted to
present them to some friends. Later, at
lunch with Joan and Tony Martin, Alice
borrowed forty dollars from her husband,
handed it over to Joan with instructions to
buy eight more bottles which she said
she would give to the girls in the picture
when they came over for dinner at her
house that night. After dinner, and when
Alice had presented the gift bottles Joan
handed Alice five ten-dollar bills. The bottles, she said, had come from ten-cent
store!

Give them relief this
simple, pleasant way!

Sonja Heme's new romance is blooming better than
the
well-known
flowers in spring. During her ice show
the new man in her heart occupied a box
seat at every show. Not only that, but
he sent her orchids before every performance, and on the last night outdid
himself by giving her an orchid tree of
twenty-eight blooms. Our operative No.
xx-oxx says the two met in Florida last

tried to explain that the reason she didn't
have to have a time-clock card was because she was well over the $1,000 a week
class. The other kids were punching

H

CHILDREN
CONSTIPATED?

|

CHICAGO

SCHOOL

OF

NURSING

. Chicago. 111.
Dcpt. 82,
100 East Ohio St
Please send free booklet ai td 10 sample lesson pages
Name
City

DOCTOR'S FORMULA
GREAT SUCCESS FOR UGLY SURFACE

SKIN TROUBLES

J Hope some of our readers received a
Christmas greeting from Tony Martin
and Alice Faye — the two stars sang a song
together, made a record of it and mailed
out more than a 1,000 disks to friends as a
Christmas card.
H

Walter Winchell columned recently
that Wayne Morris, Warner cinemastar, would wed Bubbles Shinasi, society
deb, December 1st. Or thereabouts. Which
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[Continued from page 15]

Bengal Lancers so long that he, himself,
believed that he had worn the uniform in
India instead of in a fourth-rate stock
company.
Billie Burke never had a better chance
for her fluttering, sweet-faced, nit-wit
comedy than as his wife who tried hard
to live up to his stories, but who occasionally confused new acquaintances by

say it's terrible. I've never been there

If you have an excess of acid waste in your blood,
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may be over- worked.
These tiny niters and tubes are working day and night
to help Nature rid your system of poisonous waste.
When functional kidney disorder permits poisonous

As we write this, the romance between
Tyrone Power and Annabella is
blooming like a spring flower down South
America way and the goings-on have the
gossip columnists back on their heels.
Which it shouldn't, because the two were
out nightspotting several times before,
during, and after the making of Suez in
which both starred. Knowitalls laughed
it off as a studio romance promoted for the
benefit of a Suez build up. Ty, they said,
was playing the field as usual, and doggone
if they'd write a line about him and Annabella. The new romance hasn't come within the sound of wedding bells — and v/on't
— according to Ty's movie bosses — but ycu
never can tell.

Important Pictures

some such information as "Yes, both of
my children were born in that awful India.
I don't know how they stood all that heat
when they were such little things. They

Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste

GIVEN

must be in error since Wayne's first romantic move upon his return to Hollywood was to help make the Marcus Daly
restaurant opening a huge success by
escorting Jane Wyman to the swanky
affair.

H

Janet Gaynor and Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., play the children who are determined
tomyself."
make brilliant marriages and so end
the uncertainties of living on their
father's wits.
A chance meeting with an innocent unsuspecting little old lady results in a quick
change of plan. Miss Fortune is old. Miss
Fortune is completely unworldly. Miss
Fortune is pathetically lonely. And Miss
Fortune just has been left a very large
sum of money. What better chance for
four charming people who want to be
somebody's . . . anybody's . . . heirs?
Minnie Dupree as the gentle Miss Fortune is one of the most engaging newcomers to the screen in a long time.
Richard Carlson as the persistent Scotch
suitor, Paulette Goddard as the severe
but understanding sweetheart of the
younger Carlton, Henry Stephenson as
the suspicious attorney do much to make
this film one of the outstanding comedies.
You'll like it.
SIXTY GLORIOUS

YEARS (Wilcox)

Anna Neagle's impersonaLast year,
tion of Queen Victoria in the film of
that name brought so many requests for
another film about the beloved Queen that
the British producer, Herbert Wilcox,
went over much of the same material with
a Technicolor camera for another most
interesting feature. There is much new
material in the second film, which must
not be considered a remake of the first.
In effect, it is a film pageant, tracing the
Empire, from the time Vicgrowth toriaofas the
girl was
young
a beautiful
H

crowned, to her death, sixty long eventful years later, as a tired old woman.
By all means see this one.
ARKANSAS

TRAVELLER (Paramount)

^

The pattern of this film is familiar.
The variants on it have been many.
And when you hear that it is the story of
a homeless wanderer who stopped off for
a while, solved the financial and emotional problems of a hard-pressed family
and then went on his way, you are apt tc
say "I've seen that show once too often."
Don't make that mistake, because it is
nicely played, and Bob Burns, as the
"traveller" plays the part with an engaging ease which. makes the part convincing. Fay Bainter, Jean Parker, John
Beal, Dickie Moore and a good supporting
cast help to make an attractive film. And
the sweetness and light is tempered with
a good healthy fighting spirit, too.

ANGELS

WITH DIRTY FACES (Warners)

|

Rocky and Jerry grew up in the
squalor of the lower east side of New
York. They learned quickly in the harsh
school of poverty to get what they wanted,

by theft or any other means. Chance interrupted their self-education. Rocky was
caught by a cop and sent to reform school.
Jerry was caught by an idea and became
a Rocky
priest. (James Cagney) graduated from
reform school to prison, from little rackets
to big ones. He was a big shot when he
finished his last rap, and, for the sake of
old times dropped into the parish house
to see Jerry (Pat O'Brien).
The neighborhood had not changed
much since he was a boy. Washing still
hung out of the windows, push-carts still
cluttered the streets, loud little toughs
still romped across the sidewalk. He
watched them benevolently until he discovered that the romping had a purpose,
and that his wallet was missing. A fine
thing to happen to a big shot in his own
section of the underworld!
Just on a chance that the new gang still
used the old hideout, he followed a once
familiar way to a deserted basement, and
relieved the boys of his property. At first
they were frightened. Then they became
whole-hearted hero-worshippers.

The "Dead End" kids, sometimes known
as the "Crime School" boys, play the
young gang with the exuberance which
has brought them a certain fame. Humphrey Bogart and George Bancroft play
racketeers and Ann Sheridan has the one
important feminine role.
The film moves at rapid pace through
stick-ups and gun-battles and chases over
the roof tops to a climax that is grim and
different. If you like the Dead End Kids
and a very well done tale of the battle of
rood and bad, you'll like this.
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Do You Know

When

to Laugh ?

[Continued from page 30]

make some snappy comeback like, "Yeah
mosquitoes!"
for Are
— 6.
you a bear in the home before
breakfast?
7. Does even your family (at times)
find you funny and laugh at your jokes?
8. Do you enjoy any three of the following five? Mickey Mouse; Irvin Cobb;
eating corn with your fingers; the Marx
brothers;
watching
orchestra
leaders?
9. Do you try to spot the funny side of
a situation?
10. Can you take it if the joke's on
you?

IN COMPANY

1. Supposing your oyster slips or you
find the fork dancing in your lap — can you
pass it off with a jest?
2. Are you fast at seeing the kicker
(unexpected twist) in a story?
Try yourself on this one, for example:
The Smiths' house burned down . . . Mr.
Smith was a very cautious man (he had
even Cousin Erne's portrait covered by insurance) .. . But when the flames broke
out upstairs he drew a deep breath, tossed
all the mirrors out the window, and carried all the feather pillows downstairs
barefoot.
When the firemen found him

he

was
3. If
slightly
the first
4. Do

simply tickled to death.
that new game makes you look
ridiculous, would you be among
to try it anyway?
you hold long postmortems on

bridge
5. Dogames?
folks frequently laugh at your
remarks?
6. At the end of a party, has anyone
ever told you you're a circus!" Or, "You
certainly
into a party!"
7. Do put
youlifewisecrack
your way from
Entrance to Exit?
8. Do you like to laugh uproariously
in night clubs and restaurants to show 'em
what a good time you're having? — ■
9. Do you like to amuse people?

WHAT

SITUATIONS STRIKE
YOU FUNNY?

1. Do you like to watch
when you blow your auto
2. Do you get a chuckle
A two-hundred-pound
her half-pint peke for an
3. A person
slipping
4. Watching

a

small

folks

jump

horn? —
out of —
dowager taking
airing?
on a banana
boy

and

his

5. Does it seem a scream when two old
peel?
people
dog? fall in love?

|m

ARE YOU

A
ENERGY TESTS
ON BABY RUTH

Energetic people are usually successful. They
work harder, faster, longer, because they have
the energy to fight fatigue.
Body energy comes chiefly from Dextrose,
the sugar which enriches delicious Baby Ruth

By actual metabolism test,
an average worker can type
steadily and at normal
speed for 1 hour, 17 minutes,8seconds on thefoodenergy contained in one 5c
bar of Baby Ruth Candy.

Candy. That's why Baby Rutb is so popular
among active people everywhere. It's great *•
candy and a source of real food-energy. Letf^1
Baby Ruth help you fight fatigue . . . today . . M
and every day.
CURTISS CANDY CO., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, OTTO SCHNERING, President
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Ankles Swollen,
Backache, Nervous,
Kidneys Strained?
If you're feeling out o-sorts, Get Up
Nights, or suffer from Dizziness, Nervousness, Backache, Leg Pains, Swollen
Ankles, Burning Passages, Excess
Acidity,
or Loss of Energy and feel old
before your time, functional Kidney Weakness
may be the true cause.
Wrong foods and
drinks, worry, colds or
overwork may create an
excess of acids and place
a heavy strain on your
kidneys so that they
function poorly and need
help to properly purify
your blood and maintain
health and energy.

6. When

Uncle Ezra misses the street

car by an eyelash?
7. When a fat man

chases

his hat?

8. Have you ever burst out laughing
when you yourself took a tumble . . . just
as you were trying to put on a Dignity
Act?

YOUR

STORY

TECHNIQUE

1. Do you start off by saying, "Have
you heard this one?" Or "Of course I can't
tell a story the way he does but it's terribly
funny
— hayou
ha!"have to struggle to tell a
2. Do

Free for Asthma
During Winter
If you suffer with those terrible attacks of Asthma
when it is cold and damp; if raw, Wintry winds
make you choke as if each gasp for breath was the
very last; if restful sleep is impossible because of
the struggle to breathe; if you feel the disease is
slowlyto wearing
your life
away,Co.don't
to send
at
once
the Frontier
Asthma
for fail
a free
trial of
a remarkable method. No matter where you live or
whether you have any faith in any remedy under
the Sun, send for this free trial. If you have suffered
for a lifetime and tried everything you could learn
of without relief; even if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope but send today for
this free trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co.
74-D, Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara Street,
Buffalo, New York

funny story?
3. Do you use sweeping gestures to

rrnr-n

emphasize
it? great detail before you get
4. Go into

Help Doctors
Kidneys
Many
have Doctor's
discovered Way
by sci-

entific-clinical tests and in actual practice that a quick and modern way to help
the kidneys clean out excess poisons and
acids is with a scientifically prepared
prescription called Cystex. Hundreds
and hundreds
of Doctors'
records prove
this.
All Cystex
active ingredients
are
listed in each package, accompanied by
a Laboratory Certificate of Purity.

Money Back Guarantee
Usually the1 very first dose of Cystex
goes right to work helping your Kidneys
remove excess acids. Quickly, this may
make you feel like new again. And so
certain are the makers that Cystex will
satisfy you completely they ask you to
try it under a money back guarantee.
You be the judge. If not entirely satisfied
just return the empty package and get
your money back.
Cystex (Siss-tex) costs only 3c a dose
at druggists and the guarantee protects
you, so start your test today.
HERE'S

S10P
THAT

ITCH

D.DcD.

VVITH

QUICK

RELIEF

For quick relief from itching of eczema, rashes, pimathlete's foot,
and
other ples,
externally
caused
skin afflictions, use cooling,
antiseptic, liquid D. D. D.
Prescription. Greaseless, stainless, dries fast.
Stops the most intense
itching in a hurry. A 35c
trial bottle, at drug stores,
proves it — or money back.

PA^cAjLj*&jok\

to the point?
5. Tell it as if it had happened to you
or to one of your family?
6. Can you keep a straight face? (A
Pineapple Face helps. Or a Poker Pan.
Lacking these, just let your conscience be

laugh?
And now for the scoring!
Here are the right answers for the questions. Compare yours with them, relax,
expand the chest — and give yourself ten
for
every one you have answered correctly:
Company
In

Personal
No
1.
2.
3.
b.
4.
5.
9.
7.
8.
10.

Yes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

Your

Funny?
What Situations
Str!2. <e You
1.
4.

Yes
Yes

Story
inique?

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes

Tec1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Yes

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

The highest rating is 340.
If you
rate Bell
between
a Four
Riot! 300 and 340 — You're
If you rate between 225 and 300 — A good
humorist in the making.
If you rate between 175 and 225 — Slow on
the uptake!
If you rate between 100 and 175 — Funny
Bone definitely fractured!
If you rate between 50 and 100 — Funny
bone definitely atrophied!
If you rate between 0 and 50— Teh, tch,
tch, tch . . . You're a robot!

■ •■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■HIHIIHI
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Ruch

offer. Q Lady's □ Man's

Name .
IN RICH ^Address
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The real thing for mounting Snapshots, Card.
Stamps, etc.
No paste needed.
Neat. easy to use for mounting prints tight or
loose.
Sold at photo supply and album
counters or send 10£ today for pkg.
of 100 and free samples.
Engcl Art Corners Co., Chicago, 111.,
Address Dept.43P,
- 4717 North CJark St

IF YOU AGREE
^

TO SHOW

TfOVlh.

FRIENDS

iaaaaanMiaiM
I'LL SEND

YOU

ACTUAL

SAMPLE

And Show You Haw To Earn Up To $22 In A Week
Strictly

8.

GOLD STANDARD WATCH CO..
Dept.S-392, Newton, Mass.

,rt Corners;

your guide!)
7. When you're describing an ordinary
event (like a shopping tour in the fiveand-ten or getting a haircut) do folks

3.
6.
7.
5.

Your choice of ladies' smart new Jeweled Wrist
Watch or men's curved Gold Plate Front wrist
watch included FREE of any extra charge with every
ring ordered NOW and paid for promptly on our
easy new two monthly $2 payment plan (total only
$4). Remember. . . the cost of the watch is included
in the price of the ring . . .YOU PAY NOTHING
EXTRA for the Watch! We gladly trust you. Wear
for 10 days Free Trial. Send coupon or postcard
today. SEND NO MONEY with your order. Your
order shipped postage prepaid by RETURN MAIL.

IVV/0 Improvem
or Tuition
Guarantee/d
ent Refunded
lAA0/

1 Yoa to be Bole judge! Strengthen and master yonr
voice — not with sinning lessons — but by scientific silent
exercise.?, successfully taupht for over a century. Marvelous success with I >/■:/■ ■■/'.'< 7717; Voices. Write for Free Voice Book. Learn
WHY and HOW you can now have the voice you want. If under
17, we requireyouparent's
signature.
With 100% improvement
anteed-will
faithfully
follow instructions?
If so. WRITE: guarPerfect Voice Institute. Studio 1582, 64 E.Lake St., Chicago

NEXT

MONTH

Don't miss the inside story of the filming of
"The Castles", starring Ginger Rogers and
Fred Astaire under the supervision of Irene
Castle whose colorful life is told in the
spectacular film.

Thrilling news ! Amazing New patented process makes women's Snag - Proofed Chiffon Hosiery resist snags and
>>runs, wear twice as long, and cut hosiery bills in
'' half. Individual lengths to fit all customers.
Lowest
prices. Write for actual sample to show your friends.
Send no monev. AMERICAN SILK HOSIERY MILLS.
Dept.P-61,
Indianapolis, lnd„

Relieve

Rheumatism

Pain In Few
Minutes

To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get
NURITO,
the the
Doctor's
No opiates,
no narcotics. Does
work formula.
quickly — must
relieve
cruel pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money
back
at
Druggist's.
Don't
suffer.
Get
trustworthy
NURITO
today on this guarantee.
Nelson Eddy fans and fanettes are due for a fistic
treat when they see him in his next picture, Let
Freedom Ring. Nelson gets real mad in one sequence
and gives burly, ex-pug Vic McLaglen an A No. I
trimming in a fist fight!

KILL THE HAIRROOT
■move superfluous hair privately at home,
following directions with ordinary care and
skill. The Mahler Method positively prevents the hair from growing again by killing
the hairroot. The delightful relief will bring
greater sucmind ofandsuccessful
freedom
happiness,
cess. Backed
bv 45 ofyears
use
all over the world. Send 6c in stamps
TODAY for Illustrated Booklet. "How to
Remove
Superfluous
D. J. Mahler
Co., Dept.Hair
56B,Forever."
Providence, R. I.

RELIEF

FOR ITCH,
SORENESS. BURNING
An//- Chafing
Antiseptic

■fRMiir

SUPPOSITORIES

Protective
L ubricative

PYRAMID SUPPOSITORIES soothe
and ease the burning, smarting itch of
Piles, help tighten relaxed membranes,
they lubribring welcome comfort, while
cate and soften, to aid in reducing strain
and irritation so common to pile suffering.
PYRAMID
the genuine
Buy
drug store for 60c
at anyStuart's
Suppositories
or $1.20 a box, or write for FREE SAMPLE
F. A. STUART
Dept. A-203

COMPANY
Marshall, Michigan

IF

YOU

GRAY

HAVE

HAIR

and DON'T
LIKE a
MESSY
MIXTURE....
then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparter
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
mv free trial hottleand hook telling All About Gray Hair.

ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert, Dept.36, LOWELL. MASS.

Learn Profitable Profession
, in QO days at Home
Earnings of Men and Women in the raBcinating profession of Swedish MasBage ran aa high as »40 to
$70 per week bat many prefer to open their own officee. Large incomes from Doctors .hospitals, sanitariums and private patients come to those who
qualify througn our training. Reducing
lone offers rich rewards for specialists.
Write for Anatomy Charts, and booklet
—They're FREE.
THE College of Swedish Massage
1601 Warren Blvd., Dept. 261. Chicago
(Successor to National College of Massage)

CATARRH

■have. choHXfed, too-"
So many prefer this golden liquid lotion
that isn't thick and is guaranteed not to
thicken. Chamberlain's Lotion is ideal
to protect skin in wintry weather. It
dries with convenient rapidity and
there's never a trace of stickiness. It
soothes as it smooths away roughness

SINUS

HEADACHE

Due to Nasal Congestion
Relieve hawking — phlegm-filled throat — catarrhal
bad breath — stuffed-up head and sinus headaches
caused by nasal congestion. Ask your Druggist
for Hall's Catarrh Medicine, the pleasant TwoMethod Treatment. Satisfaction or your money
back. SEND POST CARD
FOR HALL'S
CATARRH
CHART, diet rules. Write to-day!
F. J. Cheney & Co., Dept. 222, Toledo, Ohio

HALL'S

V1??

CATARRH

and resulting redness. You'll like
Chamberlain's Lotion, too. Try i t and see.

amberlain

MEDICINE

BE A CARTOONIST

AT HOME IN YOUB SPABE TIME
under personal supervision of the famous
cartoonist NORMAN MABSH creator of
"DAN. DUNN" appearing every day in
big papers. Success— Fame — Real Money
may
be Yours
learn
Simple methods and
secrets.when
Send you
name
andMarsh's
address easy
for
free details of MARSH'S
Personal course. ACT TODAY I
MARSH
CARTOON
SCHOOL
4554 Broadway,
Dept. B-300.
Chicago, III.

F-29

i

Ida Lupino's honeymoon record comes
mighty close to copping all honors for shortness. She and her husband, Louis Hayward
spent one night at Santa Barbara and the
next morning received a wire from Columbia
requesting her to report for work at once.

ADDED
' TUBES!
Send any
' snapshot or photo
ve'H
duce it in reprothis
beautiful onyx 1 ike
"?•% turned.
ring.
Photos
reared Magnified
IndestrucSetunal tible! Waterproof!
Enclose strip of paper for ring size,
man plus a few cents postage.
If yo
we will pay postage.
PHOTO MOVETTE
RIN
CO., Dept. F-30, 626 Vine Street. Cincinnati, i

FREE

ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted with
new customers, we will beautifully enlarge one snapshot negative (film)
to 8x10 inches — FREE — if you enclose this
ad with 10c for handling and return mailing.
Information on hand tinting in natural colors
sent immediately. Your negative returned
with your free enlargement. Send it today.
Geppert Studios, Dept.145, Des Moines, Iowa

CORNS GONE
No other method
much for you

does as
as Dr.

Scholl's! Instantly relieves
pain; stops shoe pressure;
safely removes corns, callouses; prevents corns, sore
toes, blisters. Sizes for
Corns, Callouses, Bunions,
Soft Corns. Costs but a trifle.

BfScholls lino pads

at Drug ...Department Stores
and Toilet Goods Counters

SEND
FOR LABORATORIES,
CONVENIENT
CHAMBERLAIN
DES MOINES, IOWA
This Is a sample of what you may expect from
Eleanor Powell's newest film, Honolulu, when
she starts to do
her version
of the
hula

INC."CARRY

SIZE"

Please send Free "Carry-Size"
Chamberlain's Lotion.
NAME
STREET

1939 and the Stars
[Continued from page 21]
could return to the screen in later years.
Jane Withers will turn to radio and
stage appearances in 1939.
Jackie Cooper will seek a career in the
business world after the next year or
two.
Ronald Colman will make only a picture or two a year, but his fame should
last. His marriage will bring him happiness. He is an Aquarius -born.
Gary Cooper will remain married . . .
and also remain on the screen for several
years to come. His sign is the successful
and rich sign of Taurus.
Joan Crawford will continue being successful indefinitely. Another marriage is
shown.
Greta Garbo was born in the sign of
Virgo, and will not make many more pictures after 1939.
John Barrymore is also an Aquariusborn, and he will go on indefinitely playing character roles. Marriage difficulties
may beset him in 1939.
Well, we have taken a look at the stars
through the stars, and have seen joy for
some, sorrow for others . . . but remember, "The stars incline but do not compel" and hope for the best for your favorite.

CITY-STATE
MAIL THIS COUPON

TODAY

Good only .„ U.S.A.

tf£I'

Be Your Own

MUSIC Teacher
ty wonderful
method.
Simple
asimproved
A-B-C
LEARN
— a child canAT
learn HOME
it. Your lessons
consist
of real
selections, instead of tiresome exercises. Each of these delightfully easy lessons adds a new "piece" to your list.
You readis real
notes, toothat
— nomany
"numbers"
or trickstudents
music.
Method
so thorough
of our 700,000
are band and orchestra LEADERS.

Be Popular
Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then
a picture shows you how. In a few
short months you may become an excellent musician — the life of every
party!
Free Book and Demonstration Lesson
Write at once for our illustrated Free
Book and Free Demonstration Lesson.
Please mention your favorite instrument. No obligations. Instruments
supplied when needed, cash or credit.

U.S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
36S Brunswick tldg.. New York City. N. Y.

Pick
Your Course
Piano
Guitar
Violin Saxophone
Cornet
Ukulele
Trombone
Harp
Organ
Mandolin
Piccolo Clarinet
Flute
'Cello
Hawaiian Steel
Guitar
Trumpet
Piano Accordion
Plain Accordion
Voice
and Speech
Culture
Modern
ElemenDrums tary
and Harmony
Traps

Br y ten Your
HardtoBryten
TEETH

Right, Jean

the picture below,
the little star shows how
to cook the tempting

Parker is

preparing Russian sashlyk for broiling over an
open fire on her patio,
but it may be made with
equal
success
indoors

Dingy teeth quickly become
gleaming teeth — with
IodentNo. 2. Recapture
sparkling smiles by
removing most ugly
stains — even brownish
smoke stains. Enamel is
safeguarded, as Iodent is
specially made by a Dentist
to clean teeth SAFELY.

pieces of spiced meat,
onions and tomatoes and
how to serve them best

Change

to Iodent Toothpaste or Powder today
and have bryter teeth, or
your money back.

IODENT

TOOTH PASTE^PDWDER

TEETH EASY
TO BRYTEN
TEETH HARD
TO BRYTEN

Blondesland
Browns too!

Photos by X. Martin-Smith

Give Your Hair That

The Russian Touch

Lighter, Lovelier,
Radiant Look With
This Special New
Shampoo — Washes
Hair Shades Lighter
...Safely!
Here at last is an easy way
to bring out the full radiant
loveliness of blonde or brown
hair — a special shampoo that washes it shades lighter and
brings out the lustrous, glimmering sheen, the alluring
highlights that can make hair so attractive. Called New
Blondex, this amazing, new combination package — shampoo
with separate rinse — costs but a few pennies to use and is
absolutely safe. Used regularly it helps keep hair lighter,
lovelier, gleaming with fascinating lustre. Fine for children's hair, too. Get Blondex today — sold at all stores.
FREE TRIAL PACKAGE
Send to Dept. F. Blondex, 21 St. & Borden Ave., L. I.
City. N. Y.. for generous free sample.

WONDERFUL
IRONINGS
Here's that new way to do hot
Btarching without mixing, boiling or straining as with old
fashioned lump starch. Everything already included in powdered form. Makes starching
easy. Makes ironing easy. See
howelasticity and that fresh new
look are given back to curtains,
aprons, play clothes, soft collars
and shirts. Your iron fairly glides
Awonderf ul invention. Sendnow.

THANK

YOU

THE HUBINGER CO., No. 6 41, Keokuk, laYour free sample of QUICK ELASTIC, please,
"That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch."
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This luncheon is easy to make and
By
it is different and delightful for
either winter or summer weather
BETTY

CROCKER
<$£$ n,^

1/3 cup chopped cabbage,
raw
1 cup each of chopped potatoes, turnips and carrots, raw
2 tablespoons fat
2 quarts beef stock

ak
Jean Parker's Russian
m
lunch, which she pre„ 1
pared for the cast of The
■N*' **m 1
Arkansas Traveler after she
finished that picture for
Paramount, is still being
Pepper and salt to taste
talked about in Hollywood.
^
It's such a delightful menu
that I'm going to give you
Brown onions in fat and add with all
all the recipes, and next time you want to
serve a truly different luncheon, do try
other vegetables to the beef stock. Simmer until all vegetables are tender. Take
from fire and serve with sour cream. If
First, of course, there were platters of
Jean's.
bread; Russian rye, and quantities of
sour cream is not available, add 1 tablespoon of lemon juice or vinegar to soup
French sourdough in long, "yardstick"
before serving.
loaves. Jean particularly likes sourdough
bread because it goes so well with either
RUSSIAN SASHLYK
American or foreign dishes. Besides the
two kinds of bread, the luncheon, which
Allow at least four baby lamb chops to
was served al fresco, consisted of borscht,
each person, and soak the chops from 24
Russian sashlyk, baked potatoes, stuffed
to 48 hours in white wine along with a few
tomato salad, red wine, and either coffee or
strong tea made a la Russe in a samovar.
chopped garlic cloves. Before her guests
arrive, Jean takes the chops from the wine
BORSCHT
and sears them on both sides over a very
hot grill. They are then speared on long
steel skewers in the following order: A
2 cups grated raw beets
Vi cup chopped onion, raw
large slice of Bermuda onion a slice of toH

•

mato (not too ripe) , a chop, a slice of onion,
a slice of tomato, a chop — and so on. Hold
the skewer with its toothsome load over a
bed of hot coals until onions and tomatoes
are partially cooked and the meat (previously salted) is broiled to your taste.
Even if you like lamb well-done, the
previous searing will insure tender, juicy
meat. But you must not cook too long
lest tomatoes and onions fall off the skewer
upon which sashlyk is always served as
well as broiled!
And this is the way to prepare the accompanying
STUFFED

TOMATO

SALAD

Hollow out a large solid tomato for each
person. Chop the pulp fine and combine it
with tiny pieces of diced cheese, petitpois, capers, chopped celery and watercress and a few nasturtium leaves. Put
this mixture back into the tomato shells
and place each on a bed of lettuce. Top
with Russian dressing made from equal
quantities of mayonnaise and chili sauce
into which have been stirred chopped
chives, parsley and gherkins. Place a few
garlic croutons — cubes of bread that have
been dipped in garlic-flavored olive oil
and fried crisp — on each plate of salad.
If you prefer a vegetable salad and
dressing, here are recipes:
RUSSIAN

A cupful of each of the above will make
a generous amount of salad for about eight
persons. Mix all vegetables together, adding watercress last so that it will not become bruised. Serve with the following:
RUSSIAN

MYSTERY
STORY

DRESSING

A small jar of caviar or a small tin of
anchovies mixed with enough olive oil,
lemon juice, dry mustard and cayenne
pepper to make sufficient quantity for the
amount of vegetables prepared for salad.
If anchovies are used it will probably not
be necessary to add salt; if not, salt to
taste.
Serve salad on bed of lettuce leaves.

If you wish kitchen-tested recipes for
any particular dish, just write to me in
care of this magazine. Remember, my
files contain recipes of every kind and
description, so do not hesitate to make
use of your cooking department in
HOLLYWOOD
MAGAZINE for any
special recipe you may want.
FOR THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL
FER use this coupon.
Miss Betty Crocker,
HOLLYWOOD MAGAZINE,
1501 Broadway,

OF-

New York City.

SALAD

7 SECOND

HOW

DOES ACNES

SATISFY HER CHILDREN
BETWEEN
WITHOUT

The following cooked vegetables: String
beans cut into long thin strips. Carrots
cut in long thin strips. Green peas. Beets,
diced.
Celery, chopped into small pieces. Spring
onions, chopped. Watercress, chopped.
Bits of cold meat, diced.

Please send me
Pie Recipes.

EVER

MEALS
SPOILING

your set of tested

THEIR APPETITES?"
Nc

Tail Spin
[Continued from page 29]
Nancy. Just a few days before she'd
finished up a few retakes in her first starring picture Submarine Patrol. The day
before she arrived on the Tail Spin set
she'd held up production while she had a
baby on her second starring picture, Jesse
James, and today, starring in Tail Spin she
was going to commit suicide because she
couldn't live without her husband
(Edward Norris) who had crashed to his
death in an air race!
It took Director Ruth eight hours to
kill poor Nancy off, it being mighty tricky
shooting to get her 6,000 feet in the air in
a racing plane and then following her
down in her plunge of death, but he did it,
finally, and
California's
are going to
Slam of all

we're willing to bet some of
funny-money that movie fans
regard this crash as the Grand
celluloid aviation crack-ups.

H

The third day your talented (?) extra
spent with Charlie Farrell and Joan
Davis dodging in and out of and around
the twelve racing planes. And I don't
mean prop planes, either. These ships,
valued very conservatively at more than
$200,000, were leased by the studio for
actual use in filming the picture. Virtually
all the ships were flown at the National

Air Races in Cleveland and one, owned
and piloted by Tony Lavier, won the Greve
Trophy Race, one of the major speed
events. Extraordinary precautions were
taken by the studio and owners to prevent
them from being damaged. Special guards
were stationed around the sound stage.
Even the owners themselves had their
own men standing by on 24-hour duty.
Well, as I was saying, Charlie, Joan, and
myself played grease-monkey roles that
day and what with those twelve propellors going full blast along with three
huge wind machines we felt like we'd been
holding onto the tail of a tormented tornado for several hours. Talk about being
snatched bald-headed! Dear Editor, you
can come mighty close to it when those
props begin to whirl. When First Assistant Booth McCracken shouted: "Let's
call it a day!" Joan staggered over to
where Director Ruth was sitting and after
combing ten pounds of sand and dust out
of her hair said:
"After this, Roy, you can call me Scar"Why?" asked the director.
"Oh," grinned Joan, "because I've Gone
lett."the Wind."
With

HERE'S HOW she does it. She
keeps several packages of this
famous peppermint gum in the
house. The youngsters love it.
P. S. So do grown-ups!

.-^

HABITS
ONEGOOD
OF AMERICA'S

Beech -Nut
63

■

This Roy Del Ruth, now that we've
mentioned him several times, is the
calmest, most placid top-notch director
who ever had the pleasure of bawling me
out. He seldom sits when a scene is being
shot. Almost always he stands just at the
side of the camera, sometimes leaning his
head against it and saying little or nothing unless the occasion absolutely demands it. He probably doesn't exchange
more than 200 words with the players in

won't slip
^O'-n&xb time

scLu'5)e£onfl

one day, not that he's unfriendly, but
simply because he is too much wrapped
up in the picture.
He started his career as a cartoonist and
a sports writer for the old Philadelphia
Inquirer. The two pictures of his own
making which he likes the best are Blessed
Event and Broadway Melody of 1936. At
a rough guess he estimates that his productions have grossed $100,000,000. Real
estate is his outside interest. He never
attends a preview of his own pictures and
whether they are good or bad he never has
a kind word to say for them before they
George Bancroft won an appointment to Annapolis for his valor in a naval engagement off Chi
Foo, China, during the Boxer Rebellion.

TRAIN

FOR

SES ELECTRICITY
LEARN BY DOING
12 WEEKS
TRAINING

HI

On the way to the pay-off window to
cash my day's check I kept step with
Robert
Lowery,
Hollywood's
osculatory
trial horse.

I'LL FINANCE
YOUR
TRAINING
AM practical work on real electrical machinery and equipment.No advanced education or experience needed. Litetime
employment help after graduation.
Get training-first, then pay tuition later.
Writeforall details of my "Pay-TuitiOltAfter-Graduation" plan and how many
earn while learning. H. C. Lewis, Pres.,
Coyne Electrical School. Depti 29-34.
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago,

H. C LEWIS, 'President. COYNE
ELECTRICAL
SCHOOL c
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 29-34, Chicago, III.
Send Big Free Book with facte on Coyne training and tell ■
me about your "Pay-Tuition-After-Graduation" Plan.
I

NAME
ADDRESS

J
I

1

—

BIGGEST SELECTION, low

BASTIAN

BROS., Dept 43 Rochester, N.Y.

"Aids to Bzauty"

Is the title of a fascinating free booklet which
many women say has
shown them the simple,
easy way to

SECURE and KEEP

'A BEAUTIFUL
^-COMPLEXIONS
This helpful booklet was written espe-

cially for women who want to know how
to make the most of their appearance
and personality — for women who miss
the popularity, admiration and attention
which are the natural reward of being
lovely. The makers of STUART'S LAXATIVE COMPOUND TABLETS will
gladly send you a copy free and without
obligation. Its valuable information may
be just what is needed to help you achieve
liness.

Write

for
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IF co
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and a FREE copy of
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I Box

F. A. STUART

114,

Dept. A-114,

COMPANY

Marshall,

Mich. ,

are shown. Socially he's almost a recluse.
Hollywood society doesn't interest him in
the least, and you'll seldom find his nam?
among those who attended this or that
swanky function.

Since handsome young Robert broke
into the movies two years ago as a 20th
Century-Fox player, he has kissed probably more beauties than any man in Hollywood— from established stars and featured
players down to young things just stretching their cinematic wings. But the kisses
have all been on the test variety, made
before the testing camera while the fair
creatures tried out for one part or another.
Robert said he had kissed more than 203
girls — all for the tests — and while it was a
lot of fun — and practice — he was beginning to wonder when he'd ever display
his osculatory prowess before the camera
as it registered an actual scene in a picture. Robert was the lad who had the
pleasure of kissing Andrea Leeds during
a test. The pair of 'em started in at eight
in the morning and didn't finish until five
in the afternoon! What a lucky guy! Well,
Robert's in Tail Spin, and he gets a chance
to demonstrate his busking technique on
beautiful Joan Valerie who has a featured
role in the picture. Funny about that, too.
It was Bob's pleasant task to run Joan
through her kissing paces in a test when
she was placed under contract some
months ago to 20th Century-Fox. Other
lovely newcomers to receive "lip" service
from the willing Lowery when they first
arrived are Arleen Whelan, Ruth Terry,

HOW

LONG
WILL
$500
HOLLYWOOD?

LAST

IN

Year after year you hear the same advice,
"Don't come to Hollywood, little girl, unless
youOnehave
leastthe
$500."
girlat took
advice. She also kept
a careful record of her expense, and tells
you where the money went in a fascinating
story in March HOLLYWOOD
Magazine . . .
on the stands February
10.

MOVIE STORY invites you to preview the most thrilling hit pictures
produced every month. This month,
for instance, you can enjoy Tyrone
Power's big new technicolor picture,
"Jesse James," long before it comes
to your local theatre.
MOVIE STORY'S previews are in
{he form of exciting, full-length story
versions of the films. Each story is
generously illustrated with beautiful
pictures from the movie itself.
There

are

fourteen

ICc

full-

length previews and features
in
the
February
issue
of

MAGAZINE

February Issue Now 0 n Sale. Don't Miss It!

WEAR HOSE WE FURNISH and
ey taking orders. Supply amazing
lC(li.i
.-^.^j
v..^n*B,
women's,
\*atL.r\*&-\
anteed — to wear
without
holes,
snaps orchildren's).
runs for asGwojrlong
\ "SSf*1 \ as HALF YEAR or will be replaced FREE.
Fords given
i u *,m« \ os bonus. GraceWilber earned $37.10 in 9 hours.received
ouTf^J 3 new cars. Mr. Poirer earned $127.00 in 6 days. Send
«.
"
penny postal for quick starting offer. NOW I
WILKNIT HOSIERY CO.,
Midway B-9.
Greenfield. Ohio

Muddy Skin
Blemishes
Blackheads
Blotches

PIMPLES
BANISHED

To the thousands of folks suffering
from "surface" pimples, none, muddy
complexion, skin eruptions, etc., we will send FREE a new
simple
method
of
clearing
skin. skin
A dermatologist's
private method. No harmful the
medicine,
peel, diet, etc.
Something entirely new. Send stamp to Dr. D. W. Tracy
Co., 1G37C, New Haven, Conn.

BIRTHST0NE

RING-CROSS-GIVEN

PERFUME CO., BOX 48,

WOODSBORO. MARYLAND.

Given Watch
Awayfor
Guaranteed

f selling 8 boxes Rosebud ,
Watch at 25cfor each.—
sellingWrist16JJ
(Salve
boxes. Order 8 Salve.

612,
Woodsboro,
5 nsox
/^ROSEBUD
PERFUMEMaryland.
CO., '
64

A

«SS>Ih isf- — ""Sterling silver Birth-EsS*
stone Ring OE sterling
^y^rf/ silver Cross set with genuine
if0?
sparkling
Marcasites
FOR <
"•S selling 4 boxes
Rosebud Salve
at 25o 4each,
$1.00. |
Order
Salve returning
- Send NotheMoney.
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Mary Healy, Marjorie
sen — just to mention
It was Robert who
about the plot of Tail

Weaver, Ossa Masa few.
told me something
Spin.

"It starts off," he began after we'd homesteaded a couple of stools at the lunch
counter for a cuppa coffee, "at the Los
Angeles Municipal Airport where ten
small high-speed planes are drawn up on
the starting line waiting for the checkered
flag to send them catapulting into the air
for the Women's Transcontinental Speed
Race to Cleveland. In the race, among
others, are Trixie Lee, (Alice Faye) Lois
Allen (Nancy Kelly), Sunny (Joan
Valerie), and Alabama (Jane Wyman).
"Just before the race starts, representatives of an oil company appear to wish
Trixie good luck and to tell her that she
must win the race and make a name for
herself at Cleveland in order to get a job
that will put her and her girl mechanic,
Babe (Joan Davis) , on easy street.
"Well, the ships shove off, and with the
prize right in her lap, almost, Trixie's ship
springs an oil leak and she makes a forced
landing on a highway, hits a ditch, and
flops over. The damaged racer is brought
to Cleveland and is readied up for the
annual 'Powder Puff' derby to be run the
following day. While the two gals are
working on the ship a new entrant in the
Powder Puff feature arrives — none other
than Gerry Lester (Connie Bennett), a
wealthy society dame. Gerry has two ships,
both of them far speedier than any owned
by the other girls. She and Trixie have
words, then they haul off and begin smacking each other to a fare-the-well until
they are separated by the other gal. Before the race Gerry permits Speed Allen
(Edward Norris) to fly her ship and he
crashes with it to his death. Then Lois
Allen, takes up a ship and plunges to her
death. During the flying of the Powdar
Puff race Trixie and Gerry fly almost
wing to wing until Gerry's motor goes
haywire and she has to bail out in her
parachute. Everything is okay after that.
Trixie and Babe win the oil company contract, and Gerry comes out of the hospital as a newly-wed, having married herself to a race pilot. Of course there's a lot
more to it. Alice Faye, or I mean Trixie,
gets a chance to sing a couple of songs in
the picture, Joan Davis gets a chance to
pull a lot of her nifties, Connie Bennett
makes the most of her dramatic role — and
I get my first chance to kiss a girl in an
actual picture sequence. That's about all,
except you'd better get around early tomorrow because the boss is going to shoot
the Faye-Bennett battle of the 20th Century (Fox) ."
■

Honest, Miss Editor, I should have
paid the studio for taking part in the
scrap instead of being paid to be in it!
It sure was a slam-bang, bare knuckle noholds-barred fistic shindig that had us
spectators gasping for breath. The "Punching Peacherino" who was Alice, squared
off to "Connie the Crusher" who was Constance, on Stage 16 with Director Roy Del
Ruth holding the stop-watch on the
damaging dames and me holding on to
my front row seat. It was the first time
that the studio had ever pitted two women

in that kind of a brawl, particularly stars
of the calibre of Miss Faye and Miss
Bennett, but once they had decided to,
they let the script writer go to town. Before the fight I put up a couple of bob
on Alice since I knew that she had been
trained by Fidel La Barba, the famous
leather-pusher, and besides she was a bit
stronger and heftier than her opponent.
First, there was a three-hour rehearsal,
a shadow-boxing affair under the expert
eyes of the director. Each phase of the
battle was carefully traced. The preliminaries over, the embattled beauties took
their places in what was the locker room
of the woman's hangar built on the stage.
"Take that back or I'll knock your ears
off," says my fighter, Alice, to Connie.
"The crack still goes," snaps back Connie
and right then and there, as I hope to live,
Alice hauls off and lands a honey a little
south-east by north on La Bennett's classic
face! And in quick retaliation La Bennett
draws back a dainty right arm and lets
fly a feminine bone crusher that even had
me seeing stars — and I don't mean movie
ones, either. Well, from then on, so far as
I could see, which was plenty, it was every
woman for herself. The echoes in sound
stage No. 16 sounded like there was a drum
corp on parade. Swinging rights and lefts
the two beauties put on as good a threeminute exhibition of plain and fancy
punching as any ring-fan would care to
shout about. If the director was looking
for realism he surely got it. After the
scrap was over the two feminine gladiators
walked off the set arm in arm to have ice
packs applied to their faces and heads!
"How was it?" asked Alice.
"Darned good," said the director.
"Good!" yelled my favorite fighter, "why
that's the best you'll ever get and I ought
to know!
This Bennett hits like a mule!"
Del Ruth called it a draw and I was out
my two bob, but I still think Alice won
hands down — or should I say hands up?
"I think I'll join the Dead End Kids,"
Connie grinned through her ice packs. "I
canOnequalify
of the now."
nicest things about this slambanger was the little gesture of approval
Alice's hubby, Tony Martin made. Along
toward the afternoon a messenger boy
came trotting in with his arms loaded
down with flowers. "From Tony to Alice,"
according to the note attached — and with
the addition, "Don't forget to duck, honey."
I'm still amazed to think that I was
paid in good, honest folding money that
day. But that's the way us good actors
earn our money in this town.

3 Minute
removes
that Massage
dulling mask
Perhaps your own natural complexion is
much more lovely and youthful than you
realize. Its true glory may be dulled by a
"mask" of hidden dirt — dirt that ordinary
cleansing methods never reach.
A Pompeian Massage takes only three
minutes, yet it removes this dirt and leaves
your skin looking younger and more radiant.
Pompeian (the original pink massage cream)
is entirely different from regular cosmetic
creams
. . .simply
works massage
differently.
pure
milk. You
this It's
cream70%
on your
face, and as it dries, massage it off.
This massage removes pore-deep dirt and
blackheads. It also stimulates the circulation
of the blood in the skin — leaving your face
gloriously refreshed, stimulated.
You be the judge! Send 10c for generous
jar of Pompeian and two booklets of helpful
beauty hints. Give yourself this three-minute
massage . . . and be convinced by
results.

The Pompeian Co., Baltimore, Md.
Enclosed is 10 cents. Please send jar of
Pompeian Massage Cream and booklets of
beauty hints as described.
FYVG 2
Name.
Street..
State..

City....

OneotikeBeM
U Made at /tome
RIGHT In your own home you can, at small cost,
make a gray hair preparation that has been the
standby of thousands of men and women for over 25
years. Here's the money-saving recipe: Get from
your druggist one ounce bay rum, one-fourth ounce
glycerine and one box BARBO Compound. Mix in
half-pint of water, or your druggist will prepare it
for ypu for a few cents.
BARBO combed into the hair as directed gives a
soft, youthful, natural-looking color to gray, faded
or streaked hair. It is not
sticky or greasy; will not
wash out or rub off; does
not color the scalp or affect permanents or waves.
Leaves tile hair soft and
glossy. Try the money-saving BARBO
recipe
today.

jtAKCom „( SMITH
"My little girl started to ^
cough at night. Luckily we
had Smith Bros. Cough
Syrup. It worked like a
charm. Her cough was
soothed, she went to sleep
peacefully."
— Mrs.
Fisher, Hastings,
N. Y. H.
6 Oz. Bottle Only 600

Mr

Ift^^
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COUCH SYRUP
contains

I VITAMIN A
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Not suspicious!

Never!

Cute card tricks are such a social asset

Just careful

ow Bridge!

It started as just a friendly little game to pass the
time away on the set of
Little Tough Guys in
Society which features
Mary Boland, Edward
Everett Horton and
Mischa Auer for laughs
And keen eyesight is nice, too

Ominously, dangerously quiet

All quiet on the western front

The crisis!

Bridge is so stimulating

HERE'S YOUR

OPPORTUNITY

TO

SHOW THE LATEST FASHION FROCKS
NOW PERSONALLY SELECTED AND AUTOGRAPHED BY FAMOUS
MOVIE
STARS.
Lona Andre

-and

YOUR

OWN

in addition get all

DRESSES

is complimented everywhere on her beauti-

FREE!

smart washable
frock.fullyIts
chic is
apparent. Style 344.

in this New Kind of Work for Married Women
NO

EXPERIENCE

•Ambitious

women,

NEEDED

who

want

• NO

to make

INVESTMENT

extra money,

can repre-

sent Fashion Frocks, Inc., one of the world's leading dressmaking houses, right in your home community.
You can earn up. to
$23 in a week and all your own dresses Free to wear as samples,
and you need not invest'one penny, and you need no experience.
It is very pleasant dignified work, because your friends and
neighbors and all women love to look at the latest style dresses.
They will gladly give you their orders because you not only show
them the newest and most stunning dresses, but you save them
money besides, offering dresses direct from the great Fashion
Frocks factory, at the lowest factory prices.

NO
•You

CANVASSING

Adrianne Ames

requires

no

regular

'reef

REQUIRED

can start easily and quickly through

that

Kay Hughes
selected
this frock
distinc-of
tive washable

house-to-house

smooth, tailored lines.

our special plan
canvassing.

Ifs fashionable and
stunning! Style 327

You

Ida Lupioo
knows she 11 look her
smartest in her new,

don't have to know style, values or fabrics. Fashion Frock
way of presentation enables you to show the entire line effec'
tively to any woman. This dramatic presentation gets her \

is delighted with her
chic, washable frock
trimmed with Roman

interest. The

Stripes. It's new!
Style 353-

thrill

her.

smart
And

low

washable,

colors and rich fabrics

direct-factory prices surprise her.

You merely write the orders. That's all you have
We do the delivering and collecting.

TURN
Write for Complete
Portfolio of 150 Smart
New ADVANCED 1939

styles, gorgeous

the

SPARE

4£

to do

PROFIT

HOURS

•You do not have to work full time unless you want to. Thus
you can turn your spare hours into profit and, in addition, get
smart new dresses, fine lingerie, and luxurious silk hose for
yourself in your size, without a penny of cost.

You can have the

pleasure of always wearing the most advanced dress styles as
they come out, as well as lingerie and silk stockings.
This offer
is probably the most amazing employment offer ever made to
women,
because it makes possible such liberal earnings plus
free dresses. Mail the coupon for the marvelous free opportunity

many as low
T_
as 3 Dresses for *f

Personally Selected and Autographed by Movie Stars
rominent screen actresses have personally selected many Fashion Frock dresses for the coming
eason. And they put their stamp of approval on these glamorous dresses by autographing them.
This superior line of dresses is never sold in stores, but by direct factory representatives
mly. They are nationally known because nationally advertised. They are endorsed for style
nd value by Household Magazine Searchlight, and are approved by fashion editors of leading
tiagazines. This practical, unanimous O. K. by these recognized authorities makes Fashion
rocks absolutely authentic in style, supreme in value and easy to sell.

For Full Informationm

-^f
*^

I

FASHION
FASHION

FROCKS.
FROCKS,

jfctiflioM

This astounding offer
is open to ambitious
mA women everywhere
• ^g^and is absolutely
Free in every re-

Oft-/

spect. There is nothing to pay now or
at any time.

Or write a letter, a postal will do, and give age and dress size.

El\SHION FROCJCS Advanced Styles for Spring 1939 are the finest in our entire 31 years or
dress manufacturing history. They are the last-minute styles direct from Paris, Hollywood,
iviera and other famed fashion centers, where our stylists rush the newest style trends to us
o be made into Fashion Frocks.

pioneer

Style
dfda c£uf>t
print. 351.
It's different.'
-

/No
. /N

Obligation

INC.

Dept. BB-225Ohio
Cincinnati,
• I am interested in your Free offer. Send me all the details how
I can make

up to $23 weekly and get my

penny of cost.
Name

own

dresses without

a

.-

Fashion Frocks Enjoy National Demand
Vomen everywhere are eager to see the newest Fashion Frock advanced Spring creations which
ave been personally selected and autographed by famous movie stars. This tremendous deland has forced us to increase the number of our representatives, so this glorious opportunity
; open to you. Just mail coupon for FREE details of this amazing offer.

SHION FROCKS, Inc. Dept. BB-225, Cincinnati, Ohio

State
Age

Dress ■Size .
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PLEASURE

ONLY 5 CENT MOVIE MAGAZINE IN THE WORLD
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Deanna Durbin
Poor Little Rich Girl?
See Page 23
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ftSTAIRE AND ROGERS DISAGREE ! PAGE 30

i

htieMMH&d IfuwuUeed i
•frue is the most exciting, most entertaining magazine on
the newsstands today. If you do not agree the purchase price
of the magazine will be refunded.

-frue is guaranteed!
A money-back offer stands behind every copy of -frue ! Go
to your newsstand today and buy a copy. If it does not fulfill
every claim we make for it; if you do not feel that you have
received your money's worth in thrillingly different reading—
your money will be promptly returned!

\m

Every story and every
match the excitement and drama that pulse through the pages of -/rue!
thrilling and amazing phase of life itself. Every story is strange — but -frue\
on sale, you will thrill to: BUBBLES OF DOOM, the tragic story of the curse that has haunted the
family, despite great wealth and social position ... MY MOB, the inside story of the notorious
but -frue l
Gibson gangsters and their gun-toting women as told by one of them . . . BEDSIDE BORGIA, the incredible—
More than fifteen
story of a comely nurse who mixed passion and murder in a bizarre career that led to the gallows . . o serials!
N
Every one of them complete.
complete stories and features in all, every one of them guaranteed!

No other magazine can
photograph reflects some
In the March issue, now
famous Mumm champagne

-frue

Now

On Sale At All Newsstands

-frue
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Pink Tooth Brush' So that's why my smile has grown so dull!

//

Protect your smile! Help your dentist keep your gums firmer
and your teeth sparkling with

IPANA
AND MASSAGE

That dull, dingy, dreary smile
—it can't be yours! Why,
yours was the smile that had
such magic— yours were the
brightest of bright, sparkling
teeth! What happened—
who's at fault?

You, dear lady! You saw that warning tinge
of "pink" on your tooth brush— kneiv it meant
trouble. You knew the step you ought to take
—the step that, as an intelligent and sensible
person, you're going to take right now!
You're too wise and too lovely to go on taking chances ivith the beauty of your smile. So
see your dentist— and see him today. And
when he tells you hoiv to help guard against
"pink tooth brush"— and if he suggests the
healthful stimulation of Ipana and massage
—follow his advice!
Protect Your Smile Against

-j

"Pink Tooth Brush"
"T)INK TOOTH BRUSH" is only a warning
J^— but when you see it— see your dentist.
You may not be in for serious trouble, but
find out the truth. Usually, however, it simply means gums robbed of work by our
modern soft and creamy foods. His advice
will probably be, "more work for lazy gums"
and very often, "the healthful stimulation
of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage."
For Ipana with massage is especially designed to help the health of your gums as
well as to clean your teeth. Each time you
clean your teeth, massage a little extra Ipana
into your gums. As circulation is increased
within the gum walls, gums tend to become
firmer, healthier— more resistant to trouble.
Don't gamble with your smile! Get an economical tube of Ipana at your druggist's today. Make Ipana and massage your daily,
common-sense dental health routine. Help
keep your smile as attractive as it should be!

IPANA TOOTH

PASTE

©C1B

4 04720
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Charlie McCarthy, the well-dressed dummy, took
time off from work in You Can't Cheat an Honest
Man, to gate into his crystal ball and give us a
fashion forecast which you will find on page 66
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SPENCER

TRACY

In addition to appearing in the motion picture publications, this column also appears every month in McColl's,
Pictorial Review, Redbook, Look and Liberty Magazines.

in the most romantic
role that this grand
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actor has ever por-
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HEDY

Mickey Rooney, whose Hardy adventures have pressed him close to our collective bosom, is about ready for you in
"Huckleberry• Finn".
•
•
•

LAMARR
'THE

Rally 'round! All friends of Mark Twain this
way! Think of it! We're in for the delights of
"Huck". Jim. the Duke of Bilgewater, the Lost
Dauphin, the Widow Douglas. Captain Brandy.

• *
•
•
Shifting the scenery for the moment to
Hawaii and the art of waving a grass
skirt, there is Miss Eleanor Powell, the

GLAMOROUS
BEAUTY...

YOUR

SENSATIONAL

NEW

DISCOVERY

Welcome

• in • "Honolulu".
•
girl born to •dance,
Lest
that "Honolulu"
is a issolemn
treatiseyouon think
Polynesian
folkways, there
in the
cast that female brain-trust Miss Gracie Allen.

her to her first

• •
•
•
Pause for Station Announcement:
M-G-M broadcasting the news to watch

Metro- Goldwyn- Mayer
starring role — an exotic
orchid of cafe society...

impatiently for "Honolulu", "Huckleberry Finn" and "I Take This Woman".

GIFT-OF THE-MONTH

CLUB

This game involves the use of your scissors — it
is hence known as "Shear Nonsense." If you
Finn, fill
in name,
address,Rooney
and mail
to Leo.
crave
a photo
of Mickey
as "Huck"
M-G-M Studio, Box J, Culver City, Cal.

Name .
Address

INA CLAIRE\\'\\ WALTER PIDGEON
Mond Barrie • Louis/'Calhern • Jack Carson
Produced
FRANK

by LAWRENCE
BORZAGEj
A

WEINGARTEN

Story by
• |

CHARLES

METRO-GQLDWYN-MAYER

• Directed by
MacARTHUR

PICTURE

• *
•
*
This is about the time when those New
Year resolutions are beginning to feel the
tug. But rest• assured
•
•we'll •keep to ours.
Which is, to see that Metro-GoldwynMayer continues to lead the way in
entertainment.
• •
•
*
See you on the screen.

By

RAW THROAT?
Gargling Now!
31 AtSfarf
the first sign of a raw, dry, tick-

lish throat, gargle with Zonite.
Gargling with Zonite benefits you in
three ways: (1) it kills the germs
connected with colds — at contact;
(2) eases the rawness in your throat;
(3) relieves the painful swallowing.
If you're looking for antiseptic results, and not just a pleasant-tasting
mouthwash — Zonite is your product !
So be prepared. Get Zonite from
your druggist. The minute you feel
rawness in your throat, start gargling. Use 1 teaspoon of Zonite to J-£
glass of water. Gargle every 2 hours.
Soon your throat feels better.

ITCH

2^Ldhuff

DANDRUFF ITCH?
Here s an Antiseptic
Scalp Treatment
Here is a simple treatment that does

t
t

what skin specialists say is necessary
if you want to combat dandruff
caused by germs: —
1. Add 2 tablespoons of Zonite to
each quart of water in basin.
2. Massage head for 3 minutes with
this Zonite solution. This gives
head an antiseptic cleansing —
stimulates scalp — kills germs
on hair and scalp at contact!
3. Lather head with good shampoo,
using same Zonite solution. (We
recommend "Barcelona" Castile
Shampoo.) This loosens dirt and
dandruff scales.
4. Rinse very thoroughly. This
leaves scalp clean and sweet.
5. If scalp is dry, massage in a good oil
hair dressing. This relieves dryness.
Do this twice a week at first. And
later, once a week.
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
We are convinced that if you use this
Zonite treatment faithfully, you'll be delighted with results. That is why we
guarantee complete satisfaction — or
your money back in full!
—j ♦ Zonite is a clear,
t colorless, liquid anti| septic — an improvement on the famous
DakinSolution which
revolutionizedWorldWar surgery . . .
Use

ZONITE

^

FIRST AID
• SORE THROAT
BAD
BREATH
• DANDRUFF
ATHLETE'S
FOOT

LLEWELLYN

| It will be spring any minute now.
Before you know it, they will be turning off the heating systems in theatres,
and turning on the cooling plants. They
will be sweeping dust out of the lobbies
instead of snow, and the early crop of
1939 pictures will be blooming into advertisements in the newspapers.
Just as farmers are taking exploratory
walks through fields to see how the winter
wheat is coming along, so Hollywood
Magazine took a stroll along the edge of
the Hollywoods to see what happens to
the early shootings on the movie lots.
Giving good promise of a healthy stand
(ing room only) are a number of films
now ready, and a highly varied harvest
it is, too.
Before all the leaves are on all the trees,
you will see Joan Crawford on skates for
the big musical, Ice Follies. Hedy Lamarr,
who made such a sensational first appearance in Algiers, plays opposite Spencer
Tracy in I Take This Woman which you
will see around the first of March. The
long anticipated Wizard of Oz is ready
for cutting and it will not be so long before
Dorothy, the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman, the Cowardly Lion and the assorted
inhabitants of the magic land of Oz go
through their giddy adventures. Another
Technicolor film which has great appeal
for children as well as adults is The Little
Princess in which Shirley Temple plays
the child who had such strange adventures
in the school of the mean Miss Minchin.
Douglas Corrigan in The Flying Irishman, Astaire and Rogers in the life story
of the famous dancing Castles, Barbara
Stanwyck and Joel McCrea in Cecil DeMille's rousing history of pioneer railroading, Union Pacific, all are just around
the corner.
Tail Spin with Alice Faye, Constance
Bennett and Nancy Kelly, Women in the
Wind with Kay Francis, and Wings of the
Navy with George Brent and Olivia de
Havilland will ride in on the spring
breezes.
Three Smart Girls Grow Up before
summer with plenty of songs from Deanna
Durbin, and Walt Disney has The Practical Pig and The Ugly Duckling, two of
the best shorts he ever has made, ready.
31 Speaking of advance product, hollywood Magazine has exceptional features planned for the next months, too.
Jane Oliver, who wrote the funny tale
of woe suffered by Robert Young in his
trailer (page 20), will be back with a
story on little Virginia Weidler. They call

MILLER

jQ Then there is the story that starts out
as a tragedy, but ends happily, just
like a movie. It is all about a proud young
man who went to Hollywood to seek his
fortune. He was so very proud that, even
when things were not going so well, he
wrote glowing reports home about how
fast he was getting ahead so his family
would not worry. Then friends from his
home town turned up. That would have
been all right, except that they chose the
day before pay day for their arrival, and
all our hero had in his pocket was twentyfive cents, except the modest sum he had
set aside for food. His friends were proud,
too, so they said. "Hi, Butch, old kid.
Show us the town. We'll pay our way
andButch
you pay
yours."feebly, clutched his
smiled
quarter in a hot, trembling hand and
thought fast. You'll be surprised (Butch
was, after he got over his panic) at the
dozens of fascinating sights you can see in
Hollywood for a quarter or less. Winifred
Aydelotte tells you all about it.
|

How many of you have been wondering about our favorite extra, E. J.
Smithson, who gets into all of those fights
every time he works in a picture? Well,
just as a starter, we can tell you that he
cuts a dashing figure on skates (he grew
up in Minneapolis) , and in his early youth
he was known by admiring friends as
"Ghost-Arm Eddie" because of his talented wallop with a baseball bat. He
claims that he got frightful blisters
Workin' on the Railroad (page 26) and
needs a vacation. So we spoke a quick
word to the studio, and he is all set for
parts in Wutherings Heights and Juarez
because we think that Hollywood needs
him.

THE LADY VANISH ES—
Gaumont-Bntish

| Rolled into one handsome package is
a fine romance, a clever comedy and
one of the tensest and most baffling mysteries you'll see in many a day. The film
was made in England, and the players are
not well known to American audiences,
with the exception of Dame May Whitty,
remembered for her portrayal of the old

Miss
men
hear
her.

lady
Mustnames
Fall. keep
But don't
the
lack in
of Night
familiar
you let
away,
because you will be sorry.
The film starts with a seemingly carefree group of tourists caught over night
in a hotel in the Alps. All are respectable
and quiet and even a little on the stodgy
side. And quietest and most respectable
of all is the middle-aged little governness,
Miss Froy. So why should a singer under
her window be strangled? Why should

She is popular. Don't make any mistake
about that. She is a grand little girl, and
Hollywood is crazy about her. But she
does steal scenes with a regularity which
is growing embarrassing for her elders.

an attempt be made on her life in the railroad station? And why should she disappear from the train when it is in full flight
down the steep mountain grades? Why
[Continued on page 8]

that remarkable young
Thief" in Hollywood,
faint and women weep
that they are to act in a

one "Little
and strong
when they
picture with
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-Lf iVV J. 15 Brings You Her Crowning Triumph!

VICTORY

Never a story of love so exquisite! . . .She smiled
at the cost, and bravely paid the reckoning
when her heart's happy dancing was ended.

THE

KISS YOU

DREAM

ABOUT!

Perhaps your lipstick stands between you
and the man you love ... a harsh, greasy
red. ..that makes him think your lips themselves are hard and cold. Why not experiment...tonight. ..with something different?

FOR WARM,

SOFT LIPS -TANGEE!

Just stroke that orange magic on. Watch it
change to your shade of blush-rose . . . see
how it makes your lips alluring, tempting
...ready to kiss. ..and so Tangee keeps them
with its protective creamy base!

For her wedding to Henry Wilcoxon, Joan Woodbury wore her mother's bridal
the heighth of fashion in 1906, and just as beautiful today

gown

which was

The Show Goes On
MATCHED

MAKE-UP,

TOO.

lovely, glowing, "natural" color in your
cheeks, use matching Tangee Rouge, Compact or Creme . . . for "cameo" skin, use
clinging Tangee Powder. Blondes, brunettes, redheads find Tangee gives the
young, appealing look men love.
BEWARE

OF

SUBSTITUTES!

[Continued from page 6]

For

should half a dozen of her fellow travelers
deny that they ever had seen her? Why
should death hover near the girl who
determined to discover her fate? Well,
why?

There is

only one Tangee — don't let anyone switch you.

KENTUCKY— Twentieth Century-Fox

Be sure to ask for
Most Famous lipstick TANGEE
NATURAL
T| ^_ WorldskHMH^^Bflaa
If you prefer more
m\ MffZCC

H

new! Booklet by Emily Post solving 50 important
problems, sent with Miracle Make-Up Set below.

spring line-up. And don't let anyone
tout you out of it, if you like racing, because, in addition to Technicolor shots of
some of the finest race -horses in the

^ ■ ■ ™
^^»
^^
#*ll«
V^^ %l^i
ENDS THAT PAIKTED LOOK

4-PIECE

MIRACLE

wear,
' ' ask for
' Tangee
Theatrical.

MAKE-UP

SET

The George W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth Ave., New York
City ... Please rush "Miracle Make-Up Set" of
sample Tangee, Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme
Rouge and Pace Powder, also Emily Post Booklet.
I enclose 10<S (stamps or coin). (15tf in Canada.)
Check Shade of □ Flesh □ Rachel Q Light
Powder Desired
D Peach
Rachel

City-

You can put your money on this film
to win as one of the good bets of the

country, you'll see a good old race-track
story with a driving finish.
The trouble between the wealthy Goodwin and Dillon families started when the
state of Kentucky split on the question of
secession during the Civil War. John
Dillon joined the Federal Army. One of
his first duties was to confiscate all horses
belonging to known Confederate sympathizers. The sight of their beloved
thoroughbreds roughly handled as they
were led away by blue-coats, the sight of
his father's lifeless body sprawled in the
gateway, left a lasting impression on little
Peter Goodwin. He loved horses and he
hated Dillons all of his life with equal
passion.

The fight between the families seemed
very silly to young Jack Dillon when he
came back from a British school (that explains Richard Greene's English accent
neatly!) and caught sight of Sally Goodwin (Loretta Young). He soon learned
that the grudges of 1865 were still flourishing in 1938.
Walter Brennan does a brilliant job with
the irascible opinionated old Peter, just as
Bobs Watson did an admirable job of the
heart-broken little Peter. The cast is very
large and very good, but the real thrill
comes in the color shots of beautiful horses
and in the running of the race upon which
the fortunes of the Goodwins depend. Incidentally, that race is the longest mile
ever clocked. It takes the horses about
five minutes to come down the stretch,
going
top itspeed,
But don't worry.
You'll atwish
were too.
longer.

ZAZA — Paramount
■

The story of a French soubrette who
fascinated a married man with her

dancing of the Can-Can was considered
hot stuff a long time ago.
A very long
time ago.
But today the story seems feeble, dated
[Continued on page 10]

"He was an outlaw... a killer... his life
was the epic story of a lawless era!"
He was hunted, but he was human! And there
was one — gentle yet dauntless — who flung her
life away — into his arms!
The spectacular
of the nation's
famous
outlaw anddrama
the turbulent
events most
that
gave him to the world!

"Jesse, you're a hero now! But this
will get into your blood! You'll turn
into a filler and a wolf!"
I kn°w, but I hate the railroads,
and when I hate, I have to do someing about it!"

starring

TYRONE POWER
HENRY FONDA
NANCY KELLY
RANDOLPH SCOTT

Photographed

in TECHNICOLOR

and HENRY HULL
SLIM SUMMERVILLE
J. EDWARD BROMBERG
BRIAN DONLEVY
JOHN CARRADINE
DONALD MEEK
JOHN RUSSELL
JANE DARWELL
Directed

by Henry King

Associate Producer and Original
Screen Play by Nunnally Johnson

A 20th Century- Fox Picture

y* ^r*

The Show Goes On

WHY NOT
USE

[Continued jrom page 8]
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TAMPAX
THIS VERY MONTH?

and none too convincing, which is too bad
because Claudette Colbert looks very
pretty in the frou-frous and feathers and
ruffles, and because a lot of time, talent
and money was spent on the remake of
the old tale.
Bert Lahr and Helen Westley contribute
the outstanding work as Zaza's devoted
manager and as her drunken step -mother.
Herbert Marshall makes a rather polite
and resigned Dufresne, so polite and resigned one wonders what attraction there
could be for him in the hearty blandishments of the simple Zaza who believed
that all men go mad at the glimpse of a
shapely shank. Practically all of the
widely ballyhooed Can-Can has been cut,
too, and there is nothing left but a swish
or two of skirts.

TOPPER TAKES ATRIP—
United Artists
B

more women are
EVERY day
discovering Tampax, and
spreading the news among their friends. This
modern civilized sanitary protection is rapidly
sweeping the country. Already over one hundred million Tampax have been sold to outdoor women, college students, housewives and
office workers. It is really a necessity fot any
woman who must keep busy and active at all
times of the month— every month, every season.
Tampax is unlike any other product. Of
compressed surgical absorbent cotton, it is
hygienically sealed in individual containers, so
neat and ingenious your hands never touch the
Tampax at all! No belts or pins are used, because Tampax is worn internally. No bulk to
show. No odor can form.
Tampax is comfortable, efficient and very
compact to catry in your purse. At dtug stores
and notion counters. Introductory size 20<^,

If you are among the many people
who complained that there was not
enough trick photography in Topper, go
to, see the further adventures of that
gentleman, for it is packed with gay gags.
The sequel picks up Topper (Roland
Young) in the court-room where his
divorce is being heard. Mrs. Topper (Billie
Burke) has been persuaded by a strongminded friend (Veree Teasdale) that her
mild little spouse
has been leading
a

double life and should be brushed
off
without mercy.
The prankish ghost of Marion Kerby
(Constance Bennett) comes to the rescue,
and gets Topper into much worse trouble
before she restores his domestic calm.
Some think that the funniest scene is the
one in which Topper, closing his eyes the
better to> concentrate on his graceful
gyrations, dances a tango with Marion who
impishly becomes invisible. Some prefer
the bar scene in which the waiter (Paul
Hurst) doubts his sanity when he sees a
glass emptying itself. Some like best the
one where Alan Mowbray and Franklin
Pangborn and Alexander D'Arcy . . . but
you go and pick your own favorite.

THE DUKE OF WEST
United Artists

POINT—

| The story is much like all of those
other college stories in which one boy
suffers severe punishment to protect a
friend, but there is so much of interest in
the development of the plot that you are
likely to think this film one of the best
school dramas you've seen. For one thing,
the background, The United States Military Academy at West Point, is fascinating
in itself. For another, you'll see an exciting hockey match. And the cast is fine,
headed by Louis Hayward, Joan Fontaine,
Tom Brown and Richard Carlson.

average month's supply, 35<£. As much as 25%
saved by purchasing large economy package.
/'DESIGNED
WORN

BY

A

DOCTOR

—

INTERNALLY"

Accepted for advertising by the
Journal
of the American Medical Association.

""

I "\M^(XK
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TAMPAX INCORPORATED
FWG-39
New Brunswick, New Jersey
Please send me introductory size package of Tampax
with full directions. Enclosed is 20^ (stamps or coins).
Name
A ddress
City.
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Just a little kidding on the Oklahoma Kid set. Rosemary Lane shows 74-year-old Al Jennings just
how a hold-up should be handled. Jennings is a reformed train robber who served five years in a
federal prison after one of his exploits and who later ran for governor of Oklahoma and was
very nearly elected. He is acting as technical advisor on the film which stars James Cagney

Protect daintiness the Hollywood
way. Screen stars use LUX TOILET
SOAP as a BATH soap, too. Its
ACTIVE lather removes stale
0T

perspiration, every trace of dust
and dirt. Leaves a delicate fragrance
on the skin.

WH
SO MAN
CARELESS ABOUT
DAINTINESS?

9 out of 10
Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap

w

IT MAKES A
BEAUTY BATH THATS
LUXURIOUS
YET
VERY INEXPENSIVE

ALWAYS
USE IT. IT
LEAVES SKIN
REALLY FRESH
AND

SWEET

STAR OF THE 20TH CSMTUjRY-FOX

PRODUCTION

"WIFE, HUSBAND

FRIEND"

AMD

I ! M I W/OT1
Bv

tOXOR
FACE

ELMER

13 Whatta month! Whatta life! Whatta
business! As sure as my young son
eats celluloid from the cutting room floor,
the last of the old year and the beginning
of the new one packed more thrills, more
excitement, and more real life drammer
than any other period this old studio
alley cat can remember.
20th Century-Fox started the month
off rather ironically it seems to us by previewing Thanks for Everything. Then
Leni Riefenstahl comes to town and gets
the cold shoulder (it's lucky some of the
hotheads didn't give her a hotfoot) from
the studios. Then the networks learned
that the FCC had started an intensive
probe of the heavy cuts grabbed by the
artists' service-bureaus of NBC, CBS and
Mutual with such screen personalities as
Bing Crosby, Dick Powell, Carole
Lombard, Gracie Allen, Edgar Bergen
and many others lined up to testify on
the "nick" they take in their etherizing
salaries. Next was the information spread
up and down Hollywood Boulevard that
Louis B. Mayer had cut down his payroll
to a mere $400,000 per week (which meant
less work, less money and less eats for a
lot of M-G-M extra, stock and featured
players.) Samuel (The Great) Goldwyn
popped into the month's excitement with
the signing up of Jimmy
(He's Got It)

»9 : 147i»1tl 4 41
SUXFIELD
Roosevelt as Vice President of the
Goldwyn Company — a nd boy, how
tongues wagged and heads shook over
this appointment! Around the tenth of
the month the papers were filled with the
court story of the Ruth Etting — Colonel
(The Gimp) Moe Snyder shooting fracas
during which The Gimp took out his old
equalizer and boom, boom, did Myrl
Alderman wrong. Dick Powell and his
lovely wife, Joan Blondell, packed up
their belongings in their star dressing
rooms out at Warners and called the
whole thing off so far as acting in front
of Warner cameras is concerned. George
Burns hit the front pages by pleading
guilty to smuggling and for a Christmas
present from the Old Man With the
Whiskers found himself facing possible
sentences of eighteen long years in the
pokey and $45,000 in fines. Errol Flynn
startled Hollywood — and maybe himself—
by smacking down Aiden Roark, a 20th
Century-Fox executive, during a party
hostessed by Liz Whitney, and Errol did
such a good job of fisticuffing that Hostess
Whitney had to call off her Victor Hugo
dinner party. Warner Brothers had to
shoot around Flynn because of a split lip
and a broken
tooth and
lost a day's
[Continued
on Roark
page 14]

POWDER

has a light touch!
You need never fear that stodgy,
over-powdered effect when you use
Luxor "feather-cling" — the face
powder with a light touch. It sits
lightly as a feather, stays on smoothly
for hours. Shine-proof and moistureproof too, so it doesn't cake or streak.
At toilet goods counters in smart,
new shades (55c) . For generous size
FREE trial package send coupon.
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Joan Crawford receives one of the most prized honors of the year, the Fan Magazine Photographers
trophy for being the most co-operative star during 1938. This is the fourth time the award has
been given. Arlene Judge won it in 1935, Harold Lloyd in 1936 and Joe Penner in 1937. Left to
right, Bob Wallace, then Hollywood Magazine's own demon cameraman, Charlie Rhodes,
George Strode, Miss Crawford, Jack Albin and Hymie Fink. The presentation was made during
a banquet scene for The Ice Follies, which Miss Crawford
is making for early spring release

She was a "Perfect Wife"
except for ONE NEGLECT

"Lysol" might have made her score 100%
IOVE is not logical, more's the pity.
j You probably know at least one
woman who seems to "have everything"
except the love of her husband.
Don't be too sure he's just ungrateful.. . Perhaps she's guilty of the one
neglect no husband can stand. A neglect,

1 — Non-Caustic . . . "Lysol" in the proper dilution, is gentle and efficient, contains no
harmful free caustic alkali.
2— Effectiveness . . ."Lysol" is a powerful germicide, active under practical conditions, effective in the presence of organic matter (such
as dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).

*

4— Economy . . . "Lysol" is concentrated,
costs only about one cent an application in
the proper dilution for feminine hygiene.
5— Odor . . . The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears after use.
6— Stability . . . "Lysol" keeps its full strength
no matter how long it is kept, how often it
is uncorked.
Also, try Lysol Hygienic Soap for bath, hands
and complexion. It's cleansing,

3— Spreading . . ."Lysol" solutions spread because of low surface tension, and thus virtually
search out germs.

a fault, that may kill a man's love, even
when everything else is perfect.

What

Every Woman

deodorant.

Should Know

SEND COUPON FOR "LYSOL" BOOKLET
Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
Dept. H-903, Bloomfield, N. J., U. S. A.

If you re in any doubt about feminine hygiene — ask your doctor about

Send me free bookJet "Lysol vs. Germs"
which tells the many uses of "Lysol".
Name

"Lysol". Probably no other product is
so widely known and used by women
for this purpose. Here are some of the

FOR
FEMININE

reasons why "Lysol" is preferred . . .

HYGIENE

Streets
City—
Copyright 1989 by Lehn
& Fink Products Corp.
State-
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Warriorl|ueen

ing either Spanish or Mexican speaking
parts in Juarez talk with just the proper
accent, he had records made of Gilbert
Roland's more important speeches in the
picture. Gilbert, who was born in
Mexico, speaks perfect English but the
slight Spanish accent he can employ at

wins with smile!
Roman soldiers feared her —
but admired her beautiful
smile. Her teeth were kept
sound and sparkling by exercise on rough, chewy foods.
We moderns eat soft foods
that fail to give our teeth
enough healthful exercise.

will has been selected as the "norm" for
other players in the picture. Copies of
the record have been distributed to members of the Juarez cast with instructions
to adapt their speech to that of Ro-

land's.
| The first exhibition of legs in motion
pictures, we discovered the other day,
occurred in 1918 during the making of
Mack Sennett's government propaganda
picture, Eat More Fish. The company,
near Hollywood, ran out of scenes and,
to fill the reel, photographed a group of
non-professional bathing girls in what
was
known
"daringSennett
attire."bathing
These
later then
became
the as
famous
beauties.
Time marches on.

This is the famous Princess Baba in native East
Indian
...MOUTH

YOUR

TEETH

NEED

DENTYNE!

Dentyne, the "chewier" gum, gives
your mouth and teeth the invigorating exercise they need. Stimulates
healthy circulation of the blood in
gums and teeth-roots — and increases
the flow of cleansing saliva. Helps
keep your teeth cleaner, healthier,
more lustrous white.

FOR SHEER PLEASURE,
TASTE THAT FLAVOR!
You'll find it a delight as well as a
sensible health habit to chew Dentyne
daily — its spicy flavor is so delicious,
so lastingly good! The flat package
(exclusive Dentyne feature) slides
neatly into your pocket or purse — a
treat always in reach.

DENTYNE

DELICIOUS
14

CHEWING

dress,

except for the

cork

soled

shoes

HEALTHY

GUM

Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 12]
work
to a sore jaw. Ain't we got fun
in thisdue
town!
Two little rays of sunshine appeared,
though, and are worth mentioning. Universale stock shot up to seventy, a new
high, and Gracie Fields, the highest paid
actress in the world, made a grand hit in
Smiling Along. Well — as 20th CenturyFox says, Thanks for Everything'.
|

Bob Hope had a queer experience the
other day during the filming of Never
Say Die in which he plays the part of a
hypochondriac. A studio nurse, coming
on the set during a rehearsal, gave Bob
a professional look, stuck a thermometer
in his mouth, and found that he had a
one hundred and three degree fever! And
then sent him home for a two-day rest!
■

Dialogue
Director
Irving
Rapper
seems to be a stickler for perfection.
In order that all actors and actresses hav-

This is the way
first film,

You

Princess
Can't

Baba

Cheat

appears in her
an

Honest

Man

Girls who click, in jobs and on dates,
avoid underarm odor with MUM

And here is the same girl, all ready for a swim
In the Pacific in a white safin one-piece suit

against
world's
the whole
SALLY
job.
at her
so hard
She works
her. thinks
She tries so hard to make friends. But
somehow all that she gets for her pains
are snubs.
Strange that such a pretty, capable girl
should find others so unfriendly? Not
when you know what they know about
Sally! For no one likes to be near a girl
who offends with underarm odor. And
everyone finds it hard to say, "You could

,I

Gale Page has been in six pictures
and never had the pleasure of being
kissed by a leading man until just the
other day when the Always Leave Them
Laughing script demanded a kiss in the
love scene between her and Dick Powell.
Gale was pretty nervous about the business and finally Joan Blondell, sitting on
the sidelines doing a bit of knitting, got
up, walked over to Husband 'Dick, and
showed'Gale just howthe kissing should
be done. With that lesson jn mind Gale
stepped in front of the .cameras and got
an "A" from Director Ray Enright on the
very first "take."
When Anita Louise was trying on fur
coats recently for still picture tie-ups
the other day she kiddingly suggested
that she should get a fur coat free, pointing out that when she posed for a doughnut tie-up she received a box of
doughnuts. The fur man had an answer

popular—
be Girls
who with
win,Mum!"
in business and in
love, know a bath alone is not enough
for all-day underarm freshness. A bath

removes only past perspiration— but
Mum prevents odor to come. Mum is such
a dependable aid to charm!
MUM IS QUICK! In a hurry? Mum takes
30 seconds, but keeps you fresh all day!
MUM IS SAFE! Any dress is safe with
Mum, for Mum has the American Institute of Laundering Seal as being harmless to fabrics. And even after underarm
shaving, Mum soothes your skin!
MUM

IS SURE! Without stopping perspiration, Mum stops all underarm odor.
Get Mum at your drugstore today. Let
Mum keep you always sweet!

B

for that one. "If my fur coats had holes
in 'em," he explained, "I'd give 'em way,
too."

For Sanitary Napkins —

Mum

leads all deodorants for use on napkins,

too. Women know it's
gentle, safe. Always use
Mum this way, too.

TAKES

THE

ODOR

OUT

OF PERSPIRATION
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Blondie series produced

the dainty Merle Oberon's well shaped
gam — leg, to you. Director Willie Wyler

(On second thought we won't give you
the little lady. She's too valuable a piece
of property these days and, besides, Columbia wouldn't stand for it.) Penny
used to get her share of fan mail while at
Warners, but you should see the stacks

Went out to the Wuthering Heights
set the other day and watched a
canine actor take a good healthy bite of

said, "Okay, print it," on the first "take"
which certainly pleased Miss Oberon if
it didn't the dog.
The leg-biting scene is one of some importance in the picture, for it's at that
juncture that Miss Oberon meets David
Niven for the first time — which is quite
a novel way to meet your future picture
husband whether it's in reel or real life.
We liked that swell party that Joan
Bennett gave the other day. Nothing
swanky about it a-tall — just a pleasant
afternoon opportunity to come to her
house and eat hamburgers and drink beer!
And did we obey instructions!
3

^Appear

SLIMMER
. . . at once !

WOULD
you like to SLENDERIZE your
SILHOUETTE . . . and wear dresses
sizes smaller? That is iust what the Thynmold
Perforated Rubber Girdle will do for you! But you
won't believe
you you
actually
try it
yourself.
That itin possible
why we unless
will send
a beautiful
THYNMOLD Girdle and Brassiere to test for 10
days at our expense. If you cannot wear a dress
smaller than you normally wear, it costs you nothing.

BULGES smoothed Out INSTANTLY!
■ Make the simple silhouette test! Stand before a
mirror in your ordinary foundation. Notice the
bumps of fat . . . the thickness of waist . . . the width
of hips. Now slip into your
THYNMOLD and see the amazing difference! Your new outline
is not only smaller, but all bulges
have
been smoothed out instantly!
QuickC
Test THYNMOLD for 10 days
at our expense!
■ Make the silhouette test
the
minute
you receive your
1 *tf»tfS
THYNMOLD. Then wear it 10
days
and
make
the mirror test
.tfO'V'-O*
again. You will be amazed. If
you are not delighted ... if
THYNMOLD does not correct
your figure faults and do
everything you expect, it will
cost you nothing.
Made of the Famous
PERFOLASTIC RUBBER
■ THYNMOLD is the modern
solution to the bulging waistline
and broad hips. Its pure Para
rubber is perforated to help
body moisture evaporate. ..its soft
inner lining is fused into the
rubber for long wear and the
special lace-back feature allows
ample adjustment for change in
size. The overlapping Brassiere
gives a support and freedom of
action impossible in a one-piece
foundation.
Send for free illustratedfolder

There's no way of keeping up with
Ann Sothern. During the automobile
show she went out to look over the new
models with an idea that she might come
driving home in a snappy 1939 fourwheeler. Instead she bought an expensive carpet right out from under the
tootsies of the auto executives who were
trying to sell her an auto.
■

Following Shirley Ross' example of
keeping all the money she earns in
the family, handsome Lynn Bari, who
agreed to give Walter Kane ten per cent
of her earnings to act as her theatrical
agent about ten months ago, plans on becoming Mrs. Walter Kane before the first
of the year. Shirley Ross married her
theatrical agent, Ken Dolan, a few months
ago.
85 Just to show you what one good role
will do to an actress we give you
Penny
Singleton,
the Blondie
of the

by Columbia.

she gets now since she's starring as
Blondie. So many requests have come
in for photographs of herself that she
either had to go broke supplying them
or talk the studio into sending them to
her eager fans. Being a fast and able
talker she finally convinced the studio to
handle both the photographs and mailing
charges. Already thirty-two Blondie fan
clubs have sprung into being. The national
sorority, boasting fifty thousand members
— to which Penny belongs and in which
she takes an active interest, have begun to
champion the cause of their most celebrated member — and when fifty thousand
gals begin talking about the same thing at
the same time, something's bound to happen. In Penny's case it means that this
feminine army is going to do her and the
Blondie series a world of good.
| Hollywood Boulevard proper, in case
you fan folks want to know before
coming out for a look-see, is a mile and a
half long, has forty-two beauty shops,
five places that guarantee to grow hair
on your head, a bootblack in formal attire
and evening hat, seven hermits, four acres
of wheat (in season) and is rarely frequented by the stars. All this according
to the eminent publicity chap, Johnny
Miles.

|

Don't let anybody tell you they can't
come back.
If they do tell 'em to
hush
their gossipy mouths
while
you
point out that 1938, for instance, marked

u
DIRECT
PRODUCTS
CO.,
INC.
Dept. 133,
41 East 42nd St.,
New York, N. Y.
Send me illustrated folder describing Thynmold
Rubber Girdle and Brassiere, sample of perforated
material and full details of your 10-day Trial Offer.
Name
Address
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Kay Francis, looking very exotic with a smooth California suntan, snapped with her fiance, Baron
Eric Raven Barnekow, during the party which followed the preview of the Technicolor film, Kentucky

"BETTYS REALLY
BEAUTIFUL-^//:::

I KNOW-SHE

OPENS

HER
MOUTH,SHEANDNEEDS
FL0PP0.'
-WHAT

IS IRIUM!"

Hints of spring may be in the air, but it still
is fine skiing weather at Sun Valley. Ginger
Rogers wears dark glasses as protection against
the bright sun, woolens to defeat the chill

the return of such worthies of the screen
as George Bancroft. George suffered a
decline of long standing but climbed back
via Submarine Patrol in which he scintillated like a new-born star. Charles
Farrell, dropping out of pictures for a
number of years, is back again in Just
Around the Corner and Tail Spin and is
scheduled for a number of big roles in
1939. Lew Ayres does a grand revival
for himself in Holiday, Young Doctor
Kildare, and Rich Man, Poor Girl. Astrid
Allwyn, out of pictures for motherhood,
returns to Warner Brothers' Studio which
is offering her fine roles. Henry
Wilcoxon, first brought to the movie
colony for Cecil B. DeMille's Cleopatra
and The Crusades, booms into cinematic
prominence once again in The Arizona
Wildcat, starring Jane Withers, and
Paramount's If I Were King, starring
Ronald Colman and Frances Dee. Richard
Barthelmess is back in a big way in
Columbia's Plane Number Four. And back
into circulation comes Binnie Barnes,
now tagged one of the comedy finds of
the year, which means a new career in
pictures for this talented lady. John
King, after enacting a leading role a few
years back, was erased from the Hollywood scene and now bounces back into
the limelight out at 20th Century-Fox
where executives swear out loud that
the young man is slated for stardom.
Constance Bennett gives her critics the
merry ha-ha by her successful comeback
in two of Hal Roach's Topper pictures and
another — Tail Spin — at 20th Century-Fox.
| "Our marriage will be successful, because Iam a thorough-going American woman and I exercise my prerogative
of being independent. It's all right with
my husband. He agreed to it before we
were married."
[Continued on page 58]

Was My Face Red -but

IRIUM SHOWED
M E how to win sparkling bright
!j-.fl L teeth...a come-closer'smile!

Only PEPSODENT Powder has IRIUM
to erase cloudy surface -stains from teeth . . .
reveal their full pearly brilliance!
• Want a "Come -Closer" Smile ... a smile that makes others look the
second time? Then join America's landslide to Pepsodent Tooth Powder
containing irium! 32 million sales prove you can't go wrong!
Why is it Pepsodent Powder has what it takes? That's simple . . . because only Pepsodent contains wonderful irium. Never before has there
been so effective a cleansing agent in any tooth powder !
You'll discover Pepsodent Powder with irium makes teeth shine and
sparkle as they naturally should! Does so quickly . . . easily . . . effectively
. . . for it brushes away masking surface-stains — thus revealing the full
natural brilliance your smile naturally should have!
What's more — Pepsodent Powder containing
irium is safe! Contains no grit, no bleach, no
drugs. Get Pepsodent Powder now!

mR A COME-CWSBRf^tlE

So I Took the $500—
Favorite advice from those who know is "Don't come
to Hollywood, little girl, unless you have at least
S500."

This

I

So I took the $500 and came to
Hollywood.
Mother had opened the pot with $250,
and my Aunt Eloise raised the ante to
$400; whereupon Uncle Charles, who
always plays so close to his vest he

can't see his own cards, stunned the
clan by chipping in $100.
My relatives, you see, were devout
followers of the school of thought —
expounded by so many magazine articles— that "no girl should go to Hollywood to break into pictures unless she
has at least $500." We figured that
amount would last me four months.
This calculation was based on the
standard of living in our own small
town. It lasted exactly two months
and a half.
And I didn't spend one single unnecessary cent, with the exception of
the $1.50 I p?.id to see the races at Santa
Anita and the two bucks I plunked on
the nose of a horse called Adam.
Strangely enough, he lived up to his
name and came in first, paying $11.80,
but it rained that day at Santa Anita
and I had to buy a new hat ($8.00),
some throat discs (25c), some cold
medicine (50c) and get a new wave
(75c), which left me exactly $1.20 in
the red.
My family looked upon the $500 as
sort of a last gasp at an investment in
me. My high school record indicated
that unless college consisted solely of
drama courses I might just as well
continue with the Henrysville Community Art Theatre Group and let
higher education fall where it would.
My looks, which were my only visible
asset and for which I am indebted to
my paternal grandmother, spelled
Hollywood. My invisible asset was an
agonized conviction that if I couldn't
spend my life acting I would die. And
listen, if you have $10,000, but haven't
that conviction, don't come to Hollywood. It isn't worth it.
Well, anyway, with my conviction in
one hand and my traveller's checks
in the other, I came to the City of Hits
and Bits to be a star; and inasmuch
as the $500 is the hero of this story I
shall tell you with what gay abandon
it flung itself into the Cinemaw.
H

Not being a contest winner or a
studio importation, I did not fall
off the train in Pasadena into the arms
of Producers and Agents. I continued,
18

is

how

one

little

actress

spent

.$500

with the other ordinary people, on into
Los Angeles and got off unheralded
with my trunk and two suitcases in the
dingiest, dankest, dirtiest depot ever
built and, in a taxicab, rode through
the business district of Los Angeles,
and eventually arrived at The Studio
Club on Lodi Street, Hollywood, where
the family had made a reservation.
(Taxi fare $1.50.)
This Club, architecturally, is in the
best Mediterranean manner, and, in
mood, is sort of a Ziegfeld Follies
Y. W. C. A. The minute I opened the
door, I knew I was in Hollywood. What
seemed to be practically all the beautiful girls in the world whirled for a
look, assimilated me at a glance, did
some psychic sky-writing on the atmosphere, "S-m-a-1-1- T-o-w-n," and
shrugged back to their occupation
which was, I discovered later, waiting
for the telephone to ring.
"... atmosphere of restfulness and
charm . . . spacious lobby . . . the
lounge and library with their open
fireplaces . . . writing and rest rooms
. . . ping-pong room and the candle-lit
dining room . . . hot and cold water in
every bedroom . . . free use of laundry
and kitchenette, sewing machine, typewriter, piano and radio, and special
telephone service for studio calls . . .
well-balanced meals . . . emergency
and employment advice and help . . ."
My single room cost $13.50 a week.
This included two good meals a day
and the disconcerting proximity of 98
other girls whose eyes were fixed on
the same goal on which mine were
glued. I could have shared a double
room for $8.00, but I thought at that
time that my $500 would last me forever.
H

I didn't do much of anything during the first week in Hollywood
except swallow lumps of homesickness
and keep my eyes and ears open. But
at the end of the week, I had learned
several things, to-wit:
1. My wardrobe which, in Henrysville, was a little more than adequate,
lacked three all-important items: some
custom-made slacks; huarrachas,
those Mexican sandals everyone wears,
and a heavy winter overcoat. Everybody back home said I wouldn't need
a heavy overcoat in California, the land
of avocados and sunshine, but it grows
unexpectedly
[Continued on page 53]
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Life can be simple

The directions sound easy

Young

the Mobile Unit
He wanted to be free of confining
wails, a creature of the great outdoors, close to nature, but that was
before he tried living in a trailer
By KAY

PROCTOR

Should have been a wrestler!
Brute strength does it!

20

Ooops!

It dodged!

'V
0
Table by day, bed by night

Ouch! The bedding's underneath!

■

Robert George Young supposes there
must be a satisfactory explanation for
it somewhere. A God-fearing, familyloving, duty-doing young actor suddenly
does not go absolutely beserk for no reason at all.
Nature probably was the motivating
force. You know, beautiful nature in all
her glory, nature in the raw. Good medicine, that, for a man's sick soul. Sunsets
over the Pacific and the wind in the pines.
The complexities of modern civilization
washed away in the simple things of life.
Strong stuff for strong men.
Or maybe it was just a touch of the
Tarzan in him. Anyway, he took that
trailer trip, and thereby hangs this tale.
Perhaps your soul too has stirred to
the challenge of the open road as you saw
gleaming little homes on wheels, miraculous in their compact comforts and conveniences, lined up row on row in a parking lot, cunningly marked "For Sale" or
"For Rent." Perhaps you too have done
a little mental arithmetic on the state of
the family's finances as you listened to the

Anyway, it's an experience

Now where were we?

entrancing tales spun by the siren salesmen.
"My friends, be not deceived," Bob
warned.
"I know whereof I speak."
With fine oratorical vigor, sandwiched
in between quick gulps of boiled eggs
(two), fried ham, rye toast (buttered) and
coffee that constituted his lunch that day
in his dressing room, Bob proceeded with
the story. The gulps, incidentally, were no
deliberate lapse from nice table manners;
he had only forty minutes in which to
burden his stomach and unburden his soul
before dashing back to the pleasant task
of making love to Eleanor Powell in Honlulu. ( A bit of a fast worker wouldn't you
say, considering he'd just finished an
amour
Hour?) with Joan Crawford in The Shining
The Tale of the Trailer rightly started
that warm day when he first saw Allan
Jones' new two -wheeled toy and caught
the fever. Home he went to Betty forthwith, where he put on a terrific sales-talk.
What would be sweller for a vacation
than rolling down to Laguna, Ensenada

And ! left home for this!

How do they do it on trains?

and Mexico City (and points south) in a
trailer of their own? Barbara Queene, the
baby, could be left at home with the nurse
but Carol Ann, aged five, could go along
with them. Just one big happy family, and
ho! for the wide open spaces! The whole
thing was not only feasible but absurdly
simple.
Mrs. Robert George Young happily
agreed but, knowing the average life span
of her spouse's sudden enthusiasms, stipulated one thing: their rolling home was
to be rented, not purchased outright.
"A very wise woman, Mrs. Young," said
Bob.
Well, so the time for their scheduled
departure rolled around and Bob went out
and rented the trailer the day before they
were to leave for Laguna, Ensenada,
Mexico City and points south. He listened attentively (he thought) while the
salesmen explained the mysteries of the
kerosene stove, how the beds folded down
and the seats folded up, and above all,
how the hitching device must be kept well
greased to prevent [Continued on page 43]
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■ Robert George Young supposes there
must be a satisfactory explanation for
it somewhere. A God-fearing, familyloving, duty-doing young actor suddenly
does not go absolutely beserk for no reason at all. probably was the motivating
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washed away in the simple things of life.
Strong stuff for strong men.
Or maybe it was just a touch of the
Tarzan in him. Anyway, he took that
trailer trip, and thereby hangs this tale.
Perhaps your soul too has stirred to
the challenge of the open road as you saw
gleaming little homes on wheels, miraculous in their compact comforts and conveniences, lined up row on row in a parklot, cunningly
marked
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Perhaps
you too
a little mental arithmetic on the state of
the family's finances as you listened to the

"My friends, be not deceived," Bob
warned.
"I know whereof I speak."
With fine oratorical vigor, sandwiched
in between quick gulps of boiled eggs
(two), fried ham, rye toast (buttered) and
coffee that constituted his lunch that day
in his dressing room, Bob proceeded with
the story. The gulps, incidentally, were no
deliberate lapse from nice table manners;
he had only forty minutes in which to
burden his stomach and unburden his soul
before dashing back to the pleasant task
of making love to Eleanor Powell in HonHour?)
IvXu. ( A bit of a fast worker wouldn't you
say, considering
he'd justin The
finished
an
amour
with Joan Crawford
Shining
The Tale of the Trailer rightly started
that warm day when he first saw Allan
Jones' new two-wheeled toy and caught
the fever. Home he went to Betty forthwith, where he put on a terrific sales-talk.
What would be sweller for a vacation
than rolling down to Laguna, Ensenada

Should have been a wrestler!
Brute strength does it!
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Anyway,
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And I left home for this!

and Mexico City (and points south) in a
trailer of their own? Barbara Queene, the
baby, could be left at home with the nurse
but Carol Ann, aged five, could go along
with them. Just one big happy family, and
ho! for the wide open spaces! The whole
thing was not only feasible but absurdly
simple.
Mrs. Robert George Young happily
agreed but, knowing the average life span
of her spouse's sudden enthusiasms, stipulated one thing: their rolling home was
to be rented, not purchased outright.
"A very wise woman, Mrs. Young," said
Bob.
Well, so the time for their scheduled
departure rolled around and Bob went out
and rented the trailer the day before they
were to leave for Laguna, Ensenada,
Mexico City and points south. He listened attentively (he thought) while the
salesmen explained the mysteries of the
kerosene stove, how the beds folded down
and the seats folded up, and above all,
how the hitching device must be kept well
greased to prevent [Continued on page 43]
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the Poor
pi Working Girl?
"Poor Deanna Durbin!
It's a shame
the sacrifices the child has to make
to being
have
any

a

movie
star!
She doesn't
fun at all like other little

A lot
of misguided grown-ups have
"
girls.hearing
been
things like that and getting
themselves in an uproar over the supposed
sad state of her affair when the truth is
that Deanna Durbin has three times the
social life of the average girl of her age.
She told me so herself, and explained exactly how and why.
Frankly, I was a bit surprised at what
she said. About a year and a half ago I
wrote a story about her which pointed
out how sudden stardom had alienated all
her old school friends without giving her
new ones in their place. It was true then,
and she was an unhappy child. But many
things can happen in eighteen months
including adjustment to a new life, the

Poor Deanna Durbin, she
can't go swimming, she
can't go dancing, but
don't weep for the little
working girl until after
you have read this story
By

JAM;

OLIVER

making of new friends, and even the
winning back of the boys and girls who
had shied away from her in awe when
she became a Hollywood personage.
She set me right about things in a
hurry. She was having the time of her
life, she said. Only one thing puzzled
her: why did people keep harping on
all the wonderful things she was miss-

22
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ing? And why were they so dead sure
she was missing them?
"You know, you can't miss something
you've never had!" she said gravely. "I
think it's like chocolate ice cream: if
you've never eaten any, you don't know
what it tastes like so how can you miss
it? Or like babies. They. don't cry for
candy unless they've had some once. So,
if you don't miss a thing you are not unhappy about it. That's the way it is with
A wise enough analysis, I should say.
Certainly it proves that at sixteen (she
celebrated that birthday on December
fourth) the young lady has a pretty solid
sense of values.
Deanna was making rather fast work
of a bowl of soup, a toasted chicken sandwich and a glass of milk, while we talked,
for she was due to start recordings on her
new Universal picture, Three Smart Girls
me."
HOLLYWOOD

Grow Up. It struck me anew that one
smart little girl had done a lot of growing up since I last had talked to her.
From the beginning Deanna possessed
remarkable poise but now there was a
sureness about everything she said and
did.
It would be stupid to pretend there are
not some pleasures Deanna must sacrifice to being a popular movie star, so
let's face frankly some of the
things she may not do
that
other
little

say so in unmistakable language in
their letters to her. And stars who
want to keep their fan following heed
those letters. That goes for sixteen
as well as sixty.
Unchaperoned dates with boy friends,
even in the early evening, are on the
taboo list. The chances of unfavorable
publicity are too great, and that's as
dangerous as the small-pox. Some
weeks ago a famous columnist blasted
Deanna in print for dating one night
in a prominent place. As it happened,

Deanna Durbin's spring wardrobe
features gay tweeds and plaids.
At the right, a herring-bone tweed
top coat for the early spring
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girls her age enjoy.
Although
she loves both
sports, she cannot go roller-skating
at a public rink or swimming at the beach.
She may go, of course; there's no law or
even a Hollywood "must not" against it.
It's just that it isn't any fun, and she gave
up trying a year ago. Autograph hounds,
naturally, are the answer. They swarm
down at her first appearance and continue
to hedge her in until it's time to go home.
Granted that it is flattering, still it's not
much fun if you really want to skate or
swim.
Certainly it no longer is a thrill
for her.
Dancing in a public place likewise is
forbidden. Her fans, particularly many
mothers who cite her as a model of
maidenly behavior to their own offending daughters, do not approve of it and
MARCH,

1939

'or*

the child was at home
with her parents, but if she
can be that severely censured for
something she did not do, imagine the results were she guilty of the charge.
Going to the movies in the afternoon
with a girl friend, and stopping at the
corner drug store afterwards for an ice
cream soda or an elaborate banana split,
is a favorite pastime of young girls.
Deanna never can do it for two reasons.
Usually she is too busy even when a picture is not in pro- [Continued on page 48]
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been hearing things like that and getting
themselves in an uproar over the supposed
sad state of her affair when the truth is
that Deanna Durbin has three times the
social life of the average girl of her age.
She told me so herself, and explained exactly how and why.
Frankly, I was a bit surprised at what
she said. About a year and a half ago I
wrote a story about her which pointed
out how sudden stardom had alienated all
her old school friends without giving her
new ones in their place. It was true then,
and she was an unhappy child. But many
things can happen in eighteen months
including adjustment to a new life, the
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Poor Deanna Durbin. she
can't go swimming., win*
can't go dancing, but
don't weep for the lillle
working girl until after
you have read this story
By
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making of new friends, and even the
winning back of the boys and girls who
had shied away from her in awe when
she became a Hollywood perspnage,
She set me right about things in a
hurry. She was having the time of her
life, she said. Only one thing puzzled
her: why did people keep harping on
all the wonderful things she was miss-

age enjoy.

Although
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And whyg were
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*
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the child was at home
with her parents, but if she
can be that severely censured for
something she did not do, imagine the results were she guilty of the charge.
Going to the movies in the afternoon
with a girl friend, and stopping at the
corner drug store afterwards for an ice
cream soda or an elaborate banana split,
is a favorite pastime of young girls.
Deanna never can do it for two reasons.
Usually she is too busy even when a picture isnot in pro- [Continued on page 48]

Errol Flynn's Big;
IVot fame, not fans, not his newest part are
nearly so much of a problem as one determined
Sehnauser who nearly landed his master in jail

■

When Mr. Errol Flynn adopted Arno
into his heart and home, he little knew
how much trouble he was borrowing!
One day his life was serene. He was
master of his own soul, captain of his own
ship, boss of his own household. There
were no strings on Mr. Flynn's friendships,
his goings-and-comings, his general behavior. Life, for him, was singularly free
of complications. He was the living,
breathing example of what people meant
when they spoke of a "free soul".
Then Arno turned up and since then
life hasn't been the same for Errol.
Errol may be the great Hollywood star,
the man who pays the income tax, the
guy whom the girls mob. But it's Arno
who is the real boss of the Flynn menages.
He expects, and receives, a certain deference from the servants, the milkman, the
bread man, the Fuller Brush man. If
anyone rings the doorbell, Arno is right
there to pass inspection on the visitor.
He may, and then again he may not, permit entrance.
A time or two Errol has been forced to
sneak important visitors through the side
door. Subterfuge galls Mr. Flynn, but he
is forced to admire Arno's uncompromising stand where his personal opinions are
concerned. After all, Errol himself does
his own thinking — and why deny Arno the
same right?
When Mr. Flynn first came to Hollywood his adventures in the far-flung corners of the earth were given considerable
publicity. That venturesome quality is
like the measles — awfully easy to catch.
With it goes a keen sense of justice — of
right and wrong. Of what's fair play and

what isn't! Arno is not the only one in
the house who has determined ideas about
nearly everything!
Once, when Errol went on location,
Arno was sent on a visit to the home
of Flynn's closest friend. A cockerspaniel happened to be the lord of this
green pasture. Arno resented the indignity of sharing attention with a
long-haired, floppy-eared comrade,
by going on a hunger strike.
He bayed at the moon and made
faces at the sun, and absolutely refused to have any truck with the ambulating, friendly cocker. All day
long Arno sat in injured solitude, not
even nosing the ground sirloin which
was especially prepared for him.
(Errol is kinda choosy about his food,
too).
Again and again Arno asked himself— "What have I done to deserve
this?
I have
loyal.a day
I haven't
had more
than been
one fight
for a
week. I haven't chased the neighborhood cats. I have been most careful
to use the proper comfort station, but
here I am — banished from the sight of
the only person I care two hoots
about! Is that fair?"
The hosts began to get a bit worried when Arno's hunger strike extended to two days. They opened the
door to the wire enclosure, and made
clucking noises to coax him out. Silly
creatures, Arno thought to himself, as
if he couldn't break prison with his
own brawn and brain if there had
been a chance of finding Errol. He
wasn't dependent on a door for an exit.

'. Hi
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On the Dodge Cify set
rehearsing
with
Flynn

Arno, the gourmet, toys
with his evening
steak

great career isn't worth the spiritual imprisonment it imposes. That will suit
Arno right down to the ground. He
doesn't much favor routine.
Arno might be a Houdini, for all the
problem that chains and ropes present to
him. Not long ago, when he was on vacation with Errol in Florida, they stopped
at a very snooty inn. The haughty clerk
gave Arno the fish-eye and announced
that no dogs were allowed in the rooms.
It was finally agreed that Arno would be
tied up in the basement.
Arno, however, had other ideas. By
what legerdemain he slipped the chain

Arno, the sportsman,
in
hot pursuit of goldfish

from his collar, and found his way, as
true as a string, to his master's room is
still a mystery for Sherlock Holmes.
Exactly five times he was returned to his
own quarters, and securely fastened. He
was acquiescent and placid while the
humans scolded. But the moment he was
left alone, off would come the rope, and
Arno would trot up the six flights and
scratch at Errol's door for admission.
The management finally admitted defeat. The Governor of Illinois didn't have
his dog in his suite; a duke from England,
a minor King from Europe, and an important ambassador did not have their

Arno, the prodigal, begs
forgiveness at dinnertime

dogs in their suites. But Arno, the problem child, took matters into his own paws,
cut red tape with his teeth and spent what
was left of the night in his accustomed
sleeping place — at the foot of Errol's bed.
With Arno for an example, it's no
wonder that Mr. Flynn's quality of perserverance is becoming a matter of comment. (Note how long and devotedly he
worked at archery to become expert for
his part in Robin Hood.)
As a general rule, Arno is snobbish and
haughty with other canines. They are so
much dust beneath his feet, and recently
that attitude and
[Continued on page 64]
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Errol Flynn's Big
Not fame, not fans, not his newest part are
nearly so much of a problem as one determined
Sehnnuser who nearly landed his master in jail

■

When Mr. Errol Flynn adopted Arno
into his heart and home, he little knew
how much trouble he was borrowing!
One day his life was serene. He was
master of his own soul, captain of his own
ship, boss of his own household. There
were no strings on Mr. Flynn's friendships,
his goings-and-comings, his general behavior. Life, for him, was singularly free
of complications, He was the living,
breathing example of what people meant
when they spoke of a "free soul".
Then Arno turned up and since then
life hasn't been the same for Errol.
Errol may be the great Hollywood star,
the man who pays the income tax, the
guy whom the girls mob. But it's Arno
who is the real boss of the Flynn menages.
He expects, and receives, a certain deference from the servants, the milkman, the
bread man, the Fuller Brush man. If
anyone rings the doorbell, Arno is right
there to pass inspection on the visitor.
He may, and then again he may not, permit entrance.
A time or two Errol has been forced to
sneak important visitors through the side
door. Subterfuge galls Mr. Flynn, but he
is forced to admire Arno's uncompromising stand where his personal opinions are
concerned. After all, Errol himself does
his own thinking — and why deny Arno the
same right?
When Mr. Flynn first came to Hollywood his adventures in the far-flung corners of the earth were given considerable
publicity. That venturesome quality is
like the measles — awfully easy to catch.
With it goes a keen sense of justice — of
right and wrong.
Of what's fair play and

By SON I A LEE
(Errol, too, by the way, disdaii
a way to overcome them.)
s difficulties.

There's always

Anger rose in Arno's breast. He would show
how a gentleman and a scholar can solve a problem these people
That night he set to work with fury in his heart.
The locked
door was a challenge. For hours on end, he dug
deep beneath
the wall. And long before the birds began their
daily
vocal
lesson, Arno had a beautiful escape tunnel complete
d. There
it was for all to see. And when his hostess came to
look at him
and to greet him cheerily, he was sitting belligeren
tly in the
exact center of the pen, with his eyes on the tunnel,
as if to
say— I m staying here of my own free will. If I had
wanted

what isn't! Arno is not the only one in
the house who has determined ideas about
nearly everything!
Once, when Errol went on location,
Arno was sent on a visit to the home
of Flynn's closest friend. A cockerspaniel happened to be the lord of this
green pasture. Arno resented the indignity of sharing attention with a
long-haired, floppy-eared comrade,
by going on a hunger strike.
He bayed at the moon and made
faces at the sun, and absolutely refused to have any truck with the ambulating, friendly cocker. All day
long Arno sat in injured solitude, not
even nosing the ground sirloin which
was especially prepared for him.
(Errol is kinda choosy about his food,
too).

a little digging long before this."
Neither Errolf nor
i-fnVeiWaS Arno
any PurP°se
in leaving,
I could
have dones
hold with
conventio
nal restriction
or rules. One of these days Errol will dump his Fame
in the
waste-basket, pick himself up and go off to places
unknown,
to follow his fancy and his inclinations.
To Errol even a

Again and again Arno asked himself— "What have I done to deserve
this? I have been loyal. I haven't
had more than one fight a day for a
week. I haven't chased the neighborhood cats. I have been most careful
to use the proper comfort station, but
here I am — banished from the sight of
the only person I care two hoots
about! Is that fair?"
The hosts began to get a bit worried when Arno's hunger strike extended to two days. They opened the
door to the wire enclosure, and made
clucking noises to coax him out. Silly
creatures, Arno thought to himself, as
if he couldn't break prison with his
own brawn and brain if there had
been a chance of finding Errol. He
l't dependent on a door for an exit.
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from his collar, and found his way, as
true as a string, to his master's room is
still a mystery for Sherlock Holmes.
Exactly five times he was returned to his
own quarters, and securely fastened. He
was acquiescent and placid while the
humans scolded. But the moment he was
left alone, off would come the rope, and
Arno would trot up the six flights and
scratch at Errol's door for admission.
The management finally admitted defeat. The Governor of Illinois didn't have
his dog in his suite; a duke from England,
a minor King from Europe, and an important ambassador did not have their

dogs in their suites. But Arno, the problem child, took matters into his own paws,
cut red tape with his teeth and spent what
was left of the night in his accustomed
sleeping place— at the foot of Errol's bed.
With Arno for an example, it's no
wonder that Mr. Flynn's quality of perserverance is becoming a matter of comment. (Note how long and devotedly he
worked at archery to become expert for
his part in Robin Hood.)
As a general rule, Arno is snobbish and
haughty with other canines. They are so
much dust beneath his feet, and recently
that attitude and
[Continued on page 64]
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Working On the Railroad

A case of chillblains is a small item to our adventuresome extra who lends his histrionic
talent to the historical

(

By

K. .1. (Casey

Jones)

DEAR EDITOR:
■

I would have written sooner only I

had frost-bites on both my "huntand-peck" fingers so bad I couldn't touch
my typewriter, and before you start muttering something about California being as
warm and sunny as it is and he couldn't
get any frost-bites unless some smart cop
threw him in the cooler, please be advised
that I just returned "from location" 'way
up in Utah where I was helping Cecil B.
DeMille make his great railroad picture,
Union Pacific. As an extra, of course.
Yes, I've been working on the railroad —
and not for fifty cents a day as the old
ballad has it, but for regular extra
wages. Four days of swinging a spike
maul,
fighting
Piute
Indians,
wading
26

epic. Union

A race between today and yesterday, No. 22,
oldest engine in existence, has a featured role
in Union Pacific. The girls bravely riding the
tops are Paula De Carda
and Dorothy White

Pacific

SMITIISON

through knee-high snow, and bucking
blizzards reminded me more than somewhat of the good old days back in
Minnesota when the snow, the snow, the
beautiful snow used to come blowing in
from Medicine Hat, Canada and points
further north. Four days of that, and just
when I was mad enough to walk right up
to Mr. Cecil B. DeMille in my frozen feet
and tell him that if he's still of a mind to
keep to
right
on
have
build
only tracks I
are tracks for
orders for us

itbuilding
without his
me railroad
because he'd
the
am making from now on
home, the company issues
to hie ourselves back to

Hollywood.
And,theMiss
Editor, ifout
you ofdon't
think I combed
snowdrifts
my
hair, and
it for
the depot onyou
know
muchbeat
about
[Continued
pagedon't
56]

William M. Jeffers, president of the Union
Pacific railroad, Lucius Beebe and Mr.
DeMille
talk it over in the commissary

u*ue/
Today's Debs Take EXTRA SKIN CARE -They Cream
EXTRA "SKIN-VITAMIN"into their Skin *

In the Ritz-Carlton's Crystal Garden — Margaret Biddle, Philadelphia deb, dances. She
goes in for today's extra skin care . . ."I always
cream extra ' skin- vitamin' into my skin by
using Pond's Cold Cream."

Benefit opens Chicago's Opera
Season — Tita Johnson, season's deb.
"Extra 'skin- vitamin' in my daily
Pond's creamings is just common

Date Book — Four parties in one
evening! No wonder Phebe Thorne,
New York deb, sleeps till noon. To
keep that fresh, sparkling look she
uses Pond's. "I believe in it."

sense."

1
In Pond'i Laboratory — Electrically
Cold
drivenCream.
propellers stir and mix Pond's

s
Vitaminmin," isA,
iAum"skin-vitaethe
to skin
sod"necessary
health. Scientists found that
this vitamin, applied to the
skin, healed wounds and burns
White Week End — Boston Debs frequently week-end
at Peckett's in the White Mountains, (above) Adelaide
Weld, debutante in Boston and New York. Faithful use
of Pond's helps keep her skin smooth and soft. "It's so
easy — I just cream my skin with Pond's."

Washington — Evalyn McLean chats
between dances at her family's mansion, "Friendship," rendezvous of international society. She chose Pond's.
" It's famous for smoothing skin to give
make-up glamour plus."

* Statements concerning the effects of the "skin-vitamin" applied to the skin are based upon
medical literature and tests on the skin of animals following an accepted laboratory method.

quicker. isNow
this jar
"skin-of
vitamin"
in every
Pond's Cold Cream! Use
Pond's night and morning and
before make-up. Same jars,
labels, price.
Copyright, 1939, Pond's Extract Company

Tun* in on "THOSE WE LOVE," Pond's Program,
Monday*, 8i30 P. M„ N. Y. Tim*, N. B. C.
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On the Trail of a Hamburger
Richard Greene went
half way around the
world to satisfy an ambition, but it had nothing
to do with his career

|

Nine ponderous lawyers sat around a
long table, juggling ponderous phrases
which would make Mr. Richard Greene
of London a hired hand of Mr. Darryl
Zanuck of Hollywood.
Richard sat quietly in a corner quite
detached from the proceedings, with a look
of reverie in his eyes. Lawyer X clapped
him jubilantly on the back, when the
papers were signed and sealed.
"Well, my boy," he cried, "you're off to
the land of beautiful ladies. Imagine!
You'll be making love to Loretta
Young in twelve days, exactly. What
an opportunity!" The lawyer's three
chins quivered with coyness. "I wish
I were a few years younger. I'd go
in for this delightful movie business myself. No wonder you've got
that abstracted air."
Richard made some vague answer.
He was thinking of the future with
excitement and zest and anticipation. But when he had signed that

MAKGO

KENT

to be grabbed by a 20th Century-Fox representative and hustled to the airport
where a plane was waiting to rush him
to the Coast.
"I'm hungry," he pleaded.

"Can't we

stop somewhere for a hamburger?"
"Your lunch is all arranged for,"
he was told. "It will be served you
Thereyouwere
when
take chicken
the air."sandwiches,
a nice crisp salad and hot broth — but
no hamburgers. Richard consoled
himself during that three thousandmile hop by vowing to grab a hamburger the minute he hit California.
But Four Men and a Prayer was
in production, and shooting was being delayed pending his arrival. In
the next thirty-six hours he learned
his role, met executives and producers, had conferences with his director. He had voice and make-up
tests and wardrobe fittings. In between, he sandwiched in a visit to
the dentist. He was a slave to the
minute hand on the clock and to a

contract, he didn't see in his mind's
eye clamoring fans, his name on
billboards, in newspapers and magazines. Nor even the exquisite, renowned ladies he would meet!
The possibilities which charmed
him were— HAMBURGERS! Dozens
of them, in military rows, beckoning
invitingly.

f

By

place, order the largest hamburger available, and celebrate his arrival in what
seemed to him the most suitable fashion.
But the plans of mice and men often go
astray. Richard reached New York, only

kaleidoscopic program which didn't
give him an instant to himself.
He was grabbing a bite of food as
he could — and everyone was very
nice. They saw to it that he had the
very best money could buy. He had
broiled mushrooms on toast, guinea
hen under glass, breast of chicken a
la 20th Century.

Now, beatsatisfied.
last, hisHe life's
would
wouldambition
be able
to buy and eat a hamburger as often
as he wished. He would do so the
minute he set foot on American soil.
He had heard about them for years.
Americans in England got that
homesick look when they described
the delicacy, and their descriptions
bordered on the poetic.
Mr. Greene eventually got the idea
that the reason visiting Americans
hastened home was to eat another
hamburger.
Then, too, in almost
every American picture he had seen,
heroes reach for a hamburger sooner
or later. He saw such quantities of
them
consumed
on the
screen that he became quite
convinced that hamburgereating
was
not only an
American custom, but that
it was the mark of good
citizenship!
On board ship for his
record hop to Hollywood, he
had five days in which to
contemplate the first step in
his Americanization. He
planned to disembark,
hasten
to the first eating

Six different times he had suggested to six people that he would
like a hamburger. But that request
was considered an almost touching
disinclination to put anyone to
trouble.
His food was brought to him at
conferences, at fittings, at rehearsals,
and during tests. Each time he
looked

hopefullyBut for
palate's
desire.
all inhisvain!
But
there
comes
the desired
achievement for everyone —
and it came for Richard! The
first time he was by himself
and could do as he yearned,
and order as he pleased, was
the morning when his initial
scene was scheduled. He was
due to report on the set at
nine o'clock. At eight-thirty
he was made-up and ready.
Half an hour in which to
[Continued on page 38]

Richard Greene as he appeared in Submarine Pafrol.
His next is with Shirley
Temple in The Little Princess
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Daisy got orchids
for telling-

I could hardly keep a straight face at the bridge club
yesterday. In strolled Daisy — with her whole shoulder aquiver with orchids. Naturally, the girls were
dying to find out who'd sent them. But Daisy just
smiled mysteriously and said, "Wouldn't you like
to know?" Ha-ha, I thought, wouldn't Daisy like
to know!

"NOW for some SClSSOrs," were her first words
when we got home. I handed them to her —
and she cut a Modess pad in two and showed
me the soft, fluffy filler. I was amazed at the
difference between the "fluff-type" filler in
Modess and the layei'-type pads I'd been
in the habit of buying!

Here's what happened. I ran into Daisy

"So that's what ails you," said Daisy, when I'd
explained more fully. And with that she marched
over to a counter and came back in a flash with

downtown on Monday. I'd been shopping all afternoon, and I wasn't up
to par anyway. "Daisy," I moaned,
"I'm so chafed and uncomfortable I

a package. "I just got you a box of Modess,"
she said, "and I'll deliver it and you right to

can't go another step. Let's stop in
here and have a soda."

"You bet Modess is softer," Daisy continued. "And what's more, it's safer!
There's a moisture-resistant backing .inside every Modess pad!" Whereupon
she took out the backing . . . and dropped
some water on it. Safer is right! — Not a
drop went through!

your door. Come on — my car's outside . . ."

So — the truth Is that Daisy's orchids came from mel
Modess gave me such wonderful relief — both from
chafing and worry — that I thought a corsage of
orchids was none too great a reward. And to make the
thrill greater, I left out my card — so Daisy would
think they came from an admiring beau,

Get in the habit of saying "Modess" !
(IP YOU

PREFER

A NARROWER,

SLIGHTLY

SMALLER

PAD,

ASK

POR

MODESS

JUNIOR)
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Lovely Irene Castle took
sides during the filming of
her life story in an argument
that may change the entire
approach to modern dancing
By
UNITED

STATES

LONE

RANGER

HARRY

DECLARES

WAR

LANG
ON CANADA!

CALLS SILVER THIRD-RATE
TRUCK HORSE!

DIETICIAN PROVES HAM AND EGGS
COMBINATION!

POISONOUS

■

Such things can't happen here? Well, maybe not. But
don't try to convince the boys and girls in Hollywood
that anything is impossible. Because after what actually
has happened in the land of sun glasses, slacks and six-inch
dews, they're ready to believe the most fantastic statement.
So hold on to your hats for the dido of the decade, the
scandal of the century, the marvel of the millenium — to -wit
and viz:
ASTAIRE AND ROGERS
DISAGREE

Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire, playing
the parts of Irene and Vernon Castle, start
one of the dance routines famous 25 years
ago. Notice charm of the costume, faithfully reproduced

from

Irene's

wardrobe

Not only that! Fred and Ginger disagree about the only thing
that everybody thought they
never would fight over. One
guess. You're right. Dancing!
HOLLYWOOD

Here are the famous Castles

Remember

the Gavotte?

And the Castle Walk?

And the Castle Polka?

and Rogers Disagree!
It all started at the RKO studios on
Gower street in Hollywood while they
were putting the finishing touches on The
CcLstles, the cinematic life and love story
of the most famous dance team in American history: Irene and Vernon Castle, who
twenty years ago were even more celebrated than Astaire and Rogers are today.
Resting briefly after doing a difficult
dance sequence before the camera Ginger
spoke her mind.
"Jitterbug dancing," she said, "is exclusively for kids. It never was meant for
adults. It's far less graceful than any other
dance crazes were, even the Charleston.
And unless you're still in your teens, it's
too strenuous for real enjoyment.
"I think the jitterbug is already dying.
And when he dies, he's never going to be
revived."
She cocked an appraising eye in Fred's
direction, sat back and waited for results.
"The jitterbug dance is entertaining and
amusing," Fred retorted quickly. He
waved a deprecating hand. "Sure it's
screwy. But this is a screwy age." His
eyes sparkled as he warmed up to the
subject.
"I've always been a swing fan and to me
jitterbug dancing is visual swing. It's unrestrained, and youthful, and — well, it's
got something. I like jam and jive and
stuff. I think it's swell."
Pausing only long enough to inhale one
much-needed breath and lift a baleful eyebrow at Ginger, he added:
"I don't know how long jitterbug dancMARCH, 1939

ing will last. But it'll surely stay as long
as the jive boys stay hot. And I hope they
don't ever cool off!"
Sitting between Fred and Ginger when
the first salvo of Hollywood's latest dance
war was fired was a charming, smartlytailored woman who listened quietly,
smiling now and then as the battle waxed
hot. Her name is Mrs. Irene McLaughlin
and it was she who threw out the
first adjective in Fred and Ginger's
verbal jam session. The name "Mrs.
McLaughlin" probably doesn't mean
a thing to ninty-nine out of one
hundred persons. But mention her
by the name she made famous and
the memories of a not-so-old generation will go rushing back twenty
or twenty -five years to the day when
the epitome of grace and beauty was
a lovely girl named Irene Castle.
Just before and during the Great
War, Irene Castle and her husband,
Vernon Castle, set the world afire
with a new conception of how to
dance. Irene Castle was the girl
who shocked millions by daring to
bob her hair when hair-bobbing
was considered even more wicked
than cigarette-smoking. It was she
who panicked a staid world by talking out loud about legs, advising
women to dress to show off their leglines because that was their best
In the jargon of the times, Irene
point.
Castle was "hell on wheels" in those

days — an inspiration to the young, a desperation to the fuddle-duddles who
"didn't know what the world was coming to." To pre- Volstead America she was
the
of modern
youth.
Andthethat's
why spirit
it seems
strange that
today
girl
who once defied the oldsters in behalf
of the youngsters is, in a way, carrying a torch
[Continued on page 50]
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Meet the New
Vice-Prez.
k
Something about the colorful Jimmy
who just has joined the movie colony
as Vice-President of Goldwyn Studios
By ED

PARKE

| There was no question whatsoever in Hollywood's
collective mind that Samuel (The Great) Goldwyn
had dealt a master publicity stroke when he released the
terse, sixteen-word statement: "It is with pleasure that I
announce that James Roosevelt has joined my organization as vice-president."
But after all the flash-bulb shooting was over and the
follow-up stories were written, there still remained, not
only in Hollywood's but in the nation's mind as well, one
very large question indeed. And that question is simply
this:
Why did Goldwyn hire James Roosevelt?
In his first press interview genial Jimmy, baldish and
smiling, was pleasantly noncommital.
"I am very happy," he said, "to be associated with Mr.
Goldwyn. For a considerable time I have contemplated
becoming identified with an industry in which service to
the general public is an outstanding feature. I consider
myself very fortunate now to have an opportunity to
join the motion picture industry and to work
with Mr. Goldwyn in continuing a record of
service which this industry has so long main-

f

Right, Jimmy Roosevelt, Vice-President, with Samuel Goldwyn,
President of one of the most distinguished producing companies

Jimmy stressed the [Continued on page 34]
tained."

Will your baby grow as fast as Johnny?
A Fine start ... on Clapp's Strained Foods

17 Varieties of
Clapp's Strained Foods
Every food requested and approved

>

by doctors. Pressure - cooked,
smoothly strained but not too liquid—a real advance over the bottle.
The Clapp Company— first to make

picture was
• • "This
3 months
Johnny
taken at theat time
Johnny had
his first food from
a spoon," relates Johnny Davies' mother. "We
had agreed to let him be one of the test babies
in our town (Westfield, N. J.) and the doctor
started him off on Clapp's Baby Cereal first. After
that came Clapp's Strained Spinach . . . and he
loved it, right from the first . . ."

baby encefoods—
has had 18 years' experiin this field.

l*w
at 12

Johnny
months ■ . "Everybody said he
was the happiest baby they ever saw— and he certainly was a healthy one! He had every food on

Soups Soup
—Vegetable
Soup • Baby
Beef Broth
Liver
• Unstrained
Soup
Strained Beef with Vegetables

the Clapp list from five months on— I'd give him
a new one every few days— and he gained better
than a pound a month right along. That speaks

Vegetables— Tomatoes • Asparagus
Spinach
• Peas
• Beets
• Carrots
Green Beans
• Mixed Greens
Fruits — Apricots
• Prunes
• Apple
Sauce

well for the vitamins and minerals in Clapp's

J

Cereal — Baby Cereal

Foods!"

The good work is continued . . . with Clapp's Chopped

Foods

1 1 Varieties of
Clapp's Chopped

>

Foods

More coarsely divided foods for children who have outgrown Strained
Foods. Uniformly chopped and seasoned, according to the advice of
child specialists. Made by the pioneer company in baby foods, the
only one which specializes exclusively
in foods for babies and young children.
Soups

—Vegetable Soup

Junior Dinners — Beef with Vegetables •Lamb with Vegetables • Liver
with Vegetables
Vegetables
Carrots
• Spinach
Beets
• Green —Beans
• Mixed
Greens

Johnny
at 22 months
. "A his
regular
husky!
He could already
play ball . with
Daddy.
Of
course, he'd outgrown Strained Foods, but, luckily, just at that time the Clapp people started to

Johnny at 3 years. . ."Here's Johnny now.
Isn't he a big boy? And solid as a little rock. We
think he's a great credit to Clapp's Foods— but
then the other babies who had them are all fine,

make Chopped Foods. They're more coarsely
divided, the way doctors advise for older babies
and toddlers. And such a blessing! No special
marketing or cooking, yet the baby has his own

sturdy children, too. He still gets Clapp's Chopped
Foods and he's specially fond of those new Junior
Dinners. They're Beef or Lamb with vegetables
and cereals. Very substantial, and flavory, too—

menu and the family have anything they like!"

you ought to try them."

Fruits— Apple Sauce

J

BABY
STRAINED

FOR

BABIES

CHOPPED

FOR

• Prunes

Free Booklets— Send for valuable
information on the feeding of babies
and young children. Write to Harold
H. Clapp, Inc., 777 Mount Read
Blvd., Rochester, N. Y.
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[Continued from page 32]
word "service." And because he is the
son of the President of the United States,
and because both he and Sam Goldwyn
carefully ducked all inquiries about his
specific duties, a goodly number of our
citizens immediately became intensely
curious as to the exact meaning of that
word "service" as applied to Jimmy and
his new job.
■

No one in Hollywood is foolish enough
to believe for one minute that the

many instances it was downright libelous.
And in every case it was untrue. As secretary to his illustrious father, Jimmy carried
messages, issued orders, and was immensely useful in helping at the* biggest
job in the country. Even his severest
critics say he did a mighty fine job of it.
But to claim, as the smart boys have done,
that Jimmy was hired to do the same sort
of politicianing for Sam Goldwyn is putbility.
ting a pretty heavy strain on human gulli-

President's eldest son is going to step in
and make things hum as a director, producer or writer. The industry has more
men — and brilliant ones — in these three
departments than it can provide work for.
It would be years before Jimmy could hope
to compete with them even if he so wished.
No one in Hollywood believes, either, the
quip credited the other day to one of our

In the first place, Sam Goldwyn doesn't
need a lobbyist. And even if he did, neither
he nor any other astute business man
would be so obvious as to hire the President's son for the job. Thirdly, Jimmy
Roosevelt was signed to a .five-year contract; his "influence" in Washington will
end next year, when the Roosevelts move
out of the White House.

smartest wisecrackers that "Goldwyn has
been murdering the King's English for so
long he hired Jimmy so that he could

No, the "fix-it" man theory is out. A
Roosevelt's name on the window of any
business concern is worth something in

murder the President's English."
But the ink wasn't dry on the contract
before the first of a long line of cynics was

prestige. But Jimmy wasn't hired by
shrewd Sam Goldwyn just for that
ephemeral advantage.
.
.

circulating "inside dope" that the President's son was put on Goldwyn's payroll
for one single but very important purpose:
to act as the "fix-it" man for the studio.
In case of difficulty with official Washington, Jimmy would straighten things out;
whenever political favors of any kind were
wanted, Jimmy would use his influence
to get them. In short, the wise guys stated

When Goldwyn said "The industry needs
young men of Roosevelt's type," he never
said a truer word, all things considered.
Granted he went into the movie business

bluntly that young Roosevelt's appointment was strictly a matter of politics.
Now that is pretty strong talk. In a good

"cold turkey," with no background of
training or experience, the President's son
will more than earn his keep. One characteristic which will be of inestimable value
to Goldwyn and the entire industry was
brought to light in a certain famous magazine article feud last year.
Shortly after his appointment as Gold-

# According to old superstition, the sparkle in a diamond was said to be "the fire
of love"— hence the diamond
was thought to keep love undimmed.
Today, the beauty of a woman's skin is more
important than the size or sparkle of her
engagement ring. And Italian Balm, the
famous Skin Softener, is "first choice" among
countless women who realize that chapped,
dry, coarse-textured skin is repulsive to the
eye— and withering to romance.
You'll feel the difference in your skin the
minute you start using Italian Balm. It will
be smoother, softer, lovelier looking. Italian
Balm contains the costliest ingredients of
any of the largest-selling brands— yet the cost
to use is negligible, because it "goes so far."
It's rich, wide-spreading— not thin or watery.
See for yourself why 98% of users interviewed said: "It acts quicker in overcoming
dry, chapped, rough skin than anything I
ever used before." Clip FREE coupon below.
GtvrnJitvrvati

Italian Balm
The Famous Skin Softener

&

CAMPANA SALES COMPANY
573 Lincolnway, Batavia, Illinois
Gentlemen : I have never tried Italian
Balm. Please send me VANITY Bottle
FREE and postpaid.

_S(_fc!_
Cily
In Canada. Campana. Ltd., F07S Caledonia Road, Toronto
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They are not speaking Chinese even though Sidney Toler and Sen Yung's names are in that language
on the backs of their chairs. The camera caught them between scenes for Charlie Chan in Honolulu

wyn's assistant a reporter asked Jimmy if
it were true his salary was to be $50,000
a year, as rumored. (His salary as his
father's secretary was $10,000.) Jimmy
laughed and replied, "That's much too
high. I don't think Alva Johnson will be
interested in my salary."
It was Johnson, you may recall, who
wrote a rather scathing article in a national
magazine last year under the title,
"Jimmy's Got It," charging that the President's son had used his White House connections to make profits of between $250,000 and $2,000,000 a year on his insurance
business. The yarn made Jimmy so hot
under the collar that he produced income
tax receipts and issued in another magazine a charge-by-charge denial.
In that rebuttal Jimmy wasn't afraid to
call a spade a spade, going so far as to
brand the accusations "contemptible lies"
and certain accusers "liars." He showed a
lot of fighting spirit and people liked him
for it because he showed that he could
dish it out as well as take it.
The movie industry has been kicked
around by every political Tom, Dick and
Harry who thought he had an ax to grind
and the motion picture bigwigs have taken
it sitting down. In Jimmy Roosevelt the
industry has acquired a spokesman who
will get up in class and speak his piece
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without fear or favor. He's honest, he's
clever, he knows his way around and he
knows people. And without trying to use
any of the "influence" his critics assume he
is going to wield, he will undoubtedly contribute tremendously to the picture business through his energy, capability and
personality.
Little known is the fact that seven years
ago Jimmy took a Paramount screen test
in New York. The studio's report, written
in November, 1932, commented that "he
has a good speaking voice, although he is
not good looking. He has a peculiar way
of twisting his mouth when he speaks. Because of his appearance he would not be
suitable for leads and could only be
dragged into pictures, such as westerns,
for the purpose of exploiting the same because of his name value." P.S. He didn't
get the job.
Now a vice-president of Sam Goldwyn's
company, he will probably spend most of
his contracted five years between New
York and Hollywood. Thirty-one years
old, he is a product of Groton and Harvard,
a lieutenant-colonel in the Marine Corps
Reserve, a member of Harvard's Hasty
Pudding Club and Manhattan's Bankers'
Club. He's also a Mason, a Moose and an
Elk.
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Asked which he liked better, his new
job with Goldwyn or his former post as
the President's secretary, he said, with that
engaging grin: "Well, one is permanent
and the other temporary." With a flash of
his genial smile he added that there is
nothing to the rumor that he is seriously
planning a film for Goldwyn titled, The
Third Term.
Ready, willing and perfectly able to get
along in the world, Goldwyn Vice-president Jimmy Roosevelt is a swell guy who
will without doubt make his way in Hollywood. Because, to paraphrase the title of
the magazine article previously mentioned:
"Jimmy's Got IT!"

Copr. 1939, Fels & Co.

r. 0. If you want to see tattle-tale gray hurry out of your clothes — do what
Johnny's mother did. Get Fels-Naptha Soap at your grocer's and try it! You'll
find it easy on hands. Fine for your daintiest things. And it gives you the
whitest, loveliest washes you ever pinned on a line!

BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY"
WITH FELS-NAPTHA

SOAP!

TUNE IN. HOBBY LOBBY every Wednesday night. See local paper for time and station.
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(jNE REASON will
usually be found in the way they look and feel.
A clear skin . . . that is, a skin not only
clear, but beaming with health and vitality
. . . actually excites one to admiration.
Men are smart enough to always want to
look their best, too,
rich, red blood necessary
And all this is quite simple, because when
you have rich, red blood coursing through
your body, you possess genuine vitality . . .
the kind that makes for strength, energy . . .
a wholesome complexion , . . and that assurance of well being.
If worry, overwork, undue strain, colds,
or some sickness has reduced your blood
strength, S.S.S. Tonic, in the absence of an
organic trouble, will help you to build the
blood back up to normal again.
an aid to digestion
Further, S.S.S. Tonic will help you to enjoy
and get more value out of the food you eat
... it whets the appetite . . . and stimulates
natural digestive juices . . . a very important
step back to health.
You, too, will want to take S.S.S. Tonic to
help regain and maintain your red-bloodcells ... to restore lost weight ... to regain
energy . . . and to give back to your skin that
much desired natural glow.
Buy and use with complete confidence, and
we believe you, like thousands of others, will
be enthusiastic in your praise of S.S.S. Tonic
lor its part in making "you feel like yourself again."
At all drug stores in two sizes. You will find
the larger size more economical.
© S.S.S. Co.
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Louise Piatt made

a sensational first

screen appearance as the emotional
school-girl in / Met My Love Again
Right, in a scene with John Carradine
and George Bancroft in Stagecoach.
drama of early days of the South West

THE GIRL
HOLLYWOOD

IS WATCHING

Dozens of disappointments have made
her stage career exciting if not too
joyous, but now Hollywood is watching
By
■

GLADYS

If it's true that success is built on
heartbreaks Louise Piatt will be a star.

Louise is one of Hollywood's budding
starlets at the moment but if ever a young
actress has had to overcome disappointments to get a chance to show her mettle
it is this quiet young modern.
She was born in Connecticut. She began her schooling in a New York kindergarten, but before she entered the first
grade
her parents
took her to San

W.

BABCOCK

Domingo, then to Annapolis, then to the
West Indies, then to Manila, Shanghai,
Hong Kong, Chei Foo, then to the native
Philippine city of Canacca, then to Philadelphia. Finally she finished her schooling at Annapolis, where her father, a navy
officer, was stationed.
At Annapolis high school she won a part
in the school play. That was enough to
set the girl's heart and mind on a theatrical career. In 1933 she joined a Baltimore

little theatre group. This was a short
engagement and she joined a group barnstorming through Virginia. The company
was stranded in Richmond when receipts
suddenly failed to reach the treasurer one
night. Returning to Annapolis she met
Screen Director Frank Borzage who
gave her a part in Shipmates Forever to
compensate her for helping cast midshipmen in bits for the picture. Louise's little
part was eliminated in final editing. Then
she joined Joshua Logan in a stock company venture at Suffern, N. Y. Here she
played bits and parts, acted as wardrobe
mistress, swept the stage, spoke off-stage
lines and finally played with Helen Hayes
in Caesar and Cleopatra.
Then she played in Silent House, won a
contract to appear in stock in Minneapolis
and was fired the first day only to be rehired for several weeks. However her
salary didn't cover more than her expenses
and return fare to Annapolis. Back in
New York she was engaged for Room in
Red and White. After a four weeks' rehearsal the play flopped. Her next stage
engagement failed to materialize when
Leslie Adams, the leading man, died in
rehearsal and Lejt Turn never opened.
After four idle months she joined the cast
of Roslyn but this play flopped in a hurry.
Jed Harris gave her a good role in Spring
Dance but this play flopped after three
weeks. After a wait came a part in You
Can't Take It with You but playwright
George Kaufman felt she was "definitely
miscast." For months Louise was idle.
Finally she was given the only American
role in a play boasting an English cast and
Promise proved anything but that — and
flopped.
She tried modelling without success.

"Why does my mother-in-law
always take my husbands side ?"
How

Mary used

modern

methods

for her baby — despite interference I

MARY: John, will you take your hands off MOTHER-IN-LAW: My dear, you know John is
that child and listen to me for a change? ALWAYS right . . .
JOHN:
take it . I'll
. . handle this MY way! I'll make her

MARY:

Oh mother . . . please . . .please . , .

MOTHER-IN-LAW: But I'm only trying to
help . . . !
MARY: But I don't need help! It so happens
I talked with the doctor this morning. He
said it's old-fashioned to force Sally to take
a nasty-tasting laxative. It's liable to shock
her nerves and upset her digestive system.

MARY: He told me to get a PLEASANTtasting laxative that Sally would take willingly, but not one made for adults. A grownup's laxative can be TOO STRONG for ANY
child's insides. He said that the modern method of special care calls for a special laxative,
too. So he recommended Fletcher's Castoria.

Radio
givescreen
her a tests
chance.
She
turned wouldn't
down two
to make
the first screen test for Scarlett O'Hara in
Gone with the Wind and waited six
months for another Hollywood call.
Meanwhile Walter Wanger, who had engaged Joshua Logan to direct J Met My
Love Again, had seen the Scarlett O'Hara
test and Louise was given her first screen
role last fall. With no immediate picture
assignments in sight Louise asked permission to return to Broadway for a play, In
Clover. The play was in rehearsal eight
weeks, played a week in Baltimore and
flopped in New York. Back to Hollywood
went Louise for the second feminine lead
in Spawn of the North.
When she went to Connecticut to visit
her brother she was driven out by a
hurricane. When she flew back to Hollywood she learned the picture in which she
was to be co-starred had been indefinitely
postponed. After three months and two
trips back to New York, she was given
the second feminine lead in Wanger's
current Stagecoach.
"I don't know what the future has in
store," says Louise with a shrug of her
square shoulders, "but one thing I've
learned by experience — it doesn't pay to
get discouraged easily!"

MOTHER-IN-LAW: Fletcher's Castoria?
MARY: Yes! The doctor said Fletcher's Castoria isthe modern laxative made especially,
and ordy, for children. It's safe . . . has no
harsh drugs. And children simply love its
taste!

Every day is April 1 in Hollywood, and Marian
Rhea tells you some of the gay gags that have
been played during the past year.
Read it in
next month's HOLLYWOOD
Magazine

GLA^£eZcJLeAs
The modern

— SAFE

— laxative made

JOHN: Look, mother, look! ... she's taking
Fletcher's Castoria like a lamb!
MOTHER-IN-LAW: Humph! Looks like maybe
the modern method is best, after all.
MARY: We'll have some peace around here
now.

CASTORIA
especially and ONLY

for children
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On the Trail of a Hamburger
[Continued from page 28]

IT HELPS KEEP MY SKIN
LOOKING YOUNG
irS ECONOMICAL TO USE
IT DOESN'T GET THICK
QUICK DRY*"? • NOT STICKY

And that's why so many prefer this
clear, golden, liquid lotion that isn't
thick nor gummy. It's ideal for hands,
arms, and wherever skin is rough or
chapped. It soothes as it smooths away
roughness and resulting redness . . .
helps to keep skin soft, smooth and
young looking. Next time you buy, try

amberlains
at Drug... Department Stores
tad Toilet Goods Counter!
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CHAMBERLAIN LABORATORIES,
OES MOINES, IOWA

"CARRY-SIZE'
INC.

Please send Free "Carry-Size"
Chamberlain's Lotion.
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grab breakfast! "I want a hamburger,"
he said to the waitress. "I haven't had any
"A hamburger for breakfast?" The
breakfast."
waitress was dubious. And a little reluctant. "Don't you want some nice scrambled
eggs and maybe a glass of orange juice,"
she suggested brightly.
"No, I want a hamburger." Mr. Greene
was polite, but very, very firm. And a
hamburger he got.
Since that morning, Mr. Greene has become an authority on hamburgers. As a
matter of fact, it is one of the salient points
in his rapid Americanization. He can discourse with enthusiasm and rare knowledge on the various types of hamburgers.
All in the spirit of active research he has
sampled nutburgers, cheeseburgers, broiburgers, chicken-burgers, and hamburgers
supreme. Richard will walk five miles for
an especially recommended variety, and
will drive thirty for the same reason.
H Don't for a moment dare to believe
that food is a major concern with Mr.
Richard Greene.
True enough there were many times
during the period of his novitiate in the
theatre when he could have done with a
bit more food than he was getting.
But traditions of the theatre were in
his blood. And occasional hunger was
something to be expected. For three generations, his forebears have been pillars
of the English stage and Richard him-

self was literally cradled in a theatrical
trunk.
From childhood he had no other ambition than to follow in the footsteps of his
two grandfathers, his parents, his aunt —
the famous Evie Greene — and his two
uncles. That meant, of course, that he
would have to be prepared for the vicissitudes and the hunger periods which inevitably mark the Road to Fame.
When Richard graduated from the Cardinal Vaughan School and started out to
make a name for himself in theatre without benefit of family help or influence, he
had no illusions that he would eat regularly. That just didn't happen to untried
young
actors.
He made
his theatrical debut at the age
of nineteen in a walk-on part in a Shakespearean play. Later on, he had a small,
but outstanding role in Journey's End.
Two years of seasoning and learning in
the Brandon Thomas-Repertory Company
in Glasgow, followed.
He had a nice part in Anthony and Cleomise. patra, but the play suffered an early deRichard even had a fling at the movies.
But his two-word part added nothing to
his position.
And none of these engagements added
up to caviar and champagne. As a matter of fact, he would have settled for a
nice carving of roast beef and a helping of
Yorkshire pudding many and many a time.
American actors starting out have one

STREET.
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Rooney
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be seen
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advantage — the lowly hamburger can always double for a meal.
It was Richard's appearance in French
Without Tears that called reviewers attention to the broad-shouldered six-footer.
The boy not only had charm, an engaging personality, nice eyes and all the other
appurtenances of a potential screen and
stage idol, but he could act too.
Hollywood scouts saw Richard. Five
handsome contracts from five film companies resulted. But Twentieth CenturyFox won out.
Probably Mr. Zanuck's competitors
would have made out better if they had
offered not only gratifying sums for his
services, but had poetically described the
especial delights of hamburgers sold at
the stands in their studios!
|

The Americanization of Mr. Greene
is proceeding in other directions. He
got a bit of a fright, true enough, when he
first met a yam, but now when he is invited to dinner he is hopeful that it will
be on the menu. Pineapple and cottage
cheese as a salad made him slightly suspicious inthe beginning. Now he goes into
rhapsodies over it.
Even his approach to romance, these
days, has an American flavor. When he
beaued Arleen Whelan for the first time
the event exploded in all the newspaper
columns as a serious romance. Mr. Greene,
unaccustomed to Hollywood's childish
glee and extravagant
interpretation
of

every move made by an eligible bachelor
and a charming young and coming actress, let his wrath overflow. It wasn't
fair. It wasn't good manners. And there
was no solace for his soul in the assurance
of publicity men and studio personnel that
such things and such rumors were only a
jolly habit.
That was four months ago. Now Mr.
Greene reads the morning papers to discover what lady he had escorted and
where — the previous evening. It adds to
his day's gaiety, and causes him not a
flutter of distress.
H

R may be the Hollywood influence,
and then again it may be the American
tempo which has caused Richard to break
out with green slacks, a lumberjack shirt
and a grey tweed coat in combination.
"After all," Richard explains, "you've
got to be comfortable. Particularly since,
in one day here, I do enough work and
cover enough ground to make an English
week. It's amazing how much ambition
a person acquires in this country."
Richard suspects that the air is full of
little ambition bugs who go around biting
newly-arrived Englishmen. As an offshoot of that, the exploring fever has hit
him. Only recently he was lost on a
mountain road for hours, when he decided on a treacherous route to Ensenada,
the Mexican resort, instead of the longer
but smoother and safe highway. He returned to civilization nine hours
later

minus two fenders on his car, but plus
various blisters, abrasions and contusions
gained in his effort to extricate his spanking-new roadster from a ravine-full of
mud.
Next income-tax day he is going to put
his demolished clothes in the "allowable
deductions" column, since definitely they
were ruined during Richard's Americanization process.
To Mr. Greene, the mark of a good
American is an open mind about everything. And a joyous welcoming of every
experience. So now that he has become
National Heart-throb No. 4 (Gable, Taylor
and Power have the edge) he is perfectly
delighted to stand wedged into a corner
while he autographs everything from
straw hats to plaster-of-Paris casts on
broken arms. He roller-skates and rhumbas and can do an almost professional
tango — all recent accomplishments.
The clamoring telephone interrupted
our conversation. Seemingly it was a
dinner invitation. The English came out
in him. He said — '"Charmed," instead of
"That's swell!" But after all, it takes time
to
acquire all the little habits of a new
country.
The interview over, Richard reached
for his hat. "Let's go get a hamburger. I
know a grand place. Just a new one. They
put pecans in the meat and grind it together and serve a slab of cheese on top.
They're marvelous. I had three yesterday between luncheon and dinner."
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TROUBLED BY
CONSTIPATION?

The Highest Paid Actress

Get relief this simple,
pleasant way!

l.TAKE ONE

or two tablets of
Ex-Lax before retiring. It tastes
like No
delicious chocolate.

*£

spoons, no bottles!
No fuss, no bother!
Ex-Lax is easy to use
and pleasant to take!

vt
Z.YOU

SLEEP

through the night
. . . undisturbed! No
stomach upsets. No
nausea or cramps.
No occasion to get
up! Ex-Lax is a gentle laxative. It acts
overnight — without
over-action.

J. THE

NEXT

morning you have a
thorough bowel
movement. Ex-Lax
works easily, without strain or discomfort. You feel fine
after taking it, ready
and fit for a full
day's work!

Gracie
pictures

Ex-Lax is good for every member of the
family— the youngsters as well as the grownups. At all drug stores in 10<* and 25tf sizes.
Try Ex-Lax next time you need a laxative.
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Now
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— better

than

CHOCOLATED
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Here's Why
You Cough . • .
WHEN YOU CATCH COLD
i Congestion results and the
tiny glands in your throat
nd windpipe cease to work
properly.
O The secretions of these
glands often turn to h,eavy,
clinging phlegm.
3 This sticky phlegm irritates
your throat and you cough.

PERTUSSIN

Relieves Coughs—

1 Pertussin, an herbal syrup, stimulates the glands in your
throat to pour out their natural moisture.
3 Then that sticky, irritating phlegm
is loosened, and
easily "raised" and expelled.
« Your throat Is soothed and your cough relieved quickly
* and safely by the Pertussin "Moist-Throat" Method.

QUICK AND EFFECTIVE, AS PROVED
BY MILLIONS OF BOTTLES

USED

PERTUSSIN
PRESCRIBED
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BY MANY

DOCTORS

You'll

see

her first in Smiling

Along

LAXATIVE

By

How

Hollywood.

She is the outstanding favorite of the
British screen, but she never has been
seen in American pictures until now because she has been too busy becoming
the highest paid actress in the world

EX-LAX

THE ORIGINAL

Fields just has signed with Twentieth Century-Fox to make two

FOR 30 YEARS

ED

JONESBOY

"We were as poor as the proverbial
church mouse, perhaps poorer, everything considered, and so, when I was no
older than six, I decided that I'd better
step out and see if I couldn't add a few
extra pennies to the family pocketbook.
My debut as an entertainer took place a
day or so after my decision to become a
wage-earner, and it consisted of no more
and no less than walking up and down the
streets of Rochdale, Lancashire, trying to
make the welkin ring with my six-yearold soprano voice and praying as I sang
that someone would think well enough of
my vocal efforts to drop a few coins into
my bonnet. I must have had a slightly
exaggerated opinion of my musical
ability because, instead of giving me pennies, everyone within range of my voice
gave me the dickens and I don't mean
Charles — along with very definite in-

structions to trot along home and stay
This is Gracie Fields speaking.
Gracie Fields, the highest paid entertainer in the world.
The girl who for seventeen years has
there." regarded as an INSTTrUTION
been
throughout the British Empire, not forgetting Belgium, Holland, France and the
Scandinavian countries.
Gracie Fields, the mill town poor girl
who has given
many
performance over the
radioa "command"
and on the stage
for her King and Queen.
She's come up the hard way, has Gracie,
but despite
fameunashamed
and riches she's
and
honest,herand
aboutfrank
her
lowly beginnings. No snob is this goodnatured cousin of ours from overseas.
"My mother used to do laundry work
for the local theatre," she confessed to us

the other day during a luncheon at 20th
Century -Fox Studios where she recently
signed a contract with Darryl Zanuck,
the Bossman, to produce pictures alternately in England and in Hollywood, "and
I used to accompany her when she delivered the laundry. During those frequent back -stage visits I managed to pick
up tunes and songs and then practice
them at home, much to the family's
mental discomfiture. When I was eight
I was good enough to land a job as
singer in one of our local movie theatres.
Then, after a month or so, I resigned to
join a juvenile troupe. Pay? Oh, I received as much as a shilling a week. And
keep!
"When I was fifteen I applied for work
as a chorus girl, but the manager of the
show gave me just one look and then
turned me down flat as 'not being the
type'. That almost broke my heart because Iwas sure that I'd never again see
the inside of a theatre as part and parcel
of a show. About this time, fortunately,
the finances in the Stansfield family took a
slight leap upward and father said he was
pretty well fed up with the idea of having a daughter of his in the show business and in a letter suggested that it would
be much better for all concerned — particularly Gracie — if I came on home and
went to work in the textile mills. It wasn't
much of a job, he said, but it was better
than starving to death while I tried to get
ahead as an entertainer.
I very heartily

agreed with him after missing three meals
while I decided.
"As father said, the job wasn't much —
except that the hours were much too long
and the pay much too short, but even that
failed to stop me from singing. The only
sour note in my new scale of living was
that I thoughtlessly sang while I worked,
and while I sang the rest of the workers
stopped to listen, and while they stopped
to listen the mill was losing money and
so, in no time at all, the owners stopped
my pay. In other words, I got fired!"
There was a pause at this point of her
recital. Wallace Beery and his young
daughter, Carol, came over to the table
and stayed long enough for a photographer
to shoot a couple of pictures, Wally bashfully admitting that he'd been waiting a
long time for a chance to get "shot" with
Gracie, whom he thinks is the greatest

ginia a sample, but it wasn't so hot, Gracie
finally admitting that the Down Unders
spoke almost like Americans trying to
speak almost like Cockneys. Both girls
tried it again and for a while the air above
our table was so thick with the sound of
broad "A's" and 'dropped "haitches" that
it would have dulled even the cool, sharp
glance of a snooty socialite.
"My first real stage job," said Gracie
when Virginia left, "was in 1914 when I
did a bit in pantomime as the Princess of
Morocco in Dick Whittington. After that
came a really good part in a show called
Mr. Power of London, and it did so well in
the provinces — you call it the 'sticks' in
America — that the producer brought it to
London, where it went over as well, or

comedienne in the world. With the "shooting" over and Wally out of sight and
sound, along came Virginia Field, a 20th
Century-Fox star, prettier and livelier
than ever and very frank in admitting

better, than it had on the road."
Which means, although Gracie is too
modest to admit it, that our ex-street
singer, ex-mill worker, was the hit of the
show in London as well as in the provinces ("sticks" to you), and after that,
from then up until now, a bigger hit
throughout the whole British Empire.

that she'd been on a couple of dozen pins
and needles while waiting for a chance to

|

say "Hello." Virginia was on a loan-out
to Hal Roach who was soon to produce
Captain Starlight. "Something," Virginia
explained, "with an Australian theme and
background and what in the world is the
dialect those 'way Down Unders used and
would you (meaning Gracie) give her a
sample."

Well, Gracie tried to give Vir-

After her initial success Gracie married Archie Pitts, a theatrical director
and producer and under his trained and
watchful eye, she kept climbing steadily
to the top of her profession.
"At one time," she says, "I was playing
six shows a day — three shows at the Alhambra, a first rank variety theatre, two
shows at the Coliseum, where I played

S.O.5.
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TESTS SHOW THAT MUCH BAD BREATH
COMES FROM DECAYING FOOD
PARTICLES AND STAGNANT SALIVA
AROUNDPROPERLY.
TEETH THAT
AREN'T
CLEANED
I RECOMMEND
COLSATE DENTAL CREAM. ITS SPECIAL
PENETRATIN6 FOAM REMOVES
THESE ODOR-BREEDING DEPOSITS

( COLGATE'S COMBATS

BAD BREATH 1

)

SPARKLE.'

...MAKES

TEETH

j

'You see, Colgate's
special penetrating
foam gets into the hidden crevices between
your teeth. It helps your
toothbrush clean out
decaying food particles and stop the stagnant saliva
odors that cause much bad breath.

IATER...THANKSTO

>

COLGATE'S

WELL./15 / LIVE AND
BREATHE—
IT ISN'T
THAT DAILY \fDOUBLE,
JACK AND JUDY, AGAIN!

Besides, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent cleans enamel — makes
teeth sparkle. Always use Colgate's
— regularly and frequently. No
other dentifrice is exactly like it."
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Alluring lips hold the. key to romance and
glamour. Triple Indelible FLAME-GLO
LIPSTICK has revealed to millions of women the charm and loveliness of tempting
lips . . for FLAME-GLO has a brightness and
allure all its own. Use FLAME-GLO and
KNO W that you always look your very best,
that your lips are alive with the color and
sparkle of youthful beauty! Its special
waterproof film assures color permanence
and satin- smooth protection from wintry
winds. Make this test: Try one of the five
glamorous
shades — again!
you'll
never want FLAME-GLO
to change lipsticks

Fay Wray and Dewey Robinson compare hats on the set of Navy Secrets. Perhaps one of the
reasons for Miss Wray's wide smile is the success of the play, Angela is Twenty-two, which she
wrote with Sinclair Lewis and which is now an undoubted
success on the New
York stage

RASPBERRY

• Alto ask for FLAME-GLO ROUGE In harmoniilng colors!
REJUVIA Beauty Labs., Inc. 116 W. 14>h Street, New York

Brand NEW!

Only I 9

f
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International Typewriter Exch., g?*t w31?

Watch CpCC with every ring ordered
given IliLL and paid for in one year!
'J Choice of
^t
Man s ors*-

Ire*

SMART

kktt!

JEWELED

To introduce our new Sterling Silver Simulated
Diamond Rings, decorated in 1/30 14K Gold, we
will give you your choice of man's gold plate Iront
or ladies' 1939 jeweled wrist watch with every ring
ordered NOW and paid for within one year on our
new easy two $2 payment plan!
(total only $4). The watch comes
to you as a Gift ... It does not
cost you one cent extra! Wear 10
days on approval! Mail coupon
or postcard NOW! SEND NO
MONEY with order! We pay
postage. We Trust You! Your
pack ace comes by return mail!
■ '""Hlllf""*""""
Gold Standard WatchT Co.,
Dept. A-393, Newton, Mass.
ST
Rush offer. D Lady's
□ Man's
WtY0T\RTU
\ Name .,
,

wAJJrtn.
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once became England's most popular
and most highly paid actress. Gracie
never makes a picture without first seeing to it that she receives a percentage
of the earnings of each film — and how
those earnings have piled up!

me cut up behind the footlights."
And she's been doing it ever

Just to establish the fact that we're not
talking through our battered chapeau

since.

H

Gracie has been compared time and
again to Charlie Chaplin and the comparison holds more than a grain of truth.
Like Charlie, she's a comic artist with the
ability to evoke tears as well as laughter.
Her comedy is partly pantomime and
partly vocal. And her artistry, like that

of Chaplin's, is universal. Audiences in
any country understand and appreciate
what she does. In Belgium, in France, in

10-Day Trial— Easy Terms
Guaranteed Brand New latent REMINGTON CADET model only $19.96
during this sen Bat ion nl h»1o. Abo(
Royal, Corona and famous Featherweight Portables at real moneysaving prices. Also standard full size office
models rebuilt and fully guaranteed at M saving*

fjUi lit

I

UP

in S.O.S., a legitimate drama, with Sir
Gerald Du Maurier, and a night club performance as a finisher to the other five.
It was hard work, but lots of fun, and since
everybody seemed to enjoy what I did, I
returned the favor ' by giving as many
people as possible an opportunity to see

Germany, and in Holland she's "put on
her act" in English without so much as
changing a single word or gesture and
she's "laid 'em in the aisles."
"My first appearance in this country
was about ten years ago, when I filled in
two weeks with the late Ted Healy at the

■

In 1931 Gracie entered films, and at

when it comes to a question of Gracie's
earnings, consider this: More than five
million of her phonograph records have
been sold. And as for her popularity, consider this: She gets five hundred and fifty
requests a week to open charity bazaars,
judge beauty contests, and to donate to a
hundred-and-one worthy causes. At a
recent election almost two hundred political candidates asked her support on the
platform (she refused them all, by the
way) . She's even had a steamship named
after her and as for Gracie Field's fan
clubs — there are hundreds of them, all
active, all devoted to nothing else than
the promotion of their favorite actress.
|

Gracie would like to stay in Cali-

Palace in New York City. I'll never forget those first three nights. They were a
washout so far as I was concerned and
due, so I proved later, to the fact that the
management convinced me that I should
sing my songs like a torch singer. Well,
imagine me going torchy! On the fourth
night I went back to my old tried and
true routines in song and patter and the

fornia, but she can't — and she won't.
Her admirers in England would be heartbroken if she deserted them. It would
be the same as though Shirley Temple left
California for England.

audience loved it. Good humor, if it isn't
sly and smart and sarcastic, finds good
company in any country and in any lan-

black, sleazy affairs," she keeps explaining. "I'm not used to it. Never did it in
England, so why here. I'd much rather
(and she does) pay my money to the
drivers of your busses and ride on top.

Her radio work, by the way, is very
definitely limited — and by the British government. For this reason: After her first
guage." some years ago, theatre ownbroadcast
ers and managers complained that when
it was announced that Gracie was to appear over the air on a certain night, everybody stayed home during the broadcast.
It was estimated that more than 40,000,000
people listened in! So she's limited, now,
to two a year.

Much to the studio heads' discomfiture,
Gracie refuses to ride around in limousines when she goes sight-seeing.
"I'm not comfortable riding in those long,

It's more my

style even if it isn't so

And that's Gracie Fields, the highestpaid actress in the world. As down to earth
as the soles of her shoes, as gracious and
asstylish."
kindly as they come. Gracie Fields,
the textile mill girl who's not ashamed
of her lowly beginnings, whose kind
heart, if it grows another inch, will be so
big it will choke her to death.

Young— the Mobile Unit
[Continued from page 21]

crystallization. Thus, master of the situation and lord of all he surveyed, Bob
drove the trailer home. Betty viewed it
with apprehension, the servants with condescension, and Carol Ann with discouraging indifference.
The packing was done that night in anticipation of a 9 a. m. get-away on the
morrow. The superior disdain with which
the butler, cook, maid and nurse joined
in the work soon gave way to sort of
festive gaiety as box after box of food,
and bag after bag of clothing was carried
safari-fashion to the back yard where Bob
was charge d'affaires. Viewed in the right
spirit it was more fun than trimming a
Christmas tree, and a tinseled Star of
Bethlehem never was placed with more
anxious exactitude than was displayed in
stowing away the final can of beans.
"At last!" Bob breathed, and stretched
his arms to the stars. "Now for adventure, for romance, for life!"
"Quite right, sir," said the butler.
"Makes a man feel a bit of a lion, what?"
The departure hour arrived. Bob was
shaving while Betty gave the trailer a
final double O. In a moment she was
pounding on the bathroom door.
"Bob, we forgot a broom!" she announced.
"Send the butler out for one," he suggested.

Three minutes later she was back.
"There isn't any soap or dish cloths!" He
said, "Send the maid." A third rap informed him there were no towels and
where had he put Carol Ann's light weight
sweater? He said "Send the cook" and
"in the first case under the right hand
The noon whistles were blowing when
the caravan started down the driveway. On
theseat."
porch, waving and calling happy goodbyes, were the servants. Six carloads of
tourists, spotting an event, had pulled up
to watch the show and added a royal fanfare with their cheers and horns. Dogs
appeared from nowhere to yelp their joy
and a police squad car, scenting excitement, came tearing up with screaming
siren.
"The launching of the Queen Mary was
aobserved.
penny ante affair by comparison," Bob
The parade went exactly fifteen feet
before halting with a jerk that banged
Carol Ann's head, and set her to wailing.
In turning into the street, Bob cut at too
short an angle. Quickly reversing, he
jammed the trailer at an immovable
angle; he had not yet discovered that
trailer wheels go one way and a steering
wheel another. By 3 p. m. he figured the
thing out (after shooting the sun, sighting the compass and calculating wind di-

rection and velocity) and once more they
were under way. A little less enthusastically, the servants again waved
good-by.
Half a block down the street Carol Ann
announced she'd just as soon stay home.
They reached Laguna, fifty miles away,
at eight o'clock that night. After two unsuccessful tries at trailer camps, they
finally obtained a parking space. It was
not, the manager said apologetically, the
most desirable space but it was all he had.
Perhaps in the morning a change could
be made.
"Sure thing, old man," Bob acquiesced.
"Have to take things as they come when
you're roughing it!"
It was nine o'clock by then and pitch
dark.
"And now daddy and mother will get
dinner," Bob told his daughter. "Won't
"Yes," she said politely.
that be nice?"
"Isn't this fun?" he persisted.
"No," Carol Ann said flatly. "I'm hungry." Bob cheerily announced they'd soon
fix that.
It wasn't "fixed" by ten o'clock. The
stove
wouldn't
For pump
one solid
hour simply
Bob had
used work.
the air
as
directed, banging his elbow every time
he bent to push and pull, and whamming
his head every time he stood up. Three
nice bright little flames would leap into
life, only to phhhht out as soon as Betty
covered them with pots and pans. That
made Bob mad.
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IN A FAMOUS POWDER BASE*
Women everywhere praise Pond's Vanishing
Cream as a powder base . . . now they're
excited over the extra skin care this famous
cream brings. Now Pond's contains Vitamin
A, the "skin-vitamin" necessary to skin health
In hospitals, scientists found that wounds and
burns healed quicker when "skin-vitamin"
was applied to them.
Use Pond's Vanishing Cream before powder
and for overnight to help supply extra "skinvitamin" for your skin. Same jars, labels, prices.
S|« Statements concerning the effects of the "skin-vitamin" applied to the skin are based upon
medical literature and tests on the skin of animals following an accepted laboratory method.

Tune in on "THOSE WE LOVE/' Pond'. Program,
Mondays, 8)30 P.M., N.Y. Time, N. B. C.
Copyright, 1939, Ponti1* Extract Company
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A highlight of Ice Follies of 1939 is Joan Crawford's skating act.
horse,
played
with
great
feeling
and
dash
by James
Stewart

The ribbons lead to a trick
and
Lew
Ayres
together
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EYEBROW

PHOTO

Size 8 x lO inches

or smaller If desired.

PENCIL INTHE WORLD

ENLARGED
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Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, landscapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
■part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo — ,
guaranteed.
3 TOT $1,00

SEND

NO MONEY £rt™«!»h*t

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement,
guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage — or send 49o
with order and we pay postage. "29-C
Big 16x20Inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.
STANDARD ART STUDIOS
CHICAGO.
ILLINOIS
113 S. Jefferson St. Dept.

"Aids
to Beauty"
Is the title of a fascinat-

ing free booklet which
many women say has
shown them the simple,
easy way to

SECURE and KEEP

r->A BEAUTIFUL
/-COMPLEXION^
This helpful booklet was written espe-

cially for women who want to know how
to make the most of their appearance
and personality — for women who miss
the popularity, admiration and attention
which are the natural reward of being
lovely. The makers of STUART'S LAXATIVE COMPOUND TABLETS will
gladly send you a copy free and without
obligation. Its valuable information may
be just what is needed to help you achieve
greater skin loveliness. Write for

rnct
rprr OHBirLt
ciMPIF compound
stuart's laxative
tablets

ft

and a FREE copy of

I■ Vomrn
"AIDStoBEAUTY"
do. Send shouw
name and
address now. Send to
■

F. A. STUART

| Box A-114,
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COMPANY
Marshall, Mich.

What with Bob, Carol Ann and the
camp manager (who had been called to
help) tramping in and out of the trailer
a half a dozen times, the floor soon was
covered with sand, gravel and a fine scum
of mud. It was nerve-wracking to walk
on (like sugar on the kitchen floor) and
every time she dropped a towel or dish
cloth, the thing was a mess. That made
Betty mad.
It was half past ten and she hadn't had
anything to eat since a hamburger at five
o'clock. That made Carol Ann mad.
In bitter despair they ate bread and
butter and cold beans for dinner.
Carol Ann's bunk was then made up
and she was put to bed.
"Go downstairs now so I can go to sleep,
please," she ordered.
"There isn't any downstairs in this
house, dear," Bob patiently explained.
"This is all of the house, right here. Isn't
"No," said Carol Ann.
"It stinks."
cute?" Ann! Where did you ever hear
it "Carol
language like that?" (This from Betty.)
"From daddy," Carol Ann succinctly
said. "That's what he told the man the
stove
did."It does! Everything does!" (This
"It did!
from
Bob.)
Blankets finally were strung up to partition off an "upstairs" for the baby, and
the elder Youngs settled themselves across
the table at the other end of the trailer to
discuss the situation in whispers.
"If you ask me, the whole thing is a
fizzle!" Bob croaked. "Let's go home. We

can make it by two if we start now."
"Where's your sense of humor?" Betty
chided. "I thought you told the baby this
"Uh!" he grunted. "Well, let's go to bed
then. All you have to do is lift up this
table, fun."
slide the seats out, fasten a couple
was
of gadgets and put the seat cushions on
for a mattress. That's simple, anyway."
It might have been for a smaller or less
harassed man, or in less crowded quarters.
For Bob, however, it became a major
problem in mechanical engineering.
Everything was in place, finally, when
Bob asked for the bedding. Betty let
out a low, banshee wail.
"It's under the bed!" she moaned.
Bereft of reasoning power by this time,
Bob viciously pulled the contraption
apart, rescued the bedding, and carelessly
slapped things together again. Betty arranged the blankets while he changed into
pajamas with such modesty as an 18-inch
cupboard door made possible. Then in
weary resignation he flung himself down.
P-l_l_o-p-p! C-r-a-a-a-s-h! The bed
collapsed, jacknifing the erstwhile gay
lothario of the screen into a fuming, spluttering human pretzel. If ever the Youngs
are divorced, it will be because of what
happened next. Under the circumstances
most judges would rule homicide entirely
justifiable.
"Hey, you guys, pipe down and let a
man get a little sleep, will ya?" yelled a
trailer neighbor.
"Daddy, I want a drink of water," called
Carol Ann.

"Oh, Bob! You look so funny!" Betty
shrieked in wild laughter.
Egad, it was enough to drive a man to
drink. Fun or no fun, he was going home.
■

Came 6 a. m. and Bob sat bolt upright
in bed. (Oh yes, once a Young starts

something he finishes it!) "What the
heck is that?" he demanded. "It smells
like a glue factory at the end of a long,
hard summer!"
It was only the daily burning of the
camp rubbish with a couple of worn-out
inner tubes thrown in for good measure.

in with a couple of monkey wrenches.
At long last, the trailer was installed in
its new location. Ahead stretched the blue
waters of the Pacific. Under foot were
the golden sands of a wave-lapped beach.
Overhead was the cloud-flecked mantel
of heaven. And on all sides — curious men,
women and children who later would tell
their friends: "Why, I was so close to him
I couldda reached out and touched him!"
Yes indeed. Nature in the raw. Human
nature.
■

The "only available space" in which they
had parked in the darkness of the previous night was three feet from the community incinerator!
Something else was in the wind that
morning — news that a famous movie star
was in camp. Bob was in a beautiful frame
of mind to greet the twenty odd representatives of his "public" who gathered outside the door.
At that, he never had a more enthusiastic audience than the one which gathered to watch him move the trailer to
the new location the manager wangled for
him after breakfast (eaten in a restaurant a few blocks away). It cheered
loudly when he bumped his head in the
trailer doorway (what a comic, that
Young! Anything for a laff!) and applauded appreciatively as he nervously
bungled the intricate backing and turning process. It never knew how close it
came to getting its collective head bashed

The Young en trailer did not get to
Ensenada. Nor to Mexico City. Nor
one foot farther south. They stayed right
there for two weeks and then came home.
It was two weeks before Bob had the
strength to move.
"I did, however, do a lot of thinking,"
Bob confided, "and I now can offer prospective trailerites a bit of practical advice.
They aren't the things the salesmen emphasize but they come in handy just the
same. First — leave room for yourself. In
other words, don't fill the thing up with
a lot of needless junk and find there is no
room for you.

stove, make up the beds and such before
you make a deal.
"Keep your own car in mind
find you have a tail wagging
Drive it around city streets.
Park it. Make sharp turns and

or you'll
the dog.
Back it.
try it on

a hill.
"Cut your wardrobe down to a minimum; clothes become a terrific nuisance.
And don't overstock your larder; you
usually aren't more than a few miles from
food supply. Repack things immediately
after use or you'll have chaos.
"Let the other play Columbus in discovering delightful, but out of the way,
places to park. The by-ways have their
drawbacks.
"Don't take it for granted that children
will 'fit in' any place. They have their
problems, too. Be prepared to make concessions and adjustments to your normal
routine of living, your pet peeves and pet
foibles.
"Keep a close eye on the gas gauge and
dependable maps handy. Plan your itinerary to get you to your parking place
before dark, and be sure water is available. Keep a supply of candles on hand

"Take your wife with you to select your
trailer. She has to live — and work — in it,
too. Test everything for space. I mean,

just in case.
"And — develop a sense of humor or stay

open all the drawers and such; it's a certified scientific fact that two objects cannot occupy the same space at the same

Well, well. So he'd just thought out all
that advice while sitting on a golden beach
for two weeks?

time. Furthermore, don't take the salesman's word for it that the various appurtenances are easy to operate; light the

home!"
"Heck, no!" Bob said sheepishly. "Didn't
I tell you? I bought the darned thing
when we got home!"

EVERYBODY THOUGHT
SHED BE AH OLD AfA/D
YOU'RE MY BEST GIRLFRIEND, ANITA TELL
"" ME WHY I'M SO UNPOPULAR-PLEASE!
'

WELL, RUTH_ SINCE YOU *v
ASK.I THINK YOU SHOULD A
USE LIFEBUOY. ITS A BIG J

.BUT SHE DfSCOVERED
MT/MEWHYMEN
D/DHTI//CEHEX...
yiMAGINE-A

"B.C.".
A^«
A GIRL TO HAVE
HANDICAP FOR' - s^-^

GIRL LIKE ME GUILTY OF

vB.O." BUT IT WILL NEVER

HAPPEN

AGAIN! IM PLAYING SAFE_|'M
LIFEBUOY
IN
fat^-

USING

• It's the fault unforgivable. It comes between people— destroys affection— ruins romance. "B.O." makes such a bad impression—betrays the offender at once!
Why not play safe the way millions
do? Use Lifebuoy in your daily bath! It
contains an exclusive ingredient not found
in any other popular toilet soap. Lifebuoy
in
your daily
stopscomplexion,
"B.O."— assures
freshness.
Fine bath
for the
too.

LIFEBUOY*/*0K?4S2*M£%

PROTECTS

AGAINST "B.O
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STOLEN FROM THE
SOUTH SEAS MAIDEN !
The Secret of Her Strange Enchantment

^
TATTOO for lips .. .
instead of pasty coating!
./Does the glamorous little South Seas maiden entrust her charm to greasy pastes that might drive
Romance from her lips? Indeed not! Far too charmwise for that, she tattoos her lips with an exciting
red stain that leaves nothing on her lips but color
of the most bewitching kind ! No pasty coating at
all. TATTOO is her idea improved for you. Put it
on . . . let it set a moment . . . then, wipe it away
and discover your lips gorgeously TATTOO -ed
with ravishing South Sea color that stays . . . and
stays . . . and stays. TATTOO your lips with one of
the six gorgeous shades of TATTOO. Select the
$1 or the 55c size . . . anywhere.
CORAL . . EXOTIC . . NATURAL . . PASTEL . . HAWAIIAN
BLACK MAGIC (NE W. . BLA CK in the Stick . . RED on your lips)

TATTOO

__

f

YOUR LIPS <jpi ftomoMcz.!

How

Betty Furness is pretty as a picture, and one of her great assets

to Attract and
Hold Your Man

is the clear fresh skin which comes only from constant care. You'll
see her next in Columbia's fast melodrama,
North of Shanghai

Attract and fascinate the
man of your choice
Any woman or girl of ordinary intelligence, beautiful
or plain, can learn from
"Fascinating Womanhood"
how to be and remain attractive to men. It tells you
how to develop the power
that is in you. Learn the
principles of Charm that
men cannot resist. Most
cases of social failure and spinsterhood are due to
lack of understanding man's psychology. Married
or single you cannot afford to be without this
secret knowledge. Send only 10c for the booklet,
"Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood," an interesting outline of the secrets revealed in "Fascinating Womanhood." Mailed in plain wrapper.
PSYCHOLOGY PRESS, Dept. 42-C. St. Louis, Mo.
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WRIST

CHARiM,
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^PROMPTLY
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1939 Queen

diamonds »l in
NT^^L^^
Quality Watch.
Ut.tlm. Sterling
X^gfe?'
Dial small as a
silver Decorated in
l^Sr
Dime.
Jeweled.
Rich l 30, 14k Gold. Accuracy Guarantee enclosed.

WATCH

w

is yours FREE of any extra charge with
every ring ordered NOW and
paid for within one year on our neweasy two $2 payment plan (total
only $4). Remember, the cost of
is included in the price
7 M ofthe thewatch
ringEXTRA
. . . YOU
PAYWATCH
NOTH- !
ING
for the
Wear 10 days ON APPROVAL!
Send NO Money with order ! We
WONEY\ trust you. Mail postcard now. We
pay postage. Your package comes
nth order * at once by return mail.

/no\
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WATCH

CO.

Faces

Yon really can help to make your own
face, if yon are careful about the many
small things that mean a healthy skin
By

ANN

VERNON

WATCH

mim± mm mm with every ring
AND
D
rWwtwZ^— ORDERE
PAID
FOR

Of EXTRA

Making

Dept. T-393,

Newton, MASS.
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Our teens should be very happy years
but too often they are made miserable
for us by skin troubles. In my mail I find
many letters that tell me this all too
clearly. There is no beauty problem that
causes so much anguish as acne, in its
mild or serious forms.
I do not want to intimate that acne in
any stage is anything but serious. Even an
occasional pimple, especially in the teens,
should never be treated lightly. Actually,
though, the warning signals for acne go
back further. In this way: the glandular
changes taking place during adolescence
often cause the oil glands in the skin to
overproduce. The pores or outlets for these
secretions are unable to cope with an over
supply, so they begin to enlarge. Their

powers of propulsion weaken and the
sebaceous fluid remains in them until it
hardens and becomes a blackhead. A
blackhead can easily become infected and
turn into an eruption . . . And there you
have a horrid chain of events, every
link of which bears close watching. Naturally, you'll consult a doctor at the first
sign!
Besides the natural increase of oil production, there are several things responsible for these conditions. First, a diet
containing too much fat and oil. This not
only increases the manufacturing of oil,
but makes it heavier in consistency, so
that the pores cannot handle it. Therefore
it is wiser to cut down on gravies, butter,
fat meats, spicy foods, whipped cream and

chocolate sundaes covered with nuts. And
to increase the amount of fresh and cooked
fruits and vegetables as well as milk. You
can't drink too much water if your skin
has a tendency toward acne. At least
eight glasses a day is the minimum.
|

Next to wrong diet as a cause for acne
comes insufficient cleansing. That goes
for the entire body as well as for face and
back, the areas where oil glands are thickest and where acne usually appears. The
oily secretions and perspiration must be
removed from the skin thoroughly at least
twice a day, otherwise they will infect the
pores. It's pretty obvious that particles of
dirt and soot left on the skin will clog the
pores and hasten the formation of blackheads and pimples. That's why I can't
urge you too strongly to place your faith in
soap and water. Two baths a day in tepid
water, with a soft-bristled bath brush to
work up lots of lather are in order. And
it will do no harm to wash your face

Ann Vernon has the answer to
your skin problems. Write her today, c/o HOLLYWOOD Magazine, 1501 Broadway, New York
City. Enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope for her reply.

oftener. Three times a day is the minimum— and a couple more times for good
measure will hasten the cure. The action
of the lather is antiseptic as well as cleansing, which is just what a blemished skin
needs.
You may find it helpful to leave a thick
paste of the soap on the skin. This tends
to tighten the pores and somewhat dry
up the blemishes. Always rinse your
skin twice — once with luke warm water,
again with cool. Pat — don't rub — dry
with a fresh towel or piece of cotton. As
harmful as insufficient cleansing is the
careless practice of allowing soiled towels,
powder puffs or fingers to come in contact with the skin. So be sure to keep
them spotless — or away from your face.
YoU can't be too finicky about this.
H

The third contributing cause is trying
to cover up skin blemishes, no matter
how minor, with thick layers of make-up.
This only clogs the pores more than ever
and may cause further infection. Be sparing of make-up so you won't prolong the
condition, and be sure that what you do use
is harmless. The very best solution to this
problem is the use of a lotion that gives
the effect of liquid powder, yet provides
a healing film for your skin. One that I
have been testing has just been put on the
market, after being used by a dermatologist with much success. It comes in a neutral shade flattering to all skins, and it has
a cooling, refreshing effect. You can dust
a bit of powder over it lightly, or let it

1st STEP — Mixing — takes a minute.

serve as powder base and powder, then
finish off your make-up with a dash of
lipstick. Apply the lotion at bedtime, after
you have cleansed your skin with soap
and water, so that its soothing properties
can work all night. The manufacturer has
a large bottle for $1, but there's a trial
size for a dime, in case you want to see if
I'm telling the truth!
A hard-milled toilet soap that you'll
find excellent for keeping or making that
young skin clear contains the skin stimulating vitamin D. I saw it being made
once, so I know it's purity personified. Its
creamy lather cuts oil and dirt quickly
and it costs only a few coppers. Include
it in your anti-acne campaign . . .
One more thing. Use fresh cotton for
applying lotion, dusting on powder or even
washing your face. I can recommend some
handy little squares, compressed slightly
to eliminate fuzziness, that cost one-fifth
of a cent apiece. Cheap insurance against
blemished skin, aren't they?
Write me before March 15th if
you'd like the names of these products. Enclose a stamped self-addressed envelope when you write
me in care of HOLLYWOOD,
1501

Broadway, New York City.

m

2nd STEP— Applying— takes

4th STEP — Riming off completely,

It's New!
*ook how easy it is for you to make the Linit Complexion
Mask at home : 1 —Simply mix three tablespoons of Linit (the
same Linit so popular for the Bath) and one teaspoon of Cold
Cream with enough milk to make a nice, firm consistency.
2— Apply it to the cleansed face and neck. 3— Relax during the twenty minutes the mask takes to set. 4— Then rinse
off with clear, tepid water and pat the face and neck dry.
WHY

NOT

TRY

THE

UNIT

COMPLEXION

MASK?

ALL GROCERS

SELL

UNIT

LINIT

LINIT

ALL-PURPOSE
POWDER

for every member
of the family. Delightfully different.
TRY IT TODAYI

fpm\
'W*

POWDER!
foil THE SKIN

j

AT 5 & 10c STORES
AND DRUG STORES
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New Under-arm
Cream Deodorant
safely
Stops Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses — does
not irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly checks perspiration
for 1 to 3 days. Removes
odor from perspiration.
4. A pure white, greaseless, stainless vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for
being Harmless to Fabrics.
TEN MILLION jars of Arrid
have been sold. Try ajar today!

ARRID

AT ALL STORES

Pity the Poor Working Girl?
[Continued from page 23]

duction, with music lessons, costume
fittings, publicity pictures. But even if
she had the time, it is considered unsafe.
Too many unpleasant things can happen,
like being pestered by strangers or followed home. Or like the time she and
her dad were driving home one Saturday
afternoon from a football game. Four
boys in a car in front of them deliberately
tried to make the Durbins' car crash into
their own, thereby setting up a sweet
lawsuit for damages.
Deanna naturally knows none of the
fun that comes with going to a public
high school such as the do-or-die football
and basketball games, school plays, clubs
and sororities. All her daily schooling is
obtained in the boxlike schoolhouse at the
studio with kids ranging in age from eight
to eighteen for her classmates.
She still has three times the social life
of an average girl of her age. Here is why:
But—
The average young miss has one circle
of friends. They are the boys and girls
who are her classmates in school, the
young people with whom she is in daily
association. They share the same sports,
parties, and activities.

| Deanna has three separate and distinct
circles of companions. In the first
group are five of the young actors and
actresses who, like her, earn a living in
the movies. They are the three Jackies —
Moran, Cooper, and Searl — and Helen
Parrish and Judy Garland. That sixsome
is something of a closed corporation devoted to having a good time.
The second group includes Paula
Jenkins, Janie Rawhut, Alvira Anderson,
Gene Read, Adeline Craig, Sidney Alder,
Harold McBratney, Jerry O'Shane, and
another good Irishman, Jimmy Murphy.
These are the boys and girls who were
her close friends back in the days when
she went to the Bret Harte Junior high
school in Los Angeles, and lived in a
simple three room cottage near Broadway
and 86th street. They are the friends, too,
who nearly broke her heart at first by
thinking it made a big difference that she
was famous and that she wouldn't want to
see them any more. It took a long time
to convince them otherwise but now,
Deanna says, they treat her with legs awe
than anyone else in town.
Finally there is the third group of important adults like directors, producers

39^ a iar
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SELL TOILET GOODS

(Also in 10 cent ond 59 cent jars )
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DOES YOUR HAIR
REFLECT HEALTH.
REALTY. CHARM?
Use KOTALKO
Is your hair soft, lustrous, beautiful?
Or is it thin, stringy, faded?
Does it enhance your appearance — or
spoil your looks?
You are lucky if your hair is rich in
the elements that make for normal
growth.
But if it falls out excessively; if you
have flaky dandruff, or if there are signs
of approaching baldn e s s, send for a
sample of KOTALKO,
or buy a full supply
at the drug store.
Thousands recommend KOTALKO, the
distinguished hair
GLAMOROUS
proprietary, because
it is a valuable aid to scalp energy
which remains the only source of hair
growth and the sole resistant against
preventable baldness.
Do not tet scalp fatigue dull your
hair, dim your popularity, or interfere with your charm.
Safeguard
your hair!
Kotalko is sold at drug
stores everywhere.

FREE

BOX

efficacy Useof coupon.
Kotalko
hair.

ROMANTIC

To

prove

the

for

men's,

women's

and

Kotalko Co., A-64, General P. O., New
S'imr
...
Full
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children's
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Helairte Moler and Judith King help Ben Blue with the dedication ceremonies of his new
home after all three finished worlt in Paris Honeymoon. Blue, carrying the sign for the
front gate, says that the name
of the house explains his somewhat
depressed
expression

and cameramen who are associated with
her in making a picture.
What could such men give a child in
the way of fun and a good time? Think a
moment of any sixteen year old girl you
know. Would anything be more thrilling
to her than to be the genuine center of
attention in a group of important grownups? You know the answer to that!
Heady stuff, maybe, but fun anyway you
look at it.

at the studio," she explained. "Anyway,
when we do talk, it's about the same kind
of things other kids do. Parties and
dresses and who's going with who. Things
like
that."are prepared by the mothers and
"Eats"
are served buffet style. First comes cheese,
xmeat or egg sandwiches and coca-cola, and
then cookies or cake and ice cream. Then
down with the rugs and "good night."
Once in a long time they make it a
"gala." A "gala" means four or six extra
guests, salad with the sandwiches, party
dresses for the girls and dark suits for the
boys. That happens maybe twice a year,
Deanna said.

| Her friends in the movie crowd take
turns going to each other's homes for
"eats," dancing once a week if they aren't
working and once a month if they are.
Fridays or Saturdays are always the nights
except for special occasions like birthdays.
In the summer, if it's warm enough, they
go swimming in Deanna's pool instead of
dancing and have the "eats" out there.
The routine for these parties seldom
varies. Since most of them are too young
to drive cars, their parents bring them
and call to take them home. The starting
hour is around 7:30 and deadline is 11:30
p.m. so they all can be home and in bed
by midnight. The boys usually wear
sweaters and slacks and the girls sweaters
and skirts or simple little dresses.
Once they are gathered, up go the rugs
and on goes the radio or phonograph.
Oddly enough, Deanna says, they never
play games of any kind or even do much
talking, especially about themselves or
their work.

"Don't you or Judy ever sing for the
others?" I asked.
"Oh, no\" she said hastily and in a tone
of voice that told me such a thing clearly
would be a social faux pas in that particular group.
The parties with the ex-schoolmates
are very much along the same line except
they don't happen quite so regularly and
always are given at Deanna's house because it's bigger.
■

The party that was given at the
Durbin home following the preview
of That Certain Age, Deanna's last picture,
was typical of her social life with the third
group. The guests included Edward Ludwig, the director; Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
deGroot, the Durbin attorney; Mr. and
Mrs. Mitchell Hamilburg, Deanna's busi-

"I guess we have enough of that all day

ness manager; Joseph Pasternak, the producer of her pictures; and her parents.
"We got home from the show about 11
o'clock," Deanna said, "and then we sat
around and talked about the picture and
said what we liked about it and what we
didn't like and so forth. The grown-ups
had some champagne and I had coca-cola.
Then we had some supper and talked some
more. And then everyone went home and
Sometimes
I went
to bed."the director or the producer
gives the party after the preview, in which
case it's apt to be a formal affair at which
she gets a chance to wear a party dress.
She adores that. In fact, her only complaint about not being allowed to go out
dancing
public
at night all
is that
she up
can't
have thein fun
of getting
dolled
in
her best beribboned bib and tucker.
"However, pretty soon I'll be old enough
to do it," she philosophized, "and meantime it's worth waiting for, I guess."
These, then, are Deanna's three circles
of friends and the kind of parties she enjoys with thenv In addition she occasionally is permitted a chaperoned date
with Jackie Moran or Jackie Cooper for
dinner in some quiet restaurant and a
movie. And, still more, she has what is
given to few young girls, the daytime
companionship
her father.
missed
a college offootball
gameThey
this haven't
season
in Los Angeles.
So waste no more time pitying the poor,
working girl. She's having her share of
fun and she knows it if you don't.
"Swing-master". . . ARTIE SHAW

M<«UwJ^*««^
AS A JITTER BUG

FOR YOUR

ADDED

PLEASURE

extra choice, extra longaged tobaccos give extra
rich flavor . . . extra Cellophane wrapper assures extra freshness.

TRY THE 1939

Double-Mellow
ALWAYS FRESH! Doubly protected
by not one but two jackets of Cellophane.
OUTER jacket opens at BOTTOM of pack.

Old Gold
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IN on"MeIodyand Madness" with ROBERT

BENCHLEY

and ARTIE SHAW'S

Orchestra, Sunday nights. Colombia Network

Astaire and Rogers Disagree!

r

[Continued from page 31]

Thousands of women are
changing to Winx! This
finer mascara looks more
natural, adds a longer, silky
appearance to lashes. Gives
them darker beauty, makes
your eyes seem brighter.
Try WlNX mascara today!

for the oldsters in defiance
of youth.
For in The Castles Mrs. Irene Castle
McLaughlin, now approaching middle age
with the poised serenity of the truly beautiful woman, is using Ginger Rogers and
Fred Astaire for an assault on swing and.
jitterbugs and the reckless dance-floor
display of feminine anatomy. To her this
film story of her idyllic career as wife,
lover and dancing partner of Vernon Castle is more than just a story: it's a chance
to swing the whole world back into the
easy, gliding rhythm of the Castle Walk
and the Castle Polka, of the Tango and
the Maxixe. Sitting on the sets in production conferences, guiding every inch
of the celluloid recording the story, Irene
Castle saw The Castles as her personal,
one-woman drive against the very same
sort of thing she herself fostered a quarter of a century ago.
tory tests prove
WlNX mascara
is amazingly fine
in texture.

Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau. Get
WlNX mascara, eye shadow, and eyebrow pencilin the GREEN PACKAGES— at all drug, department
and ten-cent stores.

MASCARA

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES
Thic Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The acids
kidneys
Nature's
way ofMost
taking
the
excess
and are
waste
out of chief
the blood.
people
pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and
burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when
due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss
of pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't
wait! Ask
druggist
Pills,
used
successfully
by your
millions
for overfor40 Doan's
years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

The Big Apple and the Lambeth Walk
are monstrosities to Irene Castle. While
the cameras were grinding on the RKO
lot there was a rumor floating around that
she was troubled with nightmares — nightmares which always took the same form:
She woke with a start, or imagined she
did, to the wild rhythm of a swing band.
And she saw Ginger Rogers, wearing the
very dress Irene herself wore when she
stepped out on the ballroom floor with
Vernon Castle back in the 'teens, fleeing
like mad before a host of gibbering cats
and alligators. With Ginger was Fred
Astaire, tapping out a whirlwind rhythm
with those trick feet of his as she tried
to out-dance the cats and alligators, who
kept shrilling queer things like "Jive!"
and "Gutbucket!"
"You're corny! You're corny!" the cats
and alligators screamed and Irene found
herself trying furiously to defend Fred
and Ginger against them, for, somehow,
she identified herself in the dream with
Ginger. Then suddenly Fred Astaire
miraculously became Vernon Castle, in
this weird dream of Irene Castle's, and
she was in his arms, dancing one -two three, one-two-three to "The Missouri
Waltz" and smiling happily as she saw the
cats and alligators sneaking away into the
limbo of forgotten things.
That was Irene Castle's strange
and that, she insists, is what will
to the cats and alligators when The
is finally released to a jitter-weary

COUGH MADE
FAST EXIT!
(DUE TO A COLD)

"I am an actress. Before a
matinee I woke up coughing. Itook Smith Bros.
Cough Syrup. My cough
was better before two
o'clock."— Ann Fairleigb,
612 West U5thSt.,N. Y.
6 Oz. Bottle Only 600
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dream,
happen
Castles
world.
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"These modern dances," says the woman
who once startled the world with ultramodern dances, "are too violent. They are
unlovely
and soungraceful.
of
course. But
are the old They're
dances. fun,
Swing
and the Big Apple are doomed!"
Listening to the gracious woman whom
she portrays in the film, Ginger absorbed
a good many of her ideas. Which explains
why one-half of movieland's most celebrated dance team has suddenly and definitely gone anti-jitterbug. Fred's a diehard. But the battle's still raging merrily
and before it's over — well, who can tell?
One remarkable sequence in The Castles
shows Fred and Ginger, as Irene and Vernon Castle, dancing across the United
States. For this shot RKO built a huge
dance-floor map of the nation. The map
was seven hundred feet across. Cameras
had to be mounted on specially-constructed steel towers and catwalks hanging one hundred feet above the set in
order to record the entire action.
As Fred and Ginger whirl across the
huge map, from them radiate other couples, all dancing the same steps — the Castle Walk and the Castle Polka and the
Maxixe. The sequences symbolize the
tremendous influence the Castles exerted
upon dancing twenty-five years ago. And
today Irene Castle hopes that it will be
prophetic of another trend, a return from
the madness of swing and jitterbug to the
sanity and beauty of the dances she and
her husband made popular.
■

The story of The Castles is one of the
loveliest love stories of all time. In
supervising the film version Irene Castle
has waged a constant battle to make it authentic. And in so doing she has frequently
had to defy the most sacred taboos of
movie making.
In actual life Irene was a society girl,
Vernon Castle a "ham" actor who could
dance. They met, fell in love, married.
And then their dancing career began.
Vernon Castle found in his wife the inspiration and help that lifted him from
mediocrity to stellar brilliance. As a dance
team they swept America, then the world.
Every girl tried to walk and talk and dress
like Irene; every modem youth of the
'teens tried to be another Vernon Castle.
At the height of their popularity the
World War broke out. Vernon, English born, enlisted in the Royal Flying Corps.
For a year he flew over the German lines
as an observer, making more than one
hundred fifty dangerous flights into enemy
territory. And back in America Irene
held her heart and prayed and hoped.
Then Vernon came back, safe and sound,
and Irene was the happiest girl in the
world. The danger was over. He was safe.
Her happiness didn't last long. Vernon
was sent to a Texas flying field to instruct
Royal Air Force cadets. And one day a
few weeks later, while Irene waited for
him at a Fort Worth hotel to fulfill a dancing engagement, word came that Vernon
Castle was dead.
He had died like a hero. Rather than

collide with another plane and possibly
kill the two cadets it contained, he had
crashed his own ship deliberately.
If she lives forever Irene will never forget the words in Vernon Castle's will, in
which he bequeathed everything to her
"... not only as a token of my deep love
and sincere affection, but also in grateful
recognition of the happiness which I have
enjoyed in your society during all our
married life, and the great assistance
which you have during all that time rendered to me in my professional work and
career."
Years later Irene Castle remarried. Unfortunately the marriage was not a happy
one. Today, in her middle forty's, the
mature, lovely woman whose dancing once
electrified the world, busies herself bringing up two children, running her own
business, taking care of the nationwide
organization she founded twelve years ago
to provide for stray dogs.
Helping supervise the filming The Castles revived more vividly than ever the
memories of her great romance and her
professional career with Vernon Castle.
And she insisted that every detail of the
movie story be portrayed as faithfully and
accurately as her memory would allow.
Several dance sequences, for instance,
were copied from a film made in 1914,
showing the Castles in their own home.
The lighting and photography were poor,
the film itself badly faded. But it served
as a model for several dances and costumes
used in the current film.

H

On the clothes subject Irene brooked
no interference. She and Ginger and
RKO argued for days over the choice of a
single gown. Irene insisted it should be a
duplicate — frill for frill, bow for bow, line
for line, gadget for gadget — of a dress she
wore when she danced with Vernon

valve for the very young to rid themselves
of excess animal energy.
"Of course, the modern dance craze
can't last. It isn't even practical. It has
no real place in dancing. It is a frightening, frightened hysteria. Like primitive
dances of the jungle, that's where it belongs— back in the jungle. At worst it's
only a fad, like the Charleston was. And

twenty-five years ago. RKO wanted to
modernize it. Irene was adamant.
"I won't have it changed," she insisted. "It was beautiful then. It's beau-

the Charleston died."
Wise words, those. And, coming from
Irene Castle, probably they are prophetic
ones. She knows the old dances are best.
And she knows, too, that they will come
back eventually. For whenever she
weakens, she says that she seems to hear
the voice of Vernon Castle saying to her
the very words he used to say when things
were black in their own early life:

tiful now."
Irene
won. The dress you'll see on
Ginger may look funny to you at first but
Irene is positive it will look beautiful before you've seen it many times on the
screen. And she hopes, wistfully, that it
may start a new cycle in clothes, even as
she hopes the film will revive an old cycle
in dancing.

"Chin up! Chest out! And best foot forEj Whenever she hears Fred Astaire
bristle in defense of the jitterbug
mania, she smiles and lets him talk. Because reason, she knows, is on her side

DO

ward!"

and Ginger's.
"Jitterbug dancers," she told him, "are
bound to break down their arches, ruin
their ankles and their entire systems. I

GIRLS GROW UP TOO
IN HOLLYWOOD?

SOON

Olivia de Havilland thinks so, and she tells
you exactly why. Certainly no other actress
is better equipped to speak on this subject.
Four years ago, she was a little school-girl
in a small town in Northern California.
Today she handles an income of four figures
a week, is a star in her own right, and is
associated with distinguished men and
women from all parts of the world.
You'll find her story in April
HOLLYWOOD
On the stands March 10

don't understand how anyone can stand
the strain. As for being pretty, it's anything but graceful.
"Sexy? Silly! These jitterbugs don't
even have time to think of sex while in the
midst of their eerie gyrations. On the
contrary, it's so unsexy that possibly its
only excuse for existence is as a safety

This lovely village in the Mohawk
Valley, Cana joharie, N. Y., can truly
be called Flavor-Town. It is famous
for Beech-Nut flavor and quality.

PACKAGES OF GREAT RENOWN
GOT THEIR START IN FLAVOR-TOWN
All America looks to Flavor-Town (Canajoharie, N. Y.) for fine flavor and quality in
chewing gum. Your choice of six different
varieties. Refreshing and restful.

Beech -Nut Gum
One ctf/h*mic&5 OOODAafoft

Visit the Beech-Nut Building at the New York
World's Fair. If you drive, stop at Canajoharie,
N.Y. and see how Beech-Nut products are made.
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Teeth Jiant to

"* Bryten?

There's a famous dentifrice that gives new
sparkle to your .teeth. It
is IodentNo.2— made by
a Dentist to SAFELY clean
.dingy teeth and remove
brownish smoke stains,
.or money back. Have
}you tried
it?andThousands have
use
no other. Get refreshing Iodent Toothpaste
or Powder today!
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ACROSS
1. Penny
Singleton had title role in this film.
6. Mrs. William Boyd.
10. What
comedians
dodged
in Mack
Sennett
comedies.
11. Covering for foot of a cowboy star.
12. Deanna's screen mother in That Certain Age.
14. Prima donna who wed Andre Kostelanetz.
15. Initials of one who had title role in Tarnished
Angel.
16. Aunt Milly in Out West with the Hardys.
17. Alexander's
.
18.
Her last nameRagtime
is Lys.

I43

19. Conrad Nagel's birthplace (abbr.).
20. Boris Karloff portrayed Mr.
21. Felix in Four Daughters.

.

22.
23.
24.
25.

Miss Negri's initials.
A star of Give Me a Sailor.
Manuel in Arizona Wildcat.
Whose
role was that of Dotty

27.
29.
30.
31.
32.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

AListen,
star ofDarling"?
The Great Waltz.
William Boyd had lead in In
Mexico.
Remember Louise
?
Edward
Saint.
Spoken words of a motion picture (sing.).
27 Across had title role in Toy
.
Initials of feminine lead in Brother Rat.
Cora in Letter of Introduction.
Furnoy in Four Men and a Prayer.
It made the late Jean Harlow famous.
Tad Alexander's initials.
The frolicsome Ferdinand.
A famous Disney character.
His first name is Vernon.
Descriptive of Wayne Morris.
The Main ■
.
Nana in Dramatic School.

Wingate

in

1. Kicnal in The Great Walts.
2. 14 Across often appears in this.
3. First name
of one who played

Tania

in

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
11.
13.
14.
15.
17.

Algiers.
Katherine
in If I Were King.
Love
a Headache.
Mine in the Sky.
Star of Under Western Stars.
Blondes
Work.
Susie in Campus Confessions.
Oscar Wittlcbach
in Vacation from Love.
The father of Four Daughters.
Last name of 35 Across.
George Arliss
.
Town. portrayed Dr.

18.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
26.

Husband of Bebe Daniels.
Toppy Leroy in The Citadel.
Frances Farmer's husband.
First name of 46 Across.
Assumed part in a motion picture.
His last name is McKee.
Nancy.
He was Robert Hansen in Three Loves Has

27. The zoo keeper in Dr. Rhythm.
28.
30.
33.
34.

Billy Gilbert's screen wife in Block-heads.
Director of many westerns.
Toni in Safety in Numbers.
Creator of Donald Duck.

35. Gne of Fred Stone's daughters.
37. The girl in Come On, Leathernecks.
38. Maureen
O'Sullivan
and
Dennis
O'Keefe
played opposite
That WeKiss.
Herbert
Wheelerin in Merrily
Live.
Larry in Mr. Doodle Kicks Off.
The
Miss Manton.
Pedro
Cordoba.
Flight
Fame.

39.
41.
42.
43.
44.

(Solution on page 60)
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So I Took the $500
[Continued from, page 18]
cold at night and no one can look
glamorous while shivering. You can wear
slacks practically any place in Hollywood,
but they must fit and be of excellent
material. I ordered a pair for $15.95. The
huarrachas cost $4.95, and the overcoat,
thanks to a sale, cost $29.95.
2. It isn't the original cost of your face;
it's the upkeep. Every girl in Hollywood
would go without food rather than neglect her appearance which, after all, is the
first and most apparent thing she has to
sell. Beauty treatments cost me about
$2.00 a week. At first, this shrivelled my
Henrysville soul.
3. It is practically impossible to make
a living in Hollywood doing extra work
unless you have a car. Distances are so
great, transportation so inadequate, and
rush calls to a studio 15 miles away for
a one-day check necessitate a taxi and
where's the profit there? The girls with
cars at the Club did quite a neat little
business hauling less fortunate sisters
about, but I wanted to be independent.
So I bought a car. In 1933, it cost around
$900. I got it for $175, $50 down and $20
a month. It was a beautiful blue-green
convertible coupe, distinguished by lots
of roccoco in chromium, and a spirit of
youth. The Club charged $1.00 for parking
space, and my gas and oil bill was about
$10.00 a month.
I got around.

H

One of the first places I got around
to was the Screen Actors' Guild at
7046 Hollywood boulevard, where a benevolent-looking official dealt me a cruel
blow. No one can act in pictures without
belonging to The Guild, and no one can
join The Guild unless he is acting in pictures, or has definite prospects of a job.
Now, that is pretty grim. But it is a circle
that is eminently fair, designed as it is to
protect those who are really dependent
upon the movies for their living from just
such upstarts as me or from those who
think it would be a "lark" to do a little
extra work. Fair or not, however, it
stopped me. I couldn't get into pictures
without joining The Guild and I couldn't
join The Guild without getting into pictures.
I trundled my dwindled hopes down to
Central Casting, at the other end of the
boulevard, and there was dealt the cruelest blow of all. ABSOLUTELY NO MORE
REGISTRATIONS ACCEPTED UNDER
ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. That meant I
couldn't even get extra work. A heck of
a note!
f§ Descending into the street again, I
discovered a flat tire, and while waiting for it to be fixed ($1.00 instead of 50c
on account of running over glass is worse
than picking up a nail) I realized that

several courses were still open to me. I
could:
1. Go home.
2. Haunt casting offices, commissaries,
public restaurants patronized by picture
people, attend premieres, and hang around
studio torial
gates,
eye. in hopes of catching a direc3. Try to make friends with an agent
and influence him to handle me.
4. Pull a sensational stunt and attract
the world's attention.
J§ I discarded Nos. 1 and 4 and determined to follow plans 2 and 3. Being
not far from the Paramount Studios, I
went over to do some haunting, and there
— oh luck! — I met an agent. He questioned
me at length, seemed quite interested,
pronounced me definitely the "sophisticated type," and, while not waxing avidly
enthusiastic, gave me his card and made
day.
an appointment at his office for the next
I was under way! I was getting a start!
He evidently sensed my excitement, for he
laughed a bit and asked me to have lunch
with him and his partner at the Brown
Derby. His partner didn't show up, which
didn't bother me, but it put him in an
embarrassing spot, as he had no money.
But I gratefully loaned him the $3.00 for
the two cocktails and lunch, and rushed
back to the Club to tell the girls about
my appointment tomorrow.
"What did you say his name was?" one
of them asked. With a flourish, I handed
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her his card. She passed it around, and a
self-conscious silence immediately enveloped the group. Finally, a tall blonde

GREYHOUND

said, "Of course, you paid the luncheon
check
. ?"
Well, . I. charged
the $3.00 up to experience. There aren't many "Hollywood
chiselers" but boy! how they can spot the
wide-eyed newcomer. The next day I
narrowed my eyes and went to the address on his card. It was a junk yard.
There was only one thing to do, and I did
it. I went shopping.
Evening dress, $35.00.
Make-up kit, $8.00.
The girls hooted at the make-up kit. It
was of green metal and closely resembled a fishing tackle box.
"If you aren't smart enough to use the
studio make-up, you might pay $2.00 for a
kit, but not a cent more," one of the girls
explained.
But there were no criticisms of the evening dress. It was a honey and very
sophisticated, and I thought of it as a
beautiful, long black knife that cut me off
forever from Henrysville.
H

hi/

•Birr mob £
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JNew and colorful horizons are now more
than day-dreams to America's millions.
Greyhound has brought the joy of scenic,
educational travel . . . the stimulating excitement of new places and people . . . within
the reach of every income. Tivo can travel by
Super-Coach as cheaply as one by private car
... or one can go twice as far! In addition,
Greyhound's many optional routes, following
famous highways, best reveal the unusual and
intimate beauty of the "real America." We
invite you to see for yourself!
SEND THE COUPON

TO NEAREST

GREYHOUND

OFFICE

Cleveland. O. . E. 9th &. Superior
New York City . . 245 W . 50th St.
Chicago, 111. . . 12th & Wabash
Boston. Mase. . 60 Park Square
Washington, D. C
. . 1403 New York Ave., N.W.
Detroit, Michigan
Washington Blvd. at Grand River
St. Lonis. Mo
Broadway & Delmar Boulevard
Charleston, W.Va
.
155 Summers St.

Ft. Worth. Tex., 905 Commerce St.
Minneapolis, Minn
509 Sixth Avenue, N.
Memphis, Tenn. . 627 N. Main St.
New Orleans, La
400 N. Rampart St.
Lexington. Ky.. 801 N. Limestone
Cincinnati. O. . . 630Walnut St.
Richmond. Va.,412 E. Broad St.
Windsor. On t., 403 Ouellette Ave.
London, Eng., A. B. Reynoldson
49 Leadenball St.

GREYHOUND
COUPON

BRINGS

"THIS AMAZING

AMERICA''

To get this fascinating picture booklet about 140 strange
or mysterious places in America, just fill out and mail
the coupon. If you wish special information about
Greyhound routes and rates to any particular spot,
jot down place you wish to visit on the margin below.
Nar

Address
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At the end of a month in Hollywood,
I devoted a day to taking stock of the
situation. And after I finished, I certainly
viewed with alarm.
My haunting of celebrity-infested places
had cost me a pretty penny and had netted me exactly nothing. Not even a flirtation. Luncheons in any commissary or
any popular restaurant in Hollywood
average around $1 if you order a la carte
and with restraint; tips are a staggering
item because everybody tips lavishly. And
I had made a point of having about three
conspicuous luncheons a week.
I had "haunted" a premiere at the
Carthay Circle theatre to the tune of $5.00
for a ticket, $2.00 for an orchid, and the
doubtful satisfaction of having a lone fan
out of the millions in the grandstand seats
yell, "Name and phone number, please,"
at me as I walked up the long, flowerbedecked lane to the theatre.
I had spent hours out of each day at
casting offices; I had interviewed eight
agents, all of whom refused to handle
me because I had had no experience; I
had written 15 glowing letters to 15 directors (no answers) ; I had stood, sat, lounged
and posed around in all sorts of ensembles
in every theatre entrance, at every studio
gate, in all salons, lobbies, bars, foyers,
street corners, hotels, restaurants and
other public meeting places of the motion
picture elite; I had pestered the girls at
the Club for advice, pointers and introductions; had dashed to studios each time
a new picture was put into production;
had desperately waylaid directors and had
even spoken to strange, but importantlooking people — just on the chance. I had
made myself conspicuous, pitiful, obnoxious and flamboyant. Everywhere I was
rewarded with courteous, but firm indifference. People are awfully busy in Hollywood, and what did I have that Garbo,
Crawford, Rogers and Shearer hadn't? I
was just another orange at an orange
show.

H

On every hand, evidence of the absolute futility of keeping on socked me
in the eye. Every day there were changes
at the Club. Where one girl had hopefully
been, now there was another. "Alice
couldn't make the grade . . . Mary went
home
to marry
boy next Jean
door'got. . a.
after six
months 'the
of waiting,
screen test but it was a flop . . . Betty
hadn't a thing left to hock . . ."
And where effort?
was I, after
a whole
month's
concentrated
Poorer
by $246.55.

H

The first two days of the second
month were deceptively quiet. On the
third day, there was a small earthquake;
an account of a few minor window-shatterings and chimney-topplings was broadcast by an excitable gossip columnist,
and it cost me $4.50 to persuade my family, via long distance telephone, that it
needn't come out to hunt tearfully through
the debris.
On the fifth, the first car payment was
due, $20.00 and the month's guarantee as
to faulty parts came to an end. On the
sixth, proof that fate is ironic and beautyis only tin deep was offered when the
onyx-topped gear shift lever snapped off
at the floor board, leaving the car growling basso-profundo in low. $4.63.
■

After a good cry and a $3.00 shopping
orgy for some stockings, things began
to look up. Vivien, at the Club, asked me
to have lunch with her and the girl friend
of a casting director. I jumped at the
chance. Luckily, the girl liked me and
accepted my invitation to dinner the following night. I took her to the Beachcomber's, a miraculous joint featuring
exotic rum drinks in cocoanut shells and
Island food. It cost $5.00 and was worth it,
for she promised to introduce me to the
casting director.
The C. D. liked me, took me to lunch,
introduced me to the secretary of a producer. She took me to a preview and introduced me to an assistant director. One
introduction led to another. Now, at last,
I was getting places. But the expense! I
matched lunch with lunch, dinner with
dinner, cocktail with cocktail. But it was
good business, and I never let any of my
guests (or victims) escape before I had
mentioned, with the subtlety of a suddenly-dropped flat iron, that I WANTED
A SCREEN TEST.
One day the assistant director heard
that once too often, got desperate, and sold
me on the idea of getting into a Little
Theatre. "All our scouts cover 'em," he
said, "and if you have anything on the
ball somebody '11 find you. But as far as
you're concerned, I promise I'll have a
So I didthere."
some research work on Little
director
Theatres in Hollywood and was stunned.
There seemed to be hundreds. What I
didn't find out was that there are really
only a few legitimate Little Theatres. The
rest make their money from authors who
pay to have their plays produced, embryonic directors who pay to direct,
would-be actors who pay to act, all hoping to catch the eye of Hollywood.
And so I paid $25 for the privilege of
rehearsing

three

weeks

in

the

world's

worst melodrama under the world's worst
director with the world's worst accumulation of histrionic misfits ever gathered together in one place. The director didn't
know stage right from stage left; the leading man tried hard but his love scenes
consisted of breathing down my neck.
Besides the initial outlay of $25, that
venture into the theatre cost me a pretty
penny. I had to rent a long black wig,
buy a hula skirt and a sarong and a lei
of gingham gardenias.
The whole thing was a bust. But what
absolutely ruined me was the fact that
the afternoon of dress rehearsal, the assistant director telephoned me for a date,
and mentioned casually that his friend,
the director, was on location in Santa
Barbara for two weeks! And the play
was to run for only one week.
I was so depressed I felt like the title
role in "The Lower Depths." Some way
I got through that awful play seven times,
facing every night an audience which consisted of the cast's suspicious relatives and
other backers who, after the first curtain,
were understandably resentful. Then at
last it was over and I withdrew from public life for a day of contemplation.
■

I had $75.00 left. My bag of tricks was
exhausted. Hollywood was a hard
nut and as a nutcracker I was wet macaroni. Never before in my life had I been
so low, and I hated Hollywood with a
hatred that reeked of hours of concentrated practice.

On the day when I had exactly the fare
home and only one dollar over in my
purse, the House Mother called me to the
telephone. There was nothing different in
her voice to stir me to excitement, and
yet my knees suddenly weakened and my
heart began trip-hammering like mad.
It was the assistant director.
"Hi, toots. Aren't you the one — I mean,
didn't you tell me once you wanted a
screen test? . . . Hey, are you there?
. . . Hello, hello! ... Oh, thought I'd lost
you. Well, I showed the boss a picture
of you and he wants to test you. Can you
be out here in twenty minutes? Bring
along that black evening dress, will you?
Can you make it? . . . Hello, hello . . .
The car had a flat tire. Getting to the
studio meant a taxi, at a probable cost
of $3.00. Getting to the studio meant
Hey!"
that
I had to break into the money for the
trip home, it meant that I had to cut the
life-line to my home town. Taking that
taxi was a fantastic gamble. Girls who
have had dozens of screen tests are still
waiting for the big chance. And this was
my first.
Did I take the taxi?
Guess!

HERE IS HOW

THE $500 WENT—

FIRST

MONTH

Santa Anita
Taxi
Club rent

$

1.20
1.50
54.00

Slacks
Huarrachas
Overcoat
Beauty Salons
Car
Club parking
Gas and oil
Flat tire
Chiseler experience
Evening
dress
Make-up
kit
"Haunting" lunches
Tips
Premiere
Orchid

SECOND

15.95
4.95
29.95
8.00
50.00
1.00
10.00
1.00
3.00
35.00
8.00
12.00
4.00
5.00
2.00

MONTH

$248.55

Long distance telephone
Car payment

$ 4.50
20.00

Gear
repair
Stockings
Beachcombers
Entertainment
Little Theatre
Wig

.■'.

4.63
3.00
5.00
30.00
25.00
5.00

:

Sarong
..:-..:... .-...
....... .-".
Skirt
:...:...:....;.;
Lei
7:
Rent
Beauty
salons
Parking
space
Gas an oil

r

2.00
5.00
2.00
54.00
8.00
1.00
10.00

_

$179.13

* No Experience

* No Investment

Necessary

Here's a wonderful offer for ambitious married women. Be the direct
factory representative for glorious Fashion Frocks. Wear the lovely
clresses offered to you free and show to friends, neighbors and all
women. Take their orders and earn up to $23 in a week doing this
easy, fascinating and dignified work.
You can turn your spare hours into profit and get the thrill of
having many new smart dresses, luxurious lingerie and fashionable
silk hose, at no cost to you. Our plan starts you quickly and requires
no regular house-to-house canvassing. And you don't have to invest
one penny. Everything you need is furnished you free. Besides a
chance to make a nice weekly income, you can save enormously through
getting, in addition to the cash, all your own clothes Free. Mail coupon
at once for this amazing free opportunity. There is no obligation.
Nothing to pay now or any time.

• Write for Portfolio of 120 Smart

New

1939

Many as Low as 3 Dresses for$398^jm
Fashion Frocks for Spring of 1939 are the finest in our 31 years of dress
manufacturing history. They are advance styles direct from Paris, Hollywood,
Riviera and other famed fashion centers, and have been personally selected by
twenty-five prominent screen actresses. Fashion Frocks are approved by leading fashion editors and other recognized style authorities. They are never
sold in stores, but by direct factory representatives only. Fashion Frocks
are nationally advertised and known to women everywhere.

•Fashion
MailFrocks
Coupon
for This AMAZING
enjoy such national acceptance that women

FREE

FROCKS,

Inc.,

4 ,•• ; J

<$nta$nck
with accordion
pleated bodice
and
pockets.
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OFFER!

are eager to see the newest
Fashion Frock dress creations for Spring 1939. This tremendous demand has forced us to
increase the number of our representatives, so this glorious opportunity is open to you.
Just mail coupon for details of this amazing offer.

FASHION

; -and in addition
Own
get AH Your
\X^ Dresses
FREE!

Dept. CC-225, Cincinnati, O.
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BEAUTY SECRET
OF NEW YORK'S

_____

Models who must daily face truth revealing
cameras are far too smart to ever let constipation result in dull eyes, headaches and the
aggravation of blemished skin.
They consider i t wise not to let the second
day pass and how smart they are to rely on a
■purely vegetable laxative like Dr. Edwards'
Olive Tablets, used so successfully for over 20
years by Dr. F. M. Edwards in treating his
patients for constipation.
Olive Tablets are harmless — they contain no
harsh drugs. They ALSO (important) help stimulate liver bile to help digest fatty foods. Test
Olive Tablets TONIGHT! 15*, 30«i and 60*.

Dr. Edwards' OLIVE

TABLETS

• At home — quickly and safely you can tint those
streaks of gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown
or black. A small brush and BROWN ATONE does
it. Guaranteed harmless. Active coloring agent is
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Economicalandlasting— willnotwash out. Impartsrich,
beautiful, natural appearing color with amazing
speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug or
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.

Free for Asthma
During Winter
If you suffer with those terrible attacks of Asthma
when it is cold and damp; if raw, Wintry winds
make you choke as if each gasp for breath was the
very last; if restful sleep is impossible because of
the struggle to breathe; if you feel the disease is
slowlyto wearing
your life
away,Co.don't
to send
at
once
the Frontier
Asthma
for fail
a free
trial of
a remarkable method. No matter where you live or
whether you have any faith in any remedy under
the Sun, send for this free trial. If you have suffered
for a lifetime and tried everything you could learn
of without relief; even if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope but send today for
this free trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co.
74-D, Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara Street,
Buffalo, New York

BABY COMING?
ASK
YOUR
LOOCTORj

See your doctor regularly.
Ask him about breastshaped Hygeia Nipples and
wide mouth Hygeia Bottles.
New valve inside nipple
helps prevent collapse. Tab
keeps nipple germ-free.
Smooth, rounded inner surface and wide mouth make
cleaning bottle easy.
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TO CLEAN
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[Continued from page 26]
this paddy. I even beat Barbara Stanwyck
and Joel McCrea, who co-star in the picture, to choice seats in the choo-choo. I
didn't beat 'em far because they were
just as eager to get away from it all as I

OF SOME

LOVELIEST
MODELS

Workin9 on the Railroad

AND

NIPPLE

was, but I beat 'em.
Now, while I'm thawing out, maybe I'd
better give you a snowbird's eye view of
what went on up in the chilly wastelands
of southern Utah because I think that if
you saw Utah like I saw Utah you'd shed
a couple of tears in sympathy.
I don't know why Mr. DeMille selected
Cedar City, Utah, which is six hundred
miles from Hollywood Boulevard, as the
base camp for his synthetic railroad building operations any more than I know why
he went fifteen miles farther and selected
Iron Springs, Utah, as the scene for his
actual location. But he did, and the less
said the better because every time I think
of it my chillblains and frost-bite seem to
get worse instead of better and I might
say something that would get me in bad
with Casting.
When we got there (about fifty other
extras had come along with me) we found
that DeMille had constructed five huge
sets within a five mile radius of the little
town (the largest sets, so the unit man
boasted, ever constructed on location at
any time) and included in these five sets
was another built to represent, down to
the last hitchrack, Cheyenne, Wyoming,
as it looked in 1865.
Taking no chances on authenticity the
precise and careful Mr. DeMille went
further and engaged four Union Pacific
train crews to operate the four historic
engines and thirty pieces of early American train equipment transported there for
the picture. You probably remember old
No. 11, the locomotive used in Paramount's
High, Wide and Handsome. Well, it was
there, all steamed up over its chance to get
into the movies again and with it were
No. 22, No. 119 and the ancient J. W.
Bowker, now rechristened the General
McPherson for the purposes of UnionPacific. Paramount, we learned, enjoys a
film monopoly of old railroad equipment.
Along with us fifty extra newcomers
from Hollywood and the four historic
locomotives, where more than two hundred Piute and more than five hundred
Navajo Indians. The braves were brought
in from nearby reservations and nary a
one had ever faced a camera before so
Arthur Rossen, DeMille's location director,
certainly had a chore cut out for himself
trying to keep them happy.
The day after we arrived zero weather
stormed in on the wings of a blizzard and
from then on we worked in fourteen
inches of snow. Some smart technical man
in one of the crews thought up the bright
idea of using live steam from one of the
locomotives to keep the foreground clear
so the cameras could keep working otherwise we'd be there yet waiting for the
first thaw. As it was the redskins' skins
got redder, yours truly couldn't keep his
wig warn and finally Art Rossen sent out a
message over a local radio station request-

ing that all merchants in nearby towns
rush in their supply of ear muffs, overshoes, mittens and long underwear and,
lady, I'm here to tell you that this additional upholstery came in mighty handy,
particularly since we were roused out of
bed at five o'clock in the frosty mornings!
One of the sequences that afternoon had
to do with an Indian attack and I discovered when it was over that the Hollywood drugstore cowboys were more at
home on a horse than the Indians of the
1938 variety. Rough riding hospitalized
but one Hollywood cowpoke. The riding
was so rough that many of the Piutes and
Navajos refused to climb aboard the tootough horses. All of them, when ordered
to strip down to their G-strings in the
sub-zero weather, refused to do so — and
who
blame 'era?
Thecanfollowing
day hundreds of deer
hunters from more than six states came
in for the annual buckskin shooting only
to find that Mr. Cecil B. DeMille had corralled all available horses — six hundred of
'em — for some of the mammoth scenes in
his film epic. The hunters, unable to hunt
without horses, threatened to break into
our camp and bust up the sets. They
finally got some horses and went banging
up and down the •countryside. It wasn't
long before bullets began to zing too close
for comfort for Union Pacific and next day
all of us had to dress up in red shirts and
caps if we happened to be ordered outside of Iron Springs.
Another thrill occurred the third day
when a couple of western badmen, lodged
in the Iron County jail, sawed their way
out of the hoosegow and Mr. DeMille
offered the services of his entire troupe
(Barbara Stanwyck excepted) to effect
their capture. The story got on the wire
and that night the wives of the technicians, sound men, electricians and so on
began calling up from Hollywood begging
their hubbies to be careful not to get shot.
One of the most thrilling sequences shot
while I was up there occurred on the
fourth day of my assisting Mr. DeMille,
when about five hundred Piutes and
Navajos got together and derailed the
train. The action called for the historic
General McPherson to come thundering
down the tracks pulling a full complement
of cars and while it was coming billy-bedarned it crashes into a huge overturned
water tank placed on the rails by the
avenging Indians. It's all according to
history, and if the real thing was as thrilling as what I took part in, the folks on that
original train went through an experience
that must have kept them jabbering on
into the pioneer years. Due to much careful precaution, this entire scene was completed without mishap to principals or
extras — thank heaven. Not only that, but
it took but one "take"! Which is more
than a couple of feathers in the hats that
set on the noggins of Messrs. Rossen and
his big staff of studio experts. So correct
and authentic in every detail was this
particular sequence as well as workmanship on the various sets that William M.

Jeffers, present president of the Union
Pacific railroad and likewise present on
location as the guest of Paramount, spoke
right out in class and declared that Union
Pacific was going to be so good that even
trainmen will like it. Coming from a man
who began his railroading career more
than fifty years ago as a train dispatcher
such a statement ought to have as little
weight as a box-office teaser.
| Before I hop on the train and beat it
for sunny Hollywood, let me go on
record right here and now about Barbara
Stanwyck. THERE is a gal who is a
trouper! If the cold and the snow, the
long waits between takes, the rehearsals,
the ra t h e r s kimpy accommodations
afforded by Cedar City, bothered this
swell lady, you'd never guess it from what
she said. Not a word of complaint did she
utter the four days I was there and goodness knows she had plenty of cause to howl
to high heaven. The same goes for Joel
McCrea who plays opposite her. Joel took
his frost-bites, his chillblains and his
snowdrifts ten times better than the
stoical redskins.
On the way back I sat with Charles
Beauchamp who has jumped from
property man to grand opera and back to
property man all within a twelve -year
period. Back in 1918 Beauchamp was
head property man for Mary Pickf ord. His
hobby was singing and it was his fine
tenor voice that prompted Miss Pickford
to bring him to the attention of Mitchell

Leisen who, in turn, told Sid Grauman of
his potential ability. Grauman engaged
Beauchamp for the former's popular
atmospheric prologues. Later Leo
Forbstein signed him to tour the country
singing in motion picture houses. Three
years later Beauchamp got his chance to
try out for the Metropolitan Opera — and
made it! And then left it for the much
more profitable opportunity of singing for
the Paramount Publix circuit at a salary
of $1,000 a week! These engagements took
him abroad where he sang condensed versions of the operas Martha, La Boherne
and Pagliacci in Paris, London, Rome,
Berlin, Amsterdam, Venice and Madrid!
At the beginning of his fourth year in
Europe sound was introduced to motion
pictures and the "operatic epilogues" were
out. Beauchamp returned to this country
and in 1929 was married to Emily Antoinette Teeseling, a young singer whom he
had met in Amsterdam. Beauchamp's ambition became his wife's singing career and
so, twelve years after he had forsaken the
work, he returned to his job as a motion
picture property man. Beauchamp insists
that
sacrifice
He'swhile
the
kind his
of a is
manno who
likes story.
to whistle
he works. A real 18-karat guy.
It was Beauchamp who, on the way
home, sketched in the story of Union
Pacific.
"When the railroad was first planned,"
he said, "Barrows, a Chicago financier,
sees a chance to clean up millions. He sells
stock short, hires Sid Campeau
(Brian
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without tiring?
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By actual calorimatric tests,
an active adult weighing
120 lbs-, can dance continuously for 1 hour and 34
minutes en the food energy
contained in one delicious
5c bar of Baby Ruth candy.

Lively people are gay, interesting partners
in every kind of activity. Their energy lends
them charm and personality. The energy of
the body comes chiefly from Dextrose, which
is the primary "fuel" sugar of the body.
Baby Ruth candy, so pure and delicious,
is rich in Dextrose — rich in real food energy.
You'll enjoy Baby Ruth— and you'll find
it helps you to forestall fatigue.

Donlevy) and his gang to delay the work
so that the Central Pacific can reach Salt
Lake City first, and profit when the U. P.
stock crashes. Campeau has as his aide
and gunman Dick Allen (Robert Preston) ,
late of the Union Army. Jeff Butler (Joel
McCrea), Leach Overmile (Lynne Overman), and Fiesta (Akim Tamiroff) are
the three leading trouble shooters for the
railroad whose duty it is to keep the work
going. Mollie Monahan (Barbara
Stanwyck) finds herself falling in love
with both Jeff and Dick. In Cheyenne, the
gang, led by Dick, sticks up a payroll car.
Jeff pursues Dick, not knowing who he is,
to Mollie's mail car. Dick forces Mollie to
hide the sack of money. Mollie saves Dick
from Jeff by saying the two are going to be
married. The loss of the payroll almost
stops work and the Central Pacific is fast
nearing Salt Lake City. Jeff raids
Campeau's place and forces a confession
out of Campeau. Then he goes to stop
Mollie's wedding. That night the train,
with Mollie and Jeff aboard is wrecked
and attacked by Indians. Jeff and Dick
fight them off and as a reward for his
service Jeff permits Dick to escape. After
the U. P. has won the race and after Mollie
has recovered from her injuries sustained
in the wreck, Campeau comes to town
looking for Jeff, but shoots and kills Dick
by mistake. As he is about to knock off
Jeff, Overmile lets him have it in the back,
and then the fadeout with Mollie and Jeff
turning on the romance as a final fillip."
Maybe it doesn't sound so hot the way

DOCTOR'S
GREAT SUCCESS

FORMULA

FOR UGLY SURFACE

PIMPLES

r

Beauchamp tells it, but you can lay one
hundred to one that when you see the
story unreel on the screen you're going to
see a MOTION picture! Mr. Cecil B.
DeMille doesn't make any other kind as
you may have noticed.
I got another day's work out at the
studio, but I don't believe I can make it as
my frost-bites need treatment. Besides, I

forgot to turn in my long underwear, my
mittens and my red cap and shirt. You
see I figure it this way. When some other
studio starts making a railroad picture
and if I can wrangle a job I can come as
a "dress" extra and knock down from five
to ten more potatoes a day. In the meantime I'mremedy.
off to buy me some more frostbite

Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 17]

PRAISED FROM COAST TO COAST!
Don't be humiliated by unsightly .blotchy
surface pimples and blemishes because
here's REAL help: powerfully soothing
liquid
(a Doctor's
relievesZemo
itching
soreness formula)
and startsquickly
right
in to help nature promote QUICK healing. Here's why — Zemo contains 10 of
the most highly effective medicinal ingredients long recognized by leading skin
specialists for their great merit. Stainless,
invisible. One trial convinces! 35^, 60?,
$1. Real severe cases may need $1.25
EXTRA strength. Any drugstore.

That's what Helen Vinson said shortly
after her marriage to Fred Perry, the
English tennis wizard. The blonde
Miss Vinson and the tennis -playing Fred
Perry were married at Harrison, N. Y.,
September 12th, 1935 and celebrated the
wedding by a champagne -and-hamburger
supper. On December 8th, 1938, Miss
Vinson filed suit for divorce charging
cruelty and asked division of $74,400 in

given with every
ring ordered and
paid for promptly

FREE

yellow GOLD. 10 Day FRE~E trial. We gladly
trust
you! SEND NO MONEY with order— send postcard—
your order shipped SAME DAYbyRETURN MAILGOLD STANDARD WATCH CO., Dept. $-393, NEWTON, MASS.

CATARRH

note from Jack Haley
the tin woodsman in
now being filmed at
put on a silver make-

up of such a chemical nature that it's
dangerous to wear. When putting it on",
the make-up man protects the actor's
eyes by using shields. Once on, Jack is
followed around by assistant make-up

Hollywood "perfect marriage."
B

■

ing to Miss Vinson's complaint. Yes, indeed, the blonde actress certainly exercised her prerogative of being independent. Likewise free. And so ends another

OF EXTRA
CHARGE

Factory Guarantee for
Accuracy enclosed. JEWELED. Rich. Watch given FREE of extra charge
with every ring ordered NOW and paid for promptly
in two easy monthly $2 payments (total $4 —includes
both ring and watch). Simulated diamonds set in
925/1000 pure Sterling Silver and 1/30 14K natural

A mathematical
states that as
the Wizard of Oz
M-G-M, he has to

men who watch closely to see that Jack's
face is free of prespiration and at the least
sign of it they daub it away with cotton
packs. The make-up takes about three
hours to put on and two to remove and
Jack has figured out that before the picture is finished he will have devoted
more than five hundred and forty hours
to make-up alone.

community property and attorney's fees.
The couple separated — and this has an
ironical slant — on Armistice Day, accordJeweled Watch

H

When Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom
learned that his orthodox parents
were headed toward Hollywood from
New York to visit their Actor-fighternightclub owner son, Maxie was in quite
a dither and the night before poppa and
momma arrived he got up before his cash
customers and begged the hecklers not
to call him "ham" when his folks were
present at his club.

Benny Goodman and Gene Krupa are
staging a friendly rivalry for the services of Jackie Cooper, the trap-drumming expert of the movie colony. Gene
has offered Jack $750 a week to travel
with his band and Benny is thinking some
of boosting the ante. As for Jackie — he
has just about decided that his trapdrumming should be regarded solely as a
hobby and not as a business although he

. SINUS

HEADACHE

Due to Nasal Congestion

Relieve hawking — phlegm-filled throat — catarrhal
bad breath — stuffed- up head and sinus headaches
caused by nasal congestion. Ask your Druggist
for Hall's Catarrh Medicine, the pleasant TwoMethod Treatment. Satisfaction or your money
back. SEND POST CARD FOR HALL'S
CATARRH CHART, diet rides. Write to-day!
F. J. Cheney & Co., Dept. 223, Toledo, Ohio
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Here is the beautiful Lee Russell, one of the loveliest of this year's glamour girls, with Herbert
Marshall at Dorothy Lamour's birthday party at the Cocoanu-r Grove

would give his left leg for the fun of
traveling around the country with either
band. As a matter of fact, he's committed
to so many pictures during the next
twelve months that he couldn't leave
Hollywood if he wanted to.

on and so on until Joan got so mad that
she turned and fled without buying a
thing.
One astonished clerk heard her

mutter, "Wait until I get that Gloria
alone, I'll show her!" and was all for calling the cops but was prevailed upon not
to.
■

Gracie Allen's surrealist painting exhibition isgoing great guns these days.
Starting out more or less as a gag, the
exhibition has been turning them away in
droves in Boston, Philadelphia and other
large cities. Gracie turns the proceeds
over to the Chinese Medical Society. The
first month the check was for $400, the

■

Una Merkel, back in pictures after
a lay-off, plays the role of nurse in
Women in White and it strikes pretty
close to home. While she was working
in the picture, her father was operated
upon, her mother was taken ill, and a girl
friend, out here to visit her, was hurried
to a local hospital where she gave birth
to a baby girl.

second mpjaJ"-k--c~~ *J*r'" r~4 1=*f*6ember

9

Joan Blondell is out gunning for her
sister Gloria ?nd for good reason.
Gloria, who is cfter mistaken for Joan,
went into a Beverxy Hills shop the other
day and after being identified as Joan
by admiring clerks, decided to keep up
the deceit. Not only that, but being a
great prankster, she confidentially passed
the word around that she was the most
extravagant woman in Hollywood, that
she wasn't to be trusted, that she and
her husband Dick quarrelled every day,
that she wasn't very proud of her new
baby and so on and so on. And did the
shop eat it up! A day or two later the
real Joan entered the same store and
immediately the clerks began to rave
about how closely she resembled Joan
who, they said, "was in here the other
day and was she a screwball!"
And so

cher'
| Roscoe Turner, the famous speed pin^~.
is starring in Republic's
Flight at
Midnight.
Cast in the role of ace pilot
Roscoe has been grounded by studio executives until the film is completed.

Glenda Farrell probably is the prettiest mayor
in the world. Here she is, all done up in
brocade and orchids being sworn in as Mayor
of North Hollywood by Mayor Fletcher Bowron
'iWjis a real mayor. Her
of Los Angeles. He
title

is honorary

but

is a great

social

J After writing and submitting several
stories with George Raft in mind,
Wilson McNeal, a WPA worker, finally
hit upon a theme that George liked so
well that he bought it. It's titled Heir
Apparent and is a comedy about the legal

honor

profession.
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How to get rid
of Corns
FOR THE REST OF YOUR UFE!
2 Simple Steps enable you to get rid of
corns for good without risky home paring

if

1 Here's how. Put scien1 tificBlue-Jaypads neatforly over corns'"—*ed
— relieve
pain — quickly
by removo<;Sure.Tne
special

adu-

I Two giggles out of Hollywood. No. 1.
Nan Grey driving around in her car
with a little yellow basket hanging from
the back window and a sign saying "I
Found It!" No. 2. Glenda Farrell who
balked at being inducted as mayoress of
North Hollywood without a dress rehearsal.
You can classify Jeffrey Lynn among
those who spent a very miserable
Christmas due, of course, to no fault of
his own. Retakes on Yes, My Darling
Daughter forced him to remain in Hollywood. Jeffrey's first big role (and we certainly hope you've seen him in it) was in
Four Daughters. His second comes in
Yes, My Darlivg Daughter, and his third
will be Four Sons Meet Four Daughters.
For a guy who's still a bachelor he's doing
mighty well by the Daughters.

... ±,<.ui — without dangerous home paring.
Millions have gotten rid of corns this easy
scientific way. So don't suffer needlessly — now
you can say goodbye to the agony of ugly
painful corns forever. Get Blue-Jay today—
only 25s! for 6. Same price in Canada.

BAUER 6
BLACK

BLUE-JAY

CORN
PLASTERS

Nervous, Weak,
Ankles Swollen?
Much nervousness is caused by an excess of acids
and poisons due to functional Kidney arid Bladder
disorders vhich may also cause Getting Up Nights,
Burning Passages, Swollen Joints, Backache,
Circles Under Eyes, Excess Acidity, Leg Pains
and Dizziness. Help your kidneys purify your
blood with Cystex. Usually the very first dose starts
helping your kidneys clean out excess acids and this
soon may make you feel like new. Under the
money-back guarantee Cystex must satisfy completely or cost nothing. Get Cystex (siss-tex) today.
It costsanteeonly
a dose at druggists and the "guarprotects3cyou.
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Take Errol Flynn's word for it, all
this talk about the "little bundle from
heaven" that's supposed to brighten his
home is just so much gossip.
g| Marie Wilson pulled another of her
bright ones the other day when, in
passing on a little secret to Margaret
Lindsay she emphasized her remarks by
saying: "And, Maggie, I want you to know
is very, very much on the I.Q."
[ And talking about Margaret Lindsay
— her family is in town — mother,
brother, and two sisters, and Margaret
says they've had so much to talk about
that they haven't left the house for ten
days. It's the first time in years the family
has been together and they're making the
most of it. They've had so much fun,
says Maggie, that she hasn't had time to
miss her boy friend, Bob Abbot, who's
sojourning in New York.
The Chester Morrisses are reunited
again after the shortest marital vacation on Hollywood records, and everyone's very happy, including "Chet and
Sue." By way of celebrating the marital
patch-up, Chet gave Sue a new "engage-

THE EVIL MEN DO
One

of the most powerful confessions ever printed — the startling revelations of a daughter of divorce, who

was eager for love, yet terrified of its
bondage. Nothing she had learned
from her glamorous mother or her
Puritan father could protect her from
the follies of youth.
In the same issue: The poignantly
thrilling romance
of Veloz and
Yolanda, internationally known

WE MET IN A DANCE HALL
team —
By Frank Veloz

NOW ON
SALE
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KILL THE HAIRROOT
Remove superfluous hair privately at home,
following directions with ordinary care and
skill.ventsThe
Method airam
positively
prethe hairMahler
from frrowing
hy killing
the hair root. The delightful relief will bring
happiness,
freedom
mind ofandsuccessful
erreater success. Backed
bv 45ofyears
use
all over the world. Send 6c in stamps
TODAY for Illustrated Booklet. "How to
Remove Superfluous Hair Forever
D. J. Mahler Co.. Dept. 56C, Providence, R. I.
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Liquid Tablets
Salve. Nose Drops
Try "Rub-My-Tism"

relieves

COLDS
first day.
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and
Fever
due to Colds,
in 30
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— a Wonderful Liniment

ment ring" a beaut of a star sapphire, and
they're taking a second honeymoon trip
to Honolulu.

Joy Hodges, who wears the most unusual costume jewelry in town, has
method in her madness. A bracelet bearing a rare old snuff box is used to carry
Joy's pocket change, and a necklace from
which dangles lockets, lavaliers and various charms, carries a concealed lipstick
in what appears to be a silver bell. Now
if Joy could just work out a cache for a
toothbrush she wouldn't need a home!

Ann, on her first Christmas
she tried to teach the little
name, telephone number,
and so on in case the two
in the crowds.

And with the following results:

shopping tour,
youngster her
home address
got separated

Mama Pauline:
"Where do you live?"
Daughter Laurie Ann:
"At home."
"Where is your home?"
"Back there."

I

"What is your home address?"
"It's home hanging in the closet."
"What
"We." street do you live on?"
"The other one."
"Who lives at home?"
At this stage of the drill Mama Moore
gave up, went into the nearest leather
shop, bought an identification tag, filled
it out and tied it around Laurie Ann's
neck, just in case.

Most consistently sea-sick yachtsman
in filmdom is James Ellison, owner of
a schooner christened "Trudy." Jim, who
has been a victim of mal de mer all his
life and still insists that he loves the
water, bought the boat last summer. But
despite his earnest efforts to become a
seasoned seaman he continues to suffer
most unpleasant moments. So far, his
only cure has been to jump overboard
and take a quick swim around the boat.
If you have any cures will you please
rush them on to the actor. For wouldn't
the present one be embarrassing in
shark-infested waters when the Ellisons
take their voyage to Mexican seaports
next spring!

■

■

When Pauline (You'll see her in The
Three Musketeers) Moore decided to
take her two-year-old daughter, Laurie

■

Eddie Lowe would like to meet the
guy — or guys — who left an iron deer
on his front lawn for a New Year's gift.
The gift is okay, but Eddie WOULD like
to know why the givers dressed up the
.iron animal in a pair of bright red pants!
Production
on CTTaTfie"T!haplin's
Dictator should
be in full swing The
by
the time you read this, but you never can
tell about Charlie who is sometimes
tagged the "off agin', on agin', let 'er go,
Flannagin" of Hollywood. Charlie has
the title role in this new opus and will
talk for the first time on the screen.
Late winter in California is the time to worry

■

about new bathing suits. Here is Wendy Barrie
in a blue and white singlet, ready for a drive

— A great many of our beautiful girl
extras can't afford to live in Hollywood

to

the

beach

after

work

in Newsboy's
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HERE'S A GOOD TIP FOR
SKINNY, TIRED, NERVOUS
PEOPLE !
10 to 25 lbs- gained by thousands this quick, easy way
THERE'S no good reason, today for thousands of
people to be unattractively thin — often tired and
nervous — hardly able to eat, sleep or work. For great
numbers have put on 10 to 25 pounds in a few weeks
— gained new health, energy and life — with these
scientific, easy-to-take little Ironized Yeast tablets.
You see, scientists have discovered that a great
many people are skinny, rundown and irritable simbecausetheir
they daily
don'tfood.
get sufficient
Vitamin ofB these
and
iron ply
from
Without enough
vital elements you may lack appetite and not get the
real body-building good out of what you eat.
Now you get these exact missing elements in these
effective little Ironized Yeast tablets. No wonder,
then, that with them thousands of men and women
have quickly put on just the solid pounds they needed
— gained new pep and a naturally attractive appearance— won new friends and popularity, new joy in life.

Try them without risking a cent
Get Ironized Yeast tablets from your druggist today.
If with the first package you don't eat better and

FEEXi better, with much more strength and pep
you're not convinced that Ironized Yeast will
you the normally attractive flesh, new energy and
life you have so longed for, the price of this first
package
promptly
refunded.
Only be sure you get the genuine Ironized Yeast,
and not one of the cheap, inferior substitutes often
offered which do not give the same results. Look for
"IY" stamped on each tablet. Don't take substitutes.
To start thousands building up their health right
away, we make this special offer. Purchase a package
of Ironized Yeast at once, cut out the seal on the
box and mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will send you a fascinating new book on
health, "New Facts About Your Body." Remember,
results with the first package — or money refunded.
At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 283,
Atlanta, Ga.
TUNE IN ON THE GOOD WILL HOUR, every Sun
day Evening. See local paper for time and station.

I WAS A SKINNY, TIRED, NERVOUS

WRECK

UNTIL . . .

Posed by

moddt
professiona
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MMMBrnMrn
Make your skin young look ing. Flake off the stale,
surface skin. Reveal the clear, beautiful underskin
by using Mercolized Wax Cream regularly. Give
your skin the combined benefits of cleansing, clearing, softening, smoothing and beautifying in every
application of this single cream. Mercolized Wax
Cream brings out the hidden beauty of the skin.

Try Phelactine Depilatory
For quickly removing superfluous hair from face.
Sold at cosmetic counters everywhere.

WOMEN

WANTED

SELL

DRESSES

TO

As Low As $1.24 to FRIENDS!
9 Easy to Earn Extra Money in Spare Time
It's easy strating
to earn
up toorders
$22 inIrom
a week
demonand taking
friends
for
newest, smartest Spring and Summer styles
famous Harford Frocks. Amazing values.
Complete line — all sizes. No experience — no
money needed. No house-to-house canvassing. We send you beautiful style presentation FREE — also opportunity to get your
FREE

HARFORD

of extra cost. Please write folly aboot yourself.

FROCKS,

Dept. R-15, Cincinnati, O.

Irene Castle evidently believes that cooking
is a strenuous art, and
chooses overalls for the job of whipping up her special marble cake

BOOKKEEPERS!
BECOME

EXPERT ACCOUNTANTS!

Castle in the Kitchen

Every day bookkeepers just like you are learning accountancy — stepping out of bookkeeping
drudgery into executive accounting jobs at
$2,000-$5,000 a year as Accountants, Auditors,
Comptrollers,
C. P. A.'s.
training in spare timers
you LaSalle's
for such home
promotions
— brings them now instead of years from now.
Instruction to suit individual needs — from Elements of Accounting to C. P. A. Coaching. 30
years' success assures results. Thorough but
inexpensive.
terms,Goif out
you and
wish.succeed
Don't
watch others Liberal
get ahead.
yourself I Write for FREE book 'Accountancy,
The Profession That Pays." Address:
LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 330-H
A CORRESPONDENCE

INSTITUTION

daU3o7o/O4o7o

mm

on your 'Hew Home.

Don't pay several hundred dollars more than necessary
when you build a home! Buy it direet from our mill at
our low factory price. We ship you the materials —
lumber cut-to-fit, ready to. erect. Paint, glass, hardware,
nails, etc., all included in the price — no extra charges.
We pay the freight. Plans furnished — also complete building instructions. No wonder our customers write us that
we saved them 30% to 40%, compared with builders'
prices.
Easy terms — monthly payments.

Handsome Big
CATALOGUE
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BETTY

CROCKER

Chicago

<Mfe&fc795
Shipped
Direct
from Our
Mill

Irene Castle shows how a woman may
make the kitchen her stronghold if she
has a clever hand and a good recipe

FREE

Pictures wonderful homes in colors at money-saving prices. Designs to suit everyone.
Write for your catalogue today!
LEWIS MANUFACTURING CO.
i Dept. 6493,
Boy City, Michigan

H

A film version of the
life of Irene and Vernon Castle which RKO is
making
with Ginger
Rogers and Fred Astaire
has brought lovely Irene
Castle to Hollywood,
and
she has completely
captivated the colony. Ever since
she started the bobbed hair craze,
Irene Castle has blithely led the way
in the fine art of fashions, and we should
award her a medal for bobbed hair, if for
nothing else. But it may be a surprise to
you to learn that she is also a leader in
the fine art of cookery.
Miss Castle's job at RKO is to bring
technical advice to the producers of The
Castles. Now let's ask her for some technical advice on how she bakes a cake.
"My favorite is marble cake," said Miss
Castle. "I have a cherished recipe that al-

ways works — if I use prepared cake flour that is
uniformly reliable. Here
MARBLE

3

CAKE

% cup shortening
2 cups sugar
3*4 cups cake flour or
it is:"
3 cups all-purpose flour
tsp. baking powder

y% tsp. salt
1V2 cups thin milk
2
tsp. vanilla
2
sq. chocolate, melted
%
tsp. soda
4 egg whites
Cream the shortening, add Wz cups of
the sugar gradually and cream well. Sift
flour once before measuring. Sift flour,
baking
powder
and salt together
and

add to the creamed mixture alternately
with the milk. Blend in the vanilla.
Beat the egg whites until stiff but not
dry and add remaining % cup sugar.
Fold this meringue into the cake batter. Divide the batter into 2 equal
parts. Add the soda to the melted chocolate and add to one part of the batter.
Drop the batter by teaspoonfuls into a
well greased and floured loaf pan, alternating a spoonful of the chocolate batter
with a spoonful of the white batter until
all are used. Bake 50 to 60 minutes in a
moderate over, 350° F. SIZE OF PAN:
One large pan 12 by 8 inches across the
bottom and 2 inches deep or 2 bread loaf
pans 4 by 8 inches across the bottom and
2% inches deep.
ICING

FOR

MARBLE

CAKE

2
%
%
2
1
2

cups sugar
cup water
tsp. cream of tartar
egg whites
tsp. vanilla
sq. chocolate, melted
Boil the sugar, water and cream of
tartar together until syrup spins a 6-inch
thread, 238° F. to 242° F. Pour hot syrup
over the stiffly beaten egg whites and beat
with egg beater constantly. Add the
vanilla and continue beating with spoon
until the mixture is fluffy and will hold
its shape. If icing does not set so that
it will stay on the cake, add 2 to 3 table -

spoonfuls confectioners' sugar, a tablespoon at a time, until stiff enough. Reserve 3 tablespoonfuls of icing, spread
the rest over top and sides of cake. Add
chocolate to the reserved icing. Pipe this
chocolate over white icing in V4-inch
strips about 1 inch apart. Then draw a
knife quickly across through the strips
at 1-inch intervals. This gives a wavy,
marbled effect.

GET FOUR

FREE RECIPES

Spring is almost here, and appetites are
lagging and hard to tempt. Why not
give that family a different kind of breakfast bread every morning, and see those
tired appetites take a new lease on life?
Fill out the coupon below, drop it in
the mail pasted to a oostcard or popped
into an envelope, and you will receive

'Tnafwetite"
CHIFFON

DRESS
BY

Magazine,

Please send me your muffin

recipes.

Name
Address

(Recipes can

HICKORY

"SO THIN— YOU WON'T KNOW THEY'RE IN"
Marvelite brings you pounds of protection
and priceless comfort, daintiness and economy ... in less than an ounce! Buy Chiffon
Latex "Marvelite" Dress Shields for all your
frocks — today! Never another whisper about
perspiration stain! — no more underarm aciddamage to your clothes! — never another
speck of annoying bulk!
Transparent, boilable, economical: 35c per
pair, 3 for $1. Money-back guarantee of
satisfaction by the makers. You'll find
"Marvelite" — and other styles of Hickory
Dress Shields — at all good notions counters.
Get your genuine GUARANTEED Hickory
Shields today — refuse substitutes.

Betty Crocker's
different
kinds of tested
muffins. recipes for ten
Betty Crocker,
HOLLYWOOD
1501 Broadway
New York City

LATEX

SHIELDS

be sent in the U. S. only)

"Be wise — do as I do —
wear
a Hickory belt"
HICKORY
"WOVEN-TO-SHAPE"

Sanitary Belts

with MARVELOX

Grip

Don't buy bargains for the difficult days
when you need EXTRA comfort, EXTRA security, EXTRA peace-of-mind. Get the best! —
you deserve it. Hickory Sanitary Belts cost so
little more, but they give you so much more
in the constant feather-light comfort and
long wear of soft Miracle stretch Lastex.
Perfect fitting . . . WOVEN-TO-SHAPE . . .
with convenient Marve|ox grip — no pins or
bulky tabs. At all good notions counters —
refuse substitutes.
A. Stein & Company • Chicago • New York • Los Angeles

HICKORY

A

WOVEN-TO-SHAPE

r
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Norma Shearer likes a fast ride over the snow at Sun Valley behind a team of sled-dogs.
she is with

one of the Alaskan

Huskies.

Her

next film is Idiot's

Delight,

soon

Here

V JBF' M
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MARVELOX

GRIP
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...
Without Calomel
— And You'll
Jump Out of Bed
in the Morning

the week-end. Arno saw a dog he didn't
like. Battle ensued, and when Mr. Flynn
stepped in to separate the opponents, he
found an angry gentleman shouting at
him, and two husky policemen at his
shoulders. Mr. Flynn was escorted to jail.
His misdemeanor was not having Arno
on leash. He had several unflattering
things to say about the man who insisted
on his arrest. The officers were strangely
non-commital, but Errol was nonchalant.
The whole thing was silly, he declared
in no uncertain terms. He added that he
was sure the judge would understand and
throw the case out of court with a few
well-directed barbs at the complainant.
Mr. Flynn smoked a cigarette, he threw it
contemptuously on the floor as a sign of
his annoyance. Order was called in the
court-room.

Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
■bile onto the food you swallow every day. If this
bile
is not
flowing freely,
your food
doesn't
digest.
You get
constipated.
Your whole
system
is poisoned
and you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere movement doesn't get at the cause. It
takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills to
get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and
make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet
amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's
Little Liver Pills by name. 25c at all drug stores.

TO ASTHMATIC
SUFFERERS

Errol looked up. No, it couldn't be. But
it was. The presiding judge before whom
he and Arno were appearing was none
other than the owner of the dog whom
Arno had attacked so inadvisedly.
Mr. Flynn paid a whooping fine without any more argument.

Free sample of Dr. Guild's

GREEN MOUNTAIN

J

H

The matter of the pelican is also
worthy of record. Arno had never
seen a pelican. He wanted to get acquainted when he first spied one. Not
that he was getting social, but that giddy
Peter Pan spirit in him, that childish curiosity, egged him on.
He took a jump in the drink. The
pelican flew away, and that angered Arno
no end. He was getting ready to swim
to Asia to catch up with the pelican when

..

FREE

r

Face
Lips

[Continued from page 25]
his truculent behavior toward all dogs
almost landed Errol in jail.
Errol and Arno were in Catalina over

ASTHMATIC COMPOUND
enables you to experience
the quick relief this pleasant smoke vapor has
brought to asthmatic sufferers for 70 years. At
nearly all drug stores, cigarettes, 50* for 24. Powder, 25£and $1.00.
Write today for free sample. The J. H.
Guild Cc.Dcpt. FW-11, Rupert, Vermont

Hair
OFF

Errol Fly nil's Biggest
Problem

ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully enlarge a negative (film) of your favorite Kodak
picture, photo or snapshot to 5x7 inches FREE
— if you enclose this ad with 10c for return
mailing. Information on hand tinting in natural
colors FREE with a frame sent immediately and
your original returned with your free enlargement. Look over your snapshots now and send
the negative today as this free offer is limited.
DEAN STUDIOS, Dept. 157, 118 N. 15th St.,
Omaha, Nebr.

Chin

jfm I had ugly hair . . . was unloved . . . discouraged. Tried many different products . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed a
simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked. I
have helped thousands win beauty, love, happiness.
My FREE book, "How to Overcome the Superfluous
Hair Problem", explains themethod and proves actual
success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
obligation- Write Mme. Annette Lanzette, P. O. Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 9-A, Chicago.

moDCRn
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BIGGEST SELECTION, low prices, trsditlo.
the combination that hu kept BastUn Oi
2 color* with any 3 or 4 letters and year.
Sterling jilvcr rinffs. Oldest, largest makerr.
quality

Pins and Rings anywhere. Wrile for catalog today!'

BASTIAM

BROS.

VOICE

Prove it yourself no matter

long you have suffered
what you have tried,
dutiful book on Psorlais and
Dermoil
with
imazlng,
true
photographic proof of results
, also FREE.

Dept. C-300

Chicago,

III.

M.L. SEYMOUR, 246 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home cine
sape run as hisrh as
roctors.boepitai
loopen tneir c

.

used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agreement
to give definite benefit In 2 weeks or money is refunded
without question. Generous trial Dottle sent FREE to those
who send In their Druggist's name and address Make our
famous "One Spot Test" yourself. Write today for your test
bottle. Print name plainly. Results may surprise you.
Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug Stores.

Lake Laboratories, Box G, Northwestern Station
Dept. F-40, Detroit, Mich.
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, under
AT HOME
YOUR
SrAEE
TIME
personalIN supervision
of the famous
cartoonist
NORMAN
MARSH
creator
of
"DAN
DUNN"
appearing every day jo

"LEGPADS"
MAKE
SHAPELY
LIMBSLegs thin, bowed ana
DEFY
ricketsDETECTION.
made to appear attractive.
for breast amputaFORMS busts.
undeveloped
RUBBERtions andBUST
j,
RUBBER
■" REDUCING
RUBBER Face
Masks. GARMENTS.
Face Lifters, Opera
Leotards, Artificial Finger
Tights,Cosmetics.
Hose, and
aJj Nails
WIGS, TOUPEES
& EYELASHES.
STRIP
Tease & Booklet,
Impersonators'
Outfits. from
1939 illustrated
10c (deductible

TROUBLE)

is

Relieve
Pain In Few
Minutes

big papers. Success— Fame — Real Money
-vi may be Yours when you learn Marsh's easy
simple methods and secrets. Send name and address for
ACT TODAY!
course.
Personal OF
MARSH'SSCHOOL
details of MARSH
freeNORMAN
CARTOONING

D€RmOIL

Dermoil

DepV.44, Rochester, N.Y.
Bui

To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
No opiates,
Doctor's
the the
NURITO, Does
get
no narcotics.
work formula.
quickly — must
relieve
cruel pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
Get
at Druggist's.
money back NURITO
trustworthy
today onDon't
this suffer.
guarantee.

4554 Broadway

at'ain.

CO.

NEURITIS

| S\

SUFFERERS
FROM

of a clear skin

Hand
fami

Clean cut work distinguish a

BE A CARTOONIST

48c

Don't mistake eczema
for" the stubborn,
embarrassing
scaly ugly
skirl
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non-staining
Dermoil.
Thousands
do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and they enjoyed the thrill

for 44 yuri.

E. Lake
St., Chicago
Perfect64Voice
Institute,
Studio 1583

"it Uinreth°^
Pain,ed
Beautiful onyx Su'ce
like ririR.
(Photos '■ZwUl
10c extra)
returned.) Tndt'stnntit.le! Waterproof!
SEND NO MONEY! Enclose strip of paper for ring; size. Pay
(Canadian
postman plus a few cents postage.
If you send
Orders Mutit 4Rc we will p.'iv postairo. PHOTO MOVETTF. RING
Send Cash) CO., Dept. F-31, 626 Vine Street, Cincinnati, O.
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HUMEEE

MAKE THE ONE

plrstic

%et radio fits your pocket or purse.
Weighs
only 4with
ozs.clear
Smaller
than tone.
cigarette
package! Receives
stations
natural
NO
CRYSTALS to adjust— NO UPKEEP— only one moving part
"Audiophone" gives superior performance. ENTIRELY NEW
PATENTED DESIGN. Has 3-1 jrear and enclosed luminous
dial for perfect tuning. Many owners report amazing reception and distance.
withbed,instructions
for
use in homes,
offices, Sent
hotels,complete
boats, in
etc. TAKES
ONLY A SECOND TO CONNECT. Receives
FREE operating power from radio stations.
«___—NO_— ^^—
^^_ $2.99
plus postage on
SEND
Pay postman
NEW
arrival
or sendMONEY!
$2.99 (Check,
M. O.. Cash) only
and
be sent
postpaid.
Ayours
mostwill
unusual
value.
ORDER GUARANTEED.
NOW!
Tinytone Radio Corp., Dept. F-3, Kearney, Nebr.
MODEL

Improvement
Wa 100%
baild.Binoino
strengthen
the Guaranteed'
vocal organs—
I not
lessonscorrect
— but silent
by fundamentally
eoondvrith
and scientifically
exercises . .
and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking voice at Least 100% . . . Write for
wonderful voice book— sent free. Learn WHY you
can now have the voice you want. No literature
i sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.

Featuring theNew
Magnified
ting! Send Setany
snapshot or photo

SKIN

Legs

"&PP

More Beautiful Than Ever!

(SCALY

Arms

Take a long look at the quilted frock that
Loretta Young wore dancing with David Niven.
You'll see a lot of this graceful decoration

who

me to tno

ewarris for specialists.
for Anatomv
—They're
FREE. Chans, ana boonlet
Vrite
THE College ot Swedish Massage
30 E. Adams St., Dept. 361. Chlcsgo
Successor to Nationa I College of Massage)

TRAIN FOR

PAY
TUITION
AFTER GRADUATION
and include at NO

EXTRA

COST

a 4 Weeks course in

RADIO

Mail coupon today for details
of my "Pay after graduation plan" and famous
Coyne "Learn
by Doing"
method
of practical
shop
training for your start for
Isuccess in this big-pay field
'as well as full particulars on
the 4 weeks Radio Course
I am including to all who
enroll now. Age or lack of
money need not hold you back
. . . Get training first; then
take 12 months to complete
small monthly tuition payments starting
5 months after you begin training.

LEARN

IN 12 WEEKS

BY DOING
IN COYNE

SHOPS

Coyne Training is practical training, easy to
grasp . . . you learn quickly by doing actual
jobs on real electrical machinery inMy Shops. Not
by books— not a correspondence or a home study course
— you are trained right here
in my big Chicago training
Wayne Morris with his fiancee, "Bubbles" Schinasi, have a word with Maestro Rudy Vallee at the
Cocoanut Grove. This picture was taken shortly before marriage of the star and the tobacco heiress

Flynn stopped his plans. He got a pole,
hooke_d it into Arno's collar, fished him out.
Three hundred people had assembled to
watch the rescue. Arno, being anti-social,
proceeded to shake himself dry in the
thickest part of the crowd. The onlookers
scattered like leaves in the wind. Mr.
Flynn's face was very red. The studio
is still settling claims for cleaning charges
directly attributable to Arno's behavior.
1 Since signing up with Flynn, Arno
gives promise of becoming somewhat
of a critic on motion pictures. He has,
willy-nilly, attached himself to the producer's staff at the studio. Each morning
while Errol is busy elsewhere, Arno makes
his rounds. He visits every stage, he
watches a scene or two, he may even nip
a director he doesn't like, and when his
morning rounds are made, straight as a
flight of a bird, he rushes to the stage
where Errol is working.
Nowadays a player at Warner's isn't
considered on the arrived list until Arno
has stayed through an entire scene.
Once in a while Arno becomes a most
important contributor to Errol's peace of
mind and to his leisure. On The Dawn
Patrol set Errol wanted every bit of rest
he could get between scenes. And so he
trained the pup to recognize assistant
directors at a hundred feet and to stop
them at twenty feet from the dressing-

room door. Arno was friendly, but firm.
So efficiently, firm that callers advanced
only at risk to the seats of their pants.
And so they had to stand off and shout:
"Mr. Flynn — you're wanted on the set."
fl Arno takes life seriously. Loyalty to
him is the greatest virtue. And so
when Errol goes away and leaves him,
he finds on his return a very silent and
hurt dog.
After all, Arno's sensibilities are tender.
He expects the respect, the fairness, the
justice he gives others. Fail to give him
his due, and the problem child goes off
into corners and has nightmares which
wakes up the neighborhood, or he develops abrooding spell which casts a pall
of anxiety over the entire household.
Arno is definitely a product of an inner
and secret life of his own. He has yearnings. He has maladjustments. He has
dreams of grandeur.
He is, says Errol, an artist in living.
If he has disappointments, he always finds
a philosophy to make them easier to bear.
He feels a strong kinship to his boss, because both of them have the itching foot,
the desire for far wanderings. And both
of them see things denied to other eyes.
Perhaps that is why Amo is Flynn's
greatest domestic problem as well as, his
dearest possession.

shops. vious
Youexperience
don't orneed
a lotpreof
book learning. Expert instructors guide
you every step of the way. Start any time.

EARN WHILE LEARNING
Job Help After Graduation

Big things ahead in Electricity mean steady
jobs, good pay, and a real future for many
trained men
this fascinating
"live" industry.inThousands
of opportunities.
Rush the coupon TODAY for Big Free
Book with many photos of the great
Coyne Shops in Chicago — Opportunities in
Electricity — How we can train you for
your start in this field and let you
pay your tuition after graduation in easy
monthly payments. If you need part time work to
help out with living expenses my employment department will help you get it. After graduation you
will be given Free lifetime employment service.

DIESEL, ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
AND AIR CONDITIONING TRAINING
Now included at no extra cost. Take advantage
of this training to increase your earning capacity.

GET

MY

STORY

I have a mighty interesting story to tell
about my school that will interest any fellow who wants to get ahead . . . Fill in the
coupon
today
mail it .tof meA and
get my big
FREEand Cat& you'll
alog and all the facts. KfT>L. CfiW&.
H. C. LEWIS, President,
Coyne Electrical School,
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 39-34. Chicago, 111.
Send me, without cost or obligation, your Big
Free Book and details of Pay-Tuition-AfterGraduation-Offer and 4 weeks Radio Course.
NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE, ..
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Fashion
Forecast
Charlie McCarthy is fast becoming known as the Bean
Brnmmel of Hollywood because of his extensive wardrobe and the dash with which
he wears clothes. Here are
some of the tasteful get-ups
which he is wearing in You
Can't Cheat an Honest Man

Charlie, the man-about-town, likes inI. Dapper
formal afternoon wear. Here he is, a symphony in
brown and white, ready for a stroll around the
Universal lot. 2. It is vulgar to be conspicuous,
claims the well-dressed Charlie, so he never wears a
colored beret with a monacle, brown and white
sports shoes and a camel's hair coat. 3. Subtle
contrast is the thing in sports clothes, believes
Charlie, pointing with pride to the strong masculinity of the turtle-neck sweater, the brainy note supplied by a Sherlock Holmes hat. 4. Fastidious
Charlie, gentleman of leisure after a hard day at
the studio, takes his rest in a two-toned flannel dressing gown and pale blue silk pajamas when he curls
up with a good book. 5. Here is a corner of
Charlie's dressing room at the studio showing part
of his wardrobe. "Tell them I'm not a dandy or a
fop,"

asked

Charlie.

"Just a slave to my career"

A Message of Great Importance
To Every Woman In America
BEGINNING February 1st, and continuing
to May 1st, the women of America will
have an unusual opportunity to become
better acquainted with their grocers and the
hundreds of guaranteed quality, nationally
advertised foods they carry.
During this period the "Parade of Progress"
will be in full swing and you will see many
evidences of what nationally known food manufacturers have done for you ... of the great
strides made in food processing, packaging,
ease of preparation and above all— the amazing
extra values offered.
The manufacture of food products represents
the greatest industry in the United States.
The member-manufacturers of the Associated
Grocery Manufacturers of America, Inc.,
sponsors of the "Parade of Progress," alone
employ more than one million adults and do
an annual business of over $4,000,000,000.
It is these manufacturers who have elevated
the distribution of foods
from the old unsanitary
"cracker barrel" method
to today's modern, clean
packaging . . . from "horse
cart" deliveries which
allowed foods to become
stale before the grocer

U. S. A.

brands — very often they cost less — and quality
is always dependable.
FAWCETT

PUBLICATIONS

TAff ^//^M
^Lv^.
KNOWN

I0CERY PRODUCTS^^.
ECONOMY

Miaun

IN

During the "Parade of Progress" visit your
grocer often. You will see and learn much
of interest to every woman. From day to
day your grocer will feature extra values of
nationally advertised foods. Take advantage
of the many opportunities to become better
acquainted with nationally advertised brands
and prove to yourself that nationally advertised brands cost no more than unknown

proudly salute

the "Parade of Progress"
and are happy for the
opportunity to place this

^5

•D

even received them, to streamlined fast daily
deliveries of always fresh food . . .who through
their constant search for higher quality and
better methods of preparation have relieved
the housewives of America of much of the
kitchen drudgery. . . all of which means that
you who prepare the family meals now have
more leisure time for recreation and entertainment.

message before
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the two
million
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Women's
zines each month.
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TOBACCO

of Danville, Va., has been an

independent tobacco buyer for 18 years.
His record shows he knows tobacco. Mr.
Evans says: "I've smoked

Luckies 12 years

— I've seen that they always

buy the best

ne of tobacco." Most other independent experts also smoke Luckies.
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ttove you tried a
Lucky loteiy ?

^S&l

RECENT tobacco crops have been outstanding in quality. New
States Government,
by the United
methods, sponsored
have helped the farmer grow finer tobacco. Now, as independent tobacco experts like Fred Evans point out, Luckies have
been buying the cream of these finer crops. And so Luckies
are better than ever. Have you tried a Lucky lately? Try them
a weel
,k and see why... WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO

Easy on Your Throat -

BecauseimOASTEDn
BEST- IT'S LUCKIES

2 TO 1

ONLY 5 CENT MOVIE MAGAZINE IN THE WORLD
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Bette Davis
George Brent
Starred in

"Dark Victory"

GIRLS GROW UP TOO SOON IN Til KvDM

7T GREAT

CLASSIC COMES TO LIFE
IN GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR!
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Imagine •••at 22 finding that

99

warning tinge of 'pink9 on my tooth brush!
Protect your smile! Help your dentist keep your gums firm and
your teeth sparkling with

IPANA

w

and

MASSAGE

ELL—ivhy not? What made you believe
you might be immune? That warning

tinge of "pink" can happen to anyone. Subway
guard or debutante, factory hand or millionaire,
schoolgirl or athlete —" pink tooth brush" is no
respecter of persons.
True, it's usually only a warning of lazy, tender, ailing gums — but a ivarning no sensible
ivoman should ignore. Try it, and you're likely to
find yourself headed for trouble— serious trouble
jor that sparkling smile.
Be smart. See your dentist and see him today.
Let him put you on the right track— let him explain the helpful benefits of Ipana and massage.

Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"
Remember— "pink tooth brush" is only a warning. You may not be in for serious trouble, but
let your dentist decide. Usually, however, he
will tell you yours is a case of lazy, tender gums
—gums deprived of work by our modern soft,
creamy foods. He'll probably suggest more exercise for your gums— and, often "the healthful
stimulation of Ipana and massage."
For Ipana is especially designed not only to
clean teeth but, with massage, to aid the health
of your gums as well. Massage a little extra
Ipana into your gums every time you clean your
teeth. Circulation is aroused within the gum
tissues — lazy gums awaken — tend to become
firmer, healthier.
Get a tube of economical Ipana at any druggist's today. Adopt Ipana and massage as one
sensible way to firmer gums, brighter teeth—
a more radiant smile.

Ipana Tooth Paste
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In addition to appearing in the motion picture
publications, this column also appears every
month in American, Cosmopolitan, College Humor,
McCall's, Redbook. Look and Liberty Magazines.

Sparkling with Gaiety, Romance

Stars, Musical Thrills!

DOa

March comes in like a lion, {advl.)
• •
•
Below is a picture of Mr. Bernard
Shaw standing on the shoulders
of Mr. William
(Bard of Avon)
Shakespeare.
• •
That is where
Mr. Shaw says
he stands.
his
way of It's
dethe natural scribing
advantages
which made him
able to write his
first motion picture Pygmalion.
• •
Mr. isShaw
confesses that his film
wonderful
and advises that each person
should see it at least twenty times.
• •
•
We have written the Shavian epitaph: Author, Critic, Salesman.
• •
•

starring

The singing West, the great outdoors, the open plain — action,
action and more action . . .
• •
*
In other words, Nelson Eddy in
"Let Freedom Ring", plus Victor
McLaglen, Virginia Bruce, Lionel
Barrymore and Edward Arnold.
• •
•
ofus!
• So• say we all
Let Freedom• Ring!

«™
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GIFT- OF-THE- MONTH CLUB

JAMES STEWART

Did you receive the photo of
Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson
Eddy? Or the one of Mickey
Rooney in "Huck Finn"? We now
present Miss Joan Crawford.
Address
Leo, M-G-M
Box
J, Culver
City, Cal.Studios,

LEW

Yes . . . Lew

AYRES

An M-G-M

THE 1

"The Wizard of Oz," now in production, will be the last word.
Keep this confidential.
• •
*

CE ballet in

featuringg- /
Te• rc■hm nt
icolotisma
Stars of the |

^

•

Picture • Produced by Harry Rapf
Directed by Reinhold Schunzel * Screen
Play by Leonard
Praskins, Florence

| Ryerson
^

LEWIS STONE

and

Edgar

Allan Woolf

•

•

Ayres' appearance in
Joan's skat-lea
ing picture is
just a gay terlude.
in-He
returns to the bedside manner in
"Dr. Kildare's Mistake".

•

ir

•

•

Johnny Weissmuller will soon appear in the •
newest• "Tarzan"
film.
•
Oo-ee-oo-ee!

THE GAY, GIDDY GOINGS-ON

CAFE SOCIETY. . . America's spectacular, brilliant new "400."
You've read about it and heard
about it . . . now see it on the
screen for the first time, in the
romantic story of the queen of
the debs who became the world's
most famous
kissless bride!

INSIDE THE MOST

GLAMOROUS

SOCIAL CIRCLE IN THE WORLD...

Paramount Presents

CAFE SOCIETY
Starring

MADELEINE CARROLL
FRED MacMURRAY
SHIRLEY ROSS
Ship news
MacMurray)

reporter Chick O'Bannon (Fred1
. . . just a plain guy — and

glamour's his poison!

A Paramount Picture with CLAUDE G I LUNG WATER • Directed by
Edward H.Griffith • Original Story and Screen Play by Virginia Van Upp

By

LLEWELLYN

MILLER

UXOR
Piquant little Vivien Leigh, who will play Scarlett in Gone
Havilland, cast as Melanie

The face powder that sits
lightly ... stays on smoothly!
When a man's eyes search your face
let them see a clear, vivid complexion without a trace of powdered look.
Get a box of Luxor ^feather-cling,"
the face powder with a light touch
that stays on smoothly all day. Luxor
is a delicately balanced, medium
weight powder that flatters without
showing. In five smart shades 55c.
For generous size FREE trial package, send coupon below.
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in the same

film.

HI The two-year search for Gone With
the Wind's "Scarlett" is ended. You
would think that all of the excitement
would be over. You would think that
those people who have debated passionately the relative merits of nearly every
Hollywood actress for the part during
these two years would welcome any decision. You would think that the hurricane
of speculation and argument would die
away to an exhausted sigh of relief.
But arguing over Scarlett has become a
habit, perhaps, because discussion still
rages.
"Vivien Leigh is absolutely unknown in
this country!" protest those who had
chosen, in their own minds, Bette Davis
or Miriam Hopkins or Katharine Hepburn or Norma Shearer or Paulette Goddard or dozens of others mentioned seriously at various times for the part.
They forget that David O. Selznick, producer, had declared from the start that
he wanted an actress little known in this
country for the part. They forgot that
Selznick usually plans with a purpose, and
usually carries that purpose through. Remember the long search for an unknown
child star to play David Copperfield?
Selznick insisted upon a face new to Hollywood, and the result was the establishment of a new star in Freddie Bartholomew. He tried the same formula in the
casting of Tommy Kelly as Tom Sawyer,

Production

With

the

Wind,

is under way

poses with Olivia de

on the long-delayed

film

but with less dazzling success. However,
he still is confident that there is nothing
wrong with his principle of making stars
overnight.
And, while Miss Leigh has been seen by
comparatively few people in this country,
she is an experienced actress, and capable
of turning in a competent characterization. You may remember her as the college vamp with Robert Taylor in A Yank
at Oxford.
You may have noticed her in Fire over
England and Storm in a Teacup, British
pictures released, but not very widely, in
this country.
Kjj "Imagine casting an English girl as
Scarlett!" continue the objections.
Think a minute. What could be sounder?
Accents in Georgia are a heritage from
English and French ancestors, in the great
part. At the time of the Civil War, those
accents were closer to the original than
they are now. Scarlett, herself, was the
daughter of a man born in Ireland, and it
is likely that the faint coloring of Irish
brogue which Vivien Leigh inherits from
her mother is much closer to Scarlett's
actual mode of speech than a phoney
Hollywood Suthun-tawkin' act would be.
If you are going to worry about accents,
waste no time on the casting of Olivia de
Havilland as Melanie, or on Vivien Leigh
[Continued on page 10]
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BETTE DAVIS in
"DARK VICTORY"

\ove-

GEO. BRENr • HUMPHREY BOGART
Geraldine Fitzgerald • Ronald Reagan
Henry Travers • Cora Witherspoon
Directed by EDMUND
GOULDING
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Screen Play by Casey Robinson • From the Play by
George Emerson Brewer, Jr. and Bertram Bloch
Music by Max Steiner • A First National Picture
Presented by WARNER BROS.
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The Show

BARBARIAN
SEMI
and get tough
with your teeth

i

His strong flashing teeth were a surefire attraction. And he kept them
trim with tough, rough foods. Today's soft foods give our teeth too
little to them.
do. But here's a way to
exercise

Goes On

[Continued from page 8]
as Scarlett. Don't worry about Leslie
Howard as Ashley.
Clark Gable is the man who needs the
helpful thought waves, because his Pennsylvania Dutch is going to be much more
of a problem than any English accent in
the cast.
So you all quit arguing because it's all
settled, and glance again at the picture
on page 8 and see if you don't think
Miss Leigh looks like Scarlett as
you imagined her when you read "Gone
With the Wind." There are the slanting
green eyes, fringed with black lashes. Her
hair really has a touch of red. Her waist
really is sixteen inches around, when she
laces as tight at Scarlett did. And we
ought to give her a vote of thanks for putting an end to the argument over the part
if for no other reason.

IDIOT'S DELIGHT— M-G-M
H

Outstanding among the films of the
month, and of the year, for that matter, is Idiot's Delight. It has a touch of
everything that 1939 audiences want, is
brilliantly produced and adapted from the
stage play, and, in addition, has a performance which tops anything Clark Gable has
done before.
He plays Harry Van, who quit the
vaudeville circuits only long enough to
win the war, and then went back to hoofing for a living. There was nothing glamorous about the show business to Van. It
was a pretty grim affair for the next few
years, and his jobs as chorus boy, pitchman, straight man, single, book agent and

medicine show barker were punctuated
by "At Liberty" notices that appeared
with depressing frequency in theatrical
trade-papers.
It was when he was front -man for a
mind reading act that he met Irene (Norma
Shearer) , an ambitious trapeze performer.
Irene fell hard for the dashing stooge.
She put on her very best act for him, and
told him how she had escaped from the
Soviets with only a handful of jewels, how
those had disappeared along with her
noble family, how she longed to make a
real place in the world for herself by becoming part of a mind-reading act. Irene
had told the story so many times that
she almost believed it herself. But no one
else did, because she had not thought to
learn the proper pronunciation of all of
the foreign words she scattered with such
careless ease through her confidences.
But she was a different experience for
cynical hard-boiled Harry, and he said
"Good-bye" to her the next morning with
a tenderness that surprised him.
Years later, when they met again in
Europe, he did not know whether to say
"Hello" to her or not. Van was traveling
with six blonde specialty dancers, playing the night clubs, when a threat of war
closed a border, and detained them in a
mountain resort hotel. To the same hotel
came a great research doctor (Charles
Coburn), a passionate pacifist (Burgess
Meredith), a pair of young honeymooners
(Pat Paterson and Peter Willes), a powerful armament maker (Edward Arnold)
and his companion, a spectacular blonde
who spoke at great length in an elaborate

HELPS KEEP TEETH
WHITE... MOUTH HEALTHY

YOUR

TEETH

NEED

DENTYNE

So many dentists say "Chew Dentyne" because its special firmness offers tough chewing—fine exercise for teeth. Dentyne also
stimulates circulation of blood in the gums,
improving their resistance to disease. And
helps cleanse and brighten your teeth.
ITS TANGY

FLAVOR
TEMPTS YOUR

TASTE

Spice, sugar . . . delicious. It tantalizes, satisfies. Like a whiff of mince pie in the making
—or the luscious crumbs from a frosting
kettle. Buy and try Dentyne. Its handy flat
package is extra easy to slip into your purse
or pocket.

DENTYNE
DELICIOUS
xo

CHEWING

GUM

Hilarious comedy highlight In Idiot's Delight is the vaudeville routine that Clark Gable does with
proves that he's got rhythm
six lively blondes, and a very good number, too, because Gable

Russian accent about her escape from
the Soviets.
The story was a little more elaborate
than when Harry Van had heard it first in
an all-night sandwich-stand in Omaha,
but he recognized it. However, it took an
air raid and many other happenings to
make Irene admit that she ever had been
in the Middle West.
Besides being a great play, the picture
has some of the most hilariously comic
scenes you'll see in a long while, and anyone who is your true friend will urge you
to catch Clark Gable's dance routines,
because they alone are worth the price
of admission.
GUNGA

DIN— RKO-Radio

H

Three of the Tommys, made famous
by Rudyard Kipling in his tales of
Indian life, come to vivid life in this picture in the persons of Cary Grant, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Victor McLaglen.
They are backed up by literally thousands
of extras playing British soldiers, Scottish
troops
by* Sam
Jaff eout
as
Gunga and
Din. natives.
Din getsAnd
a little
crowded
of the action at times, but he is there
enough to sustain the title, and to make
the quotation from the famous poem,
"You're a better man than I am, Gunga
Din," seem a suitable ending for two hours
of almost continuous uproar.
Dissension starts among the three
friends when Ballantine (Fairbanks) decides to leave the army when his time is
up and marry one Emmy (Joan Fontaine) .
Such a course of action is shocking to
MacChesney (McLaglen) and Cutter
(Grant). They argue. They scoff. They
reason without avail. So they are driven
to trickery.
The trickery lies in arranging it so that
Ballantine's replacement is taken violently
ill after drinking some punch personally
prepared by the thoughtful pair. Ballantine, suspicious but determined on his own
way, starts out with them on a dangerous
mission, declaring that he is going to turn
around promptly the minute his time is
up, no matter what is going on. Of course
he does not do so, because they walk right
into the middle of a battle with natives,
and discover that the Thugs are at work
again. The Thugs are a murder sect, devoted to freeing India from British rule,
and are not to be laughed off as the three
companions discover after they are
trapped in a temple.
That is a tense scene, from the beginning
of the grim secret ceremony to the fight
between thousands of massed foot soldiers
and cavalry.
This is one of the bigger pictures, so,
if you are seeing only a few, put it on
the must list.
JESSE JAMES— Twentieth Century-Fox
H

History marches on, with almost a
waltz step in this film, so busy is it
evading anything that might make Jesse
James seem an unpleasant character.
Let us go on record at the very first that
this is a most absorbing story, given great
interest by colorful acting and by fine
Technicolor. That leaves us free to de-

vote the rest of this comment to a certain
amazement without making the film seem
worthless or absurd, because it is neither.
Jesse James was a pretty bad man, and
not the stuff of which film heroes are made,
according to the impression that most of
us have gained from history books. Not
so in the film. Slender, sensitive, intense
Tyrone Power seems rather a victim of
injustice in the role, and, since the later
events of James' life are treated rather
more hastily than the earlier ones, he
emerges as a gentle, loving desperado
rc.ther than as the man who had dozens
of killings to his record before he was betrayed by one of his own men, and ignominiously killed.
There is much absorbing action in the
film and excellent performances are

MEN

turned in by Nancy Kelly as James' true
love, by Randolph Scott as the squareshooting sheriff, Henry Fonda as the fearless younger James boy, Brian Donlevy
as the land-shark, Slim Summerville as
the backwoods jailer who is scared stiff
because he knows that "the James boys
is moughty determined," by J. Edward
Bromberg as a pioneer frame-up artist,
by John Carradine as the foxy traitor,
Donald Meek as the flustered little railroad magnate, Jane Darwell as Mrs. James
and dozens of others.
I am one who views with alarm too
much tinkering with historical facts, too
much white-washing of the characters of
men who have left the record of their
deeds behind them. And I would gladly
settle for exactly the same story under
other title because it is a good movie. But
while it's a rousing yarn, well done, one
suspects that it is not the real and full
story of the James boys.
AMBUSH— Paramount

There's nothing like a youthful fragrance tolend you charm and attractiveness. That's why so many
popular women everywhere, use

There is a deadly little bank-robber
(Ernest Truex) who hides behind a
mild manner and carries a loaded umbrella; there is the big-dumb gangster
(Broderick Crawford) ; there is the weakling brother (William Henry) and the
upright sister (Gladys Swarthout) who
wants him to give himself up; there is
the noble fearless truck-driver who
braves death to save the girl.
It sounds like a routine story, and it is,
but there is above average acting in it,
and enough new angles to the chases
to make it rather more interesting than
others in the same class.
Ernest Truex is particularly full of
convincing menace in a nice quiet way,
which seems to be the new trend in
bank-robbers on the screen.

■

April Showers Talc. It's the most
inexpensive way to assure themselves ofa lasting and provocative
fragrance. For this fine, imported
talc is scented with Cheramy's
famous "perfume of youth".
C H E R. A MY

/\pril Showers

SON

/c

Also, April

12

Showers
Dusting Powder — big
with de luxe fluffy puff 85c

box

OF

FRANKENSTEIN— Universal

ein's
saw )Frankenst
time weKarloff
last (Boris
■ The
monster
several years
ago, he was blotted out with a good deal
of finality for the second time, and many
heads were shaken sadly at such ruthlessness on the part of Universal. But
those were inexperienced people of little
faith. If the monster could be revived
once, he could be revived again, and
surely enough, he is back on the screen
in the same attractive black and white

make-up, with the rivets still through
his neck, and the same engaging habit
of murdering people by the dozens.
The main trouble with The Son of
Frankenstein as a horror film is that time
has softened that first horrified reaction
to the monster. To know is to understand,
and to understand is to love him, and
more than a few of us cherish the pretty
thought that if WE met the good old lonesome monster out on the dark moors at
night, it would be a simple matter to win
him over with a few kind words and
maybe a pat on the head.
It is a clear case of the triumph of
charm over circumstance, because the
studio certainly has employed every resourceful horror dodge in the list to make
this film a shocker.
Castle Frankenstein lay black and deserted for twenty-five years, guarded only
by the half-mad shepherd, Ygor (Bela
Lugosi), until Frankenstein's son (Basil
Rathbone) returned with his wife (Josephine Hutchinson), their little boy
(Donnie Dunagan) and his assistant
(Edgar Norton).
Inspector Krogh (Lionel Atwill) warns
that the village hates the name, fears the
family, and that there may be trouble.
Frankenstein laughs at his fears, scoffs
at his hints of something evil still at
large in the castle. But he changes his
mind when he discovers the monster in
the ruins of his father's workshop. The
monster is in a coma. Frankenstein, fired
by scientific zeal, revives him by sending
an enormous voltage of electricity through
his body. Then Ygor takes over, and
sends the monster out to kill the jurors
who had sentenced him to hang years
before.
My, my, it's like old times when the
monster goes stamping in those heavy
shoes over the crags and through the
mists and in and out of secret panels.
They get him in the end, of course, but
this time think nothing of it. The little
boy comes through safely, and I see no
reason to doubt that before too long we
shall be seeing the adventures of the
monster with the son of Frankenstein's
TRADE

WINDS— United Artists

■

First Tay Garnett got a fine big boat,
a crew of sailors and technicians, and
went sailing across the Pacific, stopping
for background shots at Honolulu, Kobe,
Shanghai, Saigon, Singapore, Ceylon,
Bombay and the Laccadive Islands. Then
he came home and thought up a story
that could be fitted into all of those backgrounds.
Certain captious people have complained that they didn't get enough of
either the background or the story, but
them. The story isn't
not among
I am sensible
very
but it is a lot of fun. The
backgrounds all look pretty much like
good old Hollywood stock shots, but I am
unselfishly glad that Mr. Garnett had
such a nice trip, and I hope he takes another ifhe can think up another equally
amusing film when he gets back.
It seems that a nice girl named Kay
(Joan Bennett) thought she had killed

a man. So she drove her car into San
Francisco bay. The next we see of her,
she is pawning a ring in Honolulu.
Travel is made so very simple these days.
In due time (the very next scene, in
fact), the San Francisco police get the
ring, and set Detective Wye (Fredric
March) on the trail. Detective Wye is a
fatal man with women, and his secretary
(Ann Sothern) does not care to let him
out of her sight. She also is spurred on
by a huge reward offered for the capture
of Kay.
The Orient is a big place, but our
friends meet each other almost immediately, Kay has dyed her blonde hair a
most becoming black, so she is not recognized for quite a while.
March has a happily comic part as the
philandering Mr. Wye. Ralph Bellamy
has brilliant lines and does well by them
as a solemn, earnest, pompous detective,
and Ann Sothern is fine as the tough,
pretentious secretary.
You'll have a lot of fun, if you don't
insist on logic in plots.

STAND
■

UP AND

FIGHT— M-G-M

Disgruntled prize fight enthusiasts
who have become a little tired of
buying tickets for battles that end in one
or two rounds should enjoy this film, for
Robert Taylor slugs his way tirelessly
through the whole eight reels.
The story deals with dashing young
Elake Cantrell, flower of the old South,

suh, who lost his plantation shortly before
the Civil War and went west to seek his
fortune. Before he went, he insulted
Susan (Florence Rice) by offering her
love but not marriage. That complicated
matters somewhat when he discovered
that she and her aunt (Helen Broderick)
were the owners of a stage-coach line
which was in dual difficulties. The coach
line was putting up a grim battle against
the wood-burning steam-cars which were
pushing their rails westward. It also had
fallen under suspicion because of the
activities of Boss Starkey (Wallace
Beery) . The Boss was a tough customer
and he was tangled up with a lot of bad
men who were running slaves into free
territory and then kidnaping them and
selling them back into the South. It was
a profitable, if dishonest, trade, and the
Boss was furious when proud young
Cantrell began to ask too many questions.
So they fight on the street, and they fight
in a bar-room. They fight in the woods
and in jail and all over the place. In
between times, Cantrell fights other
people.
The background is fascinating, but no
one could blame a fight fan if he yelled
"fake'' toward the end. Wallace Beery
makes the Boss a quite undesirable citizen, whose activities include murder,
thievery, double-dealing, and swindling
to the bitter end. And yet all of the
noble, proud, upright, honorable people
of the cast smile at him kindly and set

//

him up in a business where he will have
plenty of opportunity to continue in his
bad ways. It is all mighty phoney, and
if I were a fight fan I would think that it
was a set-up for a return grudge match.

PARIS HONEYMOON— Paramount
SB This film rocks the reason of the
movie goer who thought he knew all
of the answers. This film shatters one of
the oldest tradition of movie dramatics.
From now on, anything can happen.
Everyone knows that when there is one
hero and two heroines, that one of the
girls has to be brunette and a secret
meanie, while the real heroine is trueblue and a blonde. Occasionally they have
slipped over a fast one on us, and made
the real heroine a brunette, just for the
sake of surprise. But it is unthinkable
that BOTH should be blondes. It is very
unsettling.
Lucky (Bing Crosby) is engaged at the
start of the story to a perfectly nice,
charming, well-behaved, pretty blonde
(Shirley Ross) . Then he goes to a castle
somewhere in the south of Europe and
there he meets another blonde (Franciska
Gaal) all done up in peasant clothes. She
wins his heart by breaking his most expensive vases, upsetting his plans, getting
in his way, and so, of course, he marries
her and it all seems very hard to follow.
Bing Crosby sings quite a number of
[Continued on page 54]

To look your Loveliest
you must have
Lovely Skin!
BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

"Any girl looks her loveliest when her skin is
fresh and appealing. Camay's the beauty
care I recommend because its gentle cleansing has helped my skin to look so radiantly
*res '
(Signed) Patricia Ryan
January 3, 1939

(Mrs. Joseph J. Ryan, Jr.)

HERE'S a special charm in a lovely complexion
—a charm you ought to have! And Mrs. Ryan,
like so many happy brides, says, "Use Camay!"
You'll soon see why! So many girls who use it
say they've never found another soap with quite
the same rich, fragrant lather. Camay cleanses
thoroughly, and yet it's wonderfully mild!
Thousands of girls rely on Camay for complexion and bath. It's so refreshing to the skinhelps bring out all-over loveliness— yet costs so
little! Get three cakes today!

MILLIONS
used by women
everywhere... this
Modern Method of

Feminine
Hygiene

i : w i w:m»] »b : i ivpi aim
By ELMER
■

Janet Gaynor's
boy friend, Adrian,
the M-G-M fashion expert, hands out
this 1939 advice to girls who want to be
fashionable: Don't wear washerwomen
hair styles, tricky masquerade-like hats,
clanking jewelery, angora sweaters that
shed, strapless evening gowns that a slight
sneeze could ruin, slacks for women
weighing more than one hundred and
thirty pounds, finger nails like claws, mink
coats if you are short, fancy shoes during
the daytime, and fake eye lashes on the
street.

■

Peter Lorre has the most remarkable
colored
chap
in Hollywood
as a
chauffeur. Goes by the name of George

Daniels. Right now he's busier than a bird
taking flying lessons claiming that the
time is soon coming when chauffeurs will
need pilot's licenses to get jobs. Not only
is George taking flying lessons but he's
likewise acting as a professor in the School
for Valets he recently organized.
•IMMfcHflKMM'

Zonitors Are Greaseless
Easy to Use . . . Dainty
Snow-White • Antiseptic

fe

■

When
little Jane
Withers
reached
Hartford on her personal appearance
tour she was quite convinced that the
theatre, seating 4,600 people, would never
be filled when she strutted her stuff and
she was worried. But she
been. The two-a-day house
a-day while she was there
cash customers stringing out
fighting for tickets.

needn't have
played fiveand had the
a block long

SUNFIEED
■

Revising an old proverb — Children
should be seen AND heard! At least
on the screen. Proof? Well, Shirley

Temple, 20th Century-Fox's best bet,
again won first place as the biggest
money-making star of 1938 so far as pulling 'em into the theatres is concerned.
Fourth from the top comes Mickey
Rooney, M-G-M young man of the movies,
and eighth is Jane Withers, 20th CenturyFox moppet. Clark Gable grabbed second
place and (and this may surprise you)
Sonja (Ice Queen) Henie was third.
Spencer Tracy won fifth place; Bob
Taylor, sixth; Myrna Loy, seventh; Jane
Withers, eighth; Alice Faye, (in the
charmed circle for the first time) ninth;
and Tyrone Power, tenth.
S

Arthur Treacher, who is just about
the safest 'touch' in Hollywood when
it comes to dishing up a piece of folding
money to hardluck guys, was finally put
on a $35 a week allowance by his business
manager who saw to it that the word was
passed along to the trades-people in the
valley that they were not to let Arthur
buy anything on the cuff — and they didn't
either, much to Arthur's disgust. Last
week he thought it would be a swell idea
to buy a young sycamore tree and plant
it on the front lawn of his new home. He
talked to his gardener, Bill Freuling,
about it.
"Nothing doing," said Bill emphatically.

PERHAPS you too have hoped that someone
would someday develop a suppository like
this! So safe to use (free from "burn" danger
and harmful drugs). So daintv, snow-white,
antiseptic . . . and GREASELESS!
Well, here it is! Zonitors kill germs at contact
and remain in long, effective antiseptic action.
Absolutely safe to use, too — because they contain no harmful, irritating drugs.
Zonitors are made with a unique GREASELESS
base — nothing messy, nothing to melt or run.
They are odorless — and deodorizing.
And Zonitors are easy to use! No mixing. No
fussing. And they wash away completely with
plain water.
Full instructions in package. $1 for box of 12
individual glass vials — at all U. S. and Canadian druggists.
hater, For Your Douche
Use 2 tablespoons of Zonite to each quart of
water — for a thorough antiseptic cleansing.
Zonite kills all kinds of germs — at contact!
And it's a marvelous deodorant, too.
FREE booklet in plain envelope on request.
Dept. 341?' Zonite Products Corp., Chrysler
Building, Nev
York City.
Each in individ
ual glass vial.

Believe it or not, the gentleman

in skirts is Kenny

of the Gilbert and Sullivan operetta, The Mikado.
Elizabeth
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Paynter

as

Pitti-Sing,

Sydney

Granville

Baker, playing Nanky-Poo
Others
as

shown

Pooh-Bah,

in the color film

are Jean Colin as Yum-Yum,
and

Martyn

Green

as

Ko-Ko

"You've already spent your $35 and you're
not going to buy anything on tick. That's
the rule. Next week, maybe, but not now,
Mr. Treacher."
Mr. Treacher fussed and fumed and
swore and finally gave in. He came back
the next day and renewed hostilities with
Bill who was still adamant. This time,
however, Arthur had his way. Seems a
hardluck guy had come by the night before and paid up a loan. Arthur opened
his purse, showed Bill the money — and
Bill bought and planted the tree.

And Glenda, who confesses she doesn't
know an ohm from a watt, said she just
had a transformation the day before and
didn't need another hairdo!
H

It cost Richard Dix exactly $150 to
spend one night at his Malibu mountain ranch recently!

| Leave it to Irene Dunne to do something nice without being asked. During
the shooting of Love Affair at RKO, a sequence toward the close of the picture
called for a number of pieces of playground equipment — swings, teeter-totters,
slides and so on. When the sequence was
okayed by Leo McCarey, the director,
Irene laid cash on the line for the purchase of the equipment and sent it to a
Los Angeles orphanage. A couple of handclaps and a dozen orchids goes to Irene
for her thoughtfulness.

night's lodging we've heard of this year.
B

Walter Winchell took picks on us
during one of his recent Sunday night
broadcasts and our face is STILL red.
Maybe, just to keep him and others from

f J Glenda Farrell is getting somewhat
tired of her job as mayor of North
Hollywood. Added to the many sqiiawks
she's been getting these days, was the
deluge of complaints that filled her dainty
ears when the lights went out in the district. Out of the two hundred calls that
came in, was one from a man who said the
transformer near his home had burned out.

A girl that men forgot, suddenly became one
they remembered. How come?
The answer is easy: She recognized in herself
the handicap of many girls, and determined to
overcome it.
Nothing scares people away like halitosis
(bad breath). The insidious thing about it is
that you yourself never know when you have it.
Moreover, you are almost certain to have it at
some time or other, because of modern habits.

How's your breath?
Why run the needless risk of offending? It's so

Before leaving for location with the
Man of Conquest company — he's starring
in this Republic picture — he went up to
his 160-acre ranch to see if any damage
had been caused by the recent rains.
Everything was in good shape, and Dix
decided to spend the night in the ranch
house which he keeps heavily boarded
during his absence. But, unfortunately, he
had failed to bring the key to the door, and
all of the windows were firmly barred and
boarded.
Determined to sleep inside the house
that night or bust, Richard got himself a
long heavy crowbar and went to work on
the front door — and with such good effect
that the carpenter sent him a bill for $150
for repairs, a few days later. Which makes
it about the most expensive rate for a

The irrepressible Carole Lombard clowns for
the benefit of the sound engineer while
Cary Grant waits his turn at the microphone

easy to guard against halitosis when you use
Listerine Antiseptic, the deodorant that is the
standby of millions for correcting bad breath.
Listerine Antiseptic attacks food fermentation, the major cause of odors, then overcomes
the odors themselves. The mouth feels delightfully fresh, and the breath is sweet, pure, and
wholesome.
Never be without Listerine Antiseptic. Use it
morning and night and before appointments.
LAMBERT PHARMACAL CO.
St. Louis, Missouri

checking up on us too closely we'd better
write our copy in the following manner:
Mr. Kebelsky's boy, Benny, bought
himself a new home in the highhat district of Beverly Hills and has it furnished
with the very best yet. We suggest, however, that his wife, the former Sadie
Marx, rub off the $100 a piece price tags
that we saw on a case of goblets. The
neighbors might get jealous.
It will please Hollywood Magazine
readers
to know
that Darryl
Zanuck,

bossman of 20th Century-Fox, has decided
to give Alfred Morris' wife, Alice Walpert,
the top spot in another triple-A picture
after she has finished Rose of Washington
Square.
That loud splashing you hear daily in
the 600 block on Bedford Drive, Beverly
Hills, can be credited to young and winsome Judy Gumm who is trying her
durndest to become acquainted with all
the best dives in the Swimbook.
Young Mickey Yule is no fule! The
stories going around crediting him with
having a valet, a string of race horses, and
a prize-fighter is just so much publicity
bunk he says, and not of his own manufacture, either.
The tall and handsome son of Edouard
Hesselburg is sick abed with the miseries
according to the Columbia Studios
publicity officers.
Looks like Fred Austerlitz will go it
alone from now on, having failed to sign a
contract with RKO. Maybe by the time
you read this he'll have his name
dotted line.

on the

Jane Peters, much against her will, re-

WOULDyou like to wear dresses sizes smaller?
That is just what the Thynmold Perforated
Rubber
Girdlea drastic
will do change
for you!canButbeyoupossible
won't
believe such
unless you actually try it yourself! That is why
we want you to test THYNMOLD for 10 days
at our expense. If you cannot be fitted with a
dress you
smaller
than you normally wear, it won't
cost
a penny!
MADE

OF PERFORATED

fuses to pose for 'gag' pictures. The other
day she wouldn't hold still long enough to
pose with
to remake
said, "and

"sweet potato'- inof those
one
struments toher
mouth. "They're trying
me into a glamous girl," she
I've got to obey orders. All

funny
stuff is Goldenberg
OUT from now
Emmanuel
whoon."is more
than toslightly
superstitious
sentFriday,
a rabbit's
foot
all of his
friends when
the
13th, bobbed up in the month of January.
Joe Pinter, Muni Weisenfreud, Nate
Blumgold, and Asa Yoelson held a get-together at the Vine Street Brown Derby.
It's to be a monthly affair says Nate who
forgot to pick up the check that Joe
shoved toward him. Charley Sullivan and
Arlington Brugh have been elected as
members.
If you want to know the real names of
these reel people here they are!
Mr. Kebelsky's boy — Jack Benny
Sadie Marx — Mary Livingston
Alfred Morris — Tony Martin
Alice Walpert — Alice Faye
Judy Gumm — Judy Garland
Mickey Yule — Mickey Rooney

<■

RUBBER!

Your comfort is assured because Thynmold is
made of pure Para rubber, perforated to help
body moisture evaporate. The soft, silky inner
lining is fused into the rubber for long wear.
The special lace-back feature allows ample adjustment for change in size while the overlapping Brassiere gives firm support and
freedom of action impossible in a one-piece
foundation.
MAKE

THE AMAZING

SILHOUETTE

TEST!

Stand before a mirror in your ordinary foundation. Notice the bumps of fat., .the rib rolls...
the thickness of waist . . . the width of hips.

I
Wear THYNMOLD for 10 days ... if you are not
delighted ... if it does not correct your figure faults
and do everything you expect, it will cost you nothing!

Send today for FREE Folder!
DIRECT PRODUCTS CO., INC.
Dept. 134, 358 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Send, in plain envelope, illustrated folder
describing Thynmold Girdle and Brassiere,
sample of material and details of 1 0-day Trial.
Name. . .
Address.
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It's an active life . . . being Freddie Bartholomew's aunt and guardian.
Here is how they spent part of a vacation on a ranch near Victorville

Edouard
Hesselberg's
son — Melvyn
Douglas
Fred Austerlitz — Fred Astaire
Jane Peters — Carole Lombard
Emmanuel
Goldenburg — E d w a r d G.
Robinson
Joe Pinter — Joe Penner
Muni Weisenfreud — Paul Muni
Nate Blumgold — George Burns
Asa Yoelson — Al Jolson
Charley Sullivan — Fred Allan
Arlington Brugh — Robert Taylor.
■

Nice to know that Charlie Farrell is
coming along. Got himself a featured

role the other day in Paramount's Knights
oj the Round Table.
■

A long time ago, Bill Gargan used to
peddle neckties to his fellow players
on Broadway. This was in the lean and
hungry days. Now, with good sized paychecks coming in regularly, Bill gets
another taste of the necktie business.
His great uncle, Elijah William Gargan,
eighty-eight years old, wrote Bill the other
day asking him to quit the movies and
come back home and go to work in HIS

necktie factory as president! Wouldn't that
tie you, though?
■

You can't keep an old lady down!
Seventy-four-year-old
May
Robson
recently signed a contract with Warner
Brothers calling for her to make three pictures a year.
Congratulations to the Gulf Oil Com-

Evidently Ely Culbertson
to John
the

Barrymore.

technical

director

has dealt the perfect bridge hand that we have heard

Elaine
on

Barrie's is merely
the

bridge-playing

pany for being smart enough to assume
the sponsorship of the Screen Guild Show
even if it does cost them $10,000 per week,

discouraging.
sequence

in

Mr.

Culbertson

Paramount's

SO much
was

picture,

about

signed

as

Midnight

needy people. Actors for years have been
giving benefits for scores of worthwhile
causes other than their own. Now it's
pleasant [Continued
to report that
they're
on page
54] working

and congratulations to the Screen Actors'
Guild for its worthy effort to help its

NEEDS "FUEL" TOO

Simple as it seems, driving is fatiguing. Many
people, in fact, have been known to "fall asleep at
the wheel"— which is dangerous. If you get tired,
while motoring, stop for a Baby Ruth, the big delicious candy bar rich in pure Dextrose, the sugar your
body uses directly for energy. Baby Ruth is fine
candy. You will enjoy it— and its food energy will
help you fight fatigue. Baby Ruth is sold everywhere.
CURTISS

CANDY

CO., CHICAGO,

ENERGY

TESTS

ILL., OTTO

SCH

WITH BABY BUTH

By actual calorimc-tric t«$»i, a person woiflhino,
120 lb*., ton otivt o tor continuously for 6 hour*
and 40 mlnutoi on th« looa" »n«rgy contoinoo1
in on, o.lldou, 5c bo. o< Boby Ruth candy.

WHEN FATIGUE SETS IN-Rememfcer\^
BABY RUTH IS RICH IN DEXTROSE '
THE SUGAR YOUR BODY USES DIRECTLY

for ENERGY!

f~
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Dizzy Bob,inthe
Babe of Swat
action

"Unaccustomed as I am

Spring Practice

Ball players are going
sonth for spring praetiee. and at hie tie
Robert Benchley sees
no reason why he
should not gel into
shape for tossing out
the first ball. Someone
might ask him after
seeing his short film
Bali Game Tadau

Smmmamssm
Gimme that ball

!
The old Basketball technic

I'll throw it through the fence

The wind-up

Is this the ball?

Seems smaller than usual

The man of the hour

The season's open!

}
■__«
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Do Girls Grow Up Too Soon In Hollywood?
&££
Olivia de Havilland is
only rnciilv-hvo years
old. hut she is a star in
her own right, niaiisigcs a
salary lhat runs into four
figures every week,
counts I ho world's great
among her friends, and
has startling things to
say of you Hi in Hollywood

II v KAY

l» II 0< TO II

d.

J

|

"Hollywood is more than generous to
the young people it favors. It lavishes
riches, fame, and excitement upon them.
But— it levies one lasting penalty in exchange ... it makes them grow up too
soon."
Olivia de Havilland speaking . . . Olivia
who is twenty-two, and by her own admission one of the luckiest girls in the world;
Olivia who is as sweet as she is lovely, and,
by the grace of Hollywood and Warner
Brothers, a full-fledged motion picture
star; Olivia who has the poise, assurance,
and oUtlook upon life of a girl at least ten
years her senior.
Those ten years are the price she has
paid for stardom.
None is quicker to admit the abundance
of Hollywood's generosity to the slim,
dark-eyed girl than Liwy herself. And
certainly none is more grateful.
"I'm living in a glorious dream come
true," she expressed it. "Already I have
what thousands of other girls covet all
their lives but never get. I'm not forgetting that."
Livvy's success is like a dream come
true. Four years ago she was an unknown
high school girl, living with her family in
a modest house in Saratoga, a California
town of eight hundred population some
miles south of San Francisco. Today her
name is spelled in lights for the world to
see. She is an envied member of Hollywood's inner circle of the favored few.
Barely out of her teens, she is an important
personage.
It was luck that rode with her at first.
Spotted by a Reinhardt talent scout when
she was playing Puck in a community production of Midsummer Nights Dream,
she was urged
[Continued on page 51]

Olivia de Havilland goes straight from the rough
drama of the early west, Dodge Cify, to the
equally exciting atmosphere of Gone With
the Wind in which she plays the gentle Melanie

The first clinch! May Irwin and John
C. Rice astonished the world with it.
in 1896, and set a movie
fashion

The first film with a plot was The Great Train
Robbery, and it made audiences scream in 1903

Pearl White, the greatest of the serial
queens, cheated terrible death in one
sensational reel every week, circa 1910

patrons waited to drop their pennies in
a slot and stand for a few seconds, eyes

The
First 50 Years
Just half a century ago, moving
pictures wore invented. Vast strides
have been made in the art and industry in the first 50 years, and the
story is one of the most colorful
B
Hollywood Magazine hasy printed

WILB

UR

MOUS

E.

!

Pictures across the top of these pages supplied by
courtesy of The Museum of Modern Art Film Library

glued to the peep hole, to watch "the living pictures," little fifty foot gems of such
compelling drama as a man sneezing, a
baby taking a bath, a snatch of a dance, a
round of a prize fight.
New York theatre-goers just then were
being treated to what the worthy citizens
regarded as quite a racy comedy called
The Widow Jones, which had as its high
moment a prolonged kiss between the
principals, May Irwin, an actress of ample
proportions, and John C. Rice, whose
sweeping moustache was as long and
romantic as his osculation.
This epic embrace was filmed in fifty
throbbing feet and went out over the
country under the title of The May
Irwin-John Rice Kiss to be met by popular acclaim — and the first challenging
voice of censorship from a few frockcoated guardians of the public morals
who disapproved of fifty feet of amorous
adhesion. Incidentally, to this day no one
has definitely determined how many feet
long a kiss may be and still remain a
proper
Amongsalutation.
the other early actors to pose
before Edison's camera were "Gentleman
Jim" Corbett, then heavyweight champion
of the world; Sandow, the strong man;
Buffalo Bill, Carmencita, a dancer of
current popularity and Annabelle Moore,
the reigning favorite of the New York
music halls.
In no time, the movies were crying for
release from the side-show cabinets.
Commercial - minded
peep show
pro-

■ "That's it. We've got it!"
Just exactly fifty years ago, the motion picture became a
reality.
Just exactly fifty years ago, Thomas Alva Edison straightened up from a workbench in his West Orange laboratory and announced himself content with his Kinetoscope, the cumbersome
cabinet which served as a bassinet for the baby art at its birth
in 1889.
"Now we can forget it," added Edison and turned his attention
back to the phonograph.
The Wizard of Menlo Park was convinced that his "living
picture" peep show was merely an amusing toy, a novelty catchpenny to put alongside his music-box in the amusement arcades,
and that danger lay in too wide distribution of the machines.
After all, the fickle public might weary quickly if it saw too
many of these pictures that moved!
But the public could not see enough.
Long lines of eager

cWaC*e
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Mary
Pickford, first great star,
shown with Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.

D. W. Griffith's The Birth of a Nation, 1915,
was the first great spectacle employing
long shots of thousands of massed extras

William S. Hart, one of the first
western stars, with Bessie Love

prietors saw the advantage of projecting the pictures
on a screen which might be viewed by a whole roomful of people at one time. Several projection machines were perfected and in April of 1896 the
motion picture was given its first theatre showing
in Koster and Bial's Music Hall on Broadway in
New York City.
By the turn of the century the movies were
ready for another lengthy stride forward in
technique.
It came in 1903 with the first
attempt at story telling in pictures, The
Great Train Robbery, eight hundred feet
of thrilling action tracing a simple narrative of a train holdup, a pursuit, a
rendezvous in a dance hall and an
escape.
The Great Train Robbery was a
sensation.
Immediately
other story
pictures followed: The Great Bank
Robbery, Raffles — The Amateur
Cracksman, Trapped by BloodValentino, greatest of the
hounds, or A Lynching at Cripple
matinee idols, with Vilma
Creek,
celluloid
blood-curdlers
Banky in Son of Me Shiek
all. They brought the movies
abreast the dime novel in popular
Mack Swain and Gloria Swanson,
appeal.
Thousands of store shows and
backed up by the Sennett Bathing
Beauties in the hey-day of shorts
small theatres sprung up throughout the country as the movies
attracted an ever growing interest.
The demand was for film and more film and by 1907 production
had spread from Edison's studio to several other companies,
among them Biograph, housed in an old brown stone mansion at
11 East Fourteenth Street, New York, a nursery from which
were graduated many of the most
[Continued on page 60]
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Al Jolson in the film that started
all the talk, The Singing
Fool

iV

There was nothing subtle about
fatal allure when Theda Bara, first
f#!i

great vamp,
Picture

starred in Camille
courtesy
of •*r*j
Twentieth
Century-Fox
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Lore Chaney, greatest of the
horror boys, in make-up for
The Phantom of the Opera

•HP*'
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Charlie Chaplin, greatest
comedian
of them
all, in
Shoulder Arms

If she Wer^steaiing
scenes, anythey

I

would have her in Jail because she is a chronic thief!

Bv

"Look
out for that
dame! She's dynamite!"
That's the warning you hear
all around Hollywood
these
days about a certain young actress. Established stars and ambitious featured players alike are
fighting shy of her and a mighty
groan goes up when word gets out
that she has been cast in their new

!

F

Nonetheless, this diminutive triplethreat sails blithely along, doing scenes, as
she says, "the way they seem easiest and
most natural." As result, producers, directors and movie fans are doing handsprings
of unadulterated joy. They certainly are
happy about the whole thing, even if her
worried fellow actors are muttering in
their beards.
Right now she's busy with new thievery
at Columbia where she is playing Warren
William's daughter in the newest of The
22

JOHNS

tHese days. And as warmer-uppers, she
y#lked away with The Great Man Votes
ttom under John Barrymore's classic nose,
and with the first half of Men with
Wings.
Not bad for an eleven-year-old. Not bad
at all!
|

pictures. She's a one-woman plague
that's mowing down the big-shots, one,
two,
She's plain poison, take it or
leave three.
it.
The "dame" has a funny pert little face
and wide, hazel-brown eyes that alternately deceive you with their guileless innocence and bedevil you with their
promise of ingenious mischief. She has
smooth, dark brown hair, weighs fifty-nine
pounds, and stands four feet five and a
half in her tiny stockinged feet. She is
pig-tailed Virginia Weidler and she's
eleven years old!
Hollywood's beef against Virginia is
nothing personal, you understand. Everyone admits she's a sweet little tike, lovable
as they come, and smart as a whip. It's
just that gosh-darned habit of hers of
stealing every scene from her elders and
supposedly betters! Stealing them from
such veteran scene stealers as the great
John Barrymore, the proficient Mickey
Rooney, the suave Warren William, and
the dashing Gary Cooper, to mention but a
few.
town! And that's rank heresy in this man's

JANE

Virginia
menace

»r, 59 *&
Weidler,
59 pounds
seace oHmind
ofilmi
to the peace

of
of

grown-ups who play scenes with her

Lone Wolj series, Snd her unbounded delight, the "detekativ" who solves the
mystery. She gets to carry a gun (oh, well,
what if it is a toy pistol) and everything.
Before that she made bumptious young
Rooney look like a dirty deuce in a wet
deck as the hard ridin', straight shootin'
young terror of the dude ranch in Out
West with the Hardys. Believe you Hollywood, you've got to have plenty on the
ball to take anything away from Mickey

Asa matter of record, Virginia stole
her first scene when she was only two
years old. Unfortunately it never reached
the screen. "They kicked me out," she explains. But the cast and crew of Moby
Dick will never forget it. The script called
for the baby to do -certain scenes minus
panties. The Weidler dignity hit the ceiling. Under no circumstances, she made it
plain, would she permit the world a
glimpse of her little bare behind, two years
old or no two years old. Wisely, Mrs.
Weidler did not force the issue, even
though it meant sacrificing a fine part and
financial help at the time the family budget
was distressingly low.
Credit for half of her remarkable screen
success deservedly goes to Virginia. She
has an amazing sense of timing, almost a
sixth sense in understanding the mood of
a scene, and a facile command of emotion. Actually she doesn't need such tricks
as the business in Mother Carey's Chickens
of wearing her shoes on the wrong feet
on alternate days so the heels would stay
straight, although naturally they add to
her scenes. As Warren William pointed
out, she is a legitimate workman in every
way. No mugging, no antics, no "up-stag"She has talent and one of those electric
personalities that can break through anything," he said. "It's an unbeatable comCredit for the other half of her success,
I think, belongs to the rather plain, unbination." assuming woman who is her mother. Margaret Weidler, ex-German grand opera
star. ing."
From the beginning she has used
love, understanding and wisdom in guiding her young
[Continued on page 39]

Every Day Is
| Did you ever labor under the delusion
that picture making is all that happens on a Hollywood set? Did you, by
any chance, think that a little thing like
picture making is even primarily important? Me — I used to, but now I know
better. I've been around the studios a lot,
lately, and I have decided that it is, instead, what goes on behind the camera
that counts. You know . . . those nefarious but hilarious plots to rib somebody
that always are under way. Take the
Gable "burial" and its ramifications. This
was in Too Hot to Handle. The scene had
been shot half a dozen times, but still it
wasn't right, in the opinion of Director
Jack Conway. "We'll shoot it again," he
decreed.
Clark looked pained. "Hey, what is
this?" he protested. "I suppose you think
I LIKE being buried alive!" Myrna Loy,
cool and comfortable in her easy chair,
soothed him from the sidelines. "It's for
the sake of your art," she said. At six
o'clock, they were still at it and still Conway wasn't satisfied. Clark was dirty,
dishevelled, cranky. Walter Pidgeon remonstrated with him. "Why, Mister Gable, surely you're not
getting temperamental!
A Boy Scout like you!"
Clark gave him a dirty
look. Then, "Okay," he
told Conway, "shoot it
once more, but that
better be ALL!" It was.
With Mr. Gable entombed for the 'steenth
time that day, a vast
silence fell upon the
vicinity, broken only
by muffled noises from
the depths of the chaos.
"For blankety-blank-blank, let me out of
here! Whadye think this IS?" Gable demanded. Well, no one thought it was anything for the reason that no one was
around there. As soon as the last avalanche had descended
all present had gathered
up their belongings and
had gone home for the
day. They had left a
message, thoug h — a
neat little sign stuck
up where it would be
visible the minute he
dug h4 m s e 1 f out:
"HERE LIES THE
FORGOTTEN MAN.
R. I. P." What Clark
said to the deserters
the next time he saw
them is not to be recorded. Even now,
to ask him how it feels to be buried alive
is to elicit dark mutterings quite uncomplimentary toboth cast and crew of Too
Hot to Handle.
Fred Astaire acts something like that
as a result of something that happened
on the Carefree set. This incident had to
do with a row of tees which had been set
up at the edge of a golf course. According

in Hollywood
The gayest gags are not
saved for one day in the
year only. Here are some
of Hie April 1 stunts
that have heen played
during the whole year
By

MARIAN

RHEA

to the script, Fred was supposed to drive
balls off these tees in succession. Between
shots, however, that row of tees was not
allowed
to remain
sacred to Fred. It was
too tempting to various
g o 1 fi n g
enthusiasts
among cast and crew.
One by one, they would
come along, pick up a
club and take a swing.
After all, there were
plenty of balls and a
couple of prop boys to
chase them, so why not?
Then Fred had his Big
Idea.
As
they
were
leaving, he sent a prop
boy out one evening to buy a new variety
of golf balls. The next morning they met
bright and early at the row of tees, did a
certain amount of arranging, and awaited
their first victim. She came soon, a slim
girl with blue eyes and
red-gold hair — G i n g e r
Rogers. She selected a
club and swung it experimentally. Her
stance was good. Her
grip was good. Ginger
does, in fact, wield a
mean club. And on that
morning
— "BOOM!"
She hit the
ball hard,
and it went off like a
small cannon.
Ginger
s h r i e ke d and Fred
razzed
her.
"So you
thought you'd steal my golfing stuff!" Of
course she took it all right because Ginger always does. She even stood around
to watch the other suckers come up and
get the wits scared out of them . . . Until,
finally, everybody went to work and the
bombastic golf balls were forgotten.
It
was late in the afternoon when they got
around to the scene where Fred was supposed to drive off the tees. He picked up a

it

club and took his stance. The cameraman
focused. The rest of the cast got out of
the way. They tried a rehearsal and Fred
drove a couple of balls an imposing distance. That was good enough for Director
Mark Sandrich. "Make it a take," he said.
Fred assumed his position again, while,
unobtrusively, a prop boy set up new balls
to replace those just driven. I was on the
set that day and I saw Ginger wink at him.
An instant later, I knew why. Sandrich
gave the signal and the cameras started
rolling. Fred swung and — "BOOM!" The
ball exploded and Fred almost fell down.
Whereupon Ginger addressed him,
sweetly, "I see you have stolen my golfing
stuff. Or are you playing Fourth of July?"
Still dazed but game to the last, Fred came
back at her. "No," he explained, "I'm playNew Year."
It ing
was Chinese
a different
sort of a gag, but nonetheless successful that Jeanette MacDonald staged during the filming of one of her
recent pictures. Seems Jeanette, although
usually a conscientious trouper, had fallen
into the habit of being late for work. It
also seems that the director was one of
these sticklers for promptness. All of
which meant, sooner or
later, a Slight Case of
Trouble. It came one
morning when, reporting at nine-thirty although due at nine, she
was ing
metout" with
whicha ''bawlshe in
turn, being red-headed, resented in a few
heated retorts. Then,
according to the story,
she swept off the set
and went home, there
to remain in high
dudgeon for a day or so while the rather
disconcerted director "shot around" her.
However, things like that can't go on forever, and Jeanette, having cooled down
considerably, realized it. So, smart girl
that she is, she decided
to stage a little behindthe-camera act designed to clear the atmosphere. The curtain
rose for this the next
morning. The clock
said one minute of nine.
The script said Miss
MacDonald's presence
was imperative. The
situation was critical.
Then, as the minute
and the hour hands
stood at exact right
angles, the traffic doors at the end of the
big sound stage opened to admit a strange
spectacle — four stalwart men shouldering
two long poles which, in turn, supported
a platform about ten feet square. On that
platform was an edifice a little larger than
the usual variety, but unmistakably a dog
house . . . And in this dog house, seated
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gracefully on a pillow, rode Miss MacDonald. Of course, [Contimied on page 49]

Shirley Temple as The Little Princess finds that the
world is cruel to a little girl alone in the world

The little princess finds a friend (Arthur Treacher).
Right, with her father (Ian Hunter) before trouble came

Getting Away From It All
Bi And now Shirley Temple has a "hideout!" Yes, the nine-year-old star
needs to get away from it all occasionally,
the same -as her older stellar sisters. When
Shirley takes a vacation from the limelight, she takes it where not a ray of limelight can penetrate — in the entire list of
Hollywood hideaways, hers is the most
effective.
So whither do you suppose the screen's
Number 1 Box Office Allure betakes herself in the intervals between films? A
cave somewhere in the mountains where
she can play Injun? A Pacific island rich
in pirate lore? Or, since Shirley's favorite radio program is "Gang-Busters," some
isolated spot where G-men might keep
secret lookout for marauders?
No, indeed. Shirley goes to the desert.
Behind a high wall and a defensive
grouping of trees, half a dozen acres of
ground stretch out behind an hotel build-

Stars have to pay dearly
for privacy. B
More
is how
y
Shirley Temple gets a
little peace and quiet
when she is between films
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ing. Her "hideout" has a swimming pool,
tennis courts, archery range, croquet
grounds; and scattered bungalows. Shirley
occupies one of the bungalows with her
mother and father, chauffeur and his wife,
and sometimes a visiting friend.
Since the hotel doesn't specialize in stars,
it doesn't draw crowds of curious by-

With Sybil Jason in the exciting scene when the miserable
attic rooms are magically changed to cosy little boudoirs

standers. Moreover, even if crowds collected to watch for Shirley, it wouldn't do
them much good because nobody can get
past the iron gates except for some legitimate reason. Since most of the other
guests are there for peace and quiet, they
respect the privacy of the others. These
bankers and society people thoroughly
enjoy watching Shirley, but they don't go
bounding across the lawn to ask for her
autograph.
As a matter of fact, Shirley needs a
sheltered retreat for her vacations even
more than most of the stars and socialites
who seek one. She is in the formative
years when a slice of normal holiday with
normal playtime is essential.
Not that Miss Temple becomes a hermit
when she reaches the desert. If you could
see
about thein "hideout"
you beyond
would that
see awall
youngster
a
blue play- [Continued on page 47]

The little princess shows Arthur Treacher how they do native dances in India and shocks the sedate English school
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Getting Away From It All
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And now Shirley Temple has a "hideout!" Yes, the nine-year-old star
needs to get away from it all occasionally,
the same-as her older stellar sisters. When
Shirley takes a vacation from the limelight, she takes it where not a ray of limelight can penetrate — in the entire list of
Hollywood hideaways, hers is the most
effective.
So whither do you suppose the screen's
Number 1 Box Office Allure betakes herself in the intervals between films? A
cave somewhere in the mountains where
she can play Injun? A Pacific island rich
in pirate lore? Or, since Shirley's favorite radio program is "Gang-Busters," some
isolated spot where G-men might keep
secret lookout for marauders?
No, indeed. Shirley goes to the desert.
Behind a high wall and a defensive
grouping of trees, half a dozen acres of
ground stretch out behind an hotel build-
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ing. Her "hideout" has a swimming pool.
tennis courts, archery range, croquet
grounds; and scattered bungalows. Shirley
occupies one of the bungalows with her
mother and father, chauffeur and his wife,
and sometimes a visiting friend.
Since the hotel doesn't specialize in stars,
it doesn't draw crowds of curious by-

standers. Moreover, even if crowds collected to watch for Shirley, it wouldn't do
them much good because nobody can get
past the iron gates except for some legitimate reason. Since most of the other
guests are there for peace and quiet, they
respect the privacy of the others. These
bankers and society people thoroughly
enjoy watching Shirley, but they don't go
bounding across the lawn to ask for her
autograph.
As a matter of fact, Shirley needs a
sheltered retreat for her vacations even
more than most of the stars and socialites
who seek one. She is in the formative
years when a slice of normal holiday with
normal playtime is essential.
Not that Miss Temple becomes a hermit
when she reaches the desert. If you could
about thein "hideout"
you
would that
see awall
youngster
a
see beyond
blue play- [Continued on page 47]

In Defense

of Laziness
He is one of the busiest young men
in Hollywood but he does it with the
minimum of effort, and won't even
rise to defend himself against the
charge of being too lazy to move

You'll see him next in
East Side of Heaven

| There are those who earnestly maintain that the only reason Bing Crosby
wears those awful colored cotton shirts
that hang outside his trousers like an
Egyptian flag at half-mast is because he's
just too lazy to tuck a normal shirt tail in.
That, however, is base slander, according to Bing. It is merely a matter of
intelligent conservation of energy.
"Let us consider the problem thoughtfully and with due logic," he proposed.
"Ten seconds is the time it takes an average man to tuck his shirt tail inside his
trousers. Say, he goes through the maneuver only once a day, that's three
thousand, six hundred and fifty seconds
or one whole hour a year. Further, say
he starts the process when he is ten years
old and continues it until death at seventy,
that's sixty hours in a lifetime. Sixty
hours is five days and nights. If he is an
extra careful tucker-inner, using the
twenty second method, that's ten days and
nights. If he dresses for dinner, that's
twenty. Imagine spending twenty days
and nights out of a lifetime doing nothing
but tucking a shirt tail in! I call that a
criminal waste of human energy. Me, I
don't believe in it."
Well, you'll have to admit that's one
way of looking at it. And come to find
26

out, Bing seems to have just as plausible a
reputation for every single count on which
he is charged with being the laziest guy
in the world. Some of them are such
pips you may find them handy next time
you need an air-tight alibi.
There's the little matter of his wearing
socks that never match, for instance.
That's an established Crosby custom.
Nine times out of ten, when you get a
quick gander at his nether bones, you'll
find one ankle wrapped in a fancy bit of
Scotch plaid, and blue polkadots swarming all over the other. But it is not, as
his harassed wife, Dixie, is wont to claim,
because he grabs hit or miss in his sock
drawer.
Perish the thought!
"The explanation really is very simple,"
Bing countered. "In the first place, I'm
on the color blind side, so how can I tell
if they match? In the second place, mismatched socks are considered lucky
'round a race track, and lady, can I use a
little luck there!"
Dixie obviously isn't taking the right
attitude about the thing. And neither
are his brothers, Larry and Everett, who
handle the bulk of his business affairs,
and who constantly are faced with getting
him out of legal jams because he refuses
to read a contract through.
Nor Para-

mount, where it's a battle to get him to
make more than a couple of pictures a
year. Nor NBC where he refuses to rehearse his Kraft Music Hall program more
than a couple of hours when other hour
shows spend days at it.
No sir. They're all wrong. He isn't
lazy in the technical sense of the word.
It's just that they don't understand his
philosophy about work.
"Every man must do so much work,"
he expounded. "The idea is to do it with
a From
minimum
effort." Bing began that
all ofaccounts,
"minimum of effort" policy when he was
a kid back in his home town of Spokane,
Washington. Along with his four brothers
and two sisters he was expected to do his
share of household chores like cutting
and bringing in wood, mowing the lawn,
washing windows, helping with the dishes.
Inevitably when the hour came for a certain job to be done, Master Bing was
among the missing; either he was at the
gym practising for the swimming championship he was to win later, or kicking
a football around a corner lot, or in heavy
conference with his fellow members of
the first little band he organized.
"How he got away with it, I'll never
know,'" Larry
[Continued on page 63]
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Airport — Geraldine Spreckels, of noted
California family, at Burbank Airport. Her
skin care is simply — Pond's. " Its use helps
skin wonderfully soft and smooth."
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Races — At the running of the Futurity,
Mrs. Victor du Pont, III (3rd from left).
She says: "I've always used Pond's.
cleanses skin so thoroughly."

It

SOCIETY WOMEN CREAM EXTRA "SKIN -VITAMIN

INTO THEIR SKIN -THEY FOLLOW THE NEW SKIN CARE *

Ballet Russe Premiere — At the Metropolitan Opera
House, Mrs. Alexander C. Forbes, grandniece of Mrs.
James Roosevelt. Her skin gets extra care. "I use
Pond's Cold Cream," she says. "That way my skin gets
extra 'skin-vitamin' along with its daily cleansings."

Big Liner — The Lady Mary Lygon,

daughter of the late Earl Beauchamp. "The 'skin-vitamin' is necessary to skin health. I'm glad it's

Palm Beach— Mrs. Wrn. Rhinelander Stewart arriving at exclusive Colony
'skin-vitamin'
is anClub.
added"The
reason for my devotion to Pond's."

in Pond's."

Vitamin A, the "skin-vitamin," isnecessary to skin health.
Skin that lacks this vitamin becomes rough and dry. But when
"skin-vitamin" is restored, it
helps make skin soft again.
Scientists found that this vitamin, applied to the skin, healed
wounds and burns quicker.
Winter Resort— H. R. H. Princess
Maria de Braganca (Mrs. Ashley
Chanler). "When skin lacks Vitamin A, it gets rough and dry.
Pond's helps supply this vitamin."

New

York World's Fair Terrace Club — Where Society

dines and dances. Mrs. John R. Drexel, Jr., looks enchanting in white ermine. Her vote goes to Pond's. "I prefer
using Pond's Cold Cream to protect my skin during the day
and to help give it glamorous smoothness in the evening."

^Statements concerning the effects of the "skin-vitamin" applied to the skin are based upon
medical literature and tests on the skin of animals following an accepted laboratory method.

• Now this "skin-vitamin" is
in every jar of Pond's Cold
Cream! Use Pond's night and
morning and before make-up.
Same jars, labels, prices.

Tuna In on "THOSE WE LOVE," Pond's Program,
Mondays, 8:30 P. M„ N. Y. Timo, N. B. C
Copyright, 1939. Pond '» Extract Company
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Left, John Barrymore, greatest profile of them ail, at the height
of his success in Don Juan. Center, just before his marriage to
Dolores Costello, shown with him in The Sea Beast. Right, as he
appears to day, back on the screen after almost total eclipse of
his career.
Elaine Barrie, fourth Mrs. John Barrymore, is with him.

Elaine
Wins a Round
She took a beating her first year in
Hollywood. The second year was even
worse. But how the town has changed
its mind about a girl who wouldn't cry
"Quits"
By
H

V*

KATE

POST

Hollywood tried its level best for two years to knock Elaine Barrie

Barrymore's ears down. To a man it gave her the works, and the works
added up to the grueling stretch of hell on earth. But the laugh is on
Hollywood, for Elaine has won out against it all.
Not only has she won many warm personal friends, an accredited place
as an actress, and the lavish gratitude of astute business men, but she has
accomplished single-handed what the collective power of Hollywood could
not do: she saved John Barrymore from himself.
Everyone concedes her a signal victory. Some do it grudgingly, some
cheerfully, and some with frank astonishment. Nonetheless, the verdict is unanimous.
The amazing thing is how little anyone really
knows about the girl herself.
Three years ago John Barrymore's career was in jeopardy. He
plainly had lost all interest in his work; naturally his screen
appearances were becoming rarer and rarer and when he did
work it was in unimportant little "B" pictures. His health
was broken and his appearance against him. He had the
reputation for being undependable, a fatal tag in Hollywood. He had lost the majority of his close friends. His
marriage to Dolores Costello was on the rocks and he drew
heavy censure from many quarters on that account. Even
the famed loyalty of the Barrymore clan itself was taxed
to the breaking point. Pampered, petted, and spoiled all
his life by indulgent friends, he presented at last the unpleasant picture of a great man going utterly to pot, and
deliberately flinging away his magnificent talents.
Then along came Elaine Jacobs, [Continued on page 30]

That party put me
on the front page!
"Hurry!"— the editor barked. "Grab a cab ! Jump
into your evening clothes! You're covering that
Van Dyke blow-out tonight!" It was my big
chance . . . but instead of being thrilled, I could
have cried. Why — oh, why — I wailed inwardly,
does Avis VanDykehavetobowtosocietyton^M

I Stopped just long enough to phone my roommate. "Elsie" — I begged — "be a lamb and
press my green evening dress. I've got to report adebutante party tonight! Wouldn't you
know a break like this would come at a time
like this? Honestly, I'm so chafed and irritable Icould scream!"

I must have looked skeptical, for she flew to her

"What would you do without me?"— Elsie greeted

sewing box — whipped out the scissors and cut

me gaily, waving a blue box. "Dress pressed
. . . velvet wrap brushed . . . and a gift that
will give you blissful relief! Take it, ducky—
it's Modess — and what a boon to womankind !
I just discovered it myself this month . . . and

a Modess pad in two! "Feel this," she commanded— thrusting a handful of soft, fluffy
filler toward me. "That's what's in Modess!
And that's why I swear by Modess for com-

it's a marvel."

fort!"

"And what's more," continued Elsie, "with
Modess you can have an easy mind all
evening — because it's safer! Watch . . ."
And she took the moisture-resistant backing from inside a Modess pad and dropped
some water on it. To my amazement, I saw
that not a drop went through!

So — Off I went, cheery as a cricket, to stalk debutantes
and stags at play. I buzzed around, writing about
fabulous jewels, fountains of champagne, and divine
Paris dresses . . . with no worrisome fears of discomfort or embarrassment. And— wound up the evening
with a story that even an old hand could be proud of!

"Wheel On the front page— with your name
signed to it!" shrieked Elsie, brandishing
the paper the next day. "You owe it all to
Little Goody Two-Shoes who told you
about Modess! And think," she added,
' 'soft, 'fluff-type' Modess costs no more than
those layer-type pads we used to buy!"

Get in the habit of saying "Modess"!
(IF YOU

PREFER

A NARROWER,

SLIGHTLY

SMALLER

PAD— ASK

FOR

JUNIOR

MODESS)
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Elaine Wins a Round
[Continued from page 28]
the unknown girl who was to become the
actress, Elaine Barrie, and later, the
fourth Mrs. John Barrymore. In the face
of terrific odds she set about to work a
miracle with the man she loved.
Today John Barrymore looks ten years
younger and twenty years happier than he
has in years. His career, which he had
flung upon the ash heap, has recaptured
brilliance and fire. Once more he is among
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tired

let down feeling for me"
A

4

" — I feel and look better
— there is color in my
cheeks

— my appetite is keen
— my -weight is back to
normal.
"This I am noting in my Diary
and I give full credit to S.S.S.
for causing me to 'feel like
elf again.' "
mys
So we suggest —
Don't try to get well in a day . . . this
is asking too much o£ Nature. Remember, she has certain natural processes that just cannot be hurried.
Therefore, if you are pale, tired,
lack a keen appetite, have lost weight
and feel run-down... a frequent sign
that your blood-cells are weak— then
do try in the simple, easy way so
many millions approve— by starting
a course of S.S.S. Blood Tonic.

Hollywood's great.
Elaine alone was responsible. And yet
I doubt if any girl ever took the merciless
hazing Elaine stood at the hands of a
united Hollywood, and stood it without
a whimper. Alternately ridiculed, scorned,
ignored, she was made to feel that she
was an outcast for whom there never
could be the smallest, the humblest place
in the Hollywood sun.
Outwardly, the press of Hollywood led
the pack in full cry. Inwardly, the famous
hostesses of the town and John's former
friends concentrated on a successful campaign of social ostracism. Time after time,
Elaine's name was conspicuously absent
from invitations that arrived at the house.
Time after time they were told that friends
upon whom

they were calling were "not

It became the fashion to play cruel tricks
receiving."
upon her like the night a very famous
hostess seated them on a davenport at
the far end of a room full of celebrities.
Because Elaine knew only few of them,
John considerately pointed others out.
Elaine, in turn, made natural response
and asked natural questions.
Before long they noticed that a loud
burst of laughter from an adjoining room
appeared to follow each of their brief conversations. Investigation disclosed that
the hostess thoughtfully had placed a
microphone beneath the davenport with
the result that every word of the private

Barrymore conversation was being repeated over a loud speaker for the amusement of anyone who cared to listen.
In flaming embarrassment, Elaine went
home. With her she carried the memory
of the snickering or sneering faces of a
houseful of unfriendly strangers. Everyone thought it a very funny gag.
Chin up, Elaine took the persecution
and said nothing. But that did not mean it
did not hurt. It did hurt, and deeply. The
one comment she made to me about it
proved that.
"One of the hardest things to bear was
when people would meet me for the first
time after things rather died down, and
say, 'Why, you're ever so much nicer than
we expected,' " she told me. "They had
made up their minds, you see, that I was
some dreadful creature and quite without
the pale of decent society. They found
me She
guilty
without
a trial."
wanted
to be
liked and admired
by her husband's friends and associates.
Any woman does. But it was not allimportant to her as Hollywood mistakenly
thought. Her real concern was for John's
future and happiness. To that sole end she
devoted herself. It still is the mainspring
of her life; watching her and talking to
her convinces one of that.
Strictly speaking, Elaine is not a beautiful girl. Striking, rather, describes her.
Tall and dark, she has strong features and
incredibly slender hips and waist. Her
voice, heard occasionally on the Texaco
radio program, is low and throaty and carries plenty of "umph." To be honest, there
is little of the lure of the siren about her
aside from her voice, because she is too
disconcertingly frank and forthright in
what she says and does. Too, she is honest
in her appraisals and has a sardonic sense
of humor which matches the one in which
John takes such open pride. Neither of

Buy and use with complete confidence, and we believe you, like thousands of others, will be enthusiastic
in your praise of S.S.S. Tonic for its
part in making "you feel like yourself again."
At all drug stores in two sizes. You
will find the larger size more economical. ©S.S.S. Co.
I
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Joan Bennett has tossed aside the black wig which she wore for weeks during filming of Trade Winds,
and is her own blonde self again for her part in The Man With the Iron Mask opposite Louis Hayward
30

those qualities are apt to draw men to a
woman. She has an alert, well-trained
mind which constantly is seeking further
enlightenment. She has a flare for wearing unusual clothes unusually well, as you
will see in watching her as Schiaparelli in
the new Claudette Colbert picture, Midnight. She was twenty-three her last
birthday, July 16, and writes competent
verse and prose. Above all, she is a friendly
soul.

k

fl It would be wholly understandable
if she paid back in full measure many
of the insulting slights she received in
the past, now that the chance is hers. It
speaks volumes for her, I think, that she
refuses to do this with the same finality
she refuses to admit John ever was anything short of perfection. It speaks volumes for her, I think, that those who
treated her most shabbily at first now are
numbered among her staunchest allies,
and that the columnists who were most
bitter in their attacks upon her, now seek
opportunities to give her a hand up.

PINK is for girls.
Blue is for boys.
But tattle-tale GRAY
NEVER!

for a baby?

How do clothes GET tattle-tale gray?
The answer is simple . . .
Some soaps are plain weak-kneed — they just
CAN'T wash clean!

S

Elaine made many mistakes, serious
ones. She admits that frankly. She'd
be the last person in the world to paint
herself as Simon-pure. But the mistakes
she made, she said, hurt no one but herself.
The comic opera cross-country chase of
"Ariel
Caliban"of John
is an and
example.
But
the wholeandromance
Elaine was
just as fantastic. They met, you remember, in a hospital room in New York. John
was convalescing from one of those illnesses that rapidly were spelling his finish
in the movies, when Elaine arrived to get
an interview for her college paper. Before she had left John had asked her to
marry him and she had promised!
But she'd been in love with him, she
says, ever since she was a stage-struck
kid of fourteen and first saw him at a
matinee of Svengali. She almost got a
good paddling from her mother that night
for mooning around the house about him
and making ridiculous statements about
how much she and the great actor would
mean to each other some day.
Primarily, I think John was to blame
for the farcical overtone of the "Ariel and
Caliban" courtship chase. Loving the
limelight and sensation, annoyed at the
attempts of his friends and family to interfere, and generally in a defiant frame
of mind, he deliberately provoked many
of the incidents which made such swell
reading over the morning coffee. The world
was laughing, but John was laughing
hardest' of all.
But Elaine, on her part, only added fuel
to an already hot fire. She has a vivid
imagination and, as I said, a sense of humor and of the ridiculous to match John's.
So what he didn't think of, she did. She
did many foolish things and made many
indiscreet statements, all of which landed
in blazing glory on page one. But remember this: John was fifty-six; Elaine was
not quite twenty. And John had lived in
the limelight all his life; Elaine was getting her first taste of it.
To her credit, she did hold her tongue
about many things when she could have
saved some portion of her pride by talk-
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So hie to the grocer's right away QUICK
And CHANGE to the soap that's specially built
To wash clothes white!
Fragrant— AND

CLEAN!

Change to Fels-Naptha — the lively GOLDEN
That holds grease-dissolving NAPTHA.
Two cleaners combined to make dirt fly!
EVERY sheet . . . EVERY towel . . .
EVERY thing in your wash will then stay
Bright and SWEET!

bar

And baby? She ... or maybe it's he . . .
Will always look like an ANGEL!

Banish "Tattle -Tale Gray"
with Fels-Naptha Soap!
tune IN! hobby lobby every Wednesday night. See local paper for time
and station.
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Perspiration Odor
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dri-dew is the new cream deodorant,
tested and approved by the Am. Inst, of
Laundering and the Nat. Assn. of Dyers
and Cleaners as being harmless to fabrics.
WILL NOT DRY UP IN JAR
SAFE — An absolutely pure, unadulterated cream.
NON-IRRITATING— Even right after shaving.
LOIS G- LASTING in preventing underarm odors.
INSTANTLY EFFECTIVE
NOT GREASY— CLEAN.
At drug, department
or ten-cent stores.

Dri-DtttV

(cream) 10c,29c

Instant-Deiv
(liquid) 10c, 25c, SOc
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stops perspiration odor

CLEAR EYES
IN SECONDS!
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s
specialist'
this eyeCLEARS
DROPS ofsoothes,
Only TWO WASHES,
formula
dull,
tired eyes. Its special, EXCLUSIVE ingredient instantly clears eyes red and inflamed from late hours, fatigue, etc.
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Thousands prefer stainless, sanitary,
safe EYE-GENE, because it is so quickly
EFFECTIVE in making EVES FEEL GOOD. WASH
your eyes with EVE-GENE today. Sold
at drug, department, ten-cent stores.
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Jeanette MacDonald

shows how they "swung it" in the gay nineties, in Broadway Serenade

ing. Few people ever knew, for instance,
that it was at Irving Thalberg's insistence
that she finally returned to Hollywood
and married John. The great production
genius telephoned to her in New York,
pleading with her to return to John and
Hollywood after a particularly violent
quarrel. The expensive Romeo and Juliet
was in production and John sulkily had
threatened to walk out unless Elaine
could be persuaded to come back to him.
Either she'd come, or he'd go to her in
New York, was the Barrymore ultimatum.
I

Most serious of the mistakes she made,
Elaine admitted, was appearing in that
short film, that epitome of bad taste, How
To Undress In Front of Your Husband.
Decked out in lurid advertisements, it
created a minor scandal.
Many said Elaine made that picture for
revenge on the entire Barrymore family,
or to humiliate them and John in retaliation for the deep hurt Hollywood had

given her.
"That is ridiculous," Elaine said. "Even
a fool would know such an action would
hurt
myself,
no fool."
Thisno isonethebutinside
of and
that I'm
unfortunate
film:
Three months after their marriage,
Elaine and John separated and the town
started clucking, "I told you so." They
separated because they had an argument
that concerned no one but themselves.
"I don't care who they are . . . every

married couple has an argument now and
then," she explained. "Leave them alone,
they patch things up and the whole affair
blows over. In Hollywood, however,
everyone, including total strangers, takes
a hand in your private arguments. First
thing you know, you have nothing to do
with it, and it's all settled for you. If we
had been left alone, or if our argument
had happened anywhere under the sun
but Hollywood, we would have come to an
understanding without a separation. We
were forced into that, really, by people
who hadn't anything to do with it."
It was during that separation she made
the talked-about picture. Unhappy, harassed, and thwarted in her efforts to get
in the movies, she was at loose ends.
Everything was all balled up and no solution seemed in sight. Determined to make
it on her own, she signed a contract to
appear in a picture, she says, without
knowing either its subject matter or title.
That proved a ghastly mistake. When
she sought to get out of the contract,
friends advised her it could not be done
without putting her career in jeopardy
for the rest of her life. And so she went
through with it. The pictures themselves
were bad enough but when the dialogue
was dubbed in later, the thing became a
nightmare to her. By that time, unfortunately, itwas too late to do anything
about it.
The experience strikingly parallels
what
happened
to Hedy
Lamarr
in

Ecstasy and which almost spelled the finish of her American career. She, too, was
young and driven by blind ambition. She,
too, was badly advised. Hedy survived by
virtue of her personal magnetism and
charm, her splendid work in Algiers and
by candidly admitting she had made a
grievous mistake. Hollywood and the public forgave her as they are forgiving
Elaine.
H

Selfishly, perhaps, everyone seems
more interested in what she has accomplished for John than for herself, and
many still cannot quite understand how
she achieved it. The explanation, she says,
really is absurdly simple. In the first place,
she never permitted her great confidence
in him to waver for a moment.
"What defeated John three years ago
was that everyone deserted when the going got rough," she said. "I've always
thought he was the greatest actor on the
American stage or screen, and let him
know I thought so. In turn, he refused to

"I call that a shame, Mrs. Panda! Here you are, a stranger in a strange land— your
baby comes down with a common ailment like prickly heat— and what has anyone
done to help you? Absolutely nothing! . , .Well, I'll say this . . ."

let me or my faith down."
In their private life she has tried to be
a companion to him, sharing his many interests and hobbies with genuine enthusiasm. If he wanted to go deep sea fishing,
she fished; if he wanted to play "jacks" on
the drawing room floor, she played "jacks."
No foible of his was ridiculous to her if
he had fun doing it.
She refused to fawn upon him as women
have been doing for more than thirty
years, and he has found it a refreshing
change. She isn't afraid to give him an
argument on anything under the sun from
the correct way to interpret Rachmaninof's Fifth to the civilized way to bake
a swordfish. He dotes on arguments. Nor
is she dishonest when he asks for an honest opinion.
Most revolutionary of the new marital
experiences he is encountering is her
practise of a subtle little system she calls
"The Non-Available Policy." Stripped to
its basic principles it means she sees to it
that it is he who telephones to check up
on what she is doing and where she is,
rather than the opposite procedure to
which he was accustomed so long. As
result, he finds himself still the pursuer
instead of the pursued (a distinct novelty
for The Great Lover) and Hollywood is
treated to the unbelievable sight of a
confirmed playboy so engrossed in holding his wife he has no time to get in
mischief himself.
As for what she has accomplished for
herself —
I've eeen scores of warm and friendly
fan letters from the men and women who
were sneering at her a year ago.
I've seen producers, directors and her
fellow players on the set of Midnight
treat her with camaraderie and respect.
And I saw her at a large Hollywood
party not long ago, the center of a gay
group. At her side stood John. In a low

"You've come to the right place at last. I've got a mother who can hop to the
Johnson's Baby Powder can quicker than any woman you ever saw. Watch her
come running when I whistle!"

"Is that powder good stuff? Say, I've been dusted with it every day since I was so
long. Of course, my skin looks kind of monotonous compared to your baby's, but
it's mighty comfortable. And Johnson's helps keep it that way!"
"Mow — never mind the thanks, Mrs.
Panda — it's a pleasure to tell people
about my powder. The talc in it's so
fine, and no orris-root, either. I wonder
what else can make a baby so happy for
so little money!"

but audible voice I heard him say, "Darling, you look very beautiful tonight.
I'm very proud of you."
There is no doubt that Elaine took a
beating. But there also is no doubt that
she is winning the last round.
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Cary Grant and Jean
Arthur in a scene from
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FOR BLONDE* ONLY!
Brings Back Golden Radiance to Darkened Blonde Hair — Keeps it Soft, Fluffy,
Lustrous!
Here at last is an easy way to bring out the full,
radiant loveliness of blonde hair — a special shampoo
that washes it shades lighter and brings out the
lustrous, glimmering sheen, the alluring highlights
that can make blonde hair so attractive. Called New
Blondex, this amazing new combination package —
shampoo with separate rinse — costs but a few
pennies to use and is absolutely safe. Used regularly, it helps keep hair lighter, lovelier, gleaming
with fascinating lustre. Fine for children's hair,
too. Get Blondex today — sold at all stores.
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Our favorite extra has a great deal
of trouble doing nothing, and decides not to become a stunt pilot
under any circumstances whatever

...ti.Bll*'

AtLasti
A SPECIAL
SHAMPOO
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EDITOR:

Well, I'll say this before I write another
line: I've had my fill of S. A., and I don't
mean sex appeal, either!
What I mean is, I've just finished up
three days of extra work in the little
South American banana port of Barranca
where Columbia's big air film, temporarily
titled Plane No. 4 is being filmed, and I'm
here to tell you that if you ever catch me
working for wages in an aviation picture
again you can write in and ask Screen
Actors' Guild to take away my card. Not
that I minded working alongside of Jean
Arthur, Cary Grant, and Richard Barthelmess or being bossed by Howard Hawks,
the director. Swell people, all of 'em, and
a guy is entitled to be examined as a
mental deficient if he says otherwise. I'm
just sick and tired of aviation pictures, is
all, especially those localed in one of
these yes-we-have-no-bananas ports like

SMITHSOX
Barranca, S. A., and after you read about
what I went through I'll bet you one of
Paul Mantz' busted fuselages that you'll
agree.
First off, of course, I really didn't go
clear to South America. But so far as the
sights and sounds and noise and smells
are concerned, this village of Barranca,
built at a cost of more than $150,000 on
the Columbia Studio "location" ranch in
the San Fernando Valley, was so intensely
and so vitally real that, for all intents
and purposes, I was actually working in
a hot, fog-bound port in the tropics.
Artificial fog was swirling over the
Spanish-stucco buildings of the picturesque little town when I reported to Art
Black, first assistant director, and it was
still swirling when Art gave me a dirty
look and told me to see George Fdiein,
the second assistant director who, Art
mumbled, would tell me what to do and

how
took
there
clad
white

to do it. In much less time than it
David Selznick to select Scarlett,
I was, barefooted, bare-headed, and
in a dirty white shirt and dirtier
pants with my ears wide open trying

to catch George's instructions "to act like a
South American dockwalloper busy doing
nothing."
It was George who said later that in all
the long years of his studio experience I

"She made me BOIL...
with her know-it-all air!"
How

"did nothing" better than any man he
ever knew. Well, it just goes to prove

Helen raised her baby

by up-to-date methods while living

that my old man was right: there's nothing like bending all your energies to
the task in hand!
Cocoanut palms, banana trees, and
green jungle grew right smack up in back
of the buildings. Farther back rose the
scenic Andes mountains. In the foreground was the harbor with honest-togoodness ocean water in it, the village
at the water's edge, the crude wharf —
and us extras. Parrots screamed and
chattered in the trees, the air was filled
with the smell of sea water, spicy peppers
drying outside the houses, the earthy
scent of water buffaloes, oxen, asses; the
fragrance of tropical flowers and blooming trees. Shoot me, if you want to, for

with an old-fashioned aunt!

growing slightly poetical, but that's the
way this huge realistic set affected the
eyes, ears, nose, and throat of your "do
nothing" extra.
Seagulls were wheeling hungrily overhead and when I say hungrily, I sure
mean

it. George Cole, Columbia's livestock superintendent, had captured a
couple of hundred of them by permission
of the state and federal authorities and
there they were — the gulls, not the authorities— gliding hither and yon through
the fog looking for food.
According to George, the gulls got the
miseries at first because the harbor had
been filled with fresh water. All they
did was to sit on the artificial beach and
mope. Then he switched water on them,
and they began to perk up. Finally, to
make them "act" he fed them raw hamburger. When I got there they were looking for more. One of them, more ferocious
than the rest, swooped down like a flyer
doing a power dive, and as he straightened
out, took a lightning-like nip at George's
nose, got his bite, and then took picks on
me. Both of us got out of there faster
than any dirty rumor ever flew up a
studio alley! And we didn't come back
until the big birdies had received their

AUNT: Now Helen, if / were you—
HELEN: But Aunty, we've been over that a
million times already. I know exactly how to
handle the baby . . . even if he is my first.

AUNT: Tush! You're mollycoddling the child,
and you know it. Why in our time children
grew up without all this fiddle-faddle.

f? !\

HELEN:
Times have changed, Aunty. Our
doctor says that today children should get
special care . . . special food, special clothes.
Yes, even a special laxative!
AUNT: What! A special laxative for babies?

HELEN: Of course! Doesn't it stand to reason?
After all, Bobby's only 7 months. His tiuy
system is still delicate. Wouldn't it be risky
to give him anything but a mild, gentle laxa-

HELEN: That's why the doctor said to give
him Fletcher's Castoria. He said it's the modern laxative made ONLY for children. It's on
the safe side . . . has no harsh "adult" drugs.
It works mostly in the lower bowel and won't
disturb his tummy.

AUNT: Well, he certainly takes it willingly

tive, one made especially for a baby's needs?

morning's allotment of raw meats.
Before Director Hawks was satisfied
with the first camera set-up, Jennie — a
silly ass, if there ever was one — snuck up
to a banana tree, filled her tummy with
the green fruit and then got down on
her knees and said "let us bray!" Director
Hawks got so mad at the belly-aching
burro that he came close to wrecking
the whole set and would have if Joe
Walker, the cameraman, hadn't been quick
on the jump and grabbed him. Cole
finally got Jennie to the veterinarian on
the set for first-aid treatment and the
doc gave her a double dose of castor oil
and a tongue-lashing that would have put
an army mule-skinner to shame.
Then, just as Director Hawks was about
to shoot a Barranca street scene, an un-

CL^H£Oc^eA,
The modern

— SAFE

— laxative made

enough. I'll say that much.
HELEN: He ought to. The doctor says
Fletcher's Castoria has a grand taste . . . Isn't
it wonderful to know we're giving Bobby a
laxative that's so dependable?

CASTORIA
especially and ONLY

for children

scheduled and utterly illegal fight started.
A cock fight of all things! And cock
fighting, although probably a bit of realism which would prove ideal for a LatinAmerican banana town, is strictly illegal
in America. It is also illegal in pictures,
definitely banned by the "Hays
and by the ever-watchful S. P.
But there it was — two vividly-hued
dorian game roosters, unaware

Office"
C. A.
Ecuaof the

"gringo" prohibition, were spurring each
ether until they were surrounded by a
cloud of feathers. Filming stopped while
Livestock Superintendent Cole separated
and caged the bellicose duellists and after
a bit of high-pitched crowing by the
victor, life in Barranca moved along
peacefully (?) again.
| Lunch, and then the shooting of the
scene that starts the story — the arrival of the freighter into the little harbor.
The ship warps its way to the rickety
dock and your humble nothing doing —
I mean do nothing — extra gets the lead
out of his bare feet and starts wrapping
?. cable end around a piling. The anchor
drops, officers bawl out commands, the
gangplank is lowered and Jean Arthur —
my favorite actress, by the way — trips
down. Then she climbs back and trips
down again. She does this at least a
dozen times and still Director Hawks isn't
satisfied, and Jean is getting mighty tired
of it all — and believe it or not, mighty
seasick!
Which
is all in her mind, if

you want my opinion, because while the
ship looks as though it actually is floating into the harbor and up to the dock,
it really is moving along on submerged
tracks as smoothly as a streamlined train.
But Jean is convinced, nevertheless, that
she's stricken with an attack of mal de mer
and she takes time out for a rest.
All this took up my first day and I
was beginning to like the sounds and
smells and sights — especially the sight of
Jean— when Second Assistant George
Rhein dropped a lighted firecracker in
my hip pocket by saying that I was one
of the people selected to work a few
days at St. George, Utah. I could fly up
with Paul Mantz, the noted stunt flyer,
and Richard Barthelmess, the noted
cinema actor, if I wished. Well, believe

The thumbnail synopsis of the picture
was told to me on the way up by Ellya.
Bonnie Lee (Jean Arthur) leaves a
musical show in Valpariso, Chile, and
arrives in Barranca. She goes ashore with
the other passengers and discovers that
Jan Van Ruyter (Sig Rumann) owns
everything in town from bar to airport.
She discovers, too, that Geoff Carter
(Cary Grant) is the airport boss and
very, very skeptical about women since
the lady in one love affair of his gave
him the old brush off, and married another sky-piloting guy. Well, pretty soon
Carter sees that a pair of his ace pilots,
Joe Souther (Noah Beery, Jr.) and Les
Peters (Allyn Joslyn) are campaigning
for the favors of the delectable Bonnie

me, I didn't wish. I'd seen this Mantz
guy sail into the Barranca airport the
night before, and deliberately stage a
terrifying crash by letting his propellor
clip enough green foliage off the tops
of the palm trees to make a New England
boiled dinner for all of Vermont. As I

Lee, but Bonnie's interested in Carter.
He finally horns in on a dinner date with
her, and, to have the field to himself,
sends out Joe and Les on a flying assignment. Dat ol' fog keeps rollin' in after
the boys shove off, and Carter .radios
orders for Joe to return, which he does
and is killed in a landing crash. Couple

say,
I just
didn't
wish.
That
night
I flew
up So
with Elmer Dyer,
the aerial cameraman, George Kelly, the
assistant aerial cameraman, Ellya Jacobus, the script girl, and a couple of extras
in a Western Air Express ship. We stayed
overnight at Las Vegas. Out at the airport in the morning who should be there
but this Mantz guy and we flew to St.
George with him, much to my dismay.

NOBODY

|
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of days later a pilot by the name of McPherson (Richard Barthelmess) appears,
and with him his wife, Judith (Rita
Hayworth) and guess what? Rita turns
out to be Carter's old flame and McPherson turns out to be the pilot who killed
a brother of one of Carter's mechanics
(Tommy Mitchell) in Barranca. Bonnie,
of course, gets jealous, Carter gets jittery,

A PASS AT ME,

Andy Devine practises the subtle art of flirting
with a fan for his part in the picture, Stagecoach

the fog gets thicker and Old Man Fate
gets busy.
There's a lot of other incidentals in the
way of plot and romance, and some pretty
wild flying, but I've given you the backbone of the story.
■

Now for St. George, Utah, and what
gave your hard-working extra a touch
of the mully grubs and his deep and intense dislike for laboring in aviation
pictures.
The emergency airport at St. George
used to be the regular landing field for
commercial planes, but it has been abandoned in favor of a better one farther
away. It rises above the little town about
three hundred feet, and is mighty small
for any foxy work such as Paul Mantz
loves to do when he's stunting. Imagine
my surprise when Ellya said that the
"location" flying field was " 'way up
there" and pointed out the top of a cliff
that rose straight up more than one
thousand feet. Mantz, she said, was going
to land a ship on top of that wall of

' rock, and later take one off. It was supposed to be a mining camp on a plateau
in the Andes, and I was supposed to go
up there and act as a miner.
So I started out with a couple of score
of other hired hands. There was no road
up the side of that steep cliff. Not even
a footpath. And believe me, before I
reached the top I had more cramps in
my legs than Jennie, the jackass, had
in her tummy after eating the green
bananas. What with puffing and panting
and perspiring, it took us better than an
hour to make that climb.
fl Columbia had hired local workmen to
tote up the lumber, the props, and all
the rest of the thousand-and-one necessary items that go into the making of a
movie set. When he crawled over the
top everything was okay for shooting.
The top of the plateau had been cleared
of sagebrush and boulders so Mantz (he
subs for Barthelmess in these dangerous
aerial sequences and much against Dick's

I did ONE LUCKY THING for my
skin*. .and here is what happened
1 WAS A LONELY GIRL ... and I didn't know
why. Men seemed indifferent to me — they
never looked at me twice. It puzzled me and
broke my heart. I was madly in love with
Gordon Forrest, the most handsome and
popular boy in town. I tried so hard to win
his interest, but I never even got a chance
to dance with him at parties.
SUE KNEW MY SECRET ... She was a real
friend and she wanted to help me win
Gordon. One day she said, "Jane, darling,
you're just the kind of girl Gordon would
like. If only you'd dramatize yourself— do
something to jolt him out of his indifference."
"Do what?" I cried despairingly. "I spend
hours on my make-up, but nothing seems to
help. I just haven't got what it takes."
"You have!" said Sue. "If you'd only give
it a chance. Take your face powder, for instance. Itdoesn't do a thing for you. It doesn't
bring
out one
your warm,
personality.
If you'd
only try
of thegaynew
shades of
Lady
Esther Face Powder, you'd be a changed girl
instantly. You need a brighter, more alluring

shade . . . and you'll get it in Lady Esther
SO I TOOK SUE'S ADVICE. That very day
wrote to Lady Esther, asking her to send
IPowder."
me her ten new shades of Lady Esther Face
Powder. She sent them promptly and I tried
each one on my face. Suddenly one shade -one
lucky, bewitching color-brought a new face
to my mirror. I had never looked so gloriously fresh and radiant before !

That night when I went to Muriel Fowler's
on air. Somebig party
thing toldImewasit almost
would walking
happen !
GAZED

GORDON

IN RAPTURE

when he saw

me. He stared as if I were a new girl in towna beautiful creature he had never seen before.
"Where have you been all my life?" he
cried. "Why, Jane Martin, what have you
done to yourself? Come outside ... I want to
!"
the veranda,
the moon was
. . alone
to you . on
talkOutside
shining brightly. Before long, I was in his
arms ... he kissed me . . . and he whispered,
"Sweetheart ... I love you . . ."

TRY ALL TEN SHADES, FREE. You, too, can find your one lucky color. Let
Lady Esther send you, free and postpaid, her ten thrilling new shades of
face powder. One of these shades will bring out the fresh natural color of
your skin- win you sparkling "story book" charm. Mail the coupon today.
(You can paste this on a penny postcard)
Lady Esther, 7130 West. 65th Street, Chicago, Illinois

FREE

Please send me your 10 new shades of Lady Esther Face Powder, free and postpaid,
also a tube of your Four-Purpose Face Cream.
(.**)
Name
Address

u

City

.State.
(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)
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will, for Dick is a licensed pilot in his
own right and can set a ship down and

his own skill were with him
crawled out with a smile.

take it up with the best of 'em) could
make his landing. If he did! I couldn't
see how he could, because all he had to
land on was a strip about as wide as the
width of his wings and no longer than
a half-mile in length.

The next afternoon, with a new Lockheed, this crazy stunter, took off from
the same field and when he went over
the edge of the cliff I thought he was a
goner sure, but an up-draught from the
valley below held him up long enough to

Well, we miners and peons got busy.
Director Hawks waved a signal for
Mantz to take off from the St. George
airport one thousand feet below, and in
no time at all there he was circling high
above our set and above him was the
aerial photographer in a ship piloted by
Frank Clark, a stunt flyer just as good
as Mantz himself.
There was no fooling about all this. It
had to be a one-take job. Mantz was
to crash his ship on landing and if he
escaped the first time without injury
he would be a mighty lucky guy. Besides,
it would be a fairly expensive bit of
business for Columbia to keep on busting
up those high-priced Lockheed Vegas
just for the sake of retakes.
Well, there I was, acting like a South
American miner and praying more than
scmewhat that Mantz would crawl out of
the wreck with no broken bones. Then
I looked up at the sky and there he was
not more than ten feet above the ground
and coming in fast. A split second later,
he was wrapped up in a crack-up that
was
a
breath -taker.
Wheels
were

get flying speed, and he made the take-off
without any trouble. And this was another "one-take" sequence, too, believe
you
word me.
go. And a super-thriller from the

■

After Mantz was out of sight, Director
Hawks, grinning from ear to ear, went

smashed, one wing torn off — in fact the
ship was such a mess that only parts of
the engine were salvaged later. I dropped

back to
to shooting
scenes,
I'm
here
tell you mining
I shoveled
and and
picked
my way through more dirt and rocks than
a steam shovel ever thought of doing in
a week! I picked my way down the side
of that six hundred-foot cliff with Ellya,
the pretty script girl, come quitting time,
without any more bumps and bruises save
for those inflicted by a five-pound rock
that snuck up to smack me in the back
when I wasn't looking. By the way, you
might be interested to know that these
shots on this sub-midget landing field
are the only daylight sequences in the
whole picture.
And by the way once more, you might
be interested in knowing that next month

my shovel on another miner's foot, and
ran like Seabuscuit, thinking maybe we'd
have to pick up Mantz with a piece of
blotting paper — but Old Lady Luck and

I'll write you a few pages about Merle
Oberon, David Niven and myself in
Wuthering Heights.
Wuther you like it or not.

Tyrone Power and the pretty Annabella arrive at
NBC Studios for "The March of Dimes" broadcast
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and he

HOPES
AGAINST

SO,
DRY.

TOO!
THAT'S
WHY
SHE
LIFELESS
"MIDDLE-AGE"

GUARDS
SKIN!

Little Miss Thief
[Continued from page 22]
daughter's career. Certainly it was she
who implanted the original spark others
have developed, and unlike many another
screen mother, she recognized her own
limitations in an unfamiliar field and was
content to abide by wise and friendly
counsel. .Virginia owes her a great debt
of gratitude for that.
|

Virginia, as you may know, is the
youngest of a brood of six Weidler
children, all of whom have appeared (and
still do occasionally) in bit parts in motion
pictures. She was born in Los Angeles
on March 21, 1927, shortly after her parents emigrated to America from Berlin
where the father was a noted architect.
For a time the economic struggle was a
bitter one and in the course of it the parents separated, the children remaining with
the mother. They still live under one big
roof, although the family has been enlarged with the marriage of the eldest
daughter and the birth of her child. The
others help, but Virginia remains the chief
support of the household, with 50 per cent
of her salary of around $250 a week going for expenses, and 50 per cent in a trust
fund for her exclusive use in the future.
At the present time she actually sees one
big round dollar a week of it for herself.
But a dollar a week is a big allowance for
a little girl.
"Most of the time I spend it for candy
and things like that," Virginia confided.
"Then sometimes I save it so when there's
something I want that Mama thinks it too
'stravagant for me and says 'if you want
it you'll have to buy it with your own
money' I can do it."
H

Her carefully braided little pig-tails
have become her famous trademark.
Only once has she appeared on the screen
without them. That was with Gary Cooper
and Ann Harding in Peter Ibbetson, when
she wore fluffy blonde curls and a beribboned dress. It wasn't much fun, she
remembers. Slacks and brains are much
more to her liking: More comfortable and
not so apt to get messed up, especially if
you're playing quarterback in a rousing
vacant lot football game. She admits she's
pretty good at football, particularly when
it comes to drives over right tackle.
At that, maybe some of the bigger
glamour girls have been missing a good
bet in hair-dos. The pig-tails, plus her
own brand of charm, started quite a feud
on the Men with Wings set. Both young
Billy Cook and Donald O'Connor, who
played Ray Milland and Fred MacMurray
as boys, became outright smitten with her
and she had quite a time of it. If she'd invite Billy to swim in her pool, Donald
would sulk for days. If she'd invite Donald,
Billy would mope around like all get-out.
Mother Weidler finally solved the problem;
she invited both boys at the same time and
everybody was happy. Virginia never
thought of that.
■

She has remarkable poise, even for a
child actress, and is a diverting conversationalist as I discovered
over
a
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luncheon table. It was a luncheon free
of any supervision, either studio or parental. Just the two of us, and we had a
fine time talking about sports, favorite
foods, dolls, books, and other actors, to
say nothing of the latest news and gossip
in Hollywood. (She was, I must confess,
way ahead of me there!)
The favorite sports turned out to be
swimming and horseback riding. In foods
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TRIPLE
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Alluring lips hold the key to romance
Triple Indelible FLAME-GLO
millions of women

LIPSTICK has revealed to ,

the charm and loveliness of tempt-

ing lips . . . for FLAME-GLO

terest and gives them away. She doesn't
care much for books although she likes
Lorna Doone and Heidi, at least before

has a brightness and

allure all its own. Use FLAME-GLO
you always

and glamour.

and KNOW

that

look your very best, that your lips are

"they ruined it by the picture." She likes
pictures, she said, rather than players and
thought Angels with Dirty Faces was
swell. She had the most fun making The
Great Man Votes because there was no
school, there were swings and slides on
the set, and she had 150 kids to play with.
There is nothing smart alecky about
Virginia. She is a thoroughly well-mannered little girl who minds her p's and q's.
She is modest about her own accomplishments almost to the point of shyness;
is very enthusiastic about other people
and their interests, and is monosyllabic
about herself. And that modesty is genuine. She was telling me something about

alive with the color and sparkle of youthful beauty!
Its special waterproof film assures color permanence
and satin-smooth

protection from wintry winds. Make

this test: Try one of the five glamorous

it
was use
spaghetti
and ice
cream.
much
for dolls.
Never
has She
had.hasn't
Just
likes to play barber with them. As soon as
she has cut off their hair, she loses in-

FLAME-GLO

shades — you'll never want to change lipsticks again!

RASPBERRY
ORCHID

another player and said "When he was in
myShe
laststopped
picture. short
. . ." and a blush stained
her freckled little cheeks.
"Excuse me," she said, looking down at
her plate. "I meant, when I was in his last

• Also oik for FLAME-GLO ROUGE In harmonizing colorsl
REJUVIA Beauty Labs., Int. 116 W. 14th Street, New York
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FOR

$500 in prizes
details

p

She is. the
picture.
. ." soul of tact, too, bless her.

PHOTOGRAPHS!

for amateur

photographers.

We were comparing weights and she let
out a startled (and, she must have decided,
none too flattering) "OH," when she discovered Iweighed close to a hundred
pounds more than she.
"Well," she immediately offered in comfort, "I guess smart people have to be sort
of big all over so they won't be top heavy!"
■

There are a few things she has strong

convictions about like "hen" parties,
traveling,
and Christmas
It's
no
fun to stand
around andpresents.
watch some
other little girl do a tap dance, have a dish
of pink ice cream, and go home, she said;
she likes parties where the boys come, too,
and you can roll up the rugs and dance.
She doesn't want to do any traveling until she's eighteen and this business of having three hours of school every day is over
and done with; dragging a teacher along
everywhere like the law now makes her
do is no fun even if it is educational. And
as for Christmas presents —
"Personally," she said, "I think it would
be a lot better if everybody just put money
in packages and let the people buy what
they really want. Then you wouldn't have
to go around pretending you liked something you didn't, just to be polite!"
Personally, I think she's got something
there.
She's always been long on logic, it seems.
In the slapping scene in Men with Wings,
Director Wellman instructed her to slap
first one little boy and then the other. She
demurred.
"Look," she told him, "by the time I got
through socking the first one, the second
one wouldn't be standing there waiting
for it. He'd be screaming.
Why don't I

For

of this big contest see GOOD
PHOTOGRAPHY No. 2, on sale at all newsstands.

HEN your baby suffers from teeth*
ing pains, just rub a few drops of Drj
Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved in one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription of a famous baby specialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for over fifty
years. One bottle is usually enough for
one baby for the entire teething period.
Buy Dr. Hand'sfromyourdruggisttoday
JUST

PUB

IT ON

THE

GUMS

D'S
DR.HANLotion
Teething
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Betty Grable, Princess Baba;, Martha Raye and Dorothy Lamour go into an impromptu "Can-Can'
dance
for the entertainment
of the other guests at Edgar
Bergen's
"Gay
Nineties"
party

sock one and throw a rock at the other?"
That's the way the scene is played, if
you remember.
Her teacher says Virginia is exceptionally alert mentally, a quick study and a
thorough one. She can spell like nobody's
business, hurdling such stumpers as "phenomenon" with ease and even being able
to
form
and
spell the
pluralperhaps,
"phenomena"
correctly to boot.
History,
is her
next best subject and reading her poorest.
Her adoring older brothers, it seems,
formed the early habit of reading aloud to
her and continued to do it too long for
her own good.
■

The high spot in the whole of her
eleven years came last summer. The
family, en masse, was on a trip and stopped
in a cafe in Carson City, Nevada, which
boasted a slot machine that paid off in
real money. The rest of the kids started
playing their nickels and were much too
busy in their search for sudden fortune
to give Virginia a chance. Try as she
might, she couldn't squeeze in. Finally
they all were broke and stepped away
from the machine. Up pranced Virginia,
dropped a nickel, pulled the lever — and
hit the jack pot square on the nose!
"My goodness," she said, "I never saw
so many nickels in all my life! I sure was
This is a costume you will see frequently in the
coming months. Jean Parker wears blue denim
slacks, topped by a box jacket lined with red
and white checked gingham for her part in It's
Spring Again.
The hat boasts a chin strap

Though she doesn't realize it yet, she's
lucky."hitting the Hollywood jack pot so
been
regularly, it's no longer a question of luck.
It's the kid herself — -dynamite in pig tails!

Oliver Hardy has more fun than a circus in the
same picture. He plays a doctor who earns the
gratitude of an elephant that insists upon following him everywhere. Alice Brady, Billie
Burke
and
Harry
Langdon
are
featured
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ALWAYS MAKES
THE GRADE

NOW
CHOOSE THIS FAMOUS POWDER BASE
FOR THE EXTRA
//

SKIN-VITAMIN" it brings i*
TVTOW

when you smooth your skin for powder

-L ^ with Pond's Vanishing Cream, you're giving
it extra skin care.
Now Pond's contains Vitamin A, the "skinvitamin" necessary to skin health. Skin that lacks
this vitamin becomes rough and dry. But when
"skin-vitamin" is restored, it helps make skin soft
again. Use Pond's Vanishing Cream before powder
and for overnight to provide extra "skin-vitamin"
for your skin. Same jars. Same labels. Same prices.
^ Statements concerning the effects of the "skin-vitamin" applied to the skin are based upon
medical literature and tests on the skin of animals following an accepted laboratory method.

Tuna In on "THOSE WE LOVE," Pond'* Program,
Monday*, 8(30 P.M., N.Y. Timo, N.B.C.
Copyright, 1939, Pond's Extract Compear
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Zyvrc^eJ That
Melt Men's Hearts!
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This finer mascara clings so
closely, that it looks more natural. Lashes seem silky, softer,
longer. Eyes appear larger and
brighter, with a tantalizing
sparkle that stirs men's pulses. ^jf^fe
mascara
iswinx
amazingly
fine
Try WlNX Mascara today!
,,_,..
.
in
texture.
Approved by Good Housekeeping
Bureau. Get WlNX Mascara, Eye Shadow, and Eyebrow Pencil— in the GREEN PACKAGES— at all drug
and department stores. lOtf size at ten-cent stores.
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Ina Claire, after a five year absence from Hollywood, is back and will
be seen shortly in / Take This Woman with Spencer Tracy and Hedy
Lamarr.
Fresh as a daisy she looks in a crisp pique collar and tie
PHOTO FANS! S500 in prizes for your best
photographs. For details of this contest see GOOD
PHOTOGRAPHY
No. 2, now on sale at all newsstands

men
flamiRi
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Spring Tonic
Are you fighting spring fever ? Then read
this soothing advice for a quick recovery
By

DONfliflP
FORM
WAVE

FITTING
PROTECTOR

KEEPS HAIR
LOVELY
Get the original tailored
DON-A-CAP because
this cap is cut to fit the
head snugly, comfortably
and attractively. Makes
hair arrangements last
days longer. Permits real
sleeping comfort. Saves
time inthe morning.
Millions in use everywhere.

f

19*
DON-A-MAID

DON-A-CAP

A special model at
Ten Cent Stores only.
Look for DON-A-Products
display.

Dona Manufacturing Co.
SAN
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DIEGO,

CALIFORNIA

ANN

VERNON

beauty gadgets (all very inexpensive)
We've been sticking too close to the
grim side of beauty advice lately. I
that I've run into lately. They're not
am not one to underestimate the value of
guaranteed to overcome any serious
basic beauty care, but a little touch of
beauty problems — but they are sure to
give you pleasure. And when
'frosting" does no harm. Especially during these dull days when it seems that
you're pleased, your eyes sparkle, the
corners of your mouth turn up — and
winter's blasts will never, never end. . . .
you radiate charm. . .
It's then that a Cadogan
bow to hold your back
First, some fashion
curls in place puts the
pick-ups
for winter dolAny beauty problems
drums. .. Lingerie touches
old sparkle in your eyes
have
never
been smarter.
and makes you walk and
today? Our beauty editor wi|l gladly help you
Buy
yourself
some frilly
talk with a lilt . . . It's then
white collars and cuffs to
solve them. Write to Ann
that a pale pink veil retake the curse off your old
Vernon, HOLLYWOOD
juvenates your winter
black frock, or freshen
hat and your nagging
Magazine, 1501 Broadyour suit with new pique
way, New York City,
spirits . . . It's then that a
tricky compact gives you a
enclosing a stamped,
blouse touches
like Inamake
Claire's.
White
you
new lease on life.
self-addressed envelope
look
more
feminine
and
So-0-0, with all this in
(U. S. postage) for her
soften your feature faults
mind, I propose to tell
. . . Get several strands of
reply.
No other charge.
you about some exciting
new
fashion fancies and
pastel colored
pearls or

beads at the five and dime and twist them
together for necklace and bracelet. . . .
Transform your winter pill box into a
Spring Song by changing to a different
colored veil each day.
For evening, braid your top knot and
twine bits of bright velvet ribbon in the
braids, like Ginger Rogers. . . Or make
yourself a silk mesh snood to wear over
your back hair — and tie several tiny bows
or butterflies on it— like Loretta Young. . .
In case you didn't understand my reference
to a Cadogan bow — it's a flat ribbon bow
fastening curls at the nape of the neck, in
the clubbed style favored by George
Washington. To keep this style from being
severe, wear fluffy bangs.
Turn your plain colored frock into a
breath of spring by running up a gay,
printed silk "apron" over-skirt for it. . .
Or get petticoat fever and buy one in
rustling taffeta with a Gay Nineties dust
ruffle that shows as you walk. . . Fasten a
piece of lime-colored jersey in your
brown hat, wimple fashion. . . You probably need a new girdle anyway, so invest
in a colored one — green or lavender— with
that new nipped-in waist.
When you go to buy your Spring hat
you'll probably succumb to one of those
quaint poke bonnets. . . If you do, remember that your eyes are "it". For offthe-face hats draw attention to eyes that
are not clear and rested. So stop at the
corner drug store on your way home from
the millinery shop and invest in a bottle

of eye lotion. I'll be glad to send the name
of one I've used for years. It is applied
with a dropper, and does a quick job of
cleaning and soothing tired, dusty orbs.
Don't omit it before a heavy date and if
your eyes are puffy, calm them down with
pads
water. soaked in this lotion. It's as safe as
You'd better start getting your legs in
shape for the shorter, swingier Spring
skirts and the very sheer hose in swooning
colors . . . Keep unsightly hair removed
regularly by your favorite method. If you
are just longing to find a favorite method,
write me for the name of a new gadget that
dees the trick in a trice. It's a small,
'specially treated pad that you rub over
the superfluous hair till it disappears. I
can't say "never to return" — but you'll
find, if you keep after your problem, that
it will lessen. Inexpensive.
Removing bristly hair from the legs
isn't all the attention they need. They'll
be much more attractive through sheer
hose if you give them the benefit of a
quick "make up" to remove that shinbone glare. . . The product I like for this
purpose, a liquid make-up, is one that I
use on my face, too. But it's so inexpensive that I have no qualms about
applying it below the knees. Just pour a
few drops in the palm of your hand, then
spread it over the skin evenly. It dries in
a jiffy, sheds not a trace of powder on
your hose. A dime buys a trial size.
Ever try perfume in cream form? Then

bunk! if i had
j'd know about
/WHY DON'T YOU BATHE WITH LIFEBUOY
I EVERY DAY, AS I DO ? THEN YOU WONT
V^.

NEED

TO WORRY

ABOUT

"B.O."

&yw

Often the &6zt? offenders don't
even suspect they're guilty

• Careful people refuse to take chances.
They refuse to be blind to the fact that anyone— in any walk of life — may be guilty of
"B. O/'That is why so many people depend
upon Lifebuoy to keep them fresh. Lifebuoy

in the daily bath stops "B.O." It contains an
exclusive ingredient not found in any other
popular toilet soap. Play safe! Use refreshing Lifebuoy Health Soap in your daily bath
—always — also for face, hands, shampoo.

you have a treat coming. I discovered
twin perfumes in this concentrated form
t' other day and I've been carrying them
around with me ever since. Dab a bit of
the scented cream on your ear lobes, at
the corners of the mouth — or on your
eyebrows or hair to make them silky-soft
as well as scented. One cream has a fresh
bouquet odor, suitable for daytime; the
other a more languorous Oriental scent.
A quarter apiece is all they cost.
Solved at last! The problem of making
up in the dark! Just on the market is a
small rectangular mirror with a tiny
flash light attached that illuminates your
face very adequately. It tucks away as
conveniently as any purse mirror and
certainly comes in handy at the movies or
while motoring at night.
To carry with it you should have some
of the extra-special lipstick tissues that
have earned my warmest praises. They're
larger — about 5x6 inches — so you can use
them, in emergency, for a real facial redo. Coral in color, they make a bright
make-up accessory and don't show lipstick smears. A dime buys 300.

Write me before April 15 if you want
the names of the products mentioned
here. Be sure to enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope (U. S. postage), and
City.
address Ann Vernon, HOLLYWOOD
Magazine, 1501 Broadway, New York
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Above, Pat O'Brien demonstrates the
effect of a raucous voice through the
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telephone. Do your friends look like
this when you get on the telephone?
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A young
actress (yes, you know
her!) walked
into a broadcasting
studio in Hollywood.
Gowned, groomed
and made-up to mannequin perfection,
Jackie Cooper takes time
she faced the microphone.
She sang.
out during filming of Sheets
of New York, for a playback
She was good. She knew it.
Then she read her lines.
of the
day's
sound
track
"That's all, Miss X.
We'll let you
know," said the director.
Nelson Eddy makes a habit
After she had left the studio, Charles
of recordings on his own
Vanda, West Coast program director for
machine to check his speech
Columbia Broadcasting Studios, who
had been listening in, but not looking,
pronounced the verdict.
"She won't do. She's not sincere. When she sings, O. K.; but her
speaking voice gives her away. She's a phoney."
"But she's beautiful.
On the screen, she's luscious," protested an
associate.
"No one can see her on the air. She's out!" returned the expert.
"I'm convinced — more than ever convinced — that voices reveal
secrets," said Mr. Vanda. "On the air, as on the telephone, you
can't use beauty or winning smiles or artful glances to get what you
want. You must do it all with your voice. It's the sincerity, the
reality, back of your voice that counts.

"Maybe it's all a hunch, but I'm as certain as I can be that the way to judge
character is to listen to a voice while you
can't see the act being put on by the individual's glances and gestures.
"A singing voice won't give its owner
away, because the music makes a screen
for him. When Jeanette MacDonald sings
a sentimental refrain, she might be a little
helpless clinging vine, so far as her listener
knows. But when she speaks, it's clear
that she is a woman who knows her own
mind. You couldn't fool her if you tried.
She's a good business woman, who handles her own contracts and understands
them. A considerate person, a delightful
woman, but no dumbbell.
"When Grace Moore sings, she could
be an exotic creature who demands incessant attention, a pampered opera star.
But when she talks, you know she is an
American girl with both feet on the
ground. She couldn't lose her head. She's
a person, not an act.
"A certain male singer, when rolling
out melodies, is quite convincing as an
open-hearted, chivalrous young gallant.
Let him speak three words and I recognize him as the unpleasant, selfish, peevish
person that he is.
"If you are sincere, it doesn't matter
what sort of speeches you may have to
make in a play, because the feeling that
you are genuine comes through. Take
Lionel Barrymore, my special admiration. When he reads a line, whether as

a crochety old man, a big-hearted
grandpa, an ancient rake or a crook with
acid in his veins, there's something authentic in his voice. He's sincere.
"Yes, I know. Actors spend their lives
pretending to be other people, but when
they are phoney, you can get it. Take
the sweet old ladies on the screen. When
you put them on the air, they are so terribly sweet they sound phoney, because
they haven't the loving gestures, the
gentle smile, and the action of the story
to help them.
"We have several phoney sweet girls
in pictures. They are usually cast in
sweety-sweet roles, are gorgeously photographed, daintily dressed, and say and do
the nicest things. But you can't use them
on the air. The falseness comes through."
H

Mr. Vanda is of the opinion that the
"phoney" in a voice comes from trying
to change the essential you.
"If you are a Patsy Kelly, don't try to
be a Claudette Colbert," he urged. "No
Mae West ever became a convincing
Carole Lombard, but if she develops her
own line, she's a knock-out as herself.
"Americans on the whole don't know
how to use their voices, we'll admit.
Scarcely any of us can say: 'My voice
is my greatest asset' and tell the truth.
We pitch our voices too high, we talk
through our noses, we mumble 'Doncha
think?' 'Whazamatter?' and 'Couldn'n'ya
go?'
We don't bother to finish words.

Most of us need this speech improvement.
"But when you learn to improve your
way
be careful
soundof speaking,
affected, too
correctthat
to you
be don't
real;
otherwise, you'll
a young leading
lar, who sounds
hard to speak

lose sincerity. We have
man, getting to be popuas if he were trying too
in a cultivated British

accent. I may be unfair to him, for he's
young. It may be that even Leslie
Howard, when he started on the stage,
sounded like that, too, in his earnestness
to be a master of speech. Today sincerity
is one of Leslie's greatest assets.
|

"Accents, unless they are truly yours,
aren't especially attractive. For a
time in Hollywood, girls tried hard to be
Southerners, to drawl their words, to omit
R's and flat A's. People laughed behind
their backs.
"If you haven't a natural accent, it won't
come out 'cute.' And if you want a career
on the screen or radio, overcome any
accent you have. Gail Patrick had a
daown-South accent when she arrived.

If she'd kept it, she might have been good
for a year or so, till Southern roles gave
out, but she learned to speak English
correctly because she wanted to play a
variety of parts.
"However, if you have an accent and
aren't interested in a career, hang on to
it. The real thing is intriguing.
"Margaret Lindsay did all right for
herself when she cultivated a British ac-

How one
of America's

MOST
BEAUTIFUL

ART reveals
MODELS
the
sparkling loveliness
of her hair

MISS
—

MARGARET

McCONNELL

so breath-talcingly lovely, she commands
extra fees for posing, says:

"I never know whether I'll be posing as a
society leader, or a busy housewife and
mother— but I do know photographers will
want my hair sparkling and lustrous. So I
was really thrilled when I discovered Drene
Shampoo! It revealed the gorgeous highlights
and natural brilliance I never knew my
hair possessed! And it leaves my hair soft
and manageable, too!"
IT works a seeming miracle before your
very eyes! No matter if your hair is discouragingly dingy and dull-looking — now
see its hidden beauty suddenly revealed! See
it sparkling with entrancing natural highlights and luster . . After only a single washing

with this thrilling new Drene Shampoo!
In most cases dull-looking, lusterless hair is
caused by the greyish, sticky film (bath-tub
ring) all soap shampoos deposit on hair! But
Drene gives thrillingly different results!
First, it sweeps away Ugly, dulling film soap
shampoos leave — because Drene contains an
amazing, new, patented, cleansing ingredient
never before used in a shampoo! Second — because Drene is not a soap — not an oil, it leaves
no dulling film of its own on hair! Nor greasy
film to catch dust. What's more, Drene cleans
away dirt, grease — even loose dandruff flakes.
Leaves hair so sparkling clean — lemon, vinegar
or other after-rinses are unnecessary!
No soap shampoo can give Drene's revolutionary results! So sensationally popular, American women bought over 24 million bottles of
Drene last year alone! Approved by Good
Housekeeping. Guaranteed by Procter & Gamble.

There are now two kinds of Drene. Use Regular Drene if your hair is oily. Otherwise, use
the new Special Drene for Dry Hair (leaves
even fine hair soft and manageable). Get Drene
at drug, department or \0i stores. Or ask your
professional beauty operator for a Drene
Shampoo. Thrill to the new glory Drene reveals in your hair! Train-Mark Rea. U. S. Pat. OS.
New SPECIAL DRENE FOR DRY HAIR
(leaves
Fine Hair Soft
and Even
Manageable)
REGULAR DRENE— for Oily Hair

drene

NOW0) KINDS OF
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cent and got her part in Cavalcade. But
she did that as part of a campaign. Her
own sincerity as a person helped her.
"Oddly enough, the insincerity of one
of our leading actors helped him put over
a phoney role. People raved about him,
but he sounded just like himself to me,
shallow and unreal. His first real recognition came from a triumph as a phoney."

that. If you're relaxed, you not only sit,
stand and walk well, but you can use your
voice to better effect. A tight throat obstructs your vocal chords.
"Voice teachers will tell you that nervousness isreally the result of being selfcentered. If you weren't concentrated on
yourself, you wouldn't be nervous.
"Some people have a version of mike
fright when they pick up a telephone. If
it's a woman, her voice becomes strident.
She gets excited and her voice goes up
and up. The cure is to calm down. Lower
your voice at least two notes below its
usual pitch.
"If it's a man, his voice is monotonous
and gets so blurred no one can understand him. The cure for this is to bite

|

You needn't have a beautiful voice
in order to be successful, famous and
popular, according to Mr. Vanda.
"Take Jeanne Eagels: she had an odd
husky voice, but she could do wonders
with it. I was her press agent during her
last play and I used to marvel at the way
she used it. I think her success was due
to the fact that she never tried to be

KURB
FOR COMFORT
on trying days
• Every woman should know about Kurb
Tablets— a worthy companion to other
famous Kotex products.
Designed to lessen discomfort caused by
menstruation, simple headaches or muscular
pain, Kurb is a most effective aid for trying
days. The formula is printed on the box, so
you may check it with
Sponsored by the
distributors of
your doctor . . . Try Kurb
Tablets— see how quickly
TS
PRODUC
they helpyou.The purseKOTEX*
size container holds a
full dozen, yet costs only
25c at all drug counters.
FREE OFFER-we'll
send you a sample supply free! Send your
name and address,
to Kurb, Room 1512,
919 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago.

TABLETS
WOMEN'S
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"To make your voice flexible and interesting, there's an exercise anyone
can use. Pronounce the vowels up and
down the scale. Try asking and answering questions using only the vowels.
Make the question anxious — eager — joyful— desperate. Then reply, using only
vowels, with reassurance, with rebuff,
with amusement, with foreboding.
"Reading aloud is probably the best
way to learn to improve your voice. Of
course, if you can afford it, a fine thing
is to have a record made of your voice
and play it over, studying it, and after
you've worked on diction or relaxing or
monotony, or whatever your trouble is,
make another record and see how much

her greatest asset. It isn't technically
perfect, but she handles it so effectively
that no better voices can top her.
"All this doesn't mean that you
shouldn't improve your voice. The two
Jeans I've mentioned above both possessed flexible voices, had excellent diction and knew how to control their speech
organs.
■

"Let me tell you a secret:
"Voice placement is only a matter of
the imagination. When you call to Sally
on the porch next door, you unconsciously
measure the distance with your eye and

you've improved. There are machines out
now, not so expensive, that make these
records. In many cities, firms advertise
that they will record your voice for a
small sum.
•
"If you have a tight throat, try•yawning
widely to relax it. Yawn a dozen times.
Then try it again. It makes a big difference.

direct your voice to reach her. You're
not self-conscious, because you aren't
thinking of what your dramatic school
teacher would say if she heard you. You
simply pitch your voice, so Sally will hear.
"Relax and you'll speak better. I mean

KURB
FOR

off the ends of the words like this: 'Whattime-did-you-get-to-town? '

phoney.
"Producers have told me that they
turned Jean Arthur down in the old days
because she had what they called a
squeaky, funny voice. They admit now
that they didn't think she'd get anywhere
with that handicap. Today her voice is
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You may be surprised to discover the
impression the man at the other end
of the telephone may get of you. Sometimes that impression is enough to change
your life. Listen to this:
Several years ago CBS assigned Mr.
Vanda to assist in a nationwide publicity

■

"No doubt about it, a well-placed,
nicely modulated voice helps toward
success in any line.

"But the first thing to do, if you're looking for success, is to decide about your
own personality," says Mr. Vanda.
"Marlene Dietrich wouldn't have gone
far if she'd tried to be a wise-cracking,
hard-boiled young woman, such as
Glenda Farrell portrays on the screen.

campaign. Benay Venuta, radio headliner, was chosen to sing in Los Angeles
in the morning and in New York at midnight.

Stick to your own field. If you're a Tyrone
Power, don't struggle to be a John Garfield. Nobody will believe in you.

While listening in to New

York pro-

gram, the expert heard Benay's sister, Sue
Ross, introduced. Sue had a pleasant
but not remarkable singing voice, but
when she spoke a few words, her future
was suddenly settled. Mr. Vanda made
up his mind that here, sight unseen, was
the One and Only Girl. As soon as he
could get to the studio, he met her.
They're married now.
And that's what can be done with a

"Are you the alert, businesslike type?
Thafs all right, why not? So long as you

Getting Away

stick to your own personality, you're safe.
Improve along those lines, but don't try
to speak with a deep, throaty, languid
drawl.
It will come across as a phoney.

suit tearing along one of the gravelled
walks after a small Pekinese that is chasing a ball of Cellophane which the wind
blows zigzaz. Following the blue playsuit
— for Shirley is generally in the lead, being a speedy runner — come three or four
other young hotel guests, all intent on
capturing Ching Ching.
"She wants to eat it," Shirley will pant,
separating the Cellophane and the fluffy
brown pooch. Ching Ching just grins.
She learned long ago not to chew Cellophane. But she knows that it is a good
excuse for a brisk game of tag.
"Chuff!" says Ching Ching with her
usual approximation to a bark.
"Drink of water? Okay," replies Shirley,

"Are you a rather shy, sweet retiring
somebody? Then don't try to be a wisecracking, hot number. You can't convince anyone. You can overcome some
of that bashfulness, but you don't want
to wipe out the gentleness and sweetness;
there's too little of that in the world.
"Are you a capable, active, competent
person? Then never put on a little-girl,
baby-talk act. It's pathetic. This world
needs as many people who can do things
as it can get. Be proud to be yourself.
Your own best self. Don't try tricks."
Mr. Vanda believes that hard work and
conscientious effort will overcome diction
defects, and the way to remedy your voice
is constant practice.

TH ERE

from It All

[Continued from page 24]

IS NO

AVE RAGE

who understands the Pekinese language
perfectly, and starts for the house.
It's a cream stucco bungalow with four
rooms, two baths. The very large tan
carpeted living room, which serves during
certain hours as a schoolroom, is gay with
cretonnes full of greens and gray-blues
and pink-orange, the desert colors. There
are deep, comfortable chairs, a wide couch,
and a blue glass vase and bowl which
Shirley keeps full of flowers — when she
remembers.
One bedroom has homespun window-sill
length drapes in dull reds and greens
crisscrossed on an ivory ground. It has
twin beds with homespun spreads that
match the curtains. This is where Shirley
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Mrs. Temple's offer of a loan, because
"then I wouldn't be buying it with my own
money." But the saleswoman put the doll
away for her and next day Shirley, having
raided one of the little Mexican pig banks
which she hides from herself all over the
playroom at home, brought the required
sum in dimes and nickels.
But, attractive though the inside of the

"wild duck", which is somewhat like "pin
the tail on the donkey," but played with
darts. Not far distant are the tennis courts.
And there is a long, winding driveway
where Shirley rides her bicycle with the
balloon tires.

AT 5 AND IO9 AND BETTER
DEPARTMENT
STORES

f

beloved bike. Or she may entice some one
into mounting, with her, the two-seated
bike on which she rides tandem with her
father or one of her brothers or her
teacher, Miss Klampt. She has tried to

desert "hideout" unquestionably is, Shirley
spends as little time as possible under its
roof. She is outdoors in the sunshine and
the magic desert air so much that she
grows nearly as brown as the Indians who
stand statuesquely about the warm
mineral springs on the outer edge of town.
There is plenty to keep her outdoors,
if it were only the ever-changing face of
the great San Jacinto mountain which
leaps skyward practically from beside
Shirley's bungalow, and wears, at most
seasons a hood of snow. But there is more
than scenery to coax her from the house.
Directly behind the bungalow is the
swimming pool, and its transparent
aquamarine depths are a constant invitation.' Directly in front of the bungalow is
the badminton court. Shirley is a terrific
player, and can beat even good men
players. Nearby is the archery range,
with space for a fascinating game called

-o o-

HOWES

and her mother sleep. Here the furniture
is maple in Early American style, and on
one of the ladder-backed chairs slumbers
the doll which Shirley bought some
months ago in Los Angeles for three dollars and fifty cents. She didn't have the
three fifty with her when she fell in love
with this rosy beauty and she declined

■

Though

when she is at her "hideaway" Shirley is on vacation from the
studio, she is not on vacation from school

work.
her "hideout" days
are
busyConsequently,
ones.
She is up by eight in the morning and
into a sun-suit — dressing takes no time at
all. Then she is off for a spin around the
grounds on her bicycle, hopping off at the
bungalow door in time to go with her
mother to the hotel dining room at nine
for a light breakfast of cereal, fruit, and
milk; no coffee.
Sometimes in the interval between
breakfast and lunch, Shirley goes for a
horseback ride. Almost always she takes a
few snapshots with the little Americanmade camera that she bought for ten
dollars in Bermuda last summer.
Like the doll, this camera was purchased
from money which Shirley saved out of
her allowance of ten dollars a month.
The probabilities are, however, that
sometime during the forenoon Shirley will
drop everything for another whirl on her

induce her yet.
mother to mount it, but hasn't
succeeded
Promptly at twelve she shows up with
her mother in the hotel dining room
for lunch, usually soup, salad, maybe a
very thin lamb chop, and ice cream or
chocolate pudding. By ten minutes of one
she is back in the bungalow. At one,
school begins in the living room.
Shirley's favorite study at present is
American history. Her enthusiasm for it
was heightened by last summer's trip to
New England. But she likes arithmetic,
too. Right now she's having a tussle with
fractions. "What kind of fractions?" she
was asked. Shirley gave an impish smile.
"The hard kind," she replied.
When the sun drops behind the tall tip
of San Jacinto, Shirley can tell that school
is almost over for the day. Twenty
minutes later, at four o'clock, the books
are put away. Like the other movie children, Shirley has a teacher assigned by the
Board of Education but paid by the studio.
She uses schoolbooks that must be kept
clean and in good condition because they
are State property.
With just the same instruction and
exams given all the other California
school children, Shirley is in the second
half of the fifth grade. This, at nine years,
is a little ahead of average. The only
break she gets as a movie child is shorter
school hours, but, with individual instruction, she can learn more on less time.
School over, Shirley dashes out of the
house again. Very likely she goes for a
swim morning.
in the pool, if she hasn't had one
that
Promptly at six — for they are a prompt
family— Shirley skips over to the hotel
for supper. Again it is a light meal,
usually a couple of vegetables, perhaps
some chicken, a tomato and lettuce salad,
milk. By seven o'clock supper is finished
and Shirley is back in the bungalow,
reading, or writing in her treasured diary.
She has kept up this diary for over a year,
and she has never shown anybody an item
in it except that she let her father and
mother read, under promise of secrecy,
the first two entries. The diary locks, and
Shirley keeps the key on a ribbon around
her neck.
Or, to be sure, she may work on her map.
of hershe"hideout".
a map
But
is doing,
stops at
is making she
She whatever
eight and goes to bed.

To her way of thinking the "hideout"
has only one blemish. "There aren't any
rattlesnakes," complained the girl who
likes Injuns and G-men. "I always thought
deserts had them. But I guess rattlesnakes are shy and got frightened off by
all of the bikes!"

How Did An "Ugly Duckling" Become a Hollywood Star?
Ball claims that everything about her was wrong for the cameras,
a strange walk, a stranger voice, a fatal tendency to buy the wrong
about it now, but there was no joke about it when she began to
May HOLLYWOOD
Magazine.
On the stands April 10.

It is a fascinating story. Lucille
and she tells how she corrected
clothes and hats. She can laugh
make herself over. Read it in

Every Day Is April 1 in Hollywood

■

[Continued from ■page 23]
everybody laughed and the director apologized to Jeanette and she to him and
everything was lovely.
Everything was ultimately lovely,
too, in the case of the McCarthy kidnaping at Universal while Letter of Introduction was in production, albeit Edgar
Bergen will probably never be the same
again. I had gone there for lunch with
Andrea Leeds and afterward accompanied
her back to the set. "I'm late," I remember she said on the way over. "They'll be
shooting." But they weren't. Instead,
everyone was rushing around in what obviously was a frantic search for something. "What's this, a treasure hunt?"
Andrea asked Edgar as he practically
stood on his head rummaging in a property trunk. But for once, Edgar's sense
of humor failed him. "Don't be funny," he
told us, "Charlie's gone." Well, he was. We
couldn't find him. The publicity men
finally prepared to call the newspapers
and Edgar started to dial the police.
Whereupon, in this dark hour, a Western
Union messenger appeared with a large
box. Edgar signed and opened the box to
reveal — yes, you've probably guessed it—
the urbane Mr. McCarthy! His top hat was
on his head. His grin was intact. But instead of his sophisticated white tie and
tails, he wore a single sheet . . . And
pinned to his manly chest was a card

bearing a single word: "Mahatma." No,
Edgar never has succeeded in finding out
just who thought it meet that Charlie
take up Hinduism. He has his suspicions,
but Western
Union won't verify them.
Uncommunicative sort of organization,
Western Union. It wouldn't tell, either,
who sent the salmon every morning to
Henry Fonda while the Spawn of the North
troupe was on location at Balboa Beach.
Nor would a certain correspondence
school reveal who bought the course in acting, replete with special lessons in lovemaking for Fred MacMurray while True
Confessions was in production. Fred was
convinced, however, that Carole Lombard
did it because he had dubbed his lines and
muffed the action in one of their hot love
scenes. So he sent her a little booklet on
"How to Interest Men."
Nor does John Barrymore know precisely, even now, who took advantage of
him that time he fell asleep on the Midnight set at Paramount.
"We want to see your rushes?" the
director asked him when shooting was
over on that particular day.
"Sure," John said.
So he hied himself to the projection
room, there to behold himself stretched
out on a bench, a lily in his hand, snoring vociferously. The bit was titled "Midnight, with the Great Lover."

While
a studio's prop
department
comes in handy in arranging many

"gags," as in the case of John's lily and
Jeanette's dog house, the various art departments also are regularly pressed into
service. The thing is, someone is forever
wanting some sort of screwy sign made
and getting this department to do it.
Hollywood gagsters seem to just love
signs.
There was, for instance, the neat but
not gaudy legend which appeared above
the main gates of M-G-M one bright,
sunny morning after Metro had signed its
'steenth foreign star.
"ITT ANGOLUL BESZELNEK," it announced .. . Which means, in case you
don't happen to speak Hungarian:
"English spoken here."
And the sign over the commissary door
on the Gunga Din location at Lone Pine:
"GUNGAD INN."
And the sign which Cary Grant had inscribed on his dressing room door during
production of Bringing Up Baby in which
a leopard also appeared. This read:
"GRANT'S TOMB."
■

It was at a studio which perhaps I
had better not name that, Buck, the
famous dog star, was enlisted to enact a

sort of running "gag" which nearly drove
a certain producer crazy.
Seems that this producer is the champion yessed-man in Hollywood. You
know — the kind who must be yessed or
else.
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Anyway, someone had a little conference with Buck's master and from then
on every time Buck and the producer met,
Buck would lie down and roll over! I
saw him do it once, myself. Buck and
his owner were coming out of the commissary and the producer was going in.
Exactly as they met, Buck did his stuff.
The thing got to be the talk of the lot.
The producer was wild, and would have
fired Buck and his master if they hadn't
been in the middle of a picture. And
yet, so far as anyone knew, the latter
wasn't to blame. Certainly he never said
anything to Buck — not a word.
But after it was all over, we found out
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE...

There wasn't so much, either, to the
little joke Katharine Hepburn played
on Phyllis Brooks and Cary Grant one day
when Phyllis was visiting Cary on the
Holiday set at Columbia, but it got a lot
of laughs.
Having some time between shots, Cary
asked Phyllis to come into his dressing
room and help him read his lines.
"Call me when you need me," he told
Director George Cukor.
"Okay," Cukor said.
But Katie arranged differently. Getting
hold of a DO NOT DISTURB sign she
hung it on Cary's door with the result that
even when shooting was suddenly called
off for the day, owing to some minor
exigency, Cary and Phyllis continued to
rehearse lines . . . until, finally, they
peered out to find the set deserted.
Then, there was the time when the
cast and crew of Garden of the Moon
helped Edward McWade and Larry Williams to look horrified as they opened a

- And You'll
Jump Out of Bed
in the Morning
Rarin' to Go

door and saw Pat O'Brien lying on the
sofa, shot, according to the script.
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that, trained for talkies, Buck's master
always signals his performances by gestures— very slight gestures, I might add.
And he had surreptitiously signalled
Buck to roll over at the proper time.
That's all there was to it.

As it happened, they couldn't seem to
register the required emotion simultaneously and Director Busby Berkeley was
about to tear his hair when Pat and John
Payne intervened.
"Have them do it once more," they told
Berkeley. "We've got a plan."
So again McWade and Williams retired
outside the set. The cameras started and
they opened the door. And this time their
horror was unanimous . . . for the reason

SMITH
BROS
COUGH

SYRUP

Is there

no

limit to the dazzling talent of

Charlie McCarthy?

Here he is in black-face for

You Can't Cheat an Honest Man, while modest
Edgar Bergen contents himself with a black eye

that everyone on the set except the photographer lay prostrate on the floor in
manner half resembling a Mohammedan
prayer to Allah, half a dead faint.
As a matter of fact, McWade and
Williams almost fainted too. And, the shot,
a close-up of their faces, was a "take."
| It was also at Warner Brothers that
Bette Davis and Donald Crisp -doctored Errol Flynn's script for The Sisters,
and practically sent that fiery-tempered
young Irishman into apoplexy.
Seems that Errol stayed home from
work one day, asking that he be sent his
script for the following day so he could
study his lines. Whereupon Bette and
Don got busy and wrote a nice little page
wherein Errol was required to kiss a man.
They had it typed in regulation form and
sent it out.
The next morning, a veritable cyclone
descended upon Director Anatole Litvak.
"I won't kiss a man!" Errol howled. "I
won't look like such a sap! Change this
blankety-blank
or I'll
— " thought
Not being in onscript,
the joke,
Litvak
Errol had gone a little crazy until Miss
Davis and Crisp stepped up and told all.
And then there was the time that a
certain glamour girl had the prop department send a . . . but since all things must
end somewhere, maybe this is a good place
to conclude this treatise on the Hollywood sense of humor. Maybe this glamour
girl would just as soon that little joke
remained sacred to the unpublished annals
of Paramount goings-on. In fact, as I
think it over, I KNOW she would!
Next Month — Don't miss Hollywood Magazine's fascinating story on how the "Stunt
Men" sell "Danger by the Day" as a career

Do Girls Grow Up Too Soon in Hollywood?
[Continued from page 19]
to come to Hollywood. There the great
production genius cast her as an understudy to Jean Rouverol, who was the understudy to Gloria Stuart, who was to
play Hermia in the Max Reinhardt version
of the Shakespearean fantasy in the Hollywood Bowl. First Jean and then Gloria
had to drop from the cast at the last moment due to motion picture work. Livvy
found herself playing the role. When
Warners signed Reinhardt to direct the
film version, Livvy, too, was signed.
Luck took her that far. Her own talent
and earnest efforts carried her the rest
of the way through fifteen pictures, including Captain Blood, Anthony Adverse and
Robin Hood, to well earned stardom, and
her present role in the technicolor special,
Dodge City.
That she has grown up too soon, Livvy
also admits, as others before her have
done, and others after her will do.
"Little Shirley Temple is a classic example,"ten
Livvy said.
child
of nine or
could "What
handle average
an interview
with the president of the United States or
daily meetings with a celebrity-hardened
press with the amazing savoir faire she
displays? She is mistress of every situation, and Hollywood stardom is responsible."
But if, as has been said, Shirley is the
notable
exception
to all rules, Livvy

Why

claims that she still can prove her contention that girls grow up too soon in Hollywood by citing her own experiences.
Looking older than her actual age would
be her first point.
"Last year I went back home to Saratoga for a visit," she said. "One day I
popped across the street to see a dear little
old lady I had known from childhood.
While we were having tea and cookies an
old schoolmate of mine happened to call.
She is a year older than I, married and
has a husky baby boy. I looked at her in
amazement and, I must confess, envy.
Her whole body seemed to breathe vitality and well-being. Her eyes were clear
and gay and full of life. Her skin was
smooth and glowing and fresh. What's
more, the roses in her cheeks were real,
not the kind that come out of a rouge pot.
She was young and she looked young.
"I hadn't seen a face like that for
months, the face of a girl who looked her
age. Certainly I hadn't seen one in Hollywood. When I got home I inspected my
own in a mirror, trying to discover exactly what it was mine lacked. I could not
find the answer; all I could see was that
in spite of the care I try to give my body,
in spite of living as simple a life as possible,
I still looked older than a girl who undoubtedly had far fewer comforts than I.
It wasn't exactly a cheering discovery."

■

The average girl of twenty-two has an
unstudied attitude towards romance.
Boy friends are boy friends, and casual
association with them is as natural as living. If love comes, all well and good; if it
doesn't, it is nothing extraordinary. Either
way, it's strictly her own business.
In Hollywood, a young girl's romance is
everybody's
business
and definitely
PROBLEM with
a hundred
and oneA
"angles."
"As result, its chief charm, that of spontaneous gaiety is lost," Livvy said. "You
become, of necessity, romance-conscious.
You see romance being used for a thousand and one purposes, for publicity to
build a new star or to save a falling one,
for convenience in the matter of escorts,
for a desperate grab at happiness, for saving face. Selfish motives, all of them.
"And so much importance is attached
to it! Friendship for friendship's sake
alone is rank heresy; it's got to be Romance or nothing, and as much everyone's
rightful concern as the daily weather reports in the newspaper. That being so, a
girl must be on constant guard lest some
casual or thoughtless act be misinterpreted. Who ever heard of young love on

|

Livvy had her baptism in Hollywood
romance when she was eighteen and
had been working at the studio less than
two
weeks. After exactly one dinner date
guard?"
with Dick Powell, a movie columnist had

not try the
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perience of the same kind. "Skip it!" he
advised her. "You're pretty young, but
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Edge
moldsor pad
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stocking
comearound
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GRAY

HAVE
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LIKE a
MESSY
MIXTURE....
then write today for my

FREE TRIAL

you'll
fast."fast. A few days ago she
Livvylearn
learned
was invited to a big party given by a producer following the opening of a new
picture. She was asked to choose an escort
from the stag list. Errol Flynn was the
only man known to her on the list. She
wanted to go to the party, but her twentytwo-year-old wisdom dictated a fiat refusal.
"Errol is married and Lili Damita, his
wife, is away," Livvy explained. "Errol
Flynn and I have worked together in several pictures, and naturally have become
good, casual friends. But if we had showed
up at that party together the gossips would
have been making something unpleasant
of it for weeks to come. It wasn't worth
that to either of us."

t&vijuiti-Svist

IF

"what can I do?" she said. "I know this is
terribly embarrassing for you. I assure
you I had nothing to do with . . ."
Dick smiled gently at her. In the back
of his mind, no doubt, was his first ex-

Instantly Relieves Pain
Lifts Shoe Pressure
Cushions Sensitive Spot

NEW

the two violently in love. Terrifically upset, Livvy went straight to Dick.
"Mr. Powell" (they were still at the Mr.
and Miss stage in their acquaintance),

BOTTLE

As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparfcer
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
my free trial bottleand hook tellingAII About Gray Hair.
ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert, Dept.36. LOWELL. MASS.
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, [ The men most girls of twenty-two go
with are approximately their own age.
They are the chaps they knew in school
who are just getting started in business, or
who still are attending college. In Hollywood most of the eligible escorts are between thirty and forty years old, Livvy
said. As a rule, they are considerably
more worldly-wise than the girls. That
aids and abets the "growing up too soon"
process a lot, since the girls quickly assume
more sophisticated ways to keep pace.
"It doesn't take long for Hollywood to
make most of us spoiled sophisticates who
have forgotten how to enjoy living, no
matter how young and eager and easily
thrilled and impressed we were at first,"
she said. "Seemingly the mind and body
become conditioned to excitement. Things
that once were really thrilling become
hum-drum and everyday. I honestly
think that's why so many people in Hollywood lead what looks like rackety lives
to outsiders. They are searching for excitement and nothing excites them."
Though she is a long way from that
point in ennui, Livvy illustrated her contention with an example of her own life.

TO

the perplexed woman seeking to do away
with the bother of measuring and mixing
solutions, we suggest Boro-Pheno-Form. This
forty-six year old product is widely preferred
for Feminine Hygiene because it needs no water
or accessories for its use. Each dainty suppository is complete in itself. No danger of "overdose" or "underdose." v
__
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less. At all drug stores.
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a gownshe that
$1,800. I will admit to a little thrill when
I first put it on, but by the end of the day's
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That certainly is growing up much too
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In fairness to Livvy, I want to tell another story about her appreciation of
things, a story which she did not tell me.
When Livvy, her mother, and sister,
Joan Fontaine, moved into their present
modest six-room home in a pleasant but
not swank residential district of Hollywood two years ago, they found it an ex-

The young Wayne Morrises spent their honeymoon on ships and planes and there they are,
arriving from Havana just in time to attend
The President's Birthday Ball. Morris1 next
film, The Kid From Kokomo, was finished the
day
before
the
wedding
on
January
7

citing change from the apartment they
formerly had occupied.
Bit by bit she saved until she could
afford a lovely set of Sheraton furniture
for the dining room. She chose it and paid
for it by herself. That in itself was a thrill.
By the time she had completed five new
pictures she found herself getting restless. The house was too small. There
weren't enough closets, and the garage
in back wasn't nearly large enough. And
so she set out to find a new one to rent.
She found it. It had a large lawn. It
was near a lake. It had a three-car
garage. It once had housed one of moviedom's brightest glamour girls. She took
the lease home and sat down at the Sheraton dining table to sign it. Suddenly the
smooth, shining surface of the table caught
her eye, and the hand holding the pen
stopped in midair.
"Good heavens, I'm going Hollywood!"
she said aloud.
For suddenly her mind had flooded
with memories of how hard she had
worked to acquire that furniture, what a
thrill it had been, and what tremendous
happiness the little house had brought
her when she first moved it. All of that,
she realized, had been forgotten in a few
short months. Quickly she tore up the
lease, and the family stayed where it was.
That story proves her point, too. A
twenty-two-year-old who hadn't grown
up too soon would never have stopped to
take such accurate stock of herself.

I

Every week Livvy collects a salary of
over three figures from the studio.
Quite frequently she earns other fat sums

H

for radio appearances. That's a lot of
money in any man's language and presents an investment problem to even a
seasoned financier. Yet Livvy handles its
disposition herself, allowing so much for
household expenses, so much for insurance policies, so much for investments and
annuities. Occasionally she is advised by
her elders, but the final decision is hers.

Her sense of responsibility isn't expected
to go much beyond herself. The movie
girl of twenty-two, however, is hedged by
it on all sides. Unless she bows to the ultimatum of Business Before Pleasure, she
soon finds herself on the outside looking
in.

Duty to the average girl of twenty-two
is simply an unpleasant word and
something to get out of whenever possible.

"For instance, I made a date to go to
the opera with a young man six weeks in
advance," Livvy said. "As it happened,
the date was of extreme importance to
both of us and I literally was counting
the days until it arrived. Less than twentyfour hours before the date, I was ordered

"It was just one more thing I had to
learn to do a lot sooner than I ever expected," she said, "and I don't mind saying it almost drove me crazy at first. The
most I ever earned before was $45 in one
month when I clerked in a book store.
Usually I got 50 cents an hour for tutoring kids in Latin, arithmetic or spelling,

the opera."
H But of all the ways in which Hollywood makes you grow up too soon,
none is so irrevocable as the disillusioning that comes so quickly regarding the
sincerity of your fellow man, and the discovery that too often it is your success,
not yourself, that attracts others to

"My second mistake was in presuming
budgets would work out as nicely in life

"After my second picture I found a lot
of people I barely had met becoming vioyou.
lently friendly," Livvy said. "At first I
thought that feeling was genuine. Now I

as they do on paper," she laughed. "I'll
never forget the first one I drew up. We
went to the movies once too often in one
month and ruined the whole thing. The
only way I could figure to make it balance again was for us to go without lunch
one day. And so we went without lunch!"

??

stop and think: What do they want? I've
learned, you see, that it is my 'name,' not
me, that counts with them."
There was the certain writer who at

party.
"I've never met that star, so she could
not have been inviting me because she
liked and wanted me," Livvy explained.
"But my 'name' is on the approved success list, apparently, so it was the thing to
do to invite me. I suppose when you grow
older you learn to expect things like that,
and learn to compromise with the frailties
in human nature. It's not easy when you
are young and want to believe in things
and people.
"The real trouble is, Hollywood makes
you grow up too soon in a lot of ways, but
only half-grown up. You are not grown
up in the sense of being really mature in
your thinking and reasoning processes.
And so you are left lop-sided and all
jumbled up until time takes care of it.
Even then it's pretty hard to get a straight
perspective, I am afraid, because you cannot help being precociously overdeveloped
in some respects and woefully underde-

on location. Needless to say, I didn't go to

or $1.50 an evening for tending babies."
Her first mistake, she said, was in
blithely presuming that all you had to do
with a lot of money was stick it in the
bank and let it take care of itself. The
fact that big money had to be invested
came as quite a blow.

first completely ignored her and now
openly fawns upon her, for example. And
there is the top ranking star at another
studio who had her secretary telephone
Livvy the other day to invite her to a

Livvy veloped
may
be right. If she were really
in others."
mature she wouldn't be worrying her
pretty little head about it. Nor would she
be quite such an enchanting young woman.
It's the refreshing naivete of the halfgrown-up with the sober depth of the
all-grown-up that does it!
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Ankles Swollen,
Backache, Nervous,
Kidneys Strained?
If you're' feeling out o-sorts, Get Up
Nights, or suffer from Dizziness, Nervousness, Backache, Leg: Pains, Swollen
Ankles,
Passages,
Excess
Acidity, orBurningLoss of Energy
and feel
old
before1 your time, functional Kidney Weakness
may be the true cause.
Wrong foods and
drinks, worry, colds or
overwork may create an
excess of acids and place
a heavy strain on your
kidneys so that they
function poorly and need
help to properly purify
your blood and maintain
health and energy.

HeSp Doctors
Kidneys
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have Doctor's
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by sci-

entific clinical tests and in actual practice that a quick and modern way to help
the kidneys clean out excess poisons and
acids is with a scientifically prepared
prescription called Cystex. Hundreds
and hundreds
of Doctors'
records prove
this.
All Cystex
active ingredients
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listed in each package, accompanied by
a Laboratory Certificate of Purity.

Money Back Guarantee
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are feel
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makers
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satisfy you completely they ask you to
try it under a money back guarantee.
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just return the empty package and get
your money back.
Cystex (Siss-tex) costs only 3c a dose
at druggists and the guarantee protects
you, so stare your test today.
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[Continued jrora page 13]
attractive songs. Akim Tamiroff is funny
as the mayor who has brought American
culture in the form of a fixed slot machine
to the village. Edward Everett Horton
and Ben Blue are amusing, but no amount
of talented acting can conceal the careless
structure of what little story there is.

THE GREAT MAN
RKO-Radio

VOTES—

H

This picture is just sufficiently different to draw a good deal of interest.
It deals with the man, Vance, who tossed
away a distinguished literary career when
his wife died. He could not toss away his
education, however, or all of the traditions of his fine family. So, even when
he was blithest after a bout with his faithful bottle, he coached his children (Virginia Weidler and Peter Holden) carefully through Latin conjugations and
details of the Punic Wars before going off
to his job as janitor.
Vance (John Barrymore) did not realize that he occupied a position of great
political power. He lived in a run-down
dwelling surrounded by warehouses and
shops. In fact it was the last dwelling
left in the oldest ward in the city, and he

FOR

TEETH

EASY

TEETH

HARD

NO2 FOR
TO BRYTEN

BRYTEN

was the last voter. This particular circumstance was not discovered until after an
entire political campaign was based upon
a plea to follow the lead of the oldest
ward. There was consternation in campaign headquarters when it was discovered that Vance had been put in a somewhat uncooperative frame of mind by
being fired after his children had beaten
up the ward-heeler's offensive little boy.
In your appreciation of the work done
by talented little Virginia Weidler and
the remarkable new comer, Peter Holden,
do not fail to give credit to Bennie Bartlett for his version of the junior political
bully. Barrymore continues the bombastic, flamboyant comedy which had proved
so popular in recent pictures and Katharine Alexander supplies the thread of
love interest.

GOING

PLACES— Warners

■

This is the old tale, The Hottentot,
partially revived. The story always
was a fairly funny farce, dealing with the
adventures of a young man who posed
as a famous rider even though he never
had been on a horse. Dick Powell has
had far better parts. All of the comedy
characters work very hard.

Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 17]
for themselves and doing very well according to the enthusiastic reception its air
show is receiving each week — which ought
to be good news to a number of our tightfisted, nickle-nursing top-ranking stars
who have never yet contributed their onehalf of one per cent of their salary to the
Relief Fund and who, for all they know,
may be the first to seek aid from the
charity they now deny. That one may be
up today and down tomorrow in the
motion picture business is tragically true
when you learn that the more than a
thousand requests for assistance a month
reach the desks of the executives of the
Relief Fund.
j | Johnnie Davis' stag party given in
honor of his pal, Wayne Morris, was
something to write Aunt Het about. Nice
thing about it was that Wayne insisted
that Johnnie skip the bigshots, and invite
only those who had encouraged him by
word and deed since the day he first
stepped on the Warner lot. Irish Ballad

NO. ' ■/

TO

The Show Goes On

warbling by Pat O'Brien, some swell piano
playing by Larry Seymour, topped off by a
hot turkey dinner were the highlights of
the occasion which was enjoyed by everybody from the prop boys, technical men,
publicity guys and on down to this
scrivener. Johnny Davis, in a wild moment of wilder enthusiasm, brought out
his famous cornet and blew so hard and so
hot that he almost melted down three
of the valves!

H

On our rounds of the studios the other
day, we were very pleased to see a
young extra busily reading the latest copy
of Movie Story. Of course, not wasting
an opportunity to boost one of our own
publications, we said: "That's a mighty
fine magazine you have there!"
"Yes," agreed the extra, "It's so much
fun reading the complete story of a motion
picture before it is shown at the theatre.
And just imagine it's only ten cents!"
■

Ironic, indeed, it must be to Jack
Benny that sequence in Artists and

having to do with "hot"
Abroad
Models and
the dialogue which gives Jack
jewelry
a chance to say he's "on the side of the

no.theGeorgie
No, of
B out
Grade Burns
Allen wasn't
Murderkicked
Case
because of his trouble with the Feds.
This story was bought and scripted for
production almost a year ago and for
Gracie alone.
law!"

genial Pat
The thinned
■ has
down O'Brien's
to midget wide
size smile
these
days and no wonder. First, one of his
children became ill. Then his wife took to
her bed for a siege of flu. Before these
two members of his family recovered his
wife's brother's wife had a baby. On top
of all this, Pat received a telegram from
Del Mar saying that a tidal wave had
rolled into his beach home almost carrying it back into the ocean. Then, when

everybody and everything was accounted
for, Pat decided to celebrate the return of
good fortune by buying a platinum bracelet for his wife and doggone if his little
daughter, Maureen, didn't lose it five
minutes after he had placed it on her
wrist so she could admire it first. A frantic
day's search revealed it hanging from one
of the stems of a bowl of flowers near the
youngster's bed.
■

A sight worth watching — Margaret
Lindsay eating a hamburger sandwich.
On top of the meat she places a generous
helping of horseradish, follows this with
another generous helping of mustard,
onions and catsup, tops all these condiments off with as much chili as the sandwich will carry and then digs in with all
the gusto of a farmhand attacking a country-cooked meal.

After signing a few legal-looking documents he was permitted to go on. Back
home once again, he contacted friends in
his home town, El Paso, Texas, and learned
that his parents had moved there from
Mexico when he was less than a month
old and that there was no record of his
ever becoming and American citizen. So
Tony's busy, now, taking out his first
papers.
B
Jo Ann Sayers, who made her film
debut as a hospital nurse in Young
Doctor Kildare, seems doomed to spend
her professional life in a hospital.

nurses
a swell
recent
again

Mickey
nurse!"
picture,
cast as

Rooney. ("And was she
says Mickey.) In her most
Four Girls in White, she's
a hospital nurse.

i | Susan Hayward, as complete
a stranger to folks in Hollywood as we
would be to the natives in Timbuctoo,
arrives in the filmcity and, believe it or
not, five days later, grabs off one of the
year's most coveted roles — the feminine
lead in Beau Geste. Susan's a former
New York model, with no motion picture
experience and just the sketchiest sort of
stage record. So what? Well, all she did was
to walk into the office of Arthur Jacobson, Paramount talent head, and ask for
a job. And got it. Right now she's under
a long-term contract and her first assignment is the romantic lead opposite Gary
Cooper and Ray Milland in one of this
studio's biggest productions for 1939.
Boy, and are a lot of our established
feminine stars gnashing their pearly
teeth over the selection!

|

George Brent certainly must be boat
minded. Just recently he hopped
aboard a ship bound for Honolulu only to
return home on the same boat. He was
here less than a day when he hopped back
on board again, bound for the same
destination.

For years and years Tony Quinn
thought himself an American only to
discover a short while back that he was
still a Mexican. It all came out on his last
trip across the border when custom officials
demanded to see his identification papers.
Tony explained they had been lost,
strayed or stolen along with his wallet.

Her second M-G-M role was nurse in
Honolulu. In Huckleberry Finn she

|

3

Adrienne Ames tells us that her favorite of all
pets is her canary. She is playing with Hedy
Lamarr and Spencer Tracy in / Take This Woman

Ray Milland is either the most absentminded guy in pictures or else he just
doesn't give a whoop. Anyway, when he
returned from his vacation he had so much
trouble remembering his new telephone
number he laid cash on the line so that the
telephone company would give him back
his old one.
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Special offer
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Loretta Young has her own ideas about a diet for health, and evidently
it is a success for it gives her strength to go straight from her role
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Kentucky

By

H

BETTY

I've heard people say, so frequently,
that vegetarians must be half starved.

I

CROCKER

Poor things, without any meat! But that's
definitely not true.

envy Loretta's smooth, fresh skin. If eating has anything to do with it, then there's
something to be said in favor of "vege-

"I go vegetarian ever so often," says
Loretta Young, "because I think a strictly
vegetable diet now and then is good for

On such occasions, Loretta sits down to
table days."
this menu:
Fruit Cocktail

if you saw lovely Loretta in the
complexion."
my Well,
20th Century-Fox technicolor picture,
Kentucky, then you will have to admit
that her delicate, rose petal complexion is
sufficient proof. Even our baby stars can

Spaghetti Loaf with Mushroom
Platter of Salad Greens
Snow Pudding
Butterscotch
The

Spaghetti

Refrigerator
Loaf

with

Sauce

Cookies
Mushroom

Sauce is the meat equivalent in the meal.
All the calories and vitamins have been
carefully considered in this menu, and
here is a well-balanced ration containing
all you need.
Now, just to be sure that you fully enjoy the experience when you "go vegetarian" for a few days, I'm going to give
you the kitchen tested recipes for Spaghetti Loaf with Mushroom Sauce — as
well as the other dishes on Loretta Young's
SPAGHETTI

LOAF WITH
SAUCE

MUSHROOM

lVs cups uncooked spaghetti, broken in
1-inch pieces
1 cup milk
4 tablespoons butter
3 eggs
1 cup grated American cheese (packed)
% cup soft bread crumbs
(packed)
1 tablespoon chopped parsley
1 teaspoon grated onion
1 tablespoon chopped pimento
Yz teaspoon salt
Yb teaspoon pepper
Cook spaghetti until tender in 2 quarts
boiling water to which 2 teaspoons salt
have been added. Drain. Heat milk and
butter over hot water until milk is scalded
and butter melted. Pour gradually over
beaten egg yolks. Add well drained spaghetti, cheese, bread crumbs, parsley,
onion, pimiento and seasonings. Fold in
stiffly beaten egg whites. Pour into wellbuttered bread loaf pan 7% inches by 3Yz
inches across the bottom (and 3 inches
deep) , and bake 1 hour in a slow moderate
oven, 325° F. Serve hot with Mushroom
Sauce.

PLATTER OF SALAD GREENS
Arrange a variety of different salad
greens on a platter, such as curly endive
around the outside, inner leaves of lettuce
next, then watercress sprigs, and in the
center artichoke hearts. Sprinkle sliced
shallots and finely minced St. Mary's herbs
over all. Pass French Dressing separately.

SNOW PUDDING WITH CUSTARD
SAUCE
1 tablespoon
granulated
Y\ cup cold water
1 cup boiling water
% cup sugar
Yi cup lemon juice
Grated rind of 1 lemon
Whites of 2 eggs.

BUTTERSCOTCH
REFRIGERATOR
COOKIES
1
2
2

cup shortening (half butter for flavor)
cups
eggs brown sugar

ZYz
%
1
1
2
1
1

cups all-purpose flour
teaspoon salt
teaspoon soda
teaspoon cream of tartar
tablespoons sour cream
teaspoon vanilla
cup finely-chopped nuts

MYSTERY
STORY

Cream shortening thoroughly, add
sugar gradually, and cream well. Add
well-beaten eggs. Sift flour once before
measuring, and sift again with salt, soda
and cream of tartar. Add to creamed mixture alternately with the sour cream.
Blend in vanilla. Shape dough into a roll,
wrap in waxed paper, and place in refrigerator for at least 24 hours. Slice with
sharp knife, place on ungreased cooky
sheet (shaping with hands if necessary).
Press 1 teaspoon of chopped nuts onto each
slice. Bake 8 to 12 minutes (depending on
thickness of cookies) in a moderately hot
oven, 400° F. AMOUNT: 3 dozen cookies.
NOTE: This dough may be kept in refrigerator and used as desired.
Other meat substitutes offered by Miss
Young are:
CAULIFLOWER

WITH HOLLANDAISE
SAUCE

Steam or boil cauliflower until done, but
not mushy.
Serve with
HOLLANDAISE
4

SAUCE

egg yolks

Yz cup butter
% cup boiling water
Yi teaspoon salt
Few grains cayenne pepper
2 tablespoons lemon juice
Beat egg yolks until light. Add melted
butter and boiling water. Cook in double
boiler until mixture begins to thicken. Do
not cook too long nor too hard as Hollandaise separates easily. Remove from
heat and add seasonings and lemon juice.

HERE'S

HOW

he does

keeps a package

SALAD

Beech-Nut peppermint gum on his
desk. What a pleasant way to
^*aa*.

SECRETS— FREE!

Spring Salads! This is the time of year
we all like to think about lighter foods.
If you would be interested in having a
few of our Spring Salad recipes, just
fill in the coupon below, paste it on a
post card or pop it in an envelope
dressed to
Betty Crocker,
HOLLYWOOD
MAGAZINE,
1501 Broadway,
New York City.
Please send me

it. He

of this famous

relieve the tension!

gelatine

Soak gelatine in cold water for 5 minutes and dissolve in boiling water. Add
sugar, lemon juice and rind. Strain and
set aside to cool. Stir the mixture occasionally, and when quite thick, beat with
an egg beater until frothy. Add egg whites
which have been beaten until stiff, and
continue beating until stiff enough to hold
its shape. Pile by spoonfuls on a glass dish
and chill. Serve with soft custard sauce.
This makes 8 servings. NOTE: This dessert may be colored pink if desired.

7 SECOND

fl**i?o°»

ad-

Beech-Nut

your salad recipes.

Name
Street
Visit the Beech-Nut
City and State

Building at the New

York

World's Fair. If you drive, stop at Canajoharie,
N.Y. and see how Beech-Nut products are made.
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CORN

PURELY VEGETABLE
LAXATIVE
ADVISED
BY NOTED
OHIO DOCTOR

I

If you are troubled by constipation and its
often resulting bad breath, headaches, mental
dullness, lack of pep, dull eyes and aggravated
pimply skin— DON'T take harsh cathartics —
especially when you can enjoy the gentle yet
most effective action of Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets (used so successfully for over 20 years by
Dr. F. M. Edwards in his own private practice) .
Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are
harmless. And WHAT'S IMPORTANT: they
ALSO stimulate liver bile flow to help digest
fatty foods. Test their goodness TONIGHT !
15*, 30fi and 60*!. All drugstores.
Dr. Edwards'

OLIVE

TABLETS

IF YOU FEEL SUNK
Read this and cheer up
Are you so blue that life is no longer worth living?
Do you cry easily? Do you feel low, mean, depressed
—just absolutely SUNK?
Then here's good news for you in case you need
a good general tonic — Just take famous Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Let its wholesome
herbs and roots help Nature build up more physical resistance and tone up your system, so that it
can more easily throw off the "blues" and give
more energy to enjoy life.
MILLIONS of women have depended upon this
Compound and have passed the word along to
friends and neighbors, and to their children.
For free trial bottle tear this out and send with
name and address to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
Company, 829 Cleveland St., Lynn, Mass.
Why not take Pinkham's Compound and go
"smiling thru"*

^VEGETABLE

COMPOUND

Watch CPPF with every ring ordered
I II LL and paid for in one year!
fe ACCURATE

vm

Curved,

CURVED
SMOCK$
PR
Ofiflf

[NO

"shockproof"
GOLD PLATE
FRONT
watch with all the color
and charm of natural yellow
gold. Stainless back. Accurate.
GUARANTEE
by a famous
$1,000,000
FACTORY
enclosed.
Watch
is yours
FR EE of extra
charge with every
ring ordered NOW

and
paid
for
within one year on
our new easy two $2
payment plan. (Total

only S4.) Remember
..the cost of the watch
gladiator
ring
is included in the price lifetime sterling
of the ring . . . You Pay SJLV,E» ?^SORfl,Tf B
Nothing Extra for the watch! Sold!" 1/30> "K
No Charge for Credit. ..We trust you! No red
tape. We'll ship at once. TEN DAY FREE TRIAL.
Mail Postcard or Coupon NOW . Send No Money
with order! Your package comesby RETURN MAIL.

.'.; Jj

j" .1

■ DOUBLE HEADSET IN

COLD STANDARD WATCH CO., Dept. X-394
Newton MASS.
RUSH OFFER

D Lady's Model
NAME
ADDRESS
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□ Mans

Model

1

AND

TOMATOES

cups)
No. 2 can

whole

AU GRATIN

kernel

corn

GRAY
HAIR
PREPARATION

(2%

1
No. 2 can tomatoes (2V2 cups)
1
small green pepper, chopped
1
cup coarse cracker crumbs
1V2 teaspoons salt
1-16 teaspoon pepper
1 teaspoon sugar
3
tablespoons melted butter
%
cup grated American cheese
2 tablespoons butter
Combine corn, tomatoes, green pepper,
Vz cup of the cracker crumbs, salt, pepper, sugar and melted butter. Pour into a
large shallow buttered baking dish (10x6
inches and 2 inches deep). Sprinkle
cheese and remaining V2 cup cracker
crumbs over top and dot with butter.
Bake 30 minutes in a moderately hot oven,
400° F. AMOUNT:
8 to 10 servings.

Made at HOME

^ffiBi

"pOLLOWthis
~ money-saving

DAVE

GOULD

THE SCREEN'S FAMOUS
DANCE DIRECTOR

Now, if you wish to discover for yourself whether vegetarians fare so badly,
try this menu. It's Loretta's favorite for
Friday, which is strictly meatless in her
family.

simpleif
recipe

you want a generous size
bottle of one of the best and
most efficient gray hair preparations you can use.
From your druggist get one-fourth ounce glycerine,
one ounce bay rum, one box BARBO Compound.
Mix them in half pint of water, or your druggist
will mix for you at small cost.
Comb this colorless liquid as directed into gray,
faded or streaked hair and see how easily it is transformed in appearance into a lustrous, natural-lookshade that will not wash out or rub off. BARBO
does not not stain the scalp or affect permanents or
waves. Leaves the hair soft and glossy. Used with
satisfaction over 25 years by blonds and brunettes.
Try the money-saving BARBO recipe today.

Whose famous dance creations have included such stars as Fred Astaire,
Eleanor Powell, Ginger Rogers, Ruby
Keeler and many others.

WILL TEACH YOU How to Dance
ONLY $1 Brings Complete Course

And for you who still think a meal isn't
worth sitting down to unless it contains
meat, I'm going to add a delicious recipe
for Mock Duck which I have found most
successful.
MOCK

DUCK

Buy a shoulder of lamb or mutton from
the forequarter (about 5 pounds). Have
your butcher leave the foreleg on, and cut
off about four inches below the knee, to
form the head and neck of duck. Have the
shoulder boned, and mold and sew in the
shape of body of duck — leaving a hollow
for stuffing. The foreleg should stand up
to give effect of neck and head. The leg
bone may be split an inch to form a mouth.
Bits of bone make natural looking eyes.
Remove a few of the stitches and fill the
hollow with Peanut Stuffing. Resew or
fasten securely with skewers. Rub Mock
Duck with fat, sprinkle with flour, salt
and pepper, and roast in a hot oven 20
minutes, turning so that all sides become
browned. TIME: Roast uncovered for 20
minutes, then reduce heat, cover and allow 20 to 25 minutes for each pound.
TEMPERATURE: 475° F„ very hot oven,
for first 20 minutes, reducing heat to 350°
F., moderate oven, to finish baking.
PEANUT

STUFFING

1 cup cracker or bread crumbs
% cup shelled peanuts, coarsely ground
V2 cup milk (or enough to moisten)
1 tablespoon melted butter
Vz teaspoon salt
Vs teaspoon pepper
Few drops onion juice
Few grains cayenne pepper
Mix all ingredients in order given. Use
for stuffing Mock Duck. NOTE: This
amount of stuffing will probably not all go
into the duck, but may be baked separately in the pan.

Write for FREE information how you may receive this
amazing complete home course of sensational Ballroom
dance instructions for 5 Days FREE Trial. Stars and
Studios have paid Dave Gould thousands of dollars for
his methods — thev are yours at home for next to nothing. Be the first in your community to get this
marvelous course.
Write to-day for FREE information.

DAVE

GOULD,

Box MO,

Hollywood, California

PSORIASIS
■»■-■F P F I"
TDI
A I
■ ■»■*■**■

scaly skin disease, Psoriasis, Fr7F|WA?
Why suffer from this obstinate, repulsive.
which
vou mav believe
to be lAtLunln*
use PSORA-DERMA,
the effective
new treat-

TrpAtment
ment.
Regardless
how preparations
discouraged withyou
■ a
may be after
trying of
other
out success, its results will astonish you. PSORA-DERMA
is a scientific development perfected by a pharmacist after
many years
of
intensive
study.
It
is
sold
with
the
understanding that it will give you relief in two weeks or money
refunded.

You risk nothing. On sale in Michigan at Cunningham's Drug Stores. Send for Free liberal trial treatment of PSORA-DERMA
at once to
UNION
LABORATORIES,
Dept. F-49,
Box 115.
Linwood
Station
Detroit,
Michigan
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ANY

PHOTO

OR

PICTURE

produced pcrmano
;w magnified photc
likci
irproof!
Send
Samor
Indc:
pic RinR NOW. Only 4Sc made from anv photo.
Photo
Ringsforsell
siKht. Take Orders— Make Money1 SEND NO MONEY. Encloy
strip of paper for ring size. Pay Postman 4Sc plus a few cents po;
with ring. Send 48c and we pay postage. Order now! (Canadian 01

PHOTO

MOVETTE

RING CO., Dep. FA, 626 Vine St Cincinnati, O.

Learn Profitable Profession
in OO days at Home
Earnings of _M
nd Women in the fascinating pron Massage ran s.= high 3.5 440 to
ik bat many preier 10 open tnetr own ofeincomes from Doctors .hoepitais.saniiq private patients come to tnoee who
liify throngn oar training. Reducing
one offers rich rewards for epecialists.

Write for Anatomy
— They're FREE.
I THE College of
30 E. Adams St.,
■xceasor to Notional

Charte, and booklet
Swedish Massage
Dept. 461 .Chicago
College o/Mas3aoe)

SheGofrW
for a Half Dollar
WtiriU
pay CASH for
LOU) COINS, BILLS and STAMPS,
POST YOURSELF! It pays!
I paid $400.00 to Mrs. Dowtyl;
Half Dollar;
_J ofTexas,
J.D.Martinf orone
of Virginia
$200.00 >.
|Ls '■
" Ji^i^^f or a single Copper Cent. Mr.
^
- -^ii^Manningof New York, 82,500.00 for/
I^Kiai^oneSilverDollar. Mrs.G.F.Adams.Ohio.x
received $740.00 for a few old coins. I will pay big prices
for all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.
I WILL PAY $100.00 FOR A DIME!

1894 S. Mint; S50.00 for 1913 Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffalo) njj
and hundreds
of other
amazing
torparticulars.
coins
Send It4cmay
for
\mean
much
profit
to you.Polder
Write
today
to
Sm»»
Larsre
Illustrated
Coin
andprices
further

B MAX MEHL. 141 Mehl Bldg., FORT WORTH, TEXAS
(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.)
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Quilting—
Important!
Special
"Quilting"
keeps
Fibssofrom
expanding
abnormally
in
use— keeps the soft cotton sides in placeincreasing comfort and lessening the possibilities of injury to delicate tissues. The rounded
top makes Fibs easy to insert.
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ACROSS
1.
5.
9.
11.
12.
'14.

16.
17.
19.
20.
21.
23.
24.
25.
27.
28.
29.
30.
32.
34.
35.
37.
39.
40.
42.
43.
44.
46.
47.
48.
50.
51.

The Invisible Way! Fibs, the Kotex Tampon
with new exclusive features, really solves the .
problem
of days when
less protection is
needed. More comfortable, more secure,
easier to use. Kotex products merit your
confidence.

Dink in Hold That Co-Ed.
The priest in Boys Town.
First name of one who played in Dracula.
Annabel Takes a
.
State in which Randolph
Scott was born
(abbr.).
The girl in Boy Meets Girl (poss.).
Minerva Urecal's initials.
Give a Million.
Her last name is Eburne.
One of the three villiaris in Road Demon.
Descriptive of one with suave manner of a
movie Menjou.
That dour-faced comedian.
You are sure to hear one in a Gene Autry film.
The Easy
appear in shorts.
Aunt Julia in Just Around the Corner.
Libby Long in Five of a Kind.
Gallagher in Pacific Liner.
This makes Asta scratch.
Children such as Janet Chapman and Irene
Dare.
of the Saddle.
Coat of Mickey Mouse.
Norma Shearer is one.
State in which Donald Cook was born (abbr.).
Parsons in Too Hot to Handle.
Men
Such Foots.
from the City.
A star of Topper Takes a Trip.
Mr. Vincent's initials.
Olaf in Submarine Patrol.
■ Patrol.
Winds.
The cowboy star's lasso.

DOWN

2.
1.

45.
47.

A star of The Sisters.
Studio at which Kay Francis works (abbr.).
While
York Sleeps.
Spuds in Submarine Patrol.
Paul Wagner in The Girl Downstairs.
Gregory
Ratoff's birthplace (abbr.).
Miss Rutherford's initials.
The girl in Kentucky.
First name of 29 Across.
Fllie in The Cowboy and the Lady.
Colette in If I Were King.
Tyrone Power played opposite Loretta Young
and Annabella in this.
Lady Westover in Say it in French.
Feminine lead in Next Time I Marry.
First name of 8 Down.
Whose wife is Kathleen Lockhart?
Crosby's contributions to films.
Port of Seven ■
(sing.).
Arch foe of Mickey Mouse.
Down on the
.
Mrs. Piatt in Thanks for the Memory.
Aunt Milly in Out West zvith the Hardys.
Duke of West
.
Love
.$ Andy Hardy.
Ben in Kentucky.
Movie with songs, dances, skits, etc.
The Marines Are
.
One of two Block-Heads.
Descriptive of men such as Humphrey Bogart
portrays. Gun Justice.

49.

Mr. Abel's initials.
Time to Marry.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
10.
11.
13.
15.
16.
20.
IS.
22.
24.
26.
27.
30.
31.
33.
34.
35.
36.
38.
40.
41.
44.

#*gfe

Yes, Fibs Cost Less! . . . Only 25c for a full
dozen. Try them next time. Mail coupon
now for trial supply free.

'*Trad«? Marks
Rejf. U. S. Pat.
Office

FIBS-Room 1409,
919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
Please send me FREE trial supply of FIBS,
Kotex Tampon, mailed in plain package.

FREE!the

Name

•

Address

(Solution on page 65)

City

State

...
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The First 5© Years
[Continued from page 21]
famous names in the saga of the screen.
Here David Wark Griffith, a stage actor
out of work, was engaged to stomp about
at five dollars a day as a member of the
little screen stock company. He remained to become its director, pioneering
i'adeout.
most
of the early tricks of movie technique: the close-up, the flashback and the
Here Florence Lawrence

won

renown

as the first "Biograph Girl" and Arthur
Johnson enacted the roles that made him
the first movie matinee idol.
And here, one morning in May of 1909,
came a little sixteen-year-old girl with
curls down her back, long, golden curls
that were soon to be a symbol of romance,
CURLERS

• WAVERS

• BOB

PINS

AT 5f* & lOf* STORES

BEnaHia
"LEARN BY DOINC"
12 weeks training,

I'LL
YOUR

FINANCE
TRAINING!

My Big Free Boor tells yoo bow wa
train yoo in 12 weeks— to start its
the growing: field of Electricity, by
actual ehopwork on real electrical machinery—not bybooks or correspondence.
Amazing; plan enables many to get train*
ine first . . . then take 12 Months to pay
in small monthly payments starting: 5
Months from date yon start school. Experience or advanced education .not
needed. Many Earn While Learning;.
Freelifetime employment service. Diesel
Engines, Electric Refrigeration and Air
instruction included. .MAIL
_ __ £rS9B — . Conditioning:
COUPON for FREE
BOOK and all Facts.
«. C.LEWIS, President, COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL f
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 49-34, Chicago, III.
Send Big Free Book with facts on Coyne training- and tell me I
■ about your "Pay-Tuition-After-Graduation" Plan.
|
NAME
AGE
|
I ADDRESS

IdTY

*

. STATE-

■"

What a Relief!

"UNCORK"
YOUR CORN

-xv^

w/fEAsyHwy-

f f i

*

Now
easy to
ugly painful
for
good, it's
without
the get
riskridof ofdangerous
homecorns
paring.
1 over
Here'scorn.
how: Itfitrelieves
scientificpain
Blue-Jay
neatly
quicklypadby (C)
removing
pressure. Special medicated formula (D) centers
on the corn, gently loosens it so it can be lifted
out — easily, painlessly.
O Simply by avoiding pressure and friction, which
cause corns, you can be free from them for good!
So don't
suffer risk
needlessly.
Get rid of
easy
way
without
of dangerous
homecorns this
.^ctos
paring. Get Blue-Jay corn plasters tof—TMz.
day. 25^ for a package of 6.
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The story of Mary Pickford is the story
of the motion picture business in all its
amazing mushroom growth from dismal
nickelodeon to magnificent Radio City
Music Hall. Thumb the history of the
film industry, and a Pickford picture
illustrates almost every chapter; Tess of
the Storm Country, Rags, Poor Little Rich
Girl, Daddy Long Legs, Rosita, Secrets.
But back to Biograph of the days of
the jumpy, flickering one reeler when
"double takes," not dialogue, told the
story, and a toss of the head, a lift of the
eyebrow and a windmill of gestures were
eloquence indeed.
Other actors of that early Griffith company were Henry Walthall, Lillian and
Dorothy Gish, James Kirkwood, William
Russell, Owen Moore, Mack Sennett, a
serious faced young man who wanted to
make comedies about policemen, and
Mabel Normand, destined to be the
screen's greatest comedienne. Prop boy
for the busy studio was Bobby Harron,
who shortly was to don grease paint and
play opposite Mae Marsh in a number of
Griffith's tenderest tales.

=1

BLUE-JAY

Memories of these days are like a
newsreel crowded with celebrities,
each pausing a brief minute to bow and
pass on into the years. At Vitagraph the
camera catches fat, rollicking John Bunny
in a playful moment with Flora Finch
from The New Stenographer, one of their
many uproarious comedies. Posed in
romantic array are Florence Turner,
Carlyle Blackwell, Maurice Costello and
Norma Talmadge, dropping a youthful
curtsey to an approaching eventful career.
At Kalem we catch a flash of a pretty

At home, without risk, you can tint those streaks
of gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
A small brush and BROWNATONE does it, Prove
it by applying thetint to a lock of your own hair.
Used and approved — for over twenty-five years
by thousands of women. BROWNATONE is safe.
Guaranteed harmless for tinting gray hair. Active
coloring agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect
waving of hair. Is economical and lasting — will not
wash out. Simply retouch as the new gray appears.
Imparts rich, beautiful, natural appearing color
with amazing speed. Just brush or comb it in.
BROWNATONE is only 50c— at drug and toilet
counters — always on a money-back guarantee.

ABOUT

GIVEN

SIZE OF DIME

NOTHING TO BUY! GIRLS! LADIES! Send Name and Address. Charming Watch or Big1 Cash Commission. Send No
Money.
Given with
for SIMPLY
FREESalve
Big used
Colored Pictures
our famousGIVING
White AWAY
Cloverine
for burns, chaps, sores, etc., which you easily sell to friends
at 25c a box (with picture FREE) and remitting as explained
in catalog. SPECIAL: Choiceof 20 gifts for returning only S3
collected. 44th yr. Send for Salve and pictures, postage paid.
WILSON CHEM. CO., INC., Dept. 50-32,
Tyrone, Pa.

l HJ
MEN AND WOMENiTO :
MAKE
3255=■
'* WEEK
Introducing Hose Guaranteed 4 to 8 Months
EARNINGS START AT ONCE! Brand new Ford given producers. Everybody buys hose. Guaranteed to wear from 4 to i
monthB without holes, snags or runs or replaced FREE. Bigrei
eales. GraceWilber, Iowa, earned $37.10 in 9 hours and received
S new cars; Charles Mills, Minn., earned $120.00 in one
reek and received 2 new cars, as extra
bonuses. Your own hose given as bonus,
eend hose size. Rush name on penny c
mple
outjit.details.
NOW!
WILKNIT
HOSIERYACTCO.
Midway 0-9, Greenfield, Ohio

9

No need now to risk
dangerous home paring

BAUER 6
BLACK

the badge of "America's Sweetheart."
Just seven years after Mary Pickford
walked into Biograph to work for twentyfive
week she
signed the movies'
first dollars
million a dollar
contract.

GRAY HAIR

young artists' model named Alice Joyce,
and at Essanay we stop long enough to
admire the Charles Dana Gibson profile of
J. Warren Kerrigan.
Best known of all the movie actors of
this period, however, was G. M. Anderson,
who, as "Broncho Billy," blustered bravely
through a one reel cowboy picture every
week for Essanay under the well remembered trade -mark of the Indian head of
the copper penny.

CDCCENLARGEMENT
W SI £■ m* Just to get acquainted with
new customers, we will beautifully enlarge one snapshot negative (film)
to 8x10 inches — FREE— if you enclose this
ad with 10c for handling and return mailing.
Information on hand tinting in natural colors
sent immediately. Your negative returned
with your free enlargement. Send it today.
Geppert Studios, Dept. 245, Des Moines, Iowa

1939 Government Jobs
Start

$1260 to $2100 a Year

MEN— WOMEN. Common education usually sufficient. Write
immediately for free 32-page
book, with list of many positions
and particulars telling how to
qualify for them.
FRANKLIN
INSTITUTE
Dept. H249
Rochester, N. Y.

By 1912 the motion picture was straining to break the bonds of its single
reel. Strength was given the movement
by the importation of two foreign made
films, Queen Elizabeth, a four-reel French
picture starring Sarah Bernhardt and Lou
Tellegen, and Quo Vadis, a spectacle in
eight reels produced in Italy.
The success of these two long films gave
assurance to the more ambitious of the
directors in this country. Griffith immediately began Judith of Bethulia, a
pretentious four-reeler with Blanche
Sweet; and Cecil de Mille took Dustin
Farnum and a company to Hollywood to
make the first feature length picture in
the future film capital, The Squaw Man.

was Chadwick or Chapman or something
of the sort.
And so it happened that in November
of 1913 there reported to the Sennett

■

through his first picture, The Kids' Auto
Races, in a peculiar and amazing little
shuffle he had copied from a wretched old
bar fly in the London slums.
That funny little walk, the impish tilt
of his derby, his utterly irresistible
pantomime, carried Chaplin and his baggy
pants to the top position in the Keystone
troupe. In 1914 when Sennett decided
to attempt the daring innovation of a six

■

There entered on the film scene now
the man who was to focus more world
wide attention on the screen than any
other single figure in its history; who was
to be hailed by the intelligentzia as the
movies' only great artist and by audiences everywhere as their favorite of
favorites, Charlie Chaplin.
In 1912 Mack Sennett finally found
someone with money who would listen to
his ideas about policemen and comedies,
and, cutting loose from Griffiths and Biograph, set out for California to begin recruiting his famous Keystone Cops and
his alluring Sennett Bathing Beauties.
In the summer of 1913, Sennett remembered a little Cockney comedian he had
seen on Broadway in a vaudeville act
called A Night in a London Club. He
wired his New York backers to trace the
act and offer a contract to the Englishman
whose name, as best he could recall it,

studio a diffident little man who wasn't
at all sure he was going to like this picture
try.
business
but was willing to give it a
From other members of the company
he borrowed his first outfit; shoes that
were much too big for him, from Ford
Sterling; baggy pants and a derby several
sizes too small from Fatty Arbuckle. Mack
Swain loaned the newcomer a false
moustache which Chaplin clipped until
it was a mere spot on his lip. Somewhere
he picked up a little cane.
Thus adorned Charlie Chaplin trotted

reel comedy called Tillie's Punctured
Romance, Charlie was cast for the lead
opposite Marie Dressier.
Essanay now bid for Chaplin's services,
offering one thousand, two hundred and
fifty dollars a week to the comedian who
had started only a year before at one
hundred and twenty-five dollars, and
Charlie went to Chicago to make a series
of memorable two reelers which included
Easy Street, A Night Out and The
Champion.

DOCTOR'S
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RELIEVES ITCHING, BURNING OF

QUICKLY

ECZEMA

30 YRS. CONTINUOUS SUCCESS!
It face, legs, arms or hands are covered
with red, scaly Eczema — for speedy relief
from the terrible itching and burning —
use powerfully soothing, liquid Zemo.
This famous prescription brings quick
relief from even intense itching because
it contains 10 different, speedy-acting,
effective medicants long valued for helping nature to heal pimples, acne, eczema
and ringworm symptoms and similar
annoying surface skin irritations. Stainless, invisible— 35*, 60e, $1. One trial
convinces! Real severe cases may need
$1.25 EXTRA strength. All drugstores.
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For TUMS
on the truegasbasic
principle.
Act unbelievably fast to neutralize excess acid conditions. Acid pains are relieved almostcKat once. TUMS
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are guaranteed to contain no soda. Are **
not
Contain no harmful drugs. Over 2 billion TUMS
already used — proving their amazing benefit. Get
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Get After That Cough
Today with PERTUSSIN
When you catch cold and your throat feels dry
or clogged, the secretions from countless tiny
glands in your throat and windpipe often turn
into sticky, irritating phlegm. This makes
you cough.
Pertussin stimulates these glands to pour
out their natural moisture so that the annoying
phlegm is loosened and easily raised. Quickly
your throat is soothed, your cough relieved!
Your cough may be a warning signal! Why
neglect it? Do as millions have done! Use
Pertussin, a safe and pleasant herbal syrup for
children and grownups. Many physicians have
prescribed
years. It's
safe
and actsPertussin
quickly. for
Soldover
at all30 druggists.

Oliver Hardy thinks that the first version of a bicycle built for two is the best one, and
he took Alice Koerner for a whizz around the Hal Roach lot during shooting of It's Spring
Again.
Notice the chain drive on the bike and the chain on Mr. Hardy, too, for that matter

PERTUSSIN
The

"Moist-Throat"

Method

of Cough

Relief
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"Aids to Beauty"
Is the title of a fascinating free booklet which
many women say has
shown way
themto the simple,
easy

CALLING ALL
AMERICA

SECURE and KEEP

'A BEAUTIFUL

/-COMPLEXION^
This helpful booklet was written espe-

cially for women who want to know how
to make the most of their appearance
and personality — for women who miss
the popularity, admiration and attention
which are the natural reward of being

lovely. The
of STUART'S
TIVEmakers
COMPOUND
TABLETSLAXAwill
gladly send you a copy free and without
obligation. Its valuable information may
be just what is needed to help you achieve
greater skin loveliness. Write for
rnLE, oHinrLL nnivipniiNn tori fts
COMPOUND TABLETS

I

and a FREE

FRFF ^AMPIF

copy of

stuart's laxative

do. Send s£33
name and
address now. Send to
VoiJn
"AIDStoBEAUlY"
F. A. STUART
Dept. A-114,

Wayne Morris plays a hick fighter in Broadway
Cavalier, but evidently he cherishes a longing
to play Tarzan.

TO
SAN FRANCISCO'S

TREASURE

ISLAND

A

MAGIC ISLAND— rising from the sea
and radiant with light and color — is
playing host to America! Leading the eager
procession to this glamorous Golden Gate

Exposition are hundreds of Greyhound's
easy-riding Super-Coaches — chosen by many
thousands of pleasure-seekers as the luxurious,
low-cost, sightseeing way to San Francisco.
Join the '39ers in the new "rush'' to California— go soon — go scenically — go at the
greatest saving — go Greyhound!
PRINCIPAL GREYHOUND

INFORMATION

Just a few months before The Birth of
a Nation started its sensational runs,
there appeared on the screen a vivid little
feature called A Fool There Was which

GREYHOUND

life and lustre. Don't put up
with faded, dull, burnt, streaked, ou-euior hair a minute longer. TINTZ haii tuituig cake
works gradual — each shampoo leaves your hair more colorfullovelier, softer, easier to manage. No dyed look. Wont hurt
permanents. State shade wanted. 3 full cakes SI fl for 50c).
OL.I1U I1U ITIUI1CI . our positive guarantee of satisfac^FNfltion inNO
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Just back.
Pav Postman
plus postagewith
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7 days
or money
(Send remittance
order and
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postage.)
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TINTZ
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207 Don't
N. Michigan,
Chicago,
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time in 1 year and Jeweled Watch is yours FREE.
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BRADLEY WATCH CO., Dept. K394. NEWTON,
Atarafe -
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brand
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Vmproof
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EYELASH
DARKENER

stars play leading roles! Pearl White,
Harold Lloyd, Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.,
and hundreds of others. Remember the

SWIM,tainperspire
and remain
always attracbe ceryourlashes orandcrybrows
dark. Use "Dark-Eyes"
instead
ordinarytivelymascara.
O-ne application
lasts of4
to 5 weeks. Ends daily make-up bother.
Never
runs,
smarts,
smudges
or
harms
drug stores.
lashes.
Indelible. Try it! SI at dept. and

vogue of "the flapper" and the "It"
girls? Did you know that Gloria Swanson started as a Mack Sennett Bathing
Beauty? Remember the blaring wonders
of the early talkies?

On
Address-

MASS.

POSTCARD!

231
W. Monroe
St.
International Typewriter Excn.,
Dept.
4is. Chicago

Don't fail to read the rest of the story
in May HOLLYWOOD
Magazine

Nan

WITH ORDER -SEND

ft Ms Price

zine continues with this fascinating "review" of the first fifty years of the
movies. And what a galaxy of shining

Travel Facts about Golden Gate Exposition
Mail this coupon to nearest Greyhound information
office listed above. We'll send a colorful folder, full
of Exposition pictures and facts — together with information on low rates and optional routes. Please put
check mark opposite information desired: SAN
FRANCISCO GOLDEN GATE EXPOSITION D. NEW
YORK WORLD'S FAIR □.
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Titian or Blonde

H

was to introduce the "vampire" to films, a
new word to the language of the day, and
an entirely new type of star in the person
of Theda Bara.

DISCOVERY

Just shampoo your hair vs
this remarkable new discovery TINTZ Cake Shampoo. It
washesdruffout
dirt, and
loose safely
dan- N
and grease
gives hair a real smooth
black, brown, titian or blonde
tint that fairly glows w

SEND NO MONEY

Next

I
u

El Meanwhile, as Chaplin was making
screen history with comedy, Griffith
was in production with the picture that
was to be famous as the first screen
spectacle, The Birth of a Nation.
The Birth of a Nation was a saga of the
South, the Civil War and the days of Reconstruction. Magnificently mounted, the
picture was a melodramatic mingling of
patriotism, hate, terror, suspense and
romance. The wide sweep of its battle
lines and the electrifying rides of the
white-robed Ku Klux Klan made for the
most spectacular story that had yet
reached the screen. It drew a whole new
audience to the cinema when it was released in 1915 in twelve reels. The picture
had cost well over a million dollars but
was to gross many times that amount.

SHAMPOO

TINTS
HAIR
Black or Brown

Here he is up a tree practising
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In Defense of Laziness
[Continued from page 26]
said. "I guess Mother just was the first
victim of the famous Crosby charm."
Bing pooh-poohed this idea, and said
he never had been mother's pet; it was
just fortunate that she had enough
perspicacity at the time to recognize the
infinite importance of a perfectly executed drop-kick as compared to the unimportance of a well beaten dining room
rug on a Saturday afternoon.
Larry asserts that the only reason Bing
always played the role of the victorious
cowboy in the childhood game of Cowboys
and Indians from which he got his nickname was because the "dead" Indians had
to fall down. Bing labeled that a gross
misstatement of fact.
"Rather let us say I choose to align
myself on the side of law and order," he
suggested.
Of course it is perfectly true that he
once got a job as a farm hand and was
fired after one week. But it was not because he was loafing on the job. He
merely had acquired $2.00 in pay and felt
it only fair that employment should be
spread around among as many as possible
in hard times. Nor did he deliberately
cut his foot with a hatchet that time he
worked in a lumber camp. That is a base
piece of propaganda, says Bing.
"Yes, sir, it sure is a puzzle to me why
peopleandgo slid
'round
saying
I'm inlazy,"
Bing
said
further
down
his chair
until he was sitting on a spot between his
fourth and fifth cervical vertebra. "Now,
for instance, last week we found our show
running overtime. I insisted we cut one
of my vocal numbers. So my brother
says 'You're not fooling me, you lazy lunkhead. That's not modesty. You just want

And here I'd
a little work.'
to get toouttheof trouble
to figure it out like
gone
this: the less you give them, the more
they want and the more they want, the
longer I'll have a job."
Sure, he sits perched on a high stool
when crooning those ditties the public
because
it's not
Butstand
admitted.
Bingmuch
loves,
it
is too
work to
up to sing
the way others do. It's simply that he
sings just as well sitting down as on his
feet, and look at the wear and tear on
shoe leather it saves! Doesn't cost half
as much to half sole the seat of your pants
as the bottom of your shoes. And besides, it's more comfortable.
Furthermore, it is not laziness that
makes him sign important contracts without reading them through as brother
Everett claims. The very idea!
"I pay a good lawyer a heavy chunk of
dough to take care of things like contracts," he defended. "Now as I see it,
your lawyer is something like your doctor.
You've got to have faith in him and his
judgment, or there's no use having him
take care of you. Right? So, signing
contracts without reading them simply is
my way of proving my faith in my lawyer.
Besides,
likethat
to read."
Once inI don't
a while
policy leads to a
few difficulties, Bing admitted, but there's
usually a way to get around them without
too much fuss and feathers. Like the
time he wanted a certain entertainer to
appear as guest on his program. The
guy was broke, his wife was in the hospital, and a jolt of $300 would come in
handy. Unfortunately, however, the producer of the show did not see eye to eye
with Bing as to the advisability of hiring

L Extra
Vacation Days in

COOL COLORADO
ffAe/i you r/We fAe

DENVER ZEPHYR
• Colorado — an ideal
vacation spot, nestled in
the invigorating Rockiesj
^
The Denver Zephyr —
the ideal way to get there.
This distinctive, streamlined train,
diesel-powered and built of gleaming
stainless steel, whisks you from
Chicago to glorious Colorado — just
overnight. Its speedy 16-hour schedule
gives you two extra days in which to
enjoy Denver and its mountain parks,
enchanting Colorado Springs, majestic Pikes Peak, Boulder and the alpine
beauty of Estes Park.
Burlington's summer fares are amazlow. You'll
be surprised
how
little a ingly
vacation
in Colorado
will cost.
In addition to the ZEPHYR, the
ARISTOCRAT and other fine, air-conditioned steam, trains from Chicago
and St. Louis to Denver.
Travel independently or join a
Burlington Escorted Tour with everything arranged in advance, relieving
you of every travel detail. Either way,
Burlington gives you the greatest
travel value. Mail coupon for illustrated booklet and information.
GOING TO SAN FRANCISCO WORLD'S FAIR?
Enjoy more than a thousand miles between.
Chicago and Denver aboard the DENVER
ZEPHYR with almost a full day in the Mile
High City without loss of time en route.
Thence, via the Moffat Tunnel or the Royal
Gorge — through the Feather River Canyon —
to the coast. Magic daylight hours over one
of the country's most scenic routes.

Burlington
---MAIL

THIS COUPON

TODAY—

Burlington Travel Bureau, Room 1641
547 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Send me your free illustrated booklets, rates
and information about Colorado Vacations.
Name
Street and NumberReading, writing and arithmetic go on just the same, even if these youngsters are working in
a picture. Between scenes in Samuel Goldwyn's Wuthering Heights, starring Merle Oberon
and David Niven, these youngsters hurry back to the "schoolhouse"
in the corner of the set

City
State
□ Check here for special information about
All-expense Escorted Tours
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the guy for that amount of dough. In
fact, he didn't want to hire him at all.
Technically he was in the driver's seat,
because the contract Bing had signed
without reading gave him jurisdiction
only over what songs he, himself, would
sing each week.
"Hire him," said Bing.
"No dice," said the producer.
"It's a good idea," Bing suggested.
"It stinks," said the producer.
"Mmmm," mused Bing. "Want a
crooner on your program next week?"
"Certainly," said the producer. "You
know damned well you're the spark-plug
of "Mmmm,"
the show." said Bing. "Then hire the
guy.
For three hundred bucks."
The guy was hired. For three hundred
bucks.
What's a contract anyway?
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Don't mistake eczem
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
SEND FOR
non-staining
De
Thousands
do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
'TRIAL SIZE
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering:, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and they enjoyed the thrill
of a clear skin again.
Dermoil is
used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agreement
to give definite benefit In 2 weeks or money is refunded
without question. Generous trial bottle sent FREE to those
who send in their Druggist's name and address. Make our
famous
yourself.Results
Write may
today surprise
for your you.
test
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nameTest"
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Sold by Liggett and Walgreen
Drug Stores.
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Dept. F-41, Detroit, Mich.
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Jane found an easy way to relieve acute,
periodic pain ... 1 to 4 tablespoonsful of
angostura bitters (aromatic) in a little
water, hot or cold. Many doctors suggest
it, because it is gentle, non-habit-forming
and gives soothing ease from the pain
that robs women of useful hours. Get
a bottle of angostura at any drugstore.

STOPS CORN
PAIN
s

CALLOUSES, BUNIONS, SORE ' Easily cut to
anyshape
size or
TOES, TENDER SPOTS
It's Dr. Scholl's KUROTEX— the
new velvety-soft, cushioning foot
plaster. Instantly relieves corns,
sore toes, callouses, bunions, tender spots on feet and toes caused
by new or tight shoes. Prevents
blisters, sore spots. Most economical. Cut it to any desired size or
shape andapply it. A tall drug, shoe,
dept. and 10^ Stores. Sample and
Dr. Scholl's FOOT Booklet free.
Write Dr. Scholl's, Inc., Chicago.
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FOR

DANGER
LOVE

The amazing confession of a woman who
traded everything that was dear and familiar
to her for happiness— and then faced the
bitter knowledge that she had sold her soul
into bondage. How would you
'*»„. have solved
her baffling problem?
In the same issue you will thrill to the
stirring

revelations

MY

of a doctor's

wife —

CRISIS

Novelette of the Month

Now On
Sale

10c

S! By all rights you should have been
seeing Bing in a new Paramount picture along about now called The Star
Maker. It was supposed to follow the
current Paris Honeymoon and was
scheduled to start early in September.
Paramount isn't the least surprised it
hasn't started yet. Things like that are
more or less expected now with Crosby
pictures. However, it is the blackest sort
of calumny to even hint it was Bing's
fault. Certainly he was willing to work.
It was just that he was a very tired man
and so he went to Bermuda for a vacation.
"It's pretty hard for me to understand
why anyone would call that laziness," he
said in a hurt tone. "All I was trying to
do was show a conscientious respect for
duty. A tired man cannot do his best
work, and second-best is not good enough
forAnd
my asfans."
for what tired him out so much,
anyone knows it is darned strenuous
work watching bangtails run around a
race track day in and day out for a whole
month. Well, Bing thinks so anyway, and
the United States constitution guarantees
a man the right to his own opinion.
SI Then there was that night not long
ago when he and Dixie had retired
for the night, only to be awakened by a
dripping faucet in the adjoining bath.

HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches
are often caused by
blame on colds or strains
people
.
right way
the kidneys
in
relieved when treated
— and may be .
tired
The kidneys are Nature s chief way of taking excess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. Most
pounds
people
of waste.pass about 3 pints a day or about 3
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters dont
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
nagging backaches, rheupoisons
These matic
pains, leg may
pains,start
loss of pep and energy, getting
swelling, pufliness under the eyes, headup nights,
aches and dizziness.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan s Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood
Get Doan's Pills.
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The noise kept up until Dixie's nerves
were frazzled. Bing lay quietly staring
up at the ceiling.
"Bing, for heaven's sake, will you get
up
anddemanded
do something
about that faucet?"
Dixie
at last.

Remove superfluous hair privately at home,
following directions with ordinary care and
skill. ventsThe
Method again
positively
prethe hairMahler
from growing
by killing
tire hair root. The -delightful relief will bring
happiness, freedom of mind and greater success. Backed by 45 years of successful use
all over the world. Send 6c in stamps
TODAY for Illustrated Booklet, "How to
Remove
Superfluous
D. J. Mahler
Co., Dept.Hair
5GD,Forever.'*
Providence, R. I.

"No, my sweet," he answered. "Put a
pillow over your head and forget about
it.

We'll call a plumber in the morning."
"You lazy oaf!" Dixie said in exasperation. "I'm surprised you don't hire someone to do your breathing for you!"
"Tut, tut, my dear," Bing rebuked her.
"Breathing is my job. So is crooning.
But plumbing is not. And I am a man
who subscribes to the principle that a
shoemaker should stick to his last. Surely
you would not ask me to violate one of
my principles?
Ah, I thought
not."
Dixie put a pillow over her head and
called a plumber in the morning. Bing
rolled over and went to sleep. His
"minimum of effort" policy had scored
again.

WHAT
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YOU
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to live a
more normal life — unaffected by asthmatic attacks? You can live more happily, more
comfortably — in spite of your affliction — if
you
Dr. R.aromatic
Schiffman's
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ing.
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today at
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SCHIFFMANN
CO.
Los Angeles, Calif., Dept. A-6.
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Accountancy Training
Accountants who know their work
command responsible positions and
good incomes. And the need for
trained accountants is growing.
About 17,000 Certified Public Accountants inU. S. and many thousands more executive accountants.
Many earnS2,000 toS10,000. We train
you thoroughly at home in spare time
for C. P. A. or executive accounting
positions. Previous bookkeepi ngknowledgeunnecessary— we prepareyoufrom
Rround up. Our training personally jl-, PnPpi
given by staff of C. P. A.'s. Low cost Jnlf FREE !■
" "■»■■
valuable 48- in>»°°k
Write foropportunities
terms.
easybook
—page
describing
accounting and
telling how you may enter it successfully.
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A MOMENT'S NOTICE

MEW I Smart, long
-1-' tapering nails for
everyone ! Cover broken,
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any length and polished
any desired shade. Defies
detection. Waterproof.
Easilyapplied; remains firm. No effecton
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will
Set of Ten, 20c. All 5c and 10c stores.
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Liquid Tablets
Salve. Nose Drops
Try "Rub-My-Tism"

Lake St.,

^***V
Get relief
this simple,
pleasant way!

"Whew," he would say. "Sho' is hot.
YesA sir,
hot!" stood a large elm
fewsho'
feetis away
tree offering generous shelter of cooling,
deep shade. Bing asked him why he did
not move into it.

l.TAKE

The chap squinted up at the sky. "Well,
sir," he answered. "I figger another hour
or so, and the sun'll move!"

Dept.
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FINGERN

AILS
17D, Chicago

relieves

COLDS
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Headaches
and Fever
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in 3© minutes
— a Wonderful
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PAPAYA COSMETICS
Secrets of the Tropics
Hollywood Stars who can buy anything:, have been using Papaya Vitamin Cream and Papaya Skin Cocktail to give them the clear glowing
skin of beauty. The benefits of
these rare tropical formulas are
now available to you.
Papaya Vitamin Cream $1.25
Papaya Skin Cocktail $1.00
1/6 ounce sample Papaya Vitamin
Cream— 10 cents.
Leilani Laboratory, p. o. Box 1988. Hollywood, California

ing. It licious
tasteschocolate.
like No
de-

Seriously, though, Bing has worked
and worked hard since the time he
was a boy. Everything he owns or ever
has owned he has acquired by his own
efforts. Mother and Father Crosby believed in giving their children food and a
home. Anything more the kids wanted
they had to get for themselves.
Maybe he is the laziest guy in the world.

spoons — no bottles!
No
fuss,is no
Ex-Lax
easybother!
to use
and pleasant to take.

Z. YOU
SLEEP
through
the night
. . . undisturbed! No
stomach upsets. No
nausea or cramps.
No occasion to get

If so, it's a new kind of laziness, for he
also has more irons in the business fire
than almost any other young man his age
today. He makes an average of three
motion pictures a year. He is the star of
a weekly radio program. He makes
innumerable phonograph recordings
month after month. He takes an active
part in the management of the beautiful
Del Mar race track. He trains and races
a string of thoroughbreds. He is president of the Crosby Investment Corporation which has extensive real estate
holdings. He runs a big ranch in California. He plays at least eighteen and
usually twenty-seven holes of golf a day
to keep in physical trim. He owns one

up! Ex-Lax is mild
and gentle. It acts
overnight
over-action.— without

/

of filmdom's loveliest homes, is the devoted father of four fine sons, and the copartner in one of Hollywood's happiest
marriages. The cut of his combined weekly
earnings which Uncle Sam gets in income
tax is enough to buy a shiny new battleship every year.
A guy like that ought to be allowed to
wear his shirt tails outside his trousers
if he wants to.
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CHARGE

Factory Guarantee fop
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both ring and watch). Simulated diamonds set in
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yellow GOLD. 10 Day FREE trial. We gladly trust
you! SEND NO MONEY with order—send postcard—
your order shipped SAME DAY I RETURN MAIL—
GOLD STANDARD WATCH CO- Dept. S-394, NEWTON, MASS.
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Now

improved

— better than ever!

EX-LAX
CHOCOLATED

LAXATIVE

Earn| $25 a week
T
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3. THE NEXT
morning Ex-Lax acts
. . . thoroughly and
effectively. It works
so gently that, except
lief youpleasant
enjoy, you
for the
rescarcely realize you
have taken a laxative.

Ex-Lax is good for every member of the
family— the youngsters as well as the grownups. At all drug stores in \0<i and 25^ sizes.
Try Ex-Lax next time you need a laxative.

THE ORIGINAL

Crossword Puzzle
Solution s~IBm

E

ONE

or two tablets of
Ex-Lax before retir-
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|£ There is a distinct difference between
his policy and laziness. Bing is insistent about that. His idea of a really
lazy man, he said, was the fellow he saw
down South one day. The chap was
sitting on the ground leaning up against
a picket fence, feebly fanning himself
from the broiling hot rays of the sun.

AS A TRAINED
PRACTICAL NURSE!
Practical nurses are always needed! Learn at home
in your spare time as thousands of men and women
— IS to 00 years of age — have done through Chicago
School of Nursing. Easy-to-understand lessons,
endorsed by physicians. One graduate has charge
of 10-bed hospital. Nurse Cromer of Iowa now runs
her own nursing home. Others prefer to earn S2.50
to So. 00 a day in private practice.
YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Mrs. B. C, of Texas, earned S474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned S1900!
You. too, can earn good money, make new friends.
High school not necessary. Equipment included.
Easy payments. 40th year. Send coupon now!

go

CHICAGO

SCHOOL

OF

NURSING

Dept. 84,
100 East Ohio Street, Chicago. III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages
Name
Age
City

ritate

The Flying
Irish

...

Tilings are going smoothly in the
right direction ..during filming ofV:
his first picture for Doug the
famous "Wrong Way"

Corrigan

&■/
Above, Corrigan demonstrates his fine sense of
direction fo Irene Dunne and Charles Boyer on
the Jet at RKO-Radio. I. Into grease-monkey's
overalls for an episode from his early life.
2. Corrigan regretfully admits that a big lamp
is too heavy to install as permanent equipment
on "The Crate." 3. Director Leigh Jason does
not seem to take seriously Corrigan's attempt to
tear out a love scene. 4. The studio wardrobe
discovers that Corrigan has an 18-inch waist,
22 hips. 5. Rehearsing with Paul Kelly for a scene
in the picture. 6. Is Paul Kelly -strangling a
laugh or a cough while the make-up department
gets fo work? 7. Cameraman Roy Hunt makes sure
famous leather jerkin looks natural before a scene

vomo

Delicious on Oatmeal and
other cereals. . .TRY IT!
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Karo is the only
syrup served to the Dionne
quintuplets. Its maltose and
dextrose are ideal carbohydrates for growing children.
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IQW AN UGLY DUCKLING BECAME A HOLLYWOOD STAR
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Before you buy window shades, go to your
nearest 5c & 10c or neighborhood store and
see the new CLOP AY Lintones for Spring!

GONE, now, is that blotchy, pa pt-ry look of
fibre window shades. For CLO PAY has permakes fibre
ES
fected the "Lintone" process that
shade material look like linen.
This enables you to have lovely
window shades at a fraction of

CLO PAY WgaUoLU
WINDOW

SHADES

usual cost . . k only
by 6' size, ready
rollers. (On new
CLOPAY Lintones

15c each, 36"
to attach to
rollers 25c.)
have no clay-

filling; they don't pinhole, crack
or fray. They hang straight, roll
evenly. Wear for years. See the
new CLOPAY Lintones now before
Cloth-like Linlone beauty PLUS 100%
washability. Only 35c each, complete on
roller. CLOPAY coats both sides of
Linlone shade material with expensive
oil-paint finish. Soap and v/ater removes
grime, soot, fingermarks, without
streaks, watermarks or rings. CLOPAY
WASHABLE Shades in many colors and
sizes (up to 54"x7') at 5c & 10c and
neighborhood stores everywhere. Send
3c stamp for color samples, today.

you fill Spring window shade
needs. A wide variety of col
and patterns now at 5c & 10c a
neighborhood stores. For col
samples, send 3c stamp to
CLOPAY CORPORATION, 1228
Clopay Square, Cincinnati, Ohio.

CLOPAY

WINDOW

i

Jlntcrtje
SHADES

°"'"tc"
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Once the spell is broken
tears won't bring him back!

No girl need risk losing romance — when MUM
HOW COULD IT HAPPEN? How could
he write those heart-breaking
words? After all his tender promises to
love her always— how could he hurt her
like this? There was no warning, except
the coolness she had barely noticed—
and too easily dismissed.
But how significant it should have
been for any girl in love! For when a
man grows less attentive— distant— cool
...there is a reason. So often the girl
who loses out has grown careless— has
foolishly neglected to use Mum!

so surely guards charm!

deodorant. It's so pleasant ... so easy to
use ... so sure to guard your charm!
MUM SAVES TIME! A pat under this arm
—under that— and you're through. Takes
only 30 seconds!
MUM SAVES CLOTHES ! Mum is harmless to
any kind of fabric— use it even after you're
dressed. And even after underarm shaving
Mum is soothing to your skin!
SMART

GIRLS

MAKE

MUM SAVES CHARM! Without stopping
perspiration, Mum stops every trace of
odor. Get Mum at any druggist's today.
With Mum, you're sure underarm odor
won't break the spell of your charm. Mum
keeps you always fresh!
SANITARY NAPKINS NEED MUM, TOO
Don't risk embarrassing odors! Thousands of
■women always use Mum for sanitary napkins.
They know that it's gentle and safe!
A DAILY

HABIT

OF

MUM

Even fastidious girls make this mistake. They think a bath alone is enough
when underarms always need Mum.
They fail to realize that the freshness of
a bath soon fades. A bath removes only
past perspiration— never odor to come.
That's why it's so important never to neglect Mum! Mum keeps you fresh all day.
More women use Mum than any other
PARADE
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By THE
! J The day a magazine goes to press is
a time of rapid enterprise and mixed

Throw away your old greasy "red paint" lipstick! Put on Tangee. Its "orange magic"
changes to your very own shade of blush rose
—whether you're blonde, brunette or redhead.

Stop daubing on artificial-looking rouge! Use
Tangee Rouge, with the same matching color,
to give your complexion appealing "natural"
loveliness. Top it off with Tangee Powder.

BEWARE
OF SUBSTITUTES! There is only one
Tangee— don't let some smart salespeison switch you.

Be sure to ask for
Most Famobs lipstick tangee
World's
gam
K||HllHaB
natural

£pa Hw

^m| ^m ^M|
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,
ENDS THAT PAINTED

'"

weal, ask for
Tan%e Theatrical.
Be Popular! Check up on your charm with Tangee
Charm Test, sent with Miracle Make-Up Set below.

4-PIECE

MIRACLE

LOOK

MAKE-UP

SET

The George W Luft Co., 417 Fifth Ave , New York
City ... Tangee
Please rush
"Miracle
sample
Lipstick,
Rouge Make-Up
Compact. Set"
Cremeof
Rouge and Face Powder, also Tangee Charm Test.
1 enclose 10<t (stamps or coin) (lbi in Canada )
Check Shade of n Flesh Q Rachel G Light
Powder Desired
D Peach
Rachel
Name.
StreetCity.

( Please Print)

plains just for
why. his You
he suffers
art. won't believe what

Our favorite extra, the dashing Mr. E. J.
Smithson, was last seen limping down
Hollywood Boulevard on his way to enlist
in the Foreign Legion. He was limping
because of his devotion to duty in Wuthering Heights. You'll read about that on
page 48. And he was enlisting in the Foreign Legion of Paramount's Beau Geste
in an embittered effort to get himself out
of dancing slippers and into some stout
boots.

hung up, Hollywood Magazine's most exciting contest to date was under way. All
of the details are not worked out, yet,
but little Miss Durbin thinks that it will
be a lot of fun to award as prizes some
of the gay, smart clothes that carry her
name and endorsement. Watch the coming issues for full details. We promise
you that there will be plenty of prizes,
and we plan to complete the contest in
time for lucky winners to wear the awards
back to school in the fall. Who says that
time out is wasted?

Then look in his eyes, and see the girl he's
dreamed of mirrored there— young, sweet and
adorably kissable ! Hear him whisper, "Darling
— I never knew you could look so lovely."

TB

emotions. Along about four o'clock in
the afternoon when deadline approaches,
when the presses are thundering and
ready to go, when the last page has been
checked and the last picture popped into
place, there comes a little lull. Then the
editor takes time out for herself and drifts
off into a gentle day-dream of new hats.
The half hour between the closing of one
issue and the starting of the next is sacred,
through long established custom, to speculation about some bit of personal adornment to celebrate the new magazine.
But this particular month,- there are
so many plans already under way for
the coming issues of Hollywood Magazine
that we found it difficult to concentrate
on personal matters. Instead of deciding
to get a copy of that hat with the nest
of blue and green veiling like Claudette
Colbert wore in Midnight, we found ourselves thinking about all of the letters
from the readers who liked the layout of
Deanna Durbin fashions last month.
And that started the best idea, yet, for
a contest. The telephone was busy for
the next twenty minutes, but when we

EDITOR

No sooner was that bit of business completed, and we settled down with a happy
sigh to the thought of the black hat
with the pink peony on top, than the art
editor, Mr. Al Allard, came in proudly

Ann

Sheridan, who

is moving

right

up to the top in Warner Brothers' pictures, startled Jerry Asher the other day
by saying, "Most Hollywood men don't
like love." As soon as Mr. Asher recovered from an only natural surprise,
because Ann is one of the most popular
stars in Hollywood, he rushed to his typewriter and whipped out a story that gives
a remarkable slant on this glamourous girL

Then there is the story of how Victor
McLaglen looks up to his son. The boy
is the only man in Hollywood taller than
the enormous Vic. Then there are the
stories about Bette Davis and Ginger
Rogers and James Cagney, and a new
fun.
questionnaire that is going to be lots of
And that brings us back to the hat question. With such a dazzling array of features for a nickel, we think we'll go out
right now and buy a hat . . . with a feather
in it.

with a proof of next month's cover. It
is a picture of the charming Annabella.
"Ah," we said admiringly because, even
though she isn't wearing a hat, it is one
of the prettiest covers we have had this
year, and because we have a fine story
about Annabella for the same issue. Allan
Finn interviewed her when she returned
from her trip to South America, and drew
his own conclusions about the rumors that
she will marry Tyrone Power. It is a
good story with surprises in it.

Jessie Henderson, who wrote Selling
Danger by the Day in this issue, will be
back with an hilarious tale of woe that
Johnny Weissmuller has to tell about the
trials and tribulations a movie "apeman" suffers. "It's no fun to be Tarzan,"
Weissmuller says with feeling, and exSave— and be safe!

Buy Nationally Advertised Groceries

Shirley
Temple
presents
seven
little "Oscars"
in addition
to the
two-foot
statuette
to Walt
Disney for his Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

NOW

SEE

THIS

FACE

ON

THE

SCREEN!

Out of the blazing fires of her genius, the screen's most gifted actress has
created a gallery of unforgettable women. Now Bette Davis, the winner of two Academy Awards, comes to you in the climax of all her
dramatic triumphs. In the role she has waited eight years to play. In
the greatest picture of a woman's love that the world has yet seen. See
"Dark. Victory," a Warner Bros, picture, at your theatre Easter Week!
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A

new outlook on
the whole hygienic problem of women is provided bythe invention of Tampax, the patented
internal absorbent. This principle has long been
used by doctors, but the physician who perfected Tampax has ingeniously made it available for all classes of women.
Tampax is so comfortable you forget you
are wearing it. As it involves no belts, pins or
pads, there is of course no bulk to show, even
with sheer formal evening gown or modern
swim suit. Tampax is made of pure, genuine
surgical cotton; contains no paper. Tampax is
extremely efficient in its protection; no odor
can form. Each individual Tampax is hygienically sealed in patented applicator— quite unlike any other product. No disposal problems.
Buy Tampax at drug stores and notion counters. Two sizes: Tampax and Junior Tampax.
Month's supply 35^. Introductory package,
204. As much as 25% saved by purchasing
large economy package of 40.

SUIVFIELD

A day or so after the newspaper poll
designated Tyrone Power as the King
of the Movies, two elaborately-dressed
lackeys met him as he entered the 20th
Century-Fox lunchroom, escorted him to
his seat (which happened to be an immense "throne" chair from the property
department's storeroom) and waited on
him hand and foot during the course of
his meal. Ty enjoyed the joke as well as
the next one. In fact, he enjoyed it so
much that he graciously told the lackeys
that they could keep their uniforms. Then
he instructed his secretary to truck the
throne chair to his own home.
The next day, Don Ameche, who perpetrated the joke, got a bill from the studio
for an even $500! And was his face red!

What a grand way

to "start the New Year right!"
E

It begins to look as though the majors
are turning thumbs down on their
colossals and super-colossals during 1939,
and, instead, are going to try to lure movie
patrons through the turnstiles with the
sure-fire remakes of old pictures. M-G-M
soon will release Within the Law, produced
first by Warners as a silent in 1917, and
again in 1923. The same studio is also going
to produce Our Modern Daughters. You
probably saw it in 1929 as Our Modern
Maidens. Then there's Penthouse, released
back in 1933, and He Who Gets Slapped,
a 1924 production and New Moon, a 1930
release. M-G-M has also purchased The
Hunchback oj Notre Dame from Universal.

■

According to our theory of good manners it's never too late to toss an
orchid and if Norma Shearer will just stop

Just recently you've had a chance to look
at Huckleberry Finn, first made for Paramount in 1920.

a moment we'll toss her a full bouquet of
them. Norma has a big income but what's
mere important — she has a big heart. And
proved it on January 30th of this year by

Paramount, as we write, is busy on a
remake of Beau Geste, released in 1926.
The studio purchased The Cat and the
Canary from Universal, which made it in
1927, Casey Jones, produced in 1928, and
the recently released Tom. Sawyer, Detective, made twice, in 1917 and 1920.
\ Continued on page 56]

pledging her entire lifetime's radio earnings to the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis and started off the pledge by
paying in advance the $15,000 she received

"A month's supply will go
into an ordinary purse"

Accepted for advertising by the
Journal of the American Medical
Association _,.,

TAMPAX INCORPORATED,
fwg-59
New Brunswick, New Jersey
Send introductory package with full directions. Enclosed is20c* (stamps or coins). Size is checked below.

□ TAMPAX

Name
Address City

□ JUNIOR TAMPAX
- State -

Academy
Awards
go to Spencer
Tracy for
Bette Davis for her performance in Warners'
Save — and be safe!

his performance
in M-G-M's
Boys Town
and to
Jezebel, honoring
each star for the second time

Buy Nationally Advertised Groceries

LS>2r w la O glamorous

he
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star of Paramount's "Midnight." "That's why beautiful skin is important. I use
LUX SOAP— it helps guard
against COSMETIC SKIN

Skin must be soft
and smooth to pass the
J. HE eyes of love look close. Foolish
to let unattractive Cosmetic Skin spoil
romance!
Lux Toilet Soap's ACTIVE
lather removes dust, dirt, stale cosmetics thoroughly — guards against
the choked pores that cause Cosmetic Skin: dullness, tiny blemishes, enlarged pores. Clever girls
use Lux Toilet Soap. This soap
guards the world's loveliest complexions. Your skin needs its
gentle, protecting care!

that's
soft theenough,
Wl/^JSfwant
UU
smooth skin
enough
to pass
LOVE
TEST! So use gentle Lux Toilet Soap's
ACTIVE lather before you renew makeup— ALWAYS before you go to bed.

9 out of 10
Screen Stars use

Lux Toilet Soap
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VICTORY— Corners

■

It takes courage to make such a picture as this. It also takes courage to
go to see it. for Director Edmund Goulding
evidently felt that he would be disgraced
if great floods of tears did not come rolling
out of every theatre where it is shown, and
he is relentless in his insistence upon the
emotional scenes.
Bette Davis deserves the highest praise
for the brilliant technic of her performance
of Judith, head-strong gay young heiress
who never had known anything but fun
until she had to face a shocking tragedy
from which there was no escape.

MILLER

but it reveals that Judith is beyond help,
and that, at most, she has ten months to
live in perfect health before a mercifully
swift end.
"What happens when Judith discovers the
death sentence which her friends hoped
to keep from her, how she faced the most
unescapable of all realities is one of the
most
challenging parts an actress ever
it.
had, and Bette Davis excels herself in
Many of the most touching and telling
incidents in the story depend on the excellence ofa new actress, Geraldine Fitzgerald. Remember that name because she
is likely to be one of the important ac-

There's nothing like a youthful fragrance tolend you charm and attractiveness. That's why so many
popular women everywhere, use
April Showers Talc. It's the most
inexpensive way to assure themselves ofa lasting and provocative
fragrance. For this fine, imported
Jimmy
Merle

talc is scented with Cheramy's

Roosevelt,
the new vice-president
of Samuel
Goldwyn
Oberon at the annual Academy Awards dinner attended

Productions,
talks shop with
by 1,400 of the movie colony

famous "perfume of youth".

C H E R. A MY
Judith hated weakness and illness of any
sort. That was why she tried to conceal
the blinding headaches that came without
warning. She called them hangovers, and
drank harder than ever to try to forget
them. She insisted that nothing was wrong.
She refused to see a doctor.

April Showers
Off Tfou&i
/c

Also, April

10

Showers Dusting Powder — big
with de luxe fluffy puff 85c

When, finally, she was tricked into seeing young Dr. Steele (George Brent), she
was defiant and flip and secretive. Dr.

box

Steele was defiant, too. He didn't want
her case. He didn't want any case. He was
all ready to leave his excellent practice
and retire to devote himself to research
into brain surgery.
But what his first diagnosis revealed
caused him to abandon his plans, attempt
the delicate operation needed to save
Judith's life. The operation is a success,

Save — and be safe!

Buy Nafionally Advertised Groceries

tresses of the year. George Brent is convincing as the doctor. Humphrey Bogart
is fine in a rather different part, for him.
He plays an impertinent Irish groom, and
makes the part memorable even though it
has no vital relation to the story.
This is an overly long and deliberately
harrowing film which you better avoid if
you already are under some emotional
strain But you will hear it widely disthe next months, so you can't
avoid thecussed insubject.

STAGECOACH— Unite d Artists
B

One of the truly memorable dramas
of the early days of the southwest

is Walter[Continued
Wanger's on
Stagecoach.
page 12]

By
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Important Pictures

Meek, of all people, plays a liquor salesman, on the road with samples. John
Wayne shoots and rides and defies the law
as the Ringo Kid, outlaw dedicated to the
revenge of the deaths of his father and
brothers. The driver of the stage is Andy
Devine. Beside him, gun across his knee,
is George Bancroft, ready for the expected
murderous raid from Geronimo who has
gone on the war-path in warning against
the encroachments of the white settlers.
How the guard of soldiers missed connections, how the crowded stage, caught
between a burned-out settlement and unscouted territory, rocks on through the
threatening
lar intensity.desert, makes drama of singu-

[Continued from page 10]
means, climb aboard because it will take
you on a trip lasting something less than
two hours but which takes you straight
back to the pioneer days when death
lived in the wild reaches of the southern
scenery, and courage was part of every
traveler's equipment.
Brilliant photography and spectacular
marshalling of great numbers of Indians
from the Apache Reservation do much to
make real the desolation and the promise
of the vast southwestern plains, as well
as the dangers that lurked behind every
spectacular wind-carved mesa.
For the rest, there are short, vividly
clear glimpses of the strangely assorted
company that took the stage to Lordsburg.
There is the gently reared young wife
of an army officer, on her way to a frontier post to join her husband before her
baby arrives. Louise Piatt gives the part
tension and reserve and dignity. Contrasted is the defiant prettiness of one
Dallas (Claire Trevor) who is being
chased out of the settlement by the combined efforts of the upright matrons, and
who faces with sullen despair a career in
a wider-open town farther on. Then there
is a derelict doctor (Thomas Mitchell)
sodden with booze but capable, even in
his tipsiest moments, of a certain cynical
humor.
John Carradine plays a flamboy-

ant gentleman-gambler, equally undesirable to the sound citizens, exemplified
by the banker (Berton Churchill) . Donald

This is one of the unforgetable films.
Better see it.

LET FREEDOM

RING— M-G-M

|

Another set of bad men are routed by
the law-abiding settlers of the plains
in this film which makes its bid for difference with a singing hero.
While Steve Logan (Nelson Eddy) was
away at college learning to be a lawyer,
Jim Knox (Edward Arnold) moved in on
the peaceful frontier settlement and tried
to take it over. He was backed up by a
corrupt judge (Guy Kibbee), a bought
editor (Raymond Walburn), a brutal Irish
foreman (Victor McLaglen), and an army
of first generation Americans who were
pushing the railroad tracks west.

Two "Oscars" find happy homes with Walter
Brennan, best supporting actor in Kentucky, and
Fay Bainter, best supporting actress in Jezebel

A HINT TO A WOMAN

OF 30

Jane dares to hint
MEN

IGNORED
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For halitosis (bad breath) use LISTERINE
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DON'T WANT TO STAY SINGLE
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No matter how good-looking, how witty,
how well dressed you are, you're only a flat
tire on the highway of love if you have halitosis (bad breath). And you may have it
this very moment, without realizing it.
Why not follow the rule of popular women
and use Listerine Antiseptic as a gargle and
mouth rinse? Its effect is so delightful, its
antiseptic and deodorizing action so quick.
Listerine Antiseptic cleans and
fresh2ns the mouth, halts fermentation, a major cause of odors,
and leaves the breath sweeter,
purer, and more agreeable.
Use Listerine Antiseptic before
all engagements
at which you
wish to appear at your best.
Lambert Pharmacal Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Buy Nationally Advertised Groceries

tyltce (fh& guard against
body odor wifh thi:
lovely perfumed soa

Knox burned out the men who refused to
sell him. land, and they were helpless
against the venal courts. They pinned all
of their hope of help on the return of
Steve. But when Steve came back, he
sided instantly with the predatory Knox,
and against his heart-broken family and
friends. Particularly scornful was his
sweetheart (Virginia Bruce), a frontier
firebrand who made doughnuts for a living when she wasn't riding in the hills.
But don't be like the characters in the
play and jump hastily to conclusions. Because who was the mysterious "Wasp" who
kidnapped a whole printing plant and exposed the spoilers by distributing newspapers in the night? Who was it that inspired the railroad workers with such
patriotic fervor by his singing that they
voted right and overthrew the tyrant
Knox? And who was it that fought Victor
McLaglen, slam, crash, zowie, and triumphed to sing several more songs?

THE OKLAHOMA

MEN DO FIND
YOU MORE
ALLURING !

KID— Corners

£3 This is one of the great, big, spectacular, expensive westerns, complete with
an outlaw hero who has a heart of gold,
bad men who get through a large amount
of murder, and a pretty heroine with short
hair and lots of lipstick.
We have been seeing the same characters
and the same plot in gangster pictures for
so long that every once in a while you will
find yourself wondering dimly why Humphrey Bogart doesn't use a sub-machine
gun on his victims instead of a simple old
six-shooter.
JimKinkaid (James Cagney) became an
outlaw because somebody didn't give him
a square deal and he distrusted law and
order. He cut himself off from his stern
and upright family, until Bad-man McCord (Humphrey Bogart) started talking
out of the corner of his mouth and telling
his border yeggs to get old man Kinkaid.

WHEN, BEFORE DATES, YOU
BATHE WITH THIS LOVELY
CASHMERE

f
I

ALL THE MOST
POPULAR
GIRLS
I KNOW
BATHE
WITH THIS
LOVELY
PERFUMED
SOAP ! FOR CASHMERE

|I
j
I

BOUQUET'S
DEEP-CLEANSING LATHER
REMOVES
EVERY TRACE OF BODY
ODOR... AND THEN
ITS LINGERING

/
V

BOUQUET SOAP !

PERFUME
CLINGS — LONG AFTER
YOUR BATH, IT KEEPS YOU
FRAGRANTLY
DAINTY !

That touched the golden heart of "The
Oklahoma Kid," and he began shooting it
out with dozens, nay, hundreds of men at
one time with more success than the law
of averages normally allows.
Rosemary Lane plays the young lady
who introduces Max Factor make-up to
the southwest some fifty years before
Hollywood heard of it. There is a fine,
large cast, beautiful photography and more
action than a three ring circus.

WIFE, HUSBAND AND
20th Century-Fox

FRIEND—

/ USE

THIS

PURE,

SOAP FOR
HITE
CREA
EXION, TOO!^
COMPL
MY MY-W

■

His successful business and his beautiful wife gave Leonard (Warner
Baxter) a happy existence. Life would
have been perfect except for one thing.
His wife (Loretta Young) cherished anything but a silent ambition to be a concert
singer. That would have been all right,
too, except for one other thing. She didn't
have a voice.

BOUQUET'S
MERE
CASH
E, CARESSING
GENTL
LATHER REMOVES DIPT
SO
AND COSMETICS
THOROUGHLY,

LEAVES
AND

SKIN SMOOTH
RADIANT .'

I
I
\

I

Leonard was an easy-going man. He
loved his wife and wanted her to be happy.
So he put up with her voice coach (Cesar
Romero) and with his scornful mother-inlaw (Helen Westley) so long as the warbling was confined to his own drawing
[Continued on page 55]
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Victor McLaglen's beautiful La Canada
estate will be thrown open to the members
of the second Movieland Tour for a cock-

Hat by Sally Victor

tail party. Right, Allan Jones poses in
welcoming mood on the steps of his ranch
house which will be the scene of a cocktail
party

for

the

members

of

the

first

Tour

^UXOR
Face Powder
has a Light Touch!

'

See Hollywood

Your smartest Spring bonnet will
lose its stylish effect if you couple
it with a heavy face powder. Get
a box of Luxor "feather-cling,"
the face powder with a light touch.
Luxor is a delicately balanced,
medium weight powder that sits
lightly, stays on smoothly for
hours. In five smart shades, 55c.
For generous size FREE trial package, send coupon below.

Here are the details for the most
exciting vacation you can imagine.
Read them carefully if you have
dreamed of seeing Hollywood's stars
B

How would you like to go to Hollywood?
How would you like to see with, your
own eyes the glamourous people and places

and things you've been reading about in
your favorite movie magazine? How
would you like to meet world-famous
celebrities in person, inspect the great
sound studios where pictures are made,
dine and dance at night spots frequented
by movie stars — and top off your thrilling
stay in the land of celluloid make-believe
by being entertained at a cocktail party
given especially for you by a famed picture personality?
aflt

\»i

&

fre»
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You would? Well, here's your chance
to make all these things and more come
true. By popular request, HOLLYWOOD
Magazine this summer is repeating the
Movieland Tours which have been so tremendously successful in previous years.
As before, your favorite screen magazine
Save — and

*o8er

First

be safe!

Buy Nationally Advertised

Groceries

has made all arrangements necessary to
transform your two weeks' vacation into a
glorious adventure you will never forget.
HOLLYWOOD Magazine's correspondence files are crammed with enthusiastic
letters from Movieland Tourists of previous years, citing their thrilled appreciation
of our help in affording them "the vacation
of a lifetime." Naturally we're proud of
those letters and grateful to the senders.
But after this summer's two Tours we expect an even more enthusiastic response.
For this year, in addition to a de luxe
transcontinental train trip through country of incomparable beauty, climaxed by
exciting days and nights in Hollywood,
the 1939 Movieland Tours will visit the
magnificent $50,000,000 Golden Gate International Exposition in San Francisco.
The only "arrangements" you have to
make is to specify which of the two Tours
you prefer to take.
Both are identical.

The first Tour leaves Chicago by special
train on Saturday, July 15, and returns
exactly two weeks later on July 29. The
second Tour begins on Saturday, August 5,and ends on Saturday the 19th. All
you have to do is enjoy yourself. HOLLYWOOD Magazine will take care of everything else— hotel accommodations, transportation, meals, studio visits, side trips,
introductions to the stars and all other
details. And believe it or not, the entire
two weeks' vacation will cost you no more
than the price of a round-trip railroad
ticket!
This year's Movieland Tourists will
travel in luxurious .special trains consisting of air-conditioned observation-lounge
and dining cars and specially-constructed
sleepers. Leaving Chicago on the evening
of the first day you head westward through
the most magnificent countryside America
can offer — towering mountains, rushing
rivers, fertile valleys and thriving cities.
Frequent stops en route will enable you
to get a thrilling first-hand impression of
North Dakota's Badlands, Montana's fabulously wealthy mining country, the
serene beauty of "Washington's snowpeaked mountains. A highlight of the
westbound trip will be a motor ride
through the countryside lying in the
shadow of Mount Rainier, majestic snowcrowned monarch of the Cascades.
After spending the night in one of Seattle's luxury hotels, the Movieland Tourists will explore the fascinating city known
as

"the

gateway

to

Alaska

and

the

Orient," then travel southward to Portland. Six days after leaving Chicago the
Movieland Special will pull into Los
Angeles, within whose far-flung city limits lies HOLLYWOOD!
Waiting to receive the first group of
Movieland Tourists will be Allan Jones
and Irene Hervey who will be your hosts
at a cocktail party at Bel Air ranch,
owned jointly by Jones and Robert Young.
There you will meet and chat with many
of the actors and actresses whom you have
admired on the screen.
Host for the second Movieland Tour, on
August 11, will be Victor McLaglen on
his large estate in La Canada, whence
the Tourists will motor after lunching at
Warner Brothers studio commissary. McLaglen's estate is famed for its private zoo,
its hor.ses and its genial owner's hospitality.
For three exciting days HOLLYWOOD
Magazine will take you on a personallyescorted tour of movieland, showing you
things the casual visitor is not permitted
to see. You will watch famous stars work
before the sound cameras, making films
which will not reach your neighborhood
theatre until months later. You will lunch
at studio commissaries, and visit night
clubs fairly glittering with movie stars.
Homeward-bound after your thrilling
stay in movieland you will stop off at San
Francisco to spend two full days at the
magnificent Golden Gate Exposition. If
you like, you may wander through exotic
Chinatown, go shopping or sightseeing as

well. On the evening of the second day,
you will board a luxury river steamer
for an overnight trip to Sacramento.
The eastbound leg of the Tour will follow a southerly route, with stop-offs at
Reno, Salt Lake City and Denver. And
when the Movieland Special pulls into
Chicago's new Union Station it will bring
to a reluctant conclusion the most enjoyable and thrilling holiday you ever spent.
Summer isn't far off. Before you
make your vacation plans, learn more
about this year's Movieland Tours by reading the free illustrated booklet which is
yours simply by mailing the coupon below. The booklet, sent at absolutely no
obligation to you, gives complete information about this year's Movieland Tours.
Mail the coupon today. It may be the key
which unlocks the door to a glorious vacation you will never forget!

USE THIS COUPON
MOVIELAND TOURS
360 North Michigan Boulevard
Chicago, III.
Without obligation on my part, send
me your complete, illustrated booklet
describing the Movieland Tours.

Name
Address
City
State
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than a fresh
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soys this lovely Philadelphia bride
1 can't say enough in praise of Camay. Its gentle
cleansing seems to freshen my complexion.. . and no charm
is more appealing than a fresh and lovely skin.
Philadelphia. Pa.
(Signed) RUTH ANN WAIXEN
January 10, 1939
(Mrs. Charles S. Wallen)
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Hundreds of lovely, happy
brides will tell you that a
fresh, smooth complexion is a
most important charm. And
brides should know!

So many beautiful brides
advise Camay! They tell you,
"No other soap seems to have
quite the same rich, fragrant
lather!" Camay cleanses thoroughly, yet its creamy lather
is wonderfully mild.

Today, thousands of girls
use Camay for complexions
" -and for a refreshing bath ^of
beauty. Camay's gentle cleansing helps you to all-over loveliness—to exquisite daintiness.
You'll like this inexpensive
care. Get three cakes today!
Trao e-Mark Reg.
U.S
. Pat. Off.
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Start your day the Djer-Kiss way! Bathe
your entire body with this delightful talc
each morning. .. Djer-Kiss keeps you
dainty and refreshed. Helps keep you cool.
Clothes feel more comfortable. Your skin
seems soft as satin . . . you are alluringly
fragrant from head to toe. Use plenty of
Djer-Kiss, for the cost is small. 25$ and
75$ sizes at drug and toilet goods counters.
Generous 10-centsize at all ten-cent stores.
Get your Djer-Kiss
talc today!
The same exquisite fragrance in Djer-Kiss Sachet; Eau de Toilette;
and Face Powder.
Genuine imported talc
scented with Djer-Kiss
perfume by Kerkoff.

Iva Stewart, now in Wife, Husband and Friend
which stars Loretta Young and Warner Baxter

By ELMER
H

You could have knocked over the
beauty chorus of the famous Paradise Club floor-show with much less than
a six-inch strip cut from their abbreviated
costumes when they discovered that Iva
Stewart, the new girl from up in Maine,
was a Sunday School teacher!
"What's coming off here?" one of the
hard-boiled cuties asked. Which was
certainly putting it figuratively since she,
along with the rest of ladies of the ensemble, were practically down to their
last stitch or stitches. "Let's give the
little greenhorn the works?"
"I'll never forget that first night as long
as I live," Iva declares. "I was more frightened and embarrassed than I was the first
time I ever stepped in front of a camera
at 20th Century-Fox studios. It was my
first trip to a big city, my first time in
a night club. I didn't know a single
dance routine. In fact, I never had learned
a single dance step, and there I was,
jumping up and down in the front line.
Well, they certainly gave 'the little greenhorn the works!' I bumped into one of
them, and she gave me a shove that sent
me sprawling clear across the floor!"
But Iva didn't give up for the very sim-
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pie reason that she had only eighty-four
cents in her purse. There was another
reason, too. Her family, due to financial
reverses of one kind and another, needed
the fifty-dollar-a-week check her chorus
work would bring.
"So," she smiled, "I stuck it out and
in time was accepted by the girls as a
member in good standing. I worked in
the Paradise Club for two years and was
earning seventy- five dollars a week when
I left
for Hollywood."
Sophisticated
and suspicious Broadway
took her to its collective heart when it was
finally convinced that she neither drank
nor smoked, that she refused to sit at
the tables as a hostess, and that she
wouldn't go out with strange men who
patronized the famous nightspot. A New
York columnist went out of his way to
pay her compliments in his daily column
and she became the "little darling" of the
Big Town.
"Folks in Berlin, Maine, my home town,
thought I was a goner, headed straight
for perdition when they learned that I
was a Broadway chorus girl. Eyebrows
were lifted and tongues wagged every
time my name was mentioned, but opin-

ions changed when I proved that a girl
could remain straight and decent and,
except for the late hours, lead a natural
life even though in the show business."
Iva got two scares during her stay at
the Paradise Club and those two were
enough to last her a life -time. Number
One was when a tough-looking character
of the underworld sent her a mash note
from his ringside table, demanding, not
asking, that she step out with him after
the show.
"He'd been there night after night
looking at me," she says, "and I knew his
reputation from what the girls had said
about him in the dressing room. They
said I'd certainly be in a jam if I didn't
go out with him, so I was frightened to
death. I ran crying into the manager's
office and told him that I'd quit the show
and go back to Maine and wash dishes
for a living before I'd ever go out with
that man. The manager told me not to
worry and he went out leaving me still
crying in the office. He came back in
five or ten minutes and said that everything was okay, that he'd explained to the
tough guy that 'I wasn't his type.' When
I went on for the next show the man
was gone. And gone for good so far as
I was concerned, because he never appeared at the Paradise after that."
Scarcely had the excitement of this
experience died down than she got another thrill, this time of a different sort.
Unknown to her, one of the chorus girls
had entered her name in a nation-wide

GET

To

beauty and fashion show to be held in
Madison Square Garden. When the posing and parading in front of the judges
was over Iva found herself classified as

one man who kept watching me, but
twelve who occupied ringside tables.
During the floor show I pretended not to

"At least that's what was engraved on
the cup they gave me," she says. "But
furs."
this
wasn't the only time I'd won honors
in beauty contests. After finishing high
school and while working as a telephone
operator in Hebron, Maine, the girls of
the exchange prevailed upon me to enter
a state beauty contest and I won the title
of 'Miss Maine' and with it a trip to
Atlantic City where the national beauty
contest was to be held. I won runner-up
honors for the 'Miss America' title in that
one and of course I was very happy about
it. I was happier still when I returned
home to find a letter asking me if I would
consider a job in the chorus of the Paradise Club. We needed the money and

see them but it didn't do much good because, when a dance routine brought me
close, one of them reached out, grabbed
me and shoved me into a vacant chair.
He snarled out something about me being
a 'high-hat dame' and 'who the blanketyblank-blank did I think I was!' and said
I was to show up at a certain spot after
the Paradise closed 'or else!' I don't know
how I got away from him, but I did, and
back in the dressing room the girls made
matters worse by saying the men were
all big-shots and toughs. The master of
ceremonies had been watching the whole
thing. He came in, shooed the girls out,
told me to quit crying and calm down,
and he'd see what he could do. What he
finally did was to suggest that I get out
of town and not return for a week. And
that's what I did do. When I came back
I worked a full year without ever being

so, despite the family's objections, I
bought a ticket for New York and landed
there, as I said, with just exactly eighty-

bothered once by anyone. I don't know
to this day what was said or done to pacify
those plug-uglies, but it must have been

four cents in my pocketbook."

something very, very diplomatic."

"the most beautiful and the best dressed
girl in America in evening dress and

H

Iva's second experience with the
naughty boys of the underworld occurred one night shortly after winning
her Madison Square Garden honors. It
was even more terrifying than her first
one.
"This time," she says, "it wasn't just

MEDIUM-SIZE

BOTTLE
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OF
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With the publicity she received from
her Madison Square Garden contest
honors added to what her countless
Broadway friends in and out of the show
business were giving her, commercial
artists' agencies began to stop, look, and
{Continued on page 64]
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—
ACCEPT THIS THRILLING OFFER!

We give you medium-size bottle of Colgate's new Halo Shampoo, FREE,
when you buy large bottle at regular price! After using FREE bottle, if you
do not agree that Halo leaves your hair gleaming with natural highlights,
return unused large bottle to dealer and
money
will be refunded!

ACT fast and you get a medium■t\. size bottle of this amazing
new Halo Shampoo, absolutely free,
when you buy a large bottle from
drug and department stores!
What's more— Colgate guarantees
you new hair beauty with
Halo or
you get your money back! A startling offer to prove that Halo is one
shampoo that works equal beauty
wonders on normal, oily or drylooking hair of any color. Actual
retouched photos show the astonishing difference it may make in

HURRY!.

your hair! Results are so exciting
because Halo is different in three
ways.
(1) Not Soap! Thus Halo cannot
leave gummy film on hair to dull
natural lustre. Yet Halo makes
more lather than soap, in hardest
water. Washes away dirt, loose
dandruff and cloudy film so often
left by many ordinary shampoos.
No lemon or vinegar rinses are
needed. But your hair is radiantly
clean and free of film, so it reveals
gleaming, natural highlights!
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NEW
Removes"HALO"
dull film WAYso hair is
Sparkling and manageable.

(2) Not Oil! Halo leaves hair soft
and manageable, but never greasy!

TEAR OUT THIS REMINDER COUPON

(3) Contains no harmful chemicals!

Does not irritate scalp. Guaranteed
safe by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet.
Approved by Good Housekeeping.
So hurry! While limited supply
lasts, get your medium-size bottle
of this thrilling new Halo Shampoo
free, when you buy large size at
regular price from any drug or department store. soft,
Don't lustrous
delay. You,
too, can have
hair
this easy, new way!
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THE STORY OF

America's most
thrilling story!
Thrilling . . . and true ! Of love
so great and faith so strong
that it inspired this man to endure ridicule, privation, hunger ... to achieve the miracle
of wings for the human voice!
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AMECHE
-YOUNG -FONDA
Charles Coburn • Gene Lockhart
Spring Byington • Sally Blane
Polly AnnYoung • GeorgianaYoung
A Cosmopolitan Production
Directed by Irving Cummings • Associate Producer
Kenneth Macgowan • Screen Play by Lamar Trotti
Original story by Ray Harris

Side-Tracked

Siren

Just exactly what is the new style
in sirens? Myrna Loy9 who made a
specialty of the slinking walk, the
secret smile, the narrowed eyes of
the vamp of yesterday, tells you
what to expect of the 1939 siren
By KAY

PROCTOR

■

This is a story about Wicked Women, 1939 style.
Because —
The Side-tracked Siren is in the groove again.
Once more the erstwhile "Perfect Wife" of the screen,
Myrna Loy, is going on the vampage.
Secretly, Myrna is pretty set-up about it all; she
has found, I imagine, that perfection is not all it is
cracked up to be. She admits, however, that when
she was cast as the strong-willed temptress,
Lady Esketh, in the forthcoming picturiza-

Above,
Robert Taylor looks with respect and
pleasure, too, at the 1939 siren in Lucky Night
This is the way Myrna Loy played the
woman of dangerous allure in The Mask
of Fu Manchu,
one. of her first vamps

tion of the best seller novel, The Rains
Came, she was a little shocked.
"Frankly I was taken aback at the idea,"
she laughed.
"I'd got so in the mental habit
of 'nice girl' parts that a siren seemed, well
unthinkable. Me a Wicked Woman? Perish the
thought!
My sireny belonged to the dear, dead
Then, she said, she realized it might be fun because
sireny 'ain't what it used to be,' and the passing of years
has
it into a pretty nifty model of behavior.
Neat but
not stream-lined
gaudy.
You remember the screen sirens of yesteryear.
"Vamps" we
called them.
Slinky creatures they were with their lamp-blacked
eyes, usually taped into an oriental slant; lacquered hair, always
midnight black and past."
coiffed to spell menace; and dead-white pans
with exaggerated lips which were supposed to convey the idea of
voluptuous and irresistible appeal.
They slithered around in
flowing draperies that would give the Hays Office a nightmare
today, and stretched themselves out on fur bedecked couches
to clasp The Hero to their ample bosoms in long, ardent (and
how!)
embrace.
They had two facial expressions:
a dirty
leer, which meant they were up to no good; and passion,
which usually turned out the same way.
For some strange reason, they always seemed very sad
about their work, judging by their dolorous mien, which
subtly suggested the life of a siren wasn't any great shakes
when you came right down to it. Maybe it was because
they always got their come-uppance in the end.
First, last and always, they
[Continued on page 51]
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In the corner sat a girl who had nice blue
eyes. At first sight she was rather attractive in an alert and juvenile way, but when
she rose to dance with one of the grammarschool boys, she looked pretty lanky and she
fell over her feet and people snickered. That
was Lucille Ball in Jamestown, N. Y., eight
years
ago.
A couple
of winters later, she sat in the
corner of a Broadway casting office. In front of
that blue gaze a director paused. "Where have
you
been allof my
he found
inquired
enthusiasm
one life?"
who has
the with
type the
he
sought. "Right here!" piped Lucille eagerly
in the Donald Duck voice which then was hers.
"Oh," said the director, and left her there.
But when Lucille Ball enters a room today,
she doesn't have any chance to get into a corner.
People spring to attention. If there happen to
be some who don't know her, they ask: "Who
is that stunning girl?" as if a jolt of electricity
had flicked them. Briskly on her way to
stardom, Lucille appears currently in an RKO
picture called with fine appropriateness Beauty
for the Asking. Well, she not only asked for
beauty; she fought till she got it. Some fight,
too. Beginning life as an ugly duckling, Lucille
Ball has turned, through her own efforts, into
a swan.
This phase of her career reads like one of
those ads. "You, too, can have charm. . . ." And
why not? Lucille says if she could, anybody

I

can.
"Ugly duckling is right!" Lucille observed
over a wedge of chocolate cake in the RKO
lunch-room. "Nearly everything was wrong
with me. My eyebrows grew too low, I'd formed

Above,

the

as an

"ugly

glamour
duckling"

girl

who
before

insists that
she

made

she

started

herself

over

"Boy, What a Knockout" is what
they say when Lncille Ball walks
in, but she claims that she had only
two good points to start with and
had to fight for all of the rest.
Here is the story of the "battle"
By EMILY

NORRIS

Right, "My hair line was wrong,
I pulled down
my
upper lip, and both of those things had to be changed"

//

an "Ugly Duckling
the habit of letting my upper eyelids sag,
my hair came too far down on my forehead, my head was meant for a small girl,
and my long neck and legs for a big
one, I was too tall, I had a mouth like
"
fish —made
a She
a horrible face in illustration.
She dropped her lips into a vacuous, descending curve.
"There was a tooth that never grew in,
and certain of the others grew wrong. I
was too slender (skinny, most people
called it) ; my voice wasn't shrill, but it
was a good octave higher than now; and
I didn't know how to walk. My legs were
paralyzed for three years as the result
of a motor accident, which didn't help.
But even aside from that — "
She called across the lunch-room: "Oh,
Eddie!" Eddie Rubin, of the advertising
department, came over to the table.
"Show them how I walk when I'm not
putting my mind on it," Lucille begged.
Eddie crooked his knees, turned out his
feet, and did a Charlie Chaplin glide down
the aisle.
"See?" exclaimed Lucille, laughing delightedly. "Isn't that perfectly aw-ful?
And as for posture! Look!" She rose
from her chair and stood with an exaggerated bend in the middle of her back.
"The motor accident gave me a spine injury, too, and if my back grows tired and
I don't stop to think, I find myself standing like this. ... I found myself doing it
the other day when I rehearsed a scene
with Frieda Inescourt, and here I was

Lucille Ball is at the right of Eddie Cantor.
She claims that she did not know enough to
hold her chin up and avoid a "goozle"
when she was a chorus girl in Kid Millions

supposed to be a beauty expert giving
her pointers, and she with the exquisite
Genuine admiration for other players
isfigure!"
one of Lucille's characteristics. In a
way, she's a thoroughly "different" personage. Apparently free of any professional jealousy, she combines an
atmosphere of sophistication with a deep
sincerity and a sometimes startling
honesty. Don't ask her for the truth, if
you don't want it! Devoted to her family,
even unto second cousins, she yet left
the rooftree to become one of the topnotch models in the swankiest New
York dressmaking establishments. And,
though famous as among the best

for a model, but rather tall for a film
player. "At last I came to the conclusion
that I ought to do what I wanted to do.
It made me feel happy, and when you feel
happy you are automatically more attractive. I'm talking about high heels.
I liked shoes with heels, so I decided to
wear them anyway.
"I don't think girls who are tall should
wear low heels if they marry men who
are shorter than themselves. Go on and
wear high heels, and let the man wear
higher ones! [Continued on page 58]

dressed girls in Hpllywood, she'd rather
fly a plane than go to a party any day.
She flew her own plane, as a matter
of fact, till the studio forbade it. Once,
in weather ten below zero, she landed
her plane on the ice to rescue a boy
from a disabled iceboat.
And once
in a plane over a river in Colombia,
she shot at and helped disperse a herd
of alligators that threatened a jungle
settlement.
"To begin with," she was saying,
"I had to stop being so self-conscious about my height."
She is
five feet, six and a half inches; nice

Right, an early portrait of Lucille
Ball before she learned severa
secrets about her hair and eyes

"I stood all wrong, and I had a mouth like
a fish," says Miss Ball, describing herself
when she appeared in Hitting a New High.
But you remember that she was a hit!

This is the dance routine that resulted in bigger and better parts
for La Belle Ball. She shakes her
head sadly over the way her eyelids
droop.

But that's all changed now

Secrets of

■

//

Secrets of

an "Ugly Duckling
supposed to be a beau
ty expert giving

■

In the corner sat a girl who had nice blue
eyes. At first sight she was rather attractive in an alert and juvenile way, but when
she rose to dance with one of the grammarschool boys, she looked pretty lanky and she
fell over her feet and people snickered. That
was Lucille Ball in Jamestown, N. Y., eight
years
ago.
A couple
of winters later, she sat in the
corner of a Broadway casting office. In front of
that blue gaze a director paused. "Where have
you been all my life?" he inquired with the
enthusiasm of one who has found the type he
sought. "Right here!" piped Lucille eagerly
in the Donald Duck voice which then was hers.
"Oh," said the director, and left her there.
But when Lucille Ball enters a room today,
she doesn't have any chance to get into a corner.
People spring to attention. If there happen to
be some who don't know her, they ask: "Who
is that stunning girl?" as if a jolt of electricity
had flicked them. Briskly on her way to
stardom, Lucille appears currently in an RKO
picture called with fine appropriateness Beauty
for the Asking. Well, she not only asked for
beauty; she fought till she got it. Some fight,
too. Beginning life as an ugly duckling, Lucille
Ball has turned, through her own efforts, into
This phase of her career reads like one of
those ads. "You, too, can have charm. . . ." And
why not? Lucille says if she could, anybody
can.
"Ugly duckling is right!" Lucille observed
over a wedge of chocolate cake in the RKO
lunch-room. "Nearly everything was wrong
with me. My eyebrows grew too low, I'd formed

"u9ly

duelling"

b.l

the habit of letting my upper eyelids sag,
my hair came too far down on my forehead, my head was meant for a small girl,
and my long neck and legs for a big
one, I was too tall, I had a mouth like

She made a horrible face in illustration.
She dropped her lips into a vacuous, de-

"There was
scending curve.a tooth that never grew in,
and certain of the others grew wrong. I
was too slender (skinny, most people
called it) ; my voice wasn't shrill, but it
was a good octave higher than now; and
I didn't know how to walk. My legs were
paralyzed for three years as the result
a £ish—"
of a motor accident, which didn't help.
But even aside from that — "
She called across the lunch-room: "Oh,
Eddie!" Eddie Rubin, of the advertising
department, came over to the table.
"Show them how I walk when I'm not
putting my mind on it," Lucille begged.
Eddie crooked his knees, turned out his
feet, and did a Charlie Chaplin glide down
the"See?"
aisle. exclai
med Lucille, laughing delightedly. "Isn't that perfectly aw-ful'
And as for posture! Look!" She rose
from her chair and stood with an exaggerated bend in the middle of her back.
"The motor accident gave me a spine
injury, too, and if my back grows tired and
I don t stop to think, I find myself standing like this
I found myself
it
the other day when I rehearsed doing
a scene
with Frieda Inescourt, and here I
was

for a model, but rather tall for a
player. "At last I came to the conclus film
ion
hat I ought to do what I wanted to
do
It made me feel happy, and when you
feel
happy youtractiveare automatically more atI'm talking about high heels.
wear them anyway.
I liked shoes with heels, so I decided
to
"I don't think girls who are tall
should
wear low heels if they marry men
who
are shorter than themselves. Go on
and
wear high heels, and let the man wear
higher ones! [Continued on p„oe
58]
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Here Is the story of the —lint tic"

By

EMILY

NOIIHIS

Right, "My hair tine was wrong,
I pulled dow
upper lip, and both of those things had to be chai

This is the dance routine .,,<,
suited in bigger and better parts
for La Belle Bell. She shake, her
head sadly over the way her eyelids
droop.

But that's all changed now

Selling
■

It sure was a hot session in the Gay
Lady saloon. Errol Flynn with a cattle
train had blown into Dodge City (on Stage
5), and some of his ranch hands, such as
Big Boy Guinn Williams and Alan Hale,
had dropped into the bar just as somebody
mentioned the Civil War. In the year 1872,
it was as well to keep off this subject if
you were Texans, like Flynn's outfit, and
mingling
with Kansans, like the group
Jory.
represented by Bruce Cabot and Victor
Bam! The Civil War started all over
again with table legs and bottles flying
thick as bullets. Amid a bedlam of yells
and splintering wood and glass, Errol
Flynn tossed Buster Wiles through a window in a door. Ann Sheridan kicked Sailor
Vincent in the chest and knocked him
silly. Bruce Cabot flung a couple of the
boys down a flight of stairs.
At the height of the conflict (in which,
incidentally, the South was victorious),
three stunt men — Harvey Parry, Cliff
Lyons, and Duke Green — performed one
of the most difficult and ingenious stunts
ever attempted in pictures. Locked in
one another's arms and fighting, they fell
over the rail of a balcony 22 feet high,
tumbled head first to another balcony
15 feet high, crashed straight through
the floor of that balcony upon a group
of men brawling around a roulette table,
smashed the table to bits, and finally
landed on the floor of the saloon.
If you think it's easy to plan, to time,
and to carry out that trick, then you're
worth $485, which is what each of the
three men received. And you take your
place among
the ace stunters of the
Left, Buster Wiles earning $50 for letting Errol
Flynn toss him through a window in Dodge City.
Below, left, Olive Hatch, one of the most
famous stunt women, as she jumps a horse ridden
by Buck Jones. Below, Harvey Parry and Allen
Pomeroy in crash helmets ready to smash a car

Dodge City could not be
better named for it has
the biggest budget for
stunts in movie
history
By JESSIE HENDERSON
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Danger
movies, which is where each of this trio
happens to be.
Dodge City is a stunters' holiday. It had
a "stunt budget" of $31,500 for fight and
roundup sequences, the biggest stunt
budget in picture history. Besides the balcony fight, there are dozens of other stunts
in which 44 bona fide stunt men, took part
— that is, men who make their livelihood
by selling danger.
Such action costs money. A stunt man
isn't an extra who has been told to heave
a chair. He's a trained athlete who can
fall out of a chandelier without killing
himself or anyone else in the process. He
is paid a minimum of $35 daily, and a top
notcher in this line does pretty well for
himself because he gets bigger money for
bigger stunts. Cliff Lyons received $15,000
last year, and he certainly earned it. He's
the man who jumped two horses off a 70foot cliff into a lake in Jesse James, doing
it so skilfully that neither rider nor horses
had a bruise or a scratch.
That fight in the Gay Lady saloon cost
$12,500 for the stunts alone. It is the most
elaborate collection of indoor stunts in
the movies thus far. The charge in Charge
of the Light Brigade still holds top place
for the most of the biggest outdoors stunts.
Warner Brothers and Director Michael
Curtiz worked like mad for five days to
film a shindig that runs three and a half
minutes on the screen. The entire cost of
the five days, with stars' salaries, a daily
$20,000 overhead, and this 'n' that,
mounted to $112,500. In other words, the
less than four-minutes fight cost about
$28,000 a minute. In a million-and-a-halfdollar picture
[Continued on page 35]
Right, talcing it on the chin is all in the day's
work tor Buster Wiles. Below, Mary Wiggins,
who has over-turned more cars than anyone
else in the movies, at work. Sailor Vincent
earned $25 for this kick from Ann Sheridan in
Dodge City. Cliff Lyons goes over a high cliff

Greta

Garbo

Gilbert —

a

and

typical

John
clinch

The First 50 Years
(Second Part)
■

Our march of memories
back through the early
years of the movies came to a
halt last month just as Theda
Bara slunk provokingly onto a
screen filled with ginghamgowned goodness, and gave
Sex a capital letter.
Theda Bara was the first
creation of the movie press

Here is the second half of the
fascinating condensed history
of the movies in the turbulent
first half -century of their reign
By WILBUR

agents.
In private life a rather demure, plump young lady
named Theodosia Goodman, Theda Bara was poured into
slinky, clinging black gowns, posed with skulls and crystal balls, and made the subject of monstrous myths which
declared her to be the daughter of a French artist and
an Arabian mistress born on the sands of the Sahara.
Her very name was revealed to hold her story in its
cypher. Was not Bara merely Arab spelled backward
and Theda a rearrangement of the letters of death? This
wicked wench was a seeress of Oriental mysticism, her
pictures the last gasp in daring revelations, the ballyhoo
brigade reported.
A gullible public swarmed to see her and Theda Bara
made 40 pictures for Fox in three years. Long after she
had loosened her corsets and retired, Theda Bara's name
was a synonym for siren.
Its appetite educated- to the sensational, the movie
audience was now handed a new sort of thrill — the
serial.
Oh, the excitement and suspense of those serials! Oh,
what blood and thunder stories were released, chapter
by chapter! Each week the heroine was left poised on
the brink of a cliff, tied in a burning building or at the
mercy of a moustachioed villain whose intentions definitely did not include a chat about William Jennings
Bryan and the free silver issue.
Can Pearl White escape from the Chinamen's den?
Don't fail to see next week's chapter of The Perils of
Pauline.
Can Earle Williams save Anita Stewart from

a fate worse than death? Earle
can and does in reel 5, reel 7
and reel 9 of The Goddess.
The Million Dollar Mystery,
The Adventures of Kathlyn and
The Clutching Hand made return trips to the theatre
irresistible.
The thundering hoof beats of
MORSE, JR.
the white robed clansmen in
The Birth of a Nation had done
more than merely drum a testimonial tattoo to the genius
of D. W. Griffith. The whole motion picture business
was swept into a new popularity on the whirl of acclaim
that greeted that film, the first great spectacle, on its release in 1915.
The movies now had outgrown their nickelodeon incubators, dark, dismal little holes-in-the-wall, and glittering temples to the new art were being reared in such
theatres as the Strand, the first of the big Broadway film
houses to boast heel-clicking uniformed ushers and
velvet-coated symphonic orchestras.
The public approached these movie mansions in a new
mood, impressed by such gala trappings, such ornate
challenges to the supremacy of- the stage. The motion
picture was now accepted as first class entertainment.
The result was twofold. Stars of the legitimate theatre,
who heretofore had shunned film offers as slightly less
contaminating than typhoid fever, began to give ear to
the inviting call of the camera's whir. E. H. Sothern,
Sir Herbert Tree, De Wolf Hopper, Billie Burke, Geraldine
Farrar, Alia Nazimova, Elliott Dexter, John Barrymore
and others paraded from stage to studio along a path
paved with fat checks.
Secondly, the movie makers, who until now had depended upon an impromptu, hit-or-miss verbal outline,
demanded a smooth story pattern for their lengthened
features, and the first batch of well-known writers was
hired to "improve" the films.
Outstanding pictures of this period were The Spoilers,
HOLLYWOOD

Clara Bow, "It" Girl
of the torrid twenties

Colleen

Moore

as

Talkies

brought

Talkies

Will Rogers fame

Mae West's slouch

a typical "flapper"

the first of several versions of this Rex
Beach novel, in which each successive cast
attempted to live up to the tradition of the
terrific fight between William Farnum and
Thomas Santchi; and A Daughter of
the Gods, featuring shapely Annette
Kellerman, from whom the first one piece
bathing suits took their name.
In 1915 Douglas Fairbanks vaulted
nimbly off the musical comedy stage of
Broadway, high-jumped the Rockies and
landed lightly on his toes in Hollywood
to begin his athletic film career in The
Lamb. Entertaining encores followed
through the years with The Mark of Zorro,
Robin Hood, The Thief of Bagdad, The
Black Pirate and other track-meets of
romance or fantasy.
Harold Lloyd had begun his Lonesome
Luke comedies, hiding behind a preposterous moustache which he soon
abandoned for the tortoise shell rimmed
glasses and the energetic characterization
he assumed in such later masterpieces of
merriment as Grandma's Boy, Safety Last,
Girl Shy and The Freshman.
William S. Hart galloped onto the screen,
with Bessie Love in his saddle bags, to
make the first of 13 pictures that built him
a niche all his own in the Hall of Fame
as the good bad man of the West. Tom Mix,
Ken Maynard, Hoot Gibson and George
O'Brien have all been honorable men, kind
to their horses and, no doubt, their
mothers. But who could roll a cigarette
with one hand while with the other he
shot three half-breeds, bang! bang! bang!
like Bill Hart?
Two spectacles of significance reached
the screen in the fall of 1916, Griffith's
Intolerance, a mammoth pageant of love
through the ages, and Civilization, a
powerful indictment of war, produced by
Thomas Ince as an answer to the parade
of military melodramas that followed the
outbreak of hostilities in Europe.
With the entry of America into the war,
the screen became an animated recruiting
poster, most stories stressed patriotism and
Hollywood heroes were costumed in khaki,
MAY, 1939

introduced

The censors jumped
on Muni's Scarface

but Charlie Chaplin's comedy Shoulder
Arms was the most memorable picture of
the period laid against a background of
battlefields.
In 1919 Gloria Swanson emerged from
the ranks of Sennett bathing beauties to
touch fame in Male and Female and,
under the wary tutelage of Cecil De Mille
introduced a new sophisticated trend in
such Aesop's fables of the bedroom as
Don't Change Your Husband, Why Change
Your Wife and The Affairs of Anatol.

Vilma Banky and
of the elaborate

Ronald Colman in one
love scenes
of 1928

Richard Barthelmess teamed with
Lillian Gish in the poignant Broken
Blossoms and the melodramatic Way
Down East and Thomas Meighan, Betty
Compson and Lon Chaney achieved renown in The Miracle Man.
In 1920 a little boy with a Dutch bob
winked at Charlie Chaplin in a Los
Angeles
railway
station
and
Jackie

Edward
career

G. Robinson
as a gangster

started his great
in Little Caesar

Coogan was launched on a million-dollar
career in The Kid.
The next year brought to the screen
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
and with it the sleek Rudolph Valentino,
the very embodiment of exoticism and
glamour, whose succeeding pictures such as
Blood and Sand, Monsieur Beaucaire and
The Sheik lifted him to a pinnacle of fan
adulation that has never been equalled.
Production by [Continued on page 38]

This is the queen
of the box-office,
Shirley Temple, waiting for discovery
25
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FUN AT MIDNIGHT
Why

dignified, reserved Miss Claudette

Colbert is the victim of more practical
jokes than any one on the Paramount
By JANE

lot

OLIVER
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Claudette Colbert
was finishing the last
forkful of a generous helping
of Chicken Tetrazinni when a
gentle rap sounded on her dressing
room door.

"You're too late for lunch but come on
in," she invited. The door opened and a
stranger tottered in.
Tottered was the word. The man was
80 if he was a day. His clothes hung
loosely on his gaunt frame. Wrinkles
etched deep furrows around twinkling
eyes set beneath shaggy brows. His voice
quavered feebly as he addressed her.
"I hope you will forgive this intrusion,"
he began with a courtly bow, "but I
have wanted to tell you what a divine
actress I think you are— the greatest I
have seen in my long life! Would it be
too much, I wonder, to ask for an autographed picture?"
Claudette was touched, both by his
words
and his charming
manner.
She
26

had coached to pull a

thanked him for the compliment, inscribed a photograph and gave it to him.
What a dear old fan he was! But where
in the world did he come from, she was
wondering silently. How did he get past
the iron gates of the studio where guards
stand watch every hour of the day? How
did he locate her dressing room of the
many on the lot?
"Yes, ma'm, you certainly have been
my favorite actress for a long time," the
old man continued. "I'll never forget the
first time I saw you. It was at the old
%Bi)ou in Boston and my mother held me
on As
her the
lap!"old silent titles used to say,
"came the dawn" for Claudette. The
visitor was an extra whom
somebody

gag.
Director
Mitch
Leisen, probably; it sounded
like one of his brainstorms.
"Thank you, that's very sweet of
you," she smiled, handing him the photograph, "but I'm afraid you have made a
mistake.
That
must
have
been
my
Yes sir, you can have her world
famous gams, or legs as they still are
daughter]"
called
in polite society. (Limbs in
politer!) You can have her big brown
eyes with their naughty come-hither lure.
You even can have her enchantingly
throaty voice which no one ever has
been able to describe properly. I'll take
Claudette Colbert's matchless sense of
humor!
To see her in public, you'd never suspect she had one. Sense of humor, I
mean. She is reserved, dignified. She
walks like a queen and talks like a queen.
She is a queen,
[Continued on page 53]
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April in PariS — An American countess stops to
buy a fragrant bouquet. Thinking of sparkling
complexions, the Countess de la Falaise

Spring in the Garden is fun for

says: "Pond's is my choice. I use it to help
keep my skin soft and smooth— glowing!"

problem to her. "It's so simple
to cleanse and freshen my skin

Miss Sally Anne Chapman,
Philadelphia deb. Skin care is no

a

r
SNf —

Bevy of Bridesmaids—
Marjorie
Fahchiid's
attendants
are carefree!
Jean Stark
(ex-

treme left) is quick to grasp the new smart
skin care. "The 'skin-vitamin' is necessary
to skin health. It's thrilling to have it in

—with Pond's."
Pond's."

FOLLOW TODAY'S
SMART SKIN CARE—

NOW YOU CAN
CREAM EXTRA
"SKIN-VITAMIN"
DogWOOd Means Spring— "It's loveliest in Philadelphia," says Mrs. A. J.
Drexel, III. And when skin is lacking in Vitamin A, the "skin-vitamin,"
it gets rough and dry. "That's why this vitamin in Pond's Cold Cream
is such good news to me," she says.

BOND'S
..« PONDS

Vitamin
necessary A,tothe
skin"skin-vitamin,"
health. Skin thatis
lacks this vitamin becomes rough

Spring House Party at the University of Virginia. Miss Lucy Armistead Flippin, charming southern belle, takes "time out" between dances to capture the magic of the night!
"Pond's is traditionally famous. It was a natural choice for me. I use it to soften my
skin so make-up looks glamorous!"

and
dry. Butit when
is restored,
helps "skin-vitamin"
make skin soft
again. Scientists found that this
vitamin, applied to the skin, healed
wounds and burns quicker. Now this
"skin-vitamin" is in every jar of
Pond's Cold Cream! Use Pond's
night and morning and before makeup. Same jars, labels, prices.

* Statements concerning the effects of the "skin-vitamin'' applied to the skin are based upon medical literature and tests
on the skin of animals following an accepted laboratory method.
CopyWirht, 1939. l'und & £\t
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Squire of
Belleigh Acres
With something less than complete
seriousness, Edward Everett Horton,
matinee idol and farmer, discusses
life in the great out-doors on his ranch,
one of the show places of the Valley
By

SERENA

BRADFORD

B

He took off his twenty-gallon piazza-brimmed straw hat —
and derned if 'twasn't Edward Everett Horton! He hi'sted up
his galluses, sat down on the top step, gave the justly famed double-look tohis farflung ranch acres, and began to talk about life
in the Valley . . .
Life on a ranch in the San Fernando sector, only a couple of
traffic tickets beyond Hollywood; the Valley where men are stars
and stars are farmers, where there are more swimming pools than
tractors, where I wouldn't be surprised if there's gold-diggers in
them thar hills, and where the crops roll up big and pretty as an
income tax. Gentlemen (and ladies too, of course), I give you
The Valley.
"When I got into pictures," Squire Horton was
know I was headed for the farm. But some of
to own farms in New England, and they thought
thing.
into the Valley so I could raise hogs and really

a-sayin', "I didn't
my relatives used
I ought to get out
amount to some-

"They felt that making faces at a camera was silly, and talking
into thin air on the radio was absurd. They said they wanted me
to do a man's work, roping calves or something, like a real Western rancher.
"I kept telling them you make more faces roping a calf, from
what I'd observed, and say more things into thin air, too, but
finally I bought this place so we could retire here sometime if we
had to. Retiring is all right, but none of us had had a good night's
sleep since we moved to Belleigh Acres. Yes, I called it Belleigh
Acres
and was
He drew
a sighI correct!"
deep as an oil well (yes, oil comes into it, too)
and gazed about him. On a little hill, his white house stands next
to the white house of his brother, which
[Continued on page 40]

The Squire, just back from England, gets a welcome from the
rare and very old lead eagle
which
decorates
his garden

Elizabeth shows how your baby can grow
Babyhood . . . thriving on Clapp's Strained Foods

17 Varieties of
Clapp's Strained Foods
Every food requested and approved

>

by doctors. Pressure - cooked,
smoothly strained but not too liquid—a real advance over the bottle.
The Clapp Company— first to make
baby ence
foods—
has had 18 years' experiin this field.

Elizabeth — 4 Months. . ."Here's her first
really good picture," says Elizabeth Harkrader's
mother. (Elizabeth lives in Westfield, N. J., where
a study in infant feeding took place recently.) "I
had just begun to feed her from a spoon then.

Elizabeth —
and beginning
time this was
thing inthose
She was nice

10 Months . . ."She was creeping
to pull herself up on chairs, at the
taken. She just gained like anydays— more than a pound a month.
and solid, too, so that you could

She'd had Clapp's Baby Cereal about a month
and was beginning Strained Vegetables. My, how

see that her Clapp's Strained Foods gave her the
vitamins and minerals that a baby needs. She was

she used to chirp when she'd see them coming!"

getting all the Strained Foods by this time."

Soups
—Vegetable
Soup • Baby
Beef Broth
Liver Soup
• Unstrained
Soup
Strained Beef with Vegetables.
Vegetables
Spinach • Peas— Tomatoes
• Beets • »Asparagus
Carrots
Green Beans • Mixed Greens.
Fruits — Apricots • Prunes • Apple
Sauce.

J

Cereal — Baby Cereal

Runabout Age . . . protected by Clapp's Chopped
\

Foods

11 Varieties of
Clapp's Chopped

>

Foods

More coarsely divided foods fur children who have outgrown Strained
Foods. Uniformly chopped and seasoned, according to the advice of
child specialists. Made by the pioneer company in baby foods, the
only one which specializes exclusively
in foods for babies and young children.
Soups — Vegetable Soup.
Junior Dinners— Beef with Vegetables Lamb
•
with Vegetables • Liver
with Vegetables.

Elizabeth — 1% years . . ." 'Our little nudist,'
her Daddy calls this picture. We were very lucky
then, for just as she got too old for Clapp's Strained
Foods, they started to make Chopped Foods.
They're coarser, you know, help the child to learn
to chew. But they're cut up and cooked and seasoned, exactly the way the doctors advise. It was
lucky for me, too— Chopped Foods certainly save
no end of work!"

CLAPP'S
STRAINED

FOR

PARADE

Elizabeth — 3% years . . ."This is her latest
picture. She goes to nursery school now and she's
so self-reliant and helpful — bathes herself, and
even feeds baby brother. She still gets Clapp's
Chopped Foods, and the grocer has some new
ones— Junior Dinners— that she just loves. Beef
or lamb, cooked with vegetables and cereals, and
very good. I wish everyone with little boys or girls
of Elizabeth's age could know about them!"

BABIES

BABY

OF PROGRESS

CHOPPED

FOR

Vegetables
— Carrots
Beets • Green Beans
• Mixed• Spinach
Greens.
Fruits— Apple Sauce

• Prunes.

Free Booklets— Send for valuable
information on the feeding of babies
and young children. Write to Harold
H. Clapp, Inc., 777 Mount Read
Blvd., Rochester, N. Y

J

FOODS

YOUNG
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This is a story about one of the fantasy folk under contract
to Walt Disney Studios. It isn't Donald Duck, who gets into
more trouble than Peck's Bad Boy; or Pluto, whose gallant heart
is bigger than his napping ears; or even heroic Mickey Mouse,
who is equally successful at dragging maidens from distress and
laughs from a hard-boiled audience.
Instead we tell about "The Barnyard Nightingale," the character Madame Clara Cluck, the singing chicken, who has done
more doubling than a stunt man in a western picture and who

her health would not stand the grinding pace of an operatic
career.
|

The lure of grease paint could not be denied, however. "I
knew I'd have to find something that no one else was doing,"
Miss Gill told us. "One day while I was busy about the house,
y
I Bstarted
to hum 'Swanee River' and quite unconsciously began
to cackle in tune. When I realized what I was doing I burst out
laughing at the ridiculous effect.
"Then, I thought to myself, if a hen could sing, what would be
the most incongruous type of music for her? The answer came
— Opera! I secretly worked on several numbers and then called
on the Disney
Studio
for an audi-

has been everything from the opera singer of Mickey's Grand
Opera, to all three of The Three Orphan Kittens.
Mickey, Donald, Pluto, and Minnie, were joined by another
because an English singer decided to take
a trip to India — via California. This singer,
Florence Gill, is now known for her soprano chirrups in many of the Disney cartoons.
MAH
JOR
Af I KM
Before Miss Gill became a double for
1E
a chicken, she had an impressive musical
Florence Sill wanted to bring
education as a background. Her theatrical career started in a German boarding
pleasure to the world by being an
school. Appropriately enough, consideropera star . . . and she has done
just that, but with the strangest
ing her present work, Miss Gill's first performance was in the immortal children's
supporting cast a singer ever had
classic Little Red Riding Hood. And
Florence was the tiny heroine who almost
fell
ing. prey to a wolf in grandma's clothWhen she returned home to London,
Florence put in five arduous years of
training at the Royal Academy of Music
in London. Her father had a magnificent
voice and her mother had been a concert
singer. Talent was handed down to her.
As a hobby Miss Gill began to imitate
chickens, pigs, cats, dogs and all kinds of
animals. The amateur animal imitator,
though, was looking forward to one thing
— opera. Renowned as a concert, oratorio,
and light opera singer, Miss Gill dreamed
that some day she would tread the boards
as a lead in opera, but later realized that
30

She was not the only person to have
the Disney Studios in mind. Her audition
day.
Undoubtedly
it was a that
weary,
tired group
particular
was *ke forty-second
of executives that listened to the English
actress. Florence did a pig and a parrot
say.
andtion."
— but let's hear what Florence has to
"While I was doing a kitten, I heard an
outburst of laughter from one side of the
room. I looked and there was a big cat
walking toward me answering my meow.
When the laughter had subsided, I turned
to Mr. Disney and asked if he'd like to
hear
a chicken
sing." puzzled, 'a chicken
" 'What,'
he asked
sing?
■

Never heard of it, but go ahead!' "
So it was that a noted English singer
came to be a successful part of the

many sided Hollywood world. Walt Disney not only heard "a chicken render
opera," but he spotted what he knew
would be good audience material.
Of her many roles with Disney, her most
appealing was probably that of the little
kitten in The Three Orphan Kittens, who
gets stuck in
[Continued on page 47]
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Marvelous
Matched
Makeup
brings new
a 1 1 u re !

Powder,

rouge, lipstick, keyed

to the

color

of

eyes!

your

514 \f\\a
MARY: What! Choose my powder by the
color of my eyes, Claire?

MARY: It's wonderful on you, Claire! But
your eyes are blue! Mine are brown!

MARY: And they found eye color is the
guide to proper cosmetic shades, Claire?

CLAIRE: Yes, and your rouge and lipstick,
too, Mary! Really, until you try Marvelous

CLAI RE : Mary, whether your eyes are brown,
blue, gray or hazel, the Marvelous people
have just the shades for you! They tested
girls and women of every age and coloring —

CLAIRE: Exactly! So they created powder,
rouge and lipstick keyed to your true personality color — the color that never changes.
It's the color of your eyes!

CLAIRE: And wait till you try Marvelous
Rouge and Lipstick, Mary! Marvelous

MARY: Marvelous gives a thrilling new beauty instantly! You can get the Powder, Rouge,
Lipstick separately (Mascara, Eye Shadow,
too) — but for perfect color harmony, getthem
all! Just order by the color of your eyes! At
drug and department stores, only 55tf each!
(65( in Canada)

Matched Makeup, you don't know how
flattering a harmonized makeup can be!

CLAIRE: And Mary, Marvelous Matched
Makeup is everything you've ever dreamed
of! You'll adore the powder! Silk-sifted for
perfect texture, it never cakes or looks
"powdery" — clings for hours — gives your
skin such a smooth, suede-like finish!

Rouge never gives that hard, "splotchy,"
artificial look . . . just a soft, natural glow!
And Marvelous Lipstick is so creamy and
protective . . . yet its color lasts and lasts!

marvelous^wmakeup
KEYED
RICHARD

HUDNUT,

By Richard Hudnut
TO THE COLOR OF YOUR

Depl. M, 693 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

My eye» are Blue □ Brown D Gray Q Hazel Q Name
Please send me my Marvelous Matched
Makeup Kit — harmonizing shades of powder,
Street
rouge and lipstick in generous trial sizes. I
enclose 10£ to help cover mailing costs. City
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Not in the Script
Some of the funniest scenes never reach the
screen and here are a few facts about current pictures that you'd never guess unless
you went behind the camera during shooting
By

JERKY

ASHER

With all due respect to those mental giants who whip up
movie plots, the accidental things that happen when they
shoot a scene are ofttimes much more amusing than the original
script. When you and you watch the glamour kiddies dream it
up romantically on the screen of your local picture palace, you
can't possibly guess what funny things actually happened when
the scene was made.
For instance, when Hedy Lamarr had her
first eating scene to do in her second movie, the action called
for her to walk into an automat with Spencer Tracy, select her
food, sit down and eat it. What's more, Hedy is one
girl with a figure who doesn't have to worry.
So
every time they shot the scene, Hedy didn't
nibble away as some of her sexy cinema
sisters are prone to do. She ate the food
and she liked it. Being a mere infant
Below, Shirley Temple looks <
in the mighty
business
of making
moving
pictures, Hedy
didn't know
that assistant directors sometimes go
stark raving mad when there are

lighted with an eating scene, but
what really happened never shows
in The Little Princess. At the bottom, Melvyn Douglas and Virginia
Bruce look calm, but they weren't
when things went wrong with the
tray. Above, Ray Milland in Hotel
Imperial looks the spirit of carefree
gaiety, but that is not the half
of it! The gentleman playing for
Jeanette MacDonald in Broadway
Serenade is Lew Ayres. Would you
guess that his feet are freezing?

eating s*cenes to be done. The extra
people, who are the real troupers of
Hollywood, work up good healthy appetites. Along towards noon, food used
on sets has a way of mysteriously disappearing. Ofttimes production is held up
while they send to the commissary for additional provisions. After the third take, Hedy
ran out of food.
A good trouper is Hedy, so
she just reached over and took some of the food that
was resting on a serving table. Director Frank Borzage started
the cameras.
The two stars sat down at a table and went to
work. With her first bite of food, Hedy made a face that would
have frightened little children.
Spencer Tracy gave it a big take
and then burst out laughing.
Between the two of them they
broke up the scene completely.
No one had thought to explain
to the Lamarr-velous one that the prop food was only for show.
To keep away the people on the set, and to give the food that fresh
shiny appearance, the prop man had sprayed it with a nice
mixture of mineral oil and Flit! After that, Hedy couldn't even
stand the thought of another bite. So when you see the scene
on the screen, Hedy will be looking as beautiful as ever. But
Spencer will be lapping up all the gravy.
Nelson Eddy and dignity are synonymous. Over a period of
years the great singer has kept his place as an artist and a gentleman. Never once has he broken faith with his millions of fans.
In his quiet forceful way, Nelson has remained true to type and
never turned to crazy comedy. So it is difficult to connect the
singing star with any situation that isn't entirely dignified.
Still in Sweethearts there is one scene that would be even
funnier if all audiences were in on the truth. Nelson sings a
song while the stagehands move scenery all around him. He has
to duck to keep from being hit. He has to jump back and forth
to keep them from mowing him down. Finally he has to stoop
quickly to keep from getting clunked over the head.
Time
and again they took this scene.
Some
little thing

would always happen at the last moment
and it would have to be done again.
Finally, one especially good "take" got
under way. Nelson went through his
gymnastics beautifully. But, as he stooped
to carry out the action, only a kindly fate
and a long protecting cape saved the situation from low comedy. His tights had
split, and there was nothing to do but
sing. Nelson carried on for the sake of
good ol' Metro. The director called it a
perfect scene. When you see it on the
screen, if you'll look closely you'll note
an amused twinkle in Nelson's eyes.
History tells us that "Carlotta" was
really mad. But historians should get a
load of Bette Davis, who is portraying
the ill-fated Empress in Juarez. For
days Bette worried over the scene where
she faces Napoleon the Third and for the
first time shows signs of her insanity. As
far as Bette is concerned, it is the most
important scene in the picture and she
just had to do it right.
Came the day of the shooting and Bette
arrived on the set. She was all made up
and wearing the sleek black wig that is
part of the characterization. Because the
full gray wool dress she wears is so heavy,
Bette decided not to put it on until they
had rehearsed and were actually ready
to shoot the scene. Wearing 1939 slacks,
polo shirt and sandals, along with her
period wig, Bette presented an amusing
appearance as she threw her heart and
soul into the rehearsal.

SUSAN: Mercy me, this telegram says our
newly weds are in trouble again! Mollie wants
to pack her bags and come here.

MATILDA: I told you that marriage would
hit the rocks if she didn't get wise to herself.
Come on — we haven't a minute to lose!

Finally at four in the afternoon, Director Dieterle announced that the actors
would "talk." Bette hurried to her portable dressing room and donned the huge
costume. All day long she had grown
used to the freedom and comfort of
slacks. Now she was behind a closed
door, ready to make an entrance as the

SUSAN : But I'm scared to death of these flying
machines. Why can't we send Mollie a telegram instead?

mad "Carlotta," when the word was said.
There was a deathlike stillness on the
set. Bette's great moment had come. She
drew a deep breath as the red warning
light went on and the scene actually
started. Slowly Bette opened the door.
Her face was distorted with fear. Trembling she took a step forward, got tangled
up in the voluminous folds of her dress
— and fell flat on her face! What Bette
said next was never said by Carlotta in
history. But the accident broke the terrific tension and completely snapped Bette
out of her nervous state. You will never
see this scene on the screen. But you
will know why the one just like it, will
put Bette in line for another Academy
award.
■

MATILDA: Don't be a ninny! I've told her a
million times Jack wouldn't nag so much if
she'd only keep tattle-tale gray out of his shirts
and
Now I'm going to show her how
to dothings.
it.

SUSAN •. H-m-m-m! I'm not frightened a bit any
more. We ought to do more flying, Matilda.
MATILDA: The next flying we'll do is on our
feet — straight to Mollie's and then to her grocer's. Once she stops using those weak-kneed
soaps that leave dirt behind — and changes to
Fels-Naptha Soap— she'll be rid of tattle-tale
gray in a jiffy !

Bfefore Hollywood claimed him for a
star, Ray Milland was a cavalryman

in the personal guard of England's King.
So he was pretty thrilled when his role
in Hotel Imperial called for him to do
some stunts that would prove how he
could ride. Eventually he was hurt
badly, when a defective saddle strap sent
him headlong onto the cobblestone street.
But of course this will never appear in
the picture.
But before the accident, on the first
day he had to ride to be exact, Ray really
proved that the Millands can take it.
Wanting to appear at his best in the daz-

MOLLIE: Hey, forget those dancers a minute

work for me. Not a trace of tattle-tale grav now !

and look at Jack's shirt. It's just marvelous
how white my washes look since Fels-Naptha's
richer golden soap and gentle naftba went to

JACK : That isn't all the good news, darling
Did
you honevmoon
tell these two
another
cruise?cupids we're taking

BANISH
COPR.
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"TATTLE-TALE GRAY"
with FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
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zling Italian uniform, Ray decided that
a bit of sun tan would give him a nice
healthy glow. It was the middle of December, and Ray was positive that even
California's unusual weather could do
him no harm. So he went out on the sun
deck adjoining his bedroom and did a

was one of those nice homey little bits
of business that Mitch Leisen handles

Gypsy Rose Lee.
Three hours later Ray awakened from
his nap. The sun had set behind the hills.

Smokey was bored by the whole procedure until Ameche got beaned with the
kidneys. No one but Smokey. knew that
Don Ameche had been bringing dog biscuits to the set every day. A pal was
in distress and Smokey tore to the rescue.
If only the scene that followed could fit
into the finished picture! The actor playing the butler ended up clinging to a

Into Ray's consciousness came the realization that somewhere closeby there was
a raging fire! When Ray sat down to
dinner that night he did a slow burn. And
he was still burning next morning at five
after nine, when he swung himself up
into his saddle and prepared to shoot the

w~
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"My Diary
tells me
to take S.S.S. Tonic this Spring"
&

4

"I know from experience
I will be happier when I
feel better and look better."
And the reason for this is quite
simple, because when you have rich,
red blood coursing through your
body, you possess genuine vitality .. .
the means to strength . . . energy . . .
and that assurance of well being.
for that tired-let-down feeling
Worry, overwork, undue strain, colds,
and sickness often reduce the blood's
strength and vitality.
But you may rebuild this strength
by restoring your blood to normal,
in the absence of an organic trouble,
with the famous S.S.S. Tonic.
improves the appetite
Further, S.S.S. Tonic whets the appeti e . . . foods taste better . . . natural
digestive juices are stimulated, and
finally, the food you eat is of more
value ... a very important step back
to health.

Buy and use with complete confidence and we believe you, like others,
will be enthusiastic in your praise of
S.S.S. Tonic for its part in making
"you feel like yourself again."
At all drug stores in two sizes.
You will find the larger size more
© S.S.S. Co.
economical.

Mn tlu cfyUtuj tola
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first day's scenes. „ When Ray got home
that night, he had more blisters than
there are closeups in a glamour girl's
picture. When you see Ray riding to
glory on the screen, just be glad that
you
can't feel his pain from where you
are sitting!

so well. Smokey wasn't even working
that day. But Claudette thought that he
should be on the set to learn all he could,
so long as he was to have an acting
career.

chandelier, and Smokey's acting days are
now a thing of the past. He didn't get
paid anyway, because he isn't a member
of the Screen Actors' Guild. Claudette
doesn't mind supporting a pet pooch. But
canine actors are definitely out!
■

■

To get to those eating scenes again,
Shirley Temple is no different from
thousands of other little girls when you
sit her down in front of a big tempting
dish of ice cream. Just as they were about
to film a big birthday party sequence in
Little Princess, someone remembered
how Shirley had eaten two turkey legs
and too much stuffin', on a recent picture.
So, until they got to the actual closeups,
the prop man really went to town. Mashed
potatoes colored with beet juice made the
most wonderful strawberry ice cream for
any little girl.
The director warned Shirley not to eat
the "Ice Cream" until they moved in for
a closeup. Shirley gazed at it longingly
until the camera's started grinding. Now
this is where Shirley Temple is different
from any other little girl. The cold
mashed potatoes in her mouth were a
shock, of course, but being the splendid
little trouper that she is, she went right
through the scene without a flicker of
an eyelash to indicate her surprise and
disappointment.
Everyone on the set expected her to
cry out. When she didn't, at the end of
the scene they gave her a big round of
applause. Shirley herself joined in the

Expectant movie fathers always behave in a strange manner.
But Melvyn Douglas gave it the works when Vir-

ginia Bruce pulls that "baby talk" in
There's That Woman Again. On the
screen you see the proud papa to be,
carrying a tray of breakfast to the little
woman, who is about to become the
mother of his child.
They start shooting the scene and Melvyn does his stuff. In fact, Melvyn overdoes his very excellent stuff. The tray
gets out of control and a glass of tomato
juice makes Virginia look like she is a
fugitive from the Marx Brothers!
|

Watch closely when you see Lew
Ayres play the piano in Broadway
Serenade. This particular scene was a
retake and just a tiny corner of the set
had to be built again. All the sound
stages were busy at the time. So a board
floor was built over the ice rink that was
used in Ice Follies. Lew at the piano, had
to play some hot music and speak a few
lines. But every time he started to talk,
the ice-cooled air made his breath photographic. Finally they had to put
screens around Lew and electric heaters
at his feet. On the screen he will look
cool, while they tried to keep him hot.

laugh. The scene couldn't be used because Shirley wasn't supposed to eat the
"Ice Cream" then. And Shirley said she
was sure she could do the scene much
better anyway, when they used the really
real stuff!

It isn't supposed to be a funny scene.
But it was more than funny, watching
them take it.

|

friends knew about it. There's a scene
where Ralph Bellamy with gun in hand,
throws his arms around Ann and makes
love to her. The gun goes off accidentally
and is supposed to get a big laugh. Not
taking any chances with their valuable
property getting shot where no lady
should ever be shot, the prop department
made Ann a nice bullet-proof petticoat.
You've heard of tin underwear, but this
is the first time it was ever fashionable

So far as Claudette Colbert is concerned, one celebrity in the family is
quite enough. When Director Mitch
Leisen, (who knows how to put on the
dog) insisted that a part be written into

Midnight for Smokey, Claudette's French
poodle, the star reluctantly gave in. Right
from the start Claudette knew that
Smokey's sensitive nature could never
stand up against the exasperating demands of her art. But Smokey seemed
to like it— until one day.
They were taking a scene where the
butler walks in and hits Don Ameche
over the head with a pan of kidneys.
It
Save — and be safe!

Buy Nationally Advertised Groceries

■

The most unusual
bit of feminine
finery was worn by Ann Sothern in
Trade Winds. But not even her best

in the movies. You'll have to take Ann
Sothern's word for it— that it's only a
passing
fad!NOT
And its

in the script!

Selling Danger by
the Day
[Continued from page 23]
they felt it was
well worth
while.
Stunts and stunt men, you see, are vital
to action films, and, as a rule, it's the
action films that make the most money.
Stunts are a special province. Even with
all the courage and good intentions in the
world, nobody can perform them successfully week after week except the
people who have devoted years to learning
how. Therefore, when the script calls for
a leap from a mountain top, or for the
overturning of a car at high speed, the
casting office summons one of these men —
or women — who commit "suicide" every
day and get away with it.
Stunts are hazardous stuff, but they are
worked out beforehand to eliminate as

Confound it ! If its good enough
for me... its good enough for him!
How a young couple learned the
modern way to bring up their baby.

much of the hazard as possible. "It isn't
just, 'So help me, here we go!' " Harvey
Parry explains, "we figure every angle."
A stunt man despises the hot-headed amateur who runs an unnecessary risk. Most
of the A-l stunters have refused, from
time to time, to do jobs which involved
almost certain injury. The experts
"take a chance" — at least, not what
consider such — and 18 of the
notchers, banded together loosely
semi-social organization, recently

won't
they
topin a
were

JANE: For mercy's sake, Sid..! Are you losing
your head?

JANE: My goodness! ... The idea of giving
that child a dose of your oivn laxative!

SID: Now, wait a minute. Don't fly off the
handle!

SID: Look here, Jane. He needs a laxative,
Mine
So what's the harm in giving
him a works.
bit?

JANE: Plenty, my dear NIT- WIT. You see, I

JANE: He said that the modern method of
special child care, calls for a special laxative,
too. He said an adult's laxative can be too
harsh for ANY tot's immature system... even,
when you give it in smaller doses. He recommended Fletcher's Castoria.

granted insurance by Lloyd's. They pay
about the same rate as police or firemen.
"Stunt men," says Harvey Parry, capping
it, "are the slowest-driving motorists on
the road. They know what cars can do!"
The "Gay Lady" brawl wasn't the only
scene in Dodge City (well named!) which
required the skill of stunt experts. Half
a dozen of them went on location at
Modesto and, among other activities, let
themselves be shot off horses.
Sam Garrett was of this number. He
is the world's champion roper, and can
rope cattle while standing on his head.
So was George Williams, whose horse,
Goldie, at a certain signal will fall down
at full speed and roll over on its rider.
Cute pet, eh? For an end-over-end — that
is, he goes over the horse's head and the
horse somersaults over him — he draws
$250. For letting the horse roll over on
him he draws about $300, depending on
whether the ground is sand or rock.
Williams did 90 per cent of the falls in
The Charge of the Light Brigade.
One of the most exciting Dodge City
stunts out on location was the burning of
a baggage car with several cowhands inside. Dangerous, but the stunt men moved
fast, Tight through the flames, and made
it without casualties. Another good moment was when Cliff Lyons, for $250, fell
off a hearse that was careening over the
prairie with a kidnaped marshal in it.
Several of the men also jumped from
moving trains to the backs of horses, for
from $75 to $100. Naturally, the sums vary
according to the importance of the feat.
Sailor Vincent was paid $25 for letting
Ann Sheridan kick him in the chest,
Buster Wiles $50 for letting Errol Flynn
throw him through that door.
It's merely a matter of learning how,
what and when, the experts explain. Of
PARADE

just came from the doctor's. I told him about
the trouble we were having with Bobby. And
I asked him what to do.
SID: What did he say?

JANE: He said Fletcher's Castoria is a modern laxative . . . made especially to suit a child's
needs. It has no strong, purging drugs and
won't cause cramping pains. He said it's on
the safe side, yet very thorough.

SID: Man alive— look at him go for it! . . . And
with that finicky taste of his!
JANE: The doctor was right . . . Fletcher's
Castoria has a wonderful taste . . . Thank
willingly! we found a SAFE laxative he'll take
heaven,

C^aA/H^^IZ

CASTORIA

The modern

— SAFE — laxative made

especially and
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course there are few actors (stunt men
don't consider themselves actors though
often they play "bit" parts) who have the
training to do stunts although good gymnasts and athletes like Victor Jory, Guinn
Williams and Alan Hale are adept at these
things, and Jimmy Cagney in a recent picture made a flying leap to a horse's back
"just for fun." Many of the regulation
stunters are former rodeo stars, others
were circus men.
For example, Yakima Canutt, one of the
best, was a champion cowboy and rodeo
king; Allen Pomeroy, a college athlete;
Duke Green, a professional diver and
acrobat. Otto, Victor, and Tom Metzetti,
who did a majority of the falls down stairs
and off roofs in Gunga Din, were circus
stars. Paul Mantz, Tex Rankin, Fred
Clark, and Dick Grace have gained first
rank reputations for "airplane stuff." They
do wing -walking, crashing planes, swinging by ropes, whatever you care to suggest. Paul Mantz did that terrific power
dive in Wings of the Navy. Clark in Devil
Dogs of the Air brought a plane down
and bounced it gaily over two ambulances
at the airport.
■

Hollywood admires the stunters tremendously, knowing they have saved
many a picture from the curse of the
commonplace, yet on the stages they are
regarded with well-justified suspicion.
Accustomed to danger, they are inclined
to play sort of rough when several of them
get together.

Some of these practical jokes have become famous. On location for the Valley
of the Giants, his fellow stunt men tied
Sailor Vincent — an unusually sound
sleeper — to his bed, put smoke bombs
around and waited. When Sailor woke
to find the room full of smoke, he jumped
right out the second story window with
the bed strapped to his back. Even half
awake, he remembered to relax as he fell
and escaped unhurt, but he threw an awful
scare into his playmates.
B

When the Kid from Kokomo was
shooting, stunt man Harvey Parry was
supposed to be knocked unconscious during afight. By prearrangement, Parry pretended to be really unconscious. He remained all doubled up while they carried him to a spot on the sound stage
near Joan Blondell.

"Is his back broken?" somebody inquired. "I'll fix it!" said stunt man Allen
Pomeroy. He seized Parry's limp form
and vigorously bent it backward, as if
to straighten it. A most horrible creaking and crunching of bones was heard.
The joke succeeded too well. Joan, who
hadn't noticed the apparatus from which
the creaking came, passed out cold.
Ah, well. Just carefree pranksters At
that, each and every one of them admits
you have to be "a little crazy" to make
stunts your living.
Yet, if you met these people, you'd
never think they were "a little crazy" or,
for that matter, addicted to dangerous

/"Colgate's special
penetrating foam gets
into hidden crevices
between your teeth. It
helps your toothbrush
clean out decaying
food particles and stop
the stagnant saliva odors that cause
much bad breath. Besides, Colgate's
soft, safe polishing agent cleans
enamel— makes teeth sparkle. Always use Colgate Dental Cream —
regularly and frequently. No other
dentifrice is exactly like it."
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exploits. Harvey Parry, for instance, who
plays the violin and has a young daughter in art school, lives sedately in San
Fernando Valley. Outside working hours,
he won't even trip over a garden hose.
Cliff Lyons, a six-footer, speaks in a gentle
voice, likes early American furniture, and
owns one of the most charming little
homes in Hollywood.
Olive Hatch of the long, dark hair — for
all the stunters are not men — is a graduate of U. C. L. A., a former newspaper
woman, national champion in the 100meter free -style swim, member of the
Los Angeles Athletic Club team that holds
the world record for the relay (swimming) race. Her specialty is leaping to
the backs of horses ridden by Buck Jones,
or falling over backward in chairs as she
does in The Girl Downstairs. And there's
Mary Wiggins, poised and beautiful, who
holds the women's professional high diving championship of the world, flies a
plane, and thinks nothing of dousing gasoline over herself, setting herself afire,
in an ordinary garageman's suit, and diving from an 86-foot platform into three
feet of water, the surface of which is
covered with flaming gasoline. She does
this to amuse the customers at county
fairs.
H

A mad crew, my masters! Yet ask
them about their "most dangerous
stunt" and they'll tell you seriously that
there isn't such a thing. They've planned
them all in advance with painstaking care

and tried to eliminate every peril. So ask
about the "most difficult stunt." We-ell—
"Once," said Harvey Parry, "in The
Eleventh Hour, I made a 110-foot dive into
the sea. I had to clear 20 feet of protruding cliff and try to land when the wave
was in. With the wave in, I had 12 feet of
water. With the wave out, about 4. From
that height, it takes you around three seconds to fall, and you're hitting the water
at 80 miles an hour. It needed figuring, but
I made it okay. Only, at that, there was a
piece of wood swirling around in the wave.
It hit me in the chest and knocked me

A Neglected Wife
is almost always guilty of
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ONE NEGLECT

Most good divers, he explained, hate to
out."
jump from heights, instead of diving, "because they get the sensation of falling."
He has been national diving champion
and national amateur boxing champion.
And he is, by the way, a fatalist.
No wonder. Because after jumping and
diving from masts and cliffs, after skidding and overturning cars and running
locomotives off tracks, and coming out
practically unscathed, he slipped from a
six-inch high sidewalk in Call of the Wild,
and broke three vertebrae. The greatest
contrasts he's known were his stunts in
Call of the Wild and They Made Me a.
Criminal. For the first film, Parry and
Duke Green had to break the ice to get
into a river for a boat smash scene, with
the temperature 22 degrees below. For
the second film, Parry had to run the tops
of box cars at Palm Springs in summer,
with the thermometer at 135 in the shade.
The rungs of the iron ladder on the cars
were so hot they burned his hands, even
through gloves.
Parry is a fine boxer, and is in great demand for fight scenes. He says that in
pictures he has lost "three world championships! knock
I
'em down often, but
I never win. I've been in over 100 fights
and never won yet. In The Irish in Us,
Cagney and I fought for three days under
the hot lights. Both of us were in good
condition, but Cagney lost 9V2 pounds and
I lost 5."
Many times Parry, like other stunt men,
has missed disaster by a hair. But he
never has been nearer it than in The Conquerors when, with Ann Harding, he did
a runaway-team scene. When the wagon
broke up and overturned, Parry got hit
on the head. Somewhat dazed, he knew
that he must race back along the railroad
track and pull a dummy from the ruins
of the wagon before a locomotive, coming
at 40 miles an hour, struck it.
"I was confused and couldn't judge the
distance between the engine and myself,"
he said, "I rescued the dummy, but I could
have touched that engine as I jumped
away from in front of it."
■

And, still speaking of risks. . . . "The
amateur is the risk," Parry added.
"The youth who turns somersaults down
on the beach and believes his friends

when they say, 'You ought to be in pictures.' The biggest risk of all is the ambitious extra who tries to horn in on the
scene and musses up a stunt you've spent
weeks in making safe, like the extra who
grabs a chair and throws it in a fight, not
PARADE
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to kiss

her good-bye, and
never. shows the little
signs of affection which
mean much to a wife.
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HE NEGLECTS
panionship

the com
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to have; shows no interest in her daily
problems
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her own neglect
was really the
cause of his
indifference

NEGLECTS

the sentiments
that are dear to
her; forgets anniversaries and
special occasions
to which she has
looked . forward.
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IF there is any doubt in your mind about
feminine hygiene, ask your doctor
about "Lysol". Some of many reasons
why it has the confidence of so many doctors, nurses, hospitals, and wives, are . . .
1. Non-Caustic . "Lysol" in proper dilution is
gentle, efficient; contains no free caustic alkali.
2. Effectiveness . "Lysol" is a powerful germicide,
active under practical conditions; effective in the
presence of organic matter. 3. Spreading ."Lysol"
solutions spread due to low surface tension; virtually search out germs. 4. Economy . "Lysol" is concentrated, costs only about It an application in
proper dilution for feminine hygiene. 5. Odor .
The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears after use.
6. Stability. "Lysol" keeps full strength no matter
how long it is kept, or how often it is uncorked.
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SHE

LOOK

stunning?

realizing that a stunt man will throw the
right chair — a breakaway — or else not hit
anyone. When a .star makes a mistake,
they do a retake. But if the stunt man
makes a mistake, usually they have to

space — only one — between those rocks
which would almost exactly fit his body.
That's what he aimed for, and if you suppose it's a cinch. . . .

getDuke
another
boy."
Green,
who among other accomplishments can fall off a horse at the right
time and place, frightened Parry and the
rest of them half out of their wits not

9J Stunters say it's the little, unconsidered things that make the hazards.
The forgotten milk bottle on the ground
when you put a car through a brick wall.
A stray nail. An electric light globe that
may drop on your head. Mary Wiggins

long ago. He fell off the horse, but unexpectedly the horse fell on Duke. When
they picked the stunt man up, he was

YES— AND

I THOUGHT

out of sight

SHE

BECAUSE

making dreadful sounds: "Awrgh! Awrgh!" After a minute, with people bending anxiously over him, he gave a mighty

KEPT

wriggle and exclaimed: "Doggone it! I
swallowed
my hardest
tobacco!"stunts figured out
Two of the

OF—

by Cliff Lyons were a jump into an automobile, and a jump from the top of a dam.
The automobile jump, from a roof to the
car, was a fussy thing because Lyons had
to jump at one angle while the car at 45
Do you deny yourself the pleasures of social gatherings for the same reason? Then why not give
SIROIL a chance? SIROIL has been the means of
relieving thousands of similar embarrassments. It
tends to remove the crusts and scales of psoriasis
and relieve other of its discomforts. If or when
your psoriasis lesions recur, light
applications of SIROIL will help
SIROIL
keep them under control. Applied
externally, SIROIL does not stain
clothing or bed linen-nor does it
interfere in any way with your
daily routine. Offered to you on a
two weeks satisfaetion-or-moneyrefunded basis. Avoid imitations.

miles an hour was going at another. "If
we'd both been traveling in the same
direction, it wouldn't have been anything,"
he explained modestly.
The leap from the dam was tough.
Lyons often had made higher leaps, but
the rocks at the dam's foot were a menace.
By painstaking measurement he found a

Only 19
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10-Day Trial— Easy Terms

now was centered in Hollywood and in
the early twenties the movies entered their
golden era.
The war had given Hollywood a domination of the world's film market. Its
coffers were overflowing. Picture budgets
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New Special
Way To Shampoo
Blonde Hair!

were as lavish as the stars' personal spending sprees on clothes and cars and
swimming pools. Typical of the times
was Charles Ray's outlay of $60,000 for a
crystal bathtub from Tiffany's.
The flapper with her bobbed hair, short
skirts and easy, gay manner was the
symbol of the jazz age and came to life in
the person of Colleen Moore in Flaming
Youth and other sprightly stories. Later
in the decade Clara Bow was to take up
the torch from Colleen and sizzle through
such successes as The Fleet's In; rowdy,
red-headed Clara Bow, the personification
of what the sensational novelist, Elinor
Glyn, enigmatically dubbed "It."
makes
a montage of
of stars'
in Memory
a reel of
recollections
those faces
who
brushed fame in the twenties: Constance
Talmadge and Antonio Moreno; Norma

Even the loveliest blonde hair can lose its original
childhood beauty with the years. Remember, blonde
hair requires special care. Its texture is so delicate
that ordinary shampoo methods may cause it to
fade, streak or darken.
Do what millions of other blondes do. Use New
Blondex, the special shampoo that washes it shades
lighter and brings out the full radiant loveliness, the
lustrous sheen and highlights that can make blonde
hair so attractive. New Blondex costs but a few
pennies to use and is absolutely safe. Fine for
children's hair, too.
Get it today at any good store.
THE BLONDE HAIR
SHAMPOO

/^BLONDEX
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all echo Mary's, "Definitely NO!" when
asked if they advise other boys and girls
to take up stunting, "Too much strain,
mental and physical, for compartively too
little pay." Come right down to it, nothing really can pay you for the stuff you
do as a stunter. Not, you understand, that
any of the stunt men or women crave any
other sort of work. . . . No, siree!

[Continued from page 25]
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than any man in the movies and she's done
it not only in the movies but at numberless county fairs. She has done 125 motorcycle wall crashes and 30 auto wall
crashes. At one stretch in fairs, she turned
over 77 cars in 11 weeks, one a day.
Yet, though they all say the hazards
are eliminated as much as possible, they

The First 50 Years

SIROIL- AT ALL DRUG STORES

Only

says risky
diving,asafire,
into a motorcycles
flaming pool isn't
so
crashing
into
houses or overturning cars. She has overturned more cars — at high speed, too —

Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien; Dorothy
Mackail and Jack Mulhall; Aileen Pringle
and Lew Cody; Marguerite Clark, Wallace
Reid, Corinne Griffith, Vilma Banky,
Milton Sills, Bebe Daniels, Mary Miles
Minter, Bert Lytell, Blanche Sweet,
Conrad Nagel, Reginald Denny, Richard
Dix, Betty Bronson.
It was a period rich in splendid pictures,
those last few years before sound, and
out of the mists of yesterday unroll vivid
little scenes as souvenirs; Ramon Novarro
romantically rattling his sword in The
Prisoner
of Zenda; John
Barrymore
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proudly slapping his top hat in Beau
Brummel; Marion Davies flirting from
beneath a poke bonnet in Little Old New
York; John Gilbert waltzing Mae Murray
in The Merry Widow, making passionate
love to Greta Garbo in The Flesh and the
Devil and teaching Renee Adoree how to
chew gum in The Big Parade.
Cecil De Mille turned from the bedroom
to the Bible for inspiration, and produced
The Ten Commandments and The King
of Kings. Lon Chaney made make-up an
art and leered through The Hunchback
of Notre Dame and The Phantom of the
Opera. Francis X. Bushman came back
from the past to bask a little while longer
in the limelight of Ben Hur.
Charlie Chaplin deserted comedy for
the director's megaphone on the sensitive,
subtle A Woman of Paris featuring Edna
Purviance and Adolphe Menjou, and then
skipped back before the camera for The
Gold Rush. Janet Gaynor and Charles
Farrell made tender love beneath the rooftops of Paris in Seventh Heaven and Ernst
Lubitsch deftly demonstrated that sex was
witty as well as wicked in The Marriage
Circle.
A German made picture, Variety started
Hollywood talking about camera angles,
and audiences about its star, Emil
Jannings. Beau Geste with Ronald
Colman, Neil Hamilton and Ralph Forbes
made fighting seem very romantic and
What Price Glory? with Victor McLaglen
and Edmund Lowe, made war seem an
ugly
waste.the promising younger players
Among
just breaking into pictures were Joan

Crawford, Myrna Loy, Norma Shearer,
Gary Cooper and Buddy Rogers.
By 1924 Hollywood had begun to suffer
a boomerang of its own publicity. Every
time a beauty contest was held the winner
packed her bathing suit and loving cup
and headed for the Coast to show Mary
Pickford what was which. Young ladies
starred in high school plays succumbed
to the idea that they could outdo Pola
Negri in emotional acting with one hand
strapped behind their backs.
The fluffy heads of every community
became obsessed with the idea that once
they could transfix a director with their
fawn-like eyes, he would keel over
weakly and make feeble gestures indicating they were to be given a choice part
and $1,000 a week. Every small-town
sheik, with his patent-leather hair, bellbottomed trousers and garterless socks,
knew in his heart that, as a great lover,
he could make Valentino look like a gasoline pump.
So they poured into Hollywood, an army
of hopefuls, a few to find occasional work
as extras, the rest to give Los Angeles and
its environs the reputation of having the
prettiest waitresses and handsomest hoodlifters in the country.
Harry Leon Wilson wrote the Hollywood of this period into history with his
satirical Merton of the Movies, which was
in turn a novel, a play and finally a film
which featured Glen Hunter and Viola
Dana.

■

It was in 1926 that Hollywood began
to watch, first with skepticism and
then with concern, the signs of an
approaching revolution in the industry.
Warner Brothers were experimenting
with a sound device called the Vitaphone,
and in August of 1926 presented a canned
musical accompaniment to John
Barrymore's latest venture in tights, Don
Juan. The picture was prefaced by a prologue which revealed the tonsils of several
grand opera singers, a symphonic
orchestra and Elder Will Hays actually
talking from the screen.
Hollywood was impressed but unconvinced.
Then a year later, in October of 1927,
Al Jolson in The Jazz Singer, part silent,
part talking feature, blared out noisy
proof that the microphone had come on
the set to stay. The first all talking film,
Lights of New York, followed quickly.
And all of Hollywood climbed aboard
the band-wagon of sound.
For a while the industry was in an uproar. Pictures went out half talkie, half
silent. Howard Hughes in one highhanded gesture scrapped a million dollars
worth of negative on Hell's Angels and
spent a million more on a sound version
which introduced the famous platinum
locks of Jean Harlow.
A wave of musicales- flooded the screen
and then subsided while fans were still
whistling the hit tunes from The Broadway Melody, the most impressive of the

list. Producers scrambled for stage actors
and the rights to established plays.
■

And
then Hollywood
regained
its
balance and settled down to produce
a series of distinguished films.
Ann Harding, with an enchanting performance in Holiday, set the pace for the
screen's new recruits. Maurice Chevalier
intrigued the matinee trade with his
accent and his songs in The Love Parade
and Gar bo spoke (the press agents added
an exclamation point) in Anna Christie,
which brought Marie Dressier bustling
back into the headlines. George Arliss
contrived a new dignity for the films in
Disraeli and Ruth Chatterton's broad a's
were heard in Madame X, Will Rogers
became a star in the talkies because of a
drawl that had been lost in the silent days.
In 1931 Clark Gable strode into the spotlight in A Free Soul. In 1932 Katharine
Hepburn flamed across the Hollywood
horizon in Bill of Divorcement and in 1933
Mae West slouched into the number one
spot
at the boxoffice with She Done Him
Wrong.

■

For fans who craved less small talk
and more action, the old fashioned
Western was taken out of its chaps and
sombreros and re-outfitted in the pinchback coat and derby of the gangster cycle.
Guns that once had been holstered on the
hips of Bill Hart and Tom Mix were now
sheathed beneath the checkered vests of
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Paul Muni, James Cagney and Edward G.
Robinson in such quiet little social discussions as Scarface, Public Enemy and
Little Caesar.
When the pendulum swung again (given
a good swift push by Elder Will Hays and
various organizations for the promulgation of purity) it was into the good clean
air of Louisa Alcott and Little Women,
and when the smoke of the gangster cycle,
and the powder puffs of Miss West, had
cleared away from the boxoffice it was
found that Shirley Temple was enshrined
as the nation's new idol.
It Happened One Night romped away
with just about all the Academy awards
for 1934, bringing "Oscars" to its stars,
Claudette Colbert and Clark Gable; its
director, Frank Capra and its scenarist,
Robert Riskin. The same year's film fare
was brightened by The Thin Man with
William Powell and Myrna Loy and One
Night of Love with Grace Moore.
David Copperjield, with Freddie
Bartholomew; Top Hat, with the talented
terpischoreans, Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers, and Naughty Marietta, with the
vocally vital Nelson Eddy and Jeanette
MacDonald were among the most popular

Two luxurious, air-conditioned trains
Thru Rocky Mountain wonderlands.
• The Scenic Limited . . . via America's
travel wonder, the ROYAL GORGE.
• The Panoramic . . . via the famed
MOFFAT TUNNEL Scenic Shortcut.

offerings of 1935, and Robert Taylor's
autograph became increasingly sought
after.
In 1936, Mutiny on the Bounty, with
Charles Laughton, Clark Gable and
Franchot Tone; Mr. Deeds Goes To Town,
with Gary Cooper and Jean Arthur and
The Great Ziegfeld, with William Powell,

Qo one Route . . . Hetutntke Othel
Air-conditioned coaches, tourist or standard Pullmans between Chicago and California; between
St. Louis, Kansas City and Ogden, via Denver,
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Salt Lake City. Free
Pillows. Delicious meals in coaches as low as:
breakfast 25c, luncheon 30c, dinner 35c.

V
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Myrna Loy and Luise Rainer, drew the
loudest plaudits from the critics and in
1937 Rainer and Paul Muni in The Good
Earth; Spencer Tracy in Captains
Courageous and Norma Shearer and Leslie
Howard in Romeo and Juliet were strong
magnets
that drew quarters to the cashiers'
tills.
Last year two English films, The Citadel
and Pygmalion served notice that Hollywood has a rival in production worthy of
respect and attention.
|

To celebrate its fiftieth birthday this
year, the motion picture is to present
the life of its inventor, Thomas. Alva
Edison. The film will be released in two
parts and thus far only the actor to portray
Edison
Rooney. as a boy has been selected, Mickey
Fifty years of films! The ghosts of
yesterday's stars fade again in the mists
of memory. Names that filled the billboards a generation ago are hardly known
to the fans of today. Forgotten now the
Clara Kimball Youngs, the Warren
Kerrigans. The parade of magic names
shuffles on and one wonders who, of the
Garbos and the Gables of today, will still
hold the power to thrill the memory when
the golden jubilee of the movies has given
way to a diamond jubilee.
One figure alone seems ageless. One
star alone gives promise of scampering
with undiminished glamour about the
screen
Mouse. fifty years from today . . . Mickey

H. I SCOFTELD. Pasaongor Traffic Mar.
475 Equitable Bldg., Denver, Colorado.
Please send iree illustrated booklets of the
scenic routes ol the Rio Grande Railroad.

Squire of Belleigh Acres
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in turn stands next to the white houses of
.several other relatives. From their hilltop, the Horton clan look off at rolling
country something like New England, with
lots of trees and flower beds around the
houses and lots of High Sierras beetling
in the distance. Birds twittered, grass
smelled sweet, and a black chicken busily
scratched up what looked like a bed of
particularly choice posies.
"Chickens, for instance," Farmer Horton
went on, his ascetic features a trifle grim,

RAILROAD

"they are a strange animal. They will leave
stuff you buy for them to eat and grub. up
the best geraniums, but will they swallow even one snail off the rose bushes?
Not a chance! Instead, they repay your
hospitality by laying an egg in the grass
under the eucalyptus tree where they
know you are going to sit down hard after
a long day at the studio.
"Still, I studied up seriously on poultry.
I was determined to have the best poultry
in the Valley.

H^

[ "Do you realize," he inquired with
that earnest Horton look, that 97 per
cent of the chickens in the world today

! L C Smith & Corona Typewriters Inc
I Desk 5, 161 Almond St., Syracuse, N.Y.
Please send me free folder describing
Speedline Coronas.
| Name

I Address
LI City.

never know a mother's care? I made up
my mind that the chickens at Belleigh
I

-
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State

J
J

Acres" weren't going to be mere incubator
orphans, deprived of parental guidance,
but it turned out that a third of the mothers were unnatural creatures that walked
coolly off the nest and into the lettuce

Save — and be safe!

patch and then would not come back.
"One day I picked up eight abandoned
eggs and rushed them to the incubator,
and bye and bye those eggs turned into
two pheasants, three guinea chicks, a
goose, a duck, and a turkey. I treated them
kindly, but the pheasants flew away to
Guy Kibbee's yard, and the guinea hens
made so much noise we gave them to Don
Ameche,
and them
he gave
them to" Stanwyck,
Al Jolson,
and he gave
to Barbara
and she gave them to a zoo.
■

"Now, cattle I can understand," he
remarked meditatively. "Hog -tie a
steer, and you really have something, but
our feathered friends are just a crossword

puzzle so far as I'm concerned. Take
Oswald, our ostrich. Fans are always sending things to movie people, and Oswald
was one of those things. He was only a
little fellow when he came into our lives,
but he grew so fast he could knock me
down, after a few months, with one kick.
If only we could have sent him to college
and got him on the football team! Oswald
was always hanging round the back door
and kicking. It got so I'd cross the back
yard at a dead run to the first fence. Sometimes Ireached it before Oswald booted
me over. Sometimes not.
"We were rolling along nicely, crops
coming up and so on, when we got our
burglar scare. Things were missing. All
kinds of things. Spoons and hammers and
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thimbles and even the kitchen alarm
clock. It was very baffling. Very.
"I was pretty tired one night after a long
session at the studio, so I went to bed early
to snatch a good night's sleep. I'd slept an
hour when all of a sudden something woke
me with a start. It was the kitchen alarm
clock, good and loud.
"The alarm grew louder and louder,
then faded away, and still I couldn't locate
it. The thing was uncanny. I fell into bed
again. In a few minutes the alarm went
off again, so loud I nearly jumped out the
window. Again I hunted. Again no luck;
and no sleep, either, for ever so often
during the night I was scared awake by
that alarm.
"At dawn I solved the mystery. There,
outside my window, stood Oswald, his profile toward the rising sun, and in his long
neck bulged a suspicious appearing lump.
Apparently he had reached that neck in
the kitchen window and plucked off the
clock. Even as I glared at him, trrrrrrrr-rrrrrr! went a shrill bell in his gullet.
Oswald jumped almost as much as I did,
hiccuped and sauntered away.
"I was ready to shoot him, but it wasn't
necessary. He ate a pair of garden shears
and cut his own throat.
| "Speaking of garden shears," he observed, "reminds me that I decided
not to have an ordinary farm, but to grow
unusual stuff. I planted peanuts, for example, and tobacco, and all the strange
vegetables you ever heard about. Then

the gardener fell into the spirit of Belleigh
Acres, developed a Luther Burbank complex, and decided to invent a few vegetables of his own.
"One time as I dozed in the hammock, I
kept hearing a putt, putt, putt, on the ell
roof like a patter of machine gun bullets.
Lazily I glanced around, to see objects like
huge green bumblebees whizzing through
the air in twenty directions. One came,
plop! on my chest and immediately leaped
into the air again and soared over toward
the barn.
"But I'd caught a clear glimpse of it.
The thing was a Brussels sprout!
"Naturally, I could hardly believe my
eyes. I sprang from the hammock and
went to the acre where we had planted the
Brussels sprouts. I had to dodge flying
sprouts the entire way. It was actually
dangerous. There were more sprouts in
the air than in the ground. They'd leap
from the earth, light a few yards away —
perhaps on a fence pos£ — then they'd truck
a few seconds as if they were listening to
a good swing band, and be on the wing
once more.
"The explanation was simple. The gardener had been raising Mexican jumping
beans on the sly. He'd planted them beside the Brussels sprouts patch, and the
jumpers and sprouts had amalgamated.
That whole season we had to pick our
Brussels sprouts with a fly swatter.
"That was the afternoon before we
discovered oil on the ranch, same as
they do in the movies . . .just exactly the

same! I first saw it floating on the irrigaation ditch, then I came to a place where
the ground was sopping with it. So we
bought a lot of machinery and started to
drill and we had gone down a couple of
hundred feet when one of the neighbors
strolled over. 'Oil well!' he guffawed.
'This is where that picture company built
an imitation gusher when they were here
on location, doing that film about Oklahoma, two or three months before you
"It was
bought
the dusk
ranch.'by that time, and I was
covered with oil smears, so I went for a
plunge in the pool. I dove into that water
and landed on something rough and big
that snorted, and I came out so fast I didn't
even get wet. The gardener, a kindhearted chap, had put two half grown
alligators that a fan sent us from Florida
into the swimming pool so they would
feel at home. We gave up raising our
own luggage the next day."
| The impression was growing that
Farmer Horton was not taking his
move back-to-the-land very seriously.
"That's right," agreed Squire Horton
happily when we accused him of farming
for gags rather than for gold. "That's
absolutely right. The by-product of conversation at the ranch is very superior.
Very. Not to mention the exercise. You
know, this getting back to nature is a
strenuous thing, because Nature, in her
quiet cosmic way, has a habit of getting
back at you!"

Her Mirror Cant Tell Her Wty
She's ltn/m&/iMjyve

Stay on the safe side with Lifebuoy
SO Without
often the
first one
to be guilty
of "B. .O."
is the
know.
realizing
it, anyone
may offend
. . and
loselastoutonein to
romance
or business. How foolish to offend when it's so easy to play safe.
Careful people refuse to take chances. That is
why so many men and women depend on Lifebuoy
to keep them fresh. Lifebuoy in the daily bath
stops "B. O." It contains an exclusive ingredient
not found in any other popular toiletsoap. Women
say Lifebuoy's grand for the complexion, too.

Use Lifebuoy Daily.//x^w^"
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Turning Around On Two Bits
■

An oasis of misery stood in the middle of the room, flinching at the
sounds of laughter, entirely panicstricken. The name of the oasis was Bill
and the cause of his misery was an unaccompanied quarter, a lone wolf of a
twenty-five cent piece, a veritable hermit
of a coin, that cowered in the otherwise
empty cavern of his pocket.
At first glance, Bill didn't see any way
out. And it didn't help him any to realize that the whole thing was his own fault.
If only he hadn't written such glowing
letters to pals in his home
town; if only he hadn't
boasted about getting a job
so quickly in Hollywood;
if only he hadn't hinted at
a fabulous salary but had
written the truth, instead:
that his weekly stipend at
Universal was exactly
$22.19, just barely enough
to keep body and wallbed
together! If only he hadn't
largely promised to show
the sights of Hollywood to
the gang any time they
cared to visit the town!
Now, hail, hail, the gang
was here . . . Joe and Frances, Alec and Joan. Bill
listed his assets: plenty of
food in the kitchenette; a
tankful of gas, and a quarter. His liabilities consisted of four friends rarin'
to "do" Hollywood; payday
four days off, and a bad
front tire. Bill prayed for

What happened when out
of town friends demanded
to be shown Hollywood
and
By
one frantic young man had
only a quarter to spend, is
an amazing insight into
entertainment short cuts
WINIF
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anemia becoming known; and he wanted
to show the gang a good time.
Guidance came from Joe. "Hey, look,
Bill," he said, "our old arrangement of
Dutch Treat still stands. But for gosh
sakes, take us places where it won't cost
a dollar
every cried
time with
we draw
Bill almost
relief.a breath."
Good old
gang. Good old Joe! He bustled around,
making sandwiches and drinks, and postponing the moment of hurling the gang
upon Hollywood until he got his thoughts
completely marshalled. By the time
Frances said, "When do we
start?" he had the afternoon's trek all mapped out.
"Bet you want to see the
studios, first of all?" he said
confidently. "Nothing much
shooting on Saturday, but
if we're lucky, we'll run
into a couple of stars somewhere along the
he turned
the line,"
car and
out
toward the valley where
Warner Brothers beautifully landscaped studio
nestles against the towering
foothills. From the winding roadway, the gang
could see the vast sound
stages, and the outdoor sets,
the size of administration
buildings and storage spaces.
Then came an inspiration
to Bill and a thrill to the
gang.
Bill ran
remembered
road that
close to the
the
Lakeside Country Club,
turned into it, and there
was Bob Burns, whanging
home a 230 yard drive.

guidance. He couldn't bear
the thought of his financial

Center, romantic Olvera Street
where stars go for Mexican food,
dishes, shoes and entertainment

La Brea tar pits, death traps for prehistoric animals, yielded
these skeletons of fantastic "first settlers,"

now on view at

Exposition Park
Left, more fun than a circus may be had with a bag of peanuts

■HHHHHBHsHna

at "Monkey Island"

"On the way to the other studios, I want
to show you Hollywood's very first settlers," said Bill mysteriously, and headed
for Wilshire Boulevard. He stopped by
what looked like an ordinary park. The
La Brea Tar Pits. Admission free! Here,
in the heart of the Sequin and Sable
Cinecity, are pits filled with tar, thick,
black, oily and gummy. In prehistoric
times, these pits trapped and preserved
unwary three-toed horses, dire wolves,
saber-tooth tigers, giant sloths, shortfaced bears, mastodons, horrible killer birds and reptiles. There are about 91
pits. In one alone, scientists found 270
skulls besides some human remains. Bill's
gang leaned on the low stone walls that
now surround the pits, and watched a
mysterious pin-point of light appear in the
evil-looking liquid blackness, and then
another and another. The points slowly
swelled from within until they were recognizable as bubbles. They got bigger and
bigger and thinner and thinner until,
almost transparent, they began to wave
about in the wind flashing the most beautiful colors. Then they burst and the edges
settled sluggishly into the tar again. It
was all very ugly and beautiful and
eerie. But what a horrible way to die!
What terror the trapped animals must
have felt as they threshed frantically
about in the slowly-sucking stuff, each
frenzied movement only miring themselves in deeper.
"Now we'll see 'em minus the tar," an-

nounced Bill and drove the gang to Exposition Park where is housed the largest
and most interesting collection of fabulous prehistoric animals in the world.
Admission free! After getting a collective crick in the neck gazing up at tremendous lengths of vertebrae, Bill drove
the gang to Magnetic Hill, overlooking
Hollywood. This hill was supposed by
Indians to contain a magnetic stone
strong enough to draw vehicles uphill.
Bill turned off the engine of his car. It
coasted UPHILL. He turned it on again
and the car labored DOWNHILL in low
gear. The feeling was so disconcerting
and fascinating that they kept the car
going up and down for half an hour, while
Bill explained that it was all an optical
illusion created by the peculiar geographical formation and placement of the
surrounding hills.
Twilight was falling swiftly when they
turned into the glittering, fortune-studded
Sunset Strip where, in 1870, land sold
for $1.25 an acre. Until nine o'clock, Bill
parked near entrance to Cafe LaMaze,
then the Cock 'n Bull, then the Bublichki,
Selznick's, and A Bit of Sweden, and the
excitement of seeing fourteen real stars
drive up, climb out of cars and go on a
forage for food made them forget their
own took
appetites
until for
eight
o'clockAt when
Bill
them home
dinner.
9: 30
he drove them to one of the enormous
sports centers on Beverly boulevard
where they played miniature golf, ping

pong and badminton for 25 cents a game.
Bill thanked his lucky stars there were
five of them. Being extra, he begged off,
refusing to spoil their games, and scouted
around looking for well-known players
to point out. He found three.
■

When Bill went to bed that night, the
gang had seen quite a bit of Hollywood and he still had his quarter. He
lay awake until well after midnight, planning his twenty-five cent program for
Sunday. If they had only let him know
they were coming, he could have written
in advance for tickets, which cost nothing, to Chase & Sanborn's radio hour with
Edgar Bergen, Charlie McCarthy, Nelson
Eddy and Don Ameche. And he could
have written for admission cards to Huntington Library and Museum. Here are
hung some of the most famous paintings
in the world, including Gainsborough's
"Blue Boy," and here, resting in the
guarded sanctuary of dust proof glass
cases, are rare and valuable ancient books
and original documents.
Before he went to sleep, Bill thought
of so many places of interest and little
or no admission that he wished the gang
had a week in town.
H

He could have taken them fishing off
the pier at Malibu. Here, for 25
cents, you can sit all day with a jack pole
and a bucketful of live bait or some

newspaper-wrapped

shrimps and absorb
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FAMOUS

ART MODEL
reveals radiant
beauty in her hair
this thrilling
new way!

due to the greyish, sticky film (bathtub ring)
all soap leaves on hair. But now, with this
amazing new Drene Shampoo, see that ugly
film swept away at a single washing! Your
hair's
true beauty,
glamorous natural sparkle
and brilliance
revealed!

MISS HARRIET DE BUSMAN
famed in Europe and America for her
exotic beauty — says:

"I've really been thrilled at photographers'
compliments on my hair since I started
using Drene Shampoo! They tell me my
hair is simply sparkling with natural
highlights now — so it's easy to get the
glamorous effect wanted. And Drene leaves
my hair soft and manageable so it can be
set in any style desired right after washing!" '
NO MATTER how dingy, dull and drylooking your hair may be — the thrilling
experience of this famous art model may be
yours! For dull-looking hair is most often

Drene works its beauty wonders because it
contains an amazing, new, cleansing ingredient
never before used in a shampoo! Not a soap —
not an oil, Drene leaves no dulling film itself
on hair. Nor greasy dust-catching film! Cleans
away dirt, grease — even loose dandruff flakes!
Leaves hair so sparkling clean, that lemon,
vinegar or other after-rinses are unnecessary!
There are now 2 kinds of Drene. Use Regular Drene if your hair is oily. Otherwise, use
the new Special Drene for Dry Hair (leaves
even fine hair silken-soft and manageable for
flattering new hair styles). Refuse substitutes!
No soap shampoo can give Drene's revolu-
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tionary results! Drene is the only shampoo
licensed to use its safe, patented, cleansing ingredient. Approved by Good Housekeeping.
Guaranteed by Procter & Gamble. At drug, department, 10(4 stores; at your favorite beauty
shop— insist on Drene. Thrill to its glorifying
results!
why it's America's
shampOO Seetoday!
Trade-Mark largest
Res. U. S. selling
Pat. Off.
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New SPECIAL DRENE FOR DRY HAIR
(Leaves Even Fine Hair Soft
and Manageable
REGULAR DRENE— for Oily Hair
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PROFITS

California's Vitamin D while fishing for
(and catching, too) flounders, sharks,
sheepshead and sanddabs. Or, for nothing, they could have gone in swimming
near the homes of Norma Shearer, Marion
Davies and Harpo Marx. Or he could
have taken them up to Mount Wilson
where the largest telescope in the world
is trained on other-world activities, and
where the sunset, visible from Santa
Monica to Laguna, is a thrilling, neverto-be-forgotten sight.

COSTS

BUDGET

TAXES

CONTROL

POLICIES

AUDITS

PLANS FOR
MANAGEMENT

BECOME AN EXPERT
IN ACCOUNTING
The demand for skilled bookkeepers and accountants —
men and women w\io really know their business — is unceasing. Business is in constant need of expert recording
and interpretation of matters relating to Auditing, Cost
Accounting, Business Law, Organization, Management,
Finance. Men and women who prove their qualifications
are rapidly promoted to responsible positions — earn real
salaries. The range is from $1,500 to $10,000 a year — even
to higher income-figures.

Send for Free Book —
"Accountancy, the Profession That Pays"
Why let others walk away with the better jobs when
in your home and in spare time you can equip yourself
for a splendid future in this profitable profession?
Preliminary knowledge of bookkeeping is unnecessaryOur free book fully explains how we train you from the
ground up, according to your individual needs. Low cost;
easy terms.
The facts about LaSalle training in Accountancy and
the opportunities in this highly profitable field are clearly
outlined in a 48-page book which LaSalle will send you
free. If you have the urge and the will to increase your
income, clip and mail the coupon NOW.

LASAuFin^
A CORRESPONDENCE INSTITUTION/
Dept. 530-HR,
Chicago/
I would welcome details of your salary
increasing plan, together with copy of j
"Accountancy, the Profession That
Pays," all without obligation.

□ Higher Accountancy
Other LaSalle Opportunities:

If more interested in one of the
fields below, check and mail now.
□ Business Management
□ Business Correspondence
D Modern Salesmanship
□ Law — Degree of LL.B.
D Expert Bookkeeping
D Business English
D C. P. A. Coaching
D Effective Speaking
Name
Present Position
Address

Age

his and
gangdrove
up atthem
nine through
o'clock
in Hethe picked
morning
Griffith Park, the largest municipal park
in the United States. Included in its 4,000
acres of beautiful mountain and valley
lands are three public golf courses, bowling greens, a cricket field, a zoo, picnic
grounds, airport, bridle paths, swimming
pool, baseball diamonds, tennis courts,
bicycle paths, bird sanctuary, a Greek
Theatre seating 5,000, and, on one of the
mountain tops overlooking the entire city,
the Planetarium, most modern of the
three in America. Admission to the park
and the fascinating exhibit at the Planetarium isfree. They could have seen the
Zeiss projector send the stars speeding
across a vast semi-spherical dome for a
quarter, but they decided to save that for
another afternoon.
When he finally was able to drag his
party away from the Planetarium, where
they became fascinated with the exhibit
of the moon, Bill drove them out toward
Universal City over Cahuenga Pass. It
was over this pass, in the 19th century,
that frequent revolutions by California
governors brought armies through Hollywood. In 1845, Juan Alvarado and Antonio Carrillo, grandfather of Leo Carrillo, marched 284 men through the pass
and, in a battle with Governor Michel -

torena, succeeded in killing two mules.
After the battle, according to Leo, both
parties got together and had a barbecue.
■

The next stop was at Hollywood's
latest rendezvous, the "Monkey
Farm," just around the corner from Universal Studios. Surrounded by a high
fence, the building's front looking like
a movie palace, its neon sign of agitated
simians one of the largest ever hung, the
whole ensemble painted glaring white
and baby blue, Monkey Island is just
what its name implies. On an artificial
island on which are built two artificial
mountains, each trimmed artistically with
artificial palm trees, 500 monkeys fight
and chatter, and hunt for fleas. A fifteen
foot moat surrounds the island and separates the spectators from their less inhibited ancestors who, without wires or
cages, enjoy a fine unobstructed view of
the humans. Under the "mountains" are
servicing halls and four monkey dormitories, all electrically lighted and heated
and air-conditioned. Very sanitary and
modern.
Bill, hoarding his quarter said he
wanted to see a friend who lived nearby.
The others all bought admission tickets
— 25 cents. Joe and Alec bought some
gas-filled balloons to which bananas were
tied. These they let drift over to the
island where hundreds of monkeys at
once pounced on them, and formed fivefeet tall hillocks of fighting little animals.
When Bill picked his friends up again,
he still had his cash reserve and the realization that he was doing a good job on
the 25 cent spree. Crossing the bridge
at Universal Studios, he deposited his
gang in the middle of the biggest housing boom enjoyed by Hollywood since
gold was first discovered twenty miles

To introduce you to a radically different Kind of
complexion soap we offer to send to you a full-sized
cake of this soap at the special price of only six cents
in coin or stamps.
The name of the soap is LACO Pure Olive Oil Castile.
It's different from ordinary soaps, because I.aco Is
made with 1110% pure imported olive oil. No other
oils, fats or greases of any kind are used in making
Laco. Because Laco is made with 100% pure olive
oil it Is unusually mild and gentle ... is recommended
for use on infants and for dry, delicate complexions.
No matter what soap you've been using, we believe
you'll like Laco better than any you ever tried. It
does an exceptional cleansing job, yet does not leave
your skin feeling dry or drawn the way some soaps do.
And Laco is really more economical— because each cake
last
lodaii.longer. Mall the coupon

Send

Only

6c

LACO
PRODUCTS
Inc.
Baltimore,
Maryland
Enclosed Is 6c. Please send me
a full -sized cake of LACO
Castile Soap.
Name

Address.

City

State...,
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Madeleine Carroll and Fred MacMurray

bask in the famous California sunshine after a dip in

the

Cafe

Pacific

Save — and be safe!

for a scene

in Paramount's

Society.

Buy Nationally Advertised Groceries

Not

even

a wetting

mars

her

beauty

away.
There model homes, completely
furnished, occupied the five for an hour.
| Further up Ventura boulevard they
found Charlie Ruggles' famous dog
kennels; the gold-fish farm; the rare bird
farm; the very spot where General
John C. Fremont and General Andreas
Pico signed the treaty that surrendered
California to the United States. Bill came
back over Cahuenga Pass where, in 1850,
the government sent a caravan of Smyrna
camels in an endeavor to solve the desert
transportation problem. Cahuenga Pass
runs into Hollywood boulevard at just
about the place where a major sheep jam,
in 1903, inspired a city ordinance that
prohibited bands of more than 2,000
sheep to be driven past the Hollywood
Hotel.
Bill had put up a basket of sandwiches
and they had lunch in the Japanese gardens, famous the world over for their
beauty. These gardens, conceived and
cared for by two brothers, cover an entire
hill overlooking Hollywood. The gardens
are pure Japanese in style, featuring
dwarfed trees and bushes. The whole
thing is terraced and paths pass by little
lakes, waterfalls and miniature forests
inhabited by quaint little carved figures.
The gang had lunch in a charming Buddha
shrine near a miniature bridge. Admission to the gardens is 25 cents, and Bill
felt lost without his quarter. He had
grown to be quite fond of it. At the same

time, he felt a large thrill
that he had been able to
such a lot of Hollywood at
Next he took them to an
range where, for 25 cents,

of achievement
show the gang
such little cost.
outdoor driving
you can whack

a pailful
of got
golfballs
yourby heart's
con-a
tent. Bill
out oftothis
pleading
sprained thumb. The next place on his
list was the Ostrich Farm, and panic enveloped him as they approached it, for
he had run out of dodges and he felt that
the great unmasking scene was about to
take place. For admission was 25 cents.
But again, good old Joe came to the rescue, insisting that this was his treat inasmuch as Bill supplied the lunch.
■

The next stop was the Southwest
Museum, where a long corridor of
miniature dioramas offers at least a

month's study, tracing in detail Indian
life from the days of the cliff-dwellers.
Bill passed up the alligator farm, the lion
farm and the butterfly farm, as time was
growing short, and hurried the gang to
Olvera street, bordering on the Plaza on
which still stands the Los Angeles Mission, around which Los Angeles was built.
On this street are still standing some of
the adobe homes of the first Spanish inhabitants, and you can buy fiery-hot
frijoles in the cellars where the Franciscan
fathers used to store their wine.
Olvera street
with
Hollywood
stars, is
andvery
everypopular'
night many
may be seen dining at Casa La Golon-

drina, or eating a tamale from a street
vendor, or purchasing Mexican sandals,
or wandering through the old Olvera
Adobe, home of a lovely lady named
Concepcion who, reluctantly though graciously, was hostess one week to an
American general and the next to a belligerent Mexican governor.
■

Well, the week end was over. Bill's
quarter was gone. In its stead was
the satisfaction of a job well done and
financial embarrassment well covered,
and the gang swore that they had seen
more of Hollywood for less money than
they dreamed possible.
"Come down again next month," said
Bill,
as the
he fights
bade atthem
goodbye. Legion;
"We'll
take in
the American

we'll go to the outdoor skating rink; we'll
take in the night auto races and a game
of soft-ball; there is rowing on Echo Park
Lake and we can go down to Long Beach
and go aboard a battleship. If you can
stay over Monday, we'll go through Max
Factor's place and see how they manufacture make-up and wigs; and the girls
can have the works at Westmore's Beauty
Salon. And the most money we'll spend
at any one place will be for a Zombie
cocktail at Don's Beachcomber Cafe. They
cost a dollar and Don won't serve more
than one to a customer — they're so strong.
As his friends drove away, Bill sighed,
"Whow!

army!"

With $10 I could entertain an

&

Jean Parker is blossoming out
as Hollywood's newest glamour girl.
Watch for her in the Hal Roach
production. "Zenobia".

ALWAYS
Copyright. 1939, byP. Lorlllard Co.

TUNE IN: Old Gold's "Melody and Madness" with ROBERT BENCHLEY and
ARTIE SHAWS Orchestra, Sunday nights, Columbia Network, Coast-to-Coast.
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Doubly protected by two jackets
of Cellophane. OUTER jacket
opens at BOTTOM of pack.
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Sugar
'n Spice
nice,

"Sugar 'n' spice, 'n' all things
Eleanor Powell, soon +0 be seen in

That's what little girls are
made of . . •"

*ALS'*e« CO- HOLMES ****•

CALL ME

SfT-TRUE

By ANN

m

am

The old jingle is especially true this
spring. For every little girl, and every
big girl, too, will make a point of being as
sweet as sugar and as fragrant as spice.
Eleanor Powell, as seen here, typifies
this trend. Her frothy white dress looks
like a bon-bon — and you can be sure that
there's plenty of spiciness in the perfume
with her necklace
of flowers.
G
»blending

AT 5 AND IO9 AND BETTER
DEPARTMENT
STORES
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NO DULL, DRAB HAIR
after using this amazing

4 PURPOSE

RINSE

In one, simple, quick
operation, Lovalon the
4 purpose rinse, does
all these 4 important
things to your hair.
1. Gives lustrous highlights. 2.Rinses away
shampoo film. 3. Tints
the hait as it rinses.
4. Helps keep hair
neatly in place. Lovalon does not
dye or bleach.
It is a pure,
odorless
hair
rinse, in 12 differen t shades.
Try it. You will
5 rinses 75i at drug
be amazed at
and department stores.
2 rinse size at I0<! stores.
the results.
Approved by Good Housekeeping, Bureau.

LOVALON
the 4 purpose
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vegetable Hair Rinse

VERNON
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STRONGER
MORE ABSORBENT

Honolulu, poses in a dress whose crisp
ruffles suggest spring and the light floral
perfumes that are popular for summer

If you want people to think you're a
mixture of "all things nice," your cue is
to appeal to their noses, to let perfume tell

You can't overdo it if you use the right
kind of scents, and use sense in applying
them. A bath twice a day, plus a perspiration corrective are the two foundation
stones of fragrance, because they prevent
unpleasant natural odors from infringing
on the delightful artificial ones you employ. You can make your bath the beginning of your fragrance campaign by
using a delicately perfumed soap and a
companion preparation that scents and .
softens the water at the same time.

the story. In order to do this you've got
The soap and powder I'm referring to
to stop thinking of perfume as something
come in two scents, one a light floral bouthat should be reserved for the first Tuesquet (that means the mixing of several individual flower odors) and the other a
day of every month — and start making it
a part of your every-day personality. Wear
spicy pine scent. The soap lathers proit as gallantly and proudly and constantly
fusely and each bubble provides fragrance
a.s your lipstick.
and cleanliness. The soap's fragrance is
Perfume should not be a mask. Nor a
deepened by the scented powder dissolved
timid gesture. Nor a blaring announcein the bath water, and its lathering proment. It should be a part of you. The harpensity isincreased by the water-softening
monious impression
properties
of the powyou make by your face,
der. A generous
size
cake
of
the
soap costs a
your clothes, your voice
and your personality
dime and a can of powshould be augmented
der, likewise.
Take your skin, hair and
The newest thing on
by the addition of fragfigure
problems
to our
rance. You can achieve
the anti-odor front is a
beauty editor.
She will be
this by introducing
cream perspiration stop
glad to advise you
free. ,
Vernon
fragrance in your bath,
with all these advanWrite
to Ann
tages: a nice, clean,
HOLLYWOOD
by scenting your linMagazine,
fresh
smell; no greasy
gerie, by clothing your
1501 Broadway, New
York
aftermath; no drying
body in a light but lastCity, and enclose a stamped,
ing sheath of perfumed
up in the jar. Besides
addressed
envelope
(U. S.
cologne, by scenting
which, it really does an
postage) for her reply.
your hair and the veil
excellent job of checkon your hat.
ing and deodorizing
Save — and be safe!

Buy Nationally Advertised Groceries

perspiration. It doesn't irritate tender
skin, even after shaving, and tests prove
that it's harmless to fabrics. Ten cents
for a trial size, 29 cents for a full size jar
. . . An all-important thing to remember
when using this or any other odor corrective, is to wash and rinse the skin
thoroughly first. Only then do you get
full satisfaction.
■

After your bath and deodorant have

been attended to, you're ready for the
first application of glamour — perfumed
cologne to you. Apply it from the neck to
the ankles, rubbing it dry with the palm of
your hand. It takes only a moment, and
with good colognes as cheap as they are,
it amounts to very little in expenditure.
But what a lovely all-over garment of
glamour it provides! All during the day,
the warmth of your body releases just a
hint of the perfume essence, but that hint
is enough to establish you in the "sugar
and spice" class.
You'll want to depend on the more
concentrated version of the perfumes
for these strategic spots: the base of your
throat, the nape of your neck, the temples,
eyebrows and the wrists. Dabs of the
perfume here turn you into a real work
of art. If you want the name of a Parisian perfume that is the last word in
allurement drop me a line. You can get
the scent, diluted, in cologne and toilet
water, or in bath powder, if you prefer

■

Harmony in your cosmetics is usually
much more of a problem than perfume
harmony, for there are so many confusing shades of powder, rouge, lipstick and
eye make-up to choose from. And often,
you find, they seem to change colors when
applied. Knowing this all too well, one
manufacturer has brought out sets of cosmetics scientifically keyed to each other
and to the color of your eyes, which
usually establishes your general "color
scheme." In Hollywood, where they know
and respect make-up as nowhere else in
the world, the stars have gone quite mad
about this sure fire cosmetic formula.
There are cosmetics matched to blue, grey,
brown or hazel eyes, which covers about
all the territory discovered at this writing.
Besides blending and harmonizing perfectly in color, the preparations are pure
enough to eat and as adherent as they are
pure. Each one, powder, cake rouge, lipstick, mascara and eye shadow, costs 55
cents; but there are introductory kits for
$1.10. Want the name?

that to "liquid refreshment" after your
bath. All of these are inexpensive.
The

THERE
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Fvery woman

Write to me before May 15th, please,
if you would like the names of any of
the products mentioned here. Enclose
a stamped addressed envelope (U. S.
postage) with your letter and send it to
Ann Vernon, HOLLYWOOD Magazine,
1501 Broadway.

IS NO AVERAGE

'

Something to Crow
About

cologne and toilet water are now out in
sample sizes for a dime.

WOMAN

[Continued from page 30]
the milk bottle. (You will remember
she was all three kitties.)
■

Miss Gill's dramatic work is not entirely limited to her imitations. Among
her character roles have been parts in
Every Night at Eight, Here Comes the
Band, Larceny on the Air, Welcome Home
and Way Down East.
Her appearances in other feature pictures are She Had to Eat, Mountain Music,

and an amusing bit in Marion Davies' Ever
Since Eve, in which Florence plays a
scrub-woman.
The title, The Barnyard Nightingale,
came as the result of a radio broadcast
over a Los Angeles station. Miss Gill
hadn't been able to decide on a name for
herself and her work. After the performance, a man stepped up to her and
said, "You know, I always think of you
as InThethis
Barnyard
manner Nightingale."
an unidentified man
identified Miss Gill.
Florence Gill told us a secret about her
work. She said, "I laugh at it, too. When
I see one of my pictures or hear one of
my recordings, I can laugh as much as
anyone else — wondering how in the world
any human being can make a noise like

— that!"
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Above,
one of the elaborate
camera
set-ups for some of the striking outdoor
scenes
in Wuthering
Heights.
Left,
Merle
Oberon
and Laurence
Olivier
in a tense moment in the Emily Bronte
story
which
features
David
Niven
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DEAR EDITOR:
Well, at last I finally got myself a taste
of what is sometimes laughingly called the
more abundant life, and as I sit here hunting and pecking on my Elsie Smith to tell
you about it, all I hope is that the day is
coming soon when I can get myself another bite of the same.
Eleven bucks per day for seven days in
a row adds up to seventy-seven bucks
which amount is nesting in my pocketbook
right now as a result of my 'extra' labors
in Mr. Sam Goldwyn's screen version of
Wuthering Heights, the Emily Bronte
classic. Merle Oberon, David Niven,
Donald Crisp, Flora Robson, Laurence
Olivier and a number of other screen
notables worked in the picture and earned
much more than I did, maybe, but I'll bet
they won't get as much enjoyment out of
their folding money as I'm going to get
out of mine. Seventy-seven bucks! Boy,
that's a powerful lot of money to do mischief with! But not one dime of it will
go to a dance-hall, and I'll tell you why
later.
I'll never forget those seven days, not

Save — and be safe!

Buy Nationally Advertised Groceries

Our favorite extra got into
trouble in a dance, and bitterly has made a resolution
about the next part be plays

if I hang around the studio alleys and
sound stages until the last "yes-man becomes the man who "no's" everybody.
Maybe I didn't go places, but I surely
saw things while I was employed by Mr.
Sam Goldwyn and I'll bet that when I
tell you what I saw on the very first day
I went to work you'll probably fall off
your chair and say: "And to think he got
I sneaked into Sound Stage No. 9 that
first morning
as quiet as a mouse sneaking
paid for it!"
up to a pound of cheese — and there, right
before me, was Merle Oberon taking a
bath! A very public bath, too, for I
counted as many as forty men standing
around.
Now taking a bath for a motion picture
is not the easiest thing to do, I discovered.
A vast amount of detail has to be observed.
For instance, Miss Julie Heron, one of
Mr. Sam Goldwyn's researchers, had to
thumb through a score of books on early
19th century English to learn how, and in
what, those delicate English ladies took
their Saturday night dips. Miss Heron
finally decided
that a copper
bathtub

was
one.
buy
with

in style, so Mr. Sam Goldwyn got
Then he had to send a boy out to
a half dozen huge copper pitchers
which to fill the above-mentioned

ing up a costume realistically." It still
seems
a mitethan
crazy
to me,
Olivier's
better actor
I am,
sure but
as sin,
so whya
should I criticize? Mr. Olivier, you may
recall, was here five years ago and, feeling that he had been insulted beyond all
endurance, packed up his kit and beat it
back to England. He said, then, that Hollywood gave him a perpetual headache and
that he'd never come back, but here he is,
a little more tolerant of Flickertown and

copper bathtub with water. (I'll bet you
didn't know that before the eighteenhundreds bathing was considered such
very bad taste that it was looked upon as
a vice!)
With the tub and pitchers provided for,
along with warm water and suds, William
Wyler, the director, got ready to shoot.
First of all, being a modest man, he ordered
the wardrobe lady and the hairdresser to
be blanket bearers, and the script girl to
be towel carrier. Well, these ladies in
waiting guided Merle to the tub. The
property man scrammed after he had
beaten the warm water into fleecy" suds
with a giant egg beater, and Director
Wyler began shooting after Merle was
safely buried in her cloud of foam. The
sequence was shot and re-shot six times
before the director was satisfied.
■

The second day started off with a
startling piece of off-stage action from
Laurence Olivier. A bunch of us extras
were walking behind the noted English
actor on the way to the sound stage. All
of a sudden and for no apparent reason
at all, Olivier flung himself full-length on
a dusty garden path. And the way he

tossed and turned you'd think his shirt
was full of hornets. He got up, finally,
smiled brightly at Director Wyler, and
said: "That's the only way I know of dirty-

its ways and giving a triple-A performance.
Once on the sound stage, about all I
did to earn my keep was to toss rice at
David Niven and Miss Oberon as they
emerged from the church.

were secretly married. Well, there Korda
was, a side-liner to this screen marriage.
I was watching pretty closely while tossing those handsful of rice, and take it
from me, he was pretty much embarrassed
— and that goes for Merle and David, too.
It took the full day for this scene to win
an okay from Director Wyler and when he
did so, come five minutes to quitting time,
Korda took Merle to dinner, and Niven
went home to his bachelor quarters.
■

I walked to work the third day with
Flora Robson the noted English actress who came to Hollywood to play the

featured role of Miss Oberon's maid, Ellen.
This Robson lady, by the way, is a horseplaying addict from barrier to wire, and,

■

There were a lot of interesting things
about that screen marriage that
weren't in the script.
In the first place, standing by as a spectator and watching her go through her
marriage lines with Niven was Alexander

while I don't think her "system" is worth
more than a discarded mutuel ticket, the
ladies may find some virtue in it since
she's more than $300 ahead on the Santa
Anita race meeting as we write about it.
"When I'm employed at the studio and

Korda, Merle's fiance.
In the second place, Merle and David
were coupled together two years ago in a
real life romance that came within two
flower girls and a bridal bouquet of marriage. But, like so many Hollywood romances, theirs faded and died. In the
meantime, Korda had been through the
divorce courts, and he recalled the girl
whom he had started on the road to stardom. No doubt Merle remembered him,
too. In any event, he came to Hollywood
and shortly after it was rumored that they

can't get out to the track," she says, "I
send out my niece, Helen Gay, with instructions to stand at the paddock and
back whatever horse looks at her. So far
Helen has attracted the stares of two longshots, the last one paying off $41 for a $2
ticket. Helen says this horse turned his
head completely around as he went to the
post that day, and when he got to the track
he glanced at her over his shoulder. So
there must be something in it!"
Well, that's Miss Robson's story, and
you're stuck with it.
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again, but it just can't be helped. Merle
is nice to look at, nicer to be with, and
doesn't care what's demanded of her, just
so it helps the picture. For instance:
All day long she let her pretty legs get
chewed up by a huge Great Dane dog.

Ht>N

And if you think that's fun try it sometime. After a couple of hours of "takes,"
Merle finally complained. "This dog acts
too hungry," she told the prop man. So
he changed the formula of the prop blood
on her legs by putting some vinegar in it.
Up until the change the blood had consisted of about eighty-five per cent chocolate syrup, and the Dane was satisfying a

TEHOER^^
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Now for the third day. You'll pardon
me, I hope, if I bring in Merle Oberon

SxtfrdSvit

D?Scholls Zino pads

sweet tooth like nobody's business — except Merle's. Even with the change in the
blood mixture neither Merle nor Director
Wyler was very much enthused about this
sequence. But they kept trying until late
afternoon when Merle finally hit upon an
idea that rang the camera bell at the first
shooting. In order to simulate an adequate expression of pain while the dog
was biting her legs, Merle ordered a property man to sneak up and give her ankle a
good twist. Believe me, he did. Merle
not only grimaced with pain, she howled
so loud you could hear her clear out to
Santa Monica. And you couldn't blame
her for it, either, for unfortunately, the
property man in his great zeal to obey the
command of the actress, grabbed a leg that
had been previously injured by an accident on location less than a week before.
David Niven, who is the greatest off-stage
gum-chewer in Hollywood, declared that
he had swallowed a four-stick chaw when
Merle's first screech hit the rafters!

[ And now we'll go into my dance.
There were four long days of it with
me doing nothing else but holding a cute
little gal in my arms, which sounds swell,
but believe me there are two sides to
being a jitterbug for the cameras! If you
don't think a guy gets mighty tired jigging
with the same partner for that length of
time you'll never pass as an expert on
the gavotte, polka, schottische or whatever it was that kept us going round and
round from morning 'til night. Honest, I
wore the soles of my shoes down so thin
that I could tell whether a coin was heads
or tails, just by standing on it!
My girl friend for the dance scene was
as cute as a button, and I got along in fine
style the first day, particularly after dance
director, Jack Crosby, took us over to a
dark corner and gave us a lesson or two.
And I kinda liked the way she hummed
"Waltz Me Around Again, Willie" all day
long, although Willie isn't my name, and
I told her so. But she began to loaf on
the second day, and while she didn't weigh
more than ninety pounds in her swim suit
she got mighty heavy come quitting-time
whistle. The third day she said I was getting on her feet, and I said she was getting on my nerves and Jack Crosby said
we'd better change partners on account he
didn't like his actors snarling at each
other. And now I've got waltzer's foot or
something and one place I'm not going to
leave my folding money is in a dance-hall!
It wouldn't be fair to give you a synopsis
of the plot of this picture. Instead, I'd
suggest that you read the Emily Bronte
classic before Mr. Sam Goldwyn releases
his screen version, and you'll enjoy it in
your favorite movie palace much more.
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Merle Oberon and Laurence Olivier gather heather on the Wufher'mg Heights location a few miles
Goldwyn transformed 450 acres of California into a replica of Northern England
from Hollywood.
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Side-Tracked Siren

with the qualities and virtues theretofore
strictly reserved for the women living
safely within the bounds of holy matrimony. It gave people something to think

[Continued from page 19]
were what used to be so quaintly called
"A Fallen Woman." Social pariahs, they
were; outcasts ostracized by one and all.
They were Sin with a capital S, because
Sin and Sex were synonymous.
You remember them — Theda Bara, Nita
Naldi, Barbara LaMarr, Pola Negri,
Rosemary Theby, Olga Baclanova, Merle
Oberon and a young lady named Myrna
Loy. Or maybe you've forgotten a little
dilly called The Mask of Fu Manchu in
which she aided and abetted Boris KarlofT
in some dark villainy, or Satan in Sables
in which she played Lowell Sherman's
extra-legal heart interest of the moment?
Myrna hasn't forgotten.
Myrna first became a siren by an outand-out fluke; it was a toss-up between
two parts — a mistress and a madonna.
She often has wondered what would have
happened if the breaks had been the other
way. It started when Rudolph Valentino
and his wife, Natacha Rambova, saw
Myrna dancing in a Grauman prologue
and were struck by her piquant beauty.
They made a straight screen test of her,
but nothing came of it. Some time later
M-G-M made another test of her, this
time for the role of the Madonna in the
great spectacle Ben Hur. For four hours
she actually had the role, since it was
deemed fitting that an unknown actress
should play the reverent role. Then the

Box-office Boys began yelling for a Name,
and Betty Bronson was given the part.
The Valentinos refused to give up their
faith in Myrna. Natacha, who was an
exotic person herself and a designer of
some renown, one day gave way to a
flight of fancy. She dressed Myrna up in
a bizarre costume of her own designing,
painted an extreme make-up upon the
frankly American features of the Loy
face, and set a sleek black wig upon the
Loy head. The effect was startling. It
was a complete transformation. Warner
Brothers saw a photograph and promptly
cast her for the mistress bit in Satan in
Sables. That led to a five year contract
during which time she played more sirens
than she can remember, including the
dusky charmer in The Desert Song.
Curiously, too, her last siren part was
also her first wife role, albeit the wife
was of a different breed from what she
has been portraying since. It was in that
sophisticated picture, The Animal Kingdom in which Myrna was the wife who
was a heartless, selfish, scheming minx
and Ann Harding, as the mistress of
Leslie Howard, was the soul of understanding, generosity and nobility itself.
"I think that picture really presaged
the change in sirens," Myrna said. "For
the first time 'the other woman' was not
a 'bad' woman.
She, in fact, was endowed

Had that attitude not been accurately
and honestly reflected in the changing
social conditions in the world, no producer ever would have dared to so present
about."
it on the screen, Myrna went on.
"It is true that in some things like
fashions, make-up, little fads and perhaps
even architecture and decoration, life
copies from the screen," she said. "But
in all major issues, such as social standards, the screen copies from life. Therefore the pattern for our modern screen
sirens comes straight from a convincing
counterpart
real life."
By the samein token,
it would be silly to
pretend
that accurately
the old-fashioned
of the movies
reflected "vamps"
the real
life sirens of yesteryear, Myrna continued.
They were ridiculous in the exaggeration
of their lack of virtue. Any similarity to
any person,
living
or dead,
wasn't
coincidental, it was
darned
near
impossible!
But just as "nice" women never openly
admitted the existence of less fortunate
or more fascinating sisters, so the screen
took it upon itself always to teach an impressive moral lesson by painting them
much blacker than necessity or fact
warranted. Perforce she wore her stripes
for all to see.
"The modern siren doesn't wear any
stripes," she said. "In the first place, she's

MERLE OBERON in samuel goldwyn's "WUTHERING HEIGHTS'
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Lovely

Cliff
Dweller
advises....
get tough
with your teeth

usually far too clever for that, and in the
second place, the chances are she has no

own

stripes
to wear.
Theof term
no
longer implies
a lack
morals;'Siren'
in many
cases it is the happily married wife who
is the siren so far as her husband is concerned. She is the one who spells allure,
glamour and mystery to him, and rightly
so. The change in social standards, customs and conditions since the inhibited

Recognizing this, picture producers are
patterning their 19,39 sirens from this new
model, justter sted.' " as they recognized some time
ago that "nice" heroines also could be
devastating sirens. Consider what Goldwyn did with Merle Oberon. Consider
Bette Davis in Jezebel, Dorothy Lamour
and Lana Turner. Consider also the

Victorian era has made it possible."
The freedom in behavior now permitted
well-bred women is the keynote of the
change, Myrna believes. Once respectability attended church socials, stiff concerts, stuffy teas and musicales, with an
occasional cotillion or ball for joint activities of nice women and decent men.
Otherwise women sat home with their
tatting, or an exciting session with the
stereoptican machine showing polite views
of Niagara Falls and The Leaning Tower
of Pisa. Their men meanwhile were at

A smile to climb mountains for.
Strong white teeth, sparkling with
health. And all because of tough,
chewy foods that exercised her
teeth. Soft modern foods have no
exercise value. Yet you can get
a mouth workout
in one
pleasant easy way.

J

the club or "out with the boys" — and too
frequently, some of "the girls."
Today "nice" women (and happier
ones) may join the men in a night club
or at a cocktail bar, at a slightly spicy
musical comedy, a hot political rally, or
even at a poker table where the clatter
of chips may go on until the wee hours
of the morning and tall steins of beer top
off the session. And Mrs. Grundy never
bats an eye. It's the thing to do.
"Seems to me it boils down to this,"
Myrna said. "For some strange reason,
custom did not permit a nice woman to be
gay. It was unthinkable that she play
with her husband and share his good
times. Therefore 'the other woman'
spelled fun to men. Now social custom
no longer stacks the cards in favor of the
siren. Wives are playing the same game
and giving their erstwhile competitors a
good stiff run for their money. Sirens, in
fact, have to step lively to keep up with

HELPS KEEP
TEETH WHITE

. MOUTH
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H The modern siren is quite a complex
person, according to Myrna. She has
them."
to be. (We're speaking of the threat-tomarital-happiness type now.) Granted
that her chief lure is still sex dressed up
in less flagrant style, she cannot depend
upon it alone. And she knows it.

business,

and frankly, I'm not in-

change in Dietrich and the newest bombshell in sireny, Hedy Lamarr.
"Hedy really is making it tough for all
of us, heroines and sirens alike," Myrna
chuckled. "She combines the best features
of each. She is something new in glamour
— and she's caught us all off guard!"
Which is as pretty a compliment from
one actress to another as I've heard in
many a moon. What's more, Myrna meant
it. There isn't a jealous bone in the girl's
body. But when she again tosses her hat
into the sireny ring, I'm not sure that Hedy
isn't going to find a lot stiffer competition
than she's meeting at the moment. And
I'm not sure that wives from coast to
coast (and Lapland and the South Seas)
aren't going to have fresh cause for complaint; they've witnessed their husbands
wife"
overboard
going
so
heavens
knows for
what "the
will perfect
happen when
"the perfect wife" turns into "the perfect
siren." A revolution, probably.

You see, this playing a siren isn't going
to be a one-shot affair for Myrna. Several
of them are on the schedule including
the naughty Amytis in The Road to Rome.
She was the gal, you remember, who had
to deal with Hannibal, the invader, to save
the home town- of Rome. The Hays office
finally has cleared the way for the picture
production of the famous stage play, and
none other than Clark Gable is scheduled
to play Hannibal. Some fun! Her
current picture, Lucky Night with Bob
Taylor sort of breaks the news gently to
the public; she is a captivating minx in
that one. The "perfect wife" won't be
lost entirely, though; another Thin Man
or two will be sandwiched in between.
Likewise, Sea of Grass with Spence Tracy.

B

to the 'perfect
only ofobjection
"My sort
thing is that it entails a
wife'

"A hypothetical modern maid who lures
men to their destruction is, of course, a
sophisticate who knows all the answers
but rarely tells them. She is apt to be
restless and concerned with the physical
and material side of life. Usually she is
rather honest about herself. Beauty is an
asset but not a necessity. She wears chic
clothes well, often preferring quieter garb
than her less predatory sisters. As a rule
she is proficient at sports but is careful
not to excel.

danger of typing," Myrna said. "Somehow
the public became so saturated with the
'perfect wife' publicity in connection with
me that I was expected to become the
real life spokesman for the screen wives
I played. I'm tired of being asked to hand
out practical advice on how to win and
hold a husband.
"Fundamentally, all women are sirens.

"Certainly she is more intelligent than
in the past," Myrna stated. "Again, she
has to be, because nowadays she mingles
on an even basis with an educated and
cultured society that once upon a time
would have refused, point blank, to accept
her. If she acts like a lady, she is accepted
as one pro tern. Where society once took

that passage from Thackeray's Vanity
Fair in which he says: 'And this I set
down as a positive truth. A woman with
fair opportunities, and without a positive
hump, may marry whom she likes. Only
let us be thankful that the darlings are

the attitude of 'Your private affairs are
also my business and I don't approve of
them,' it now says 'Your morals are your
Save — and be safe!

just as well face it: men don't
We may
women; women marry men! There
marry
is more truth than literary brilliance in

like the beasts of the fields and don't
know their own power. They would overcome us entirely if they did.'
"There is just one difference in sirens
today," Myrna
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concluded. "Some

work

Fun at Midnight
[Continued from page 26]
serenely poised and mistress of herself
and every situation. Not that she is in
the least bit high-hat. She is too friendly
and genuine a person for that. It's just
that dignity is natural for her. Instinctively, you feel that pulling a rib on her
would be as unthinkable as asking
Winchell or Cantor to head a Nazi benefit.
Okay to make a patsy out of Lombard
or Martha Raye but not Colbert. Definitely not Colbert!
The truth
for a gag.
vitamins, and
can she take
she can! And

is, she's the perfect patsy
Loves 'em like her daily
the more the merrier. And
it? Ladies and gentlemen,
does!

It's just as well. Pulling a rib on
Colbert is the favorite in and outdoor
sport over Paramount way, and anybody
can join the team. If a gag isn't under way,
it's a cinch bet that one is in the process
of brewing. The wonder is that her pictures ever finish on schedule.
Usually the kidding starts on the spur
of the moment as on the afternoon when
I was a visitor on the set and had more
good clean fun than watching a circus
with the sideshows thrown in free.
Claudette 'went to her portable dressing
room to touch up her makeup before the
carefully rehearsed scene was shot. She
called back to Winifred, her maid, to
bring a certain lipstick which she had left

on the set. Winifred was searching for
it when Claudette added:
'And please bring that box of tissue I
left on the table." Then, after a moment,
"Oh yes, and you might as well bring
Smokey, too." Smokey is her black French
poodle who is making his debut with his
mistress in Midnight.
Don Ameche, who plays opposite her
in the picture, was standing near. Noting
Winifred's dilemma in gathering up the
various articles, and getting Smokey's
leash untangled at the same time, he
offered to lead the dog. That was all
Director Mitch Leisen needed. Up went
the high sign, a magic signal as sure to
produce results as "Hey rube!" at a circus
brawl. The gang gathered. Mitch
grabbed the tissues and fell in line behind
Don. Hal Walker, the assistant director,
grabbed a smokepot being used to create
the authentic atmosphere of a dive cafe.
The sound man grabbed a mop and the
cameraman a bucket of ice. (I never did
discover what the ice was on the set for).
Katherine O'Neill, the Colbert stand-in,
picked up three phonograph records. Next
in line came the script girl laden with a
bowl of cubed sugar. Following her were
five extras, respectively carrying a violin
case, a chair without a back, two billiard
balls, a hot water bottle and a fire extinguisher. Swinging into a loud if not

harmonious chorus of "Dixie," they
marched to the dressing room door.
"Company, HALT!" roared Captain
Ameche. Then as Claudette poked her
head out the door, he saluted with military smartness. "At your service,
Madame," he informed her.
It was half an hour before the cameras
started turning again. An hour later another gag was under way. But this time
it backfired on its perpetrators.
Claudette was in her dressing room
again, this time changing costumes. The
necessary wait lasted only a few minutes,
but it gave Leisen time enough to cook
up some more deviltry. Silently he summoned every person on the set, and led
them on tiptoe to Claudette's dressing
room door. There he lined them up in an
aisle. When the star finally emerged,
everyone was to bow low in a deep salaam
and murmur "Ahhhhh!" while Claudette
made an imperious exit.
Two minutes passed in utter silence.
Then five. Then eight. Still no sign of
Claudette. The gang began to get tired
of the enforced immobility. Finally in
disgust they broke ranks and drifted
away. Close on their heels came
as unconcerned as a daisy on
aClaudette,
hilltop.
"Ready, Mitch?" she asked and smiled
wickedly.
"Yah," Mitch grunted.
"Let's go."
The gang had overplayed its hand.
Things were too quiet and Claudette had
grown suspicious.
Peeking through a slit
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in the curtain, she had seen the formidable
reception committee and had rested
calmly until Winifred, posted as lookout,
had announced the ignominious retreat!
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photogenic.
Searching through some discarded stills,
Leisen came upon one which was a lulu as
far as presenting Claudette with her worst
face forward. He let out a wild whoop
and gleefully ordered a large print made.
Then he sent it to the art department with
secret orders. The day before Christmas
it was presented to Claudette with great
to-do by the entire company. She took
one look and fell in a mock swoon.
Four other people had been in the picture with Claudette. The artist carefully
had drawn speeches coming from their
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up, too.
IS Then, there was the still (a posed
photograph used for advertising purposes) which she received as a Christmas
card. Claudette is persnickety about only
one thing: she insists upon okaying every
still in which she appears before it is
released for publication. She seems to
think one side of her face has an odd
trick of appearing less lovely in photographs than the other. It is the right side,
I believe, although most of us would give
our eye teeth to have either side half as

PSORIASIS

FREE
TRIAL

I The most hilarious gags, and I suspect
the ones Claudette enjoys the most,
are those which exploit some little foible
or weakness of hers. As, for instance, her
super concern for her throat and dread
of a cough. She is forever carrying
around evil looking mixtures in bottles of
every size and description and constantly
dosing herself with them. That you could
count on one hand the times she actually
has had a cough apparently has no bearing on the matter, or, like Mary's little
lamb, everywhere that Colbert goes, the
elixir's right behind.
Imagine the company's delight then,
and Claudette's secret chagrin, when a
succession of Western Union messenger
boys appeared on the set one day, each
bearing a different sample of some thirtyseven brands of cheap patent medicine
guaranteed to cure the most stubborn
cough. And each insisted Claudette sign
for the delivery. . Leisen thought that one
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mouths. One said: "Poor Colbert, she
sure had me fooled!" Another read:
"Just goes to show what a little make-up
will do for a woman." The third said:
"Peeugh, did you get a load of that!" and
the fourth, "Well, somebody must love
■

But most unforgetable
of the gags
that
have
been
pulled
on
her,
Claudette said, was The Three Minute
Kiss.
her."
Being a lady, she would not name the
gentleman involved, but it was an actor
for whom she long had entertained a
cordial personal dislike. As luck would
have it, the script called for the two to
engage in a long and ardent embrace.
Instinctively she flinched each time the
scene was filmed, and withdrew from his
arms after the kind of a duty peck that

Save — and be safe!
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harassed husbands give wives as they're
dashing out the front door to make the
7: 57. Finally the director called her aside.
"Look, Claudette, we've got to get that
scene right," he said. "It won't be right
until you give us a kiss with a little
'umph' in it. I know you don't like this
guy,
get itHang
rightonjust
I'll
call itbutquits.
likeonce
grimanddeath
until I say 'Cut.' Then we'll quit for
lunch, and you can stop worrying."
She agreed. The cameras again were
focused, the players took their ■ places.
Sternly the director warned the company
he wanted absolute silence on the stage.
"The cameras started turning and I went
into
act,"
how my
I went
intoClaudette
it! I gaverelated.
and gave"And
for
my art, determined to get it over with,
once and for all/ I had shut my eyes to
make it a little easier. After what seemed
ages I decided enough was enough, and
they darned well could rewrite the scene
if necessary, but I was through kissing
that gent for all time. I opened my eyes
and broke out of the clinch.
"The gentleman and myself were quite
alone in our grande passion, I discovered.
Everyone else had sneaked out for

S

Nor has she forgotten the taste of one
of the most recent gags. This time
Don
Ameche was the instigator. All
lunch!"
morning they had been working on a
scene where they are drinking coffee.
Several times Claudette had complained
loudly of the bitterness of the brew. The
scene had not been completed when they
broke for lunch.
Fresh cups were brought when work
was resumed. The scene went as
scheduled. Don said "Sugar?" and
Claudette, busy with a lipstick and mirror,
mumbled "Uh huh." Whereupon Don
was supposed to drop a cube of sugar in
the cup which she was -to pick up and
drain.
Suddenly the air was split with a wild
screech from Claudette. In place of sugar
Don had dropped a pellet of saccharine
into the cup. Saccharine, as you may
know, is only 300 times sweeter than sugar
and the taste sticks in your mouth for
hours.
Don likewise inspired the signs she
found plastered all over her dressing room
when she arrived for work another morning, five minutes late. In bold letters
they read:

MISS COLBERT: PLEASE DO NOT
O'CLOCK.
APPEAR ON THE SET BEFORE 10

MISS COLBERT: PLEASE AVOID
STEALING SCENES FROM MR.
AMECHE.
MISS COLBERT: PLEASE HELP US
KEEP AMECHE HAPPY.
MISS COLBERT: PLEASE REMEMBER TO TURN THE OTHER CHEEK.
She paid him back for that one. He
always takes a workout in the studio gym
at the end of the day, arriving home for
dinner about 7 o'clock full of vim, vigor
and good humor. It was after 9 when
he dragged his weary bones through his
front door that night. For, aware that
nary a man would be left on the deserted

F7

lot to lend him a hand, Claudette had let
the air out of all four tires of his car as
she drove by on the way out of the studio.
On each wheel he found a hastily
scrawled sign:
MR. AMECHE: PLEASE REMEMBER
DAMN IS A NAUGHTY WORD.
MR. AMECHE: PLEASE CHANGE
THESE TIRES.
MR. AMECHE: PLEASE DO NOT BE
LATE FOR DINNER.
MR. AMECHE: PLEASE REMEMBER
CLAUDETTE LOVES YOU LIKE A
BROTHER.

(hat's so good
bout Pepsodent
Powder?

Important Pictures
{Continued from, page 13]
room. But, when his beloved determined
on a public appearance, he made his first
mistake.
Counting on the discouragement of the
critics to end her ambitions, he packed the
halls with his reluctant, friends. So relieved were most of them when the evening
ended that the applause was enormous.
That was the beginning of real trouble.
What happened when Leonard, who always had confined his own musical efforts
to shouting in the shower, discovered that
he had a terrific voice, is surprising. When
the fascinating diva (Binnie Barnes) fell
in love with him, when he became a secret
canary under a false name and made a
debut in grand opera is the funniest, gayest and most improbable comedy you'll
see in quite a while. Nobody gets shot in

that's why /t

a/vesmea
*comerc/oser
smj/ef

this one, and there isn't a horse or a stagecoach or an Indian or a cowboy comic in
the whole thing. Which is different, anyway, in this which seems to be back-tothe-sagebrush month.
CAFE

SOCIETY— Paramount

fl This is the story about the young reporter (Fred MacMurray) who has no
patience with spoiled darlings of wealth,
and how he fascinated a rich girl
(Madeleine Carroll) by being mighty
mean to her. There is the understanding
grandfather (Claude Gillingwater) who
slaps the brash young man on the back instead of on the chin, and cheers him on
to further drastic insults with the familiar
formula, "If I'd spanked her myself, you
wouldn't have to now."
Just the same, the show is a lot of fun.
After all, French pastry is made of the
some old sugar and flour and flavoring
every time, but some of it is much better
than the rest. And there are very pretty
decorations in this particular light, familiar, little comedy.
The dialogue is deft. The direction is
smooth and exact. The characters are
amusing. The ending is happy. So you
get just about what you expect from the
title. What could be fairer?
THE THREE
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MUSKETEERS—

20th Century-Fox
| This film is a peculiar and not always
successful
combination
of straight
playing and farce.
Don Ameche puts on
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• Have you ever envied some one who has a "Come-Closer" smile? You'
know, that sort of irresistible, sparkling smile that just naturally zooms
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a pretty little beard, and gives a bouncing
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the secret of keeping lips looking temptingly moist and lustrous has been solved!
A new ingredient, used only in Twin Sisters
Dewy-Sheen Lipstick, makes this thrilling
effect possible. Try it! See the tender, dewy
sheen it imparts — how natural and truly desirable your lips appear. Nothing quite like
it! Extra creamy — helps prevent chapped
lips. At your nearest ten-cent
store, or send coupon.
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performance as D'Artagnan. Binnie
Barnes plays the role of the daring Lady
de Winter seriously. Gloria Stuart and
Joseph Schildkraut sigh and worry with
graceful gestures as the King and Queen.
Miles Mander makes a fine menacing
Cardinal. And the Ritz Brothers cut up
like Saturday night on the merry-goround.
The plot is followed faithfully with one
exception. The three musketeers succumb
to drink in the first reel, and the Ritz
Brothers steal their uniforms and carry
on in their parts from then on.
There is one wonderful dance in which
the comics make even those most loyal to
the fine old tale forget their distress for
a moment. But, as hundreds of people
have already said, "It's all too Ritz for me."
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This department long since has taken
the stand that Mickey Rooney can play
anything. This department thinks that he
has one of the most remarkable talents
on the screen. But this department also is
thoroughly familiar with the works of
Mark Twain, and we feel that Mickey got a
pretty tough assignment when he was cast
as the slow, lazy, rather dull Huckleberry
Finn.
Mickey's own vigorous mentality is
hard to suppress. He gives a brilliantly
alert, zestful quality to any character he
undertakes. In this particular film, he does
a fine job of playing a young boy, but it
isn't the Huckleberry Finn who fled with
the escaping slave down the Mississippi.
It isn't the Huckleberry Finn who was
completely taken in by the rascally con
men of a by-gone day. Mickey acts hard,
and well, but not for one minute can his
audience believe that he didn't see through
the "King" (Walter Connolly) and the
"Duke"
(William Frawley).
The script is partly at fault. It takes for
granted that everyone who steps into the
theatre has read Tom Saivyer, and so
knows Huckleberry Finn's background.
So the film starts without explanation of
why one uncouth little boy is living with
two proper maiden ladies. It must be confusing to those who have not gotten around
to reading the history of Huck. '
Anything that Mickey Rooney plays is
interesting, but if Huckleberry Finn is one
of your favorite characters, go to the
theatre prepared to be a little surprised.

TWELVE
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CROWDED

HOURS— Radio

EJ This film is recommended heartily,
nay, urgently to all reporters. It will
make them realize that they are not even
beginning to take advantage of their
opportunities. After all, doesn't reporter
Richard Dix give assignments to other reporters? Doesn't a cub take it upon himself to send his own copy down to the
composing room? The good old work-aday press has a lot to learn from the
movies about the newspaper business . . .
unless, it is the other way around.
For the rest, the tale deals with a re-

Save — and be safe!

those menacing chill-eyed big-shots who
always is ordering people taken for rides.
This unpleasant character has a rather
different way of doing things. He has a
truck and a driver stage phoney traffic
accidents in which all of the intended victims are killed at the first smack. Well,
it IS different, you'll have to admit.
Lucille Ball has not a great deal to do
but appear as the love interest, John
Arledge is the comic young reporter and
there is a fine collection of sturdy actors
who usually play those hard cases you
see in all of the underworld films.

Hollywood IVewsreel
[Continued from page 8]
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porter who cleans up, single-handed, a
sort of numbers racket, and a great deal
of trouble he has doing it, too. Cyrus W.
Kendall makes a fine menace . . . one of
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Warners horns into the remake circle
with four pictures. No. 1 — The Drug King,
known as The Match King when it was released in 1932. Dressed up for 1939 you'll
see it with a Coster-Musica angle to it.
In 1919 you saw The Crowd Roars. You
see it in 1939 as The Roaring Road. The
Sea Hawk and Outward Bound , produced
in 1924 and 1930, respectively, are scheduled for remakes.
Universal has announced four oldtimers to appear in new dresses. Three of
them will appear under new titles. Spirit
of Culver was known in 1932 as Tom
Brown of Culver; Okay, America, produced in 1932, comes out of the cameras
this year as Risky Business; The Last
Warning, a 1929 release, is retitled House
of RKO
Fear. is experimenting with only one remake— Bill of Divorcement. This was
made as a silent in 1922 and into a talkie
in 1932.
20th Century-Fox copies RKO in that it
will release a three-timer — The Gorilla.
Warners produced this one in 1927 and
again in 1931.
So don't tell us we didn't warn you if
you happen to see these old boys under
new
titles and feel that you've been
cheated.
Bjf Joan Blondell and husband Dick win
the gold-plated rooftree for being the
movingest couple in this here town called
Hollywood. From a home in Beverly Hills
to another in the swanky Bel Air district
were the first two moves. Then into Coldwater Canyon for a week or so and a quick
jump back to Beverly Hills — four homes
in four months. Why not live in a trailer
and save all that expense?
B

Bob Hope has a mad on against his

him. mother
Seems and
thatmaybe
when wetheshouldn't
tourist blame
buses
were driving past his Lakeside home the
guide would point out other screen notables' domiciles without an error, but
when he came to Bob's he tagged it as the
home of Walter Lantz, the screen writer.
The guide, of course, was not more than
half right. Bob BOUGHT the home from
Walter some time ago. The other day Bob's

mother overheard the guide. Immediately
she phoned the Tourist Bureau, and indignantly informed them that the home was
occupied by her .son, Bob Hope, radio,
screen, and stage star.
And now son Bob is pestered to death
by agents of all sorts, by buses of all sorts
until he's practically out of sorts himself.
S

Jack Haley was mighty glad when
the Wizard of Oz picture was finished.
Jack had to wear a tin suit and the only
way he could rest between "takes" was
to lean against an ironing board. Jack says
it wasn't so bad, but he was continually
bothered by studio workers who kept
dropping letters into his tin pants thinking it was a mailbox.
| Note to Shirley Ross: Saw you in Cafe
Society the other night and enjoyed
your swell performance — but for gossakes,
I scarcely recognized you at first due to the
terrible make-up you had on. Don't know
whether or not the make-up department
did it intentionally, but if I were you
I wouldn't permit that sort of thing again.
You're too good-looking a girl and too
clever an actress to be messed up thataway. There was a rumor that it was done
purposely so that the contrast in looks
between you and Madeleine Carroll would
be more pronounced, but I'll bet you this —
Madeleine never requested it. She's too
nice a girl to pull that sort of thing. Anyway, please check up on your make-up
department next time and raise particular

youknowwhat

if they try to make

2j David Niven has a sense of humor,
no foolin'. Went up to Sun Valley for
a bit of skiing after Wuthering Heights
was completed and organized himself into
a one-man skiing club. The club's badge,
which he wore on his sweater, was a ham
rampant on a pair of skiis.
.

you

look ugly. 'Tain't fair to us Shirley Ross
fans nor to you, either.
HI Amazing sight of the month: Rosalind
Russell running along Vine street in a
nightie, negligee, and fur coat. Having
completed
Metro's
Fast
and Loose, boudoir
Rosalind scenes
had no intime
to change
clothes before rushing to a broadcast. The
studio car became trapped in a traffic jam
near the broadcast building, forcing Miss

| Columbia can soon call itself the gem
of the studios if ambitious cinema
plans mean anything. Jean Arthur,
through with Only Angels Have Wings,
starring Cary Grant and Richard Barthelmass, goes into Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington, a Capra production. Joan
Blondell, through with Warners, has just
signed a long-term contract at Columbia
to appear in a number of pictures over a

Russell to get out and run. Rosalind didn't
fly through the air with the greatest of
ease, but she got to the station in time to
grab her script.
H

From now on Mickey Rooney accepts
no more telephone calls. Not long ago
he answered a call that turned out to be
from a girl in London. She wanted to talk
to him. She also wanted him to pay the toll
charges. Weeks before that, the same girl
had given him a ring from New York,
and when the chatter was finished Mickey
discovered she had reversed the charges.
Talk may be cheap, says the Mick, but not

period
.several
job
is Good ofGirls
Go toyears.
Paris. Joan's
Loretta first
Young,
through with 20th Century-Fox, recently
inked in a Columbia contract. She'll be
co-starred (for $100,000) with Cary Grant
in Our Wife. Rose Stradner, formerly of
Metro, has likewise signed up to a longterm contract and soon goes into the leading feminine role in the picturization of
the Broadway stage success, Blind Alley,
under the direction of Charles Vidor.

over the telephone, and, so far as he's
concerned, long distance can ring forever
— he won't answer.

2J Frank Morgan and Bill Gargan have
chipped in five hundred smackers
each to start a frog farm not more than
two hops from Palm Springs. Already the
farm is a going concern and the two frog
fanciers hope to reap a handsome profit

■

For your Gone With The Wind Department— Vivien Leigh's five-yearold dotter may grab a spot as Bonnie in
the Selznick colossal.

CAN YOU SWIM 2% MILES
9
Swimming is great fun, great exercise. But
it is a strenuous drain on body energy.

ENERGY TESTS

Baby Ruth candy, so popular among candy
lovers for its purity and goodness, is a

BABYwithRUTH

soi'rce of real food energy — which all active people need. Baby Ruth is rich in pure
Dextrose, the sugar your body uses directly
forenergy.Soforenjoymenf and food energy,
make Baby Ruth your candy. Millions do.
CURTISS

CANDY
CHICAGO,

WHEN

FATIGUE SETS IN -Remember

OTTO

SCHNERING,

COMPANY
ILL.
President

BABY RUTH IS RICH IN DEXTROSE
THE SUGAR YOUR BODY USES DIRECTLY

for ENERGY!
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By actual calorimetric
tests, a good swimmer,
weighing 120 lbs., can
swim

for 2'/4 miles

(average speed 3 miles
per hour) on the food
energy contained in
one delicious 5c bar
of Baby Ruth.

from the sale of their Jumbo
Pacific Coast restaurants.

GIVE YOUR LAZY LIVER

H

THIS GENTLE "NUDGE"
FOLLOW NOTED

[

DOCTOR'S ADVICE.
FEEL "TIP-TOP"
IN MORNING!

1

^

If liver bile doesn't flow [.-.'■Tv
:
freely every day into your
intestines — headaches, constipation and that
"half-alive" feeling often result.
So step up that liver bile and see how much
better
you should
Just try Dr.for Edwards'
Olive Tablets,
used feel.
so successfully
years by
Dr. F. M. Edwards for his patients troubled
with constipation and sluggish liver bile.
Made from purely vegetable ingredients —
Olive Tablets are harmless. They not only
stimulate bile flow to help digest fatty foods,
but also help elimination. Get a box TODAY.
15*!, 30(i, 60*. All drugstores.
Dr. Edwards'

OLIVE

Jumpers to

TABLETS

Alan Dinehart claims he's got one of
the most expensive mailboxes in
America. Tired of having his mailboxes
snatched by souvenir hunters (he had
four of them uprooted and carted away
during the past month) he decided on
something drastic. Now he has a box that
is a brick replica of his home. It is set in
solid concrete, and surrounded by a miniature brick wall. Trouble is, while the
souvenirists may not be able to cart it
away without a derrick and truck, the
new one will probably draw more tourists than the old mailbox ever did.
IB We don't claim to keep abreast of the
ever-changing feminine fashions, but
our wide-open optics discovered some oldfashioned petticoats peeping out from the
hems of Rita Hayworth's and Jean Arthur's skirts the other day, on the set of
Columbia's Only Angels Have Wings. Rita
described hers as "bayadere striped,"
whatever that is. Jean, even more pro-

ITCH

fessional, said hers was "eyelet
dered o r g a n d i e," whatever
Wouldn't surprise us any, now,
that it's quite in order for men
long underwear.

•STOPPED IN A HURRY BY DDDAre you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,
rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other externally
caused skin afflictions? For quick and happy relief,
use cooling, antiseptic, liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes the irritation and swiftly stops the most intense itching. A 35c
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it — pr money back.

SI

Helen told me to get a bottle of angostura bitters (aromatic) at the druggist
and take 1 to 4 tablespoonsful in an
equal amount of water, hot or cold, to
relieve periodic discomfort. My doctor
said women have been using it for four
generations . . . that it is gentle and not
habit-forming. All druggists sell it.

embroithat is.
to learn
to wear

They're saying this about the barroom
marksmanship of a top-ranking star:
"After taking a couple of shots" he hits
the bottle regularly."
Q| Arthur Treacher created a furore in
his San Fernando Valley home the
day he acted as butler to the wives of his
movie star friends who used his home for
a bridge benefit. Arthur met each guest at
the door, took their wraps, served tea and
attended to all the other duties of a perfect servant without once cracking a smile.
All the guests knew him, of course, and
tried their best during the afternoon to
break him down, but good old Arthur
went on as though acting a role in one of
his pictures.

■J Wendy Barrie tells this one: After
the front-office decided to use an allEnglish cast for The Hound of the Baskervilles, Anita Louise was moved into another picture, and Wendy signed in her
place. Wendy happened to be in Palm
Springs and, notified to report immediately for her new role, jumped into her car
and streaked for home as fast as her fourwheeler could take her. Unfortunately,
a traffic cop caught up with her and began theadmitted
preliminaries
that was
spellexceeding
"ticket."
Wendy
that she
the speed limit, and apologized very profusely, but the traffic meanie kept right
en writing. Wendy gave her real name —
Margaret Jenkins — her occupation, the
name of her next picture, in fact, gave him
a beautiful sales talk — so the cop tore up
the ticket and waved her on her way. To
friends that night she related her experience, said that he was the handsomest
man she'd ever seen in her seven tours
around the world and that she was going
to call him up to thank him for being so
courteous. So she called him up. But he
denied that he had torn up a ticket. He
said he was writing a note asking her to
have dinner with him — but had torn it up
v/hen he realized that she was Wendy
Barrie, the actress, instead of Margaret
Jenkins, the speed demon. His folks, he
said over the phone, were among her very
best admirers. Well, Wendy went out of a
Sunday and enjoyed-, she claims, the best
dinner she's had since coming to Hollywood. And the traffic cop is STILL the
handsomest man she's seen in her seven
tours around the world. So Wendy says.
■j

Hollywood's most hen-pecked husband says he ought to follow the example of M-G-M and Take This Woman of
his and put her on the shelf.
H heard
Bob Hope
to know
if you've
about wants
the movie
executive
who
went on a beer party and got a bawling
out from his wife when he got home because she found a little Blue Ribbon in his
55

pocket.

Secrets of an "Ugly Duckling
{Continued jrom "page 21]
What's more, I really believe »that wives
who like bright red finger-nails ought to
paint their nails bright red, even though
the husbands say they disapprove. And
bleach their hair, or dye it red or black,
if they wish. Not in defiance, but simply
in following their own instinct to make
themselves better looking.

mercolizedtm;ream
^KEEPS

Y0U;RSKIN

Mercolized Wax Cream flakes ofFthe surface skin
in tiny, invisible particles. Reveals the clear, soft,
smooth, young looking underskin. This simple, allin-one cleansing, softening and beautifying cream
has been a favorite for over a quarter century with
lovely women the world over. Bring out the hidden
beauty of your skin with Mercolized Wax Cream.
Try Phelactine Depilafory
For quickly removing superfluous hair from face.
Sold at cosmetic counters everywhere.
58

who associated with them. What makes
you feel tops, generally makes you look

"You see, when a girl is unmarried she
generally knows how to dress and what
to do in order to be as attractive as possible. Women have a pretty sure intuition about such things. A man marries
her because she attracts him, and then he
tries to make her over. All the time, he
probably admires red finger-nails on other
women, at that. I think if women
throughout the country experimented
with dyeing their hair different shades,
'till they found the color they preferred,
they'd be happier, and so would everyone

Save — and be safe!

Buy Nationally Advertised Groceries

She and
gazed
her own red nails. They
tops;
viceat versa."
matched her lipstick.
"Well, anyway, I started with voice
lessons, to pull my speaking tones down
to a decent level. And I began to be
careful — because of those teeth — about
my enunciation; I had to watch out not
to lisp, or emphasize the letter 's', and I've
always
had really
a time good
trying teeth
to sayhave
'probably.'
Girls with
such a

that Lucille's
it might
swell
start!"
In passing,
y. It
satisfactor
white beandsaid
very
look
teeth
is only when she hunts for it that she can
show you the tiny spot where a lower
tcoth ought to have made it appearance
"Then I found that, by plucking my
and didn't.

eyebrows, I could paint more definitely
curved ones higher up, and relieve the
down trend into which my brows and
mouth seemed naturally to slump. And I
discovered that my face is actually little.
From the shoulders up, I could — by
trying hard — be cute and pretty. But if
I were cute and pretty up there, I'd look
ridiculous with my long legs and waistline. It's a problem, having the kind of
head and face that goes with an entirely
different type of body."
■

How
Who

did she discover these things?
told her?

"Nobody told me," she answered, "I
found them out by looking in the mirror.
The same way any girl can find them out.
I looked till I found that I couldn't wear
my hair high on my head, and that if I
wore bangs they must begin from halfway up my head, and that, whatever the
prevailing style, I'd better wear my hair
simply around the forehead and let it go
in a medium long bob."
She grasped her light brown tresses,
held back from her face by two plain
amber-colored sidecombs, and piled them
high. "See?" she demanded. The effect,
as she prophesied, was bad. "My neck's
not short enough for it," she explained.
"And, see?" Quickly she combed out her
shining hair, and let it hang limply over
her features. "Carole Lombard can do
that," she complained, "and her hair never
falls in her eyes, but mine just goes
gr-rrrr. No, it must be held back." She
slipped the sidecombs once more into
place.
She had just about learned these few
things, she went on, when she wandered
from a New York dramatic school to a
job in the chorus of a New York musical
show. Was she thrilled! The home town
newspaper announced her success, and
things went beautifully for a week until
the management fired her.
"I don't blame them," she confessed
frankly, "I was simply like this. . . ." She
made her eyes huge and round and naive.
"I hadn't even learned how to walk
properly." But the blow hurt and she
stumbled along Sixth Avenue, crying for
eight blocks. Then a car pulled up at
the curb. Inside was a redheaded youth.
"I said, 'Go wa-ay!' " Lucille remembered, twisting her mouth and letting her
voice come forth in a childish snarl, "He
said, 'Listen, I believe my father would
give you a job — you're about right for a
model. I'm not trying to pick you up!'
I said, 'I don't wanna job! Go wa-ay!'
But he gave me his card and I called on
his father and got the job.
"About this time, I learned to use lipstick so that it made the corners of my
mouth curl up a little. I learned to do
the left side of my mouth a bit higher than
the right, because it droops more on that
side, and not to put my left eyebrow down
as much as my right, because my left eye
is a mite smaller, like most people's."
■

Lucille sighed at a recollection. "One
evening I went to a party. I still

didn't know about clothes, and nobody
told me. I learned the hard way, trial
and error. Well, I went to this party in
PARADE

Colorado — ideal vacation spot, nestled in
the invigorating Rockies. The DENVER
ZEPHYR — ideal way to get there.
This distinctive, streamlined train, dieselpowered_ and built of gleaming stainless
steel, whisks you from Chicago to glorious
Colorado — just overnight. Its speedy 16hour schedule gives you two extra days in
which to enjoy Denver and its mountain
parks, enchanting Colorado Springs,
majestic Pikes Peak, Boulder and the alpine
beauty of Estes Park.
Burlington's special summer fares are
amazingly low. You will be surprised how
little a thrilling vacation in cool, colorful
Colorado will cost.

.

In addition to the ZEPHYR, the
ARISTOCRAT and other fine steam trains
from Chicago and St. Louis to Denver. All
of them completely air-conditioned.
Travel independently or join a Burlington
Escorted Tour with everything arranged in
advance. Either way, Burlington gives you
the greatest travel value. Mail coupon for
illustrated booklet and information.
GOING TO SAN FRANCISCO WORLD'S FAIR?
Cool Colorado is right on the way. Enjoy a visit
in this enchanting playground. Thence, through
the Colorado Rockies and the Feather River
Canyon — to the Coast. Magic daylight hours
over
the country's
most one
scenicofroutes.
»_

IflcUl Ulli CaUJ/UJH. W^..

Burlington Travel Bureau, Room 1642, 547 W.Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Send me free illustrated booklets, rates, information about Colorado Vacations.
NameStreet and Number .

Burlington

-State-

City

CD Check here for special information about All-expense Escorted Toms
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WITH ORDER
Our Gift Wrist
to you.Watch
A beautiful
lady's
with man's
importedor
jeweled movement given free of extra
cost with everv full 1/30 14-K yellow
gold plated simulated diamond ring,
ordered now and paid for promptly on
our new easy month lv payment plan.
We trust you.
on first and
installment when Pay
you $1.87
have package
$2.00 a month later (total only $3.87.)
Pay nothing extra for watch. Wear ten
days on approval. Send ring size or
piece of string wrapped around finger. Send no money
with order. We pay postage. Mail postcard and package
will come at once postage prepaid. State whether you want
Man's or Lady's Model Watch.

EMPIRE

DIAMOND

and LOOK

CO.,

Dept. 95, Jefferson,

Iowa
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• At home — quickly and safely you can tint those
streaks of gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown
or black. A small brush and BROWNATONE does
it. Guaranteed harmless. Active coloring agent is
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Ecofiomicalandlasting— willnot wash out. Imparts rich,
beautiful, natural appearing color with amazing
speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug or
toilet counters — always on a money-back guaranteeOF PROGRESS

• Don't suffer. Now it's easy to remove those painful
corns and prevent their coming back. Just do this:
1 Put scientific Blue- Jay pad (C) neatly over corn.
It relieves pain by removing pressure. Special
Blue-Jay medicated formula (D) gently loosens
corn so it can be lifted right out.
2Simply by avoiding pressure and friction which
caused your corns you can prevent their coming
back. Don't suffer needlessly. Get Blue-Jay Corn
Plasters today — only Ibl for 6.
FREE OFFER: We will be glad to send one BlueJay absolutely free to anyone who has a corn, to
prove that it relieves pain and removes the corn.
Just send your name and address to Bauer & Black,
Division of The Kendall Co., Dept. C-4, 2500 So.
Dearborn St., Ch i cago. III.
Act quickly before this /
trial offer expires.
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Soto

a black velvet dress with strings and
loops of pearls hanging down to here. It
was exactly the kind of thing I should
not wear. A famous photographer asked

VJON^U

me why I didn't wear civilized things, and
found me a job modelling at a first class
establishment; Hattie Carnegie's.
"The girls weren't very clubby, and nobody advised me as to my personal wardrobe. They just looked askance at it, and
giggled. But I'm so grateful for that
tough experience! It taught me how to
dress and how to walk. First, I began
to notice a certain model with an unattractive face but with a walk that . . . !
In a sophisticated evening gown, tight and

thaZii w/vos
MILLIONS CALL FOR

Solo
CURLERS

if'

AT

St

slinky,
fairly her
snaked
Lucilleshesnaked
hand across
across the
the floor."
table
among the salt and pepper shakers. Lithe.
Alluring.

&

Rapid-dry

10<

"Of course, I didn't imitate her walk.
Each model was supposed to develop a
distinctive walk of her own, just as everyone should do. In fact, you ought to have
a different walk for each type of costume;
did you know that?
"I developed a gay, girlish sort of walk
for modelling fluffy, wide-skirted organdies; and a 'tweedy' walk for sports things.
Did you ever watch Katharine Hepburn

Tangle-proof

STORES

Pains In Back,
Nervous, Rheumatic?

Wrong foods and drinks, worry, overwork and
frequent colds often put a strain on the Kidneys
and functional kidney disorders may be the true
cause of Excess Acidity, Getting Up Nights, Burning Passages, Leg Pains, Nervousness, Dizziness,
Swollen Ankles, Rheumatic Pains, Puffy Eyelids,
and feeling old before your time. Help your kidneys
purify your blood with Cystex. Usually the very
first dose starts helping your kidneys clean out
excess acids and this may quickly make you feel
like new. Under the money-back guarantee Cystex
must satisfy completely or cost nothing. Get Cystex
(Siss-tex) today. It costs only 3c a dose at druggists and the guarantee protects you.

FoauDxE Freckles

Blackheads

now

Nadinola aids complexion

Now you can fade away freckles, loosen
blackheads, clear up surface pimples and
other externally caused blemishes, by using
famous, quick-acting Nadinola Cream.
Unlike most creams, Nadinola speeds up the
natural process of exfoliation. Its gentle action
\ helps to clear and whiten dark, dull, rough skin
■b — quickly starts you toward
a fresher,
W1 smoother, softer, more • alluring complexion »
— the kind that men admire and women f
envy. Used and praised for 40 years by thou- f
sands of women. Only 50c at your drug or
toilet counter. Satisfactory results guaranteed or your money back. Get Nadinola today '

MENNot Lose-RCharm!40's
WONeed
Here's good advice for women from 38 to 52 who
worry about those annoying symptoms which often
attend this stage of life. Life can perhaps be even
richer for you now than 20 ever dreamed —
Just get more fresh air, 8 hrs. sleep and if you
need a reliable "woman's" tonic — take famous
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made
especially for women. It helps Nature build up
more physical resistance, thus helps calm jittery
nerves, lessen distress from female functional disorders and gives more energy to enjoy life.
For free trial bottle tear this out and send with
name and address to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
Co., 112 Cleveland St., Lynn, Mass.
Pinkham's is WELL WORTH trying!

VEGETABLE
60
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coming down a staircase? That's the perfect walk for a formal outfit; she absolutely flows down the stairs, smooth and
graceful, like the lines of her evening

2

Lucille's next step forward, she said,
was in the matter of clothes for herself. She peered into the mirror till she
decided what would suit a girl with her
own particular problems of complexion
and contour — -and pocketbook.
"To combine smartness with economy,
stick
two brown.
colors," she
advised.to "Iwear
chosea
black toand
I learned
very simple black dress, for example, and
to have only one dress, if necessary, instead of three
but to have that one
good, I was getting thirty-five dollars a
week, and I'd pay $39.75 for a dress (a
fortune to me, then!) and $5 more for
alterations, if necessary.
"Each week I bought some item until
I had two complete outfits; a smart hat,
an outstanding handbag, a bit of costume
jewelry. With the black and dark brown
I could wear costume jewelry in strong
colors, you see.
"I bought two coats, and I selected them
with painstaking care. One was a tweed
sports model with a fur collar. The other
was a plain black wool of really nice material that had a collar of the goods, so
that with it I could wear a bright scarf —
instead of a cheap, fussy coat with a lot
of third rate fur on it.

"Hair was the other third," she resumed,
"not so much the arrangement, which I'd
figured out long ago, but the color. After
I came to Hollywood, they had me blonde
and brunette and red. ... To suit them,
and to experiment for myself, I've dyed
my hair over and over. Once I started
by boat for New York, and found I was
the only blonde aboard (my hair is blonde
naturally, but it was blonder than natural
at the moment). So I had it dyed almost
black in Havana.
A sight!
"After I arrived in New York, they
made me bleach it to brown. After my
return to the Coast, they made me bleach
it to pale yellow. And when Gregory
La Cava, the director, saw it he turned
me down for a part in Stage Door.
"I was so mad that I bounced over
to a beauty parlor and had it dyed dark
chestnut, for my own satisfaction, and I
was in the midst of the process when a
call came from the studio. I wrapped my
head in a towel and, all wet and straight
and stringy, went to see Gregory La Cava
again — and he gave me the part! I think
the reason was that when I dyed my hair
dark he thought I had a mind of my own."
Anyway, she played the role right
snappily. It was her first important break
in pictures. She's climbed steadily ever
since.
"But dyeing my hair so often within
a short period nearly ruined it. Next
time they suggested a different shade, I
balked and kept it as is; darkish blonde
or lightish brown, whichever you like
to call it. And I began to use hairbag.
brushes— put 'em everywhere convenient,
and even carry one around in my hand"You know, I never could brush
dred strokes at one time, as they
to do. But this way, I likely get
than that in the course of a day.

hair back."over her
She tainly
ranhas brought
a hand my
approvingly
head. And well might she approve those
crisp, glossy tresses — another tribute to
her progress from duckling to swan.
"So," she concluded with the smile
which the lipstick-lifted corners of her
mouth make into something memorable,
"that's the story. Every girl has some
good points. I started with two; my eyes
and an acceptable hairline. For the rest,
either people told me or I thought it up
myself. Take my word for it, a girl's
best friend is her mirror."
She left the lunch-room with that
joyous, "tweedy" walk which went with
her brown wool skirt and brown and
white checked jacket. And everybody
gazed after her and murmured:

without."
9
She laughed

and

sparkling
learned
so far, eyes.
she
two-thirds of it.
Save — and be safe!
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"IT

WONT

LAST

SIX

MONTHS!"

That

is what Hollywood says about certain marriages. Why? Why does Hollywood mark some
marriages for failure before the happy bride and

groom leave the church? Why does Hollywood
give other weddings a hearty blessing? And how
much do these attitudes affect chances of a happy
and enduring union? This is an interesting discussion of marriages that have not been broken by
Hollywood . . . and why.
Read

it

Magazine.
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"Boy,

what a knockout!"

"And — this is important — when I had
only fifty cents, I spent thirty -five of it
for a gardenia. Just because it made me
feel so fine. I'd spend the other fifteen
cents on a malted milk and call it lunch,
and trust to a date for dinner or go
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want a chest that is
CEDAR
you prefer. You'L
with
the toright
a credit
your amount
room, '
of cedar for protection
against the destroying moth, ^^^^
PLUS handy patented features that make •?a
Jtoos cedar chest a joy to own. Some have
wardrobe
compartments,
others self-rising
trays, others divide ingeniously
into two
chests. All of them have a delightful way of
keeping contents in order — unrumpled, unmussed, sorted neatly until you want them. All
bring extra utility; extra CONVENIENCE.
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ALMOST JIomJU

YOU
THINGS
Featuring the DeLuxe

■

TRAY-N-LID that
rises to convenient
height and
whenhas lid
raised
threeis
sliding drawers to
keep things sorted.
StripedWaJn
u_t
Matched AmericanVeneer

■

Exteriors.

DOWN

ACROSS

1.
7.
10.
11.
13.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

He had k-ad in TAe.v Made Me a Criminal.
Successful motion picture productions.
/of Fallon in 0# r/if Record.
He was the murderer in Strange Faces.
Barshee in Jesse James.
Storm
Bengal.
Santa
Stampede.
An Autry vocal selection.
AH-ss Armstrong in Girls' School.
Birthplace
of Director
William
Dieterle
(abbr.).
Initials of actress married to John Payne.
Small roles in a screen play.
Terry Wilson in Pardon Our Nerve.
Initials of a star of Juarez.
Barbara Wayne in Paris Honeymoon.
,4/i6i.
She is often co-starred with Gable (poss.).
First name of 23 Across.
Peter Holden is one.
Major Mitchell in Gunga Din.
Miss Nissen's initials.
A Cole Porter contribution to sound films.
Victory.
Initials of Mr. Abel.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
12.
14.
15.
16.
18.
19.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

35. First name of Miss O'Connor, comedienne.
36. He had title role in The Strange Case of Dr.
Meade.
37. A plaything for Janet Chapman.
39. Initials of a star of Stand Up and Fight.
40. Blonde singing star of Twentieth
CenturyFox films.

29.
30.
31.
33.
34.
36.

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

37.
38.
40.
41.
42.
43.

The car-builder in Bum 'Em Up O'Connor.
The girl in Next Time I Marry.
Uncle Silas in Tom Sazvyer, Detective.
40 Across sang in Tail
.
Kay
Francis' screen husband in King of the
Underworld.

Donald Duck dresses like one of these (slang).
Detective Phelan in They Made Me a
Criminal.
Remember
Claudette in Under Two
(sing.) ?
Bert Ballin in Comet Over Broadway.
Mr. Nugent's initials.
Comedienne in Just Around the Corner.
Torchy Gets
Man.
Gold
Where You Find It.
Goldie inwith
TheyWings.
Made Me a Criminal.
Tex Ritter was starred in Where the Buffalo

Harry Davenport's initials.
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$3975

Made wMk the HEART 0/
AROMATIC
Interiors have RED
amountCEDAR
of red

cedar as recommended by
U. S. Dept. of Entomology
for positive PROTECTION
against MOTHS. Sealtite lids.
Safety locks. Moth insurance
included. Fine craftsmanship.
Chests you will be proud to
give — or own.
Below.
the tilts
new up,UTILTRAY — Note
self-rising,
.lifts
out, American
gives chest
added
utility.
Cathedral <C|
Matched
Veneer Exteriors.
Q75
and Mooa
Crotch
Walnut

Food
for name
Gene isAutry's
Her last
Emmett.Champion.
The Mad
Manton.
She was a lawyer in Disbarred.
He had lead in The Frontiersmen.
Comedian in Paris Honeymoon.
What stars of this puzzle appear in.
Part performed bj an actor.
Asta's speaking voice.
Miss Basquette's first name.
A particular character in a screenplay.
Feminine lead in The Long Shot.
Detective Cramer in Tarnished Angel.
Judy Davis in Pardon Our Nerve.
He recently wed Movita.
Mars Attacks the
.
His last name is Taliaferro and he plays in
westerns.
Mrs. Engstrom in Girls on Probation.
Eastman in I Stand Accused.
Ardent admirer of a movie star (slang).
Racing vehicle in Road Demon.
Initials of Boyd Irwin.

(Solution on page 64)
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Right:
Roos
chest
with
TRAY
(as pictur.Exteriors.
$9075
when
below) lid thatis lifted.
rises
Matched
Butt WalnutAmerican
Veneer
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Get Better RUGS
OLSON
use your OLD
Rugs, Clothing
Mail Coupon or lc Postal
for big FREE BOOK of

Rugs and Model Rooms in
Color. Shows how we merge,
shred, sterilize and reclaim
wool in all kinds of old rugs,
clothing — bleach, respin,
redye and weave luxurious,

OLSON RUGS

FREE
BOOK IN COLORS

OLSON

— Any Size You Want
CHOICE of 66 Early American, Oriental and modern
designs, solid colors, blends,
ovals. Orders Filled in Week.
PHONE your Freight or
Railway Expressman to call
at your door for material,
and ship it at our expense.
SatisfactionGuaranteed.Our
65th year. Factory-to-Youl
(Beware of agents.)

Richard

ANITA
■©

WGNCO-CISCO

^NQFRtG79
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
^
CH KM >.
Mail to 2800 N. Crawjord
lc Postal j
Mail '.this Coupon or
Name
Address-

Greene

is proving to Anita

Louise that his favorite dessert,

"Floating Swan" really does float, so she included it in her party menu

PLANS

A PARTY

Anita Louise has a different way of ending
the worries about the planning of a party
to please all of her guests
By

BETTY

CROCKER

_ORC
1989

Town-..

GUARANTEED

ToBryten
Hard to Bryten Teeth
Iodent No. 2 must remove brownish
smoke stains and polish your teeth
to gleaming brytness SAFELY— or
your money back. Contains no grit,
no pumice. Cannot injure enamel,
for Iodent Toothpaste and Powder
are specially made
by a Dentist and
guaranteed safe and
sure. Try refreshingj
minty Iodent todays

IODENT
TOOTHPASTE
Also POWDER

M0-7FOR

*>

FOR

N0.2FOR

TEETH HARD
TO BRYTEN
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Anita Louise was
planning a party while
she was lunching with
Richard Greene, with
whom she is filming
Hound of the Baskervilles
at 20th Century-Fox. It
was to be a buffet supper, because Anita lives

FLOATING

B

in an apartment.
"It's your
so
much
easier to plan
party for a
buffet," she explained, "because you don't
need a large table and your guests just
sort of gravitate into congenial groups
while
But eating."
what to serve?
That's always an important question.
Anita makes it simple. "I ask what my
friends like best," she said. "And that
plans the menu for me."
And here's an example: Dick had
ordered a most delightful looking pastry
called "Floating Swan" by the proud chef
at the Cafe de Paris on the 20th CenturyFox lot. Dick voted enthusiastically for
"Floating Swan," and the chef obligingly
gave us the recipe:
Save — and be safe!

Buy Nationally Advertised Groceries

Vz
14
1

SWAN

cup butter
cup
eggs boiling water
cup all-purpose flour
Whipped cream
Confectioners' sugar
Soft custard

Heat butter and water together to boiling point in enamel saucepan. Sift the
flour once before measuring. Add the
flour all at once and stir constantly with
a wooden spoon until the mixture clears
the pan and forms into a ball (about 1
minute). Remove from heat. Cool. Add
the unbeaten eggs, one at a time beating
to a smooth paste after each egg is added
(about 100 strokes after each egg), then
beat the mixture until smooth and velvety. Keep out about V2 cup of the
dough for the necks of the swans. Drop
the remaining dough from a spoon onto
a very lightly greased cooky sheet forming balls about the size of a large walnut
and keeping them about 3 inches apart.

THE MENU
Crabmeat
Olives

NEW YORK

Cocktail

Stuffed Celery
Tallarene

Toasted French Bread

450° F. (hot oven) for about 5 to 8 minutes, then reduce to 350° F. (moderate
oven) for about 15 to 18 minutes. Allow
the baked puffs and necks to cool slowly
(away from drafts). When cool, cut the
tops from the puffs and remove filament
and split each top lengthwise down the
center. Heap the lower part of the puffs
with sweetened and flavored whipped
cream. Insert a neck in the whipped
cream at one end. Arrange the split top
so as to represent the ■wings of the swan
— pressing them down toward the neck
and letting them be a little lifted toward
the rear. Dust with confectioners' sugar
and place the swans in shallow individual
dishes of Soft Custard — or on a large
platter filled with Soft Custard (about
Yz inch deep). This recipe will make
from 16 to 18 little swans.
SOFT
2
2
Yi
Yz
2

CUSTARD

eggs or 4 egg yolks
to 4 tbsp. sugar
tsp. salt
tsp. flavoring
cups scalded milk

Beat the eggs and add the sugar, salt
and flavoring. Pour scalded milk over
beaten egg mixture and place in double
boiler over hot water. Stir constantly
while cooking. The water in the boiler
should be a little under the boiling point.
As soon as the mixture stops frothing
and lightly coats a spoon, it is done and
should be removed at once from the heat.
If cooked too long it will curdle.
|

WORLD'S

Vegetable Salad

Floating Swan
Salted Nuts
Place in a hot oven, 450° F., for 10 minutes, then reduce the temperature to
350° F., moderate oven, and bake 20 to
25 minutes longer. While these balls ave
baking, put the reserved dough through
a pastry tube with a ^-inch aperture
forming the dough into question-mark
like shapes resembling the necks and
heads of swans. Bake these necks at

Crisp Crackers

Yz
1
1

cup olive oil (or other cooking oil)
lb. hamburger
cup canned tomato soup (undiluted)
or tomato paste

lYz
Yz
Ya
Yz
Yz

tsp.
tsp.
tsp.
tsp.
cup

salt
pepper
cayenne pepper
Worcestershire sauce
grated cheese

r
10*4

Cook spaghetti in 2 qt. boiling water,
to which 4 tsp. salt have been added, for
about 15 minutes or until tender. Saute
chopped onion, garlic, red and green
pepper, carrots and celery in oil until
onions are a golden brown. At the same
time, form hamburger into tiny balls and
sear on both sides in the oil. Add tomato
soup or paste, salt, pepper, cayenne pepper and Worcestershire sauce. When
heated, add cheese, stir until melted and
then add spaghetti. Stir the mixture over
the heat for 5 minutes, then turn into a
baking dish. Sprinkle generously with
grated cheese and bake 20 minutes in a
moderate oven, 350° F. 10 servings.
NOTE: If it is more convenient not to
use the oven, cook gently on top of the
stove for 20 minutes instead of the 5
minutes, stirring occasionally. Then turn
onto a hot platter and sprinkle with
grated cheese.
Now Anita was ready to announce her
complete menu, which as you see, started
first with the decision on the style of
party (buffet), who was to be there
(choosing favorite dishes of guests), and,
after making sure she had recipes for
her main dishes, combining the whole in
a neatly balanced menu — and that's how
a party is planned in Hollywood!

Having started with the dessert,
Anita worked back to the main dish.

This, she said, was going to be "Tallarene," and Alice Faye had given her the
recipe for it. "Tallarene" is a truly cosmopolitan concoction — everything's in it.
TALLARENE

GET

YOUR

FREE

RECIPES

Are you tired of the same old desserts?
deas for
Would
you like some
new
as
sweets
as different
and
as
"Floating

Swan?"

Then

fill

out

lb. spaghetti (about 2 cups imcooked)
small onion
clove garlic
red pepper or pimiento
green pepper
cups cooked carrots cubed (or whole
kernel corn)
Yz cup diced celery
PARADE

the

coupon
recipes, below for Betty Crocker's tested
Absolutely

Free

good

Betry Crocker,
HOLLYWOOD Magazine,
1501 Broadway,
Please

send

me your

Different
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will go Millions
America's
by

GREYHOUND
TODAY'S first-choice transportation to and
through the fantastic "World of Tomorrow" is Greyhound! Throngs of visitors to
the largest, most spectacular World's Fair of
all time will choose this low-cost, sightseeing
way to New York. (You can go by one scenic
highway— return a different Greyhound route
at no extra cost.) Even greater numbers will
tour the Fair Grounds in Greyhound's 120passenger exposition buses. Start planning
now for 1939's big moment— your trip to
the Fair. Only by Greyhound can you go to
the Fair, through the Fair, at the lowest fare!
PRINCIPAL GREYHOUND INFORMATION OFFICES
Cleveland. O. . E. 9th & Superior

San Francisco, Cal

Philadelphia, Pennsvlvania
...
Broad St. Station
New York City .. 245 W. 50th St.
Chicago. III. . . 12th & Wabash
Boston. Mass. D. .C 60 Park Square
Washington,

■Ft.Worth,Tex..905CommerceSt.
Pine & Battery Sts.
Minneapolis. Minn
509 Slxth Avenue. N.
Memphis.
Tenn. . v.527• riN. ■■•■„■
Main St.
New
°rlean3'.,Jf

. . 1403 New York Ave., N.W.
;
400 N. Rampart St.
Detroit.
Michigan
N. Walnut
Limestone
Washington
Blvd. at....
Grand River Lexington.
Cincinnati. Ky.,
O. . 801
. B30
St.
St. Louis. Mo
Richmond. Va.. 412 E. Broad St.
Broadway
& Delmar
Boulevard Windsor, Out. ,403OueIlette Ave.
Charleston, W.Va
London, Eng., A. B. Reynoldson
lo5 Summers St
49 Leadenhall St.

GREY/HOUND
ly)

New York City

Yz
1
1
1
Yz
lYz

Desserts.

Travel

Street

Name ■
City and State
(Recipes can be sent in the U
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Facts

about

New

York

World's

Fair

Mail this coupon to nearest Greyhound information office
listed above. We'll send a colorful, informative folder,
TO
THROUGH THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR —
Cityand
full
of pictures and facts — together with information on
low rates and optional routes.

Name

OF

FAIR
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The School Marm
Graduates

DOCTOR'S FORFORMULA
UGLY SURFACE

GREAT SUCCESS

SKIN TROUBLES

[Continued from page 17]

PRAISED FROM COAST TO COAST!
Never mind if you've tried a lot of ordinary remedies for unsightly surface
pimples and blemishes without success.
Here's a tested and proven doctor's
formula — powerfully soothing, concentrated Liquid Zemo — which MUST
quickly relieve itching soreness and start
right in to help nature promote FAST
am
healing or money back. 30 years continuous success in helping relieve annoying skin irritations. Let its 10 different
marvelously effective ingredients help
YOUR skin. 35i(, 60*, $1. Any drugstore.

NAILS
AT A7SJEWJ
MOMENT'S
NOTICE
Smart, long

17-E. Chicago

BLONDES
Write for booklet
Everything
for Blondes.

Special

onlj
short-time

| ■ IVU
■^•ll nfc
DE

you nowplete course
get given
comto screen stars. Famed beauties demonstrate,
in 79 glamorous photos, step-by-step methods
to gain loveliness, grace, charm. ONE WEEK
TO PROVE. Money-back guarantee says you
must see. feel benefits in first week. So act -^y
now. Become the LOVELY WOMAN you can zZ**ty.
be. Send name, address with only 25c co:
or 30c stamps to: BONOMO, 229 W. 42d St
New York, N. Y., Dept. F-6

iffil ENLARGEMENT

9 Send Today! _
«
•
•„
•

.... tiful
of your
favorite negative
(film). Double
Beau- •
"Excel Finish"
on Eastman
Weight paper. Prompt service. Original safely
returned. This
offer limited.
SURPRISE
if youFREE
send today!
Enclose EXTRA
10 cents "•
for mailing costs. Eagle Studios, Dept.31.
1910 Farnam, Omaha, Neb. 18 yrs. quality worn! »

NEURITIS

A

To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get
NURITO, Does
the Doctor's
No opiates,
no narcotics.
the work formula.
quickly — must
relieve
cruel pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back NURITO
at Druggist's.
Get
trustworthy
today onDon't
this suffer.
guarantee.
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French Follies
Frivolity
Flirtation
Mon Desir

Redwood Treasure Chest: contains 4— 50c

bottles of these High Grade Perfumes. Chest 6 in. by
3 in. made from Giant Redwood Trees of California.
Send only Si. 00 check, stamps or currency. (Regular
Value $2.00). Money back if not greatly pleased.
Paul Rieger, 218 Art Center Bldg., San Francisco

c

H

i

L

t\ |f
T||b A
s|p

ANY

PHOTO

OR

PICTURE

PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO., Dept. FB\ 626 Vine St Cincinnati. O.
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Perfumes

Pain In Few
Minutes

ple King NOW. Only 48c made from any Waterproof!
photo. PhotoSend
Ringsforsell
on
Samsight. Take Orders— Make Monty! SEND NO MONEY.
Enclose ■
«lrip of paper for ring size.. Pay Postman 48c plus a few cents postage. Photo relumed
with ring. Send 48c and we pay postage. Order now! (Canadian orders must send cash.)

1|

c

Relieve

reproduced permancr

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
SOLUTION

N. Y.

1)
2)
3)
4)
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* Beautify YOURan

°l

If your hair is dull and lifeless, shampoo
back that sparkle with this thrilling new
shampoo that lightens hair evenly, imparting
new life and lustre. Uncover the stunning
highlights now lying dormant in blonde hair
grown darker, and brunette hair that is dull
and faded. Economy package, sufficient for
many, many shamDoos. Sent postpaid in CI
sealed our
wrapper
with plain
for itonly
•+»*■
Only
laboratories
can label
supply
to you
direct by mail.
560

If backache Happy
and leg pains
are making you misRelief
erable, don't just complain and do nothing about
them. Nature may be warning you that your
kidneys need attention.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking
excess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood.
Most people pass about 3 pints a day or about
3 pounds of waste.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
don't work well, poisonous waste matter stays
in the blood. These poisons may start nagging
backaches, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't wait. Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years.
They give happy relief and will help the 15 miles
of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
the blood. Get Doan*» Pills.

"I understand from reports," he began
by way of introduction to more serious
matters, "and from what others tell me,
and from what I personally have observed, that you're the most respected
person on the lot. . . ."
"Yes," Iva interrupted without so much
as a "pardon me>" "but does it pay?"
The executive began to give Iva the
well-known
chill that they say equals

LECHLER'S "569"
HAIR LIGHTENING
SHAMPOO

LECHLER
LABORATORIES
Broadway, Dept. HL-I, New York.

Of Tired Kidneys — How To Get

"F

4042 w. Lake St., Dept.

FINGERNAILS

listen. During her second year at the
Paradise she began to earn extra money
posing for ads.
Toward the end of 1934 the motion picture talent scouts began to take an interest in the pretty little ex-Sunday
School marm of the night clubs.
"I took a test," Iva sighs. "Just that
and nothing more. The report said 'no
£ood due to lack of experience.' In 1935
when 20th merged with Fox, I took another but nothing came of it. The test
was lost — and it began to look as though
I'd be lost, too, so far as a motion picture
career was concerned. Then I got a
break. In 1936 I made a newsreel fashion
short for Vivian Donner and when that
was shown, 20th Century-Fox immediately ordered another test with the result
that I'm here in Hollywood."
In the year and a half she's been in
Hollywood she's done no less than forty
"bits" in as many pictures. She played
the romantic feminine lead in Safety in
Numbers of the Jones Family series and
more recently the feminine lead in Mr.
Moto Takes a Vacation. An important
executive of the studio is authority for
the statement that before 1939 reaches the
month of December, the ex-Sunday
School teacher, ex-Broadway nightclub
girl, ex-commercial artists' model will be
up there crowding out present 20th
Century-Fox favorites.
It was this executive who called Iva
into his office the other day to explain
and to talk over the plans he had for
her future.

S^

-1-' tapering nails for
everyone 1 Cover broken,
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Canbeworn
any length and polished
anydesiredshade.Defies
detection. Waterproof.
Easily applied ; remains firm. No eff ecton
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.
Set of Ten, 20c. All 5c and 10c stores.
T1\JmT%r+lim&

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

1 N

Save — and be safe!
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ARTIFICIAL

EYES

Sove Money — Fit Guaranteed
We send a large assortment for
you to select from in your own
home. Over 100.000 on hand at all times. All sizes, shapes,
coloring. Finest quality obtainable — at substantial saving. Satisfactory fit and color guaranteed. Old reliable
firm with thousands of regular customers. Send name
of anyone who wears an eye for FREE BOOK that tells
how we fit eyes for customers all over the world by mail.
DENVER OPTIC CO., 1136 Univ. Bldg., Denver, Colo,

PINS 305

RINGS

Finest quality. Over 300 artistic designs. Write for our attractive free
catalog and select a beautiful pin
or ring for your class or club.
Dept G, METAL ARTS CO.. Inc. (tochuler, N.

"*

a blizzard. But before he could answer her question Iva avoided disaster,
and probably a bad case of pneumonia,
because the office by this time was
colder than the inside of a refrigerator,
by explaining just what she meant. There
was nothing personal in the question.
She was perfectly happy about her progress in pictures, happier still because she
was respected and had so many friends.
It was these friends she wished to talk
about. They were respectable, too, she
said, and hard workers, loyal and ambitious, but in the year and a half she'd
been around the studio she'd never heard
anyone in authority give them a pat on
the back.
Well, Iva went on and on, reeling off
a list of names, putting in plugs for them
right in front of her boss until she finally
ran out of words.
"I

was

pretty

scared

when

I

was

through," she admits, "and I didn't know
what he was going to say after my cutting
loose that way, but he just smiled and said
for me not to worry about my unsung
heroes and heroines because he'd see to
it that they got recognition."
Well, that's Iva for you. The choirsinging, Sunday School marm from

Get relief this simple,

Hebron, Maine, who'd much rather say
a good word about somebody else than
to hear a good word about herself.

pleasant way!

But if you're harboring any suspicions
that Iva leans toward the prim, prudish
and old-fashioned side, don't forget that
folks in Hebron still insist that she was
the worst tomboy who ever grew up in
that little town.

I. TAKE ONE
or two tablets of
Ex-Lax before retiring. It licious
tasteschocolate.
like No
de-

"My father taught me how to box," she
grins, "and I guess I did get too ambitious

spoons — no bottles!
No
fuss,is no
Ex-Lax
easybother!
to use
and pleasant to take.

with
She my
stilldukes."
is ambitious, but she uses her
head now instead of her fists.

A. YOU

SLEEP

through the night
. . . undisturbed! No
stomach upsets. No
nausea or cramps.
No occasion to get
up! Ex-Lax is mild
and gentle. It acts
overnight
over-action.— without

O. THE

NEXT

morning you have a
thorough bowel
movement. Ex-Lax
works easily, without strain or discomfort. You feel fine
after taking it, ready
and fit for a full
day's work!
Ex-Lax is good for every member of the
family— the youngsters as well as the grownups. At all drug stores in \M and 25^ sizes.
Try Ex-Lax next time you need a laxative.

Now improved — better than ever!

EX- LAX

THE

ORIGINAL

CHOCOLATED

LAXATIVE

Earn J25 a week
AS A

TRAINED

PRACTICAL

NURSE!

Practical nurses are always needed! Learn at home
in your spare time as thousands of men and women
— 18 to GO years of age — have done through Chicago
School of Nursing. Easy-to-understand lessons,
endorsed by physicians. One graduate has charge
of 10-bed hospital. Nurse Cromer of Iowa now runs
her own nursing home. Others prefer to earn 32.50
to S5.00 a day in private practice.
YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Mrs. B. C, of Texas, earned S474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned $1900!
You, too, can earn good money, make new frieuds.
High school not necessary. Equipment included.
Easy payments. 40th year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO
From Broadway stage to the Jungle goes little Johnny
role in the next Tanan picture with Johnny Weissmuller.
PARADE

Sheffield, who will play an important
He is considered a great child athlete
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SCHOOL

OF

NURSING

Dept. 85,
100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages
N ame
Age
City
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Maybelline Solid- form Mascara in goldcolored metal vanity, 75c. Refills, including
new brush, 35c. Shades — Black, Brown, Blue.
tnous. *" BVe"
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Sparkling Eyes - Graceful Brows-Long Lovely Lashes jplUm.
"Follow These Steps" — a thrilling drama
in three acts — and you are the leading lady.
It's easy the modern Maybelline way. And
just see the difference! A few minutes and
you're a fascinating new personality,
First, blend Maybelline Eye Shadow
lightly over your eyelids. Notice how it
makes your eyes look much larger — wider
set and more luminous.
Then with your Maybelline Eyebrow
Pencil make short strokes that follow the

natural line of the eyebrow. This smoothmarking pencil tapers your brows gracefully, and accents them to definite beauty.
Next, darken your lashes to long, sweeping loveliness with Maybelline Mascara.
Either Solid-form, or popular Cream-form
(easily applied without water) — it's a joy
to use — harmless, tear-proof, non smarting'.
Dramatize your beauty with Maybelline
Eye Beauty Aids today. Generous introductory sizes now available at all 10c stores.
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MEANS FINE TOBACCO FOR LUCKIES
F. E. MeLAUGHLIN,

auctioneer, has

krsBBSmS

been "in tobacco" for 13 years. He
says: "I've never yet seen Luckies
buy anything but the best tobacco
...so I've smoked themsincel928."

l«iilit
A
■B

#ave you trie*/ a
lucky /ate/y P

M

11

TOBACCO crops in the last few years
have been outstanding in quality. New
methods, developed by the United States
Government and the States, have helped
the farmer grow finer tobacco. As independent experts like F. E. McLaughlin
point out, Luckies have always bought
the cream of the crop. Thoroughly
•

aged, these fine tobaccos are now
ready for your enjoyment. And so
Luckies are better than ever. Have
you tried a Lucky lately? Try them
for a week. Then you'll know why . . .

Easy on YourfrThroat**x*
Because MS TOASTED

With Men Who
- Know Tobacco BestIt's Luckies 2 to 1
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MARRIAGES HOLLYWOOD DOOMS TO FAILURE

A REALLY NEW LI
nac&ed usitn new twUllS
. . . new a&zntouJi . . . new
si^utfuna

that uotc

need /&h cenauest tontant

Amazing New "Perma-Color" Principle
Keeps Lips Thrilling Many Hours Longer!
News in lipstick! Important, thrilling news!
The glamorous Savage you have known
so well now becomes the New Savage
ThrilLlPSTICK . . .a big, full-sized lipstick
in a dashing swivel case !

^f

More Lasting Than Ever
And what thrills it holds for you! Its sensational new "perma-color" principle gives color
that's not just surface coating, but radiant redness that actually seems to become a savagely
clinging part of your lips . . . almost as much a
part of you as your lips themselves. It really
stays on. Savage T/^zYLlPSTICK! Thrilling too, because it's so much smoother to apply than you ever dreamed lipstick could be.
New Jungie-ish Shades
But most important of all is the thrill of discovering that these jungle-ish shades with
their lustrous, shimmering highlights are the
true essence of romantic adventure in its maddest whirl. The very first night you wear one of
them
out are.
how much more attractive
Savageyou'll
redsfind
really
Worth Millions in Glamour!

I

The
Wr/'/LIPSTlCK,
now
at all New
toilet Savage
counters, is
the size and quality
usually sold for a dollar . . . worth millions
in glamour . . . yet only 25p. This price certainly suggests that you indulge the luxury
of several shades — for different costumes!
TANGERINE..

. FLAME

... NATURAL

. . .BLUSH..

.JUNGLE

orchid (new purplish shade)

A4i
LIPSTICK

A stunning gown first caught his eye
but what held him was a lovely smile
Your smile is YOU! It's precious — guard it with Ipana and Massage!

Lovely dress of crisp organdy,
deep Victorian hem, fitted
bodice, tiny puffed sleeves.

Take no chances with "Pink Tooth Brush" — Ipana and
massage makes for firmer gums, brighter smiles!
A STUNNING gown is a sure-fire attraction to make a girl a standout, but after

cise—and you can charge that up to our
modern, soft foods. Then, like so many den-

that it's up to her smile!
For nothing is more pitiful than the girl
with the breath-taking gown— and the dull
and dingy smile. She's the one, of all people,
who shouldn't ignore "pink tooth brush."
Take a leaf from her book, yourself, and
do something about it. For no gown — not
even a French import from the last boat in—
can do much for the girl with the sad little
smile. Let other things go if you must, but

tists, he may suggest "more work— the stimulating help ofis Ipana
and not
massage."
For Ipana
designed
only to clean
teeth but, with massage, to help the gums as
well. Whenever you brush your teeth, massage alittle extra Ipana into your gums. Circulation increases within the gums — they
tend to become firmer, healthier.

don't neglect your teeth and gums.
If your tooth brush "shows pink," see
your dentist. It may mean nothing serious.
Very likely, he'll tell you that your gums
have simply grown weak from lack of exer-

IPANA

Don't court trouble by waiting for that
telltale tinge of "pink." Instead, get a tube
of economical Ipana Tooth Paste at your
druggist's today. Let Ipana and massage help
you, as it has thousands of attractive men
and women, to brighter teeth . . . healthier
gums . . . and the smile you'd like to have.

TOOTH

PASTE

©C1B

16 1939

419377 Q/J>_
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IT'S HARDY FAMILY
FUN AGAIN!
No. 6 in the Hardy Family hit parade...
as these beloved folk become "millionaires
for a day"! Hilarious... as Andy struts in
top hat and "Tux" and dates a cabaret
glamor girl . . . love finds Aunt Milly . . .
Marion knocks the stores for a row of charge
accounts . . . Mom settles for a frying pan
. . . and the Judge winds up with a silk hat
...but he has to pay all the bills!

The Hardy s become
And

millionaires overnight
what fun!

THE HHRDY5
RIDE HIGH
with

LEWIS STONE
MICKEY ROONEY
CECILIA PARKER
FAY HOLD EN
It's a scream when
Mickey gets tricked into
a night-club cabaret —
and a gorgeous chorus
girl tries to frame him.

Screen Play by Agnes
Johnston, Kay Van Riper
Ludwig • Directed by
Seitz • An M-G-M

Christine
& William
George B.
Picture

E

nter the Old West of America's

greatest adventure with a man and a
woman

who share its perils and its

triumphs, who steal from the very jaws
of danger a love which is as mighty
in its flaming glory as the West itself.
Thrill to the mightiest romance ever
to flame across the screen . . . the thundering drama of America's empire
builders, the men and women who
worked, fought, suffered to make the
American dream come true.

'

H

The shrill peal of the telephone bell
brought to expectant attention a group
of young men, variously occupied in a
rather messy-looking furnished apartment. The chap nearest dropped the electric iron with which he was pressing a
pair of trousers, and answered while the
others listened.

"Bud? Yes, just a minute." He put his
hand over the mouthpiece. "It's Central

2.

The voice with the personality

I

Casting
for Bud!"
In a moment
they were all on their feet,
rushing out of the room. Down the hall
they ran, knocking at every door and
shouting for Bud. Following them was
the chap with the telephone in his hand
attached to a cord that was practically a
cross-country line, for, when Bud was
located in the apartment at the extreme
end of the hall, the telephone was there,
too.
Meanwhile the group had been augmented by at least one fellow from each
apartment along the hall.
"Yes, this is Bud Flanagan . . . Yes, sure
. . . morning clothes? Yes . . . yes, I have a

6.

"You'll be sorry when I'm a star!

complete wardrobe . . . $15 — eight o'clock
■ — all right . . . oh! wait a minute, do you
need any others? ... all right, goodbye."
He put the telephone down. "Four days!
Gee, that's sixty bucks! What have we
got in the way of morning clothes for a
3.

The prayerful wait

fashionable church wedding?"
"That new ascot tie of mine will be
right," volunteered one.
"My hat," added another.

7.

"Wish I had my nickel back"

"My gray gloves will fit you," added a
third.
"Swell — now

all I need is a pair of

Pockets were turned inside out, and
quarters, nickels, dimes and an occasional
dollar bill were tossed on the table. Bud
was as —good
" as dressed for his role as best
pants
man.
"That's the way it was," Dennis OKeefe,
formerly Bud Flanagan, told me recently.
"We had a community wardrobe and could
dress one of the fellows for any sort of role
in ten minutes. But I, being the tallest
one of them, never could borrow a pair of
pants, and had to rent them from the costume company.
Everything
4.

"What do you mean, I'm not the type?'

[Continued on page

44]
"Wish I had my finger back!"

SONG

BY SONG... SCENE

BY SCENE... THE

THRILL

GROWS

GREATER!
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the
Girl. . No
LoveMatter
Couldn't
Crush.
How
it Tricked Her!

"Listen!. . .1 love this man
trom here to breakfast!
Want to make something of
it? He's tricky? So all right,
he's tricky! He's hurt me?
So what?. ..I love him! He's

And in the swing of today..it.Gordon
& Reve
p e
latest hit' I Never Knew HeavenCould Speak'!
<*e'

Look into the Heart of

SS^^y
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my man!"
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This has been a month filled with
slightly giddy events, as befits newsbreaks in the springtime.
Saddest of all the stories, perhaps, is

l'affair Butterfield. Miss Mary Butterfield,
twenty-two-year-old clerk, and very
pretty, too, "won" Errol Flynn in a raffle.
That gave her the opportunity to entertain the star as her house-guest during
the week-end celebration over the premiere of the film, Dodge City, when it
opened in Dodge City, Kansas.
The prize caused Miss Butterfield
mingled pleasure and pain from the start.
As soon as her first excitement wore off,
practical anxieties set in. "I hope Pa's
snoring doesn't keep him awake!" said
Miss Butterfield, according to reports in
the daily press. But that concern was
paled to insignificance shortly by a new
domestic development. Young Joel Butterfield, age eleven, turned up with an unmistakable case of measles, and the guest
room, as well as the rest of the Butterfield house was quarantined. Oh, woe!
Oh, undeserved blow of bitter fate!
Fans all over the country shed sympathetic tears for Miss Butterfield. But Miss
Butterfield made a brave rally, and negotiated the "sale" of Mr. Flynn for $25

A youthful fragrance is a woman's
most successful weapon in her
repertoire of charm ! That's why
April Showers Perfume and Talc
are so popular wherever men are

GOOD

to be interested! It's the most inex-

EDITOR
to a friend, Miss June Brody, who excused
her extravagance (as if it needed excuse!)
by explaining that she preferred Mr. Flynn
to a new Easter outfit.
When they had time, during the strenuoustives
celebration,
must have
ladies with some
costs the studio

Warner
regardedBrothers'
the two execuyoung
awe. After all, Mr. Flynn
a salary of four figures

every week, and he doesn't stay to dinner
at that figure, either.

[ Miss Vivien Leigh, lovely young
English actress who is playing the
Southern belle, Scarlett O'Hara, was the
first to admit that she had a good deal to
learn about the part. With becoming
modesty, she said that she appreciated the
honor of having the most discussed role
of the past two years, and that she was
going to try hard to give a good performance. Those were not empty words.
Right away she turned her fine alert mind
to the problem of playing Scarlett, and
started to ask questions. "What," said Miss
Leigh, "is a June bug?"
Selznick's is a well-equipped studio.
[Continued on page 12]

NEWS

for contest devotees and Deanna I hi r It in fans

pensive way to assure yourself of
a lasting, captivating fragrance!

C H E Pt A AAY

Ap^i-L Showers
7%e r^zt

Also

10

April

Showers Dusting Powder — big
with de luxe fluffy puff — 85c.

box

Deanna
Durbin waves a cordial greeting to HOLLYWOOD
Magazine readers and extends an
invitation to join in her fascinating new contest.
Full particulars will be published in the July issue
of HOLLYWOOD Magazine. And wait until you see the long list of prizes!

HE

PICTURE

AGNIFICENT!
The story of Juarez, Mexican flame
of freedom . . . moulding a fierybearted people into a nation that
toppled a throne! . . . The story of
Carlota, empress to Maximilian . . .
burning her fateful romance into the
pages of history ! . . . All in a glorious human drama sweeping through
scenes never matched in action,
splendor and power ! See "Juarez'* at
your theatre soon ! The picture that
shows how great the screen can be I

WARNER

BROS.

PRESENT

PAUL MUNI-BETTE

DAVIS

UARE
Z"
m\JBRIAN
AHERNE
CLAUDE
JOSEPH

RAINS • JOHN GARFIELD
CALLEIA

• GALE

SONDERGAARD

. GILBERT

• DONALD
ROLAND

• HENRY

CRISI
O'NEILL

Screen Play by John Huston, Aeneas MacKenzie and Wolfgang Reinhardt • Based on a Play by Franz Werfe
and the Novel, "The Phantom Crown," by Bertita Harding • Music by Erich Wolfgang Ksrngold

The Show Goes On
[Continued from page 10]
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UXOR
The face powder that sits
lightly — stays on smoothly
There's no invitation to romance
in a heavily over-powdered face.
So choose Luxor"Feather-Cling,"
the face powderwitha light touch.
Luxor is a delicately balanced,
medium weight powder that sits
lightly, stays on smoothly. In five
smart shades, 55c. For generous
size FREE trial package, send
this coupon.

Quick as a duck jumping on a June bug,
they whipped open the big dictionary, and
showed her a picture. And that would
have ended the matter, except that the
solid south, always gallant and quick to
aid ladies in distress, began shipping
samples.
June bugs arrived by the dozens. Some
of them perished from the rigors of the
trip. Some were smashed in envelopes in
transit. But scores had strength left to
crawl out of cardboard containers on arrival, and hundreds were quite lively
enough for energetic acrobatics.
Miss Leigh was touched, flattered and
scared to death. June bugs are wonderful
ambassadors of good will, she said, and
she hoped her well-wishers from the south
would understand the spirit of grateful
appreciation with which she tossed them
one and all into the rose-bushes outside
her studio window.
But the matter did not end there. Mr.
G. R. Gorton, Deputy Agricultural Commissioner, heard what was going on,
hastily called the Post Office Department,
enlisted the help of Inspector Caldwell
who spent a busy time with a microscope.
Neither storm nor dark of night delayed
them until every June bug was safely
tucked away* in a tin box, until every
June bug egg was destroyed.
It seems that June bugs are against the
law in California. Nothing, it seems, gets
quite so hungry as a Georgia June bug,
and there was a strong possibility that,
unless confined, Miss Leigh's stable of imported bugs would mow down the rosebushes, the lawn, the trees and move on
against the orange groves and the redwoods, leaving California nibbled right
down to the ground. Of course, it hasn't
worked out that way in Georgia, but nobody denies that California is different.
Miss Leigh did not forget her manners,
even when the round-up of the June
bugs reached its peak of excitement. "Ah
think they're mighty interesting little
beasts," she said in her best Scarlett
O'Hara accent, 'And Ah'm mighty obliged
to all those sweet people who tried to he'p
me with my paht as Scahlett."

BI

"When you say that, apologize!"
There is a new fighting word in Hollywood, and it is "Nazi." And even if you
smile when you say it, you may get sued.
At least that is the way Baron Raven
Erik Angus Barnekow, soon to become
the fifth husband of Kay Francis, feels
about it. He felt so strongly about it that
he went right down to the district attorney's office and filed a complaint, charging
slander because he claimed that the
Countess Di Frasso has called him a "Nazi
"I never said anything of the kind," denied the American-born Countess vigorously, but the Baron is mad, and wants
the world to know that he is becoming an
American citizen.
spy."

12
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This month was also distinguished by
the rather depressing news that Ann
Sheridan had been selected by twenty-

five judges as "America's Ooomph Girl."
Who appointed the judges, who were other
contenders for the dubious honor of the
title, and who started the contest in the
first place, nobody seems to know. The
whole grim business is shrouded in a certain mystery. We are not worried about
Miss Sheridan; she is an attractive girl,
blessed above the average with pretty
curves and that intangible quality which
we, in our quaint, old-fashioned way, like
to call "Allure," and she will get along.
But the future of the twenty-five judges
weighs upon our minds. What happened
to those resourceful gentlemen after their
brief hour in the sun? Where did they
come from? Where did they go? Was the
title "Ooomph Girl" inspiration, or did they
spend long hours thinking it up? Are they
flashes-in-the-pan, just one-word men,
or may we expect them to come back next
year with another label, to break the
hearts of the new crop of glamour girls?
How embarrassing to have to confess, "I
was only the runner-up in the 'Ooomph
Girl' contest, but maybe I'll get to be 'Miss
Zowie' next year." Will sweet Miss Sheridan drop a bitter tear when first she sees
herself described in the heartless press as
"Ex-Ooomph Queen?" Will we get to be
known as the "Ouch Girl," if we keep on
writing things like this?

|| Next month, the Deanna Durbin contest really gets under way, so watch
the July issue of Hollywood Magazine for
complete list of prizes and full details of
how to win the dresses and coats and
dozens of other prizes which the little
singing
is giving.
able to
find
the star
magazine
easilyYou'll
by itsbe stunning
cover, a picture of lovely Hedy Lamarr in
a blue gown. Inside, there is a challenging
story about this remarkable girl who has
had so much of fantastically good luck, so
much of misfortune. The story asks, and
answers in surprising fashion the question, "Has Hedy Lamarr Three Strikes
More fun
than you've had in a long time
Her?"
Against
is
promised
by a special chart, prepared
by the noted Nona Howard, astrological
expert. At a glance you can tell which
star you resemble most, but you will spend
a good deal of time on the chart which
analyzes your temper, your tastes, your
best bet in boy friends according to your
birth date.
The most unusual story planned for the
summer months is the inside tale of how
Clark Gable ropes savage mountain lions.
He thinks it is fun. The funniest story,
promised for an early issue, deals with
the earnest endeavor of Humphrey Bogart to be a great lover for the movio
cameras, and why he would rather remain
the admired "Ugh Man" of Hollywood.

Lovely skin wins hearts, so
be careful about Cosmetic Skin
— use Lux Toilet Soap as I do
V_i LEVER girls take Made
leine Carroll's advice. Foolish to risk Cosmetic Skin
dullness, tiny blemishes,
enlarged pores. Use cosmetics all you wish, but
use Lux Toilet Soap's
ACTIVE lather to remove them thoroughly. That's
what lovely screen
stars do! ^This gentle
white soap helps keep
skin smooth,
appealing

9 out of 10 Screen

Stars use Lux Toilet Soap 13
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By ELMER
■

Thank goodness M-G-M
error of its ways, and
Joan Crawford for the Witch
derness. Through no fault
Joan has been burdened with

has seen the
has selected
in the Wilof her own,
a long string

of second-rate pictures that haven't done
her popularity a bit of good. Ice Follies,
her last, while a beautiful picture so far
as the technicolor shots of the skating
sequences were concerned, failed to give
Joan the breaks she deserved and she was
pretty much broken-hearted about it. But
from now on, with King Vidor directing
her in The Witch Joan will undoubtedly
start climbing right back to that top position marked Leading Lady No. 1. At least
we hope so, because Joan is one of the
squarest-shooting girls in this here town
of Flickerville.

SUNFIELD
■

We have a hunch that a certain young
man of San Francisco is through pulling telephone gags. Particularly on pretty
Ann Rutherford. Ann was waiting for a
call from the Golden Gater, and when the
call came in she was somewhat confused
when the voice in her ear asked: "Darling,
do you love me?" Ann gave the proper
answer and from then on the conversation leaned heavily on the sentimental
side. Finally the operator told Ann and
the Golden Gater that their time was up.
Ann discovered only then that the call
was on a "demonstration" wire from the
San Francisco Fair, and that she had had
as much privacy as a curbstone orator.
At least forty listeners-in had enjoyed
the converation.
■

|

• Go to either Fair first... then across Scenic America to the other Fair ... then home again! Choice of
many routes . . . stop over as you please! You can
travel twice across the Continent for a penny a mile
or less! Never before in travel history has such an
offer been made!
Assured Accommodations. Trailways will arrange
—
"Fair Cities''
in thesightseeing
for youto while
everything
hotel, admissions
the Fairs,
trips,
etc., — for these unheard-of prices:
3 All-Expense Days in San Francisco. . . .$ 8.75
3 All-Expense Days in New York
$11.25
{Otlier tours 2 to 7 days or longer at either Fair)
Low Trailways Fares to Either Fair, and Everywhere

You can class this one as a "three
smart girls" yarn. Three years ago
Irene Hervey, Joy Hodges, and Kay Kober
"batched it" together, all striving for
breaks, all praying they'd come soon. Lady
Luck tapped Irene and Joy on their respective shoulders, and the two girls have
been doing mighty well for themselves in
Hollywood. Not so with Kay Kober, however. She's still waiting, still struggling
for recognition — but not by her lonesome,
you betcha. Irene and Joy still remain
her encouraging, helpful pals and when
Kay isn't busy making tests for the one
good role she needs to shove her ahead,
she is employed by Irene and Joy as their
ctand-in.

Akim Tamiroff is a mighty busy man
these days keeping track of his many
roles. He is burdened with five separata
roles in his latest picture The Magnificent
Fraud, and the switch from one to another
presents many a make-up problem. The
day we spent at Paramount visiting the
sound stages we saw Akim in the morning
dressed for his role of Jules LaCroix, the
actor. Before lunch we saw him outfitted
as a dictator. During lunch he was Akim
Tamiroff. After lunch he was back at his
dictator role. Along about quitting time
that afternoon we entered the sound stage,
and there he was ready to go through a
sequence as LaCroix again.
[Continued on page 13]

If you can't make both Fairs, see at least one. Go
one way, return another, at no extra cost, with a
wide choice of scenic routes. To the next town or
across America — to all the glorious vacation lands —
Go Trailways.

Q

ALL-EXPENSE VACATION TOURS

j reaching every vacationland, Canada,
Mexico. Everything arranged in advance for a thrilling carefree vacation — hotels, sightseeing trips, boat
trips, etc. No guessing about where to go, what
to do, what to pay. One low cost from your home
town covers practically every necessary expense.
Finer Bus Service. See Scenic America in Trailways
Cream-and-Crimson Streamliners, most of them airconditioned. They bring you the utmost in travel
comfort, plus Trailways Courtesy to make your
vacation more pleasant. Trailways is the friendly
way to travel.

Send for FREE Travel Guides NOW
(or consult your local Trailways agent)
| National Trailways System
F6
I 20 E. Randolph St., Chicago
' Please send me information on D Both Fairs;
D All-Expense Tours .Trailways service from
to
I
■
I
|
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I want to leave about
and will be gone
Name
Address
City and State

cays.

Joy Hodges seems to be putting the Indian Sign on Fawcett cameraman, Charlie Rhodes, in a
friendly sort of fashion. Jon Hall, Pat Di Cicco and Frances Langford (Mrs. Hall) smile for the
Snapped at the Cafe Marcel during the dinner hour after a days work for each.
nice man, too.
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Hollywood Newsreel

H

Matrimonial Note: Alice Faye got a
postcard from an official in the Yuma
courthouse. Card showed exact spot where
Alice and Tony Martin stood to be
married. Since that momentous occasion,
said the official, more than 200 couples
have asked to occupy the same spot when

[Continued from page 14]
H

Believe it or not, the man who has
the most specialized knowledge and
the most unusual niche in all filmdom is
Joseph Benton North.
Mr. North is the sad-faced gentleman
whom film directors hire for marriage
scenes because he has the dignified dourness which seems to go with a cinematic
clergyman. Mr. North claims he could
marry an Eskimo to an Australian bushman, with or without camera angles, and
please both sets of parents. He can recite
the marriage rituals of forty-seven varieties of religion — anything from the voodooistic ceremony in blackface to the full
seven-day ritual of the South Seas, with
feast and fun. Mr. North performed the
Church of England ceremony that united
Merle Oberon and David Niven in marriage in Wuthering Heights.
Film Clergyman North has fifty-two
screen marriages to his credit.

they gave their "I Do's."
H When Postmaster General James Farley was in town to dedicate the Los
Angeles postoffice, he said he craved a
touch of night life. Come nine-thirty he
made a bee-line to Slapsie Maxie's, where
he stayed for the better part of an hour
reminiscing with his old friend, Leatherpusher Rosenbloom. Mr. Farley seemed
quite amazed to learn that Maxie had
branched out into the motion picture business, but said that he might have guessed
since squared
Maxie had
put during
on manythean time
"act" he
in
the
circle
(Mr. Farley) was boxing commission of
New York City.
E

"Most producers of pictures," he says,
"call for a mixed ceremony. This is done
in order not to offend religious classifications. For this purpose I have a mixed
ritual which I made up myself and which
so far has proven acceptable to all classes

You'll

of people."
| Billy Gilbert, the man with the big
sneeze, has decided to give up dieting
to reduce.
All because the last time he

tried it his wife worried so much that she
lost ten pounds while he was gaining
fifteen!

Virginia Grey seems to keep her feet on the
ground when she walks in stilts, most popular
beach toy on the sands of the Pacific now.
see her soon

in The Hardys Ride High

To Wally Beery goes the credit of
being Hollywood High-Flyer No. 1.
Since the day he took his first solo flight
he has spent more than five thousand
hours in the air. During the years that
he has been playing tag with the birds, he
has owned eight ships, and has flown more
than one million miles.
U

When
you keep
see your
Warner
Dodge City
optics Brothers'
alert for
a glimpse of Ann Sheridan in a sequence

Get rid of that telltale DANDRUFF
with LISTERINE Antiseptic
Sensational tests prove Listerine Antiseptic relieves
and masters dandruff. 76% of patients of New Jersey
clinic got relief.
Think of it, dandruff whose origin defied
science so long now yields to a new
delightful treatment.
Its cause has been discovered — a queer
bottle-shaped germ called Pityrosporum
ovale, which is found in the scalp, the hair
follicles and the hair itself.

Quickly killed
Listerine Antiseptic, famous for more than
25 years as a germicidal mouth wash and
gargle, kills these germs.
Freed of the parasite that saps their
vitality, scalp and hair improve in appearance in a surprisingly short time. Itching
is alleviated, and the scalp and hair soon
take on new vigor and lustre.
The Listerine Antiseptic treatment takes
the place of those smelly salves and dressings that treat dandruff symptoms but not
its cause.

Easy . . . deligh tful. . . quick
If you have any evidence of dandruff, all
16

you do is douse
full-strength Listerine Antiseptic
on the scalp once
or twice a day.
Follow it with vigorous and persistent massage. It's
the most delightful, stimulating
treatment you ever heard of and gets results that simply amaze you.
Every day we receive enthusiastic letters telling how Listerine Antiseptic
checked dandruff in a much shorter time
than that shown in exhaustive clinical and
laboratory tests.*
Don't wait until dandruff becomes an
advanced infection; if you have the slightest symptom, start the Listerine Antiseptic
treatment now. Even after dandruff disappears, it is wise to use Listerine Antiseptic at regular intervals to guard against
reinfection.
Lambert

Pharmacal

Co., St. Louis, Mo.

DO OTHERS

OFFER

SUCH

PROOF?

Clinic and laboratory prove this:

IThat

dandruff infected rabbits treated regularly with Listerine Antiseptic showed a complete disappearance of dandruff symptoms at the
end of 14 days on the average.
2 A substantial number of men and women
dandruff patients of a great midwestern skin
clinic, who were instructed to massage the scalp
once a day with Listerine Antiseptic, obtained
marked relief in the first 2 weeks, on the average.
3 Seventy-six per cent of the dandruff patients
of a New Jersey clinic, using Listerine twice
daily, showed either complete disappearance of,
or marke.l improvement in, the symptoms at the
end of 4 weens.

showing a saloon free-for-all. Ann's in
the background and does a colossal
comedy fall not in the script. She slipped
during the shooting, and thought the director had stopped the cameras when she
fell. But the cameras went right on while
she made faces, got up and rubbed her
bruises. When Hal Wallis saw the rushes
he nearly busted his galluses, and insisted
that Ann's fall be left in the picture.
j Gail Patrick, whom we consider the
best-dressed young lady in town (and
one of the best actresses, too) has added
a parlor touch to her kitchen by installing

FRAGRANT
SKIN HAS
SUCH ALLURE!

three upholstered chairs. "All parties end
in the kitchen," says Gail, "so why not
make the guests feel comfortable?"
Gail, by the way, is an aviation enthusiast from 'way back, and when anyone starts talking about the dangers of
air travel she hauls out her big book of
newspaper clippings showing auto and
train accidents to prove that a journey by
airplane is safer than by either the choochoo or the tin can on wheels.
| Here's an oddity. John Howard, the
handsome young bachelor who plays
in those Drummond detective films
screened by Paramount, is an American
boy, but apparently his English admirers

THAT'S WHY I ALWAYS
BATHE WITH
A

CASHMERE BOUQUET SOAP !

don't believe it. They send him hundreds
of letters complimenting him on his perfect English accent. And Reginald Denny,
who is as English as they make 'em, gets
hundreds of letters from England complaining about his atrocious English accent in the same films.
| Jean Arthur, starring in Only Angels
Have Wings-, has a new — and interesting— hobby.
She collects aviation super[Continued on page 67]
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— Photo by Charles Rhodes
Lya Lys, lovely leading lady of The Confessions
of a Nazi Spy, snapped

and ten-cent stares

with the dashing John

Schwa rtzkopf, HOLLYWOOD
Magazine's fashion-plate and advertising staff member, as
they were leaving the preview of a new film
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THE LITTLE PRINCESS—
20th Century-Fox
H

It is a perfect story for the first lady
of the screen . . . the tale of the beloved motherless daughter of an Indian
Army officer left at the severe Miss Minchin's school while papa served out his
time in the liverish low country, carrying
the white man's burden. It was a perfect
story; how papa fell ill of brain fever and
died supposedly penniless; how the mean
Miss Minchin showed herself in her true
The Invisible Way! Fibs, the Kotex Tampon
with new exclusive features, teally solves the
problem of days when less protection is
needed. More comfortable, more secure,
easier to use. Kotex products merit your
confidence.

Special "Quilting"

Important!
Quilting—
keeps
Fibsso from
expanding abnormally in
use— keeps the soft cotton sides in placethus increasing comfort and lessening the
possibility of injury to delicate tissues. The
rounded top makes Fibs easy to insert.

colors, stripped Sara of her furs and feathers, banished her to the garret and the
scullery; how the Lascar servant from the
house next door took pity on the shivering little Missie in the garret, slipped
across the leads and furnished the dingy
room with rich Oriental splendor; how the
tragic master of the big house next door
brooded over the fortune that he was holding in trust for the lost daughter of his
dead friend. As we said, it was a perfect
story.
But, in the current screen version, the
truly wonderful little Miss Temple has to
struggle with so much added production
value that it is a wonder any of the fine
sentimental yarn is left. Not content with
having papa a respected officer of the Indian Army, the studio has to send him
off to fight the Boers in Darkest Africa.
Shirley is under terrific tension all during
the siege of Mafeking, and when the town
falls, it really is more than any one youngster should be called upon to bear alone.
But, undaunted, Shirley takes to haunting
the hospital, looking for her daddy. It is

MILLER

a busy hospital. In one scene alone, Shirley, Queen Victoria, Miss Minchin's
brother (Arthur Treacher) and Shirley's
papa (Ian Hunter) all are busily meeting
each other in corridors.
I saw the film at the Roxy, and the audience was extremely sympathetic to Shirley's problems. Helpful, too. The hardpressed child had sought safety in what
she supposed to be an empty waiting room.
She supposed that because she neglected
to look around when she slipped inside.
And who do you suppose was sitting in
that wheel-chair all the time? Right,
Shirley's papa. So the audience, unable to
stand longer the sight of Shirley's sorrow,
began to help. "Yoo-hoo, Shirley, look
behind you!" shouted the balcony as one
man, and so that is how Shirley found
her papa.
The mean Miss Minchin (Mary Nash)
was properly put in her place, you may depend upon it. Shirley got a new outfit of
very grand, if inappropriate clothes, and
a lot of us who had read Frances Hodgson
Burnett's book, "The Little Princess," went
away from there thinking that the original story still was a perfect one for the
first lady of the screen.
If there were any in the audience like
me, who, faintly irritated by all of the hospital stuff and tap dancing and Boer War,
went home and read the book again, the
argument lost a little of its power. Because, judged by current standards of child,
literature, the story certainly is one of the
most sickening pieces of over-elaborated
sentimentality that ever gagged a parent
who was trying to read a little one to sleep.

Yes, Fibs Cost less! . . . Only 25c for a full
dozen. Try them next time. Mail
now for trial supply free.

coupon

i*SlSs
*Trade Marks Reu. O. S. Pat. Office

FREE!

FIBS -Room 1422,
919 N. Michigan Ave.— Chicago, III.
Please send me FREE trial supply of FIBS,
Kotex Tampon, mailed in plain package.

the

Name
Address
City
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State.

Very different from the heavy skirts, the ruffles and the complete coverage of her clothes in
Stagecoach is the bathing suit that Claire Trevor chooses for a sun bath in her Hollywood garden

But the fact remains that this story is
known and loved by millions of people. It
was dear to several generations of little
girls who probably have passed it along to
their daughters. And the screen version is
going to be just a touch annoying to those
people who like to know what they are
buying when they see a familiar title advertised.
Shirley rapidly is becoming known as
the star to whom nothing is sacred. Of
course, it is not the fault of La Belle Temple. But her films are beginning to be
known for ruthless butchering of childhood classics, and the remaking of beloved
stories nearer to the box-offices' desire,
and a lot of people don't like it. A goodly
number of people expressed themselves in
strong words when Wee Willie Winkie
appeared as a girl, tap-dancing all over
the parade ground in a cute little uniform
and saving the whole darn regiment instead of just Lieutenant "Coppy's" sweetheart. And bitter was the outcry in the
land when Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
astoundingly turned out to be a radio extra, and one who couldn't get an engagement, at that!
This strangely changed Little Princess
is an impressive production, all in Technicolor, and with a very handsome dream
sequence which is beautifully staged.
Shirley is her usual amazing self, but there
are a lot of people who, ungratefully
enough, would be perfectly willing to trade
all of that running to the hospital for the
exciting scenes in which the Lascar creeps
across the roofs with his arms full of food
and firewood to make a fairy-tale come
true for the Little Princess and for millions of people in audiences all over the
land.
Ah, well. Some day Shirley will get
around to making Uncle Tom's Cabin, and
that probably will be interesting, too.
Bets already are being taken that the time
will be changed from the Civil to the
World War, and that Shirley will be a
Dollar-a-Year girl, who exposes a spy
ring that is intent upon strafing her daddy
in his submarine.
Who can tell?

THE FLYING IRISHMAN—
RKO-Radio
It was about a year ago that an extraordinary young man named Douglas Corrigan pursued a fixed idea to an
astonishing finale, flew the Atlantic in a
$900 plane, gave the whole world a joyous
laugh with his impertinent explanation,
and ruined, forever, his chances of becoming a pilot on a commercial plane.
The flight was singularly well timed
from his standpoint. He knew that, if
weather conditions were right for Howard Hughes' take-off on a round the world
flight, they would be right for him, too.
The flight was singularly ill-timed from
thi standpoint of the serious minds who
have built the aviation industry in hardly
more than thirty years from a dangerous
diversion to a sound method of transportation. Papers were full of the news of How-
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Brilliant was the formal preview of Wuiherinq Heights. On the left, Producer Sam Goldwyn
beams with pride in his picture and pleasure in his distinguished guest, Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Equally happy are Merle Oberon, star, and James Roosevelt, vice-president of Goldwyn Pictures

few days later, papers were full of Corrigan's ship with its door fastened by a twist
of wire, his "gas gauge" of chewing gum
"wrong-way"
his view,
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worse could have happened to modern
aviation than to have an ill-equipped boy
take off at such a time for such a flight.
But it gave the country a week of joyous
laughter which may be renewed by seeing the film, which is an extremely interesting, and at times touching, biography of a most interesting personality.
Corrigan is far from being an actor. He
walks woodenly through the featurelength film, trying his best to follow instructions, and those instructions are all
too apparent most of the time. But, just
the same, the film is fascinating and certainly the stiff performance of the daring
Doug is the most vital thing in it.
The story shows the life of the boy who
wanted to fly more than anything else in
the world. It shows his almost fanatic insistence upon becoming a commercial pilot,
against all odds. It shows his attempts to
prepare himself, his sickening series of
disappointments, his final determination
to perform a feat so spectacular, so daring,
that the airlines could not refuse him.
The final scene of Corrigan waving to a
street jammed with cheering crowds is one
of the most pathetic of his disappointments.
No one can dispute his courage. No one
can dispute his extraordinary worth as an
aviator. But now and forever the door of
commercial aviation is closed to him, so
far as a pilot's berth goes. As one executive of a great airline put it, "We are selling dependability. We fly on schedule. We
sell safety. Nothing is left to impulse. The
laughs alone, if we let Corrigan have one
of our ships, would set us back ten

See the film, by all means, as one of the
great tragedies of an ambitious man who
wouldn't take "No."

LOVE AFFAIR— RKO-Radh

■

She (Irene Dunne) was a girl who had
learned to fear poverty, and who
wanted to make a rich marriage. He
(Charles Boyer) was an impecunious
heart-breaker, and it was time he settled
down to make a financially prosperous
marriage. They met on a trans-Atlantic
liner, and fell in love.
They fell so much in love that they said
"Goodbye" for six months, she to dismiss
her wealthy friend and make her own living singing in a night club, he to try to
paint for his white ties and tails.
Each was a success and each started for
the date, made six months before, on the
top of the Empire State Building. He kept
it. She didn't. He left for Europe, embittered. She lay on a hospital bed, firmly
refusing to let him know that a traffic accident made it doubtful that she ever
would walk again.
There is so much in this story that is
charming and unexpected that it is a shame
to spoil your enjoyment by telling of it in
detail. But you will take great pleasure
in the performances of the principals, in
their most delightful dialogue, in the engaging character played by Maria Ouspenskaya, and in the rousing performance
of the landlady contributed by Ferike
Boros. Don't miss this one.

THREE SMART
Universal

■

GIRLS GROW

UP—

If this film does not have quite the
same vitality and coherence that former Durbin pictures have shown, it still

will please the fans of the talented little
girl who has a list of such outstanding successes to her credit.
With a few changes, the cast of her first
great hit is reassembled, a few years older,
and with new emotional troubles to be
smoothed out by little sister. Charles Winninger as the father is busily occupied
with the stock market, and so concentrated on its ups and downs that he does
not have time to see that his two older
daughters both are in love with the same
young man (William Lundigan). Joan
(Nan Grey) is engaged to him. Kay
(Helen Parrish) weeps silently for him
after the lights are turned out. Penny
(Deanna Durbin) determines to do something about it, and drags home from singing school Harry (Robert Cummings) in
the hope that he will divert Kay. Instead,
he diverts Joan, and little sister has a deal
to explain away before she settles all
of the destinies of her family satisfactorily.
Nella Walker plays the serene mother and
Ernest Cossart is the sympathetic butler.
Deanna sings charmingly, and acts with
the same verve that has made better stories
than this seem extraordinary.

THE HOUND

OF THE BASKERVILLES

— 20th Century-Fox
Worthy to take an honored place in
the hall of fame in a vault next to The
Son of Frankenstein is this fine effort at

phony horror. The smudge pots smouldered like mad for days, surely, to make
the thickest drifting mists to date. Every
angle of the bleak moor is filled with
threat and papier mache boulders. The
howling of the eerie hound is as happily
spine-tingling as the screech of Dracula's
bats and the roar of King Kong combined.
And Basil Rathbone might have stepped
directly out of the illustrations of Sherlock
Holmes. It's grand, from the bumbling
pomposity that Nigel Bruce gives to the
loyal Watson to the sweet, blank apprehension that Wendy Barrie uses for the
perfect heroine, and the manliness of the
hero played by Richard Greene.
In the first scenes, Rathbone is solemn,
as befits one who senses murder in the air,
but also confidently insouciant as suits one
to
whom sudden death is a daily occurrence.
You may be put off by the assorted
villain types scattered through the film
(Lionel Atwill, John Carradine, Eily
Malyon, E. E. Clive, Harry Cording and
Beryl Mercer, for instance) . But not
Sherlock Holmes. He feels his way unerringly through the menacing cast, the
drifting mists and the haunted mire to lay
a trap for the ghostly hound that is ready
to rend the throat of the heir to the Baskerville curse.
He says "Quick, Watson! The needle!"
only once, but that is a scene worth waiting for, if ever you have read a Sherlock
Holmes story.

M IDN IGHT— Paramount
B

This is a fine, smooth comedy about a
chorus girl (Claudette Colbert), who
found herself stranded on a rainy night in
Paris, all dressed up in a gold gown, but
without a sou. A reluctantly sympathetic
taxi-driver (Don Ameche) drove her
until the early morning from night club to
joint, while she tried to get work as a
singer. Hedidn't knowit,but in those hours
he fell in love. She didn't know it, but
those hours changed her life completely.
Things evidently happen fast to a lady
in a gold gown alone in Paris. First she
posed as a guest at an exclusive musicale,
where she fell under the keenly appreciative eye of M. Flammarion (John Barrymore) , jealous husband of Mary Astor. He
suspected that she was all too fond of one
Jacques (Francis Lederer), and hired the
chorus girl forthwith to run interference.
All would have gone well had not the
chorus girl, hard pressed for a name,
chosen that of the taxi driver, adding a
title to dress it up a bit. When he arrived
on the scene, and boldly claimed, not only
the chorus girl as his wife, but the title as
well, athere
a pretty outto-do,
have
lot of was
fun finding
how and
it all you'll
ends.

THE ICE FOLLIES OF 1939— M-G-M
i| , By all means, see this film if you never
\ have had opportunity to see one of the
big ice shows which have been touring the
[Continued on page 69]
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Miracle
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make-up which PercWestmorc
applies to change Montagu Love
into George Washington for the
patriotic short, Sorts ot Liberty

Most Men Don't Like Love
■

Ever since Ann Sheridan beaded her first lash
for the glory of Warner Brothers' pictures,
Hollywood bachelors have been heaving deep,
heart-felt sighs. And that crackling sound you
heard in the western sky was the noise of hearts
shattering to bits when Ann so much as glanced
at the visiting firemen. After her first few pictures,
studio officials went around shaking hands with
each other. "A one-woman heat wave . . . and
we've got her under contract!" they are reported
as saying happily.
And what does Ann Sheridan say to all of this?
Ann, herself, can't figure it out except by the
rather startling conclusion: "Most men don't like
love."
"Just stop and take a look at the problem of the
Hollywood bachelor," bids Ann.
"He works all
day long at being a great big heart-throb for the
cameras. He has to act convincingly like a creature
of fatal allure, so irresistible that
audiences
will believe that great
stars fall for him. Did it ever occur
to you that he might not care to rush
away from his day's work and hold
hands at night?
"Most Hollywood girls demand too
much," says Ann, who is in a position
to do some plain and fancy demanding, herself, if she wants to. "They
expect men to live up to far too much.
When a man calls up for a dinner
date, why expect that he has fallen
madly in love with you? He probably
thinks that you are attractive,
amusing, good company, and wants
to know you better.
"If I'm invited out, I accept because
I like the person, and I think I will
have fun. I naturally suppose that he
must feel the same way about me.
And if I like someone, he doesn't have
to call me up two days in advance to
extend an invitation. The fact that I
like him enough to go out with him,
means that I'm glad to be with him at
any time, if I happen to be free. If
I don't like him or don't want to go
out with him, it wouldn't make any
difference if he called up a month in
advance.

That is what glamour-girl Ann Sheridan,
who is one of the most popular young
.ladies in Hollywood, convincingly explains
By JERRY

ASHER

"Unless it's some special occasion,
I'd much rather not have a man plan
an evening. Making reservations,
sending corsages, scheming and worrying are all unnecessary effort. I
know some girls think that you must
demand these attentions or a man
won't
think appreciate
most men you.
will Personally,
be twice asI
attentive in the long run — if they
aren't driven to it.
"Women enjoy the company of men,
just as men enjoy the company of
women. Why make any more of it
than that? I don't want a man to
feel that he [Continued on page 48]
Ann Sheridan, soon to be
seen in Baffle of City Hall

>
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The Robert Youngs and the Allan Joneses,
Hollywood
is proud of their happiness

!

with
before

Douglas
divorce

Hollywood Makes It Hard
For Hymen
"The reason why so few marriages
are happy is because young ladies
spend their time in making nets, not in
making cage s." — Jonathan Swift,
Thoughts on Various Subjects.
"The reason why so few Hollywood
marriages are happy is because young
men and ladies spend their time in mak-

Hymen, god of marriage, has
his troubles with the gossips
who doom some marriages to
failure from their very start
By JANE

OLIVER

—
Oliver. not in making silence."
ingJane
wisecracks,

■

Of course, if you want to argue, you
can snap right back at me with this
little item from George Eliot's Romola:
"An ass may bray a good while before
he shakes the stars down." Or you may
tell me poor
in your
own words
that it'supa
darned
marriage
that breaks

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■iMHH^HMMHMaHBii^BH
No one questions that Irene Dunne
and Dr. Francis Griffin are happy

But Alice Faye and Tony Martin
are hounded by rumors of trouble

Claudette
are

not

Colbert
touched

and
by

Dr. Pressman
the

ill-wishers

Hollywood
predicted
divorce
for
Carole Lombard and William Powell

Rumors
of trouble
from the start
for Betty Grable and Jackie Coogan

under pressure of what outsiders say or
think about it.
But the truth of the matter is that a
good many Hollywood marriages start
out with the town's huzzahs and hoorays
and end not much later in a flurry of
scowls and scallions from "friends of the
happy couple." In short, gossip and gossip alone has been the serpent in many
a movieland Garden of Eden.
You don't think it's possible? Wait a
minute. Haven't you ever possessed some
cherished object which lost some of its
luster because a friend belittled it?
Haven't you ever had a hat, for instance,
which you thought exceptionally becoming until someone remarked that it
"looked awful" on you?

Basil Rathbone and Ouida Bergere
don't have to battle divorce rumors

Suggestion is an insidious force. You
can't see it, touch it or smell it. Subconsciously itworks on your mind and emotions, subtly destroying values without
your even being aware of what is going
on. I knew an artist who once drew a
caricature of a man's wife. Like all good
caricatures it was funny. It also was
brutally frank. The man thought it
amusing and kept it on his desk. Every
day when he went to his office he saw
that caricature. Before long the apparently harmless drawing wrecked his marriage; bit by bit the exaggerated features
of the caricature had insinuated themselves into his mind until they represented
to him a true picture of his wife!
That was an accident.
But when you

The Fred Astaires are blessed by
neglect from the gossip-mongers

The gossips have
a break for Errol

been busy predicting
Flynn and Lili Damita

deliberately apply the force of suggestion through gossip, adverse comment and
rumors of trouble to a marriage, all too
frequently something breaks. Many of us
who write about Hollywood are convinced that the smarties of the town
laughed the marriage of Joan Crawford
and Doug Fairbanks, Jr., to its unhappy
end. Granted Joan and Doug did a lot
of adolescent things when they were first
married. They gave out ultra-gushy interviews about each other, flaunted their
love in everyone's face, called each other
by exaggerated pet names, indulged in
other supersaccharine sentimentalities of
young lovers. Why shouldn't they?
Being terribly young and terribly in love
still aren't crimes [Continued on page 72]

But Jeanette MacDonald
Raymond

and Gene

have to fight off rumors

Beau Geste
Comes Back
Our favorite extra joins

I he

Foreign Legion and derides uoi
it* heroine a soldier of fori line
II v F. .J. S 31 1 Til SOX

Gary Cooper, in costume as Beau Geste, with Mrs. Cooper
on the sand in front of the big fort built for this picture

Dear Editor:
Well, I never thought I'd live to see the
day when I'd again be playing foot soldier
over those hot desert sands — not after that
boiling-out experience I wrote you about
some months ago when I shipped out of
Hollywood to join the extra gang for those
fight sequences in Gunga Din on the
Mojave Desert. Remember? I came home
with my body full of sunburn blisters, my
hair full of Mojave sand, my stomach full
of 100 proof snakebite medicine, and my
heart full of that 'never again' feeling.
But you must know me by now. It's a
changing world. Promises don't mean a
thing (look at Hitler). And, as you are
well aware, I'm a glutton for punishment.
So, when I heard that Wild Bill Wellman,
26

director of Beau Geste, wanted a thousand
men to make up his Foreign Legion Army,
I was among the first ten to knock at the
Paramount gates for the job.
We were going to Yuma, Arizona, which
was all right by me because the longer it
took us to get to 'location,' the more folding money I'd have in my pocketbook
come final payday. My sense of huma
about going to Yuma went up a few points
when somebody suggested a galloping
game of dominoes, and I nicked Brian
Donlevy, Broderick Crawford, J. Carrol
Naish and Mr. Gary Cooper for an even
$28 in less than an hour.
Then came the dawn. And with it
Yuma. And with Yuma my first sight of
what I was in for — long stretches of (you

guessed it) sand. I would have stayed
on the train and spent that $28 for a return ticket, but Brian Donlevy said it
belonged to him, mostly, and he was of a
mind to get it back at the end of the first
working day. So —
We climbed into Truck No. 3 of a milelong motor caravan, and began our 19mile safari to Bill Wellman's tent city in
(ye gods and little fishes, what an incongruous name!) Buttercup Valley! Joe
Youngerman, first assistant director, says
that Buttercup Valley is America's most
perfect reproduction of the Sahara. No
doubt he is correct. At any rate the
region could certainly be described as the
best of those 'wide open spaces, where
men are men
[Continued on page 63]

Bachelor No. 1
What does "Hollywood's most eligible
bachelor9* think about the town and the
all-important subject of marriage?
By JESSIE

HENDERSON

■

"Lord, how I've tried, but I simply
can't get away from them!"
The words were a trifle startling, for,
when David Niven had first popped into
view around the corner, he looked exactly
as one might expect Hollywood's No. 1
Bachelor, the Most Eligible Man in Town,
to look. He looked as though somebody
were after him.
His light blue eyes were hai-ried,
lightish hair stood straight on end, and
green sun glasses were shoved to the
of his forehead, a disguise that could

his
his
top
be

different.) No, he went on, what he'd
been trying to flee was the casting office.
Each time he planned a holiday they
slammed him into another film. Of course,
pictures were splendid. But, on the other
hand, all work and no play! Well!
While he grumbled pleasantly, there
was opportunity to study the most socially
sought-after man of the moment- Four
years ago he was unknown to Hollywood.

Today he i.s a star and has won the reputation of being the most entertaining dinner companion in town. He has an inexhaustible zest for adventure, and tells of
his escapades in a manner to make a
dummy howl with amusement. The escapades, themselves, are fantastic, like the
time, living at the super-luxurious Waldorf in New York, he borrowed a limousine from a Vanderbilt and delivered the
wash for a Chinese laundry in order to
get money for meals.
As he progressed toward stardom, he
was seen at the dinner and dance places
with many of the most glamourous girls
of the celluloid sector. First of all, beautiful Merle Oberon. For a time everybody, except the two most concerned,
thought his interest in Merle would lead
to marriage. Then he was seen with Hedy
Lamarr. With Loretta Young. With Ann
Sheridan.
With Marlene Dietrich.
Gradually, one fact began to be evident.
Niven has the sunniest, most devil-maycare disposition. He has a sense of fun
that keeps his section of Hollywood in a
continual uproar.
[Continued on page 60]

yanked down at an instant's warning. He
sank, breathless, into a chair.
One could envision a bevy of beauties
hotfoot on his trail. "You mean, you can't
get away from the ladies?" I asked with
sympathy.
Niven, one of the most unconceited
bachelors in Hollywood or anywhere,
stared for an instant. Then he put
back his head, wrinkled his nose and
laughed out loud. Good Lord, he
wasn't in flight from the ladies, he
said. No ladies — he denied like a
gentleman — were
in pursuit
of
him.
(Statistics, however, prove
Below,

David

Niven

has

been

a

fre-

quent escort for lovely Loretta Young

his
friend
though
marriage
died
when
fo Alexander
Korda

rumors
of their
her engagement
was
announced
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Play the Vl<CWH€> (fOH%€>
How well do you know your movies? Do
well enough to call thein by name? Here
of 25 stars. One name in the four listed
tion is right. You will find the correct
By PAUL
■

This quiz has been constructed as a
sort of consolation contest for those
who did not win any of the $250,000 in
prizes in the Movie Quiz conducted during the recent Greater Movie Season.
You don't have to buy anything to enter
the contest. Merely paste your answers on
the left front door of a 1939 Rolls-Royce
limousine and send it— attached to the rest
of the car — along with your answer.

The first prize will be a season's pass to
the New York Aquarium or the choice of
a complete set of postcards of the Philadelphia Sesqui-centennial Exposition of
1926. Third, fourth and fifth prizes will be
autographed pictures of Ferdinand, the
Bull. There will be no second prize, owing
to the change to daylight saving time in
certain states.
Remember, the contest is absolutely free,
but each entry must be accompanied by
a 1939 Rolls-Royce in good running condition. The decision of the judges, should
we be able to catch up with them after the
first entry arrives, will be final, and no
cars will be returned. The contest will
close April 1, 1940, and there is no limit —
absolutely no limit at all — to the number
of entries you may submit.
1. She is said to create more styles than
any other star on the screen. Once known
as a "Hey-hey, Charleston" gal, she later
acquired tone in a marriage now on the

you know the stars
are 25 descriptions
under each descripanswers on page 67

LARNARD

rocks. Born Lucille La Sueur, she now
signs her checks as:
Constance Bennett
Bette Davis

Joan Crawford
Kay Francis

2. He won early fame as a stage star and
notoriety as a cross-country runner. He
has a habit of stroking his nose, lifting
his eyebrows and letting his fourth wife,
much younger than himself, boss him. His
real name is Blythe:
Warner Baxter
John Barrymore

Lewis Stone
Adolphe Menjou

3. Rudolph Valentino discovered her
when she was just making a start as a
dancer. After years of playing Oriental
sirens, she attained stardom in domestic
comedies. She was known back in Montana as Miss Williams:
Myrna Loy
Miriam Hopkins

Loretta Young
Fay Wray

4. When he was a bank clerk in London
he was invited here and there to tea as
Mr. Stainer. If you pushed your autograph
book at this elusive gentleman today, he
would pencil in the name of:
Basil Rathbone
Donald Crisp

Errol
Howard
Leslii Flynn

5. Once she planned to be a missionary
to China but instead her first job was as

a night club hoofer. Ruby Stevens is the
name on her birth certificate. She's a ranch
owner and the redheaded girl friend of
one of America's favorite boy friends:
Betty Grable
Barbara Stanwyck

Singer Rogers
Elaine Barrie

6. When Helen Gahagan, the stage star,
married him she became Mrs. Hesselberg,
is:
but the screen name of this romantic actor
Joel McCrea
Douglass Montgomery

Melvyn Douglas
Robert Young

7. She's one of Rudy Vallee's discoveries
and was singing with his band when she
was given her first film break. Her real
name is Leppert. Her stage name she
adopted
Alice
Fayefrom a well known vaudevillian:
Martha Raye

Shirley Ross

Dorothy Lamour

8. Nursemaids could hardly scare their
fractious charges with the name of Charles
Edward Pratt, which is how this screen
villain was christened in Dulwich, a quiet
suburb of London:
Bela Lugosi
Humphrey Bogart

Akim Tamiroff
Boris KarlofP

9. Ziegfeld glorified her in the musical
comedy Smiles. Briggs was the name she
gave when she applied for a marriage

£*
• • • •

• • I

license to wed a great star who later died.
Today she is married to a prominent director:
Joan Bennett
Virginia Bruce

Billie Burke
Luise Rainer

10. Fred Allen may have a lot of other
names for him but the one on his report
card when he was a schoolboy in Waukegan was Kebelsky. Three patient research workers from the Institute of
Proper Nomenclature are still trying to
figure out why Paramount called his last
picture Artists and Models Abroad:
Bob Hope
Bing Crosby

Jack Benny
Jack Oakie

11. She is married to a doctor. Her passport, when she came to this country from
France at the age of 13, read Lily
Chauchion. But the gold statuette the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences awarded her in 1934 was engraved:
Claudette Colbert
Mae West

Frances Dee
Irene Dunne

12. The name of Arlington Brugh might
not cause any commotion in a girl's boarding school but most of the pupils crobably
have written fan letters to its owner, in
spite of the fact that he is engaged to another star:
Tyrone Power
Charles Boyer

13.
Mary
fame
who

Robert Young
Robert Taylor

The seductively stockinged legs of
Magdalene Von Losch brought her
in two different countries. The lads
admired the famous gams were fervent fans of:

Martha Raye
Simone Simon

Marlene Dietrich
Anna Sten

15. Weisenfreud was the name by which
he was known to New York theatre-goers
before he won motion picture acclaim with
a vigorous characterization in a gangster
movie:

word "glamour":
Edward G. Robinson
John Garfield

Charles Bl
Paul Muni

kford

16. Long before he cushioned his conversation with his individualistic giggle
in such films as Rosalie and Paradise For
Three, he was Anita Stewart's leading
man. Wupperman was the name he
changed to:
Frank Morgan
Edward Everett Horton

Hugh Herbert
Jed Prouty

17. She has divorced one star, married
another. When Mack Sennett was still
buying custard pies wholesale, she was
known as Jane Peters. Now that she
handles pastry only with a fork, she is
known as:
Ann Sheridan
Joan Blondell

Carole
Hedda

Lombard
Hopper

18. Although he is now as American as
chewing gum, he was born in Bucharest,
Roumania, where his Balkan buddies
knew him as Emmanuel Goldenburg.
Theatres that played gangster movies
billed him as:
James
George

Cagney
Raft

George
Edward

Bancroft
G. Robinson

19. Austerlitz may remind you of a
battle in the Napoleonic wars, but to his
old playmates in Omaha, Nebraska, it
conjures up a picture of the most nimble
pupil in their dancing class:
Fred Astaire

14. When she was in New York last,
criticism was heaped on her for not presenting a more glamorous appearance in
public. Her passion for privacy is legendary but the fact that she once worked in
a barber shop under the name of Gustafsson is not so well known:

Buddy

Katharine Hepburn
Greta Garbo

Ethel Merman
Gloria Stuart

Margaret Sullavan
Patsy Kelly

21. Kiesler was the name on her father's
mailbox in Vienna before she conquered
Hollywood with one screen appearance
and almost single handedly wore out the

Arthur Lake
George Murphy

Ebsen

20. No one who ever
Thanks For The Memory,
bathing suit would refer
Yet that is what she was

heard her sing
or saw her in a
to her as Gaunt.
called until she

changed her name to:

Hedy

Lamarr

Lya Lys

22. When he supported Colleen Moore
in Orchids and Ermine back in 1926, he
was down on the payroll as Joe Yule, Jr.
Now that he is a successful song writer,
and incidentally a star in his own right,
he has taken legal possession of the name
of:
Tyrone Power
Wayne Morris

Mickey Rooney
Tony Martin

23. Marion Michael Morrison was the
alliterative handle Under which he registered at the University of Southern California where he was a football star several years ago. Since then, he has been
starring in Westerns under the shorter
label of:
William
John Wayne

Gene

Boyd

Autry

Buck Jones

24. The country doctor who left the
McMath house in Independence, Mo., one
afternoon 28 years ago, told neighbors that
the new arrival was to be named Virginia
Katherine. By the time she was ready to
go into the movies by way of vaudeville,
the young lady had changed her name to:
Jean Arthur
Florence Rice

Ginger Rogers
Janet Gaynor

25. Archibald Alexander Leach painted
neckties in Greenwich Village, was a stilt
walker at Coney Island and a tumbler with
a troupe of acrobats before he became one
of Hollywood's most popular leading men.
Archibald Alexander is better known as:
Cary Grant
Fredric March

Shirley Ross
Jeanette MacDonald

llona Massey

Luise Rainer

Fred MacMurray
Robert Montgomery

[Answers on page 67]

Juarez Highlights
■

Empress Bette Davis — oh, well, then,
Empress Carlotta of Mexico — was
wandering around between scenes on the
Juarez throne-room set. Below a remarkably becoming coal black wig, Bette's clear
skin and small features had a cameo quality. She really did look like Winterhalter
portraits of Carlotta. Her gown —
"Miss Davis! Hey! Hey, Bette! Wait a
second! Hold it!"
Two electricians yelled at her simultaneously, with such vigor that Director
William Dieterle jumped, and the heads
of the camera crew jerked about as if on
swivels. Astonished, Bette halted. They
waved her away with frantic shooing motions. As her brocaded slippers hesitantly
retreated, one of the men gasped: "That
dress! ZOW-ie!"
Bette had been about to step across a
snarl of electric cables and connection
boxes. And the billowy hoop skirts of her

Sit in on the Byfilming of
one of the biggest pictures of the new season

SEREN

A

BRAD

FORD

court gown were heavily embroidered
with $1,200 worth of gold, silver and copper— they were so stiff with metal that
they practically stood alone — and if those
burnished folds brushed a defective bit of
wiring, the result might have been electrocution. Warner Brothers decided to take
no chances. Until the scene had been
filmed and the gown put away, a prop boy
was detailed to follow Bette, murmuring, "Watch it!" at the proper
moments.
"Heavens," Bette commented, "a
nice outfit to wear in a thunderThe real Carlotta, who lived till
eh?" risk from electric wires
1927, ranstorm,no

Sk6

Paul
Muni
in' his striking
make-up as Mexican leader,
Juarez, with John Garfield

in the three years, when, with Emperor
Maximilian, she ruled over Mexico. When
their rule began in the spring of 1864, the
palace outside Mexico City at Chapultepec
was lighted by candles in great golden candelabra. Replicas of them appear in the
adoption scene for which Bette had donned
the gorgeous metal dress.
To understand the whys and wherefores
of the scene, shall we take a quick blink
at history? It beats the wildest melodrama,
this time.
A Belgian princess who became an Austrian Archduchess (by marriage) at
twenty, an Empress at twenty-four, and a
hopeless madwoman at twenty-eight; this
sums up the career of Carlotta. As for
Maximilian (Brian Aherne),-he was an
honorable man who thought he had been
freely chosen by the Mexicans as their
Emperor. But soon he discovered that he
was merely a puppet of the French monarch; and that the Mexicans preferred
their Indian patriot, Juarez, who had recently declared Mexico a Republic with
himself as President.
For the rest: At the end of the Civil

War, the United States frowned upon a foreign emperor in America, and extended aid to Juarez.
France then withdrew from Maximilian her troops
and support. Carlotta, rushing to Europe, vainly
begged help for the husband whom she devotedly
loved. When news came of Maximilian's death before a Juarez firing squad, Carlotta's reason
snapped. She spent the rest of her long life, closely
guarded, in a Belgian castle. To the end, she believed herself still to be Empress of Mexico.
■

The high peak of magnificence for both Carlotta and Maximilian was the day of their
adoption of an heir. Maximilian, still ruler, needed
a son to consolidate the empire which he had accepted (against the advice of his elder brother,
Franz Joseph of Austria) from Louis Napoleon.
Amid the splendor of the Chapultepec throne
room, the imperial couple sat in their chairs of
state, their ermine robes trailing down the steps
of the dais. At the foot of the steps stood a small
boy in black velvet suit and royal robe, looking
small indeed against the enormous room with its
crowd of court ladies and officers, diplomats and
clerics. Augustin Iturbide, orphan of an aristocratic
Mexican family, was to take the place of the son
who had been denied to the Emperor and Empress,
despite Carlotta's agonized prayers. With solemn
rites the officials pronounced this child the heir and
successor of Maximilian, little knowing how soon
and how hurriedly they would send the lad north
to the political .safety of the United States.
The adoption scene over (there were real tears
in Bette's eyes and probably there had been in poor
Carlotta's, too) , the company moved to another set
for an earlier episode in the film: the arrival of the
Emperor and Empress at Vera Cruz. For this
sequence, part of the Vera Cruz waterfront had
been reproduced; a square-rigged ship chartered;
an arch of triumph erected. Quaint sights greeted
the Empress, quaint and foreign after the sedate,
elegance of the marble
[Continued on page ,46]

Right, one of the most colorful periods
of Mexican history was the short reign
of the lovely Carlotta (Bette Davis}
and the tragic Maximilian (Brian Aherne)

Below, little Mickey Kuhn kneels before Brian Aherne
and Bette Davis during the impressive adoption scene

Below, Claude Rains, as Napoleon, discusses problems
of empire with the Empress Eugenie (Gale Sondergaardj

Annabella Keeps Gossips
Guessing
Ever since she met Tyrone
Power, the French star has
taken mischievous delight
in confusing all the gossips

Will Annabella marry Tyrone Power?
Fifty million Frenchmen
(and Lord
knows how many Americans) are asking
that question now that re-marriage is
legally possible for Annabella.
France's latest gift to Hollywood is back
at Twentieth Century-Fox for two more
pictures after her success in Suez. Power,
star on the same lot, is hard at work on
Rose of Washington Square.
They may be Mr. and Mrs. by the time
you read this because her divorce from
Jean Murat, French actor, was made final
late in March after unusually quick action
from the French
courts.
But, at the

moment

that this story is being written,

she is carrying out her role of "Little Miss
Enigma," and keeping the gossips guessing. Nobody ever has known which way
Annabella was going to jump. She likes
to keep 'em guessing.
I watched Annabella's rise on the exciting lots of Joinville and Billancourt,
Paris. I stood at the elbow of Erik Charrell in Hollywood when he directed her
in the French version of Caravan, her
first American effort. I followed her romantic dash through South America with
Power. I talked with her in New York
not long ago. [Continued on page 56]
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Titled U. S. Visitor — The Lady Ursula Stewart, sister
of the Earl of Shrewsbury, has seen much of the United
States. "I always use Pond's to cleanse and soften my skin."

EXTRA

SKIN

CARE

Daughter of the Earl and Countess of Mayo. Deeply interested
in acting, The Lady Betty Bourke has studied 4 terms at the
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art. She believes in the new skin
care with "skin-vitamin" in Pond's.

Often Sings at charity affairs— The Lady Alexandra Haig,
daughter of the late Earl Haig, Britain's famous military figure.
"Now that 'skin-vitamin' is in Pond's Cold Cream, I'm even
more enthusiastic about using it."

In Britain, as in America, smart
society women are quick to grasp
the meaning of the new skin care.

Royalty Attended Her Wedding— The
Lady Grenfell, snapped at Ascot. When
skin lacks Vitamin A, it gets rough and
dry. "I use Pond's to help supply this
'skin-vitamin.' "

In Smart Society Journals, photographs of
the charming Lady Morris often appear.
"Pond's is famous for smoothing skin — adds
sparkle and glamour to my make-up!"

Vitamin
"skin-vitamin"
,;r' is now
'r
so
necessaryA, tothe
skin:£
health,
in every jar of Pond's Cold Cream.
Skin that lacks this vitamin becomes rough and dry. But when
"skin-vitamin" is restored, it helps
make skin soft and smooth again.
Use Pond's night and morning
and before make-up. Same jars,
same labels, same prices.

* Statements concerning the effects of the "skin-vitamin" applied to the skin are based upon medical literatnre and tests
on the skin of animals following an accepted laboratory method.
Copyright, 1030, Pond's Extract Company
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High in California's purple San
Jacinto mountains, whose rocky steeps
echo the cries of wild animals, whose
stubborn wastes have long defied all
civilized design, there is a valley like the
crater of a vast volcano.
It is far from Hollywood, this valley —
a hundred miles as the crow flies, andmore
than that by Highway 99 and the tortuous
trail that leaves the highway at Banning.
Its desert soil is spotted with cactus and
greasewood and catclaw, with greedy
spines that tear at the living flesh of man
and beast. Rattlers breed there and
noisome insects. Monsters like the gila
infest its sandy reaches. In winter, the
wind is bitter and the snow comes down
from the peaks like an icy shroud. In
summer, the awful sun is like a devil with
a pitchfork, prodding and pitiless.
Yet it is beautiful, this valley in the
San Jacinto mountains. Stark, forbidding,
inimical, still it is somehow magnificent.
And there is a man in Hollywood who
loves it. He has built a cabin there, and
once or twice each year for twelve years
he has sought it out in search of peace.
That man is Warner Baxter. And the
ironical fact that, for all his persistence,
he has not found the peace he sought in

his beloved wilderness is the basis for
this story . . . that, and the adventures
that have made his search exciting.
"I am so tired of Hollywood and all it
stands for," he tells Mrs. Baxter, period-

■
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But Winifred
Baxter,
ically. "Iam going
— " after twenty years
of
marriage,
understands.
So
she
interrupts.
"Yes, I know.
You are going
to War-Wynne
(that is the name of this
retreat. The War is for Warner;
the Wynne for Winifred)
for a
'rest.' But of course what you are
really doing is jumping out of the

Some of the adventures
of
By
Warner Baxter when he was
"resting" before starting
The Return of the Cisco Kid

ANNE

ELLIS

MEYE

RS

Still, pan
Winifred
frying
into theBaxter
fire." is a wise
wife, and so she says it with a
smile as she helps Warner with his packing. Then she sends him off (accompanied, usually, by Frank McGrath, his
stand-in, secretary and friend) with an
affectionate farewell.
"I hope it won't be rattlesnakes this
time," she says. And Warner grins and
assures her that War-Wynne is now
rattlesnake proof.
The episode of the rattlesnake, which
upset Warner's plans for a peaceful
interlude "away from it all" on one
occasion, was
[Continued on page 36]

Kitty had a
"go home" complex

Kitty can be balky as a mule sometimes! Just as we were coming out of the
movies, Steve drove up in his new roadster with Freddy and Joe and Mary
Devine. They had some swell new dance records and were going over to
Joe's house to play them. Naturally, I wanted to go along. But not Kitty!
She was in one of her "go home" moods . . . and she was hardly even polite.

Well— I was pretty peeved! "Kitty," I said,
"sometimes you're a regular stick-in-the-mud
act so queer?" "I can't help it," she mumbled.
times of the month. Think how embarrassing

as we walked on,
! What makes you
"I worry at certain
. . . how horrible,

if ... " "Listen," I interrupted: "I can cure that go-home complex in one lesson!"

So— when we got to my house, I
made her come in. First I explained
she could have peace of mind with
Modess. Then I showed her why! I
got some water and dropped it on
the moisture-resistant backing from
a Modess pad — and she saw, with
her own eyes, how safe Modess is!

"It's wonderful! I'll feel so safe now,"
she beamed. "Yes — and you'll be more
comfortable, too," I added, "because
Modess is a 'fluff-type' napkin." Then
I showed her the soft, fluffy Modess
filler — so different from napkins made
of close-packed layers! "Yet Modess
costs no more," I told her.

Well— it was Kitty herself who insisted on going back to Joe's?
The crowd was still there when we arrived . . . and did we
have a marvelous time! Kitty was her old "life-of-the-party"
self again . . . and believe me, when Joe's mother invited us
to stay on for a pick-up supper, I didn't hear a peep out of
Kitty about having to go home! Modess certainly cuied
that complex, all right . . . just as I knew it would!

Get in the habit of saying "Modess"
(IF YOU

PREFER

A NARROWER,

SLIGHTLY

SMALLER

PAD, ASK FOR

"MODESS

JUNIOR")
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GflnmER
for uplift qlamour!

in Paramount's "The
Lady's From Kentucky."

Don't be a

Siizy-JJroopy
BRA

robs your

off your hips, to give beautiful
high accent to your bust! A real
inner uplift ... a perfected control !
Top, glamorizing velvet Laatex knit, S5.95. Small illus..
Strapless Terrymoss with cords to lie in front, $6.95
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This time, Warner had gone to WarWynne alone, and at first was getting along
fine, rising early every morning and catching fish for breakfast in the little lake in
front of the cabin; eating prodigiously of
his own cooking with the satisfaction of
a man who doesn't have to watch his waistline; hunting all day long. The weather
was perfect, with never a cloud in the
sky. Everything was perfect.
He came home late one evening to find
that situation slightly changed. The
electric lighting system, usually very
efficient, had failed. Baxter expected a
man in the morning from Banning to do
some odd jobs and thought probably he
could fix the lights, too. So, tired and

stiff, the whole night through," he told
me, wryly. "And I can tell you it was
the longest night a man ever spent. I

waist of wrinkles . . . slims inches

GANTNER

pretty fearsome as, come to think of it,
most of the Baxter -at-War -Wynne adventures have been.

Fumbling with the match box, Warner's
trembling fingers dropped it. He heard
the matches slither to the floor. The
rattling was so close to the bed that he
didn't dare to reach down.
So what did he do? "So I stayed there
in bed, huddled beneath the covers, scared

\

^

[Continued from page 34]

hungry, he didn't bother with them. Instead he built a roaring fire in the fireplace and whipped up a delicious stew in
the big kettle on the crane. He went to
bed in the darkness and lay there, blissfully relaxed, listening to the mournful
cries of the coyotes, the rustle of the night
wind, the soft crackle of the dying fire
in the living room. It was all very peaceful and remote from that turbulent place
called Hollywood.
Just on the verge of sleep, something
rushed him back to consciousness, precipitately and horribly. There was the
thud of a falling log in the fireplace, and
then, sinister and unforgettable, the
whirring of a coiled rattler.
With a hand that he confesses was shaking like a leaf, Warner reached for the
matches on the night table. His movement was signal for another buzzing, this
time much nearer. Warner says he is sure
his hair was literally standing on end by
then. The dim firelight cast wavering
shadows across the floor, but the darkness
around the bed was thick and black.
Whirrrrr! The snake sounded its fearsome warning once more, nearer than
ever.

Ellen Drew starring

FLOATING

Shooting at Solitude

couldn't smoke, because I had no matches.
I couldn't see. And every time I moved,
that unwelcome visitor of mine would let

by.
three
inches long — to remember that night
The rattler wrecked Warner's lovely
peace of mind and enjoyment of solitude
for the rest of that vacation. On his way
back to Hollywood he made arrangements
for the sealing of all places where a snake
might get into the cabin.
|

After a few months, however, the
memory of the rattler dimmed, and he
developed a new aversion to all things
civilized. Optimistically, he hied himself back to the San Jacintos for some
deer hunting.

This time, however, "buck fever"
practically ruined his vacation.
"I was going along, feeling fine, certain
of bagging an extra good one," he told me,
"when, pushing through a thicket I saw
a beautiful buck, horns flung skyward,
standing not a hundred feet away, looking directly at me.
"Well," he confided, ruefully, "I followed
suit. I simply stood there and looked at
him, too, fascinated. I didn't even have
the presence of mind to raise my gun to
my shoulder. . . . Until, finally, Mister
Deer, apparently satisfied that I was harmless, turned his back on me and trotted
away, slowly, lqoking back as if to say,
'Hope I see you again, old pal, old pal,'
while I still stood there like a graven
image.
"Yes," Warner concluded, "disgust at
my performance during that little episode
pretty well spoiled that outing, and the
ribbing I got from Frank McGrath didn't
make matters any better!"
B On another hunting expedition,
Warner managed to shoot a fine buck,
all right, but the next day apparently was
taken for a buck, himself, by an impulsive
hunter who took several shots at html
"I was out by myself, after quail," he
recounted. "As I was pushing through
some underbrush, I heard the report of
a gun, and a bullet whizzed by my head,
certainly not more than a foot away.
Seared stiff — I admit it— I dropped to the
ground, when a second shot came, lower
and closer to me than ever. I yelled out,
but the only answer was a third shot."
"Well," he concluded, "that ended my
hunting for the time being. I stayed on
the ground in that clump of bushes for a
long time and even after it seemed pretty
certain that the barrage was over, crawled
along on my stomach a goodly distance —
in the opposite direction, I might add.
Now, I wear a red cap and a red coat, too!"

me know that he resented it."
Just before dawn, there was a soft swishing sound and Warner realized that his
guest was departing.
"But by that time," he declared, "I was
too jittery for pursuit. I just stayed put
until daylight, when I could make sure

Being shot at was no more uncomfortable or dangerous,
than
what
happened to Warner and Frank McGrath
at War-Wynne op still another occasion.
"It was late in March.
So late that
there seemed little danger of heavy snow,
despite the fact that the mountains were

that the way to my shotgun was clear."
He found the snake in the kitchen, coiled
and waiting. But a blast from the gun put
an end to him.
Warner has his rattle —

still covered,"
Warner said.
"We
left
Hollywood in the middle of the afternoon, and stopped in Banning to lay in
[Continued on page 38]
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Hazel-eyed girls, like Jean Parker
THE HAL ROACH
PRODUCTION

"ZENOBIA"

Marvelous Matched Makeup?

Powder,

rouge,

lipstick, keyed

to the

color

eyes

your

of

ELSA: Seriously, Joan, do you mean you
chose that powder by the color of your eyes?

ELSA: You're proof that it's perfect for hazel
eyes, Joan! But my eyes are blue!

ELSA: And they discovered that eye color
determines proper cosmetic shades, Joan?

JOAN: Yes, and my rouge and lipstick, too,

JOAN: Whether your eyes are blue, hazel,
brown or gray, the makers of Marvelous have
blended just the right shades for you! They
studied women of every age and coloring —

JOAN: Yes! And so they created powder,
rouge and lipstick keyed to your true personality color — the color that never changes !
It's the color of your eyes!

JOAN: And Elsa, for real flattery, just try
Marvelous Rouge and Lipstick! Marvelous

JOAN: With Marvelous, you look lovelier
instantly! You can get the Powder, Rouge,
Lipstick separately (Mascara, Eye Shadow,
too) but for perfect color harmony, use them
all! Just order by the color of your eyes! At
drug and department stores, only 55f£ each!

Elsa! It's an amazing new way, and the
only true guide I've ever found! Try Marvelous Matched Makeup, Elsa! You'll love it!

JOAN: Marvelous Matched Makeup has
already been adopted by stars of stage and
screen, debutantes, models! And no wonder!
Silk -sifted for perfect texture, the powder
never cakes or looks "powdery" — clings for
hours — gives a smooth, suede-like finish !

Rouge never gives that hard, "splotchy,"
artificial look . . . just a soft, natural glow!
And Marvelous Lipstick goes on so smoothly
— gives your lips lovely, long-lasting color!

(65i in Canada)

marvelous^wmakeup
KEYED
RICHARD

HUDNUT,

By Richard

TO THE COLOR

Hudnut

OF YOUR

EYES!

Dept. M, 693 Fifth Avenue, New York City

My eyes are Blue D Brown n Oray O Hazel □ Name
Please send sample Marvelous Matched
Makeup Kit — harmonizin g shades of powder, Street
rouge and lipstick in generous metal containers. Ienclose 10* to help cover mailing costs. City

-State.

Shooting at Solitude
[Continued from page 36]

During the reign of De
Medici, women in search
of charm bathed with
peach blossoms which
df mic/iCa) looms they gathered at dawn.

^liable oL adies
^Mailied in

Today,

food supplies and have dinner, which
meant that it was dark before we headed
east into the mountains. We had the
tonneau of my sedan filled with various
pieces of furniture, so we tied the big carton of groceries onto the running board. I
remember the wind was blowing down
from the north and there was the smell of
snow in the air, but, as we bumped along
the road, we thought little of it. As I say,
it was very late in March, and spring was
on the way.

''We weren't terribly concerned. After
all, the storm would clear eventually.
Meanwhile, we had plenty of food. But
that was only what we thought! When
we went out to unload our supplies, we
found the grocery box gone.
"Frank looked at me and I looked at
him. Then, we looked at the road. It
was obliterated. A car could not possibly
get through. Nor could a man on foot
without snowshoes. With one accord, we
rushed into the kitchen and threw open

"When we reached War-Wynne, I suggested we put the car in the garage and
unload it in the morning. Frank agreed
and we went inside and went to bed. When
we woke the next morning, the ground was
covered with snow, fully a foot deep, and

the cupboards. Food suddenly had become terrifically important.
"Well — " he grimaced in remembrance,
"there were two cans of condensed milk,
a can of corn syrup, some flour, baking
powder, bitter chocolate, salt, pepper, an
assortment of spices, and one egg! The
coffee and sugar containers were empty.

it was still snowing so hard you couldn't
see a foot ahead.
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tic, exotic fragrance of
Djer-Kiss Talc.

Start your day the Djer-Kiss way! Bathe
your entire body with this delightful talc
each morning. Djer-Kiss is refreshing,
helps you begin the day dainty and cool.
Clothes feel more comfortable. Your skin
seems soft as satin . . . you are alluringly
fragrant from head to toe. Use plenty of
Djer-Kiss, for the cost is small. 254 and
75^ sizes at drug and toilet goods counters. Generous 10-cent size at all ten-cent
stores. Get your DjerKiss talc today/
The same exquisite fragrance in Djer-Kiss
Sachet; Eau de Toilette; and Face Powder.
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perfume by KerkofF.
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not a surprise, but the date was. Carole
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on the day after their secret trip to Arizona
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MARY GOT 3 MYSTERIOUS LETTERS
"But of course you could telephone for
help," I said.
"Heavens, girl, there is no telephone at
War-Wynne.
It is a retreat!"
"Well, what did you do?"
He grimaced again. "We settled down
to watchful waiting, and a diet of flapjacks and unsweetened cocoa, while outside it kept on snowing."
"What about the egg?"
He laughed. "Oh, the egg. . . . Well,
it had been there six months! Still, it
served as a diversion. We conjectured
about its desirability as a meal in case
other supplies ran out, but we never found
out because the third day of that little
'vacation' was my birthday and with it
came help.
"Some friends
who have never
didn't realize its
it would be a fine

of mine in Hollywood,
seen War-Wynne and
inaccessibility, decided
thing to send me birth-

day greetings. It was, too," he declared,
feelingly, "because the Western Union is
an enterprising concern, and sent a boy
to the cabin on snowshoes — seventeen
miles. It took him half a day, and I had
to pay him fourteen dollars for making the
trip, but he got there and, pushing back
the way he came, sent us a snow plough
and some food. Now I know how the

-WITH NO SIGNATURES!
"The first made me furious!"
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"The second made me fly into action!"

wolves felt!"
"Have you ever seen any real wolves?"
I asked.
"Yes, and what is still more uncomfortable, they have seen me! It was one
day when I was out hunting quail.
"Suddenly I came out onto a little clearing and found myself looking into the unfriendly faces of four wolves, not twenty
feet away. They were big brutes and
they looked mean. I stood stock still,
trying to look like the surrounding sahuaro
(giant cactus) . They also stood stock still.
I knew my shot gun was no match for
even one wolf, let alone four, and that bird
shot wounds would only enrage them. In
fact, I didn't even look toward my gun
for fear it would give them ideas about
beating me to the trigger. And there we
stayed.

"The third made me happy as a lark!"

"After staring at me for a couple of
years, or so, they turned and trotted off
leaving me weak and shaken."
"Have you ever encountered a real
bear?" I asked him.
"Well, I guess I could make myself the
hero of a bear story." He spoke seriously
enough, although I thought I detected a
wicked little gleam in his eye.
"Yes," he went on, "I was bear hunting
once, and pretty soon I came upon a very
large bear. I raised my gun and shot, but
missed. I shot again — and missed. And
then, before I had time to reload, Mister
Bear charged. I ran and the bear ran
after me. Then I fell down, which made
him gain on me. I could see that he was
chasing me out toward the edge of a high
cliff. I tried to turn in another direction,
but he wouldn't let me. I had to head toward the cliff and the next instant the
bear had me cornered. If I jumped, I
should be killed. If I stayed—" he made
an expressive gesture.
"Well, what did you do?" I demanded.
He grinned wickedly. "I stayed right
there and the bear ate me up!"

;V .&-:; 3

P.S. Nobody may take the trouble to warn you, but there's bound to be plenty of
neighborhood gossip if your clothes are full of tattle-tale gray.
Why take a chance? Ask your grocer for Fels-Naptha Soap today and pin up the
COPR.
1939.
FELS
& CO.
whitest, brightest washes that ever flapped in a breeze!

BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY" WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
TUNE INI HOBBY LOBBY every Wednesday night. See local paper for time and station.
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Patricia Morison, soon to be seen in The Magnlficenf Fraud,
has blue eyes and coal-black hair, and so won the classification of "blonde-brunette" from make-up expert Perc Westmore
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Something about the girl who made a big success
of one career
and now
is starting another
By
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For a girl who insists (with appropriate words and gestures) that she has
been afflicted with an inferiority complex
since early childhood, Patricia Morison,
Paramount's latest "discovery" (and
Lordy, how the blue-eyed Pat detests that
word!) has been doing fairly well for herself.
Patricia has been in Hollywood since the
leaves began to fall early last October; she
has one picture to her credit — the J. Edgar
Hoover story, Persons in Hiding — and
right now she's working with Akim Tamiroff as his leading lady in The Magnificent
Fraud. Now don't think for a minute that
the title of the picture is a two-word description of the lady in the case. She's
magnificent all right enough — in looks,
ability, and all the rest of the necessary
trappings that combine to make an excellent actress. But she's no fraud.
Patricia could have been in Hollywood

SMITHSOX
a couple of years ago and matching her
talents with those of a score of other "A"
picture players, but she didn't — and for a
very poor excuse if you care to ask us.
"I wasn't certain that I would photograph well,"
she talent
offers scouts
as her and
reason.
I said 'No'
to the
went "So
on
about
business."at that time was acting
Her my
"business"
on Broadway and in The Two Bouquets, a
play that marked her stage debut. Her
only other actual stage experience was as
understudy to Helen Hayes in Victoria
Regina. When The Two Bouquets withered enough to ring down the final curtain, Paramount talent scouts finally convinced her that the time had arrived to
sign on the dotted line. "Which I did," she
says, "after three or four days of worrythose photographic
Percing about
Westmore,
who dollies angles."
up the gals
to make 'em look pretty, classifies her as

"

a "blonde-brunette" (Pat has blue eyes
and coal-black hair) . "Never had one on
the lot before," he said. "Got to get used
to her, I suppose. Funny, but very interesting— we'll have to use just a touch
of make-up on her. A blonde-brunette!
Good Lord, what's my make-up world
coming to!"
Patricia has another claim to fame — the
longest hair in the picture business. It is
thirty-nine inches long, as compared to
Dorothy Lamour's thirty-six-inch tresses,
Anna May Wong's thirty-four, Fay Bainter's thirty-five, Arleen Whelan's thirtytwo, Evelyn Venable's thirty -four and
Johnnie (Tarzan) Weissmuller's thirteeninch locks. (You should have been with
us the day we went around from studio to
studio on our hair -measuring expedition.
It proved to be the best job we've had
since we arrived in Flickertown! )
This "blonde-brunette" was born in
New York City twenty-one years ago. Her
father is William R. Morison, English
writer and artist. Her mother was Selena
Carson before becoming Mrs. Wm. Morison, and served in the British Intelligence
Service.

"Suffering eafs, Judy, did you hear the door slam? Daddy is fit to be tied. How
long's that baby next door been crying, anyway? Something's got to be done or
we'll all be in the doghouse!"
"Now, Joan, keep your shirt on. Listen— I'll tell you something . . ."

After our "blonde-brunette" got to be a
big girl she began her studies in drama,
poise, and diction under Martha Oatman,
in Los Angeles, but nothing much came
of it save a few parts in school plays.
"My future as an actress looked less
than bright, and I gave it up for art of a
different sort: Fashion designing. And I
did fairly well, too."
Fairly well, nothing! What happened to
her after a couple of years intense study
and application was that she was good
enough to get herself a job as a designer
in a swanky New York dress shop.

". . . that's a prickly heat cry if I ever heard one. And I told Mother to run over with
our Johnson's Baby Powder and put some Where it Will Do the Most Good. A
silky, cooling Johnson's rubdown— that's the way to make him pipe down, I said.
So she's over there now . . ."

There's one thing we like above all else
in this "blonde-brunette" discovery. She
doesn't believe in signs, prophesies, or
prognostications of any sort. The first time
we met her we warned her that something
was going to happen to her. We recalled,
for her benefit, that a day after we had
interviewed Ellen Drew, she had been
taken to the hospital for an appendectomy
operation. We went further and recalled
that a day after we had interviewed Betty
Grable, SHE had been carted to a hospital
for an appendectomy operation! "You
can't frighten me," Pat insisted. "You're
not that bad an influence."
"Well, maybe not, but we're not so sure."
Later that afternoon Pat happened to
lead her police dog into a neighborhood
drugstore and quicker than the soda
jerker could mix up a coke, the canine had
knocked over a table displaying perfumes.
Expense to Pat — one hundred and fifty
pieces of folding money.
But you ain't heard anything yet!
On the way home (she was wearing one
of those wimple affairs on her head and
she says it blinded her) she stepped from
the curb and ran smack dab into a truck.
One foot was run over by a rear wheel
and Pat was laid up in a hospital for
four days. She says now that the whole
thing looks mighty suspicious and maybe
we'd better be banned from the studio.
At least until The Magnificent Fraud is
finished.
Maybe she's right.

"Look at Daddy— isn't he a scream? He can't make out why the noise has stopped."
. . ."Minute ago he wanted to smack that baby— now he's scared somebpdy really
has". . ."Don't look so worried, Daddy! It was just Johnson's Baby Powder!"
"Feel a pinch of our Johnson's— isn't it
slick? Such nice soft, soft talc— and no
orris-root either. Won't you get some?
It's such an inexpensive way to make
a baby happy!"

BAJBOYHNPSOOWND'ES R

Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
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Here's Looking

Atchoooo !

An explosive career that rocked Hollywood
willi laughter was launched by one sneeze
By ED

KURB
FOR COMFORT
on trying days
• Every woman should know about Kurb
Tablets— a worthy companion to other
famous Kotex products.
Designed to lessen discomfort caused by
menstruation, simple headaches or muscular
pain, Kurb is a most effective aid for trying
days. The formula is printed on the box, so
you may check it with
The
your doctor . . . Try Kurb
KOTEX
Tablets— see how quickly
they helpyou.The purse- Anodyne Tablet
size container holds a
full dozen, yet costs only
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FREE OFFER-we'll
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919 N. Michigan Ave.,
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II Success timesinis the
Hollywood
someresult of
the
strangest mishaps ... a motorcycle
messenger takes a spill at a studio
gate and becomes a star ... a filling station boy lets a tank overflow while he admires the dashing
Hollywood get-up of the driver,
and finds himself with a contract
... a manicurist makes a false
move with the clippers and gets a
script instead of a scolding. Billy
Gilbert sneezed at the wrong time,
and has been doing all right ever
since.
Gilbert was reared in show business, and worked hard at engagements in vaudeville, stock, burlesque, musical comedy and silent
pictures
turned up.before his big chance
It was in one of the Hal Roach
shorts, after the advent of sound,
that Gilbert sneezed accidentally
and with such excruciating results
that Roach ordered the mishap
kept in the scene — and thus
Billy began sneezing his way to
fame.
To correct the impression in the
minds of most film fans that Billy
is "just that funny, fat fellow who
sneezes and sputters," we're happy
to state that he's an accomplished
comedian whose capability in entertaining isnot merely the freak
specialty which has thus far won
him recognition in films. He has
been making folks laugh long before he ever knew that an
"atchooo" could be funny.
Not so long ago we drove out
for a visit with this rotund geezer
who is the world's best sneezer.
When we pulled into the Casa del
Destranado (Ranch of the Sneeze) ,
Billy was busy feeding his four
fat and sassy goldfish which he
has named Clark Gable, Myrna
Loy, Carole Lombard and Edward
Everett Horton.
"It's a funny hobby for a funnyman," he admitted, "collecting rare
specimens of goldfish, but I enjoy
it. I name them after film stars.
See that one over there?" He
pointed to a beautiful, transparent
little swimmer, "I call that one

75

'Hollywood' because it's so easy to see
through."
After the fish had had their fill, Billy
led us into the living room of the Casa
del Destranado where someone brought
us something very nice in a tall, frosty
glass, and, while we observed the flight of
the swallows, Billy talked and we listened.
"I'm too fat to have any of those 'angles'
you writing folk are always looking for,"
he said. "It might interest you, though, to
know that I started acting as a leading
man for a roadshow at the tender age of
fourteen. While I was growing up in the
show business I had some mighty exciting
experiences. There was the time, for instance, when I saw the sheriff of a New
Mexican county shoot at the villain in our
act because he — the actor, I mean — portrayed his role of a meanie too well. There
was another time, for another instance,
when I overheard a sheriff in Arizona tell
a deputy to run along because he — the
sheriff — was too busy building a stage for
the night's performance to bother with a
desperado who had just six-gunned someone full of lead. It might interest you to
know that our troupe played East Lynne
in pool rooms, stables, Masonic Halls,
churches, saloons, and that I portrayed
kids of fourteen, glamour boys of twentyfive, middle-aged guys of fifty, and old
men of seventy before I was fifteen. When
I was eighteen I was a leading man for a
burlesque circuit. I was not only a leading man, mind you, but I sang baritone
solos, did buck-and-wing dancing, dialect
comedy, made romantic love to more burlesque queens than there is rice in China;

"Oh mother . . .wont you
EVER stop running my life !"
Ignoring advice
her mother's
well-meant
she chose
to be modern instead!
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MOTHER: Why. . .Alice!!! .. .I'm only trying
to help you!
ALICE : I know you are, mother. But isn't it
only fair to let me bring up the baby in my
own way?

MOTHER: Oh well ...if that's the way you feel
about it . . . But you might remember that I
know something about babies. I raised you,
didn't I?
ALICE: Yes, but that was 25 years ago . . .

that I played 'bottom' man in an acrobatic pyramid act in vaudeville. At
twenty-three I owned my own stock company in San Francisco. That was years
ago, but I betcha some of the theatregoers will remember the night I played
the leading lady's part in a costume hastily
expanded. She had a tummy-ache that
later developed into a bad attack of appendicitis.played
I
Uncle Tom in Uncle
Tom's Cabin until one of the hounds took
a nip out of the seat of my trousers because he hadn't had anything to eat but
peanuts for three days. I'll never forget
the time an irate Golden Gate husband
took a shot at me one night because his
scatter-brained wife thought she had a
crush on me. I was playing Romeo, then,
and if I do say it myself in all due modesty,
I looked very good in tights.
"Maybe you
been in more
and sound . . .
ming pool large

won't believe it, but I've
than 350 pictures — silent
that I'm building a swimenough for ME, and when

ALICE: You see, mother, times have changed.
There are better methods of raising babies
today. The doctor said that everything I
give him should be made especially for him.

r

ALICE: He prescribed a special food formula
. . . told me to use special baby powder . . . He
even recommended a special baby laxative!
MOTHER: Gracious! A special laxative, too?

•» r

that's finished I'm starting on a rumpus
room and a bowling alley, and when these
two additions are completed maybe I'll be
playing Booth Tarkington's famous
character, Mr. Rumbin.
Who knows?"
Well, we said, we didn't, but that we
hoped he would. And we meant it because
we can't imagine anyone in the wide world
coming closer than Billy to being Mr.
Rumbin's double. We examined the artist's
conception of Mr. Rumbin as he appeared
in Tarkington's latest story. Then we
looked at Billy Gilbert and there they
were — twins! Both rotund, impressivelooking, heads thatched with dark, curly

ALICE : Why certainly! Wouldn't it be risky
to give him anything but a special child's
laxative? That's why the doctor suggested
Fletcher's Castoria. It's made especially for
a baby's needs. It's so gentle . . .yet as thorough as can be.

t^A^Mz^IZ
The modern — SAFE — laxative made

MOTHER: But will he take it? You know how
persnikity he is about new things.
ALICE: The doctor said even the taste of
Fletcher's Castoria is made especially for
children. Surely, it's good to know we're giving him a nice-tasting laxative that's safe, too!

CASTORIA
especially and ONLY
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for children

ways!

hair, trim mustaches, pince nez spectacles,
wing collars. We read part of the story
and were amazed by the Mr. Rumbin
characterization. It seemed as though the
author had deliberately copied the mannerisms and dialect of Gilbert as closely
as the illustrator, Ritchie Cooper, had
copied Billy's physical features.
"I've written Mr. Tarkington and Mr.
Cooper
aboutmarveled
it," Billy at
said,the"and
the three
of us have
coincidence.
Here, look at this." He handed us a petition signed by 100 members of the South
Bend, Indiana, Billy Gilbert Fan Club.
Every member had noted the likeness and
all hoped Billy would get an opportunity
to enact the role.
"And that's that," Billy smiled. "I'm
getting so I don't know whether Mr. Rum-
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[Continued from page 8]
was so gay in the old days," he continued.
"There was such a swell feeling of camaraderie among the fellows. We got jobs for
one another; we ate together. We wore
each other's clothes, borrowed money from
Theother."
memory of the old days when
each
rations sometimes were lacking seemed
to stimulate his appetite. He ordered a
second cup of coffee to top off his breakfast of cornflakes, bacon, eggs, fried potatoes and raisin bread toast. It was moving
day and he had worked up an appetite. His bachelor quarters had been forsaken and he was "moving right back to
The move home was not inspired by
loneliness,
mamma." he assured me, but was an
economical measure.
|

Pk

On our way back to the City of Celluloid
Celebrities, we thought of all the pictures
in which the funny, fat fellow had stolen
plenty of scenes: My Lucky Star, Broadway Melody of 1938, Rosalie, Army Girl,
Breaking the Ice, just to name a few. We
hoped that by the time this little piece
could get into print some studio will have
announced that it plans to produce the
Mr. Rumbin
part." series with none other than
Billy Gilbert in the title role.
At anyandrate,
Billy, that
here'syoulooking
atchoooo,
praying
get your

Being Broke Helps
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Ordinary cleansing methods cannot remove the
"mask" of hidden dirt that conceals the natural
beauty of your complexion.
A Pompeian massage takes only three minutes
. . . yet it really removes this mask. That's because
Pompeian (the original pink massage cream) is entirely different from regular cosmetic creams ... is
70% pure milk. You simply massage it on your
face and, as it dries, massage it off.

bin is me, or I'm Mr. Rumbin. One thing
sure, though. I'm going to go through the
rest of my life a very unhappy man unless
some studio decides to let me play the

"You know, I think being broke helps
at the start of a career," he explained. I
know in my case it's true. If my mother
hadn't been broke, the chances are I would
never have been born. My grandfather
was one of those dentists who always told
his patients not to neglect their teeth, and
to pay when they could. When he died,
he left my mother a legacy of some dental
equipment and a lot of bills. She could
sing, dance and play the violin. She had
never performed professionally, but she
got herself a job in vaudeville. She was
one of the first of the 'class' acts. And it
was while she was in vaudeville that she
met my father. That never would have
happened if she hadn't been broke.
"Being broke taught me so much. If it
hadn't been necessary, I wouldn't have
learned to do a lot of things. You know,
like fixing the plumbing, or the radio, or
my car, and I can stew up a neat little
dinner. There were times when I became
pretty disgusted, but I wouldn't have had
it any other way at the start.
"I've seen so many people come to Hollywood, make a great hit in one picture and
think they were set for life. One picture doesn't make a star, nor even an actor.
And while the extra route may be the
hard way, I'll take it.
"Young actors think it's great luck to
get an immediate break when they come

to Hollywood. Sometimes it is, but more
often it isn't, and it's heartbreaking to get
a real opportunity and not be able to turn
in a satisfactory performance because of
lack of experience. And we learned a lot
from each other, simply because we were
broke and couldn't seek much outside
entertainment.
"We lived in bunches, sort of like the
road gangs of boys today. For companionship and also as an economy we
lived three in an apartment. Only two
people were allowed in those particular
apartments, so one of the boys was a
'guest,' so far, as the landlord was concerned.
"Our ice box was divided into sections,
with a compartment for each of us. We
had our own food, did our own cooking
and everyone had to wash his own dishes
immediately after using.
"A telephone was a necessity, but none
of us could afford one alone. So we had
a community phone. By hook or crook
(mostly crook) we spliced the cord so
that it would reach into every apartment
on our floor.
"When absolutely broke, we could live
for days on pop corn pancakes. Take a
five cent bag of popcorn; add flour and
water and fry it. It swells up and you
would swear you had eaten two steaks. It
doesn't stay with you and you get hungry
again right away, but then you can fry
more cakes and fill up again."
B

Dennis firmly believes that luck had
a lot to do with his getting a break.
"Being in the right place at the right time
did it," he says.
"I didn't have a dime to back me up
when
decided
day that
I wouldn't
be an Iextra
any one
longer.
As long
as you

are willing to be an extra, you'll be one,
and I suddenly determined to make something of myself. It meant a great sacrifice
because I was getting a lot of work.
"It was a hard jump from extra to bit
player, because, when I was offered to a
director to play a bit, he would ask, 'What
has he done?' An extra seldom has a
chance to do anything. But a few chances
came along and I was willing to wait for

them. The other fellows told me I was
crazy when I passed up an extra job that
would run several days at fifteen dollars
a day to do one day's work in a small part
that paid twenty-five dollars. It was hard,
but I stuck to it.
■

"Then one day I was in this (M-G-M)
studio and a little bit part came up.
Tommy Andre, the assistant, mentioned
me for it and there I was, in the right place
at the right time. Jack Conway, the
director, thought I looked too young to
appear as Walter Pidgeon's friend, but
Walter spoke up and said, 'Oh, what do
you mean, he's too young? We've worked
together a lot.' That helped, so I got the
job.
"I had played a bit at Columbia a few
days before and the director had let me
put in a little business. Well, Harry Cohn
saw it and offered me a contract.
"Meanwhile things were moving at
M-G-M. When I had gone on the set to
do the bit in Saratoga, I found I was wearing exact copies of Clark Gable's clothes!
I shivered in my shoes when I saw him
watching me. Some stars would have
been very unpleasant, and I would have
been ordered to change my clothes or to
get out. I was so nervous I could hardly
work because he never stopped watching
me. I learned afterward that Conway had
told him to watch me because he wanted
Gable's opinion on my work!
"Later Mr. Conway took me into the
private dining room where the executives
were having lunch.
" 'Look here,' he said, 'you're always
yapping that you can't find new talent.
Here's a boy that's got something, and he
introduced me by my real name, Bud
Flanagan. Of course Eddie Mannix, being
Irish, made a crack about my nationality
and, being Irish, I cracked back. But I
stopped wise-cracking when they began
to talk contract.

JEAN in
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"When I got home there was the
message that Columbia was offering me a
contract. Paramount heard about it and
offered me a contract. After all the years
I had been an extra, suddenly I had three
contract offers the same day. I was really
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The first move he made after he signed
his contract was to beg to be allowed
to work in The Big City.
"Just anything," he begged, when he
was told there was nothing in it for him.
Finally they let him put on a cap and uniform and play a taxi driver. Then he confessed that he just wanted to be in the
picture so he could stand around and
watch Spencer Tracy act.
"Being broke helps!" he grinned. "It
teaches you to make every minute count
and to value every opportunity that comes
your way — imagine getting a free acting
demonstration from Tracy! Boy! You
can't buy that!"

,
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Juarez Highlights

the streaks and stains and cracks on the
walls of shops . . Why, the place looked
as if it had been there five centuries.

[Continued from page 31]
palace on the Adriatic Sea where she and
her youthful husband had been so happy.
A profusion of exotic flowers, an outburst of cheers — but nobody except soldiers were on the twisted white streets,
and there were so many vultures! Maximilian began to wonder uneasily. They
didn't tell him that numberless executions had taken care of those who conspicuously objected to his coming. Bette, in
her high-necked, puffed-sleeved blue
gown, the color of the ocean, climbed into
the imperial coach, a marvel of black
enamel and gold leaf. On the cushions was
a paper. It was a message from Juarez:
"You are the victim of a fraud, designed
to make you believe that the people of
Mexico desire an Emperor. I tell you to
leave Mexico and never return . . ."
Maximilian could not believe this paper
told the truth. In the role of the ruler,
Brian Aherne looked at it first with uneasiness, then with a half smile, while his
retinue scoffed at the Indian upstart who
ventured such a warning. The great Emperor had no way of knowing how important the poor peon was to be.
What about the "Indian upstart," Juarez,
as played by Paul Muni?
History records that he was outwardly
calm, even exasperatingly unhurried. He
handled documents with clumsy, slow
fingers. His brain seemed to plod. But

that's what deceived the people of his own
era, at first. Behind that dogged exterior
was an unbreakable will and the mind of
a keen and adroit soldier. His usual stolidity made his few flashes of fire the more
effective.
The "village" which housed the Juarez
headquarters stood as a triumph of the
movie technicians' skill. Built at the Warner ranch in San Fernando Valley, it was
designed largely from plaster casts of the
walls of local Spanish missions. The casts
picked up the impressions of weather
markings, water furrows, and sand erosions found on the ancient stone and adobe
structures, and these markings were
transferred to the buildings in the outdoor sets.
Consequently, three strides across a
patch of grass, you found yourself in the
middle of old Mexico. There stood a
cathedral at one end of a steep street, its
chunky tower sharp against the sapphire
sky; a cathedral complete with weatherbeaten gray portico and crumbling steps.
Farther on was an inn with hospitable
doorway and iron-grilled windows. At the
brow of the hill stood some houses with
purple vines over the lower porches and
a lop-eared balcony or two upstairs. Casement windows swung in the wind. Curtains flapped. The chipped house cornices,
the powdery pink stone of the fountain,

■

It's a pity they couldn't have
the picture one Luis Flores
who lives in Mexico City and who
tained the mature age of 116 years.

had in
Lopez,
has atLopez,

who fought under Juarez's aide, Porfirio
Diaz, throughout the time Maximilian was
Emperor, acted as technical adviser on the
film, and gave Director Dieterle many
valuable suggestions when Dieterle went
to Mexico for data.
One of Lopez's deeds of derring-do has
been duplicated in the picture. During
an engagement with the French artillery,
he rode up to the gun emplacement, unarmed, lassoed a field piece, and dragged
it back to the Mexican lines. This act of
courage was witnessed by Col. Gabriel
Moreno, now aged 90; and by General
Ignacio Velasquez, now 108 years old, who
was the commanding officer during that
engagement. Apparently one way to live
long is to join a Mexican revolution.
And it looked for a while as if the way
to have a short life was to join the cast of
Juarez. Gilbert Roland, who plays the role
of a Mexican officer, averted two bad accidents in as many days. First he saved the
$20,000 royal coach and doubtless the life
of Bette's stand-in when he stopped a
bad runaway by spurring his horse forward and seizing a bridle. The next day —
still doing things not in the script — he
saved Bette from almost certain injury by
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throwing his mount off balance and to the
ground after it had suddenly reared and
seemed about to plunge into Bette's lap.
Great pains have been taken to give the
film authenticity. Many objects were
brought from Mexico, and a $50,000 shipload of authentic Louis Napoleon art objects is part of the "atmosphere." The
wardrobe furnished 3,000 outfits; the property department 10,000 "props;" the makeup department $2,500 worth of whiskers.
Maximilian's four beards cost $500, and
the rest of the cast used five hundred
whisker items from "the works," to the
tiny patch that John Garfield, as Porfirio
Diaz, wore on his chin.
Even the stars in the skies are correctly
placed. Director Dieterle is a believer in
horoscopes, so he had somebody work out
the exact position in which the stars were
on the evening of the famous "adoption
day." So the constellations you see twinkling beyond the windows of Chapultepec
palace when that day ends are the same
as those which Carlotta and Maximilian
saw. Thus, to his own .satisfaction, Dieterle
combined both astronomy and astrology.
He felt that the ill-starred royal pair were
entitled, in his picture, anyway, to the
stars to which they were accustomed.
Perhaps because the theme is so tragic,
Juarez handed the cast more unplanned
laughs in the course of production than
you'll find (more's the pity) in many a
comedy. Paul Muni tried one little scene
seven times before he got through it without interruption. Tiny upsets ruined the
first three takes; in Take 4, a fly landed
on Muni's nose; Take 5, an airplane
droned above the sound stage; Take 6, the
mikes picked up a long peal of thunder
which turned out to be the rolling of an
embarrassed actor's tummy.
Quite a lot of the merriment centered
around the flaring hoop skirts of Carlotta.
Once, at a lakeside, a breeze caught those
hoops and Bette, finding them as unmanageable as balloons, had to be saved from
taking flight by a corps of cameramen.
And in the big scene when Carlotta 's mind
feels its first touch of insanity, those hoops
got in their work again.
Prince Metternich, the Austrian Ambassador, had called. "Your Imperial
Majesty," he began.
Bette whirled about to face him. Her
foot caught in the folds, the heavy hoops
swung, and Her Imperial Majesty went
flat on the floor. She might have been
really mad that time, but once more she
laughed. For a film Empress, there's nothing like a sense of humor.
It doesn't hurt for an Emperor to have
a sense of humor, either. After a nice picnic lunch out at the ranch, Brian Aherne
learned that he was to face the firing
squad. All afternoon. So, for fun, he took
a quick look at the calls for next day to
see what the future had in store. His call
read: "Brian Aherne. Stage 7. 9 a. m. Interior coffin."
Aherne shrugged. "Oh, well," he said,
"that's life in the movies."
NEXT

MONTH

Don't miss the fun of the Deanna Durbin
contest, starting in July HOLLYWOOD.
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Most Men

Don't Like Love

[Continued from page 23]
has to tear around and wait on me.

I

think it's stupid and superficial for a
woman to put a cigarette in her mouth
and then sit there posed, waiting for a
man to break his neck to light it. I like
attentions, thoughtfulness and courtesy
the same as any other girl. But there
are ways of having charming attentions
without constantly reminding a man that
a woman must be handled like a hot house
flower."
More than in any other part of the
country, men are sought after in Hollywood. The reason is easy to understand.
Many more girls than men are employed
by the picture industry. Many more
lovely girls than handsome young men
seek careers in the movies. The town
overflows with pretty maidens who are
working at any available job to maintain
themselves until some important executive notices them and whips out a contract. All of those girls want companionship, friends to come to their parties, to
go dancing with. And there just aren't
enough men to go around. Especially
eligible bachelors. And the eligible
bachelors are growing cagey. Most of them
are starting careers that are very important. They want to support wives
properly when they do marry.
This probably explains why Ann
Sheridan is one of the most popular young

women in Hollywood today. When love
walked out of Ann Sheridan's life a little
while ago, common sense walked in on
the arm of her sense of humor. What it
cost Ann to rise above her own troubles,
no one knows. But, without being cynical
or sharp, and without discussing her personal life, Ann let it be known that she
is NOT in love with the idea of being in
love.
The result was a concerted rush of
young men! David Niven and Ronald
Reagan both are good friends, but Cesar
Romero seems to head the long list. He
says that she came into his life like a
refuge from a storm!
"The very first time I asked her to go
out with me, I was held up at the studio!"
Romero tells you. "I know how it upsets
girls when a date is broken, and I was
worried, but I couldn't
supposed to be at Ann's
At six they gave me the
my chances slipping of

help it. I was
house by seven.
bad news. I saw
ever getting an-

other date."
"Please
don't give it another thought,"
said Ann when Cesar called her. "I understand perfectly. Let's make it another
"I didsoon."
make
night
Cesar. "But
flowers and a
met she made

it another night soon," says
the next day I sent Ann
written apology. When we
me promise never to send
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1934 — The Dionne Quins, born May 28th, a miracle of modern medical science. Because of their premature birth, their
skin was so sensitive that for months they were bathed only
with Olive Oil . . . When the time came for soap and water
baths, Dr. Dafoe decided that only Palmolive, the soap made
with Olive Oil, was gentle enough for these precious babies!

flowers for such a reason again. I always
look forward to going out with Ann, because Iknow we will have a good time.
Ann always makes a fellow feel that
everything
doessome
is pretty
special.
It's
sure
a relief heafter
of those
girls who
never seem to get enough attention.
"I think Ann Sheridan is the only girl
in Hollywood, who doesn't object to someone dropping by unexpectedly. One
morning I was Onplaying
Ann's
neighborhood.
my waytennis
home inI passed
by her house. It was two miles to the
nearest phone. So I took a chance and
rang her bell. While I waited, the maid
went out to tell Ann, who was in the
"Ann shouted for me to come on
garden.
I found her wearing dirty overalls
cotton gloves. Her hair was pinned
in a knot on top of her head. She had

tan oil all over her face. She wasn't wearing a bit of make-up and she didn't apologize or try to cover her confusion . with
coyness. That's what I call a regular
One night Ann and Cesar were supposed
to attend an opening. At the time, Cesar
was allowing his hair and beard to grow
for his role in the new Cisco Kid. When
Cesar explained that he felt a little like
Pancho Villa, Ann quickly relieved the
situation.
"Okay," she said. "That settles it. We
don't go to the premiere. Let's go down
girl."Street and get some chili. Down
to Olvera

we wzrm %Dom..t

1936— "Only Palmolive!" That's what Dr. Dafoe still says.
This gentle soap made with Olive Oil is still the Quins' only
bath and beauty soap. And these adorable baby girls, with
their clear, healthy skin, so soft and smooth . . . what a
wonderful tribute to Palmolive's purity and mildness.
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1937 — Growing lovelier day by day! These five little beauties with their lovely "Schoolgirl Complexions" are a
beauty lesson to women the world over! For Palmolive,
made with soothing Olive Oil, is still the only soap
Dr. Dafoe permits these famous little girls to use!
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1939 — Five years old on May 28th! And
during all these years they've never, never
used any soap except Palmolive! What
better proof could you have, dear Lady,
that this gentle soap made from Olive and
Palm Oils really is ideal for your own complexion, and for your children, too?

OIL . . .That's why Dr. Dafoe

says "Only
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for the Dionne
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there they'll greet you like a long lost
brother!"
Another time they did go to an opening. Again Cesar was detained at the
studio. Ann was all dressed and waiting
when Cesar called her to say that he still
was on the set.
"Of course I'm not put out," said Ann
soothingly. "I don't mind waiting. Actors' hours are always irregular. I knew
our date might be uncertain, if they kept
you working. I can find enough things to
do in the meantime. I certainly don't feel
that any date could be important enough
to upset you. I'll read 'til you get here."
A grateful Cesar finally put in an appearance. When they arrived at the El
Capitan Theatre, through an error someone else had taken their tickets. Now
Cesar was genuinely upset. Ann simply
grabbed him by the arm and dragged him
next door to Barker Brothers. "Let's hear
some new recordings," she said. There
they sat in one of those stuffy little rooms.
Cesar in his top hat. Ann in her ermine.
If Ann ever felt the urge to be conceited, she'd admit her flair for frying
chicken would be her one bid to fame.
Ann learned the gentle art when she was
little Claire Lou of Dallas. She really
enjoys doing it, and it isn't one of those
movie - star - roughing - it - in-her-ownkitchen things, either. One evening Ann
invited the sex appeal lads over for a
long-promised meal. David Niven was
there. Ditto Ronald Reagan. Also one or
two more.
Now it just so happens that a certain
other glamour girl, who isn't used to
having her invitations refused, was also
giving a party. She wanted Cesar there.
She wanted David there too. In fact she

You'll like my Brand
and I 'dude' mean You!
Here's a straight steer
On that O.G. branding iron
Betty Petty is toting.
It's reserved for
Double-Mellow
Old Gold . . . the cigarette
That wins its spurs
With finer, smoother
Tobaccos, aged extra long
For added flavor.
Double wrapped to keep
Extra fresh their extra
Goodness. Corral the
Extra delights of a
Truly fresh cigarette.
Say "O.G.". . . the brand
That holds its
Friends for life!

wanted several of Ann's guests, who were
forced not too unhappily, to refuse. Needless to say, the name of Sheridan isn't
mentioned any too kindly in cinema sewing circles. But the boys all think she
is wonderful!
One day recently, the "Dead End" boys
visited Ann on her set. She's their
favorite on the lot and this is definitely
what is known as, passing the acid test.
Ann was kidding around and having a lot
of fun. But the boys wanted to play
rough. Suddenly Ann felt a pain in her
neck, and called a halt. The boys had
practically put her neck out of joint. Not
since the discovery of gold in Alaska, have
you seen such a rush to a rescue.
Say the "Dead End" boys about Ann,
"We like her because she never tries to
make us over into gentlemen."
Says Ann right back at them, sweetly,
"That's silly. Why should I?" And then
just as they all look pleased, "Besides it's
impossible!"
Not so long ago Ann was granted a divorce from handsome Eddie Norris. Even
if she wanted to be serious again, it will
be many months before she is legally free.
As a rule, Hollywood has an insidious
little way of knowing what goes on. No
one has ever learned what happened between Eddie and Ann. When she married, Ann was in love. Now she isn't.
But she has a host of friends, a lot of
fun, and a conviction that "Most men
don't like love!"
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Perils of Pauline
At the age of three, she was selling Liberty
Bonds. At nine she was keeping house, and
the rest of her career is equally surprising
By
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wonder spots of
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GRAND trains too . . . air-conditioned coaches, tourist
or standard Pullmans between Chicago and California;
between St. Louis, Kansas City and Ogden, via Denver,
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Salt Lake City. Free pillows.
Delicious meals— in coaches as low as: breakfast ?.5c,
luncheon 30c, dinner 35c.
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WHAT A RELIEF
> WHEN CORNS GO

CORNS are caused by pressure and friction.
They go deep into your toe — press against
sensitive nerves, often cause intense pain.
Don't suffer needlessly when it's so easy to remove corns. Just put a scientific Blue-Jay pad
neatly over the corn. It relieves pain quickly by
removing pressure. The special Blue-Jay medicated formula on the pad acts on the corn — gently
loosens it so it can be lifted right out. You have
glorious relief. Then simply by avoiding pressure
and friction which caused your corns you can
prevent their coming back !
If you suffer from corns follow the example of
millions
and
get quick
relief this
easy way. Get Blue-Jay Corn Plasters
today — only 25^ for 6.
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BLUE-JAY

* A plug ol dead cells root-like In form and position. II
left may serve as local point lor renewed development.
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If there's one girl in Hollywood who
is thankful that she is at last beginning to "look her age," as the feminine
saying goes, it's the lovely Pauline Moore.
Every year, for four straight years, Pauline was asked to take a screen test at 20th
Century-Fox's New York office.
time she took it, the cameraman
about her beauty, the director raved
her acting, and about three weeks

Every
raved
about
later

20th Century's Hollywood office turned
the test down — and raved because (and
these are the exact words, copied from an
inter-office memo) she continued to look
like a grammar school girl!
She
even
married
and became
the
mother of two babies — and still continued
to look as young as Deanna Durbin. Talk
about the irony of fate! Scores of other
actresses were buying cosmetics wholesale in mad efforts to save their skins —
and their Careers — and here was pretty
Pauline on the outside looking in — and
for no other reason than that youth
clung to her tighter than ivy to a wall!
Two years ago, however, the studio
finally relented and signed her to a
contract. Small roles served to convince producers that she was, indeed,
a valuable piece of property. That is,
if they could ever figure out some
way to age her! Well, Father Time
stepped in a few months ago,
and, while the old gent didn't
put any wrinkles
into her
lovely face nor sprinkle her
hair with grey, he did make
her look old enough to satisfy
the
front
office, and *he
found
herself
cast for her
first leading - lady role
as
Constance
in
The
Three
Musketeers.
Now that
she's "growed
up"
enough
to please
her bosses,
Pauline is headed for star-fl
dom as sure as this writer^
is knee-high to a reflector.
We'll tell you why by beginning at the beginning —
which
takes us back
to

Pauline Moore, wife of the wellknown illustrator, Jeff Machamer,
will be seen in Young Mr. Lincoln

June 17, 1914, the date of her birth.
For one reason or another Pauline didn't
go to school until she was 9 years old, but
her alert little mind was kept pretty busy
as early as her 18th month, when she
started her dramatic training by reciting a
poem at a Christmas party.
"Mother must have been pleased with
that initial effort of mine," Pauline says,
"because
sheE.enrolled meimmediately
in a dramatic afterward
class at the
K.

so tired she couldn't cook, much less try
to tidy up the house. So I took over the
housework, and likewise the cooking. I
won't go any further into describing my
skill with the skillet other than to say
that the second evening I tried to prepare
a meal I roasted a rabbit with its fur still
on! Given time I would have made worse
mistakes, but Mother kept a watchful eye

Peall Conservatory in Philadelphia. When
I was three I worked for the Red Cross,
taking flowers to the hospitals, reciting
pieces, selling Liberty bonds, singing such
songs as Keep the Home Fires Burning
and You Can Give All My Toys to the
Poor Girls and Boys, But Bring Back My
Daddy to Me. My, I was proud of myself! When I was four the Conservatory
held a graduation recital and I received a
medal for accomplishing the best work of

■

the year."
During the flu epidemic of 1918 the family moved to Greensboro, North Carolina.
"We stayed there about three years,"
she says, "and in my spare time I studied
piano and dancing. But I had to drop both
and learn how to keep house for Mother.
Father — he was Paul Love, a civil engineer
in the British Intelligence Service — had
been killed in action when I was about a
year and a half old, and Mother had been
the provider ever since. When we moved
to Greensboro she found a job in a department store. She'd come home at night

on me after that."
But not for long. Pauline's mother suffered abreakdown and was taken to a
Pinehurst sanitarium to recuperate. Pauline was taken to some kindly neighbors,
where she stayed until her mother returned.
"She came home one Christmas day,
thinner than the proverbial rail," the
daughter says. "We went back to our old
apartment, and I went back to my old job
of cleaning and cooking. Of the two jobs,
cooking was the easier — for the very sad
reason that we had no money to buy food.
At least not the kind of food Mother
needed just then. After a day or two a
Red Cross nurse paid us a visit, crossexamined me when Mother wasn't looking— and the next day we received a big
basket of food — milk, canned goods, and
all the trimmings. The sight of it made me
so happy that I ran up and down the street
crying out that the Red Cross was sending us food! Maybe you can imagine how
embarrassed Mother was when she discovered what I had been doing!"

It wasn't long after this "most embarrassing moment" that the Moore
family packed up and moved to Union
Furnace, Penn. Mrs. Moore found a job as
housekeeper for a widower with four children, held it for a month or two, and then
decided that another migration was in
order.
"Harrisburg, Penn., this time," Pauline
relates. "And then something happened.
Something terrible, I thought at fir.st.
Mother married the man whose name we
now bear. Jesse Joel Moore, a credit insurance man whom she had met long before during a visit in the South. I was
twelve when this happened, and old
enough to know better, but I thought I
was losing her for good when she told me
her plan. I cried for hours because of this
great catastrophe that was going to befall
me. But Mother married, despite my violent protestations, and I was glad that she
did, because my step-father was a wonderful man. He loved poetry, loved to read
it aloud, and finally taught me to appreciate the beauty of it. So much so that I
even tried my hand at writing it. Believe
it or not, when I was twelve, I had a book
of poems published under the title, "Love
Lyrics," by Pauline Moore! All proceeds
from the sale of this monumental work
(and it sold fairly well, believe it or not)
above the cost of printing went to the
Y. Pauline
W. C. A."graduated from high school
when she was a mere fifteen and then en-
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Women who are careful of their make-up are always eager to
hear about the extra "skin-vitamin" that comes in a famous
powder base — Pond's Vanishing Cream.
Skin that lacks Vitamin A becomes rough and dry. But
when this "skin-vitamin" is restored, it helps make skin soft
and smooth again.

Use Pond's before powder and overnight to help supply
this important vitamin for your skin. Same jars, labels, prices.
^Statements concerning the effects of the "skin-vitamin" applied to the
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Smart young society favorite, always seen in fashionable
places. She goes hatless throughout the active outdoor
season — winters in Palm Beach.
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hind an imposing desk, and asked to see
Mr. Ziegfeld. 'Mr. Ziegfeld is busy re"I became very active in church work,"
hearsing his show,' the young lady said. 'I
she says, "and with Mother made numberam
busy
trying to land a job,' I said. 'May
less speeches before Y. W. C. A. groups
I please
see Mr.
Ziegfeld?' and
'No,'suggested
the girl
told
me, very
emphatically,
throughout the state. I just missed becomthat
I
go
downstairs
and
see
Sammy
ing an evangelist by an all-of-a-sudden
realization that it was dramatics I liked
Ledner. Well, I saw Sammy.
'What do
above everything else. The reason why I you do?' he asked. 'Sing? Dance?' I did
dropped the one and chose the other was
neither. I told him rather haughtily, 'I'm
an actress.' Sammy laughed and told me
due, no doubt, to my intense interest in
to sit down. When the authors, Mark
the stock company in Harrisburg. I'd come
Hellinger and Lew Brown, came in Sammy
home every week-end and literally haunt
introduced me in his most polite manner.
the theatre. Finally I got up enough cour'Miss Moore is an actress,' he informed
age to write the leading lady, Edna Presthem very soberly. Lew smiled at that
ton, a three-line little note stating that
and asked me to sing a song. He sat down
I'd like to meet her. The next mail brought
at the piano, opened up the pages of Now
me a little three-line note in reply statThat You're Gone, and I sang. Or tried
ing that nothing would give her so much
to. At any rate when I was through he
pleasure than to have me come back-stage
for a visit. Edna said that the manager
said something vague about 'coming back
needed some extra girls for a revue he had
in two, three days.' So I came back twice
a day! Maybe perseverance always wins
in mind, and suggested that I apply for a
at that! At any rate I landed a job. June
job, just to see if the theatre would appeal
to me as much in back of the footlights as
Knight, the ingenue, had to have her apin front. Well . . .
pendix snipped off, and I went on in her
place throughout the rehearsals. Up until
"I didn't go back to school after the
Easter vacation. Instead, Mother and I two days before the show opened, I
thought sure I was going to play the part,
went to Asbury Park with the stock combut June, good trouper that she was, came
pany. We opened at the Savoy Theatre
back and went on opening night. The
with Nancy's Private Affair, in which I show ran for six months with me underplayed the part of a hard-boiled golddigstudying practically everyone in the cast.
ger. After that came the lead in Death
As a reward for my work the manager
Takes a Holiday. When we closed Mother
and I went to New York. The day after
gave me some of the late Dorothy Dell's
costumes, and when any of the showour arrival I went to the Universal office
girls were ill he'd let me go on in her place.
and had a long visit with Dave Werner,
"The gay and vivacious Lupe Velez was
the casting director, whom I finally outalso in this show, and I'll never forget the
talked into signing me up to a three night she put on an act of her own. In
months' contract. Dave said the studio
one part of the play she was supposed to
would prepare me for pictures, but somecome on stage arguing with a shopkeeper.
thing went wrong because about all I did
As she argued she kept tearing a dress to
was to pose for publicity stills and fashpieces. Well, on this particular night, Lupe
ions. Inever got on a set! During all this
found she had just two minutes left betime, Father, still intent on getting me out
fore her entrance — and there wasn't a
of the theatre, finally had his say. Uniprop dress in sight for her to rip apart.
versal's legal department called me up
Lupe got excited when she found that out,
and informed me that since I was under
and started to tear at her hair. When that
age I'd better go home and grow up. Well,
didn't get results she started in shrieking,
I was pretty angry about the whole thing,
'Geeve me a dress, somebody! Queek! Do
and I told the legal department to go jump
sometheeng, somebody, queek, or I shall
into a couple of lakes. Still angry, I wrote
Father a long letter, blaming him for all
keel somebody!'
You can imagine the
furor that was going on backstage by
the bad luck that had happened to me, not
then. While everybody was jabbering and
realizing that I was hurting the man who
running here and there looking for a dress,
had been so good to us all. But that's the
I stepped into one of those tiny quickway stubborn youth is, I guess.
change rooms, stripped, and threw out the
elaborate Spanish senorita costumes
I
■ "Then I finally got a job modeling
was wearing — and I stayed in hiding while
dresses in a wholesale house, but only
after trying a hundred different places.
Lupe, now on the stage with the shopThe job lasted two weeks, during which
keeper, tore that expensive costume literally to shreds! After a while the stage
time our lunch hours were spent running
in and out of theatrical offices. Finally,
manager came up and whispered, 'Are
when my job was gone and my pocketbook
you there, Pauline?' 'Yes,' I whispered
was empty, I got a break. I walked into the
back, thinking I was to be fired. 'Fine,' he
Ziegfeld Theatre one blustering March
said, much to my great relief, 'fine work.
noon in 1932, approached a girl seated beThat was quick thinking.' "

tered the Darlington Seminary at Westchester for a year.
<1SJ
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One Year From Today
What Will You Be Earning?
This may be the most important year in
your life! Your whole future is apt to deyou take advantage of present
Eend on how
usiness changes.
Returning prosperity is opening up new jobs,
and creating unusual opportunities. But that
does not insure prosperity for you. Only you
can insure that.
For months — maybe years — employers will be
able to pick and choose out of the millions now
unemployed or dissatisfied with their work and
pay. Naturally they will pick the men with
most preparation and ability.
You should — you must — make yourself quickly
more valuable — to protect what you have and to
insure getting your share of the promotions and
is being done by OTHERS — it can
raises.
Eay
by ItYOU!
e done

Ask us to send you full details about our new
spare time training, and to explain how it prepares you to better meet today's demands and
opportunities. If you really are in earnest, you
should investigate at once. Check your field below, write your name and address, and mail.

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A Correspondence Institution
Dept.630-R,
Chicago
Send me, free, the facta about the demands and
opportunities in the business field I have checked
— about your training for that field.
D Higher Accountancy
D Industrial Management
D Expert Bookkeeping
O Modern Foremanship
D Business Management D Business English
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miss the chart by which you can pick your astrological twin among the movie stars.
Don't miss the dozens of feature stories, and the news, gossip and pictures of Hollywood.
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Before the show was more than a
week old, Mrs. Moore left for home
to await a blessed event, and a few days
later she sent out a chaperone for Pauline.
"My 18th birthday arrived just before
the show closed," the daughter says, "and
I phoned Father collect saying that I was
sending my chaperone back and that from
now on, being of age, I was going it alone."
That's what SHE thought. Because when
she said it she didn't reckon with a young
cartoonist by the name of Jeff Machamer.
"Every night when I walked home from
the theatre," Pauline smiles, "I'd look up
at a brownstone apartment house across
the street and see a man working on a
drawing board. One Sunday my landlady
told me she'd sold out and that I'd have to
find another place to live. The first stop
was at the brownstone building, where I
rented a little room on the fourth floor. On
my last trip from the old place to the new,
I carried my little fox terrier puppy. Just
as I was going upstairs, the landlady yelled
from the lobby that there was a telephone
call for a Mr. Machamer. When he passed
me on the stairs he stopped at the sight
of the puppy and said he'd like to draw it.
He went on to answer the phone — and I
didn't see anything of him until the show
closed six months later!"
And she probably wouldn't have seen
him then, save for the fact that Jeff needed
a model for a rush illustration, and remembered her. Pauline says she wouldn't
go to see him at first. She was an actress,
not a model. But she changed her mind,

went down and posed as he requested.
Not only that, but she posed for him several times after that. Later, when the show
closed and she was down to her last dozen
dimes, she posed for other artists whom
Jeff recommended.
Pauline did a little modeling in the
early spring of 1933. During the bank
holiday she answered some domestic help
wanted ads and ended up in the Bronx
taking care of the four-year-old son of a
bridge -playing mother.
"I held that job two weeks and might
have held it longer only the mother ordered me to wash the outside of the windows of our 'four-stories up' apartment,
and I couldn't imagine myself doing that
in zero weather. Not if I valued my neck.
So I quit, moved into the Dancers Club,
and earned my board and keep by operatthe switchboard."
It ingwas
while operating the switchboard
that she got a call to report for rehearsal
for Murder At the Vanities. The show ran
for seven months, which just goes to show
you what happens to telephone girls who
know enough to put in a plug for themselves.
Something else happened about this
time, too. Jeff Machamer finally got up
enough courage to ask Pauline out to dinner. Emboldened by the success of that,
he began to hang around the stage door.
As a matter of record he hung around until May, 1934, when he took Pauline over
to Westminster, Maryland, and married
her.

"There was no honeymoon," she says.
"We went right back to New York because Jeff had to work. Two weeks later
I went into a show called Dance With
Your Gods, but evidently the gods weren't
propitious because the play lasted but
During
time 20th Century -Fox
two
weeks."allto this
continued
make its annual tests of
her and the front-office remarks continued
to be the usual stereotyped affair — Miss
Moore is too young. Miss Moore still looks
like a grammar school girl.
"After the last test," she says, "I settled
down to being very domestic. Laurie Ann
was born February 9, 1936. Along in
late October of that year I made another
test for 20th Century-Fox and this time it
sort of jelled. I was told to report to the
Hollywood studios in two weeks. This was
in the morning. At noon of the same day
I was told to leave New York in two days.
In the afternoon — of the same day, mind
you — I received another call ordering me
to leave at five -thirty. Ten minutes after
that another call ordering me to take a
plane at eight-thirty! So I flew. Mother
followed by train the next day, bringing
Laurie Ann. The day they arrived, I went
into a role as cousin to Loretta Young in
Love Is News. After that came roles in
Charlie Chan at the Olympics, Born Reckless, Wild and Woolly, Heidi, Three Blind
Mice, Passport Husband, Five oj a Kind,
The Arizona Wildcat and The Three Muskete rs. certainly
I
was kept busy once I
did get here."
MIND IF I SPEAK FRANKLY, MABEL?
I THINK YOU MAY HAVE MADE A
BAD IMPRESSION ON JIM, JUST AT
THE CRITICAL MOMENT

Any moment may be a ffidZ^/tfanetttf'
— play safe the way millions do I
• Nothing makes a worse impression than "B.O." It may cost business success, ruin romance, spoil
friendships, cause untold unnappiness. Yet" B.O. " offenders seldom
know they're
would
tell them?guilty — and who
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Dear Hollywood Editor:
I have just returned from my first trip
to Cuba — not the Cuba of Havana with its
smart shops and hotels and sophisticated
inhabitants. But the small towns of
eastern Cuba, where life is less cosmopolitan and the inhabitants, just as charming, are simpler. It was there I learned
something I thought might be of interest
to you and to other readers of Hollywood
.... the fact that Cubans love American
movies.
I love movies myself. Most of my
friends are ardent fans. But our interest
pales into positive indifference compared
with the passion of our Cuban friends. I
have never seen anything like it. When
a Cuban hates he hates, and when he loves
he loves. And there is no doubt that they
love movies with all the fire, the violence,
and the single-heartedness of the Latin
temperament.
I learned this the first day. I was sitting
54

in the lobby of a small hotel, waiting for
my father. A movie magazine was open
on my lap but I wasn't reading. I was
looking instead out on the dusty, sunny
street, with its palm trees and great colorful flowers and its low-voiced, slowlymoving passersby. It was a different
world from any I had ever known.
Suddenly a girl sat down on the couch
beside me. She was about seventeen, shy,
and very lovely with her olive skin and
dark eyes. She pointed to the magazine in
my lap.
"Youeagerly.
like Clarkey Gobbley, si"?" she
asked
"I beg your pardon?"
"Clarkey Gobbley.
You like him, si?"

I was baffled. Then shyly, but still
eagerly, she pointed to the picture on the
page in my lap. Of course! Although
many of the younger Cubans speak and
read English, they still pronounce our
proper names in Spanish. Who else
could Clarkey Gobbley be but— Clark
Gable!
"Oh, yes!" I said. "I mean — sil Do you?"
What a torrent of praise I had called
forth! She chattered in Spanish and in
English, she rolled her eyes ecstatically.
And she threw questions at me faster
than I could answer. Was not Clarkey
muy bueno? And what of Robairto
Teelor? She paused expectantly— and
for breath

Yes, I liked Robert Taylor.
And Hoan Crawford? And so-beautiful Hinher Rohers?
The last one had me stumped until I
had time to translate. Ginger Rogers, of
course. Oh, yes, I was particularly fond
of Ginger. On and on the senorita chattered, asking hundreds of questions, most
of which I could not answer. We talked
movies until my father came. And after
that, we were fast friends the whole time
I stayed at the hotel, and all we ever
talked about — or rather, all I was ever
talked to about — was movies.
It dawned on me after I had talked with
her, and with other young Cubans, that
to them movies are not acting but real.
This was illustrated in an amusing way
once when my father and I were talking
to a group of Cubans.
The name of Charlie Po came up.
When we looked a little blank, they were
obviously disgusted with our ignorance.
Why, they said, he is the greatest detective the world has ever known. He is a
Chino (Chinaman) but he travels all
over the globe and no one who has ever
lived can do the miraculous things he has
done. Beside him our English detective,
Sherlock Holmes, is a bobo (fool) . I then
had a brainstorm and said, "Oh, you must
mean Charlie Chan."
Si, si, only they call him Charlie Po.
Why this is I never discovered, but they
were loud in their praise and declared
that if ever Cuba had a murder mystery
they hoped the Cuban government would

send for Charlie Po at once to solve it.
Movies are so real to them that whenever a Clarkey Gobbley or Robairto
Teelor picture is shown, the senoritas
dress in their finest and fall all over themselves to get front row seats. Much as our
mothers, I suppose, sat on the front row
of the legitimate theatre in hopes that the
matinee idol of their day might notice
them.
They love Chiquita Shearley Templey,
too. To them she is la mas simpdtica que
todas (the most winsome little girl of
all). Platinos (blondes) are more popular than brunettes, and Mae West is a
great favorite. Mequilito Musey (Mickey
Mouse) is the most popular comic strip,
and at westerns and gangster pictures
they get so excited that the noise they
make can, literally, be heard for blocks.
Once when I was in one of the smaller
towns I noticed a sign in front of the
movie theatre that announced in big letters, "Ginger Rogers in person, SOON!"
I got quite excited because I had known
Ginger as a little girl in Fort Worth and
I wanted to see her again.
So I went to the manager to find out
when she was to arrive. He told me with
eloquent, sad gestures that unfortunately
the beautiful platino was kept in the States
this time, but that she would certainly
arrive at a later date. After that, from
time to time whenever one of Ginger's
pictures was to be shown, the sign would
appear again. Of course she never arrived. But the manager always had a

valid excuse and I discovered that, neither
in his own mind nor in the minds of his
ardent customers, was he doing anything
dishonest. Seeing Ginger on the screen
was just like seeing her in person, to
them, and they were just as enthusiastic
as if she had appeared in flesh and blood.
One of the last evenings I was on the
island I went to a G-man picture with
my father. It was Saturday night, and
the house was packed. The townspeople
all came, as well as the farmers and
workmen from surrounding plantations
in town for the day, with their wives and
children. It was a colorful audience. You
saw, occasionally, a woman in a ■mantilla,
now seldom worn, or a young girl with
flowers in her hair. Some of the men
from the country wore machetes (a short,
sharp sword-like knife). The flow of
their soft voices was like music, with here
and there a staccato note. The place was
alive with voices before the picture
started, but even when the lights dimmed
and the title was thrown on the screen
they didn't stop talking. They simply
changed the subject of conversation.
They began talking to the characters in
the picture, or about them. It was shown,
as nearly all American pictures are, with
English sound and Spanish sub-titles.
The G-men they greeted with enthusiastic shouts and cheers. The villainous
gangsters they greeted with cries of
"Quite se!" Which is the Spanish equivalent of "Take it away!" When one of
the G-men was killed, the man next to

ART MODEL
THRILLED
by sparkling beauty this
new shampoo reveals
in her hair

Ah
Miss Helen Reesefamous in fashion art for her gorgeous hair and
exquisite beauty — says:

"/ am asked so frequently to pose for hair style
photographs I must always keep my hair looking its best. Frankly, I was thrilled when I discovered Drene. It left my hair simply radiant —
revealing its dazzling natural highlights and
luster. And Drene leaves my hair soft and man ageable — so it can be readily set in any hair
style right after washing. It's 'good business^
for me to use DrencV
NO

NEED to let dull, drab-looking hair detract from your beauty and charm. Now
see your hair's full beauty revealed by this
amazing artnewmodels
shampoo
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other women! For lusterless hair, in most
cases, is caused by dulling, scummy film (bathtub ring) that all soaps leave on hair. But
Drene gives thrillingly different results! Drene
sweeps away the ugly film that soap shampooing leaves! . . . Because it contains an amazing,
new, patented cleansing ingredient, never before used in a shampoo! Because Drene is not
a soap, not an oil — it leaves no dulling film itself. Nor greasy dust-catching film. Instead,
Drene reveals all the sparkling natural beauty
and brilliance of your hair!
Say goodbye to lemon, vinegar or other
after-rinses! See dirt, grime, perspiration —
even loose dandruff flakes cleaned away with a
single sudsing and thorough rinsing! Leaves
your hair radiantly clean!
There are now 2 kinds of Drene. Use Regular Drene if your hair is oily. Otherwise, use
the new Special Drene for Dry Hair. Refuse
substitutes! Drene is the only shampoo licensed

to use its safe, new, patented cleansing ingredient. No soap results.
shampoo American
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bought over 24 million bottles of Drene last
year alone! Approved by Good Housekeeping. Guaranteed by Procter & Gamble. At
drug, department, 10(£ stores; at your favorite
beauty shop — insist on Drene! You'll thrill to
itS glorifying results!
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me sighed and said "Que val" That
means in literal translation, "What goes,"
but figuratively it is an expression of
resignation like, "Well, that's the way

is the OJf
uanspoitatia*

At the climax when the G-men were
life is." in on the hide-out and the maclosing
chine guns were blasting and the teargas bombs thrown, they stood up and
yelled. It was all terribly exciting and
noisy, and when I came out I thought —
and I'm afraid in quite a superior sort
of way — "How quaint the Cubans are,
after all, to get so excited at a movie!"
Last week, on Saturday night, I went
to a movie in my own home town, right
here in the States. It was, as it happened,
another G-man picture. The house was

packed with townspeople and the farmers
in town for the day with their wives and
children. It was an exciting picture and
I was quite carried away with it. And
then all of a sudden, right at the climax,
I was aware of what was going on around
me. The place was a bedlam. There were
shouts and cheers and stamping of feet;
there were cries of "Go get him!"
And I thought, a little shamefaced but
with a great thrill, that movie audiences
are not very different, no matter where
you find them.
Vive cinema!
Sincerely yours,
HELEN

IRWIN

DOWDEY.

Annabella Keeps Gossips Guessing
[Continued jrom page 32]
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Her entire career has had an aura of
innocent mystery. Take her name, for
instance. She was not content with using
conventional appellations. She wanted to
be different; to mystify. So little Mile.
Suzanneshe Charpentier
when
went on thebecame
screen. "Annabella"
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See America best and most intimately by
Greyhound Super-Coach, the low cost, sightseeing way to New York City . . . see
the Fair best by Greyhound Exposition bus!
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Rate includes transportation from your home
town to both the New York and San Francisco
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The name was suggested by Poe's
"Annabel Lee," her favorite poetic work.
It worked magic for her. It sounded far
off and romantic. It made people remember her easily.
Now take her friendship with young Mr.
Power. He says they are only friends.
The studio says nothing. And Annabella
smiles mischievously, enchantingly, and
remains silent. From the very beginning,
when they met on the Suez set, they
struck it off famously. Power saw less
and less of other friends, and more and
more of Annabella, and the Hollywood
wiseacres immediately rumored romance.
About mid-summer in 1938 she sailed
for France, and in August the gossips had
something more to talk about. The cables
suddenly burned with the news that
Annabella had filed suit for divorce.
"Power!" everybody now said. In Paris,
Annabella told reporters: "I marry
Monsieur Power? That is silly. He is a
nice boy, but that is all. Hollywood is my
reason for divorce. Our work separates
us for so long that it is impossible for
Murat and me to remain married. Voila!
c'est tout!"
The wiseacres raised their eyebrows.
The studio had no plans for her. The
chances were she might work awhile for
Robert Kane, in charge of the company's
English plant.
Annabella said nothing more. She made
Hotel du Nord, with Jean Gabin, and appeared on the stage a couple of times. In
November Power flew to Rio de Janeiro on
a vacation. And where was Annabella?
Not in France, or on her way to report to
Kane, but aboard a ship rolling down to Rio.
At the dock she told reporters she was
on a vacation. Yes, she might meet Mr.
Power at the plane. She went to the airfield, but the crush of the crowd routed
her. He found her at the Copacabana
Hotel, where both engaged suites.
Annabella and Tyrone saw a lot of each

other in that brief, vacation sojourn under
the romantic Southern Cross. They went
motor-boating, swimming, dancing. Then,
while the gossips speculated wildly, she
hopped a plane for the U.S.A. Power
took the slower steamer route home. It
was all very mystifying. The studio's
New York office had "no orders." What
Annabella was doing was apparently her
own business. So, when she dropped out
of the skies at Newark shortly before
Christmas, not even a company office boy
was on hand to say "bienvenue!"
H I found Annabella sitting alone in her
suite of the Pierre. She was gazing
wistfully out On the snow of Central Park.
A few hours earlier Power had docked
and gone straight to the Pierre. At that
moment he was warming his ankles three
floors above us.
"Are you sailing back to France soon?"
I asked, perplexed.
"JVon, non, I am going to Hollywood,"
she laughed. "Isn't it wonderful? I have
just now signed the contract — for two pic"Maybe Mr. Power has something to do
tures. .. ."
with your change of plans," I suggested.
"Pleaseeee!" she begged. "Promise you
will not ask about my private life? You
will not ask about Mr. Power?"
"But," I said quickly before I made any
promises
about questions,
been
a lot of reports
about you "there've
two in South
America. You owe it to your millions of
fans
to say
something."
"But
I'd rather
not say anything, because there's so much cheap publicity and
insincerity in all talk like this. Let's
wait. Let's keep it a mystery for a while
longer.
You I know,"
added,I gave
"I'm up
all
alone now.
have noshe
home.
my apartment in Paris. I have traveled
all alone for the first time in years. I am
very happy to go back to Hollywood. I
love the place. Life is so simple, so informal. Ilike to sit all day in the sunshine and drink milk and orange juice.
C'est la vie, vraiment! It is so
to work there. Everybody is
The heart is put in everything,
to the little girl who fixes
There's so much

wonderful
so sincere.
even down
your hair.

hope and enthusiasm!"

Ten minutes later, Annabella and Power
were off to lunch at a quiet spot. Previously cornered by newspapermen, he
had said: "I admire her very much; but
I'm. not in love with her and do not intend
to marry her. Our trips were planned
separately. During the filming of Suez
she mentioned she had cousins in Buenos
Aires and that we might meet there during
our visits."
Nevertheless, it gave the gossips still
more to talk about when both of them
boarded a plane for Hollywood several
hours later that same afternoon.
It wasn't the first time that Annabella
had left people gaping in bewilderment.
M. and Mme. Pierre Charpentier, parents
of the French star, regarded her with
puzzled expression when she was only a
child. Annabella was born in Paris on
the French Fourth of July, Bastille Day,
July 14, 1912, and a few years later, at the
age when most little girls were still playing with dolls, Annabella was collecting
photographs of movie stars.
Her collection soon covered the walls,
chairs, the floor of her room.
One day in school she dropped her
locket as she rose to recite. It snapped
open, revealing two tiny pictures. Her
professor stepped forward, examining it.
"Who are these strange people to be in
a precious locket?" he asked.
"Dear cousins," she replied, suppressing
a grin.
The pictures were of Norma Talmadge
and Mae Murray!

Moody, restless because of her consuming ambitions, Annabella neglected her lessons, worried her parents.
A friend noticed her strange pensiveness.
■

"She's mad to get in the movies," her
parent said, "and we don't know what

Back in Paris Annabella was soon called
to London to do Whigs of the Morning for
Robert Kane, her former boss at Joinville,
and producer of the French Caravan.
"But," she replied, "I don't know
"Come over anyway," Kane said, "we'll

"I know someone at Joinville," the
friend
to do." replied. "Maybe I can arrange a
small
part forwas
her."wild with joy. The part
Annabella
was small, but big enough to attract the
attention of Rene Clair, leading cinema
director.

take
of that!"
Thecare
upshot
of it was that Annabella
English."
settled down with a physician's family in
London to learn the King's English. She
stayed for three months, and they never
found out that she was the famous continental film star! Talk about hoodwink-

She underwent months of heart-breaking work in small parts until one day in
1930 when French cinema audiences woke
to find a new star. Annabella triumphed
in one picture after another. Studios
clamored for her services. She appeared
in four pictures during one year alone.
But it was Monsieur Clair's Le Million
which sent her skyrocketing to international stardom.
Berlin, Budapest, Vienna and London
were bidding for her. Early in 1933
Annabella went to Hollywood, land of her
dreams, to do the French Caravan.
Hollywood was disappointing at first.
It was full of famous international stars.

ing people!
The picture was a big success. Hollywood, which hardly had noticed her before, swamped her with offers. But
Annabella kept them guessing for awhile.
Finally in October, 1937, she came back
and brought her family for company.
Hollywood was warm and attentive.
Her first picture was The Baroness and
the Butler, which was not so hot. Then
came Suez, and now Annabella is on her
way to American stardom.
"What's the secret of your technique

"I was terribly alone," Annabella says.
"I stepped onto the set when Loretta
Young, who was making the American
version, stepped off. Nobody paid the
slightest attention to me. I just sat around
and pined for Paris for two solitary

on the screen," I asked her.
"Technique? Technique?" she asked.
"I am just sincere, natural. Real life romance is that way. Maybe I should say
I also
am left
enthusiastic.
Yes, that's
But she
out one important
thingit!". . .
that mischievous air of mystery. I think
it accounts for much of the allure she has
off and on stage — that habit of keeping
Ihem guessing.

months."

f

-khollywood
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Get ready for those
days in the summer
sun by giving your
hands and feet the
proper

• • • Here are the
Hairdress Pins You Need

attention

Hand and

Whether you wear your hair "up" in the newest fashion or smartly "down," you can rely
upon the wonderful STA'RITE Bob and Hair
Pins to keep your coiffure neatly beautiful!
STA-RITE

"Patented

Shape" Hair Pins
For that well-groomed look . . . popu*
lar for use in either short or long hair.
They grip tight, feather-light, firm
yet invisible.
STA-RITE
Blend-Rite

Coiffure

Pins

Have "textured finish" to make them
blend perfectly with the hair. Hold

Footnotes

today's elaborate coiffures neatly in
place.

lUOUU-J^

inc.

Pink or flaming scarlet tips on your fingers and toes are Just the start of hand
and foot beauty, if you want to look as lovely on the beach as does Joan
Blondell,

SHELBYVILLE
BEAUTY

I

ILLINOIS,

AIDS FOR FACE, HANDS
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next film

has the

challenging
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DEODORANT

More for your money — The besf to be had
Perspiration

Annoyance

Relieve Heartburn Fast
This Amazing Way
V^ES — TUMS a remarkable discovery brings arnazJ- ing quick relief from Indigestion, heartburn,
sour stomach, gas, and burning caused by excess
acid. For TUMS work on the true basic principle.
Act unbelievably fast to neutralize excess acid conditions. Acid pains are relieved almost at once.
TUMS are guaranteed to contain no moda. Are not
laxative. Contain no harmful drugs. Over 2 billion
TUMS already used — proving their amazing benefit.
Try TUMS today. Only 10c for 12 TUMS at all druggists. Most economical relief. Chew like candy
mints. Get a handy 10c roll today.
you never know when
or where
ALWAYS^

T1M*S

CARRY

m%$., '..
Toms

ION^a laxative get —
WhenGEST
you need
INDI
'ACID tive.
This all vegetable laxative brings

arc anti-acid — n

euch gentle, dependable relief for

couditioDi due to constipation.
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Girls

Go

to Paris

VERNON

§j Just because your hands and feet are
so useful is no reason they shouldn't
be beautiful. Don't be the kind of girl
who always has her fingers and toes

Stops

Good

HAIR

e!,ra&t&...
CREAM

title

U.S.A.

stick. Both should be tinted with the same
pretty shade of polish.
The feet and legs look better for a little
lubrication with hand lotion because of
the cobwebby hose we wear and the openwork shoes. Don't think, just because
summer is here, that you can put away
your bottle of hand lotion with your fur
bonnet. Use it generously and frequently
to keep your extremities as soft and
smooth as your face. Although the popularity of "Little Girl" fashions seems to
indicate that we'll all be pink and white
and fragile looking this summer, anyone

tucked away out of sight. You can't hide
them, anyway, if you're young and active.
If you swim or dance, or if you're planning to wander through either of the
World's Fairs, if you play games outdoors, then you might as well start
grooming your toes, as well as your fingers. Beach clogs, street shoes, evening
slippers are more cut out than ever. And
hands aren't being mittened.
The rules for hand and foot beauty are
who understands
almost identical. About
the only difference is that
toe nails should be filed
Any beauty problems
straight across to prevent
ingrown nails. Both
today? Our beauty editor will gladly help you
should be scrubbed twice
solve them. Write to Ann
daily with soap and
water and a brush to
Vernon,

keep them clean, to remove bits of dead skin.
Both should be decuticled at least once a
week with an oily cuticle
remover, worked gently
around the nails with a
covered

orange- wood

HOLLYWOOD

Magazine, 1501 Broadway, New York City,
enclosing a stamped,
self-addressed

envelope

(U. S. postage) for her
reply. No other charge.

the American Girl's enthusiasm for outdoor
sports will realize that
she isn't going to forego
them, just to stay lighter
in skin tone. . . . The
shade of your skin will
largely determine what
color
wear. nail
You'llpolish
chooseyou'll
one
of the new cameo-pink
shades mainifon the
you pale
electside
to reby
protecting yourself
anti-suntan
creams, orwith
by
sitting in the shade. And
you'll choose one of the

warm

brownish-red or russet shades if

you deliberately court the sun. You'll find
that a coat of base under your polish on
fingernails and toenails will make it stand
up better under the wear and tear of summer activity.
H§ Even the most normal feet — with all
fifty-two bones perfect and with nary
a corn or callous — often give their owners
plenty of discomfort in warm weather.
And where there is discomfort, there is
a strained facial expression that is fatal
to beauty. You can keep your feet in
the pink during hot weather by taking
care in the selection of your shoes. Change
them more frequently than you would
in the winter. See to it that they are just
loose enough and light enough to prevent
pressure. If you have a plump, heavy
foot, don't wear heel-less pumps. Wear
a light, perforated tie-shoe that gives you
enough support. If your feet are thin,
beware of- built-up shoes that grip the
instep too tightly and stop the circulation. Wear lightweight or mesh hose for
extra coolness and ventilation, and treat
your feet to alternate hot and cold baths
night and morning. After each one, massage a cooling powder or lotion all over
the feet, between the toes. And keep
your feet up whenever you can. That
rests them, reduces swelling and that
burning sensation.
If you have corns or callouses, yet like
to spend a lot of time barefoot at the
beach, here's the solution. . . . Some new

pads, flesh colored and dainty looking, that
cover those angry looking spots neatly
and inconspicuously. There are medicated disks that can be inserted beneath
the pad to help banish the blemish. The
soft pads come in mighty handy without
the disks for protecting irritated areas

60 cent size includes an applicator
the pink rubber nail polish.
Want
B

against a too-tight shoe. They're inexpensive and come in several shapes.
When I advised you to be lavish with
powder on your tootsies, I had one particular all-purpose powder in mind. It's
soft, silky and white and is an excellent
odor corrective. Sprinkling it in your
shoes and hose, as well as on your feet
will keep them fresh and odorless for
hours. It absorbs perspiration without
clogging the pores, and this makes your
feet feel dry and comfy in the muggiest
weather. And use it for a soothing allover body rub after your bath, or when
your skin is irritated from sunburn and
windburn. It costs only a dime in spite
of its supe:--super quality.
A nail polish house has brought out a
scrumptious nail shampoo that is grand
for removing dirt and stubborn stains
from fingers — or toes. It's a milky white
lotion that lathers wildly when you massage with the tricky pink nail scrub. A
perfect method for getting your nails spotless without digging dangerously at the
cuticle. While the shampoo doesn't dissolve cuticle, it removes dead pieces, and
softens and lubricates the cuticle so it can
be pushed back in a jiffy. The price of
this wonder-worker is 35 cents. The large

and
the

With dresses getting shorter by the
hour, and playsuits as brief as ever,
you must be extra-cautious about keeping your legs smooth and hairless. I can
recommend two grand hair removers, one
a wax epilator ($1) the other a depilatory
cream (50 cents) that do a splendid job
of deforesting. The cream is a little
quicker, but the wax has longer- lasting
effects. Alternating them at least once
a week will keep your legs looking as
glamorous as a movie star's. . . .

Write to me before June
please, if you
names

would

15th,

like the

of any of the products
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stamped,

here.
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Maybelline Eye Shadow
in six flattering shades —
Blue, Gray, Blue - gray,
Brown, Green, Violet.

Maybelline Smoothmarking Eyebrow Pencil.
Shades — Black, Brown,
(and Blue for eyelid liner) .

Mascara (easily
Maybelline
Cream applied
- form
without water). Black,
Brown, Blue — 75c.

~

/) /] ,

-form
MMaybelline
ascara in Solid
gold -colored
vanity,shades.
75c. Refills, 35c.
Same
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Bachelor No. 1
[Continued from page 27]

UNWANTED

HAIR

At twenty-nine, through luck and application, he is a star and on his way to big
achievement. BUT ... he doesn't like to
feci "settled," not for more than a few
minutes. He always has eight or nine
things on his mind.
So now when he showed up with that
harried look it was because, among other
things on his mind, there were three concerns of prime importance. One was the
gay role in Ginger Rogers' picture, Little
Mother, the opposite of his serious character as Merle Oberon's husband, "Edgar
Lynton," in Wuthering Heights. Another
was the attempt to wangle back from the
studio part of the vacation which the Ginger Rogers picture had blocked, right after

I have created a new and
better hair remover; a
toiletry that is far superior to old-time depilatories; a cream which can be
used without offense to
others in your household.
My new ZiP Depilatory
Cream instantly removes
every trace of hair; keeps
your skin satin-smooth.
You simply spread it on
and rinse off. Quick. Sure.
Available at all Good Stores

he'd bought a resplendent ski-ing outfit.
Across the jacket are the letters "D. N. O.",
which stand for "David Niven's Own" ski
club (He's sure nobody else would want
to join it!). The jacket was individualized
still more by the Niven crest, which the
actor himself has just devised — a ham on
skis. The third thing he had on his mind
was moving, that very afternoon, from
dn apartment in Beverly Hills to a house

MADAME

in Santa Monica on the ocean's edge.
That house is one reason why he doesn't
look with envious glances upon men who
are married. "Bachelor's hall is bad training for a husband," he admitted. "To give
it up would be to give up cherished rights.
I can throw my hats and shoes where I

BERTHE, Specialist

562 Fifth Avenue, New York

Also ZIP Epilator
IT'S OFF because IT'S OUT
Actually eliminates superfluous
hair with amazing success. Quick
and effective. Excellent for face.
Used for 25 years at my Salon.
Treatment or FREE
Demonstration at my Salon
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is
pure Oatmeal powder specially refined and processed
for daily cleansing. Get Lavena today at leading 10c
stores. For free information write Lavena Corporation, _Dept. 201, 141 W. Jackson, Chicago.

NO DULL, DRAB HAIR
after using this amazing

4 PURPOSE

RINSE

In one, simple, quick
operation, Lovalon the
4 purpose rinse, does
all these 4 important
things to your hair.
1. Gives lustrous highlights. 2.Rinses away
shampoo film. 3. Tints
the hair as it rinses.
4. Helps keep hair
neatly in place. Lovalon does not
dye or bleach.
It is a pure,
odorless
hair
rinse, in 12 different shades.
Try it. You will
5 rinses 25<t at drug
be amazed at
and department stores,
2 rinse size at 10^ stores.
the results.
Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau.

LOVALON
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vegetable Hair Rinse

Two .other
please
. ." young men have taken the
house with him. With mock Scotch economy he explained: "Each of us not only
raves on rent but also on transportation —
way.
we were always visiting one another, any"As a matter of fact," he went on, "it's
rather more expensive to be a bachelor
than a married man in most countries, so
I understand. That is, if you go out socially. But in Hollywood it's less expensive tobe a bachelor than in any other
place I've been. For one thing, orchids
are much cheaper. For another, in Hollywood you are introduced to the eyearresting girls; you meet them at the studio or at parties. You don't have to tip a
waiter to slip a note to the lady in the blue
hat at the third table.
"But, to even things up, there's nowhere
much you can take a girl eating or dancing in Hollywood without bringing the
news-cameras and gossip columnists down
on your neck — and hers. If you want to
take her to some place that's nice, for a
truly good meal, with a first-class floor
show or orchestra — well, there are just
the comparatively few, regulation spots.
And everybody's there, complete with
flashlight bulbs.
"It's disconcerting. I defy anyone to
grow romantic with the entire town looking on.
"In London, things are different. I can
hunt up my own crowd and be comfortably lost in it. They treat me like dirt,
and make a point of not seeing any picture I'm in, so I won't get the swollen head.
They pay no attention to what I do, or to
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me." He grinned again, mightily pleased.
"Nobody ever heard of me, and I can walk
the streets or sit in the club window — "
"Leering?" I prompted; "ogling the lady
passersby?"
Niven recoiled in shock. "On my honor,
never a leer," he replied, "not an ogle!
What do you take me for? The nearest I
ever came to it was when I was seated in
a big chair in the club window, glancing
idly out, and one of the older members
entered the room." Niven sprang up to
illustrate. He came forward, bent over,
his hands clasped behind him. "He glared
at me — " Niven gave a quite ferocious
glare that twisted his smooth face into an
astonishing grimace — "and then he went
like this — " Niven stamped twice — "and
he went out.
"I couldn't imagine what on earth! I began to think perhaps I'd unconsciously
ogled out the window, or something
equally heinous. The club fined me three
pounds, approximately fifteen dollars.
"Of course it was hushed up — but I'd
sat down in the chair in which Beau
Brummel used to .sit when he was alive!
From his day to that moment, nobody
else had ever sat there. No, it wasn't
marked and I didn't know it was his chair;
but I was supposed to know. I had violated a club tradition."
|

Yes, he mused, it was good, the way
a chap could remain incognito in London. He meant it, too. He likes to be inconspicuous. And he felt inconspicuous
the last time he dropped in at that London club, all right . . .

He hadn't been there for five years, and
in the meantime he had begun to do pretty
well in Hollywood.
"I sailed into the club feeling very fit,"
Niven said. "My bills were paid, no tailors
or hatters were lying in wait for me near

the club entrance; it was a lovely day,
and when I spied an old gentleman playing billiards I remarked cheerily: 'How
d'you do, sir! Nice afternoon!' He paused
and peered at me under his brows." Niven
paused and peered under his brows with
a most forbidding expression. " 'Oh,' he
said, 'you. Every time I come in here,
Niven, I see you.'
"For five years I'd been away. And he
never missed me. And that wasn't a practical joke, either. He was serious."
23 Practical jokes! Any woman who captures David Niven will need a capacity for enjoying practical jokes of the most
elaborate type. She could probably get
around the lack of a routine dinner hour

"THE

easily
enough,
she doesn't
have bea
scintillant
sensebutof ifhumor
she will
sunk.
Many hasandengineered,
varied are inthe
"ribs" which
Niven
Hollywood
and
elsewhere, as outlets for his inextinguishable high spirits. The ones he recalls most
fondly are those contrived in his schooldays at Stowe, in England. These indicate what a heap of fun, as unexpected as
untrammeled, there would be around any
household of which Niven formed a part.
Incidentally, they indicate that Niven can
laugh even when the jest backfires.
"I'm the inventor of the half-brick
game," he boasted; "I'm very proud of
To play it, you need a brick broken in
half. While the pupils are at study in the
schoolroom,
you toss one half of the brick
that."
through the window, crouch down as if
dodging something, and roll the other
half across the floor. Pandemonium results. There are investigations outside in
the grounds, with school authorities and
police hunting the miscreant who tossed
the brick into the room.
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Smart moderns are demanding subtle
"pointed roundness" of bosom. With Custom-'
ary Maiden Form genius. "Chansonette" attains this lovelier new silhouette Th Js exquisite new brassiere also gives perfect uplift and
definite separation between the breasts. In
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fabrics — $i.OO and
$1.50.
Left i "Half-Way" is little
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free Style Booklet F:
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To celebrate the completion of Dodge City, Errol Flynn went hunting for wild boar with gun and
arrow, and here he is with the kill, two full grown wild pigs and a mountain goat. Flynn starts work
soon on three new films, The Sea Hawk, The Knight and the Lady and The Adventures of Don Juan

"There is a Maiden Form for Every Type of Figure!1
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coloring and send you a complete
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In the outfit will be nine large size
items — Third-Dimensional Make-Up
Base, Highlight, Shadow, Lip Rouge,
Cheek Rouge, Eye Shadow, NonSmear Mascara, Natural Tone Powder and Make-Up Removing Cream.
I have no sales force nor factory,
so to get the benefit of my Make-Up
you'll have to deal direct with me.
My charge, for the complete makeup kit and personal instructions, is
$5.00 with order. Jack Dawn,
P. O. Box 309-C, Hollywood, Calif.
P. S. Don't write to the studio.
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Young Niven played this trick three
times with success. The fourth time, they
caught him.
On another occasion, he decided to relieve the tedium of the study hour by
having all the pupils go berserk simultaneously. At a given minute, each boy
waj. to fling his books in the air, kick over
his desk, and scream. Since the entire
school would be involved in the prank,
Niven figured that no one pupil would receive drastic punishment. The other boys
agreed.
"The given minute arrived," Niven related the incident. "I stood up and flung
my books in the air and waved my arms
and yelled, 'Yay! Yo! Yaah!' Then I
stopped short. I was the only one yelling.
Nobody else had stood up. They all peered
over their books at me with an air of innocent horror. I'd been framed!
"Naturally, the instructor thought I'd
gone crazy. He hustled me downstairs to
the school nurse, who decided it must be
a nervous breakdown. They almost sent
me to a sanitarium. I had a dreadful time
talking myself out of it."
I | Some memory made him laugh
abruptly. The Niven popularity, he
declared, was a good bit exaggerated. No
man could be half as popular as I'd tried
to make him out, he said.
"Trouble with Hollywood, it has only a
two-word vocabulary. I mean, for manand-woman
'pfft.' There's
in the public
"You take

friendships. 'Thatway,' or
apparently no middle course
mind or the public prints.
a girl out to dinner and a

photographer crawls from under the
tablecloth. Before the evening ends, the
girl is so self-conscious at being heralded
as 'thatway' about a casual friend that she
never wants to see you again; and you
never have a chance to find out whether
you could become anything but a part of
an embarrassing memory.
"A chap who prefers to remain a bachelor has a good excuse if he's in pictures,"
Niven
"The
man
catches pointed
the 8: 10out.
train
in average
the morning,
catches the 5: 20 in the afternoon. His
wife knows when he will reach home. His
dinner is ready when he arrives.
"Not so the film actor. He may have to
leave for the studio at five in the morning,
if his make-up job is intricate. He may
work all night and not be home before
five the next morning. On the other hand,
he may have weeks at a stretch when he
doesn't work at all. Or he may be sent
hundreds of miles away for a fortnight on
location, or told to pack up at an hour's
notice to go to Alaska or the South Seas.
"He has no regular work routine whatever. And that's hard on a wife. As I
understand it, a wife likes a husband to
be home when dinner's ready.
"I want to go to Sun Valley on my next
holiday, but if a chap's married . . . You
have a week between pictures and you
hurry home and say, 'Dear, is it all right
if I go to Sun Valley tomorrow?' And if
your wife says 'No' — then there's nothing
else
a chap
say, it.
is What
there?"a chap likes
Andforthere
youtohave
most (at the present writing, anyway) is
freedom.

Beau Geste Comes Back

was hot on that fort, let me tell you, and

[Continued from page 26]
and the plumbing is terrible.' Joe went
on to say that there were more than 100
separate structures ready to house the
hired help. Every tent was equipped with
hot running water, drawn from a 200-foot
artesian well drilled a month before by
the studio.
A homey little touch — one that made
you sleep comfortably nights — was added
to the coziness of good old Buttercup
Valley when Leslie MacPherson came
poking around the tents that housed some
of us extras. Leslie was an Arizona bookkeeper, so he said, and had been hired by
Director Wellman to clean out the snakes
and the scorpions which infested the site
of the location camp. Ordinarily, Leslie
informed us, there would be only the
slightest danger from the sidewinders and
scorps, because, at this time of the year,
they hibernate several feet below the surface of the sand. But the activity of the
Paramount construction crews in erecting
the French Foreign Legion fort along with
the hundred-odd other structures, had
aroused the reptiles in advance of their
usual spring coming out parties. I thought
all this chatter was a new approach to the
well-known Hollywood rib, but, while
Leslie was poking around with his iron
pitchfork he collected a rattler (and I
don't mean one for the baby!), and I collected my first attack of heart trouble.

(Author's
night.)

Note:

I slept

in Yuma

that

Around 11 o'clock that morning, Director
Wellman prepared to shoot one of the most
spectacular sequences of the picture, the
attack and defense of Fort Zinderneuf.
Youngerman seemed to take pleasure in
telling me that I was to play a dead soldier
all day long, maybe longer. Which
shouldn't be a tough way to earn a little
jack, I says to myself. But there's where
I was wrong. I didn't know my Brian
Donlevy. Believe me, playing dead with
that live wire around is no fun.
In no time at all the fort was being
attacked by a band of fierce desert nomads.
They keep up a running fire upon the defenders of the fort and one by one we got
"killed." Pretty soon the only defender
left was Brian Donlevy, who plays the
rough, tough sergeant. A second after I
got killed Brian picked me up and propped
me in one of the embrasures of the ramparts, stuck a rifle in my hands, and I
stayed that way, playing dead from then
on, to fool the attackers. About fifty
other guys were doing the same thing.
Once in a while we were supposed to fall
down again, so Brian could prop us up
again. When he hoisted me back for the
fourth time he said, "Buddy, those educated dice don't help you none now!" and
laughed like he was enjoying himself.
It

the Foreign Legion uniform didn't help
make me a bit cooler, so, when I went
boom for the fifth time, I took the count.
Just about that time Director Wellman
bellowed "Cut!" and I said "Thank Allah!"
And meant it. Joe Youngerman figured out
what it cost Paramount in cold cash for
the 'dead men' alone, and believe it or
not, it amounted to $3,000. Before the
whole sequence was finished the studio
paid out more than $50,000 to its 'soldiers.'
"Which just goes to prove," sneered Joe,
giving me another of his 1st Assistant
director's dirty looks, "that some guys I
know of are worth more dead than alive."
It was the heat, not the Yumidity that got
good old Joe.
|

After all the long range, angle, and
medium shots were taken, Director
Wellman called for a close-up of Brian
doing his propping act and I was selected
to play the corpse. They claim it was th3
shortest scene in the film. Brian stooped,
thrust his hands beneath my shoulders,
gave a heave, and the director yelled
"Cut!"
His face was wreathed in smiles.
"Terrific, old top! Simply terrific!

Different,
Donlevy'stoo!"
pants had split from ear to
ear, so to speak!
"That's what YOU get," I says, "for
accusing me of using educated dice!"
While I'm getting a second breath before
describing the second day's shooting, here's
an oddity you might pass on to Believe
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clear and fresh— tired, nervous feeling
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LANCELOT Woods. Can you imagine 'em
all working in a place called Buttercup
Valley! Doodness me!
Like I said a while back, I refused to
bunk with the sidewinders and the scorpions, and got myself a room in Yuma.
That night, before 'shut-eye' time, I
attended a show put on by the local post
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars. And
I'm glad I did, because I had a chance to
observe the technique employed by a
couple of nice girls to get themselves
acquainted with Mr. Gary Cooper. First
off , Miss Clara Mortenson, one of the girls,
flung Miss Lila Lee smack into the film
star's lap. Gary helped Miss Lila Lee to
her feet. After which she introduced herself. A minute later Miss Lila Lee flung
Miss Clara Mortenson smack into the film
star's lap. Gary kindly assisted Miss Clara
Mortenson to arise. Miss Mortenson then
introduced herself. Right now I might as
well warn you girls not to adopt this
technique. You see, the Misses Mortenson
and Lee are lady wrestlers!
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It Or Not Ripley. All of the film's outstanding villains who play hairy-chested,
bass-voiced, leering murderers and
gangsters and cutthroats have sissy
middle names! Here are some of those
you'll see in Beau Geste: J. CARROL
Naish, Brian WALDO Donlevy, Arthur
PERCIVAL Aylesworth, Tony MAURICE
Martelli, Salvator RONALD Rondell,
Harold MARMADUKE Huber, and Barry

you can comb your mascara
fyyV-/ Vl/VV through your lashes. Just unscrew the cap. ..and there you are! A comb
with just enough mascara ready to apply
the new smart way. Then a twist of the
cap and back into your purse. No fuss...
no bother.. .no soiling. Tear proof. Smudge
proof. Gives perfect even distribution
and separates your lashes. Ronni
Cream Mascara is ready to use.
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18 West 20th Street, New York
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tariums and private patients come to those who
qualify through
our training.
Reilu- inn
aloneoffers rich rewards for specialists.
Write for Anatomy Charts, and booklet
—They're FREE.
THE College of Swedish Massage
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Maybe it was something that Old
Mother Nature et that night, or maybe
she was just tired of having us trampling
up her desert, but whatever the reason,
she sure put on a dinger of a sandstorm
the next day. And along with the northwester that stirred up the sand until you
couldn't see ten feet in front of you, the
old dame sprayed us with an icy gale that
dropped the temperature right close to
the freezing point. Tents were blown
down in Buttercup Valley, sand got in the
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food and beds, and enough filtered into
the cameras so that it was impossible to
shoot. Gary Cooper tried to drive out
to the camp but got stuck, after leaving
the main highway, in the deep sand that
had drifted across the temporary road.
But nothing seems to upset that calm
Montana cowboy. He helped hitch up
four camels used in the picture and,
accompanied by Carl Stoecker, the camel
trainer, pulled his car back onto the highway.
Along about three in the afternoon the
wind died down enough for the tractors
to clear the roads. Around four Director
Wellman began giving orders for action.
Believe me he got it. So much so that
by six o'clock Brian Donlevy, the tough
sergeant, was rolling in an ambulance to
a hospital!
■

In this particular scene the script
called for Donlevy to be stabbed to
death with a bayonet in the hands of Ray
Milland, one of the three heroes of Beau
Geste. For weeks Ray had been practicing
lunges at a figure wearing a cork vest such
as Donlevy donned for the dangerous
scene.
Everything went along shipshape during
the first few moments. Gary Cooper, himself near 'death,' lay on the ground inside
Fort Zinderneuf. Over him, Donlevy and
Milland faced each other. All of a sudden
Donlevy raised his pistol to shoot Milland.
At this point Gary revived enough to strike
the villain behind both knees. Donlevy
tottered, and his shot went wild as
Milland lunged. All this bit of 'business'
had been worked out very carefully to
avoid even the slightest accident, but the
element of chance was overlooked.
Donlevy fell the wrong way and was unable to control his movements. And the
razor-sharp, three-cornered point of the
French bayonet missed the cork shield,
sank two inches into Donlevy's left
shoulder and missed his heart by no more
than the width of a baby's hand! Boy, it
was a close call, and there were plenty of
guys around there, including Director
Wellman that came near passing out from
fright. The only one who didn't seem to
mind was Donlevy who howled like a
desert Arab when they rushed him hospitalward. As for me, I'll take my close
shaves from the barber, thank you.
The first telegram received by Brian
came from Tyrone Power. "Jesse couldn't
get rid of you," Power's wire said, "so
now Beau Geste will try."
Ty was referring to their mishap in the
filming of Jesse James in which Donlevy
had another narrow escape in another
death scene when the wadding of a blank
cartridge fired by Ty struck him just below the right eye, badly burning his face.
You may have noticed that I haven't
mentioned any actresses connected with
this picture so far. There is only one,
and Gary Cooper opined, in that garrulous
way of his, that maybe the picture ought
to be retitled "1,000 Men and a Girl."
Susan Hayward is the young lady's
name, and you've never heard of her. She's
a complete stranger to the Hollywood
studios, was working as a New York City
model less than a month before.
And

what does this sweet young lady do? Well,
all she does is to grab off the leading lady
role against some of the toughest competition in the world.
I had a nice long visit with Susan before I left Buttercup Valley and rather
than give you a few vital statistics about

Joan Blondell and Dick Powell, two great
Hollywood stars. Happily married, have two
children. Joan Blondell is said to originate
this very fashionable
hair-do. Her dress is
black and green with
jacket effect.

her now, I'm going to give you the 'works'
about her in another story. If you don't
mind. (Editor's Note: Okay, Smitty — in
the July issue.)
|

Quite a few things happened the next
day. Director Wellman, nervous as a
cat with six kittens, wrote out a check for
$1,000 and mailed it in to Andy Devine. It
seems that Wild Bill entered his money in
a stork derby when Andy was working
with him in Men With Wings. Bill bet
that he would become a father before

Andy's second child arrived. Andy's
youngster was a week old on the day Bill
wrote out the check. It was stipulated in
the bet that the money was to go into a
trust fund for the winning baby, so Devine,
Junior, has a fine start toward a college
education.
Bill was still expecting the blessed event
in his own family, and had devised an
arrangement that would get him to Hollywood in a hurry. First he had electricians
install a teletype circuit between his
Brentwood home and Yuma, and established a motorcycle service between Yuma
and Buttercup Valley in case he got word
to come a-runnin'. Second, he hired a
standby plane, piloted by Howard Blatt,
famed stunt pilot who operates a private
flying service from Santa Monica, and
ordered Howard to 'keep it hot' day and
night. Howard said he would and
promised Bill he could bring Bill in under
one hour and forty minutes, if necessary.
But Wild Bill was nervous, so he took
a mighty funny way of working it off. He
got into costume and led a wild charge of
400 horsemen across the sand dunes in one
of the most thrilling sequences of the
picture! When the thrilling charge had
been completed — it took just one take —
without mishap, Mr. Gary Cooper, who
can ride like nobody's business, remarked:
"Bill handles a horse like he used to handle
a plane in the World War. He just doesn't
ride.
He flies!"to settle down after that disBill seemed
play of horsemanship and spent the rest
of the time directing close-ups. The
blessed event occurred a week after the
company was back in Hollywood.
|

I would have said something about the
story of Beau Geste but didn't because
I'm sure you've read the book, seen the
first screen version produced some years
ago, and are willing to wait until you see
how the story unfolds the second time on
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celluloid. I know you're going to agree
with me that it is at least ten times better
than the first edition — and not because I'm
in it, either.
In ending, Miss Editor, please be advised
that I've got myself another good extra
job — five days with The Man in the Iron
Mask, an Edward Small production. Wire
if you want me to give you the lowdown
on the higher-ups in it. Am as wide open
as Martha Raye's mouth for assignments.
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BEAUTY SECRET

1 1 MM I4H rT*»iVM fl.0

OF SOME
1

OF NEW YORK'S

LOVELIEST
MODELS

2

12

Models who must daily face truth revealing
cameras are far too smart to ever let constipation result in dull eyes, headaches and the
aggravation of blemished skin.
They consider i t wise not to let the second
day pass and how smart they are to rely on a

18

*

22

purely vegetable laxative like Dr. Edwards'
Olive Tablets, used so successfully for over 20
years by Dr. F. M. Edwards in treating his
patients for constipation.
• Olive Tablets are harmless — they contain no
harsh drugs. They ALSO (important) help stimulate liver bile to help digest fatty foods. Test
Olive Tablets TONIGHT!
15*, 30* and 60*.

Dr. Edwards'

OLIVE

'If your hair is turning gray
'Tint it the Damsch insky way
Easy.
Quick.
Economical.
Tint your hair at home with.
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Damschinsky's — famous for over 50 years.
At all drug stores — 60c and 85c sizes.

DAMSCHINSKY'S
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^Scratching
III

RELIEVE

ITCHING

SKIN Qufck/y

Even the most stubborn itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, rashes and other externally
caused skin eruptions, quickly yields to cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION. Easy to use.
Dries fast. Clear, greaseless and stainless. Soothes the
irritation and quickly stops the most intense itching.
A 35c trial bottle, at all drug stores, proves it — or
your money back. Ask for P. P.P. PRESCRIPTION.

One Year To Pay For Ring
Jeweled
Accurate
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DOWN

ACROSS
1. Star of Pygmalion.
5.
10.
11.
12.

1. She plays opposite 1 Across in Pygmalion.

Gladys Swarthout's latest film.
King of
Turf.
What stars do at the Brown Derby.
Initials of actor married to Ann Dvorak.

14. Barry.
Gangs of
York.
16. Larry Crabbe has title role in the serial
17.
Motel's Last Warning.
15. toryMotion picture studio and its adjoining terri-.

"

20. He had lead in The Citadel.
Curved

Shochptoof
Ring has simulated diamonds]
set in Lifetime Sterling Silver, I
decorated in Rich, 1/30, 14k Gold!
Your choice of ladies' smart new Jeweled Wrist
Watch or men's curved Gold Plate Front wrist
watch included FREE of any extra charge with every
ring ordered NOW and paid for within one year
on our new easy two $2 payment plan (total
only $4). Remember ... the cost of the watch is
included in the price of the ring. . . . YOU PAY
NOTHING EXTRA for the Watch! We gladly trust
you. Wear for 10 days Free Trial. Send coupon or
postcard today. SEND NO MONEY with your
order. Your order shipped by RETURN
MAIL.

****''*iiir******"'"*"'"*""*********
C01D SiaHOARD WATCH CO..
Oepl. IS-3SE, Newton. Mass.
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21. Color of Kay Francis' hair.
22. He played opposite Jean Parker in Romance
of the Llmbcrlost.
24. The Road to
.
25. Cora in 5 Across.
27. His last name is Silvers.
28.
31.
32.
35.
38.
40.
41.
43.
44.
45.
46.
48.
49.
50.
52.
53.

She was Linda in Girls' School.
Feminine lead in Smashing the Spy Ring.
Topper
a Trip.
He had principal role in My Son Is a Criminal.
Assumed part in a motion picture.
Brother
.
Slice Cazmnaugh in Secrets of a Nurse.
Miss Cahoon's first name.
Initials of hero of Gambling Ship.
Torchy Gets
Man.
Exciting Night.
You Can't Cheat
Honest Man.
Word often used to describe movie Marxes.
The Great
Votes.
Pamela in The Headleys at Home.
Mr. Robinson, but not Edward (poss.).

2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.
9.
13.
15.
16.
17.

Walter
Oriental Tetley's
actor. initials.
Ben in Kentucky.
the Girls.
Peck's
Boy with the Circus.
Loretta Young's native state (abbr.).
Oliver in Little Tough Guys in Society.
Beauty
the Asking.
Frieda Inesccurt had title role in
Doctor.
Hans in Sweethearts.
with Wings.

19.
21.
23.
24.
26.
29.
30.
31.
33.

Captain Wilson in Spirit of Culver.
Mr. Drew in Duke of West Point.
Ivar dc Brett in St. Louis1 Blues.
Up the
.
Haines in Comet over Broadway.
Villain in Illegal Traffic.
Feminine lead in The Saint Strikes Back.
Descriptive of Oliver Hardy.
Mother of Three Little Pigs.

34.
36.
37.
39.

He had title role in Bum 'em up O'Connor.
Buck Jones was starred in
of the Texan.
Pardon
Nerve.
Lucille in The Young in Heart.

41. Gene Markey's bride.
42. Next
/ Marry.
45. His last name is Taliaferro and he plays in
westerns.
47. Previewed a motion picture.
49. They Made
a Criminal.
51. Star of Let Freedom Ring (init.).

(Solution on page 73)

ANSWERS
Name Game
[Continued from page 29]

Oh, so you had to look up the answers
in the back of the book, hunh? Well, if
you really must know, the correct screen
names of the worthy citizens whom the
census taker knows by the names given on
pages 28 and 29, are:
1. Joan Crawford
2. John Barrymore
3. Myrna Loy
4. Leslie Howard
5. Barbara

Stanwyck

6. Melvyn Douglas
7. Alice Faye
8. Boris Karloff
9. Virginia Bruce
10. Jack Benny
11. Claudette Colbert
12. Robert Taylor

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Marlene Dietrich
Greta Garbo
Paul Muni
Frank Morgan
Carole
Lombard
Edward G. Robinson
Fred Astaire
Shirley Ross
Hedy Lamarr
Mickey Rooney
John Wayne

24. Ginger Rogers
25. Cary Grant

To score yourself on this spring semester examination in biography, credit four
points for every name listed correctly. If
your total is between 88 and 100 you may
consider yourself a well informed fan.
We'll let you in the club if your score is
between 72 and 88, but only on a probation, and if your score is below 72, you
know without being told, you haven't been
reading Hollywood Magazine regularly
enough.

Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 17]
stitions. Most of them she got from Paul
Mantz who was technical advisor on her
recent Columbia picture. Here are some
of the items Miss Arthur learned from
the famous pilot:
Aviators
wear
talk
about them.

parachutes, but won't

A pilot's wife will not give out a picture
of her missing husband to newspapers.
She feels it is an admission of disaster.
Pilots never discuss "bailing out."
Flyers speak of ill-fated companions as
though they still lived.
Many pilots place a St. Christopher's
medal in the cockpit of the ship. He is
the patron saint of travelers.
Pilots paint insignia on the ships, usually
of a derisive nature. When they buy a
new plane they retain their insignia.
Veteran flyers have a penchant for
wearing unorthodox clothes. They feel
that if they look too much like aviators
they will end like aviators.
B

And here's an item a research man on
Beau Geste gave me. As this is being
written there are only 305 Frenchmen in
the French Foreign Legion, compared to
1,176 Germans. The Germans, in fact, comprise 43.6 per cent of the total enrollment
of the Legion, which includes men of
nearly every nationality under the sun.

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

MORE
WITH

BEAUTY
FOR LIPS
THIS NEW LIPSTICK!

Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
If you have an excess of acid waste in your blood,
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may be over-worked.
These tiny filters and tubes are working day and night
to help Nature rid your system of poisonous waste.
When f unctional kidney disorder permits poisonous
matter
remainnagging
in the backache,
blood, yourheumatic
won't feelpains,
well.
This mayto cause
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness. If you have trouble with frequent or scanty
passages with smarting and burning, there may be
something wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so ask
your druggist
Pills, give
used happy
successfully
by
millions
for overfor40 Doan's
years. They
relief and
will help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

NOW!

NAILS

Exclusive Ingredient Keeps Lips
Looking Temptingly Moist!
A NEW, thrilling lipstick has been created!
f*- One that actually keeps your lips looking appealingly moist as though just kissed
by morning dew . . . the effect so inviting
to men. A new ingredient, found only in
Twin Sisters Dewy-Sheen Lipstick, gives
lips this natural, lustrous-as-satin look. Extra
creamy. Try it! Discover its magical charm.
At your nearest ten-cent store, or send coupon.
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AT A■L>l
NOTICE
ATMOMENT'S
E W I Smart,
long

tapering nails for
everyone ! Cover broken,
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any length and polished
anydesiredshade.Delies
detection. Waterproof
EasiIyapplied;remainsfirm.Noeffecton
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will
'Set of Ten, 20c. All 5c and 10c stores.
TWmM^**~&
FINGERNAILS
4042
w. Lake
St.,
L<t
NAI
NU_

Dept.

17-F, CIAL
Chicago
ARTIFI

MEDIUM

LIGHT

RASPBERRY

CARDINAL

ORCHID

Clark-Millner
Co., Dept.
,IC 16-FIII.
450 West
IP $ T ■St.,<cChicago.
IL II Superior
In Canada, address 426 St. Helen St., Montreal
Please send me Twin Sisters Dewy-Sheen Lipstick in the following shades
I enclose 10c for each. (15c in Canada)

Name
Address

DOCTOR'S
FORMULA
GREAT SUCCESS FOR UGLY SURFACE

WAKE UP

PIMPLES

YOUR
LIVER
Bl

Without Calomel—
And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the
Morning Rarin' to Go

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely,
your Gas
food bloats
doesn'tup digest.
It just decays
in the
bowels.
your stomach.
You
get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned
and you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills
to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and
make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle,
yet amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for
Carter's Little Liver Pills by name. 25c at all
drug stores. Stubbornly refuse anything else.

PRAISED FROM COAST TO COAST!
DON'T be humiliated by unsightly, blotchy
surface
pimplespowerfully
and blackheads
REAL help:
soothingbecause
liquid here's
Zemo
(a Doctor's formula) quickly relieves itching
soreness and starts right in to help nature promote
Here'seffective
why — Zemo
contains 10 ofQUICK
the healing.
most highly
medicinal
ingredients long recognized by leading skin specialists for their great merit. Clean, odorless,
flesh-colored. Won't show on skin. Inexpensive.
One trial convinces. Any drug store.
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MEN AND WOMEN TO MAKE ¥S t3Z°° '* WEEK
Introducing Hose Guaranteed 4 to 8 Months

IRRITATIONS

NEW! Special
Shampoo for Blondes
Keeps Hair Golden!

In the last year or so, women have become accustomed to loud jeers about their hats from
men. But Susan Hayward has one that is safe
from masculine laughter. It is a new hat that
is an almost exact copy of the wimple cap
which
Gary
Cooper
wears
in Beau
Geste

EARNINGS START AT ONCE! Brand new Ford given producers. Everybody buys hose. Guaranteed to wear from 4 to S
months without holes. snags or runs or replaced FREE. Bigrepeatl
Bales. GraceWilber, Iowa, earned $37.10 in 9 hours and received
S new cars; Charles Mills. Minn., earned $120.00 in one
week and received 2 new cars, as extra
bonuses. Your own hose given aa bonus ' „
send
hose size.
Rushdetails.
name on
woi/ofiM
far sample
outfit,
ACTpenny
NOW!card Jf
Jf J*°
WILKNIT HOSIERY CO.
Midway F-9, Greenfield, Ohio

■

1. Washes
hait shades
lighter — safely.
2. Keeps lustre and highlights, that "justshampooed" look for a WHOLE
WEEK.
3. Not a liquid! Fragrant powder quickly
makes rich, luxuriant lather.
4. Instantly removes the dull, dingy oil and
dust-laden film that mars true blonde beauty.
5. Blondex carries the Seal of Approval
of the Good Housekeeping Bureau and is
the largest selling Blonde Hair Shampoo in
the world.

Perhaps you read in the public prints
that Jane Withers' mother was carted
off to the hospital for treatment for a black
widow bite. Somebody dreamed that one
up. What really happened — and it put
little Jane in the doghouse — was that
while Jane was enacting a role, she looked
over toward her mother who was sitting
nearby, saw what she thought was a black
widow on mama's instep, and with a
whoop and a holler of fright jumped out
of the scene while the cameras 'were rolling and landed with both feet smack on
mother's ankle. And so hard that it was
thought at first that several bones had
been broken.

for sale at all good stores /.sz-Z^.
THE

BLONDEX ^
BLONDE

HAIR

SHAMPOO

RELIEF

Easily cut to
anyshape
size or

Instantly Stops Pain Caused
by Shoe Pressure, Friction

DCScholls

KUROTEX
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FOOT
PLASTER

Show
Smile Your
and

DIMPLES!

You can now possess the charm of sparkling
Dimples with the

"D IMP LEX" DIMPLE
Write
LTIITITLLA,
DIM
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for Branch.
free booklet.

.... tiful
of your
favorite negative
(film). Double
Beau- •
"Excel Finish"
on Eastman
Weight paper. Prompt service. Original safely
returned. This
offer limited.
EXTRA
SURPRISE
youFREE
send
EncloseDept.31.
10 cents •»
for mailing ifcosts.
Eagletoday!
Studios,
1910 Farnam, Omaha, Neb. 18 yrs. quality worn ! •
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Not satisfied with working for one
major studio Fay Bainter got busy,
and to her seven-year Warner contract
that calls for two films a year, she added
another seven-year Paramount contract
calling for three films a year. This is
probably the most unusual arrangement
any star has ever made, but leave it to
the capable Fay to keep both studios happy
and satisfied.

| Johnnie Davis, who can give you a
definition for almost everything, says
that a bigamist is a guy who keeps two
himself.

Apply sore
Dr. Scholl's
KUROTEX
on
corns,
toes, callouses,
bunions
or tender spots on feet or toes
caused by new or tight shoes — pain
stops! Removes the cause — shoe
friction and pressure. Cut this velvety-soft, cushioning foot plaster
to any desired size or shape and apply it. Flesh color. At Drug, Shoe,
Dept. and \0t Stores. For FREE
Sample and Foot Booklet, write
Dr.Scholl's, Inc., Dept. K.Chicago
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| Bet you can't guess who gets the most
proposals through the mail. Well, it's
none other than Spring Byington. "But
the men are not really proposing to me,"
Spring claims. "They're merely falling
for the ideal Jones Family wife I've been
portraying."

INSTALLMENT BRIDE
Don't miss this powerful real life story of
two gallant women — a bride and her
mother-in-law — who, between them, revoludo-well! tionize the life of a charming, reckless ne'er-
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(Pen|jume& ... by
CARDINAL
These gay, spirited perfumes are
just what you need . . . glamorous, thrilling. Each enticing
fragrance in smart crystal bottle
with harmonizing cap . . . for
purse or boudoir, .lust the right
size to be used as refills for your
Tantalux. Personal Perfume Bar,
Gardenia — Bouquet — Chypre
Orient

25c

3 DRAMS
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STORES

REMOVE
HAIR
without
razor, liquid QC
paste or powder £3c
Baby Touch Hair Remover is the
new, amazing way to remove hair
from arms, legs and face — quickly
and safely. Used like a powder
puff. Odorless, painless, better
than a razor. Baby Touch gives
the skin that soft, white appearance of youth and beauty.
Satisfaction guaranteed. At drug and department stores
or send 25c for one or $1.00 for five of the Baby Touch
Pads. Baby Touch Mittens (Two sides) 35c each, 3 for
SI. 00.
Will la't about 3 months.

BABY

2326

TOUCH

HAIR REMOVER

Olive.

CO.

St.

Louis,

Mo.

How much $1 can do...

CANCER
CAN BE CURED

country with such sensational success in
the last few years. The film story, in which
Joan Crawford is starred, serves as very
little more than a pretext to stage a brilliant ice revue in Technicolor that is fascinating from beginning to end. There is
a charm about the sensational skating of
Bess Ehrhardt and Roy Shipstad that is
quite different from any other form of entertainment. Perhaps it is because really
good skating is something between dancing and flying.
The film, itself, is a rather routine tale
of two professional skaters (Joan Crawford and James Stewart) who find themselves broke in Hollywood. The girl gets
a movie contract in order to keep things
going. The boy gets mad because he
wanted to support her. So he turns around
a few times, and, just to show her, produces the swellest ice review of the year
in Madison Square Garden. Then they
find success Oh-so-empty because their
careers keep them apart. But, guess what!
He gets a movie contract, too. And that is
what is known as a happy ending. You
keep waiting and waiting vainly to see
Miss Crawford skate, but there is a wonderful comic routine by Eddie Shipstad
and Oscar Johnson in the Ice Follies part.
Better see it.
I'M FROM

MISSOURI— Paramount

but treatments mint be started in time
Large gifts are needed by the New York City
Cancer Committee. But if you can spare only $1 ,
bring it today or mail it to the Red Door, 130
East 66th Street, New York. You will receive:
1. A year's subscription to the Committee's new publication of information
about cancer research and treatment,
"The Quarterly Review."
2. A supply of labels for your packages.

After seeing this comedy struggle,
somewhat confusedly, to be a satire
of American and English manners, this

department suspects that Bob Burns'
Uncle Slug and his Aunt Peachie, too, will
not consider it one of their talented

The remainder of your $1 will be spent for
the information service, distribution of free
pamphlets,
lectures, exhibits, publicity, etc.

NEW YORK CITY
CANCER COMMITTEE
of the American Society for the Control of
Cancer. 110 East 66th Street. New York City

Rheumatism

H

Relieve
Pain In Few
Minutes

To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO, the Doctor's formula. No opiates,
no narcotics. Does the work quickly — must relieve
cruel pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
money back at Druggist's. Don't suffer. Get
trustworthy
NURITO
today
on this guarantee.

tfaPROOF
EYELASH
DARKENER
^WIM, perspire or cry and always be cer' lain you rlashes and brows remain attractively dark. Use "Dark-Eyes" instead of
ordinary mascara. One application lasts 4
to 5 weeks. Ends daily make-up bother.
(Never runs, smarts, smudges or harms
J lashes. Indelible. Try it! §1 atdept. and
■ drugstores.

nephew's major efforts, even though they
look at it with the kindly eyes of relatives.
Mr. Burns' familiar slow delivery is employed to characterize one Sweeny Bliss
who made a fortune in Arkansas mules
and then turned banker
cial ambitions of his wife
Bad times in the mule
bolized by Porgie Rowe

to satisfy the so(Gladys George) .
market are sym(Gene Lockhart) ,

a tractor salesman. Sweeny's efforts to
promote sales of the "nightingale of the
plains'' take him on a plane trip with his
champion mule, and eventually all the
way to England, where he has various adventures .. . such as confusing a London
fog with a steam bath, and a real Duke and
Duchess (E. E. Clive and Doris Lloyd)
with impostors. Judith Barrett, William
Henry and George P. Huntley, all unusually attractive young players, have the
thankless job of carrying the love interest. Typical situation: Sweeny, the
American mule magnate, betraying shock
and horror at the idea of a British valet
drawing his bath. This department isn't
from Missouri, but we like to be shown,
just the same.

^y
INDELIBLE

DARKEN""

"Dark-Eyes," 2110 W. Madison SI.. Den1.30-F, Chicago. n .
I enclose 25c (coin or stamps) for generous*
trial package of "Dark-Eyes" and directions.
Name
Town . .
Address

State.

'

Would

you like to know who is your astrological twin among the movie stars? The
July issue of HOLLYWOOD
Magazine will
show you a fascinating chart of your movie
favorite's horoscopes.

Lister man, you
cannot afford to let so-called "spring
fever" slow you down ... or let you
down!
may beto just
youS.S.S.
need Tonic
this Spring
make the
you"lift"
feel
better and look better.
when that tired-let-down feeling
begins to take hold and you slow-down in
your work and thinking as the day wears on,
it is well to remember your precious redblood-cells may have been reduced in number and strength.
what causes this change?
Wear and strain of worry, overwork, colds,
and sickness often reduce one's blood strength.
But you may rebuild this strength by restoring your blood to normal, in the absence
of
an organic trouble, with the famous S.S.S.
Tonic.
improves the appetite
Further, S.S.S. Tonic whets the appetite . . .
foods taste better . . . natural digestive juices
are stimulated, and finally, the food you eat
is of more value ... a very important step
back to health.
Thousands have been benefited by S.S.S.
Tonic. You, too, will want to take it to help
regain and maintain your red-blood-cells . . .
to restore lost weight ... to regain energy . . .
and to give back to your skin that much desired natural glow.
Buy and use with complete confidence and
we believe you, like others, will be enthusiastic in your praise of S.S.S. Tonic for its part
in making "you feel like yourself again."
At all drug stores in two sizes. You will find
the larger size more economical.
interesting booklet free
Send name and address on post card to S.S.S.
Co., Atlanta, Ga., Dept. M-5, for helpful illustrated booklet on The Joy of Living.
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Ida Lupino putting the last minute touches to her dinner table
after work in Mrs, Leonard Misbehaves, soon to be released

A Bride Entertains
That first dinner party is a big problem
for the bride, whether she has a large
staff to help or just her own two hands
By

BETTY

i | Every
bride
dreads
that first formal dinner party.
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"And it is an ordeal,"
Ida Lupino
told
me.
"Think of it— you are at
last on your own. You have
cleaned and dusted the house,
and are sure it is as perfect as
you can make it. But how about
the dinner? Will it be a success or a flop?"
And I can sympathize with her, because
so many hundreds of young brides have
written me voicing just such fears and
apprehensions. Miss Lupino, in private
life, is the wife of Louis Hayward, who
played in The Duke of West Point,
and is now preparing to star in another
Edward Small picture, The Man in the
Iron Mask. Miss Lupino is busy, too, appearing with Fay Bainter in Columbia's
Mrs. Leonard Misbehaves, so the first
dinner had to be carefully planned in the
few free hours left between work at the

CROCKER

studio and preparation for
the
next day's
scenes. my
"I decided
to make
first effort as a hostess
along simple lines," said
Miss Lupino. "I thought
that if I had a success with
four guests, then soon I might
risk inviting six. And so it
worked out. The other night I had
my first dinner for eight. By sort of
creeping up on the problem that way, I
think I came through the 'ordeal' more
She served dinner in the candle-lighted
dining room of the picturesque English
home they built for a honeymoon cottage.
easily."
The
dining room is quite like an old
tavern, with shelves of copperwear and
old hunting
prints on the walls — all very
mellow
and restful.
Here is the menu of her dinner for eight:
Shrimp Cocktail
Saltines
Salted Nuts
Celery
Olives
Radishes

Consomme
Melba Toast
Roast Lamb
Browned Potatoes
Mint Glazed Peas and Carrots
Green Garden Salad
(French Dressing)
Cheese Straws English Trifle
Coffee

IT'S LOADS
OF FUN COLLECTING
FOR MY LANE CEDAR HOPE CHEST'

Miss Lupino likes a curl of lemon to
float on the top of the consomme for a
piquant touch, and here is the recipe for:
MINT

GLAZED
4
Vz
Vz
1
1
Vz

CARROTS

AND

PEAS

cups diced carrots
cup butter
cup sugar
tbsp. mint sauce
No. 2 can sifted peas (2 cups)
tsp. salt

Cook carrots in small amount of boiling
salted water 15 minutes and drain. Put
in saucepan with butter and sugar. Cook
slowly until soft and glazed. Add mint
sauce. Heat peas thoroughly and season
with salt. Drain the liquid from the peas
and turn on hot serving dish. Surround
with carrots. Pour glazing liquid left from
the carrots over the peas. AMOUNT:
10 servings. NOTE: For Mint Sauce add
1 tbsp. powdered sugar to Vz cup mild
vinegar. Heat slightly. Pour over % cup
finely chopped mint leaves. Let stand
about 30 minutes before using.
The Big Moment of the meal is the
English Trifle for dessert. "It's such a
dissipation that Louis will let me serve
it no oftener than once a month. This
is our own family specialty, and the
Lupinos have passed it along for generations.

Louis Hayward seems to thrive on his wife's
cooking. Here he is getting last minute costume touches for The Man
in the Iron Mask

"First, you make a sponge cake. Here's
the recipe for that:
SPONGE
6
1
%
1
1
1
Vz
%

eggs
cup
cup
tsp.
tsp.
cup
tsp.
tsp.

CAKE

sugar
cold water
vanilla or lemon flavoring
grated lemon rind
cake flour or all-purpose flour
cream of tartar
salt

Beat egg yolks until thick and lemon colored. Beat in sugar gradually. Beat in
water, flavoring and lemon rind. Sift
flour once before measuring. Beat in
flour. Beat egg whites until frothy, add
cream of tartar and salt, and beat until
egg whites will hold a point. Gently fold
into egg yolk mixture. Pour into dry,
ungreased deep tube center pan 9 inches
in diameter and bake 60 to 65 minutes in
a slow moderate oven, 325° F. Remove
from oven, invert pan until cake is entirely
cold; then remove from pan.
"The sponge cake is soaked well in
sherry, then covered with vanilla custard
pudding. On top of that, spread whipped
cream, and then on top of that put preserved cherries. Scatter on some sweet
almonds cut in half. And that's what we
call 'English Trifle!' "
Well, it's no "trifle," but it sounds like
a triumphant climax to Miss Lupino's
dinner.
I know many of you other brides are
saying— "But Ida Lupino can afford
several servants to help out when she

entertains. What can I do who must be
cook, waitress and hostess all at the same
time?" Well, your problem isn't as difficult to solve as you imagine. Of course,
you cannot think of attempting a formal
dinner without help. But the very smart
buffet service was made to order for you.
I'll be very glad to send you information
on the arrangement and serving of a
buffet supper or lunch, and also menus
for buffet meals with recipes for the basic
dishes.

The LANE SPECIAL
48-1690 — Big 48" chest in
nodern waterfall design in
matched Oriental
and walnutwoods.
matic Tray. AutoHas Lane

FREE!
RECIPES FOR BUFFET
SUPPERS
Betty Crocker
HOLLYWOOD Magazine
1501 Broadway
New York City
Please send
kind, your
suppers as
service and

me, without charge of any
recipes for different buffet
well as your suggestions of
arrangement.

Slightly higher in West and in Canada

This gift that marks the dawn of a new
home has patented aroma-tight features
that give guaranteed moth protectionbacked by free moth insurance policy. It's
the only cedar chest tested for moth-killing
aroma-tightness. Superbly finished in
waterproof hardwood veneers that will
never peel or loosen. See latest Lane models now at your Lane dealer's. The Lane
Company, Inc., Dept. N, Altavista, Virginia. In Canada, Knechtels Ltd., Hanover, Ontario.
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[Continued from page 25]
in this country. But the Hollywood wisecrack brigade kept up the ribbing and
it wasn't long before the divorce papers
were signed, sealed and delivered.
The same smarties mocked Joan's subsequent marriage to Franchot Tone all
the way to its recent finish. Marriage,
gossip, divorce; same story, same ending.
The ink on the wedding certificate was
hardly dry before Hollywood started
throwing bright barbs of wisecracks at
Betty Grable and Jackie Coogan. The
village gossips have been worrying tho
Jeanette MacDonald-Gene Raymond
marriage from the beginning with the
same tenacious spirit. Jeanette and
Gene are in love. They want to stay
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and how effective. On sale at every druggist.
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married. Hollywood doesn't seem to want
to give them a chance.
It's nothing new, this unfriendly, destructive attitude of the town toward certain marriages. Whispering campaigns
or flat "It will never work" statements
have been undermining movieland matrimony for years and years. But why? Is
it jealousy? Is it in every case a purely
personal matter when the town gossips
start sniping at a marriage? Or is it just
a hit-or-miss affair?
In other words, why is one marriage
subjected to a scathing, merciless attack
while another sails blithely along, unmolested by the gossip-mongers?
I think I've figured it out. Hollywood
marks certain marriages for failure, and

^PSORIASIS

did the gossips repeat, "It won't last! It
won't last!" Well, it didn't. But Lew and
Ginger have not yet taken their separation into divorce court, and perhaps they
realize that the failure of their marriage
was not entirely their own responsibility.
For no apparent reason, Hollywood decided that the marriage of Maggie Sullavan and Hank Fonda wouldn't last.
"Poof!" went the marriage. But when
Maggie later married Leland Hayward,
the gossipers left them strictly alone. The
same thing went for Hank's marriage to
Frances Brokau.
X marks the spot where Hollywood
placed the marriages of George Brent and
Ruth Chatterton and, later, of Brent and
Constance Worth; of Lupe Velez and
Johnny Weissmuller; of John Barrymore
and Dolores Costello, in the past, and
Elaine Barrie right now; of Carole Lombard and Bill Powell; of Ann Sheridan
and Eddie Norris; of et cetera and et cetera
and et cetera.
Those
marriages were doomed, so to
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I believe I know why. It's just a theory,
of course, but it works out pretty well.
So let's take a look at some of the marriages doomed to failure from the start
by Hollywood wise-guys, and see whether
my little theory holds up.
When Ginger Rogers and Lew Ayres
married, Hollywood audibly decided the
marriage wouldn't work. Small amiable
differences of opinion were reported as
battles royal, and major disagreements
were manufactured out of whole cloth.
Each is individually very popular, so why
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speak, right from the start. Using its own
mystic system, Hollywood decided the
above-named twosomes were not "made
for each other" and then proceeded, by
relentless gossip, speculation, conjecture,
to help the prediction come true.
You'd think the town would be tired
of sharp-shooting at Alice Faye and Tony
Martin by this time. Ditto Errol Flynn
and the capricious Lili Damita. Maybe
it's just plain cussedness that makes the
ill-wishers hang on like grim death. But
— the divorce rumors about the Martins
are coming thicker and faster, you may
have noticed, and it wouldn't surprise
anyone to see the Flynn union blow higher
than a kite any day.
Not quite so much headway has been
made with the Ida Lupino-Louis Hayward
marriage or with the Humphrey BogartMayo Methot match. Hollywood has
four rugged individualists to buck there.
But it still is kidding itself that its sentence of "another six months" will stand.
As to the future of certain romances
at the moment, the storm signals already
have been hoisted for Dick Greene and
Arleen Whelan; and for Cary Grant and
Phyllis Brooks. And while the StanwyckTaylor and Gable-Lombard alliances apparently have the approval of the town,
watch how fast the knives come out,
once the honeymoons are over!
Meantime, look at the marriages which
are thriving beautifully under Hollywood's blessing. Actually, it's more than
a blessing; it's a solemn benediction. Let
anyone crack wise about any of them,
and the town's down on your neck with
no holds barred.
Reams of publicity have been written
(and truthfully) about the felicity
abounding in the home of Don and
Honore Ameche. Hollywood takes almost
a personal pride in their happiness, shouting the news from the house tops.
The same thing holds true for Claudette
Colbert and Dr. Joel Pressman, Irene
Dunne and Dr. Francis Griffin, Myrna
Loy and Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Jean
Arthur and Frank Ross, Fred and Phyllis
Astaire, Gary and Sandra Cooper, Bob
and Betty Young, Bob and Betty Montgomery, Basil and Ouida Rathbone, James
and Billie Cagney, Pat and Eloise O'Brien,
Paul and Bella Muni, Spencer and Louise
Tracy, Fred and Lillian MacMurray,
Eddie and Gladys Robinson, Joe E. and
Katherine Brown, Gail Patrick and Bob
Cobb, Fay Bainter and Commander
Reginald Venable, Evelyn Venable and
Hal Mohr.
What, then, is the determining factor
that says "Off with their heads" in one
case,
and "God bless you, my children"
in
another?
Read the various names in the two
groups again and see if one thing strikes
you as it did me:
The marriages Hollywood marks for
failure are those between two players.
The marriages Hollywood smiles upon
are those between a player and a nonprofes ional, or someone in some other
phase of the business besides acting.
Success of a marriage in Hollywood
seems to depend upon it. It doesn't make
sense but the-e it is.

There are exceptions in both instances,
of course. Anne Shirley and John Payne,
employed by rival studios, are exceptionally happy and apparently suffer from
no interference from anyone. The same
holds true for Joel McCrea and Frances
Dee, Dick Powell and Joan Blondell,
Bing Crosby and Dixie Lee, Ronald Colman and Benita Hume, Fredric March
and Florence Eldridge, Melvyn Douglas
and Helen Gahagan. However, there is
this to consider: most of the professional
wives in this group now take little or no
part in the making of movies. Frances
Dee plays only occasional roles, Benita
Hume has announced her retirement,
Florence Eldridge and Helen Gahagan
confine their acting to the New York
stage. Dixie Lee finds plenty to keep her
busy in the rearing of the four young
Crosby boys.

HOlWW°oD S Btfl KM01NH

By the same token, some of Hollywood's
outstanding marriages between professionals and non-professionals have failed.
Rita Beery is divorcing Wallace. Bette
Davis was divorced (she insisted Harmon
get the divorce, you remember) by band
leader Harmon O. Nelson. Fay Wray
divorced writer husband John Monk
Saunders. Both Rhea and Josephine
Gable (one a socialite, the other a brilliant
dramatic coach) divorced Clark. The
status of the Luise Rainer-Clifford Odets
marriage is so subject to sudden change
that it's difficult to prophesy just what
will happen in the end. After once divorcing the noted playwright, Luise
patched it up with public love and kisses.
The last report had them on the verge of
another separation.
The majority of successful and unsuccessful marriages in Hollywood, however,
confirm my theory. Marriages between
players are almost invariably marked for
failure by the gossips who in the past have
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If you ever get to be a movie star, remember that. Don't say I didn't warn
you. But if you decide to ignore the warning and marry another script-slave anyway, maybe your marriage will be one of
the exceptions that prove the rule. I
hope so.
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Jean revamped her bath technique
and her popularity hit a brand new high

Bill met Jean and things happened! "You're
the only girl for me," said his eyes. "And
you're the only boy for me," flashed her
smile! And of course, they dated!

This was to be the night of Jean's dreams.
And how gloriously fresh she stepped from
her bath— how fragrant and sweet— how radiantly sure of her charm! Poor, poor Jean.

Before the first dance was over. Bill's
smile faded! Before midnight Jean was
alone and in tears. Poor silly little goose,
not to know never to trust a bath alone.

*>E CA»T
A BATH Al

And Jean wins! Bill's back in her life and
back to stay. Life's more fun for the girl
who decides, "A bath alone is never enough
—underarms always need Mum!"

"Your own fault," scolded Peg. "A bath removes only past perspiration— it can't prevent odor to come! But Mum prevents odor
—guards freshness all evening long."

HOURS
NO

MATTER

AFTER

YOUR

how fresh you feel after

your bath, don't forget that underarms always need special care to prevent
odor yet to come.
Wise girls use Mum after every bath,
before every date. Mum is so fragrant, so
pleasant to use, so dependable. Mum is
QUICK ... it takes just half a minute to use,
yet you're protected for a full day or evening. Mum is SAFE ... completely harmless

BATH MUM

STILL KEEPS

to fabrics. And even after underarm shaving, Mum is soothing to your skin.
Mum is SURE . . . without stopping perspiration, Mum stops underarm odor, keeps
you sweet all evening long. Be sure you
never offend. Get Mum at any drug store
today. Use it daily for lasting charm!
ANOTHER USE FOR MUM.-M.ore women
use Mum for sanitary napkins than any other
deodorant. They know it's gentle and safe.
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A Prediction by Leo of M-G-M
I saw "GOODBYE

CHIPS."

The famed
novel at last
on the screen!

ROBERT

DONAT

mut GREER

GARS

ON

A Sam Wood Production
• Screen Play by R. C. Sherriff,
Claudine West and Eric Maschwitz • Produced by Victor Saville
A Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer Picture

MR.

ii:i*1SM7^M«iM:i
By THE
S| This is going to be known as the summer of the big winds. Before the leaves
fall, we shall be seeing Gone With the
Wind. All right, all right, keep on laughing in that vulgar cynical fashion, but you
really are going to see that film this year.
And late next month the cyclone will
sweep down and carry Dorothy off to the
Land of Oz. Remember the gale that
picked up Dorothy and her little dog, Toto,
and carried them off into the series of adventures that lasted for some twenty odd
volumes before L. Frank Baum wrote his
final period? Oh, fortunate Dorothy! Oh,
magic breeze! Oh, enchanted Kansas to
be blessed with a fairyland just beyond

Soft, Smooth, Fragrant Lips
just made for kissing... Tangee lips! Men
hate an ugly, greasy "painted look." Tangee
isn't paint! It's the only lipstick with the
famous Tangee Color Change Principle.
Orange in the stick, Tangee changes to
your very own shade of tempting blushrose, whether you're blonde, brunette or
redhead!
for matched make-up use Tangee Rouge and
Powder. Tangee Rouge, creme or compact,
matches your lipstick exactly because it also
contains the Color Change Principle. Tangee
Powder gives your skin an enchanting underglow, no matter what shade you choose !
this summer, remember that both Tangee
Lipstick and Tangee Creme Rouge are waterproof and smearproof for swimming.

PAINTED

the edge of the tornado. Oh, clever M-G-M
to bring to the screen the dear dim-witted
Scarecrow, the Woodman whose philosophical acceptance of the most frightful
adversities was almost imbecile in its
cheerfulness, the engaging fraud of a
Wizard, that most human Cowardly
Lion. . . .
At this very minute, the film is being
assembled preparatory to first showings.
And next month in HOLLYWOOD Magazine, Jessie Henderson will tell you what
she saw on the set during the filming, and
some of the difficulties experienced by the
actors with the make-ups which you see
at the bottom of this page. You'll be astounded at what the studio went through
with the winged monkeys, the living
forest, the Munchkins, the Wicked Witch.

EDITOR
They are all coming alive in Technicolor,
and I, for one, cannot wait to see Dorothy
set off on the road of yellow brick to the
Emerald City. It will make the waiting
seem shorter if you read the story of how
the film was made.
|

Did you have fun with the chart on
page 30? Oh, men enjoyed it more
than women did? A sad state of affairs,
always, and nothing to encourage. The
same thing happened to us. The perfect
gentlemen of our acquaintance betrayed a
certain surprisingly rude streak of humor
in the jeering laughter with which they
asked, "What's your birthday?" We
thought that maybe they were going to
whip around the corner and get some
flowers. But, no! They looked us up in the
chart, and read out loud to us with heavy
emphasis certain things about our explosive temper. It was an uncomfortable
evening, so we called up Mrs. Howard.
Close to tears, we said: "Do something
about this quickly. We need a little swift
comeback in our lives. Without delay.
Make us a chart about men stars so that
we can get back at these heartless blades
who are having such a wonderful time
laughing at us, or we'll seek forgetfulness
in our hobby of traveling, and right now."
So she did, and next month you'll be
able to see whether your men friends
most resemble Clark Gable or Robert Taylor, and why.

TANGEE

BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There is only one
Tangee — don't let some smart salesperson switch you.
Be sure to ask for
TANGEE NATURAL.

AN555

tick
Most Famous lips
TB Wor/d's
ENDS

THAT

PAINTED

LOOK

If
you color
preferfor
a more
vivid
evening wear, ask for
Tangee Theatrical.

Be Popular! Check up on your charm with Tangee
Charm Test, sent with Miracle Make-Up Set below.

4-PIECE

MIRACLE

MAKE-UP

SET

The George W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth Ave., New York
City ... Please rush "Miracle Make-Up Set" of
sample Tangee Lipstick. Rouge Compact, Creme
Rouge and Pace Powder, also Tangee Charm Test.
I enclose lOi (stamps or coin). (15t in Canada.)
Check Shade of Powder Desired:
□ Peach (for all complexions)
□ Flesh
□ Rachel
Q Light Rachel
D Taa
Name
Rlrpet
ntv

ie Print]
[Plea
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Here is one of the long awaited stills from The Wizard of Oz which will be shown in
the late summer. Wonderful is the make-up for Bert Lahr as The Cowardly Lion.
Jack Haley as The Tin Woodman and Ray Bolger as The Scarecrow seem impressed
by the bravery
of Judy Garland
as Dorothy as she «ootb<»« the savage
beast

he Winn
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DAVIS
hievement
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The most distinguished production in
aofferings
year memorable
for the outstanding
of WARNER
BROS.

A STORY SO MOMENTOUS THAT IT REQUIRED SIX ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS
AND

A CAST OF 1186 PLAYERS, HEADED

BY

BRIAN AHERNE
CLAUDE RAINS • JOHN
GARFIELD • DONALD CRISP
JOSEPH
GILBERT

CALLEIA
ROLAND

• GALE

SONDERGAARD

• HENRY

directed by WILLIAM

O'NEILL

D1ETERLE

Screen Play by John Huston, Aeneas MacKenzie
and Wolfgang Reinhardr. Based on a Play by
Franz Werfel and the Novel, "The Phantom
Crown," by Bertita Harding. Music by Erich
Wolfgang Korngold

™'" NEVER FORGET IT!

BEAUTY
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CUSTOMS

By ELMER
|

What title do you prefer for the Sam
Goldwyn "Heifetz" picture, now in
production on the United Artists lot? The
film started out as The Restless Age,
switched to Angels Making Music and
then to Music School. Our preference is
No. 2.
But regardless of title changes, don't
miss it when it hits the screen. You're
going to enjoy it, if for no other reason
than to listen to a group of young musical
prodigies, none of whom is over fourteen
years of age. Under the direction of Peter
Meremblum, the juvenile musicians,
known as the California Junior Symphony
Association, have been working together
for two years, giving up their after-school
time, Saturday afternoons, and paying a
dollar a month for the privilege. According

9*

to Alfred Newman, Goldwyn's musical
director, their work surpasses some adult,
professional organizations.
It's just that which is worrying Goldwyn.
The youngsters' exceptionally fine renditions are SO good that movie audiences
may think that the difficult selections were
played by an adult symphony orchestra.
El William Lundigan, the young man
who played the second male lead in
Three Smart Girls Grow Up, is deeply interested inaffairs abroad. When he had his
rooms redecorated recently he hung instead of pictures, huge maps of the various
troubled countries. His desk top is a map
cf the United States. In one corner of his
den is a monster globe, so built that by
pressing a button he can light up any

SUNFIELD
country on it and leave the rest dark.
Bill, quite a lecturer on foreign politics
and diplomacy, is in demand for talks
before many civic clubs.
|

When Charley Farrell was in Europe
some time ago, he took a liking to a
British extra named Bob Barton who was
crazy about Hollywood. Charley, who saw
a lot of acting promise in the Britisher,
promised to finance Bob's trip to the West
Coast. But the offer was turned down.
And here's the payoff. Not long ago
Charley received a letter from Lord
George Campbell-Grant who had, so the
letter read, just come into his inheritance
and a title. The letter was signed "Bob
Barton." A P. S. explained that he had
used that name because he did not want

to promote himself on his family's name.
As we write this, Lord Campbell-Grant
is Farrell's house guest at Palm Springs.
E

Frank Morgan is growing a brandnew moustache again — bigger, better,
and more stream-lined, he says — and this
ought to be good news for the autograph
hounds and candid camera fiends who
failed to recognize him. Frank, by the
way, has purchased a Palm Springs ranch
and has requested Bing Crosby to send
him his cast-ofT race horses. Frank thinks
the nags are just slow enough for his
house guests. His first improvement on
the property will be the planting of spineless cacti, so that in case his guests fall
[Continued on page 10]

Start your day the
Djer-Kiss way! Bathe your entire body
with this delightful talc each morning.
Djer-Kiss is refreshing, helps you begin
the day dainty and cool. Clothes feel more
comfortable. Your skin seems soft as satin
...you are alluringly fragrant from head to
toe. Use plenty of Djer-Kiss, for the cost
is small. 25tf and 75tf sizes at drug and
toilet goods counters. Generous 10-cent
size at all ten-cent stores. Get your DjerKiss talc today!
The same exquisite fragrance in Djer-Kiss
Sachet; Eau de Toilette; and face Powder.
Imported

talc scented

with genuine Djer-Kiss
perfume by KerkofF.

dMUQSS
TALC
Vy-

KERKOFF

Photo by Charles Rhodes
Don Ameche and Pat Paterson (Mrs. Charles Boyer) congratulate Tyrone Power
and Annabella
after the wedding which
joined the two 20th Century-Fox stars

don't risk
the choked pores
that cause cosmetic
skin—this active
lather helps keep
skin smooth

v-lever girH^k*^
follow Hollywooa*f*lv
tip — they use all the cosmetics
they wish, but they use the soap
with ACTIVE lather to remove
thoroughly stale cosmetics, dust

9 ouf of /O Serves? Sfars use lux To/YefSoap

and dirt. It's foolish to let pores
become choked — cause the dullness, tiny blemishes, enlarged
pores that mean Cosmetic Skin.

Hollywood
Newsreel
[Continued from page 8]

Newlyweds Wayne Morris and "Bubbles" Schinasi caught at luncheon on a day
when Wayne was not needed for his next big picture, The Kid from Kokomo

off the Crosby horses they won't get themselves jabbed to death by the desert plants.
Smart idea!
H

MOUTH

HEALTHY

DENTYNE HELPS PUT
SPARKLE IN YOUR SMILE
Your smile has charm only
if it reveals clear, bright teeth!
Dentyne's specially firm chewiness is a fine aid to healthier
mouth, brighter teeth. Dentists praise firm chewing gum
as a "Stimulant to all oral tissues". .."Aid to firmer gums"
. . ."Benefit to oral hygiene."
RICH IN SPICY FLAVOR I
Remember the rich aroma —
the spicy goodness — of oldfashioned coffee cake fresh
from the oven? That fresh,
cinnamony flavor is what you
get in Dentyne ! Its convenient,
flat pack slides handily into
your pocket or purse. Try
Dentyne today!

DENTYNE
DELICIOUS
10

CHEWING

GUM

Robert Young's election as honorary
mayor of Tarzana, the little village in
San Fernando Valley, was the cause of
elaborate commotion among the citizens
of that community. The merchants erected

a thirty-foot sign of "Welcome." The
newspaper oiled up its machinery and got
out a special 12-page edition — mostly
about Bob. The honorary mayor is taking his latest honor very seriously, having
gone to quite an expense in fitting up a
room in his valley home where he can
handle all official business. Bob has made
Virginia Bruce the honorary chief of police, and is beginning to worry about it. He
says Virginia most likely will have his
hoosegow filled with San Fernando folk
who would like nothing better than to be
"pinched" by the lovely motion picture
star. And he's correct.
■

F'heavens sakes! The studios are at
their old pastime of playing copycat!
This time with titles. Remember how the
word "Hell" was spotted on the marquees
not so long ago? Hell's Angels, Backdoor
to Hell, to name two. Well, the word
"Heaven" takes its turn now. East Side
of Heaven, Back Door to Heaven, Heaven
on a Shoestring, Heaven With a Barbed
Wire Fence, All This and Heaven Too are
listed among the current picture titles.
|

That movie star who seems to take
so much
delight in smacking
his
loving wife around in company and out,
is due for a big surprise some of these

here nightspot nights. More than a trifle
ashamed of the slugging matches they
have to attend against their will, and more
than a trifle sorry for the battle-scarred
wife who, for some reason, always submits to the buffeting, they've organized a
society for the prevention of wife beating
and have picked on Mr. Movie Star
Slugger above mentioned as the first business to be taken care of. The first time he
smacks her in public the S. P. W. B. is
manently!
going to pin his ears back — and per! Freakiest practical joke ever perpetrated on a film player was played on
Anita Louise. She stopped by her beauty
parlor late one evening to have her hair
dressed for an early studio call. Half an
hour later when Anita left the shop to
return to her car, she noticed a tuxedoed
gentleman sitting at the wheel, his shoulders slouched forward and his hat pulled
over his eyes. Anita returned to the shop
for strong-arm aid. She discovered a few
minutes
latersawdust,
that theand"gentleman"
was
stuffed with
not with liquor!
Someone with a weird sense of humor had
planted the dummy at Anita's wheel.
H

Victor McLaglen is the latest star
personality to turn author. Vic has
whipped up a synopsis during his leisure
time (he's had two weeks off between
pictures in eight months), which he has
submitted to Universal Studios as a screen
possibility. The studio is practically sold
on it. It concerns the trials and tribulations of a "gentleman of the rails."
[Continued on page 50]

IF YOUR EYES ARE BROWN, LIKE FRANCES LANGFORDS
Radio Star,
now appearing
on the "Texaco

Star Theatre"

* S «»**
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Use MARVELOUS

MATCHED

MAKEUP,.,

keyed to the color of your eyes!
*'

N^ff

ANN:

Choose face powder by the color of

your eyes? 'I never heard of such a thing!
RUTH: It's a wonderful new way, Ann, and
it applies to rouge and lipstick, too! Do
try it! Really, with Marvelous Matched
Makeup you look lovelier instantly!

/ ^
RUTH: Marvelous Matched

ANN; With your brown eyes, it's perfect,
Ruth! But what about me, with gray eyes?

ANN: And they found proper cosmetic
shades depend on eye color, Ruth?

RUTH: Whether your eyes are gray, blue,
hazel or brown, the Marvelous people have
the right shades for you, Ann! They tested
^irls and women of every age and coloring —

RUTH: Yes! And so they created Marvelous
Powder, Rouge and Lipstick keyed to your
true personality color, the color that never
changes — the color of your eyes!

RUTH: You'll adore the rouge and lipstick,
too, Ann! Marvelous Rouge never gives

ANN: Marvelous gives a thrilling new beauty
instantly! You can get the Powder, Rouge,

that hard, "splotchy," artificial look . . .
just a soft, natural glow! And Marvelous
Lipstick goes on so smoothly — gives your
lips such lovely, long-lasting color!

Lipstick separately (Mascara, Eye Shadow,
too) but for perfect color harmony, get them
all! Just order by the color of your eyes! At
drug and department stores, only 55(5 each!

\_ /h

Makeup

is what

we've all been looking for, Ann! The powder is simply wonderful — clings for hours
— never cakes or looks "powdery"! Silksifted for perfect texture, it gives your skin
a beautiful suede-like finish!

{65$ in Canada)

MARVELOUS^WMAKEUP
KEYED
RICHARD

HUDNUT,

Bj

Richard

TO THE

COLOR

Depl. M, 693 Fifth Avenue, New

ilutlnul

OF YOUR

EYES!

York City

My eyes are Blue D Brown □ Gray □ Hazel D Name
Please send me my Marvelous
Matched
Makeup Kit — harmonizing shades of powder, Street— —
rouge and lipstick in generous trial sizes. I
enclose 10* to help cover mailing costs. City

FW-739
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JUAREZ — Warners
H

One of the most brilliant periods in
all of Mexico's color-splashed history
was the short reign of Maximilian. One
of the great love stories was the romance of Maximilian and Carlotta. One of
the inspiring tales of patriotism was the
life of Juarez. And all three are interwoven in this film, with the result that
no one story is told so fully as it deserves.
That the production is impressive, that
great care and thought have been lavished
on it, that huge audiences will be absorbed
by the particular timeliness of the theme
cannot be denied. But the fact that peo-

NONSPI
CREAM

*Zfa
Because

t

of an entirely

new ingredient never before used in a deodorant!
Whether you prefer cream deodorants for steady use, or for those occasions when a liquid is inconvenient,
you will welcome Nonspi Cream
for its outstanding advantages:
1. Checks both perspiration and odor
— from 1 to 3 days.
2. Feels and looks like velvety vanishing cream. Goes on easily — dries almost
instantly. Not greasy.
3. May be used directly after shaving.
4. Has a reaction approximating that
of the normal skin — so cannot injure
either skin or clothing.
5. Works on new principle— "adsorbs"
odors.
Be one of the first to take advantage
of this wonderful new discovery of
science! Get a generous jar of Nonspi
Cream — today. 5CK at drug or department stores. Also in liquid form.

ple leave the theatre asking, "What happened to Juarez?" "What happened to
Carlotta?" "What happened to the little
Crown Prince?" "What was Juarez before
he was President?" proves that the film
has gripping drama, but that even more
drama was crowded out than was packed
into its two hours.
The facts of this tragic chapter of history have singular appeal today, because
they deal with the conflict of two theories
of government, both exemplified by good
men with noble intentions.
Topping all other performances is the
work of Brian Aherne, who plays the
honorable, aristocratic, handsome Maximilian. Maximilian was a Hapsburg,
born to power. Tricked into believing that
the Mexican people wanted him for an
Emperor, he left Europe for the sunbaked plains of Mexico, hopeful of giving
peace and prosperity to a suffering people.
But, instead of welcome, he found resentment, suspicion, heavy sullenness, angry
determined rebellion. Aherne does a magnificent characterization of the idealistic
man, gentle, ill-advised, none too clever,
whose good intentions came to an end in
front of a firing squad wall in the blazing
tropic sun.

are so moved by it that they applaud in the
middle of the film. Granted that in very
few portions of the film is the heat and dirt
and violent contrast of the Mexican land
evident. But don't forget that the theme
of this film will be discussed within your
forget tofor
go. many months to come. Don't
hearing
— Warners
CONFESSIONS

OF A NAZI SPY

■

When the story of Nazi spy activities
broke on the front pages of newspapers afew months ago, most of us said,
"I can't believe it!" Then along came
G-man Leon G. Turrou's book, a factual
account of what he discovered when he
was assigned by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation to cover the cases. Such evidence cannot be questioned, but most of
us still feel like saying when we leave the
theatre where these adventures are shown
on the screen, "I still don't believe it."
However, there it is, and it would be
harder to find a more absorbing dramatization of a sensational series of facts.
The film follows Turrou's book closely.
There is no romance whipped up by imaginative writers, and dragged in just because films
supposedspoken
to have
interest."
A are
narrative,
by "love
John
Deering, links the separate incidents. Edward G. Robinson plays the part Torrou
took in real life, and gives it the quiet,
alert authority that I, who never have been
fortunate enough to meet a G-man, like
to think is typical of that service.

Bette Davis gives a powerful performance as Carlotta, especially in those
scenes when shadows of dread begin to
cloud her mind. Paul Muni wears a heavy
and effective make-up as Juarez, the
peasant who had nothing but an idea . . .
democracy . . . but who held to that idea so
unwaveringly that he changed the destiny of his country. The vast cast includes many striking performances, including that of John Garfield as Diaz,
Donald Crisp as head of the army, Claude
Rains as Napoleon, Gale Sondergaard as
Eugenie, Joseph Calleia, Gilbert Roland,
Henry O'Neill, Montagu Love and dozens
of other well-known actors.
Just now, a wise-crack made by one
young man who likes to laugh when he
goes to the movies is having a certain
vogue. "Sherman was right," he said after
it was all over. "Juarez hell." It's an irresistibly funny wise-crack, but don't let
it influence you to stay away from the
film. Granted, some of the dialogue is
wooden and incredibly literary, but don't
forget that audiences all over the country

12

MILLER

Photo by Charles Rhodes
Mary Lee Hartford, now Mrs. Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., smiles up at her husband
after their pretty wedding
ceremony

Gay for evening in summer

is Paulette

Goddard's striped skirt, big broad sash
and dainty little white chiffon
blouse

When you analyze the film (and that
certainly will not be during the showingit is too absorbing) you may find yourself
doubting that any one government would
assemble so many scarred faces, shifting
eyes, twitching mouths and brutal expressions in its spy service. And it is a little
hard to believe that a spy immediately
confesses all as soon as he is arrested.
But neither of those second thoughts
will injure the fascination of these pictured headlines, or the appreciation you
must give to Francis Lederer for his exceptional work as the wretched, flamboyant, poverty-stricken ego-maniac who was
dazzled by the prospect of being an international spy, wrote to a German newspaper to offer his services to his government, and, incredibly, was considered
seriously by his government.
, Put this one on the "Must" list. It is
interesting.
INVITATION

TO HAPPINESS

— Paramount
■

He was big, stubborn, conceited and
determined to win the heavyweight
championship. She was little, stubborn,
wealthy and determined to be his wife. It
makes a good start for a story when the
prizefighter is played by Fred MacMurray,
and the spoiled daughter of millions is
played by Irene Dunne.
Charlie Ruggles plays the manager
whose career is bound up with that of his
rough, ill-educated young fighter. When
he sells part of the boy's contract to an old
friend (William Collier, Sr.) things begin
to happen, because the old friend's daughter has her own ideas about how to train
for a big fight.
No one on the screen grows older during afilm with more grace and charm than
Irene Dunne. Perhaps for that reason the
latter part of the film has more reality
[Continued on page 58]
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Allan Jones and Irene Hervey, snapped on the side lawn of
their beautiful Bel-Air Stables which will be thrown open for
the Movieland
Tourists
at a cocktail
party this summer

YOU need not be an athlete,
however, to appreciate what a blessing
Tampax is to all classes of women— housewives,
travelers, students, business girls. The Tampax
principle of internal absorption, long known
to doctors, has already led women by the million to throw off old restrictions and adopt this
new method of monthly sanitary protection.
Tampax was perfected by a doctor; so ingeniously made that you are not even conscious
of wearing it. Only pure, long-fiber surgical
cotton is used in Tampax. Also note the sealed
hygienic applicator in which Tampax comes to
you. Using this, your hands do not even touch
the Tampax!
No bulking, no wrinkling with Tampax,
even in swim suits or sheerest formals. No disposal problems. Two sizes: Regular Tampax and
Junior Tampax. At drug stores; notion counters.
Introductory box, 20$. Average month's supply, 35 tf. As much as 25% saved by purchasing large economy package
Accepted for advertising by the
Journal of the
American Medical Association

forty.
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Next Stop Hollywood
Few tourists meet stars or see the
inside of studios, but here is a way for
you to make your vacation include
exciting glimpses behind the scenes

■

"Next stop— HOLLYWOOD!"
Imagine the tingling thrills of anticipation that will race up and down your
spine as the luxurious Movieland Special
— with you aboard — rolls swiftly down the
California coast, bound for the glamorous
land of make-believe. Think of the fun
and excitement you will experience when
you actually meet famous stars of cinemaland and are entertained by them in their
own homes.
You wouldn't want to miss a glorious
two weeks' vacation, climaxed by a threeday visit to movieland, would you? Well,
there's no reason why you should miss it.
HOLLYWOOD Magazine is offering you
two chances to join its famous Movieland
Tours this summer.

TAMPAX INCORPORATED
FWG-79
New Brunswick, N. J.
□ Send introductory box; 20$ enclosed (stamps, coins).
Size checked below.

HOLLYWOOD Magazine's Movieland
Tours were started several years ago in
answer to letters from hundreds of

□ Regular Tampax

readers, asking us: "How can I go to
Hollywood on my vacation this summer,
see everything and yet not spend very
much money?" Fawcett Publications,
publishers of HOLLYWOOD, enthusiastically went to work on the problem. And

□ Junior Tampax

□ Send Tampax booklet with diagrams— free.
Name
.
Address^
City
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_Stale_

ever since the first Movieland Tour this
unique vacation plan has been tremendously successful.
This year, the first Tour leaves Chicago
on Saturday, July 15, and returns exactly
two weeks later, on July 29. The second
Tour starts on August 5, also a Saturday,
and ends on August 19. Traveling in a
special train consisting of air-conditioned
dining and observation-lounge cars and
luxurious sleepers, you will cross the
western United States in leisurely comfort, pausing en route to enjoy the magnificent scenery and to visit points of historical interest. This is no hurried, hectic
trip; it is a carefully-planned, complete
vacation in which every detail has been
arranged to guarantee your utmost comfort and pleasure.
Arriving in Hollywood you will be escorted through the movie capital, taken
places and shown things not permitted the
casual visitor. With HOLLYWOOD Magazine as your Aladdin's Lamp, you will go
behind the scenes in the glamorous and
fascinating
capitol of motion
pictures.
Host and hostess for the first. Tour are

Allan Jones and his lovely young wife,
Irene Hervey. They have arranged a private cocktail party at their celebrated BelAir Stables for our Movieland Tourists,
and have invited many of their famous
friends in Cinemaland to help make it a
festive occasion.
Victor McLaglen has planned a grand
party for members of our second Movie land Tour on August 11. At his estate at
La Canada, Victor will entertain you in
person and will escort you around the
grounds whose famous acres house a private zoo and a breath-taking array of
thoroughbred horses.
During your three days in Hollywood
you will visit the sound stages, where you
will see stars enacting the roles soon to
become famous from coast to coast. You
will eat with them in studio commissaries and mingle with them after hours
in glittering Hollywood night spots.
As a special, added feature your favorite
fan magazine has this year arranged a
visit to the $50,000,00 Golden Gate International exposition at San Francisco. The
Movieland Special will drop its passengers
in Frisco and journey on to Sacramento
where, two days later, the Movieland
Tourists will rejoin it after a trip to the
spectacular exhibition on Treasure Island.
To increase your enjoyment by doubling
the scenic and historical highlights seen
on the train trip, the Movieland Special
will go to and return from the west coast
by entirely different routes. We can safely
say that no other vacation trip offers you
so much variety, so many thrills and experiences.
A word about expenses. To bring the
fascinating Movieland Tours within
reach of almost everyone, we have pared
expenses to the bone. The entire cost to
you — including railroad ticket and berth,
meals, motor transportation, side trips —
is no more than the price of a round-trip
ticket between Chicago and California!
There's still time to make your reservation for one of this year's two Movieland
Tours. But hurry! Clip out the coupon
accompanying this article and mail it
today. It will not place you under any
obligation whatsoever but it will bring
you complete information in the form of
a handsomely illustrated Movieland Tour
free booklet.

in the new Silhouetting Swim
Suits designed by B.V.DJ
True daughters of Neptune, the lovely young
girls who star in "Billy Rose's Aquacade— New
York World's Fair 1939." And every one of
them wears *B. V. D. Suits exclusively! The
reasons— form-fitting glamour and figure control
...flexible, buoyant fabrics and sparkling aquatic
colors. Wear them— and see for yourself !
Uplift Control— There's silhouette sorcery
in the bustline control of B. V. D. suits.
It's done with clever cut and exclusive
elastic design that raises and slenderizes the bust.
Midriff Sculpturing— Figure magic is yours
in every B. V. D. fabric— in every B. V. D.
suit that holds you firmly, comfortably
at
the waistline, makes you look slimas-a-stalk.
Evening Gown Brilliance — From the ballroom to the beach go the latest, loveliest evening gown lines in these stunning new B. V. D. swim suits — distinguished for their beauty and comfort.
Trunkline Triumph — B.V. D. trunks are
carefully cut, smoothly tailored with a
fullness that gives you ease and comfort—assures good looks— whether you
are active or indolent.

■

Half-Skirted and "strapless," this new swim suit in
lovely *B.V.D. Stitch features a high, tucked bustline for flattery, and cleverly hidden straps that tie,
halter-fashion, for active wear. $5.95.

Don't delay! Mail the coupon right now
and start making plans for the happiest
vacation you ever enjoyed!

MAIL THIS COUPON
MOVIELAND

TODAY

TOURS

360 North Michigan Boulevard
Chicago, III.
Without obligation on my part, send
me your complete, illustrated booklet describing the Movieland Tours.

Name

SWIM

Address
City
State

H-2

Eleanor Holm, lovely star of Billy Rose's
N. Y. World's Fair Aquacade, wears a swim
suit of lustrous *"Sea Satin" by *B.V.D.
in a gay and lovely Dogwood print. $6.95.

SUITS

*R««r. U. S.

THE

B.
V.D.

CORPORATION,

EMPIRE

STATE

BUILDING,

NEW

YORK

CITY
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Three Smart Girls

Mad About Music

100 Men and a Girl

Deanna Durbin's
Contest
Here is your chance to win delightful prizes. Read the simple
rules on this page, fill in the
coupon and make your try for
one of llean na's pretty costumes

H

Deanna Durbin has made five
outstanding pictures. All have
delighted audiences and have won
enormous popularity for the little
singing star. And one reason her
popularity continues is that each
film is different. Which of her films
did you like best, and why? Deanna
would like to know, and she is offering prizes for the most interesting
answers to the questions. Weigh
your opinions carefully. They may
influence the studio in its choice of
a story to follow After School Days
which Deanna is making now, and
First Love in which she plays soon.
Read the rules carefully, fill out
the coupon,
and see if you
can't
win
one
of the handsome
prizes
shown
on these pages.

RULES
1. Across the top of these two pages
are pictures
Deanna's
films.
It will befrom
a hard
choice, five
but
decide which film gave you the most
pleasure. Fill in the coupon at the
top of the right-hand page, and tell
in no more than twenty words why

FIRST
16

PRIZE

Manufactured
by
Horowitz and Duherman

FOURTH and FIFTH
PRIZES
Made

by

Ideal

Novelty

Co.

SEVENTH
Made

PRIZE

by Herz and Kory

EIGHTH
Made

PRIZE

by Parkdale Perfume

Co.

Deanna

Durbin Contest

HOLLYWOOD
Magazine
1501 Broadway,
New

York City.

My favorite picture in which Deanna
has appeared

Durbin

is

because

Three Smart Girls Grow Up

That Certain Age
you liked one certain film the best. Don't
feel that you have to use twenty words.
If you can tell your reason better in fewer
words, you have just as good a chance at
winning a prize.
2. The contest is open to all with the exception of employees of Fawcett Publications and their families.
3. All entries must be mailed no later
than July 20, 1939.
4. Deanna Durbin and the Editors of
HOLLYWOOD Magazine will be sole
judges. Entries will not be returned.
5. Originality and neatness will be considered in selecting the winning entries.
6. Duplicate prizes will be awarded in
case of ties.

PRIZES
GRAND PRIZE— In addition to one of the
suits described on opposite page, the person submitting the very best of all answers
will receive the music case which Deanna
carried in her last film, Three Smart Girls
Grow Up. It is battered from use before
the cameras. It shows signs of hard usage
under the hot lights, but it is autographed
by Deanna herself, and it is a souvenir to
treasure.
FIRST PRIZE— Two clever young ladies
will be able to go back to school in stunning Deanna Durbin suits like the one
illustrated in the drawing. The coat, with
smart boxed shoulders, is tailored of beige
and brown rough [Continued on page 60]

Listerine Antiseptic gets beneath surface symptoms . . •
attacks Pityrosporum ovale.. . the germ which causes dandruff
How many times have you treated yourself
for dandruff, with only momentary relief?
How many times have you longed to rid yourself of its disgusting flakes?
Science has discovered a new method to replace these old fashioned methods which
merely affect surface symptoms. Research
men know that dandruff is a germ disease and
the way to get rid of it is to kill the germ.
And now clinical records prove that Listerine
Antiseptic, famous for so long as a mouth
wash and gargle, kills the dandruff germ . . .
and by actually removing the cause of the
disease usually banishes dandruff.

LISTERINE

Street

City
State

My dress size is
My hat size is
My favorite color is

Pityrosporum ovale, the germ that
causes dandruff, magnified many times.

Try a Listerine Antiseptic treatment today.
So clean. So easy. So delightfully invigorating.
And you'll be amazed by its effectiveness.
Your hair will took cleaner and feel healthier. Your scalp will begin to tingle with new
invigoration. Those ugly dandruff scales will
begin to disappear as if by magic. Don't put
off your first delightful Listerine Antiseptic
treatment another day! And even after dandruff has disappeared, use Listerine Antiseptic at regular intervals to guard against
re-infection.
Lambert Pharmacal Company
St. Louis, Missouri

THE PROVED
TREATMENT

Name

FOR

DANDRUFF

THE

TREATMENT

MEN: Douse Listerine Antiseptic
on the scalp at least once a day.
women: Part the hair at various places, and apply Listerine
Antiseptic right along the part
with a medicine dropper, to avoid
wetting the hair excessively.
Always follow with vigpersistent
massageorouswithandfingers
or a good
hair brush.
But don't
expect overnight
results,
because germ conditions
fast.
cannot be cleared up that
Genuine Listerine Antiseptic is guaranteed not
to bleach
the hair or affect texture.
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His thrilling, exciting, romantic youth...
wrestling, fighting, telling funny stories,
falling in love! A picture stirring with
its drama, romance, action, emotion!
murder . . . and between
them and the gallows . . .
the youthful backwoods
attorney for the defense...
ABE LINCOLN!

HENRY

Twentieth

Century-Fox

presents

DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S
production of

ALICE

with
MARJORIE

ARLEEN

FONDA -BRADY- WEAVER • WHELAN
EDDIE COLLINS • PAULINE MOORE
RICHARD CROMWELL • DONALD MEEK
JUDITH DICKENS • EDDIE QUILLAN
A Cosmopolitan Production
Directed by John Ford
Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan
Original Screen Play by Lamar Trotti
18

Has Hedy Lamarr
A brilliant discussion of
three circumstances which
have threatened a career

3 Strikes

gainst Her?
By

CLIFF

TAYLOR

tiful Viennese lassie whose name
overnight represented glamour
to countless millions: Hedy
Lamarr.
Let's listen in on the grandstand experts:
Some
ing fromsay
firstthat
basethewascoachbad,
There is another group of
sour-visaged experts who
shrug their shoulders and
say: "The kid got too big a

S

build-up.
Shelong
didn't
stay
in the minors
enough.
She has the stuff but she

I*
"// should

have

just isn't ready for the big league
And then there is the group,

been

triple!"
"A triple? You're crazy —
/'/ should have been a homer!"
"Something it wrong. Why,
any other player. . . ."
■

No, folks, it isn't the boys
in back of first base at the

Yankee Stadium you're listening to. And it's not the bleacherites at Wrigley Field or Shibe
Park, or even the Polo Grounds.
It's Hollywood, and the voices
are just a few of the ten thousand grandstand experts who
can tell you exactly what was
wrong and whose fault it was
the moment a boner has been
pulled.
Sometimes they're right and
sometimes they're wrong, but
like grandstand experts the
world over, the Hollywood variety can be counted on to
make plenty of noise. And

gloomiest of all — yet wise in the
ways of Hollywood — which simply mutters: "Three strikes is
out." And Hedy Lamarr has
three strikes on her already!"
What
do .they mean —
"Three
Let's, on
as her?"
they say in Washington,
strikes
have a look at the record.
First, there was Ecstasy. This was
the picture, you recall, that first
yet!"Lamarr-conscious.
made the world
Produced in Germany, Ecstasy received world-wide attention when
Hedy's
millionaire
husband — who
disliked the idea of his wife swimming before millions of people without benefit of even the flimsiest kind of a
bathing suit — tried to buy up all the existing prints of the picture — and failed.
It
was the picture that caused the American
censors to gird their loins and rush forth
to meet it, halfway in the middle of the
Atlantic Ocean, with a firm and resounding: "No!" (It was shown, eventually, but
not until the censors had gotten in a
healthy workout with the big snippers) .
Hedy herself didn't seem very proud
of her debut as an international glamour

maybe you think they're not
raising the roof these days! It isn't Dizzy
Dean or Hank Greenberg or Schoolboy

girl. When she arrived in Hollywood, reporters found her reticent about Ecstasy.
"I was ver-ee young," she murmured

Rowe they're howling about, although
that's the impression you might get at
first if you didn't know your Hollywood
baseball. No, sir! It's a young rookie
that is causing the commotion, a kid who
was supposed to have things on the ball
that nobody else had, a kid who was
going to make Old Man Public forget all
about the great ones of the past, a beau-

apologetically.
"Theyafter
did not
me what
I had to do until
the tell
picture
had

!&•*/ B

started, so. . . ." And the reporters liked
her. They liked the idea that she wanted
to forget Ecstasy and make a new success
in Hollywood, and they thought she was
a pretty bright girl — because they knew,
that while Ecstasy was an international
sensation, it
[Continued on page 64]
Hedy LaMarr just has been given the
.title role in Lady of the Tropics and
the public is hoping for a home run
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Above, King Louis XIV of France and his twin
brother meet for the first time and marvel at the
likeness. Louis Hayward plays both parts. Below,
weighted down by the horrible mask, the political
prisoner is led by guards to his cell in the Bastille
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DEAR

EDITOR:

Life on the movieland extra front is certainly wonderful!
Here I am, sitting at home in one of those tumble-down shacks
near the S. P. Railroad tracks and feeling — for two good reasons —
almost as happy as a loving Hollywood wife who has just won a
divorce (with alimony, of course) from her night-clubbing
hubby. First, because I've finally succeeded in combing the last
few grains of Yuma, Arizona, desert sand out of my whiskers and
pulled the last of the cacti spines out of the patched seat of my
patched britches. And second, because I've made up my mind
(such as it is) never again to accept any extra work as violent
as the "location" soldiering I had to do as a member of the
French Foreign Legion in Paramount's latest screen version of
Beau Geste.
As I say, there I was sitting as contented as a Carnation cow
at ease in a field of alfalfa with plenty of legal tender in my money
belt and with no worries about when and where my next square
meal was coming from when —
The telephone bell rang and before I could say, "Whoosit
speaking please?" into the receiver, the soft, sweet, and gentle
voice of my girl friend who works at Central Casting said: "Mr.
Barrymore, I presume? No, don't stop me. You scram over to
the Edward Small Prbductions and see the casting director. He's
testing for extras to do some fancy fencing in The Man in the
Iron Mask."
Well, you know me — or should by now. I "scrammed" as the
little lady wished, and pretty soon I was talking to David Werner,

the casting director, and a minute or so later I was talking to
Fred Cavens, the guy who was to coach the extras in the fencing
scenes. This Cavens, by the way, is one of the world's greatest
fencing masters and has been since he was a kid of 18 when he
was a pupil in the Military Normal Fencing School of the Belgian
Army. Fred asked me if I had ever fenced and I said not since
I helped my old man string barb wire around the back forty.
But extra fencers were hard to get (Fred needed more than 300,
I found out later) and so he said, "Okay, we'll see what you can
do;" and told me to report in the afternoon for rehearsals which
sounded rather silly to me because I had an idea that all you had
to do in one of these sword-waving scenes was to stand in one
spot and keep poking and pecking away at your opponent until
the director said, "Cut!" But was I dumb! This Cavens guy
rehearsed us all that afternoon and all the next day. The whole
business was designed just like a ballet routine. Cavens even
had marks drawn on the floor to indicate where we were to
stand, how many steps to take backward, forward, and sideways
while we lunged with those long, razor-edged rapiers. And it
was all quite necessary, I could see, because the set on which
the fight was to take place would be crowded with fighting men,
and, if one of them was to become unduly confused or excited
during the brawl, he'd more than likely get slithered with cold
steel and I, for one at least, didn't "fency" that.
■

Now, in order to establish the reason of this sequence I'd
better pause for a moment and give you a bit of historical
background.
Philippe, the twin brother of Louis XIV (both roles played
by Louis Hayward and played so well that Edward Small should
give the young man a double salary) has been reared in the little
town of Tartas, Gascony, by D'Artagnan (played by Warren
William and exceedingly well, if you ask me) and his Three
Musketeers (Alan Hale as Porthos, Miles Mander as Aramis, and
Bert Roach as Athos — a swell trio of swashbucklers, believe you
me) . Philippe knows nothing of his royal parentage. D'Artagnan
has been given the little town of Tartas, tax-free, for taking care
of the youngster. Now for the fireworks! Louis XIV, being a
profligate, a royal no-good, in addition to being a blue-blooded
soandso, sends out a company of soldiers to collect taxes in
Gascony. Eventually they arrive in Tartas and bust into
D'Artagnan's home just when D'Artagnan is giving a birthday
dinner in honor of Philippe's 22nd birthday. The Three Musketeers
are there along with a number of D'Artagnan's palsy-walsys.
When the soldiers come crowding in, everybody choses up sides,
selects an opponent, and starts in from scratch to do a bit of plain

Above, the King with his minister (Joseph Schildkraut) watch the secret forging of the iron mask.
Below, Joan Bennett as Maria Theresa suffers the
embraces of the king in order to get key which locks
the iron mask over head of the mysterious prisoner

and fancy anatomy carving. D'Artagnan and his Three Musketeers
have a field day. Philippe joins in the fun and accounts for several of the armed tax collectors. As for me, I'm NO account ON
account of my getting all mixed up in my instructions and don't
know whether I'm supposed to get killed or stay alive during the
melee. So I just stand there and keep parrying and thrusting
while the battle rages.
In no time at all the fight is raging upstairs as well as down and
ever so often, when I'd look up, I'd see some soldier toss a
D'Artagnan follower over the balustrade or vice versa, as the
case might be. And when I say "toss" I really mean toss! Those
burly guys actually flew through the air and despite the fact that
large safety nets had been provided to catch 'em when they lit,
four
ankles.of 'em suffered fractured wrists and sprained backs and
After a while it began to look as though some of the boys were
really playing for keeps. I was sure of it when Director Whale
yelled "Cut!" because the guy who was pecking away at me
hauled off and obeyed instructions to the letter by taking a threeinch slice of white meat off my left shoulder! If Director Whale
had yelled "Cut!" the second time the chances are that my opponent would have gleefully run that elongated, over-sized
knitting needle of his right through my middle! As it was the
studio sawbones sewed me up and like the brave fellow I am,
I stayed on the job the next five days — this being the time it took
to complete the fighting sequences.
■

I forgot to tell you that beginning with the second day's shooting Director Whale decided to usher in an era of extreme
formality. Up until then everybody was calling everybody else
by first names, and getting very friendly indeed. But around
lunch time of the second day Director
[Continued on page 37]
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Self-Made Siren
She looks like a lovely little
blond doll, but she is one of
the most brilliant business
women in the world, and this
writer predicts that she eould
be one of the greatest sirens
By PAUL
■

K AIM

I

Sonja Henie has talked about everything,

or most everything. She's talked about
money, very knowingly, about Hollywood,
about her
a skater.
con-in
fessed she prowess
has neveras been
in love,She's
really
love, that we know her past and that her
future will be ice, always brilliant, sparkling ice.
But a woman so shrewd as she always has
something untold about her. Something she

The big portrait at the top shows the sophisticated beauty that can
be Sonja Heme's, if she wishes to accent it. Below, before stardom
with her trainer at St. Moritz. Center, she is shown in the white costume which she wore in her ice revue this winter. Right, in the black
costume her face shows that touch of Viking determination so
important
in her career.
Her next picture is Second
Fiddle

wouldn't tell about herself, that she couldn't.
When I saw the opening of her revue in
Hollywood, it took me right back to where
Sonja and this whole thing started for me.
While I was watching the troupe of a hundred
skaters in the Rimsky-Korsakof Snow
Maiden ballet, I took my hat off to her mentally and said, "Sonja, gal, you've done it!
It's off to you!"
The feeling was similar to that sort of warm
pride that fills you
[Continued on page 54]

By

EMILY

NORRIS

■

Quivering excitement gripped the audience that
. crammed the Hollywood theatre where the broadcast neared its close.
Everybody was there — not only
producers and talent scouts from the studios, not only the
stars and directors who acted as judges, but also, in full
array, the mothers and fathers, aunts, cousins, and fiercely
loyal friends . . . those who had come early enough to get
seats.
Three hundred late arrivals were bunched on the sidewalk at the entrance.
In pairs, the four young men and four
"finals" after thirteen weeks of sifting
2,400 contestants throughout the country —
dramatic skits before the microphone, and

girls — selected for the
and elimination from
had gone through their
retired off stage, knees

shaking, to await the judges' decision. The audience rustled
once, and then sat deathly still.
That decision! It meant the difference between going back
home or staying in wonderful Hollywood, with a chance at stardom. It meant the difference between leaving that theatre as
a nobody, or as the bright new screen personality who had

captured a six months' contract with RKO-Radio Studios at
$125 a week, plus a seven years' contract with options if you
made good; plus a role immediately in the picture, Career; plus
what the make-up department, beauticians, and wardrobe designers could do for you. The difference, in short, between minus
— and unlimited plus.
Sh-hh! Jesse Lasky, the producer, was speaking. The whole
23
thing had been his idea — "The Gateway to Hollywood" air program— in order to find new talent for the movies. You had to
be an amateur to enter the contest, [Continued on page 49]

That Scarlett Woman
Leslie Howard discusses the famous heroine
of Gone With the Wind and decides that she
is very much like many of the girls of today!
By
■

"But what people seem to overlook is
that Scarlett was so modern!" said
Leslie Howard, rigged out nattily (according to the year 1861) in the habiliments of Ashley Wilkes for the opening
sequences of that Gone With the Wind
picture; "Scarlett Q'Hara was a new-

JESSIE

HENDERSON
actress who so nimbly exchanged her
London accent for the soft dialect of
Georgia.
In his character of Ashley, Leslie
Howard had just declined as courteously
as possible Scarlett's offer of marriage;
explained that he loved Melanie Hamilton
(Olivia de Havilland) whom he was soon
to marry. The tempestuous tete-a-tete
had taken place in the library of the
Wilkes mansion, a portico of which could
be glimpsed among the tall trees. Howard,
collapsing in a chair outside his portable
trailer dressing room, loosened his high
collar and stock. Refusing Scarlett anything involved
quite a strain!
"Possibly my idea of Scarlett differs from that of some
people," Howard conceded. His cultivated voice formed a
musical undercurrent to the yells of prop boys and the
harsh directions that boomed from time to time through

fashioned girl in an old-fashioned setting.
She was a 1939 sub-deb. ... in hoopskirts."
As he spoke, Scarlett herself tripped
daintily across the lawn in hoopskirts of
pale green silk, her dark little head tilted
at a proud slant. The lawn was in Busch
Gardens, Pasadena, where the Selznick
company was on location for this picnicbarbecue scene at Twelve Oaks, the
Wilkes estate. And Scarlett, of course,
was Vivien Leigh, the bright-eyed English

the loud-speaker system.

"But I've studied her carefully.

Olivia de Havilland, as the gentle Melanie,
gets a final touch-up from Hazel Rogers

7*

a fit of pique she married apple-cheeked Charles
Hamilton, Melanie's brother. Later she married
Frank Kennedy, because she needed a few
hundred dollars. And after his death, she
married Rhett Butler who, despite her consuming love, walked out.
"Naturally, if the Civil War hadn't come
along," Howard was saying, "Scarlett might
not have developed into quite the clever
business Woman and the shrewd opportunist which she became. But, mind you,
those characteristics were there all the
time; ready to unfold under the right
conditions. I've said Scarlett was ruthless. I'm wondering if all really great
women — and she had elements of greatness— weren't ruthless, too. Perhaps
they have to be. Queen
Elizabeth,
Catherine of Russia . . .
"Nevertheless, Scarlett is a character whom women admire more than
men do. Oh, yes, I believe that.
Women like her because she does
what she pleases, and often gets the
better of
[Continued on page 57]
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I think I'm right. She was fascinating,
even more for some vital quality in her character
than for her beauty. She would do what she set out to do,
no matter if in doing it she went to her own destruction. You admire
her determination, and her courage. When things went wrong, she
didn't submit. She smashed and hammered till she rearranged
them or found a way out.
"But no man could endure Scarlett for a lifetime. She would
drive him mad. She was ruthless, dazzling, and hard. Even
Rhett Butler leaves her, you know. There, is some indication
in the book that he may come back — but I don't think he did."
The blue Howard eyes strayed to the gay barbecue now in
full swing. It's nice that the picture is in Technicolor. Ladies
in wide, long gowns of rose and carmine, saffron and violet
and peacock, sat at the picnic tables with men in dusky
browns and reds and heliotropes. Negro servants ran
about with great silver trays on which mounds of food
were balanced. Children in quaint miniatures of the
grown-up costumes rolled hoops in and out among
the tables, and among the flowering shrubs that
formed the graceful background.
"Of course, I don't mean that modern women
are necessarily ruthless and hard," Leslie Howard
explained. "When I say that Scarlett was modern,
I mean that she didn't bow to fate or remain
quietly at home weeping for what she wanted.
She went right out and tried to get it. She had
a fine confidence in her own ability, a thoroughly up-to-date self-reliance.
"In her day, it wasn't the thing for a
woman
to be aggressive, you know.
A woman
didn't go out into the world and fight for what she
wanted, whether it was a livelihood or anything else. The
nice girl stayed at home, very ladylike, and married well."
The thought impinged that Scarlett certainly tried persistently
enough to make what she considered an advantageous marriage. She was
sixteen, wasn't she, when Ashley Wilkes declined her proposal, and, in

t'
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Clark Gable as the dashing, provocative
Rhett Butler, has been a popular choice
for the role from the start of casting

Leslie Howard in the tattered uniform of
Ashley Wilkes, discusses nuances of a
Southern accent with Miss Susan Myrick
of Georgia who is keeping R's off the set

That Scarlett Woman
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Leslie Howard diNcasses ■ •»«- famous heroine
of Gone With the Wind and decides thai she
is very inueh like ninny of the girls of today!
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"But what people seem to overlook is
that Scarlett was so modern!" said
Leslie Howard, rigged out nattily (according to the year 1861) in the habiliments of Ashley Wilkes for the opening
sequences of that Gone With the Wind
picture;

"Scarlett

O'Hnra

was

a new-
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fashioned girl in an old-fashioned setting.
She was a 1939 sub-deb. ... in hoopskirts."
As he spoke, Scarlett herself tripped
daintily across the lawn in hoopskirts of
pale green silk, her dark little head tilted
at a proud slant. The lawn was in Busch
Gardens, Pasadena, where the Selznick
company was on location for this picnicbarbecue scene at Twelve Oaks, the
Wilkes estate. And Scarlett, of course,
was Vivien Leigh, the bright-eyed English

actress who so nimbly exchanged her
London accent for the soft dialect of
Georgia.
In his character of Ashley, Leslie
Howard had just declined as courteously

as possible
Scarlett's offer of marriageexplaine
d that
he loved Melanie Hamilton
(Olivia de Havilland) whom he was soon
to marry. The tempestuous tete-a-tete
had taken place in the library of the
Wilkes mansion, a portico of which could
be glimpsed among the tall trees. Howard,
collapsing in a chair outside his portable
trailer dressing room, loosened his high
collar and stock. Refusing Scarlett anything involved
quite a strain!
"Possibly my idea of Scarlett differs from that of some
people," Howard conceded. His cultivated
formed a
musical undercurrent to the yells of prop voice
boys and the
harsh directions that boomed from time to time through
the loud-speaker system. "But I've studied her carefully.
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ter whom women admire mole than
men do. Oh. yes. I believe that
Women like her because she does
what she pleases, and often get, the
better of
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I think I'm right. She was fascinating,
even more for some vital quality in her character
than for her beauty. She would do what she set out to do
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..f c.-..rBi„ „i„, ;„ keeplni R'» otT the ici

those characteristics were there nil" the
time; ready to unfold under the right
conditions. I've said Scarlett was ruthless. Im wondering if all reallv great
women— and she had elements of greatness—weren't ruthless, too. Perhaps
they have to be. Queen Elisabeth
Catherine of Russia . . .
"Nevertheless, Scarlett is a charac-

iii;mm:iisov

The O'Hara Family, before the war: Left to
right, Thomas Mitchell, Vivien Leigh, Barbara

7

aHamilto
fit of pique she marned apple-cheeked Charles
n. Melanie', brother. Later die
Frank Kennedy, because she needed married
i few
hundred dollars. And after his death
she
married
Rhett
Butler
who. despite her 'consuming love, walked out.
"Naturally, if the Civil War hadn't
come
along " Howard was saying. "Scarlett
might
not have developed into quite the clever
business woman and the shrewd
tunist which she became. But, mindopporyou,

Olivia de Havilland, as the gentle Melanie,
gels a final touch-up from Hazel Rogers

1

no
if mtion,
doingand
it she
to her own destruction. You admire'
her matter
determina
her went
courage.
When things went wrong she
didnt submit. aShe
and hammered till she rearranged
out.
way smashed
them or found
"But no man could endure Scarlett for a lifetime. She would
drive him mad. She was ruthless, dazzling, and hard.
Even
Rhett Butler leaves her, you know. There is some indication
in the book that he may come back— but I don't think he did."
The blue Howard eyes strayed to the gay barbecue now in
full swing. It's nice that the picture is in Technicolor. Ladies
in wide, long gowns of rose and carmine, saffron and violet
and peacock, sat at the picnic tables with men in dusky
browns and reds and heliotropes, Negro servants ran
about with great silver trays on which mounds of food
Children in quaint miniatures of the
were balanced.
grown-up costumes rolled hoops in and out among
the flowering shrubs that
among
tables,
the
background.
graceful
the and
formed

'
/

fcJ

//

Of course, I don't mean that modern women
are necessarily ruthless and hard," Leslie Howard
explained. "When I say that Scarlett was modern,
I mean that she didn't bow to fate or remain
quietly at home weeping for what she wanted.
She went right out and tried to get it. She had
a fine confidence in her own ability, a thoroughly up-to-date self-reliance.
"In her day, it wasn't the thing for a
woman
to be aggressive, you know.
A woman
didn't go out into the world and fight for what she
wanted, whether it was a livelihood or anything else. The
nice girl stayed at home, very ladylike, and married well."
The thought impinged that Scarlett certainly tried persistently
enough to make what she considered an advantageous marriage. She was
sixteen, wasn't she, when Ashley Wilkes declined her proposal, and. in

Clark Gable o< the <.u»<.,ng, pi
Kh.-u Butler, ha* been a popnl
for lhe role from the ntarl c.

,, ehole
ovocnllve
f tailing

In the circle, George Brent is taking the oath
of allegiance at the Bureau of Naturalization

Hollywood Salutes

Volunteer Americans
Anthony Quinn

Fourth of .Inly Greetings to
the men and women who
were born in other lands
but who have decided to
become American citizens
■

Olympe Bradna

Marlene Dietrich
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Rav

Wendy

Millanrl

Barrie

For three nights, no lights had shone
in the city. The once gay, crowded
boulevards of a Continental capitol were
almost deserted. Here and there a tiny
crack of light sliced the vast blackness
of a towering apartment house, then
vanished quickly as a hand within the
room drew the protective blanket over
the window once more.
This was Prague of September, 1938,
a Prague that waited fearfully, with bated
breath and pounding heart, for the great
gray bombing planes to roar out of the
west and destroy it in a final, dreadful
holocaust. This sleepless city of darkness
and silence was the once proud capital
of little Czechoslovakia, deserted now by
its powerful friends, abandoned to the
gray-clad columns which inevitably would

come lumbering through the streets in
trucks and tanks and on hobnailed boots
to swallow up the 20-year-old country.
Behind closed doors and blanketed
windows the men and women and children
of Prague waited — waited — waited for the
threatening war clouds to burst, unleashing torrents of slim steel raindrops filled
with deadly explosives. And 7,000 miles
away another Czech — one who, but for
the accident of genius, might have been
with his compatriots in this city of dreadful night — also waited, waited, waited for
news of the destruction of his birthplace.
On the stage of the great Prague
Academy of Dramatic Arts which, dark
and empty,
bombers,with
he
had
studiedawaited
acting.Hitler's
Graduating
honors he had secured a small part in a
play running at the old Deutsches Theatre,
receiving the American equivalent of $1.20
a week. To keep body and soul together
he had worked by day, sweeping the
floors and washing the windows of a nondescript department store which this
moment was tightly shuttered against the
impending air raid.
And now, at 32, at the peak of his brilliantly successful [Continued on page 42]
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TODAY'S

NEW

SKIN

wiatw
In England, The Lady Rosemary Gresham, daughter of the 21st
Earl of Erroil, has cared for her skin with Pond's since her school
days. She says: "Pond's is as perfect as ever for cleansing and
softening my skin!"

CARE

IT Vf^f

Montreal — The Hon. Ann Shaughnessy, daughter of
the late Lord Shaughnessy. With English and Amerithe new skin care — "skincheers
can sportswomen,
vitamin"
in Pond's sheCold
Cream.

CREAM

N-VITAMIN"
EXTRAINTO"SKI
THEIR SKIN*
In Canada — Mrs. Robert W.Armstrong, of Toronto, goes to Lake
Muskoka for fishing. " 'Skin-vitamin' in Pond's is an added reason
for banking on this grand cream!"

A Roosevelt smiles from the springboard! The former Anne Clark says:
"Now that it's known 'skin-vitamin' is
necessary to skin health, it's great to
have it in Pond's."

SOCIETY
BEAUTlEi

use

ID'S

In Britain, in Canada and in the
U n ited States , smart society women are
quick to grasp the meaning of the new
skin care. Vitamin A, the "skin-vitamin"
so necessary to skin health, is now in
Titled English Horsewoman — The
Lady Cynthia Williams, daughter of
the Earl of Guilford, often visits
America — one of many British peeresses who praise the new skin care.

It's American to skate! Mrs. Nicholas
R. du Pont, of Wilmington, often joins
her friends at a private rink. She has
always used Pond's to give make-up
that winning sparkle.

♦Statements concerning the effects of the "skin-vitamin" applied to the skin are based upon
medical literature and teBts on the skin of animals following an accepted laboratory method.

every
jar ofthis
Pond's
Coldbecomes
Cream. rough
Skin
that lacks
vitamin
and dry. But when "skin-vitamin" is
restored, it helps make skin soft and
smooth again.
Use Pond's night and morning and
before make-up. Same jars, same labels,
same prices.
Copyright. 1989, Pond's Extract Company
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In this article, Adolphe Menjou discusses marriage with
some authority, for he has made three trips to the altar.
Left, with his first wife, the brilliant newspaper woman,
Katharine Conn Tinsley. Below, with his second wife,
the lovely actress, Kathryn Carver. And in the full length
picture, with the third Mrs. Menjou, (Verree Teasdale)

Adolphe Menjou fights back at the
theory that the little woman's homecooked dinner ever iron promotion
for hubby from the hard-boiled boss
By

DORA

ALBERT

■

All of us have heard women say. "Behind every
successful man there's a woman who's responsible
for his success." Frequently men themselves have said
the same thing — particularly men in love. We all know
of men who have been weaklings and failures all their
lives, but who tell the girls with whom they're in love
that everything will be different after the wedding.
And miraculously enough, once in a while things are
different.
And we have all heard of wives who are brilliant
hostesses, who entertain the husband's friends with so
much graciousness and charm that those friends in turn
do everything they can to help the husbands. And a
thousand short stories have been written to prove that
the man who gets ahead is the one whose wife invites
the boss for a home-cooked
[Continued on page 52]

Tommy's life is one big Success Story!
CHAPTER

1. THE

FIRST YEAR:

FOODS

STRAINED

CLAPP'S

17 VARIETIES

"Baby specialists approve of Clapp's," says
Tommy Malek's mother. "Did you know that
Clapp's is the only large company that makes
nothing but baby foods? Clapp's has been making them longer, too— 18 years.

"The way that baby grew! My neighbors
couldn't get over it. There was one time when
he tripled his weight in 5 months. Yet he was
solid, too— strong as a baby bear.
"You knew to look at him that he was getting
plenty of vitamins and minerals in his Clapp's
Foods. And appetite. '...his dish would be empty

"They've always worked with doctors. Each
Clapp's food has a texture suggested by doctors
to suit babies best. They surely suited Tommy!..."

almost as soon as it was filled!"

CHAPTER

YEARS:

2. RUNABOUT

CLAPP'S

Every food requested and approved
by doctors. Pressure-cooked, smoothly
strained but not too liquid— a real advance over the bottle. The Clapp Company—first to make baby foods— has
had 18 years' experience in this field.
Soups —Vegetable Soup • Beef Broth
Liver Soup • Unstrained Baby Soup
Strained Beef with Vegetables
Vegetables — Tomatoes • Asparagus
Spinach• Mixed
• Peas Greens
• Beets • Carrots • Green
Beans
Fruits — Apricots • Prunes • Apple Sauce
Cereal - Baby Cereal

CHOPPED

FOODS

11

VARIETIES

More coarsely divided foods for children who have outgrown Strained
Foods. Uniformly chopped and seasoned, according to the advice of child
specialists. Made by the pioneer company in baby foods, the only one which
specializes exclusively in foods for babies and young children.
Soups —Vegetable Soup

"Food dislikes? Not a one I Babies often do
get the stubbornest notions when the time comes
for coarser foods. But Tommy slid onto his new
Clapp's Chopped Foods like a charm.
"No lumps or stems, you see— these foods are
evenly cut, though coarse, just as doctors advise
for toddlers. And since they had the same good
flavors as Clapp's Strained Foods, they made
the same big hit!"

Junior Dinners— Beef with Vegetables •Lamb with Vegetables • Liver
with Vegetables

"A big menu and well -planned — that's another reason why Tommy eats and grows so well
on Clapp's. He has 11 kinds of Chopped Foods,
including those hearty new Junior Dinners that
combine meat, vegetables, and cereals.
"We're a family of Clapp's fans— now baby
sister's getting Strained Foods. I tell other
mothers, 'If you want your baby to have the
best, it's worth while insisting on Clapp's!' "

Vegetables — Carrots • Spinach
Beets • Green Beans • Mixed Greens
Fruits — Apple Sauce • Prunes
Free Booklets —Send for valuable
information on the feeding of babies
and young children. Write to Harold
H. Clapp, Inc., 777 Mount Read Blvd.,
Rochester, N. Y.

BABY
STRAINED

FOR

BABIES

.

CHOPPED

FOR

YOUNG

CHILDREN
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Pick Your
Astrological

Twin
By

\OM
HOWARD
(ASTRO- ANALYST)

Bette
Davis
Determined,
Aggressive,
siastic. energetic, enthu-

PERSONAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Ardent, termined
courto get
and dewhat sheageous
wants.

EMOTIONAL

ii

read up, and see if the description doesn't
fit you quite closely.
It will not fit you exactly, any more than
it describes exactly the star whose picture
appears at the top, because every horoscope
is made up of a combination of at least ten
planetary influences. To make an exact
reading, the day and hour of birth is essential information for the astro-analyst.
However, the position of the sun in every
horoscope gives fundamental characteristics, so it is possible to base a general
analysis of personality on the sun position.
If your birthday fails very close to the dividing line, on May 19, for instance, you
will find that you resemble Alice Faye in
some characteristics, Jeanette MacDonald
in others. Astrology is an intricate study,
and very seldom does one person have the
unqualified attributes of the sign. However,
you will be amazed when you see how many
of the qualities of their signs fit your
friends. The actresses chosen for this chart
were selected because they are typical in a
general fashion of their signs, though individual charts would reveal many variants
according to the hour and the place of birth.

Faithful,
possessive and
sentimental.

CHARACTERISTICS
The least said
about
it, the
better. But she
works fast.

HOMEMAKING
What is your birth-date?
If you want to discover which movie star
you resemble most closely, find your sign
of the Zodiac at the bottom of the chart,

tenacious,
liberate. de-

QUALIFICATIONS

HOW

SHE

Almost
impossible to defeat,
and willing to
tackle anything.

MEETS

TROUBLE
Frequently

HOW

spends
more
than
she makes
and always
est thing.
wants the new-

SHE SPENDS
MONEY

If she - wants

ATTITUDE

TOWARD

GIFTS TO MAKE

MEN

HER

HAPPY

HER

HOBBIES

him,about
she showisn't
coy
ardoring it,isbut
apt her
to
cool quickly
and flame for
someone
else.

Her habits of
mind are fixed
and neither
trouble
nor
success change
them.

Expects to get
full value for
every
dollar
she spends
and
before.
pays her bills
when due — not

Wants
possessto
thebody,
man
she
loves
this
soul book—
andandchecklast is always
important.

Bring her
something new
every day. She
likes variety
and novelty
more than
quality.

stantly supplied
Keep candy
her conwith
and

Almost any active sport in
which she can
take part, but
she's too energetic to be
content as a

Eating

spectator.
Sputters easily,
and frequently
out warning,
explodes with-

HER TEMPER

Above the average, butbest
she
wants the
of everything
cordingly.
and spends ac-

but soon fortated her.irrigets what

flowers —ferablyprecandy.

and

poskeeping
asfortable atascomsible
all
times.

Very slow to
nately, for
anger,
fortu-is
when she
really
arousedis
her rage
violent
she's slowandto
forgive.

Editor's Note: If you have fun, and we
think you will, with this chart, don't miss
the August issue of HOLLYWOOD Magazine. In it, Miss Howard will astro-analyze
the men! So, if there is a man in your life,
find out whether he should be treated like
a Clark Gable or a Robert Taylor. Get an
astrological insight into his emotions and
his hobbies and how to make him happy.
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Don't

HOW

TO HANDLE

HER

show

that you are
even of
if heryou
afraid
—

Flatter
—
she
likes her
compliments even
candy.than
more

bored with
are! lyShe's
easimen she can
dominate.
March 21st to
April

19th

April 20th to
May 20th

TAUM

fair home
ker and_ a
p e r 1a tiv e
>k. Has a
tural
flair
stirring up
1ic io u s
dishes.

Vital, generous
and
dramatic.

Practical,

Romantic,
demonstrative,
may be jealous.

D iscrimi nating, faithful
but strative.
undemon-

analytical and
systematic.

Dislikes the
very idea of
restriction yet
is unhappy unless she has
companionship
— u s u a 1 1y
matrimonial.

Dynamic,
strong - willed
and
reserved.

Frank, com-panionable, a
"'good
scout."

Ambitious,
diplomatic and
dignified.

Deeply
emo-loyal
tional,
and intense.

Idealistic,

Proud, reserved
and
strongly
"class
con-

Enjoys taining
enterroyally
without counting the cost or
effort, but is at
her best for
guests.

She has a place
for everything
and everything
in its place.
Usually keeps
a budget and a
laundry
list.

May forget to
order the
ceries but growill
never neglect
to order fresh
flowers for the
table.

Feels discouragement deeply.
Highly emotional and
shows
it
plainly.

Worries
before, during
and after
trouble and
passes
worries onherto

Dodges it if
she can, as she
can't bear unsituations. pleasant
If they
must be faced,
lets you do it.

Trouble to her
is like a red
flag to a bull
— it only makes
her more determined to

Buys thriftily
and with
excellent taste,
and seldom exceeds that wellplanned budget.

Honest but may
buy more than
she can afford
and lets the
bill collector
do the
ing.worry-

Knows exactly
what she wants
and is willing
to
for it if
shepaywants
it
enough.

Expects perfection and
since it seldom
exists, she
frequently fails
to
marry. Virgo

As soon as she
meets a man.
she considers
his possibilities
as a husband,
so if you are

is thesign.
"virgin"

altar shy —

Books, but let
her select the
subject matter,
as she is usually intellectual.

Bring her
flowers, music,
gay books or
something more
beautiful than
useful.

Spends freely
for luxuries —
even when she
has to pay on
the installment
plan.

fickle.

impulsive and

Friendly,

philosophical and
impersonal.

Sentimental,
dom-loving.
original,
free-

Idealistic,
evasive. and
spiritual

moody.
Romantic,
imaginative and

scious."
Not naturally
domestic but
can make a
home from a
packing box if
the need arises
— a n d f r equently
does !

you withtive zest.posirewd in buy, hangs on
things for
ars, and
itches
the
pennies.

Harmonious,
adaptable and
well-balanced.

Better around
a campfire than
a cookstove,
and \yants a
magnificent
background if
she has a home.

organized
busiwe'lnlike
e s sa and
doesn't
mind
hard work,
either.

Has the luck
to miss most of
life's worries
or a disposition
which ignores
them.

Takes the hard
knocks of life
gamely and
keeps right on
clim b iwardn herg goal.
to-

Meets trouble
philosophically
but tends to
draw into a
shell when
things
wrong. go

Not athrift spendbut likes
to
keepbest
up with
"the
peo-

Spends freely
for cultural
things such as
lectures,
concerts and books

Runs her home

tal housekeeper
An
who experimentries ail
the newest gadespecially
the gets,
electrical
ones.

fightdeath
to ■! the
Doesn't like to
save anything
but time and
labor
seld o m— and
does,
either.

ple" no matter
how limited her
income.

Lacks
system
and
frequently
make
ends
can't seem
"tois
meet"
but
easy to get
along with.
Rather enjoys
it as it gives
her a chance to
dramatize herself as the unhappy heroine.
Doesn't like to
face the fact
that her money
will not stretch
as far as her
i m agination
does.

look for barand doesn't
She's affectiona t e , even
ardent— but inclined to be
suspicious and
jealous.

e m e m b e r
ry annivery with someng that has
ntimental
lue. The
netary value
secondary to
her.

Gold jewelry
appeals, but be
sure your gift
shows both devotion and
effort to please
her regal taste.

e adores chil:n — her own
those of her
latives or
ends. Must
re something
"mother."

She enjoys the
drama, both as
a spectator and
a performer,
and usually has
considerable
talent, too.

:r outbreaks
i like the sea
storm —
o 1 e n t emonal upheavthat leave
e n t y of
wreckage.

Her anger is
short-lived and
she forgets
easily and forgives generously.

Very little temper butclined
is to inbe
sure that she is
not only right
but reasonable
in all disputes.

: helpless,
e more you
!m to need
■ and depend
her, the
re she will
Fe you and
ht for you.

Just keep on
assuring her of
your steadfast
and undivided
devotion — and
demonstrate it!

une 21st to
July 22nd

MR

You are everything or nothing to her — she
has few halfway attractions
and is never
impersonal.

rade type, but
The good comfalls in love
often because
she seldom
finds the ideal
man she seeks.

Your appreciation of her
means more
than your gifts,
but if you must
bring
s o m e-it
thing, make

Take her on a
world cruise
every year. If
lier
without
you gocan't
let
you", for she
just
must
travel.

practical.

July 23rd to
August 23rd

She would
rather dance
than eat, but
doesn't care for
other exercise,
not even that of
pushing
a
broom.

The occult and
mysterious
fascinate her,

Seldom loses
her temper as
she just walks
out on any
situation which
she noying.
finds an-

Agree with her
quickly that
she is right
and you are
wrong. That
will end the
argument at
once.

Tell her she is
beautiful and
charming find
— or
she'll
someone else
who
will !

August 24th to
September 22nd

September 23rd
to October 22nd

Reading — and
working out
more and more
systems for
running h e r
own and your
affairs !

Transfers her
own ambition
for success to
any
man she
for
whom
really cares,
and seldom
lets
heart
rule head.
Doesn't like to
feel underligation, oband if
you send gifts,
make them personal
im-and
conven t i on a 1.

A gains.
friend to
every
man only
but
even the
one
muchis seldom
more
than a friend.
I mper
and sonai
how !

variety — even
goldfish.

She's tempestuous but soon
forgets what
stirred up the
tempest, and
expects you to
do
likewise.

Very seldom
shows temper
but her pride
is easily hurt
and she's slow
to
forgivewrong
— and !
never

Not much
per but temmay
stir up a quarrel if her vanwhicheasily.
happens
ity is hurt —

Let her think
she is having

Let her talk.
This, of course,
is good for any
of the twelve

Make yourself
useful to her.

Give
much

She neverpensesdiswith
anything that
may be of
service.

even conscious
she have
isn't
that you
a claim upon
her time or
affection.

types I
October 23rd to
November 21st

November 22nd
to December 21st

and

thoughts on
her calphilosophilife.

She's cold fury
when angry,
with a fiendish
gift for hurling
barbs of stinging sarcasm.

her own way —
and
even she'll
want not
it.

Perfumes

pets
the
former-alluring
subtle
and
the latter any

O rganizing
something
— a
woman's club,
church group
or anything
ity.
that calls for
executive abil-

"ologies."

day - dreamer
like to believe
that
are
w h omen
doesn't
only human.

Flowers, con
cert tickets or
a
— she
likesdiary
to record

Going places
(distant) playing games
(outdoor)
and
taking chances
(on horses,
dogs or men.)

and she
usually dabbles
in one of the
"i s m s" or

An incurable
romanticist and

December 22nd
to January 18th

Social service
work. culture
clubs thingor
anythat takes
her outside the

Canoeing,or
swimming
dancing, and
she frequently
dabbles in art.

fines of home.
narrow
con-

her so
freedom

January 19th to
February 19th

No temper but
may
sulk and
feel herself
badly
abused
for
reasons
hard

to

find.

tion toand
her
moods
Pay no
she'll
get attenover
having them.
She likes an
audience.
February 20th
March 20th

to

Pick Your

his hobbies and how to make him happy.
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Your
Astrological
Twin
By

NO\

A

HOW

A II It

(ANTHO-A.VAI.VST)

PERSONAL
CHARACTERISTICS

EMOTIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS

HOMEMAKING
Wiilll im yimi- liirlh-ilitlr?

II you ujuii to discover which movie ilar
you resemble moil clololy, liml jour Hiayi
of llic Zodiac mi ilia bottom of the chart,
>• .1.1 ■■). .....i hit il' the deicrlptlon doesn't
lii mmi quite closol) .
It will nol lit ymi exactly, any more than
it describes exactly tho Minr whose ptcluro
appoars hi Uto top, because ovory horoscope
li iiimli' up or ii combination of al leasl ton
planotary Influences. To make an oxacl
reading, the day and hour of birth Is esieniinl Information for the astro-analyst.
Howovor, tho position of the sun in ovcry
horoscopo gives fundamonlal characlorls.
tics, m> it in possible to base « general
analysis of personality on Iho huh position.
If your birthday falls vory close to tin- dividing line, ou Miiv 19, for Initanoo, you
will find thni you resemble Allco Fnyc '"
s
i- charaeterlstics, Joanolte MacDonald
in others, Astrology l» an Intricate study,
mid vory seldom doos our porson have tin*
unquallflad ntlrlbulos of the sign. However,
you will ii. iiiiui/.i-il whan you soe how many
of tin- qualltlos of their signs lit your
Friends, Tho actresses chosen for this chart
woro soloctad because tiny are i>i>iml in a
general fashion of their signs, though Individual charts would reveal many variants
according to die hour and tin- place of birth.

Editor1! IVoloi // you have fun, and tee
i/iiii/, yon will, with ihii chart, oTon'l miss
the liiguai iatue <>l HOLLYWOOD Hutu.
sine. In ii. Win Howard nil/ aslro-anaiyae
the linn.' So, H there i.« a man in your life,
find out whether ha should be treated like
a Clark Gable or a Robert Taylor. Get an
astrological Insight into hit •motions and
(lis hobble) mill how to makt him happy.

«,)l AI.IFICATIONS

HOW SHE MEETS
TROUBLE
HOW SHE SPENDS
MONEY
ATTITUDE TOWARD MEN

CUTS TO MAKE HER
HAPPY
HER HOBBIES

HER TEMPER

HOW TO HANDLE HER

and Be Seen

To Sea

'&$$

\.

f^^i'

*

.%

Never have bathing suits been prettier
or gayer, and when you go to the shore
this year, you join a fashion parade if
you take hints from Hollywood. Center,
Ellen Drew, Paramount starlet, wears a
Gantner wool suit, distinguished by
woven stripes and a pretty plaited belt
and straps. Top, left is Kay Sutton,
RKO-Radio player, looking very proud
indeed of her BVD Sea-Satin suit in
colorful dogwood print. Straps and belt
are, adjustable. Below her, Irene
Hervey of Universal wears West Coast
Manchester's red and white cotton
matletex suit with a matching sand
dress, bonnet and slippers. Below,
right, Nancy Kelly of Twentieth CenturyFox likes the princess lines and the
suave fit of a satin last ex suit from
Jantzen.
The robe is white toweling

Amazing new Duo -Therm heater gives you

SUMMER

COMFORT

too!

A cooling breeze in summer! Plug in
your Duo-Therm Power-Air* and enjoy the cooling effect of a brisk breeze!
You can laugh at hot, sultry weather
with this new heater in your home!

Plenty of heat in winter! Plug in your
Duo-Therm Power -Air and you banish
hot ceilings and cold floors ! Get uniform
"floor-to-ceiling" heat — and exrra heat
for every room !

Buy now! Pay only 10% down.,
no more until October 1st!
a difference between this
WHAT
modern, dual-purpose, fuel-oil
Duo-Therm and messy, sooty, old-fashioned heaters!
What a difference in the work-free,
trouble-free comfort it gives you — in
winter and in summer too! For clean,
silent operation and low-cost heat-giving
ability, no other burner can match its
patented bias-baffle burner. Open its
radiant door — and get an extra flood of
heat that soaks clear through you in a
jiffy. The Duo-Therm does everything an
ordinary heater does — and in addition
gives you the amazing new Power-Air!
Revolutionary new invention! Concealed in its beautiful cabinet is DuoTherm's greatest contribution to yearround comfort— Power-Air!
In sweltering weather, Power-Air
starts a 27-mile-an-hour breeze circulating
comfort through the room!
When icicles cling to your window,

IN WINTER,
DUO-THERM
GIVES
"FLOOR-TO-CEILING"
COMFORT!
COMPARE

ii

Power -Air drives heat all through your
house — warms floors and chilly corners —
gives you more uniform comfort than
any heater ever could before!
Extra advantages! Power -Air pours
out heat up, down, right or left — wherever you direct it! Women can dry their
hair. Dries wet shoes, clothes, laundry.
Costs no more to run than a 60 -watt
lamp!

New "Year-Round"

DUO-THERM
Fuel Oil Circulating Heaters

DUO-THERM

WARM

COID

HERE

MERE

heaters send heat up — where
on your ceiling. Result: your
drafty, chilly. Your ceilings
note the chart and temperature difference! (Tests made in a
standard home.)

t

95'
WARM

HERE

WARM

HERE

WARM

HERE

79°
62'

Duo-Therm's new Power-Air forces ceiling-heat to "move on" — forces it down
— puts it to work on your floors! Note
these actual test figures! DuoTherm's powerful blower gives you the
same positive forced heat as a modern basement furnace !

*Patent applied for

TEAR

HOT HIRE

Ordinary
it "loafs"
floors are
are hot —

Duo-Therm costs no more to buy!
Even with the sensational new PowerAir, a Duo-Therm costs no more than
ordinary heaters ! Why not buy now? For
the price of an electric fan, you can enjoy
Duo-Therm's Power-Air all summer!
Pay no more till October — and you'll be
ready for a winter of the greatest heating comfort you have ever known!
Many beautiful new models — designed
to heat 1 to 6 rodms. See them at your
dealer's — or tear out the coupon and
mail it — today!

TOO

THESE RESULTS:

OUT

AND

DIVISION,

MAIL— TODAY!

80'

—

72°

Dept. H-97 Motor Wheel Corporation, Lansing, Michigan
Tell me more about the new "year-round" Duo-Therm!
Name

Street
City
Srare

70'

Coun ty
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day in and day out, especially if you're only
eleven, sensitive by nature and instinctively friendly. Bob has reason to know
the
of peopleplain
don'tso like
it's
beenmajority
made brutally
manyhim;
times.
But he does not know why.
I believe I know now, and the pitiful
part of it is that basically it's not the boy's
fault! His crime has been in trying desperately hard to do what he had been told
to do by older and wiser persons. He was
given orders and he followed them. And

\'

if ever a star's screen personality was
established along false fines — and Sol
Lesser, his producer, now realizes it— it
was Bob's. That he has plenty of fans and
boxoffice appeal left is a tribute, I think,
to that spark of something in him which
could not be smothered by surface posings
and affectations and a string of pictures in
which he was so darned noble and sweet
and heroic you wanted to wring his
wretched little neck!
Being an intelligent kid, old beyond his
years as a public life is bound to make
any youngster, and as I said, a sensitive
boy, Bob knew something was wrong.
People just naturally don't dislike eleven year-old boys. He fought against it, but
he was fighting blindly because he didn't
know exactly what he was fighting. That
kind of a set-up would stop a man four
times his age.
Above, Bobby Breen as he appeared
in Fisherman's Wharf, just before
his name was changed officially to
"Bob." Left, at eight years, he had
learned
to smile for the cameras

I

More Sinned

He told me all about it the other day
when we had lunch together. Being Saturday he was out of school and was going to
the movies (Indians, preferred) that afternoon with a pal. He neither volunteered
the information nor tried to hide it, but
answered my straight questions as honestly as he could. Quite by accident I
stumbled on the heart of the whole thing —
theHeword,
"Sissy." a hamburger and the
had ordered

Against-—.

Why a writer who found
Bob Breen hard io bear
changed her mind about
the little singing star

By

KAY

■

I have been taken into camp by an 11year-old kid I didn't like and had
made up my mind I never would like. I'm
not ashamed to admit it now.
I had to meet the kid casually once before. At that time he was so meticulously
groomed and so abominably well-behaved
and polite, so much the "fine little man,"
I wanted to pin his ears back! He was the
sensational young singing star of the
movies and radio named Bobby Breen,
and I ran, not walked, to the nearest exit
to find a normal American boy of his age
whose hair needed combing; whose tie,
if he wore one, was a hap-hazard string
around his neck; and who would toss an
impertinent "Oh, yeah?" my way in com34
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plete disregard of my years and standing
as a member of The Press. I decidedly
was in need of a counter irritant to a dose
of Breenitis.
I was not alone in my uncomplimentary
opinion, though The Breen fans (and they
add up to an astonishing number, I have
discovered) took violent issue with us,
of course. But we dismissed them smugly
as outlanders of strange tastes or poor

waiter asked, "With or without onions?"
"Sissy!" I jeered.
Bob said, "Without."
I honestly meant nothing by the crack.
It was intended only as a conversational
pleasantry. I've said it dozens of times to
friends over countless hamburgers. Usually it's good for a laugh or some sort of a
come-back.
Bob neither laughed nor cracked back.
A quick flush rose in his throat and his eyes
got a hurt, panicky look. Not until then
did I realize how un-funny I had been.
"I'm sorry," I said. "I didn't mean that
"That's all right," he said. "It's just
personally."
that
people and kids say it so often and
they're not kidding. Just seems like I
have to go 'round fighting all the time to
prove it. I don't mind that so much; what
hurts is that people just take it for granted
I'm a sissy, whether they know me or not.
Maybe
I shouldn't
but I do."
Bob admits
that care,
he usually
comes off
second-best in those fights because naturally it is the bigger boys who taunt him.

souls who just didn't know any better.
The same general opinion holds today.
Elders dismiss him as "obnoxious" and the
kids cover it all in the one damning word
"Sissy!"

He doesn't mind the occasional "shiners,"
cut lips, and bruised knuckles, however,
because every one wins a new convert to
the truth and a new friend.
As a matter of fact, his left eye was

Bob knows it, and that's quite a chunk
of heartache to carry around inside you

"shiner"
a beautiful
the tag end
at
the moment.
The of
night
he arrived
home .
wearing

with it in all its glory he merely reported
to his curious family that he had bumped
into a tree while playing baseball at
Black Foxe Military Academy where he
goes to school. Not until several days
later did it dawn on Mickey, his older

HOW TO LAUGH AT £N
00pERS

brother, that there isn't a tree within 50
yards of the school diamond!
Once the kids get to know him, everything works out all right, Bob modestly
said. Everything has been hunky dory
at the academy, for instance, since the
afternoon he tangled with a guy some
sixty pounds heavier. Bob is a sergeant
at the school (every time he makes a picture, and has to be away for a few weeks,
he gets demoted to a corporal and has to
start in all over again to win his sergeant's
stripes) and it fell to his lot to teach a
pugnacious young newcomer the manual
of arms. The recruit made some blatant
error and Bob suggested he try it again.
"I don't think I will," the boy announced.
"You're the famous movie star, aincha?
Well, I think you're a sissy, and I think I'll
knock your block off!"
"Go ahead and try it;" Bob answered.
"Go on! I won't report you."
When the dust of battle cleared from
the parade ground. Bob found his husky
opponent had made good his threat; the
Breen block was darned near knocked off!

SNOOPERS

live in every neighborhood. They just love to snoop and snoop!

And my, how their tongues do waggle and waggle — if they eye your washline and see tattle-tale gray!

But "Spike" Breen had proved he could
take it. <
H

He was in a tougher spot a few weeks
ago in St. Louis, Mo. where he was
making personal appearances at a theatre.
The house was packed and he was in the
middle of his act when some kid in the
third row gave him a loud Bronx cheer,
and raucously shouted that one Bob Breen
was a sissy!
Some actors would have ignored the
insult and gone on with their act. Some
hotheaded ones would have jumped over
the footlights and punched the offender
in the nose. Bob did neither. He stood
quietly until he had the attention of the
audience which audibly was divided in its
allegiance. Then he spoke, looking directly in the heckler's eyes.
"If you think so, there is a back door
of this theatre right down the alley," he
said. "I'll see you there right after the
show."
Bob was at the back door at the appointed time. So was a goodly number of
the audience. The heckler, however, failed
to put in an appearance.
"I wish he had." Bob told me. "I probably would have got my block knocked off
again; he was big enough to take me easy.
But a black eye doesn't hurt half as much
as something down inside you can't seem
to do anything about."
No, you can't put a slab of raw beefsteak on that kind of a hurt; all you can
do is hope it will wear itself out. The
tragedy is that it all was so unnecessary
from the beginning. A tragedy of wellmeant errors with one small boy footing
the bill.
■

Bob was a curly headed tot of four
when he made his professional debut.
It was, of all places, in a night club called
The Silver Slipper in Toronto, Canada,

WHAT
means

TO DO?

Listen to this: Tattle-tale gray means

your soap is so weak-kneed

it doesn't wash

left-over dirt. It

clean. So run to the

grocer's as fast as you can and change to the soap that gets out ALL
dirt. Change to Fels-Naptha Soap!

the
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B
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4
THEN

TURN

ON

4*1
THE SMILES

and grin all over— every time you catch a

snooper peeking at your wash. For Fels-Naptha's richer golden soap and
dirt-loosening naptha whisk out tattle-tale gray like magic. They get clothes
so dewy -fresh and white you'll be proud to have everybody snoop at them!
COPR.

BANISH

t939.

FELS

& CO.

TATTLE-TALE GRAY"
WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!

TUNE IN! HOBBY LOBBY every Wednesday night. See local paper for time and station.
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where the family had moved from Bob's
birthplace, Montreal, when he was two
years old.
Full credit for Bob's eventual great success on the radio and in pictures must be
given his sister, Sally, now the mother of
his nephew. It was her great faith in the
boy, and her dogged determination to
prove his talents to the world that put him
where he is today. More remarkable, she
was a slip of a girl of fourteen when she
began the weary pilgrimage from one theatrical office to another, begging producers
of various kinds to listen to the boy's sensational voice and to give him a chance.
It was her hard-earned savings that financed that pilgrimage, and paid for his
few professional singing lessons.
From Toronto she took him to Chicago

How do they do it?
Here's the Hollywood Secret
Screen stars must be always
active. They can't afford
to have "calendar days."
Production can't be held
up — the show must go on.
One scene, a sheer and
clinging evening gown; the
next, a modern swim suitl
Obviously, their secret
must be theirs alonel
Holly- Pax, the revolutionary new mode of sanitary
protection was developed
i n answer to screen stars'
demand for such a product.
A tampon of surgical cotton used Internally, HollyPax eliminates pads, pins,

flktpf*®"

his program. He did, however, recommend him to Alexander Woollcott, and
Bob appeared as guest soloist on his
program.
It was then 1935. Bob was going on
eight. Hollywood became Sally's next objective. Taking all her savings, she
brought him to the coast to study with
Dr. Mario Marafioti, a noted voice coach.
Producer Sol Lesser heard him sing a

And — due to its method
of absorption, no odor can
form! Think what peace of
mind this alone will bring 1
Ask for Holly-Pax at drug,
department and ten cent
stores. A large package of
ten costsonly 20 cents; the
package of four, 10 cents;
truly an economical form
of protection.

difficult aria from "Rigoletto" at the doctor's home one night and promptly signed
him to the long term contract which is
in force today. His first picture was the

holly-Pax
Beq. U.S. Pol, Off.

20c for |

package l^)lR\ Y_
of ten

/^»

HOLLY-PAX
(F79)
Palm Station, Hollywood, California
For the enclosed 10c please send me a trial
package of four Holly-Pax in plain wrapper.
Name
Address
City
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to givetract him
hearing. A resulted.
two weeks' conat the aParamount
Next came an engagement with Harry
Richman in Say When which led, in turn,
to a radio audition with Eddie Cantor.
Cantor was impressed with Bob's voice,
but was unable to use him at the time on

belts. Holly-Pax doesn't
show — even in a swim suit.
Its comfort is amazing —
no chafing, no binding.

M

where he gained a two week's booking
that led to an extended vaudeville tour.
Seeking ever greater fields, she ventured
to New York, only to meet bitter disappointments and rebuffs. For weeks the girl
and the small boy sat in the office of
Boris Morros, producer of stage prologues
for the Paramount Theatre. For weeks
they were ignored.
Oddly enough, it was there that Bob
was first tagged with the odious word
"Sissy!" His mop of curly black hair, his
delicate coloring and finely chiseled features led Morros to ask one day about
"the little girl" sitting in the outer office.
Bob took such violent objection to the remark that Morros was intrigued enough

State

touching Let's Sing Again in which he
played an orphan who. finally found his
lost father. It was an instantaneous and
smash hit.
The studio apparently decided that if
one is good, two will be better. At any
But—
rate,
in his next five pictures Bob played
(1) an orphan who finds a lost grandmother; (2) a fatherless boy who brings
romance again to his mother; (3) a newsboy orphan who runs away and is adopted
by an aviator; (4) a fatherless boy who
runs away to earn money to rescue his
mother from a cruel uncle; and (5) an
Italian orphan who brings happiness to a
lonely fisherman. The pictures were
Rainbow on the River, Make a Wish,
Hawaii Calls, Breaking The Ice, and
Fisherman's Wharf.

No wonder the public rebelled!
Sol Lesser himself now admits a sweeping change is necessary in the Breen pictures. Henceforth, he promises, it will be
a different story. First hint of it came in
Fisherman's Wharf in which Bob mixes it
in a good fist fight with another kid. The
new Breen picture, The Boy Who Cried
Wolf will give you a radically different
character. He's not an orphan, he doesn't
try to save anything for anybody, he
doesn't sing an Ave' Maria. He's a happy
go lucky South American youngster with
an overgrown imagination which keeps
him in hot water nine tenths of the time.
H

Sister Sally, meantime, had continued
to manage Bob's affairs. That proved
to be Mistake Number Two, for although
she unquestionably deserved great credit
for the success of his career, and unquestionably had his welfare at heart every
moment of every day, she was beyond
her depth in Hollywood and the highly involved motion picture business. Bob and
everything he did naturally represented
perfection to her. A man might have
fought for more manly pictures for him,
might have seen the danger of the continued sweetness and light roles; she was
handicapped
by her youth and woman's
viewpoint.
In all his contacts with the public, Bob
was dressed like a little fashion plate to
the point where it made him appear
ridiculous — tailored suits, padded topcoats, color harmony and kerchief in
breast pocket. And it was dinned into his
young ears over and over that he must be
"friendly" to The Press.
A kid of eleven can't be expected to
have precision-point judgment about
such things. In trying to follow orders
he lost much of his natural charm and appeal. Iassure you he has plenty of each.
There was no more reality to him than a
puppet dancing on strings. His intelligence became precocity, his manners almost foppish. As for his attitude towards
the
tried that
so hard
be "friendly"
and press,
to be heliked,
he to
made
the fatal
error of becoming too cordial. The Press
is a funny animal; it welcomes genuine
friendliness, but shies away from forced
cordiality like so much poison. It reserves for itself the privilege of making
the first move in warmer relations. And
so The Press said "Take him away!"
Mickey, his older brother, now handles
Bob's personal affairs. To Sally's credit
let it be said she was quick to step down
when she realized she was hindering, not
helping, the boy whose life was her life.
His name officially has been changed from
Bobby to Bob and he wears the kind of
clothes natural to a boy his age. The
studio is doing its part. The rest is up to
Bob.
I believe he will come through. For at
heart he is not a fresh punk, an obnoxious
sissy, a precocious brat or an odious perfect little gentleman. He's a real boy who
likes fried chicken, chocolate cake, autographed baseballs and shoot-em-up
movies with plenty of Indians and cowboys. The trouble is, he has been leading
with his chin — with both hands tied behind
his back.

Man in the Iron Mask
[Continued from page 21]
Whale happened to yell, "Eddie!" and who
should come running up but Edward
Small, the producer of the picture, Edgar
Anderson, First Assistant, Edward Montague, Second Assistant Director, a "grip"
named Edgar Comport, and an electrician
by the name of Edward Nelson. And yours
truly, Edward Smithson. Since all of us
answer to the familiar name of "Eddie"
you
director's
confusion
when can
the imagine
six of usthecrowded
around
him.

3 THINGS YOU DESIRE
NOW
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So, to save loss of time everyone from
then on got orders to address each other
as "Mr."
During another lunch period I was introduced to John DuCasse Schulze, noted
art director and set designer and he told
me that he had designed more than 45
different sets for The Man in the Iron
Mask. Art treasures valued at more than
$300,000
were been
beingobtained
used asfrom
"props."
Most
of
them had
museums
and private collectors. One portrait of
Cardinal Richelieu hanging on the wall of
one set was valued, so he said, at $10,000.
Three large vaults, normally used to store
film, had been cleaned out and each night
all the pieces of the high-priced art were
carried in and locked and then watched
over by three armed men.
That's how careful Producer Small was
and you can't blame him for it because
long before any of the stuff was in the
studio he had to dish out heavy premiums
on a $300,000 insurance policy written to
protect these museum pieces against theft
and so on.
■

Art Director Schulze also was kind
enough to take me over to a set representing the Bastille and shoved me into a
room housing a dozen and more torture
instruments that were used in those days
to extract information and confessions
from prisoners. One sight of them and I

was ready to leave! Know what an "Iron
Maiden" is? Well, it's a compact, homey
little thing that incased its victims in a
cage of steel through which ran long,
sharp spikes, the idea being that when the
victim was completely inclosed one of
more of those spikes would pierce a vital
spot.
Know what a "Foot Crusher" is? It's
merely a vise-like contraption in which
the foot was placed, then slowly crushed
until the bones were literally pulverized!
It proved very handy to have around when
prisoners got stubborn.
Ever heard of a torture instrument
called the "Glove?" Well, it was built
something like the Foot Crusher except
it provided for a more leisurely method
of cracking bones. Then there was the
"Stretching Rack," a very efficient piece
of machinery upon which a victim was
strapped and then pulled apart unless he
yelled "Poppa!" The "Head Crusher" was
frequently used in those days to fracture,
then crush the craniums unlucky enough
to be in it. These instruments, along with
many others are all used in the picture
and you can bet that when John DuCasse
suggested that I get myself a job as a sort
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Sparkle for even dry hair, manageability for the hair-dress,
with no scalp irritation, are all 3 now possible with this
marvelous new shampoo discovery
1LIAVE you ever gazed in envy at some
other woman and said to yourself,
"Why wasn't I born with hair like that?"
But don't blame your Fate. Just read on
carefully and discover how old-style
shampoos may be cheating your hair of
its natural beauty. What's more important, your hair has such an electric effect
on the rest of your make-up.
Picture yourself entering a roomful of
people. Because of a new discovery in
Halo Shampoo your hair now dances
with dazzling highlights. It casts subtle
overtones on to your skin, giving your
complexion softer, more transparent
color. You read in the eyes of every man
around that the total effect is perfect!
Now why couldn't old-style shampoos
do this? Because old-style shampoos so
often leave an unrinsable film of soap or
oil to actually dull the hair and cover up
its natural brilliance. That's why women
used to need a lemon or vinegar rinse.
Why your hair so often looked dull and
dead, stringy and unmanageable.
How lucky for all women that a scientist made this discovery now in Halo
Shampoo— a way to make rich, creamy

Halo
shampoo

REVEALS

THE

BEAUTY

shampoo lather without the use of either
soap or oil.
Here at last is the perfect shampoo for
dry, oily or normal hair. One shampoo
with Halo demonstrates perfectly how it
removes all trace of dull film left by oldstyle shampoos. How radiant and full of
luster it leaves your hair, eliminating any
need for lemon or vinegar rinse. How
silky-soft and manageable it leaves even
"wild" hair. How clean and fragrant your
scalp, without irritation. In fact, even
loose, flaky dandruff is safely removed.
Buy Halo from any drug, department
or 10c store in the 10c, 50c or $1.00
size. Tested and approved by Good
Housekeeping Bureau.
Two Thrilling New Hair Styles for Summer
Crisp short ends are
brushed swirls.
up in close-tothe-head
No long
straggling wisps dangle
on the back of the neck.
A brief forelock meets
the high side wave in a
smartlytailoredrollatleft.
At its longest the hair
is not more than four **■ 'i
inches
in length.
On V*?'^
either side
of the high
«4**ii"
left
is upside
andpart,
off the hair
face
with a soft wide wave,
with tapered ends
wound in pin curls.

HIDING

IN

YOUR

'

HAIR

r

EVERY
MOVE
I MADE
WAS
TORTURE!

v

of "demonstrating extra" when the time
came for shooting the torture chamber
sequences I said "No, no, a thousand times
no!"
And meant it!
■

Just for a thrill and a heavy chill, I'd
suggest that you keep your optics on
Ed Wolf, the seven-foot, ten-inch tall executioner. Ed was a bartender minus a job
until he was selected to play this gruesome role. Ed appeared on a radio program which attempts to obtain jobs for the
unemployed and it happened that Dave
Werner, casting director, was listening
just when Wolf was telling the radio audience about his struggle to earn a living.
When he mentioned the fact that he was
seven feet, ten inches tall, Dave grabbed a
phone, called the station, and hired him.
With the duelling in the can — to use a
studio expression — I thought that I was
through with The Man in the Iron Mask,
and it would have been okay by me, having, put in five tough days, but I got a
chance to play a lackey in a sequence
depicting the elaborate birthday dinner
staged in Louis XIV's palace dining room,
and I grabbed at the chance thinking it
would be a cinch. All I had to do, said
Second Assistant Director Edward Montague, was to stand in line with the other

I Couldn't Stand, Sit
or Walk In Comfort!
Pity the person who suffers from Piles — even simple
Piles! He or she really knows what suffering is!
Simple Piles are a real affliction. Their pain is torturous, their itching maddening and embarrassing.
More than a torment, simple Piles are a drain on
your health. They tax nerves and strength and make
you look and feel years older than you are. Almost
every
whoor has
shows person
it on his
her Piles
face. — even simple Piles —
TO RELIEVE THE PAIN AND ITCHING
What you want to do to relieve the pain and itching
of simple Piles is use Pazo Ointment.
Pazo is a real preparation for the alleviation of
simple Piles. Its very touch is relief. It quickly eases
the pain; quickly relieves the itching.
Many call Pazo a blessing and say it is the only
thing that ever gave them any relief from the distress of simple Piles.
SEVERAL EFFECTS
Pazo does a good job for several reasons. First, it
soothes simple Piles. This relieves the pain, soreness
and itching. Second, it lubricates the affected parts.
This tends to keep the parts from drying and cracking and also makes passage easy. Third, it tends to
shrink or reduce the swelling which occurs in the
case of simple Piles.
Yes, you get grateful effects in the use of Pazo !
Pazo comes in collapsible tubes, with a small perforated Pile Pipe attached. This tiny Pile Pipe, easily
inserted in the rectum makes application neat, easy
and thorough. (Pazo also comes in suppository form
for those who prefer suppositories.)
TRY IT FREE!
Give Pazo a trial and see the relief it affords in many
cases of simple Piles. Get Pazo at any drug store or
write for a free trial tube. A liberal trial tube will be
sent you postpaid and free upon request.
Just mail the coupon or a postcard today.
GROVE LABORATORIES, INC.
Dept. 115-F, St. Louie, Mo.
Gentlemen: Pleaae send me free PAZO
Name—
AddressCily

-Stale,
This offer is good only in V. S.
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lackeys
stationedwasbehind
the king's
When dinner
announced
andchair.
the
guests entered, I was to march over and
stand directly behind the chair occupied
by the Spanish Ambassador (played by
Montagu Love). That was all I had to do,
said Mr. Montague. So I climbed into a
pretty lackey suit, got myself dolled up
like a plush horse on parade, and came
onto the set. Now, when I think it over, in
view of what immediately happened, I
must have been very hungry, because,
without scarcely thinking, I walked over
to the table and mooched myself a handful
of nuts from a huge golden bowl, and when
Director Whale spotted me and yelled,
"Hey you, none of that!" I tipped over a
golden champagne goblet. Casey Roberts,
who had charge of finding all the authentic
dinner pieces, said that particular glass
was worth fifty smackers and heaven help
me if I had broken it.
Well, I was pretty nervous by then and
when the first rehearsal began, imagine my
embarrassment when I found myself behind Queen Anne's chair instead of the
Spanish Ambassador's. A split second
later, if Director Whale's words meant
anything (and I'm sure they did), I was
directly behind the eight ball! Now this
Director Whale is as thin, almost, as the
long cigars he's forever smoking, and while
he's a mighty easy man to get along with,
he's very particular about every little detail that goes into making any picture he
directs. Toward the close of the day's
work he's apt to be somewhat nervous, and
so, when I tripped and fell flat on my face
during the tenth rehearsal, he darn near
up and swallowed the camera! But you
know me. I was through working in
The Man in the Iron Mask long before he
got a chance to tell me so. Not only that,
but I was in the dressing room and out of
my lackey suit — and back on the set as
a mere spectator — before the eleventh rehearsal began.

|

This
Louis
something
one thing

birthday dinner in honor of
XIV's 22nd birthday is really
to listen to and look at. For
it brings together practically all

the cast at one "sitting" so to speak. Joan
Bennett (and boy, is she lovely to look at!)
playing her role to perfection as Maria
Theresa is seated beside the King. Marian
Martin (and boy, is she lovely to look at,
too!) is there in her role of Madame de
la Valliere, the King's mistress. Then
there's Joseph Schildkraut as Fouquet,
Montague Love in the role of the Spanish
Ambassador, Doris Kenyon as Queen
Anne, Walter Kingsford as Colbert and,
of course, Louis Hayward in his role of
King Louis XIV.
Now here's a funny thing about this
dinner sequence. In the script it was supposed to be in honor of Louis' 22nd birthday. The fight sequence I described a
while back is the aftermath of the dinner
D'Artagnan gave in honor of Philippe's
22nd birthday. Being twin brothers, the
dinners occur on the same day, which isn't
news, of course, but taking part in the
two dinners given hundreds of miles apart
goes to prove that I have been able, for
once, to foil the scientists who have said
that a guy can't be in two places at one and
the same time! But this isn't all. It was
also the 22nd birthday (in real life) of
Louis Hayward, and you can bet that
after the scene was okayed everybody on
the set took picks on the food to help
Hayward celebrate.
■

Now to finish up this opus I'm going
to ask myself a question and then try
to answer it.
Who was the Man in the Iron Mask?
Well, (if you'll promise not to go hysterical while I go historical) for nearly a
century and a half, historians have battled
over this question and as I write there is
still no definite solution. That a man in
a mask

did exist, and that he was incarcerated inthe dreaded Bastille, cannot,
of course, be disputed. Records of the
Bastille, as well as other documents, prove
beyond any possibility of doubt that there
was such a person. Dumas' story, seems
as close to the real story as any. And that
is that The Man in the Iron Mask was a
brother, either a twin or one born out of
wedlock to King Louis XIV. Louis, so
the story goes, had this brother encased
in a mask and locked in prison to keep
his identity forever a secret thus thwarting
anyone who would seek to remove him
from the throne in favor of his relative.
Only one thing is definitely certain and
that is that a man in a mask actually was
incarcerated on order of Louis XIV and
that his identity was a closely guarded
secret. Records show that he died in the
Bastille on November 19, 1703, and that
he was buried in the cemetery of St. Paul
under the name of Marchiel. How long
he had been a prisoner is not known.
Records also show that Saint-Mars arrived from Pinerolo, Piedmond, in 1698,
to become governor of the Bastille, and
that he brought with him the prisoner in
the mask. He was registered simply as
"Marchioly, age about 45." No one, save,
possibly, Governor Saint-Mars, was permitted to see him without his mask.
The

prisoner was not treated like other convicts. He was given special quarters and
special food. The food was always presented by the governor himself.
It was not long after the man in the
mask arrived in prison that he became the
subject of whispered conversation. Men
and women of the royal court knew of
his presence but dared not speak of it.
Soon books and phamplets began to appear. The first one, in 1745, identified him
as the Duke of Vermendois, who was described as the natural son of Louis XIV
and Mile. La Valliere. In 1790, in London
and Paris, appeared a book titled
"Memoires du Marechal Richelieu." It
was authored by Abbe Soulane and
touched on the theory that the man in
the mask was the twin brother of Louis
XIV. This was the theory that quickly
won popular acceptance, and was the one
subscribed to by such outstanding trench
writers as Voltaire and Dumas. In all a
total of 75 books have been written and
published on this mysterious figure of
French history.

EXCLUSIVELY

■

The question is, of course, whether or
not a man incased in an iron mask
could actually live for a period of several
years. Scientists claim that a man couldn't
live a year with such a contraption on
because constant rubbing would cause a
fatal infection. But what is entirely likely,
say those who have given the matter serious thought, is that he was strangled by
his own whiskers since he had no way of
shaving. But in any event, records make
no mention of how he died. And whether
he was son, brother, traitor, or political
enemy — nobody knows.
In the Edward Small production, the
heavy mask, built by experts, was lined
with copper to smooth off the inside and
so afford Louis Hayward some measure of
comfort. Forced to wear the mask almost
constantly for three days Hayward developed aserious attack of copper poisoning and Director Whale had to shoot
around him until he recovered. Playing
his dual role, Hayward has to wear the
mask in many scenes in which he portrays
Philippe and later in many scenes where
he portrays Louis XIV. I still insist that
he should draw double pay for his double
"play."
As for me, I'm now back in my tumbledown shack by the S. P. Railroad tracks,
waiting for my Central Casting girl friend
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Dolores Casey, Paramount starlet, accents the beauty of her eyes
by applying mascara lightly, after smoothing shadow on her lids

B

That title isn't meant in the ironic
sense. For I'm going to tell you about
some beauty aids that are steadfast
friends during warm, sunny days. To look
your best in summer you must wage a
constant battle against shiny face, limp
curls, wishy-washy eye
make-up and increased
„
_ „ „
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your powder gets gummy looking an hour
after it's applied, that's a sign that your
skin wasn't spick and span clean, that you
didn't close the pores with a cooling astringent, apply a thin film of foundation
and a thinner film of face powder.

After you've scrubbed
your face well with
soap and warm water,
*"''
" J
ion.at But
and followed with a
perspirat
fight
is lost
the your
start
cold water rinse plus a dash of skin tonic
unless you have the right beauty aids
or mild astringent, let it rest for a few
and learn to use them correctly.
minutes, so the pores have a chance to
The secret of looking pretty in warm
close. Any moisture that forms can be
weather lies in keeping cool. . . . And to
blotted off with tissues. If you were to
be cool you must be clean. Take more
baths, cleanse your face oftener, and you
apply your powder now, it would go on
in streaks, and certainly break no records
will have covered the first lap in your
for
clinging smoothly. So pave the way
journey toward beauty. The rest of the
for powder by smoothing on an invisible
way depends on the make-up you use and
how you apply it. Heat always makes the
layer of powder base.
oil and sweat glands
Last summer I discovered a perfectly
twice as active. They
swell non-greasy one
keep the pores busy
that saw me through
Take your skin, hair and
releasing secretions to
hours of swimming,
the surface of the skin,
figure problems to our
and as a result the
tennis and golf without
beauty editor. She will be
one betrayal. Besides
glad to advise you free.
pores laxed
aremore open
or
rethan in cold
Write
to Ann Vernon,
for
face as
powder,
it helps
weather. Your task is
acting
an "anchor"
HOLLYWOOD
Magazine,
to conceal fine lines,
to keep them function1501 Broadway, New York
discolorations such as
ing normally and to
City, and enclose a stamped,
freckles, and other
prevent them from beaddressed envelope (U. S.
small blemishes, and
coming clogged with
Postage) for her reply.
this waste-matter and
gives the skin a flattering alive look. One of
with make-up.
When

VERNON

A girl's best friend is good
make-up when the mereury
rises and the days grow
long. Here are hints for
your beauty and eonifort
under
the summer
sun
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the nicest things about it is that it is ihade
in handy stick form, so you can spread it
lightly over your face, then blend it effortlessly with your fingertips. Its chief ingredient isone that doctors have used for

;

ptPSODWrowe*

years to heal pimples, so you know it's
pure and harmless. Comes in four lovely
shades and in several sizes from a dime
up. Want the name?
■

Do you grind powder on your skin,
using a puff clogged with dirt and
old powder? Then no wonder you have
make-up trouble. Always pat it on generously with a clean puff or fresh cotton.
Use so much that you look like a clown,
and then wipe it off after it's had time to
cling to the base. A heavy layer of powder
in hot weather, or layer applied on top
of layers will put you at the bottom of the
class.
Of course you must have a powder to
begin with that has staying power without
being heavy. I can recommend one that is
perfect in texture. It is sifted to the finest
particles so that it gives your skin that
satiny look you find on movie stars' professionally made-up faces. It comes in
several fashion -perfect shades, and costs
a pittance. There's a dollar box and a
fifty-cent box and — if you're a sampler at
heart — a ten cent size. The same manufacturer makes a cream rouge (don't overlook this if you're going to be in the swim)
and a ten cent lipstick that is a honey.
■

Even when they're at the beach Hollywood beauties are wearing eyeshadow.
It gives the eyes a dramatic look that harmonizes with brightly tinted lips and nails
and, if it's a creamy paste, it keeps the
lids from becoming dry and lined. If you're
. going in for fishnet turbans, your eyes will
look bare without some accent and, if
you're basking under a spreading straw
cartwheel they'll be as lost as the babes
in the woods.
So make up your mind to make-up your
eyes this summer . . . night and day. But
write to me first for the name of a reputable mascara and shadow both of which
cling to your lashes and lids in spite of
the humidity. You can easily experiment
with two different hues of this shadow
(blue and violet, say, or green and gray)
because it blends so readily. Comes in a
screw top plastic container (easy on long
finger nails) for one dime. The mascara
is in cake and cream form. If you haven't
tried either one, pick them up at the V
and X— and I'll bet my new extra hair
piece that you'll be a prospect for the
larger sizes.
Curls are smart this season. Piled
high, sprouting out on the forehead,
tied low on the neck in peruke fashion,
gathered into a snood or clustered in a
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THE COSTLIER INGREDIENT
to brush away unsightly surface-stains from teeth
. . . reveal their full shining luster !
• Help yourself ... to a fascinating "Come-Closer" Smile . . . start today
the irium way with Pepsodent Tooth Powder ! Over 36 million sales prove
that irium has what it takes !
Because of irium, the costlier ingredient, Pepsodent Tooth Powder is
extra effective. For irium, remarkable cleansing discovery, helps gently
brush away unsightly surface-stains. See how quickly Pepsodent Powder
can polish your teeth to a dazzling natural brilliance you may never have
dreamed possible! Safe
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Tooth
What's more, Pepsodent Tooth Powder is economical . . . thorough . . .
safe! It contains no grit, no bleach, no pumice, no drugs.
Order Pepsodent Powder today . . . see what dividends irium will pay ! 6?
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HAIR

pin. This probably doesn't give you a very
clear idea of the mechanism, but take my
word for it that it is as easy as pie to
handle. You can do up all your ends, twist
a chiffon hanky turban-fashion around
your head and play tennis all day. At
night take out the concealed bob pins, and
comb out your perfectly formed curls. The
curler comes in several bright shades of
plastic and costs 50 cents.
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No Barium Sulphide!
I have created a new and
better hair remover; a
I toiletry that is far superI ior to old-time depilatories; a cream which can be
used without offense to
others in your household.
My new ZIP Depilatory
Cream instantly removes
every trace of hair; keeps
skin satin-smooth.
your simply
You
spread it on
and rinse off. Quick. Sure.
Available at all Good Stores
MADAME BERTHE, Specialist
562 Fifth Avenue, New York

Also ZIP Epilator
IT'S OFF because IT'S OUT
Actually eliminates superfluous
hair with amazing success. Quick
and effective. Excellent for face.
Used for 25 years at my Salon.
Treatment or FREE
Demonstration at my Salon

CLEANSE
SUNBURNED SKIN
WITH OATMEAL..

For cleansing Sunburned skin use La vena
... a safe gentle cleanser. It is Oatmeal powder specially refined
and Lavena
processed.
Neuat leading
tral in action. Will not irritate. Get
10c stores today. For free information write Lavena
Corporation, Dept. 202, 141 W. Jackson, Chicago.'
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| If you follow my advice and bathe
oftener in warm weather, you'll run
less risk of offending people by perspiration-dampened frocks and unpleasant
odor. But if you want to eliminate oil risk,
you'll have to use a perspiration check.
Even with two baths a day, perspiration
collects in covered parts of the body, de-
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Gold Standard Watch T Co.,
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In Canada: G. S. Watch Co., Dept. A-397. Empire Bldg., Montreal

composes there and becomes odorous. You
can check this perspiration and odor too
by the simple expedient of using a new
cream, pink in color. It is made by a manufacturer whose liquid anti-perspirant has
guarded dainty gals for years. Like a nongreasy cream in appearance and texture,
it goes on easily, dries instantly. It checks
perspiration from one to three days, depending on your requirements, and may
be used right after shaving. Can't injure
skin or fabric and costs only 50 cents.
Its great advantage is that it can be used
when a liquid check would prove inconvenient. Interested?

Write to me before July 15th, please, if
you would like the names of any of the
products mentioned here. Enclose a
stamped addressed envelope (U. S. postage) with your letter and send it to Ann
Vernon, HOLLYWOOD Magazine, 1501
Broadway, New York City.

Hollywood Salutes Volunteer Americans
[Continued jrom page 26]
professional career, Francis (born Frantisek) Lederer, star of screen and stage,
waited 7,000 miles away with pounding
heart while the German Fuehrer ruthlessly prepared to invade Czechoslovakia.
The expected air attacks, of course,
never occurred. Hitler's legions moved in
virtually unopposed. Czechoslovakia died.
And with it died the hopes of millions of
Czechs — and Americans as well — for an
ideal of freedom established with the
birth of the Mid-European republic in
1919.
|

Four months after the dismemberment of Czechoslovakia, Francis
Lederer became an American citizen. His
reasons for doing so illustrate the close
bond of ideals which existed between
Czechoslovakia and the United States, and
show
graphically
why the
little country's
annexation
by Nazi
Germany
aroused
such indignation in America.
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standard long bob — they abound. Don't let
the mercury de-curl your locks when
there's a quick, painless way of keeping
them crisply curled. It's a simply operated
gadget. A turn of a knob, a flick of your
wrist and a limp strand of hair becomes a
nice smooth curl, secured with a bobby

"Every Czech youth wants to become
an American," says Lederer. He just had
lunched with Jan Masaryk, son of the
first president of Czechoslovakia. He was
openly enthusiastic about his recent
naturalization, but the spell of his meeting with young Masaryk was still on him.
There was an unmistakable sadness in
his voice.
"All of Czechoslovakia," he went on,
"the Czechoslovakia that was and still is
in the hearts of the people, is as Americanized as any nation could be. America
had always been the ideal of the Czech
people. This was shown, I think, when
they adopted the Constitution of the
United States. That is why I am an
American today and why being an American has been my goal for so long as I can
Lederer undoubtedly is the most interremember."
national-minded person in Hollywood.
He is as well versed on the Czech situation

as any man in the United States. Through
deep study and observation his views on
the subject are comprehensive, intelligent
and authentic.
"The Czechs," he pointed out, "are a
nation of individualists. For centuries the
Germans have been accustomed to obedience, to an autocracy. The Czechs, on the
other hand, are independent. They want
to assert themselves. They cannot long
bear the yoke of any country. That is why
they are so akin to the United States, why
they have always admired this country.
History has proved the Czechs were born
to be free. To think that the Czechs and
the Germans can ever merge is as ridiculous as to say that oil and water can mix."
What about Hitler? Lederer leaned forward eagerly as he answered.
"Hitler, in his acts of aggrandizement,"
he said intently, "is like an actor who
makes a tremendous hit in one play after
another. Pretty soon the actor believes he
is different from other people, that he
does not have to abide by the principles
set forth by the majority, that he is ordained by God to create.
"So with Hitler. When he sent German
troops into the Saar he issued orders to
retreat immediately if any opposition
were raised. There was none, so he was
heartened to try again and again. He believes he is ordained by God to reach out
frowned.
forLederer
the Fatherland."
"But just as the actor some day will appear in a flop and go down," he said slowly
and prophetically, "so will Hitler meet
Temperamentally and idealogically
Francis
Lederer is the type of foreigner
with defeat."
who will make the ideal naturalized
American. A fierce advocate of peace, he
had hardly landed in this country before
he organized his now famous World Peace
Foundation.
America
needs
men
like

Francis Lederer, intelligent, patriotic men
devoted to the ideals of liberty and peace.
And America is getting them — many of
them from the foreign colony in Hollywood.
■

The past few years have seen a growing number of foreign film stars adopt
this country as their own, and renounce
all allegiance to Old World customs and
dictatorships. Peter Lorre, Fay Wray, Paul
Lukas, Victor McLaglen, Gregory Ratoff,
Mischa Auer and scores of others have
either taken out their first papers or actually been sworn in as full-fledged citizens of the United States. The evidence is enough to stop those rumors
that Hollywood's foreign colony has Communistic leanings, that its members take
American money but will not accept the
duties and obligations of citizenship.
| Probably the best known Hollywood
celebrity recently to cast her lot with
America is Marlene Dietrich. Born in
Berlin "not too many years ago" as she
smilingly told reporters who interviewed
her after her examination by the naturalization board, she had considered the move
for several years, ever since she decided
she would make her permanent home in
the United States.
"I want to rear my child in America as
an American," she says. "I want her to be
an American, to be able to take advantage
of all that America offers, not as a
foreigner but as a citizen. For myself, I
want to be a part of this nation."
For all her worldly sophistication the
glamorous Miss Dietrich was deeply
moved when, in Los Angeles' Federal
Building, the Department of Labor
naturalization board recently accepted her
petition of citizenship. It was evident
when she left the building after passing
the examination with flying colors that
the ceremony was an epochal event in her
life.
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When
Samuel
Goldwyn
brought
Anna Sten to Hollywood from Russia
she could scarcely speak a word of English. Today her English is flawless; she is
as American as the person next door.
"In my Russia as a small child I read
Russian translations of Horatio Alger

"During the revolution of 1917 and the
social upheaval that followed, I saw too
much suffering and oppression ever to
want to go back," she said. "There was
much starvation. People suffered from the
terrible cold; many were frozen to death.

captive ... at your best ! With Hickory —
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your figure never has meant so much. In
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books," she said, without a trace of an accent. "America, in those books, was pictured as the land of plenty, the land of
opportunity where the poor always became rich, and the miserable and downtrodden happy. More than anything else
on earth I yearned to go to America, to
be an American and forget the misery
that was Russia."
That explains why, soon after reaching
these shores, Anna declared her intention
cf becoming an American citizen and set
about preparing herself to pass the naturalization board. She has no desire whatsoever to return to the land of her birth.
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shot down in cold

"During one entire winter and part of
another my family and I barely had
enough to eat. And with what poor food
we had we were considered unusually
lucky. We lived in a tenement without
heat. The only fire we had came from
scraps of wood my mother and I were
able to pick up on the streets and back of
shops at night.
"I would never in my right mind return
to Russia. God willing, I will be here the
rest of my life. Our roots are down, my
husband's and mine, and neither of us
has any patience with any 'isms' but
Americanism."
Dr. Eugene Frencke, Anna's husband
and a native of Russian Georgia, received
his final papers along with his wife last
December. His American naturalization
likewise was the fulfillment of a long
dream, the realization of an ambition dating back to early days in Germany
whither he had gone to direct motion pictures, and to learn about America from
Americans he met in the studios.
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That beautiful Wendy Barrie should
finally choose to become an American
citizen came as no great surprise to her
friends. From the moment of her arrival
in Hollywood she made it clear that she
liked both America and Americans and
that never before had she been so happy.
After the death of her father in Hongkong, her mother joined her in the film
capital. There was no further reason for
her to delay the transference of her allegiance to America. So Wendy, born in
London and reared in China, where her
father was in the British consular service,

asked permission of the United States
authorities to become an American citizen.
■

Almost as soon as she arrived here
glamorous Hedy Lamarr, born Hedy
Kiesler in Vienna, decided to align her
future with America and took out her
first papers of citizenship.
"Even my introductory association with
Americans led me to believe I wanted to
be one of them," she declared. "After
months of living among them I was sure

| Broach the subject of naturalization
to Claude Rains and he positively
beams. It is no small matter for an Englishman to break ties of Empire. But
of it."
Rains is loyal to his new citizenship.
"After all," he says with a twinkle in
in his eye, "I have some integrity and I
feel that I owe this country my allegiance.
In America I have fared unusually well.
I have gained financial independence, and
there's little danger of my losing that independence. For that reason alone I owe
this
allegiance."
Butcountry
there ismymuch
more to it than that.
Even a casual conversation with Rains
reveals his pride in his newly acquired
citizenship. He admires particularly the
democratic spirit of this country.
"I took a trip to England in 1935," he
explained, "and I couldn't get back to the
United States fast enough. I was appalled
at the class distinction there, distinctions
that I had completely forgotten during
my stay in America. I feel now that I have
much to be thankful for and I am com-
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Columbia University students elected Joy Hodges "Yumph Girrrt as a delicate little
token of their esteem, and broke the news to her on her arrival at the Newark
Airport with

a sign and

a rally.

You'll see her

soon in The Family ISext Door

■

Ray Milland is another Britisher who
recently indicated his intention to become an American citizen.

"I married an American, America is my
home, the setting of my future, and I
belong to it," said this native son of
Heath, Wales, in commenting on his action
in taking out first papers. "Naturally I
expect to visit England occasionally for I
have many friends there and I love the
country. But America has come to mean
my life.
"When I was in England last autumn I
felt a restraint I had never known before.
Perhaps it's the free and easy life we lead
over here. I don't know. I do know,
though, that I experienced a feeling of
wanting to get home, back to California.
What else could I do, feeling that way,
but become an American? Yes, and I
would fight for it too, if America called
me!"
| Luise Rainer's slender young body
fairly quivered with excitement when
she received her final papers and emerged
a 100 per cent American citizen.
"I haven't been so happy since the first
time I fell in love," she announced gaily.
"Ever since I was a little girl in Vienna
I have been oh! so anxious to come to
America. Even as a child I remember I
dreamed some day of sailing across the
sea to the land where all was sunshine
and happiness. That dream came true
when I first saw the United States, and

the rest of it, to be an American, when I
was handed my full citizenship papers."
Luise is so proud of her new estate that
she has swept from her home all reminders of Europe. She passionately believes that such organizations as the
German Bund should be disbanded, forbidden to spread their propaganda.
| An Irishman is always in love. If it
isn't with love itself, it's with country.
Which did not, however, prevent George
Brent from renouncing the shamrock isle
in favor of the United States.
"America's my nation, Hollywood's my
home. I'm happy here, intend to stay
here and hope to be a good American," he
says. "Sure, good enough to stick by
America no matter what happens and no
matter what I'm asked to do."
|

Both Cecilia Parker and Katherine De
Mille are Americans too, now, having
renounced all ties to their native Canada.
Their careers, their homes, their husbands and their interests are in Hollywood and there they expect to spend the
rest of their lives. And Anthony Quinn,

Katherine's Irish-Indian husband, hastened to become a citizen after a trying
experience not long ago. Returning to the
United States he was held at Tia Juana,
Mexico, for two days before he was able
to persuade the government authorities to
let him cross the border and go home to
Hollywood. He thought he was a citizen
all the time but he wasn't.

"I tell you," he says, "it isn't until you
learn that you're really not an American
that you realize how all-important it is to
be one. I came to this country with my
parents from Mexico when I was four
months old, so I always had imagined
myself part of it."
H It is no easy task to become an American citizen. Steady, persevering study
is necessary. The candidate must have a
comprehensive knowledge and understanding ofAmerican history and government and ideals. He must be sufficiently
well versed on the concepts of the Constitution of the United States to pass an
examination by the exacting naturalization board.
At least two years must elapse after the
declaration of intention (first paper) is
filed before the candidate can obtain his
petition of citizenship (second paper) . He
must have resided in the United States
for at least five years to be eligible for
citizenship. Having met all these requirements, he must take an examination before the naturalization board and pass
with better than average marks.
In ever increasing numbers, members
of Hollywood's foreign colony are applying themselves to the job, not only of
becoming American citizens, but of becoming good citizens. And all who have
tried have given a grand performance.
So here's to Hollywood's volunteer Americans. Welcome, stranger — we're glad to
have you with us!
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Introducing Susan
Something about the pretty little Miss
from Brooklyn who has the only feminine
role in the new version of Beau Geste

By E. J. SMITHSON
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vegetable Hair Rinse
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We've been informed — in a roundabout way, of course — that when a
man bites a dog it's news for anybody who
can read, write, or listen. We're far from
being reluctant in accepting this as the
truth
essay. as we sit here preparing this little
That is, generally speaking.
Specifically — and by that we mean
Hollywood — ten men could bite off the
hide and hair of ten dogs, and nobody
would notice, because it is a town where
the unexpected is always happening.
About the only kind of story that really
"needles" our kings and queens, as well
as the "bit" and featured players of the
celluloid screen, is the kind of story that
springs from the swift introduction of a
mere slip of a girl like, say, this Susan
Hayward, into the cinematic set-up.
And no wonder! No wonder!
For all this black-eyed Susan did was
to walk unheralded into the Paramount

talent department one fine morning, come
January, 1939, turn around, and walk right
out again with no less than the leading
feminine role opposite Gary Cooper and
Ray Milland in Beau Geste.
But that isn't all by a long shot! Susan
did it without boasting of one minute's
screen experience to her credit!
And right then and there, every actress,
from bit player clear on up to glamour
girl sent out orders for a gross of extrasize crying towels to soak up the scalding
tears of grief that sprung from the knowledge that the important part had been
plucked by an unknown who hailed from
Brooklyn — of all places!
As for black-eyed Susan, the girl from
Brooklyn, well, she's pretty much in a
daze and a dither about the whole thing.
But she's managed, so says Wild Bill
Wellman, to do a bang-up job of acting in
the picture despite complete ignorance of
what to do and when to do it before the
cameras. Wild Bill ought to know, if anyone does, since he happens to be the gent
who directed Beau Geste.
Now, lest we be falsely accused by our
carping critics of being a rambling (and
we do mean mentally, you dope) reporter
we're going to bring Susan over to the
microphone.
"My being in Hollywood and in Beau
Geste," she begins, "can date 'way back
to the day when I was assigned the seat
next to the sink in the art class of the Girls
Commercial High School in Brooklyn. On

this particular day I was preparing a
design to be submitted in competition with
other members of the class. Just about
the time I was ready to put the finishing
touches to it, one of the girls came up to
the sink, and, after washing her hands,
accidentally flicked water all over my
drawing. And right then and there
three long, hard weeks of effort were
completely lost. I was ready, willing — and
I hoped,
able — Itowould
scratch
girl's
out!
No doubt
havethat
done
so eyes
save
for the fact that a split second before I
started to scratch, I happened to glance
down at my drawing board. Instead of
being sunk by the sink, so to speak, I went
right to work at the design again. Those
water marks had made such an intriguing
pattern that I decided to embellish them —
and guess what happened? I won the contest and with it a $75 cash prize!
"Then," Susan goes on, '*I decided to
travel. I was eighteen, I had just won a
big prize, so why shouldn't I begin to earn
my own living? I answered that question
by going to New York City where I got
a job as a textile designer. Now it so happened that the place where I worked was
in the theatrical district. It also happened
that I looked out the window one morning
after the third payday, and saw a group
of scantily-clad chorus girls on the roof
of an adjoining building. What have they
got that I haven't got I asked myself as I
watched their gyrations, and I answered
that one by deciding upon a stage career.
Just like that."

But Susan got fooled. It wasn't just like
that. Not by a jugful. New York producers
and agents were tougher to crack than a
slab of concrete.
"They said 'no' so many times," Susan
says, "that finally I was convinced they
meant it. I enrolled in a dramatic school,
stayed there for six months, and tackled
the agents again with about the same
result. Get some experience, they said,
and drop in again. So I went over to Long
Island and landed a little work in a stock
company. The show folded half way
through the second week, and I found
myself about where I was at the beginning, but this time without money. To
remedy that I became a model."
■

While we're giving Susan time to
catch her breath it might be well to
say here that she posed for the color illustrations ofan article on "How Models
Come to New York." George Cukor, who
had the job of directing Gone With the
Wind during its early filming stages, saw
her picture, and thought she might make

a good Scarlett O'Hara.
"They gave me a screen test in a Long
Island studio," Susan continues, "and there
must have been something about it that
pleased them because they brought me
to Hollywood where I was tested again and
again. For some reason, never explained,
they changed their minds, and I found
myself in the ranks of the also-rans in the
Scarlett race.
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Charlie Chaplin, Jack Warner, Carrie Jacobs Bond who wrote "The End of a Perfect
Day," and little Janet Chapman were interested spectators at the cutting of May Robson's birthday cake on her 75th birthday, when Hollywood honored the grand old star
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"I .stayed in Hollywood, pen in hand
to sign the first movie contract that
came along. The first month lengthened
into six, which was enough to convince
me that the movies and Susan Hayward
would never mix, and then, on the day
I was to return to New York, Warner
Brothers signed me to a six months' contract.
"I made a lot of pictures for this studio,
hundreds of them — but they were all still
pictures in bathing suits and shorts and
were planted in newspapers and magazines. Inever did get a chance to parade
before a movie camera, and I became
pretty much discouraged. The only thing
Warners gave me, finally, was the gate.
When I got that piece of furniture I decided that enough was enough, and began
packing for a return trip to New York.
And I would have left, too, only I was
delayed by the unexpected arrival of a
girl friend from the East who inveigled
me into remaining in Hollywood for a
week or two longer. And it's well that
I did, in view of what's happened to me
since then. During that two-weeks' loafing
period I read in a trade paper that Artie

anything. 'Just another Scarlett O'Hara
routine,' I told Artie Jacobson who said
something about 'you never can tell, and
would I please leave my telephone number
— just in case.' Two or three mornings later
I got a call from Paramount and the man
at the other end of the wire urged me to
come a-running because Mr. Jacobson
wanted to see me. Not only that, but
Mr. Wellman, the producer-director of
Beau Geste, wanted to see me. No, I
wasn't to come a-running. A car would
be at my door in thirty minutes and would
I please hurry and get dressed?
"Well, I hurried and I got dressed, and
I met Mr. Jacobson and Mr. Wellman and
I got the part in the picture and better
yet, I got a long-term contract. My, things
always seem to happen to me in such a
round-about way!"
B

Susan is still in a daze and a dither
about the whole business of picture

making, but it looks as though she's going
to do mighty well for herself. Everything
• considered. Yes, indeed, for a girl from
Brooklyn
— brings up an interesting fact
And that
of which she is not aware. Susan is the

Jacobson, Paramount's talent director,
was looking for a girl to play opposite
Gary Cooper and Ray Milland in Becm
Geste and so, with time on my hands,
with nothing to lose and everything to
gain, I went out to Paramount one fine,
sunshiny morning, walked into Mr.
Jacobson's office and in less than half an
hour I was in the midst of all the excitement and flurry that goes with a screen

second Brooklyn girl — and a redhead, at
that — to be plucked out of the ranks by
Wild Bill Wellman and given a chance at
stardom.
The first was Clara Bow. Wild Bill gave
her first opportunity a dozen years ago
in a picture called Wings.
And here's hoping that this five-foot,
108 pound, red-headed Susan flies as high

test! It was a lot of fun, but it didn't mean

careerward as did the famous 'It' girl!

"Tough
To Be a Star"
[Continued from page 23]
you had to agree to take, if you won, the
screen name "Alice Eden" or "John
Archer," the names they'd built up over
the broadcast for three months. . . . The
audience held its breaths.
At a million radios over the land, people listened with sharp attention. In the
auditorium, folks moved to the edge of
their chairs. Boy, the theatre grew so
quiet you could hear a contract drop as
Lasky said:
"The winners — 'Alice Eden' and 'John
Archer' — are Rowena Cook of New York
City and Ralph Bowman ■ of Lincoln,
Nebraska — " You couldn't catch the rest
of it for the cheer.s and applause.
Talk about Cinderella! Talk about
Aladdin! Rowena Cook, who bears a startling resemblance to Miriam Hopkins as
a school girl, came out on the stage, her
hand in that of Ralph Bowman. She was
so tremulous with relief and delight that
she had to sit down quick for fear she'd
faint. Even so, her face was radiant, and
the vivacious quality which helped win
the award fairly crackled across the footlights. Bowman, quiet and poised, his
brown hair and tanned features a contrast to her blond fairness, burst out
laughing at her rapture. But he looked
pretty rapturous himself.
Slap bang, on top of everything, Jean
Hersholt was handing them membership

cards in the Screen Guild. Slap bang,
a telephone message asking them if, for
$500 each, they would appear on a radio
program next week. Adulation. Glamour
by the pailful. World at their feet. . . .
S

And then Edward Arnold spoke. As
one of the judges he had been asked

"to say a word to these young people."
He said it.
"From now on," he remarked, his deep
voice cutting gravely across the fanfare,
"you're going to have a tough time."
People gasped. So did Rowena Cook
and Ralph Bowman.
Well, the entire incident epitomized
Hollywood. First, the pleasant hullabaloo
of congratulation over crashing the
movies. Then — a warning that brought
to mind things which were past but in a
way still present; a warning that you can
get into the movies and yet not have it
"take."
For behind the glittering procession of
stars there walks always: — shadowy in the
background — the procession of Canteloupe
Queens, Tiger Men, Leopard Women, Miss
Americas, who won picture contracts,
perhaps on looks rather than talent;
couldn't make the grade; and linger in
memory— some of them still in factround a casting office that has "nothing
today," wishing
they'd never heard
of

fame and fortune in the guise of a six
weeks' contract and all expenses paid.
A contract in the movies doesn't mean
success. It means only the chance at success.
"But if you're always sincere and have
confidence in yourself," Edward Arnold
added,
"you'll
win."of course, to a pair of
He was
talking,
young people who had already demonstrated a considerable talent for acting.
Moreover, in their case the circumstances
were somewhat different, in other ways,
from those of other contest winners of
the more haphazard sort. These two
entered pictures, as "Alice Eden" and
"John Archer," with names already familiar to the radio-fan section of the
public. In a modest degree, they were
famous before they started, since the
screen names were publicized long before
it was known who would eventually bear
them.
A publicized name is above rubies
to anyone who wants to find a job, or hold
a job, in Hollywood.
In addition, Lasky is serious about his
own responsibility to the contestants. So
much so, that he has obtained movie contracts for several who possessed a flair
for drama, but were eliminated from the
semi-finals and finals. Among these are
Linda Hayes, who won the second feminine lead with Lupe Velez in Girl from
Mexico, and John Baird, who has a
role
in the Ginger Rogers' film, Little
Mother.

m
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Lasky pointed out that it was chiefly
"from among new kids" that Hollywood
would have to gather its future stars, and
said he was surprised at the "savvy" the
youngsters in his contest displayed.
"They know what makes Hollywood tick,"
he said, "they aren't the stagestruck kids
of yesterday who used to bum a way out
here without training or talent, expecting
to become famous overnight.
"These are kids who know what it takes.
Therefore, they have trained; in little
theatre groups, with dramatic teachers,
or in school dramatic societies. Why, some
some of them could give pointers in acting
to some of our stars!"
|

Still and all, Rowena Cook and Ralph
Bowman were a bit disturbed by

Edward Arnold's chill prediction. More
disturbed, if the truth were known, than
surprised.
They sat rather nervously poised for
their very first interview; Rowena in pale

V

blue linen — she's a lovely creature — and
Ralph in a dark town suit, though he'd
rather have been in dungarees and
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sneakers on the deck of somebody's sailing boat. They both, as it happens, can
sail a boat.
And they both, as it happens, had made
tentative stabs at Hollywood before; for
these two young persons know quite definitely what career they want to follow.
Bowman, as an amateur, had a course with
Ben Bard in plays put on at a little theatre
in Los Angeles. Rowena, also as an amateur, had a season with the Pasadena
Community players.
"So we know Hollywood from the inside
and the outside," she said with a happy
sigh; of course our hardest time is before
us — from now on we have to work like
fury to stay here. Like the time Alice
in Wonderland had to run as hard as she
could, just to stay where she was! They've
given me a new hair-do already — they call
it the Alice Eden.' But I realize life is
more than hair-do's, even in this town."
Bowman put in a word. Though he'd
seen Hollywood before, it never looked
so perfectly beautiful as it did right after
the contest judges brought in their decision. "Isort of wanted to edge into pictures from the production end," he went
on, "or maybe as a camera man. But I
wanted to be an actor, even more. As
soon as I set eyes on Hollywood — the hills
and palms and roses — I hoped I'd never
have to leave. But try and ease into a
studio! I didn't see the inside of one till
this contest ended!
"Of course I can't imagine any place
more glorious right now. The scenery
and the atmosphere were not bad before,
but they sure have pepped up since studio

•
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Bowman,
at his rooms in Hollywood,
stead of 'no'."
and Rowena, staying with friends in Pasadena, have started out to be safe and sane.
From their $125 a week apiece, they spend
a modest sum on rent, no more than necessary on new clothes, and they're saving all
they can. They expect their luck to last,
for the very good reason that they intend
to study and work instead of depending

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Markey (Hedy
Laniarr) caught by the camera leaving
the Cafe Lamaze
after a late dinner

on luck. But they are saving their money,
just in case. Never having met till the
semi-finals in the contest, they were surprised to find how much they thought
alike on economy and such. Lasky would
tell them that's the way most young people
think nowadays — at least, those who arrive in Hollywood with the intention of
remaining.
■

But Edward Arnold, over on the Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington set at
Columbia Studios, wagged his head when

I reportedhadthat
"Alice
Archer"
taken
his Eden"
remark and
to "John
heart,
and meant to work hard.
"It's tough to be a star," he said, "and
when I told those two kids they had a
tough time before them, I didn't refer
merely to work, though their work has
just begun. I told them to believe firmly
in themselves and they would succeed,
and it's true. No doubt they plan to be
stars some day.
"Well, I don't mean

to minimize the

work, but aside from the work, 'it's so
tough to be a star that I've decided not
to be one any longer. In this picture, I
play a supporting role because I prefer a
good, strong supporting role to star billing.
Why? In my case, it is too much responsibility, hunting for stories of star caliber.
It's a .situation those two kids may face
There was no doubt of his sincerity. At
some
day." they refer to him as one of the
Columbia
three (count 'em!) stars in the picture,
but he insists that he isn't one, though
most stars would be glad to play his "Jim

Taylor," big politician, mixed up with
Jimmy Stewart and Jean Arthur. No,
he's tired of being a star!
Arnold's advice, therefore, was doubly
good. It came from a star who doesn't
want to be, to a couple of youngsters who
do.

upon you as a new, outstanding personality— and these two certainly stood out
enough to win over a couple of thousand
others — then you can go haywire in various different directions."
The temptations of Hollywood? I sug-

"You take work for granted in this
business," Arnold remarked with his wise
and genial smile, "but the thing any new
player has to watch out for is over confidence. It's different from plain self confidence. Players who have entered the
movies by means of a contest, lifted in by
a stroke of good luck, where others have
failed to make so much as a dent on the
door, are particularly in danger of feeling
that their technique is without need of improvement, and that they themselves are
beyond need of admonition or advice.

gested.
Arnold laughed. "Heck!" he scoffed,
"Hollywood hasn't any temptations! No
more, and no different from temptations
anywhere else in the world.
"No, I mean going haywire about money.
Spending it. Not every young fellow, or
young girl, drops into a salary of over a
hundred a week right at the start of a

"Mind you," he added earnestly, "I don't
for a moment say Alice Eden' and 'John
Archer' are this type. They struck me as
being thoroughly modest and eager to
learn.
"But what I'm saying is, everything
tends to make the young player lose his
head. The trouble with half the young actors who failed to make good in Hollywood
is that they began to believe they couldn't
improve— and they didn't. The other half
simply weren't cut out to be actors in the
first place.
"There are several ways, though, of
losing your head. If you resist the impulse to believe all the flattery heaped

career. It's good money, even if experienced players draw down a lot more. It's
such good money that I've seen young
fellows, and young girls, too, buy cars they
couldn't afford and go ki-hooting along
the roads faster than anyone needs to go.
"After you have a high class car, you
want a high class house to park it in front
of, and then you need a ranch somewhere
or a beach place so you can get away from
the house. You hanker after the kind of
clothes that go with all these things — and
who's going to wear little old fifteen dollar
slacks when you can pay ten times as
much for slacks that will scare every clam
offHethe wagged
beach?" his head again, his mouth
smiling, but his dark eyes perfectly serious.
"No use having nice clothes if you can't
show 'em off, is there?
So the next thing

is entertaining. You throw parties, at
home, and you go dancing at night clubs.
Nobody expects you to cook a hamburger
or toss a salad together, so you have a
cook to cook and a butler to frighten the
unsophisticated, and the studio doesn't
take up your option, and right then it's
He repeated that "Alice" and "John"
didn't
seem to be the hare-brained type.
too bad."
He didn't expect them to go loco.
"But," he wound up with emphasis, "unconsciously, all kinds of pressure will be
brought to bear on them to make them do
that very thing. The fact that old troupers,
and everyone else, will be so kind to them,
possibly spoiling them a little without
meaning to, may make them come to believe that acting isn't so much work after
all.
"The day a player thinks: 'Well, I'm
pretty good, eh? If this is all there is to
being in the movies!' — -on that day, he's
lost. Again, I don't imagine Alice' and
'John' are this type. But one thing I do
know; acting is a strange profession, and
the climb up the ladder may be so swift
for a few rungs that it makes the climber
a trifle dizzy. So when I say there's a
tough time ahead for those youngsters, I
mean simply this. Good luck, real opportunity, praise, is being heaped on them.
And from now on it's going to be tough,
because instead of fighting the casting director they're going to have to fight them-

selves."
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To Succeed
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Mrs. Doakes' pies, he hasn't quite made up
his mind whether to give Joe Doakes a

standards that it took a very fine job indeed to satisfy him.
When the director called him to work,

raise or not, but after eating Mrs. Doakes'
apple pie, he goes home completely sold
on Joe Doakes and promotes him over the

he said, "I'm not in the mood," then
winked at me and rushed forward. One
gets the impression that he is always in

head of Johnny Smith, who's just as smart
as Joe but whose wife is a pain in the
neck.
To all of this, Adolphe Menjou says,
stroking his moustache contemptuously,
"Ridiculous! It's all a lot of foolishness,
which never happens except in fiction, for

the mood when called, and that if he isn't,
he gets himself into it. The scene over,
he sat down again, said to the bootblack,
"Are you through with me, or was there
still one shoe with which you weren't

social life has nothing to do with one's
success or lack of it, nor has one's wife's
ability as a hostess anything to do with it.
Success consists 90 per cent of luck and 10
per cent in being prepared for opportunities. Now where do a wife's perfect apple
pies fit into the picture? If a man is a
valuable executive, he may have the most
horrible wife in the world, but his firm is

still
one shoe with which he wasn't comsatisfied?"
pletely satisfied.
"I thought so," said Adolphe, settling
down in his chair. He looked pleased
with the bootblack, who had so much
discrimination; he looked pleased with
the world. Then he turned his attention
back to the subject under discussion.

going to hang on to him just the same."
This was not at all what I expected
Adolphe Menjou to say. But I'd forgotten
that Adolphe is a sophisticated man, with
a sophisticated man's point of view; and
although his marriage to Verree Teasdale
is successful, he was a great success before
his marriage to her, so he does not say
"I owe it all to her!"
"When I was most unhappy, I made two
of my best pictures, King on Main Street,
and Grand Duchess and the Waiter.
Sometimes when a man is most unhappy,
he does his finest work. He forgets the
tragedies and tribulations of his home life
in his work. Sometimes the one thing
that makes a man successful is unrest."
Although Adolphe Menjou never discusses his first two wives either in or out
of interviews and doesn't even mention
them by name, it is common knowledge
that his first wife was a very brilliant,
efficient newspaperwoman, Katherine
Conn Tinsley; and his second, the slender,
tall, blue-eyed Kathryn Carver, had a way
of gazing at a man that made an irresistible appeal to his protective instincts. Obviously Adolphe didn't find perfect companionship in either of these marriages,
and he himself must have forgotten trials
and tribulations in his domestic life by
losing himself in a world in which he
played a gay, sophisticated boulevardier,
a man with a perfect understanding of
women!
"I'm not denying," Adolphe told me,
"that women have a tremendous influence
— they can be a great help or a millstone
around a man's neck, but they are not
essential to his success."
We were sitting on the set where
Adolphe Menjou was making his latest
picture. He sat in a chair at ease while a
bootblack put finishing touches to his
shoes.
"Are you satisfied with both shoes, or
do you think they need a little more
polish?" Menjou said with a smile. Adroitly he avoided telling the bootblack that
he, Adolphe Menjou, wasn't satisfied. Very
clearly he implied that it was the bootblack, himself, who
set up such high

The bootblack discovered that there was

"Right here in Hollywood," he said, "I
can name you a man who has been a tremendous success without the help of any
woman. In spite of two miserably unhappy
marriages, Charlie Chaplin has given some
of the greatest performances ever
"Well, what
screened."
I asked. "Is
liar when he
and says that

about business executives?"
every captain of industry a
gets up before an audience
he would have been a failure

without the help of his 'best friend and
"Not necessarily," said Adolphe. "Some
severest critic?' "
men do owe a great deal to the 'little
woman.' While some men tell their wives
everything about their businesses and feel
that their wives, through superior intuition, are able to give them wonderful advice, other men don't tell their wives anything about business, and are equally
successful.
"If a woman makes a man happy in his
home life, she is doing a great deal for
him. If, in addition, she has the ability
to advise him, then she is indeed a pearl
among women. If a woman is sympathetic with your ambitions, she can do a
great deal to encourage you. If she is opposed to them, what a miserable life you
can lead together! Remember, I said that a
woman can do a great deal to help or hinder a man. But I deny that she is essential to his success. Certainly a wife
can help her husband by saving his money;
a bad manager can spend it all, so that, no
matter how successful he is, he will always
be broke.
"On the other hand, I know of one
woman who deliberately kept her husband broke because she said it was the
only way to make him achieve the success of which .she felt he was capable.
When he was making only eighteen
dollars a week, she spent twenty-five.
When he worked day and night so that he
could pay the twenty-five, she spent fifty.
She bought expensive fur coats, dresses
his salary couldn't possibly pay for, hired
a maid she couldn't afford, moved into an
apartment
rented for twice what she
should
havethat
paid.
"Apparently her plan succeeded, for the

man had terrific pride, and worked like
the devil trying to make enough to pay for
all his wife's extravagant purchases.
Sometimes, pointing to some new mink
coat she had bought, he would ask her
why she had bought it, since her closet
was full of fur coats. Then she would say,
'The only reason you have gotten as far
as you have is because I've kept you
broke.'
"Eventually he became head of the
company for which he had once worked
at a salary of eighteen dollars a week, but
when he reached the top, he divorced his
wife. Although he admitted that her
extravagance had forced him to become
a success, he hated her for the method she
had used.
"Possibly he was right in divorcing her;
at least, from his standpoint, he had a good
reason for it. To me the tragic cases are
the ones where the wife ha,s slaved to help
her husband become a success, only to be
cast off for a younger, prettier girl when
he becomes wealthy. There is no way of
explaining why this happens so often,
except that many people cannot stand success; it ruins them.
"And don't forget that, while some wives
are wonderful helps to a career, other
wives are a great handicap!
"I had a friend who lost thirteen million
dollars in five years because of his wife.
In the first place, it wasn't necessary for
him to work, and he had no desire to do
it, but she nagged him into starting a huge
business.

" 'I won't have a loafer for a husband,"
she said. 'No matter how much money
you have, that's no excuse for living in
idleness.'
"After forcing her husband, who might
otherwise have devoted his time to charitable enterprises and to travel, to put his
nose to the grindstone, she decided that
she also wanted him to be a great social
success. Consequently, when he came
home from work all tired out, she insisted
on going out all night and every night.
No man could keep that kind of a life up
indefinitely. Since he was out all night,
he couldn't give his business the attention
it should have received. Consequently,
he lost a huge fortune."
H

I mentioned the fact that many people
feel that the great historical figures

wouldn't have been so great if it hadn't
been for their wives. Basil Rathbone once
gave out an interview in which he said,
"Behind the .success of every man there is
some woman. It's even intriguing to wonder just how great some historic figures
would have been without their wives. Can
you imagine Robert Browning without
Elizabeth Barrett?"
Adolphe Menjou finds it easy to imagine
Robert Browning without Elizabeth Barrett. "He wrote great poetry before he
met her," he said.
"Look at Abraham Lincoln. He was
married to a bitter, nagging wife, who
later became insane. What sort of help
was she to him?

"Look at Napoleon. Can anyone honestly
say that he owed his .success to a woman?
He was mad about Josephine, and during
the time he was married to her he was
extremely successful. But when he cast
her off — in that period before he married
again — was he any the less successful?
"What about the great musicians and
artists?" said Adolphe. "Did each of them
have a woman behind him to whom he
could turn for comfort, sympathy and encouragement? On the contrary. Nearly
all the great symphonies and the great
works of art sprang out of restlessness,
unhappiness and discouragement. Many
of the greatest musicians and artists either
weren't married or were very unhappily
H Adolphe believes that one reason so
married."
that men don't
knowmany
what marriages
to look forfail
in iswomen.
"Ninety -nine per cent of the men in the
world are attracted first by beauty of face
and figure, plus an agreeable voice. I
know of one man who is married to a
beautiful doll-baby wife. Her face is absolutely blank of any expression. And her
mind
uninteresting.
couldn't
tolerateis just
such asa woman,
yet he Iloves
her
devotedly and is madly jealous, fearing
always that some other man will take this
precious jewel away from him. Maybe he
has a reason to worry because every beautiful girl, no matter how dull, has forty
guys
after seen
her. cheap-looking, gaudy wo"I have
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men, painted within an inch of their lives.
Though none of them would attract me,
yet I know there are men who fall for
them. What's the use? No woman can
live forever in her powder; that kind of
beauty can be bought in any drugstore,
so why should any man marry a woman
for it?
|

"You sometimes hear people saying
that opposites should get married. In
heaven's name, why? If two people are
opposites, how can they possibly agree on
anything? Verree and I agree on every-

"Doesn't that make life rather dull?" I
asked.
"Isn't a marriage more interesting
thing."
when the two people quarrel with each
other, at least occasionally?"
"Not to me, it isn't," .said Adolphe firmly.
"And they say that two people in the
same profession cannot achieve a happy
marriage. Why not? If any two people
should be able to achieve a happy marriage, they should be the ones, for when
an actor comes home at ten at night dead
tired, who will understand his feelings
better than a woman who has been through
the same thing and knows how exhausting
acting can be?
"Actually I know of no way of telling
in advance how a marriage will turn out.
There probably are some people temperamentally unfitted for marriage, who cannot
possibly achieve a happy marriage under
any circumstances, but how are they to
know it until they try? Other people can
achieve a happy marriage if they are married to the right people — people with whom
they are temperamentally compatible —
but how can you ever be sure that the
person you love is the right person for
you?
The man who marries happily the

first time is the luckiest guy who ever
lived, whether he knows it or not."
■

I told Adolphe Menjou that there are
business firms which refuse to employ
men unless they are happily married, believing that happily married men make
the most efficient employees.
Adolphe thought the idea ludicrous.
"How," he wanted to know, "did they
know which men were happily married
and which were not? Do they imagine
that every man wears his heart on his
sleeve, proclaiming his marital unhappiness for all the world to know? Many
people suffer for years through an unhappy marriage, hoping that everything
will turn out all right in the end. How
often friends tell a man who is unhappily
married, 'Just try to make the best of it.
Work yourself through it, and in the end

you'll find that it works out all right.' Very
often it doesn't work out, but in the meanwhile he goes through five or ten years of
marital life, ostensibly a happily married
man but in reality a very miserable one.
What board of executives can tell what
goes on behind the closed doors of a man's
house? Such a method of selecting employees ispreposterous.
"Besides, what evidence have they to
prove that a man who is happily married
does better work than one who isn't?
Sometimes the very reverse of that may
be true, and a man who is happily married
may become so smug, so contented with
himself that he gets into a rut.
"Men don't need women to succeed,"
he repeated. "They can be a great help
to a man, but it was a weakling who exclaimed, Alone I am a weak man; with
the right woman I could be a power, I
could be strong and mighty.' "

Sonja [Continued
— Self-Made
Siren
from page 22]
when the kid brother or sister gets to be
president of the student body or something. knew
I
that she had had deep, hard
moments. I knew of her pride and her possessiveness and her shrewdness. I knew
she would forever have what it takes. And
I knew, too, that she still had to change
to make herself really happy.
It was in Paris in the spring of 1936 that
I first became conscious of Sonja. In a
vague, indifferent sort of way I knew she
existed, but until the night that I was
grudgingly hauled off to the Palais Des
Sports to see her in exhibition she meant
no more than any of a dozen women tennis players, high divers, golfers and polo
enthusiasts. Women champions had always
rubbed me the wrong way. They still do,
most of them. But I will admit that my
wholehearted enthusiasm went out to that
little bundle of white grace and speed.
There was bedlam after she danced the
"Dying Swan." People went wild. From
the rafters to the edge of the rink came
hysterical shouts of "Bis, bis!" The air
was full of hats and programs until the
ice was freckled with wearing apparel,
even umbrellas. It was one of the wildest ovations I ever saw.

Then Sonja came out to acknowledge
the applause. She slipped smoothly over
the ice into the spotlight, bowed childishly,
gracefully, as cool as a cucumber. All the
while accepting flowers by the basketful.
Her arms were piled with roses up to her
chin. She took the din and applause and
the electric excitement like a veteran. In
fact, almost with more aplomb. Oldtimers
almost always totter about and try to say
something that's lost in a gurgle in their
throats when they get such a hand. Not
Sonja. She took it all as a matter of course.
She looked extremely happy but not at all
surprised.
My hostess looked at me with stars of
excitement in her eyes, "Isn't she wonderful? And that composure . . .!"
I thought, "That kid really has got an
awful lot of nerve or else she isn't old
enough to know what it's all about" I
made a mental note that here was another champion.
Everyone in our party was in a particular twit because we were all to go back
and meet her, and everyone was talking
at once. Before we got to the dressing
room I heard at how many courts she had
been presented, how dukes and counts

and other assorted noblemen worshipped
her. I heard that if she cared to she could
marry an immensely rich man in Paris,
and that she really should make some
money out of her skating genius by turning professional. I heard that she was
Norway's ambassador to the world, that
she was going to appear in Madison
Square Garden in New York, and that she
never for one moment was unchaperoned.
When we finally got to the dressing
room and were admitted I got a number
of unexpected jolts. After one look I had
tc renege on my contention that women
champions are very unattractive. At least
in her case I took it all back. I, also, immediately cancelled the mental reservation that she probably was too much of
an immature girl to know what it was all
about. From what I saw and what happened there, I got the impression that she
had the fierce, blinding pride of a peacock,
that she was far more possessive and more
shrewd than any woman I had ever met.
That was just guesswork that night.
Now, after all that has happened, I know
I was right. To appearances, there in her
dressing room, she was all to the contrary. She was a sweet and unsullied girl
with a particular knack of being most
charming in a different, gauche sort of
way, and who, from the looks of things,
had provincial taste, and not only in
clothes.
She was still in her skates and the
gleaming metal sunk into the nap of the
rug. There was something professional
and enviable in the way she carried herself about on those slivers of brilliant
steel. It made her appear taller and, of
course, she is tiny. There was something
old-fashioned, quaint and unsophisticated
about her. It struck me as being a
superb case of country confidence. I
wasn't quite right, of course, because
even then Sonja had a lot back of her.
She looked not quite so pretty as today. Idon't think her hair was quite so
honey-colored or so smooth. She had
none of her present grooming. She was
plumper. She had more than a suggestion
of a double chin. She had a wide-eyed,
fixed stare, and she wore a rather circusylooking costume.
An ample, matronly figure of a woman
hovered near . . . her mother. There were
flowers everywhere. We were made conscious of the fact that they came not only
from dear, family friends and admirers
but from truly important people. We were
shown medals, plaques and decorations.
In no uncertain manner we were made
conscious that Sonja Henie was the greatest skater in all the world.
The very expertness with which she
captured everyone in the room while retaining the look of a pleased, pampered,
happy little girl, was amazing. She
charmed with her wholesome, girlish enthusiasm, yet underneath you could sense
an unrelenting, grinding, almost terrifying determination. .
Before we left her dressing room that
night in Paris I thought that now, surely,
I knew Sonja Henie. I had been so suddenly and graphically exposed to the
power of her charm that I knew I would
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never forget it. Everyone in the party had
something to remember her by. She
rushed into words in an eager, awkward
manner, struggling with the impediment
of her accent, but she knew what she was
talking about. We spoke in English. She
talked of the artistic triumphs she intended to create, of her public and her
popularity. She talked of the ballets she
intended to dance. And I felt, then and
there, that I wanted to be there to see
them. And that's why it all affected me
as it did when I saw her recently in Hollywood, great star of her own ice show.
■

Mercolized Wax Cream is the complexion lightener that aids, hastens and
supplements the natural activity of the skin in
flaking off dull, lifeless, over-pigmented superficial skin. You then see revealed the smoother,
softer, lovelier true skin — your own natural
complexion. Get a jar of Alercolized Wax
Cream today and try it.
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astringent. Dissolve Saxolite in one-half
pint witch hazel and pat briskly on the skin
several times daily.

Try Phelactine Depilatory
REMOVES
unwanted hair from face quickly
. and easily. Skin appears more attractive.
Sold at all Cosmetic Counters

That night I don't think anyone foresaw her coming to_ Hollywood and of
course it didn't occur to anyone just how
she would fare here emotionally and matrimonially. But since then we've all talked
about it a lot. In fact, after that night,
watching Sonja in her career was sort of
a game with all of us. We all knew when
she was decorated by the King of Denmark, when she appeared at a command
performance before Queen Mary. And
there was practically an unanimous,
knowing wink between us when we found
out how cannily she had negotiated her
Hollywood contract, and how she refused
to make it only a one picture deal. It just
went without saying, then, that Sonja was
in pictures to stay. Things began to get
really interesting.
I remember distinctly the night we all
saw her first picture. The women were
amazed. They thought she was completely remade. Trying to sound pitying,
they said something about "losing her outdoor-girl-from-the-country look.'1 They
sounded catty instead.
H

I wonder what she thought of all of us,
sometimes. I mean by "us," not Hollywood or the people she worked with, but
the whole country.
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Now, of course, my friends in Paris
want to know whether Sonja is happy,
whether she likes it here in America. They
ask what her future is to be, how she has
changed and how she is adapting herself
to all the newness. They know that she
has learned a lot about this great, new
country that she is on the verge of adopting as her own.
And we, too, have learned a lot we
didn't know about Sonja. I had marveled
at her composure that night in Paris in
the face of such electric excitement. But
now I know that it is possible for her to
stare trouble straight in the face and
never wince. That is, never openly admit
any weakness. It's a carry over of the old
Viking tradition, I guess. She is as proud
as she is .shrewd.

■

On her tours with her ice ballet, which
she says she will continue between
pictures, she does not have an exactly
easy time because the routine is hard and
exacting, the demands on her time are
many, all the misunderstandings and all
the selfish grasping of an eager public are
exhausting. But she has been a rollicking good sport about everything. For instance, sometimes three or four appointments and meetings were arranged, by
accident, for the same hour of the day.
And she tried, unsuccessfully of course,
to meet them all, leaving misunderstandings and hurts. The cool opinion of my
friends was that for more than $10,000 a
week one could afford to be inconvenienced. That's true, but it is also true that
no matter how much money you are making, your nerves can stand only so much.
Some people say that Sonja hasn't hit
her stride, even yet. They predict that
she is potentially Hollywood's next siren,
that men will plunge headlong in love
when she eventually emerges as the wonderful woman she can be from the wonderful business woman she is. Now she
wants to go on and on making pictures.
She says she has too much skating to do
to marry, but to see Sonja and to know
her there is no mistaking that she is too
big a personality to be satisfied always
with a career only.
H

Already she is much changed from the
girl I saw in Paris less than three
years ago. When I went back to see her
after her Hollywood ice revue, she was
dressed in something very feminine and
breathtaking. Her hair held the lights and
flowed about her face, smooth as honey.
She glowed with an unexplainable radiance. She moved with an easy litheness.
Her silver slippers (not skates this time)
twinkled beneath the supple, white folds
of her dress. Every eye in that crowded,
excited room followed her. She was conscious and proud that everyone and everything was there because of her. She
savored that fact thoroughly. You could
see it in her eyes. They were soft and
wide, those of a woman who could feel,
exquisitely.
She's got everything, I thought, everything that it takes. But watching her, so
confident in herself, brought a little heart
tug, too. No one will begrudge Sonja her
business head or her flare for spectacular
showmanship but if Hollywood is to give
her
like
her
her

anything
pileexacting
of cold money
I'd
to see herbutlet a her
work and
percentages and her new routines and
contracts take less of her time. I wish

for Sonja something a little more heartwarming than that brilliant, sparkling
dazzle of ice on which she lives.

NEXT MONTH
If you ever have moved from one house to another, you will suffer in
sympathy for the young Dick Powells who recently flitted from here to
there.

Kay Proctor, always eager to help, was there and tells the story.

That Scarlett Woman
[Continued from page 25]
men in a battle of wits." He gave his
sudden smile. "This doesn't please men so
much."
At that instant from one of the trailer
dressing rooms stepped a figure in black
and brown, with sideburns and an 1863
hair-do. He turned out to be the Rhett
Butler of the piece — Clark Gable. "Hi-yo,
Silver!" Gable cried with an ebullience
rather refreshing amid the surrounding
ante bellum formality.
"Be right with you!" Howard answered,
and with his knuckles he began to evoke
the sound of galloping hoofs from the seat
of a chair.
But before Gable spoke further, Vivien
Leigh came tripping back across the
greensward with Olivia de Havilland.
Director Victor Fleming shouted an order.
And, presto! Before you could say, "Atlanta, Jawgyuh," the action moved to the
interior of Twelve Oaks.
This house was a little more elaborate
than Tara, the home of Scarlett; though
Tara was, you may be sure, no shack.
For one thing, Twelve Oaks had a huge
dining room, of the proportions demanded
by Southern hospitality, and on its carved
serving tables there stood — flashing in
the sun from the long windows — quantities
of antique silver plate, every item a collector's piece.
Twelve Oaks, moreover, had a lightly
curving and wholly magnificent double
stairway; a marvel of architecture, springing from the hall in a stately flight of steps,
to divide at the landing as it soared to the
upper floors. Along the stair wall hung
$6,000 worth of paintings, which, with the
silver, were closely guarded while the
film was in production. Mounting the
stair, you found, off the upper corridor, a
bedroom with a lofty ceiling and an enormous four-poster bed. On the bed and on
sofas, twenty-four girls (shedding their
five-foot hoop skirts) took an afternoon
nap following the barbecue, while the
gentlemen smoked, wined, and talked
downstairs.
It was from this bedroom, and down this
stairway, that Scarlett had stolen while
the other girls slept, to propose marriage
to Ashley. With the strange, higgledypiggledy movie methods which come out
all right in the end, the proposal scene had
already been shot before the start of the
barbecue which, in the plot, precedes it.
But before they could shoot another scene
in the library, they had to clean up the
fireplace. It was full of broken china.
At the conclusion of the touching and
tense love sequence — the love, alas, being
all on Scarlett's side — Ashley had in embarrassment and pity left Scarlett in
the library. When the door closed, she
snatched a costly Limoges vase, and with
all her strength dashed it on the hearth.
To her consternation, at the sound of the
crash a man rose from the big chair in
which he'd been an unintentional eavesdropper. Rhett Butler! He'd heard everything! Scarlett glared as if she could have
murdered him. It's a wonder, come right
down to it, that she didn't.

■

With the china swept up, however,
and another library interior taken —
this time with ladies and gentlemen saying
goodbye and what a nice time and do drop
over to see us soon — the entire company
scampered to another spot where stood
the "bazaar" set. Yes, the Atlanta ladies
were holding a bazaar to raise money for
the wounded Confederate soldiers.
The scene was a perfect glory of color.
It contained bright flags (Confederate, of
co'se) ; the yellow, blue, red and green
uniforms of Confederate officers who belonged to various outfits such as the
Louisiana Zouaves and the (Confederate)
President's Guards; the red shirts of the
Atlanta Fire Department, a swanky volunteer organization of socialites; and the
ladies' silk and velvet gowns. The fashionable feminine colors that year were
emerald, magenta, puce, turquoise, gamboge and aquamarine. To decorate the
walls and booths, the studio cornered the
Hollywood supply of smilax.
In dramatic contrast with the brilliant
dresses about her, Scarlett appeared in the
black, enveloping widow's veil which she
wore for Charles Hamilton, though she
detested it. Scarlett O'Hara, according to
Margaret Mitchell's book, had both French
and Irish blood. Her jaw was square but
her chin pointed; her eyes were green as
jade, her thick, black lashes curled upward and her thick, black brows slanted
up at the outer ends. Her skin was the
flawless magnolia white so prized by
Southern women, her hair was dark, and
her waist (thanks partly to tight lacing)
measured seventeen inches.
To a remarkable extent, Vivien Leigh's
features answer this description. As she
prettily coaxed bazaar patrons to buy this
and that useless gewgaw, she was Scarlett
to the life. It took Margaret Mitchell seven
years to write Gone With the Wind: it was
after a two year search that Selznick selected this English player who appeared
in Fire over England and A Yank at
Oxford for the leading role.
"She's in mourning," the bazaar gossips
murmured as Scarlett's widow's veil
floated energetically about here and there.
"She can't dance."
But — when Rhett paid $150 in gold for
the privilege of leading the reel, and selected Scarlett as his partner, she danced
airily out on the floor. Atlanta shuddered
in horror.
Heigh ho. Neither Scarlett nor anyone
else danced in Atlanta when subsequent scenes arrived. For war came to
Atlanta, to the city built on the forty acres
behind the Selznick Studio. From old
photographs, a dozen street of the town
were reconstructed with a painstaking
fidelity to detail. Even the street signs
were faithfully reproduced. And, with an
equally painstaking fidelity to detail, the
dozen streets were promptly ravaged by
shot and by fire. Among other items, the
entire Atlanta railroad yards were copied.
Copied to be burned down.
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I WANT YOU"

To show you the thought expended on
little things: In the very midst of the
burning of Atlanta, a soft, quiet voice observed amid the roar and crackle: "Not
'My heart is sad,' but 'Mah haht' . . ."
In the corner sat Susan Myrick of
Macon, Ga., the "Southern-Accent" coach.
She was gazing with intensity at a pupil, a
bit player, who wanted to say into the
sound track something about his Midwestern hearrrrt. It appears that the
English, who don't care for the letter "r"
anyway, have caught the Southern accent
more quickly than some of the American
players.

|

But, laws a-massy! What are we-all
doin' out yere on the back lot when
we don lef Massa Leslie Howa'd watchin'
the "bazaah" set in which he tooken no
part because the plot has him off yander
somewhe'es a-fightin' the da — that is, the
Yankees. Oh, yoo hoo, Massa Leslie! Oh,
there y'all y'are — we mean, is. There y'is,
suh,
and ...
we was speakin' 'bout Missy
Scahlett
"I was saying," Howard resumed, "that
women admire Scarlett more than men do.
Partly because in a business contest with
men she could hold her own, she could
make her way independently, scattering
opposition.
"Not that a man likes a woman to be a
mouse," he added hastily. "He likes her
to have some spirit. Even a flare of temper
now and then, within reason. This renders
her more interesting. A man doesn't
know exactly what to expect, his interest
is held.
"And it's true that if other men are
attracted to a woman, this both flatters a
man's judgment and keeps him a little un-

certain of her. He thinks to himself that
somebody might take her away from him,
he'd better be on his guard, he'd better
be attentive.
"But he doesn't want to be completely
uncertain, as a man would be of Scarlett.
A man never could be sure of her. I said
she'd get what she wanted, although she
destroyed herself doing it. Well, she'd get
it although she destroyed everybody else
in the process, too, and that is an alarming
prospect! She was as undisciplined as
some of our modern sub-debs."
He smiled, as if nothing could be more
undisciplined than certain of those.
"I've known women who were like
Scarlett," he added in a serious tone, "selfcentered, ambitious. Women who, like her
— perhaps, in a way, she was forced to do
it by circumstances — put themselves first,
other people second. I know a woman who
is losing her husband because of that very
quality,standsand
I don't
believe she underwhat has
happened.
"Naturally, Scarlett had good traits —
who hasn't? And doubtless she emphasized her aggressive traits because, as I
said before, she was a modern girl in an
old-fashioned setting, and whatever she
did required more boldness — more real
courage, too — than it would require today.
But do you realize that today Scarlett
wouldn't make much of an impression?
I mean, her independence, not her looks.
"Independent? Headstrong? Self-centered? Hard? Granted. But put Scarlett
among some of the girls you meet nowadays in London and Paris and New York,
and she'd have so much competition . . . !"
"I didn't
say Howa'd!
all of them," he retorted,
Why,
Massa
"but I did say some!"
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than do the amusing scenes showing the
somewhat skittish courtship. For, ten
years after their wedding, the fighter still
is after the title while his wife waits sadly
by their expensive radio, and his son
(Billy Cook) grows away from him.
There is real tension in the ring scenes
when the fighter is battling, not only for
the title, but for a chance to keep his son.
Plenty of good fight and training camp
scenes, quite a lot of comedy, and a story
a little different from the usual ring tale.
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A modern minstrel's life is not all
song, especially if he works at singing telegrams. Donny (Bing Crosby) discovers this when he sings "Happy Birthday" to a savage old gentleman (C. Aubrey Smith) who hates, not only singers
and birthdays but the son (Robert Kent)
who sent the singing messenger.
Donny is engaged to a fascinating but
strong-willed telephone operator (Joan
Blondell). She wants to marry him, but
refuses to do so when he is between jobs.
And, since Donny has a fixed habit of getting himself fired, the wedding has been
postponed four times. She is loyal through

disaster. She is even on friendly terms
with Donny 's slightly mad friend Nicky
(Mischa Auer). But, when she hears
Donny talking baby-talk behind the closed
door of his apartment, she sweeps wedding plans ruthlessly away. How could
she know that Donny was talking babytalk to a baby? Single young gentlemen
How Donny
usually
don't. happened to be in possession of a "hot" baby, how he evaded the
police, soothed his fiancee, won a radio
contract is an amusing farce. Crosby sings
four
a day.songs, and the baby is the most expert scene-stealer you have seen in many
THE STORY OF ALEXANDER
GRAHAM
BELL — 20th Century-Fox
BE As a resigned victim of wrong numbers, Istill am glad that Alexander
Graham Bell invented the telephone. As
a chronic sufferer from moving pictures
that do not quite ring the bell, I am glad,
too, that 20th Century-Fox discovered
Alexander Graham Bell. And if you think
that there is no excitement in rheostats
and vibrating sheets of metal and undulating currents you better not say any-

thing about it until you have seen Don
Ameche discover the telephone.
Loretta Young plays the deaf daughter
of the man who helped finance the young
inventor's experiments. Henry Fonda,
Charles Coburn, Gene Lockhart, Spring
Byington, Sally Blane, Polly Ann Young
and Georgiana Young are prominent in
the big, good cast. And one of the unforgettable scenes in all of the photoplays
you ever have seen is contributed by
young Bobs Watson as the deaf mute
child who struggles with painful intensity
to get out his first word.
UNION

PACIFIC — Paramount

As you flash across the country from
one fair to another, it will be hard to
realize that only a very few years ago the
vast plains of the middle west were empty
except for some angry Indians and some
men who believed that the crazy idea of
laying railroad tracks across .the country
was a sound business venture.
It cost millions of dollars and countless
lives to lay the first ragged roadbed of
the Union Pacific, and to link the Atlantic
and the Pacific by rail. It cost millions to
film Union Pacific, but from the first day
of operation, both ventures were tremendous successes. The railroad because it
opened new territory. The film because it
recaptures the spirit of pioneer days and
opens new territory for remembrance
and appreciation of the determined courage of our forefathers.
Against the magnificent background of
an untouched empire, a rousing story unfolds. Mollie (Barbara Stanwyck) was as
Irish as potatoes and just as good and
honest. Her father had been working on
the railroad all of his life as an engineer,
and she was proud of it. She also was
proud of her job as post-mistress of the
traveling box car that had a permanent
■

address at "End of Track," wherever that
might be at the end of a day's work.
They were rough giants, those men who
laid the new road. They had to be. They
worked in sun and snow and they had to
be ready to lay down pickaxes and grab

for rifles when the Indians showed a not
unreasonable tendency to resent the march
of progress.
When the day's work was done, they
liked rough fun and lots of it. That is why
the dives and dance-halls of Campeau
(Brian Donlevy) flourished. Campeau
played rough, too. Not satisfied with
swollen profits from his crooked faro
tables and questionable entertainers, he
was willing and ready for the rolling of
drunks or the filching of pay sacks.
In his retinue was as fine an assorted
set of rascals as ever assembled by a casting office. His chief lieutenant, Allen, was
different. He was a dashing young officer
who had found himself without anchor
after the Civil War and who was ready
for any michief or adventure, even if a
touch shady. Robert Preston plays this
part, and watch him closely because he
looks like one of the bigger stars of next
The familiar pattern of the drama takes
year.
shape when upright Jeff (Joel McCrea)
reaches End of Track to bring law and
order to the encampment, and both he and
Allen discover that Mollie is the most attractive girl in the world.
From there on, law and order battles
the underworld, the Indians skulk and
scalp, and the whites are saved just in
time by the soldiers. There is a trainwreck, of course, and the villain with
heart of gold is shot in the performance
of a noble deed.
Certainly the story is routine. Wouldn't
you feel cheated if it weren't? But there
is nothing routine about the development
or the telling. The villain does not get
shot when "you expect him to, but keeps
you worrying for quite a while about the
chances of the hero. There are wonderful
fights, and scrimmages and rides and
raids, a good deal of well-placed humor,
ing. the love story is really convincand
The film runs for nearly two and a half
hours, and seems shorter. Be sure to flag
down Union Pacific when it passes your
way. You'll have a fine journey into the
past.

Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 10]
■

Pay no attention to the Bette DavisGeorge Brent romance stuff. The two
stars have been friends for years and
years. Both get a big laugh out of the
harvest of column items that have them
headed for the preacherman. Bette, by
the way, is still a married woman and
unless she wants to be a bigamist, she
won't altar it with George until the judge
hands her the papers. Which, we hear,
won't be for a long, long time.
|

Old-time movie addicts should welcome the news that one of their favorite stars, Ralph Graves, is making his
screen come-back out at Republic as a
heavy in Three Texas Steers.

■

We ran across a June, 1927, issue of

one of our "fan" magazines, and, under
the title of "When Will We Really Have

Talking Movies?" Cecil DeMille is quoted
as saying: "I have never been enough interested in the development of sound to
see a talking movie," and "that the new
invention isn't at all practical." Says
Samuel Goldwyn: "When the large figures
on the screen start to ialk, the illusion of
reality is decreased rather than increased."
According to Clarence Brown, a director:
"There is so much money invested in the
present-day equipment that there is no
danger of the companies throwing out
everything and beginning again on a
talking picture basis. Millions of dollars
in investments would be worthless." Jesse
Lasky has his say as follows: Talking
movies would be impossible out of doors.
How ridiculous a street scene would be
in which the only sound would be that of
the actors speaking!"
The late Irving
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Thalberg, then supervisor of the M-G-M
studios, "believes the talking movie has its
place just as colored photography has, but
that neither will ever replace the silent
black and whites that we enjoy today."
"I believe the so-called talking motion
picture will serve simply as one more
item, or feature, upon a program which is
striving for variety." This quote from
Hal Roach. Douglas Fairbanks comes
closer than all the others in prophesying
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purse or boudoir. Just the right
size to be used as refills for your
Tantalux, Personal Perfume Bar.
Gardenia — Bouquet — Chypre
Orient

25c

3 DRAMS

AT DRUG
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DEPT.

STORES

the future of talkies. He says: "I feel
certain that the present-day experiments
will result in sound being combined with
motion, but not for some time to come."
Ah, there! Television!

Deaima
Durbiii's
Contest
[Conti?iued from page 17]
tweed with gay flecks of bright blue, red,
green and yellow. The buttons are brown
bone. The skirt is brown and flared in
eight gores. The sweater has a high neck,
short sleeves and is a soft dark green . . .
a striking costume to be worn all fall and
winter.
SECOND PRIZES— Just to be different,
there are TWELVE second prizes, beautiful full-length beach or bath robes expertly tailored of luxurious, plushy chenille in a smart deep stripe . . . just the
thing for chilly days ahead.

man's smart,
a lady's
teed
Jeweled,
new,
guar;or1
accurate Wrist
Watch
extra c<FREE of
every Simulated
dered nowRing
and paid
Diamond
orfor on our easy credit plan.
Send no money with order.
Simply pay for Ring on easy
payments of $1.59 first month
and take a year to pay balance of $2.00 — total only
S3. 59. We trust you. 10 days
trial. YOU
PAY
NOTHING
EXTRA FOR WATCH now or
address
—Just
no money.
Your order will come by return
mail
Brilliants
later.
in Special
Giftsend
Box. nameWe and
even pay postage.

EMPIRE

DIAMOND

CO.,

Dept. 85,

Free for Asthma
During Summer

If you suffer with those terrible attacks of
Asthma when it is hot and sultry; if heat, dust and
general mugginess make you wheeze and choke as
if each gasp for breath was the very last; if restful
sleep is impossible because of the struggle to
breathe; if you feel the disease is slowly wearing
your life away, don't fail to send at once to the
Frontier Asthma Co. for a free trial of a remarkable method. No matter where you live or whether
you have any faith in any remedy under the Sun,
send for this free trial. If you have suffered for a
life-time and tried everything you could learn of
without relief; even if you are utterly discouraged,
do not abandon hope but send today for this free
trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co.
244-D Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Leo Carrillo,
-nighty tired of
lot "Careo,"
"Ca-reel-yo."

that fine Spanish gentleman, is getting
hearing his name mispronounced. It's
nor "Carillo," nor "Careelto." It's
Gracias, for the correction, Senor.

NOW!

THIRD PRIZES— Ten handsome MeloSheen raincoats will delight the ten winners in the Third Prize group. The rich
silk fabric is transparent, and the smartly
fashioned coat zips up the front to a flattering turned-over collar.

NAILS
Smart,
long
x>l
tapering
nails
for
ATA MEWI
MOMENT'S
NOTICE
ev ery one ! Cover broken,
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any length and polished
any desiredshade. Defies
detection. Waterproof.

FOURTH PRIZE— One large (25 inches)
Deanna Durbin doll, a striking likeness
of the little star, dressed in an authentic
Durbin dress.

Easily applied ; remains firm. No effect on
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.
Set of Ten, 20c. All 5c and 10c stores.

FIFTH PRIZES— Five dolls, 21 inches
high, wearing charming dirndl outfits of
broadcloth and velvet, go to the five winners in this division.
SIXTH PRIZES— Twenty-four winners
will receive Deanna Durbin hats, like the
one the star wears with her raincoat. The
hats, manufactured by L. Lewis and Sons,
are felt with shallow crowns and dashingly dipped brims. The adjustable chin
strap is an individual and practical feature for windy fall days.
SEVENTH PRIZES— Twelve smart
leather handbags, with plenty of room for
make-up and all of the extra gadgets that
Deanna likes to carry, will delight the
twelve winners in this division.
EIGHTH

PRIZES— Twelve

two-ounce

bottles of Deanna's favorite scent, "Smart
Girl," in delightful bottles that carry the
little star's likeness on the stopper . . .
a charming gadget for any dressing table.
NINTH PRIZES— And two hundred lucky
people will receive beautiful autographed
portraits of Deanna Durbin.

Jefferson, Iowa

llU'linlbd
•1042

w.

Lake

St.,

FINGERNAILS

Dept.

17-G.

Chicago

ARTIFICIAL

NU-NAILS

Rolls Developed
25
COIN— Two

5x7

Double

C Weight
Dept.

CLUB

14,

Professional
Enlargements, 8 Gloss Prints.
PHOTO SERVICE
LaCrosse,

Wis.

EYELASH
DARKENER
^V

^*WIM,
perspire orandcrybrows
and remain
always attracbe certain yourlashes
dark. Use "Dark-Eyes"
instead
ordinarytivelymascara.
One application
lasts of4
to 5 weeks. Ends daily make-up bother.
kNever runs, smarts, smudges or harms
drugstores.
\>lashes.
Imdelible. Try
it! §1 at dept. and

INDELIBLE

DARKENER

"Dark-Eyes," 2110 W. Madison St.. Dent. 30-G. Chicago. III.
I enclose 25c (coin or stamps) tor generous*
Name
Town
trial package of "Dark-Eyes" and directions.
Address
State

'
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B&EKB1 a a
Men "Fall" For

Glamorous

So Don 't Let Dry, Dull Hair Spoil
Your Natural Charm and Allure . . .
Here's that Wonderful Oil Shampoo
Which Leaves Hair Soft and Radiant
DRY, dull, unmanageable hair
WHY
keep LET
you from being completely lovely? For
your own sake do as thousands of women do. See
your hair reveal new sparkle and brilliance . . .
have it soft and manageable . . . agleam with
dazzling highlights!
Utterly Different
DOWN

ACROSS
1.
6.
11.
12.
14.
15.
16.
18.
19.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
31.

A star of Wife, Husband
Mrs. Tibbitt in Zenobia.

and Friend.

2.
1. She had title role in Nancy

Drew, Reporter

Shirley Temple's is golden and curly.
The clerk in On Trial.

You Can't Cheat
Honest Man.
3. Either of Mauch boys.
4.
7. You use this organ since advent of talkies.
5.
Rosemary's initials.
Sugar in Back Door to Heaven.
8. First name of Director McCarey.
Initials of actor married to Gladys George.
10. You saw her in Tarnished Angel.
9. Steven Early in The Duke of West Point.
13.
15. He had title role in Cvnga Din.
17. They Made
a Spy.
18. Secret Service of the
.
20.
21. The
Great
Man
i.

The Headleys
Home.
Prison Without
.
Within the
.
Her last name is Fitzroy.
Descriptive of Charlie McCarthy.

22.
24.
25.
27.
28.

Silver
the Sage.
Outside These
(sing.).
Roy Rogers works at this studio

(abbr.).

Cedric Hardwicke's title.
Evelyn Venable's birthplace.
His last name is Hill.
Strongonoff in Mystery of Mr. Wong.
Parts one has to perform in a screenplay.
Never Say
.
Alf in Society Lawyer.

34. Mary Astor's birthplace (abbr.).
35. Basil Rathbone smoked one in Hound of the
Baskervilles.
36. Mr. Arnold's initials.
38. Hero of Star Reporter.
40.
Affair.
41. The
Miss Manton.
42. —
Third of a Nation.
43. The lawyer in Secrets of a Nurse.
44. Peggy in Trade Winds.
45.
Mr. Aden's initials.
46. Star of Arizona Wildcat.
47. Receptacle for storing a film.
48.
Color of James Cagney's hair.
49. Mystery of the White
.
51. Spring
Byington
plays
this
role
in Jones
Family series.
52. The baby in East Side of Heaven (poss.).
53. Garbo's native land.

Cutter in Gunga Din.
Bach
/ Die.
Uncle Silas in Tom Sawyer, Detective.
Charlie Chaplin carries one in films.
Tap dancer in Just Around the Corner.

She is divorced from Johnny
30. Ride a Crooked
.
31.
of a Kind.
32.
Freshman
.
33. Popular term for two-reelers.
35. Twentieth Century-Fox star.
37.
Last name of 7 Down.
40. Gertie in Four Girls in White.
39. First name of Mr. Chaney, Jr.
41.
43.

—

of Conquest.

The
Vanishes.
44.
46.
Flight to
.
47. Father in Jones Family series.
Mother of Ferdinand the Bull.
48.

Mr. Novarro's initials.
50. Initials of Onslow Stevens.
51.

They Made

(Solution on page 65)

•

a Criminal.

Weissmuller.

You
get these astonishing
withfrom
Mar-OOil Shampoo.
It is utterlybenefits
different
any
other shampoo. It gives you three amazing benefits you have never before experienced !
Here's what it does: First, because it contains imported olive and natural vegetable oils, it
combines an oiltreatment with an oilshampoo! And
beauty experts say that nothing is so wonderful for dry, unruly hair as an o2 treatment.
Second, Mar-O-Oil lubricates as it cleanses.
Contains no free alkali, no harsh chemicals,
therefore cannot dry out the hair, no matter
how frequently used.
Third, it cleanses thoroughly. Does more than
merely wash away surface dirt. Its cleansing oils
go to the very base of the hair shaft and gently
flush away all dirt, waste, loose dandruff flakes.
Leaves No Oily Film!
Mar-O-Oil forms no soapy lather, no sticky
suds; rinses away completely in rinsing water.
No gummy film to dim natural lustre! Hair is
left gloriously clean, soft, and sparkling!
Ask your hairdresser for a professional MarO-Oil Shampoo, or get a bottle at any drug, department or 10c store. Let your own mirror
show you the thrilling results!

Mar*O'0il
SHAMPOO
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED— OR MONEY
BACK! We are so confident that
you will like Mar-O-Oil lar better
than any other shampoo ever tried,
thai we make this liberal guarantee:
Buy one bottle ot Mar-O-Oil and
lollow directions. Use M bottle.
1! not thoroughly pleased, return
to J. W. Marrow Mfg. Co., Chicago and your money will be
refunded in full. Could anything
be more fair? You be the judge.
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Seagoing Suppers

WlNX mascara is different! It's amazingly
fine in texture. WlNX goes on so evenly...
and clings so closely. . .your lashes look naturally lovely. They seem soft, silky. . . darker
and longer. For eyes that "shine like stars,"
get WlNX mascara today!
Approved
by Good
Housekeeping.
Get WlNX
Mascara,
Eye Shadow,
and Eyebrow Pencil — at
drug, department, and ten-cent stores.

*Hrii
I
MX
THE FINER QUALITY MASCARA
Let Nadinola help you

Clear Your Skin

Evalyn
supper

of freckles, ugly surface
pimples Enjoy new beauty

Whether you vaeation on the bounding deep
or aboard a land-going yacht, you can use
these menus as skipper of the galley

Nadinola Cream quickly starts you toward a
fresher, smoother, softer, more alluring complexion— the kind that men admire and
women envy. That's because, unlike most
creams, Nadinola speeds up the natural process of exfoliation. Its gentle action helps to
clear and whiten dark, dull, rough skin — to
fade away freckles, loosen blackheads, clear
up surface pimples and other externally
caused blemishes. Used and praised for 40
years by thousands of women. Only 50c at
your drug or toilet counter. Satisfactory results guaranteed or your money back. Get
famous, quick-acting Nadinola Cream today!

Earn J25 a week
AS A

PRACTICAL

NURSE!

Practical nurses are always needed! Learn at hoi
in your spare time as thousands of moii and worn
— 18 to 00 years of age — have done through Ciiica<
School op Nursing. Easy-to-understand lessons,
endorsed
physicians.
graduate*
of 10-bed by
hospital.
Nurse One
Cromer
of Iowahasnowcharges
runs
her own nursing home. Others prefer to earn $2.50
to S5.00 a day in private practice.
YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Mra. B. C, of Texas, earned S474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned S1900!
You, too, can earn good money, make new friends.
High school not necessary. Equipment included.
Easy payments. 40th year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO

SCHOOL

OF

NURSING

Dont. 87,
100 East Ohio Street., Chicago, 111.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pageH
_Age_
Name
City_
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BETTY
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TRAINED

Knapp
serving a sea-going
on board
her own yacht

Whether your yacht
rolls on wheels behind
the family car, or sails the
waves, somebody has to
do the cooking and feed
hungry land or sea sailors.
And, of course, half the
fun of a vacation outing is
satisfying the appetite
you've stirred up for some
good food.
Evalyn Knapp, we figured, should have some
really practical ideas on how to prepare a
meal under none too ideal conditions,
because Evalyn always dashes off between
pictures to sail the "Cielito Lindo" up and
down the coast, as chief cook and mate to

CROCKER
Dr. George
husband.

Snyder,

Evalyn wanted

her

to tell

how
to prepare
fish —huge
she
has caught
three
marlin swordfish in the
last three years — but
since some of you may be
"sailing" a trailer across
prairies we have limited
her somewhat to recipes
of dishes which anyone
can serve, anywhere on
the open road or the bounding deep. Here
they are, and they've been tested in the
Betty Crocker kitchen, so you don't have
to take just Evalyn's word for it that they
are delicious!

MEXICAN
2
Vz
6
1
1
1
2
4

BEANS

pieces, and a slight flavoring of finelychopped onions. Mix all with a tartlyseasoned, thin mayonnaise dressing and
serve in a generous mound atop one large
crisp leaf of lettuce.

cups navy beans
lb. salt pork
sprigs parsley
large onion
clove garlic
green pepper
sweet red peppers
tbsp. chili sauce

H

Soak beans overnight in cold water. In
the morning scald pork and remove rind.
Drain beans. Put parsley, onion, garlic,
green pepper and red pepper and salt pork
through medium knife of food chopper.
Mix these ingredients and the chili sauce
through the beans. Cover with fresh water
and simmer 2 hours. Put into bean pot
using enough water to keep beans covered
with liquids until last of baking. Bake
covered for 2V2 hours, remove cover and
bake 1% hours longer in a moderate oven,
350° F. Serve in bean pot. SIZE OF PAN:
One 2 quart bean pot. AMOUNT: 6 to 8
servings.
X

On active days — when Evalyn trolls
all day for fish and there isn't time to
cook anything in the galley of the "Cielito
Lindo" — she usually prepares something
cold and settles herself comfortably on
deck with a good salad on a wooden plate.
And she eats with a wooden fork. (This
is regulation "mess" equipment aboard
the yacht, because if wooden dishes are
dropped overboard they float and can be
readily fished out of the water with a net.)
With her salad, Evalyn usually eats slices
of wholesome wheat bread and butter.
Sometimes she has a banana with her
lunch, or gingerbread that has been baked
before she starts for her day of fishing.
Here is her favorite recipe for Gingerbread:
GINGERBREAD

Now for the more hardy "salts" who
come regularly to call on board the

Vz cup shortening
1
2 egg
tbsp. sugar

"Cielito Lindo"! Evalyn finds that fish in
one form or another has come to be expected by most visitors to the yacht, and
she has some appetizing concoctions, one
of the best being Creamed Lobster, served
in real scallop shells.
CREAMED

LOBSTER

4 tbsp. butter
4 tbsp. all-purpose flour
1 tsp. salt
Few grains cayenne pepper
2 cups rich milk
2 cups lobster mest
2 egg yolks
1 tbsp. cooking sherry or
lemon juice
Melt butter, add flour, salt and cayenne
pepper and mix well. Add milk gradually
and bring to boiling point, stirring constantly. Add lobster meat. Just before
serving, add the beaten egg yolks and
flavoring. Garnish with parsley and thin
strips of pimiento. Serve over hot biscuits
or toast or in scallop shells. AMOUNT:
6 to 8 servings.
■

With either the Mexican Beans or the
Creamed Lobster, Evalyn usually
serves delicious hot biscuits made from
prepared biscuit flour. She uses two cups
of the flour and follows the directions on
the package for making drop biscuits.
These biscuits can be dropped onto a cooky
sheet and baked in a portable oven, or
they may be cooked on a griddle atop
the stove.
Most appetizing with either beans or
fish is a green salad that Evalyn prepares
at home and takes down to the yacht all
ready to serve:
CABBAGE

AND

1
21/4
1
Vz
1
1
1

WATERCRESS

SALAD

For 6 to 8 portions, buy a small, firm
head of green cabbage and cut it up as one
would for cole slaw. To this, add a bunch
of watercress, broken or cut into small

cup dark molasses
cups all-purpose flour
tsp. soda
tsp salt
tsp. ginger
tsp. cinnamon
cup boiling water

Cream shortening and add the sugar
— 1 tbsp. at a time. Add the well-beaten
egg and molasses. Sift the flour once
before measuring. Sift the flour, soda, salt,
ginger and cinnamon together, and add
alternately with the boiling water, and
mix well. Pour into a deep 8-inch square
pan lined with greased paper and bake for
45 minutes in a slow moderate oven,
325° F.

Buy This

FREE!
Recipes For You
Betty Crocker has eight interesting berry
recipes all ready to send to you absolutely free of charge. You'll want to have
them for your kitchen files. (Because of
regulations recipes can be sent only in
the United States.)
Betty Crocker
Care HOLLYWOOD
1501 Broadway
New York City

Cooling Aid Today

WHEN
timeyourself
to treat
guests, it's
excuse
. . .your
just
for a moment! Run some water, get
some ice — and before they know it—
you'll be back with a tray of thirst
quenching Kool-Aid! Yes, frosty glasses
filled to the brim with America's favorite home refreshment. Kool-Aid is the
thrifty, convenient treat that everyone
enjoys. So serve it often to your guests,
your hubby and to the younger folks.
Be sure you buy the original Kool-Aid !

Magazine

,7fVfy. ^Tiftl At Grocers

Please send me your eight berry recipes.
Name
Address
Town
State
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Has Hedy Lamarr 3
Strikes Against Her?
FOR

HOURS

ike-Up,
:hr>ique Dramatics, M
ccn Acting Te
Scr fessional Term
a Angles, Emot
Pro
pression. Voice, er c, ,Camer
in one complete com
mating lesson is all
packed with instruct!
concise, absotb
ctical exercises.
fun No long mor ths of sn
idy,pay
no fot
tedious
Yo a cm finish in ten
They're
weeks,
it as
I of all, the tot 1 cost is very, very low!
Be:
FIRST LESSON FREE
Learn how this knowledge may serve you . . . professionally, in
•school and socially.. .because dramatic ability gives confidence,
helps you gain grace and poise, lifts you above the crowd.
]f talented, send' name, address, age and JOc to cover mailing cost for regular Lesson No. 1. Study ir...try it FREE!

f>«

u! Each
on, plus
Ex>n,
,„g and

Vvi

you go'

CINEMA PRODUCTIONS COMPANY, Dept. 3
6715 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, California

CHECK DIARRHEA!
Take No Chances when
Diet or Climatic Changes
Cause Night or Day Attacks
Insist on Wakefield's with its SPECIAL INGREDIENTS printed
on every
risk loss of valuable
time,
energy,bottle.
sleep.Don"t
Safe
for infants. Get a bottle today at your druggist.
Dependability-tested for 100 years

BLACKBERRY
BALSAM

WAKEFIELD'S

COMPOUND

Home Study

Accountancy Training

Accountants who know their work
command responsible positions and
good incomes. And the need for
trained accountants is growing.
About 17,000 Certified Public Accountants inU. S. and many thousands more executive accountants.
Many earn $2,000 to 510,000. We train
you thoroughly at home in spare time
lor C. P. A. or executive accounting
positions. Previous uookkeepingknowledgeunnecessary— we prepare you from
ground up. Our training personally ti; rnrrl
given by staff of C. P. A.'s. Low cost J"'? I- Kfcfc. I
" ■»fcl"and■
valuable 48- inBook
Write foropportunities
terms.
—easy
page book
describing
accounting
telling how you may enter it successfully.

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY &1S&
A CORRESPONDENCE

INSTITUTION

Q«e ATHLETES
IS "*|

D-rScho/7s

Relieves itching at once; kills
fungi upon contact; promotes
healing of red, raw, cracked or
peeling skin between the toes
or on the feet; prevents spreading. Get Dr. Scholl's SOLVEX
(Liquid pr Ointment) today at
your Drug, Shoe or Dept. Store.
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wasn't just the right kind of a sensation
to serve as a springboard for this earnest
young actress. Hedy knew it, too. Her
desire to forget all about Ecstasy showed
that she considered it a strike rather than
a clean hit, and she knew also that it would
take a sensational performance in her first
picture to make the American public forgive her for appearing in a movie which
had to be advertised with the sign: "No
minors
admitted."
In Algiers,
she gave the public that kind
of a performance. She made the American
people forget about the Lamarr of Ecstasy
and remember nothing but the Lamarr of
Algiers. Without discounting the magnificent acting of Charles Boyer, or the
splendid supporting work of Joseph Calleia, Sigrid Gurie, and Gene Lockhart, it
was Hedy who made the picture, just as
surely as the picture made Hedy. Remember the plot?
It was the story of Pepe le Moko, a
cynical Apache criminal living in the mysterious native quarter of Algiers, the
Casbah, and knowing exactly the fate
that was to be his the day he set foot outside the Casbah, which protected him. In
the picture, he met a girl who had come to
the Casbah with a party of tourists and
fell in love with her, a love so strong that
he left the Casbah to follow her. His fate
was swift and sure — Death.
To make the story believable, the girl
whose allure could make the hard-boiled,
worldly-wise Pepe risk his life, knowing
the odds against him, had to be a girl who
could make the audience believe it. It
was a role that called for that intangible
something we label "glamour" or "sex
appeal" for want of better names. Whatever it is, Hedy had it! As a result,
Algiers, which might very easily have
been a highly unbelievable picture, was
a sensation. And so was Hedy.
Seldom, in the history of screendom,
has one picture portrayal so impressed the
public as did Hedy's in Algiers.
"Who do you think you are— Hedy
Lamarr?" was the question girls were to
expect when they displeased the boy
friend. Walter Winchell called her Hedy
Lamarr-velous and the nation, at least
the male part, agreed. Here was a gal
who had something nobody else had, at
least not in any such proportions. Here
wasThere
glamour
a capitalabout
"G." it, Hedy
was with
no question
had made a clean hit with Algiers, a long,
high drive that soared far out toward the
flagpole in the centerfield bleachers. . . .
H

SOLVEX

D€RmOIL

(SCALY

[Continued from page 19]

AFTER

After your shower, fluff
on famous Spiro — the powder deodorant — helps prolong "bath freshness" by
checking excessive perspiration and odor — no rubbing— nothing to dry —
soothing even after underarm shaving — safe for fabrics. Used for more than
40 years. At drug stores — ■
toilet counters. Try Spiro.

SUKERS PSORIASIS

And then came I Take This Woman,
in which Hedy was cast with Spencer

Tracy and Walter Pidgeon. Hollywood's
eyes were on the set. There was silence,

ijoijid OR
OINTMENT

even from the experts. "We'll see," was all
they ventured to say, "We'll see when the

t »«.
*

picture
is released."
But strange
things were happening on
the set. Directors were changed. Writers
were called in. Secrecy became the watch-

SKIN

TROUBLE

I

, Prov* *ing
It yourself
matter
you have no suffered
vhaf you have
tried.
Beautiful book on Psoriasis and Dermoil
with
amazing, graphic
true
photoproof of results

TEST

also FREE.
Don't mistake ec
for the stubborn,
embarrassing
scaly Apply
skfn
disease Psoriasis.
non-staining Dermoi I.
SEND
FOR
Thousands do for scaly
spots
body often
or scalp.
Gratefulon users,
after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
Atrial size
red patches gradually disappeared and they enjoyed the thrill
of a clear skin again. Dermoil is
used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agreement
to give definite benefit In 2 weeks or money is refunded
without question. Generous trial bottle sent FREE to those
who send In their Druggist's name and address. Make our
famous "One Spot Test" yourself. Write today for your test
bottle. Print name plainly. Results may surprise you.
Don't
delay.
SoldDruggists.
by LiggettLAKE
and LABORATORIES,
Walgreen Drug Box
Stores
and other
leading
6,
Northwestern Station, Dept. F-44, Detroit, Mich.

GENEROUS

FREE
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CMidget radio fits your pocket or purse.

Teighs only 4 ozs. Smaller than
garotte
ReceivesNO stations
■ith
clearpackage!
natural tone.
CRYS1 TALS to adjust— NO UPKEEP— only
„. e-esmoving
«i:nprior
performance.
ENTIRELY NEW PATENTED
DESIGN.
Has
enclosed geared
part.
"AUDIOPHONE"
luminous
dial and
for perfect
ing reception
distance.tuning. Many owners report amaz-

ONE

YEAR

GUARANTEE

Sent comnlete ready to listen with instructions for use In
homes, offices, hotels, boats, in bed, etc. TAKES ONLY A
SECOND
CONNECT— NOnostman
ELECTRICITY
NEEDED!
SEND NOTOMONEYIpav
only S2.99
plus postage
on arrival or send $2.99 (Check, M.O-, Cash) and yours will
be sent complete postpaid. A most unusual value. ORDER
NOW!
WIDGET
RADIO
CO., Dept. F-7, Kearney,
Nebr.
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Smile Your
and
Show

DIMPLES!
You can now possess the charm of sparkling
Dimples with the

"D IMP LEX" DIMPLE

KIT

Write for free booklet.
Detroit.

Mich.

KILL THE HAIRROOT
Remove superfluous hair privately at home,
following directions with ordinary care and
skill. The Mahler Method positively prevents the hair from growing again by killing
thehairroot. The delightful relief will bring
happiness,
freedom
mind ofandsuccessful
greater success. the
Backed
by 45 ofyears
use
all over
world.
Send 6c in stamps
TODAY for Illustrated Booklet. "How to
m
^SS}£S>
D.
J.
Mahler
Co.,
Dept.
S6G,
Providence.
RI.
fSSDJMaiiTFpI Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."

CONFESSION OF A
THRILL GIRL
The
sister
other
never

exciting revelations of a sob
who made her living from
people's tragedies.
Yet she
felt tragedy herself until the

day her husband
human!
You don'tcried,
care "You're
if men not
die
or suffer. Your heart is made of cold
iron!" Read this gripping true story
in the new issue of

ROMANTIC STORY
In the same issue of thrilling real
life problems,
you'll men
find the
confession of a girl whom
called
easy
prey, because her heart was not
hard enough— IN THE SHADOW
OF MY PAST.
Don't miss the JULY
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CRYING WONT
HELP YOU, you re

word. And then, curtly and suddenly,
M-G-M announced that the picture had
been shelved.
'"Why?" the experts wanted to know.
And being experts, they had to furnish
their own answers, since the studio was
giving forth no information on the subject. Direction, said one group. Script,
said another. And the third, the largest
group, agreed loudly. "It's Lamarr," they
said. Of course they couldn't agree on
just what was wrong with Hedy — that
would be expecting too much, even from

.SnUNPOWN.
SNKEWRNVY
OU

experts. Some of them said she couldn't
speak dialogue; it killed her glamour.
Others asserted that she didn't click with
Spencer Tracy in the love scenes. And
the rest of them stated bluntly that Hedy
simply couldn't act. Algiers was a "lucky"
picture, they said, and while luck could
skyrocket
them there.stars skyward, it couldn't keep
They are still arguing, these experts,
each with his own pet theory, and the
racket can be heard from one end of Hollywood Boulevard to the other. At any
rate, 7 Take This Woman has been the
second strike on Hedy, no matter whose
fault lay behind its reasons for being
shelved.
J

Can it be another Tarzan? No, it's just
Bob Hope, bobbing around . between
scenes
for The
Cat and the Canary

fathomable resentment against a newcomer who marries a star's "ex-" — and
Gene Markey
was once Joan Bennett's
husband,
remember?
This feeling against a newcomer is best

And the third strike, what would that
be?
The answer, odd as it may sound to

those who haven't burned plenty of midnight oil studying the pitfalls of Hollywood, is Hedy's recent marriage to Gene
Markey.
How, you ask, does that affect Lamarr?
The first answer is fairly obvious. It
dims her glamour. There is a general feeling existent in Hollywood that a married

illustrated,
perhaps,
by Hollywood's
treatment of Elaine
Barrie
when she married
John Barrymore. Despite the fact that
John and Dolores Costello Barrymore had
come to the parting of the ways long
before John was ever aware of Elaine's
existence, Hollywood resented Elaine
bitterly.
If Hollywood can do this to one woman,
why not to another? Joan Bennett and
Gene Markey were definitely parted for
some time before Gene ever met Hedy,
but just the same, say the experts, that
makes the third strike and — Out!

glamour girl doesn't cause the male hearts
of America to beat as they would for an
unmarried one.
The other reason set forth for this marriage affecting Hedy's future isn't quite
so simple. In fact, if you should ask us,

Personally, we don't know. Experts,
especially the Hollywood brand, aren't
always right — and when they're wrong,
they are really wrong!
One thing these self-appointed experts

it'.s pretty darn complex! And yet — well,
Hollywood is a strange place. Here, in a
community where divorces are more numerous than stocking runs, where the
marriage tie is snapped as blithely as the
ribbon on a box of candy, there is an un-

seem to forget as they settle Hedy's future
in such absolute terms is this: Experts
have never made or broken a star, and
they have been trying since the day the
first nickelodeon opened. Only one person
can do that:
Old Man Public!

Crossword Puzzle
Solution
sj

He is the one who will decide Hedy's

future, when he sees her in Lady of the
B A X T E R
B i L L 1 E
Tropics. He 'wants to see her again and
0 N
Wn|A L L
R E P
don't think he doesn't! But he isn't passR
ing judgment until he does, and the
H 1 0 ■ a L
n||s
grandstand experts can holler from now
i V A
C U E
D 1 E
till Doomsday without making the slightT 0 M
A 1 oR
A R R
est impression on the old gent.
|
!
|
A T||B A R S||L A W
B So remember, Hedy, the next time you
u N NY
e[m 1 L y||f
to bat, he is the umpire and not
H
J
"si j L lT||p 1 p E||E A thosecome
people out in the stands making
1
c
H U L l||l 0 V e||m| A D
all the noise. When he says: "Strike
three!" you're out, and no foolin'! BUT,
0 N El
L 0 w e||f A R R
he says it, you're still in there batR A
J A N E I c A N
I 1 until ting,
waiting for that pitch you're going
to
send
high out over the heads of those
0 0 M
A
T||R E D
■m
squawkers in the bleachers. . . .
S A Nj D Y S
s w E D E N
And Hedy — for gosh sakes, hurry up!
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THOUSANDS GAIN
10 TO 25 LBS.,
NEW STRENGTH
THIS SCIENTIFIC
YOU may think your case is hopeless— that
you're
skinny,
—
often
tired just
and naturally
nervous. But
as arundown
result of
recent scientific discoveries thousands of men
and women who never could seem to gain before have put on 10 to 25 pounds of naturally
attractive
flesh. They've
gained
health,
normal nerves,
new pep,
and normal
all the
new
friends and good times these bring — by simply
taking these scientifically prepared Vitamin
B and iron tablets known as lionized Yeast
tablets, for a few short weeks.

Why this builds up so quickly

You see, it has now been scientifically proved
that thousands of people are thin, wornout
and cranky — hardly'able to eat, sleep or work
— simply because they do not get sufficient
Vitamin B and iron from their daily food.
Without enough of these two vital substances
you may lack appetite and not get the most
body-building good out of what you eat.
Now you get these exact missing substances
in these easy-to-take little Ironized Yeast
tablets. So by simply using their aid for a
short down
time,
great
numbers
formerly
men and
women
have of
easily
put on runjust
the pounds they needed — gained new pep and
much greater attractiveness of appearance — •
and won new friends and new joy in life.

Make this money-back test

Get Ironized Yeast tablets from your druggist today. If
with the first package you don't eat better and FEEL
better, with much more strength and pep — if you're not
convinced that Ironized Yeast will give you the norpounds,
lifepromptly
you've
longed mally
for, attractive
the price
of this new
first energy
package and
"ill be
refunded by the Ironized Yeast Co.. Atlanta. Ga.
Onlyonebe ofsure
the genuine
Yeast.
Don't
take
the you
manyget cheap
inferior Ironized
substitutes
which
do
not give onthe
results.
Look for
letters "IY"
stamped
eachsame
tablet.
That assures
the the
genuine.

Special offer!

To start thousands building up their health right away,
we make this special offer. Purchase a package of Ironized
Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on the box and
mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will
send you a fascinating new book on health, "New Facts
About Your Body." Remember, results with the first package— or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast
Co., Inc.. Dept. 287. Atlanta. Ga.
TUNE IN ON JOHN J. ANTHONY'S GOOD WILL HOUR.
See your local newspaper
for exact time and station.
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A DAY IN COURT
This is one of the ways Jane Bryan scores both
on the tennis court and on the screen. Ah,
what form in that game ! She wears the tailored
shorts and shirt, popular for really fast tennis
in California. You'll see her in vivid performances in two important pictures soon,
Each
Dawn
I Die, and, later, Tough
Angela
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Thrilling JUNGLE SHADES. . Thrilling "PERMA-CQLOR"

INDELIBILITY.. .Thrilling New

SMOOTHNESS

HER lips, alive with savage redness; radiant with tempta-

"perma- color" principle, does not vanish with each caress.

tion . . . seductive ... oh ! so seductive — and well able to keep
their promise of. ..a new thrill for two! The shades of this

Once applied, it is YOURS —TRULY

sensational new lipstick are savagely fascinating... utterly
irresistible . . . and their indelibility is nothing less than
miraculous. SAVAGE T^r/7LlPSTICK, thanks to its secret
TANGERINE.

TED

LUSTER... Thrilling New

IN U. S. A.

..FLAME.

..NATURAL.

yours, to thrill you both!

And what a value! SAVAGE TAr/'/LlPSTIOK is THE SIZE
and Quality Usually Sold for a Dollar, yet the
price is only 2 5c! Certainly, you'll want several shades —
several of these thrilling SAVAGE reds! Choose from six.

..BLUSH.

JUNGLE.

..ORCH

D

(NEW

purplish

shade )

^

Crops are better than ever— and Luckies
always buy the Cream/' says John L.
Pinnix, independent tobacco expert, a
Lucky Strike smoker since 1918

r

&fcf
iss^

£osjK o/» Your ThroatBecause/T'S TOASTED'

_AVE YOU TRIED A LUCKY LATELY? Luckies
are better than ever because new methods developed bythe United States Government have
helped farmers grow finer tobacco in the last
few years. And Luckies, as always, have bought
the cream of the crop. Aged from 2 to 4 years,
these finer tobaccos are in Luckies today. And
remember: sworn records show that among
independent tobacco experts— warehousemen,
auctioneers and buyers — Luckies have twice
as many exclusive smokers as have all other
cigarettes combined . . . WITH MEN WHO
KNOW

TOBACCO

BEST- IT'S LUCKIES 2 TO 1
Copyright 1939, The American Tob*wo Company
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Her striking beach coat arrested his glance
but what kept him looking was her smile!
Your smile is a treasure that's yours alone. Help guard it with Ipana and Massage!

Hooded robe in terry cloth
with cord belt, multi-colored
strifes on sleeves and hem.
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Don't neglect ''Pink Tooth Brush" — Ipana and massage
promotes firmer gums, brighter smiles!
A BOLDLY STRIPED beach robe can do
loads for a girl. But where is her charm
without a lovely smile?
For how soon the spell of style is broken
if her smile is dull and dingy. No one can
be more pathetic than the girl who concentrates on lovely clothes, and ignores the
warning of "pink tooth brush."
Learn a lesson from her, yourself, but turn
it to good account! Remember, you can't
neglect the modern care of your teeth and
gums, and hope to save your charm.
Never

Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"

If you see that warning tinge of "pink" on
your tooth brush, don't ignore it — see your
dentist at once! It may mean nothing serious.

IPANA

Very often, he'll tell you that modern soft,
creamy foods are to blame— foods that deprive your gums of the vigorous chewing
workouts they need for health.
"More exercise" may be his advice and,
very often, "the helpful stimulation of Ipana
Tooth Paste and massage." For Ipana is designed not only to clean teeth thoroughly
but, with massage,* to help the gums as well.
Each time you brush your teeth, massage a
little extra Ipana into your gums. Circulation quickens in the gums . . . lazy gums
awaken, tend to become firmer, healthier.
Get a tube of economical Ipana Tooth
Paste at your druggist's today. Let Ipana and
massage help you to brighter teeth, firmer,
healthier gums— a winning smile!

TOOTH

PASTE
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Where's the qirl who wants to be //
in %£ *%/£L /
■j^If you do— why let the wrong shade
of powder hold you back? Find the
one shade of my powder that is
Lucky For You I

a "powder-guesser"?— a girl
ARE
. whoYOUmerely thinks the powder she is
using is really right— the lucky powder for
her? Can you be sure the shade you use

today doesn't actually age you — or dim
the freshness of your skin? It's so very
difficult to know. For powder shades are
always deceiving, and unless you compare them right on your own skin you may
never find the one shade that makes you
a lovelier and a luckier you.
I know that this is hard to believe. "Vet
I have seen hundreds of girls innocently

sacrifice their own good looks. Innocently, they were using a powder shade
that made their skin look coarse... made
them look older . . . that spoiled their
beauty when eyes looked close.
Don't risk it— please! Find among my
ten thrilling new shades of powder the
one shade that can bring you luck— the
one shade that will flatter you most.

Your Lucky Shade. So I urge you,
compare, compare, COMPARE! Send for
all ten of my samples, which I'm glad to
send you free. Try all ten of my shades.
Don't skip even one! For the shade you
never thought you could wear may be
the one really right shade for your skin!
The minute you find it, your eyes will
know! Other women will tell you that
you look fresher and younger. . . and men
will say to themselves, "She's lovely."

A True Beauty Powder. When you
receive my ten shades— and make your
"Lucky Shade Test"— you will find two
amazing qualities in this superfine powder. It's free from the slightest hint of
coarseness. And it clings four full hours!
If you use it after dinner you will be free
of powder worries until midnight!
So write me today for the ten shades of
my powder... free. Find your lucky shade
—and let it flatter your beauty always—
help you win more luck in life and love.
"I'm glad that I found my
lucky shade of Lady Esther
Face Powder. It brought me

luck in love!'
(You can paste this on a (45)
Lady Esther,

penny postcard)

7130 West 65th Street, Chicago, Illinois
rprn
■ I > I— I— ♦

Lady Esther Powder

Please send me FREE AND POSTPAID
your 10 new shades of face powder,

also a tube of your Four Purpose Face Cream.
Name
City_
Addr
_State_
{If you live in Canada, tvritc Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)
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If it isn't one problem, it's another in
this business of running a magazine.
As this page was being written, the office
boy staggered in with another huge delivery of letters for the Deanna Durbin
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NONSPI
CREAM
Because

,

of an entirely

new ingredient never before used in a deodorant!
Whether you prefer cream deodorants for steady use, or for those occasions when a liquid is inconvenient,
you will welcome Nonspi Cream
for its outstanding advantages:
1. Checks bo*h perspiration and odor
— from 1 to 3 days.
2. Feels and looks like velvety vanishing cream. Goes on easily — dries almost
instantly. Not greasy.
3. May be used directly after shaving.
4. Has a reaction approximating that
of the normal skin — so cannot injure
either skin or clothing.
5. Works on new principle— "adsorbs"'
odors.
Be one
of this
science
Cream

By THE

|
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st*
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of the first to take advantage
wonderful new discovery of
! Get a generous j ar of Nonspi
— today. 50$ at drug or department stores. Also in liquid form.

Contest. "Well, I get one break around
here," he said. "I'm glad I'm not a judge
on this contest," and he went out rubbing
his sunburn happily. The judges sent
feeble snarls after him, because there is
no tennis, no swimming, no chance to put
an edge on the suntans for them this
week-end. They are working straight
through the holiday sorting, comparing,
checking so that the prize winners may
have their awards to wear back to school
or very shortly after the fall term opens.
"Cheer up," we said to them. "At least you
know that all you have to do is work hard,
and then your troubles will be over. How
would you feel if you were Jackie Cooper?
He really needs help."
B

Jackie has a problem that needs a
touch of inspiration to solve, and he is
appealing to readers of Hollywood Magazine (see page 38) for a little first aid. If
you have any bright ideas about a name
for his swing band, don't fail to clip the
coupon on page 40 as your good deed for
the day. You won't win a prize, but you
will gain the thanks of one very much
worried young man.
|

Now that we have done our complaining, we can settle down to a little

EDITOR

which he tells about with some bitterness
on page 28. We fear that life is turning our
favorite extra a little sour. We fear that he
is losing a little of that fine zest for living
dangerously that made him such a problem to directors during the first part of
the year. He has taken to muttering about
an expense account to cover his blister
and abrasion hazards, pointing out that he
contracted both chilblains and sunstroke
on the Gunga Din location, that a rattlesnake almost bit him when he went out to
make Beau Geste, and that he needed new
shoes after dancing in Wuthering Heights
for six straight days. We agreed soothingly that he suffers for his art, but pointed
out that at least we did not insist on his
getting a Southern accent and working in
Gone With the Wind, and that ought to
make up for a lot.
■

One of the most interesting stories
planned for an early issue is called
"Something For Practically Nothing," and
we shall not be surprised if our readers
dash madly to their attics before they are
half way through in order to imitate half
a dozen stars who found new uses for
things that were practically useless. Do
you know what to do with old empty
ginger ale bottles? Have you any bright
ideas about discarded snail shells? Or old

Iff

barrels? Or umbrella jars? You'll be surprised at the gay gadgets some of the stars
have contrived for practically nothing out
of the most unlikely materials.

pleased
boasting
with a free
mind. about next month's issue
The lead story is one of the most challenging that this magazine ever has
printed about Joan Crawford. Many
actresses before this have discussed the
conflict between marriage and career, but
this star speaks with particularly telling
effect at this time because she ts saying,
"I am through with marriage. I am
through with trusting my happiness to another human being . . . My career went
askew almost simultaneously with both of

■■^■:s-p>; ■■/'<:■■ ' .
~_

?

^■■■p

:■ • ?

wm i-Mm

myHow
marriages.
. . ."
these opinions
grew out of Joan
Crawford's own personal problems, she
discussed with serious courage and with
real frankness. Sonia Lee brings you a
vivid picture of the star as she is today
after one of the most unhappy experiences
a woman can have.
B

■ : v ,.;. ■ : ■ ■,.--. _■ )
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Our favorite extra, E. J. Smithson,

If .

wants to be called "Senator" Smithson from now on because he got himself
a job in Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
over at Columbia Studios, and is now
taking the problems of the nation so seriously that we are having a little trouble
persuading him to go over to Catalina
Island for work before the mast in Ruler
of the Seas. He says it will ruin his frock
coat. We have a suspicion that he just
wants to stay far, far away from water in

Furs with summer hat and shoes for
Marie Wilson on a chilly California

any quantity after his alarming experiences with the flood in The Rains Came,

evening when
recently
with

%•,

she went to a previewNick
Grinde,
director

WICe
IN A LIFETI
A Motion
Picture Like Tlii
Once, on a rare occasion, you've sat in a theatre — that
magically ceased to exist! Under tire spell or the picture untolding, that world on the screen hecame your
world. And there you lived, and loved, and laughed,
and

cried

with

reelings, whose

those

whose

story

reelings

hecame

your

hecame
very

your
own.

Such a picture, we believe, was "Four Daughters.
. . . Now, certainly, just such a picture is this!
Here, once again, the same celehrated players. Here,

/

again, a story, though dirrerent, sure to he cherished as long as your heart has room ror love!

Daughters
Courageous
We couldn't Letter the "Four Daughters" castso we've reunited them for a still Letter picture!

JOHN GARFIELD

CLAUDE RAINS • JEFFREY LYNN
FAY BAINTER • DONALD CRISP
MAY ROBSON- FRANK McHUGH-DICK
and THE "FOUR DAUGHTERS"

PRISCILLA LANE
ROSEMARY LANE
LOLA LANE
GALE PAGE
Directed by MICHAEL

CURTIZ

FORAN

PREVIEWED BY
WALTER WINCHELL:
'"Daughters Courageous'
is superior to
'Four Daughters'!"
Original Screen Play by
Julius J. and Phillip G. Epstein
Suggested by a Play by
Dorothy Bennett ond Irving White
Music by Max Steiner
A First National Picture

Presented by

WARNER

BROS.
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By ELMER
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It's revolutionary, no less! We mean
the way the major studios have
"about-faced" so far this year in presenting new faces on the screen to the
cash customers. Maybe this welcome

change is due to the "box office poison"
squabble a few months back when a
group of independent exhibitors listed a
number of top-star names as being prac-

("O stay-at-home week-ends,
no calendar days — if you use
Tampax for sanitary protection. Even in a
modern swim suit there is nothing to "show"
— no line or edge of belt or napkin. Tampax is
worn internally, acting gently as an absorbent
and allowing you to golf, ride, bathe, swim
— in comfort, without chafing, without the
formation of odor!
Perfected by a doctor, Tampax is made of
pure, long-fibered surgical cotton. Firmly crossstitched, it cannot come apart and fail in protection. Each sealed in patented applicator —
neat, quick, dainty. Your hands do not even
touch the Tampax. Quite unlike any other
product, because it flattens out to a thin shape
in use. No disposal difficulties. Comfortable
and efficient, the Tampax way is the civilized
way for women.
At drug stores and notion counters. Average

tically worthless so far as their "draw"
was concerned.
In any event, unknowns are going to
have a field day this year. Take a look
at this list of Hollywood future stars
who have been moved from obscurity into
leading roles in the past few months:
Out in Culver City, M-G-M gave
Laraine Day the femme lead in Sergeant
Madden, Helen Gilbert in Andy Hardy
Gets Spring Fever, Jo Ann Sayres in
Calling Dr. Kildare, and Tom Neil,
hitherto unknown on the lot, blossoms out
in a leading role in Within the Law.
20th Century-Fox, continually alert to
the value of new faces, presents Mary
Healy in a leading role in Second Fiddle,
Linda Darnell, ditto in Hotel for Women,
and Brenda Joyce ditto in The Rains
Came.
Out at Universal you'll find Constance
Moore stepping into stardom via the
femme lead in In Old California, Dorothy

SIIXFIELD
Arnold emerging from the cinematic
hinterlands to grab top femme spot in
The Phantom Creeps, and Gloria Jean
Pup.
grabbing off a starring role in The Under
Columbia Studios takes the unknown
Pasadena boy, Bill Holden, and gives him
a lead role alongside Barbara Stanwyck
and Adolphe Menjou in Golden Boy, this
studio's most important picture of the
Paramount moved Ellen Drew from its
stock school into the femme lead in Sing
You Sinners. She did so well that, before
year.
the film, was finished she was working in
If I Were King. You saw her recently
opposite George Raft in The Lady's from
Kentucky. Patricia Morison's first leading
role was in Persons in Hiding. Susan.
Hayward, as unknown as they come, was
given the femme lead in Beau Geste. Bob
Preston became a star overnight following the showing of Union Pacific.
Out at Warners, Jean Sharon becomes
a movie somebody due to her excellent
performance in Give Me a Child. Margo
Stevenson "arrives" in Hollywood and in
pictures playing opposite John Garfield
(also unknown to movie-goers a year
ago) in Dust Be My Destiny. Geraldin3
Fitzgerald (she has two English pictures
to her credit) becomes known to American

month's supply, 35f5. Introductory package,
20^. As much as 25% may be saved by purchasing economy
package of 40.
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On the wide veranda of her Hollywood home, Deanna Durhin smiles a greeting
to all of those who entered her contest, just closed. Thousands of letters are piled
in HOLLYWOOD Magazine's offices and judges are hard at work sorting, comparing and selecting the winners. Watch next month's issue for results and for
fall term
before
picture, It's a Date, to be released
new
of Deanna's
news

REE HIM !

S he my wooer, my loved
one? Or is he ihe lyranl who bleeds
my people? Is he ardent lover — or
cold-blooded killer? Lei me look
upon his face! Lei me touch him!'

EDWARD

SMALL

present:
The Alexandre
Dumas

Classic

Tin mm imhtiMw m*K
A James Whale

Production

starring

LOUIS HAYWARD- JOAN BENNETT
with Warren William, Joseph Schildkraui, Alan Hale

Directed by James Whale • Screenplay by George Bruce
Released

thru United
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Judith Barrett, known as "The Venus from Venus, Texas" on the Paramount lot
where she is making Disputed Passage,
snapped
on a Santa Barbara vacation

today accent
Girls "of«"«?*£,
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DJER-K1
fSofrSloveUand allure.
ness
Start your day the Djer-Kiss way! Bathe
your entire body with this delightful talc
each morning. Djer-Kiss is refreshing,
helps you begin the day dainty and cool.
Clothes feel more comfortable. Your skin
seems soft as satin . . . you are alluringly
fragrant from head to toe. Use plenty of
Djer-Kiss, for the cost is small. 25tf and
75^ sizes at drug and toilet goods counters.Generous 1 0-cent
size at all ten-cent
stores. Get your DjerKiss talc today!
The same exquisite fragrance in Djer-Kiss
Sachet; Eau de Toilette; and Face Powder.
Imported

tale scented

with genuine Djer-Kiss
perfume by Kerkoff.

TALC

(Tnonounced J)ear/CUj')
%
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KERKOFF

audiences in Dark Victory and Wuthering
Heights.

you care? ....
Gene Autry shares his
dressing room with his horse. . . .

So it goes. New names and new faces
to greet movie fans. Some of these
youngsters may not climb as high as
their studios expect, but they are getting
a chance — a bigger, better, and quicker
chance than ever before. This injection
of new blood into the box office blood
stream may be just what the doctor
ordered.
We hope so.

Surely you'll be glad to know that Bill
Powell, desperately ill for so long and
party of the first part to a couple of mean
operations, is about the healthiest-looking
actor around these parts. . . . Natalie
Draper obtains her divorce from Tom
Brown at 11 o'clock one morning and we
find them in the Brown Derby at noon
eating lunch together — and quarreling in

H

Hollywood's most rabid baseball
fanette is the lovely Gail Patrick
whose husband, Bob Cobb, is part owner

cf the Hollywood Stars, the film colony's
entry in the Coast Baseball League. Let
the umps miss so much as a hair-line
decision on a ball or strike, and Gail becomes very angry, indeed, and yells her
disapproval loud and long. . . . Kinda
nice to see Mack Sennett back in the
movie picture. Darryl Zanuck put him on
the 20th Century-Fox payroll to help
produce Hollywood Cavalcade. ... Of all
the recent brides in Flickerville we'll
choose Mrs. Wayne Morris as being the
prettiest. A swell lady and Wayne used
a lot of common sense when he set out to
win her for a missus. . . . Joel McCrea
used to deliver papers to Cecil B. DeMille.
Now Cecil B. DeMille pays Joel $150,000
to play in Union Pacific. . . . Did you
know that Shirley Temple is the youngest
person to be listed in Who's Who — or do

good old family style. . . . They're calling
our Hollywood yes-men "Little Sir
Echoes". . . . S'funny about Jean Parker.
She hasn't been in more than one picture
in a year yet she gets more publicity than
a good half-dozen of our top femininD
stars.songbird,
. . . Mary stepping
Healy, out
20th regularly,
Century-Fox'
new
now,
with Allan Lane. . . . Ditto Nancy Kelly
and Bert Parks.
H

Imagine our surprise when we learned
just the other day that Thomas S. Lee,
owner of the only telecasting station in
the eleven states west of Kansas, has been
on the air for several years with daily
programs! Four nights a week he presents
live talent and two nights, film pictures —
and all very good, take our word for it.
Imagine our surprise, too, when we
learned that there are several hundred
teleceivers in the Southland. Eeception
reports are received daily from enthusiastic set owners scattered within a 30-

smooth FRAGRANT >

SWA/ M/VS HEART?

MEN LIKE GIRLS
WHOSE SKIN IS
SWEET- IT'S THE
MOST APPEALING
CHARM OF ALL

VROff/Kt/IMOC/Z
^J (UJXSOAP'S
LATHER LEAVES
SKIN
ACTIVE
\^ REALLY SWEET,
DELICATELY
FRAGRANT

YOU'LL LOVE THIS
LUXURIOUS BEAUTY
BATH. TRY IT I

STAR

OF* PARAMOUNT'S

"Man about Town"

LX

J.HIS lovely star tells
you a beauty secret ! When you make
fragrant, white Lux Toilet Soap your
daily
beauty
you're
of
daintiness.
The bath,
ACTIVE
lathersure
of this
fine complexion soap leaves skin
really fresh — delicately fragrant with
a perfume that clings.

The Complexion

Soap 9 out of 10 Screen Stars use
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■

Paulette Goddard is one of the most
charming,
but evasive, women
in
town. Out at Paramount where she's been
making a picture, the publicity boys have
been staging a friendly battle with her in
their efforts to pin her down on her marriage to Charlie Chaplin. But it's no dice.
Paulette smiles at her questioners and

mile radius of the station's transmitter.
Mr. Lee, who is also president of the
Mutual Don Lee Broadcasting System,
largest regional network in the United
States, believes that television will supplement the film studio payrolls, and offer
new avenues for the writer, actor, and
technician. Since Lee's complete W6XAO
channel went on the air, December 23,
1931, more than 11,000,000 feet of film have
been projected!
Who said television was just around the
corner!

says: "I never discuss my personal life."
And that's all there is, there ain't any
more for the publicity boys.
H

Edward Robinson built himself a new
rumpus room and decorated it in a
very bizarre manner, indeed. All the walls
are papered with more than 3,000 crank
letters that he has received since his Little
Caesar picture long ago. And do those letters dish it out!

■

Smart girl, this Laraine Day, M-G-M's
new-found star. Unlike most stars
who give out interviews clad in what they
happen to be wearing at the moment,
Laraine comes to meeting dressed up in
her Sunday best. "And why not," shs says.
"If I'm worth a story why not dress up
and show my appreciation of the honor."

The romance rivalry between Edgar
Bergen and Ken Murray is on again
full blast. Edgar showed up at the Brown
Derby with pretty Alice Louise Hall, the
southern queen. A few minutes later Ken
joined the party. And we mean joined!
When the three departed who should be
escorting Miss Hall but Ken — and who
should be paying the check but Edgar!

| Jack Benny's hair may be — and is —
a couple of shades grayer since his
smuggle trouble, and he may have lost a
bit of weight, but he's a very happy man
these days, due, mostly, to the knowledge
that his picture, Man About Town is
ing.
meeting such good receptions. Which

5

H

On the way back from their European
trip this summer the Bob Hopes are
planning to stop over at The Cradle and
adopt a baby.

proves that he hasn't lost his fan followFate brought John Carroll all the way
from New Orleans, brought Movita from
the South Seas and Smoky from Alaska
to join in making Wolf Call, thrilling and
adventurous tale of Northwest Indians,
in the hills near Hollywood

■

And
talking
about
reducing,
you
should see Bing Crosby since he sliced
off twenty extra pounds around his
middle by dieting. The crooner looks ten
years younger and says he feels fifteen.

m mud^M w vuzme . . . .
"rTHHERE, making love to another woman,
JL was the man I had been seeing steadily
for two years . . . the man I had hoped to
marry. It was the heart-breaking climax to
weeks of growing indifference, which I could
not understand and which put us further apart
each day. This was the end. At thirty, I had
lost the one man for whom I cared. Looking
back now, I know that I had only myself to
blame. I attributed his indifference to every
cause but the right one* ... a condition that
every woman should ever be on guard against."

Suspect Yourself
There is nothing that kills a romance or
12

nips a friendship so quickly as a case of
*halitosis (unpleasant breath).
The insidious thing about this offensive
condition is that you yourself seldom
suspect its presence. Others do, however,
but never mention it. The subject is too
delicate.

So Easy — So Pleasant
Why risk offending, when there is such an
effective, pleasant, and easy precaution
against halitosis?
Listerine Antiseptic halts fermentation
of food particles, a major cause of breath
odors and then overcomes the odors them-

selves. Immediately after its use as a
mouth rinse or gargle, the breath, indeed
the entire mouth, becomes fresher, sweeter.

Be Agreeable to Others
Get in the habit of using Listerine Antiseptic every morning and every night, and
between times before social engagements.
It is your best safeguard against offending
others needlessly. Keep a bottle handy at
home and office; tuck one in your handbag when you travel. It's the one thing
you can't afford to be without.
Lambert Pharmacal Company
St. Louis, Mo.

H

Dottie Lamour is in Disputed Passage
without a chance to wear a sarong—
which may not please a lot of her fans.
To her personal wardrobe she recently
added an evening gown entirely covered
with tiny sea shells and she likes the
dress so well that she wears it in a formal
dance sequence. It weighs close to twentyfive pounds and cost $350.

Does Body odor give qoo

INFERIORITY COMPLEX?

■

Pauline Moore screamed so much in
Charley Chan at Treasure Island that
she was unable to speak. Examined by the
doctor she was ordered home and to bed
after the medico said she had the flu. The
nurse who attended her came down with
it a .few days later and the studio had to
provide a nurse for the nurse who was
nursing Pauline.
H

A slight fluttering of butterflies in the
region of his stomach, has taught
David Niven the bitter lesson that it

doesn't pay to steal "props."
Niven, while working in the Gary
Cooper starring picture, The Real Glory,
appropriated one of the many cocoanuts
which floated in rafts down the manmade river and lagoon on the Goldwyn
lot.
The actor kicked the cocoanut behind
a native hut, dropped a rock on it, and
partook liberally of the white meat. A
few hours later the butterflies began their
dance, and a doctor came to see him.
He said David was very sick, but in
view of the offense wouldn't let him take
the afternoon off.
"Well," moaned David, "how was I to
know that the cocoanut was green?"

Before you

■

Credit Eddie Cantor with the funniest '
telegram of the month. When Parkyakarkus became the proud papa of a bounc-

soap to overcome

A MAN'S love turns on such unexpected
llinigs! Just when you think lie's yours,
something happens to transform your confidence inlo confusion.
Nine limes out of ten you blame the you
thai is deep in you. Your whole personality
goes vacanl and hopeless.
But, such disillusionmenls should only be
temporary. Too bad, most women take them
deeply to heart, when the trouble can be so
easily avoided. It's too big a price to pay for
ignoring this secret of arming yourself with
loveliness.
Yes, go by the "smell test" when you buy
soap to overcome body odor. Trust no soap
for body odor until you smell the soap itself
for daintiness.
Instinctively, you will prefer
perfume of Cashmere Bouquet.
mere Bouquet is the only fragrance
in the world, a secret treasured
3

Sally Eilers' vacation jaunt into Mexico
resulted in gay native costumes. You'll
see her next in They Made Her a Spy

body

odor, smell

the soap! Then you'll decide to bathe in the costly perfume of Cashmere Bouquet Soap — the fragrance men love!

ing baby boy, Eddie wired: "Wise guy,
eh?"

use any

years. It's a fragrance men love! A fragrance
with peculiar affinity for the senses of men.
Massage each tiny ripple of your body
daily with this delicate, penetrating lather!
Glory in the departure of unwelcome body
odor!
Thrill as your senses are kissed by Cashmere Bouquet's exquisite perfume! Be radiant, and confident to face the world!
You'll love this creamy-while soap for
complexion, too! Its gentle, caressing lather
removes dirt and cosmetics so thoroughly,
and leaves skin smooth and radiant.
So buy Cashmere Bouquet Soap before
you bathe tonight. Get three cakes at the
special price featured everywhere.

the cosily
For Cashof its kind
by us for

I ~>

Jot Z£>? soa/JS are\old
/'/-it- *? ^rf

Wherever finer

fcaslwere Bouquet Soap
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Jane Withers, who recently acquired
a license to establish a home zoo,
finally had to get rid of one of her pets —
a donkey that was always getting into
trouble. After walking into the Withers'
home one day, and destroying a couple
of expensive chairs by kicking the stuffing
out of them, the donkey walked out,
jumped over a fence and wandered down
into Westwood Village where it filled up
on apples, carrots, and lettuce at a vegetable market. The owner called the dog
pound, but the men in charge of the dog
wagon refused to cart the donkey away.
Finally, someone discovered a tin tag
around the donk's neck and learned from
the inscription that the animal, while not
a bow wow, was a member of the Tailwaggers Association, and as such was entitled to all the "dog-courtesies" as
provided for in the by-laws. So the donk
was carted away to the dog jail. Before
Jane could release her pet it cost her
twenty-five dollars to cover property
damage.
|

Those two lovebirds, Tyrone and
Annabella, leave for an extended vacation trip,
but not
to Tyrone'splanned.
South
American
island
as originally
Seems Annabella is eager to visit all of
America's scenic spots. First stop will be

the Grand Canyon for a week of viewing
and exploring. After that comes three
weeks more of sight-seeing of "nature's
glorious
have
it. handiwork" as the guide books
I Elsa Maxwell didn't do so well
first scene of her Elsa Maxwell's
for Women. She had to talk to
Darnell, open up her cigarette case
talking, extract and light a cigarette.
a dozen takes Director Ratoff said:
it easy, Elsa. Everyone gets confused

in the
Hotel
Linda
while
After
"Take
when

they try to do something that's natural.
Look at me. I was an actor once."
! Between scenes Gary Cooper is undoubtedly the most restless guy in
Hollywood. Between shots on his latest
picture, The Real Glory, he learned how
to ride a "bike." He did fairly well, save
for pedaling right through a Philippine
shack.
"I've got to do something. I can't just sit
and wait for things> to happen," was his
excuse to the prop boys who spent two
hours collecting the pieces. During the
filming of The Cowboy and the Lady, we
saw him trying to construct a steamdriven motor launch about four feet in
length. The studio had supplied Gary with
the lumber. He shaped the hull out of ma-

!

sits lightly — stays on smoothly!
Don't let a heavily overpowdered
face spoil the soft charm of your
appearance this summer. Make
sure you use Luxor "Feather-cling"
—the face powder with a light touch.
Luxor is a delicately balanced, medium weightpowder that sits lightly,
stays
smoothly,
won't cake
or
streak.onChoice
of shades?
All five
of the season's smartest! Each
55^. Rose Rachel is very popular.
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Susan Hayward gives Jockey Robert Preston final instructions before he starts in a
"Sea-horse Derby," favorite summer sport among the younger Hollywood players
14

More women use Mum
than any other deodorant

MORE WIVES— because Mum
is always so easy to use.

Louis Hayward, and his wife, Ida Lupino,
on arrival in New York for a belated
honeymoon, postponed for weeks by his
work in The Man in the Iron Mask and
by her part in The Lady
Misbehaves

MORE SCREEN STARS— for they
must always have charm.

MORE BUSINESS GIRLS-they know
Mum doesn't harm fabrics.

MORE NURSES— on duty or off,
they want safe, sure care!

hogany boards, constructed a boiler, and
used a common blow torch to fire it. It
was three months in the making- — and
sank at the first launching. Which may
be beside the point.
Last summer, on location, we saw him
utilizing his spare time trying to learn
how to hurl a knife at a target. Steve
Clemento, a Yaqui knife thrower, was his
teacher. Gary told us then: "Some people
like to collect old beer bottles and stamps.
Me? I like to throw knives."
B

Apparently there are to be no romantic entanglements for Rudy Vallee,
who has been playing the field since he arrived on the 20th Century-Fox lot for his
role in Second Fiddle. Rudy has been seen
squiring Barbara Brewster, Mary Healy,
Marjorie Weaver, and Wendy Barrie. For
a birthday gift he gave Sonja Henie a
beautiful combination phonograph and
radio and a complete set of his own
records.
■

Walter
Pidgeon
receives
but forty
dollars a week for his acting job — and
for a very good reason. Walter likes to
play the stock market — with the usual result— always on the minus .side of profittaking. Since these be uncertain times,
Walter's brother has taken charge of the
actor's salary, and banks all of it save the
forty bucks that he has allowed Walter for
entertainment and small necessities.
Leo Carrillo, that fine Spanish gentleman, is getting mighty tired of hearing his name mispronounced. It's not
"Careo," nor "Carillo," nor "Careello."
It's "Ca-reel-yo." Gracias. for the correction, Senor.

MORE

SCHOOL

GIRLS— to pre-

vent odor quickly, safely.

Be attractive! Be popular!
Make sure of your charm, with MUM
RICH GIRL, poor girl— every girl should
.. remember this: You can't be attractive to others unless you're always fresh
and sweet— nice to be near!
It's so easy to offend unknowingly—
to think your bath can make you safe.
But no bath— however perfect— can prevent underarm odor. A bath removes
only perspiration that is past. Mum prevents underarm odor— works in advance
to keep you sweet. Hours after your bath
has faded, Mum keeps you fresh.
You'll like Mum! For Mum is speedy,
safe, utterly dependable in guarding your
daintiness and charm!
MUM SAVES TIME! 30 seconds to smooth
in Mum under this arm — under that—

and you're through, all ready to go!
MUM SAVES CLOTHES! The seals of the
American Institute of Laundering and
of Good Housekeeping Bureau tell you
Mum is harmless to fabrics. And even
after underarm shaving Mum doesn't irritate your skin.
MUM SAVES CHARM! Without Stopping
perspiration, Mum stops the objectionable odor. Get Mum at any drugstore
today and join the millions of lovely
women who have found Mum
for popularity and charm.

a "must"

SANITARY NAPKINS NEED MUM!
Avoid embarrassing odors from this source, too.
Mum is gentle, safe . . . fastidious women everywhere make a habit of Mum this second way.

■

': I

: ' I

takes the odor
out of perspiration
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GOODBYE,

LLEWELLYN

MR. CHIPS — M-G-M

■

There is a new kind of enchantment
abroad in the land. It is the gentle
spell of a simple story told so tenderly,
so touchingly, so convincingly that fully
half of those who see it plan return trips.
First and highest praise goes to Robert
Donat for his playing of the title role,
but no one person could be entirely responsible because it is the sensitive combination of fine cast, script, direction,
music score in the telling of a good story
that makes this film, one of the outstanding
cf the year.
Chips, at the start, is an eager-eyed
young school master, filled with high
ideals of pedagogy and high hopes of a

Posed hi/
professional
models

10 TO 25 LBS., NEW PEP
GAINED QUICK WITH
IRONIZED YEAST tablets
IT used to be thought that many people were
just naturally skinny, puny and inclined
to be nervous. But today that idea has been
proved entirely untrue in great numbers of
cases. Thousands of thin, tired, rundown people have gained now naturally good-looking
pounds, normal health and pep, new friends
and enjoyment in life-r-with the aid of the
Vitamin B and iron in these amazing little
Ironized Yeast tablets.

Why so many build up quick

Tou see, scientists have discovered that today
an untold number of people are underweight,
rundown, often tired and jittery, simply because they don't get sufficient Vitamin B and
iron from their daily food. Without enough
of these two vital substances you may lack
appetite and not get the most body-building
good out of what you eat.

brilliant career in a big boys' school.
How a few years make him a plodding,
rather helpless, rather hopeless man;
how a shy courtship brought him a wife;
how his life was changed by gentle joys
and quiet griefs is so absorbing that, for
ence, the aging of a young player by
means of- make-up is not an annoying
distraction. So intent are you apt to
become on the story of Chips that you
do not stop and marvel at the truly exceptional make-up that has been devised
to carry him from youth to extreme age.
Greer Garson, in her first American
appearance, is one of the sensations of
the picture, and little Terry Kilbourne
is as effective as always. The film was
made in England, but it can be shown
all over the world because a character
such as Chips is universal in his appeal.
ONLY ANGELS
— Columbia

HAVE

WINGS

B

It was love at first sight for the little
cafe entertainer (Jean Arthur) when
she stopped off for a few hours in a small,
hot South American port and saw the
owner (Cary Grant) of a struggling airline. He didn't care. He thought she was
attractive, certainly, but he was afraid of
women.
Women
worried.
Women
cried

MILLER
when a flier took off in bad weather.
Women begged men to stay out of the air.
And one woman had refused to marry
him, because he wouldn't give up flying,
and then married another aviator. Women
weren't dependable. Women weren't logical or trustworthy or anything but a
nuisance when a man had his share of
worry already.
Trouble he had, in plenty. The airline,
which had gulped up every dollar he
owned in the world, and more, covered
dangerous mountain territory. Its chances
of a subsidy and a franchise depended
upon maintaining service through a week
of horrible weather. Snow was whirling
in blinding flurries through the narrow
pass in the high Andes. Fog blanketed the
landing field. One of his best fliers disobeyed orders and crashed. Another broke
an arm. Neither accident would have hapif oneboat
littledeliberately.
blonde dancer
hadn't
missed penedher
Certainly
women were bad news.
That approach to a screen romance is
not exactly new, but the atmosphere
created by the adept direction and acting
is convincing and absorbing.
Outstanding is the performance by
Richard Barthelmess of the discredited
flier who chose just exactly the wrong
place to use a fictitious name. Not only
had his cowardice been responsible for the
death of one of the fliers, he had married
the girl Grant couldn't forget. Memorable,
too, are performances by Thomas Mitchell,
Sig Rumann, John Carroll, Allyn Joslyn,
Noah Beery, Jr., and Rita Hayworth, and
you will find yourself really believing in
the dangers of the flights, in the reality
of the characters and their problems.
SOME

LIKE

IT HOT— Paramount

£f How true, how very true is the
thought expressed in the title. How
strange, how very strange that the producers did not keep that sentiment in mind
during the filming. Beyond the frenetic

Now you get those exact missing substances in these
scientifically prepared, easy-to-take little lionized Yeast
tablets. That's the secret of why with their aid thousands of men and women have put on 10 to 25 pounds
of much-needed, naturally attractive flesh — gamed normal
health and pep, become much more popular and soughtafter — often in just a few weeks I

Make this money-back test

Get Ironized Yeast tablets from your druggist today. If
with the first package you don't eat better and FEEL
better,
withthat
mucliIronized
more strength
and give
pep — you
if you're
not
convinced
Yeast will
the new
normally
attractive
pounds,
new energy
and lifewill
you've
longed for,
the price
of this
first package
bo
promptly refunded by the Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta, Ga.
But just one warningl Due to the success of Ironized
Yeast, a number of cheap, inferior substitutes have
sprung up. Of course inferior substitutes do not give the
same results. So always insist on the genuine Ironized
Yeast. Look for "IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special offer!

To start thousands building up their health right away,
we make this special offer. Purchase a package of
Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on the
box and mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
We will send you a fascinating new book on health,
"New Facts About Your Body." Itemember, results With
tlio first package — or money refunded. At all druggists.
Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Pept. 2S8, Atlanta. Ga.
TUNE IN ON JOHN J.ANTHONY'S GOOD WILL HOUR.
Seo your local paper for exact time and station.
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Greer Garson
gentle
Chips,

shares high
of a
tale

praise with Robert Donat for work in Goodbye, Mr.
audiences
is delighting
life, which
schoolmaster's

drum-beating of Gene Krupa, there is
little kinship between the action and the
title.
The engaging and very able comedian,

screen. In no way can it be considered a
production of major importance, but it is
coherent, amusing and rather more fun
than the average B picture, and if you have

Bob Hope, is a little defeated by the slowscript which deals with the adventures of
a penniless promoter of honky-tonk sideshows. Shirley Ross as his understanding
girl, Una Merkel as a wise-cracking friend
and a competent cast are given rather
small chances to show their talents.
Hot band numbers are attractively photographed for the jitterbugs, but the main
part of the action is for those who like it
cool.

been saying "What ever happened to
Lupe?" this is your chance to find out.
She plays Carmelita, a hot-tempered
Mexican singer, discovered by a radio
scout (Donald Woods) and .shipped to
New York. In spite of the fact that he is
a serious, honorable, young business-man,
he finds himself spending more thought on
his imported song-bird than on his fiancee
(Linda Haye). He begins to spend time
and temper on her when she cajols, blackmails and all but kidnaps his uncle (Leon
Errol) to take her to six-day bicycle
races, prize fights and night clubs when
she should be resting for the all important
audition. The result is that she loses her
voice and the radio scout almost loses his

THE GRACIE ALLEN
— Paramount
B

MURDER

CASE

Those who never get quite enough of
Gracie Allen on the radio should put

this film on the "Must" list, for Gracie is
in nearly every scene, and her nit-wit enchantment turns a murder mystery into a
frank farce.
Warren William plays Philo Vance, and
you will be fascinated, if you feel about
Gracie the way we do, to know that she
insists upon calling him "Fido:' all the
way through.
THE GIRL FROM
— RKO-Radio
BE

MEXICO

This picture is a welcome to Lupe
Velez who is back with her dazzling
vivacity unimpaired by some time off the

mind. If you enjoyed the little Mexican
star in earlier pictures, you'll like this one.
THE

CITY — Civic Films, Inc.

Bj

This four reel film on city planning
is something to watch for, because it
is different and exceptionally well done.
Its early scenes show a peaceful valley.
Clean air blows over the sunny fields, and
there is a spirit of ease, of freedom, of
peace in the hay fields, the great shady
barns, the out-door smithy.
Shocking has been the change in many
such peaceful valleys in a few years, and

startling is the change in the film when
the picturesque rural scenes give way to
shots of urban uproar — the spluttering
lakes of molten metal spilling from vast
cauldrons in a steel plant, chimneys belching smoke and grime over the unlovely
and unhealthy slums that make horrible
the outskirts of every great industrial
center.
There is a bitter humor in the sequence
which deals with life in a great city . . .
the squirming crowds pouring out of
ferries, across streets, into subways; the
frenetic haste of the quick-lunch gulpers;
grimy children at play in gutters and
traffic-cluttered streets; the fire-engines
and ambulances at a howling stand-still
in clogged snarls at intersections; crowds
in a nightmare confusion of activity that
does not cease, even on Sunday.
Sunday is the day the city dweller takes
to the family car and crawls at a slug's
pace from traffic jam to traffic jam along
the blistering suburban roads, made hideous with billboards.
The last part of the film deals with some
few model manufacturing communities
which house workers in parks instead of
tenements, and which provide by law
sufficient sunlight, air and quiet for every
member of the unit.
There is a brilliant music score, brilliant
editing and directing, incisive commentary
and superior camera work. But, most important of all, there is an idea, clearly
stated, and for that reason you will find
this film a stimulating experience.

for Girls who
win Romance!
READ CHARMING

MRS. GREGORY'S

BEAUTY

ADVICE:

I'm sure nothing does more jor a girl's looks than
fresh, smooth skin. And that's where Camay conies in!
It's one soap that seems to help keep my skin just the
way I like it . . . fresh and smooth!
Richmond, Va.
(.Signed) (Mrs.
FRANCES
GREGORY
O. C. Gregory,
Jr.)
January 25, 1939
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help! For to stay really lovely,
complexions must have proper care! "Agentle care" so many
lovely brides will tell you.
"That's why we use Camay

urious lather
easy aidluxto
girls, you'll
findan Camay's
all-over loveliness— to daintiness—to fresh good looks!
You'll be KAdelighted, too — as
they are— that Camay costs so
little! Get three cakes today!
Use it regularly.
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regul
day!"y's rich,
• You'll every
like Cama
creamy lather — the thorough
way it cleanses — its mild,
soothing touch! Use Camay
every day for your complexion
—and for your bath of beauty
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to help keep back and shoulders lovely. Like thousands of
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The greatest combination of talent ever gathered for one show!

c* • uririv
radiant in her greatest role!

7.7

POWER
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. . . gay, lovable— the way he really is!

Second Fiddle

-

with

RUDY
EDNA

MAY

Irving Berlin's,
six new song hits . . . ' 'the
best he's ever writtenl"
"I'm Sorry For Myself"
"An Old Fashioned
Tune Always Is New"
"Song of the
Metronome"
"When Winter Comes"
"I Poured My Heart
Into A Song"
and the new ballroom
dance craze . ■
"Back To Back"
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MARY HEALY
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Directed by Sidney Lanfield
Associate Producer Gene Markey
Screen Play by Harry Tugend
Based on a story by George Bradshaw

•
A

20th Century -Fox Picture
DARRYL F. ZANUCK
In Charge

of Production
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Bringing History Back Alive
She started as a tap-dancing chorus girl, but so successful has
she been in her portrayals of Queen Victoria that her career
seems dedicated to the playing of famous British women
II v
■

Somebody

put an inquiring head in

at the door of Anna Neagle's dressing room, and there sat the youthful
London star, alone, in the gray uniform
of Nurse Edith Cavell. Her hands were
folded. Her gaze was fixed on the floor.
Her eyes were full of tears.
The small, gray nurse's bonnet, set far
back on the head, emphasized the sunny
glints of her hair. The drab wool dress
heightened a naturally fair complexion,
and brought out the brilliancy of eyes
that change with the light from hazel to
rich blue. But Anna Neagle— first rank
cinema star of England (who that has
seen her Queen Victoria will ever
forget it?) — was oblivious of her
appearance.
Outside the window there rose an
occasional carefree whoop of greeting
between players, and the quick tap
of footsteps as they hurried toward
the RKO Studio commissary for the
noontime meal. The napkin -covered tray,
however, placed for Miss Neagle on the
table beside the big vase of Easter lilies,
remained untouched.
"I can't

eat," the

star

said, "not

now."
It wasn't an "act" put on to make

Below, Anna Neagle in Queen of
Destiny as the young Queen Victoria
at the beginning
of her reign

EMILY

> O 1 1 IB I S
an impression. A few minutes earlier,
Nurse Cavell of the film play had returned
from the German court-martial to her cell
with the shadow of death upon her. When
the lunch call came, Anna Neagle was still
in the Edith Cavell mood and was too harrowed by recreating the heroism and suffering ofthe English nurse to think of food.
"Have you ever thought how it would
feel to be condemned to death?" she asked
in a low tone, and put her hands to her
temples. "I don't believe I could stand it.
I'dThe
go incident
insane!" proves how seriously this
actress takes those historic roles which,
chiefly, it has been her fortune to portray.
Here is one player who for the time being
really does live her characters. Relatively
unknown yet in the United States, the
slim young actress chosen for the difficult
task of presenting Edith Cavell as hundreds of people, still alive, knew her,
enjoys a popularity in England second
only to that of the royal family
Like
that of the royal [Continued on page 62]

Center, Anna Neagle in costume for
her new part in Nurse Edith Cavell,
which is being made in Hollywood
Below, in make-up

for Queen

of

Destiny close to the end of Victoria's
60 glorious
years on the throne
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On "The Wizard of Oz" Set
Ride a cyclone, walk on a rainbow, fight winged monkeys and wrestling trees and meet all of the weird
and wonderful beings of the magic land that is coming
to life now in one of the biggest films of the year

Billie Burke as Glinda, the Good Witch, leads
Dorothy (Judy Garland) through adventures
in the land of the midget Munchkins in safety

_J In her gray, grim castle the Wicked
Witch of the West was trying to set
Ray Bolger on fire. "That's right," Director
Fleming encouraged her, "get your
Victor
broom aflame and then light him as if he
."
were a cigaretteWitch
(Margaret Hamilton
The Wicked
in a fearsome getup) looked with distaste
at the broom, and with apprehension at
Ray Bolger. As the Scarecrow in The
Wizard of Oz, he was stuffed with straw,
and had burlap wrapped around his head.
20
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JESSIE

HENDERSON

up his straw-filled
Ray Bolger as the Scarecrow, doubles
Dorothy from the fighting forest
and rescues
dukes

"Go on," he said, "what's the matter?
Don't you want me to be a hot number?"
"I'm s-scared!" Margaret squeaked.
Nevertheless, she applied flame to the
broom and applied the broom to Ray, who
began to burn briskly. The cameras
turned. Bye and bye some fellows with
fire extinguishers put Ray out. "Let's try
it again," Director Fleming suggested,
"and, Miss Hamilton, please look as if you
They did the fire incident five times. At
enjoyed it."

the end, Ray Bolger said he felt perfectly dandy— it was Margaret Hamilton
who fainted!

Making a bonfire out of "Rubber Legs"
Bolger, eccentric dancer in a cast which
includes Frank Morgan, Billie Burke,
Judy Garland, and Jack Haley, was the
most difficult and delicate stunt of the
entire Wizard oj Oz production. This is
saying much, because the picture teemed
with stunts that kept electricians, technicians, and even mathematicians, busy.
HOLLYWOOD

r

7

Below, ljftgtf Rhr plays the engagingly
hunian CowaWly
CdwafjTlylLion, Ray Bolger as the
almost idiotically happy Scarecrow, and
Jack Haley as the spirited Tin Woodman

^
Below, Dorothy finds the Tin
Woodman in desperate plight,
rusted and stiff from rain in
the
magical
woodland
of Oz

The Tin Woodman, the Scarecrow, Dorothy and the Cowardly
Lion help the Wizard
(Frank Morgan)
to escape from Oz

No wonder Margaret Hamilton swooned.
The Wicked Witch had been through a lot,
poor dear. She had pursued Judy Garland
from the Land of the Munchkins to the
Emerald City in the country of Oz, putting all kinds of supernatural obstacles in
the way of the little girl and her companions: the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman,
the Cowardly Lion, and Toto, the dog.
The fantastic course of this pursuit had
AUGUST,

1939

resulted in a series of scenic backgrounds,
photographed in Technicolor, costing
around one million dollars and said to
establish a new peak in the movies for
weird beauty and unearthly "effects."
The Emerald City, for example, was
built in great cubes and domes and spires
of a substance like glass which gives
the effect of single, gigantic emeralds.
Here Frank Morgan, as the Wizard of
Oz, sat on an enormous throne while
the Wicked
Witch
battered
at the

gates, and demanded Judy as her prisoner.
On the emerald coach in this sequence
some 200,000 "emeralds" were cemented.
The coach is drawn by a pair of sky-blue
steeds. Originally, these cerulean nags
were two white horses named Bill and
Jake which have been in the movies together for some seasons. After they were
covered with a harmless, though brilliant
blue coating, those horses wouldn't associate with each other. They shied and cut
capers and gave
[Continued on page 46]
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it's No Joke To be Tarzan
They kid him about his long hair, they serve him raw
steaks at dinner parties, they sue him if Junior breaks
an arm trying to swing from tree to tree, and it's
altogether a hard life, claims Johnny Weissmuller
"Oh, eeee-owwww, awwww, oh, eeee,
owwww, awwww," muttered Johnny
Weissmuller — giving his famous apeman
yell very gently, because he was eating a
plum and cottage cheese salad in the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer commissary —
"how would you like to go to a party, all
dressed up in your best clothes, and have
people demand that you hang by your foot
from the drawing room chandelier? It's no
joke to be Tarzan!
I'm telling you!"
His smooth, tan face furrowed into a
grimace of comic protests. The mutter
continued. "You put on a formal tie and
slick your hair . . . and then they rush
you out to swing from the trees in the
patio! Or insist that you climb into a bathing suit and whoosh around the pool!"
His teeth flashed in a quick smile. "Oh,
yes, I swim for my supper!"
Of course he'd rather swim than eat,
really, which is one reason why Johnny
(cast at present in his best Tarzan picture so far) is rated the greatest swimmer
of this or any area. In case you've forgotten, he has fifty individual championship
medals of major importance for swim-

By SERENA

BRADFORD

ming and diving. At Olympic games and
elsewhere he captured seventy -five world
speed records for swimming. No wonder
the other guests at any party beg him to do
his stuff.
"When I attend a party after a day in
the studio on a jungle set, I want to relax,"
Tarzan moaned, "I don't want to see how
long I can hold my breath under water. I
don't want to zip through the tree-tops. In
a tux, it's — it's embarrassing. Honest."
Even in Hollywood, people can't seem
to distinguish Tarzan from Weissmuller
and vice versa. Six feet, four inches tall in
his shoes, weighing 190 pounds, with the
superb build of the perfect athlete, Johnny
looks so completely as Tarzan ought to
look that folks subconsciously figure him
as a kind of jungle man who, despite his
education at the University of Chicago, is
more at home with gorillas than with golf.
Half the people he meets seem to think he
kills his food with a bow and arrow somewhere in the Hollywood hills, plunges a
flint knife into the critter's gizzard, and
carves out a breakfast just like that.
Time after time at some formal evening
affair the butler, following the orders of
the hostess, has. placed in front of Tarzan
a raw steak. Naturally, the idea is only to
rib Johnny — but [Continued on page 54]
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English women are nothing if not persistent when it comes to fighting for a
cause. Undaunted by failure after failure
they come back, grinning, for more until
they win their point.
Muddling through, chin up, stout fella,
carry on, and all that sort of thing, you
know. There was, for example Emmeline
Pankhurst, that doughty disciple of woman suffrage, whose hunger strikes and
prowess in the gentle art of heaving bricks
finally gained the vote for the good ladies
of the tight little isle, and a statue opposite
AUGUST,
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WILBIR

the House of Parliament for Emmeline
herself.
Another determined miss whose red
blood was made richer by the roast beef
of old England has just won a long drawn
out battle for recognition of her demands.
Binnie Barnes, blond, breezy and British,
after more than four years of reluctantly
rampaging on the screen as a brazen hussy
who broke up homes, now is going to be
allowed to break up audiences with humor.
Ever since she swept into Hollywood,
Binnie, who lives from laugh to laugh, has

MORSE.

JR.

noisily campaigned for the right to play
comedy parts in pictures, and to characterize on celluloid something of the blithesome, boisterous person she is in real life.
In her crusade, vigorous though it was,
Binnie didn't go to quite the extremes of
Mrs. Pankhurst. She didn't hammer at
the plate glass windows of the studio with
a suffragette's sledge. But she did bang
desks with a fetchingly gloved fist and
stamp an argumentative and decorative
foot.
Where

the

[Continued on page 52]
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Moving
Especially posed for HOLLYWOOD

Should be easy to find
a place for the sampler

It looks nice anywhere,
but is this just right?

Dick fights on, but now he is sitting down to
his work. Joan's mood is unmistakably critical

year-old Normie, and Little Ellen, who is
just 8 months, to play in the back yard.

Above you see home-maker
Dick Powell and his little
helpmate, .loan Blondell,
arriving laden with the last
load of family treasures.
What happened after they
stepped inside the house is
miss
a I ale you shouldn't
24
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It's all mixed up, sort of, the way Joan
Blondell and Dick Powell happened
to move into this new house of theirs, and I
got the black eye. Dick had built himself a
swell bachelor's house in the swank Toluca
Lake section of the valley. When he and
Joan got married they traded it for a house
in Beverly Hills because somehow a bride
and a bachelor's house aren't quite compatible, ifyou know what I mean. Well,
after a while they sold the Bev Hills place
because there was no room for the kids, 4-

And the law says you can't put a fence
around your front yard because it destroys
of the landscape or somethe symphony
thing. Fine thing!
While they were making up their minds
exactly what kind of a house they wanted,
and were trying to find it (which is something else again and don't let the real
estate agents tell you different) they
rented a house out in Bel Air which is
where some of our bigger stars live, and
where you can build a 50-foot wall around
your place if you have a mind to. They
were there just six months when Dick
saw The Bargain and bought it cash
on the line.
HOLLYWOOD

jT

With the Powells
Magazine — photographed by Charles Rhodes

The day wears away, but the
Powells
won't
admit
defeat

The Bargain may be a little smaller than
Grand Central station in New York, but
I wouldn't give you a dime for the difference. It nestles cosily in Coldwater
Canyon and the asking price was $140,000.
(If you want to take the trouble to look
up the escrow records you'll find Dick
did not pay that much for it because he is
dumb like a fox when it comes to business). But they didn't move there after
all. It had plenty of yard for the kids and
was a gorgeous place, but, as Joan said, it
would be unthinkable to come down to
breakfast in anything but a court train
and the regulation three feathers, and
that was a bit too much trouble these days.
Informal, that's Joan. Besides, they can't
keep chickens.
Dick is allergic to them.
AUGUST,

"Want to hang it on the
floor?" Dick is despecate

So they kept on looking and looking for
a house that would be just right.
If Joan hadn't made a mistake, they
wouldn't be where they are today. She
was driving into town in her car and Dick
was following in his. Somehow she made
a right turn at the wrong corner and
landed at the far end of a dead end street.
And there was this house with a big
FOR SALE sign stuck up in front. And
I'll be darned if it wasn't exactly the house
they had been looking for!
It's a nice house, not a bit movie-starish,
in a good but not fashionable district. It's
pure English outside and a little bit of
everything inside, as you will see. The
wide front lawn is a mess, at present, because the caretaker apparently trusted to

"Let's just build a wing for
it," and so far into the night

God and the California high fog for water
but the landscapers already were there
when I was, doctoring up the lovely tall
eucalyptus trees and getting things shipshape again. Fay Wray and John Monk
Saunders used to own it, but due to the
distinctive Powell-Blondell touches, none
of them would ever know the place now,
what with Pertelope sitting in the entrance
hall and Mabel and Joe plumped down on
the fireplace. Penelope is a brass umbrella
stand and Joe and Mabel are a couple of
old-fashioned gaboons Dick hooked from
the Waldorf-Astoria bar. Neat, but definitely not gaudy. So much for the house.
It is attractive, roomy but not vast, and
well endowed with the chief charm
of hominess.
[Continued on page 50]
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Leslie
Howard

Your

OUTSTANDING
CHARACTERISTICS

WHAT KIND OF A
HUSBAND WOULD
HE MAKE?

sive, aggresimpatient.
Energetic,

By NONA

HOWARD

KIND OF A BOSS

WOULD

HE BE?

(ASTRO-ANALYST)

You can't boss
him, keep him
waiting, or
over him.
"make a fuss"

HE MEETS

Which movie star do you resemble most ?
The position of the sun in every horoscope reveals fundamental characteristics to
the astro-analyst, so find your Zodiac sign at
the bottom of the chart by means of the
dates listed above them, read up and see if
the description of the general characteristics
of the star born iu the same month do not
fit you quite closely.
The description will not fit you exactly,
any more than it describes exactly the
star whose picture appears at the top of the
column. Each person's horoscope is made
up of at least ten different planetary influences, and the exact date and hour of birth,
as well as the place, is necessary to an exact
reading. However, the position of the sun
is of such importance in each horoscope that
it is possible to base a general analysis of
personality on the sun position. If your
birthday falls very close to the dividing line,
on April 19, for instance, you will find that
you resemble Leslie Howard in some things,
Gary Cooper in others. Very seldom does
one person have unqualified attributes of
one sign, but the actors chosen for this chart
were selected because they are typical, in a
general fashion, of their signs though individual charts would reveal many variants
for each, according to. the date, the hour and
the place of birth.
If you are a
man in your
should be treated
Gary Cooper. If
on yourself, and
incline but do not

woman, check up on the
life, and see whether he
like a Robert Taylor or a
you are a man, check up
remember that the stars
compel!

speed

Is a
rather thanactness.exgrand starter,
hut has to force
things.
himself to finish

way.
a born

if it doesn't come
to meet him half-

Buys quickly.
Demands novelty

HIS FINANCIAL
TENDENCIES

HIS ATTITUDE

TOWARD

WOMEN

THINGS THAT ANNOY
HIM

Sticks
to year
the
same routine
after year,
and
can't
see why
anyone should
feel the need of
new
on
him.
change.systems
Don't try

fighter, and even
hunts up trouble

TROUBLE

sive and fond
Faithful,
posses-of
all the comforts
of
— the
more home
comfortable,
the fonder.

Restless,
meaning
sentimenta
doesn't kn
ousy.
The a
mate for
who caree:
war ,

He's

HOW

able
Versatilia
gen i out

Demands

WHAT

Slow,
steadfast
and
determined.

bettera boss,
traf
As
salesman.
like to s
one place
become
long
ei
Likes
she
to suce

He's stability itself, and it takes
a major disaster
to change him,
even if a change
would be an improvement.

cal and buyspractionly
Cautious,

Has a cbarj

rather than
ability indurhis
purchases.

andcan then
whatford—he
af-

ally
even

liberation.
after
long de-

poeketbn
appetite-

Usually weds in
haste,
hasn't because
time for hea
romantically long
courtship.

ing. gets to
After one
be a habit with
him he may get

A n
mind
isintd
ti

Make him wait
for you. If he
does, he's either
blindly
in love
with you
or
nailed to the

TRY

around — eventually— to propos-

to

hurry

in
on

qualificatia
the worn at
holds
hi 4
mi ratio

self ahouf
w htoe
about
HIM
wants
Talk

him.even
Youthe
can't:
but
suggestion
annoys
him.

waits
willingly.
spot. He
never

HIS HOBBIES

HIS TEMPER

AND HOW
HIM

TO HANDLE

Racing cars, or
any other
ance withconveywhich
he can hreak
speed limits.

On tap at all
seasons . He
wouldn't be sathave something
to irritate
him.
isfied if he didn't

Give him plenty
of variety and
busiest.
happiest
change. when
He's

Eating: and lie
cooked
meals.
prefers
homeThe
road to
his
heart is through
his stomach.

really
on*
Going
live inplac
parkable

Very slow to
anger — but when
he is heard
— well,of
you've

Sputters,
then
forg
off (verbal

"a mad bull/'
Tauraus is the
sign of the bull :

be
apt 1
anrvther
get
it,
If yon
doi

Compliment him.
He
can
stand
more of them
than
most plenty!
men —
and that's

Be

a P

him. Listi
pathetieal
HIS tiontroyi

May
March 21st to
April

19th

TAIM

April 20th to
May 20th

O

but

2

don'
June

Clark
Gable

Ed-ward E«
Horton

tive,.
Generous,
proud
and
self-confident.

Witty, systematic
and
analytical.

Tactful,
adaptable and wellbalanced.

Forceful, dynamic
and loyal.

Liberal with cash
and affection, but
simply must be
the head of his
house. His ego
demands
it.

Critical and nonsentimental, but
can be depended
on to come home
on schedule, and
not drop ashes on
the rugs.

He's emotional
and sentimental,
but may spend
his last dollar on
flowers for you
instead of on
hamburger.

Don't suggest
improvements in
his plans, or
question his
orders.
an
absolute He's
monarch
and what he says
GO E S do!
— or you

He

loves efficiency, fills the
place with timeclocks, systems
and statistics.

small
deare deeply
but he has
macity of a
when
it
to "hangi" in the
adversity.

As a king meets
a conciueror. He
may be dethroned,
but he is never
humbled.

Trifles annoy him
as much as the
really big problems, but he uses
his head well at
all times.

'ise — but

He'll take a
chance on anything. Usually
lives beyond his
income but never
admits it.

pound-

sh .

and

rather ap'hard-up"
spend up to
income.

protecnd loves to
lat he's the
oak
to
the
vine
5 cling.

easily
ed ,

h u t

he
is,
plenty of
una
and

ioise.

the helpfistful and
child,
brings out
in him.

2lst to
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A discriminating
buyer who demands both quality and
ness usefulfor his
money. And, of
course, he lives
within h i s
budget.

Outspoken,
honest, idealistic.

Ambitious,tious, dignified.
cau-

Indulgent but
possessive. Takes
good care of that
which
he knows

Provides a luxhorn e —
even if heuriousspends
much of his time
on course.
the golf

May start at the
bottom financially
and socially, but
can climb to the
top. A
hard
worker,
too.

Easy-going and
tolerant, but may
have to borrow
from you instead
of paying you
when payday
comes.

Exacting,
a tireless worker
and
expects you to
keep up the same
pace he does.
Few employees
do!

No penny pinching in his busicount on
opness, his
but don't
timistic promises
of bigger opportunities. He likes
to look on the
bright
side.

as Virgo,
Almost cientas
effiand expects as
much work from

Dodges it if he
can. toHefacedoesn't
like
even
minor conflicts,
and usually
evades them
gracefully.

The storms of
adversity only
strengthen him
for future fights.
He's the "never
say
die"
type.

Doesn't
have to
meet much of it,

Buys for beauty,
not service, and
doesn't worry too
much about the
bills.

Buys carefully.
Knows just what
lie wants, and
can usually make
something out of
little or nothing.

is his.

as

he's

"born

spends
lavishly, and wants
the
best of everything.
No

budgetshim.or savings accounts for

Faithful but
neither s e n t i-

His only handicap
as a husband
is that he just
doesn't realize
that it takes
money house.
to run a

ated. ot
N
mental nor mesticdorecommended for
romantic,
posssessive women.

A good employees,
friend to
his
and is strong for
labor-saving
devices.

Extremely easy
to work for, ami
is apt to allow
portant decisions
you
make
for to
him
if imhe
trusts you.

He's an introvert
Has hill
had
climb an
all uphis
life, so faces
trouble with courtude,andand fortikeeps
climbing.
age

and

Demands the best
and is willing to

A free spender
with a tendency
to buy anything
new and different,
from television
sets to airplanes.

Dislikes budgets,
and frequen tly
could use some
hard - headed
financial
advice
to advantage.

His exceptional
capacity for
friendship extends

He's sentimental,

pay for it, but
always saves
something for a

non-aggressive, so hugs his

sorrowsself, to
himand broods
over them.

Can betensely
somiserable
inthat you suspect
enjoying
his lie's
role
as
martyr.
But
at atimes
that
he
does
suffer!

hors cheapness.
rainy day.
Ab-

He is deeply
emotional, ardent
and jealous, and
must be everyin your life!
— or thingnothing
Not the platonic
type.

He's

always

Affection is more
essential to him
than food, and he
loves often before
he finds the one
woman who meets
his ideals.

Demands perfection both before
and after marriage— which accounts for the
number
of
VIRGO bachelors
and ex-husbands.

Gentle, sentimental and understanding — a
pleasantpanioncomsocially
or matrimonially.

Keep him guessing. He has more
curiosity ■ than a
cat has lives, and
can't bear not
knowing all
about you.

Among the dozens tions:
of suggesBe noisy,

Suggest that he
dig a ditch or
spade up the
garden. He usually doesn't
care
for dirty
work.or hard

Pry into his
affairs. Even if
he has nothing to
hide he resents
being tioned.
cross-ques-

Tell him to "keep
quiet" or "stay
put." He likes
to talk as much
as he likes to
travel.

untidy, vague or
lacking in system. Any of these
things drive him
distracted.

Sympathetic
idealistic, sensi-

you as Scorpio —
but moreoughly thordone.

lucky"
He

dependent,
Philosophical, inoriginal.

searching for his
ideal w o m a n —
and it's up to
you to convince
him
thatOtherhe's
found her.
looking.
wise he'll keep on

Gambling — on
horses, dogs or
cards.
If he can't
take chances
on
these, then the
stock market will
serve.

Schedules,
diets
and details

Sliding through
life as easily and
pleasantly as
possible, and
with as little
hard work.

He's usually mechanical y inclined and likes
to tinker with
the engine of his
car, or any sort
of machinery.

Golf, tennis,
hunting, horseback riding — and
getting to those
"distant fields"
that areest" "greento him.

If you ever teased
a lion,
have
some you'll
idea
what happens
when you offend
his pride.

Has none. Takes
his irritability
out in fussing
and fault-finding,
and wonders why
YOU can't be as
calm as HE is!

Has none, and is
very much upset
if YOU have and
display it before
he can get out of
sight.

He freezes into
icy dignity when

Fiery, but not
long endu ring,
and he expects
you todoes.
forget it
as quickly as he

Give him the
adoration he demands. If you
don't, there are
plenty of women
who will.

Meet his exacting demands — if
worththink
it. he's
Or
you
marry a man who
is easier to
please.

Give

July 23rd to
August 23rd

August 24th to
September 22nd

angry,lates annihiyou with
cold sarcasm, and
never
forgives—
or forgets.

Directs his
fections afwhere
theyamcan
further
his
bi tions,

loves.woeven toman hethe

usuallywell.
marries
both wisely and

Try to convince
him that he is

Tell
him
that
he's
only after
a mere
all. man

wrong thing.
about
anyJust thy:

Getting to the
top of whatever
business or social
heap into which
fate has cast him.

Practically none,
but he withdraws
in hurt silence
when his pride
has been wounded
— and it's always

Airplanes, radios,
lectures (his own,
and those he pays
to hear), anything
cultural and in
advance of the
times.

Well controlled,
but he's sensitive
and, if hurt, may
do something
really drastic!
sulks.he just
Otherwise

idealistic
and romantic— qualities
which make him
extremely popular with women
— so don't he

jealous !
Insist upon exact
facts rather than
vague statements.
He doesn't like
to be cross-examined, either.

Fishing, boating,
yachting — any
water sport that
doesn't require
tion.
too much exer-

Not

a

scrappy

type much
and abused
feels
very
if you are angry
with him.

your fault!

him constant companionship. With his
charm, he can
always
find
one else who somewill.

September 23rd
to October 22nd

Depend upon
him, and let him
know how proud
you
He'll are
liveof uphim.to

Be

for his audibig
a enceideas.
good

your opinion.

Ootober 23rd to
November 2lst

nothing
the
Tell
him in
there's
world too big for

Tell him
he'sonly
an
angel
lacking

him

argue
matter.
wings!that
He'll
not

to accom-

Give him symstanding.underSome
pathetic
delicate flattery
will wonders.
also work

plish.

November
22nd
to December 2 1st

mum

December 22nd
to January 1 8th

January
19th
to
February 19th

February 20th to
March 20th
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Our favorite extra takes
time oat to sympathize with
Noah as he completes his
preparations to move to the
desert and to lead the life
of a camel from now on

By E. *J. (Umbrella Man) S>HTHSOX
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Above,
Indian
Right,
Brent,

I fc$T

George Brent and Myrna Loy in a scene in the
palace before the rains swept the town away.
Tyrone Power as an East Indian Major, George
H. B. Warner with little Madame Ouspenskaya

DEAR EDITOR,
Many's the time I've been through helland-high-water, got myself stuck on the
horns of a dilemma, found myself hiding
behind the well-known eight ball, and,
in other instances too numerous to mention, found myself running counterclockwise to a safe and sane mode of living.
I've always been able to accept these
sudden and somewhat erratic departures
from orderly and well-established routine
without rancor or complaint.
In fact I
28

f

used to welcome and enjoy those jousts
as part of the game. If Old Man Fate
decided that it was about time to practice
up on a mite of buffeting, and went so
far as to select me as his sparring partner,
I was always Big-hearted Johnnie-onthe-Spot ready, willing and able to square
away and swing a couple from my heels
whenever an opening presented itself.
Fate could dish it out and I could take
it, was my motto.
But them days are gone forever. The

Old Gent put the finger on me this week,
deciding, maybe, that it was time to
show me who was boss. And he surely
did! I'm not half as tough as I was a
week ago. No foolin', going through helland-high- water was like a beautiful
blonde walking tip-toe through the tulips
compared to my going through an earthquake and a flood come Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday of this week.
What deceived me was the innocent
beginning of the [Continued on page 40]

Famous First Meetings
By

GRACE

SIMPSON

■

Not every star in Hollywood knows
every other star. Believe it or not,
that's so. An erroneous impression many
folks have is that all stars are on a friendly
"heigh-de-ho" sort of basis with all other
players in Hollywood. But, as a matter
of fact, there are scores of celebrities who
haven't as yet been introduced to other
famous ones. Some may be neighbors, or
GRETA GARBO apologized
for speaking without an introduction to Paul
Muni

may work at the same studio, but they've
never met, formally or informally.
Yet, slowly but surely, this little matter
is being taken care of by Fate and circumstances, and nearly every day some
popular star meets another prominent
player for the first time. Rather more
often, these meetings are either amusing,
exciting or dramatic. Nearly always, they

RAY MILLAND was killing
rattlesnakes when he met
Kay
Francis
the first time

are interesting — and that's why we are
going to tell you about some of them.
Let's begin with Jon Hall's momentous
meeting with Marlene Dietrich. It didn't
happen in Hollywood. It happened in
New York at the La Conga night club.
The German star and the screen's husky
young actor arrived in separate parties,
but before the evening was very old someone was presenting them to each other. To
Jon's amazement, Marlene threw her arms
around his neck and kissed him.
"That," she breathed, "is for your divine
performance in Hurricane." Jon, when he
recovered some of his equilibrium, sighed:
JON HALL was kissed by
Marlene Dietrich at their
first meeting
in New
York

"Gosh, if I'd only appeared in a hundred
more Hurricanes!" Guests giggled and
goggled and the management beamed. It
was an exciting occasion for everyone.
Later, when Jon told dark-eyed little
Frances Langford (that was before they
were married) all about it, she chuckled,
too. But it turned out sort of flat — not at
all one of your downright enthusiastic
little chuckles! Well, YOU probably
wouldn't want YOUR boy friend smacked
by La Dietrich, either, would you?
For sheer excitement, give us the first
meeting between Kay Francis and Ray
Milland. That WAS a honey.
Kay and her fiance, Baron Barnekow,
were driving slowly down from Kay's
Benedict Canyon home when suddenly a
man popped up in the middle of the road,
a few yards ahead, waving his arms in a
frenzy. The Baron slammed on the brakes
of the car. Whereupon the man in the road
suddenly whipped out a big revolver and
commenced to blaze away!

ANN SOTHERN took a plane
ride for an "accidental"
meeting
with Joan
Bennett

"Good heavens!" cried Kay. "The man's
crazy! Let's call the police!"
"No," disagreed [Continued on page 60]
maassmtt^m

JOAN CRAWFORD worried
about what to wear for her first
meeting with Shirley Temple

>\L

HAROLD LLOYD got spanked
by Jack Dempsey before their
introduction
was
well
over
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Humphrey Bogart with Bette Davis
in Dark Victory. This part started
him on his career of Glamour Boy

• •
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Humphrey Bogart gained fame and fortune on the
of mugs and toughs and asscreen by portrayals
sorted hard cases. He sneered, he leered, he
talked out of the side of his mouth better than anybody, and the world loved him for it. Then came
his part of the impassioned groom in Dark Victory.
Warner Brothers decided that they had an undiscovered Great Lover, and announced that he was
to play a Heart Throb in his next film. Bogart, who
research
intensive Boy
intoGlamour
wentfirst
art seriously,
takes'his
part.
for his
preparation
and
Sober second thought and the protests of fans kept
Bogev in gangster roles, but he gives the world the
benefit of his study of the Glamour Boy's technic
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The Glamour Boy's home must reflect
his love of sports but even among his
trinkets he remembers
that little curl

To Be a Glamour Boy
By KATE
■

It's really no trick at all to be a Great Glamour Boy, once
you get the hang of it. Particularly if you follow the
Humphrey Bogart guaranteed money-back Matter-Over-Mind
system which is something like the one-over-one in correct
bridge.
Of course a certain number of old sourpusses are going to
mutter: A fat lot that dope knows about it, I notice he never
gets the gal, he gets plugged!
Ah yes! But as Bogey points out, that is in the interests of
a purer and fairer civilization. Besides, the Hays Office somehow doesn't think it quite nice for a gangster or villain to have
a love life anymore, and says so in the censorship rules. He's
lucky if he rates a moll, and, the way things have been going,
even the molls are turning out to be poor misunderstood little
girls who really have hearts of gold underneath all the hardness
and tinsel.
Apparently Hollywood is beginning to concede Bogey might
have something in his System for he has been getting a brief

JOHNS

Bogey divides his course in How To Be a Glamour Boy in
two parts, general directions and specific instructions as to
appearance and activities. For those who feel equal to it, he
has a post graduate course on The Technique of Conquest.
Careful students who master both have the world before them
with no man or woman to say them no. Also a pretty good
chance of marrying a chunk of dough
[Continued on page 57]

respite from the dirty dog, shoot 'em up type of roles he plays so
brilliantly. He raised the pulse rate of plenty of femme fans in
Dark Victory and missed the romantic lead in The Old Maid by
the skin of his teeth. His next will be a dramatic socko in the
eery Outward Bound.
"I want to give the world my message because I think the
world sorely is in need of bigger and better Glamour Boys,"
Bogey
said earnestly.
"What
the
missionaries
did for darkest
Africa
I want to do for glamour-barren
America and its men," he claims.

Haunted wistfulness, combined
with a look of hungry respect
is right for the Home
Girl

"Had I but known you 20 years
ago" is effective for the Sweet Young
Thing posed here by Marie Wilson

You've got to prove you love nature
to impress the Outdoors Girl, a hard
life, not recommended
by experts
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goes up on one side and down on the
other when he smiles, which is most of the
time. He is rather short and chunkily
built, and though a Bond Street tailor
turned him out, he'd still look like something put together catch-as-catch-can.
Racky (Rachel Hartzell, his wife) long
ago gave up trying to do anything about
that, or to make him wear a tie.
Once you come within the radius of his
rich charm and friendliness, you forget
all about how he looks. He wraps his
personality around you like a blanket,
and it keeps you warm long after you
have left his presence.
S

He was a grown man, he says, before
it dawned upon him there was such
a thing as class distinctions. He still has
no use for them. He saw no reason why
the struggling Irish, German, Jewish, and
Hungarian immigrants who were his
family's neighbors, and who paid their
furniture bills to his father promptly on

Mitchell Takes
the Town
B.r

JANE

Tommy Mitchell is not the kind of a
movie star who joins you in a Scotch
and soda, and then asks you to call it
tea
and relief.
cinnamon toast in print. It's a
distinct
It also is just one of a dozen ways in
which this beguiling Irishman with a
snub nose and an unfashionably plump
waistline refuses to conform to the standard Hollywood pattern of behavior. He
joyously lilts along through the town,
saying exactly what he thinks and doing
exactly what he pleases. As result he is
injecting great splashes of the color of
his own life into a Hollywood that has
been getting increasingly stuffy with
dignity.
On the screen, too, Tommy refuses to
conform. A character actor like himself,
for instance, isn't supposed to steal a
picture from under the patrician nose of
every important star of the production.
It isn't considered cricket or something. Yet in darned near every movie
in which The Mitchell has appeared
he has managed to walk off with the
kudos of the critics and the affection
of the fans, as pretty as you please.
He did it in Lost Horizon, his first pic34

OLIVER
ture, in which he played the plumbing
magnate who saw tremendous financial
possibilities in peaceful Shangri La. He
did it again in Hurricane in which he was
the ragtail French doctor, and in Stagecoach in which he played the garrulous
old doc who was forever cadging a nip
from the harried little whiskey drummer.
He is doing it again in Columbia's Only
Angels Have Wings as the veteran pilot.
And as that roaring old hellion, Gerald
O'Hara, in Gone With the Wind, he stands
a good chance to leave Scarlett Leigh and
Rhett Gable flat at the post!
As a kid, Tommy must have had a few
bad moments now and then when he
looked into a mirror, for I imagine he
looked then very much as he does now,
some forty odd years later. A button of
a nose dots a ruddy round face topped
by a thatch of brownish hair which
always looks like he had just wakened
from a restless night. His eyes are very
bright blue and alive with lights, but
your attention is apt to stray from them
in the fascination of trying to make something human out of the shaggy, tangled
eyebrows that grow above them higgelty
piggelty. He has a good full mouth that

the first of each month, were not "acceptable" in the social sense. They were
"poor" and "rough" only in lack of
material possessions, he felt. To his mind,
that did not constitute any barrier. He
saw nothing odd in the fact that he played
cops and robbers in the daytime with the
dock kids, and listened enthralled at night
around the family hearth while his older
brother read Hamlet and Julius Caesar
and fine poetry aloud.
Nine Mitchells — mother, father, five
sons and two daughters — lived in a big
barnlike house near the docks of Elizabeth, New Jersey, where the elder
Mitchells had immigrated from County
Tyrone and County Roscommon in Ireland. The father ran a big furniture store
which brought moderate returns. He
usually was mixed up in politics and
trouble of some sort as Irishmen are wont
to be. His death, when Tommy was four,
had no perceptible economic effect on the
family. Tommy failed to go to college
only because he was so stage-struck he
would have no part of school, once he
finished high school.
"I've never been rich but I've never
been poor," he said forthrightly. "Personally I'm fed up with all this hooey most
actors hand out about park benches and
coffee and cakes and romantic struggle for
success, and I doubt the truth of most of
it. Most people have families or friends
they can turn to in necessity."
| Tommy held his first job when he was
seventeen. It was, he says, something
more ambitious than he's ever done since.
He wrote a one-act monologue on "The
Death of Chatterton," the poet, and played
it on a vaudeville circuit for three weeks,
at which time the public and theatre
managers decided the stage could get
along nicely without Mitchell or his act.
"How I ever had the nerve to do it,
I'll never know," Tommy confessed. "It
was an all time high in a lousy script.
I put into it every good line I ever had
read. Most of it was 'Manfred' by Byron.
About three lines actually were original.
The only similarity to Chatterton was that
we were both seventeen.

Diana's record would delight any Mother!
First Year: splendid

start. ..on clapp's strained

doctors approving Clapp's so heartily."
Daim's mother says, "of course Clapp's
were the choice for my baby. And she
them — right from the first.

"Diana just growed, like Topsy." Mrs. Dann
says. "But oh, how she growed! She gained a
pound a month regularly, and when this photo
was taken, she was starting to walk.

"You know, the Clapp people have worked
with doctors 18 years. They were first to make

"One look, and you knew she was getting
plenty of vitamins and minerals. And for a baby
girl, she had the healthiest little appetite you

'With
Diana
Foods
loved

baby foods, and they're the only large company
that makes nothing else! So they're experts!"

foods

Every food approved by doctors.
Pressure-cooked, smoothly strained
but not too liquid — a real advance
over the bottle. Clapp's — first to
make baby foods — has had 18 years'
experience in this field.
Soups
— Vegetable
Soup • Baby
Beef
Broth- Liver
Soup • Unstrained
Soup • Strained Beef with Vegetables
Vegetables — Tomatoes • Asparagus • Spinach • Peas • Beets • Carrots •Green Beans • Mixed Greens
Prunes • Apple
Fruits — Apricots
Sauce
Cereal — Baby Cereal

ever saw!"

Toddler Years: picture

of health. ..on clapp's chopped

foods

11 VARIETIES
More coarsely divided foods for children who have outgrown Strained
Foods. Uniformly chopped and seasoned, according to the advice of
child specialists. Made by the pioneer company in baby foods, the
only one which specializes exclusively in foods for babies and young
children.
Soup — Vegetable Soup
Junior Dinners — Beef with Vegetables • Lamb with Vegetables
Liver with Vegetables

"She never had to be coaxed to eat. Not even
when the time came for coarser foods— babies
often get notional then, but not she!

"There's so much variety in Clapp's! Diana
gets 11 kinds of Chopped Foods. And when she
has one of those new Junior Dinners that com-

"We promoted her from Strained Foods to
Clapp's Chopped Foods and she loved them
right off. Of course, the flavors were so good and
so much like the Strained, that was why. And

bine meat and vegetables and cereals — why, it's
almost a meal in itself.

Fruits

"Yes. she's really very well-built— she rides a
pony and she can swim. She's real proof that if
you want to do a perfect job of baby-feeding, it

Free Booklets — Send for valuable
information on the feeding of babies and young children. Write to
Harold H. Clapp, Inc., 777 Mount
Read Blvd., Rochester, N. Y.

no lumps or stems, as you're bound to have
sometimes in foods cooked at home!"

Vegetables
Carrots
• Spinach
Beets ■ Green —Beans
• Mixed
Greens
-Apple Sauce • Prunes

pays to insist on Clapp's!"

BABY
STRAINED

FOR

B A B IE S . . . . C H O P P E D

FOR

YOUNG

CHILDREN
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For the next three years he made a desperate effort to connect with the theatre
in any capacity at all. He did fenagle
$10 a week for one week with the Ben
Greet Players for carrying a spear. His
family, notably his older brothers who
were proving successful as newspapermen,
meantime decided it was high time young
Thomas got a job and went to work. Toward that end one of them, John Mitchell,
hired him as a reporter.
Tommy well remembers his first assignment. The Pope had issued a bull relative
to the renewal of the vow of celibacy and
Tommy was sent to interview various
priests regarding their opinion. In the
course of his rounds he encountered an
old German priest.
"Young man, do you know anything
about the history of the vow of celibacy?"
the priest asked. Tommy admitted he
did not. Whereupon the priest said: "You
go down to the library and study up on
it. It only took the College of Cardinals
about 200 years but you are a bright
young man, you ought to be able to do it
in two weeks. Then come back and I'll
answer your question."
Tommy reported to his editor that the
priest had no comment to make.
■

If, however, he was not enjoying his
enforced vacation, Tommy was learning about people. From them he absorbed
some of the knowledge he later was to put
to such telling use in the plays he wrote
and the characterizations he played.

"He said he owed you this and told me
to give it to you."
| Three years was all Tommy could
stand of newspapering. When a stock
company opened in Elizabeth he struck a
bargain with the manager. If he would
permit Mitchell to act in his company,
he, Mitchell, would be the company's press
agent free of charge!
From that day forward, Tommy's life
has been devoted to the theatre.
He did not arrive on Broadway in a
meteoric burst of brilliance; it was a long,
slow pull to recognition but he got there
by plugging along and never losing sight
of his goal. What amazed his fellow actors
was his versatility. He could write plays,
produce them and act in them with equal
ease. Not only that, but frequently he
was called in to "doctor" the ailing plays
of other playwrights into healthy boxoffice successes.
After one of his plays, The Little Accident had been made into a movie by Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., Tommy was called to
Hollywood by Paramount to do the screen
version of the Mitchell success, Cloudy
With Showers. He stayed nine months
and went back to New York with nothing
very complimentary to say about Hollywood. That feeling was mutual, however.
Hollywood had found nothing very re-

There was "Andy," for instance, and
the guy who helped him test the clam
theory. I'll tell you about him later.
one knew
very from.
much It
about
or Nowhere
he came
was "Andy"
known
that the last few years of his life he had
been a bartender in the Tenderloin joint,
but considerable mystery surrounded his
earlier activities. Rumors had him a gunman for Gyp the Blood, and a faro dealer
in a crooked gambling house. Now he
was a broken old man, penniless and dying
of tuberculosis. Tommy found him late
one night, hugging a stove in a cheap all
night saloon, where he had dropped off
for a glass of beer on his way home from
the newspaper.
"Have a drink, Andy?" Tommy asked.
Andy murmured his thanks and joined
Tommy at the bar. For a moment he
hesitated. Then he asked if his host
would mind if he ordered a certain brand
of whiskey, reminding him that it cost a
nickel more. Tommy assented. The same
thing happened on the second round, but
with a remnant of tattered pride, the
derelict insisted he owed Tommy the
extra price of the drinks.

"Andy died last night," he said gruffly.

He lives with his wife and daughter,
Anne, in a charming French Provincial house a whoop and a holler from the
Pacific ocean. It's a bit awkward for him
living that far out because he's never
learned how to drive a car. The whole
Mitchell family was like that, he insists;
they could argue the fine points of art
and literature, but not a one of them
could hit a nail with a hammer!
Tommy never has been one to coddle
any phony ideas about self importance.
He learned that lesson from the clam man.
He met the clam man one afternoon
when he was playing hookey from the
newspaper. It was a lovely sunny day,
infinitely better for lounging on the beach
than pounding a pavement in search of
news. Sprawled on the sands, he
happened to spy a clam which brought to
his mind the claim that if you take a. clam
from wet sand and put it in dry surroundings it immediately will work itself back
to water. The claim, incidentally, Tommy
found to be false after a thorough and
scientific test.
After watching the clam for a couple of
hours, Tommy noticed a shadow before
him. He glanced up but, partially blinded
by the bright sun in which he had been
lying for so long, noticed only that a tall
man stood before him. Immediately he
concentrated on the clam again.
"What are you doing?" the man said
after a moment. Tommy explained. "Has
he done it?" the man went on.
"No, the blankety blank so and so hasn't
moved an inch!" Tommy replied in disgust. "Mind if I watch too?" the man
said. "Naw," Tommy answered. "Sit

then spoke. "You seem to be a pretty well
read young man," he said. "Do you live
Next month's HOLLYWOOD Magazine
will carry one of the frankest and most
interesting stories ever given by Joan
Crawford, shown here at the Goodbye,
Mr. Chips premiere with Charles Martin
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clam. Tommy would poke it and say "The
#$% — &'$! thing hasn't moved a muscle."
Whereupon his companion would exclaim
down."
"It's
a #$%—&'#! dumb clam!" Every
profane word Tommy uttered was topped
in profanity by the other. The air around
was blue with it.
By some chance the name of Mark
Twain arose in the conversation, and
Tommy spouted a 10 minute oration on the
subject. The man listened attentively,

"You Mitchell?" he demanded of Tommy's
brother. John took one look at the size
and appearance of the visitor and thumbed

Tommy's desk, fished in his pockets a
moment and brought out a dime.

Mitchell as a

screen writer. It hadn't occurred to the
producers to let him act. So he stayed on
the New York stage until Frank Capra saw
him and persuaded him to come to Hollywood for one of the leading roles in Lost
Horizon. He has been here ever since,
one of the busiest actors in town,
currently playing in Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington and Gone With the Wind.
For a time he was under contract to
Columbia and then to Goldwyn. Now he
is free-lancing because, like most Irishmen, he wants to be boss of what he's
going to do or not do.

For another hour the pair watched the

"Sure, old man," Tommy comforted
him. "Pay me when you can."
Five or six days later a murderous looking brute strode into the newspaper office.

in Tommy's direction. "That's Mitchell,"
he said. The man lumbered over to

markable in one Thomas

\

"Jeepers
criminy, NO!" Tommy spat
around
here?"
out in its profane equivalent.
"Do you?"
"Jeepers criminy, NO," the man echoed.
"I used to work up at Princeton, but I've
gotThea good
I'm president."
clam job
man now.
was Woodrow
Wilson.

For brown-eyed girls like Ethel Merman
A star of
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LOIS: Explain yourself, Judy! You say you
chose this makeup by the color of your eyes?

LOIS: It's perfect on you, Judy! But your eyes
are brown! What about me, with blue eyes?

LOIS: And they found eye color to be the
guide to proper makeup shades, Judy?

JUDY: Yes! It's Marvelous Matched Makeup— the most flattering powder, rouge and
lipstick I've ever used, Lois! It's amazing
what a harmonized makeup can do for a girl!

JUDY: Whether your eyes are blue, brown,
gray or hazel, the makers of Marvelous have
blended just the right shades for you! They
studied women of every age and coloring —

JUDY: Lois, they found it's the only true
guide ! So they created powder, rouge and lip\ / color, the colstick keyed to your personality if
or that never changes — the color of your eyes!

fey
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JUDY: And Marvelous Matched Makeup
gives you so much more than becoming
shades, Lois! Take the face powder! Silksifted for perfect texture, it never cakes or
looks "powdery" — clings for hours — gives
your skin such a smooth, suede-like finish!

■M Hbak .

JUDY: I'm devoted to Marvelous Rouge and
Lipstick — and you will be, too! Marvelous
Rouge never gives that hard, "splotchy,"
artificial look . . . just a soft, natural glow !
And Marvelous Lipstick goes on so smoothly
— gives your lips lovely, long-lasting color!

wL

JUDY: With Marvelous, you look as you want
to look! You can get the Powder, Rouge and
Lipstick separately (Mascara, Eye Shadow,
too) but for perfect color harmony, use them
all! Just order by the color of your eyes! At
drug and department stores, only 55^ each!
(65t in Canada)
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My eyes are Blue □
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COLOR

Depl. M, 693 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Brown □

Gray □

Hazel □

Please send sample Marvelous Matched
Makeup Kit— harmonizing shades of powder,
rouge and lipstick in generous metal containers. Ienclose 10£ to help cover mailing costs.
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He solved his own problem
when a public high school
did not waul him, but he
can't find an answer to another problem. You can help!

Thinking back to our first visit we got
smart and said, after a quick look around,
"Here's where we came in," and made
as if to leave. So far as Jackie was concerned we could have, him being so
intent on his drums.
"Just sit down, smoke a cigarette, and
I'll be with you in a minute," he said in
the usual minus-tonsil whisper, while he
gave the biggest boom-boom a shove
toward the piano. "Got orchestra practice
tonight, and Mom said we could play up
Well, we sat down as directed, smoked
our cigarette and so help us, it developed
later, when Jackie was through getting
his traps in the right places, that he really
DID have an orchestra.
here."
"We've played at the Victor Hugo," he
revealed proudly. "And not only that, but
we staged the show and provided the
music for the Warner Studio annual party
at the Biltmore Bowl. And not only that,
but we're going on tour back East this
summer. Maybe we'll open in New York
City on the date my latest picture, What
a Life, is released. Wouldn't that be

m^^M

We said it sure would, Jackie, and more
power to you, and does your orchestra
have a name?
sumpin?"
"The Clambake Cats," he said, after a
long and very embarrassed pause during
which his pale face took on a deep cerise
color. "Some smart-cracking press agent
wished that one on us and boy, are we

Above, Jackie Cooper seems
to be doing some intensive
worrying on a problem that
confronts every band leader.
Right, with his beloved traps

Jackie Appeals For Help
By

ED

JONESBOY

| About a year ago we sat down and
wrote a little piece about Jackie
Cooper and how we came upon him down
in his playroom where, busier than two
fleas in a jumping contest, he was whacking his set of elaborate trap drums.
We recall that we said something about
Jackie being crazy about music, whether
it be swing, jitterbug, or the old-fashioned
soft-and-low stuff that used to please
grandma.
We recall, too, that we said something
or other about Jackie making a mild
nuisance of himself in his frantic efforts
to sit in with the big "name" bands that
came to town, and how he DID sit in
with
38

'em

and

prove

that

he

was

just

about as tricky with the sticks, the steel
whisk broom, and the rest of the other
trap-drumming gadgets as Gene Krupa
(than whom there is no whomer when
it comes to the noisy art of rat-a-tattatting). A year later and what happens?
Well, we went out to see Jackie the
other afternoon, and there he was, drumming up a little music. Not in the playroom this time, however, because it was
being redecorated, but right up in the huge
living room. He was not as lively as a year
ago because he'd just had his tonsils
removed and he was, as he said, "feeling
mighty poorly, what with hemorrhages
and all." But he was beating his drums
anyway.

sore! The Clambake Cats! It isn't dignified! It isn't appropriate! It just isn't,
mister! In the first place, we're not cats.
In the jitterbug jargon a 'cat' is a dancer.
A rug cutter. Well, we may not be musicians like, say, Benny Goodman and his
outfit, but on the other hand we're not
dancers, either. We'd look swell, wouldn't
we, traveling around the country under
the name of 'The Clambake Cats'? Martha
Raye's brother — he plays the guitar for
us — says he wouldn't go as far as Pomona
tagged with a name like that. And I
wouldn't either. What we need is a good,
dignified, descriptive tag for this eightpiece band of ours. Maybe it wouldn't
be such a bad idea if you mentioned in
your story that we want a band name,
and ask your Hollywood Magazine
readers to think up something good and
Come to think about it, it ISN'T such a
bad idea,
send
it in."and if any of you readers want
to help Jackie out with a name better
than "The Clambake Cats", shoot it in
But show a burst of speed because the
young band leader is worried for fear the
press agent's tag is going to stick. In fact,
Jackie's as worried about this as he was
back in '34 when he enrolled as a student
in the Beverly Hills High School, and
found
himself
committed
to about
as

heart-breaking an excursion into the
A, B, C's as could be wished upon a
young boy eager to learn.
■

•"When M-G-M failed to show enough
strength to lift my option back in '34,"
he said, "Mom and I agreed that it would
be wise if I forgot motion pictures for a
while and go to school. I could have remained at M-G-M at a fairly good salary,
but only if I had consented to stay under
cover in the studio's dramatic school until
I was twenty-one, which seemed to us to
be too long a time to be out of circulation.
Besides, I was too ambitious. So it was decided between Mom and me that I'd shop
around for a good story as a freelancer,
and go to school in the meantime. I
thought it would be a swell idea, this attending public school, because it would
give me a chance to mix with other kids,
kids not connected with the studios, something that had been almost impossible for
me to do up until now.

"It's all very queer, Mrs. Koala. I thought your baby was going to be the hardest
worker in your family— hitching up trees like a house a-fire to gather bark for dinner. And now all he does is sit and whimper! What ails him?"

"So, in the fall of '34, Mom and I drove
up to Beverly High, and went into the
principal's office to register. And guess
what happened! Nothing much except that
the principal said, bluntly, that the school
didn't want child actors as students. I'd
cause too much disturbance, he said. The
ether students would resent me. I'd most
likely be hazed right off the grounds. My
school life would be extremely unhappy.
The wisest thing for me to do, he said,
was to attend regular studio classes. I said
I couldn't do that because I wasn't a child
actor any more. M-G-M had refused to
take up my option. I wasn't planning on
any studio work for a couple of years. I
said I wasn't afraid of hazing. I could take
it. What I wanted was an education just

H'm-m. So he's chafed and all over prickly heat . . .Yes, scuffing up and down tree
trunks all day in this weather must have its seamy side. Dear— dear— we ought to
fix it some way, so a fellow can earn his daily bark!"

like any other kid. I promised I wouldn't
come running to him with any complaints. Icould take it, I said. Well, the
principal, being a kindly man, agreed,
finally, to let me enroll and I came to
school the next day a full-fledged student
of Bev. High; and boy, was I proud and
happy! Eight months later I was still
proud — but very unhappy."
■

"It turned out just as the principal
had prophesied. The boys, as soon as
they discovered a kid actor in school, put
on the old freeze act. I was passed up like
a dirty shirt, and passed by as though I
were an outcast. Well, it didn't take me
long to learn one thing out of class, and

that was that I didn't belong. But I think
I was smart. I just kept my mouth shut,
went along as though everything was jake
—and just took it. I was kinda cagey in
another way, too. I didn't drive my car to
school like the other kids, but walked
there and back every day. I wasn't going to
be called high-hat or snooty. Once every
so often, I'd get bumped around by some
big guy who was itching for a scrap. I
always backed away. Which hurt because
I was pretty handy with my dukes, having
taken boxing lessons ever since I was six

But how simple ! . . . Johnson's Baby Powder, of course! Come out of your mother's
pocket, pal, and buck up! That soft, smooth, downy powder will cool you off and
take you a-sailing over all life's rough spots!"
"I knew you'd like it! Johnson's is made
of extra-fine talc — and no orris-root,
either. And it's such an inexpensive way

*

to keep a baby cheered up!"

years old. I wasn't afraid, just being diplomatic, sort of. I would have had a lot
of fights if I hadn't been able to hold my
temper, and take it like I promised the
principal. Well, that went on week after
week, month after month, with me being

^^ "\ .gj§^
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r
shunned

and completely ostracized or
Jackie Cooper

sumpin'. I tried to go out for football but
Mom put a stop to that as she pointed out
I might get hurt just at a time when I
might be ready for a good picture.
■

LOLA LANE
star in
Four Daughters11

Any famous movie personality knows
that beautiful eyes are one of her greatest
assets. On the screen or off, she'd never
risk a garish, too-made-up look. So of
course she uses Maybelline — the modern, flattering eye make-up in good taste.

"You never see me
without correct
eye make-up!"
Says
Lovely LOLA

LANE

You can have eyes like stars this same
easy way. A soft blending of Maybelline
Eye Shadow over your eyelids does
things for your eyes — makes them look
larger, wider-set, more luminous. The
Maybelline smooth -marking Eyebrow
Pencil is perfectly pointed to form graceful, expressive brows. Maybelline Mascara darkens your lashes to long sweeping loveliness, instantly. No trouble to
apply. It's harmless, tear-proof, nonsmarting. And it stays on perfectly —
keeps the lashes soft and lustrous.
If you want your eyes to be noticed
and admired, insist on genuine
Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids. Attractive purse sizes at all 10c stores.

"Well, not being able to join the football squad certainly didn't help me
make any friendships. Every time I'd go
past a group of kids they'd whisper 'Jackie
Cooper's a sissy! Jackie Cooper's a sissy!
He says his mama won't let him play football! Hey, Jackie, how about a game of
tiddle-de-winks?' And so on and so on.
Boy, did my face get red! But I took it,
mister. When track time came around I
went out for the hundred and the twotwenty, and did well enough to get on the
team. I was asked to join the dramatic
club and take part in class plays, but I
refused. Which I think was smart, because Iwould have been shown up, sure
as shooting, one way or another. Diplomatic Jackie, that was me in those days.
Except for the single time another guy and
I had to slug it out in the hallway. And it
was all so blamed foolish. All I was doing
was just talking to a girl in one of my
classes. We were standing there, talking
about some chemistry problem or other,
when who should come along the hall but
the boy who had been squiring the girl
around. He started pushing me around. I
said something about this being a free
country and so on. I did my best to talk
myself
out ofsoon
trouble,
but it
wouldn't
work. Pretty
fists were
flying,
girls
were screaming, the boys were yelling,
and pretty soon the _three of us, the girl,
the guy I fought with, and myself, were
in the principal's office where each, in turn,
told his, and her, story of the scrap. The
principal was very smart. He just let us
ramble on and on, asking no questions,
but looking mighty sad because we'd been
so foolish — which we had been, I'll admit
— and ten minutes we were all laughing
and shaking hands and being friends. The
other guy was convinced I wasn't after
his girl, the principal was convinced it
was all just kid stuff, and I was convinced
that maybe, now, I wouldn't be on the
outside looking in as I had been for so
long. Which turned out to be true. I got
along swell from that time on. The guy
became one of my best pals — and still is.
A smart cookie, this Jackie, who'll get

When

c/o HOLLYWOOD
1501 Broadway
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along, we feel sure, when he's grown
up. He's getting as wise to himself as he is
to other things. For instance:
For the past two years he's been scampering here and there in a car that has a
couple of right and left-hand mirrors,
radio, sirens — in fact, everything except
wings. A chromium -nickel four-wheel
dazzler, if there ever was one. But he sold
it not long ago because "it was a show-off.
I'm growing up and gotta use a little
sense." He's got himself a tidy little trick,
now, but without gadgets. A car he keeps
throttled down to forty-five miles an hour
through California's great open spaces. "It
can travel at one hundred and ten," he
declares proudly, "but a guy is foolish to
go over forty-five. I've seen too many accidents caused by kids' reckless driving
to put my foot too heavy on the accelerator. Idon't want to hurt myself or be the
cause of hurting others. It pays to play
safe behind the steering wheel."
Jackie is still free-lancing and doing
well for himself since leaving M-G-M.
This year he's made Boy of the Streets for
Monogram, The Spirit of Culver for Universal, and if plans go through as scheduled, you'll see him starring with Wallace
Beery in Capt. Frisco, to be produced by
the Edward Small Productions, and when
that's finished he'll likely move back to
Paramount for the lead in Seventeen, the
Booth Tarkington story.
■

And now a last word about The
Clambake Cats. If you can think up a

"good, dignified, descriptive band name,"
why not use the coupon above and make
Jackie a present of your suggestion?
Hey, Jackie, how about The Cinema
Syncopators?

the Rains Came

[Continued from page 28]
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Maybelline Solid -form
Mascara in gold -colored vanity, 7 5c.
Shades, Black, Brown,
Blue.

Maybelline Cream
form Mascara (easily
applied withoutwater)
in dainty zipper case.
Same shades.

Maybelline Smooth marking Eyebrow
Pencil. Black, Brown
(and Blue for
_eyelid liner). /&&

Maybelline Eye
Shadow in six glamorous harmonizing
shades.

whole affair. Last Saturday, while I was
pressing a fresh crease in my second best
pair of pants, The Little Lady who keeps
plugging away at the Central Casting
switchboard gave me a buzz and says, as

And listen, big shot, don't think you're
going to stand me up tonight like you did
a week ago when you asked for a date.

worst mistake I ever made in my long
and troubled life.
How, for instance, was I to know that
I was going to be shaken loose from my
bridgework by an earthquake the first
day when The Rains Came — and showered
down? How was I to know that after I
had recovered (but slightly) from a bad
case of the shakes I was to be almost
drowned in a flood? Well, believe me, I
DIDN'T know! All that I knew about the

I want to eat at eight. 'By."
Well, I obeyed the Little Lady's instructions, and got myself set for four
days' work — which
I now
consider the

picture was what I'd been able to decipher from the cast sheet. My ma Loy.
George Brent, Tyrone Power, Joseph
Schildkraut, Maria Ouspenskaya. and an

impolitely as you please: "Hey, Dopey,
hop out to 20th Century-Fox and get
yourself an extra job in The Rains Came.

18-year-old newcomer by the name of
Brenda Joyce (who is going to be the
big surprise of the picture, else I'm no
judge of good looks coupled to better
acting!) were all listed as principals, and
I thought how nice it would be if, a
couple of months from now, I could go
around boasting that I had played in a
picture with them.
Mr. Darryl Zanu.ck, so further reading
disclosed, had paid $52,000 for the screen
rights to the Bromfield novel and was

Why Can Hair Make a
Woman Look So Young?

laying $2,500,000 smack on the line' to
give the story a Triple-A production.
(Mr. Zanuck paid me 42 bucks for acting
in it, which may mean something but I
don't know what.)
"Location" proved to be in the Chatsworth Mountains that stretch out North
by Northwest not more than a good hop,
skip, and a jump from Hollywood.
And what a location it was! The complete city of Ranchipur, India, as envisioned by Bromfield in his book, had
been built here at a cost of more than
$200,000. The sets spread over 18 acres.
The palace (where I got myself the bad
case of shakes) covered a city block and
cost, so a technical man said, close to
$75,000. Back of the city a dam had been
built and back of the dam was five million
gallons of water, which is a damsite more
water than you may imagine until you
find it coming at you at flood-time speed.
Well, we go to work Monday morning
with Clarence Brown directing. And
when I say "we" I mean about 3,000
extras, a herd of forty elephants, and the
entire cast of principals. Dressed up to
represent a native of India, about all I
do that first day is to keep lifting 'em up
and setting 'em down in the mud as I
walk through the streets of Ranchipur,
while I get drenched to the skin trying
to duck one cloudburst after another.
The rains had already came — and how!
Two nurses, a studio physician, and
several masseurs and masseuses kept
constant vigil over all the principals and
saw that they had rub-downs in portable
dressing rooms after each shower.
The temperature of each star was carefully checked to guard against colds that
might result in costly delays. I heard
Director Brown say it was costing the
studio better than $25,000 a day to shoot
these location scenes. But as for me, the
other 2,999 extras, and the elephant herd
— well, we just let it rain. Come quitting
time I was so full of raindrops inside and
out that I asked Dr. C. A. Seyfarth, the
studio physician, if he couldn't graft a
pair of gills on me and maybe a few
scales, but he was too busy worrying
about the health of Mr. Power, Mr. Brent,
Miss Loy and the rest of his high-salaried
charges to worry about Mr. E. J. (The
Old Umbrella Man) Smithson.
■

The second day was about the same
as the first only the rains came harder
and faster and colder, but I got along a
little better because George Brent gave
me one of his rubber shirts to wear.
And talking about George, I surely
pj.tied that guy. The strong, silent Irishman who for eight years has lived through

Halo, a new soapless shampoo, brings youthful
sparkle and manageability to even dry hair —
with no scalp irritation!
girl"
"little
thatstyles
to possess
you solong
IFlook
of dress
in all late
evident
and make-up, then start with your hair!
Because hair that sparkles with highlights—seems to breathe with life and
vitality, keys-up your whole appearance
with a breathless, expectant note of youth.
Yes, hair can have an electric effect on
the rest of your make-up, provided some
old-fashioned shampoo is not robbing
you of its natural beauty. Because many
old-style shampoos so often leave an unrinsable film of soap or oil to actually dull
the hair and cover up its natural brilliance.
That's why women used to need a lemon
or vinegar rinse. Why your hair so often
looked dull and dead, unmanageable and
stringy.

Here at last is the ideal shampoo for dry,
oily or normal hair. One shampoo with
Halo demonstrates perfectly how it removes all trace of dull film left by those
old-style shampoos. How radiant and full
of luster it leaves your hair, eliminating
any need for lemon or vinegar rinse. How
silky-soft and manageable it leaves even
"wild" hair. How clean and fragrant your
scalp, without irritation. In fact, even
loose, flaky dandruff is safely removed.
Buy Halo Shampoo from any drug, department or 10c store in the 10c, 50c or
$1.00 size and discover how beautiful
your hair can be. Halo is tested and approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau.
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How lucky for all women that a scientist
made this discovery now in Halo Shampoo
—a way to make rich, creamy shampoo
lather without the use of either soap or oil
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If you're the outdoor
— here's a semi-up
hair-do
for yourathletic
kind.
type — active,
High off the face showing hair
line and exposing entire ear.
Back of hair is long, hugging
the neck, forming a soft roll.
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many amazing adventures on the screen
certainly can claim he topped them all for
physical suffering in this picture. As Tom
Ransome, everything happens to him.
First a monkey socks him with a bottle.
Then he is caught by a falling chandelier
in an earthquake. He -darn near drowns
in the flood when his boat cracks up.
Elephants almost trample him during the
stampede. Savage hillmen try to bump
him off. He worked for three weeks
during the quake sequences, two weeks
during the flood, and another two weeks
of thorough drenching while cameramen
shot the cloudburst scenes. During the
worst of all this, a gal he doesn't care two
hoots about, tried to ensnare him. And I
suffered right along with him, don't forget
that!
■

Listen, Miss Editor. I've heard you
talk many a time about the quake a
few years back that almost split the state
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of California plumb in two, but it couldn't
have been much worse than the condensed, synthetic earth upheaval that
the studio technicians set off right under
my number eleven brogans without me
having a premonition or a warning of
what was coming. One minute I was
doing pretty well for myself, earning my
union scale wages and thankful that I
was going to have enough folding
money, come payday, to eat any time
the Little Lady got hungry — and wham!
as they say in the funnies! — there I was
the next minute flat on the seat of my
breeches, yelling for help. Director Brown
was making strange signs to the men who
had charge of the mechanical gadgets.
Quicker than the wink of a flirtatious
blonde, that palace set began to fall apart!
I was supposed to be carrying a tray in
and out of the room where the party
guests were — but I forgot the tray and
a lot of other pieces of business. Statues
were falling and crashing, pictures on
the walls began to drop off, the walls
were swaying this way and that, the
plaster began peeling off — and there I
was still on the seat of my britches. Up
on the ceiling a huge chandelier started
to sway back and forth and around and
around. It was an honest-to-goodness
chandelier that cost $4,000 bucks. In the
center of the room was George Brent,
Myrna Loy, Tyrone Power and the rest
of the principals trying to look cool, calm,
and collected while the shaking goes on,
but it's no dice. Fear grips 'em like it
does me — and then the chandelier drops,
barely missing George. The walls start
collapsing, and everybody does the same
as they try to escape. I don't know how
I ever got outside, but I finally managed
to look around — and there I was! No one
actually got hurt. I haven't been able to
figure out to this day why they weren't,
because when that huge palace fell apart,
what with the cloudburst bursting, and
the thunder and lightning raging, it
crumpled up like matchwood under the
heel of Paul Bunyun.
But this destruction of the palace isn't
all. Not by a long shot or close up! Outside, Director Brown had fourteen cameras and camera crews spotted at various
places in the city of Ranchipur, all of

'em going like Billy-Be-Durned, and
shooting scenes that show twenty other
buildings falling apart, the stampeding
of the elephant herd, the mad rushes of
the natives seeking refuge from crashing
timbers and falling walls.
B

Well, I was scared when I got home
that night, scared when I went to
bed, and scared when I got up the next
morning. I wanted no part or parcel of
what was to come — but you know me.
Always sticking my neck out. So —
I was there on location Thursday
morning
ready for more
of the same.
And how I got it!
This time it was the flood sequences.
Remember me telling you about the
dam back of the city of Ranchipur, and
the five million gallons of water back of
the dam?
Well, this was the day when Director
Brown touched off another quake (in the
picture it's the same one that shakes
down the palace and other buildings).
It split open the dam and released the
impounded water. As a kid I've watched
the old Mississippi go on a spring rampage, and I've seen other rivers swell up
and bust right in my face, almost, but I
never saw anything to equal this studio made flood. Lady, I'm here (thank the
Lord!) to tell you that when those five
million gallons of water started pouring
through that broken dam, they really
came pouring! Down into the city they
came, every little gallon swooshing and
swishing and hissing, engulfing everything— natives, animals, buildings rolling
along like so many bats out of you-knowwhat. One split second the water was
only up to my ankles. The next it was
up to my neck. Lucky for me that a
plank swirled by close enough for me to
grab with my fingernails else I might be
swimming out in the Pacific by now.
Talk about havoc, pandemonium, and
catastrophe, all cemented together in one
super- colossal sequence, and you'll talk
only about
see two
this
scene
run onthis
the flood.
screen You'll
for about
minutes and you'll probably think it's
been unreeling for an hour, it's that impressive. Somebody on the set said it
would cost the studio more than $50,000
for each minute and far be it from me to
disagree.
X

It was during the course of the flood
scenes that Brenda Joyce, the 18year-old newcomer, makes her screen
debut as Fern. It was the first time she
ever faced a camera except when she took
her film test. What an introduction to
the "soft" life of a movie actress!
In this particular bit of shooting, she
was playing the scene where she fights
her way through the flood to save Tom
Ransome, played by George Brent. Since
the cameramen were taking close-ups of
her alone, she didn't even have George on
the set to console her. Well, the film
technicians turned loose an extra 18,000
gallons of water to churn up the flood
waters, Director Brown signaled her to
start the action, and Brenda, taking a
deep breath, plunging into the raging torrent which was strewn with the wreckage of houses about which swam goats.

calves and other livestock. Brenda worked
in this one scene from nine in the morning until five that night — and she didn't
have any rubber underclothes on, either.
Just stepped into the flood, time and time
again, until the director finally okayed
the scene. Brenda Joyce. Don't forget
that name. You're going to see it in
marquee lights before the year is over.
She's that good.
It's not necessary, I think, to tell you
the story of The Rains Came, because it's
a current best-seller. I might say this,
however. Where most films about India
have been barred from that country because of inaccuracies, 20th Century-Fox,
in its sincere endeavor to keep every
detail of The Rains Came authentic, employed six technical advisors, two of
them Hindus, to keep daily check on
everything that went into the actual
shooting. Husain Nasri, who spent most
of his life in India, and Lai Chand Mehra,
educated at the University of Punjab,
are the Indian advisors. Major George
Remington, who lived in India for more
than 20 years, and Charles Whittaker,
also a long-time resident, represent the
British influence. In addition, the wardrobe department depended on two technical advisors for the turbans, dhotis
(really, you ought to see Smithson clad
in his dhoti, or white phanti and choati)
and other native garments.
I can't let this little piece come to an
end without a good word or two about
Myrna Loy who plays the role of the
worldly Lady Esketh. To my way of
thinking — and hers — it's the best role
she's had in a long, long time. For a
while, the studio wasn't going to let her
get killed off as the author killed her off
in the novel, but Myrna asked that she

His many neglects
were due to her

ONE NEGLECT

>—

He never remembers
anniversaries . . .

u/h

|

He never pays

M??

"die," pleading that millions of readers
would feel that the book's plot had been
changed too drastically if she lived. As
a result you'll see her in a death scene
that lasts for six minutes. It's the first
time since she's been a star that she's
met with a "fatality."
I didn't see much of Tyrone Power —
he's cast as Major Rama Safti — during
the four days I was working, but from
what I gathered from the prop boys
clear up to Director Brown, Ty has turned
in the best performance of his career.
The Rains Came — and here I am just
about washed up. I'm through with
earthquakes and I'm through with floods
— and unless my big ears deceive me,
I'm likewise through with the Little
Lady down at Central Casting on account
of me being now so afraid of rain in
sunny California that I go up and down
Hollywood Boulevard holding an open
umbrella over my dumb dome! I'm
Dopey, sure enough, so she says. Well,
perhaps I am, but excuse it, please, because I'm sort of shell-shocked from
what I've been through lately. No foolin',
one little, gentle, mushy raindrop smacking me on my shinj\ pate and I'd be
quivering like a shimmy dancer with
the itch!
Why, it's got so I won't even use water
as a chaser when some one says: "Hey,
have one on me!"

?
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other women

her compliments
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This one neglect may be
the real cause of many

divorces... Use " LYSOL" for
Feminine Hygiene.

yg'"*
feminine H

Let "Lysol" help YOU to
avoid this ONE NEGLECT!
IF THERE is any doubt in your mind
about this important subject of
feminine
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hygiene, ask your doctor

about "Lysol". Let him tell you why,

What

Probably no other product is so widely

SEND
Lehn
Dept
Send
which
Name

used for this purpose. Three sizes of

Address

for a full half-century, "Lysol" has
earned the confidence of so many doctors, nurses, hospitals ... and wives.

"Lysol" are sold at all drug stores.

Every Woman

Should Know

COUPON FOR "LYSOL" BOOKLET
& Fink Products Corp.
H.-90S,
Bloomfield, N.J., U. S. A.
me free booklet "Lysol vs. Germs
tells the many uses of "Lysol".
.
Copyright 1939 by Uhn » Fink Products Cort.
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To Beauty
Annabella favors very short curls, brushed up back and front.
You
will see the new
Mrs. Tyrone
Power
next in Frenchie

You need quick make-ups and
for the long days in the sun.
hints on the best ways to save
temper
when
the temperature
B y

A N I*

9| Summertime is the blooming season
for romance. Fun is the order of the
day. And you know as well as I do that
you have to be attractive if you want
your share of love and fun. But you'll lose
cut on both if you spend all your time

Yes, Your
choice
aman's
lady'-'si
new, teed
guaranJeweled,
accurate Wrist
Watch FREE of
extra cost
every Simulated
Diamond Ring '
derednowand paid
for on our easy cr
Send
no money
wltl
Simply pny for Ring
payments of $1.50 fin
and take a year to pay balance of 82.00— total
only
83.59. We trust you. 10 days
trial.
YOU
PAY
NOTHING
EXTRA
FOR WATCH
now or
later.
Just send
name
and
address— no money.
Your order
in Special Gift Box.
We even pay p<
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and 6
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Jefferson, Iowa

short hair
Here are
time and
is soaring

V E R N © N
days. If your neck is long and thin, you
might curl the back hair shoulder length,
but brush the side and front hair up off
the face, catching it with a bow or barrette
on top of your head.

Get all
a good
youhair
won't
spend
your permanent
time doing so
your
up
at the dressing table. It's a good idea to
on
curlers,
or
tucking
up
stray
ends.
have several short cuts to beauty you
can rely on — short cuts that will see you
Don't indulge in a cheap wave. It's likely
to be twice as expensive in the long run.
through an evening in the moonlight, or
Get one that's nationally advertised, and
a day on the beach.
Select a coiffure that is becoming, cool
then be sure that the manufacturer's
name or trade mark is on all the supplies
and easy to arrange early in the summer,
used for the wave.
then stick to it. That will save you hours
Write me for the name of a new maof deciding whether this curl looks best
chineless type of permanent if you want
here — or there. The baby curl cut that
to be cool and comfortable while your
Annabella is wearing is one of the newer
hair is curled. The trick
styles, and a natural for
hot weather. The hair is
to
"perfect"
liesthis
in the
use ofwave
the
cut about two inches
long all over the head,
proper solution for your
Do you want help in
type of hair, and any
then curled in soft ringchoosing a summer coifexperienced operator can
lets, with a brushed-up
fure, in overcoming dantell at a glance which
druff, dry or oily hair?
feeling. This coiffure is
Write Ann Vernon about
easy to care for, and,
yours
no
your special beauty
because the hair is so
gambling,is.no There's
discomfort;
problem today. Enclose
short, cool as an ocean
you're practically asa stamped, self-addressed
sured of full, soft curls
breeze. If you insist on
envelope (with U. S.
that last and last. A
keeping your hair long,
postage, please) for her
great many of the studios
try piling it on top of
reply. The address: Ann
in Hollywood use this
Vernon,
HOLLYWOOD
your head, and curling
the ends, sausage fashion.
type of permanent, and
Magazine, 1501 BroadOff - the - neck hair is
way, New York.
you know how lovely
mighty comfy on sultry
the stars' hair is!

■

Wash your hair with a quick-acting
shampoo once a week. I can recommend one that is an oil treatment and
shampoo in one. It lubricates hair that
summer sun and much swimming has
dried out, and makes it soft to the touch,
lustrous to the eye. The shampoo dissolves and loosens dirt and dandruff completely, so they will rinse out quickly
in plain warm water. You'll like its
softening action if your hair is dry and
fly-away, and you'll need a quick-acting
shampoo like this for a complete cleansing
if summer heat brings out all the oil on
your scalp. There's a dime size, so you
can see how grand it is before buying a
large bottle.
|

Take at least two cooling baths a day
to preserve that fresh cool look and
feeling. Never make the mistake of taking
cold baths in the hope they'll cool you
off. Quite the reverse! They just increase
the circulation so that you feel hotter
when you step out of the tub than you
did when you jumped in. Lukewarm
water is the summertime choice. Mix
liberally with soapy lather to remove all
accumulated perspiration and oil, then
top off with a light patting with a huge
bath towel. Don't rub yourself dry. That
makes you hot, too. Dust lightly with
bath powder to ease the girdle into place,
or dash cologne all over your body to
keep that cool feeling longer.
Why not take a cake of a bland white
soap the movie stars swear by, into your

"Colgate's special
penetrating foam gets
into hidden crevices
between your teeth . . .
helps your toothbrush
clean out decaying
food particles and stop
the stagnant saliva odors that cause
much bad breath. And Colgate's
safe polishing agent makes teeth
naturally bright and sparkling! Always use Colgate Dental Cream
— regularly and frequently. No
other dentifrice is exactly like it."

tub? The delicate flower bouquet makes
you feel fresh and dainty on the most
humid days. The soap is of the milled
variety. All the air and moisture has
been rolled out so that a single cake will
last through many cooling baths. It's an
excellent hot-weather facial cleanser, too,
because it removes make-up, oil and dirt
so thoroughly. If you scrub your skin
three or four times a day with it you can
be pretty confident that you won't develop
large pores and blackheads, and that any
you may have already will tend to disappear. Price runs only a few pennies a
cake. Want the name?
|

Perfumed cologne is a grand hotweather friend because it does double
duty. It cools you off, helps you stay that
way, and its delightful fragrance makes

you feel dainty and fresh. Besides it's
such an inexpensive way to use perfume.
Experiment with two tantalizing French
scents no girl should be without. One is
a delicate flower bouquet — grand when
you feel fragile and feminine; the other
is a flower scent, too, but spicy and tangy,
to make you feel as sophisticated as a
Parisian, as wicked as a gypsy. Both
scents are made up in cologne, and priced
as low as 50 cents for a good sized bottle.
Besides slapping them on your body after
the bath, you should consider using them
on your hair. They make a grand, quick drying wave set or curling lotion, and
will really keep your hair in place. You'll
find scented hair mighty
intriguing
to

the men in your life, too. Interested?
Men think glowing lips pretty alluring —
but they won't look twice at the girl who
is always hauling out her mirror and renewing her paint job. Do the job once
and for all at your dressing table. If you
blot off all the excess lipstick, you'll discover that the remaining color film will
last twice as long as the thick layer,
especially if you use an indelible lipstick
like the one I found the other day. Its
special water repelling film assures color
permanence, and protects your lips from
sun and wind. It makes your lips look
satin smooth, yet alive and sparkling with
color. The manufacturer has recently
added two new shades to the line. One
is a delicate pink that's terribly becoming
if you're staying pink and white and
feminine this summer. The other is a
bright, dynamic red that goes perfectly
with suntan, with black, blue, yellow,
green and white. Both shades come in
dime sizes, and the largest size costs only
a quarter.

Write

me

before

August

15th if you

would like the names of any of the products mentioned in this article. Be sure
to enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope (with U. S. postage, please) for
my reply. Send your letter to Ann
Vernon, HOLLYWOOD
Magazine, 150 1
Broadway, New York City.
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On "The Wizard

of ©z" Set

[Continued from page 21]
prop boys the dickens of a time until lumps
of sugar soothed the equine temperament.
At that, they had to get acquainted over
again.
Then there was the matter of Jack
Haley's bees. Margaret Hamilton, getting
in her licks again as the Wicked Witch,
magicked a swarm of bees into settling
in the insides of the Tin Woodman. For
this pretty thought, M-G-M imported a
real beeman from outside town who gathered up real bees by the handful, and put
them into his pockets or took 'em out as
occasion demanded, remarking to the nervous bystanders, "See? They won't hurt
anybody!"
Well, shucks. Jack Haley figured they
were paying him to stand for it, anyway.
And, besides, the beeman might be right.
So he let them stuff bees down inside the
tin shirt he wore, although, to be frank,
a flicker of worriment struggled across his
features. "Struggled" is the right word,
because for the Tin Woodman's make-up,
his features were encased in wax and covered with silver powder. You could polish him off nicely with a chamois cloth.
At the proper moment, bees began to
stream from his nose and ears and his tin
funnel hat and, sure enough, they didn't
hurt anybody. Except Bleeding-heart
Brown, the electrician, who got his nickname by frequent complaints about the
things wrong with his equipment. Men
with smoke-filled bee-blowers (the
gadgets that beemen use when bees
swarm) were herding the bees out of the
sound stage door when Bleeding-heart
made a swat at an errant buzzer and it
sat down on his face.
The Tin Woodman came forth un-

■

ger in the little girl's path. A Poisoned
Poppy field, for instance. An army of
Flying Monkeys. But, aha! Dorothy eludes
the snares and, picking up the Tin Woodman, the Scarecrow, and the Cowardly
Lion on the way, learns from the Wizard
that they must slay the Wicked Witch before he can help them.
When the Wicked Witch, however, captures her, Dorothy is in a bad way till her
companions come to the rescue. This is
the cue for the Witch to set fire to the
Scarecrow. Dorothy hastily throws a pail
of water that, striking the Witch (who is
allergic to water) dissolves her. In the
film you see a heap of clothes drop to the
ground, and the Witch is gone.
Since the Wicked Witch has been slain,
Dorothy and her friends return hopefully to the Wizard, only to learn that he's
a fake — a circus performer who, wafted
into Oz in his county-fair balloon, was
mistaken for a magician. At this revelation, the Emerald People start to mob him;
but with Dorothy and her comrades he
hops into his balloon and is doing splendidly till a woodpecker takes a bite at it,
whereupon down it comes beside the farmhouse in which Dorothy first landed
among the cordial Munchkins.
So who should come along but Billie
Burke — that is, Glinda, the Good Witch.
She bundles Dorothy and her pals into

don't know the .story of The Wizard of Oz?
Even though every child reads the book,
and though Fred Stone and Dave Montgomery, as "Wizard" and "Scarecrow,"
respectively, played it on Broadway for
four years with another year on the road?
Briefly, the history of "Oz" is this: written largely in Hollywood 38 years ago by a
New York State newspaperman, Lyman
Frank Baum, who died at Hollywood in
1919, the story concerns the adventures
of Dorothy, a little Kansas girl, who —
blown away in a farmhouse by a cyclone
— is carried to a mystic land. The first
book about her travels therein wa,s called
The Wizard of Oz and, though Baum wrote
nearly two dozen sequels, it is this first
book with which the picture deals.

West whose enmity, due to this 'n' that,
Dorothy has incurred, and en route to the
Emerald City she places danger upon dan46

■

Speaking of caricatures: when
M-G-M began work on "Oz," a lot of
folks said that such a fantasy could be
shown adequately only by the animated
cartoon method. To which Producer
Mervyn LeRoy replied, "If Disney can reproduce humans with cartoons, we can
reproduce cartoons with humans." Turning humans into cartoons, just the same,
was a job that ran the makeup department
ragged.
So far as the story goes, Dorothy — or
Judy Garland — is the one human being
in the cast. The rest are mythical creatures. After racking their brains to devise makeup for a Tin Woodman and a
Scarecrow, the artists of paint and powder took a whack at the Munchkins. The
studio collected 116 midgets for the
Munchkins, every midget they could find,
from the Singer troupe to one tiny individual who acted as chef in the Middle
West, demonstrating sausage cooking in
a cafe window. There was a midget famine everywhere but in Hollywood.
The Munchkins are bearded gnomes
that hide behind cellophane hollyhocks
tall as three-story buildings. A wondrous
sight, those rich bright hollyhocks. A
wondrous sight are the Munchkins, also;
for somebody decided that no two should
look alike and Jack Dawn, head of the
makeup department, devised 116 separate
faces for them. On the other hand, he had
to make all the Winkies — the Bad Witch's
six-foot guards with green countenances
— look exactly alike; and with a collection of men who didn't look alike to begin
with, this was no easy task.
Meanwhile, Adrian was furiously at
work on costumes. Counting the quaint
Munchkin habiliments in every imaginable shade, the verdant clothes of the Emerald People, the fur-mounted uniforms
of the Winkies, the glittering robes of the
Good Witch, the murky garments of the
Wicked Witch, and changes for the choruses— he turned out 4,000 costumes for
the more than 1,000 members of the cast.

scathed. But Haley said he didn't care to
hire out as a beehive again: "Not for love
nor honey."
But, lawks! Maybe there are some who

The farmhouse, at the cyclone's end,
comes down in an area inhabited by the
small, friendly Munchkin people. They
tell Dorothy (who still clasps her dog,
Toto) that the only way to get back to
Kansas is to gain the aid of the Wizard of
Oz who lives in the Emerald City. But,
bam! up pops the Wicked Witch of the

the farmhouse and summons a kindly
cyclone that blows them back to Kansas.
. . . And it seems there has truly been a
cyclone during which Dorothy was struck
by debris, and the whole thing is a delirious dream inhabited by caricatures of
people she knows in everyday life. See?

He likewise devised "skins" and eagle
wings for the Flying Monkeys, and two
skins with a zipper for Bert Lahr, the
Cowardly Lion.
K

But the technicians and prop men
were, if possible, even busier. It fell
to their lot to produce magic by the carload. Some things that they expected to
be difficult were easy, also vice versa. Unexpectedly, one of their hardest jobs was
to make the cairn terrier, Toto, bark at the
Winkies. They worked at it a whole day
and finally had to hold another dog in the
wings (and keep him from barking) before Toto responded.
This Toto belongs to an animal trainer

This winged monkey flew through the
air with the greatest of difficulty at
first, but before The Wizard of Oz
was finished he was more than expert

who, hearing months ago that "Oz" was
in prospect, taught the dog to do whatever the fictional Toto did, and brought
him to the studio ready for work before

M-G-M had even begun to inquire where
such a wonder -pooch might be found. Toto
was perfect except that he had been too
well taught not to bark on the sound stage!
The raven, "Jim," which plays the part
of the woodpecker, belongs to a cowboy
who trained it as a pet, not expecting Jim
to get into the movies; but a talent scout
"discovered" it.
In addition to producing a dog-bark
when needed, the prop and technical
boys were required to build a rainbow
generated by air refraction, and make it a
solid bridge at the right instant. They invented aball of light that turned into a
Wizard, and some chemical spheres that
turned to fire in the air, as well as hour
glasses with red sand that turned to flame.
They fixed things so the Wicked Witch
could fly out of her castle window on a
broomstick. They arranged real tricks of
magic for the Wizard to perform.
What O. O. Ceccarini brought to the
picture, though, was the darndest. He
was commissioned to find out what kind
of a noise you would hear in the very
center of a cyclone.
Ceccarini, formerly of the University
of Naples, also formerly with the General
Electric laboratories, is said by Professor
Albert Einstein to be one of the greatest mathematicians in America. A good
thing he is, for this cyclone-noise stuff
took him into the realm of pure mathematics. After a study
of government

weather charts and velocity and friction
and dear knows what for weeks and weeks
and weeks, Ceccarini found out exactly
what kind of a noise the inside of a cyclone
would have. Gleefully they prepared to
rush this clamor into the sound track for
the inside-the-cyclone scene.
"But of course," Ceccarini's report concluded, "nobody inside the cyclone could
hear this noise because of the rush of

■

So what? So the "Oz" cyclone makes a
swell noise, anyhow.
■

On top of all these unusual sight and
air."
sound effects, there are three scenes
which, for imaginative quality, are hard to
beat. One is the Poisoned Poppy field, with
poor Judy trying to find her way around it.
The huge red blooms, big as dishpans and
taller than a man, are so balanced that
they ripple and curl and writhe and follow one's movements; a sinister bunch of
posies, thank you!
Another scene is an orchard where the
trees pick their own apples and throw
them at Judy. And the third is the scene
where a "real" jitterbug bites the Cowardly Lion and in a forest of scintillating
"jitter trees" — one of the largest sets in
the picture. In it Judy, the Lion, the Tin
Woodman and the Scarecrow do the "jitterbug dance," with Judy singing the
lively jitterbug song and the trees (hufun. man beings, no foolin') joining in the

■

Of music there is plenty, for upon the
screen The Wizard of Oz becomes a
forthright musical comedy. None of the
original score is in the picture, but they've
kept the light-hearted spirit.' The film
musical score is by "Yip" Harburg and
Harold Arlen, who, between composing
songs for Broadway hits, also wrote
"Brother, Can You Spare A Dime?"
Catch on? The Wizard of Oz is a spectacle with modern music and modern patter, a child's fairy story with a touch of
sophistication for Momma and Poppa.
That's the avowed intention. M-G-M confidently asserts that the picture has everything, and by the time you've dodged
ruby-eyed owls that swish through platinum trees, tramped miles over the seagreen thoroughfares of Emerald City, and
shadow-boxed the octopus poppies that
try to crawl around your neck, you begin
to believe it has. The Wizard of Oz gone
Hollywood!
Boy, that's something!
Incidentally, the variety of thingumabobs in the production brought a number
of new jobs to the fore. There were the
jobs of seeing that the Flying Monkeys
got where they were flying to, and that the
Wicked Witch's broomstick didn't balk
halfway out the window. But the funniest job was that of hoister-upper.
There were half a dozen hoister-uppers,
each over six feet in height. Their duty
was to lift the midgets from the floor to
the overhead parallels among the hollyhocks!

ART MODEL
WINS
Gay outdoors girl, she keeps
her hair lustrous, glowing
— despite swirling dust and
sticky summer heat

Miss Jinx Falkenberg
Glamorous
Magazine

Cover Girl, Says:

"Since most of my magazine cover pictures
are close-ups, I have to keep my hair looking its very best! So Fm really enthusiastic
about Drene Shampoo! It reveals the natural beauty of my hair so it's glowing and
brilliant when I step before a camera! And
can be quickly dressed in any style the
photographer wants."
IET your hair blow in the breeze these sum' mer days . . . And yet have it glamorous
nights! Like this famous art model, you'll thrill
to see how a single Drene shampoo glorifies
gummy, matted, summer-dulled hair . . . Reveals all its enchanting, na'ural highlights

and luster. Even leaves hair feeling softer and
fresher — tbrillingly clean!
For Drene does more than merely wash away
dust, perspiration and loose dandruff. It actually removes that dulling film (bathtub ring)
that all soaps leave "on hair. Most amazing,
Drene leaves no dulling film or greasy, dustcatching film itself. . . Not a soap — not an oil!
Yet, instantly foams into rich, mild lather —
even in cool water. Just one sudsing and thorough rinsing — leaves your hair looking
softer, lovelier — radiantly free of dulling film.
No lemon or vinegar after-rinse needed.
So many millions of women have already
switched over to Drene — it's America's
largest-selling shampoo! Made by Procter &
Gamble. Tested and approved by Good
Housekeeping bureau.
No soap shampoo can give Drene's revolutionary results. No other shampoo is licensed
to use Drene's new, patented safe cleansing

ingredient — so refuse substitutes. At drug, department or \0i stores — insist on one of the
two kinds of Drene . . . Get the shampoo really
suited to your type of hair! And see your hair

d rene

glorified this Summer.

Trade Mark Itta. V. S. Pat. Off.

| Deanna's
QUICK RELIEF
FOR

Rations

Emergency

SUMMER
TEETHING
EXPERIENCED Mothers know that
summer teething must not be
trifled with — that summer upsets due
to teething may seriously interfere
with Baby's progress.
Relieve your Baby's teething pains
this summer by rubbing on Dr. Hand's
Teething Lotion— the actual prescription of a famous Baby specialist. It
is effective and economical, and has
been used and recommended by millions of Mothers. Your druggist has it.
"I found Dr. Hand's such relief
to my Baby that I never needed to
worry on the hottest summer day."
Mrs. Wm. H. Kempf, WillUanspoTt, Pa.

D'S
DR.HANLotion
Teething
Famed as an
Infant Food
If your baby isn't thriving, ask your doctor about
Horlick's the Original Malted Milk. Thousands
of physicians and grateful mothers have attested
to its successful use as a diet
for infants. It's been famed
throughout America for over
50 years. For sample send 3 fl
centstamptoDept. FWG-8,
Horlick's Malted Milk Corp.,
Racine, Wis. , or Montreal, Can

HORLICK'S

In the kitchen of her gay little bungalow on
the Universal lot. Deanna Durbin likes to
whip out quick meals for callers when she
is not too busy in After School nays

The Original Malted Milk

Br BETTY

Do the entire
^vash this xs&vo way!
r^=
NOT STARCH
IN 30 SECONDS

Your iron fairly glides when
you use this wonderful new
way to hot starch. You can
make a pint or gallons in no
time at all. No waste. No
cooking. Nothing to add.
Givesalovely sof t "finish" and
gleaming freshness. Try it.

NK YOU
THA
THEHUBINGERCO.,No.

744, Keokuk, la.
Your free sample of QUICK ELASTIC, please,
"That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch."
Name
Address
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Just about the time
Deanna Durbin
wanted to learn to bake
a cake, that glorious voice
of hers hustled her into
stardom and hasn't given
her a minute's rest since!
Singing
lessons, school
lessons, hours
before the
camera in the filming of five
smash hits in two years, drama
lessons — well,
no
wonder
this
lovely child hasn't had a chance to
fuss around the kitchen.
But Deanna is a domestic young lady,
and that's why Universal has given her a
bright and glittering bungalow where she

CROCKER
can rest, get ready for the
cameras,
and entertain if shestudy
wishes.
It has
a complete small kitchen,
and there Deanna is now
snatching a few cooking
lessons.
Of course, she's starting
on quite simple dishes. And
naturally, too, she is learning
to cook what she likes best.
And what do you suppose she
tackled first?
"Mmmm — but
I love
hamburgers!"
grinned
Deanna.
"But
they must
be
specially cooked,"
she added
quickly.
"When Helen Parrish — she's my pal — and

I get hungry,
we mix up hamburger
Toastwiches like this. Here's my recipe:
TOASTWICHES
Toast 4 slices bread on 1 side. Spread
untoasted side with butter and prepared
mustard. Mix V2 lb. ground beef or hamburger with Vz cup milk. Season with
minced onion, salt and pepper. Spread on
bread on top of mustard. Dot with butter.
Broil under direct heat ... 5 minutes for
rare, 7 minutes for well done Toastwiches.
4 servings. Serve with a slice of Bermuda
onion on top.

glisten and to impart an appetizing flavor.
Add tomato wedges just before serving
(to prevent juice from spreading).
PIQUANT FRENCH DRESSING
to V% cup sugar
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp. dry mustard
1 tsp. celery seed
1 tsp. paprika
1 tsp. grated onion
*4 tbsp. mild vinegar (or 3 tbsp. mild
vinegar
vinegar)and 1 tbsp. Tarragon

%

1
"Of course, the onion depends — " Deanna said. "I don't think I'd have them,
if I were doing a scene immediately after.
"And here's something else I give the
kids when they come over."
MELTED CHEESE SANDWICH
2
2
1
1:2
Vi

tbsp. butter
tbsp. all-purpose flour
cup milk
tsp. salt
tsp. mustard
Dash of paprika
cup strong American cheese (cut up)

1

Melt butter in the top of a double
boiler, blend in flour, stir in milk and
seasonings. Cook directly over the heat
for a few minutes, stirring until thick.
Set over hot, but not boiling water. Add
cheese and stir until melted. Keep hot
until time to serve over 4 slices toasted
buttered bread. Dust with paprika.

3

cup

olive oil or
salad oil
cloves of garlic

other

vegetable

Mix dry ingredients together in a small
mixing bowl. Add a small amount of the
vinegar. Beat well with rotary beater.
Add a small amount of oil. Beat well.
Continue adding and beating in vinegar
and oil alternately until both are used.
When mixture is completely blended add
cloves of garlic. Let stand 1 hour. Remove cloves of garlic, and serve. (Or
keep in tightly covered jar in refrigerator
. . . always beating well just before serving.
*4 tbsp. lemon juice may be used in place
of the vinegar, if desired. NOTE: For a
thinner dressing, add the juice of onehalf lemon at the last.
"If I can have a hamburger or a melted
cheese sandwich, and a fresh vegetable
salad, I'm perfectly happy," said Deanna.
"I'll mix one tomorrow and we'll take

"Next comes a vegetable salad with
French Dressing. Here's my list: "
TOSSED SALAD SERVED IN BOWL

some pictures — just to prove I'm really
learning what to do in a kitchen. I think
every girl should know how to prepare
food, no matter how busy she is with

Crisp lettuce leaves
medium-sized cucumber (thinly
sliced
radishes
(thinly sliced)
tbsp. chives (finely cut)
ripe tomatoes
(cut in wedges)
French Dressing

other things. I'm collecting recipes and
trying them out, and that way I'll learn
how to cook, I think."
Here is Deanna's "Emergency Cake,"
so-called because it can be made so quickly and easily.

V2
6
1
3

Prepare, chill and dry vegetables.
Pluck apart crisp, cold, well dried leaves
of lettuce. Place in salad bowl (previously
rubbed with clove of garlic, if desired) .
Add crisp cucumber and radish slices and
chives. Toss gently (with a fork and
spoon) in a bowl, with just enough French
Dressing to make the leaves of lettuce

EMERGENCY

CAKE

1%

cups cake flour (or 1% cups
all-purpose flour)
1 cup sugar

Vi
2V2
%1
%

tsp.
tsp.
cup
egg
cup

salt
baking powder
shortening
milk (not too cold)

1 tsp. flavoring

FREE
FOR PICNICS

PLANS
Betty Crocker,
HOLLYWOOD
1501
New
Please

Magazine,

Broadway,
York City
send

me , absolutely

recipes
for easy-to-make
and your file on complete
Name
Street
City and State

free,

your

picnic
dishes
picnic menus.

Sift flour once before measuring. Sift
flour, sugar, salt and baking powder together. Measure softened shortening into
cup and fill cup with milk. Add these
with the unbeaten egg, to the flour mixture. Add flavoring, beat well for 2 to 3
minutes. Pour into well greased and
floured 8-inch square cake pan. Bake 25
to 35 minutes in moderate oven, 350° F.
BROILED ICING

fthaJmW
DELICIOUS

BIG

pAmkd

TV7ATCH your youngster's eyes light up
w with joy . . . when you serve frosty glasses
filled to the brim with thirst-quenching KoolAid! Grownups enjoy this thrifty, wholesome beverage, too. So keep your family
refreshed and cool. Stock up — serve KoolAid often. The display below identifies the
original. Look for it on your grocer's counter !

7 FLAVORS

Mix together 3 tbsp. melted butter, 5
tbsp. brown sugar, 2 tbsp. cream or top
milk, and V2 cup shredded coconut, and
spread on cake while it is still warm.
Place very low under the broiler with
the heat turned low. Broil until it bubbles all over the surface and becomes
brown but does not burn. AMOUNT:
Topping for 8-inch square cake.
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Moving Day with the Powells
New

Cream

[Continued from page 25]

Under-arm

Deodorant!

I would not have got that black eye,

Stops Perspirationl

I'm convinced, if Joan and Dick hadn't
tried to move intact in one day! I'll grant
they don't have much time to throw away,
what with Joan working her head off in
Columbia's Good Girls Go to Paris
and Dick with his weekly Lifebuoy Soap

safely

1. Does not harm dresses — does
not irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry . Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly checks perspiration
1 to 3 days. Removes odot
from perspiration.
4. A pure white, greaseless, stainless vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for
being harmless to fabrics.
15 MILLION jars of Arrid
have been sold. Try a jar todayl

ARRID
39^ a jar

It is amazing the way 1 to 4 tablespoonsful of angostura bitters (aromatic) in an
equal amount of water, hot or cold, brings
welcome relief from periodic pain and discomfort. Gentle-acting, non-habit-forming
and with no unpleasant after-effects. Soothing angostura has been a great boon to
women the world over for four generations.

TO

BRYTEN?
Use Iodent No. 2. It removes
most stubborn stains — even
brownish smoke stains.
Iodent polishes teeth to
gleaming
luster
or
money back. Guaranteed safe — made by a
Dentist;
accepted
l by the American
Dental Association. Change to
Iodent today!

IODENT
TOOTH PASTE^POWDER
NO. / FOR TtETH !»S* 10 BRUIN
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that's the way I saw it, and the bar wasn't
open for business. Dick uses Emily-Lulu
for a tobacco jar, I found out later. Myrtle
is a pint-sized adding machine, and Oscar
is an adjustable steel stretcher on which
Dick's wool sox are dried.
H

AT ALL STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS
(Also in 10 cent and 59 cent iars)

teeth hard

radio program, but still ... It wasn't the
work, you might say, it was the confusion.
Not that I did much back-breaking
work, either. As I remember the day, I
occupied myself chiefly with playing with
Myrtle, finding Oscar, and experimenting with Emily-Lulu at the bar. The latter
wasn't half as much fun as it might sound,
for Emily-Lulu is a baffling sort of a contraption which probably was the original inspiration for the surrealist school of
painting. As nearly as I can describe, it
is a castiron coconut with a hole in the
top into which a beak-nosed mouse, also
castiron, is trying to chase its tail. Well,

Tf!TH "»RI1 T0 !RnfN

Maybe I forgot to mention that everything around the place has a given

name but don't ask me why. There's even
a shaving mug labeled MOTHER. Things
like that make for confusion, you must
admit. They even reduced one of the professional movers to tears.
"Put Bessie on top of the oven," Joan
directed him. "Horace belongs in the
bathroom corner, dump Mrs. Fullerton
down the back stairs, and throw The Unwanted Bride under Mr. Powell's bed."
For a moment the gent stared with that
frozen kind of a look you get when someone bops you unexpectedly on the head.
Then slowly he stroked his perspiring
brow.
"Lady," he told her gently, "you don't
want a mover, you want a doctor!"
As he explained to his boss later, how
was he to know Bessie was a copper tea
kettle, Horace was an electric hair dryer,
Mrs. Fullerton was a straight-backed
chair with a broken leg, and The Unwanted Bride a large colored photograph
of Mrs. Powell in her wedding dress which
never had been hung because it never
matched any room?

to practice her gymnastics. There were,
however, four telephone men, two furnace men, a plumber, a draperer, the cook,
the butler, the maid, the secretary, the
chauffeur and th» electrician in the house
at the moment, and one or more of them
in every room. Finally Joan found a spot
to herself — a dark cubby hole of a closet
at the end of the hallway — and took her
stance.
Suddenly the closet door was opened
and there stood the electrician gazing
down in unconcealed surprise, not untouched with alarm.
"How do you do?" Joan greeted him
gravely. "Lovely weather we're having,
It seemed the friendly thing to say, she
isn't it?" later.
explained
■

Everyone was choosing up sides for
an Easter egg hunt when I arrived at
the house. I mean it! You see, last Easter
Joan had colored some eggs for Normie
and hidden them about the Bel Air home.
Two never had been found. She knew
because she remembered hiding an even
dozen. She knew, too, that they had to be
found because in the last-minute rush she
had forgotten to cook them before coloring
them, and you know what eggs will do,
given sufficient time. She had hoped they
would be revealed in the packing process
but they hadn't turned up.
I got the south half of the living-room
and a dour faced packer named Rudolph.
Maybe it was my nose for news, but ten
minutes later I found the missing egg,
carefully tucked in two apertures at the
top of an old-fashioned milk glass lamp.
(There were 8 old-fashioned lamps in my
half of the room, by the way, and 13 glass
dogs in a what-not, 30 pieces of crystalware on a window shelf, 11 steins over
the bar, 16 pieces of pewter, 4 dueling
pistols, 2 cap guns, and 2 horn powder
pouches.)
Rudolph confessed to having packed the
lamp and when I chided him on not spotting the eggs he said hell lady, the lamp
being what it is, I thought them eggs was

Another of the workmen, an electrician this time, also had a bad moment or two with Joan.

part of it!
■ Lunch was a gala interlude with all
eighteen of us sitting around on the
living-room floor munching nutty hamburgers, which Dick brought in from a
nearby hamburger stand, and drinking
cokes out of paper cups. To add a homey
touch, Joan put a silver candelabra in the
middle of the floor and lighted its tall

Joan's back has a tendency to ache
whenever she gets overtired, but she has
found a few moments of the old kneechest gives her quick relief. To achieve
the knee-chest you get down on your
knees on the floor, and place your chest
as close as possible but also touching the
floor. Anatomically the result is a bit
startling, although a sculptor might make
something of it.
Joan was tired and her back ached, so
she sought some secluded spot in which

greeness,tapers.
mother's Dick
littlehad
hostthat one! Always
Unfortunately
to
make a hasty exit in the middle of the
party; he choked on a piece of bun.
He and Joan were wearing slacks and
sweat shirts which were pretty well
dirtied up by that time, you see, so that
when Dick invited a latecomer workman
to draw up a chair and join us, there was
little to distinguish the hosts from the
guests. Grabbing himself a sandwich, the
man sat down.

■

"Jeez, this is gonna be some dump," he
said admiringly. "Who's gonna live
here?"
"Joan Blondell and Dick Powell," Dick
told him.
"Yeah? You mean together?" the man
clucked in a shocked voice. "The murder
them stars try to get away wit!"
|

I was minding my business as nice as
you please when I got my shock. As
I remember I had just finished unwrapping a vicious looking machete (Dick
bought this particular Mexican knife at
what he thought was a great bargain in
Guatemala only to discover Made in Chicago stamped on its steel blade when he
got home!) when the vision came dashing down the stars in answer to the urgent
message that the insurance man was there
and wanted to see him immediately on
important business.
It was Dick in a pink organdy picture
hat with a blue velvet crown and trailing
blue streamers!
He and Joan had been unpacking a box
of her hats, it seems, when they came
across the little pink number which had
been her wedding hat. While they wallowed in sentimental memories, Dick unthinkingly had donned the hat and forgotten all about it.
We had finished unpacking Ellen's baby
shoes which had been cast in bronze; the
lantern from the bar in the old Powell
home in Berryville, Arkansas; a blue plush

family album with no pictures in it
(snoopy me, I looked!); a Tahitian spear
rolled up in a home movie screen; Aunt
Mamie's green and pink hooked rug; two
rapiers; a walnut spinning wheel; a fourpronged hat-rack; a 10-piece "Lazy
Susan" silver chafing dish set (Joan's
anniversary present to Dick) ; a model of
Galatea, his 68-foot yawl; a 1936 Arkansas
automobile license plate No. 1; an issue of
November 2, 1824, edition of the National
Intelligencer of Washington with an account of General Lafayette's visit to
America; a skooter with one wheel missing and a few other odds and ends like
that, to say nothing of 5 trunks full
of clothes and 10 rooms full of furniture.
Men, women, and children had been
streaming through the house all day. If
it wasn't the electrician driving us crazy
with his "one, two, three, four, Harrison
speaking, one, two, three, four, Harrison
speaking," as he tested the house intercommunicating system, it was the furnace
man trying to get the bathroom to heat up
to 80 in a hurry. If it wasn't the plumber
pounding on pipes upstairs, it was the carpenter saying the new kitchen shelves
couldn't be built that way, and Dick proving they could. If it wasn't the woman
next door complaining that the new tennis
court awnings cut off the light from her
garage (and incidentally her view of the
private lives of two famous movie stars!),

it was a 7-year-old youngster from the
next block wanting an autograph.
The gas man had been there. So had a
tree surgeon, the gardener, the bricklayer
for the barbecue, the awning man, the insurance man, the telephone man, the
drapery man, the rug man, the roof man,
the floor man, and the laundryman. We
were worn out with people and utilities.
The last of the men had been gone less
than five minutes when the buzzer on the
front gate sounded again.
"Jeepers creepers! There can't be anyone who hasn't been here today," Dick
moaned.
"We're just hearing things."
The buzzer sounded again. We were not
hearing things.
"Who's there?" Dick roared into the
dictaphone connected with the gate.
"Good afternoon," came the cheery answer. "It's the Fuller Brush Man!"
I didn't notice Dick had something in
his hand. It felt like a cannonball but it
turned out to be just one of Normie's
sponge rubber toys. Anyway, I laughed.
I forgot to duck.
And that's how I got a big black eye, a
shiner terrific, a mouse that Joe Louis,
himself, would be proud to hang on his
next challenger.
Dick sent me two dozen red roses later
to say he was sorry. But what I say is, the
next time any one of my dear humorous
friends asks me for "ringside seats," I'm.
Really!
going to really start moving furniture.

CANAJOHAR/E.NY.

"ME OUGHT TO TAKE
THAT OLD S/GN 0OHW
AND CHANGE THE NAME
TO FLAVOR-TOWN"

Seriously, though, Canajoharie, N. Y., can truly be called
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Binnie Wins a Battle
[Continued from page 23]
suffragettes gained victory by chaining
themselves to the palings outside Parliament, Binnie chained to herself an ever
increasing number of fans by one fine performance after another until she had
reached the point where her wishes meant
something at the box office.
And so, the other day, Hollywood capitulated toBritish Binnie Barnes, ran up
a white flag of surrender to her seige, and
agreed that henceforth she should have
her full share of comedy roles. The "white
flag" turned out to be a brand new contract
with Twentieth Century-Fox, a contract
which elevates Binnie to stardom.
When Binnie first came to America she
believed she was to continue the sort of
clowning parts which had won her a film
following in London. To be sure, the pic-

SiP Depilatory Cream
CONTAINS NO BARIUM SULPHIDE!
• I have created a new and better hair
remover, far superior to old-time depilatories a; cream which can be used without offense to others in your household.
My new ZiP Depilatory Cream instantly
removes every trace of hair. Simply
spread on and rinse off. Good stores.
Also— ZIP Epilator
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Actually eliminates superfluous hair with
amazing success. Ideal for face. Treatment
or FREE Demonstration at my Salon.
Madame Berthe, Specialist
562 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK (AT 46th ST.)
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GUARANTEE
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to listen
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SECOND TO CONNECT— NO ELECTRICITY NEEDED!
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Don't pay several hundred dollars more than necessary
when you build a home! Buy it direct from our mill at
our low factory price. We ship you the materials —
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Catherine Howard to Charles Laughton's
paunchy portrait of the much married
monarch. But even in this role she introduced adominant note of subtle humor.
And so it was with visions of tickling the
risibilities of a new and larger audience
that Binnie sailed for the glittering capital
of the cinema world.
"I was quickly disillusioned," Binnie relates. "Maybe I was still seasick from the
boat when the producers took their first
squint at me. Because apparently they
thought I had an evil eye.
"They made me a brassy menace in picture after picture. I was a nasty wench,
a vixen, a hellcat. I kissed old duffers,
patted them on their bald pates, and then
rifled their pockets. I was a wicked siren
who wooed hubbies away from their wifies,
and came between sweet nothings and
their boy friends. For four years I took
noble men to the cleaners, and left fine
women to weep over the damage I had
done their households.
"I was a cross between a female Mephistopheles and a Lucretia Borgia. You might
go so far as to say I was a sophisticated
Dracula in skirts.
"Even my maid was ashamed of me!
"From the start of this sentence to hardboiled labor, I began to plead for a parole
to comedy. I started a chatty little campaign to put Binnie Barnes on the laugh
list instead of the 'menace' memorandum
pads of the studios.
"Whenever I bumped into a producer
or director, I would buttonhole him and

Shipped
Direct
from Our
Mill

_, Handsome Big
CATALOGUE

ture which has attracted Hollywood's attention to her was The Private Life of
Henry VIII, in which she played a coy

FREE

Pictures wonderful homes in colors at money-saving prices. Designs to suit everyone.
Write fur your eataloffue twlny!
LEWIS
MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. 1698,
Bay City, Michigan

say: 'Look, ducky, I've got something
screamingly funny to tell you.'
"Then I'd let him have a guaranteed-tolay-you-in-the-aisle act. I told them all
the jokes I'd ever heard, and went through
every comic routine I'd used in England.
"I insisted that comedy was my forte
but they just let me hold the forte!
"Finally I met Darryl Zanuck, the production boss of Twentieth Century-Fox,
and went into my clowning act for him.
He decided if I could make him laugh, I
probably could promote a few chuckles
from audiences as well. So he gave me
my first real chance at comedy with that

grand rowdy part in Three Blind Mice, and
let me play the delightfully daffy amazon
with a penchant for beer, wisecracks and
But, for men."
one of those strange reasons not
muscular
even a garrulous yes-man could explain,
that one dip into nonsense in Three Blind
Mice was Binnie's only assignment to outright comedy. Back to the ranks of "other
women" she went but with a new determination to win a promise of more light characterizations.
Then came her new contract, and the
agreement that in the future Binnie can
have her fling at being funny.
|

Binnie would have been content with
just the promise of comedy assignments. The starring angle of the contract
doesn't hold any great attraction.
"Stardom puts you on the spot," contends Binnie. "While you're dusting
through a supporting role you can ad lib
all you want to. You can make up bits of
business and generally cavort. That may
result in an occasional stolen scene, but
if it's for the good of the picture, who
cares?

"In supporting parts a girl does her best,
and, if by some mischance something goes
wrong with the picture, nobody blames
her. Once she's a star, though, she can
still do her best but if something goes
wrong, it bounces right back on her."
The responsibilities of stardom, the pitfalls it introduces into a career, are not
unduly worrying Binnie, however.
"If I were told tomorrow that I was
through
in pictures,
too
much about
it. I think I I shouldn't
could be a fret
success
selling real estate or running a dress shop.
I've made a good thing out of one or two
real estate deals since I came to California
and in London I ran a dress shop for a

■

As a matter of fact, Binnie delved into
quite a few fields before she attained
the affluence of screen success.
When she was only 15 years old, she
while."
built up a milk route from a farm in Kent
that helped support her mother and two
sisters. Her father, a London policeman,
died when Binnie was quite young and
her four brothers were all killed in the
war — at the Dardanelles where they had
siliers.
gone as members of the Lancashire FuA little later, Binnie had been an assistant in a draper's shop and then a nurse.
"One day I read about Florence Nightingale and immediately decided I had been
born to nurse mankind's ills," Binnie recalls. "I sat on the steps of the Great
Northern Hospital for several days until
the head surgeon wearied of tipping his
hat to me and enrolled me as a student
nurse.
"Everything went smoothly until I
reached that part of the course where I
was to observe life in the raw from a seat
in the surgery. I fainted during my first
operation and keeled over regularly from
then on. The hospital staff decided I just

didn't have the stuff it takes to
angel of mercy.
"Blood still affects me that way.
in this side of my nature as further
that I was never ordained to be the

be an
I drag
proof
blood

thirsty vampire I've had to enact for several years."
Binnie's next job was as a waitress in a
little fish and chips shop next door to one
of the dance halls in the West End. The
hostesses of the terpsichorean emporium
used to come in for supper after an afternoon of being walked on by cabmen and
sailors. Binnie, ever one to lend a sympathetic ear to trouble, would slip an extra
dish to whatever girls were low in funds.
Her friendship with these "shilling-adance" girls led to an offer of a trial as a
hostess at the dance palace. It was the
first step along a long and rough road to
the stage with several stops in night clubs
that were, as Binnie says, "just joints."
Finally she managed to get a job in the
Cosmos Club, a little less boisterous a
boite than the others, and here she met
Tex McLeod, one of that legion of imitators of Will Rogers. Tex spun a rope and
cowboy yarns in the music halls.
McLeod created a routine for Binnie in
his act. With him she toured Africa and
Australia, singing and dancing and spinning a lariat with a grace that corralled the admiring attention of audiences
from Johannesburg to Sydney.
"American showgirls were then the
rage," recounts Binnie, "and so I was billed
as 'Texas Binnie Barnes.'
I acquired an

outrageous Southern accent, a sombrero
that sat heavily on my ears and boots that
almost floored me. But I was on the stage

that was to lift her into the ranks of London's best known stage actresses.

When she returned from the tour of
Africa and Australia, Binnie signed as
a dancer in an act headed by Ben Blue,
and trouped the music hall circuit of
England. One night in London she dropped
in at the Kit Kat Club, one of the swankier
night spots. Sophie Tucker was headlining there. She called on Binnie for a song.
"It was the first time I'd ever sung for
a very discerning audience. I was pretty
scared, but the song went over very well.
I was called on for several encores. After
I went back to my table, Sophie brought
over Andre Chariot, who was sort of the
Ziegfeld of London. He said he had liked
my number and offered me a spot in his
next revue.

It was during the year's run of Cavalcade that Binnie met and married Samuel
Joseph, a dealer in rare books in London.
The romance was ardent enough that when
Binnie was signed by Fox to come to
Hollywood to play her original role in the
screen version of Cavalcade, she got only
as far as New York before she turned
around and sailed back to London and a
husband she could not leave long enough
to make a picture.
That was in 1932 and for the next two
years Binnie alternated between musicals
on the London stage and films in the
British studios. In 1934, with the success of The Private Life of Henry VIII
behind her, Binnie finally succumbed to
the lure of Hollywood and left her Samuel.
They were divorced in 1936.
The years that followed were crowded

"I had only one song number, but it
brought me to the attention of Charles
Cochran, who was about to produce one

with picture assignments and Binnie's persistent campaign for recognition as a comedienne. Best remembered of her roles

of Sean O'Casey's players, Silver Tassie,
featuring Charles Laughton. I was signed

were those of Diamond Jim, The Adventures of Marco Polo and, more recently,
Wife, Husband and Friend. It was in
Three Blind Mice, however, that Binnie
Barnes really carved a niche for herself
in Hollywood, a niche that now she has attained stardom, she intends to keep
crammed with comedy.
"Give me freedom to be a clown and
deuce take the glamour," is the slogan
that Binnie Barnes has adopted for her
march into the future.

and I loved it."
■

for a dramatic part in the piece."
With a stage career opening out to her,
Binnie felt the need of more education and
enrolled in a dramatic school for a year.
Then came the opportunity that started
her on the path to Hollywood. Noel
Coward, casting the original Drury Lane
production of Cavalcade, remembered
Binnie's appealingly husky voice in Charlet's Revue, and signed her for the role
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It's No Joke To Be Tarzan
[Continued from page 22]
everybody is always astonished when
Johnny
doesn't play up by eating the meat
raw.
"Oh, I go for a tartar sandwich now and
then at the Brown Derby," Johnny acknowledged, "as lots of other people do;
it's made partly of raw hamburger. But
to chew a hunk of raw beef — no, thanks."
He added: "And I never swallowed a live
goldfish, either."
It isn't any slam at Johnny to say that,
though he was eating a delicate little
salad, he looked as though he could have
swallowed a sixty-pound tuna if he liked.
We insist, this is a compliment. What we
mean, he looked big.
From some place where they'd been
taking "still" photos of him, he had hurried to the lunchroom in a great beige
dressing gown of rough terrycloth which,
concealing a definitely scanty costume
underneath, made his wide shoulders as
broad as one of those barn doors in his
native rural Pennsylvania. He sat sidewise in the chair in order to have room for
his long legs. His chest, with the terrycloth modestly folded across it, was like
the flank of a battleship. Yet that huge
frame was graceful, quick in motion, and
there was no apeman clutch to the hands
that moved the table silver deftly.
"That's another thing," he said defensively, "they expect me to eat with
my fingers and a home-made dagger." He
laughed. In spite of his protests, he takes
a boyish delight in being, off the screen,
the opposite of what they expect Tarzan
to be.
"But of course," he admitted, "the hair
is kind of a drawback . . ."
He flung that hair out of his twinkling
brown eyes as he spoke. And he speaks,
by the way, in a quiet voice that often
has a note of amusement in it. They made
him wear his hair long for the picture,
and then they wanted him to keep it long
for
appearances at the World's Fair in
New hisYork.
"I sneak by a pair of shears whenever
I see 'em," he said, "it's all I can do not to
reach out and grab them for a good hair-
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"goes on" smoothly, dries fast and
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Professional package.
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But that isn't the worst of it.
"When I'm driving down the Boulevard,
people see this long hair and they whistle
at me," he complained with a humorous
cut.""they call out: 'Oh, you!' " His grin
shrug,
deepened. "I never let them get away
with it if I can help it, anyhow not when
I'm on foot. I walk over to them"- — he
made his voice very deep and cold, he
drew himself up and put his shoulders
back and altogether looked thoroughly
menacing — "and I ask: 'What did you
say?' " He grinned happily, pleased with
his little joke. You could imagine the luckless japester who, having glimpsed the
long brown hair, hadn't noticed the height
and powerful frame of the owner.
The reply to his question is, invariably,
the same. "Who, me?

I didn't say any-

"And another thing," Tarzan resumed,
"I don't — in daily life — go round wrestling
thing."

grizzlies or walloping rhinoceroses or
tickling lions under the chin. Animals are
fine. I like them. Sure. But there are
There's ."
a ranch in San Fernando Valley
limits
whither. . Tarzan
was invited to a stately
dinner. But before dinner began, his
hostess took him out into the dark patio
toward a bulky enclosure dimly seen in
the lights from the drawing-room. She unfastened a gate, and drew back for
Weissmuller to precede her. At that moment came an appalling screech almost
under Tarzan's feet. At his involuntary
start, the gate closed again in his face and
two furious, furry bodies hurled themselves against it at the level of his throat.
"What the heck — " Tarzan inquired.
They were, the hostess explained
brightly, two pumas from South America.
Very bad tempered. But, knowing his love
for animals, she thought perhaps he'd like
to go into the cage . . . Wait, she would
open the gate again . . . "Never mind,"
said Tarzan firmly, "I can see them from
here. They're — beautiful. No, I don't especially want to pet them. No, I don't care
for a scrimmage before dinner ..."
The hostess pouted. "When I mix socially with pumas and such," Weissmuller
argued, "I want to know who's directing
another occasion, the
theOnvarmints!"
Tarzan to a fence and pointed
bull. An ape-man, he opined,
like a matador, eh? If Tarzan

host took
out a prize
was much
wished, he

had the host's permission to enter the field,
seize the bull by the horns and throw it— ■
if he could. Fine sport, eh? Tarzan declined; said he didn't want to throw the
bull,
At still another party, Tarzan was surprised to see a large gopher snake curled
on the rug. Apparently they thought Tarzan's friendship for jungle folk extended
to serpents. Weissmuller was even more
surprised when they carried the pet gopher
snake into the dining room and hung it
on the back of the chair which Weissmuller was to occupy.
Now, Weissmuller admires snakes to a
certain degree, and everybody knows that
gopher snakes are harmless; but even a
pet gopher snake, twisted round your
chair-back and peering over your shoulsniff
at the entree — it's a-plenty,
if notder totoo
much.
B

As a matter of fact, Weissmuller gets
sufficient animal life in the course of

the day's work. It isn't long since he was
in Florida for some of the new Tarzan film
sequences; and in the district where he
happened to be, animal life absolutely
abounded.
"Part cf the time there was a series
of swimming scenes — under water, mostly.
Not right in the lake where I swam, but
along the edges of the water running out
from it, were alligators and water moccasins. They don't bother anyone, I guess,
unless you go after them — which we
By "we," he meant himself and "Tarzan,

54
didn't."

Jr."; young Johnny Sheffield of the New
York stage who plays in this film the son
of Tarzan. Little Johnny is considered
a remarkable child athlete.
And even little Johnny took a whack at
Tarzan. Even he couldn't resist the mesmerism of that name; the illusion that
Tarzan, the movie character, and Weissmuller, the man, are one and the same.
"In jumping from the back of an elephant," said Weissmuller, as casually as
though this were an everyday occurrence,

built himself a tree house. He wanted me
to teach him how to swing into and out
of it.
"And I get letters from strangers, 'Junior
broke his arm, trying to do some of your
Tarzan stuff. I'll sue you . . .'
"But when I go down to the beach,
things get really busy. Because of the long
hair, I'm practically always recognized.
Youngsters come from far and near. Thay
want to show me how well they can swim.
They want to swim out as far as I do. It

"during one of the jungle scenes, I somehow turned a toenail on the elephant's
tough hide and tore the nail off. It kept
me in bed a couple of days, because the

isn't that they care about me," Weissmuller made clear with becoming diffi-

doctor didn't want me to use my foot any
more than necessary. And when I came
back to the set, my toe was still rather sore.

|

"That kid — that Johnny Sheffield — was
supposed to hang on to my foot while I
swung from tree limb to tree limb. He
hung on all right; but to the sore toe! Yes,
sir, he did it on purpose. And when I
yelled, 'Ouch!' he laughed like crazy. 'Hi,
that hurts,' I told him, 'hang on to the
other foot.' He laughed all the more. 'Tarzan can't get hurt,' he said, kidding me.
"So I took a handful of little Johnny
Sheffield's hair and gave it just a small
yank," Weissmuller chuckled; " 'Okay,
kid,' I said, 'if Tarzan can't be hurt, neither
can Tarzan, Jr.' The kid laughed some
more, but the next time we swung from a
tree branch, he held on to the other foot.
"Down in Florida, little Johnny Sheffield loved the swimming scenes," Tarzan
continued, "especially the ones where I
swam with him on my back while I captured abig turtle. That turtle was a strongminded one, all right. Johnny Sheffield
would grab me, and I'd grab the turtleall under water — and the turtle would
head for the bottom. I'd have to climb up
the turtle's shell and catch him by the
nose, so to speak, and head him up toward
the surface again. We had lots of trouble,
and lots of fun, with that turtle. It wasn't
camera conscious, at all."
H

Sometimes,
he
. Johnny Sheffield
muller was actually
stories were written
not that Weissmuller
stories.

"That's
Tarzan,"
difficulty
ing alot
who look

said,
he
believed
still thought WeissTarzan, and that the
around Weissmuller,
played Tarzan in the

the beauty of a character like
he explained, "and that's the
with it, too. You can't help feelof responsibility toward the kids
on you as the original hero.

"They like Tarzan, but they are
bit scared, too. Sometimes, just fora tiny
fun,
when a youngster shakes hands with me
I don't release his hand right away; I can
see that he thinks I'm a strange wild
creature, so I play up, for him and his pals.
" 'Hey, let go!' he says after a second —
not that I'm squeezing his hand, I'm just
holding it. He's half frightened, and
thrilled, and he isn't sure whether he's
being kidded or not. The youngsters like
to kid me, and I like to kid back. But, as
I said, it's a responsibility.
"For example, I've lately moved into a
new place. I hadn't been there a week
when the boy two doors down the street

dence, "it's Tarzan."
There are times when the youngsters
grow too ambitious in their attempts
to emulate their hero. One of those times
came some months ago. Two boys swam
quite a distance out, to prove to Tarzan
how well they could do it, and found to
their terror that they were caught in a

vicious rip tide. They couldn't get back.
Notwithstanding their desperate efforts,
they were being carried out to sea.
Weissmuller saw their danger. In an
instant, if they'd been cool-headed enough
to do any thinking whatsoever, they'd
have realized that the fastest and strongest swimmer in the world was en route to
their rescue. Saved by Tarzan! The boys,
however, were too near drowning to appreciate the distinction about to be conferred upon them.
Tarzan got one boy, brought him back,
and, as he says — "tied him to the pier"
while he went after the other. "Tied"
means that he looped the boy's arms between a couple of cross-pieces and bade
the limp youngster hold on. When Tarzan
returned with the other fellow, he couldn't
make the first one let go. The boy had
recovered enough to understand that
while he held on he was safe; it took all
of Tarzan's powers of argument to get him
unfastened from the dock and back on
shore.
"Some of them, after a fright like that,
never go into the water again," Weissmuller added with a worried frown. To
a swimmer, no inhibition could be worse.
Then there was the boy who held his
breath. Tarzan told him not to do it,
but he did. Weissmuller can hold his
breath under water for three minutes — a
terrific length of time — but he does it only
perhaps twice a year, because it is such
a strain on the heart. Well, this youngster
was swimming under water, and he held
his breath till he went unconscious, and
Tarzan had to dive in and get him. That's
the kind of thing which makes Tarzan
worry.
Just the same, to be perfectly frank,
doesn't he ever climb a tree outside the
studio lot or perform any of those feats
of strength and daring (for the sheer fun
of it, you know) outside of working hours?
"Listen," said Tarzan, "when the day's
work is over and I've dangled from the
last vine, and leaped on the last tree
branch, I buy the evening papers and a
pint of ice cream, and go home and go to
bed. And read the papers, and eat the
ice cream. Yes, a whole pint— vanilla and
chocolate. And no amount of ribbing is
going to make me stop it, either!"

CAN BE OF HELP TO YOU
IN YOUR SEARCH FOR
LOVELINESS AND ALLURE!
A Frank State?nenl by
ARMIN VARADY
Noted Beauty Authority and Cosmetologist
Time and again women have come to
me with their most intimate problems about beauty. I have seen them
in despair after trying endless ways
to acquire the soft, smooth, radiant
skin that is one of the first essentials
of glamor.
So when I created my face powder, / had
those women definitely in mind. I wanted a powder that would work wonders in giving the skin
that appearance of smoothness and softness.
The result is the powder now sold in stores
under my own name — Varady's Face Powder.
My face powder lies smoothly, evenly, on the
skin . . . envelopes it with a veil of startling
loveliness — because every particle is fiat and uniform. Thus, you avoid that streaky, scaly effect.
And my powder stays on longer, to protect
against that menace to charm — shiny nose.
My face powder will show you thrilling results. . . add unutterably to your allure. In 6
radiant shades, richly subtle with a clinging,
lingering
Ask for Varady's
der at any fragrance.
cosmetic counter.
You will Face
thankPowme
when you see what it does for you !
Also: Varady Face Cream — Oil of Youth —
Lipstick and Blending Rouge.
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WANT CLEAR, SMOOTH SKIN?
Then Try this Doctor's Prescription
— Hailed by Thousands!
Thousands of girls and women have cause to thank
the day they
Nac — theof physician's
prescription forstarted
externalusing
treatment
Acne Pimples,
Rosacea, Oily Skin (Seborrhea). Just apply Nac
Cream at night, and use Nac Prescription Powder
during the day. Skm should clear up quickly. Good
Housekeeping Seal of Approval. Money back guarantee. Why suffer longer from pimples due to external
causes? Get Nac today at drug, department or 10c
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Mercolized Wax Cream is the complexion lightcner that aids, hastens and
supplements the natural activity of the skin in
flaking off dull, lifeless, over-pigmented superficial skin. You then see revealed the smoother,
softer, lovelier true skin — your own natural
complexion. Get a jar of Mercolized Wax
Cream today and try it.
Choose Saxolite Astringent
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STRONGER^
MORE ABSORBENT
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Muni-Davis film.
Jack Scott in Forged Passport.
I am
Afraid.
He had title role in Fixer Dugan.

The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You
get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned
and you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills
to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and
make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle,
yet amazing in ma.king bile flow freely. Ask for
Carter's
Little
Liver "Pills
by anything
name. 25celse.
at all
drug stores.
Stubbornly
refuse

of a

17. Silver on the
.
19. What Billy Gilbert is apt to do for a laugh.
20. Popular name for a sound film.
21.
Trial.
22.
24.
25.
27.
29.
30.
31.
33.
35.

The Girl
1 Young.
Mr. Nolan's initials.
She sings in Hotel Imperial.
They Made
a Spy.
Miriam Hopkins was born in this state (abbr.).
Stephanie
^G in Midnight.
Stand
and Fight.
Joan Craig in Three Smart Girls Grow Up.
Date in April on which Tim McCoy celebrates
birth.
3S.
I Were King.

40. Wife,

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

46

!

13. Aherne's girl friend in Captain Fury.
Spy.
IS. Nazi
The German
hairdresser in Confessions

56

|49
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36

45

47

Try Phelactine Depilatory
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A DELIGHTFULLY pleasant and refreshing
astringent. Dissolve Saxolite in one-half
pint witch hazel and pat briskly on the skin
several times daily.
REMOVES
unwanted hair from face quickly
. and easily. Skin appears more attractive.
Sold at all Cosmetic Counters
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34

44

43

24

35

42.
43.
45.
47.
48.
50.

Husband

Friend.

Paul Cavanaugh's initials.
First name of Miss Evans, but not Madge.
Feminine lead in Only Angels Have Wings.
The Man in the
Mash.
The girl in Lucky Night.
He is teamed with Shirley Ross in Some Like
It Hot.

51. Something used when stars autograph anything.
53. Streets of
York.
54. Blues singer of radio and films.
55. "Smooth" Adair in The Hcadleys at Home.

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.

Mammy singer in Rose of Washington Square.
Heroine of Sorority House.
She recently portrayed Irene Castle.
"And" in French films.
First name of 1 Down.
A star of Pygmalion.

8. Donald Duck's bill.
9. She was Lorry May in Strange Faces (poss.).
11.
14.
15.
16.
18.

Wife's Relatives.
Polly Benedict in The Hardys Ride High.
He had title role in Calling Dr. Kildare.
Code of the
(abbr.).
Short for first name of Mr. Roland.

23.
25.
26.
27.
2S.
32.
34.

Kit" Campbell in Women in the Wind.
Larry Bryant in Broadway Serenade.
Robert "Bob" Li in King of Chinatown.
Annabella seldom wears one.
Torchy
s for Mayor.
Late Jiggs was one.
Miss Williams in Back Door to Heaven (poss.).

36. Ma Daley in Big Town Czar.
37. Stars of this puzzle appear on this.
39. Coat of Mickey Mouse.
40. Winner Take
.
41. Mary Lamont in Calling Dr. Kildare.
42. Asta was once one.
44. What cowboys twirl so skilfully.
46. What canine actors do to register grief.
49. East Side
Heaven.
52. Initials of star of Let Freedom Ring.
53. Nils Asther's initials.

(Solution on page 62)

THE NEW

How

To Be a Glamour

Boy

[Continued jrora page 31]
or at least the town's magnate's wife's
niece by her first (and unfortunate; we
never speak of it!) marriage to the lumber
king of the northwest, the one who shot
himself.
It's an advantage if G. B. (Bogey always refers to Glamour Boy as G. B.; it
has such a masculine ring to it, you know)
is tall, say six foot two-ish, with football
shoulders and dancers' hips. But height
and breadth really isn't essential to
glamours, Bogey concedes. What is important is to have one stubborn, damp
little curl that just will fall down on your
forehead, no matter how many times a
day you brush it away. It's important,
too, to have a tiny crescent cicatrix (scar,
to you) just at the hairline, and a darned
good story on tap to explain how you
got it. You can see it wouldn't do much
for your glamour to have to admit
a kid beaned you with a peashooter
when you were in the sixth grade.
Your whole attitude and personality
should suggest that under your tenderness toward womankind you are a seething volcano of fire, kept in check only
by exercise of great will power. There
should be a wistful, faraway look in your
eyes which hints you are brooding on
some secret sorrow that still pains your
heart. It's a good idea to have a romantic
explanation for this mystery too, in case
you get called on it by some woman
who prefers to know the facts of life.
(You might as well face it, there are
some like that.)

"I definitely recommend a tweedy,
woodsy perfume to express the inner
man of the Glamour Boy who is really
serious about it," Bogey said. "Russian
Leather, I should think, would be an
advisable toilet water and naturally used
with finesse. Just the merest dab on the
breast pocket handkerchief for every day
use. For drastic occasions, a well-bred
Glamour Boy may go so far as a suggestion of a whiff at the temples and on the
back of the hand."
It is well for a Glamour Boy to cultivate
a slight foreign accent which is difficult
to place. It may be pure Oxford with a
touch of Rue de la Paix, or Castillian with
a faint twinge of the Scottish Highlands.
"A clippy sort of thing, softened with a
musical slur," Bogey poetically describes
it. It also will be found worth while
casually to sprinkle a few words like
"chit" (bill), "pukkah" (fine fellow),
"diggins" (apartment), "cricket" (fair)
and "nitchevo" (nothing matters) through
conversation. Naturally you will be able
to say
"I love you" in every language
for
variation.
■

A ranking Glamour Boy drinks nothing but whisky and soda and of
course, never desecrated with common ice!
Remember that. You also will be extreme-

ly careful of getting "tiddly" (otherwise
known as tight, blotto, stinko, ossified
or just plain drunk) in public but an
occasional private session with Smythe
is permissable. Smythe is your English
manservant
(Joe Smith to the gang in

Flatbush) who has been in your family
for years and years and years. You also
tell very droll stories at small dinner
parties about Smythe and his devotion to
you. Your naughty stories must be able
to pass the drawing room test of shocking
in a comfortable sort of a way.
B

CREAM
DEODORANT

Purpose

R is definitely de rigeur to smoke a

pipe, preferably a sturdy shortstemmed one and frequently when you
have that wistful, faraway look in your
eyes, you tap your front teeth slowly
with the tip of the stem. You drive a
low-slung, open-top roadster in a conservative gray or cream, beautifully upholstered in matching leather. It is a
right hand drive, carries unintelligible
foreign license plates and identifications,
and boasts every known gadget in good
taste.
You like all dogs but your own is a
big tawny brute which, like your horse,
can be handled only by you and is
fanatical in his subservience to your
wishes and whims. You call him Rodin
because of the beautiful flow of his
muscles, never anything so banal as
Duke, Major, Prince or Colonel. If you
don't care for Rodin, a good second choica
might be Richelieu because of his secret
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soak in the hot tub," Bogey advises. "You
are the living exponent of the virtues of
the needle spray shower, icy cold, followed by a rub-down with a turkish
towel rough enough to take a slice of
skin now and then. You belong to the
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Send for free booklet, "Your Key to Personal
Loveliness,'* to Pearson Pharmacal Co.,
F-3, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.
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power.
H "As a Glamour Boy in good standing,
you must forever forsake the slow

DRY

safe • sure • long lasting
not greasy • non-irritating
instantly effective • odorless

PERSPIRATION

stops perspiration odor

Clear, Soothe,

TIRED EYES
IN SECONDS!

best clubs and 'work out' with 'a fellow'
every morning. In fact, a 'fellow' takes
care of all the annoying triviata of life
for you, leaving you completely free to
devote yourself to the serious pursuit of
(You don't pay "the fellow," by the
glamour."
way. He's really a pal in disguise who
enjoys doing things for you for the sheer
joy of being in your presence now and
then. Once in awhile you remember him
with something personal like a first edition of Shelley, or a pair of monogrammed
silk shorts tailored by the same artist
who makes your own.)
When you must travel, you avoid anything so hum-drum as a train. It's a plane
or nothing with you. You make a great
show of traveling with scarcely any
luggage, being very sure, of course, that
trunks of necessary habiliment await you
ct your destination.
"One thing more," to quote Bogey,
"under no circumstances reveal anything
definite about your past. With a few
conscientious practice swings at innuendo,
you easily can create a fascinating aura
of the soldier of fortune, the ex-attache
of a foreign embassy, and the prima causa
of a continental love scandal. If, by any
chance, someone happens to mention .they
remember when you sold shoes in the
Omaha Farm and Home Emporium, you
give them
an archly
amused
glance,

Only TWO WASHES,
DROPS ofsoothes,
this eye CLEARS
specialist's
formula
dull,
tired eyes. Its special, EXCLUSIVE ingredient instantly clears eyes red and inflamed *(from late hours, fatigue, etc.).

Thousands prefer stainless, sanitary,(
safe EVE-GENE,
becauseEYESit FEEL
is quid
EFFECTIVE
in making
GOOD."
WASH your eyes with EYE-GENE/
today. On sale at drug,depart-/
ment and ten-cent stores.

USE

EYE GENE
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quickly change the subject to the latest
war news, giving the impression that it
is your tact that is covering up a sulky

comph to a room. The powder and dressing room for the ladies, however, is
virginal in its simplicity and is well supplied with fine cosmetics for every type

H

As for your activities as a Glamour
of
woman."
Boy,
you will keep check on the New
York Curb and New York Exchange
closing prices, indicating that you dabble
in stocks and bonds. You also will dabble
in debs at teatime and escort famous
glamour girls to first nights, always
making sure of two on the aisle. Otherwise it's no one's business whom you
take where. You will make it a point to
cultivate older women so that they are
flattered by your gallantry and call you
"Naughty Boy." You associate a great
deal with men, but never with men whose
glamour equals or exceeds your own. It
doesn't matter how competent you are
in various sports, providing you talk
glibly about them, but it helps to indicate
you are a great enthusiast of golf, polo,
tennis and yachting.

So much for generalities. Getting
down to cases, here's what you must
wear and do if you want to be a real
slip."
Glamour
Boy.

AT 5 t AN D

I O t ST OR E S

Whiter, Clearer
Skin

For a lovelier comp/exion,tnf famous

Nadinola Cream

Now you can gently fade away freckles, help
loosen blackheads, promote wonderful new
improvement in your complexion, by using
famous quick-acting Nadinola Cream. Unlike most creams, Nadinola speeds up the
natural process of exfoliation. Its gentle action freshens and brightens dark, dull, rough
. skin — quickly starts you toward a fresher,
smoother, softer, more alluring complexion —
the kind that men admire and women envy.
Used and praised for 40 years by thousands
of women. Only 50c at your drug or toilet
counter. Satisfactory results guaranteed or
your money
back. Get Nadinola
today!
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Your wardrobe is extensive and casually
correct, except for formal wear when it
is studiously correct. It runs to open
throat shirts, slacks, sweaters, sandals,
handwoven Scotch socks, English shoes
(also custom made at $35 a pair) , and fine
linens. Everything is monogrammed in
tall slanting letters in matching thread.
Naturally you dress for dinner every
night and your shirt stud is one perfect
black pearl. While that last item may
seem prohibitive, it will have been given
you if you have done your work well.
As for a boutonniere, you wear nothing
but a tight cluster of blue cornflowers or
bachelor buttons as they commonly are
known, both for daytime and dress wear.
It is a valuable and distinctive touch and
sets you apart immediately from the
-pseudo glamour boys who cling slavishly
to the conventional white carnation.
If the topography permits, you will live
in a big rambly house on the top of a
mountain where you can breath the clean
sweet air, run around nude in the interests of pore breathing and sun tan, and
dig in the clean, sweet earth. If you
must live a strictly urban life, then a
penthouse is the answer. In either case
you must provide yourself with certain
essentials.
HI Etchings, of course, are passe. Therefore get one of those radio-phonographs which change records by themselves and stock your musical library with
equal parts of opera, symphony, sentimental ballads and Dwight Fiske to
prove the catholicity of your taste. The
library must be pine-panelled and have
three or four good English sporting prints
on the wall. The hearth always is laid,
summer or winter.
It is quite correct to leave your polo
mallet, fishing tackle, tennis and badminton racquets in plain sight while a
model of your 65-foot ketch, Dolphin is
on the mantel and current copies of The
Sportsman, Fortune, I'llustration and a
good yachting magazine are tossed idly
on the smoking stand next your chair.
In the drawing room you will have your
collection of carved jade and silver
framed
pictures, 11x14, of two famous
ce
SLimovie actresses, a French countess, a
Polish peasant girl (of whom you never
speak) and your rather plain younger
sister who, you say casually, is now at
Bryn Mawr. Or at M. I. T. studying, of
all things, electrical engineering. All the
photographs are autographed with provocative implications except the sister's,
which says simply, "Love from The Pest"
in scrawly handwriting.
"The place of course reeks of masculinity," Bogey says. "A good tobacco-pipey
fragrance now can be bought at most
good stores for a nominal price with a
choice of English, Turkish or Virginian
scents. Used with discretion they give

H

"You dabble in composing gay little
love songs, quite proper all of them,
and sing them after considerable polite
urging, playing your own accompaniment
rather carelessly," Bogey recommends.
"You have distinctive pet names for all
your women friends, like Dark Nicjht or
Kitten or Blithe, creating each name to
suit the personality of its wearer. You
know women's clothes and can spot a
Lanvin from a Schiaparelli or an Agnes
from a Dache and are subtle in your
praise of how well it becomes milady.
You also blend your own liqueur from a
secret recipe you got in Indo-China when
you were with the diplomatic service on
a special mission. You make a show of
judging exactly how much of this potent
potion it is 'safe' for your guest to im-

■J

Once you have mastered the above
simple
directions
you are now
a
Glamour Boy and ready for Conquest.
The first important step in winning a
bibe."heart and hand (Bogey, naturally,
maid's
is keeping this strictly on the pure side)
is to decide into what classification the
wooed one falls. It would be a jaux pas
of the first water, for instance, to use
the Outdoors Girl technique on the
Sophisticate, to say nothing of a ridiculous
waste of time.
Basically there are four types of girls
with whom you, the Glamour Boy, are
concerned, namely The Outdoors Girl, The
Sweet Shy Thing, The Little Home
Woman, and The Sophisticated Darling.
There is, of course, The Heavy Intellectual, but she and Glamour Boy never
have anything in common, Bogey says, so
why bother about details?
You are up with the sun with The
Outdoors Girl, standing under her window shouting: "Get up! Get up, you
Sleepyhead, God's in His heaven, all's
well with the world, and it's a beautiful
day!". Then you wear yourselves to a
frazzled exhaustion putting your horses
over hedges, swimming miles against the
tide, climbing the highest peak (with only
a bar of chocolate in your pocket for sus-

1
tenance), and whizzing through six fast
sets of tennis.
In any competitive sport you never are
beaten, but you may permit yourself to
be given a good run for your money. This
is extremely important.
For a gift you give The Outdoors Girl
a high-spirited English jumper or the
latest type reel for landing a 1,000-pound
tuna. Your caress must be the muscled
type, for remember she's nothing but a
band of steel, too.
The approach itself is the brotherly
attitude, direct and loaded with sincerity.
You take your troubles to her and depend
upon her great fairness. 'You know me
for what I am" is a good line. "Thank
God for a washed face and clean soul"
isn't bad either. It definitely is bad form
to sit down while proposing to her.
You make good friends with the
parents of The Sweet Shy Thing,
going so far as to become quite pally with
her pa. You take her to luncheon in conservatively correct places, ordering her
meal for her with firm command. You
never take her to anything but a nice
play, something like The Great Waltz
perhaps, and afterwards a decorous dance
or two. You take her home early, which
allows a little time for some fun later
with The Sophisticate. Once in a while
you take her to watch you play polo. It
makes no difference if you make a fool
of yourself on the field; she still will
think you are wonderful.
You give this girl a chaste piece of
jewelry which could not possibly excite
her nor offend her parents. The approach
is the tender, protective one. "I am not
worthy of you" is a good start. So is
''You are the finest thing in my life."
■

You woo The Little Home Woman in
her home, naturally. You arrive with
$15 worth of theatre tickets in your pocket
and make a fine show of tearing them up
because just sitting and talking to her
is eminently more satisfying. You let
her putter around your apartment, making minor suggestions and changes, but
'you always bring her mother along for
propriety. (And change the furniture
back after she has gone). To show your
devotion you give her a two-year subscription to something like House and
Garden, or bring her a cuddly little puppy
in your coat pocket. You discuss insect
and pest control with her and let her
make your Japanese gardener quit.
The approach is the Frank and Fair
About Everything technique. You tell
her everything about yourself except the
Polish interlude, and go so far as promise
to go back to work at something worthwhile in the interests of humanity. A
good line is "I'm laying my cards on the
table, dear one," or "It's asking a lot, I
know, but could you put up with me?"
She will, never fear; there's nothing a
woman enjoys so much as making over
a man like you.
The Sophisticated Darling will give
you the toughest battle for you are
meeting on common
ground and she
already knows
and practices all your
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One application of this
dainty perfumed cream
leaves skin soft and smooth
—so easy to use— you apply
right from the tube, leave
on for a few minutes, then
wash off. Giant 50c size and
35c tube at your department and drug stores.
Generous
at

10c

tube
stores.

HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches
people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired kidneys — and may be relieved when treated
in the right way.
".
way of taking exThe kidneys are Nature s chief
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up nights,
ss. under
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.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doans JPills,
used successfully by millions fur over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood.
Get Doan's Pills.

FREE

ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted with
new customers, we will beautifully enlarge one snapshot negative (film)
to 8x10 inches — FREE— if you enclose this
ad with 10c for handling and return mailing.
Information on hand tinting in natural colors
sent immediately. Your negative returned
with your free enlargement. Send it today.
Geppert Studios, Dept. 445, Des Moines, Iowa

ATHLETES
FOOT
Look between your toes. If
they itch, or if the skin is
red, raw or cracked — it may
be Athlete's Foot. Treat it
at
once with
Dr. Scholl's
SOLVEX.
Relievesitching;
kills fungi of this disease
upon contact;helps restore
skin to normal. Liquid or
Ointment. 50^ at all Drug,
Shoe and Dept. Stores.

Df Scholls Solvex
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own tricks. You take her to expensive
night clubs where she is properly bored,
or slumming in a dangerous section of
the city where you are properly uneasy.
Diamond bracelets, platinum cigarette
cases, and a daily order of cosy little
clusters of violets are in excellent taste.
Careless is the watchword for the approach here. You ask nothing and you
promise nothing, usually about 4 a. m.
when her resistance is below par. Toss
off a casual "Let's do Europe, shall we?"
and follow it with "With a Ring and
Book and all that, you know" and she

Famous

may be yours. It must be careless, half
as if you were kidding, so you are not
left at the post if she laughs you down.
A Glamour Boy can stand anything but
ridicule. He also never loses A Battle.
"On that properly firm note, I close my
course in How To Be a Glamour Boy,"
Bogey concludes. "Every item has been
kitchen tested and bears the seal of approval. Since I shall not be demonstrating
the result of these exhaustive researches
on the screen, I gladly give my knowledge
to the public with heartiest wishes for
Good Luck . . . they'll need it!"

First Meetings

[Continued from page 29]

her companion, "he's not crazy. He's
shooting at something in the road."
They drove slowly ahead — and saw a
seven-foot rattlesnake pierced by three
bullets! "Oh!" gasped Kay as the young
man with the gun approached the car.
"I know you! You're Raymond Milland
and you live right near me!"
,
"Correct!" smiled Milland, "And I know
you, too. Yqji're Kay Francis and you live
right near me!" Sure enough, Kay and
Ray had been close neighbors for months
but that was their first meeting, face to
face, and who can say that it could have
been more dramatic?
B

Paul Muni and Greta Garbo lived
years in Hollywood and never met.
They probably would be unacquainted
yet, but for one thing. They both took
European vacations last year, and both
happened to be in Stockholm, Sweden, at
the same time. One night at the opera,
Paul and Mrs. Muni came face to face
with Garbo and her brother. The two
celebrated stars naturally recognized each
other immediately, but Muni hesitated
about showing any sign of recognition because of Garbo's reputed aloofness. But
imagine his surprise when she came over
to them and introduced herself and her
brother.
"I hope you won't think I'm forward,
Mr. Muni," she laughed nervously. "But
the fact is, I've long been wanting to meet
you and tell you how I marveled over
your fine performance in The Life of Zola.
Henceforth," she smiled, "I am an ardent
"And fan!"
I," gallantly spoke up Paul, "alMuni
ways have been an ardent Garbo fan, am
be!"
will Garbo,
always of
now,
Speaking
reminds us of
Freddie Bartholomew's first meeting with
her. As a director introduced them, Garbo
thrust out her hand and warmly pressed
Freddie's. Then, suddenly, she bent her
head and implanted a kiss upon his
cheek. Freddie blushed like a house afire,
but he went right home that night and
wrote all about it in his diary.
"I hope," concluded Freddie's flowing
pen, "that people don't write any more
bad notices or think anything bad about
Miss Garbo or do anything, because she
is very sweet — as sweet as a bunch of

newly plucked violets!

And she seems so

friendly to those she likes."
B

A certain lovely day was a very big

day in Shirley Temple's meteoric life.
For, in a single "take," lasting five minutes,
she accomplished the most difficult and
elaborate song-and-dance routine of her
career, with one of her chief screen idols,
Joan Crawford, as a spectator to it all.
While Joan watched breathlessly, Shirley
executed the complicated taps and music
of the picture's grand finale.
It was Joan's first meeting with the
Number One Star of the world, and she
brought Shirley a five-pound box of
candy, surmounted by a beautiful china

doll.

Afterwards, Joan explained: "It was
an eventful moment of my life — meeting
Shirley. For days I pondered over what
I should wear, and when I finally made
up my mind there came more worriment
— I worried over what I should say to my
favorite screen star! I decided on a pretty
little speech but when I actually met
Shirley — well, that nice little speech completely left me. I couldn't, to save my
life, remember a word of it! All I could
do was grab Shirley and hug her — and
whisper in one ear, 'O, you darling little
monkey! I just love you!' "
g; Ann Sothern cleverly engineered a
meeting with one of her favorite
stars, Joan Bennett, and it took place way
up in the clouds, in an airplane! For
years, Ann had wanted to meet Joan. But
Joan never seemed to be where Ann was
at the right moment. She began to get
discouraged.

One day, quite by accident, Ann overheard afellow player telling someone that
Joan Bennett was leaving by airplane the
next day for the East. Ann was elated.
She quickly verified the statement and
found out just when Joan was leaving
the Burbank airport. She booked reservations on the same plane. Once in the
close confines of the transcontinental airplane, Ann took a seat beside Joan and
casually introduced herself. The two girls
found they had many friends and many
things in common. Their friendship grew
by leaps and bounds and today they are
friends.
One celebrity is the same as another

to small Virginia Weidler. When John
Barrymore made a special trip to her
studio set, and asked her if she remembered him, her answer was "Not exactly.
You see, I meet so many people!" John
turned red, then suddenly laughed. "Well,
Virginia," he mused, "we both played in
the same picture when you were three. I
remember you wouldn't remove your
little white dress and your mother scolded
you until you commenced to cry!"
"I must have been silly in those days,"
giggled Virginia. "Or else I liked that
dress terribly well!"
"No, it wasn't that," grinned Barrymore, "if I remember correctly, you said
something about not wanting to show your
little lace panties!"
It was Virginia's turn to blush — and she
did!
H

Talking of Barrymore brings to mind
his first meeting with Garbo. It happened on the set of Grand Hotel. A
director introduced them and Garbo

smiled, "It seems to me I've heard your
name somewhere before, Mr. Barrymore!" Not a bit abashed, John came
back with: "Strangely enough, Miss
Garbo, your face seems hauntingly
familiar to me, somehow!" The lights and
cameras were ready for their first scene.
They had taken their places, when Garbo
suddenly called a halt and asked to have
the positions changed. The director
wanted to know why.
"Because," laughed Greta, "Mr. Barrymore's profile is not to the camera! Why
have such a famous profile handy and
not use it?"
To this day, John doesn't know whether
he was being kidded or not!
Barrymore also once met the great
George Bernard Shaw — and thereby
hangs another tale. Upon meeting the
famous author, John politely asked him
to sign the autograph book of his baby
daughter. Shaw refused! "Can't do it,"
he said. "Now, if it were for your dying,
90-year-old grandmother, I might consent!" John said afterwards that it was
one of the few times in his life that he
was really embarrassed.
On the following day, however, Shaw
must have had a change of heart, for
Barrymore received one of his books
with the inscription: "To John Barrymore's little baby, whose first articulate
cry was for the autograph of George
Bernard Shaw."
S

Harold Lloyd met a world celebrity —
and got a sound spanking! The man
who gave it was Jack Dempsey!
"You look a little pale. Are you sure
you're in good physical condition?" asked
Lloyd of Dempsey, when the former
world's sentedheavyweight
preto him on the champion
studio set.was
Whereupon, Dempsey grinned, grabbed up
Lloyd, walked over to a chair, sat down
and demonstrated his fitness with a thorough spanking to the comedian, who was
utterly helpless in the hands of the
powerfully built Jack. Of course, it was
all in fun — and everyone on that set enjoyed the occasion thoroughly — except
possibly Harold!
Claudette
Colbert
and Constance

Bennett met

for the first time

in a

Hollywood doctor's small reception room.
They sat facing each other across the
room, each looking at a magazine. Of
course, they recognized each other, but
each hesitated to be the first to speak.
The tension grew and grew. At last
Claudette could stand it no longer. She
tossed aside her book and exclaimed:

"Central casting office
calling. Miss La Due to
report to Mr. Duane to-

"Listen, my name's Colbert and I work
in the movies!" Connie grinned back at
her, "Well, mine's Bennett and my father
used to be on the stage!" At that they
both laughed heartily, shook hands, and
made a date to have luncheon together
the next day.
9

morrow at seven."

The drop of a pin would have sounded
like a blast in the quiet that descended

over Gloria Swanson's cocktail party
when Mary Pickford and Sylvia Fairbanks (the former Lady Ashley) met for
the first time. Hollywood hostesses had
avoided inviting the former and the
present Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., to
the same social affairs. But when those
two charming ladies came face to face,
they smiled, shook hands, and each told
the other how sweet she looked! If there
was any noticeable tension in the room,
both utterly ignored it. It was one big
meeting that failed to come off dramatically.
Then there's Douglas Fairbanks' first
meeting with a king, the King of Spain.
It occurred a number of years back. Doug
studied court etiquette for days and wrote
and memorized a flowery, formal speech
which he never made. When the king
spied him, he ran across the room,
grabbed Doug by both hands and pumped
his arms enthusiastically, saying in perfect English: "Hello, Doug, old kid, how's
tricks? Tell me something I've been waiting to ask you! Whatever became of
Fatty Arbuckle?"
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1. Cesar

Romero,

of course!

2.
Peter Lorre
in a "Mr. Moto" makeup
3. Herbert
Marshall
4. Thought this would stop you. Harold
Lloyd!
5. Honolulu
Ha,
ha!

It's

Eleanor

Powell

in

"I just can't go — at this time of the monthl I'd
be humiliated to death I"

"Straighten up, Joan — haven't you heard of
Holly- Pax? Holly-Pax gives protection internally,
invisibly. Many of the stars use it."

"You played that scene marvelously, Miss La Due.
I'm sure you'll steal the picture!"
FROM
Hollywood,
world center
and feminine
smartness,
comes ofthefashion
truly
modern mode of sanitary protection — the
invisible, internal protection of Holly-Pax.
Developed for screen stars who must be
always active, Holly-Pax enables normal
women to go through every day of the month
with her secret her own. Used internally,
Holly-Pax banishes pads, pins, belts. HollyPax doesn't betray itself — even in a swim
suit! Its comfort is amazing. No chafing, no
binding, no secret fear. Due to its method of
absorption, no odor can form. What peace of
mind this advantage alone will bring you!
Available at drug, department and ten cent
stores — package cf four, 10 cents; package
of ten, 20 cents.

holly-Pax

6. Charlie
McCarthy's
pal,
Edgar
Bergen
7. Behind
that
plaster
nose
lurks
Tyrone Power
8. movies
Robert wonderful?
Montgomery.
Aren't
the
9. Warner
Baxter in Wife, Husband
and Friend
10. Joe E.
fast.

Brown,

but

you

guessed

REG.

U. S. PAT. OFF.

it

I I. Paul Muni
12. Fredric
March.
Remember
Les
Miserables?
13. Ah, ha! It really is John Barrymore
14. "Thin Man" William Powell

15. Reginald

#

Owen

16. Gene Raymond
17. Don Ameche in The Three Musketeers

HOLLY-PAX
F89
Palms Station, Hollywood, California
For the enclosed 10c please send me a trial
package of four Holly-Pax.
Name
Address
City

State
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ART

chorus of Charlofs Revue, can't grow
used to considering herself an artist.
"I don't create," she told me the other
day, "I re-create. The historical character
is already there. I simply play it."
Simply playing it, though, is not so
simple as it sounds. They report of Anna
Neagle (you rhyme her name with eagle)
that when Producer-Director Herbert
Wilcox, who brought her here under the
recent British film tie-up with RKO, tells
her to do something before the camera,
she knows, without stopping to ponder,
why.
just how the character would do it. And
That sort of thing takes study. For her
"Edith Cavell" — and this name rhymes
with gavel — as for her "Victoria," she did
a truly imposing amount of research.
Assured that Director Wilcox would not
distort history by a hair's breadth, the
British and Belgian governments put at
his .service a quantity of official documents,
among them an authentic German military
proclamation, from the British War
Museum, on the execution of Nurse Cavell.
In addition, the actress pored over books
and diaries, notably the writings of Brand
Whitlock, American Minister to Brussels,
who made such valiant efforts to have the

"niR
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family, her popularity has been well
earned. She portrayed the character of
Queen Victoria with such fidelity and
charm that the British, very touchy about
thing.
their idols, would trust her with anyIn the two pictures dealing with the
life of Queen Victoria (one released two
years ago, the other — in color, titled
Queen of Destiny — to be released in this
country within a few months) , she sank
her own identity so thoroughly in the
part that there were moments when she
actually seems to be the personage she
created. She doesn't like that word,
"created"; it has a rather boastful sound
to one who, rising like a meteor from the
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Military Governor, General von Saubercommute the penalty to imprisonzweig,
ment.
As soon as the picture was announced
a flood of letters began to pour in from
friends and nurses who knew Edith Cavell.
Some people even contributed letters they
had received from Nurse Cavell herself.
One of these, donated outright, has become
Anna Neagle's choicest possession. When
the actress arrived from England, she
brought a trunkful of papers and photographs dealing with the career of the
martyred nurse whose body lies now in
Norwich Cathedral in what is called
"Peace Corner" and whose monument,
with her last statement engraved upon it,
stands trim and square-shouldered in a
busy London street.
"For she was martyred," Anne Neagle
said, "the fact is not generally known,
even today, that Edith Cavell died for a
military crime which she did not commit.
"Witnesses, the very records of the trial
itself, establish her complete innocence
for which she was executed."
the charge
of Curled
in a corner of the dressing room
couch— it had been a hard day— Anna
Neagle quietly and earnestly reconstructed
those grim times at Brussels. She has a
talent for sincerity, and through that
sincerity you heard the march of German
invaders; you saw Edith Cavell — for seven
years before the War she had been matron
of the first modern nurses' training school
in Belgium, founded through her efforts —
caring for the wounded, Allies and enemies
alike, with conscientious skill.
You saw her, as the War progressed,
helping Allied soldiers to escape from
Belgium across the border to Holland. . . .
"After the battle of Mons," Anna Neagle
saying in her quiet voice, "hundreds
was
of British and French soldiers were separated from their regiments. They wandered, lost in the Belgian farmland sections. Scores of those men when captured
by the Germans were shot out of hand.
They had no assurance that if they surrendered they would not be killed.
' "What Edith Cavell did— and the only
thing she did — was to help some of these
men to escape across the frontier into
neutral Holland where, normally, they
would be interned. True, some of them
may later have made their way into
France and rejoined their regiments, but
the point is that Nurse Cavell did not aid
them to do this. She merely, as a humanitarian, aided them to escape death by
getting across the border. She saved 220
men.

<«^HIDE

■

"At her trial, conducted in German, a
language she did not know, they accused
her of helping men to reach the 'Front'.
What she did, and she freely admitted it,
was help them to reach the Frontier. The
distinction was never brought out at the
court martial. To add weight to the
accusation, they charged her with being
a spy also. This was not true. She neither
sought nor gave out military information."
B

The more Anna Neagle talked about
the woman whom she represents on
the screen, the more her eyes glowed with

YOUR

DOES

j
COM^PLE
XION

Mrs. Frank Morgan and Mrs. Bill Gargan,
seldom seen in news pictures, caught as
they greeted their husbands who had
made a flying trip of four days to New
York for a visit to the World's Fair
admiration. Suddenly she leaned forward,
a time-worn Cavell letter held gently in
her fingers, and spoke with still deeper
earnestness.
"Remember, this is in no sense an antiGerman film. It is an anti-war and antihatred film, a pro-humanity film. It is
not produced with the intention of stirring
up old enmities, but with the intention of
showing the world, full of enmity as it is
today, how the human heart can rise
above hatred with forgiveness.
"I believe Edith Cavell was one of the
truest humanitarians that ever lived. I
believe that if the positions had been reversed, she would just as readily have
aided German soldiers to escape death.
Nurse Cavell wasn't aiding soldiers, she
was aiding human beings. As a nurse,
saving
was looked
her profession."
Miss life
Neagle
down at the letter
in her hand. It was as if she drew some
present message from the clear, firm
writing that flowed so evenly along the
page. She put it down and took up the
copy of another message, written from
St. Gilles
prison
to "MyInstitute,
dear Nurses"
the
Brussels
Surgical
of whichat
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The true glory of your complexion may be hidden
by a "mask" or "film" of dirt — dirt that is not
removed by ordinary cleansing methods. A Pompeian massage really removes this mask . . . brings
out your natural beauty.
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fresh, pink color. As it dries, massage it off; note
how the cream has turned dark with the "skin film"
it removed. This massage makes your face look
more youthful and radiant because it removes poredeep dirt and blackheads; stimulates the circulation of blood in your skin, leaving your face gloriously refreshed, stimulated.
Pompeian (the original pink massage cream) is
entirely different from the regular cosmetic creams
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Nurse Cavell was the head. "I am happy
to know . . . that you are devoted to your
patients. ... In everything one can learn
new lessons of life, and if you were in
. my place you would "realize how precious
liberty is, and would certainly undertake
never to abuse it."
From a sheaf of papers, the actress
selected two others. One was a copy of
Nurse Cavell's last letter, also written to
her fellow workers at the hospital: "It
is a very sad moment for me when I write
to make my adieus to you. ... I hope that
you will not forget our evening chats. I
told you that devotion would give you
real happiness — and the thought that before God and yourselves you have done
your entire duty with a good heart will
be your greatest comfort in the hard
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NUKSING, I am able to support myself and little
girl," writes Mrs. W. C. H., of Texas, one of the
thousands of graduates of this 40-year-old school.
You, too, can prepare yourself at home to be a
trained practical nurse. High School not necessary.
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at $25
others also
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Easya week!"
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. . ." put the papers away with
Anna Neagle

WHAT WOULDN'T TOU GIVE to live a
more normal life — unaffected by asthmatic attacks? You can live more happily more
comfortably — in spite of your affliction — if
you have Dr. R. Schiffman's ASTHMADOR
handy. Its aromatic fumes reduce the
severity of the attack — promote normal breathing. Get ASTHMADOR today at
your druggist's — powder, cigarette, or
pipe mixture form. For a free sample
write: R. SCH I FFMANN CO.,
Los Angeles, Calif., Dept. A-6.
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moments of life and in the face of death.
.... If there is one among you whom I
have wronged, I beg you to forgive me . . .
I have loved you all much more than you

These gay, spirited perfumes are
just what you need . . . glamorous, thrilling. Each enticing
fragrance in smart crystal bottle
with harmonizing cap ... for
purse or boudoir. Just the right
size to be used as refills for S'our
Tantalux, Personal Perfume Bar.
Gardenia — Bouquet — Chypre

a sigh. "Remember, too," she said, "that
many Germans were shocked when the
sentence against Nurse Cavell was carried
out. One brave young German soldier in
the firing squad refused to aim his gun at
her. Perhaps she had nursed some friend
of his. They killed the young German
before her eyes, a few moments before
they took her life. It was one of the last
sights she saw on earth. We have a
photograph taken of him as he lay there
dead.

25c
Orient
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A dreadful thing."

£| But the sponsors of the film do not
need to rely only on photographs. By
an extraordinary circumstance, they found
in Southern California, quite by accident,
the man who occupied the cell next but
one to Edith Cavell's. Gui Igncn, a landscape painter, a former French soldier,
had been associated with Nurse Cavell at
the hospital, and he was arrested on suspicion when, through somebody's stupidity or treachery, she was betrayed. The
German military authorities gave him a
brutal third degree, and confronted him
with Edith Cavell.
"You recognize this man," they stated.
Nurse Cavell shook her head — Ignon,
with a melancholy smile, recalled the moment when he stood on the St. Gilles
movie set one recent afternoon. Clearly,
he did not accept the job of technical
advisor for the money they paid him.
Nothing could pay a man for watching
the play-acting of scenes through which
he actually had lived in agony. "I do
this," he explained, "that all shall be
correct, as a tribute to Miss Cavell. But
my thoughts are too painful, I did not
want to be here. . . ."
They left a vacant cell, back in Brussels,
between Miss Cavell's and the one he
occupied. For some time he could not be
sure that the prisoner down the row was
the nurse. But one noon the trusty who,
guarded by a German soldier, brought
soup around, gave a signal. Rolling his
eyes to the left, he whispered faintly:
"Cavell!"
"After the guard went," Ignon added,
"I tapped on the steam pipe in my cell.
From the direction of Miss Cavell's cell
I heard two little taps in return. It was
she, I think. I never heard from her
again." His own execution had been set
for the fourth day after Miss Cavell's.
But the universal outcry over her death
accomplished what pleas for mercy had .
failed to do. With other prisoners he was
released.
The technical advisor drew a sharp
breath when Director Wilcox called for
silence and Anna Neagle in Nurse Cavell's
gray uniform came into the cell. George
Sanders, as a German officer, clicked his
heels as she stood lost in reverie over the
doom that came ever nearer.
The joyous days were over, the days
glad with work and service, the early
days of private nursing that led to the
establishment
of the beloved
hospital-
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school. In the film, those earlier times
are full of sprightly humor — for Anna
Neagle is an adept at quietly humorous
scenes — with Edna May Oliver as the
recalcitrant Countess, May Robson as
sturdy Mme. Rappard, ZaSu Pitts as Mme.
Moulin and H. B. Warner as secretary to
the American Minister. The initial
sequences glow with tense drama, human
foibles, quick-witted strategems.
But now Nurse Cavell was to die — at
seven in the morning, they told her. In
her prayer book (Anna Neagle has a copy
of the page) she wrote in that clear, firm
hand the dates of her arrest and trial and
sentence; and the
7 A. M. on October
with love to E. D.
notes in her prayer

final entry, "Died at
12th., 1915.— E. Cavell
Cavell." Among many
book they found this:

"Man considereth the deeds, but God
weigheth the intentions."
They had told her seven o'clock. But
it was before two o'clock on that chill
October morning when two of the nurses
from the training school went to St. Gilles
prison for a final interview with their
devoted Matron. They were just in time
to watch her ride past on her way to the
firing squad.
The death sequence in the picture, however, had only just begun at the moment
when the slender, gray clad figure stood
so patiently and so quietly in her cell. The
story of Edith Cavell was moving with
poignancy and inspiration toward its
climax.
Under the sure touch of Anna Neagle,
the lesson of the Nurse's life grew crystal
clear. The hope of the race is always this:
that a brave compassion such as Edith
Cavell's can rise sometimes above the
ferocity of mankind, and against that
blackness shine with splendor.
Into the whitewashed cell on the sound
stage came a clergyman.
He found a

woman who, deeply religious, needed no
human solace. Softly, clearly, Anna
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Neaglestatement:
spoke the words of Edith Cavell's
final
"I have no fear and no shrinking. I
have seen death so often that it is not
strange or fearful to me — but this I will
say, standing as I do before God and
eternity — " The tones grew stronger.
" — I realize that patriotism is not
enough. I must have no hatred or bitter-
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ness against any one."

Anna Neagle was born in Forest Gate,
London, England, October 20 . . . Comes
from a seafaring family — most of her
forefathers were either in the Royal Navy
or the Mercantile Marine ... As Marjorie
Robertson, her first job was as games and
dancing instructress . . . Danced her way
to a world's championship and to the
chorus of Andre Chariot's revue . . . For
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to America with Wake Up and Dream
. . . Studied tap dancing and returned to
England an expert . . . Herbert Wilcox
discovered her for the screen when she
was appearing in Stand Up and Sing on
the stage with Jack Buchanan . . . Best
known for her roles in Bittersweet, Nell
Gwynn, Peg of Old Drury, and Victoria
the Great . . . While the latter was completed infive and one-half weeks, Herbert
Wilcox ran out of money, and she lent
him $15,000 to complete the picture . . .
Played in a season of open-air Shakespeare in Regents Park in London ... Expert fencer, swimmer, and takes interest
in. almost every form of sport . . . She
will play Queen Victoria for the fourth
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MAUVE
. . . .. □

Send coupon and 3C stamp
MINER'S 12 E. 12th St. , Dept FH8, New York, N.Y.
1 enclose 3c stamp to cover mailing cost. Send me
generous sample ot Miner's Liquid Make-up FREE!
Name

. ,
-MINERS—-.
mhLi
p Ti/xS
Addi

What
while

goes on here — a doughnut eating contest?
Evalyn
Knapp,
Dub
Taylor
and George

Jimmy
McKay

Stewart holds the can,
show
ways
of eating

Costume

Harmonizing

Lipsticks!

Action

The ne>v version of Beau Geste promises to top
the old one in vivid action. At the top of the pag<
is the scene of the attack on the Foreign Legion
fortress. 2. Robert Preston, Gary Cooper and
Ray Miiland play the three brothers whose
love for each other brought strange adventures.
3. The natives storm the walls of the fortress.
4. Ray Miiland in the sand mask worn on location between scenes. 3. Director William Wellman takes charge of the immense troop movements on the desert. 6. A daring stunt man
in one of the spectacular fight scenes. 7. The
camera and a stunt man for a close-up of a fall
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HERE'S YOUR
OPPORTUNITY
TO

£&MiJ23'MlifUN.
*}»*i!
— and

itinn a*»* all
— and in
in arid
addition
get all

NO

EXPERIENCE

NEEDED- NO

YOUR

INVESTMENT

AMBITIOUS women, who want to make
friends and neighbors and all women love to
■**■ extra money,
can represent
Fashion
look at the latest style dresses. They will
Frocks, Inc., one of the world's leading
gladly give you their orders because you not
dressmaking houses, right in your home
only show them the newest and most stuncommunity. You can earn up to $23 in a
ning dresses, but you save them money beweek and all your own dresses Free to wear
sides, offering dresses direct from the great
as samples, and you need not invest one
Fashion Frocks factory, at the lowest factory
penny, and you need no experience. It is
prices. Mail coupon below for Free particuvery pleasant dignified work, because your
lars of this wonderful offer.

Y

NO

CANVASSING

OU can start easily and quickly through
our special plan that requires no regular

Sh

REQUIRED

house-to-house canvassing. You don't have
direct-factory prices surprise her. You merely
to know style, values or fabrics. Fashion
write the orders. That's all you have to do.
Frock way of presentation enables you to
We do the delivering and collecting. You
show
the entire line effectively to any
will enjoy this easy, fascinating work, and
woman. This dramatic presentation gets her
you can make a nice income doing it.

Y OUyou dowantnot

TURN

SPARE

HOURS

INTO

DRESSES

in this
Kind of Work for Married Wo

New

interest. The smart styles, gorgeous colors
and rich fabrics thrill her. And the low

OWN

OW

THE

men

LATEST

FASHION FROCKS' NOW
PERSONALLY SELECTED
AND AUTOGRAPHED BY
FAMOUS
MOVIE
STARS.

PROFIT

have to work full time unless
as lingerie and silk stockings. This offer is
to. Thus you can turn your
probably
the most
amazing
employment
spare hours into profit and, in addition, get
offer ever made to women, because it makes
smart new dresses, fine lingerie, and luxpossible such liberal earnings
plus free
urious silk hose for yourself in your size,
dresses. Mail the coupon for the marvelous
without a penny of cost. You can have the
free opportunity. Or write a letter — a postal
pleasure of always wearing the most adwill do — and give age and dress size. Send no
vanced dress styles as they come out, as well
money as this offer will not cost you a penny

lM/IU£ for Complete Portfolio
of 150 Smart, New AD VAN CED

UASHION
FROCKS
Advanced
-^Styles for Fall are the finest in our
entire 31 years of dress manufacturing
history. They are the last-minute styles
from Paris, Hollywood, Riviera and
other famed fashion centers, where our
stylists rush the newest style trends to
us to be made into Fashion Frocks.

Ida Lupioo

Personally Selected
and Autographed
by Movie Stars
PROMINENT screen actresses have personally selected many Fashion Frock dresses for
the coming season. And they put their stamp of
approval of these glamorous dresses by autographing them. This superior line of dresses is
never sold in stores, but by direct factory representatives only. They are nationally known because nationally advertised. They are endorsed for
style and value by Household Magazine Searchlight,
and are approved by fashion editors of leading magazines. This practical, unanimous O. K. by these recognized authorities makes Fashion Frocks absolutely
authentic in style, supreme in value and easy to sell

Patricia Ellis
selects a tailored purple wool
frock, Talon-zipped
down
Very flattering!
front, line!with
geometric neckStyle 801

[ choice is a youthful bolero[ sions!
ensemble,Stylewith
802. crisp white
j'■■
Toby
Wing's
f accents, suitable far all occa-

V^endy
Barries
chic auo-toned frock

U/^R

FASHION
FROCKS,
Cincinnati, O.

Inc. Dept. AH-225^

(PoiHicxafcWiA

has a

fly-front bodice and boxpleated skirt! Youthfully chic!
Style 806

This outstanding
offer is open
ambitious
women
everywhere
is absolutely
Free in every
respect.
Nothing to pay now or at any

ofOuC

Fashion Frocks
enjoy National Demand
WOMEN everywhere are eager to see the newest —
Fashion Frock advanced Fall creations which were
personally selected and autographed by famous movie stars.
This tremendous demand forced us to increase the number
of our representatives, so this glorious opportunity is open
to you. Mail coupon for FREE details of this amazing offer.

selects a two-toned style with
half-moon pockets and briskly
pleated skirt! Unusually
smart! Style 812

yQL!!!!(kM± CoWCfVlA
FASHION

FROCKS,

For Full Jnfo£mation_

INC.

._ ._ ._
7

Dept. AH-225
Cincinnati, Ohio

*r
O

9 I am interested in your Free offer. Send me all the details how I can
make up to $23 weekly and get my own dresses without a penny of cost.

O
;£

Name

«

Address .
State
Age

Dress Size .

...everywhere you look
/Vt the beaches . . . here, there
and everywhere it's Chesterfield . . . for
Chesterfield is the cigarette that's good
for more pleasure . . . Chesterfields are
milder and better-tasting . . . more and
more smokers know

Copyright 1939, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co
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Read What the

"OOMPH" GIRL THINKS
OF HER TITLE!
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Romance

is always

Just around the corner'' for Jane!

No need for a girl to spoil her own
A

GAY PARTY— a pretty new dress—
. and so becoming! For months Jane
had dreamed that this would be her evening, her night to win romance! But
when it came, it was the other girls who
got the masculine attention. Romance
seemed every where — why couldn't it
come to Jane?
Romance can't come to the girl who
is guilty of underarm odor. This fault,
above all faults, is one that men can't
stand. Yet today there are actually thou-

chances when MUM

care — not occasionally, but every day!
You'll like this pleasant cream!
MUM IS QUICK! It takes 30 seconds—
practically no time at all— for Mum!
MUM IS SAFE! The Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering tells you Mum is
harmless to fabrics. You can apply it after
you're dressed. And even after underarm
shaving Mum soothes your skin.
MORE

MOVEE

sands of "Janes" who court disaster...
girls who neglect to use Mum!
It's a mistake to think a bath alone
will protect you from underarm odor!
Realize that a bath removes only past
perspiration, that Mum prevents odor. . .
then you'll play safe. More women use
Mum than any other deodorant— more
screen stars, more nurses— more girls
who know that underarms need special

STARS, MORE

so surely guards charm!
MUM

IS SURE! Without stopping perspiration, Mum stops underarm odor. Get

—\
Mum today at any druggist's. Remember,
any
can lose
if she's Play
guiltysafe
of
odor!girlMake
sure romance
of your charm!
—guard your popularity with Mum!
AVOID THIS EMBARRASSMENT! Thousands ofwomen make a habit of Mum for sanitary napkin use. Mum is gentle, safe. . .frees you
from worry of offending.

NURSES, MORE

WOMEN,

USE MUM

TO HERSELF
SIS
WAS KEEPS
RIGHT
-MUM
SAYS A BATH
ALONE IS NEVER

ME FRESH.
TONIGHT BILLS

I'LL TRY
ENOUGH
FOR
UNDERARMS,

EVERY DANCE.

MUM,

Mum

ASKED

FOR

TOO.

TAKES

THE ODOR

OUT

OF PERSPIRATION

AUG 12 1339

@

C1B

425608
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St

awayturn
The ivronq shade of powder
5^2 can

the
^3
Ml
Why spoil your own charm? Find
the shade of my powder that glorifies your skin — the one shade that
is Lucky For You!
You KNOW how critical the eyes of
men can be. So why guess— why
gamble when you choose your face powder? Actually some shades make you look
years older. Others flatter you. Until you

do the Lady Esther test, it is almost impossible toknow.
For powders and powder shades can be
very deceiving, and unless you compare
many right on your own skin and with
the help of your own mirror, you may
never know the shade that flatters you
most— that makes you most alluring— that
brings you the greatest of luck!
Right at this moment you may inno-

Don't ruin your close-ups. Make the test I urge,
and find the powder shade most flattering to you!

cently be using a shade that's all wrong
for you— a shade that clouds your beauty
—a shade that suited you four months
ago but which is all wrong for you now.
Don't risk it, please. It's a shame to
take such chances. For there is, among
my ten thrilling new shades of face powder,
one that is right for you— one that will
bring you luck.

Your Lucky Shade. So I urge you to
try all my shades which I will send you
free. Don't skip even one. For the shade
you never thought you could wear may
be the one that's really right for you.
And the minute you find it, your eyes
will know— your mirror will tell you. Other
women will tell you that you look younger and fresher. . . and men will murmur
to themselves— "She's lovely."

A True Beauty Powder, when you
receive my ten shades— and make your
"Lucky Shade Test"— you will find two
amazing qualities in this superfine powder. It's free from the slightest hint of
coarseness. And it clings four full hours!
If you use it after dinner, you will be free
of powder worries until midnight.
So write me and find your luckiest shade.
Let it flatter your beauty always— help
you win more luck in life and love.

There's
"4 leaf
in
life afor
everyclover"
girl
who finds her lucky
shade of Lady Esther
Face Powder.

(You can paste this on a
Lady Esther,

penny postcard)

7130 West 65th Street, Chicago, Illinois
'PPI-P
' * L. L- ♦I your
new meshades
FacePOSTPAID
Powder,
FREE ofand
Please10send
also a tube of your Four-Purpose Face Cream.
Name —
Address
City.
. Srate(If you live in Canada, ur tie Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)

£s<C0bU**
IT'S

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER'S
TECHNICOLOR
TRIUMPH!

DonSjagic red sKpperS
pr^ented^y3he~~he
1(oyed^Goo^CWifch)r<,

day with^Dor othy aiid.^^''
Toto, the wonder-dog'-ol
—first excitihg' sfoprj^'
MunchkinlanJ1

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture with JUDY GARLAND (as Dorothy),
FRANK MORGAN (as the Wizard), RAY BOLGER (as the Scarecrow),
BERT LAHR (as the Cowardly Lion), JACK HALEY (as the Tin Woodman), BILLIE BURKE (as the Good Witch), MARGARET HAMILTON
(as the Bad Witch), CHARLEY GRAPEWIN (as Uncle Henry) and the
Munchkins • Screenplay by Noel Langley, Florence Ryerson and Edgar
Allan Woolf • From the book by L. Frank Baum • A Victor Fleming
Production • Produced by Mervyn Le Roy • Directed by Victor Fleming

Meet rh^^in^Ma^— oil^his rusty^o^swie^^,^"
him cre^k-^l^Kis>sicP>"
tale— he's-^inus'a^hjeaf^
— and doeSn't^icnow^
where to find one-

:

BY HAROLD

ARLEN AND

E. Y. HARBURG

"Over the Rainbow"
"If I Only Had a Brain"
"We're Off to See the Wizard"
"The Merry Old Land ofOz"
"Ding Dong"
"If I Were King of the Forest"

DARING
HAS BEEN

WHAT NEVER
DARED BEFORE!

M-G-M has brought to life the
story book that has long defied
filming! Spun adult motion picture fare out of pure fantasy!
Made a lion out of a man
— given wings to monkeystrained trees to dance — made a
tin man walk — a scarecrow live
—created a jitterbug— photographed the inside of a tornado!
Utilized the brain and brawn
of 165 arts and crafts — built
65 separate sets— gathered together hundreds of midgetsbuilt a city of 22,000 separate
glass objects
built a poppies
haunted
forest—
made — 40,000
bloom where none were before
— used 35 make-up experts,
headed by the dean of plastic
make-up — created 212,180
separate sound effects— introduced a symphony of 120
musicians, a chorus of 300!

Coax

along^the^eb\yafaly

Lipn — so-litterlV lat^ag^ia-^^^,
Ddn'tle ttKe ^Wl nged^Mp rik ey s otC
P^^urage.yduradVentureS'wiU
/<Cthe'
Wfnkie^head 'yotToff— -keep
V-dfaMy set^Kis
set
y^iamj
tail on end —
going— marvel at the Emerald City
—hail the Wizard of Oz himself.

Employed a total of 9,200 actors—rehearsed for monthssolved engineering and photographing problems never
before encountered— took two
years to bring you one hundred
minutes of scintillating, fascinating screen entertainment!

By
■

Gary Cooper has a new toy and for
the time being is neglecting his collection of 42 guns and revolvers to peer
into the private life of a family of amoebas.
As an army doctor in The Real Glory,
Gary played a scene with a microscope,
and became so fascinated by it that he
bought himself an instrument that magnifies 700 diameters, and makes an amoeba
look like an elephant. Cooper, one of the
ace thinkers of Hollywood, plans on rigging the microscope to a 16 mm movie
machine.
"I've seen a lot of animals in my days,"
he says, "but nothing like the thing I've
discovered in my drinking water."
H

\:

Robert Donat, certainly has a complete disregard for money. Having
scored a tremendous success in Goodbye,
Mr. Chips, what does he do in place of remaining under the M-G-M banner to star
in another picture at a huge salary?
Well, you'd be surprised. He goes to work
in the fall at the famous Old Vic Theatre
at a nominal salary of $50 a week. Invitation to appear at this venerable London
Repertory Playhouse is a high honor, and
the pay doesn't matter. Under the terms
of his M-G-M contract Donat has the
privilege of working six months on the
stage, following each two pictures, if he
wishes. So, for the next half year he's
going to appear before the footlights instead of the camera lights.

ELMER

SUNFIELD

medicine show selling beaver oil. (He can
still hand it to you when the occasion demands— the spiel, not the oil.) His next
job, after the medicine show went bust,
was to act as a living target for a professional knife thrower without getting
so
much in
as athe
tinyback
scratch.
stabbed
plenty"But
of I've
timesbeen
by
Hollywood non -professional knifers since
then," he says. "Come up some time and
I'll show you my scars!"
B

Edward Everett Horton says he's just
about through giving "little" parties
out at his ranch because, says he, "I get
taken advantage of. The 'littlest' party
I ever gave turned out to be one of the
His decision most likely springs from
the little trick his two pretty little nieces,
big ones!"
Judith
and Amanda Horton, played on
him not long ago.
Deciding to give them a dancing party,
he called them up at their home in Pasadena and told them he'd like to have them
chose ten or twelve of their closest friends
and bring them along. Which was certainly okay with the two girls. It turned
out later that it was definitely more than
okay because when they started selecting
their ten or twelve closest friends they
found themselves in a quandary. Figuring
up they discovered that they had at least
thirty-five "close" friends, and rather than

the
of transportation.
ranchquestion
in the San
Fernando Valley Horton's
is thirty
miles from Pasadena, too far for the
young guests to travel alone either by
foot, horseback, or car, so the parents
naturally drove them over, and once there,
naturally they were urged to stay by the
delighted host who refused to worry about
having ordered ice cream and cake for
only twenty. He put in a call for a couple
of Hollywood caterers, and a good time
was had by all, he says. "But the next time
I give a little' party, I'll know that the
meaning of the word has changed!"
■

Every time Dolores Del Rio walks
into a room, one feels a pang that
there are so few like her. A glamour
headliner, if there ever was one, Dolores
still spreads star-dust wherever she goes.
Though retired for a year, living simply
as Mrs. Cedric Gibbons, she maintains her
beauty and position in the Hollywood sun
through frequent public appearances as
securely as any one of today's biggest
stars. Recently, when she walked into a
popular night spot, seven cameramen left
their set-ups to line up a shot of Del Rio.
H

We got to chinning with Wayne
Morris at a cocktail party the other
evening and nothing would do but Wayne
had to send me his recipe for making a
rum omelette. Here's what he sent me
in this morning's mail. Read it carefully
and see what you can make of it:
"Take two jiggers of Jamaica rum,

H

A. machine gun sergeant who used
to instruct David Niven in firing accuracy and technique when the latter was
in the British army, recently wrote him
a letter on official army paper. It read
like this:
To Lt. David Niven,
From Sgt. J. Delehanty
RE: INEXPERT HANDLING
MACHINE GUN

hurt their feelings they invited them all!
After that had been arranged satisfactorily to all concerned, there bobbed up

or Bacardi rum, I don't care; you're
eating the omelette, not me, and you
can take any old rum you want. Take
four eggs. Drink one jigger of rum.
Break the eggs into a bowl. Drink the

OF

jigger of rum. Beat stuffin'
other eggs.
outta
Pour out two more jiggers of the rum. Put in shum bussher
an' salt, shilly stuff, an' three shablespoonsful cream in eggs. Drink jig-

I beg to report that you mishandled your
machine gun in the film, "Dawn Patrol,"
which I have just viewed at Surrey.
Otherwise I think you are a capable
actor, but the mistake you made was
unpardonable in view of the many hours
spent teaching you the proper manner
in which to manipulate this arm.
J. Delehanty.

ger of rum. Mix up eggs an' cream.
Drink up other jigger of rum. Beat
eggs shum more. Sling eggs into alley.
Why worry? Who wanted an omelette
anyhow? Whass about a rye whiskey
mix onea that'll
how to
punch? I know
make
walk
this
you
like for
week.
foolin,
No
pal.

P.S. You will observe that I have made
no attempt to soft-soap you, but speak
the things that are in my mind.

Signed
Niven, whose most recent role is that of
an American army lieutenant in Sam
Goldwyn's The Real Glory, wrote Sergeant Delehanty an official note reproving
him for taking liberties with one of the
King's officers!
91

Believe it or not, but Archie Mayo,
who has been directing pictures in
Hollywood for the past seventeen years,
started out in fife as a spieler with a
8

Rhetl tells Scarlett "Goodbye" on the
flight from burning Atlanta. Vivien
Leigh and Clark Gable in one of the
vivid scenes from Gone With the Wind

Wayne Morris
■ The knitting fad among filmdom girls
has taken on the importance
of a
marathon. Anita Louise proved herself a
champion recently when a group that included Wendy Barrie, Patricia Ellis and
Rosemary Lane, and Lana Turner got together for a knitting contest and clocked
themselves. Anita won top honors, clicking off one hundred and twenty stitches a
minute, or two per second.

MEETS

A

TROUBLE!
For the first time— Jimmy and George crashing
^ead-on — outblasting each other with a brand
f dynamite no screen has offered before L
hrills beyond

measure!

Excitement beyond

all precedent! . . . It's the picture that tops
'Angels with Dirty Faces7 and it's made by
WARNER BROS.

with

JANE BRYAN* GEORGE
Directed by

WILLIAM

Screen Play by Norman

BANCROFT *MAXIE

KEIGHLEY

Reilly Raine and Warren

Duff

• Presented

ROSENBLOOM
by WARNER

• From the Novel by Jerome Odium

BROS.

• A First National Picture

This picture is something of a scoop, since the interested spectators, Judge and
Mrs. Cooper, are seldom seen around studio lots. Gary entertains his mother and
father between scenes on the set of Samuel Goldwyn's The Real Glory, now shooting

H

There seems to be no end to the
talents of Ida Lupino. As we write

this, she's in New York conferring with
the Big Town's music publishers regarding the publication of a volume of more
than thirty musical compositions she has
authored. The volume will include a
group of waltzes and impressionistic tone
poems.
MOUTH

HEALTHY

My hostess seated me beside a famous dentist— he told me such interesting things.

Seems like we've been writing a lot
about directors this month, but it can't
be helped because the boys who okay the
prints have been having a field day for
themselves. Take Director Bernard
Vorhaus, for instance. Before he finished

He said, "This dinner's delicious! But it is
bad for your lovely teeth — and we moderns
need to give our teeth tougher exercise!

the shooting of Bobby Breen's latest picture, Way Down South, he gave his producer, actors and crew some exceedingly
bad moments.

"Teeth were made to chew! Soft modern
foods don't demand enough chewing! I'm
constantly recommending a real workout
on a good, firm chewing gum. It's a real
tonic to the whole chewing apparatus.
Vitalizes guins and tissues — aids prophylaxis. Dentyne is the gum I'm thinking of
— extra-firm, chewy — a fine aid to healthier,
brighter teeth!"
First thing next morning I rushed out for
a package of Dentyne! I love its spicy flavor — brings back memories of Saturday
mornings and Aunt Sally's cake batter.
And it does help my teeth! The flat package slips so conveniently into my purse, I
carry it everywhere. Do try Dentyne yourself— buy a package today!

DENTYNE
DELICIOUS
10

CHEWING

GUM

H

Mr. Vorhaus, it turns out, gets extremely absent-minded at times. He also
has a mania for traveling crane shots, and
since he likewise likes to ride on the crane,
he gets himself into a heap of trouble
because he forgets he's on it. Twice we
saw him jump excitedly from his seat and
step right off the crane. The first time he
landed atop a banquet table, fortunately
with little damage either to himself or to
the table. The second time he was at an
elevation of about fifteen feet, and landed
kerplunk on the shoulders of his assistant,
Lee Sholem. After the second landing
the crew took matters in their own hands.
Obtaining a wide leather belt, they bolted
it to the camera crane and refused to raise
the apparatus until their boss was securely
strapped in. The picture was completed
without further mishaps.
9

A check-up
on the Warner
Bros.,
Elizabeth and Essex set revealed a
rather interesting fact concerning nation-

alities. Men and women, representing
nine different countries, other than American, are all working harmoniously together— -which ought to prove something
or other.
Directing the picture is Michael Curtiz,
Hungarian. The art director, Anton Grot,
is also a native of Hungary.
Sol Polito, the boss cameraman, and his
brother, Sam, who turns the crank, are
natives of Italy.
The assistant director, Oren Haglund,
is from Sweden.
John Moore, property man, is a Scot.
Ditto for Donald Crisp, who portrays Sir
Francis Drake.
Herbert Plews, another property man
engaged on the set, is English. Errol
Flynn, top-star of the film, is Irish.
The two set service men are Negroes.
Ray Lopez, on the make-up

staff, is

The technical advisor, Will Hubert, is
Spanish.
French.
Bette Davis heads the list of many
Americans working in the picture.
■

Clark Gable, close to getting crushed
to death not so long ago when a
tractor he was operating on his ranch sort
of backed up and bucked, is now forbidden by M-G-M to indulge in the
pleasant
pastime
of gentleman-farming.
■

Helen Parrish, during her supporting

role in Wanger's
Winter
Carnival,
pulled a nifty when she saw a big, shiny
automobile drive onto the lot. Out of it
hopped an actor wearing bright green
trousers, bright blue shirt »nd lavender
beach coat.
"Wow," said Helen, "that's the first time
I ever saw a sunset walking!"

the white man's
impassionedto defense
intentions
the tribe.of
This is a fine film in the great Temple
tradition, and last one in is a cynical
realist.
FOUR FEATHERS
— Korda-Vnited Artists
■

John Durrance was cast as a coward
almost from the cradle. He was a

Which Odor in Bath Soap
is Lucky for You ?

sensitive child, and his father's fear that
he would not grow up to be a sturdy intrepid soldier, as generations of his family
had been, made him doubt himself before
he was well out of school. Gory tales, told
by eld campaigners over their port, did
nothing to reassure him. But he went into
the army, and concealed his torment of
spirit until his regiment was ordered to
join Kitchener in the Sudan. He was not
so much afraid of death or of frightful
wounds in war, but he tortured himself
with the conviction that he would disgrace
himself and his family by some craven
action in battle. Rather than risk it, he
resigned on the eve of his regiment's departure.
He had hoped to withdraw quietly,
without too much explanation, marry his
sweetheart, settle down to a mild life in
the English countryside. But his fellow
officers were shocked. So was his sweetheart. So was her father. Three of his
friends sent him their cards with no comment but a white feather thrust through
the slips of pasteboard. His sweetheart,
troubled and shocked, allowed him to pull
another white feather from her fan without protest when he bitterly realized that
all of his world was against him.
Ostracized, despising himself, John finds
a drastic way of proving to himself that
he need not be a coward.
Alone, he sets off for the Sudan, where
things are going badly for the British. In
order to get near the lines, he disguises
himself as a native and, to make the deception complete, endures the pain of a
brand over his brows. Then, ragged,
under-fed, maintaining himself as best he
can on the pitiful fare of the outcast
native, he saves first one, then another,
then another of his former comrades.
Great strides have been made in the use
of Technicolor in this film, and you will
not soon forget the sunstroke scene when
one of the officers, stumbling down the
blistering rocks of the dessert, falls to the
burnt sand and lies staring at the blazing
white sky that throbs and beats and wheels
in a slow vertigo as consciousness leaves
him. Immense armies of natives and
British troups were marshalled for this
really extraordinary film . . . one of the
most impressive in production you will
see this year. The fine cast is headed by
Ralph Richardson, C. Aubrey Smith, John
Clements and June Duprez.
By all means, see this one, because it is
one of the really rousing tales of adventure and romance, brilliantly produced
and acted.
YOUNG

Before you use any soap to overcome body
odor, smell the soap! Then instinctively, you will
choose a soap with the fragrance men
Success in love turns on such unexpected
things! Just when you feel victory is
yours, your luck deserts you — something
happens to transform your confidence into
confusion.
Nine limes out of ten you blame the you
that is deep in you. Your whole personality
goes vacant and hopeless.
But, such disillusionments should only be
temporary. Too bad, most women take them
deeply to heart, when ihe trouble can be so
easily avoided. It's too big a price to pay for
ignoring this secret of arming yourself with
loveliness.
Yes, go by the "smell test" when you buy
soap to overcome body odor. Trust no soap
for body odor until you smell the soap itself
for daintiness.

love!

kind in the world, a secret treasured by us for
years. It's a fragrance men love! A fragrance
with peculiar affinity for the senses of men.
Massage each tiny ripple of your body daily
with this delicate, penetrating lather! Glory
in the departure of unwelcome body odor.
Thrill as your senses are kissed by Cashmere
exquisite
diant, andBouquet's
confident
to face perfume!
the world!Be raYou'll love this creamy-white soap for
complexion, too! Its gentle, caressing lather
removes dirt and cosmetics so thoroughly,
and leaves skin smooth and radiant.
So buy Cashmere Bouquet Soap before
you bathe tonight. Get three cakes at the
special price featured everywhere.

Instinctively, you will prefer the costly
perfume of Cashmere Bouquet. For Cashmere Bouquet is the only fragrance of its
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soaps are sold
Wherever finer

Cashmere Bouquet
O
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MR. LINCOLN

— 20th Century-Fox
I

This is an absorbing study of a young
man, and though the hand of history
rests with some restraint on the plot, you
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will find the rather formless screen drama
fascinating from episode to episode. The
film is just what the title implies ... a

incredulously. Maureen is firm. Without argument, he goes. Is this the Tarzan
we know?

series of scenes, showing the circumstances in the life of young Mr. Lincoln,
which indicate very clearly what the older
man was to be. But, though authentic,

As Boy grows older, Tarzan has more
fun. There is a truly spectacular swimming sequence in which Tarzan and Boy

they are far from the average school-book
picture of the Great Emancipator, much
more human than most of the familiar
tales of Our Martyred President.
A brilliant make-up and carefully builtup shoes lend Henry Fonda a startling
likeness to the familiar, rugged, gangly
look of Lincoln. His delivery of the telling lines is in an intelligent, languid drawl
that makes rather touchingly real the
struggles of the young self-taught lawyer.
But, splendid as is the work of Fonda, and
excellent as is the work of the big cast,
Alice Brady contributes the part that will
stand out as one of the memorable pieces
of acting on the screen in this or any year.
She plays the ignorant pioneer woman
whose sons are falsely accused of murder
as the aftermath of a frontier party. Young
Mr. Lincoln, alert for his first case, saves
them from a drunken rabble of lynchers
by observing mildly from the jail steps:
"Don't do me out of my first clients,
boys. Looks like they'll get hung sure,
with me handling the case. But let's hang
them fair and square in court."
It is the court scene, when the inarticulate, anguished, terrified mother is called
upon to send one of her boys to death to
save the others that you will remember
as one of the standards of fine acting. You
will remember young Mr. Lincoln, faintly
absurd in his stove-pipe hat meeting his
first and dearest love. You will remember

NOW

you can wear the very latest Fifth Avenue fashions, yet pay only a fraction of the
price of the original models! Our Magazine
of Fashion offers a splendid selection of the
finest styles for Fall — far more than you could
find in any one shop. Send for it, and learn how
our "Finish-at-Home" Plan will enable you to
have custom-cut frocks that fit you perfectly.
CUT TO YOUR
INDIVIDUAL
MEASUREMENTS
■ Many thousands of fashionable women have
learned that only custom-cut clothes fit perfectly. And that's exactly what you get through
our "Finish-at-Home" Plan, because we cut
your frocks to your exact measurements. Then
every bit of difficult sewing is completed by our
expert men-tailors, and we furnish all trimmings and findings. You have only a few simple
seams to finish — and it's so easy !
SMART
WARDROBE
ACCESSORIES,
TOO
■ To give you the final degree of chic, we also
offer in our Magazine of Fashion a lovely
array of completely-made wardrobe accessories,
representing the finest styles of the Fall season,
and priced far below their exclusive Paris
and Fifth Avenue originals.
■ In addition, we include the newest creations
of Bettv Wales, the famous designer,
and head of our Personal Fashion
,
Service. If you want to become the
best dressed woman
in your
set, J
send today for our Magazine
of !'
Fashion for Fall . . . it's FREE!'
&
WE
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him, not at all funny in his proper clothes
at her grave, seeking for help and guidance in his loneliness. You will remember
the tall figure striding at the close of the
picture into the sunset toward a great
destiny.
Better catch this one.
TARZAN

FINDS

A SON — M-G-M

[ Somehow, it is a painful thing to admit. But even the most staunch
Tarzan admirers will have to come to it:
in his new film, Tarzan is just a touch henpecked. And it doesn't seem right, after
all he has represented of freedom and resourcefulness, ofbravery and elemental
hardihood. Hen-pecked! Oh, shocking
set-back! Oh, defeat! Oh, how are the
mighty fallen!
In the first part of the film, some people
are flying over the African jungles and the
plane is wrecked and they all get killed
except a baby boy. Cheeta (you remember that dear wonderful chimpanzee? Of
course you do!) hears the baby crying,
and drags him rather unceremoniously
through the trees to Mrs. Tarzan (Maureen
O'Sullivan, and very pretty in a leather
jerkin, too), who puts him to sleep in a
cradle of wicker and ostrich plumes.
Tarzan is pretty doubtful about the whole
thing at first. When the baby refuses his
generous offer of a roasted haunch of venison, he feels snubbed. And when Mrs.
Tarzan orders him out into the jungle to
search for milk, he feels definitely misunderstood. "Baby eat first?" he inquires

(played by a really wonderful child athlete, John Sheffield) perform under water
and in diving and racing scenes, but this
fascinating idyll is interrupted by the arrival of an expedition from England. There
is the good old uncle (Henry Stephenson)
who gets killed by the bad relatives (Ian
Hunter and Frieda Inescourt) with the assistance of the venal guide (Henry Wilcoxon) . They are after the inheritance of
Boy's parents, and you can see how
Maureen is torn when she has to choose
between a nice life for Boy in the jungle
and a- career for him at Eton and Oxford.
She leaves Tarzan marooned at the bottom of a jungle dungeon, in order to effect Boy's getaway to civilization, and the
strain is terrible when the natives close in.
Tarzan and the elephants and Cheeta come
to the rescue, of course, but we can't help
feeling that Maureen, splendid helpmate
for Tarzan that she is, was just a trifle too
high-handed with the lord of the jungle.
We are the ones who believe that Tarzan
can do no wrong, and we don't care about
having him wear the brand of Milquetoast.
— Warners
DAUGHTERS

COURAGEOUS

H

This film isn't really confusing, if you
haven't seen Four Daughters. If you
have seen that film, you are apt to be a
little bewildered at first, because some of
the Lane Sisters have the same sweethearts that they had in the earlier film,
but the parents have changed and so has
the plot.
Frank McHugh still is the stodgy workand-win suitor of Lola. Dick Foran, instead of concentrating on Gale Page, can't
make up his mind about her because Rosemary Lane has abandoned her musical
ambitions and is available for romance.
Both Jeffrey Lynn and John Garfield are
still after Priscilla, and you guess who
gets her. Confusingly, instead of being
the reliable, widowed father, Claude Rains
contributes a dazzling characterization as
the worthless, irresponsible, charming
wanderer who deserted the family and returns years later to find his former wife
(Fay Bainter) preparing to wed a substantial banker (Donald Crisp). Garfield
plays an erratic, quite unappetizing problem-boy of a provincial California town.
The Lane Sisters perform with a verve
and bounce in the first part of the film
that is just too sisterly to be credible, but,
as the plot takes shape, you are apt to
find yourself becoming quite partisan in
the hope that everything will come out all
right for everyone
concerned.
THE
H

SUN

NEVER

SETS — Universal

For generations, all of the men in the
Randolph family had gone into the
Colonial Civil Service and made brilliant
names for themselves. If the family had
taken young John (Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr.) seriously, they might have been much

alarmed when he declared that he would
have none of "tire service." But they
didn't take him seriously. Each one of
them, at some time or other, had cursed
out "the service," but each one of them
loved it in his own way, and each one
exerts a little gentle pressure on fiery
young John. His grandfather (C. Aubrey
Smith) shows him a map, posted with flags
which denote various members of the
large family at their far-flung posts. His
elder brother (Basil Rathbone) taunts him
with the suspicion that he could not pass
required tests. His mother (Mary Forbes)
quietly asks him to hand her the knitting
in the middle of his most impassioned
tirade. Before young John quite knows
how it happened, he finds himself representing the Empire on the Gold Coast.
Somewhat unfortunately, this interesting study of believable people is confused
by seme fantastic enterprises which might
fit a Flash Gordon serial better. You are
asked to believe that a munitions king has
imported supplies and equipment for a
radio station high-powered enough to
blanket the world, and all without anyone
noticing. You are also asked to believe
that technicians are unable to discover
from what part of the world his programs
originate. Then you are expected to believe that his broadcasts are of such inflammatory nature that the whole world
is on the verge of Armageddon. This is too
much, even when the munitions baron is
played by Lionel Atwill.
Some of the film is so interesting that

it is with reluctance that you find yourself thinking the rest of it is kind of silly.
MAISIE — M-G-M
| Maisie had learned to look out for
herself during her career as actress
in jerk-water theatrical troupes. So, when
she arrived in the heart of the cow country with fifteen cents in her pocket, and
discovered that the troupe had disbanded,
it did not take her too long to find a job in
a shooting gallery with a small time carnival. That is how she happened to meet
cur embittered hero (Robert Young) who
hated women and trusted only his boss
(Ian Hunter) for whom he ran a vast
ranch. How Maisie turned up at the ranch
as a stowaway on a truck, how she won
the sympathy of one of the cowboys (Cliff
Edwards! He sings, too, and sounds just
like a swingtime coyote). How she discovered the boss' wife (Ruth Hussey)
secretly meeting a sweetheart and how
cur hero became snarled up in a murder
charge makes a fine story. You'll particularly like Ann Sothern's performance
as the good-hearted little tcugh girl with
the temper of a flash-cracker and a heart
as honest as Thanksgiving dinner.
MAN

ABOUT

TOWN — Paramount

SI

Far and away the best Jack Benny
picture to date is Man About Town,
and dazzling
is the screen
debut
of

Rochester. Even if you are quite cold to
Rochester's adventures on the radio, you
will have to admit that his snake dance is
lovely comedy, and that his impersonation
of a coy but impressionable sweetheart
for Benny is something to cherish.
That scene occurs close to the beginning
of the picture. Benny, as a theatrical producer, cherishes a hidden yearning for
his leading lady (Dorothy Lamour) . The
unconcealed smugness of Phil Harris as
he sweeps her off for the first evening in
London makes Benny's carefully planned
dinner for two quite unappetizing. He
turns it over to Rochester as he moons
glumly over a plan to go out into the night,
find a beautiful, dashing and unaccompanied girl, and somehow get to know her.
Rochester's responses, between mouthfuls
of expensive food, as Benny tries out a
conversation, are so encouraging that
Benny rushes happily forth.
The evening was not all he hoped for,
but the idea still is with him the next day
when he manages to buy luncheon for a
stunning stranger (Binnie Barnes).
How Benny achieves the reputation of
international heart-breaker, how he
evades the consequences of his ambition
to be a man about town is a fine, funny
film. The famous Petty girls are rather
lcst in the magnificence of the big theatre
scene, but they are just as pretty as the
drawings, and you'll like the whole show
on one of these hot evenings when your
own sunburn is the only problem you
want to consider seriously.

can come "with
a Lovelier Skin!
READ CHARMING

MRS. CONNORS'

BEAUTY

ADVICE:

Kjamay helps my skin look its very best— and I
can't ask jnore than that of any beauty care! If you want
to
help
your
skin look its loveliest, just be faithful to
Camay!
Weehawken, N. J.
(Signed) MARGARET CONNORS
April 28, 1939
(Mrs. Vincent J. Connors)

care! For your beauty bath, too,
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den beauty of your skin without giving it expert care— a
beauty care? Of course not!
Nothing is more important,
according to charming Mrs.
Connors, than thorough, but
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gentle cleaommends

you'll find Camay a wonderful help in keeping skin on
back and shoulders lovely— a
refreshing aid to daintiness!
Yet Camay costs so little! Get
three cakes today! Watch your
skin respond to its gentle care!

You'll like Camay, too! For
Camay's searching beauty
bubbles cleanse skin completly. . . yet their caressing
mildness makes even sensitive
skin grateful for such gentle
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By THIS EDITOR
'SI Overwhelmed with honors is the Lane
family. Priscilla has been chosen
"Typical American Daughter" by members of The American Gold Star Mothers,
and her mother, Mrs. Cora Lane, has been
voted America's "Most Intelligent Mother"
by The American Women's Congress. We
think this is very fine, though we never
have thought being a highly successful
movie star was very typical of American
daughters. But why quibble? Why not
turn a hopeful eye to the future? Surely
Warner Brothers will take the hint and
follow Four Daughters, Yes, My Darling
Daughter and Daughters Courageous with
new films named Daughters Typical and
Daughters Distinguished. If only something about angels could be worked in,
the confusion would be complete. Like
"Only Intelligent Mothers Have Angels
with Daughters' Faces." Or "Only Intelligent Daughters Have Faces That Typical

Make

Your Lips Magnetic!

Use the only lipstick with the "magic"
Tangee Color Change Principle. Tangee
gives you what every man dreams about . . .
smooth, soft, rosy, "natural" lips! Orange
in the stick, Tangee changes on your lips
to your very own shade of blush-rose . . .
ranging from delicate pink to glamorous
red . . . and its special cream base helps

Angels Won't Wash" . . . You go on from
there. It's Hollywood's newest hot
weather game.

H

As we were writing the above whimsy,
who should walk in the door but a
man in an iron mask. It was a fine golden
mask
that leered horribly
at us, and

moved its jaw in a threatening manner.
We detected a fine California tan around
the edges however, and put down the
chair which we had grabbed up impulsively, and said, "Come out, come out,
whoever you are." Out came Mr. Murphy
McHenry with quite a flourish, and our
eye lighted up with pleasure because we
knew that Mr. McHenry could tell us, if
living man could, what the original man
in the iron mask did about his whiskers
during all of those years, a thing that has
caused us many a sleepless night of
worry during the shooting of the film
about that mysterious, fascinating, tragic
figure. For Mr. McHenry is a thorough
man. Mr. McHenry is public relations
counsel for Mr. Edward Small who produced The Man in the Iron Mask. We
have known Mr. McHenry ever since he
was city editor of the Los Angeles Record
and did not care for movie stars. In fact,
so little did he care for movie stars that
he popped one on the jaw on his first visit
to Hollywood, just to make his feelings
e'ear. Things are different now. When Mr.
McHenry got to know Hollywood better,
he grew quite fond of it, and Hollywood
grew to admire him greatly, too, during
his editorship
SCREEN
PLAY
Magazine. ofSo Fawcett's
we felt sure
that ha

keep your lips smooth and young-looking.
FOR

"PEACHES

AND

CREAM"

COMPLEXION

USe

Tangee Rouge, compact or creme, to match
your '"magic" Tangee Lipstick .. .and Tangee
Powder to give your skin the fascinating underglow that is an exclusive Tangee secret !

TANGE

E

BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There is only one
Tangee — don't let some smart salesperson switch you.
Be sure to ask for
TANGEE NATURAL.
Lipstick
World's Most Famous

TB
ENDS

THAT

4-PIECE

PAINTED

LOOK

MIRACLE

If you, prefer a more
vivid color for evening wear, ask for
Tangee Theatrical.

MAKE-UP

SET

The George W. Luf t Co. , 417 Fifth Ave. , New York
City.
Please rush
"Miracle
o£
sample.. Tanr/ee
Lipstick,
Rouge Make-Up
Compact, Set"
Creme
Rouge and Pace Powder, also Tangee Charm Test.
I enclose 10£ (stamps or coin). (15# in Canada.)
Check Shade of Powder Desired:
□ Peach □ Light Rachel □ Flesh
□ Rachel
Q Dark Rachel □ Tan
te fiiatj
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CONTEST NEWS! Between scenes Deanna Durhin has been practicing typing so
that now she can write "Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their
party" without making an error. When we told her how many thousands of fans
had sent in their entries to her contest, she sat right down to her typewriter and
pounded out a little note of appreciation for us to pass on to her friends, and to
which we add HOLLYWOOD Magazine's note of appreciation. Their desks piled
high with letters, the judges are busily at work, sorting and selecting the best entries
thai will win 279 prizes.
Watch
for the winners' names in the October issue

would know the answer tc the question
that has been bothering the more thoughtful people of the country for months.
"Have you seen the picture?" parried
Mr. McHenry.
We said that we were going next week
with 80,000,000 other people. Mr. McHenry gave us an Irish grin, "And how
long have you been worrying about this?"
he said. "Only six months? Then another week won't hurt you." And with
that he put on his mask and went away.
The life of an editor is not an easy one.

***

|

An editor's life contains some few
bright moments, however. We had
one this morning when we read the lead
story for next month. It is called "Tyrone
Power's Most Daring Role" and it was
written by Ed Churchill who is back with
us again after almost a year devoted to
studio duties. Mr. Churchill lives a rather
quiet life in Hollywood, curled up with a
good bock that he is writing or at ease
among his dogs and airplanes. So he found
a certain release of his restless spirit in
writing about how jumping through glass,
enduring sandstorms, falling off horses
and exchanging fisticuffs with Don
Ameche was as nothing compared with
what Tyrone Power suffered in the making of The Rains Came.
■

There is no doubt that young Mr.
Power enjoys his active life, for he
sternly refused the services of a double

for the flood and earthquake scenes. This
interest in daring pursuits is nothing new,
and probably dates back to his early youth
when he nursed an ambition to become
a detective, according to his charming
mother, Mrs. Patia Power, who was in
New York last month for a look at the
World's Fair. Then he wanted to be a
civil engineer. "We did not urge him
toward any profession, but," and her eyes
twinkled, "with three generations of
Tyrone Powers behind him, it was not
surprising when he decided against college and for the stage when he was

She is little impressed with the dazzling popularity that her son won in
such a short time. Why should she be?
Having a famous man in the family seems
the natural thing to her, and she knows
what to do about it. One of her wedding
presents to young Tyrone and Annabella
was the sending over of her own treasured cook and house man, a colored
couple who have made her very comfortable in Hollywood. "A good cook is a
great help in any career . . . domestic or
professional," she said, "so that was one
of the best things I could think of giving."

The senior Mrs. Power spends a certain
seventeen."
amount of her time in Hollywood saying
"No," gently but firmly to offers of screen
parts. Singularly beautiful, poised, gay,
she would be easy to cast in many delightful roles. "One member of the family
on the screen is enough," she says positively, and gives her talents away instead.
Twice a week she journeys down to the
Orthopedic Hospital in Los Angers for an
afternoon with the children who are enduring the long, trying months in the casts
and under the pulleys and weights of corrective surgery. Lessons in correct speech
and in elocution give the youngsters something to entertain themselves with during
days when she is not with them, and under
her guidance they put on plays and group
readings that will give them happy memories of the long time in the hospital.

22 We are just back from a vacation,
part of which was spent at the New
York World's Fair looking at a remarkable film, The Land of Liberty. It is
fourteen reels long, and it is shown without charge. We found it so absorbing that
we are collecting pictures and will tell
you about it in next month's magazine.

H

***

fl And don't miss the story about Wallace Beery 's best girl, and what he
plans for her future. Carol Ann, adopted
when she was a baby, has been her
father's constant companion ever since.
Recently, when there was a possibility
that Carol Ann would be with him only
six months of the year, the big fellow
flew to Reno to put in an especial plea
for entire custody of the child. What happened makes one of the good stories of
the year. Helen Hover wrote it for you.

"I WAS A LEMON IN THE

"For several unhappy years I was a
lemon in the garden of love.
"While other girls, no more attractive than I, were invited everywhere, Isat home alone.

"While they were getting engaged
or married, I watched men come
and go.
"Why did they grow indifferent to
me so quickly? What was my trouble?
"A chance remark showed me the
humiliating
truth. My own worst

enemy was my breath. The very thing
Iof.hated in others,' I myself was guilty
"From the day I started using Listerine Antiseptic*. . . things took a
decided turn for the better.
"I began to see people ... go places.
Men, interesting men, wealthy men
admired me and took me everywhere.
"Now, one nicer than all the rest
has asked me to marry him.
"Perhaps in my story there is a hint

for other
women who
think they are on
the shelf before
their time; who
take it for granted their breath is beyond
reproach when as a matter of fact it is not."
:{C Listerine Antiseptic cleans and freshens the mouth,
halts fermentation of food particles, a major cause of
mouth odors, and leaves the breath sweeter, purer, and
more agreeable. Use it morning and night, and between
times before business and social engagements. It pays
rich dividends in popularity.
Lambert Phabmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
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NEW "SKIN-VITAMIN
i
f
TStfl
care* they canI give
their skin today
QUESTION

^
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TO MISS BREWER:

Do you have to spend a lot of time
and money on your complexion,
Blanche?
ANSWER:

"No, I can't! I haven't much of
either. But thanks to Pond's two
creams, it isn't necessary. I cream
my skin with their cold cream night
and morning and when I freshen up
at lunch hour. After this cleansing,
I always smooth on Pond's Vanishing Cream for powder base."
QUESTION

TO MRS. DREXEL:

Mrs. Drexel, how do you ever find
time to keep your skin so smooth
and glowing?
ANSWER:

"It takes no time at all. To get my
skin really clean and fresh, I just
cream
it thoroughly
withit Pond's
Cold Cream.
Now that
contains
Vitamin A, I have an added reason
for using it! Then to smooth little
roughnesses away, I pat on a light
film of Pond's Vanishing Cream —
one application does it."
QUESTION

TO MISS BREWER:

Don't sun and wind roughen your
skin?
ANSWER:

"Not when I protect it with Pond's
Vanishing Cream! Just one application smooths little roughnesses
right away:"

QUESTION

TO MRS. DREXEL:

Why do you think it's important to
have Vitamin A in your cold cream?
ANSWER:

"Because it's the 'skin-vitamin' —
skin without enough Vitamin A gets
rough and dry. So I'm glad I can
give my skin an extra supply of this
important 'skin-vitamin' with each
Pond's creaming."
QUESTION

TO MISS BREWER:

What steps do you take to keep
your
make-up glamorous all
evening?
ANSWER:

"Before I go out on a date, I get
my
good That
and
Cold skin
Cream.
Then I smooth on
Cream so my skin

clean
Pond's
makes with
it soft,
too.
Pond's Vanishing
takes make-up

evenly — holds powder longer."
♦Statements
about the
"skin and
- vitamin"
are
ba*ed upon medical
literature
tests on the
skin of animals following accepted laboratory
methods.

Clinton, Conn.
6-CVJ,
FOR Pond's, Dept.
SEND
of Pond's Cold Cirear
tubes and
Rush specialCream
TRIAL
Vanishing
Creal
BEAUT' _v
(quicker-melting
cleansingLiquefying
cream) and
different shades of Pond's Face Powder,
enclose 10* to cover postage and packing.
Name_
StreetCity

_Slale_
Copyright, 1939. Pond's Extract Company

M PH
(Pronounced "Ouch!")
Her title has caused the Oomph Girl
plenty of headaches as well as laughs
By

KAY

PROCTOR

■

Ann Sheridan slammed on the brakes of her low-slung coupe
and broke into tears. Afterwards she was not sure whether
it was because she was dog-tired, mad as hops, or because it struck
her so all-fired funny. A little of all three, probably. She was
en route home from the Walter Wanger studio where she had been
working in Winter Carnival on loan-out from Warner Brothers.
It has been one of those evil days when a lot of naggy little things
had gone wrong. In addition, she had endured a merciless ribbing
from all sides. A real estate sign brought her up short. It was
posted conspicuously in a vacant lot on the heavily traveled boulevard near her valley home. In glaring black letters on a red background itadvised:
BUY IN NORTH HOLLYWOOD, THE HOME OF THE
OOMPH GIRL!
Ann hasn't yet caught the culprit who pulled that gag on her
but suspicion has narrowed the field to Cesar Romero or the
angelic-faced Dead End Kid, Gabriel Dell. Neither of those gentlemen will be quoted at this time.
Some wag once made the safe observation that all is not gold
that glitters. Ann now is ready to add to that. All is not beer and
skittles when you publicly are tagged with a label like "The
Oomph Girl," however nattering the implication. Being "The
Oomph Girl" is becoming a nightmare of embarrassment if the
truth were told. Aside from the good-natured kidding of her
friends, which she knew she would have to expect, there have
been unexpected and barbed kick-backs from the avalanche of
"oomph" publicity. Those have not been quite so easy to take,
particularly since she had nothing to do with the Oomph Girl
idea in the first place. And more particularly because she is an
extremely sensitive girl under the hail-fellow-well-met veneer.
Ann became The Oomph Girl, you remember, as the result of
a brainstorm of the press agent of a swank Los Angeles apartment hotel, Daisy Parsons. Miss Parsons thought it might be a
good idea to have 17 young men- about -town, including socialites,
writers, actors and business men, make their selection of The
Oomph Girl from among the number mentioned in a college poll
of girls with "oomph." Ann happened to be among those girls and
became the choice of the jury.
In case you are a bit foggy at this late date as to just what
"oomph" is, the above-mentioned men included their definitions
of the word when making their choice. Among those definitions
were:
"Oomph is
distraction."
"Oomph is
"Oomph is
pleasure but
of Warwick.)

the quality that drives girls to stardom and men to
(Busby Berkely, director.)
It — with a supercharger." (Gene Towne, scenarist)
a feminine desirability which can be observed with
cannot be discussed with respectability." (The Earl

"A perfect feminine body with the eyes of the devil, the atmosphere of a tropical moon, sprinkled well with dynamite and given
life with flame from a Bessemer, that's [Continued on page 50]

Ann Sheridan will be seen next in Winter
Carnival and in The Angels Wash
Their Fares with the Dead
End Kids
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SPENCER

NANCY

TRACY- KELLY- GREENE
Another masterful
performance by
SPENCER TRACY
. . . twice winner of the
Academy Award!

THE
20

GREATEST

Walter Brennan • Charles Coburn • Sir Cedric
Hardwicke • Henry Hull • Henry Trovers
Directed by Henry King
Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan • Screen Play by
Philip Dunne and Julien Josephson • Historical Research
and Story Outline by Hal Long and Sam Hellman
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It was a gypsy fortune teller
who warned Ray Milland
against water and speed.
Now he begins to suspect
that she had second sight
■

Ray Milland insists that he is not
superstitious. But sometimes he
wonders if somewhere in the world
there still lives a strange, unkempt old
gypsy woman who knows what the future holds for him. He met that woman
just once in his life. It was years ago,
in France, long before the handsome
Britisher ever thought of Hollywood
or dreamed of motion picture fame.
Yet, fantastic as it may seem, that
gypsy woman predicted with uncanny
accuracy all the disturbing events
which later took place in his life.
No, Ray Milland isn't superstitious.
But recently, years after he had forgotten about the strange old woman
and her weird prophecies, he had occasion to recall the bizarre episode of their
meeting. And whenever he thinks
about her, his fingers tighten about an
ancient iron coin, sole memento of a
fantastic incident he will probably
never forget. He carries that coin
with him always. Because if he ever
loses it . . .
When he was a cavalryman in
the King's Life Guards, oldest and
most aristocratic military regiment in Great Britain, Ray and
a group of fellow officers were
granted a short and unexpected holiday. Paris seemed
the logical place to forget
temporarily all the strictness and confinement of

Ray Milland defies the
gypsy jinx for his favorite sport, sailing

/*

^military life.they
Carefree
and ad^venturous,
crossed
the
fEnglish Channel and threw
themselves merrily into the gay
ight life of the French capital.
But even Paris has its limita^tions. Eventually they reached
the stage of wanting to do some&■'■ thing new and different and excitr ing. Someone suggested a visit to
a gypsy camp just outside the city,
and they set off gaily to have their
fortunes told. Not for a moment did
y of the gay young officers take the
lark seriously. But eventually it was
Ray's turn to have his future charted
and, smiling skeptically, he walked
into a dismal, dirty tent, prepared to
listen to the usual vague predictions and
phony propheciesof fortune and happiness.
Seated on what seemed to be a bed of
rags was a sinister looking gypsy woman.
Her face, in the half light, was shadowy,
ageless. Her eyes, burning with intense
brightness, followed him as he bent down
to enter the stifling, nauseating little tent.
He noticed that the skin on her hands
barely seemed to cover her withered bones.
Involuntarily Ray experienced a tingling, creepy sensation up and down his
spine. His forehead grew damp. His lips
felt parched. Gone was the gay mood of
jesting skepticism. In its place was a sense
of fear, and an urgent desire to get out
of this place. Rooted to the spot he stood
there, waiting for the woman to speak.
When she finally did speak, the words
seemed to come from a distance.
"Things move fast around you," she
mumbled almost inaudibly. "Keep away
from moving things — fast things."
She repeated
[Continued on page 46]
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111 Never Marry Again
and Yet

JOAN

CRAWFORD

CONFESSES

I Twice Joan Crawford has watched fame begin to slip away
from her.
Immediately after her two marriages, the dips in her career
have come. Twice, no other star has been comparable to her —
in glamour, in the affection in which she was held by the public,
in the widespread influence she held over the modes of the
younger generation. Now, for the third time, she is again beginning to achieve magnificent proportions.
Joan would be less the brilliant woman she is if she did not
see the relationship between her marriages and the temporary
suspension of her accomplishments. . . . Between her successes
and her divorces.
She has begun to ask herself: "Is it impossible for a career
woman — for me, to be successful in marriage and successful in
a career at one and the same time?" Currently she believes that.
Therefore, her current vow is: "No more marriage!"
Tan legs, compact body, white shorts, bombastically striped

peasant blouse, a new short bob, with
little curls fringing her forehead and
outlining her head.
This was Joan
Crawford on the afternoon she talked
of her career.
Of herself.
Of her
modified attitudes toward love. Of
career women
and their pathetic
need for love, and how that need
again and again betrays them into
•riage.
ill-advised marriages. Of the effect
that a film career has on marShe talked of her future. Of what
she was planning. For what she was
hoping.
In all the years I have known Joan
Crawford, I have never seen this side
of her before . . . this almost frightening ability to face and force the problems
which confronted her.
Today we were dealing in truth. Ruthlessly dissecting the Crawford heart, and the
Crawford personality.
"There is no denying," Joan said, "that love
has brought me happiness, but it has brought me
great unhappiness, too. Not the sort of unhappiness
you experience when you are disappointed in work,
but something that goes deeper.
That permeates to
your very bones and makes you feel as empty as a blownup paper bag. Hollow inside.
"Today, I am confident I'm through with marriage. I'm through
with trusting my happiness to another human being. This, I say
even in the light of the fact that I have been married to two
wonderful men — with charming qualities and great talent as
actors. Unfortunately, the happiness of a woman is not determined by the virtues or talents possessed by the man to whom
she is married, but on something almost intangible.
"The difficulty today, of course, is that women are two things.
They are career women, and yet, fundamentally, they are so
vitally feminine that inevitably there
is a conflict between the two.
"I am, to put it bluntly, afraid to
love, to marry again. At the moment,
contrary to gossip, contrary to speculation, there is no emotional interest in
my life. I have friends. To them I
am
grateful,
because recently I've been
in need
of friends.
"Let's see exactly what's happened
to me. My career went askew almost
simultaneously with my marriages.
Curious, isn't it, that after each marriage, Ihave to pick up the pieces
again — to rebuild again. Perhaps I
should be grateful for the thing in me
which has been so consistently discussed and [Continued on page 52]
Left, Joan Crawford with Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., gay and happy
shortly after their marriage.
Right, not long before divorce

Joan Crawford turns her brilliant mind to analysis of the
condition that has wrecked two
marriages and that almost
ruined her acting career twice
SOXIA

LEE

Below, Joan Crawford
with Franchot Tone returning from their
honeymoon in 1935. Below and left, not long before their recent divorce
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"The difficulty today, of course, is that women are two things.
They are career women, and yet, fundamentally, they are so
vitally feminine that inevitably there
is a conflict between the two.
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love, to marry again. At the moment,
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Curious, isn't it, that after each marriage, Ihave to pick up the pieces
again — to rebuild again. Perhaps I
should be grateful for the thing in me
which has been so consistently discussed and [Continued on page 52]
Left, Joan Crawford with Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr.. gay and happy
shortly after their marriage.
Right, not long before divorce

Joan Crawford turns her brilliant mind to analysis
the
condition that has wreckedof two
marriages and that almost
ruined her acting career twice
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BARRINGTON

■

Do you remember the kid next door
who wouldn't eat his cereal? He'd
wave his spoon around in the air, letting
the oatmeal fly all over the place, pound
away on his high-chair, and squawk his
lungs out letting you know there was
something about oatmeal he didn't like,
and that he couldn't stand the stuff? I
mean the kid who got away with it. Well,
he's probably in Hollywood now. And
he's probably a star.
There's also the little girl who lived
down the street who was scared of chick-

ens, and arabbits;
who'd coming
yell "Fire"
she saw
little steam
out ofwhen
the
kitchen; who'd run and hide behind the
piano when visitors came, and who
shrieked and shuddered when anybody
popped a toy balloon. She was terribly
shy, but usually pretty, and winsome
when you got to know her. Well, she's in
Every normal person has at
Hollywood now, too. And she's doing all
right by herself.
least one abnormal trait,
One of those kids who threw his oatmeal at the wall was Clark Gable.
He
and Hollywood stars are
wouldn't eat his spinach, either, or raw
carrots. In fact, he still won't. He always
wore his knee breeches above his knees,
just as normal as yon are!
instead of below. He'd be shot before he'd
go tomoney,
a party,
andhishe ears
wouldn't,
nor
stick
under for
his love
cap.
There was a girl who sat behind him in
school. She frequently came to school in
curl-papers, and she always teased him about his ears. Gable
still won't go to a party, if he can help it. And if you want to get
yourself on his "black-list" once and for all, girls, just come out
of a beauty shop with your hair plastered down, or in curlers,
and parade in front of his ranch in the Valley. He'll love you
for it. He'll love you like a cobra, or a corsage of poison-oak.
Gable, in a word, is a mild case of anthropophobiac. But
don't get excited over it. It's part of the making of him.
Jimmy Cagney's also one, and Robert Taylor, George Brent,
Garbo, Paul Muni, Ronald Colman, Carole Lombard, Warner
Baxter and Luise Rainer. Yours truly is an anthropophobiac
(I hate to meet people), a pyrophobiac (I'm scared of fire),
and an astraphobiac (thunder and lightning horrifies me).
The lady across the hall is a claustrophobiac
(she can't
bear to be in a small room). But we're all nice people to
meet. Who was it who said all the world's a circus? In
any case, he was pretty well on the right track. The only
HEDYtbetween
difference
[Continued on page 48]
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M. MILLER

■

A pair of green eyes gazed steadily
but with a suggestion of good-natured
defiance at the huge man with the lazy
smile and the green shirt, otherwise
known as the Assistant Director,
"So you want to be an actress? And
you'd like some dialogue? And you think
it is as simple as all that . . . ?" The smile
seemed to become lazier and the green
shirt greener.
Maybe it was a reflected glare from
the green eyes of the first speaker. We
shall never know. Not that it matters
now. If, however, glances could wither,
the green-shirt-owner would have had
a faded garment as a souvenir of
the occasion.
"I am an actress. And I shall
have some dialogue."
Green-eyes was not boasting. She had no idea of
being bombastic or difficult.
Assurance was hers by the
Divine Right of Youth. By
the unquestioning faith that
her word would be believed,
ahd that her wishes fulfilled
because both were worthy
of fulfillment.
The girl with the green
eyes will be 26 in November, 1939. Skimming back
through my old diaries I
found the entry I was looking for . . . in September,
1934.
"Met a girl called Vivien
Leigh, one eyebrow
higher than the other, on
location at Chobham,
Kent
" Further down
the page is a scribble
that says, "She got the
laugh of the assistant
director, by getting herself a three-line part,
[Continued on page 58]

A brilliant British writer
took time out during a
short visit to Hollywood
for her London papers to
do this vivid story on the
girl who plays "Scarlett"
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Mr. Smith Goes To Washington

Head

■

of all of the Boy

Scouts at home, the senator quickly learns to fear
good deeds from his new
secretary
(Jean
Arthur)

Senator Smith (James Stewart) in the
clutches of a wing collar and a fatal lady
(Astrid Allwyn)
on arrival in Washington

Our favorite extra, after complaining for months about his
hard life, gets a ehanee to do nothing at a handsome salary

Dear Editor:

you?
No sooner does Director Frank Capra
make up his mind that Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington on Wednesday, than the Little

"Beat it down to Columbia Studios,"
says she in usual carefree, but bossy manner, "where Director Capra is shooting
some senate sequences. He's put in a call
for 600 extras who'll have nothing to
do but sit in the set that represents the

Lady who operates Central Casting's telephone board makes up her mind that Mr.
Smithson Goes to Work on Thursday.

senate gallery: You won't even hafta
twiddle your thumbs. Just sit there
and don't let me hear any more about

You know how it is these days. Or do
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Bv E. J. SMITHSON

how hard you have to work. Now scat!"
Well, you know me. I scatted and go
dov/n to Columbia Studios and, without
any trouble worth mentioning here, I get
myself an extra job. Sure enough, it wasjust as she said — I sit and sit and sit and sit
for four days, and go home each night
come quitting time with eight-fifty
jingling in my jeans!
Now, I'm fully aware that, according to
accomplished chair warmers, a guy should
be sitting pretty when he can drag down

easy dough for
ing at all. And
of the agony I
the crowds in

doing practically nothit was a change from all
had running around in
The Rains Came. But

doing nothing but sit isn't easy.
First, there's the wear and tear on
the seat of your pantz as well as your
nerves. Four days of sitting and
squirming in a "snug-fit" chair wrecked
my trousers as well as my genial disposition.
Second, the heat. Not less than four
hundred white-hot arc lights spotted
at regular intervals around the top of
the four walls of the Senate Chamber
and not ten feet above our heads, kept
us extras feeling like Sunday dinners.
Four days of sitting and squirming
and sweating and I was out one pair
of pantz, two-thirds of my usual good
nature, and ten pounds of weight.
Third, the doves. On the third day
of my sitting, a crate of these cooing
little birds of peace somehow broke
loose and put on an aerial circus that
had Director Capra doing nip-ups. It
took the hired help fully two hours to
capture them, and believe me, everybody breathed a deep sigh of relief
when they were back in the crate. And
for good reason, because, while doves
in general are accepted as messengers
of peace, these feathered friends in particular were very ill-mannered or, as
you might say, had you been there,
poorly house-broken.
Fourth, the monkey. Where this
agitated simian came from, or what
role he was expected to play in the picture, is a problem that only a Charley
Chan could solve. But the fact remains

Below, Ruth Donnelly and Guy
Kibbee descend on Washington
society with a film family of eight

Right, Beulah Bondi plays an
important role in the drama of
Washington
intrigue
and
love

that Mr. Monk was there following the
day we got the "bird," and if his actions
meant anything — which they surely
did — he was as full of vim, vigor, and
vitality as he was of fleas. His acrobatic
monkeyshines set the gallery of extras
into an uproar.
The pretty blonde extra sitting next
to me fainted dead away when monk
jumped in her lap and set up his goshawful chattering. I made a grab for
him, hoping to play the big he-man
hero for the blonde cutie, but I missed
him by the length of his tail. When I
saw him again he was squatting in the
lap of a dozing, gray -bearded old
pappy,
and pulling
sleepingthegent's
whiskers.
All of ata thesudden
old
pappy awoke to find himself staring
into the eyes of the strangest lap guest
he probably ever had. "Lemme outta
here!" he screamed a split-second later,
and made a rush for the exit. "Smart
guy, eh?" the old man barked at Capra
as he whizzed past the director. "Well,
lemme tell you something, young feller.
Nobody in this danged picture business
can make me double for an orangoutang! T'hell with it! And with you!"
And with that for a goodbye parting
shot, he walked off the set and out of a
good job.
The monk was finally captured by a
prop boy, but it took a full hour before
everybody felt tidied up enough mentally to go on [Continued on page 55]
Right, Linda Winters and Frances
Cifford show the senator that
the voters have confidence in him

HUH

Mischa Auer looks alarmed for the puppet

Mischa Auer looks alarmed for the puppet

Menace !
Number One Scene Stealer
is Sandy Henville, shown
here demonstrating her tireless talents between scenes
for Unexpected Father.
Remember her performance
in East Side of Heaven?
Sambo
appeals for mercy, but Sandy
continues to steal scenes in the clinches

He was right! He has lost an
eye, and the feather is going

The lion gives up from the start
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Sambo looks scared to death,
like all actors cast with Sandy

The baby menace, as winnah!

HOLLYWOOD

Cagney Changes His Mind
■

"I certainly didn't want Jeanne to be
an actress," James Cagney admitted
seriously, "but I've changed my mind."
His expression underwent one of those
lightning-like changes that are so characteristic. He grinned. Consistency may
be a virtue, but it can never be said to
be one of Jimmy's. He's as changeable as
the weather, a quality that makes association with him one continual surprise,
but he is consistent in his inconsistencies,
and the thing you may be sure of is that
he'll never bore you.
Time, and Jeanne's unshaken determiSEPTEMBER, 1939

At first he did not
want iittle sister
Jeanne in pictures.
Now he doesn't mind
By FRANC

BILLON

nation to become an actress, brought
about his change of heart. And now that
he has given his approval, it is wholehearted and enthusiastic. Talking with
him about it leaves you with the impression that it was his idea in the first
place for his baby sister to take up his
profession.
In the interests of truth, it must be admitted that he was never wholly antagonistic to the idea. He was merely following his habit of looking after the baby,
a habit formed when she was born shortly
after the death
[Continued on page 40]
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So You'd Know Them
Anywhere!
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Young and handsome

5.
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You can't miss!
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Menace!

Can this be Jolson?
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Foreign name
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Big star

Give up?
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Seepage

Hollywood Picks

Gene Krupa's drums. For more than thirty
days Mary's been pinching herself to see
whether or not she was awake or living in
a dream, and she says those self-inflicted
bruises made her look like the tattooed
woman in a side-show. But there's to be
no more of that She has finally realized
that the incredible good movie fortune
that's befallen her bears no relationship to
the well-staged and managed Hollywood
gag which she believed it to be at first.
Mary's so confident of herself, now, that
she feels free to go to the studio without
taking along the tools of her former trade
— a secretary's writing pad and pencils.
No more practicing her shorthand in her
spare
time, tojust
case!
never tohave
to go back
herinold
job She'll
and listen
her
boss say, "Take a letter, please, Miss
Healy," because she's playing her first big
role IN Second Fiddle, an important picture starring Rudy Vallee, Sonja Henie
and Tyrone Power. And take Mary's word
for it, there's a whale of a difference between playing second fiddle and playing
IN Second Fiddle!
or Mary
so ago.got wised up to all this just a day
But a month ago! A month ago she had
her trunk packed and ticket bought for a

a Prize Winner
Mary Iffoal.y had her trunks all packed
and her tickets bought for a return to
her home when the big break came
By ED JONESBOY
■

Everything is quiet along the Potomac
and, thanks to the kind and propitious
movie gods, along the alleys of 20th
Century -Fox Studio.
We mean by that that everything is absolutely hunky-dory so far as Mary Healy,
the black-eyed and vivacious little beauty
from the Deep South is concerned.
Just the other day, Mary got herself divorced from what she describes as a
"twenty-four-hour
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ecstatic

nightmare."

She's free, now, from the pins and needles
upon which she's been sitting; she refuses
to be at sixes and sevens with herself; she
believes that at last she's got her dainty
little feet firmly planted on the long road
that leads to motion picture success; she
accepts as the truth the "encouraging
word" that her studio bigwigs have been
offering her in the hope that it would cool
off the high fever of excitement that has
been making her heart beat faster than

trip back to her old home town — New Orleans— and her old job — a secretaryship
in a film exchange.
And she would be there now, sitting in
front of her machine, tapping out letters
and drawing her thirty-five bucks a week
but for the harsh words her roommate
spoke when she learned that Mary was
about to pick up and git.
"She called me a coward and a quitter,
just to list a couple of meanies. She said
I should wait for the break that was sure
to come. I should be patient, she said.
She even dug out the old copybook maxim
about perseverance always winning. I told
her that I had been here in Hollywood
a year, waiting and persevering, without
success. Why, there weren't five people on
the lot that knew me! Oh, sure, I'd been
given one or two extra jobs and a bit part
consisting of three words. Maybe next
year I'd do better. A bit part in a B picture with four words to read! And as for
the break — I had my answer for that one.
You wait a year for a break, then you go
broke, and finally end up heartbroken!
Hollywood could decline the verb that
way, but not Mary Healy, I said. But — "
But Mary finally consented to stay another week.
| This was a month ago.
year ago she signed a 20th CenturyFox Acontract.
Two years ago she was working in a film
exchange with no thoughts of a movie
career buzzing in her pretty head.
Four years ago she had been declared
the winner of a state -wide beauty contest.
She was Louisiana's "Magnolia Girl" and
right proud of it. A year before that she'd
won the hometown beauty title of "Miss
New Orleans." The winnah, sho' 'nuf!
Six years ago she was singing in a band.
And mighty good, too. When some liked it
hot, she'd sing it hot, and when some liked
it sweet, [Continued
she'd sing sweet.
on page 60]

My "fair" friend told me . . .

"Say — isn't this a gorgeous day for sightseeing!" the woman from Arizona called
from her trailer window . . . "Not for
me!" I grumbled. "I just ran over to
tell you that I can't tramp around any
Fair Grounds with you today. My last
day, too — and so many things yet to

see!" . . . She asked a sympathetic question, and before I knew it I was telling
her my troubles and ranting about the
woes of womankind. "My dear," she
smiled, "you come right in here. I've

So In I went— and thank heaven I did.
Otherwise, I might never have learned
about Modess. And to my way of thinking, that's one of the most important
things I learned during my visit to the

Fair.

got just what you need!"

^8L

1 :*\

- ----- <«p

Modess^ mSP^

s

A

My, but she was a grand person! She
said she used to suffer from chafing
at "certain times" herself . . . until she
discovered Modess. "You see," she
said, "there are two types of napkins
— fluff-type and layer-type. Modess is
fluff -type." Then she cut a Modess
pad in two so that I could see the
fluffy, downy-soft filler.

"And Modess Is safer, too . . . as well as
softer," she said. Then gue^s what she
did! She got a glass of water, took the
moisture-resistant backing out of a
Modess pad . . . and dropped water on
it! Yes, actually. And not one drop
went through! "My goodness," I said,
"I never knew that before — and it's

Well— she just insisted on giving me some Modess. And that
was what saved my last day at the Fair. We walked miles . . .
how I did appreciate the comfort and safety of Modess!
Next day, before we left, I went to the store to buy my
trailer-friend a new package of Modess . . . and was I surprised and pleased! I found that this soft, "fluff-type" napkin
cost no more than those layer-type pads I'd been in the
habit of buying!

certainly something worth knowing."

Get in the habit of saying "Modess" !
(IF YOU

PREFER

A NARROWER,

SLIGHTLY

SMALLER

PAD,

ASK

FOR

MODESS

JUNIOR)
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Nine of a Kind
"Bobs" gets a lesson in riding on a
home-made bucking broncho assisted
vigorously by his "Pa," who has fun, too

Something about the famous Watsons
who are working their ways through
kindergarten and having a fine time
Itv JESSIE
"Hi, feller! Pull up your socks!"
— That's Garry, aged 10.
"Give 'em the good ole doublelook!" — That's Delmar, aged 12.
"Do better than yesterday!" —
Harry, the 17-year old.
"Go 'way! He did fine yesterday,
Pa said so." — Louise, 19.
"Quit pestering him!" — Gloria,
22.
"Clean handkerchief ?" — That's
Moms.

No outside help for the Watsons when
they need a new house. They just call
out the family and build it themselves
34

"Come on! Jump up! Getting
late!"— That's Pa.
"He did— stop kidding!"—
Vivian, 24.

HENDERSON
"Hey, come back and fold your
napkins!" — Coy, Jr., 26.
"Watch the closeups!" — Billy, 15.
It's the Watson family (as they
appear, left to right, in the picture
at the top of the page) seeing "Bobs"
(he's 8) off to the studio in the morning. Eleven Watsons, including Pa
and Moms, and every one of the nine
children in the movies!
As a matter of fact, the morning
scene is repeated with variations
again and again ere the forenoon
ends, for the Watson family is decidedly popular with casting officers,
[Continued on page 42]

Duo -Therm's new "Power -Air" heater keeps
your ankles as warm as your ears!
GIVES

I WISH My BABY
COULD PLAy ON THE
FLOOR-BUT OUR
FLOORS ARE SO COLD !

OURS
UNTIL WE

USED

TO BE

G-OT OUR

'FLOOR-TO-CEILING"

MEW

COMPARE

DUO-THERM -NOW
THEY'RE

WARM

EVEN,

ii

AS TOAST.'

WARMTH!

THESE RESULTS:

TOO

HOT HERE

WARM

COID

HERE

HERE

Look at this! Ordinary heaters send
heat up — where it "loafs" on your ceiling. Result : your floors are drafty, chilly.
Your ceilings are hot — nore the chart
and temperature difference! (Tests
made in a standard home.)

95c

i
winter! Your Duowill drive heat to
get uniform "floor— and extra heat

A cooling breeze in summer! When it's
hot and sticky, start your Duo-Therm
Power-Air — and let a brisk, refreshing
breeze help keep you cool !

gives you

A heating sensation! Power-Air
forces heat all through your home —
makes heat do more work — gives you
uniform, floor-to-ceiling temperatures
and actually cuts fuel costs!
But! that's only half the Power-Air
story
Summer comfort, too! On scorching
days, turn on your Power-Air — and
start a 27-mile-an-hour breeze circulating

New "Year-Round"

r

DUO-THERM

TEAR

WARM

HERE

WARM

HERE

79°
62°

figures! Duo-Therm's powerful blower
gives you the same positive forced
heat as a modern basement furnace!

THERE'S year-round comfort in
this clean, silent, trouble-free DuoTherm heater!
When you turn the handy dial on the
front panel — you get just the heat you
want in any weather! The patented BiasBaffle Burner gives more heat per gallon
of cheap fuel oil ! Open the radiant door
— and get an extra flood of warmth that
will soon make you hitch your chair back !
Feature for feature, no other heater
made can match Duo-Therm — and in

addition Duo-Therm
Power-Air!

HERE

And look at this! Duo -Therm's new
Power-Air* forces ceiling-heat to ' 'move
on" — forces it down — puts it to work
on your floors! Note these actual test

Greater comfort winter and summer too!

Plenty of heal in
Therm Power-Air
every corner. You
to-ceiling" comfort
for every room!

WARM

80°

comfort! And you can direct Power-Air
anywhere— up, down, right, left! Use it
to dry wet shoes, clothing, laundry —
winter or summer. Women can dry their
hair. Power-Air costs no more to run
than a 60-watt lamp !
Don't confuse Duo-Therm's newPowerAir heater with heaters that simply have
a fan!
It costs no more to own a Duo-Therm!
You can get a new Duo-Therm with
Power-Air for no more than you'd pay
for an ordinary heater! Why not go to
your dealer today — and see the handsome new models? They come in the
beautiful Golden Fleck enamel finish —
they heat 1 to 6 rooms — they're sold on
easy payments!
Or tear out the coupon and mail it—
now!

OUT

AND

*Patent Applied for

MAIL— TODAY!

DUO-THERM DIVISION,
Dept. H-99.
Motor Wheel Corporation, Lansing, Michigan
I want to gives!
know more about the kind of heating this new
Duo-Therm

Name
Stree t

Fuel Oil Circulating Heaters
L_

City
Srafe

Coun ty

_J
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72°
70«

Formula For
Contentment

fact that the time when Anne's budget
was five dollars a week was the time when
she made up her mind to be happy, no
matter what.
"It suddenly occurred to me," she said,
"that worry spoiled every mood and occasion. Even people with lots of money
worried. So, since I didn't have any
money, I evened things up by putting
worry in the trash basket. I honestly
don't think I've worried about anything at
allHer
fromhazel
that eyes,
day level
to this."
and shining, began
to
with laughter.
"And from
timecrinkle
I decided
never to worry
at all,theI
began to have the finest luck! There was
the day my nose got broken." Tenderly
she felt the bridge of that attractive feature which, if it ever had been broken,
certainly got over it. "I was climbing a
steep hillside, and the boy ahead of me
slipped. His foot came bang in my face.
Of course, it might have disfigured me.
But it was done, and what was the use of

Anne Shirley, appearing
soon in Career, » knows
a secret for a serene
career
in private
life
■

Anne Shirley cupped
a glass of milk in her
slim little hands, and let
her gaze rove out the
R-K-0 commissary window to where the roses
bloomed and birds and
bees bounced around in
the California sunshine.
They seemed carefree.
They had nothing on
Anne.
"Well, there it is," she
said; "possibly I'm crazy,
but I simply made up my
mind to be happy. And I
am. I'm the happiest girl
in Hollywood, and the luckiest. I'm perfectly happy. And
I" absolutely will not worry
about
ever. statement
I won't."
As anything
if this —calm
were not surprising enough in
a town, and an era, when
everybody worries about
everything, she added in her
gentle accents another astonisher.
"I've got everything I want.
And I've never caught myself
yearning for anything I didn't
possess."
A-ha! Maybe that's the
secret. She not only doesn't
want what she hasn't, but she's
sold on being pleased with
what she has . . .

"Being
>
A

happy is practical," Anne was continuing, "and, besides, it
makes you feel good.
You can go in for
happiness the same
as some people go
in for making
money. You can set
it up as your goal,
and take care of
such items of it as

come your way."
Not
thataboutshe's
Pollyanna
it,
you understand.
In
the movies at the age
of three, a star at 16
when most girls are in
high school, Anne has
experienced enough hard
knocks to develop plenty
of character, and to ripen
a naturally lively sense of
humor.
There were many
years when Anne and her
devoted mother had a tough
time meeting the rent. Often
they
ate sparingly, and
often they didn't eat. They
used to scratch along on ten
dollars a week for both of
them.
All this is Hollywood history now. But what has
never been written into
Hollywood
history is the

worrying until we found out? So I didn't
worry about it, and it didn't show, after all!
"Then one night I was hurrying home
along a pretty dark road when I fell over
something. I picked myself up and went
on. The minute I reached the house, I
found that my leg was really badly hurt—
the doctor had to take five stitches in it.
But luckily I'd hit a nerve or something,
so it didn't pain any until I got home. I
say luckily, for if I'd worried and stopped,
and seen all that bleeding, I'd have flopped
right there on the road and would have
lost a lot of blood before someone found
me.
it wasn't so much luck as grit
andSuppose
determination?
Anne waved the suggestion aside as unworthy of consideration. "I'm lucky, I tell
you," she insisted. "Why, look at the times
the grocer's wife used to drop by the
apartment to bring mother and me a box
of things 'leftover' at the end of the day.
Left over! You know they weren't. It
was just that the grocer's wife and other
people
were But
perfectly
friends."
Uh-huh.
how wonderful
about it being
the
Shirley sweetness and courage which attracted the notice of the grocer's wife in
the first place? The grocer's wife didn't
drag "leftover" vegetables around to
everybody, did she? Again the glass of
milk waved the objection away.
"I'm not sweet or courageous," Anne
disclaimed, "I never had to be. Good luck
has always come before I had time to wish
for it. Take what happened in pictures.
"At first I used to play, quite often, the
roles of noted stars in their childhood. I
played
child self,
or whatever
call it, the
of Madge
Bellamy,
Myrna you'd
Loy,
Janet Gaynor, Barbara Stanwyck, Ann
Dvorak, Fay Wray — oh, lots of famous
actresses. It was wonderful training,
though the parts were all small. Then all
of a sudden I had the lead in Anne of
Green Gables. And next thing I knew, they
gave me star billing. I hadn't worked for
it. I hadn't worried about it." She looked
challenging and triumphant. "It was

XMtltlS

Oh, sure. The kind of luck that happens to a good actress who works hard
[Continued on page 64]
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luck."
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Beware of the ONE NEGLECT*
that sometimes kills Romance!

Are your meals appetizing?

Are you a good housekeeper

Are you always
careful about
Feminine Hygiene?
Carelessness (or ignorance)
on this question in e a n s
that \ou "flunk" the test.

"Lysol" can help you make a perfect score
A GIRL can take courses that teach
. her how to keep a house. But how
to keep a husband seems to be left
mostly to guesswork.
There are women who neglect their
husbands and still hold their love. But
the woman who neglects herself is apt
eventually to live alone, whether she
likes it or not. Neglect of intimate personal cleanliness, of feminine hygiene,
may spoil an otherwise happy marriage.
Many thousands of women have
solved the problem of feminine hygiene
. . . with the help of "Lysol" disinfectant. Probably no other preparation is so
widely used for this purpose. Here are
some of the important reasons why—

I — Non-Caustic . . . "Lysol" in the proper dilution, is gentle and efficient, contains no
harmful free caustic alkali.
2— Effectiveness . . . "Lysol" is a powerful germicide, active under practical conditions, effective in the presence of organic matter (such
as dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).
3— Spreading . . . "Lysol" solutions spread because oflow surface tension, and thus virtually
search out germs.

l889-50th ANNIVERSARY-1939

4— Economy . . . "Lysol" is concentrated,
costs only about one cent an application in
the proper dilution for feminine hygiene.
5— Odor . . . The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears after use.
6— Stability . . . "Lysol" keeps its full strength
no matter how long it is kept, how often it
is uncorked.

What Every Woman

Should Know

SEND COUPON FOR "LYSOL" BOOKLET
Lbhn & Fink Products Corp.
Dept. H. -909,BloomneId, N. J., U. S. A
Send me free booklet "Lysol vs. Germs"
which tells the many uses of "Lysol".
NameSlreetCity—

FOR

FEMININE

HYGIENE

State-

Copyright 1939 by Lehn & FlnK Products Corp
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There are many good masks for reconditioning the skin, of course, but one
that I find does the trick every time is a
vegetable product. It is very beneficial
because it can be mixed with various
ingredients for the different types of skins.
If yours is inclined to be dry, you just add
a tablespoon of cold cream and a little
milk to the snowy white mask base. If
your skin is frankly oily, then add the
white of an egg and a little milk to the
mask base, and you have the answer to
your problem. So you tanned too enthusiastically and now want to get rid of your
gypsy look? Just add buttermilk to this
mask base — and you're on your way to
recovery. . . Be sure that your skin is thoroughly cleansed before you apply the
mixture (which you can make thick or
thin in consistency, as you prefer) . Otherwise, itcan't do its work. While the mask
is drying, lie down and be lazy (I deplore
the kind of laziness that makes you skip
cleaning
your kind
face,you
but indulge
I'm veryin much
favor
of the
while ina
mask is drying!) and when it is thoroughly
dry, remove it with clear cold water. Pat.
your skin dry, and admire its fresh, pink
color, its refined texture. If you want the
name of this mask that is all things to all
women, I'll be glad to oblige. It's a luxury
to use, but not to buy — because the price
is only a few cents for a supply that lasts
some time.

Anita Louise, playing in Hero for a Day, knows that a beauty routine
is essential to the girl who must look like a heroine every day

By
■

ANN

VERNON

Right now you are probably running
bing with soap and water each day will
around in blue denim slacks — and
carry on this good work, and extra applications of lubricating cream will soften
worrying more about your tennis game
the skin and correct dryness caused by an
than your face. But before you realize it,
overdose of sun and wind.
you'll be shopping for fall clothes. And
If you have been a smart girl you have
do you know that you'll most likely buy a
dress with a bustle, and a hat with a pink
taken pains, all summer long, to keep
ostrich plume?
yourself as lovely looking as possible. But
I know that most of you yield now and
Now a smattering of freckles and a rich
tan look all right with casual summer
then to laziness — a temptation that is
clothes but they'd be pretty silly with a
especially strong in warm weather. Because you go in swimming a lot you
bustle. So start right now to get your face
neglect your soap and water baths. Beinto the fall fashion picture. Don't concause you are rushing off to play golf, you
tinue to broil in the sun and roughen up
in the wind until the
forget to apply a protective cream or lotion
leaves turn. Start on
to protect your skin
the road back to femifrom the sun. At night
ninity and prettiness
Do you know what make-up
to wear with the new fall
you are so healthily
now. Gradually do it.
shades? How to fix your
tired that you skip that
You can't expect to
hair so it will look best with
undo the effects of
application of tissue
the new fall hats? Write
cream. And all the
weeks outdoors in a
Ann Vernon today for adwhile
you think, oh it
day or two. Just ease
vice. The service is free;
won't matter, just this
into your new role.
simply send a stamped selfaddressed envelope (U. S.
A good program to
once! But it does matter. That's why you
follow? Well, a mask
postage, please) for your
have to acquire the
used regularly will help
reply. Address Ann Vernon,
e/o HOLLYWOOD, 1501
habit of beauty care
refine your skin, banish
Broadway,
New York City.
once more — to correct
roughness and large
the results of laziness.
pores. An extra scrub 38

| Because we were all brought up on
soap and water as children, I think
we sometimes get the idea that it's purely
a hygienic measure, and not a beauty aid.
But we're wrong there. Soap and water
spells beautiful skin in any language.
The sooner you begin to use it regularly
and frequently, the sooner your skin becomes smooth, fresh and firm looking. If
you don't include it in your fall reconditioning campaign, you're being very
shortsighted. I want to stress the point
that the scrubbing accompanying a soap
and water cleansing helps it to achieve
results. A half-hearted swipe with a
soapy cloth isn't going to work any wonders. It's the elbow grease plus the soap
and water that does the trick. Use warm
water, plenty of the kind of soap that
lathers freely, a complexion brush or a
rough wash cloth, and follow with a
couple of clear water rinses. Bear down
firmly on the skin, work into crevices,
and don't skip a single spot. That's what
a real soap and water scrubbing means,
that's what pays dividends in skin beauty.
|

If you want the name of a soap that
fits into this program, drop me a line.
I'll give you the name of one that I saw
being made — a delicately scented white
soap tive
that
so mild
can'tglistening
harm sensiskins.isAnd
how it
those
soap
bubbles cleanse and beautify your skin!
If there weren't a perfectly sensible reason for it, I'd say it smacked of magic!
This soap is hard-milled, so that it doesn't
get mushy in water, a distinct asset if
you're budget-minded. I advise you to
use it twice a day in the tub, and use it
at least three times a day from the neck
up for a new fall face.

If your skin is very dry, follow your
soap and water cleansing with an application of cold cream. Reverse the procedure
if your skin is oily. And to hasten the
reconditioning of your summer-abused
face, massage cream on it at bedtime or
while you are in your tub. The warmth
of the bathroom will make the cream
lubricate your skin more quickly. In
addition to the use of a lubricating preparation at night, you should use a good
protective foundation cream under your
make-up. It will keep your skin looking
smoother during the day and will also
act as a protective film. This smooth
white vanishing cream can also be used
as an overnight skin softener, if you do
not like to go to bed with evidences of
your search for beauty quite visible. Both
creams are inexpensive, and they come
in several sizes under a dollar.
While you are re-doing your skin for
fall, you might give your bicuspids a
new treat. There's a perfectly swell new
liquid dentifrice that has my vote of confidence. Istarted using it before it was
put on the market, and was a fan from
the start. It's ruby-red, and does a grand
job of getting between the crevices of the
teeth, and polishing the surfaces. It
foams faster than champagne and leaves
your mouth feeling refreshed and clean
and sweet. There are several sizes — at
10 cents, 25 cents and 50 cents. Want the
name?

Write me before September 15th if you
want the names of the products mentioned inthis article. Be sure to enclose
a self-addressed stamped envelope (U.S.
postage) for my reply. Address your
letter to Ann Vernon, HOLLYWOOD,
1501 Broadway, New York City.

"My neighbors used to
razz me — behind my back!

"It used to make me wild— all that eyebrow-raising and chatter. But I don't
wonder they whispered about me. The baby's clothes, my clothes, everything that
came out of my wash s.creamed tattle-tale gray. Goodness knows, I rubbed till my
arms ached, but no use! My things looked foggier than a storm cloud and I couldn't
imagine why, until . . .

"Now they say nice things
— to my face!

"I found out I was using the wrong kind of soap. It just didn't have pep enough
to wash out all the dirt. So, quick as scat, I got some Fels-Naptha Soap at the grocer's,
and glory, what a difference! There's so much honest washing energy in this richer
golden soap and active naptha that dirt has to let go — every last speck of it! My
Myrna Loy and her husband, Arthur
Hornblow, Jr., flew across the country
and sailed for Europe for a three weeks'
vacation before the actress starts her
next Thin Man film with William Powell

clothes are so white, they shine like snow. Take it from me, I don't get the razz any
COPR.
1939, FELS SI CO.
more— it's compliments I'm hearing."

BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY" WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
TUNE IN HOBBY LOBBY every Wednesday night. See local paper for time and station.
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Basil Rathbone, Madeleine Carroll and Ronald Colman during the broadcast in honor
of King George and Queen Elizabeth, in which British notables of Hollywood joined

Cagney [Continued
Changes
His Mind
from page 29]
of their father. A baby girl in a family
of four sons, she was, naturally, the object

Start your day the Djer-Kiss way! Bathe
your entire body with this delightful talc
each morning. Djer-Kiss is refreshing,
helps you begin the day dainty and cool.
Clothes feel more comfortable. Your skin
seems soft as satin . . . you are alluringly
fragrant from head to toe. Use plenty of
Djer-Kiss, for the cost is small. 25 tf and
75 # sizes at drug and toilet goods counters. Generous 1 0-cent size at all ten-cent
stores. Get your DjerKiss talc today!

of their devoted attention. "My four
fathers," she calls them. Any objection
he may have had to an acting career for
Jeanne was just a brotherly attempt to
protect her from disappointments and
heartaches.
Jimmy is not old-fashioned. He fully
agrees with the right of any woman to
follow whatever career she chooses, but
he is a sentimentalist, and he has a protective feeling toward any girl for whom
he has an affectionate regard. It will be
remembered that, although he married
an actress, his wife retired to private life
as soon as the Cagney finances allowed.
The memory of his own early failures and
disillusionments made him reluctant to
see his sister experience the same ordeals.
Ordinarily a conversation with this
actor is a triumph of withheld information. That is, if you are talking about
Cagney. He will talk at length and

The same exquisite fragrance in Djer-Kiss
Sachet; Eau de Toilette; and Face Powder.

charmingly on any other subject. He'll
go on and on about politics or world
affairs and especially likes an opportunity
to praise a fine bit of work done by another actor. But veer around to Cagney

nt
u. intoxicating sce

D1ER-KISS

Imported

talc scented

with genuin*
perfume

asssssss

Djer-Kits

by Kerkoff.

(if you can) and you'll discover he has
a passion for long, drawn-out dissertations consisting mostly of "yes" and '"no."
■

("Plioneu/ncea Dear Kiki )

TA LC
Bi,
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KERKOFF

Today his face lit up when we spoke
of his sister. Now, there's a subject he
"admires to talk on, stranger." She is
the apple of his eye. He dotes on her.
Probably, at this point, there is nothing
in the world he wants more than for her
ambition to develop into reality.
The Cagney clan didn't take it seriously when Jeanne announced, at the

age of twelve, that she intended to be
a doctor, an attorney, and an archeologist,
all in quick succession. But when during
her college years, Jeanne developed an
inclination to act, they thought she might
mean it.
"We'll see," said Mamma Cagney with
a wise smile. "She has all she can do
with her school work now. Maybe, later."
Although there was no dramatic course
at Hunter College where Jeanne was a
student, she became interested in the
efforts of her classmates to produce plays,
and during her Junior and Senior years
she took an active part. Not to the detriment of her studies, however, for she
earned high marks in everything, made
"cum
graduated
Phi
at theBeta
age Kappa,
of eighteen
and for
that laude"
rated
her picture in Time magazine.
Her interest in acting had been stimulated, no doubt, by summer vacations in
Hollywood. Everywhere that Jimmy
went, Jeanne was sure to be. She visited
him at the studio, spending hours on the
set watching him work, absorbing every
detail. She never grew weary of watching, and while she was learning everything
she could about motion pictures, Jimmy
was studying her.
"She has the most amazing determination of anyone
I know," she
he says.
"She
is untiring
in anything
undertakes.
In school she took one language — she
majored in languages — that she didn't
care for, but she got A's in that subject
all the way through. Nothing discourages her, and opposition only stimulates her, two characteristics that are a
big help in the theatrical profession.
"Don't misunderstand me," he warned,
"I'm not knocking my profession. It's the

finest in the world. There's nothing I
would rather do than this. It offers more
personal satisfaction and greater rewards
than almost any other business but, at
the same time, it makes greater demands
and requires greater sacrifices than many
other fields of endeavor."
| Jimmy has learned that success
brings responsibilities. He has
learned that money and success don't
mean Utopia. His own futile attempts to
find relaxation and quiet would be amusing if they weren't a little sad.
His beautiful yacht, for instance, that
so many people envy him, is seldom
visited by its owner. Occasionally he
spends a few days and nights on it. to get
away from a telephone. His farm . in
Massachusetts, where he can really relax,
is across the continent from his work in
Hollywood.
He remembers the real sacrifices he
made to become an actor. He remembers
the time he was due to sail next day for
England to play the lead in Broadway,
and he was fired at the last moment. That
hurt.
He remembers, too, the opposition he
met at home when he first ventured onto
the stage, for his mother considered it
neither a respectable nor a promising field
of activity for an intelligent young man.
His argument at that time was, "But
Mother, I'm to get $25 a week and that's
better than $15." When layoffs came, as
they were bound to, and a few weeks went
by without any check at all, he had to
agree with his mother that $15 every
week was better than $25 now and then.
Jimmy will never forget those days. He
would love to protect Jeanne from such
anxieties and doubts.
When she arrived in Hollywood following her graduation from college, his first
advice to her was, "Get yourself in trim."
He may have been trying her out but if
he had any doubt about her serious intentions he had forgotten her tenacity.
She went through a course of reducing,
exercising, studying and Jimmy was very
pleased.
"Take up dancing," he told her later,
and before he remembered it again she
had finished her first term of lessons
under the guidance of Johnny Boyle.
Anything he suggests, she follows
through. Recently he remarked that
many motion picture stars have been

"Bill Henry, you'll spank this child
over my dead hody!"
A modern

a modern

way

wife finds

out for her child

1. But, Mory ... I tell you I'm tired of pampering him. He needs it and I'm going to
give him some if I have to ram it down his
throat— or else . . .

2. Oh, no, you're notl He hates that nastytasting stuff and I think it's a crime to force
him to take it just because it's around the
house. You just wait a minute while I call the
doctor!

3. Oh, I seel Yes. doctor. .. uh-huh .. .

4. There, Smartyl The doctor said never to
FORCE a child. He said to give him a coodTASTING laxative. But NOT an "adult" one.
He said a grown-up's laxative might be TOO
STRONG for a tot's delicate "insides". . . and
could do more harm than good.

WHAT?... Heavens! I didn't know that! Yes,
indeed, I'll do it right away! Thanks so
much, doctor.

"discovered" at the Pasadena Community
Playhouse. So Jeanne promptly went
over and won a part in Brother Rat.

"When Jeanne makes up her mind,
nothing can stop her," he said, with a
prideful smile. "And, after all, it wouldn't
be fair for me to try and stop her. It's
her life. It's up to her to do what she
wants to do— and can do. I'm glad that
she decided to get her start out here,
rather than in the East. Not that I think
her chances any better here, but she's
with me and I can keep an eye on her and
my brother, Bill, can look after her."
To the suggestion that there might not
be room enough for the names of two
Cagneys in lights, he was unworried.
"Well,
said
with ifa there
grin. isn't, I'll move over," he

5. He said to give him a modern laxative
made especially for children EVEN TO THE
TASTE. So he recommended Fletcher's Castoria because it not only tastes good— it's
safe, too. It has no harsh drugs, and won't
gripe. I'll get a bottle now.

GL^/H^tc^i
The modern — SAFE — laxative made

6. Wow I Will you look at him go for that
Fletcher's Castoria! Thank heaven, we won't
have
family.any more fights over a laxative in this

CASTORIA
especially and ONLY
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for children

Nine of a Kind
[Continued jrora page 34]

CREAM
DEODORANT

and five or six of the youngsters are sure
to be tearing off to some studio any day
you choose to pick.
Four of the boys appear in Director

Chicago, Kentucky, Boys' Town, Dodge
City, Alexander Graham Bell, and — his

Right now, two studios want to sign
Bobs up to a long contract; not as a
featured player, but as a star. Pa Watson
has given the matter prolonged and earnest
thought. He hasn't been sure he wants
a star in the family!
"It's a mighty happy family, just the
way it is," he confided, rocking in a chair
on the veranda of "Gramps' " house in the
On Borrowed Time set at M-G-M studios.
Over beyond the garden path, Lionel
Barrymore was talking with Bobs, both of
them laughing excitedly at some joke, the
little boy's eyes sparkling with fun.
To the left of the porch stood a high
fence, which enclosed the famous appletree that looms with such importance in
the plot; the tree in which Gramps, according to the beautiful, symbolic story, manages to trap Death, who must stay there
till Gramps gives him permission to come
down. Bobs took a keen boyish interest in
that tree, a golden russet apple tree bolted
and wired and braced to keep it from

most recent job — little grandson "Pud,"
with Lionel Barrymore, in On Borrowed
Time.

hopping about the set when the man-made
earthquake started at its roots.
Death, you see, shakes the tree violently

Frank Capra's Mr. Smith Goes to Washington. They're cast as Guy Kibbee's
family, and Pa says one of the scenes is

stops
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You will be ever so fresh and safe
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safe • sure • long lasting
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Dri-Dew
(cream) 10c, 29c
Instant Dew (liquid) lOc, 25c, soc
Send for free booklet, "Your Key to Personal
Loveliness," to Pearson Pharmacol Co.,
F-9, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.

"like when they corral me at home."
Delmar has been in 120 films, and from
one of them acquired seven stitches in his
knee. Among them, the Watsons, from
the oldest to the youngest — a difference,
incidentally, of 18 years — have had bit
parts and speaking parts and featured
parts in around five hundred pictures.
But it just happens, what with this and
that and the current popularity of little boy roles, that "Bobs," the dark-eyed,
dark -haired youngest of the brood has had
the most important parts of all. Lately he
has played in 24 productions, and these include important characters in In Old

■

cptecuutr
STOPS
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stops perspiration odor
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TIRED EYES
IN SECONDS!

Only TWO DROPS of this eye specialist's
formula WASHES, soothes, CLEARS dull,
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Thousands prefer stainless, sanitary,,
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Irene Dunne and Charles Boyer take a stroll on the Universal lot between shots of
their new film, A Modern Cinderella. Boyer sails for France on a vacation immediately after completion of the picture.
His wife, Pat Paterson, goes with him

in his efforts to free himself from the
limbs. The shaking was done by a pile
driver beneath the tree roots, while Death
(in the person of the English actor, Cedric
Hardwicke) held on for dear life. A tree
that would shake at will was something!
Bobs hung around it, fascinated, and trotted over to it from wherever he happened
to be at such times as the prop man
changed the apples. Oh, yes, the apples
had to be changed; they grew much too
ripe under the hot lights, and every day
or so a complete, new set burgeoned from
the branches, each fastened on with a wire
and a black button.

Realize Your Dream
of Thrilling Hair!
An amazing new cleansing-agent in Halo Shampoo brings
lovely sparkle and manageability to even dry hair, with
no scalp irritation!

"I'm all of a tremble for fear Bobs is
going to ask for a tree like that, come
Christmas," Pa remarked. "He gave me
an order for a baby elephant two years ago
at Christmas time. I had to have a friend
call up and explain that Santa was all out
of elephants.
"But about this star contract idea. As 1
say, our family is happy now and I don't
know whether we'd be as contented with
a star in the house. We're all for one and
one for all in our family. There isn't any
jealousy, and nobody's any better nor any
better actor than anybody else, and if the
other fellow gets more work or more important work — why, that's fine. It's a
family affair.
Everyone's pleased.
"Take a star contract, though, and right
away as soon as a child is under contract
the law says you have to establish a trust
fund for him. That's all right, only in our
case it would mean one child having more
money than his brothers and sisters.
Money isn't everything, and a truer word
never was said. We've got about all the
things we need. After twenty years, we're
moving into another little new house,
down near where the Mack Sennett studios
originally were, and it's fine and just
about right for us. Big enough. Not too
big.
"Another thing. A young boy with a
trust fund, when he grows up — how can
he ever marry the girl he loves? Maybe
he can't help being influenced by the
money; maybe she can't help being influenced by it. How does he know she really
loves him and not his income? I tell you,
there's plenty of angles to figure. Enough
money, but not too much — "
■

One reason why enough money, but
not too much, is a thing the Watson
family keep in mind, is because Pa
Watson's father was a chaplain. He knew
spiritual values, and in this respect his
son and grandchildren are a very levelheaded clan. Meanwhile, Bobs and others
of his young brothers are — so to speak —
working their way through kindergarten,
as their older brothers and sisters did
before them. Without trying to corner
all the coin in Hollywood, they still are
(like other screen children) providing
educations for themselves that their
parents could not hope to furnish. This
is fine. Pa Watson thoroughly approves
of education, the more the better. It's
luxury and extravagance that he regards
with a suspicious eye as dangerous.
So Bobs, one of the cutest and most
popular kids on the screen, lives in a
modest
home — and loves it. His two

smart peoaround
GLANCE
ple gather,
and you
see where
why today many
women with plain features are actually
considered beautiful!
Hair can do wonders for a woman if
she gives it a chance. It can seem to make
a round face take on lines of classic beauty.
Give fullness and youth to faces that may
be a trifle too angular. Yes, hair can reflect exotic over-tones in your eyes and
your complexion.
But to reap this reward you must let the
natural beauty of your hair come forth.
You see, many old-style shampoos so often
leave an unrinsable film of soap or oil to
actually dull the hair and cover up its
natural brilliance. That's why women
used to need a lemon or vinegar rinse.

with Halo demonstrates perfectly how it
removes all trace of dull film left by those
old-style shampoos. How radiant and full
of luster it leaves your hair, eliminating
any need for lemon or vinegar rinse. How
silky-soft and manageable it leaves even
"wild" hair. How clean and fragrant your
scalp, without irritation. In fact, even
loose, flaky dandruff is safely removed.
So buy Halo Shampoo from any drug,
department or ten-cent store in the 10c,
50c or $1.00 size. It is approved by
Good Housekeeping Bureau. If a trial,
doesn't bring thrilling beauty to your
hair, return the empty bottle to Colgate,
Jersey City, N. J., and we will gladly return every penny you paid for Halo.

"Why
hairandso unmanageable.
often looked dull and
dead, your
stringy
How lucky for all women that a scientist made this discovery now in Halo
Shampoo— a way to make rich, creamy
shampoo lather without the use of either
soap or oil.
Here at last is the ideal shampoo for
dry, oily or normal hair. One shampoo
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shampoo
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sisters have jobs in downtown stores.
They are remarkably good actresses, but
Pa Watson says they ought to train themselves to be good sensible wives. After
they marry, if they and their husbands
agree that the careers should continue —
okay. "But," Pa observes, "I've seen too
many movie marriages ruined by too many
careers in the same family."
■

When the sisters come home from
work, and when Bobs and his brothers
return from the studios, the whole crowd
— and it is a crowd, eleven of 'em — sit
down to the most extraordinary meal in

the Hollywood area. It's extraordinarily
good, for one thing — but what makes it
different from meals in most movie families
is the fact that Moms Watson, herself, has
cooked it. Yes, money in the bank and
children in the movies, Moms — a truly
devoted wife and mother — cooks the meals
for the household, and won't allow anybody except one of the girls to help her.
It's a really old-fashioned family, one to
warm the heart, in the fastest-paced, most
modern and modernistic town in the whole
world.
■
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been taught to "give out and give joy."
It has worked beautifully. To be brash
or impudent is, in that house, a cardinal
sin. Bobs, who prayed for "Uncle Lionel"
every night during the On Borrowed Time
production, invariably adds to his petitions
the sincere and simple appeal: "And
please, Lord, help me not to get fresh on
the set or anywhere."
■

For their
home-grown
theatrical
boarding house, Pa and Moms Watson
select the food with common-sense and
thrift. Scotch oatmeal and milk usually
provide the first part of the breakfast, and
they all eat it. "You can't be temperamental," Pa says, "when you're part of a
big family." There are hotcakes, too,
eggs "when they're not too high," orange
juice. The other meals include "lots of
carrots and peas, biscuits, a shoulder of
lamb for Sunday; occasionally, roast beef.
When we can afford it— and we've never
missed many — we have turkey at Thanksgiving and Christmas."
On Sundays,
the whole crew is likely

FIBS-Room 1455. 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
I enclose 10c for trial supply of FIBS, the Kotex
Tampon, mailed in plain package.

City

Come right down to it, Moms Watson
runs
a theatrical
boarding
house;
right in her own family. Plump, youthful
looking, with a delightful, almost roguish
smile (it's easy to see where Bobs gets
that smile of his) she presides over the
table calmly and efficiently. And no matter how hungry they are, the children
don't forget their manners.
That's another old-fashioned note; the
courtesy, the low-pitched voices, the
absence of shove and shouldering-aside
which comes from unselfishness. The
youngsters from their earliest years have

State

to pack up and go on a picnic. "What
Sunday school picnic is this?" people
sometimes ask when they see the Watson
offsprings strewn all over the beach or
mountainside. The nearest the Watsons
ever come to vanity is at such moments,
and when — to take the family to some
preview — a studio sends two cars.

■

There's one dramatic break in the meal
routine at the Watson house. This
is when one of the youngsters has been
assigned a role that needs plenty of study.
For example, when Billy had a part in
The Little Minister, the family decided
to help him by going Scotch in a big way.
They ate mush, they talked with a Scotch
accent, for weeks. In the Fred Astaire
film, Damsel in Distress, Harry was a
London

cockney, and the Watsons submerged their own personalities in fishand-chips and cockney accents. Pa has
taught his children to lose themselves in
the character — most of their histrionic
training has been received at home.
While his father talked, Bobs had run
excitedly to the porch of Gramps' house
on the set, and was impatiently waiting a
chance to put in a word. Impatiently, but
silently
didn't looked
break
in. He and
stoodcourteously.
there till hisHe father
around at him.
"See!" he cried, in a veritable explosion
of enthusiasm, his dark brown eyes snapping, "see what with
Mr. Barrymore
gave up
me!"a
Incandescent
joy, he held
handsome wrist watch on a leather strap.
"What time is it, Dad? Will you set it
for me?

Can I wear it right now? Wasn't
Oh — " by
it to me?
to give setting
of him smiled,
goodWatson
it Pa
the watch
his own and preparing to fasten it around
the chubby little wrist. "And what did
youBobs
give stood
him?" perfectly
he said. still a moment,
looking sidewise at his father with that
shy yet keen and shining glance. "Nothing," he answered slowly, " — yet." And,
incredible as it may seem for a young
boy with his first watch, he rushed away
to give Lionel Barrymore a big kiss of
thanks before he took time out to have
the watch fastened on his wrist as his
very own. They've been well brought up.
these Watsons.
■

"We don't give things at our house,"
'em —
we earn times.
explained,
give them "unless
at unexpected

and Pa
we
All
that
for and

the children
have, the
they've
earned.
It seems
best worked
way.

"Maybe that's how it comes about that
his brothers and sisters are Bobs' toughest
audience. They razz him if he's been bad
in a picture sequence that day, and give
him the Scout cheer if he's done well.
They're all Boy Scouts. Then the youngest
ones go out in the yard with him and play
football or baseball or cowboys or Indians.
Bobs is in bed by 8:30, and at breakfast
anyway by 8. We don't aim to spoil him.''
■ Somebody over on the opposite side of
the set called, "Quiet!" Bobs was about
to do his big scene; the sequence where
Death lures the little boy to the tree, and
arranges the fall that kills him.
"Cowardy calf, cowardy calf," came the
alluring voice of Cedric Hardwicke from
the tree, "you don't dare climb the
"I am not a cowardy calf!" cried little
Pud valiantly.
He stood on the garden
fence
. . ."
path, brown head thrown back, direct eyes
looking into the apple tree branches.
Sturdily he began to climb the fence, with

such young determination, such unsuspecting trust in the alluring voice, that
somehow tears came to one's eyes. Bobs
has a certain quality, of acting and of
personality, that creeps into the spectator's heart.
| He comes naturally by his ability to
act. The scene over, Pa Watson began
to tell of his own career in pictures. "Right
at the beginning, in the silents," he said,
rocking gently to and fro in the wide
porch chair, "I worked as carpenter and
actor with the early Sennett studio. In
the
we'd costumes
all ride out
location,
climbmorning,
into Indian
and toattack
the
village or the covered wagons, up till
noontime. After lunch, we'd climb into
cowboy costumes and chase ourselves all
over the hills all afternoon.
"When they put the film together, there
we were. Wicked Indians pursued by
dauntless troopers or whatever. Practically no pay, those days, but lots of fun.
"My
Gloria she
was was
named
GloriaI
Swansongirlbecause
bornforwhile
was working in a Swanson picture. Louise
was named for Louise Fazenda, another
Mack Sennett player. Delmar, my boy,
was named for Director Del Lord; he drove
thewhich
patrolI wagon
of
was one.for the "Keystone Cops,
A Hollywood oldtimer, this Pa Watson,
though he is still far from elderly. A
man who grew up with the industry, and
wants his youngsters to do their best by
it. Not necessarily for gobs of money, but
more (believe it or not) for the pride of
accomplishment.
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No wonder Susan Hayward acclaims PARIS

"First thing I tried to teach 'em," he
said, "was to forget themselves completely.
Think only of the character. Feel the
situation. And I'm kind of proud of how
they took to it." He smiled at Bobs,
bounding up on the porch, hypnotized by
the golden seconds ticked out by that most
wonderful watch in the world. "Because
— you know what? All of those youngsters— " He paused to make it more impressive. And it was impressive, all right.
— "Every one of those youngsters can cry
real tears whenever
the director tells
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David Niven having a very good time at "Prince" Mike Romanoff's party -with Jacqueline Dyer, to whom he is reported to be engaged.
His next film is The Real Glory

Does Disaster Haunt Milland?
[Continued from page 21]
the words over and over again. Then,
"Water — water. I see water around you.
Black water and white water. Beware —
beware of too much water."
Ray stood there, almost hypnotized by
the droning fascination of the crone's
mumbling voice. Then, reaching in his
pocket, he handed the woman a coin. She
shrank back against the far wall of the
grimy tent, refusing to take the money.
Shrugging, he turned to go. As he did so
she fumbled with clawing fingers in her
tattered rags, and tossed something at his
feet. He bent over and picked it up. It was
an iron coin of a design he had never seen
before.

w
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"Keep it and no harm will come to you,"
she whispered. Then she covered her eyes
with her bony hands as if to shut him out
from her sight. Ray thrust the coin in his
pocket and hurried out of the tent. A few
weeks later and he had completely forgotten the disturbing incident.
The years slipped by. He left England
and came to America to try his luck in
films. Fortune favored him. The day he
signed his first Hollywood contract he
decided to celebrate by buying a new car.
To try it out he drove to the top of Hollywood's highest hill.
Parking close to the edge of a cliff, Ray
sat thrilled with the glorious view of the
city. Suddenly he felt the urge to get out
of the car. A moment later the earth beneath the car gave way, and the machine
went crashing down into the ravine, tumbling end over end.
"Keep away from moving things — fast
things." He should have remembered
those prophetic words. But he didn't. It
was, to his practical mind, a mere fortun-

ate coincidence that he had happened to
step out of the car a moment before it
crashed down the ravine. And it was even
more of a coincidence when, looking for
the car later, he found it had landed in
someone's backyard — someone who, it
turned
out, hewasleftan England.
old friend he hadn't
seen since
■

During
those
beginning
days
in
Hollywood, Ray traveled back and
forth across the Atlantic seven times. On
one of the voyages he narrowly escaped
serious injury when a drunk lurched
against him and sent him sprawling on the
deck. Ray was unconscious when they
picked him up. He still bears a scar from
that accident.
"Water — water. Beware — beware of too

But water."
that, too, was just an unfortunate
much
accident. Surely there was nothing
prophetic or alarming about it.
When he decided to build his first
Hollywood home, Ray searched for
months to find the right spot. Finally he
found a lot in a canyon that satisfied every
requirement. The day before the contractors broke ground to build, California
had one of her "unusual" downpours.
Ray's lot was swept away in the flood.
"Water — water.
Beware — "
■

A few months ago Ray was in England, enjoying a much-needed vacation, when he received a cable calling him
back to Hollywood to start work on Beau
Geste. He came back and when he had
finished the picture the studio granted him
another vacation. So Ray took his wife
and her mother up to San Francisco to

board ship for Honolulu. On the day they
were scheduled to sail, a maritime strike
paralyzed all ocean traffic. There was
nothing to do but return to Hollywood.
For years Ray had wanted a workshop.
Now, with this vacation time on his hands,
he decided to install one in his home.
While working on a chair leg, the guard
on the electric bandsaw came loose. The
saw tore into his hand, almost severing
his thumb. Doctors wanted to amputate
the thumb immediately, fearing that if infection set in he would lose his entire
arm. But Ray's personal doctor still held
out hope they could save the finger. For
four days and nights, nurses and doctors
never left his bedside. The amputation
was unnecessary, although it will be
months before the thumb is completely
healed.
The day he left the hospital the maritime
strike ended. Once again he made plans
to leave for Honolulu. And then, on the
eve of departure, the studio called and told
him to rush to England to play in French
Without Tears.
■

When he got the news he drove into
Hollywood to buy an extra trunk.
Driving down Sunset Boulevard he passed
the apartment building where he had lived
during the years he was struggling for
success in pictures. Something long buried
in his memory suddenly came back to him.
He pulled over to the curb, parked the
car and walked into the apartment house.

Nothing had changed. The rugs on the
floor, the cracks in the wall, the color of
the wallpaper — everything looked exactly
as it had looked when he had left the
building for the last time. He rang the
manager's bell.
"I'm Ray Milland," he said. "I lived
here several years ago. When I moved I
left my trunk in the basement. I wonder
if it's still here?"
Actually Ray had left the trunk because
he didn't have money to pay an expressman to move it. Now he found himself
forcing open the lock, forcing back the
ghosts of yesterday. The moment the
trunk lid sprang open, Ray knew he didn't
want any part of it— it reminded him too
clearly of his early painful battles for
recognition in Hollywood. But the building attendant was watching him curiously,
so he made a pretense of searching through
the drawers.
Down in the bottom of the trunk, tucked
away in a corner, he found the curious old
iron coin the gypsy woman had given him
so many years before. And in that moment all the memories of narrow escapes
from death or serious injury since the
woman had given it to him, came back
with startling clarity.
"I never remembered that experience
with the fortune teller until I saw that
coin," Ray said afterward. "I'm anything
but superstitious. But it's strange how
some of those things she told me parallel
things that have happened to me in later

■

There was a time, for instance, when
he felt a sudden urge to go to New
York. He went, stayed for a few days and
decided to go home again, as quickly as
possible. He booked passage on an airliner. Miscalculating the time, he arrived
at the airport just after the plane took
off. The owner of a private plane hangared
at the field recognized him and offered to
fly him to California. Ray accepted the
invitation and climbed in the plane. Waiting for the take-off, he changed his mind
and got out. The next day he read that the
plane had crashed.
"Keep away from moving things — fast
Somehow, all the unfortunate incidents,
the near-disasters in Ray's life have centhings."
tered about the gypsy's "water" and "fast
movingrived inthings"
When Without
he arLondon prophecy.
to make French
Tears his hand was still bandaged from
his encounter with the bandsaw. On his
preceding visit to England he had arrived
with his head and one hand swathed in
gauze, the result of falling from a horse
when the girth gave way.
If a week goes by and nothing happens
to him, Ray's friends rib him unmercifully
and accuse him of "slipping." Ray himself still claims he's not superstitious. But
now he carries that curious old iron coin
with him wherever he goes. And chances
are he always will. For he still remembers that gypsy's words as she threw it at
his feet:
"Keep it and no harm will come to you."

years."

YOU'RE STILL
MY ADORABLE BRIDE!
FOR
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LUCKY WOMAN!
BUT IF I HAD
A "SCHOOLGIRL
LIKE YOURS, MAYBE
COMPLEXION*
MY HUSBAND
WOULD BE MORE
ATTENTIVE
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Hollywood is that Hollywood has a superabundance of normally abnormal people,
if you see what I mean!
The timid little girl down the street
grew up to be Olivia de Havilland. When
she was tiny it wasn't only mice, toads,
snakes and bats that bothered her. Olivia
would scamper for shelter at the sight
of a harmless dog, a cat, a horse, or even
a docile cow, munching in the meadow.
When company came she'd beat it up to
her room, close the door, and play with
her dolls — or else slip out the back door
and ride her bicycle for hours, to make
sure the visitors were gone when she got
back.
"I'm an anthropophobiac, and how!"
Olivia told me as we talked in her dressing room the other day. (We had found
the term in an encyclopedia and it didn't
faze her.) "I'm scared stiff of anything
that walks, or talks. Just ask the publicity
department, if you don't believe me. Ask
one of the boys who've tried to get me to
talk about my love-life. Or one of the
photographers who've tried to get pictures of me in a bathing-suit. I just slip
into my shell like a turtle — oh, that nasty
word — and get away as quickly as I can.
I think I'd probably live in a cabin out
in the hills and spend the rest of my life
knitting if I didn't realize things like
that aren't good for you."
The people who watched the stampede
scene in the making of Dodge City can tell
you about Olivia and animals. Do you
remember the scene? Olivia's screen
brother whips the herd of steers into a
frenzy, and the excited beasts threaten
to make match sticks of the entire camp.
As the cattle bear down on Olivia, hero
Errol Flynn snaps her up in his protecting
arms and plants her in the safety of her
covered wagon. Says Errol: "Olivia was
trembling like a leaf. Of course, I don't
blame her in a way. Those long-horns
were really mad. When they charged
down on the camp they weren't fooling,

by any means. But I found out afterwards what really made Olivia quake.
It wasn't the fear of being ground under
those beating hooves so much as it was
her natural fear of all animals. She explained it to me, after the dust had
settled, just so I wouldn't think she didn't
have courage."
■ Somebody dropped a 200-watt arclight bulb on a set where Jimmy
Cagney was working a few weeks ago,
and Jimmy nearly hit the catwalks. I
don't know what kind of a phobia it is,
but the little giant himself will tell you
he'd rather swim in ice-water than be
around when something goes off.
"When I was a kid," he told me, "I
couldn't even stand a pop-gun. On the
Fourth of July, when all the other kids
were out blasting up the town with fiveinch salutes, I was home reading a book,
or huddled up in the back row of a
movie -theatre. I've never owned a rifle
or a pistol in my life. If somebody so
much as slams a door, I almost lose my
I recall a party Cagney attended not
so long ago. Jimmy arrived, shook hands
with everybody present, then made for a
corner where the sister of the hostess
happened
mind." to be. He sat her politely down
in a chair, and began chatting. "I hate
crowds," he told her, "and I can't stand
loud voices. You and your sister are the
only people here who speak under a shout,
and I'm afraid you'll just have to give
the rest of your evening over to me."
"My conversation with Cagney that
evening was one of the most interesting
sessions I've ever had," she told me, a
few days after the party. "Though Jimmy
always has something enlightening or
interesting
to say,"
on, "it's
so much what
he she
sayswent
as the
way not
he
says it. When it was time for him to go.
I whispered, 'Good night,' and we've been
pals ever since."

Wake Up Your
Liver Bile—
Without Calomel — And You'll Jump
Out of Bed in the Morning
Rarin'
Go
The liver
should topour

out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels
daily. If this bile is not
flowing freely, your food
doesn't digest. It just
decays in the bowels.
Gas bloats up your stomach. You get constipated.
Your whole system is
poisoned and you feel
sour, sunk and the
world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the
cause. It takes those good, old Carter's Little
Liver Pills to get these two pounds of bile
flowing freely and make you feel "up and up."
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making biie
flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
by name. 25c at all drug stores. Stubbornly
refuse anything else.
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Roland Young gives his own idea of a proper salute on arriving at "Prince" Mike
Romanoff's party. Young is bringing his own drinks, an action specified in the

otherwise

formal

invitations from

the phoney

nobleman

who

makes

his own

rules

■

All they had to do to uncover Hollywood's acraphobiacs was to make the
picture Tailspin. Joan Davis had been
exposed already in the earlier picture
Sing and Be Happy. In that opus Joan
played the role of a girl who turns
window-washer. Since an acraphobiac is
a person who's afraid of high places, Joan,
need we mention, was on the verge of
collapse throughout the window-washing
sequences. Tailspin came along, and
again Joan found herself as much above
the earth as on it.
"What I have to do to make a living!"
Joan exploded to the director of Tailspin when he told her, what the story
was about. "You know I can't even sit
on a piano-box without getting woozy;
and now you put me in a plane!"
After her final flying sequence, though,
Joan had another talk with the director.
This time she sang a different tune.
"By golly," she remarked, with a broad
grin on her face, "I think I'm cured!
After flitting all over the sky, like a
pigeon, I think I could eat my lunch on
top of the Washington Monument without batting an eye-lash."

tumes be cleaned thoroughly every day.
Rosemary Lane comes in second, and
her special department is the shower.
Rosemary takes a shower before going to
work in the morning, another before going
to bed, and one every time you turn
around, at the studio.
Priscilla Lane carries on her battle
against germs with her toothbrush. She
carries it wherever she goes, and cleans
her teeth as religiously and as often as
Rosemary takes her showers.
George Brent specializes on his fingernails. Whenever he finds himself alone,
out comes the nail-file and George goes
to work, carrying on in his small way, the
warfare of man against bugs.
■

In still another division are Constance
Bennett and Basil Rathbone. Their
particular mission in life seems to be the
elimination of discarded cigarettes and
cigars from ash trays. Constance restrains

The encyclopedia also gave forth with

herself when she's away from home, but
Basil seems to have appointed himself
ash tray sweeper for all of Hollywood.
Whether he's visiting at someone's home,
someone's office, attending a night spot,
or dining at a restaurant, it's all the same
to Basil. Every ash tray in sight is

fearassociated
of pollution,
which"mysophobia,"
has also come the
to be
with
an aversion to dirt. The champ mysophobiac in Hollywood at the moment is
Joan Crawford, who washes her hands
dozens and dozens of times a day, and
insists that every one of her movie cos-

promptly relieved of its contents. "It all
began when I went to Military school,"
says Basil.
Other champions in their own particular
fields are these: Maureen O'Sullivan
won't wear green. It reminds her of
Ireland,
and
makes
her
home-sick.

■

IIIIIIIIHIHtllHllllW.MI..

Jeanette MacDonald

despises the idea

that red-heads can't wear pink. A carrottop herself, Jeanette goes out of her way
to have an assortment of pinks in her
wardrobe. Hedy Lamarr wouldn't change
her hair style if J. Edgar Hoover demanded itwith a federal warrant in his
hand. The subject has been the cause of
minor squabbles with her studio, but Hedy
has thus far come out on top. A more
careless hair-do was almost demanded of
her for Lady of the Tropics, but when the
picture comes to your theatre you'll, see
Hedy's tresses groomed a la Lamarr just
as they've always been. Freddie Bartholemew hates kids with long hair. The
aversion harks back, of course, to the days
when Freddie was made to grow long
hair for the screen. Geraldine Fitzgerald jumps a mile when she sees a
large dog. Working in sequences with
two colossal mastiffs in Wuthering Heights,
thus, reflected, to her mind, a case of bad
casting.

■

So, Hollywood goes right along, not
eating its oatmeal,
■~iTi or its spinach;
refusing to bathe in ice-water, and to

button up its overcoat; Hollywood won't
eat an apple a day, and throws its castor
oil out the window, with gestures; Hollywood ducks at the first clap of thunder
and the first flash of lightning; she's
afraid of cap-pistols, rubber bands,
woolen socks and squirrels. But, for all
that, she's a pretty healthy baby, and
just as normal as you and you and you!

«<
:~ ' ■

SH-H-Hf NOBODY MENT/ONS BAD BREATH f

'S COMBATS BAD BREATH
.MAKES TEETH SPARKLE/

"Colgate's special^ewet rating foam gets into
hidden crevices between your teeth . . .
helps your toothbrush
clean out decaying
food particles and stop
the stagnant saliva odors that cause
much bad breath. And Colgate's
safe polishing agent makes teeth
naturally bright and sparkling! Always use Colgate Dental Cream —
regularly and frequently. No other
dentifrice is exactly like it."
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Oooomph

(Pronounced

[Continued from page 19]

Oomph." (Bob Groves, Town House managing director.)
"Oomph — that which attracts and fires
the imagination — an emotional consciousness in another whose attractiveness is

Qu.cklv g»ves y
Complete every
shampoo with Nestle Colorinse, as millions
of women do ! Removes shampoo film ; gives
hair exquisite tones, fascinating high-lights,
leaves it soft and easy to manage. Helps
make permanent waves last longer.
Colorinse is a tested tint. It is not a
bleach. See the Nestle Color Chart at your
nearest toilet goods counter today! 10^ for
2 rinses at 10-cent stores ; or 25tf for 5 rinses
at drug and department stores.

COLORINSE
HAM
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rt6~,mtl*
V'9V'

MONEY)

JUST SHOW TO FRIENDS
Amazing; $1 seller. Costs you only 50c.
Take orders f or latestsensation. Beautiful GIFT BOX filled with 21 smart.
n«wly designed Christmas Folders.
Nothing like it on market. Tops all
others in beauty, appeal, value. Ten

other fast-sollInK assortments. Full line ol
Personal Christmas Cards with name imprinted. Low as 50 for $1.
Jost Hhow samples— make bia money.
Write for samples today.
JANES ART STUDIOS, Inc. 238 Anson PL, Rochester. N.Y.

Your Iron Fairly Glides!

magnetic and alluring." (George Hurrell,
photographer.)
Or, as Bob Hope put it, you cannot explain Oomph. It just happens. It just
happens, I think, that Ann Sheridan is
well nigh fed up with Oomph about this
time, and well she might be. She has been
a good sport about it but I suspect the frequent embarrassments are getting under
her lovely skin, and the humor of the constant ribbing is wearing paper-thin.
The ink was scarcely dry on the Oomoh
Girl deal, presented her by the wellmeaning Miss Parsons and her vote-casting cohorts, when the first reverberations
hit the headlines. Ann received a telegram from a New York show girl who
intimated she did not think much of the
judges' decision and challenged Ann for
the right to the title.
Close on the heels of that came the
brody, engineered (it is believed by many
suspicious souls) by the Paramount publicity department. Miss Audrey DuVal,
currently known on the radio as Joan
Castle, filed suit against Ann, claiming she
had originated the title Oomph Girl. Ann
she said, was infringing on her rights to
the tune of $5,000.
"An insulting amount in itself," Ann
laughed. "If she had made it $500,000 it
would have been worth while."
Ann's was not the only face reddened
by the incident. The suit was withdrawn,
without benefit of publicity, when it was
discovered that contrary to newspaper
stories which claimed Miss DuVal was a
Paramount stock player, the so-called
original Oomph Girl no longer was under
contract to the studio and had not been
for some months!
■

The latest press blasts at Ann and
Oomph were contained in a picture of

Joy
and Hodges
a biting being
article made
from "Miss
the penYumph,"
of the
erudite George Jean Nathan, who laced
her up and down with such pleasant little
phrases as "the orange grove sexual magnet" and the "irresistible pigeon." He
wound up by saying something to the
effect that the Hollywood load of anatomical dynamite was talking through her
bonnet.
This modern way to hot starch offers
you advantages worth knowing.
Simply add boiling water to dissolved
Quick Elastic— no mixing, no cooking,
no bother as with lump starch. Ends
sticking and scorching. Restores elasticity and that soft charm of newness.

K YOU
TH
THEAN
HUBINGER CO., No.

TRY
THIS

FREE

771, Keokuk, Iowa.

Your free somple of QUICK ELASTIC, please,
"That V/onderful Way to Hot Starch."
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"Ouch 2")

The kid pondered that a moment, then
picked up the conversation.
"Is that how you get oomph?" he
blandly demanded.
■

A cop on the studio police force
stopped her the other day.
"Sure, and what's this Oomph Girl stuff
I've been hearing about a sweet girl like
you?" he said. Ann tried to explain. The
cop listened for a moment, then shook his
head.
"Well, personally, I don't know whether
you've got oomph or not," he decided.
"But I guess you'll get over it all right."
Ann did not stop to ask him what he
thought oomph might be.
She drove in a drive-in sandwich stand
the other day and ordered a steak sandwich. Theall,"
car-hop
"That's
Ann just
said. stood and stared.
"Oomph is free," he cracked. "Just like
the sun, and are we having unusual

■ As often as possible Ann .goes to a
weather!"
local ice rink early in the morning.
Now Ann won't constitute a threat to
Sonja Henie for many a moon unless it
would asbe much
in doing
down
of thecomedy
time asfalls.
she isShe's
up.
The other morning she was essaying a
solo turn around the rink which was deserted except for a grizzled old gent in
his seventies who cleans up around the
place and scrapes the ice. After a frantic
balancing act, Ann went down with a
thud.
"Ouch!" the old fellow commiserated.
"I'll bet that one hurt your oomph!"
■

At the Juarez preview she was approached by a young matron who
wanted an autograph. Tagging along with
the mother was her youngster of six or
seven years. Graciously Ann was inscribautograph book when she
frozeing the
in woman's
her tracks.
"Mama," said the child in a voice that
could be heard in every corner of the
crowded lobby, "I don't see any oomph.
What does it look like?"

■

■ As was to be expected, enterprising
merchants and manufacturers have seized
on the trick word to ask Ann to wear, use,
or endorse just about everything under
the sun. There is an Oomph Dress, an
Oomph Hat, an Oomph Garter, an Oomph
Girdle, an Oomph cocktail, an Oomph
hamburger, an Oomph Sundae, an Oomph
haircut, Oomph gasoline, an Oomph reducing salts and an Oomph pillow now
on the market.

engrossed,
watchedor the
prog-of
ress for tenthey
minutes
so. game's
Then one
them spoke up.

other day in a letter from the manufacturer of the Oomph Tub asking Ann to
pose in his newest creation, a bathtub
made of mirrors!

The pot-shots come from every direction.
She was playing badminton in her own
back yard the other afternoon when
a couple of freckle -faced kids draped
themselves over the fence. Apparently

"Whatcha doing?" he asked Ann.
"Playing badminton," she told him.
"What for?" he wanted to know.
"Exercise," Ann answered.

The all-time high, however, came the

■

Nowhere,
apparently,
is Ann
from the ribbing of her friends.

isn't Humphrey

safe
If it

Bogart yelling. "Hi ya.

One day Ann muffed a line in a long and
difficult scene. The whole set became
deathly quiet as a room full of people
sometimes will do for no particular reason.
As the quiet continued, the tension increased. Itbroke with a bang, when Bob
Lander, head prop man, said in a loud
worried voice, "Do you think Oomph ever
will replace the horse and buggy?"
Even Wanger joined in the ribbing.
Every visitor he brought to the set, including Sam Goldwyn, he formally introduced to Ann as "the people's choice, The

Oomph!" across the crowded dining room
of the exclusive Lakeside Country Club
(with non-movie members turning to
stare at her in amazement and faint disap rovait's
l) , Cesar Romero doing a burlesqued imitation of The Oomph Girl at
one of her parties. If it isn't Cesar sending her a pile of his scrapbooks tied up in
white ribbon and titled "The Story of the
Oomph Man," it's the Dead End Kids splitting the air with a Rah! Rah! Rah!
OOMPH! on the set of The Angels Wash
Their Faces .with 250 extras grinning at
her discomfiture.

The most unforgettable moment, Ann
Oomph Girl."
said, came on that afternoon when they
shot the ballroom sequence. The script
called for her to be standing on the dance
floor. Four men in the stag line start toward her when she suddenly leaves the
room. They stand and stare after her as
the scene closes.

j£ The most concerted ribbing came on
the set of her new picture, Winter
Carnival, in which she plays her first starring role. The story concerns her adventures as an American-born duchess who
is trying to leave the country to avoid
further notoriety. By mistake she gets on
a train bound for the winter sports car-

The scene was shot, as scheduled, and
finished with the four men staring. With-

nival at Dartmouth (Wanger's alma mater,
by the way) , where she meets an ex-boy
friend (played by Richard Carlson), who
is a professor at the school.

Belle Davis and George Brent at the
Cissie Loftus recital are as unconcerned
about the specs they wear to read the program as they are about romantic rumors

From the first day's shooting, Director
Chuck Reisner started each day's work
by announcing: "All right, boys and girls.
Come get your daily dose of Oomph!"
Solemnly the cast and crew would file by
Ann, touching her lightly on the shoulder
to magnetize themselves to super-human
efforts with a charge of "oomph."
If she "blew"
a line, Reisner
would

shake his head and say, "That's what
oomph does to a girl." If she did a scene
particularly well, he would shout "Atta
old oomph!"

out bothering
to say "Cut!" Reisner turned
on the
men.
"All together now, boy. Say OOMPH!"
he directed.
"O-oo-mph," they managed to chorus in
puny,
voices.in Sing Sing is scheduled
20,000flatYears
as Ann's next picture for Warners. Twenty
thousand years won't be any too long, Ann
said, if they never have heard of The
Oomph Girl up there.
Take it from her, "oomph" spells "ouch."

WONDERED WHY SHE WASH'T^W^
NOT IF YOU USE \
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"I'll Never [Continued
Marry fromAgain,
and Yet — ?"page 22]
so frequently criticized — my refusal to
take defeat, my insistence that there is
no defeat unless you yourself, make it.
"Recently, one of the nicest things said
to me was: "Well, Joan, you may go
down, but you certainly bounce.' After
all, no one is out until they've taken the
count of ten. That's the law of the ring,
and that is the law of Hollywood.

As kind to your hands
as to surfaces!
It's the ONE-TWO CLEANING
ACTION of Old Dutch Cleanser that
"zips" you through your work. 1, Cuts
grease quickly; 2, Makes cleaning easier.
That's why millions of modern housewives use it for bathroom,
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"I say to you I shall never marry again,
and yet, knowing myself, knowing Hollywood, I'm hesitant about that word
'never.' Unfortunately, with each disappointment, with each frustration, I find
myself as soft, as impressionable, as lacking in bitterness and shell as before that
experience.
"Other women build a wall between
themselves and the world — between their
heart and other hearts, if they are once
hurt. But I must be a glutton for punishment. Ican't seem to do that.
"And so 'never' can become an elastic
word. Who knows? Some one might
come around a corner, and there I would
stand, and we would look at each other,
and we would know almost instantly that
we two were suddenly bound together
by some mystic, strange, undefinable
power. That, I think, is the thing we
call love.' It may happen to me. How
can I tell? I only know that I would
fight terribly against another marriage.
"I can say with certainty that never
again will I marry an actor. Against
such a love, such a marriage, I would
fight with every bit of strength of purpose Ican command. And that is no reflection on actors as husbands, but rather
that circumstances in the profession are
against a marriage between an actress
and an actor. Marriage between two
people in different divisions of the industry has a far better chance of success. The probabilities of disaster are
then not too great to venture.
"A woman must turn to a man for that
easement from problems which beset her.
It's all poppycock — this talk that a woman
can stand alone. That her modern independence has released her from her need
of man's strength.
"I have yet to see a career woman who,
underneath, was not more of a clinging
vine than those who make a profession
of marriage. Who else needs the devotion and comfort and strength of a man
more than a woman who has special
battles to win — than a woman who has to
fight to gain or hold fame?
"Personally, I hope that civilization will
never reach a point where a woman can
really stand alone. Basically, the nature
of woman is such that no matter what she
is, or to whatever heights she climbs, she
will always need marriage and its protection and security. By security I do not
mean financial security, but a security
of spirit. To be able to stand alone would
be a violation of herself.
"The career woman — the actress in particular— finds herself in the anomalous
position of having created a Frankenstein.
She is loved because she is famous — be-

cause the very qualities which make her
an actress are the qualities which men
find enchanting. But these very qualities
are a hindrance to happiness in marriage.
Yet, let her give her career up — let her
cease to be an actress — then she no longer
is the person the man loves. And love
disappears.
Si "In trying to keep love, by the sacrifice of her career, a woman can count
on losing it eventually. I can say that no
such thing exists as a successful marriage
if
a woman has given up her career for
marriage.
"Perhaps an actress asks too much of
marriage. She asks that romance last —
that the high ecstasy of the first year
continue as high ecstasy into the second
• and the third year. She refuses to be cast
into a mould of satisfaction rather than
of happiness.
"The two, of course, are not interchangeable to the actress. For you see,
she always has a pattern of love, according to which she measures her personal life, and her relationship to her
husband.
"Other wives pass the first period of
high romance. They accept marriage year
after year contentedly — with its good and
its
bad, with its satisfaction and its discidity.
appointments, its romance and its pla"But
scenes
stories
words,

the actress is always playing the
of love. She reads the dramatic
of people in love. She knows the
the phrases — she knows the nuances of every little emotion between a
man and a woman.
"Then she comes home. No matter
how much of a realist she is, no matter
how much she continues to say: "This
morning
I was
play-acting.
is real,'
there
is still
in her
mind that This
incongruous
comparison.
"So if her own marriage does not
favorably measure up to the standard of
love as it can be, it does not measure up
at all. She can take second best. She
can make the best of marriage. She can
compromise with the things she wants.
She can.' But why should she?
§g "Many people have tried to explain
the cause of divorce in Hollywood.
To me, this is the cause: That marriage
must continually stand comparison with
a type of glamorous marriage which
writers conceive and which they put on
paper in glowing words. These words an
actress speaks and believes!
"Why, then, should an actress dare
marry? Even though we say of a marriage, 'this is for always' — in our secret
heart, cur only hope is that it will last
at least two years!
"But we still marry. Why? Because
we are women. We want the moon. We
reach for the impossible. Hope against
hope! Because we want the thing which
other women have, and which we, as
career women, have sacrificed.
"Who is to deny us the right which all

berg Iam grateful for the confidence they
had in my judgment and for assigning the
role to me.

women

have — to possess love, to seek security? To have even isolated moments
when we can be feminine, clinging, dependent? We try to deny the truth to
ourselves. We blind ourselves to facts.

"The future is brightening for me again.
The song recordings I have made are selling well. For the first time in months,
I am happy with a role I am playing. If
my life continues according to formula —
that is, renewed success in my career after
a failure in my personal life — then the

We say: 'This may be it! This may
work! This will last forever!' We are
afraid — but we hope.
Jg

"Paradoxical,
isn't it?
That career
woman, who needs marriage so much,
finds it so frequently denied her.

future holds happiness for me."
H

To me, Joan Crawford has never been
fundamentally and first an actress.
She has been a symbol. The standardbearer for youth, especially for the dis-

"How successful I will be in evading
marriage, I don't know. Sometimes a
woman is blinded into marriage. By
gossip. By the discussions of her supposed plans by others. A drop of water
wears away a stone. So, constantly when
a woman's name is coupled with that
of a man, she becomes inured to it. And
comes to believe public definition of her
emotions. Frankly I don't know what
the future holds for me because I know
Hollywood's habit of linking a woman's
name with the first man with whom she is
seen. I delayed my divorce for months
just to give myself a breathing spell.

"Ah, I have you in my power," says the
heroine Martha Raye, to the villainousmustachioed Jerry Colona at Victor Hugo

I went to Hunt Stromberg, the producer,
"I hope

I shall never again be disenchanted. hope
I
that I shall never
love and then cease to love. I don't think
I could stand another disappointment.
"Curiously, there is my career again.
I'm playing, in terms of length, a relatively
small part in The Women. But it is a
vitally important role. It's a role which
is far different from any I've done before.

and asked for it. After the first day's
rushes, those who used to twist the knife
in my heart by saying, 'You sure need a
good picture,' came around in droves, saying, 'See, I told you this would be the
perfect part for you. Aren't you glad I
thought of it for you?' No one thought of
it except Joan Crawford, who asked for
the role. To Mr. Mayer and Hunt Strom-

couraged youth, who in the light of today's
events, say, "What is there for us? What
can we do?" And then they read of Joan
Crawford — of the girl who came from
nothing — of the girl who began with
nothing — who became a personality of importance, who, at the point of Fame when
others rest on laurels, struck out in the
world of music to weave new laurels for
herself.
And then they say, "This girl had no
opportunity, as I have no opportunity, but
she made them for herself. She found
them.
She the
constructed
Discount
fact that them."
Joan Crawford
has given countless thousands hours of
happiness in the theatre, discount her
leadership in fashion. Rather think of this
girl who has given a gift of courage and
ambition to youth. For of this, Joan
Crawford is an ever-bright symbol!
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my skin
look
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Lipstick
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these four amazing features . . .
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JLour skin will look lovelier, too,
the very first time you make up with face
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there is a color harmony shade of Max
Factor's Face Powder for you that will really
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Mercolized Wax Cream is the complexion lightener that aids, hastens and
supplements the natural activity of the skin in
flaking off dull, lifeless, over-pigmented superficial skin. You then see revealed the smoother,
softer, lovelier true skin — your own natural
complexion. Get a jar of Mercolized Wax
Cream today and try it.
Choose Saxolite Astringent
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Try Phelactine Depilatory
EMOVES
unwanted hair from face quickly
and easily. Skin appears more attractive.
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FEET ITCH?
STOP IT QUICK!

Look between your toes. Ifthey
itch, or if the skin is red, raw,
cracked or peeling, watch out
— it may be Athlete's Foot! Get
Dr. Sertoli's SOLVEX at once.
Relieves intense itching; kills
fungi of this disease upon contact; helps heal and prevent
spreading to other parts of the
body. Liquid or Ointment. 50£
at Drug, Shoe and Dept. Stores.
Don't accept a substitute.
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astringent. Dissolve Saxolite in one-half
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ACROSS
1.
6.
11.
12.

Ann Sothern had title role in this.
What Master MacFarland is called.
Beth in The Zero Hour.
Principal male character in a screenplay.

13. Louise Hovick's initials.
15. Descriptive of characters portrayed by Humphrey Bogart.
16. Date in January on which Ida Lupino celebrates birth.
17.
18.
20.
22.
23.
25.
26.
27.
29.
30.
31.
34.
38.
39.
41.
42.
43.
45.
46.
47.
48.
50.
51.
52.
54.
55.

Guy Usher's initials.
Actor wed to Frances L,angford.
Petite French star.
What stork lately left at home of Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Burns.
Commissioner Madero in Mr. Moto in Danger
island.
What stars do at the Cocoanut Grove.
Let Freedom
.
The Sun
Sets.
Boxes or stalls in a theatre.
C.
Smith (poss.).
What heroine registers when villain proposes.
Emile Auhel in The Story of Vernon and
Irene Casilc.
Descriptive of Henry Fonda.
They Made
a Spy.
Her last name is Cecil.
The "finis" of film.
Sudden
.
,
"Socks" Martin in 6,000 Enemies.
Measure of film (abbr.)
Small part in a motion picture.
What late Will Rogers liked to chew.
Boyd Irwin's initials.
Some
It Hot.
Joseph Morton in The House of Fear.
Mrs. Richards ill Hard to Get.
He
is often
co-starred
with
Jeanette
MacDonald.

4.
1.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
14.
17.
19.
21.
22.
24.
26.
29.
28.
31.
32.
33.
35.
36.
37.
40.
39.
43.
44.
47.
49.
51.
53.

DOWN
Mariano Escobedo in Juarez.
Could Happen to You.
To register grief in sound films.
You saw her in The Lady and the Mob (poss.).
Efe in Young Mr. Lincoln.
Cowboy stars do this with deadly aim.
Arthur in Almost a Gentleman.
The Marines
Here.
Tell
Tales.
Whose
role is that of "Slim" Martin in 1
Across ?on the Prairie.
With the Wind.
The Rex Bells have a ranch in this state
(abbr.).
Feminine lead in Tarzan Finds a Son.
Dutchman in Only Angels Have Wings.
He portrays mean little boys.
Director of Ex-Champ.
Romance on the
.
German hairdresser in Confessions of a Nazi
Spy.
Dolores in The Girl and the Gambler.
You
Get Away With Murder.
In
Mexico.
He had title role in Story of Alexander
Graham Bell.
Valentino portraved one in The Son of the

p3

Sheik. Imperial.
One Third of a

.

Actor who was once a singing cop.
Nickname of Michael Whalen.
Mickey Rooney's real name.
Something worn by Sandy at mealtime.
Short for first name of Director St. Clair.
Dorothy L-amour's birthplace (abbr.).
Miss Shearer's initials.

(Solution on page 59)

Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington
[Continued jrom page 27]
with the shooting. I heard Capra say later
to Jimmy Stewart and Jean Arthur, the
two star.s of the picture, that this particular monkeyshine would cost the studio
$5,000 in salaries alone. The wear and tear
on high-tensioned nerves was undoubtedly valued at double that amount.
Just sitting pretty a sinecure? Listen,
lady. You'll never live to see the day
when I'll get paid again for just doing
nothing. Not in Hollywood, leastways!
H

One of the most curious features of
this full-sized reproduction of the
United States Senate Chamber was that it

just fitted inside one of the studio's largest sound stages. The stage was 150x107x35.
Into this space the chamber, which included hallways and cloakrooms under
four balconies, fitted like the proverbial
glove. There wasn't room enough left over
to walk around the set. The only way a
visitor could see what was going on during the shooting was to climb up a long
flight of stairs and observe the senate proceedings from the roof.
Before he started to build this expensive
senate set Capra, being a stickler for perfection, visited Washington last fall and
obtained blueprints of all buildings he intended to duplicate. In addition to that
he shot more than 5,500 feet of documentary motion picture film and more
than 2,500 still photos. Congress was not in
session at the time, so he was able to photograph every foot of the upper house
chamber. Microscopic close-ups were
made of the furniture, fixtures, doors,
mouldings, friezes, panel ornamentations
and every other architectural detail that
met his expert eyes. All this data was
turned over to the highly skilled men in
the studio's construction departments
v/hen the actual building of the immense
set began.
Around the four walls of the balcony of
this senate chamber are twenty niches.
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' Presidents.
In them are busts
of the
twentyindoor
Vice
One of
our first
favorite
sports between "takes" was trying to guess
the names of the V. P.'s and it proved
mighty tough to name even two. If you
want to gamble, one will get you ten if you
can name the first five correctly.
Another interesting feature of this set —
to me, at least — are the desks at which the
96 lawmakers sit. The originals have been
in use in the senate ever since 1859. They
are of mahogany, carry the senator's name
on a brass plate, and still are equipped
with shakers of sand, dating from the
time when there was no blotting paper.
|

Before shooting the senate chamber
sequences for which he had hired us
600 extras, Director Capra pulled a nifty
so far as directorial efforts go. He sent us
all to school! Led by Jean Arthur and
Jimmy Stewart, the co-stars, we filed into
a vacant sound stage. The lights went off
and views of Washington, D. C, came on
the screen.
The director had taken the
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have been
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EASY
TO TAKE

pictures, himself, and the universally admired "Capra touch" was discernible even
in prosaic street scenes. The film was
silent. But, as the views of the capitol,
Mount Vernon and the Lincoln memorial
flashed on the screen, a voice deep in the
gloom of the projection room supplied a
"sound track."
The voice, it turned out later, belonged
to Jim D. Preston known as the "Dean
of the Senate Press Gallery" to 1,670 men
and 65 women who have been Washington
correspondents in the past forty years.
Capra, a stickler for authentic detail, had
conscripted Jim for technical director on
the Senate sequences.
Give Jim Preston an umbrella and he'd
give you a remarkable impersonation of
Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain.
They are as alike as Ike and Mike! With
firm courtesy he is holding Columbia's
technicians strictly to the line on what's
what in Washington, from the correct
placing of all props to the time-honored

summer

trips to
rounds
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phraseology of Senate procedure. "It has
to be right," he told us in his kindly voice.
"I can't have any of the boys back in
Washington pointing a finger at some detail and saying, 'I thought they had Jim
Preston to keep them straight!' ".
Jim began his Washington career when
he was twenty as assistant to the correspondent for the Boston Journal and
Chicago Interocean. (His father for
twenty-one years headed the Washington
Bureau of the New York Herald.) As
press superintendent from 1898 to 1931,
he became closely acquainted with a long
procession of correspondents and with
many succeeding waves of senators. Then
for four years he was Senate librarian.
Now he is Assistant Administrator of the
Archives of the United States. To me,
Jim is the most interesting personality
I've met since I've been in Hollywood, and
Capra pulled a smart one out of his
directorial bag of tricks when he hired
him as technical advisor.
E&

Capra pulled another nifty when he
started the picture with a group of
technicians that might well be called the

"Capra Crew." From chief cameraman
to prop boys it is the same group that aided
him so effectively in the filming of It
Happened One Night, Mr. Deeds Goes to
Toron, You Can't Take It With You, and
other of his screen successes. Capra not
only knows his own business like nobody's
business, but he insists en being surrounded by men who know theirs, too.
I'm not getting myself out on a limb
when I come right out in meeting and
say that Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
is going to prove the finest picture this
famous director ever produced. Take a
squint or two at the high-class talent
round-up for instance. Headed by Jimmy
Stewart and Jean Arthur, the cast includes
Edward Arnold, Claude Rains, Guy
Kibbee, Eugene Pallette, Ruth Donnelly,
Beulah Bondi, Harry Carey, Astrid
Allwyn, five of the Watson boys — and
E. J. Smithson.
Bj Just to show ycu how well I liked
what was going on after I'd received
my final check, I went on the set merely
as a visitor — and did it for three days in
a row. Sort of imitating the postman who
is supposed to have taken a long walk
on his vacation.
But it was woi th it, if for no other reason than I got a chance to watch Jimmy
Stewart go through his filibustering act
in the Senate. As the script goes, Jimmy,
in order to show up those who are all too
willing to kick.him out of politics, stages
a one-man filibuster that is supposed to
last two full days. When Capra starts
this scene, Jimmy comes on into the
Senate, walks to his desk and prepares for
his wordy battle. He unstraps a sack of
apples that's slung around one shoulder,
unfastens a bottle of hot coffee that's
strapped around the other, and unloads
from his various pockets enough provender to last him a week.
. The first scenes show him speaking
loudly, gesturing like a soapbox agitator,
but later, tiring under the strain, his voice
grows weaker and weaker until he can
scarcely speak above a hoarse whisper.
Now all this doesn't sound exciting, but
let me tell you something.
Parts of those
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Kay Francis engages fashion designer Adrian in conversation at the Cissie Loftus
recital, while Basil Rathbone and his wife talk over the show with Janet Gaynor

speeches of his were given so well that
every time Capra said: "Cut!" the entire
cast, along with the hundreds of extras
would whistle, yell, clap their hands, and
stamp their feet in honest, unashamed
approval. It not only happened once, but
many many times during the course of
Jimmy's filibuster — and any time you can
get a bunch of blase, cynical extras to
act like maniacs over something an actor
has done before the camera you can bet

grinning from ear to ear, and everyone of
them with a huge autograph album tucked
under his arm. They got autographs from
everybody connected with the picture —
from producer down to prop boy. They
even included as many visitors as they
could. One of them, a freckled-faced kid,
walked up to Capra and knocked the
director for a row of cameras when he
asked: "Mr. Capra, is this the first picture

your
buffalo
that he's deserved
it. I last
never
saw nickel
a demonstration
like it
before, and it will be a long while before
I see another. Believe me, I did a lot of
stomping myself.

ever made?"
65-group that the director inyouAnother
cluded in his casting was the one made up
of 65 members of the Hollywood Post of
the American Legion. You see these exservice men in every picture that has

9

battle scenes. But this time you'll see
them as foreign diplomats, observing the
Senate goings-on from a vantage point in

I'm glad I went down as a visitor for
another reason. When he was casting for 65 Boy Rangers — the lads who
have a great deal to do with helping Jeff
Smith become a national hero — Capra decided he'd do the selecting himself. He
wanted kids who had never worked in a

movie, and he got 'em quicker than a
couple of winks by a single telephone call.
Calling up the McKinley Home, he asked
the superintendent if 65 of the orphans,
ages from ten to fifteen, would like to have
jobs for three weeks at regular extra
salaries. The only provision he made was
that the money earned by the boys was
to go for sports equipment for their playground and gym. He might (and he did)
he said, add $500 out of his own pocket so
the boys could have a little reserve.
Well, the boys were on the sound stage
the next
morning — everyone
of them

The present dome cost an even million
dollars. It's made of cast iron and weighs
eight million pounds. It has a diameter
of 135 feet, rises 285 feet, and is twins,
having an inner shell only slightly smaller.
United States Senators run to size. A
composite of the 96 members of the 76th
Congress gives you a man fifty-two years
old, five feet eleven in height, weight, 174
pounds, and with hair slightly gray.
Claude Rains, a solon in Mr. Smith came
so close to these specifications that in
selecting men for his own senate Capra
used Rains as a sort of yard-stick.
On the Senate floor Mr. Smith — Jimmy
Stewart — sits at a desk first occupied
January 4, 1859, when the chamber was
completed.
sits near
historic
desk.Stewart
The latter
still Jeff
bearsDavis'
evidence of a hole in its side, said to have
been made by a Union soldier with his
bayonet
when Davis went over to the
Confederacy.

the gallery. It's the first time they've been
able to sit down during a picture since
'way back in 1920. And are they tickled!
■

Being a stickler for the truth, the
whole truth and nothing but the truth,
I am listing some little items that Jim
Preston gave me:
Washington, he says, never threw a
silver dollar across the Potomac. It just
can't be done.
Abigail Adams, wife of the second
President, used to hang her wash inside
the White House!
Birds crash every night into the 555foot-high Washington Monument. With
expected results.
The original capitol dome was made of
wood.

fi Yes'm, take it from me, Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington is very interesting. And when Mr. Smithson Goes to
Work — that's better. Have to stop now,
because I've got myself another job, this
time in Paramount's salt water epic, entitled Ruler of the Seas.
Boy, hand me my hawse!
Or is it hawser?
Anyways, five days before the mast and
I'll be able to show the Little Lady at
Central Casting how I can haul up the
mainsail and spanker!
I hope.
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Read how hosts of thin, tired, nervous, rundown people
have easily gained naturally attractive pounds, new pep
THOUSANDS of girls, and men too, who
never seemed to be able to gain before, no
matter -what they tried, have put on 10 to 25
pounds of much more attractive flesh, with
these scientifically prepared, effective little
Ironized Yeast tablets.
What's more, they report wonderful improvement in health and pep. They enjoy their
meals, they sleep like tops, their tired feeling'
and jitteryness seem to have entirely disappeared. Altogether they are like new people,:
attracting many new friends, getting real joy
out of life once more.
And there's good scientific reason. Scientists have discovered that great numbers of people are skinny and rundown, often tired
and Bnervous,
simply
they don't
get sufficient
Vitamin
and iron
from because
their daily
food.
Without these substances you may lack appetite and not
get the most body-building good out of what you eat.
But now you get these exact missing substances in these
easy-to-take little Ironized Yeast tablets. That's why
they've already helped thousands of thin, tired, rundown

people to gain new naturally attractive pounds, new pep,
popularity and success — often in just a few weeks 1

Make this money-back test

Get Ironized Yeast tablets from your druggist today. If
with the first package you don't eat better and FEEL better, with
more Yeast
strength
if you're attractive
not convinced much
that lionized
will and
give pep
you— normally
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promptly refunded by the Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta, Ga.
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First Cousin to Cinderella
[Continued- from page 25]

ifr&imi
FLAME-GLO

despite his objections. Looks like shell
get somewhere, some day. . . ."
That was right. She has!
A man in Hollywood with a passion for
statistics told me that over two thousand
girls had been considered for the part of

USE

Scarlett O'Hara . . . that nearly two hundred had been tested, and that the tests
Alluring lips hold the key to romance and glamour.
FLAME- GLO LIPSTICK has revealed to millions of
women

the charm and loveliness of tempting lips...

for FLAME-GLO has a brightness and allure all its
own. Use FLAME-GLO and KNOW that you always
look your very best, that your lips are alive with the
color and sparkle of youthful beauty I Its special
water-repelling film assures color permanence and
satin-smooth protection from sun and wind. Make
this test: Try one of the seven glamorous FLAME-GLO
shades — you'll never want to change lipsticks again I

FASHION

PINK

DYNAMIC

RED

New! Captivating, Enchanting

ORCHID
ely shade of Fashion

had been reduced to about ten "possibles"
when Vivien hove in sight on the Selznick
horizon, and something like Cinderella,
found herself famous overnight.
The Cinderellas we loved in our childhood's fairy tales were literal people, with
poverty, hardship, cruelty as their daily
companions; but even Cinderella had
that "extra" quality that made her stand
cut from the crowd when Prince Charming came along.
I like to think of Vivien as first cousin
to Cinderella.
Where Cinders used a broom, Vivien
applied determination. Her own talents
and her own personal charm can be
visualized as her passport to the Prince's
Ball. Hard work was her fairy godmother.

FLAME
LIGHT
MEDIUM
RASPBERRY

[g] Our friendship dates from that day in
1934 that I mentioned earlier in this
story. I remember how I followed my
friend, the assistant director, into his tent
and asked about the girl with the green

> Also ask for FLAME-GLO ROUGE in harmonizing colors!
REJUVIA Beauty Labs., Inc. 116 W. 14th Street, New York

eyes.
He shrugged his shoulders. "Just another extra . . ." he said, turning over
seme schedules and other papers on his
desk. Then a certain doubt appeared in
his eyes. "Maybe she isn't, either, now
that I come to think cf it. I believe she
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is cne of those "special" girls we got down
from London . . . oh, I don't know ... I
never heard of her before . . . run away
and play, go and talk to the girl, do anything you like, but leave me in peace with
these ..." indicating the muddle on his
desk.
My friend, the assistant director, being
obviously in no mood for pleasant smalltalk, I duly "ran away" and introduced
myself.
"Working for ycur living ... or just
playing at the game of making films, Miss
Leigh?" A bit brutal, perhaps, but just
at that particular period British studies
were suffering from an overdose of society women who thought it was "marvellous .fun" to drive to the studios in their
Rolls
Royces,
and "perfectly
to tell tales
of studio
life over thestunning"
Mayfair
dinner tables.
There was all the dignity of a dowager
duchess inspecting the poultry at the local
agricultural show in Vivien's attitude as
she replied to my question.
"I happen to be an actress — and I am
not 'playing at the game' as you put it!"
That put me in my place!
"Okay, lady," I said. "You win!" And
then we both laughed.

©flush
LIQUET*
checks perspiration
1 to 3 d;
©•Hush
fOWPE*
use on sanitary
napk«ns
10
SIZES
AT lo'cCUHTTKS
Ifl so'atopuc, deft, stokes
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The real warm-hearted Vivien showed
in that laugh. I knew that I was about
to embark on a new and worthwhile

friendship when she said "Let's go and
have a cup of tea."

America can laugh all it will about our
British custom of tea-drinking at odd
hours of day and night, but tea is still a
wonderful institution and breaker-down
cf barriers. The strong brew, made by
the seventh property-boy in a brown
enamel teapot big enough for a battalion,
and served in a stuffy tent when the rain
obliterated part of Kent that afternoon,
was no exception.
Vivien was in the middle of telling me
about herself when she paused. "Excuse
me," she said, "but I would like to telephone home and see how my small daughter is. She was having tooth trouble all

nightThe. . shock
."
■
cf most American journalists when they discover that Vivien
Leigh is the mother of a five-year-old
daughter is nothing to my own feelings
when the news was broken to me! Vivien
looked such a child herself. I still have
difficulty in taking the fact seriously, although Irecently helped to select sunsuits to be sent to her from Hollywood.
Vivien is a strange mixture of child and
sophisticate, of actress and mother, with
a suspicion now and then, of the siren that
was Cleopatra ... All very much like
Scarlett. By this time the whole world
knows that Vivien is Irish and French —
just like Scarlett, and it has been said,
times without number, that Vivien looks
like Scarlett. And by such authorities,
too, as Margaret Mtchell and Selznick.
Much more important is the fact that
Vivien has the acting qualifications for
bringing to the screen the much-discussed
role of Scarlett, the ability to express
Scarlett and her complexities through the
medium of a script necessarily one-tenth
the length of the book, "Gone With the
"It is not the lines that are in the script,"
she moaned to me over lunch one day at
the studio, running her hands through her
hair till it stood on end, and flipping the
Wind."
"It
exasperation.
a kind
in out
pages
is
what over
is left
that ofwe've
got to tell by
in-between acting. Every scene is a highlight—the thing is to convey the missing
links ... I sometimes wonder if anyone
en earth could ever have understood
Scarlett. That's why she is such a fascinating person . . ."
■

All of Vivien's background, all of her
acting career seems to have served as
a kind of apprenticeship for Scarlett.
Those childhood days when she traveled
about the world with her mother and
father, after her birth in India. Later,
when she went to school in London, the

same school as Maureen O'Sullivan.
Vivien Leigh's parents were unusually
only daughter's
their
broadminded
education . . .about
the kind
of education
every
intelligent mother would like to be able
to give her daughter. Leaving the school
at Roehampton, London, when she was
fourteen, Vivien went to Italy, France,
Germany to have her various corners
rounded off. That she is a good cook in

her own home she puts down to the fact
that she learned where housewifery is a
"career" ... in Bavaria. Her discrimination in wines is a legacy from France.
Naturally musical and artistic, she soaked
herself in art and opera while in Italy.
And so to Connemara, Ireland, to her
mother's country, where she might have
settled down to a "huntin', shootin' and
fishin' " existence. Her parents, however,
believed that a girl should be equipped to
earn her own living, and when Vivien
said "the stage," they agreed to let her try.
She joined the famous Royal Academy of
Dramatic Art, in London. There she fell
in love. Neither happening jarred on the
other. In this you might almost say she
took the American viewpoint, where marriage and career frequently are combined.
It may be difficult for America to realize, but there are still husbands around
Britain who object to their wives doing
anything else but be married . . .
B

One day a fellow student at the Academy said the magic word, "films."
They toiled up and down agents' offices
in the Charing Cross Road, and their unusual beauty won them extra roles in
Things Are Looking Up.
The Leigh personality began to assert
itself when Vivien persuaded the Transport Department that she was a "special"
girl, not just an extra, and therefore rated
"special" transport in a car, instead of in
a more ordinary motor-coach!
Still at the R. A. D. A. she got herself
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small parts in one or two other films,
among them Look up and Laugh with
Gracie Fields. By now she had acquired
an agent, who persuaded the producer of

film had not seen fit to take up the Leigh
option, and so Alexander Korda stepped
in with a fatter contract.
It is all the more sad to remember that
at this particular era, Korda was so busy
in the building of his new studios at Denham that no film was forthcoming for
Vivien for nearly eighteen months. Vivien,
with her calm sense of balance, however,
continued her stage work without grousing, gaining in acting experience when
she lacked in film publicity.
Then Fire Over England. Then Storm
in a Teacup and A Yank at Oxford and
London After Dark — which has a real
virago scene in it that would not disgrace
Scarlett in one of her tantrums! In between
stage plays, notably in Shakespeare.
She had agreed to appear again in
|g
Shakespeare at the Old Vic Theatre just
before her trip to America. During that
trip, as everybody knows, she met Dave
Selznick, who looked twice and knew
his search for Scarlett was over. And

this film to put an "option" clause at the
end of the usual contract.
Before this expired, however, her agent
had secured her a stage play, The Green
Sash, which brought her to the attention
of the London critics, so that when she
finally hit the West End in The Mask of
Virtue there was a shouting and a clamoring for her name on contracts. It was
just too sad that the producer of the Fields

Vivien pinched herself and said "Can this
be me?" . . . Just as Cinderella probably
did when the Prince put the Glass Slipper
on her foot and they found it fitted. In
the fairy tale, we're told, they lived happily ever after, and that was the end, but
with Vivien this is only the beginning.
b
All| that has gone before is preparation. If
she never did anything else in her life
Vivien would still be famous.
But it v/ouldn't be enough ... no real
actor or actress is ever satisfied with only
one good portrayal.

TO LOVELY
ON SUMMER
Protect Hair Beauty Against
Hot Weather Dryness with
Mar-0-Oil Shampoo!
THE NATURAL beauty and softness
of your hair are threatened by summer
weather — by the scorching sun ; by hot,
dry winds; by water when you go swimming, and by dirt, dust and grime soaking
up excess perspiration. They destroy hair
beautyhard
— make
it dry and "dull — brittle
and
to manage.
You can forget this worry by using
Mar-O-Oil — the shampoo that lubricates
as it cleans!
Mar-O-Oil is entirely different from any
other shampoo you have ever tried. Made

Mar'O'0il
SHAMPOO

HAIR
DAYS!

of imported olive and natural vegetable
oils. // combines an oil shampoo with an oil
treatment. Does more than merely wash
away surface dirt. Its cleansing oils go to
the very base of the hair shaft and gently
flush out dirt, waste, perspiration and
loose dandruff flakes. Actually helps nature protect and preserve the precious oils
which keep hair soft and youthful — oils
you need to guard particularly in summer.
You can use Mar-O-Oil year after year
with the same thrilling results. It contains
no free alkali or other harsh ingredients.
Cannot dry out the hair.
Leaves No Oily Film!
Mar-O-Oil forms no soapy lather, no
sticky suds, and rinses away completely
in rinsing water. No gummy film to dim
hair's natural beauty . Hair is left gloriously
manage!
to
and "sparkling, soft and easy
clean
Ask your hairdresser for a professional Mar-O-Oil Shampoo
now, or get a bottle at any drug,
department or 10c store. Start
today! You'll be thrilled at the
new-found glory of your hair!
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED — OR MONEY

BACK!

We are so confident you will like Mar-OOil far better than any other .shampoo
ever tried, Hint we imrkr this lihrrnl guarantee: Buy one bottle of Mar-O-Oil and
follow directions. Use <■, bottle. // not
thoroughly pleased, return to J. W. Marrow Mfg. Co.. Chicago, and your money
will be refunded in full. Could anything
be more fair? You be the judge.
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Mary Healy was born in February,
1918, in New Orleans.
Now then, since we can't go back any
farther than that, let's start in at the
beginning again, and delve a bit into the
"how come" that has tagged her as Hollywood's latest Cinderella Girl.
"In 1935 some one," she says, "entered
my name in a city-wide beauty contest
sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce.
The judges declared me the winner, and
for a reward gave me a two weeks' trip
to California to visit the fair then being
held at San Diego. Before I boarded the
train they added a three-day side trip to
Mary stayed in Flickerville for three
Hollywood."
days, visited several studios — including
20th Century-Fox — and lunched with
Gail Patrick, one of the film colony's most
charming charmers.

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN
Of Tired Kidneys — How To Get
Relief
If backache Happy
and leg pains
are making yon miserable, don't just complain and do nothing about
them. Nature may be -warning you that your
kidneys need attention.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking
excess acids and poisonous waste out of the blood.
Most people pass about 3 pints a day or about
3 pounds of waste.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
don't work well, poisonous waste matter stays
in the blood. These poisons may start nagging
backaches, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't wait. Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years.
They give happy relief and will help the 15 miles
of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
the blood. Get Doan's Pills.

PERFUME
CARDINAL
Fora new exotic type of fragrance,
ask for Cardinal Perfumes ...each
blended lo give you the allure
you'll love. There are four exquisite odors to choose from . . .
Gardenia, Bouquet, Chypre... and
Orient. In addition, each bottle is

"No one," Mary admits, "offered me a
movie contract, and I sought none. My
curiosity about Hollywood had been satisfied. The film capital was interesting, but
I hadn't been impressed. I had a good job
in New Orleans. My friends and my folks
were there. I was*going to singing school.
Once in a while I sang over the air for a
local radio station. I already had appeared
as a vocalist with the Gordon Kirst orchestra. More than that, I had been offered
$25 a week to appear with the orchestra
for a couple of hours each evening at the
Roosevelt Hotel. What with typing to beat
the band during the day, and singing with
the band during the evening, I was earning fifty big, sound dollars a week. And
let me tell you my family needed that
money. The two jobs were too good to
lose
— "
Andandso sopractical-minded,
level-headed
Mary beat it back to good, old New Orleans. Back to her occasional radio appearances, her singing school, and her
vocalizing with the Kirst orchestra.
But not back to her old job. Instead, she
plumped her little self into a secretarial
chair in the office of the Gaumont-British
Agency and learned the ins and outs of the
sales and of motion pictures.
In 1938 she switched over to the 20th
Century-Fox film exchange, but before
the manager put her en the pay roll he
took her aside and laid down the law.
Knowing that Mary was a two-time
beauty contest winner, that she made
radio appearances, and that she sang
"torches" and "blues" with the Kirst orchestra, he made her promise that she
would shun and foreswear the sly machinations of all talent, scouts, turn a couple
of deaf ears to those who said "she ought
to be in pictures," and refuse to enter any
more beauty contests. A smart and cagey
manager, this one. He knew that whenever a stray talent scout came to town
about the first call he made was at the
Film Exchange. He also knew that once
one of these talent searchers got his eagle
eyes on Mary he'd be offering her a test
and a trip to Hollywood in less time than
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ITCH
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For quick relief from itching of eczema, pimples, athlete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes and other externally
caused skin troubles, use world-famous, cooling, antiseptic, liquid D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes irritation and quickly stops intense
itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
your druggist today for D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION.

FREE

ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully enlarge any snapshot, photo,
Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7
inches FREE — if you enclose this ad
with 10c for return mailing. Information, on
hand tinting in natural colors with a FREE frame,
sent immediately. Your original returned with
your free enlargement. Look over your pictures
now and send your favorite snapshotor negative
today as this free offer is limited. DEAN
STUDIOS,
Omaha, Neb. Dcpt. 290, 118 N. 15th St.,

it would take him — the manager — to sell
an exhibitor a super-colossal. Mary was
glad to promise. She liked the work and
the people in the office. She got a little
nip-up in salary and that helped, too.
Earn extra money easily taking orders from friends and
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$1.00 retail. Choice of 20 attractive designs, or assorted!
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aloneoffers rich rewards for specialists.
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| As the manager had prophesied, three
or four months later a talent scout
made his appearance. But Mary was too
busy to notice him, he was too much in a
hurry to notice her, and the manager almost died of heart trouble while he prayed
that his visitor would get the heck outta
there before he got a peep at the girl
pecking away at her typewriter.
"We didn't so much as exchange a polite
'hello'," Mary says. "I didn't know he was
a talent scout and wouldn't have cared if
That's what Mary says. But listen.
I Ithad."
was different that night. One of Mary's
young and very admiring swains took her
to a dance at the Roosevelt Hotel and who
should be there to give the southern beaus
and belles the once-over but Mr. Talent
Scout who spotted Mary, sought — and got
— an introduction, and finally won her
consent to another trip to Hollywood.
And he almost died of mortification when
he learned he had completely passed up
Mary at his own film exchange!
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"So," says Mary, "I came to Hollywood
for the second time, went through my
test, and was put under contract at 20th
Century-Fox. After that came training in
the studio's stock school, elocution lessons,
vocal coaching, instruction in screen deportment, tutoring in sports, and an occasional extra or bit part. Remember Up the
River? Well, I got so good that they gave

*r
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me a speaking part in it. I said: 'Thank
you, Warden. It was a pleasure.' That
didn't match up with my idea of a film
career, so I wrote back asking for my old

of woman's

job at the film exchange."
Well, about the time Mary was down
in the dumps about her screen career,
20th Century-Fox was riding high on a
new production, a $1,500,000 picture
starring Rudy Vallee, Sonja Henie, and
Tyrone Power. Irving Berlin, dean of

Screen stars can't afford to be "indisposed"
certain days of the month. Their "time" may
come the day their big scene is to be shot. Or
the evening of an important first night.
Holly-Pax, the revolutionary new mode of
sanitary protection, was developed in answer to
screen stars'
insistent
demand
a form
protection that would
make
their for
secret
theirsofalone.

America's composers, had just finished
six songs for the picture. Six songs, but
with no actress yet selected to sing them.
The singing role required a young actress
of undoubted beauty, histrionic and vocal
ability to put over the Berlin songs as
they should be put over. Alice Faye?
Nope. Not this time. Boss-man Zanuck
had other plans for Alice. Someone suggested Mary.
Just to be sure, Bossman Zanuck called

How

Hollywood

greatest problems!

h
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A tampon used internally, Holly-Pax elimipins,suit!
belts.
can't show —
—
even innatesa pads,
swim
Its Holly-Pax
comfort is astonishing
no chafing, no binding, no disposal problem. Due
to its method of absorption, no odor can form.
What peace of mind and poise this feature brings !
Ask for Holly-Pax at any drug, department or ten cent
store; package of jour, i o cents; package of ten, 10 cents.

holly-Pax
#

for all the Healy tests, and examined'them
carefully. He sat in a projection room and
saw her perform in her extra and bit
parts. He and Composer Berlin had her
sing the Second Fiddle songs. Over and
over. And when she had finished Bossman Zanuck gave an order to drop from
consideration the famous feminine players
who one by one had been named. And
right then and there, Mary Healy, the
girl who had her trunk packed for a
return trip home because she thought
she had been entirely forgotten, found
herself lifted from obscurity to stardom!
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CHILDREN'S DRESSES
stay clean longer
Linit is the modern starch...
it penetrates the very fibers
of the material instead of
merely coating the surface
... it restores the original
dressing that made them so
pretty when they were new.
Keep the kiddies clothes
lovely with Linit.
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irsCEiit reveals the modern expert
method of home laundering. Address:
Corn Products Sales Co., Dept. F9,
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For Strong, Happy
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If your baby isn't thriving, ask your doctor
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Thousands of physicians and grateful mothers
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Corp., Racine, Wis., or Montreal, Can.
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What a pleasure it is
to discuss menus with
Dolores Del Rio. Her ideas
are so stimulating that we
immediately go into a perfect burst of energy, and

• Now. at home, you can quickly and easilv tint tell-tale
Btreaks of gray to a natural-appearing shade— from lightest
blonde to darkest black. BrowDatone and a small brush
does It— or your money back. Used for 27 years by thousands of women (men, too) — Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring ageDt is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting — does
not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray appears.
Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair. 50c at
d-ug or toilet counters ulwaye on a money-back guarantee.
Retain your youthlul charm. Get HKOWN ATONE today.
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try them out. Her Cosmopolitan Dinner, for instance, which she was
planning when we arrived.
But let her speak about it
herself:
"A most cosmopolitan group is coming
for dinner," she said, "and so I thought it
would be fun to plan a menu of dishes
from their various homelands.
"For table decorations," continued Miss

Del Rio, "I am using tiny
flags on the place cards.
My flowers are always
placed at the end of the
table, rather than in the
center. Of course, I do not
seat anyone at the end.
That way conversation
can be carried on freely
and you still enjoy the
flowers. I'm using white
roses and white sweet
peas
a silver
bowl "this idea of the floral
Andin very
effective,
decorations. And now, you'll want the
recipes for Miss Del Rio's unusual dinner
— all of them have been kitchen-tested in

COSMOPOLITAN

DINNER

Consomme
Italian Gnocchl

French

Bread

Del Rio Salad

Twice-baked

Irish

Veal Daube

Potatoes

Austrian Asparagus
Turkish Coffee

American

NEW THRILLS
FOR YOUR

Baked Alaska

NEW

our own workshop — and you'll find them
delicious.
DEL RIO SALAD
1 firm head of lettuce
1 garlic bud
2 tbsp. sugar
Juice of 1 lemon (Vi cup)
1 tsp. chopped capers
Vz tsp. salt
2 tbsp. mayonnaise
Chop well chilled crisp lettuce. (Be sure
it is well dried.) Rub salad bowl thoroughly with cut surface of garlic. Place
lettuce in bowl and sprinkle with sugar
and lemon juice. Let stand 20 minutes in
refrigerator, to absorb the sugar, lemon
juice and fragrance of the garlic. Just before serving, add mayonnaise, capers and
salt, and toss the lettuce lightly with a
salad fork and spoon. AMOUNT: 6 servings.
AUSTRIAN

ASPARAGUS

Break off lower parts of asparagus stalks
as far down as they will snap. Wash thoroughly. Lay the asparagus stalks all the
same way on the bottom of a wide kettle,
or tie in bundles and stand upright so the
tips wiU be out of the water. Add a generous amount of boiling water; add salt
(1 tsp. to 1 qt. of water) ; and boil very
gently (uncovered — to keep the green
color) for about 20 minutes or until the
larger ends of the stalks are tender. If
tips (when steaming upright) are not tender, cover a few minutes to steam them.
Drain. (Save liquid to use as a basis for
soup. Remove from kettle carefully without breaking the tips. Place all one way
on a serving dish (on toast, if desired).
Sprinkle with fine bread crumbs which
have been browned in butter, and then
pour melted butter over all.
BAKED

SPECIAL

EGG

YOLK

SPONGE

CAKE

When it is time to serve the dessert,
place the cooled sponge cake on several
thicknesses of brown wrapping paper on
a board, and fill the depression in the cake
with ice cream, preferably pink. (Or, if
the cake is a loaf, place a whole 1-qt. brick
of ice cream on top of it.) Cover the ice
cream and sides of cake with a thick icing
of meringue — being sure that the ice
cream is completely covered. Place in
oven a few minutes until meringue is delicately browned. Remove from oven, slip
cake from board onto serving platter, and
serve at once. TIME: Bake 3 to 5 minutes in a very hot oven, 500° F.

AND

HIS!

GIANT

and SIZE
quality
for$lsold
usually

3 egg yolks
% cup sugar
% cup cake flour
or y? cup all-purpose flour
1 tsp. baking powder
% tsp. salt
Vi cup boiling water
% tsp. lemon juice
SENSATIONAL
Beat egg yolks with rotary beater until
very thick and lemon-colored (about 2
minutes) . Beat in sugar gradually. Sift
flour once before measuring. Sift flour,
baking powder and salt together. Beat the
boiling water into the egg yolk and sugar
mixture. Carefully beat in the flavoring
and the flour mixture — still using the
rotary beater, beating only enough to
completely blend the ingredients. Pour
into dry ungreased pan lined with wrapping paper. Bake 30 minutes (or until
surface of cake springs back when touched
lightly with the finger), in a slow moderate oven, 325° F. SIZE OF PAN— One
S^-inch Mary Ann cake pan, 1% inches
deep (not a tube center pan) ; or an
8-inch round layer cake pan, IVi inches
deep; or a bread loaf pan, 4V4 by 8V4 inches
across the bottom (the finished loaf will
be only about Wz inches high) . NUMBER
OF SERVINGS: 6 to 8. NOTE: For a
large Baked Alaska to serve 12 to 1G persons, double each ingredient all the way
through the above recipe. Bake the cake
in a 10-inch spring form pan (in which
the bottom has been inverted to form a
depression in center of the cake) .
I'm sorry I haven't space to give you
the recipes for the Italian Gnocchi and
Veal Daube, which were used in this
Cosmopolitan Dinner Menu. But I'll be
very glad to send them with a selection of
other foreign recipes to anyone who wishes
to write for them en the coupon below.

ALASKA

Sponge Cake (hollowed out on the top so
the sides will hold ice cream — unless
baked in bread loaf pan, in which case
cake is left whole)
Meringue
1 qt. Ice Cream

LIPS

FREE!
Recipes from Afar
American

food

is delicious, but so is

foreign food. Why not try some of the
delicious foods that please in England,
France, Scandinavia and Spain? They
are yours, entirely without charge, for
the asking.

Betty Crocker
HOLLYWOOD
Magazine
1501 Broadway
New York City
Please send me
eign recipes.
Name
Street
City and State

your collection of for-

SWIVEL LIPSTICK
"Everything"
If it's HAS
adventure
you want
*" ;..here
it is! Smoother,
more luscious, more indelible than ever, the famous
SAVAGE becomes the New
TANGERINE
SAVAGE TWLIPSTICK.
FLAME ■ NATURAL
BLUSH
• JUNGLE
...a ing
fulls
lipstick
in a indashORCHlD(P/irp/ish)
swivelizecase
. . . and
the
DAWN PINK
season's newest costume
shades . . .only 2 5(5! At this
(Pastel Pink)
RUBY RED
price, you can afford to have
(B hod Red)
a different SAVAGE TbrilLIPSTICK for each of your
important
them atwith
all
toilet
goods dresses.
counters. You'll
Thrill find
him tonight
Newest
Costume Shades

^/AfatC LIPSTICK
James Craig, the up-and-coming Columbia player,
is a clever guy. All in the same day he was on both
sides of the law. In the morning he completed his
role of a sheriff in A Woman Is the Judge, and in the
afternoon he stepped on an adjoining sound stage to
become a convict in Escape from Alcafraz.

YOU, TOO, CAN EARN $30
A WEEK I
Nancy have
E been's yours
storyI
could
Left with two little
children to support
. . . not much money
to depend upon . . .
unable to leave the
children to work in
shop
officehave
— been
even
if
she or
could
sure of getting a job I
is making
Yet,
today $30
Mrs.a week
E—
as a C. S. N. graduate andtablishplans
to es- for convalescents I Those magic
a rest home
letters "C. S. N." are responsible for her success.
They stand for;

CHICAGO

SCHOOL OF NURSING

This school for 40 years has been training men and
women, 18 to G0r at home and in their spare time, for
the dignified, well-paid profession of nursing. The
course
is endorsed
physicians.
equipment
is included.by Lessons
clear Complete
and concise.nurse's
Easy
Tuition Payments. Be one of the hundreds of men and
women earning ?25 to $35 a week as trained practical
nurses. High school education not required. Best of all,
you can earn while learning! Mrs. A. B. K. earned
three times the cost of the course while studying.
Doctors say C. S. N. graduates make their best practical nurses. Send coupon today and learn how you can
become self-supporting as a nurse.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 89,

100 E. Ohio

Street, Chicago,

III.

Please send free booklet, "Splendid Opportunities
in JSuising," and 16 sample lesson pages.
-AgeCitti-

63
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Watch CDCC
given rUCL

with every ring ordered
and paid for in one year!

7

Formula for
Contentment

Choice of
, Man s orj

[Continued from page 36]

More than

Lady's *

SMART
JEWELED
To introduce our new Sterling Silver Simulated
Diamond Rings, decorated in 1/30 14K Gold, we
will give you your choice of man's gold plate front
or ladies' 1939 jeweled wrist watch with every ring
ordered NOW and paid for within one year on our
new easy two $2 payment plan!
(total only $4). The watch comes
to you as a Gift
. . It does not
cost you one cent extra! Wear 10
days on approval! Mail coupon
or postcard

NOW!

SEND

NO

MONEY
with order!
We pay
postage. We Trust You! Vour
package

comes

xMONEV/
\ with /

by return mail!

■ ■■■■■§£^■^■■■■■■■■■■■■1
ST
Wt TRU
YOU!
. »nd ship
Pept.

Gold Standard WatchT Co.,
Dept. A-399, Newton, Mass.
Rush offer.Q Lady's
□ Man's

[Name
\ Address

A-399.

IN
Empire

CANADA
G. S. WATCH
Life Bldg., Montreal.

CO.,

Home Study

Accountancy Training
Accountants who know their work
command responsible positions and
good incomes. And the need for
trained accountants is growing.
About 17,000 Certified Public Accountants inU. S. and many thousands -more executive accountants.
Many earn S2, 000 toS10,000. We train
you thoroughly at home in spare time
lor C. P. A. or executive accounting
positions.Previousbookkeepinglmowledgeunnecessary— we prepare you from
ground up. Our training personally TL:,
given bv staff of C. P. A.'s. Low cost o .
— easy terms. Write for valuable 48- cook
page book describing opportunities in accounting and
telling how you may enter it successfully.

FREE!

A CORRESPONDENCE
INSTITUTIONceH*ic«6
EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
LASALLE

One-Spot

!

Flea Killer

EMBROIDERY
EASILY
EARNED
IN SPARE

TIME
Start your own
steady repeat
business
In
art needlework,
mm.
Ladies everywhere
are increas- W[j*&
ing
their income
showing stamped
friends
■*■-*
and neighbors
distinctive
linens,
cloths.
Infants'
, ■ j 5B
and Yard goods. NoItems,
ex- iL
^K*aiU£fli
necessary.
Buy
direct from
wholesale— sell retail.
Write for money
making plan, sample rfiaterials and FREE catalog.
EMBROIDERY GUILD, 740 Broadway, Dept. 376, New York
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(SCALY

MAKE THE ONE

TEST

SKIN

TROUBLE)

D6RITIOIL

i Prove it yourself no matter
how long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on Psoriasis and Dermoil with
amazing, true photographic proof of results
also FREE.

Don't mistake eczen
tor the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
SEND
FOR
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non-staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or ecalp.
'TRIAL SIZE
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
t "1 patches gradually disappeared and they enjoyed the thrlTl
of a clear sktn again. Dermoil is
used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agreement
to give definite benefit In 2 weeks or money is refunded
without question. Generous trial bottle sent FREE to those
who send In their Druggist's name and address. Make our
famous "One 8pnt Test" yourself. Write today for your test
hottln. Print name plalnlv. Penults mnv surprise you.
Don't delay. Sold by Liqoett and Walnreen Drug Stores
and other leadinn Druqoists. LAKE LABORATORIES, Box 6,
Northwestern
Station,
Dept. F-46,
Detroit,
Mich.

GENEROUS

FREE
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No
"creaming"
No messing
of fingers
of manicure
No squishy gadget needed.

But she wasn't, she added, as bad as
proud of it!"
Phyllis Fraser. Phyllis is Anne's best
friend. "I admire her more than I can
say," Anne observed, wide-eyed in awe.
"Why, you go to bed and get up and come
downstairs at nine in the morning, and
Phyllis is still in the livingroom, reading
a book. She hasn't
what I call staying
way. Only, Phyllis
tennis without any

been to bed! That's
up all night in a big
can go out and play
sleep, on top of that.

■

For a lazy girl, she's done a nice bit
of work. She's planted a garden, and
that comes under the name of hard labor.
In the lapel of her pale beige suit she was
wearing, very proudly, a large yellow
daisy, the first flower she, herself, had
planted, tended, and raised.
"That is, I planted other things," she
admitted, "but Panna ate most of them."
Panna (a name derived from Payne
and Anne) is a lady dachshund. Anne

time. Just ask your
druggist for Spiro today.

let Nadinola Cm*mm4Lmm

helpyouwin SlETIDQtllGr

Whiter Complexion
Now you can gently fade away freckles, help
loosen blackheads, promote wonderful new
improvement in your complexion, by using
famous
quick-acting
Nadinolaspeeds
Cream.up Unlike most
creams, Nadinola
the

complacence.
don't see
muchgood
needbitforof being
so horribly"I energetic.
I sleep and sleep. If I had my way, I

I hate to get out. Oh, I'm shiftless and

As easy and dainty as
nose-powdering, now
dust odor away with
Spiro — it gives you longlasting freshness with a
soothing, protective
powder
coating.
after shaving
or Use
any

No more
rubbing
to dry in
No waiting

"Besides, I'm lazy," she added with a

wouldn't get up till four in the afternoon.
Of course, I like to stay up and read till
two or three in the morning. But my bed
is so comfortable that after I get into it

safe — Actually soothing and protective

fe^^i™_,v

natural
process
exfoliation.
gentle
action freshens
and ofbrightens
dark,Its dull,
rough
skin — quickly starts you toward a fresher,
smoother,
softer,
alluring
—
the kind that
menmore
admire
and complexion
women envy.
Used and praised for 40 years by thousands
of women. Only 50c at your drug or toilet
counter. Satisfactory results guaranteed or
your money back. Get Nadinola today!

Free for Asthma
During Summer

If you suffer with those terrible attacks of
Asthma when it is hot and sultry; if heat, dust and
general mugginess make you wheeze and choke as
if each gasp for breath was the very last; if restful
sleep is impossible because of the struggle _ to
breathe; if you feel the disease is slowly wearing
your life away, don't fail to send at once to the
Frontier Asthma Co. for a free trial of a remarkable method. No matter where you live or whether
you have any faith in any remedy under the Sun,
send for this free trial. If you have suffered for a
life-time and tried everything you could learn of
without relief; even if you are utterly discouraged,
do not abandon hope but send today for this free
trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co.
251-D Frontier Bldg.
426 Niagara St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

■

25c &. 50c locally or 0. S. Co., Elkridge, Md.

EXTRA

and conscientiously and long. Luck? Yah.
"It was sol" Anne insisted, seriously.
"You talk as if I were ambitious." She
spoke the word with a faint edge of reproach. "Well, there's another thing; I
wouldn't be ambitious any more than I'd
worry. In fact, the two things are related.
I refuse to have anything to do with ambition— it makes you unhappy."
This — in Hollywood! And her latest
RKO picture is Career!
"What's more, I don't like competition,
either. I'd like not to make screen tests
for different roles. I hate to do it. I hate
to compete with another player for a part.
Of course I'm always delighted to be assigned to a part in a film, but I don't want
to — well — scramble for it. Doesn't seem
fair to
concerned.
Nobody's at
their
bestanyone
in a screen
test, anyhow.

I couldn't. I want my nine hours' slumber. Ten's better."

Cabbflfe Worms
M«x. fienn Beetles

ART
MONEY

NOW ONE TOUCH DUSTS
AWAY ARMPIT ODOR

always wanted a dachshund "because
they're
so quiet and cuddly," so John gave
her
Panna.
"Quiet! Cuddly!" Anne exclaimed, rolling her hazel eyes, "the creature's a wildcat! Take her in your arms and she chews
your hair. Let her go, and she rushes out
to the garden and eats whatever's been
planted last. I'd tie her to a tree, only we
haven't any trees. That house! . . ."
■

It's a house with personality and with
■— thanks to Anne's efforts — a truly delightful garden; what's left of it after
Panna gets through. But it's a house which
tested to the full this theory of Anne's

Christmas Season's
Cards, with
Big sparesation!
time"Emboss-O"
money-maker!
sensender's signature in raised gold! Sell assortment of 21 beautiful
cardsTouwith
boss-O" materials,
only $1.
make"Em50c
profit. Extra Bonus. Many other assortments.
50c
up.
Also
name-imprinted
Christmas Cards, 50 for
$1. Write
today !_
FRIENDSHIP
STUDIOS
V
441 Adams

St.. Elmira, N.Y.

Rolls Developed
||r

COIN— Two

5x7

Double

En8 Gloss Prints.
Weight Professional
ZtJO largements,
CLUB PHOTO SERVICE
Dept, 14.

LaCrosse, Wis.

CHECK
IT NOW!
Sudden Diarrhea Attacks
Night
— Due Changes
to
Diet ororDay
Climatic
Don't experiment
symptoms! Ask
WAKEFIELD'S
every bottle. Safe

— check the earliest diairhea
your druggist for genuine
with ingredients printed on
for infants.

A family favorite for 100 years
II1WI
FOR

IkhV

W

COMPOUND

DIARRHEA

KEFIELD S "sssr

about hot Worrying. Incidentally, the
theory came out unscathed.
You see, Anne thought it would be nice
to get the house all settled, and herself
moved in while John was away on a trip
East. She moved in, only to find that no
gas, electricity, or water was turned on,
and no telephone installed. Payne had
made the preliminary arrangements, and
the utilities authorities looked somewhat
askance when a girl who inadvertently said
she was "Miss Shirley" tried to expedite
matters.
"Who are you?" they said.
Explanations were satisfactory. In due
course, the utilities people did their stuff.
Then from the corner drugstore, Anne
caled the telephone company. Would they
please come right away and put in a
'phone? "But there isn't any house at
that address," they told her. "But there
is," she insisted wildly, "we've just bought
it. It's — it's right there. Honestly."
Regretfully the voice informed her that
according to the city surveyor's map, there
simply was no dwelling at any such number on any such street. Anne refused to
worry. "Maybe you're right," she said
placidly, "but just the same, I'm going to
live there."
Point is, the house occupies a corner,
and therefore is bounded by two avenues.
Much later, Anne discovered that upon
the map it had been listed under a number on the other street. Meanwhile, however, she returned to her new home in
time to meet a pleasant young man coming out.
"Who are yon?" Anne inquired.
"I'm the telephone man," he responded
cheerily, "I've just installed your telephone."

KEEP FREE
OF CORNS

It was then she found that John Payne
had likewise made all arrangements for
the telephone installation before he'd left
town. "So if I'd worried," Anne exulted,
"it would have been time wasted. See?"

Quickly Relieves
Pain!
Stops

■

She's consistent about not worrying.
Twice in the past few months she has
lost pieces of jewelry and refused to
wrinkle her brows over the matter.
"Once it was my engagement ring," she
confessed, "and I'd not only hate to lose
it for keeps, as you can imagine, but it
never could be replaced because the diamond is an heirloom in my husband's
family. But I didn't worry a moment. I
felt that I'd get it back — because it was
mine and I'm lucky. Well, it was found.
"Then I lost an amethyst. That's my
favorite stone, by the way. And this time
it was my first engagement ring — the one
that I wore until the heirloom had been
re-set and given me. I prized that amethyst more than almost any other posses ion. Ididn't know where it could be,
but I telephoned around, not worrying a
mite, and there it was, safe and sound, in
the safe at a restaurant.
"What could worry have done? Only
made me and everyone else around me

CAUSE!
No Need Now to Suffer From CORNS,
CALLOUSES, BUNIONS or SORE TOES!
Try this new sensation in foot relief — New SUPERSOFT Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads. Discover for yourself
how speedily they relieve pain of your corns, callouses or bunions; how comfortable they make new
or tight shoes; how easily you can keep free of corns,
sore toes or blisters this new, scientific way !
These soothing pads of fleecy
softness
stop pressure.
the cause —630%
shoe
friction and
softer than before! Thin SEALTIP Edge molds pad to toe.
Does not come off in the bath.
Separate Graduated Medications included for quickly removing corns or callouses.
Get a box today! Cost but a trifle.
Sold everywhere. Sizes for
Corns, Callouses, Bunions and
Soft Corns
toes.
There's
a Dr.between
Scholl ^^S^^:
Relief for foot
most trouble
every iL. ~.^.
common

D'Scholls

She considered that last word a minute.
gloomy." reflected this certainly unusual
"Gloomy,"
philosopher, "I can't tell you when I last
feltSuddenly,
gloomy. she
If I laughed.
ever did." In spite of her

Zino-pads

insistence upon joy, Anne's face is usually
grave, but now it sparkled with amusement. "If some fairy godmother were to
offer me three wishes this instant, I'd be
stumped," she said; "three! I couldn't think
of one. We even have a good cook!"

stores — 60c

and

LIQUID
HAIR TINT

DAMSCHINSKV'S
BenuflFuL — plastic — cmrncrs
tMkl^et radio iils yuur pocket or purse.
j§* Weighs
4 ozs.
Smaller
than
Ig'sCrette only
package!
Receives
stations
ith clear natural tone. NO CRYSTALS to adjust— NO UPKEEP— only
one moving part. WIRELESS. TUBELESS, Has
BATTER
Vr, ESS!
NEW PATENTED DESIGN.
enclosed
geared ENTIRELY
luminous
dial for
tuning. Many owners report amazing reception andperfect
distance.
Sent comdete ONE
ready YEAR
to listen GUARANTEE
with instructions for use In
homes, offices, hotels, boats, in tied. etc. TAKES ONLY A
SECONDNOTOIVIONEY!p^v
CONNECT— NOpostman
ELECTRICITY
NEEDED!
SEND
only $2.99
plus posta-e
on arrival or send S2.99 (Check. M.O.. Cash) and yours will
he pent complete postpaid. A mn*t unusual value. ORDER
NOW!
MIDGET
RADIO
CO., Dept.
F-9, Kearney,
Nebr.

BABY COMING?
SEE YOUR

See your doctor regularly.
Ask him about breastshape Hygeia Nipples and
wide-mouth Hygeia Bottles.
Valve inside nipple aids in
preventing collapse. Tab
helps
keep nipplerounded
germfree. toSmooth,
inner
surface and wide
easy.
mouth make cleaning bottle

SAFEST

BECAUSE

G-Man Mischa Auer stages a brilliant arrest at Dorothy Lamour's cocktail party,
witnessed by Esther Muir and Edgar Bergen. Without the presence of the
wise-cracking
Charlie
McCarthy,
Mr. Bergen
wears
his hat inside in peace

EASIEST TO CLEAN

HYGEIA
NURSING

BOTTLE

AND

NIPPLE
G5

i

Heifetz
in the
Movies
Jascha Heifetz plays eight
selections in They Shall Have
Music. Here he is at work in
Hollywood. Above, the license
plates on his car are a compliment from his home state
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3 SIZES OF KOTEX

wtafeg. a/£ mu| ckuyi pjiA^tct

If any girl hasn't learned this secret, she's
missing comfort and protection never before
possible ! 3 sizes of Kotex Sanitary Napkins
— Regular, Junior and Super — make it a
simple matter for every woman to meet her
individual needs from day to day.

All 3 Types at the
Same Low Price
KOTEX* SANITARY NAPKINS
t.*Trade Mark R«o. U.S. Pat. OMct)

VjM&l. f>0Uf K^tb^^WjcMk^
PRINTED

IN

U. S. A.
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STATEMENT

FOR TOBACCO

SERIES:

QUALITY

"Tobacco crops of the last few
years have been the finest
ever, and Luckies buy the
choicer grades each year. I've
smoked them since 1919,"
says Arthur Noell, independent
buyer. Most independent tobacco experts smoke Luckies.

Have you tried a lucky lately?
Luckies are better than ever because
new methods developed by the United
States Government have helped farmers
grow finer, lighter tobacco in the past
several years. As independent tobacco
experts like Arthur Noell point out,
Luckies have always bought the Cream
of the Crop. Aged from 2 to 4 years,
these finer tobaccos are in Luckies
today. Try them for a week. Then you'll
know why sworn records show that
among independent tobacco experts —
buyers, auctioneers and warehousemen
— Luckies have twice as many exclusive
smokers as have all other cigarettes
combined!

TOBACCO

WITH

MEN

WHO

KNOW

BEST— IT'S LUCKIES 2 TO 1
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Easy on Your Throat BecauselT'S TOASTED'

ONLY 5 CENT MOVIE MAGAZINE IN THE WORLD

OCTOBEI
NSC

RONE POWER'S-

OST DARING ROLE !

Tyrone P<i
Myrna Lc

Photo Copyright, 1939, Chain Store Corp., New York

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS WEEK
AT YOUR DRUGGIST'S -SEPTEMBER 15-25, 1939

Her trim tennis dress first drew his eye
but it was her smile that won him completely!
Your smile is your own priceless possession ! Guard it with Ipana and Massage!

Sleeveless tennis dress of white
pique with zipper closing and
brief, contrasting bolero.

Don't take chances with "Pink Tooth Brush"— Ipana and
massage helps to promote healthier gums, brighter smiles!
A 'LITTLE GIRL" tennis dress, snowy-white
against sun -bronzed skin, can stop
almost any man's glance. But it takes a bright
and sunny smile to hold him for keeps!
Not even perfect style sense can win for
the girl who ignores the warning of "pink
tooth
brush."
a dull, pathetic smile soon
discounts
otherForcharms.
Avoid this tragic neglect. Remember no
other aid to charm is more important than
care of your teeth and gums. For on them
depends the beauty of your smile.
Never Ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"
If your tooth brush shows a tinge of "pink,"
it's your cue to see your dentist at once! It may
not mean anything serious. Often, he will

IPANA

tell you that your gums have become lazy
from lack of vigorous chewing— and you
can frequently blame our modern soft-food
menus for that. And, like so many other
modern dentists, he's likely to advise "the
helpful stimulation of Ipana and massage."
For Ipana is designed not only to clean
teeth thoroughly but, with massage, to help
the gums as well. Every time you brush your
teeth, massage a little extra Ipana into your
gums. Circulation quickens in lazy, weakened gums — they tend to become firmer,
healthier— more resistant to trouble.
Get a tube of economical Ipana at your
druggist's today. See how much Ipana and
massage can help you to have brighter teeth,
healthier gums, and a lovely, winning smile.
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with nothing on
their minds

Out of the boudoir ... on to
the screen I See women as they
don't see themselves! Dowagers
and debutantes! Chorines and
mannequins! Countesses and
cowgirls! See them in cold
cream and mud packs ! In smart
boudoirs and sleek salons! See
them with their hair down and
their claws out ! See 135 of them
biting, kicking, scratching and
kissing in the most hilarious
Battle Over Men ever screened!

I*™
* W

Biggest All-Star Cast in\fears in the Hit Stage
Play Broadway Che0ea"For A Solid Season!
*#, MARY BOLAND • PAULETTE GODDARD • PHYLLIS POVAH
JOAN FONTAINE -VIRGINIA WEIDLER • LUCILE WATSON
>
From the Play by CLARE BOOTHE
&y Arrangement with Max Gordon Plays & Pictures Corp.
Screen Play by anita loos and* jane murfin
Directed by GEORGE CUKOR • Produced by HUNT STROMBERG
METRO-

GOLDWYN-

MAYER

PICTURE
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By
ELMER
SUNFIELD
liked them so well that each sent in an
order for a dozen. Alice visited the crippled woman, gave her permission to use
her name — and the tiny chapeaux are
now known as The Alice Faye Miniature
Hats. Local stores are stocking up on
them and the crippled woman now has a
thriving business.

|

Gregg Toland, one of our better photographers (his last shooting affair
was behind the cameras on Samuel Goldwyn's They Shall Have Music) may know
what he's talking about, and then again
he may not. At any rate, it sounds sensible enough to pass on.
"It's always been a complete puzzle to
me," he says, "why so many girls manage
to get married in June, when they look

■

William Collier, Sr., has an unique
way of keeping tabs on himself. He
has imprinted on the cement blocks on
the floor of his playroom the titles of every

their very worst. A girl's best chance for
marriage should be in the winter time,
because she is far prettier then. There's a
scientific reason for this. The winter sun
is the most flattering for photographing a
girl, for light strikes the earth on an
angle, and this tends to soften wrinkles
and skin defects. But when summer comes
the light rays are straighter and harsher,
and tend to emphasize blemishes and
wrinkles. The best month for beauty is

play and picture he's been in during his
career.
Latest blocks added are those on Invitation to Happiness and The World on

Parade.
|

Harpo Marx

is feeling mighty blue

these days. He's lost his luck piece —
the battered and tattered old chapeau
that has been his trademark and lucky
charm for twenty years.

November. But," he ends, "there's nothing I can do about it. Girls will continue
to get married in June, and that, no doubt,
is the best evidence that love is a very

"It couldn't survive another picture,"
Harpo explains sadly. "It was the only
hat I've ever worn in my comedy work
in this and foreign countries since we
Marx brothers first stepped up to the foot-

unscientific business."
|

Vincent Price had a strange experience this summer. He walked out on
the sand one morning to discover all his
beach furniture missing— chairs, table,
swing, and umbrella. But the next morning when he stepped outside he found the
furniture returned, neatly set in place.
What was more amazing, every piece had
been newly covered and painted! A note
pinned onto the swing explained the

The hat's future home will be in a glass
case in the permanent exhibit of famous
movie props in the Los Angeles Museum.
Hlights."
We doubt if any other Hollywood
actor can better Roscoe Karns' employment record. He claims he is the only
actor of his age who has never earned a
cent outside the theatrical profession.
Born in 1893, Karns has spent his entire
adult life as an actor on the stage and in
motion pictures, joining a California stock

strange goings-on. "Sorry if we inconvenienced you. It was all a mistake. We
were supposed to have picked up the furniture next door for renovating. There's

No Fair complete without a hot dog, so
Dorothy Lamour behaves in the accepted
manner of all tourists, and tours the
New
York
Fair
in regulation
style

no charge on this error of ours." The note
was signed, The Beach Furniture Company.
JB Alice
Faye this
winsmonth.
this writer's
basket
of orchids
And for
this
reason: An elderly crippled woman, who

Evening blouses and skirts come to the
party. Norma Shearer's is woolen, and
Rosalind
Russell
chooses
heavy
crepe
for chilly fall evenings
in Hollywood

lives next door to Alice's hairdresser,
made a couple of miniatures of the hats
Alice wore in Rose of Washington Square,
fashioned them into clips and lapel gadgets
and asked her neighbor, the hairdresser,
to show them to the 20th Century-Fox
singing star. Alice saw them and liked
them so much that she ordered three dozen
of them to give her friends. The recipients

Herbert Marshall and Helen Hayes reading telegrams from friends in the picture colony before the opening of the
stage play, Ladies
and Gentlemen
in
its west-coast
tryout
in Los Angeles

■- -: :-. ■■"=
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By Lydia Allerdyce

99 Icids ane? Bing . . . One of the most amusing sights in Hollywood recently has been the big
set where Paramount has surrounded Bing Crosby with at least a hundred boys and girls, dancing and
singing, and having a wonderful time helping him bring "The Star Maker", based on the life of Gus
Edwards, to the screen. Bing believes the role of the star maker, the Broadway showman who made
kids of old New York into the stars of today, is an even grander role than his famous "Sing You
Sinners" triumph. We've seen some of the rushes and we agree about
Bing, also about Linda Ware, discovered by Producer Rogers, who
discovered Deanna Durbin. When she sings with Walter Damrosch
and the entire Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra accompanying her,
it is a great moment. Preview audiences have actually sung the oldtime favorites in the picture— "School Days", "By The Light of the
Silvery Moon", "I Can't Tell Why I Love You But I Do"
Miss America has a new Beau... Of course, we wouldn't want to give away any secrets
about our age but we do remember when we thrilled to Ronald Colman in the first "Beau Geste"
some fifteen years ago. Well, Miss America has a new "Beau" now. Yes, all of you are going simply
gaga about Gary Cooper in Paramount's new "Beau Geste" William A. Wellman has made the
really great picture of his career And as that carefree, dashing
soldier of the French Foreign Legion, Michael
is terrific. Ray Milland, Robert Preston, whom
Pacific", play the two other Geste brothers.
vicious Sergeant Markoff. Just to tell you how
Geste" is, I saw a screening of the old "Beau
there's just no comparison . . the new one

"Beau" Geste, Gary
you liked in "Union
Brian Donlevy is the
good this new "Beau
Geste" and well,
is twice as thrilling.

Hollywood's newest glamour girl . . . Rumors 'round Hollywood that Paramount had
the new child star sensation and was giving her, her picture debut in the new Madeleine Carroli, Fred
MacMurray

starrer, "My Love For Yours", led us to do a little investigating. The rumors were true
all right. The little lady is Miss Carolyn Lee, and we can't rave
enough about her after glimpsing her in "My Love For Yours" She
plays the role of the little adopted daughter of a New York business
woman (Miss Carroll) who manages by her child's faith in two
grownups to show them the course of true love. You'll agree when
you see Carolyn Lee that this is only the beginning of a great career
am®,

in pictures for Paramount's newest little starlet

More laurels tor Laughton ... With Charles Laughton once more a member of the
Hollywood community, interest, of course, is high concerning that grand actor. So we were delighted,
to see Laughton's newest picture, "Jamaica Inn" Readers of the
Daphne DuMaurier best seller will be delighted with director Alfred
Hitchcock's treatment of this thrilling yarn. And Laughton fans will
acclaim Laughton's finest role— the gentlemanly villain who paid his
gaming debts with the loot of a crew of shore pirates. And Mayflower-Pommer Productions can be proud of bringing Maureen
O'Hara, a charming and talented actress, to the screen.
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WITH THIS AMAZING

Here's the "perfect" mascara you've always
hoped for! This revolutionary new improved
WINX Mascara is smoother and finer in texture—easier to put on. Makes your lashes
seem naturally longer and darker. Your eyes
look larger, brighter... sparkling "like stars!"
New WINX does not stiffen lashes— leaves
them soft and silky! Harmless, tear-proof,
smudge-proof and non-smarting.
WINX Mascara, Eyebrow Pencil and Eye
Shadow (in the new packages) are Good
Housekeeping approved. Get them at your
favorite 10$ store —
today!

Money-Back
Guarantee!
Amazing new WINX is
guaranteed to be the
finest you've ever used.
If not more than satisfied, return your purchase to Ross Co., New
York, and get your
money back.

Jane Wyman has fun at the Trocadero in helping Arthur Murray demonstrate his new
dance, called "On Your Toes" in honor of the musical of that name now in work

company immediately upon his graduation
from military school.
And the only money he ever earned as
a schoolboy was as usher in a Los Angeles
theatre!
B

Now DOUBLE Your Allure
with New WINX Lipstick!
WINX LIPSTICK gives your lips glamour
. . . makes them appear youthful, moist . . .
the appeal men cannot resist! Comes in 4
exotic, tempting colors. Is non-drying—
and STAYS ON FOR
HOURS. For a new thrill,
wear the Raspberry WINX
LIPSTICK with the harmonizing Mauve WINX
Eye Shadow. Fascinating!
Get WINX LIPSTICK, at
10$ stores, today!

J&nOtimr LIPSTICK
WITH WINX EYE MAKE-UP!

Several of the extras in the Winter
Carnival cast were having luncheon
at the Walter Wanger studio, and were

complaining about finances. "If you think
things are tough here," one girl said, "you
ought to be in New York. I know a chorus
girl there who was given a check at a
cocktail party and after she deposited it
the thing came back marked Insufficient
■

Basil Rathbone is a little fed up with
his attempts to carry over in real life
his detective portrayals in Sherlock
fun'." Just recently, he installed an inHolmes.
visible ray burglar alarm at his home. The
electric gadget hooks up with a private
detective agency. The first night the alarm
was installed, the dicks made three hectic
and hurried calls to the Rathbone domicile. The first alarm was touched off by
a dog, the second by the gardner, and the
third by the milkman. Basil dismantled
the machinery the next day, and the
agency men caught up on lost sleep.

■

Arthur
Treacher,
while fulfilling a
personal appearance date in Atlantic
City, received a wire from his butler in
Hollywood stating that Miss Harrna of
Hollywood was expecting a blessed event.
Arthur immediately cancelled his second
week at Atlantic City and boarded a plane.
When he arrived home he learned that his
most prized and most beloved Yorkshire
terrier was NOT to become a mother after
all.
■ Substituting for Tyrone Power on the
latter's sponsored studio bowling team,
Don Ameche donned Ty's sweat shirt and
prepared to knock the pins galley west.
Just as he picked up a ball, a pretty blonde,
catching sight of Ty's name scrawled on
the back of the shirt, rushed up and asked
for an autograph. Don, without turning
around, took the card and pencil and
wrote: "With all my very best wishes,
Tyrone Power's stand-in, Don Ameche."
■

Morris' pals gave him an expectant father's shower, and among
the gifts were sleeping powders for Wayne
and a miniature strait-jacket for the baby.
■

Wayne

Ann Sheridan, who changed her name
when she started in movies, has just
purchased a coiled snake bracelet. Inside
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Remember

for a moment

the Bette Davis picture you

loved most. Then think how magnificent that picture is

which surpasses even it. Awarded

the Pulitzer Prize as a

play, cherished as a novel, its stirring story springs from
the heart of a woman
exceptional

to touch the heart of the world. Its

cast, its extraordinary

romance,

BETTE

DAVIS
HOPKINS
and

MIRIAM

£ OLD %■
BRENT
with

GEORGE

DONALD
JAMES STEPHENSON

CRISP • JANE BRYAN
• JEROME

COWAN

Directed Ly EDMUND

• LOUISE FAZENDA

• WM. LUNDIGAN

GOULD

• CECILIA LOFTUS

ING

Screen Play by Casey Robinson
• Based on the Pulitzer Prize Play by Zoe Akins and
the Novel hy Edith Wharton • Music hy Max Steiner • A First National Picture
PRESENTED BY WARNER BROS.

urge

you

MEET THESE
FASCINATING
PEOPLE...
From

G

the great Broadway

OLDEN

B

O

play

Y

!

Pat O'Brien,
surrounded by members
of the first Movieland
name in the autograph
books
that are standard
equipment

it is engraved: "From Clara Lou to Ann.
You continue to amaze me, kid!"
■

Mr. Allan Dwan was much too busy
directing night scenes in Frontier
Marshal to give more than a cursory glance
toward a group of visitors huddled on one
of the set's prop .streets, but his eagle eyes
did discern one figure that piqued his
curiosity, not to say interest. One or two
more quick glances and he asked an assistant director to approach the young
and distinguished-looking
lady he de-

Tour, signing his
for the sight-seers

like a screen
scribed, and totest.
ask her if she wouldn't
The young and distinguished-looking
young lady he failed to recognize across
the studio -built street, was none other
than Dorothy Lamour, who had come out
to visit her boy friend, Randy Scott.
■

Victor McLaglen, who used to spend
hours trying to convince actors why

they shouldn't invest their money in boats,
is the newest yacht owner.

CALLEIA
fUSfll
champion

TENDERLY
THE SCREEN TELLS THE
HEART-WARMING STORY OF THEIR
EMOTIONAL CONFLICT AND ROMANCE!

GOLDEN BOY
A ROUBEN MAMOULIAN

Production • Baud

an Ihe CLIFFORD ODETS play ai produced by the
Croup Theatre oi New York • Screen play by Lewis
Mellzer, Daniel Taradaih, Sarah Y. Maion, Victor
luced by Williai
A
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Cloria Jean is expected to jump to stardom with release of her first film, The Underpup. When Henry Wilcoxon heard that she was more interested in having a puppy
of her own than in being a star, he picked the prize of his kennels for her
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Screen Stars use
Lux Toilet Soap
ii

Put Yourself
in this Picture
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By THE
B

The Ideal Internal Protection. Fibs, the Kotex
Tampon, with new exclusive features, is more
comfottable, more secure, easier to use. Kotex
products merit your confidence.

Special "Quilting" keeps Fibs from expanding abnormally in use— prevents risk of particles of cotton adhering— increases comfort and
lessens possibility of injury to delicate tissues.
The rounded top makes Fibs easy to insert,
so no artificial method of insertion is necessary!

The judges of the Deanna Durbin
contest were very much annoyed with
us last month because we left them struggling with the great heaps of mail and
went off for a chat with Elsa Lanchester.
In the first place, the judges, to a man,
entertain a lively admiration for Miss
Lanchester. In the second place, Miss
Lanchester gave us a new approach to
winning friends and influencing people,
and it made a great impression on the
exhausted judges when we tried it on
them.
Miss Lanchester and her husband,
Charles Laughton, have been very successful in winning friends in the past,
even without a campaign. But the best of
friends sometimes have blank spots.
When the Laughtons returned to England
after their first sojourn in Hollywood,
there were a few people who looked with
a certain suspicion on their slightly
changed habits.
"For one thing," Miss Lanchester explained, "Charles couldn't go on the underground anymore. It was awful. People
followed him around. Well, just imagine
trying to sign autograph books in one
of your own subway trains. It was like
that. Charles would much rather go on
the Underground. It's so much quicker.
But if he did go on the underground, there
were people who said, 'Look at that! He
does it just to attract a crowd and make
himself conspicuous!' And if we didn't
go on the underground, the same people
said 'Look at that! They are above them-

EDITOR
selves since they
got on
films!'
we decided
that the
onlythething
to So
do
was to be so outrageous that the whole
thing became silly. For instance, we got
our first secretary about that time. We
really needed one," Miss Lanchester explained with an earnest look at us as if we,
too, might think that she was above herself. "So after that, when I started to
write a letter, I would go out into the
garden if there were people around ar>d
say 'What year is this, anyway? It's been
so long since I wrote a letter, myself, that
I really can't remember. Our secretary
keeps track of all of these troublesome details for us, you know.'
"Oh, we were really outrageous. Charles
and I would be walking down the street,
and if we came to a line of people in front
of a cinema, I would say, 'What on earth
are all of those people waiting for?' and
he would sweep them with that Captain
Bligh stare and say 'I really can't imagine!
Nobody told me we were making a perappearance there
afternoon!'
"It's sonal
a wonderful
way this
of stopping
silly
criticism," she ended with that impish
slow smile which you have seen so many
times on the screen. "You try it some
"Thank you, thank you, indeed," we
cried, and rushed back to the office where
the judges greeted us with sour smiles of
ill-concealed jealousy. We gave them a
cool stare back, and in our best, if new,
time." accent, remarked wonderingly,
British
"What keeps you in on a lovely day like

This Surgical Cellucotton (not cotton) absorbs
far more quickly than surgical cotton, that's
why hospitals use it. Yet Fibs cost only 25c
for a full dozen. Mail coupon with 10c for
trial supply today.

TAI*I""L
epted for
'ertisinj?
by
Journal of

FIBS-Room 1462, 919 N.Michigan Ave., Chicago.Ill.
I enclose 10c for trial supply of FIBS, the Kotex
Tampon, mailed in plain package.
Name
Address.
City
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. Slate.

Edward Everelt Horton seems both fascinated and alarmed by the appearance
of the first automobile built by Ford. Snapped during the comedian's tour of
the New York Fair which he crowded
in between appearances in summer
stock

this? What, not done yet?

I reahlly

cawn't understand why you chaps take
such an interminable time over a simple
little job. I would have done it alone last
Saturday afternoon if I had known you

Boy Friend? Even the
girls dodge dates with Ann!

were going to hold us up like this."
It is saddening to remember that the
judges lost their sense of good, clean fun
completely. It is embarrassing to report
that they gave cries of animal rage, flung
themselves on the telephone, and had vast
quantities of ice-cream charged to us.
Miss Lanchester may consider this a
request, a bitter disillusioned request, to
explain her system a little more fully.
■

Edward
Everett
Horton
has been
spending his vacation working some
23 hours a day, as nearly as we can estimate. The extra hour is devoted to
traveling from here to there. For ten
years, Horton starred in his own theatre
in Los Angeles with such great success
that the movies finally absorbed all of his
time. He has not been on the stage for
six years, and he claims that his tour of
summer theatres in the East is his idea
of a perfect holiday. Evidently his audiences have the same idea. We drove up
to Mount Kisco to see him romp through
the comedy, Springtime for Henry, and
found the producers all abeam. All house
records for two years had been broken.
The week was entirely sold, out by Tuesday, including two extra matinees. Forty
drama lovers were seated in chairs placed
outside the theatre in front of a big
window, and, in spite of the raids of the
mosquito fleet, they stayed, slapping and
scratching quietly, through the three acts.
Four matinees a week left little time
for visits to the World's Fair in New
York, interviews, reunions with local
friends, meetings with the eastern relatives, but Horton says his only regret is
that he could not have spent twice as
much

time on his "vacation."

H

Has anyone asked you out for lunch
or dinner this week? Have you been
dancing, or swimming, or bicycle -riding?
If not, why not? Helen Hover, pondering
over the whys and wherefores of popularity, went around asking questions of nine
lovely Hollywood girls. The result is one
of the most interesting quizzes Hollywood
Magazine has printed. Sharpen your
pencil, and get ready to answer questions
from nine of your favorites. By the time
you have finished, you will know the
secret of your success or the reason that

Ann could have dates galore
if she'd guard her charm with MUM!
before it starts. Hollywood says Mum . . .

ONE NoDAY
just like
to Ann.
oneis drops
in another—
to see her.
Men
never take her out. Even the girls avoid
her!

nurses say Mum . . . you'll say Mum once
you've tried this pleasant, gentle, dependable cream!
QUICK! Mum takes 30 seconds, can be
shaving!
applied even after dressing or underarm

What would you do— if you knew a
girl lovely in other ways — but careless
about underarm odor? Of course you'd
avoid her, too! Nobody wants to be
around a girl who neglects to use Mum!

SAFE! The seal of the American Institute of Laundering tells you Mum is
harmless to fabrics. Mum is safe for skin.
SURE! Without stopping perspiration,
Mum stops all underarm odor. Get Mum

Too bad the girl who offends this way
so rarely knows it herself! No one likes
to tell her,
either.that
Nowadays
expected to know
a bath you're
is never
enough! A bath removes only past perspiration, but Mum prevents future odor

MUM

at any druggist's today. Be sweet for that
movie or dancing date. Be popular always! Use Mum!

GIVES THOROUGH

UNDERARM

CARE

TO HERSELF:
its LATE, BUT JUST
THAT LITTLE TOUCH
OF MUM KEPT ME
FRESH THROUGH

you aren't turning down two bids for each
day of the week.

EVERY DANCE --

■

In the same issue, you will read the
results of an afternoon
that Kay
Proctor spent with Rosemary, Priscilla
and Lola Lane discussing things men don't
know about love. Judging from the story,
which is very funny, they had a wonderful time, and if you know a young man
who forgets gardenias, or who brings you
orchids when what you like is hot dogs,
just leave a copy of next month's Hollywood, carelessly open at the right page,
in his car. F.esults guaranteed, or your
nickel back.

For Sanitary Napkins

More women use Mum for
sanitary napkins than any
other deodorant. Mum
frees you from embarrassment, is gentle and safe!

Mum

TAKES THE ODOR

OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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ON BORROWED

LLEWELIYN

TIME — M-G-M

| One of the most refreshing and one
of the rarest experiences in a movie
theatre is to find a picture with a new idea.
The challenging premise of On Borrowed Time makes it stand out as truly
absorbing entertainment, and you will find
it possessing your imagination for many
days after you have seen it.
Mr. Brink is a strange man. His dispassion, his cool poise, his absolute surety
are a little inhuman, even though he looks
like a well-groomed gentleman out for a
stroll on a country road when first he appears. Gramp (Lionel Barrymore) distrusted him on sight, but Gramp was an
old gentleman who disliked a lot of people.
He hated Demetria. And Pud (Bobs Watson) was a little boy who agreed with
Gramp about everything, so he distrusted
Mr. Brink and hated Demetria, too.
Demetria (Eily Malyon) really deserved
her unpopularity. When she found that
Pud had inherited a large sum from his
parents, killed in a motor accident during
a ride with Mr. Brink, she set to work to
have Gramp declared incompetent and to
take the boy. Gramp certainly gave the
doctors proof of a certain lack of balance.
Didn't he claim to have tricked Death into
the magic apple tree? Didn't he claim that
Death was his prisoner, so long as he withheld pernv.ssion for Death to go about his
business?
Ah, but it all was true, and you will believe itwith Gramp and Pud when you see
the apple tree writhe and tremble with
the struggles of Mr. Brink to free himself.
You'll believe it when you see the incautious little bird flutter down dead from

MILLER
waistcoats and satin knee breeches, and
they throw restraint to the winds. They
swagger or mince, and if the energy
devoted to facial expression in any of the
casts could be turned to use in modern
industry;, probably enough electricity
could be generated to illuminate Grauman's Chinese theatre day and night for
a year.
Well, the light bill at Grauman's Chinese
is paid regularly, anyway, and I, for one,
would miss the pretty airs and graces, the
secret panels, the threatening intrigue, the
plot and counter-plotting of The Man in
the Iron Mask.
Certainly it is one of the most fascinating mysteries of history, this story of the
masked man who died in the Bastille over
two hundred years ago, and Dumas' tale
as brought to the screen is one of the more
romantic explanations. Louis Hayward
plays the parts of the debauched, callous
Louis IV as well as that of his warmhearted, serious-minded twin brother
Phillippe. Phillippe was spirited away an
hour after his birth and raised in ignorance of his royal parentage by D'Artagnan,
played with appropriate gusto by Warren
William, and the Three Musketeers (Alan
Hale, Miles Mander and Bert Roach).
When chance brings him face to face with
his brother, the exciting events which lead
to the forging of the frightful mask get
under way in a hurry.
Joan Bennett
plays Maria
Teresa
of

P
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ANDY
HARDY GETS SPRING FEVER
— M-G-M
L-J "A man isn't wholly to blame when
he finds out he is developing into the
sensitive type," says Andy with patient
dignity, and leaves the table and the unfeeling jeers of his older sister to moon
in solitude over the fascinating charms of
his dramatics teacher.
The finer things of life, a glorious substitute teacher and spring hit Andy all at
once, and the wallop is transferred to another hilarious comedy in the Hardy
series.
Mickey Rooney's funniest scene may be
the one in which he assumes a new voice
for his part in the school play, but there
will be those who argue hotly in favor of
the scene where he proposes to the
astounded teacher. And there will be
those who vote for his man-to-man talk
with his slightly alarmed father, and for
the sequence in which, disillusioned and
world-weary, he gathers up the fragments
of his broken heart and faces life anew.
But why quarrel? It is ALL funny, and,
if you have not already discovered the
particular charms of the Hardy series, this
is a good chance to remedy that oversight.

B

MASK

No year is complete without Joseph
Schildkraut flipping a lace ruffle back
over an embroidered cuff and sneering
delicately from beneath a powdered wig.
With the release of The Man in the Iron
Mask, Hollywood may be considered to
have done its duty by costume melodrama, and right handsomely, too. There
is something about the reigns of Louis IV
and Louis V of France that brings out the
lurking ham in very nearly every cast.
Give
brilliant performers
embroidered

Mask did about his whiskers . . . you'll
have to see the film to find out.

WHAT

the branches. You'll believe it when Mr.
Brink coaxes and dares little Pud closer
and closer until their fingers almost touch.
Sir Cedric Hardwicke is so exactly right
in the difficult part of Mr. Brink that it is
impossible to imagine another player attempting the role. Bobs Watson, most
consistent tear-jerker of the younger generation, isfine as Pud, and Henry Travers,
Beulah Bondi and Una Merkel play important parts with just the right simplicity
and reserve needed for this tale of a
twentieth century miracle.
Borrow the time, beg it, but make it
somehow, because this story is one that
you will remember for years to come.
THE MAN IN THE IRON
— United Artists

Spain, later to become the Queen of
France, in that becoming black wig. The
cast is well selected for type, with the
exception perhaps of Marian Martin. She
plays Mile, de la Valliere with just a touch
of the burlesque soubrette, which is nice
in its place, but a little foreign in this film.
And as to what the Man in the Iron

John Litel gives the impassioned
for liberty which is one of the
lights of the sensational film,
of Liberty, which has been made
short scenes
from
125
feature

plea
high
Land
with
films

A LIFE — Paramount

This film is a rare treat for anyone
of high-school age, because the cast
really looks as if it just had walked out
of the History 4 class. That is a stunning
innovation in a film about students. Why
is it that most schools of the screen are
attended by bouncing young ladies and
mature young men, all of whom look as if
they had voted for at least one President?
Jackie Cooper, still in high-school, himself, plays Henry Aldrich, an experienced
victim of bad luck. Henry's father was a
Princeton Phi Beta Kappa, and generations of Aldrichs had been honor men before him. Henry was expected to carry
on the great tradition. Henry was not
dull, in spite of the fact that his teachers
suspected that his mind was almost completely insulated against absorption of
formal knowledge. But Henry certainly
wasn't a mental giant. Henry drew wonderful pictures, but he bogged down in
despair and confusion when he had to deal
with dates and definitions and finer details
of the English language. His scholastic
misery was complicated by the fact that
Henry was a born goat. No matter what
happened, Henry was somewhere around
to get the blame, whether it was a hot
seat contrived for a teacher, or the theft of
the brass band.
Only
Barbara
(Betty
Field)
found

Henry fascinating. Perhaps it was because Barbara, too, had suffered. Barbara's nice fine hair hung straight around
her ears, and her pretty mouth closed
with some difficulty over braces. Barbara
was sure that no one was going to ask her
to the big dance, and no one did until the
principal's sympathetic secretary tricked
her into a wave, manicure and even persuaded the dentist to take off the hated
braces.
No one can fail to give to Betty Field enthusiastic credit for her performance of
the nice, shy, good little girl, to Jack
Cooper for his performance of the ill-fated
Henry, to Vaughn Glaser as the inhumanly
detached principal, to John Howard as the
vice-principal. It takes you right back
to Jefferson High School. This picture
probably will not have a large advertising
campaign or much advance heralding, but
watch out for it. It is well worth catching.
UNEXPECTED

FATHER— Universal

■

This picture is the result of the dazzling success of the baby, Sandy, in
her first appearance on the screen in East
Side of Heaven. Sandy is under two years
of age, but she stole the picture from such
experienced troupers as Bing Crosby
and Mischa Auer with a deftness that may
be envied by performers twenty-five
times her age.
As soon as the studio realized what it
had, Sandy was placed under long term
contract and rushed before the cameras
for a second feature, but it is both unfair
and unjust to give credence to the rumor
that Sandy wrote her second film, even if
the picture does look like it at times.
The story is about a vaudeville performer whose former partner dies and
leaves him a baby. Shirley Ross, Dennis

s

KEY YOUR
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FASHIONS

O'Keefe, Mischa Auer, Paul Guilfoyle,
Mayo Methot, and a lot of chorus girls
treat the child in a way that would shock
a pediatrist, but Sandy remains goodtempered and smiling through it all. A

New dress colors, hat designs, hair do's — all conspire
to draw more attention to your eyes. So it's no won=
der Alaybelline Eye Beauty Aids are an important
part of the Fashion picture. Sweeping glamour for
your lashes . . . expressive eyebrows , . . soft, shim=

ripple of tender "oooooooohs" sweeps over
the audience at each of Sandy's smiles,
and the continual murmurs of "cute,"
"darling," "precious" fills the theatre with
the sound of a summer wind sighing. Or
maybe it is just sighing, without any fanciful nonsense about a summer wind.

mcring eyelids, and look — there's the stunning effect
you want! It's so easy with Alaybelline Alascara,
Eyebrow Pencil and Eye Shadow. These safe, world=
famous Alaybelline Eye Beauty Aids are — and
always will be — your assurance of beauty that's
smart and in good taste. Attractive purse si-cs at
all loc stores. Insist on the genuine — Alaybelline.

BACHELOR
■

Maybelline Solid-form
Mascara in handsome
gold-covered vanity, 75c.

Maybelline Cream-form
Mascara (applied without
waterl in trim zippercase.

*x

ing smile, invited her to enter. Polly's
explanation was ignored with patient
sweetness by officials of the foundlings'
home. "Half of the mothers say that,"
they explained. "We'll see if we can't
help you keep your baby."

For alluring mystery under
your most devastating hat,
make your eyelashes look
long, dark, thick
— with
Alaybelline
Alascara.
For blondes or titian type,
Brown or Blue. For bru=
nettes, Black or Blue.
Eyebrows should be tap=
cred to trim perfection with
Alaybelline smooth =

MOTHER— RKO

Slightly more resourceful and a good
deal funnier is the theme of Ginger
Rogers' new comedy. She plays Polly
who was having enough trouble supporting herself when a baby came into her life.
Polly was walking home from her job as
temporary salesgirl during the preChristmas rush in a toy department when
she heard a baby crying. The baby was
just about to roll off a door-step, so kindhearted Polly picked it up, just as the door
opened, and a nurse with an understand-

THE EVES OF FASHION

A
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Maybelline
Smoothmarking Eyebrow Pencil,
finely pointed.

Maybelline Eve Shadow
in distinctive pastel box.

;/'.'"'
EYE

BEAUTY

AIDS

marking Eyebrow Pencil —
Brown or and
Black.
If you're
youthful
daring,
use
Blue for eyelid liner!
Accent the depth and
color of your eyes with
Alaybelline Eye Shadow.
Choose from six ex=
quisite shades — Blue,
Gray, Blue=gray, Brown,
Green, Violet. A shade
in harmony with your cos=
tume is smartly flattering.
Alaybelline Eye Alakc=
up is "Fashion=right// for
daytime
or evening.
It's
never obvious
and your
eyes look far lovelier!

r
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Polly thought that the matter was ended
when she marched out into the night, but
it was just the beginning. Under pressure
from the Foundling Home, her job is restored by the young department store executive (David Niven), who has the baby
returned to her apartment on Christmas
Eve as an added surprise. That upset her
plans for winning a dance contest, until
she bullied a frightened suitor (Frank
Albertson) into returning the baby to their
boss. When he brought it back, and was
discovered waiting for the contest winner
in her apartment at three in the morning,
scandal rocked the department store.
Charles Coburn, Ernest Truex, and a carefully chosen supporting cast make fine
foolery of the film which is designed to
keep you laughing throughout. This one
is fun.
THE

LAND

OF LIBERTY

■

The entire motion picture industry
combined to make this film. They
started to build it 25 years ago, and it
is one of the most absorbing features ever
to come out of Hollywood. You may see
it at a local theatre this winter, but the
only place that you can see it now is at the
New York World's Fair where it is playing
to capacity audiences in the Federal
Building. If ever you hear of it being
shown near you, rush right over because
it is the best synthetic newsreel to date.
One hundred and twenty-five feature

THEY SHALL HAVE
— United Artists

pictures and hundreds of newsreel clips
contributed the thousands of short scenes
which have been patched together to tell
the history of the United States. During
the first part of the showing, part of your
mind will be possessed with amazement
at the vast amount of accurate, telling dramatic material that has been collected,
and part of your mind will be occupied

B

"in
trying to
identify
from
memorable
scenes
were films
taken.
But which
after
the first half hour you are apt to forget
such things and concentrate upon the
story that is being told. You will see both
Frank McGlynn and Walter Huston play
Lincoln, but your mind will be on the
words of the Gettysburg address, on the
battle scenes and the marching soldi2rs
rather than on the individuals. You will
recognize John Litel in a vague sort of
way as the actor who always appears in a
wig and cape whenever a patriot of Colonial days is needed by Hollywood, but
your mind will be engaged with the words
of Patrick Henry, and you will have the
impression that you are seeing, not a portion of a movie but the result of a miraculous lens turned back on time.
Though the film runs nearly two and a
half hours, of necessity much has been left
out. There is no reference to the grim
gone days of prohibition, for instance.
Whole chapters of exploration and exploitation have been omitted, but so much
has been included that you leave the
theatre a rather more thoughtful citizen
than when you entered.

Superb

MUSIC

recording and

a generous

amount hands
of close-ups
Jascha
Heif etz'
wonderful
are the ofgreat
attractions
of this film which, for the rest, deals in
fairly routine fashion with the struggles of
a poverty-stricken music school for
under-privileged children.
Frankie had a helpless mother, a cruel
stepfather, and an inherited talent for
music. Tickets for a Heifetz concert fell
into his hands by accident, and that was
the beginning of a new life for him. When
he stumbled on a music school, run for
children who could pay little or nothing,
he was completely happy. Things at the
school were not so serene as they might
be. The professor (Walter Brennan)
couldn't be bothered about financial matters when he was preparing his pupils for
a recital, so his daughter (Andrea Leeds)
and her sweetheart (Joel McCrea) had to
fight off the creditors with every means,
including the improbable promise that the
great Heifetz, himself, was sponsoring the
concert.
Really remarkable is the work done by
the youngsters of the Peter Meremblum
California Junior Symphony Orchestra.
They so pleased Heifetz, when he heard
them at rehearsal before the film started
that he suggested, 'Wouldn't it be a good
idea for me to play a number with them
somewhere in the picture?" The sighs of
relief could be heard all the way down

Get rid of
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USTERINE!

Reaches and kills Pityrosporum ovale,
which causes dandruff . . . scalp becomes
cleaner, fresher, healthier
Are you afflicted with a case of dandruff that humiliates you and disgusts others? Start using Listerine
Antiseptic and massage once a day
at least. Twice a day is better.
This amazingly delightful treatment has proved successful in the
laboratory and in clinics where a substantial majority of sufferers obtained
marked relief within a single month.
Listerine Antiseptic, famous for 25
years as a mouth wash and gargle,
succeeds so often in controlling dandruff because it gives scalp, and hair
an antiseptic bath which kills in
large numbers the queer, bottle-

shaped germ (Pityrosporum ovale)
which causes dandruff and removes
the loose ugly flakes.
Start with Listerine Antiseptic and
continue the treatments regularly.
They have brought delightful and
amazing results so many times. No
other remedy that we know of has
such a clinical record of success in
such a large majority of cases.
And remember, even though dandruff may be gone, infection is always
possible — so take precautions by
massaging with Listerine Antiseptic
at regular intervals. Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.
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TREATMENT

MEN: Douse Listerine Antiseptic on the scalp at least
once a day. women : Part the hair at various places, and
apply Listerine Antiseptic right along the part with a
medicine dropper, to avoid wetting the hair excessively.
Always follow with vigorous and persistent massage
with
fingersresults,
or a good
brush.
But don't
expect
overnight
becausehairgerm
conditions
cannot
be
cleared up that fast.
Genuine Listerine Antiseptic is guaranteed not to
bleach the hair or afreet texture.
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to Hollywood Boulevard. It seems that
the script called for such a scene but no
one had had the daring to break the news
to the master!

DIFFERENT

ONE

SHADES

...

FROM

SINGLE TANGEE
LIPSTICK

CAREER — RKO

Tangee's Magic Color-Change Principle Proved
on Blondes, Brownettes, Brunettes, Redheads

H

This is a dreamy, uneventful little
film. In spite of an attempted lynching,
several broken romances, and a run on a
bank, it has a soothing quality, and will
engage your interest pleasantly, if you
happen to run into it on a double bill, because of the excellence of casting and
playing.
The film starts with a leisurely monologue on Iowa. Once the state, its products
and people are disposed of in a general
fashion, you are introduced to Pittsville,
a little town much like any other little
town, according to the narrator. The
people, we add, are much the same as
the people in any other movie. There is
the town banker, up to no good. There is
the fine sympathetic store-keeper and his
fine understanding wife and their fine upright son who
is in love
with isthethe
banker's
beautiful
daughter.
There
town
drunk and his fine if under-privileged
daughter who is in love with the banker's
wild boy. You will have to admit that
many a melodrama has been built out of
just such elements. But this film is no
melodrama. It is a convincing picture of
some real people and some real problems,
and you will feel that Edward Ellis, Janet
Beecher, and Samuel Hinds are people you
know by the time the lights go up. Leon
Errol and Raymond Hatton contribute
comedy as the town tipplers. Alice Eden
and John Archer, winners in Jesse Lasky's
"Gateway to Hollywood" contest have important parts, and show promise for successful careers in Hollywood.
STANLEY AND LIVINGSTONE
— 20th Century-Fox
H

In two ways this is a disappointing
picture, though you won't think so
until after you leave the theatre. In the
theatre you'll have a fine time watching
the adventures of the reporter Stanley
(Spencer Tracy), whose paper, The New
York Herald, sent him to find the lost missionary, Livingstone (Sir Cedric Hardwicke), in the wilds of Africa. You'll
enjoy all of the background shots, made
by Mrs. Martin Johnson in Africa. You'll
like performances of Nancy Kelly, Richard
Greene, Walter Brennan, Charles Coburn
and Henry Travers. But when you leave
the theatre you will be wondering about
the early life of Stanley (it was a thriller)
and you will be bitten by curiosity as to
his future activities.
The portion of Stanley's life shown in
the film is one of the most extravagant adventures that ever befell a newspaperman.
Livingstone was lost in uncharted, savage,
hostile territory of vast extent. He was
reported dead on fairly good authority.
Stanley crossed an ocean and half a continent to find him, refusing to be discouraged by almost intolerable hardships. This
is an impressive picture, but have an encyclopedia handy at home so that you can
find out how the story ends after you leave
the theatre.

Arthur s. allen, noted color expert, checks the particularly becoming shade Tangee Lipstick produced
on Ludmilla, one of the thirty members of the famous Radio City
Music Hall Corps de Ballet. Tangee
produced 16 different shades ranging from blush rose to rosy red on
the lips of the thirty girls.
DO you know the most becoming shade for your lips. . .the shade that
blends most naturally and beautifully with your own complexion?
Thanks to Tangee's magic color-change principle, you can have your
individual shade— just by applying Tangee to your lips.
Orange in the stick, Tangee "magically" changes to your most becoming shade of rose or red. Unlike ordinary lipsticks, Tangee contains
no "paint". Its transparent cream base helps make lips soft, exquisitely smooth and alluringly lovely. Get Tangee at your favorite
cosmetic counter today. Notice how it magically changes color on
your lips... how it seems made for you alone!
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But they both praise the
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I NEW"SKIN-VITAMIN"care
a famous cream maker
QUESTION

TO MRS. ROOSEVELT:
gives

Mrs. Roosevelt, do you give your
complexion special care?
ANSWER:
"If 'special' means complicated and
expensive — no! But I do use 2
creams. I've always liked Pond's
Cold Cream for cleansing and softening
my skin — and now it contains Vitamin A,
I have a special reason for preferring it."
QUESTION

TO MISS WRIGHT:

How important is a good complexion
to a girl who wants to go on the stage?
ANSWER:
"I'd say it's one of the first
requirements. Using Pond's 2 creams
has done a lot for me, I know. The
Cold Cream is marvelous for
removing stale make-up — it gets my
skin, clean and fresh. A healthy skin is
so important to me that I'm glad
to be able to give it extra care — with
'skin-vitamin' in Pond's Cold Cream."
QUESTION

TO MRS. ROOSEVELT:

Why are you interested in having
Vitamin A in this cream?
ANSWER:
'Because if skin hasn't enough
Vitamin A, it gets rough and dry.
Vitamin A is the 'skin-vitamin.'
And now I can give my skin an extra
supply of this important vitamin
Between Rehearsals — Muriel often relaxed
on picturesque Provincetown wharf. Above, a
litter of kittens has discovered her retreat.

juat by using Pond's."
QUESTION

TO MISS WRIGHT:

What do you do to guard your skin
against sun and wind?
ANSWER:
"That's where my 2nd cream comes
in. When I've been outdoors, I
always spread on a light film of
Pond's Vanishing Cream. This single
application smooths away roughness

QUESTION

For Her Scrap book — Like every budding
player, Muriel eagerly collects clippings and
pictures. Below, an amateur snaps her with
boy friend.

in no time!"
TO MRS. ROOSEVELT:

Do you find that your powder goes
on more becomingly when you use
two creams?
ANSWER:

"Yes! — I believe in first cleansing and
softening the skin with Pond's Cold
Cream. Then my second step i3 a quick
application of Pond's Vanishing Cream
to smooth away little roughnesses. That
gives powder a lovely soft look"

♦Statements
about the
are based
upon
medical literature
and "skin-vitamin"
tests on the skin
of animals
following accepted laboratory methods.
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Don't go to Hollywood they told
her.

Don't adopt a baby.
Don't buy that house in Sutton Place.
And for heaven's sake, don't get
married again!
Had she taken the advice — Miriam
Hopkins would have nothing today — no
film career — no Michael — no home and
no husband.
It seems she's always done what
people told her not to do. She's never
done what people told her to be sure
to do.
Maybe it doesn't make sense — but
there it is — a success story for you,
Mary, and for you, John, who all your
lives have been told don't try to write.
Don't study singing. Don't reach for
the moon. Look here, Mary. And you,
too, John. Don't listen to them when
they tell you that the best thing you
can do is to settle down to small town
life and vegetate. Vegetation is for
plants, not for people, and if you have
any sort of a talent, or a pet idea, don't
let anybody back in your home town
talk you out of it. That's what they
tried to do to Miriam Hopkins — and if
they had succeeded — she would have
failed.
Miriam Hopkins came from a small
town, miles from the bright lights, away
down in Georgia. Her grandmother,
Mildred Mittleton Cutter, was a famous
Southern belle, and everyone naturally
expected that Miriam would grow up
to be a social light. Her mother who had
studied music at the New England Conservatory inBoston, made up her mind
that Miriam was going to be a musician.
But Miriam had plans of her own.
"I'm going to be an actress," she informed them calmly. The staid household was flabbergasted. An actress in
the family! Unheard of! Ridiculous!
Preposterous!
"You'll get over it," her mother told
her.
"Oh, no, I won't!" Miriam told her
mother.
There is no record of it, of course,
but there must have been some such
scene.

There always' is a scene at the

Quite Contrary
Miriam Hopkins has been very eontrar y about
all of the good advice given by family and
friends. But she knew what she wanted better
than they did. This story will heighten your
interest in her next film role, The Old Maid
By BETH

BROWN

first fork in the cross-roads. The family packed up
her clothes and sent her North to school. Miriam
never forgot her first day at the Goddard Seminary.
It was a day full of heartache and homesickness. To
cap the climax, at roll-call, her Southern accent
was too much for the class. There was a deadly
silence, a titter, and then a gale of laughter.
"You better speak like the rest of us," whispered
a friendly voice beside her.
She came to her feet. Her cheeks flamed a defiant
19
scarlet. "Ah thank you all," she retorted, "but ah'll
speak as I please!" All through her school days, she
kept her Southern accent. [Continued on page 52]
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story of the men and women who conquered
the entertainment world! Just as the tunes of

DO MEAN

"Alexander's Ragtime Band" brought back
your happiest memories... so will the drama
of 1001 thrilling yesterdays in "Hollywood
Cavalcade" warm your heart anew!
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ALICE FAYE
DON AMECHE

Staged anew I
Photographed today!

with great stars of today . . .
and great personalities of
yesterday!

tutd

J. Edward

SEE Buster Keaton, Ben
Turpin and the Keystone
Cops in slapstick,custardpie
comedy, with Don Ameche
directing.
SEE Mack Sennett bathing
beauties (Alice Faye is one!)

Alan Curtis • Lynn Bari
Stuart Erwin • Buster
Keaton • Donald Meek

HEAR Aljolson sing again
"Kol Nidre"...the song
that electrified the world !

Jed Prouty • George
Givot • Eddie Collins

SEE Hollywood. ..as it was
...as it is. ..in a three-ringed
circus of entertainment!

The most brilliant new
note in entertainment!
20
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Bromberg

Directed by Irving Cummings
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
Darryl F. Zanuck
In Charge of Production

Associate Producer Harry Joe Brown • Screen
Play by Ernest Pascal • Story by Hilary lynn
and Brown Holmes • Based upon an original
idea by Lou Breslow

The Real Glory
By E. J. (Johnnie Get-Your-Gun)

SMITHSON

...9

Oar favorite extra decides that the life
of a soldier of fortune provides far too
much wear and tear on his delicate frame
not to speak of his very sensitive feelings

DEAR

EDITOR:

Well, here's that acting man again!
A little bit scarred up from a couple of bolo slashes accidentally
acquired when I had to help Gary Cooper, David Niven and
Broderick Crawford in one of those hand-to-hand scraps staged
on the backlot of the Goldwyn Studios where Director Henry
Hathaway has been shooting The Real Glory, a rip-snortin"
screen version of the Philippine uprising that rose up immediately
after the Spanish-American War.
Along with the bolo slashes I got a good dig in the seat of
my army pants from a spear
hurled by a wild-eyed Moro
who was running amok
along the roof of a native
hut — "an Accident from the
Occident" is the way Niven
passed off my injury — and
I had to spend half an hour
on my stomach while the
studio medico made the
necessary repairs. I know
it isn't cricket to start off
a story by trying to win
sympathy with a crying towel recital of a couple of
mishaps. I take occasion to
mention them here only to
remind you again that the
life [Continued on page 59]

Above, Gary Cooper with one of
the native boys in The Real Glory,
stirring tale of a doctor and a
soldier who love the same girl,
and of the Philippine uprising.
Cooper's last film is Beau Geste.
Left, Andrea Leeds with David
Niven holding their own against
an attack by the savage
Moros

Tyrone

Most Daring Role
■

Tyrone Power has
he can take it . . .

proved

He's faced everything in punishment the movies have to offer
— and still he comes up smiling.
To start off this inside yarn
properly, we have to go out to
the moat, which is something of
a lake, smack in the middle of
the wilds of the 20th CenturyFox studio. Here starts the amazing off-the-record story of what young
Mr. Power can take, and how he's taken it.
Forty feet in the air, at the top of long
chutes, are six dump tanks holding a total
of 18,000 gallons of water. This large collection of H20, when allowed to plunge
down said chutes, will raise the level of
the water in the moat just four feet, according to the calculations of the studio
statisticians. The effect, they promise,
will be that of the water from a bursting
dam. It will add pictorial emphasis to
The Rains Came.
22

lie lias endured sand-storms
and staged real fist fights. He
has jumped through glass and
fallen off horses, hut it all was
easy compared to demands of
his part in The Rains Came

Tyrone Power on the run just
before the man-made flood
swept down and destroyed the set
and the next thing you know the
news reel is on.
Power goes all the way through
all these commotions. He's in from
the first drop of rain. And how!
"There were forty-eight days of

By EDWARD

CHURCHILL

it," Tyrone told me as he packed for a
vacation which would take him to New
York, England, France and Italy. "I need

Know the story? First it doesn't rain
and everybody gets thirsty. Then it does
rain, and everybody gets wet. Then an
earthquake wrecks the dam high above
Ranchipur, a mythical town in India. The
dam takes Ranchipur. It's still raining.
But after a while the rain goes away to
come some other day, and Tyrone Power,
physician and surgeon, braves the natives, burns their huts to kill the germs

Power, glutton for punishment, was so
anxious to get away from it all and let the
scars heal that he tried to buy a passage
for his wife, Annabella, and himself on
the Atlantic Clipper. There were only
3,400 people ahead of him.
But let's get back to this scene on the
moat. The water is all ready. Clarence
Brown, director, is ditto. So are all the
HOLLYWOOD

This happened
disgust
lasted

in Thin Ice. The look of
for many
days
afterward

Power was almost choked in the Suez sand
storm before the wind machines were stopped

extras, technicians. In fact, they're ready
to run. This is going to be a nautical
wowser.
"Now, Ty," says Brown, "Brenda Joyce
has come after you in a boat after you've
been marooned by the flood. She's anxious to get you to the hospital. So you get
into the boat and off you go — until the
flood really hits you. Maybe you better
have a double."
"Skip it," says Ty. "I'm ready."
So, having been thoroughly soaked with
a hose for the fourteenth time since nine
a. m., he gets into the little rowboat with
Brenda.
Cameras turn.

Both
Don
Ameche
making
the ' fight

The statisticians have leaned too far
toward the spectacle side of the business,
and Power has changed from guinea pig
to goat. Brenda is floundering. Those on
the rim of the moat are aghast — and the
water's eight feet deep. Ty strikes out.
He seizes Brenda. A few good strokes,
and Ty's at water's edge, passing up
Brenda, who is much heavier on account
of water absorbed.

"Okay!" bellows Brown.
And down come the 18,000 gallons of
water. Smack, crash, and splash! Power
isn't in a boat with Brenda Joyce, University ofCalifornia at Los Angeles co-ed,
who didn't have swimming on her study
course. Power is out of the boat, the boat
is in mid-air, out of water, and Brenda
Joyce is doing a double-barreled-backhanded-jack knife.

Right, none the worse for strenuous
studio experiences, Power smiles for
the cameras before sailing for Europe
and
a honeymoon
with
Annabella
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In

Power
Old

insisted
Chicago

on
real

He had the conrage to play a heel all the way
through his last film, Rose of Washington Square

"Next time," says Director Brown, "we
won't use quite so much water."
Maybe you think that's something . . .
"The reports," says Tyrone, modestly,
"are slightly exaggerated."
Intestinal fortitude? Yes. Modesty?
And how! But it's on the record with the
boys and girls [Continued on page 46]
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How You
Have Grown I
Tinn» has boon kind to thoso
vol or an stars. Tlio yoars liavo
ohan»od thorn, truo. but ago
has not diimiiod tlioir powors
or injurod thoir

popularity
Baby Jane Quiglej, as she appeared in Magnificent
Obsession, and as seen recently in The Family Next Door

Above left, Virginia Weidler as
Norma Shearer's daughter in The
Women, has added many inches to
her height since she played in
Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch

Jane Withers, a grown-up lassie
with a boy friend in her last picture
shared a memorable scene with
Shirley Temple in Bright Eyes. In
her latest picture, Suzannah of the
Mounties, Shirley, too, has grown
HOLLYWOOD

Mickey Rooney, not long ago was Mickey McGuire, starring
in Columbia comedies. As he is in his latest Andy Hardy role

Judy Garland, a sensation in her first film (with Buddy
Ebsen), is quite grown-up in her new evening gown

Above right, remember Jackie
Cooper as Skippy? Here he is at a
recent broadcast, eight years later

There is a vast difference between
the late portraits of Bobby Breen
and Deanna Durbin and the picture
of them when they were performers
on Eddie Cantor's radio broadcast
OCTOBER,
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What s Wrong With You?
By

■

Are you worried about making a good
impression?
Are you going out to look for a job?
. . . about to make a speech before your
club?
... on the reception committee for that
most important guest?
. . . nervous about meeting your fiance's
family for the first time?
The more you worry about what to do
and what not to do, the worse
you feel, and the colder grows
that fear around your heart. So
far as you're concerned, creating
that good impression is going to
be every bit as difficult as clicking in a screen test for Darryl
Zanuck, Walter Wanger or any
of the other movie bigwigs. On
the eve of that little speech before the Women's Club be assured that you feel no more
shaky in the knees or lumpy in
the throat than did one Arlington Brugh, a young amateur
actor, when he was screen tested
by Sam Goldwyn. Goldwyn saw
the test and turned young Brugh
down, told him to go home, fat-

ALICE

L.
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ten up his somewhat spindly physique and
improve his definitely dubious acting
technique. Brugh did both. His name is
Robert Taylor now.
Taylor and Henry Fonda and Rosalind
Russell and dozens of other famous stars
started off on the wrong foot and kept
on walking out of step until somebody —
either a professional dramatic coach or a
keen -eyed friend — got them straightened
out and moving in the right direction. So, if you've ever worabout aisles"
your failure
"roll
'em inriedthe
at the tocrucial
moment — if you've ever wondered, "What's wrong with me?"
— take heart from their experiences. Stars were not born famous. They all got that way by
trying.
Just as they did, you can iron
out those annoying little wrinkles in your personality or appearance that keep you from accomplishing the things you want
to accomplish, impressing the
people you want to impress. But
who, you will ask, is going to
diagnose my faults accurately?
Who is going to tell me how to

Maybe you are perfect. And maybe test cameras
would surprise you. just as they have surprised
many beautiful, charming stars. Read what the men
who conduct studio tests have to say about YOU!

correct them? Well, who is better qualified than the famous dramatic coaches of
Hollywood, the men who devote their
careers to moulding gangly, self-conscious
amateurs into handsome, poised, dynamic
stars? If you really want to know what's
wrong with you, just lend an ear to what
these men have to say.
"I saw a reel of film the other night that
I wish every P. T. A. in the country could
see," said Julius Evans, RKO coach and
director of Little Theatre plays. "It contains the answer to most first-impression
problems.
"The film was made by the Beverly Hills
schools and shows the effect of correct
posture.
"In most schools, children are given exercises for posture for an hour a day in
gym, perhaps. The rest of the time they
stand, sit and walk as they please. If they
rise to recite, they rest weight on one foot
and let the other trail. Or they slouch
against a desk, relaxing some muscles and
tightening others. Try this and notice that
one shoulder is higher than the other and
the hips are out of line.
"Students in many schools listen to the
teacher or to fellow-students with elbows
on desk, head supported on one hand, or
slumped down in the seat so that the legs
are stretched out before them. When they
walk they slouch along either because
they carry heavy books always on the
same side; or let their heads poke out in
front of their bodies, their stomachs protrude or their shoulders hunch. All of
which is most unattractive.

"In the film I mention, we see that as
each child enters a class for the first time,
a janitor adjusts his desk and chair to the
correct height, so that he can sit perfectly
relaxed and yet upright. As he grows, fur' ther adjustments are made.
"Once carefully taught how to sit and
stand, the student is not permitted to
slump back into bad habits. Whenever he
is in school he must do these things right.
Presently his muscles are trained and he
finds it easier to keep his excellent position.

"If you enter a room, greet someone or
rise to speak in public, and wish to please,
you must have good posture, fine carriage, a certain amount of self-confidence
and poise.

"You must appear natural and at ease.
You should know how to use your voice.
And you should have personality."
If your school didn't teach you how
to walk, one of the best and quickest
ways of improving your gait is that well-

James Moore, RKO test director,
at work with two of the "Gateway to Hollywood"
contestants

This is a print from one of
Andrea Leeds' first tests, the
famous one in which she was
kissed
462 times by 30 actors

known tropical method of balancing something on your head. Then wander around,
up and down stairs, hither and yon, until
holding up your head becomes second
nature.
Stand as tall as you can, with your chin
level. Your shoulders should fall naturally, and your abdomen and hips should
not protrude. These things will take care
of themselves if you are "standing tall."
"Each case is an individual one and it's
never safe to assume that all problems of
first-impressions are the same," Mr. Evans
warned me. "There is a boy on our lot
who was always quiet. I thought him
sullen because he never had anything to
say. He sat in the commissary, day after
day, without bothering to notice anyone
with a smile or a nod. He made a definitely
bad impression on executives and directors who were looking over our young
talent.
"I spoke to him about it and discovered
that he had no idea of being sullen. He
wanted to write [Continued on page 48]

Robert

Taylor
had a lot of costume for his first test. Would you
recognize
S. Arlington
Brugh
the popular star of today?

Yes, My Darling Daughter
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Above, Wallace Beery and
his "best girl" at Earl Carroll's night club, all dressed
up, absorbed
in the menu
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George, Carol Ann and Bill Priester,
Mrs. Beery's relatives, orphaned 8 years
ago, with Rita and
Wallace
Beery

Carol Ann's word is law to Wallace Beery so it
is not surprising that the big guy plans to grant
her newest, startling request
without
hesitation
■

Wallace Beery— big, pug-ugly Wally
Beery is a fool for women.
Twice in his life his heart has been
broken by fascinating, beautiful women.
Now he thinks he has the real thing.
She is petite, blond, adventurous,
charming and a knockout. I saw them
together at Earl Carroll's one night,
absorbed in each other. A week later
they were at the Trocadero, and in between times, I saw them lunching at the
Brown Derby and at the studio. There
was no mistaking the devotion in Beery '.s
eyes as he watched the girl seated opposite him.
A few months ago he came near losing
her, and he languished in such despair it
hurt you to look at him. Now he has her,
and he's the jovial, glad-hand giant again.
"She'll never let me down," says Wally.
"She's the only girl who completely understands me."
Wally's great love is Carol Ann, his
nine-year-old adopted daughter.
When Mrs. Rita Beery departed for
Reno some months ago, Wally's close
friends feared for him. "How will he
take it?" they wanted to know. "What
will happen to him?"
The friends worried not only because
they knew that Wally was heartbroken at
his wife's action, but for an additional
reason. A divorce must, of necessity,
deprive him of Carol Ann's company to
an extent.
The devotion between big, burly Beery
and his sunflower blond daughter is one
of the tenderest attachments in Hollywood.

From

the

start, Carol

Ann

shared all of her father's plans
for vacation trips, long or short

Robert Taylor. At the Hollywood Turf
Club
.she is there beside him cheering for
the nags.

She came to his household 8^2 years ago,
a dimply butterball of a child. Her name
was Carol Priester, and she was the

This leaves him wide open to criticism,
but he shakes it off contemptuously. When
he took her to the opening of the Hollywood Park race-track, one woman said,
"You should be ashamed of yourself taking a little girl here." Beery froze her
with a look. "She likes to see the horsies

daughter of Rita Beery's aunt who had
just died. Beery had lumbered to her in
that humble way that most big fellows

run. Besides, why are you here, madam!"
At Earl Carroll's glamorous night club,
where he has taken her for dinner several

have when they're in the presence of
something fragile and lovely.
The child held out her arms to him.

times, he squelched another critic: "Carol
Ann likes beauty, and this place is beautiful. What harm can you see in it?"
This exposure to adult influences has
done Carol Ann no harm. She leads a

Beery's homely face was questioning,
then it broke into a mammoth grin and
he was down on his knees beside her.
Here was the meeting of father and
daughter for the first time. Not in terms
of flesh and blood, but in the potentialities
of love and faith and abiding companionship.
Beery and daughter!
Everything in his large Beverly Hills
home holds reminders of the child. His
den is lined with pictures of her, and he
made an intensive study of photography
so that he could click pictures of her,
every week of her life. Stacked high in
the music room are recordings of Carol
Ann's voice. Speak to him for ten minutes, and he will somehow or other, manage to bring her name in proudly.
Wally has never read any handbooks
on "How To Raise a Child," and devotees
of scientific rearing develop a cold sweat
when they see Beery with Carol Ann. His
method, like himself, is natural, unrestrained and nonconformist. He takes her
with him everywhere, and treats her as a
grown-up rather than a nine-year-old. At
the M-G-M commissary she is as familiar
to the waiters as Joan Crawford
and

This was an exciting day when she
visited midgets George and Olive
Branso on the M-G-M studio set

noisy, normal life, but her worldly contacts have given her a poise and graciousness that are unusual and captivating in a
youngster.
All the little responsibilities that go
with fatherhood are immediately and
eagerly assumed by Beery. He selects her
clothes, insisting that she have the best
of everything. It makes you feel good to
watch his large, meaty hands tenderly
finger the dimities and delicate voiles that
Carol Ann wears. Already he has mapped
out a movie career for her, and she should
be launched on it within two years.
He cherished his family life. Knowing
this, you can understand how severe was
the blow when Mrs. Beery indicated that
she was going to divorce him. After the
shock of losing his wife, his first thought
was: "Will I still have Carol Ann?"
He loped desolately from place to place,
wanting to be alone, to think things out.
He hated to go home to the sixteen-room
house; he avoided well-meaning friends
who tried to console him.
Under the legal agreement, it was
decided
[Continued on page 64 j

And no little girl ever had a more
fascinating meeting with a pirate!
Beery is reading Treasure Island

Something For
Practically Nothing
What to do with discarded tin cans, with
empty ginger ale bottles, with old watch
fobs, with magazine covers, old umbrella
stands and a little time and a little care

By

Warren William is the first to laugh at
his dog house, made from an oil drum
■

KOLMA

For the past few days I have been

talking to the world's most complacent, self-satisfied, smug and pompous people. In fact, if I should encounter
a person not completely pleased with
himself right now, I'd probably yell
for a psychiatrist.
It all started because of Joan Woodbury and Henry Wilcoxon, the young
bridal couple. I raved about the smart
evening gown which Joan was wearing.
"Oh, thank you," she said, then continued blithely, "I'm rather pleased with
it myself. It cost only one ninety-five."
"Lady, in my language," I muttered
between clenched teeth, "it's definitely
unkind to preface one hundred and
ninety-five dollars with the word
'only'."
Quickly, she corrected me, "Oh I
meant a dollar and ninety-five cents!"
"Yeah, I suppose you found it on the
beach, and spent the two bucks having
cally.
the sand cleaned out," I said skepti-

Joan Woodbury shows
Robert, Brown Derby
chef, the lapel clip made
from snail shells that he
saved for her. Notice the
hat built from a gourd

Fifteen cents worth of
cork and a little glue
made this beach hat and
bag and Evalyn Knapp is
proud of her handiwork

">■
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"No, I found it in the linen department of the May Company," she
laughed. "It was one of those India
print bedspreads. In something less
than an hour, I had it altered into the
dress. Why, there are all kinds of grand
things you can get for practically nothing if you use a little ingenuity, you
My experience with loving relatives,
who have sent me "Something I made
with my own hands for you, my dear,"
haven't been particularly happy. I said
as much. So Henry set about changing
know."
my mind by showing some of their
"something for practically nothing"
gadgets. The cigarette boxes he made
of old books, I had to admit, were really
something. He had purchased secondhand leather-bound volumes for ten
and fifteen cents apiece. With good
strong adhesive, he had glued all but
the first four or five pages solidly together. Using a razor, he had cut out
the centers of [Continued on page 55]

An ordinary market basket,
lined with bright chintz,
makes a different knitting
container for Lucille Ball

Doors costing almost
nothing cost Edward
Everett Horton quite a
pretty penny before he
found
a place for them

LADY ESTHER
J^!

SAYS-

"Join the Revolt uquinst Heavy Creams
-and keep your Accent on Youth !

'Trust to youth to break away from
tradition! Go to schools and colleges, talk
to women under 25— and you'll find a rebellion against heavy, waxy creams! Youth
today demands a lighter cream!

"Why cling to heavy creams that require tugging and pulling of delicate facial muscles (which
can hasten that aged look) . . . waxy creams that
leave skin shiny? My4-purpose Face Cream works
just the opposite— puts your accent on youth!"

Life's delightful moments are made up of tender glances, whispered
words— romantic interludes which can be yours with a radiant skin! But
be sure to give your skin "young skin care." Help it be beautiful always
and you'll face your mirror as you face the world— with a lovely face,
gay with happiness, contented in your success.

"Our rapid, modern living gives yourface cream
more work— a different kind of work to do. Heavy,
"waxy" creams aren't as efficient in removing imbedded dirt; that's why modern girls have swung
to my cream as the one cream for their skin."

Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream has its wonderful following because itis a modern cream. It goes on lightly and easily, thoroughly removes imbedded dirt— leaves your skin feeling gloriously smooth and
fresh. Won't you please follow the test I suggest below, and see if Lady
Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream isn't the one cream for you?

lady Esther urges you to make this "Cleansing Tissue Test" NOW
FOR the sake of your own appearance
... to help keep yourself from looking
older than you really are.. . make this amazing "Cleansing Tissue" test!
First, cleanse your skin with cream
you're at present using and remove it
thoroughly with cleansing tissue.
Then do the same— a second time— with
Lady Esther Face Cream. Now, wipe it off
well and look at your cleansing tissue.
Thousands of women are amazed... yes,
shocked then and there ... to discover dirt
upon their second tissue. They see with

their own eyes that my 4-Purpose Cream
removes minute, pore-clogging matter
many other cold creams FAIL TO GET!
For, unlike many heavy "waxy" creams
—Lady Esther Face Cream does a thorough
cleansing job without any harsh pulling
of delicate facial muscles and tissues. It
cleans gently, lubricates the skin, and
(lastly) prepares your skin for powder.
Prove this, at my expense. Mail me the
coupon and I'll send you a 7-day tube of
my Face Cream (with my 10 new powder
shades). Put more accent on your YOUTH!

( You can paste this on a penny postcard)

(48)

Lady Esther,
7130 West 65 th St., Chicago, III.

FREE

Please send me your generous supply.

of Lady Esther Face Cream; also
ten shades of Face Powder, FREE and postpaid.

( If you live in Canada.arite Lady Esther, Toronto.Ont. )
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Gablelion
Tamer
What happens when a matinee idol starts after a
mountain

lion
By

with

a rope

THOMAS

■

Ever climb a tree and find yourself
face to face with an indignant lion?
If you haven't, you're missing something,
Clark Gable claims. He ought to know,

he's done it so often he's chummy with
most of the lions in Arizona. And that's
only the half of it — he captured the lions!
He says it's fun, the best sport he knows.
Why? Because "it's good for plenty of
And he
insists he feels safer with the
laughs
. . ."
lion than he does with the autograph
hunters at a preview. What kind of a
beast is this anyway?
Gable calls them cougars, but to most
of us in California they're known as mountain-lions. He has nothing but contempt
for them, claiming they're shamefully unmanly. "Rabbits are braver than cougars;
in fact, a cougar is the big sissy on four
legs." And if you listen long enough, and
don't happen to know any cougars personally, you'll get the impression that the
big cats collapse at the mere glimpse of
a man.
Nevertheless, don't start making faces
at the next cougar you meet and expect
him to faint in his tracks. No, indeedy!
You might not believe it, after listening
to Gable, but this white-livered marauder
packs a wallop in each paw that makes
Joe Louis look like Aunt Hetty busting
an egg. With one swat a cougar can kill
a horse or steer. His dental equipment
isn't so bad, either, because when he peels
back his lips to spit at you (his favorite
trick) he exposes a mouthful of teeth that
shames Walt Disney's Big Bad Wolf. He
weighs around two hundred, and in spite
of what Gable says, he's pretty tough
when he gets sore. Teddy Roosevelt cites
a few instances of men being killed by
cougars, and there are plenty of men that
have been badly clawed and bitten.

and

a forked

stiek

RILEY

Besides
of laughs,"
there's
another reason"plenty
Gable shins
up Arizona
cedars
for a few licks at a cougar. He hates them.
Cattlemen hate them, too, because cougars
have an expensive habit of feeding on livestock. But Gable hates them because they
kill deer. "One cougar," he tells you, "kills
at least two deer a week. That's over a
hundred deer a year for each cougar. I
figure in taking ten cougars I've saved a
whale of a lot of deer."
It's odd the way he feels about deer.
Gable's a dyed-in-the-wool hunter. He
has been one ever since he was a boy back
in Ohio, bouncing bullets off the neighbor's silo, but, he says, "I think deer ought
to be protected. And that goes for moose
too." His idea seems to be: mop up on
the predatory cougars and grizzlies, but
save the deer and moose and elk.
When the urge comes over him to take
a whack at a lion in the lion's backyard.
Gable throws his rasslin' clothes together
and heads for the Kaibab Forest of Arizona. This is a tough country — full of
canyons, crevices, sage, cedars — and
cougars.
Camp is at the end of the road. In the
party, besides Gable, is a professional lionhunter with a pack of gaunt hounds, and
a cowboy to tend horses. The hunting is
so gruelling extra horses are required.
"Horses don't last long up there," Gable
explains, "the country wears them out.
I've had my horse belly-deep in snow
chasing a cougar.
"We're up before dawn, and man is it
cold! By the time we've wrapped ourselves
around some hot coffee and biscuits it's
getting light, so we saddle up and get
The hounds do most of the leg work.
As soon as the guide unties them they
let out a whoop
[Continued on page 50]

going."

Jerry is a grand job of Baby-Raising!
STRAINED

A big gain in the first year... ON CLAPP'S

FOODS
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17 VARIETIES

1 4 MONTHS

, ■' 4>,
"When

baby specialists approve, it's so reas-

suring," says Gerald Wright's mother. "I never
doubted that Clapp's was right for Jerry.
"After all. the Clapp people should know most
about baby foods— they were the first to make

"You

could almost see Jerry grow

after he

began to get the full menu of Clapp's Strained
Foods. Look at the difference between these pictures—the way he filled out and hardened up!

them 18 years ago, and they're the only big
company that makes nothing else. They know

"On the average, he grew about an inch and
gained more than a pound a month. There
surely must be lots of vitamins and minerals in

just what flavors and textures babies will like!"

those Clapp's Strained Foods!"

Fine progress ever since... ON CLAPP'S

Every food approved by doctors.
Pressure-cooked, smoothly strained
but not too liquid — a real advance
over the bottle. Clapp's — first to
make baby foods — has had 18 years'
experience in this field.
Soups
— Vegetable
Soup ■ Baby
Beef
Broth • Liver
Soup • Unstrained
Soup • Strained Beef with Vegetables
Vegetables— Tomatoes • Asparagus • Spinach • Peas • Beets • Carrots •Green Beans • Mixed Greens
Fruits — Apricots • Prunes • Apple
Sauce
Cereal — Baby Cereal

CHOPPED

FOODS

12 VARIETIES
More coarsely divided foods for children who have outgrown Strained
Foods. Uniformly chopped and seasoned, according to the advice of
child specialists. Made by the pio.neer company in baby foods, the
only one which specializes excluchildren.
sively in foods for babies and young
Soups — Vegetable Soup
Junior Dinners — Beef with Vegetables • Lamb with Vegetables
Liver with Vegetables
"He's never been a fussy eater like so many
little tots. Not even when the time came to go on
coarser foods— he changed from Strained Foods
to Clapp's Chopped Foods without a single hitch.
"Of course, the Chopped Foods have exactly
the same good flavors, and they're cut so evenly
—never any lumps or stems. You just can't get
home-prepared foods so even — and babies don't
take to them so easily, I'm sure."

"See what a wide choice you get in Clapp's
Foods. Jerry gets 12 kinds of Chopped Foods.
Some of them are so good I often take a bite
myself — those hearty Junior Dinners, for example, or the new Pineapple Rice Dessert.
"Jerry's quite a ball-player now— you ought
to feel his muscle! I often say that if you want a
baby to grow up strong and husky, there's just

FOR

Fruits — Apple Sauce • Prunes
Desserts
— Pineapple Rice Dessert
with
Raisins
Free Booklets — Send for valuable
information on the feeding of babies and young children. Write to
Harold H. Clapp, Inc., 777 Mount
Read Blvd., Rochester, N. Y.

nothing like Clapp's!"

BABY
STRAINED

Vegetables
Carrots
• Spinach
Beets • Green —Beans
• Mixed
Greens

BABIES

....CHOPPED

FOODS
FOR

YOUNG

CHILDREN
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5th Avenue Girl

■ new
Ginger
clothes
for her
filmRogers'
are a good
explanation
of the title in themselves. At the left
is a graceful adaptation of the twotone idea to a dinner dress of soft
crepe. Ruffles and a corded fastening of the material are the only
trimming. Above, left, the polkadotted daytime dress makes a feature
of the high girdle, a youthful line
much in evidence in fall collections.
Center, the new trend in suits is
toward the easy and casual, though
shoulders are tailored and wide.
Right, take especial note of the
circular skirt, the three-quarter
length sleeves and the novel fastenthe Fijth
Avenue
dress,ing ofmade
of pale
beige Girl's
wool. street

New Duo-Therm brings "ceiling -heat" down
where YOU NEED IT!
1
DUO -THERM'S

OUR NEW DUO-THERM
KEEPS THE ROOM
COMFORTABLE FROM
TOP TO BOTTOM !

I DON'T SEE HOW
YOU KEEP YOUR FLOOR!
SO NICE AND WARM

'POWER-AIR"*
WARM

NEW

LAZY CEILING-HEAT

YOUR FLOORS 1

COMPARE

ti

AMAZING

MAKES

THESE RESULTS:

TOO

HOT HERE
WARM

HERE

COID

HERE

Ordinary heaters send heat up — where
it "loafs" on your ceiling. Result: your
floors are drafty, chilly. Your ceilings
are hot — note the chart and temperature difference! (Tests made in a
standard home.l

95c

1i

WARM

HERE

WARM

HtKB

79°

WARM

HERE
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Duo - Therm's new

Live in greater comfort — with a Duo -Therm
air says "Winter's
a nip
WHEN
" —inbetheready
coming!
for it with the
clean, silent, trouble-free heat that a
Duo-Therm gives you!

Plenty of heal in winter! Your DuoTherm Power-Air will drive heat to
every corner! You get uniform "floorto-ceiling" comfort — and extra heat for
every room!

A Duo-Therm gives regulated heat —
just turn the handy dial on the front
panel! It gives economical heat — the
patented Bias-Baffle Burner gives more
heat per gallon of cheap fuel oil! And it
gives plen ty of heat !
You get the top-notch performer of all
heaters — and on top of tha t you get DuoTherm's sensational new POWER-AIR !

A cooling breeze in summer! When it's
hot and sticky, plug in your Power-Air
and let a brisk, refreshing breeze help
keep you cool!

An amazing invention! No more
"lazy" heat with Power -Air! It actually
drives heat all through your house — circulates heat faster, better to every corner
of every room! It gives uniform, top-tobottom heat — saveg at least 5% in fuel
costs — gives you greater heating comfort
than this type of heater ever could before !
TEAR

New "Year -Round"

Power - Air forces

ceiling-heat to "move on" — forces it
down — puts it to work on your floors!
Note these actual test figures!
Duo-Therm's powerful blower gives
you the same positive forced heat as a
modern basement furnace I

80"

72"

Use it on hot days too! In hot weather
— let your Power-Air keep you from
sweltering! It stirs up a 27-mile-an-hour
breeze! Direct Power-Air up, down, right,
left — anywhere! Use it to dry wet shoes,
clothes, laundry — winter or summer.
Women can dry their hair. Costs no more
to run than a 60-watt lamp !

70"

You pay no more for a Duo-Therm!
Even with Power-Air, a Duo-Therm
costs you no more than ordinary heaters !
The beautiful new models, in the smooth
Golden Fleck enamel finish, heat from
1 to 6 rooms. See them at your dealer's —
and ask him about the easy-payment
plan! Or tear out the coupon below and
mail it today!

OUT

AND

*patent Applied for

MAIL — TODAY / -

DUO-THERM DIVISION,
Dept. H-910. Motor Wheel Corporation, Lansing, Michigan
Send me all the facts on this new kind of heat !
Name

DUO-THERM

Stree t

Fuel Oil Circulating Heaters

City
Sta re

L.

.
Coun ty
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Andrew McLaglen, six feet six inches
tall, is the only man in Hollywood who
can look down on his father. He is
nineteen and still going up in the world.
Victor is at present working in three
pictures. At RKO he is playing in Full
Confession, at Universal in Rio, and in
Captain Frisco, an Edward Small film

B

From somewhere in the stand of
eucalypti and pines came a strange
clop, clop, clop as of hands patted on the
brown California earth. You turned
quickly, and two tan streaks flashed across
your line of vision, bouncing at incredible
speed for the friendly shadows. Kangaroos! One moment you were walking
across a California lawn, and the next. . . .
Something muzzled your ankle. You
looked down to see the long snout and
deceptively mild visage of an Australian
honeybear, its nose thrust through the
wire net that kept it— and the kangaroos
— from roaming too wild. From another
wire-netted corner peered the great
brown eyes of a deer with lofty antlers.
No, not the Zoo. Not the set-up for
one of those animal movies. Just a corner
of the grounds at Victor McLaglen 's home.
And, by the way, [Continued on page 40]

Swash-buckling Victor McLaglen
cherished for years the dream of a
perfect home, and made it come true
in the high hills near Hollywood

"7^s- Otf£ A/EGLECT*
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. . . but "Lysol' can help correct it!

Do you neglect his Home? He may forgive indifferent housekeeping, if you aren't
indifferent about keeping yourself attractive.

Do you neglect his Expenses? He may

Do you neglect his Food? He may forgive uninteresting meals and poor cooking,
if you yourself are sweetly fresh.

even forgive extravagances, if they help to
make you more attractive.

BUT.. .do you
neglect yourself?
MOST HUSBANDS
FORGIVE THAT
Do you neglect his Comfort? He may forgive carelessness about his clothes, if you're
careful about your own person.

Do you neglect his Pride? He may forgive you for embarrassing criticism, if you
are above reproach yourself.

CARELESSNESS about feminine hygiene, say many doctors and
psychiatrists, may be the cause of
many marriage failures.
The intelligent modern woman uses

I —Non-Caustic . . . "Lysol", in the proper
dilution, is gentle and efficient, contains no
harmful free caustic alkali.

"Lysol" for this important habit of
personal cleanliness. You ought to use
"Lysol" in your routine of intimate
hygiene.
For a full half-century, "Lysol" has
earned the confidence of thousands of
women, hundreds of doctors, nurses,

2 — Effectiveness . . . "Lysol" is a powerful
germicide, active under practical conditions,
effective in the presence of organic matter
(such as dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).
3 — Spreading . . . "Lysol" solutions spread
because of low surface tension, and thus virtually search out germs.

Make it a regular habit to use "Lysol" for
feminine hygiene. Avoid this one neglect!

only about one cent an application in the
proper dilution for feminine hygiene.
5 — Odor . . . The cleanly odor of "Lysol"
disappears after use.
6 — Stability . . . "Lysol" keeps its full strength
no matter how long it is kept, how often it
is uncorked.

1

4 — Economy. . ."Lysol" is concentrated, costs

/-

What Every Woman

I

Send me free booklet "Lysol vs.
which tells the many ubos of "Lysol".

|

Name
Street
City

FOR

FEMININE

HYGIENE

Should Know

SEND
COUPON
FOR
"LYSOL"
BOOKLET
Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
Dept. H-910,
BloomBeld, N. J„ U. S. A.

1889— 50fh ANNIVERSARY— 1939

• hospitals and clinics. Probably no
other product is so widely used for
this purpose. Some of the reasons why
"Lysol" is so valuable in feminine
hygiene are . . .

CAN'T

*'Carelessness about intimate cleanliness.

|

Germs*1

State.
Copyright 1989 by Lohn & Fink Products Corp.
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soprano squeak when I came to that
solemn: 'You too, Brutus!' But it never
did. I was with Mrs. Power's company
almost a year without meeting disaster so
far as my voice was concerned. When
her company broke up I joined the PasaPlayhouse
Bob dena
spent
twotroupe."
years at the Pasadena
Playhouse playing leads and heavies
while he patiently learned the acting secrets of his craft. Randolph Scott, Robert
Young, Gloria Stewart, Victor Jory, and
Douglass Montgomery, all Hollywood
stars, now, were listed among his footlight co-workers at the time.
"During this A.B.C. period of training,"
Bob says, "I never thought seriously of
the movies. All I was interested in was
in learning how to become a good stage
actor. Occasionally I'd climb a high hill
and take a peek in the general direction
of the studios, but about as close as I
ever got to the movie people was when I
was working as a car parker at Santa
Anita during the winter horse racing
season. The generous tips I used to get
from the stars helped out a lot in paying
my way through the Playhouse. Some of
the big-timers, especially when they'd
had a lucky day hitting the bangtails
smack on the nose, would really dish it

Above, left, Bob Preston with
Barbara Stanwyck in Union
Pacific.
By Below, with Gary
Cooper and Bay Milland in a
scene from the new Beau Geste

ED

He is only twenl y-one years old,
but they are betting on stardom
for him during the coming year

school productions. But they
don't count. Not in this story.
This is professional stuff. What
we're fairly certain about is that
no other fifteen -year -old ever
attempted the role of Julius
Caesar in a regular, honest-togcodness stock company, like the
one headed by Mrs. Tyrone
Power, wife of a great stage
player and mother of an even
more famous screen star. That's
what the big and blond Bob
Preston was doing, and doing
well, long before he ever learned
how to hone and strop a razor
for his first shave.

■

We're too cagey to be definite about
this until we see our lawyers, but
we have a hunch that big and blond Bob
Preston, whose movie career stock
bounced high as a result of his fine performance in Union Pacific, established
some sort of a theatrical record the day
he reached the ripe old age of fifteen.

"And boy," he grins, going back to that
eventful time, "was I scared! Not from
stage fright, though. I'd managed to conquer my fear of the footlights and the
audience out front mainly because I was
a pretty fresh, overly-confident kid in
those days. I was scared to death that
my voice was going to crack wide open

As we say, we're not definite about
this, but we doubt very much if any other
actor in Hollywood can say he was playing Julius Caesar at fifteen!
Oh, sure, maybe in amateurish high

at any moment. Every time I'd play that
famous death scene, I'd shake like a guy
who had been on a binge for a week for
fear my voice would jump from the deep
level at which I kept it pitched to a high
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out
us parking
lot boys
bringtotheir
cars around.
The when
biggestwe'd
tip
I ever got was ten bucks, and boy, did I
eat that night! The smallest tip I ever
received was a bright and shiny buffalo
nickel tossed out of the car window by
a movie biggie earning enough dough to
buy out the track, horses and all, had he
wanted to. I certainly learned a lot about
human nature during the racing season.
I learned something else about racing
that's come in mighty handy since then.
And that's to keep away from the mutuel
windows. Honest, you couldn't get me
to place a bet on a nag even if it were
running all alone! And me the jockey
sitting in the saddle!"
■ Bob might still be parking cars he
says, except for Sidney Justin, a lawyer connected with the Paramount Legal
Department. As it happens, Mr. Justin
resides in Pasadena and, like all good
Pasadenians, pays frequent visits to the
Playhouse. He was impressed with the
performances of big and blond Bob
Preston, and before long he was passing
the word around at the studio that the
talent searchers should give the boy the
once-over. But for one reason and anotherterested
the talent
inand so, Mr.department
Justin beingwasn't
stubborn
and slightly peeved on account of the
brush-off, finally busted right into the
office of Producer Harold Hurley and
gave the latter a pep talk that brought
immediate results. Producer Hurley sent
out a "must" request that Preston be
brought in for a screen test.
And what a test it turned out to be!
By no means was it the short, quick going
over that is usually accorded a prospect.
Playing opposite J. Carroll Naish, one of
Hollywood's smoothest performers and a
screen meanie from way back, Bob did
two scenes. One was from The Last Mile
and the other from Idiot's Delight.

Pro-

jected on the screen the tests ran 2,000
feet! And no sooner were they finished
than Preston was signed up. Three little
film parts that were far from being

"SH-S-SH, SUSAN! THE BRIDE'S ON THE GRIDDLE!"

honeys occupied Bob's time and talents,
and then the movie lightning struck.
Without any warning at all, Cecil B.
DeMille called him into his office and
gave him the second lead in Union Pacific,
"And that," claims Bob, "is the closest
I'll ever come to heart failure in this
business. I hope. I went weak in the
knees when Mr. DeMille calmly announced that he wanted me to play alongside Barbara Stanwyck, Joel McCrea,
Lynn Overman, and Akim Tamiroff.
"I'll never forget that first day on the
set," Bob confesses. "It was the toughest
sequence in the entire script, and I
couldn't understand why Mr. DeMille
wanted to shoot it first, me being so jittery and more apt than not to set the
whole company off on the wrong foot
when the cameras began to grind. Somehow I managed to go through my part
well enough to satisfy Mr. DeMille. The
reason he selected the toughest sequence
first, he explained to me when he finally
okayed the shooting, was because he
knew I was as high-strung as a symphony
fiddle string, a state of mind and of nerves
demanded of me by the sequence, and

SUSAN: "Good grief, don't tell me it's
that meddlesome Mrs. Palmer gossiping

MATILDA: "It is, and I wish the cat would
get her tongue. But no use wishing, so

about the bride's wash again?"

put on your bonnet, Susan. We're going
to stop the gossip!"

he was afraid I'd never be able to whip
myself into this particular tension later
on. Which was pretty slick of him, don't
you think?"
■

Bob certainly goes to town whenever
he gets a chance to say a thousand
words
or so about Barbara
Stanwyck.

"She's the most helpful, the most sincere, and the kindest woman I've ever
met," he says, breaking out into another
thousand-word burst of praise. "Bill
Holden, who makes his screen debut out
at Columbia in Golden Boy, had the good
fortune to play opposite Barbara, and he's
even a more rabid Stanwyck fan than I

SUSAN-. "It's a shame and a pity, Timothy, because the poor girl works like a
beaver. But her weak-kneed soap leaves
dirt behind. That's why her clothes are
always chock-full of tattle-tale gray."

MATILDA: "So we're going to send her a
flock of Fels-Naptha to show her how its
richer golden soap and lots of gentle naptha
make all the dirt scat. Don't tell a soul,
but slip ten bars into her next grocery
order and we'll pay for it."

am — if that's possible. That Bob Taylor
is what I call a lucky gent! No foolin',
if that guy ever utters a cross word to her
and Bill and I hear about it, we're going
'to gang up on him!"
In other words, Bob and Bill like her
very much
knows it.

indeed, and don't care who

j

According to Bob, Barbara has a philosophy that he has adopted as his own.
"And it's working out swell," he says.
"It's good medicine for anyone. 'It takes
too much time and energy,' Barbara says,
'to be nasty or to hate anyone. You only
hurt yourself when you do. Try it sometime.' Well, I have and it's proved one
hundred per cent okay. There's another
piece of advice that Barbara gave me
that's going to help me a lot, too. 'Only
read the bad things about yourself,' she
said. 'Believing in the good notices gives
an actor ideas of grandeur that's bad on
him and his friends — if he keeps them.'
And there's one other thing I remember
she told me, although I haven't been able
yet to figure out the meaning. 'The things
you do now,' she said, 'are the things you
do for keeps.' Seems a mite vague, but
since she said it, it must be true."

m <?
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BANISH "TATTLE-TALE GRAY" WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
TUNE INI HOBBY LOBBY every Wednesday night. See local paper for time and station.
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"MODESTY

CONDEMNED
ME TO

AGONY!

I

Bob confesses frankly that his success in Union Pacific did turn his
head slightly for a while. Those ga-ga
notices that appeared in print gave him
a feeling of importance. Luckily for him
he went on a trip with a couple of old
troupers by the name of Akim Tamiroff
and Lynn Overman and they appointed
themselves a committee of two to pin his
ears back in case he showed signs of going
Hollywood.
"When we got settled in our compartment," Bob says, "these two fine gentlemen laid down the law, and how! Said
Akim, in that .subtle Russian manner of
his:
your
time
call

'Listen to me, my fran', to what
fran' Akim tell you. The ver' first
you show signs of being what you
the swellhead I shall smack you

ver' kindly, but hard, my fran', right in
what you call the puss. And how, my
"Said the kind-hearted Lynn, 'Now look
here, you big stiff. Akim and I are going
to watch you like a pair of trained hawks.
You show us the tiniest sign of going
fran'!'

Hollywood, and I'm going to kick the
pants right off you. And when I get that
done, Akim is going to boot you right off
the train. I've seen a lot of punks like
you go haywire when they start climbing, and since we both have a lousy liking
for you, we're not going to let you make
a fool of yourself. Just watch your step,
me "So
finewhat?
lad.'

So I certainly didn't dare

to go Hollywood!"
■ Bob was born in Newton Highlands.
Massachusetts, just twenty-one years
ago. The family moved to Los Angeles
when he was two years old. He was educated in the Los Angeles public schools
and at Lincoln High School where his
interest in the theatre was first aroused by
his dramatics teacher, Edward J. Wenig.
His second picture, Beau Geste, with Gary
Cooper and Ray Milland, has been released
and now he is co-starring with Dorothy
Lamour in South of Samoa. Watch out
for the boy.

He'll be a star next year.

In the McLaglen Manor
[Continued from page 36]

The Embarrassing Trouble
Many People Suffer!
Terrible, indeed, is the price of "modesty" when
you suffer from Piles — even simple Piles.
Simple Piles can torture you day and night with
maddening pain and itching. They tax your nerves;
drain your strength; make you look and feel old and
worn. Millions of men and women suffer from simple Piles. Mothers particularly, during pregnancy
and childbirth, are subject to this trouble.
TO RELIEVE

THE PAIN AND

ITCHING

What you want to do to relieve the pain and itching
of simple Piles is use Pazo Ointment.
Pazo Ointment really alleviates the torment of
simple Piles. Its very touch is relief. It quickly eases
the pain; quickly relieves the itching.
Many call Pazo a blessing and say it is one thing that
gives them relief from the distress of simple Piles.
SEVERAL

I

EFFECTS

Pazo does a good job for several reasons.
First, it soothes simple Piles. This relieves the pain,
soreness and itching. Second, it lubricates the affected
parts. This tends to keep the parts from drying and
cracking and also makes passage easier. Third, it
tends to shrink or reduce the swelling which occurs
in the case of simple Piles.
Yes, you get grateful effects in the use of Pazo !
Pazo comes in collapsible tubes, with a small perforated Pile Pipe attached . This tiny Pile Pipe, easily
inserted in the rectum, makes application neat, easy
and thorough. (Pazo also comes in suppository form
for those who prefer suppositories.)
TRY

IT FREE!

Give Pazo a trial and see the relief it affords in
many cases of simple Piles. Get Pazo at any drug
store or write for a free trial tube. A liberal trial tube
will be sent you postpaid and free upon request.
Just mail the coupon or postcard today.
GROVE LABORATORIES, INC.
Dept. 119-F, St. Louis, Mo.
Gentlemen: Please send me free PAZO.

FREE!

flame
AddressCity

_ S/o«_

Thin offer ie good only in V. S.
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just a corner of it. The great estate that
lies up against the hills at La Canada near
Pasadena contains all the curiosities of a
museum with all the comforts of a home
that's really lived in.
There isn't a pleasanter sight in the
cinema sector than McLaglen (Captain
Flagg of What Price Glory, the villainhero of the Academy Award Informer.
the tough British sergeant of Gunga Din,
the wild Irishman of Let Freedom Ring),
making a tour of his bailiwick. Behind
him, quacking with immense energy, follow his prize gray ducks. Whenever he
stops they make a dash at his feet. He
has filled his trouser cuffs with grain for
them!
Ever since he was a small boy in
London, Victor McLaglen has cherished
the kind of dream you would least expect
of a world rover and soldier-adventurer.
He has wanted to be a country squire
with far-flung acres of his own. Lordof-the-manor stuff, without the swank.
So now at last he has his wish — twelve
acres with everything on them from chicks
and kangaroos to Chinese quail.
Acting is his profession; but Fairhaven is his secret passion. It is one
cf the finest and most complete estates in
the Hollywood area. Partly because it is
out of the beaten track, partly because
McLaglen never brags about it and never
invites there anybody who isn't a real
friend, it is one of the least known.
Fairhaven is a little village in itself.
In time of siege it could be self-supporting.
It grows its own vegetables, fruit and
dairy products, and has its own resources
for exercise and amusement. For defense, itcould call to its high brick walls
the thousand members of the Light Horse
Troop from their clubhouse quarters
some miles away in Los Angeles. This
is a cavalry organization, a hobby of
McLaglen's, made up of the most expert

horsemen and horsewomen

in the South-

west.
The name, "Fairhaven," indicates the
thing for which the place stands: a fair
haven for a man who, as soldier, in Africa
and Asia, Provost-Marshal of Bagdad
during the War, wrestler, champion boxer
of Eastern Canada, explorer in far off
South Sea islands, vaudeville performer
and member of Wild West shows, felt the
need of a spot where he could sit down
and stay put for a change. Not that he
stays put indefinitely. Between pictures,
he is often away to some far corner of
the globe — but Fairhaven is a swell
place to which to return. Fairhaven is
precisely what he always dreamed it
would be.
■

Part way up the winding drive, you
catch sight of a well groomed giant —
six feet, four inches tall — watching with
keen interest another giant — six feet, six
inches tall — who is whanging a ball across
the net of a tennis court. The first figure
is McLaglen; the second, his 19-year-old
son Andrew, already an interscholastic
tennis champ. Victor McLaglen comes
of a family of seven brothers and one
sister. Only the sister was less than six
feet in height. Mrs. Victor McLaglen herself is tall, and so is their 16-year-old
daughter, Sheila.
A stroll round the grounds? Nothing
McLaglen would like better! The grounds,
though landscaped about the house into
lovely smooth lawns dotted by shade trees
with patio chairs beneath them, have had
their original contours pretty well preserved. Consequently, there is no sameness. Little hillocks alternate with
hollows, and there is a good sized stream
over which a bridge has been built.
Wherever your gaze turns, it discovers
flowers: blooming blue and yellow vines
and shrubs on the small hillsides; purple

heather and golden broom and great pink
roses in the barbecue garden, geraniums,
scarlet ones; and more heather and
prairie roses to trim the fences by the
stables. Under the trees, in a little rocky
plot of its own, a clump of Irish shamrock
grows very lush and large because of the
favorable California climate. From any
knoll in the place you can see the background of mountains, often with snow
dramatically brightening their peaks.
A path with rock steps leads to enclosures where the fourteen McLaglen
dcgs run with joyous yelps to welcome
their master. Scotties and wire hairs,
police dogs, a Boston bull. Ahead of you
walk two black Persian cats, plumey tails
proudly waving. At the top of the path,
a noble bay horse puts its white nose over
a rail fence and whickers, following along
inside the fence as you proceed to the
field, or track, with the brushwood barriers over which McLaglen and his
grooms teach the horses to jump.
|

From a fenced space beside the field

"I hate to discourage you. Miss Ostrich, but I've never noticed anything to eat
in that sand . . .What? You're not looking for things to eat? Then why? . . . Oh,
you're hiding! . . . H'm . . .Well, it seems to me you're making a mistake . . ."

comes a tiny, eager "Ma-aaa-aa!"
And over to the slats cavorts a baby goat,
all ears and feet, capering high in air,
anxious for attention. It strikes you that
all the animals follow along as far as their
fences permit. This gives a sudden insight
into the McLaglen character. It is an
insight you don't get from seeing him
roaring and swatting on the screen.
Down the hill from where the baby goat
still quavers, "Ma-aaa!" there is an aviary
and a poultry enclosure. Five hundred
birds, many of them rare and some of
them noted for their exquisite calls and
songs, swoop from their perches or from
a feathered, bright-eyed dado underneath
the roof edge.
Then there are the pheasants. Victor
McLaglen has a recipe for roast pheasant
with mushrooms that would make your
mouth water. But will he kill one of his
own gold-and-emerald birds for table
use? No, sir! If the McLaglen household
pines for pheasant at meals — they go to
the market!
Rabbits and guinea pigs and real pigs
and cows. And a smoke house. McLaglen
sometimes smokes the bacon himself, and
the family ribs him because now and then
he makes it too salty. There is another
small house, equipped with wire screens
and a padlock. It is the "meat house"
where steaks and sides of beef are kept,
as well as chops and legs of lamb, in case
of company or something.
Down the hill in the neat, fenced area
given over to the stables, is the "tack"
room. This is a room to make any horse
lover's heart beat high with pride. Upon
the walls and tables are the trophies of
many a contest. The walls are lined with
blue, red, and yellow ribbons from horse
shows. The tables are covered with silver
cups. These are the prizes won by Mrs.
McLaglen and young Sheila, most of them
for taking horses over jumps. McLaglen
does not miss many boxing matches within
a hundred miles of his home, and neither
do Sheila and her mother miss many horse
shows.
As you walk from the stables toward
the house, you catch
sight
of the

"First place, there's no danger, so why
hide? Secondly, if there were some
danger, you aren't very well hidden."

'Hocus-pocus— just like magic your
chafes and scratchy places and prickly
heat will feel soothed . . ."

"Attagirl! Now look— sand in your beak
—and all scratchy down your neck! . . .
Never mind— we'll soon fix that . . ."

'"Cause, see? Here comes my Mother
with some soft, velvety Johnson's Baby
Powder!... Me too, Mother? Me too?"

"Crazy about It? I knew you
would be. Everybody is. Such
wonderfully soft, fine talc in it!
And such an inexpensive way to
make a baby comfortable!"

BAJBOYHNPSONW'DSER
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick. N. J
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YOU WILL BE
MORE BEAUTIFUL
WITH

PlUtceUpat ROUGE
Suppose

you

found

you were

less beautiful than you could be . . .
and then discovered a way to new loveliness
. . . wouldn't you act — quickly? Of course!
Well, ordinary rouge doesn't give you all
the beauty you could have. It gives that
"painted, artificial look".

Now, let's see about Princess Pat rouge.

You've a good reason to change to Princess Pat
• — if it can give you thrilling new beauty. And it
does because it's duo-tone ... an undertone
and an overtone make each shade. Not just
another rouge, but utterly different.

When

you

apply

Princess

Pat

rouge

it changes on your skin!— matches your individual type. Mysteriously, amazingly, the
color seems to come from within the skin,
bringing out new hidden beauty. Isn't that
what you want? Your mirror shows you
sparkle and animation — a new confidence in
your beauty makes you irresistible.
But remember this — only Princess Pat
rouge has the duo-tone secret. And now you
can get i t in any of the fashionable new shades.
Until you experience the excitement of wearing
this duo-tone rouge, you will never know how
glamorous you really can be.

PRINCESS

PAT

orchards where every fruit known to
California is grown. There are vegetable
gardens — in the English manner — a corner
set aside where lettuce, radishes and the
like are always available. Fresh vegetables, fresh fruit, fresh milk, fresh eggs,

the wide, square proportions are refreshing. Not many rooms, but big ones, seems
to have been the governing principle. The
McLaglens, big themselves, need space.
It is interesting to see how the different
McLaglen personalities are reflected in

fresh air — a king couldn't ask for more.
But while in this respect McLaglen lives
royally — recalling, no doubt, that on
many a Near East battleground he

their bedrooms. Mrs. McLaglen's room,
uncluttered by fussy adornment, has an
air of tranquillity. There is a fireplace,
white flowers in a bowl on the table,
restful coloring. There are dashing photographs of Sheila taking a fence on a big,
dark horse.

couldn't get even a drop of good water —
there is nothing of stiff royalty about his
home. Handsome, yes. Beautifully furnished, yes. But — home. In the living
room you could hang a foot over the arm
of an easy chair, and nobody would say
you nay. The house is run for the
dwellers, not the dwellers for the house.
It is a brick and half-timbered building,
Elizabethan in effect, thoroughly English
outside and inside, with a guest house cut
after the same pattern. From the portecochere, where another black cat greets
you genially, you enter a hallway finished
in brown, polished wood. The wide,
carved stairway at one end is an antique,
imported from England.
Doors from the hall open into the living
room, which has a large fireplace, and
into the dining-room. Beyond the diningroom is a kitchen full of shining tiles,
trim yellow cupboards and lots and lots
of daylight. Like all the other rooms in
the house, its windows look out upon
trees and lawn and flowers.
|

When you mount the carved stairs, it
dawns upon you that this is perhaps
as simple and livable a home as any
Hollywood star owns. Four main rooms
on the first floor; four on the second. Not
a large house, as Hollywood houses go —
but not cut up into intricate do-funnies
and architectural gingerbread. After
some of the Spanish spasms in domiciles.

Sheila's room, adjoining, has the pink
and whiteness of a girl emerging into
young womanhood; plus evidences of an
aroused interest in the social side of life —
for example, half a dozen small bottles of
nail polish in as many shades, ranged
along the edge of a dressing table. At
the other side of the room, on chairs, is a
collection of dolls in their undies. Their
dresses are being laundered. When she
has re -clothed the dolls, Sheila is putting
them away "for good." It is some time
since she played with them, but they've
simply sat about. Upon the pillow of one
of the twin beds stands a white silk
shepherd dog made of fringe which conceals a pink pincushion. There is a vase
on the other side of the room holding
some American beauties which Daddy
sent her, with a corsage of orchids, on a
recent holiday.
Across the hall, brother Andrew's room
is a masterpiece of schoolboy simplicity.
A narrow bed, usually deserted for the
cot on the sleeping porch just beyond;
some books; a large globe of the world.
Andy has been studying this globe. He
hopes next year to make a tour of the
world to gather material for a travel
book he wants to write. Yes, he would
like to be a writer; but also he intends
to enter the motion picture business from
the production
end.
He spends
hours

Held up for two months because of Dick Greene's accident, "Here \ Am a Stranger" suffered another long delay
when Eddie Norris suddenly decided one Sunday morning
that he ought to learn how to bail out of a ship. He went
out to the flying field, strapped on a parachute and got a
pilot to take him for a skvride. At 8,000 feet, Eddie
climbed out and jumped — and landed okay, save for a badly
sprained ankle that has kept him on crutches for two weeks.
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yrVSHAMPOO
FOR BLONDES
You Keep the
Brilliance, Lustre
and Loveliness this
Shampoo Gives
Blonde Hair for a
WHOLE
WEEK!
Ends Dull BetweenShampoo Look!

j

A single wash with this
amazing new type shampoo instantly removes
the dull, dingy oil and
dust -laden
film that
leaves blonde hair lifeless, mouse-colored and
"old" looking, and enables you to keep that
"JUST SHAMPOOED" look, all week. Done in
a few minutes and at a cost of but a few peruilcs.
New Blondex gives your hair that glorious,
luitrous, shimmering radiance that usually comes
only In childhood. All shades of blondes find New
Blondex leaves their hair lighter — lovelier. Start
BLONDEX today.
Sold at all stores.

The "tack" room on the McLaglen estate is packed with trophies won by all the family,
though most were brought in by Mrs. McLaglen and daughter, Sheila, for jumping
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watching his father on the set. They are
very close to each other.
Victor's room, at the other end of the
upper corridor, has the widest, emptiest,
most satisfactory space from door to bed

"Lets duck... here comes that

4±

nosey pest again !"

that you've ever seen. It is a man's room.
Nothing is allowed to interfere with a
man's privilege of roaming about without
stumbling over a chair or some gimcrack.
Around the walls, to be sure, are handsome old dressers and bookcases. In a
corner there is a truly huge globe on
which McLaglen can trace his countless
vcyagings. Besides the bookcase, there
is a table loaded with books, and a bedside
table with books upon it, also.
Three other objects in the room are
worthy of special notice. One is the bed,
a splendid jnahogany affair with high,
upcurled head and foot of solid, simple,
graceful Empire lines. The other two
objects are photographs: one, of the McLaglen brothers in British uniforms, with
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How

Esther raised

ner baby the modern way. . .
'" sP'te °f a snooPy neighbor

their sister; the other, of McLaglen's
father in the black robes he wore as
Bishop of Clermont in South Africa.
■

As for Victor McLaglen, who built
this house and planted these acres
and thereby realized a childhood dream —
what is his life here?
He gets out of that great mahogany bed
at seven in the morning, and goes to the
basement gymnasium for a workout. This
means punching the bag, at which he is
more than proficient, and working in the
rowing-machine. Half an hour of this,
followed by a shower, and he's ready for
breakfast around eight. Oddly enough,
he eats very little at any meal. For breakfast, fruit juice and tea. Lunch is a salad.
Dinner is a chop or steak and a helping
of vegetable. They joke him about it
at the studio, telling awed visitors of the
"four tenderloin steaks McLaglen's already had for lunch, and now he's started
on a salad!"
It isn't difficult for visitors to swallow
the yarn, not half so difficult as for McLaglen to swallow a big meal, because
they see before them a man of powerful,
muscular frame; towering, big-boned.
Possibly they recall, too, that he is the
man who once fought Jack Johnson — at
that time world's heavyweight champion
— a non-decision bout, and came as near
as that to being world's champion himself.
With breakfast any "routine" in Victor
McLaglen's life comes to an end. If he
isn't working in a picture, he may call up
seme friends and invite them on a boar
hunting trip to islands off the California
and Mexican coast. Or he may ask friends
to a supper in his barbecue garden. He
likes to cook, especially steak, and he can
toss together a mean green salad.
Or — he may simply stroll around Fairhaven, that dream-come-true. Lending
the grooms a hand with their horsetraining; looking in at the pigs and
pheasants; visiting the ducks that waddle
briskly from their pool to nip hopefully
at his trouser cuffs . . . just the lord of
the manor (without an atom of swank)
giving his manor the once over, reflecting
that pictures are fine of course but, come
right down to it, there's nothing, after
all, like home.

I. NEIGHBOR: Well, well, well ... if it isn't
our new mother . . . Did you take my advice
about your baby, dear-r-r-R-R?
ESTHER:
No, I didn't. I thought it was too
old-fashioned.

3. NEIGHBOR: Modern methods? Bosh!
ESTHER: It's not bosh. It's common sense.
My doctor tells me that babies should get
special care ... all the way from special baby
food to a special baby laxative.

5. ESTHER: That's why the doctor told me
to buy FLETCHER'S CASTORIA. It's made especially and ONLY for children. There isn't a
harmful ingredient in it. It won't upset a
baby's stomach, and it works mostly in the
lower bowel. It's gentle and safe!

C&iA^fEMU
The modern

— SAFE

— laxative made

2. NEIGHBOR : Why . . .what do you mean! I
know something about children. I raised five of
them,
ESTHER:didn't
Yes, I?but you did it the hard way!
Me . . . I'm following modern methods.

4. NEIGHBOR: SpectaHaxative? My dear!
That's putting it on!
ESTHER: It is nol! If a baby's system is too
delicate for adult foods ... it can also be too
delicate for an adult laxative!

6. BOB : Oh boy! . . . you sure told off that old
snoop about Fletcher's Castoria . . . but why
didn't you tell her how swell it tastes, too?
ESTHER: I should have! I wish she- were here
to
see how the baby goes for it . . . the old
buttinsky!

CASTORIA
especially and ONLY
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'THOSE SOFT, LOVELY CURLS
enchanting me," Ted whispered. With Nestle
Curling Lotion you can quickly have exquisitely natural and longer lasting curls!

NESTLE

CURLING

LOTION

GIVES

ME

adorable,
in anycurlers,
weather.
It's
so simple springy
to use ringlets
with home
bobby
pins or clips. My waves last longer!

Nestle Curling Lotion is scientifically formulated to give you soft, natural, professional looking curls...even in damp weather.
It dries quicker and leaves no sticky or
greasy deposit. Imparts a soft shine to your
hair and produces fascinating curls that last through
many more days!
Get Nestle Curling Lotion today! In the large nonslip, comb-dip bottle. 10<? at laOHim^amJHl
all 10-cent stores. Good
Housekeeping approved.
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No doubt many of our old-timers of the silent
era are in a sad way financially, but not Ben Turpin.
the cross-eyed comedian who used to lay 'em in the
aisles. Ben's just bought himself — for cash, too —
a £70,000 office building in Glendale.

Getting ' Eye -deas
By
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If a Hollywood make-up wizard were
ordered to turn a player of average
good looks into a glamorous and beautiful creature — without using a single bit of
eye make-up — he'd pick up his brushes
and cosmetics and walk

Act

08'

out. And he'd be smart,
too, for it is impossible
to achieve the maximum in facial glorification without the help
of those small but potent aids: mascara,
shadow and pencil.
I'm not trying to say
that you can't make
yourself look pretty
nice with powder,
rouge and lipstick. But
that's not half of it! If
you have always
re-

ARE YOUR

fused to use eye cosmetics (because you
thought them too artificial — or too much
trouble to use) I wish you'd break down
on my advice and invest 30 cents in small
sizes of mascara, shadow and pencil. Read
the directions carefully,
and then experiment
with the preparations
BEAUTY IDEAS
before a well -lighted

UP TO DATE?
Do you know what shades of
make-up to wear with new fall
colors, how to apply your nail
polish, and what shades to
choose, and how to wear your
hair with new hats? Write Ann
Vernon for this information, or
for help with your own beauty
problems. Simply send a
stamped, self-addressed envelope for your reply to Ann
Vernon, HOLLYWOOD,
1501
Broadway,
New
York
City.

become a If
convert
mirror.
you when
don't
you see how much
youwrong!
look — then
Ilovelier
must be
This is what skillfully applied eye makeup will do for you. It
makes the lashes look
longer, thicker and
curlier. Unmascaraed
lashes droop
slightly

below the upper lids, making the eyes
look smaller than they actually are. Mascara raises the lashes slightly and presto!
your eyes look wider and more alluring. Mascara and shadow applied toward
outer corners of eyes that are too close
together make them seem wider set. Use
the reverse method for eyes that are
too wide-set. Pencil fills in sparse brows,
prevents that vacant look. The secret
of eye make-up is that it forms a frame
for your eyes. Have you ever noticed
how much more interesting a painting is

\
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FASHION
Edited by iOvCtfk.

The

Some people are born with long,
swooping eyelashes — but others have
to acquire them. And it can be done — by
brushing the lashes faithfully and applying a good tonic cream to stimulate the
hair growth. The most important thing is
to do this every night. I know it works,
because I nursed my own lashes from
anemic thinness to healthy length and
thickness. But I was as faithful about it as
about brushing my teeth. The tonic cream
I used is very inexpensive — only a dime a
tube — so I applied it generously, rubbing
it gently into the base of the lashes, then
using a clean brush to brush the lashes
upward. Besides helping to make them
grow, this method made each lash much
stronger and silkier.
I like to get out in the sun and I like the
feel of wind in my hair, but I've discovered that such back-to-nature gambols
are likely to leave my skin (especially the
delicate skin around the eyes) dry and
lined. So I've got in the habit of applying a special eye cream after having an
extra dose of weather, and I repeat it each
night. This helps prevent crow's feet,
keeps the skin smooth and dewy looking, as it should be. The cream costs just
a dime, and a little bit of it does the trick.
Rub it in gently with a circular motion
and leave it on all night.

Stylist for

Foundation

of

Loveliness

harisian designers' names may mean
* nothing in your young life — but their
edicts will affect your Fall wardrobe, clear

around them. If you're tempted to abuse
them by reading or sewing too long, and

■
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HICKORY

when it is suitably framed? That's the
answer, dear readers.
Of course, your eyes must be in good
condition to start with. Eye make-up may
call attention to dark circles, red, puffy
lids or bloodshot eyeballs. So be sure to
take good care of your eyes and the skin

in poor light, just remember that they'll
betray you next day, and require a lot of
repair work. So treat them with respect.
To keep them in good shape, always
cleanse them daily with a reliable eye
lotion, and repeat the procedure whenever you've been in lots of dust and wind,
or in smoke -filled rooms.
If you are doubtful about what eye
lotion to use, write me for the name of one
that is safe and effective. It's a balanced
solution containing seven medicinal ingredients that cleans away irritating particles or excess mucus, clears up any
bloodshot condition and relaxes tired eye
muscles. It requires only 60 seconds to
fill the metal eye cup half -full, tilt it over
the eye sockets and roll and blink the eyes
several times. Your eyes will feel and
look refreshed instantly. If you have
plenty of time, soak cotton pads in the
lotion, press them on your lids, and lie
down for a few minutes. A grand practice when you're getting ready for a party.

PREVIEWS

down to your foundations. They've pruned
your waist to a new narrowness and decided that your hips needn't be so retiring— but they refuse to excuse a single
wrinkle in your contour. Your figure must
be just right! — which is precisely why
you'll
like of
these
Hickory
Foundations
Loveliness.

figurite

"Figurite"

foundation

Styled by HICKORY

"Figurite" Foundation styled by
Hickory. First: proper length; Second: exact bust-measure ; and Third : correct bracup depth for you are all considered to
give you accurate 3-dimensional fit. You'll
feel as if this lovely all-in-one had been
molded on your figure. Porous Leno
Lastex sides trim your hips. The jacquard design front panel controls your
tummy. The back, up-and-down stretch,
panel stays put. Self-edges banish thighline bulges. Length best suited to your
height: short, average, tall. Bra-cups, for
that perfect rounded uplift, to fit your
bust-type as well as bust-size: shallow,
average, full. 32-38. $5.*
*PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER
ON
PACIFIC COAST AND IN CANADA
"figurite"

Only a few of the many beautiful Hickory
foundations are shown here. In the wide
range of exclusive Hickory models, there's
one especially designed for you . . .whether
you require moderate or gently firm support. For style — for perfect control — for
priceless beauty at a modest price — you're
right to insist on getting Hickory.
If your corsetiere hasn't the model you desire —
she'll gladly secure it for you upon request. If
not, please write me, giving your size and dealer's
name. Ruth Stone, 1149 W. Congress Street, Chicago, Illinois. A. STEIN & COMPANY, Chicago,
New York, Los Angeles, Buenos Aires, Toronto.
Associate Manufacturer — Dowd Corset Co., Pty.,
Ltd.. Melbourne, Australia.

GIRDLE

Styled by HICKORY

"Figurite" Girdle styled by Hickory.
For the ultimate in smoothness, this attractive Leno Lastex girdle is self-edged
at top and bottom. The jacquard design
front panel flattens your tummy, and
conceals two tiny stays to prevent rolling
at the waistline. Because it stretches both
ways, your hips are effectively — and comfortably— held to trim lines. InvizaGrip
garters. Tailored in two lengths: 14 inch — 45
$3.50; 16 inch— $4.00.*
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Enchanting
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Scanty eyebrows respond to the same
treatment as eyelashes — brushing and
daily applications of cream lash grower.
Brush the brows vigorously, every which
way, to stimulate the circulation, then
brush them in the line you want them to
grow. If you've been observing movie
stars for a few years, you've probably noticed that they've stopped shaving off their
brows and substituting high, arched pencil
lines. They merely pluck a few stray hairs,
and those only over the nose or underneath the brow. It makes the eyes seem
larger when there's no more space between the top lid and the brow than the
exact top-to-bottom measurement of the
eye itself. However, those of us who have
plucked our brows too enthusiastically
probably have some sparse patches — and
that's where a good eye pencil comes in
handy. Always use short, feathery strokes
of the pencil and brush these lightly, to
get a natural effect. The company that
makes the lash tonic and eye cream has
especially fine eyebrow pencils (also a
dime apiece) . They go on easily and

that remains moist for hours. It can't leak.
All you have to do it to press th? brush
against the sponge, then rub it on the
mascara. It's a grand darkener, goes on
with ease, and stays on valiantly. Comes
in blue, black and brown for one dollar.
In applying this or any mascara, rub the
brush across the lashes to cover them
thoroughly, then with a clean brush, brush
upward to separate the lashes and remove the excess. That way, it might be
nature or it might be art!
If you want to feel as glamorous as
Hedy Lamarr, try applying some of this
same firm's iridescent shadows. There are
four colors — all with that glittering overtone that gives your lids extra sheen —
Blue, Violet, Green and Bronze. Apply
the Green or Bronze (or both) if you are
wearing this fall's luscious greens and
browns; try Blue with blue or black
frocks, and Violet with autumn's wines,
plums and deep purple. Seventy-five cents
each, these allure allies.

smoothly, won't smudge and are a natural
looking brown and black. There's also a
heavenly blue eye-liner pencil that you
can use for shadow. A discreet line of it
along the upper lid gives oomph.
When you get caught away from the
water tap and want to apply cake mascara,

Write to me before October 15th if
you would like the names of any of the
products mentioned in this article. Be
sure to enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope for my reply. The address: Ann
Vernon,
HOLLYWOOD,
1501 Broadway,
New Yorlc
City.

you'll appreciate a mascara compact containing a moistener.
It's a little sponge

Tyrone Power's
Most Daring Role
[Continued frbm page 23]

ABOUT
SIZE OF DIME

GIVEN

NOTHING TO BUY! GIRLS I LADIES! Send Name and Address. Charming Watch or Big Cash Commission. Send No
Money. Given for SIMPLY GIVING AWAY FREE Big Colored Pictures with our famous Whit* Cloverino Salve used
for burns, chape. Bores, etc., which you easily sell to friends
at 25c a box (with picture FREE) and remitting as explained
in catalog. SPECIAL: Choiceof 20giftsforreturningonly$3
collected. 44th yr. Send for Salve and pictures, postage paid.
WILSON CHEM. CO., INC., Dept. 50-32, Tyrone, Pa.

who work with Tyrone. That's why their
affections go with him.
Now, let us consider the earthquake.
It is very real. First, there is a gay party
going on, with Power having quite a
time with Miss Loy. They decide to go
for a walk. Behold, the lovely arch which
holds up the porch. It is constructed of
about twenty tons of California's best
quality of brick. Wires, electrically controlled, will at a given signal cause the

A Coll PERSONAL INITIAL *f
$1
4\j€" Christmas Cards £ If or I

wall to collapse practically in Power's
lap, if he happened to be sitting down.
But he's standing up, talking to Miss Loy
when the earthquake hits.

Quick, spare-time money-maker.
New!
Exuslve ! 21 beautiful Christinas Folders with
sender's
INITIAL
in Metallic
Gold — Silver
effect Seals — only $1. Hake 100% profit. Extra
Bonus.
Also Personal Christmas Cards — nameImnrlnted— 50 for $1.
Many
other big-value
Christinas Card Assts., retail 50c up. Write for Samples.
ARTISTIC CARD CO..
889 Way St.,
Elmlra. N. Y.

"This has to be good, Ty," says Brown
"You get your cue when the platform
starts shaking. The wall topples, bricks
hit you, but your first thought is for Miss
Loy. You scoop her into ycur arms and

EARN

UP TO 55 IN A DAY

STOPS
dopy

OVOKS
rnnti safe ways
Iflush
CKtAM
for underarm peripiration
flush LiQU.t)
checks p«r*pt ration 1 to 3 day* I

,flush initary
VOVtVER
napkins

beat
a retreat."
"Okay,"
grins Power.
The whole platform, with porch, brick
walls and arch and considerable other
bric-a-brac starts imitating that stuff Jack
Benny advertises. Power turns pale beneath his make-up. Brown drops an upraised arm. An electric contact snaps the
wires. Down come the bricks.
Several seek out and strike Power on
various portions of his anatomy. He
winces, very, very realistically. He seizes
Miss Loy, limps out of the scene.
"Boy!" enthuses Brown. "We've got
something! Even the limp. How'd you
happen to think of that, Ty. "I didn't think
of it," winces Ty. "It happened to me."

Yes, he carried bruises for a week or
ten days after that. But in the next scene
Trouper Ty has to carry Myrna through
a banquet hall, still limping, dodging falling chandeliers, statuary, sections of ceiling and walls. Six days of this. Eight and
nine hours a day.
"But you haven't heard the inside!" exPower, nee Annabella.
"He's
afraid claims
of Mrs.earthquakes.
He was badly
shaken up in Long Beach in 1933, when
he was playing down there and looking
for work in Hollywood. He nearly dies
anyAnother
time anything
feather shakes!"
for Power, who hid a
complex
done
yet. to make a picture. But we aren't
While these ten-hour days are going on,
with rain falling on Power, Miss Loy.
George Brent, Brenda and others — they
all have colds — Power is spending a lot
of time with two physicians. They are
taking him alternately to two hospitals —
Hollywood and Good Samaritan — and on
two separate occasions he is actually in
an operating room, concealed in a white
gown, rubber gloves and a surgeon's mask,
learning
operating
Thisdoing
wasn'tit
a required
subject.technique.
Power was
on his own so that physician and interne
fans wouldn't find fault with his portrayal!
B

Now that the rains have gone, corns
the flames. Power is right in there
pitching, coming so close to fire that his
eyebrows are slightly charred. Power
wouldn't admit it to me — it would sound

.

too much like boasting — but Director
Brown quotes him as follows:
"Of course I don't want a double. The
public goes to see me get kicked around.
Why shouldn't I be?"
And Power has all kinds of daring in his
make-up. Not only did he buck a rainfall of three thousand gallons each minute, pull Brenda from the brink when
the lads with the pencils became overenthusiastic, and continue to carry Miss
Loy while being brick-battered, but he
dared to play a heel all through Rose of
Washington Square. With the fan following Power has, such a move takes a lot of
courage.
■

The Rains Came is Power's most daring and his hardest role, but he didn't
start taking it all of a sudden. Back in
the stage days an actor toyed with a knife,
let go of it suddenly by accident and it
whizzed by his cheek. The late, great
Tyrone Power, Sr., was in the cast:
"Good heavens, son! Are you hurt?" he
gasped, as the knife buried itself in the
scenery. But Tyrone, Jr., didn't go out
of character. He just kept playing his
part.
In Suez, Power played guinea pig again.
Remember the sand storm? It was finally
okay, but it took a lot of fixing. At first,
the boys went out with trucks and brought
in an even thousand loads of sand, which
they dumped on the old golf course at the
studio. Then everybody sent for every

available wind machine — gasoline-powered airplane engines with propellers
on them. On the first sand storm scene,
the wind machines were opened wide,
with Power, who had just met Annabella,
and Annabella, herself, in the center of the
vast, man-made desert.
You know how much of a wind one
propeller can stir up. Figure twenty, all
aimed at Tyrone and Annabella. The director gave the signal, the propellers sent
the wind into the sand, it gathered a
seventy-mile speed — and the whole works
hit Power. Down he went, his face cut
by the sand, his nose, throat, mouth and
lungs filled. He saw the tornado hit Annabella, gave one dive, grabbed her, pulled
her down, and threw as much of his clothing over her as he could.
They stopped the wind machines, dug
the hapless players out. Everybody apologized to everybody else. All except Annabella. She said to Tyrone:
"You were wonderful!"
That was the beginning of what resulted in April, in marriage.
■

In Jesse James, the script said that
Power was to fall off horses. So he
went out and fell off horses until he hoped
he never saw a saddle again. When it
came time for Power to ride through a
"glass window" made of sugar candy,
Power told Director Henry King:
"If you're going to shoot it close enough
to see my face, I don't want a double."

"We are," replied King.
So Power mounted, went through the
glass, and if you looked closely you saw
it was really he who did the trick. But
here's something you didn't know. One
of the cross -members in the glass slapped
in across the forehead, knocked him
groggy — and he was in front of the cameras for several days with a coating of
collodion between his torn skin and the
make-up!
In Old Chicago called for a fight between Power and his off-screen pal for
these many years, Don Ameche. It seemed
that Don was to reproach Ty for going
around with a gal like Alice Faye. Ty
was to resent it.
"Doubles
rector King. for long shots!" ordered Di"Horsefeathers!" replied Ty and Don in
unison. "We want at each other."
They battled on and off for three days.
It was a better fight than the one in the
cabaret in the same picture, where Ty
dodged everything from break-away
chairs, which can hurt, to beer bottles
made of sugar candy, which also can hurt.
The lads spared each other at no time, and
iodine and liniment came into play at the
lunch hours and after work nights.
"I can take it? Maybe," says Power.
"But give a bow to Don, too, will you? He
But Don, lucky guy, missed the toughjob of all — The Rains Came.
can,esttoo."

IT'S WONDERFUL
TO BE IN LOVE !
HOW

FOOLISH TO MISS YOUR

THROUGH

CHANCE

DRY, LIFELESS "MIDDLE-AGE'SKIN!

there's just nothing like a
lovely "schoolgirl complexion'
to help a girl win and hold
the man she loves 1

BUT WHAT CAN
I DO TO KEEP
MY SKIN FROM
GETTING SO DRY,
LIFELESS AND
OLD-LOOKING?

OLIVE OIL. PALMOLIVE'S SECRET i
YOU SEE , PALMOLIVE IS MADE WITH
OLIVI OIL, A MATCHLESS BEAUTY
AID PROVIDED BY NATURE
HERSELF
TO KEEP SKIN SOFT, SMOOTH ,
YOUNG ! THAT'S WHY IT'S SO 600D
FOR DRY, LIFELESS SKIN !

AND BECAUSE
PALMOLIVE IS MADE WITH
OLIVE AND PALM OILS, ITS LATHER IS
REALLY DIFFERENT i IT CLEANSES SO
5ENTLY, YET REMOVES
DIRT AND COSMETICS
WELL, I'M GOING
SO THOROUGHLY...
TO USE PALMOLIVE
LEAVES COMPLEXIONS
RADIANT J
AND GET A "SCHOOL_
LIKE
!
GIRLYOURS
COMPLEXION'

MADE WITH OLIVE OIL!
THAT'S WHY PALMOLIVE
IS SO
GOOD FOR KEEPING SKIN,
SOFT, SMOOTH , YOUNG I
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and was observing what went on about
him with such absorption that he really
had forgotten himself. I told him that he
had a responsibility to others, that before
he could expect to get anything, here or
anywhere else in life, he must be ready
to give. On this lot, of course, he wanted
an opportunity to work in good roles in
pictures. He could give a smile, he could
listen attentively to conversations, teach
himself to throw in a word, show interest
in other people. 'You must remember,' I
told him, 'that if you go after anything,
the other man isn't responsible for your
getting it— you are. You mustn't look on
your desire as something you can get only
if the other man is willing to give it to you.
You will get it from him because you have
case:
the"Another
ability for
it.'
"There is a girl on our lot who used to
model for well-known New York illustrators; yet she doesn't know how to dress
to emphasize her good points and to make
the least of her bad ones. She isn't tall
and is inclined to be heavy; and she
dresses with so little thought that when
she came in today she looked like a matronly scrub- woman just coming off the
"I talked to her quite plainly. I told
her to rearrange her hair so that she would
job.
look taller — to be careful of grooming —
to watch her nails, the lip-rouge coming
off on her teeth. Any girl today should
know that there are slenderizing lines appropriate for fuller figures; that colors too
light or too flashy are wrong when applied
to points we want to conceal; that big
patterns give added width; that you can do
wonders with the cut of a skirt, a neckline,
discreet fullness or lack of it. Every magazine you pick up contains hints.
"Study yourself, or consult your dressmaker or the saleswoman who helps you
select clothes, until you are sure you have
the right wardrobe. Then put your clothes
on carefully — and forget them. Don't
fiddle with your belt, adjust your collar,
play with your sash or worry about what
you have on, once it's on. If you are conscious of something wrong with your appearance, you will draw attention to it.
It's like a cold sore on a lip — if you keep
picking at it or apologizing for it, people
notice it. If you just leave it alone, ten
times out of eleven no one will know it is

^
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If you
are to speak in public, here's a
hint
for you:
there."
"Select the person in the farthest row
and speak to her. That will help you project your voice. With my students, I suggest that they speak to the doorknob on
the far side of this room, hit right at it,
and give their words time to reach the
knob before piling too many more on top.
This is a good rule."
You must have confidence in yourself
before you are successful at anything. If
Mr. Evans has a timid student, he shows
her that he likes her and approves of her,
then passes the word around the lot that
some interest is to be shown in her. A
little praise is the biggest help. Then he

explains
her she
aboutis "giving
out" as well
as getting,to and
on her way.
■

"Being
'natural' isn't enough.
You
must
be a little better than that.
'Naturalness' for you might be slumping
down on your spine, shooting words out of
the corner of your mouth, slopping around
in an old pair of slacks. But being natural
in the sense of not being affected is good.
"In this connection, I have a method of

toning down
much 'naturalness.'
Sometimes
whentooa youngster
is sent to
me, I find her too ebullient. She is all over
the place. To outsiders, her vivacity seems
'put on.' I suggest that she study a more
serene personality, do scenes after the
manner of, say, Irene Dunne. Not imitate
Miss Dunne, but model herself on the star.
She becomes more subdued, yet does not
lose her own individuality.
"I often suggest Leslie Howard as an
example when a boy seems inclined to rant
through a scene. Mr. Howard underplays
everything. Between them we get a betWhy not try applying for that job as
yourter effect."
favorite screen star might apply?
Being a hostess such as Norma Shearer,
a club speaker on the order of Margaret
Lindsay, with her deep clear voice?
■

James Moore. RKO'.s special test director, who has been in studios since
1917, and, as talent scout, has viewed more
than 3,000 young people within the year,
for the Gateway to Hollywood contests,
gives as his first rule, "BE YOURSELF.
That is the most important thing, no matter what you are after. You can't be a
personality if you aren't sincere. Anything
phony i.s disliked.
"For my quests, I had to find three
things: acting ability, voice and a photographic personality. The best voice in the
world wouldn't help unless a person looked
well on the screen. We can do some things
to help a girl or boy look better, but not
such miracles as are popularly attributed
to us.
"A contestant must have poise, grace,
be able to take direction well, have a
pleasant voice and be easily understood.
For pictures, there is no need to project
the voice. You and I talking together
here is a good example of how low voices
can be for the camera. We project nothing
butBeauty
our personalities."
doesn't count so much as you
may think, when girls are being selected
for the screen. James Moore picked out
a Milwaukee girl from a group that had
been rounded up for him. Immediately
there
mittee. was argument among the com"This other girl is so much prettier!"
"That girl is ten times more beautiful!"
"This one has a better figure."
"But I saw something special in my
choice that I didn't see in the others," he
recounted, "some quality of spirituality
seemed to shine in her, and it made her
especially attractive. I learned later that
her father was a minister until he died
and her mother had been a house mother

at the university. I brought her back but
she didn't make the finals in our contest.
Gregory LaCava noticed her at the studio
one day, saw what I saw, and gave her the
second lead in Ginger Rogers' picture,
Fijth Avenue Girl. He thinks she will be
a sensation.
"It's a matter of opinion in this, as in
any business, and the only really good
advice is 'Keep working on yourself. Develop yourself in any way you can if you
wish to amount to something, whether in
pictures or not. Good reading, good music,
plenty of independent thinking will help.
Gain poise, keep yourself well-groomed
and neatly dressed, stand, sit and walk
well.' "
■

If you feel more or less hopeless when
you view yourself in a mirror and
think of a crisis approaching, whether it
be a future family-in-law, a dinner for
the husband's boss, a part in the club
program or a hoped-for interview. Listen
to Max Reinhardt, genius of the theatre,
now head of his own studio playhouse in
Hollywood. Dr. Reinhardt is amazed at
the high level of talent and ability he finds
in America.
"Almost every young person I have met
in this country has potentially the ability to excel," he observed. "I believe that
this is because you are free over here.
You are not afraid to speak. You are not
driven by fear of authority and so have
not been deprived of confidence in yourselves.

"When I look at young people who
come for auditions, I am simply amazed,
because practically all of them can be
taught. I do not pay much attention to
voices on first auditions because I know
that I can teach anyone how to use a voice.
I can teach you to sing, if necessary, so
that people will be glad to hear you. You
will not have a great voice but it will be a
pleasing one. So I do not worry because

NEXT

MONTH

child, and presently your tears will flow!"
Dr. Reinhardt suggests that what a student of the theatre needs is the same thing
that any ambitious young American needs,
whether she plans to have a career on the
screen or as a gracious hostess in her own
home.
"Learn to be at ease yourself and others willlittle
be so,
too,"Be hesimple
says. and
"Drive
out
foolish
fears.
natural.

Don't miss the Lane sisters' hilarious
report on all of the "Things Men Don't
Kriow Ab.out Love." Rosemary and Priscilla and Lola disagree on some things,
but they are as one about the treatment
for the young men who bring orchids to
the

girl who

is devoted

to hot

dogs!

Americans have high-pitched voices or do
not know how to use them.
"If there is no glandular trouble, I do
not consider difficulty with figures, carriage or poise. Simple exercise will take
care of these things. I recommend fencing and dancing. Dancing teaches a student how to manage his body and how to
move effectively. Fencing gives combined mental and physical exercise.

They thought Betty
would never be
a bride

betty will be
left on the
shelf if she
watch out

doesn't

"My one idea at a first interview is to
look for emotional personality. I am appalled when an applicant says to me,
'Would you like to have me cry?' and then
apparently pushes a button somewhere
and tears flow. Or says, 'Shall I be mean?
Shall I bewithout
joyful?"
turns on these
emotions
evenanda pause.
"That is false. If I hand you a wooden
card and say, 'This is your child and she
is dead. Show me how you feeL' Then if
you have true emotion and imagination,
you will look on that wooden card as a

Forget yourself, once you have learned
good posture and carriage, and think of
how to make others happy. That is all."
Words of wisdom from star-makers.
Words of encouragement for people like
you and me who are just as interested in
making a good first impression on "that
certain person" as any neophyte actor or
actress is in making a hit with "that certain producer." You've got the natural
assets; why not make the most of them?
And if you mind your lessons well, it may
be — who can tell? — "Next stop, Holly-

wood!"

DOESNT
SHEMENREALIZE
RUN

WHY, THOSE WOMEN
WERE
TALKING ABOUT ME! THEY
WERE
SAYIN6 I NEEDED
LIFEBUOY. I'LL NEVER
RISK *B.O." AGAIN!

FROM"B.O."?

THE HAPPY
I BEGAN TO USE LIFEBUOY IN
MY DAILY
BATH... I SOON
FOUND
I WAS
MUCH
MORE
POPULAR

I KEEP MILLIONS

^#_SAFE
L$
FROM OFFENDING

ENDING

IT WAS A HAPPY
DAY
FOR
ME WHEN TED
PROPOSED.
I CERTAINLY
FOOLED THOSE
TWO

WHO SAID I'D NEVER
BE A BRIDE !

• Like women everywhere, Betty discovered it pays
to keep lovable with Lifebuoy! Her daily Lifebuoy bath
not only stopped "B.O."— it made her more sure
of herself, gave her a new kind of charm and poise.
Lifebuoy's different; contains an exclusive ingredient.
Its lavish lather is lively and refreshing. Why should
one risk offending when it's so pleasant to play safe!
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Gable — Lion Tamer
[Continued from page 32]
and go sailing off looking for a cougar.
Every rock is sniffed, every twig and bush.
When the pack picks up a scent, the canyons resound with howls and the hunt gets
started in earnest.
"Keeping up with the hounds is the
hardest part of the whole business," Gable
says. "No rider can stay with them. They're
out of sight in no time at all and then
you've got to follow your ears — and in a
country like that, that's something!"
The chase winds into canyons, up mountain sides, across patches of sagebrush and
slam-bang into a clump of cedars — then
suddenly Gable catches up with the pack.

^^•pRtOS^

They're sniffing around the carcass of a
deer. Gable drops off his horse for a look.
"Usually, it's a cougar kill — and hardly
cold," says Gable, his voice getting hard.
"You can figure that a cougar'll stay
pretty close to a fresh kill," Gable explains. "His stomach's full and he's probably sunning himself on a rock. Anyway,
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it doesn't take long to find him. Half
hour, maybe. The dogs chase him up a
tree. Then the fun begins.
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At a safe distance up a cedar the
cougar crouches, swishing his long
tufted tail and spitting insolently at the
dogs. He looks furious. Every time he
spits at the hounds he shows some big
white teeth.
"He's just kidding," Gable discounts,
"inside he's scared silly."
"Are
all of
them that yellow?"
"All I've
met."
"What goes on then?"
"We rope him."
This is extravagant understatement.
When Gable says "we rope him," it doesn't
mean that they stand on the ground and
throw lassos at the cougar. No, nothing so
sensible as that. Gable goes up after him!
First he divests himself of all surplus
accoutrements such as chaps, spurs, and
rifle. For protection he packs along a
six-shooter. "But I don't really need that,"
he adds.
The two implements he uses in capturing the big cat are a long forked stick
and a rope. He puts the rope between his
teeth, shoves the stick up ahead of him

I
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Studio
scoffers didn't believe his adventures
with
brought back this cub from one of his hunting trips.

mountain
lions, so Gable
It is less than half grown

and starts shinning up to have it out with
the cougar.
The cougar, who is allergic to men anyway, is upset and backs out on a limb
or higher up the tree. Gable follows relentlessly. When the cougar has retreated
as far as he can, he makes a stand, snarling impressively, while Gable crawls
within a few feet of him.
"Doesn't he show any fight even then?"
I asked.
"Well," Gable confesses, "he's a little
better. He might even take a poke at you."
"If he did land one, what then?"
"He'd slap you out of the tree, I suppose. That doesn't often happen."
"Has he let you have it yet?"
"Not yet. You see, if you use the stick
right when you're roping him . . ."
■

The actual roping would give the ordinary person the jitters, though Gable
claims that once you get the hang of it

"Does the cougar stay put all this time?"
"Not always. Sometimes he jumps."
"Jumps?
Where?"
Gable chuckled. "Usually to the ground.
If he does, the dogs take a few nips out of
him, and chase him up another tree. Then
we do it all over again."
This may go on for some time, or until
Gable can convince the cougar that he
might just as well give up and let himself
be roped. Once the noose is around the
cougar's neck, Gable lets out a whoop,
jerks the rope up tight, and drops the
other end to the men on the ground. They
yank the cougar off his perch so that he
dangles from a limb.
"From that point on is a fine time to
get your face clawed apart," Gable admits.
"Hanging that way, he has a chance to
get all four paws operating, and it's up to
us to hog-tie him. That means throwing a
half-hitch around each paw."

there's nothing to it. All you have to keep
in mind is that the cougar is just twice as
scared as you are, so he says.
With the cougar cringing at the end of
a limb, Gable gets ready for the capture.
He makes a noose in his lariat and dangles it on the forked end of the long stick.
Then he extends the noose toward the
cougar, trying to slip it over his head. The
cougar usually thinks this is carrying
things too far. He takes a swipe at the
rope and sends it flying.

M

Muzzling the cougar
too. Those teeth of
hamburger of your leg
chance, so something has
them too. Gable thrusts

has its moments
his would make
if they had the
to be done about
a thick piece of

"He's smart that way," Gable admits.
"Sometimes he doesn't take to it at all."

Gable hasn't missed yet and he's gagged
ten of the toothy kitties, not including a

wood at the cougar's face and the cougar,
thinking it's Gable, joyfully clamps his
teeth into it. Before he can sense the
swindle, Gable shoves the stick further
back in his mouth, then wraps wire around
the
miss. jaws. It's very simple if you don't

mama cougar and her two little
cougarettes. These children are a tale
in themselves.
Gable, it seems, had been absorbing a
lot of ribbing because of this lion-roping
stunt of his. The M-G-M boys intimated
that Gable talked very heroically, but
that he never had anything to show for
it. That grew to be very unfunny after
a while, so, when the next cougar he
rassled turned out to be a female with a
family of two, he decided to bring the
kittens back to Hollywood as proof. Before he left Arizona one of the kittens
chawed his way through his tether and
blew. The other remained and Gable was
able to display him around the lot. The
kitten, though serviceable as proof, developed into a problem. For the tawny
little fellow grew quickly, and presently
came to look something like the thing
that chased Uncle Matt the night he drank
the wood alcohol. He had long white
teeth, and he began taking amiable but
murderous swipes at anyone who went
near. So Gable tried to palm him off.
He offered him gratis to the zoo, but the
zoo had had a cougar once and said that
one was more than enough. "The last I
heard," says Gable, chuckling like a man
who has just set fire to his mother-inlaw, "the studio had it under contract."
H

When

queried about narrow escapes

he smiles and says "No, nothing important." But there was the time one of
the hounds went right up a tree after a
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cougar and it was up to Gable to get him
out before he was knocked out. When
Gable reached the hound the cougar
attacked. Instead of backing away, he
came towards them, snarling. "For a
while it was hard to tell what was going
to happen. I thought he'd slap our ears
down, but the guide shied a rock just
then, and gave us a chance to drop to

..YOU'LL NEVER WEAR
ANY OTHER
GIRDLE

the time the ground-crew got overtheAnd
ground."
ambitious and yanked the cougar clear
out of the tree instead of over a limb
isn't so bad either.

In dodging the cougar,

Gable lost his footing and fell. Both he
and the cougar hit the ground at the same
time and almost in the same place. The
cougar was too taken up with the rope
around his neck to swat Gable, and Gable
fast.
didn't pause to press the point — he left,

"You can see," Gable says happily, "that
the sport's got lots of angles to it. It's
a little strenuous for women, of course,
but it's one of the best sports in the world.
You ought to try it some time."
Me, I'll take a nice hysterical game of
checkers, thank you.

Quite Contrary
[Continued from page 19]
The gal was stubborn, wasn't she? But
being stubborn, can be a virtue as well as
a fault. There was another memorable
family fight when Miriam suddenly decided to leave school. The folks insisted
that she graduate. But Miriam argued that
school was dull and uninteresting. She
wanted to grow in a world that was growing. She wanted to use her wings. She was
going to be an actress so what was the
sense of studying algebra?
And so another battle was fought in that
peaceful old-fashioned parlor and Miriam
emerged victorious, trunks packed, on her
way to New York and the Vestoff-Serova
School for Dancing.

musical comedy parts. She knew just how
serious it was to be typed as a song and
dance girl on Broadway. She was determined to be an actress — and nothing — no
one — was going to stop her. So, without
taking counsel from anyone, she gave up
her soft berth in musical comedy — went
to the bank — drew out all her savings — ■
bought an expensive fur coat — and began
bombarding the theatrical offices.
Day after day, she warmed the wellknown mourners' bench. Her money was
fast dwindling away but she squatted with
the air of a professional flagpole sitter out
to bring in the championship — or bust.
The agents refused to take her seriously.

It's not easy to turn down advice,
especially when it comes from those close

"Here you are, Miriam, here's a part for

to you who love you. It may mean you'll
have to walk alone — and that can be very
lonesome. But, according to Miriam, you

"No, thanks," was the stubborn answer.
you
She in
wasa revue."
determined on another sort of

aren't doing wrong in being ornery — if
your heart tells you that you're doing
right. In her opinion, the only way to get
what you want out of life is to do what
you yourself — after deliberation and analysis— believe you want to do. Even back
in those early dancing school days, she had
a rule.
"I'll never get anywhere," she declared,
"unless I make my own decisions. Oh, I'm
bound to make some mistakes, but they
will be my mistakes."
She always looked beyond those mistakes to her ultimate goal. And so, when
Miriam Hopkins was offered a job in a
ballet company en route to South America,
she turned it down.
"It won't make me an actress," she decided, and took an engagement in vaudeville instead.
A month later, she was in the chorus of
a Broadway show — one of the eight notes
in The Music Box Revue. A high kick
landed her an important part in Little
Jesse James. It ran for a year. At last she
was a successful musical comedy star.
"Oh,
"Think
famous
"But
torted.
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how wonderful!" everyone said.
of it! You're now a star, and a
one at that!"
I want to be an actress," she re-

"You'll never be an actress," they told
her.
And to her sorrow, she found out that
they meant it. Producers and managers —
directors and bookers — all were as sweet
as honey. But they offered her nothing but

destiny. "I'm going to be a dramatic ac■

Of course they laughed at her. Then

her. But
Finally,
couldn't
even they
get aforgot
hearing.
if youshestay
stubborn long enough, things will eventually
tress."
break. One fine day, an agent succumbed
and handed Miriam a bit in Excess Bag"At last I'm where I want to be," she
said, and as you'll soon see, it was a funny
gage.
thing to say. "Of course it means I'm only
getting fifty a week," confessed Miriam,
"but that doesn't matter just as long as
you can do the kind of stories and characters you really want to do. It's what you
do that counts the most — the recompense
is secondary. I was an actress at last — I
was doing what I wanted to do. When
they make me do something I don't want
to do, I intend to make them pay for it."
She was speaking of the next step in
her career. She was appearing in Lysistrata when Paramount came along, dangling a nice fat picture contract. Content
with Broadway, she declared. No, she
didn't want to play in pictures. No, she
didn't want to go on the road. She wanted
to stay right in New York and star in
other plays.
Paramount was equally persistent. Miss
Hopkins spoke French and Spanish fluently and could play the foreign as well
as the English picture versions. Here was
a find. Yes, Miss Hopkins had served a
stiff apprenticeship, having to her credit
such plays as An American Tragedy, The

Bachelor Father, The Affairs of Anatol,
among many others. Although of a slight
physique, these varied roles spoke eloquently of her tremendous vitality. Here
was a versatile actress. Paramount would
not take "No" for an answer.
Miriam was equally stubborn.

She

wouldn't go to Hollywood.
Paramount retaliated with a juicy part
in Fast and Loose. What's more, they offered to produce it at the Long Island
Studio.
Miriam accepted, alternating between
the theatre and the studio. This was possible since, at the time, there were no
matinee performances of Lysistrata.
Then Paramount asked her to go on
location.
go if you'll pay all my expenses,"
she"I'll
countered.
The location happened to be Hollywood.
She stayed for two and a half years — -all
expenses paid. It gave the Paramount
accounting department a splitting headache. The split was in her favor.
JQ "But if you think I went to Hollywood
just for the money, you've got another
think coming," said Miriam to all her
friends.
"Then why did you go?" they wanted to
know.
"Because you advised me against it!" she
retorted. "Because all the agents told me
I wouldn't succeed in pictures. And because all the producers told me that I

mustn't forget that I was now a dramatic

that she could make a success of her private life as well.

Well, she didn't forget it, not for a minactress."
ute. But she had been doing some thinking of her own and she realized the danger
of again being typed — which is every
actor's bugaboo.
And that's why Miriam went to Hollyher that
it wasn't
for her.wood.
SheEveryone
alonetold
knew
it was.good
So

It hasn't been easy, she confesses, to
buck the avalanche of so-called good advice. On the set of The Old Maid, for instance, she's been called a meanie because
she wouldn't allow visitors. Audience or
no audience, Bette Davis puts on her
acting mood and takes it off like a glove.

she played the spoiled and selfish girl in
one picture, the fascinating lovely in the
next, a night club blues singer, when the
part called for it, the cockney street girl
and the slave in Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde.
Although she weighed less than a hundred pounds, she played voluptuous
heroines. She was deliciously naughty in
her portrayal of the nimble-fingered
female Jimmy Valentine in that memorable Ernst Lubitsch farce, Trouble in
Paradise. Just now, she's co-starring with
Bette Davis in The Old Maid.
|

When she's not playing in pictures,
she's playing house with her adopted
son, Michael, or keeping house for Mr.
Anatole Litvak, whom she met a year ago
■while co-starring with Paul Muni in The
Woman I Love.
A girl with a Southern background
married to a Continental — doesn't seem
practical, does it? No doubt, Miriam took
on that assignment with the same sort of
fighting spirit which she's applied to her
career. She's taken a year out to build a
strong foundation to prove to the skeptics

Miriam, on the other hand, just can't turn
it on. She must have quiet and privacy.
She wishes she were like Bette but, after
all, she's Miriam. She wishes people
wouldn't jump to conclusions about her,
especially when she can't talk back.
"What could I say, for instance," she
demanded, "when the press wanted an
explanation about why I adopted Michael?
What was there to say? I'd always wanted
a child upon whom to lavish my affection
and I finally reached a point of stability
in my life where I could. Is there anything wrong in that?"
say has
"No"
sayof "Yes."
ButSome
Miriam
madeand
her some
own set
rules,
taken no counsel but her own, followed
her own intuition.
"I've always done what I wanted to do,"
she said, "and it's turned out all right in
And so, Mary and John, when they tell
you
it can't be done — that you'll never
the end."
succeed — that it's a matter of lucky breaks
— and so on — don't listen to them. Listen
instead, as Miriam did, to that small voice
inside of you. It will not only tell you
what to do but show you the way to do it.

GOOD NEWS FOR THOUSANDS
WHO ARE SKINNY

Read how thousands of thin, nervous, tired people
have gained 10 to 25 pounds, and
newtry them
strength
-quick
on this fair and

SCIENTISTS have discovered that thousands of
men and women are thin and rundown — often
tired and nervous — sometimes just picking at their
meals and sleeping poorly at night — simply because
they do not get sufficient Vitamin B and iron from
their daily food. It has been found that without
enough of these two vital substances you may lack
appetite and not get the most body-building good
out of what you eat.
Now you can get these exact missing substances
in these scientifically prepared, easy-to-take little
Ironized Yeast tablets. And if you need these substances, the improvement that comes in a short
time is often astonishing. Thousands report gains
of 10 to 25 naturally attractive pounds in just a
few weeks ! Their tired feeling and jitteryness
seem, to have just flown away. They enjoy their
food, sleep fine and get up in the morning full of
pep andmore
rarinattractive
to go. They're
much
persons,entirely
easily different,
winnisg
many new friends and enjoying life as never before.

Make this money-back test

Get a. package of Ironized Yeast tablets from your druggist today

sciuare money-back test. If with the
first package you don't eat better
and FEEL better, with much more
strength and
— if you're
not
convinced
that pep
Ironffied
Teast will
give you the new normally attractive pounds, new energy and life
you're longed for. the price of this
first package promptly refunded by
the Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta, Ga.
But just one warning! Duo to
the success of Ironized Yeast, a number of cheap, inferior substitutes have sprung up. Inferior substitutes do not give the same
results. So insist on genuine Ironized Yeast. Look for IY
stamped on each tablet

Special offer!

To start thousands building up their health right away, we
make this special offer. Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast
tablets at once, cut out the seal on the box and mail it to us
with a clipping of this paragraph. We will send you a fascinating
book on health, "Facts About Your Body." Remember, results
with the first package — or money refunded. At all druggists.
Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 2S10. Atlanta, Ga.

TUNE
IN ON JOHN J. ANTHONY'S GOOD WILL HOUR.
See your local newspaper for exact time and station.
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DE ANN A DURBIN
WINNERS
CONTEST
■

HOLMES & EDWARDS
Copyright 1939, lnternotionol Silver
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W

Co., Holmes & Edwards Division,
Meridert,Conn.°Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
In Canada, The T. Eaton Co., Ltd.

What a day it was! The day that the
last of the entries in the Deanna
Durbin contest was opened, tabulated and
judged! We said that it would be hard to
make your choice of your favorite Deanna
Durbin picture. There were so many fine
entries it was almost as difficult for the
judges to make their decisions on the
winners. But the verdict was finally
brought in. and all of the judges are satisfied that they have chosen the very best
of the lot.
The tabulation of votes shows that Three
Smart Girls Grow Up is the most favored
picture; That Certain Age runs a very
close second; Mad Abmit Music, third: 100
Men and a Girl, fourth; and fifth, Three
Smart Girls. One hundred and eightyseven of the contestants just couldn't make
a choice, so voted for all of her pictures.
GRAND PRIZE of the music case which
Deanna carried in Three Smart Girls Grove
Up, and a suit go to
Constance Koford, 3S03 Randolph Ave., Oakland, Calif.

FIRST PRIZE
ceive a suit, are

WINNERS,

each to re-

Dora Jane Berry, 2709 Highland, Shreveport, La.
Mareia Gladding, 913 Stuart Ed., Wilmington, Del.
Take orders for name-imprinted
Christmas Cards, 50 for $1. One
design or assorted. Also Religious,
Humorous,
Business
Christmas
Cards, with sender's name, $1.
Liberal cash profit for you.

FREE Samples
how to friends and others. Earn

money easily. No experience needed.
Also Christmas Card Assortments to
retail 50c and SI- Get FREE Outfit.
General Card Co., 400 S. Peoria St.,Dept.P-6l3, Chicago, III.

CALL ME

SIT-TRUE

SECOND PRIZE WINNERS,
chenille bathrobes, are

receiving

Martha Manski. 547 So. Main St., Webster. Mass.
Helen Slehel. 950 Longwood. Los Angeles. Calif,
riara Bell Jackson. 932 Fifteenth St., Augusta. Ga.
land. O.
Ruth Friedel, 2603 Aslmrst Rd., "CniTersity Hts., CleveKathrvn Svrvlo. 12T Evergreen St., Du Bois. Pa.
Ruth
Mel'la. 074
Ave., Ave..
W. New
York, Ont.,
N. J. Can.
ShirleyE. Gibson.
122 Park
Balmoral
Toronto,
Jane
Bee
Lois
Jean
Jean

Yinlins. "51 Woodbine. Harrishurs, Pa.
Buchan, 723 Exposition, New Orleans. La.
Crothers. 1510 Ave. 0., Galveston, Tex.
Claire Bailey, Buffalo. Wyo.
Millane, 1223 H.. Lincoln, Neb.

THIRD
PRIZE
WINNERS,
Mello-Sheen raincoats, are

receiving

Beth Dawson. 1226 N. Temple. Indianapolis. Ind.
Barbara Brown. 1039 Phillips Lane. San Luis Obispo. Calif.
E Mav Wong. 439 Georgia St., Vancouver, B. C, Can.
Patty Walcott, 129 Severin Ct.. Cranford. N. J.
Lorraine L. Anslow, 4710 N. Spaulding. Chicago. 111.
Marie Keller. 2817 Stayton St.. N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mvrtle Johnson. 1124 S. W. Columbia. Portland. Ore.
Eileen S. Arnold, Box 144S Cristobal. Canal Zone.
Dorv-Ann Killian, 925 Gayley Ave., W. Los Angeles. Calif.
Mildred Jones, P. O. Box 95 C. P. Station, Houston, Tex.

ENT
~J&
ONGEER ABSORB
STRMOR

AT 5 AND 109 AND BETTER
DEPARTMENT
STORES

VMPkOOF
EYELASH
D ARKENER

i ||

^WIM, perspire or cry and always be cerJ Lain your lashes and brows remain attracdark. Use "Dark-Eyes"
instead
ordinarytivelymascara.
One application
lasts of4
to 5 weeks. Ends daily make-up bother.
iNever runs, smarts, smudges or harms
\ lashes. Indelible. Try it! §1 atdept. and
-£7 drugstores. -

INDELIBLE

DARKENER

,T'Dark-Eyes,"
2110 (coin
W. Madison
Depl. 30-for
K9, Chicago,
enclose 25c
or St.,
stamps)
generou.I
trial package of "Dark-Eyes" and directions.
Name
Addn
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Town.
I

State .

FOURTH
PRIZE
WINNER,
receiving
the large Deanna Durbin doll, is
Mrs. Frank Frissell, Box E, Higganum, Conn.

FIFTH PRIZE WINNERS,
dolls, are

also receiving

Jane Duohaine, 144 Elm. Schenectady.
Sallv Russell, 2244 So. Troost. Tulsa.
Dee Chapman. S26 S. Carondelet. Los
Mary Louise Larimer, 2019 Sherman
Lorraine Scharfenberg, 5517 W. 24th

N. T.
Okla.
Angeles. Calif.
Ave., Evanston. 111.
Pi., Cicero, 111.

SIXTH
PRIZE
WINNERS,
Deanna Durbin hats, are

receiving

Anne Hall. 137 E. 71st St., New York City, N. Y.
Grace Esles. 277 Ellis St.. X. E., Atlanta. Ga.
Ann Patrick, S64 Columbia Ave.. Springfield. 111.
Cathervne M. Williams, 114 Park Circle. Nashville, Tenn.
Ijr-itha Lawrence. 21 Reed St., Springfield, Mass.
Jo Gigliotti, 1025 Pittston Ave.. Scranton. Penn.
F.
Higgins,
111 Maple
Ave., 'Windsor.
Conn.
Helena
G Fowler.
201 Pierce
St.. Clearwater,
Fla.
Anne Porebski. 4004 S. Albany Ave . Chicago, HI.
Elaine Knell, 70 Parker Ave., Meriden. Conn.
Marv Craib. 032 Indian Rd.. Toronto, Ont.. Can.
Elinor Wilson, lion N. 3rd St., San Jose, Calif.
Margaret Harris. 2S Earl Haig Ave., Toronto, Ont., Oan.
Natalie Cioffi. 89 Linden St.. Yonkers, N. Y.
Sue Kehoe. 02 Cedar St.. Nutley, N. J
Charlotte A. Rice, 2732 Maryland Ave., Baltimore, Md.

Deanna Durbin turns her brightest smile
on the clever -winners in her contest in
the hope that they Mill like her new
picture with Robert Stack, First Love,
best of all when they see it early this fall

Mildred Bird. 72 W. Blake Ave., Columbus, O.
Jacqueline Crulcher, 313S New High St., Louisville, Ky.
Norma Mitchell, 2121 Columbine. Boulder, Colo.
Valaire Carriker, 1619 Forest Ave., Pasadena, Calif.
Alma W. Wilbur, Edgecombe St.. Mystic, Conn.
Virginia M. Ott. Box 343 Ronceverte, W. Va.
Doris McCroskey, S. 2223 Grand Blvd., Spokane. Wash.
Rigmor Petersen, 519 >.. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, 111.

SEVENTH PRIZE WINNERS,
smart leather handbags, are

receiving

Maria Amaro, 210 Lombillo Cerro, Habana, Cuba.
Barbara Lvons. Box 223. Burns. Kans.
La Nelle Thomas. 609 North West St., Marrilton, Ark.
Josephine Gibson. 1135 W. 12th St., Casper, Wyo.
Mae Chippendale. 311 N. Robert Blvd., Dayton. 0.
Joyce O'Hara. 1014 Dragoon Ave., Detroit. Mich.
Kayanne Mallow. North 4227 Wall St., Spokane, V ash.
Marv E. O'Connell. 1369 t'nion, St. Louis. Mo.
Cora I. Jackson, Box 72, Hoxsie, R. I.
Mrs E Kowalski. 61 Diamond St.. San Francisco. Calif.
Gertrude Mae Lewis, 52 Saybrook Rd., Middletown, Conn.
Ann Eagles, Bos 64, No, Dighton, Mass.

EIGHTH

PRIZE

WINNERS,

receiving

two-ounce bottles of Deanna's favorite
scent, "Smart Girl," are
2630 Kulshan St., Bellingham, Wash.
Sanguinet.
Fanchon
2955 Arbutus St.. Vancouver, B. C, Can. _
Peail Thomas.
Suomi
(F C 32) Helsinka,
Topelinskatu
Mirja Boehm,
I Finland 1.
Beverly Gray. 611 Custer St.. Laramie, Wyo.
Wis Ferencerich, 1424-A North Broadway, Milwaukee,
Barbara
111. Ind.
Kathleen Logsdon, 7622 W. Main St.. Belleville.
Pearline L. Wells. £6 Reed Ave.. Everett. Mass.
Edwardine Oblsrhl.i-ei . 5639 Alice Ave.. Hammond.
Marv Lou Mayer, 6S14 Fifth Ave.. Pittsburgh. Pa
Edna M. Curlev, 15 Walton St.. Toms River, V J.
Bette Eden, 314 E. 4th St., N.. Newton. la.
Mary Sale, 141 N. E. Park, Oklahoma City, Okla.

NINTH PRIZES. We do not have the
space to list the names of the 200 winners
of autographed portraits of Deanna Durbin, and we hope you will be the one to
whom the postman will bring this pleasant
surprise.

Something for
Practically Nothing
[Continued from page 30]

(finger Rogers ' - Hollywood's sparkling star. See her
in rko's new motion picture Bachelor Mother"

the pasted pages, a quarter-inch rim. all
the way around. Then with some marblized paper, he had lined the resulting box
"up pretty." By stacking four of these
books together and using the same
method, he had contrived a very nice
liqueur cabinet.
But it was that gourd hat that completely undid my original, steadfast skepticism. Joan had sliced off the top of a
lovely, flat gourd, and fastened in a patepiece. A bit of ribbon hanging from the
stem and a piece tied under the chin are
the only other touches. Quite a chapeau
it makes — and waterproof, too.
But even so, I thought Joan and Henry
were probably the exceptions rather than
the rule, until a few days later on The
Man in the Iron Mask set, I asked Joan
Bennett, "Did you ever make something
for practically nothing?"
"Certainly!" she said. "One of the most
successful pieces of furniture in the children's rooms. When I was on tour with
Stage Door, I collected colored postcards
of all the historical places in the towns
where we played. When the tour ended,
I bought three good sized panels of celotex
and had them hinged together for a screen.
Then Diane, Melinda and I had a marvelous time glueing the cards all over the
panels in crazy-quilt fashion. Finally, we
covered the whole thing with a coat of
clear shellac. The girls know a lot of the
history of the United States as a result."
It was no surprise to find that Warren
William had several gadgets to exhibit.
Hollywood has long been familiar with
this side of him. Some of his contrivances
are rather elaborate, like the blower he
has contrived to keep the swimming pool
motor from rusting away; and the tractor
built of junked Ford parts. But the combination bedside table and dog-bed Warren made of an old oil drum is something
else again.
This junk-yard refugee was given several coats of exterior paint to match the
color scheme of Warren's room. Colorful
padding was used for lining. An aperture

's heahh

h

«a

giving
sure-

plea

was cut for the dog's entry. The whole
thing was set on casters. Then on top was
set a circular piece of waxed wood for a
table-surface. Now, Warren has a man's
best friends beside him at night — his dog,
his smoking equipment and his favorite
book. A novel use for a discarded oil
drum, I call it.
Gloria Dixon saves string to make into
rugs. She's now on her fourth one. Virginia Field saved attractive magazine
covers and papered the walls of her recreation room from floor to ceiling with them.
Ida Lupino buys inexpensive straw table
mats, sews bright colored yarn designs on
them and has different place-mats for
cheerful breakfasts and patio luncheons.
J Gene Raymond, Jimmy Stewart and
Cary Grant go in for play-room furnishing ideas. When Gene planned the
lovely home for his bride-to-be, Jeanette
MacDonald, he utilized huge old barrels.
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Dura -Gloss

He didn't have time to do the actual work,
but others with more leisure can make
the same furniture without too much
trouble. A half barrel formed the coffee
table. Two barrels joined together made
a handsome love-seat. Separate barrels
made wonderfully comfortable chairs.
And the touch I like as well as any is the
decorated wooden salad bowl used for a

FINGERNAIL"

gives you the ONLY

SURE WAY to BUY

cigarette container.

Nail Polish

9

You can tell the brand of ginger-ale
Jimmy Stewart uses by tipping his
high-ball glasses to see the bottoms. They
are made of the same bottles on which
you pay a nickel deposit. A glass cutter
cut them off just below the neck, and
polished the edges for a dime a glass. The
result is a heavy, handsome colored glass.
Cary Grant's nautical play-room is the
result of many visits to the San Pedro
ship-wrecking yards. There seamen's lanterns, portholes and other sea-going
gadgets were purchased for pennies, to
give a million-dollar effect on the walls.

U

The lowly tin cans have their day too
in Hollywood. Allan Jones is no
prouder of his voice than he is of the
garden lanterns that he made of three pound coffee tins. With a pair of tinshears, he scalloped and scrolled and
swooped them into the most charming new
appearance. No two are alike. Eve Arden's
tin-can trick is to snip them into strips
half-way down, turn the strips outward,
place a bit of chicken wire over the part
left as a container and dollop the result
with paint. She uses ivory for the outside
and pale yellow for the inside.

I
a
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Evalyn Knapp is proud as Punch of
her home-made cork hat and bag for
the beach. For about fifteen cents, she
purchased two sheets of cork of different
weight. For the hat, she cut the oneeighth inch sheet into a circle. To this she
glued
narrow
to tiedepends
under
her chin.
The cork
shape"ribbons"
of the hat
upon the way she ties the ribbons. Her
bag, of thinner cork, is strikingly highlighted with three-inch block initials, also
cut from cork.
■

Virginia Bruce haunts pawn-shops
for old-fashioned lockets and watchfobs for her charm bracelets. One of the
fobs she obtained in this manner later
proved to have been a possession of
Ulysses S. Grant while he was president
of the United States.
Fritz Lieber, now appearing in Nurse
Edith Cavell, makes practically everything
around his home, including his own pictures and statues. In the corner of his
living room is a low, round table which
he made of seven-ply, hard pine. In the
center of the table is a medallion which
he designed and executed in hydrocal, a
super-hard plaster that costs only a few
cents a pound. The same material was
cast around an ordinary coffee container
to make a tobacco jar.
I | Anita Louise found a marvelous use
for cumbersome old china umbrella
stands. She selected one with a pale blue
flower design which she found in a swap
shop. Over it and fastened to it, she had
placed a circular piece of heavy, plate
glass. The resulting boudoir table has a

FINGERNAIL-CAP on each bottle
is colored with the polish itself —
AND is same size, shape and contour as your own fingernail ! What a
revelation to CHOOSE YOUR COLORS BY THE PATENT FINGERNAIL! Do it today.
Hold DuraGloss Fingernail beside your finger.
The best way to get the exact color
you want ! You'll never use ordinary
polish, once you've tried Dura-Gloss
— it "goes on" so much better, and
wears so much longer — get it today,
10c. Also a 25c Professional package.
A HEAL
BEAUTY
frP
FOR YOUR FINGER TIPS!
See Booklet enclosed with
every bottle of Dura - Coat
Nail Wax (10c) for an important new beauty secret.

DURA-GLOSS
Lorr Laboratories, Paterson, N.
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The
short wool
dinner
jacket
must
be the newest
thing
because
Adrian,
famous costume designer for the stars at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio, seems to
approve
heartily Janet Gaynor's
choice of evening
costume

formal dining hall using these doors for
panelling on one side of the room. For the
rest of the walls, the doors were reproduced in additional panelling. Although
this room has been completed and furnished, there is still only rough brick work
where the face of the fire-place belongs.

distinct air of charm and glamour about it.
Lucille Ball, heroine of RKO's Five
Came Back, utilized the old-fashioned
round market-basket as a knitting accessory. She lined it with chintz, extended
the lining about six inches above the rim
of the basket. A draw-string keeps her
yarns, needless and work intact.
■

Clark Gable related one "something
for practically nothing" incident which
leads me to believe that the old, timehonored proverb "Never look a gift horse
in the mouth" isn't always sound advice.
A few weeks ago, Gable received a
strange, old pipe. Accompanying the gift
was a note, "This is nothing more valuable
than the bearer of good wishes from a fan
upon your marriage." The pipe was so
unusual looking that Clark, out of curiosity, took it to an authority on such
things. That gentleman placed the probable origin of the pipe at about the time
peg-legged Peter Stuyvesant came to New
Amsterdam. Naturally it would be prized
by a collector.
Gable, feeling the fan had unwittingly
sent him a very valuable gift, returned it
with his newly acquired information.
However, the pipe was returned to Gable.
B

You cannot leave discussion of Hollywood ingenuity without a grim warning in the form of Edward Everett Horton.
This jolly gentleman has found out that
getting something for practically nothing
usually is an excuse to spend more money!

Loretta Young and Franchot Tone jigged
sedately at Norma Shearer's party for
Helen Hayes following opening of
her stage show, Ladies and Gentlemen

For example, he picked up not one, but a
matched pair of fireplaces at a bargain.
Naturally, they had to have a perfect setting. Itcame in the form of a huge, brandnew drawing-room in his home!
As a matter of fact, these Horton "bargains" account for three rooms in his Encino home as well as a full-fledged church.
For a song, he bought four magnificent
sixteen-foot doors from the old Corbett
home in Portland, Oregon. What to do
with them? Well, he decided to have a

As yet, he hasn't found the perfect fireplace for this setting.
Most interesting of all is the history of
the church. The gift of a large, twelfth
century carving of the Crucifixion presented adefinite problem. Where to put it?
This exquisite piece of work belonged in
a church, not a home. Before the gift
hardly had been unwrapped, some San
Fernando Valley residents asked Horton
to permit them to use his barn as an
Episcopal Church. The perfect spot for the
carving! Now, every Sunday between
eighty and ninety persons attend regular
services conducted by Reverend Father
Smith Barn).
at St. Nicholas Church (nee Horton's
While Edward Everett Horton's somewhat expensive plan of getting "something
for practically nothing" repays him many
times, as evidenced by the beauty of his
country
estate, it isn't one that is feasible
for
everybody.
However, follow the stars to the swap
shops, the wrecking yards, the secondhand stores, the junk -yards and the attics.
Use your ingenuity and you'll find yourself, too, with something especial for practically nothing.

This New Lipstick
will never dry
your lips

The

your
skin. It's satin-smooth
andclinging.too..
hours later
your make-up will still look
lovely. ..$i.oo.

H,

.ere's the most exciting news for you
from the world of motion pictures. ..a new lip
make-up discovery hyMaxFactor Hollywood. Itis
called Tru-Color Lipstick. ..and it's positively
the answer to your every wish for a perfect lipstick. Just note these four amazing features...
1. lifelike red of your lips
2. non-drying, but indelible
3. safe for sensitive lips
4. eliminates lipstick line

The

LUCILLE

There's really a thrill awaiting you the very first
time you try this sensational new lipstick.. .you,
too, will agree it's perfect. Remember the name,
Max Factor's Tru-Color Lipstick.. .and there's a
color harmony shade just for your type...$ i .oo.

BALL
LADY"

Mail for POWDER, ROUSE AND LIPSTICK
FACTOR

MAKE-UP

STUDIO,

HOLLYWOOD.

CAL1

F.

Send Purse-Siie Box of Powder, Rouge Sampler and miniarurc Tru-Color
Lipsrtck in my color harmony shade. I enclose ren cc-nrs for postage an. I
handhng Also send me my Color Harmony Make-Up Chart and5-10-55
Illustrated
Instruction Book.'TAr j\kic Art oj Society Make-Up"
FREE.

LYWOOD

-KHOl

NAME
STREET-

ROUGE...

Harmonize your rouge with
your powder and lipstick . . .
this is the secret of Max Factor Hollywood color harmony
make-up. There's a shade for
your
beauty.type
..50^.to enhance your

in RKO-Radio's

"PANAMA

MAX

g

POWDER...

Choose your color harmony
shade of Max Factor HollywoodFuce Powder. . then note
how flattering the color is to
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What a Relief!
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UNCORK
YOUR CORN
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No need now to risk
dangerous home paring

27

21

Now it's easy to get rid of ugly painful corns for
good, without the risk of dangerous home paring.
.1 Here's how: fit scientific Blue-Jay pad (C) neatly
over corn.
It relieves pain quickly by removing
pressure. Special medicated formula (D) centers
on the corn, gently loosens it so it can be lifted
out — easily, painlessly.
O Simply by avoiding pressure and friction, which
cause corns, you can be free from them for good!
So don't suffer needlessly. Get rid of corns
way without risk of dangerous home
paring. Get Blue-Jay corn plasters today. 2 5(5 for a package of 6.

BLUE-JAY
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low-priced Christmas Cards. Get easy
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lovely
orders
from friends, others. Complete line Box Assortments, low as 25c to you. Personal ChristSAMPLE,
mas Cards, with name, at low prices. Amazing
OFFER
values. You make big profits, easy sales. No
experience
necessary.
Spare
or full time.
Write for samples on Free Offer at once.
WALTHAM
ART
PUBLISHERS,
Dept. 258
160 N. Washington Street
Boston, Mass.

FREE

Rolls Developed
25

-COIN— Two
5x7
Double
C Weight Professional Enlargements, 8 Gloss Prints.
CLUB PHOTO SERVICE

Dept. 14.

Pitching

LaCrosse, Wis.

Get Relief

This Fast Waif
-or Money Back

For quick relief from itching of eczema, pimples, athlete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes and other externally
caused skin troubles, use world-famous, cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes irritation and quickly stops intense
itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
your druggist today for D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION.

WokeufiL

ifcm£w&iLu£eL^
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go

\ The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays
in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You
get constipated. Your whole system is poisoned
and you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills
to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and
make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle,
yet amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for
Carter's Little Liver Pills by name. 25c at all
drug stores. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
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ACROSS

DOWN

.

1. A star of Good Girls Go to Paris.
7. Aunt
Milly
in Andy
Hardy
Gets
Fever.
10. Her first name is Patricia.

Star of Panama
Code

Spring

Sergeant Koretz in It's a Wonderful World.
Instrument such as Gene Krupa plays.
Mudcat

11. Al Jolson's real name.
13. Charlie Chan
Reno.
14. Initials of Mr. Nolan.

20. Jeanette's leading man in Broadway Serenade.
22. What gangster's girl friend is called in crime
pictures.
24. Agnes Barlow in It Could Happen to You.
Secret Service of the
M-G-M's trade-mark.

in Career.

Lona Andre's initials.
What Vallee did in Second Fiddle.

16. King of the
.
18. She had title role in Maisie.

26.
28.

Lady.

the Secret Service.

.

30. Sonja Henie's native land (abbr.).
31. Ann in Grade Allen Murder Case.
33. Plan or main story of a screen play.

8.
12.
9.
15.
17.
19.
21.
23.
25.
27.
29.

Nelson Eddy's birthplace (abbr.).
Rochester in Man About Town.
Initials of Stanley Andrews.
Male lead in They All Come Out.
You've
seen
cartoons.

the

Frog

in

animated

Jean in Ex-Champ.
Bertie in Captain Fury.
Linda in Daughters Courageous.
First name of Chaney, Jr.

34.
32.

He directed I'm from Missouri.
Her last name is Luxford.
This animal had title role in Zcnobia.
No Talcs.
Miss Cecil's
first name.

40. Bum
Up O'Connor.
42. Last name of 31 Across.
44. Richard Raymond in Maisie.
46. Foot cf Asta or Ace.
48. He stutters.

39.
37.
41.
43.

The Sun Never
.
What Charlie Chan seeks to solve a crime.

50. Million Dollar
(sing.).
51. Talkies enable one to do this.
53. What usher finds for you.

47.
45.
49.

35.
36.

Miss
Shearer's initials.
Whose role was that of El Rayo in The Girl
and the Gambler?
38. Canby in They Made Her a Spy.

55. brother.
Short
for
57.

first

name

of

31.

Marcia Jones' middle name.
Films are generally bcoked for this period of
time.
That Certain
What

Charlie

Ruggles'

The mayor in Never Say Die.

Shirley Temple
Calif.
52.

59. Dangerous to
.
61.
Red the Rose.
62. Bruce Cabot's birthplace (abbr.).
64. Beauty
the Asking.
66. Billy Mauch is one.
68. Hilda in Confessions of a Nazi Spy.
69. Whose role was that of the district attorney in
Rose of Washington Square?

58.
56.
54.
60.
63.
65.
67.

(ph).

you see in newsreels of China.
was born

in

Stoney in Some Like It Hot.
Big
Czar.
of the Legion.
Box office (abbr.).
What Irvin S. Cobb is noted for.
Goodbye
Chips.
Mr. Scott's
Time initials.
to Marry.

(Solution on page 65)

Monica,

The Real Glory
[Continued from page 21]
of a movie star isn't all beer and skittles.
Ducking bolo slashes and missing all
but two, dodging twelve-foot spears and
missing all but one while toting a heavy
knapsack and a still heavier Krag- Jorgerson rifle under the boiling hot sun of the
backlot for three days may be nice work
if you can get it — but nicer if you can't!
I'm tired of getting slapped and pushed
around and here's one worm that's going
to turn.
Maybe, while I've still got the strength
to change my bandages I'd better give you
the low-down on my acting chores in
this Goldwyn picture.
First, then, a' word or two about the
set — which is a whopper if there ever
is one!
It covers more than six acres, and
includes a 400-foot, 6-foot deep lagoon
(built at a cost of $40,000) that takes
1,500,000 gallons of water to fill. Along
its edges run sixty native huts of varying
sizes, and upon it floats a fleet of native
boats chaperoned by a one-lunged
steamer. Facing the native village is a
huge parade ground bordered by twostoried, balconied commercial buildings
and barracks. In back of all this is
fashioned a dense, tropical jungle of
cogon grass and creepers.
While I was endeavoring to earn my
honest living from Mr. Goldwyn, more

than 2,000 people were employed on the
set, this number being divided among
soldiers, the Philippine Constabulary
Force, Moro warriors, and native women
and children. And while I'm giving you
figures I mustn't overlook Annabel and
Geoffrey, a pair of mean and ferocious
water buffalos who kept wading and
waddling along the shallow shore of the
man-made lagoon at $25 per day each —
■which was thrice the daily stipend I
earned while working on the .same lot!
And I mustn't forget the 200 chickens
that drew down a buck a day just for
walking around.
| Just to give you a general idea of
how things are done when movies
are being made, take the case of Curley
Eagles, Hollywood's outstanding authority
on insects — trained and otherwise. All
Curley has to do was to go out and collect
20,000 (count 'em) ants that were to be
used in a torture scene. Now 20,000 ants
are a heckofalot of ants in any country,
but Curley got 'em and brought 'em to
location in large Mason jars, 1,500 of 'em
to a jar. Mr. Goldwyn paid Curley at
the rate of a cent each for the pesky
insects "and I sure earned it," Curley
says. When these ants were released for
the torture scene more than half of them
made a dash for the luncheon baskets.

Apparently not satisfied with what they
found there, they made a bee-line up
the pants leg of Gary Cooper, David
Niven and Broderick Crawford. You
should have heard Gary yell for a flit
gun! Maybe you did, it was that loud!
When Gary got rid of the ants he was
mad enough to bite a nail in two — but
he didn't. What he did do, though, was
to grab up a handful of poison oak leaves
and eat 'em! I'm not kidding you! That's
exactly what this long, lean army medico
did! "I used to do it when I was a kid,"
he grinned after the medico had warned
him that a poison oak diet would send the
average person to the hospital, and
mighty sick, too. "It made me an important youngster in my section of
Talking about Gary brings up the nice
little
old lady from out of town who
Montana."
visited the set just before Director Hathaway got everybody primed for one of his
Moro vs. Soldier battles — the one, in fact,
that laid me low and more than hors de
combat.
We were all sitting on the porch of
the medical building, Gary busy with
his whittling, Niven going over some of his
actual army exploits when he was in the
British service, Andrea Leeds knitting
away on a wool sweater, and Broderick
Crawford thumbing through his .script
when this nice little old lady visitor arrived hanging onto the arm of Jerry Dale
of the Goldwyn publicity office.
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N.R.G. is energy— the pep and

EVERY

power to get going and keep
going at work or play.
Baby Ruth — the big, pure,

OCCASION

delicious candy bar is rich in
food -energy because it's rich
in Dextrose, the *
sugar your

c

body uses directly for energy.
*
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Enjoy a bar of Baby Ruth today
— and every day. It's fine candy
and fine food!

CURTISS CANDY COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILL
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7 SECOND

MYSTERY
STORY

By the time the introductions reached
Gary he had dropped his whittling knife
and was busy manufacturing himself a
cow-hand cigarette.
"One . . . two . . . three," he droned,
and the tobacco came from its bag and
was in the wrapper — just the right
amount; "four . . . five . . . six," and the
roll was made; "seven . . . eight . . . nine."
Here Gary licked the edge fast, tamped
it, and tobygo."ten" it was in his mouth and
ready
"That," said the nice little old lady,
"was fine work. But what are you count"I've been smoking tailor-mades for
ing for?"three months," said Gary, after
the past
Jerry officially presented the nice little
old lady, "and I'm out of practice. I'm
slower 'n molasses."
This was a very long sentence for Gary,
since he isn't given to much talkie -talk.
He relaxed still more, then threw his tencount cigarette away. In a moment he
had his tobacco bag out again and was
going through a repeat of the same business. This time for a count of nine.
"I got to do better than that," he
grinned. "I really should be able to do
it in seven — maybe six."
"But isn't that pretty fast?" the nice
little old lady asked.
"Just fair. I'll give you one if I do."
Seven more tries and the patient, plodding Gary rolled his own in seven seconds
flat and handed the finished work of art
to the nice little old lady, who looked at
it curiously before putting it to her lips.
"Oh, pardon

HERE'S HOW she does it. She's
learned the secret many busy people know — this famous Beech-Nut
PeppermintGum. Carry a package
around with you.You'll always find
it refreshing and restful.
-

Beech -Nut
GOING TO THE N. Y. WORLD'S FAIR?
We invite you to visit the Beech-Nut Building
there. If you're driving, we would be delighted
to have you stop at Canajoharie, in the
Mohawk Valley of New York, and see how
Beech-Nut products are made.
60

me," smiled Gary, "I

He struck a match and lighted the handmade smoke. One puff, one cough, and
forgot."
a look of horror spread over her gentle
face. Another puff and another cough.
"I've never in my life smoked one of
these before," she boasted a little proudly.
"But if Mr. Cooper can eat poison ivy,
like I heard, I guess I can stand this!"
The lady from Kansas had gone Hollywood! And how!
And immediately afterward yours truly
had gone into action! And how!
■

That fight between the crazy Moros
and the U. S. troops was one for the
book sure enough. Those little brown
fellows kept coming on, swinging their
bolos, and hurling their spears like nobody's business. Behind sandbag barricades, Cooper, Broderick, Niven, and a line
of us old flea-bitten U. S. troopers were
popping away with revolvers and KragJorgersons, and making more noise than
a fire-cracker factory on fire. Finally, a
bunch of the little brown boys got onto
the thatched roofs of the army buildings
and snaked their way clean up to the
barricades and every once in a while
one of 'em would give a yell and jump
over and begin slashing away with his
over-sized cake cutter. I ran out of
ammunition on account of my getting too
enthusiastic and when that happened I
just sat myself down and let her rip.
Unfortunately for me I let my curiosity
get the better of me. I poked my head
up over the top sandbag to see how the
battle was going, a raging bolo-swingirg

Moro gave a yell, a leap, and a vicious
cut with his meat chopper — and I got it
smack-dab on the side of my face. Of
course the bolo's blade was of rubber,
but, even so, it hurt like Billy-be-damned
and the force of it not only knocked me
sillier than usual, but skinned a couple
of square inches of epidermis off my left
cheek. Well, they took me over to the
medical department, patched me up, sent
me home, and when I got back the next
day there they were still at it, guns going
boom-boom, Moros screeching, gatling
guns barking away and Gary, Broderick,
and David holding the enemy at bay.
After lunch I got back behind the sandbag, and really began mowing those brown
boys down. Ditto for Cooper, Broderick,
and Niven. Director Hathaway, watching
everything like a hawk suddenly yelled
"cut!" and told Niven that the "take"
failed to click with him because he
(Niven) had been slow in drawing and
firing his pistol at a Moro. "Gary fired
first and that won't do," the director explained. "Both of you must shoot in
"I did that purposely," Niven alibied.
"You see, I felt I ought to come second
unison."
to the
star!"the battle resumed on Mr.
■
Well,
Samuel Goldwyn's six acres of hot
backlot with four cameras going all at
once and in the excitement of hand-tohand fighting a lot of heads got smacked
good and plenty. I had learned how to
duck by now, and was getting to the
point where I was really enjoying the
fun when I got my second wound — or
puncture as you might want to describe
it. Up on a roof to my left was this wildeyed "juramentado" or fanatical Moro
a-dancing and a-jigging like one possessed
as he tried to draw a bead on Niven.
Suddenly the twelve -foot spear he had
been keeping cocked in his right hand
flew through the air with the greatest of
ease, missed Niven's neck by less than
an inch, and got me in the seat of the
pants before I could move. Now it makes
no never-mind whether or not that spearhead was made of rubber — which it was —
because when it hit it hurt and when it
hurt I yelled louder than any kid ever did
on his first trip to the dentist. There was
a lot of weight to the wooden shaft of
that spear, and coming from a distance of
fifteen feet or more it was bound to
inflict a little damage. "See you to Moro!"
the wise-cracking Niven said when I
limped away for anatomical repairs.
While I was getting my rear hem-stitching done. Director Hathaway almost threw
three conniption fits when a baker came
along on his d-ily rounds, ringing his
bell. The clanging drowned out the
dialogue, caused a delay of half an hour
and a loss of close to a thousand bucks!
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Amazing S 1 seller. Costs you only 50c.
Takeordersforlatestsensation.
Beantiful
GIFT BOX filled with 21 smart,

designed Christmas Folders.
newly in
others
beauty,
Ten
Topsail
market. value.
it on appeal,
like
Nothing
other
fast-selling assortments. Full line ot

Personal Christmas Cards with name imprinted. Low as 50 for »l.
toaay.
Write for samples
Just show samples-make big money.
JANES ART STUDIOS, Inc., 292 Anson PL, Rochester.N.Y.

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS
Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
If you have an excess of acid waste in your blood,
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may be over-worked.
These tiny filters and tubes are working day and night
to help Nature rid your system of poisonous waste.
When functional kidney disorder permits poisonous
matter
remainnagging
in the backache,
blood, yourheumatic
won't feelpains,
well.
This mayto cause
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness. If you have trouble with frequent or scanty
passages with smarting and burning, there may be
something wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so ask
your
druggist
Pills, give
used happy
successfully
by
millions
for overfor40 Doan's
years. They
relief and
will help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.
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Maybe you wouldn't like to be a star,
after all. This is Alice Faye, wondering if
she picked the right career. It is a scene
from her new film, Hollywood Cavalcade

ATA MOMENT'S NOTICE

"NT E W 1 Smart, long
iN tapering nails for
everyone ! Cover broken,
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any length and polished
anydesiredshade. Defies
detection. Waterproof.
Easilyapplied ; remains fi rm. No effect on
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will
Set of Ten, 20c. AH 5c and 10c stores.
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Learn Profitable Profession
, in QO days at Home
Earnings of Men and Womenin the fascinating-profession of Swedish Massag-e run as high as $4(J to
$70 per week but many prefer to open their own offices. Large incomes from Doctors, hospitals, sanitariums and private patients come to those who
qualify through our training. Reducing
done offers rich rewards for specialists.
Write for Anatomy Charts, and booklet
-They're FREE.
THE College of Swedish Massage
'-Ants
SB 30 E. Adams St., Oept. 761, Chicago
{Successor toNational College of Massage)

Lice
Fleas
•Aphids
Bedbugs
Crnb Lice
Potato Bu?s

One-Spot
Flea Killer
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Cabbnfe Worms
Mex. Benn Beetles

25c & 50c locally or 0. S. Co., Elkridge,

pic Rinc NOU' Only 48^s.^hc. Take Or.l.r*— Mai
sirip of p.ipcr f..r nnK mic.
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NO MONEY

RING CO- Opt. FE, 626 Vine St. Cincinnati, O.

FREE

ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully enlarge any snapshot, photo,
Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7
inches
FREE — if you
enclose
this ad
with 10c for return mailing. Information, on
hand tinting in natural colors with a FREE frame,
sent immediately. Your original returned with
your free enlargement. Look over your pictures
now and send your favorite snapshot or negative
today as this free offer is limited. DEAN
STUDIOS, Dept. 289, 118 N. 15th St.,
Omaha, Neb.

"Buy that guy out!" Hathaway yelled,
and in no time a unit manager made a
deal with the baker. For ten bucks a
day — in cash — he promised he'd stay a
good distance away from the shooting.
B

I haven't said anything much about
Andrea Leeds except a word or two
about her knitting, but I'm here to tell
you that gal's pretty much in this picture.
In fact, she's so much in it that Mr.
Goldwyn rigged up sleeping quarters on
the lot for her during the shooting. The
reason Mr. Goldwyn did this was because
Andrea had an acting chore in the Heif etzstarring production, They Shall Have
Music, which was unfinished when The
Real Glory began. Not only did Andrea
have sleeping quarters on the lot, but
her boss also hired three burly coppers
to stand guard throughout the night and
to play alarm clock in the morning. Without being compelled to make a twentymile trip to her home and back each day,
she manages to sleep an hour and a half
additional on the lot each night and
believe you me, shut-eye, and plenty of
it, is absolutely necessary when a girl is
working in two films at the same time.
Well, I put in two more full days of
extra-ing for United Artists despite my
injuries, and then I gave up my barrackroom, parade ground shenanigans to become a private citizen again. I'm all
through with Filipino Insurrections on
the Island of Mindanao. All through with
battling head-hunters with rubber bolos.
All through with juramentados, jungles,
lagoons, chickens and water buffaloes.
Take my word for it, Mr. Samuel Goldwyn
has produced a mighty thrilling picture
based on the Moro uprisings and has given
it a splendid cast and story — but as I may
have said, I'm through with soldiering for
an extra's pay.
Maybe I'll be through with house-keeping when I play house-keeping with The
House-keeper's
Roach studios. Daughter out at the Hal
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The face powder
with a light touch!

The modern miss knows that her
face powder, like her conversation,
should have a light touch. That's
why she chooses Luxor "FeatherCling," the face powder that sits
lightly — stays on smoothly. Luxor
is a delicately balanced, medium
weight
that won'tAll cake
streak. powder
Which shades?
five or
of
the season's smartest! Each 55^.
Rose Rachel is very popular.
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Ration

New
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UNIT
makes your

CURTAINS
stay clean
longer
Linit is the modern starch
... it penetrates the fabric
instead of merely coating
the surfacc.it restores the
original dressing that made
them so pretty when new.
Keep your curtains lovely
with Linit.

r p r r , Send post card for Linit Chart,
rniZCiit reveals the modern expert
method of home laundering. Address:
Corn Products Sales Co., Dept. F-10,
P. O. Box 171, Trinity Sta., N. Y. C.

Above, Ralph Byrd and his
wife, Virginia Carroll, in
their kitchen hard at work
on their favorite oyster dish.
Right, still working on the

For Bright, Healthy
Babies

oyster
next
film is stew.
S. O. S.Byrd's
Tidal Wave

If your baby isn't thriving, ask your doctor
about Horlick's the Origi nal Malted Milk. Thousands of physicians and grateful mothers have
attested to its successful use as
a diet for infants. Partially
pre-digested by malt enzymes.
Contains minerals and natural
vitamins of the milk and grain.
For sample send 3 cent stamp
to
Dept., Wis.
FWG-10,
Horlick's,
Racine
, or Montreal.Can.

Oysters "R" in Season

HORLICK'S

Dick Tracy proves to be just as much of
a hero in the kitchen as he is on the
screen and his tested recipes prove it

The Original Malted Milk
MAKE

EASY

MONEY

:^CHRISTmnSCRRD$
Housewives, office -workers, teachers, social orEamxalions
are cashing
heavily on our
"NEW with
CHAMPION"
assortment
of 21 in mapntficent
folders,
amazing
"MYSTERY CARD"— biccest sales-Duller of all time.
COSTS YOU 50c — SELLS ON SIGHT FOR Sl.OO
Actual Retail Value -•• *2. 85
Hand-Colored IH-foMcr "ETCHINGS" assortment sells
for Sl.OO. worth $2.70. Both assortments can be sold
Three Ways. BEST ON THE MARKET. 'Gift Wrappings',
'Religious'. 'Humorous*. 'Everyday*. 'Birthday', assort*
menis Can't Be Beat. Write Now. Sample "New Champion" Assortment On 'Aoprovai.
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A can of MEXENE Chill Powder Seasoning will work miracles with your menus
. . . serve MEXENE Hard Boiled Ekks,
Shrimp, Stow, Salads . . . different
American delights . . . Chili and other
Mexican Foods . . . thrill family and
guests with "From Mexico" flavor.

Send for New FREE Cook Book

Or, if your grocer does not have MEXENE, send us his
name and address with 10c to cover mailing, and we will
send postpaid a liberal size can MEXENE and new RARE
RECIPES "From Mexico".

WALKER'S AUSTEX
Dept. F93,

alio- WALKER'S
TAMALES-
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MEXICAN

CHILI CO.
Austin, Texas

AUSTEX
STYLE

chili-

BEANS

By BETTY

CROCKER

B

All you neighborhood
theatre .fans have
doubtless followed the

maybe

screen exploits of "Dick
Tracy," and I confess to
a fondness for this daring
detective, myself, so it was

who was VirandMrs.tellByrd,
them."
ginia Carroll of screen
fame, went through every
step of the process and
we photographed them at
the job. You can tell by
their expressions that they
considered it a treat! And
here is the recipe:

you ought to get

right down

to the ABC's

pleasurable (and profitable, too, as it turned out)
to meet the actor who plays
him on the screen. He is
Ralph Byrd, a southerner
and relative of Admiral Byrd, and it was
he who suggested telling Hollywood Magazine readers not to forget to serve oyster
stew now and then.

OYSTER STEW
1 pt. oysters
Vi cup butter (4 tbsp.)

"Home cooked oyster stew and beaten
biscuits are tops with me," he said, "but
so many people overlook the real secrets
of cooking
a stew southern
style that

1
Vz
1
%

pt. milk
cup cream
tsp. salt
tsp. pepper

Pick over the oysters, removing any
pieces of shell. Melt butter in a saucepan.
Add oysters and cook gently until edges
curl. Scald milk and cream and add to
the oysters. Season with salt and pepper
and any other seasonings desired. Let
stand several minutes to improve flavor,
and serve. AMOUNT:
4 servings.
In apartments, or in metropolitan areas
where homes are close together, the making of bona fide beaten biscuits would
undoubtedly result in complaints from
the neighbors. But, fortunately, the

full) . Dot with butter. If apples are not
very juicy, sprinkle a tbsp. of water over
them. Wet edge of under crust. Cover
with top crust. Press edges of top and
bottom crusts together and build up a
fluted edge. Bake on the lower shelf of
the oven until crust is golden brown and
apples are tender. Test with a fork or
wooden pick. If the top crust is inclined
to brown too much at the last, it may be
covered with paper. TIME: Bake 45 to

"Ranchito del Byrdio" (this isn't bad
Spanish — it's just that Ralph's nickname
happens to be "Byrdio"!) is sufficiently
isolated so that the Byrds' cook can pound
the biscuits to her heart's content without
a riot call being sent out in the San
Fernando Valley! And here is a modernized version translated into cups and
spoonfuls instead of quarts and pints:

heat to 350° F., moderate oven to finish
baking. AMOUNT: One deep 8- or
shallow 9-inch pie.

SOUTHERN

BEATEN

BISCUITS

3 cups all-purpose flour
1 tsp. salt
3 tbsp. shortening (part butter)
1 cup thin milk (cold)
Sift flour once before measuring. Sift
flour and salt together. Cut in shortening
fine with 2 knives or pastry blender. Add
cold milk, and mix thoroughly. Toss the
dough onto a board . . . and holding the
dough in just one hand, slap the dough
against the board for a full half hour, or
until the dough "pops" and "snaps," or
until it becomes very elastic and large
bubbles are visible just underneath the
surface. Place dough on a cloth-covered
board (using flour rubbed into cloth to
keep dough from sticking). Roll out to
% inch thickness, and cut with a cookie
cutter. Prick each biscuit with a fork.
Place on a cookie sheet, and bake in a
moderate oven, 350° F. for 30 minutes, or
until thoroughly done to the very center.
The sides of these biscuits should be white
but cooked, the tops and bottoms should
be brown. If well made and well baked,
these are easily digested and most palatable. Ifuncooked in the center, "slack
baked," they are very objectionable.
The idea of slapping the dough against
the bread board — as we do in our regular
bread recipe was conceived in our testing
kitchen as an easier method than hitting
the dough with a rolling pin the way the
old-fashioned cooks used to do. We
thought it worked beautifully.
For a dessert after an oyster stew,
nothing could be more acceptable than a
luscious apple pie. Here is a recipe that is
the result of long and careful experimentation in my testing kitchen:
OLD-FASHIONED

APPLE

PIE

Pastry for Two Crust Pie
6 medium-sized apples
Vz to 1 cup sugar (depending on
tartness of apples)
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 tbsp. butter
Line a deep pie pan with plain pastry
and chill while preparing apples. Pare,
core and slice cooking apples and mix the
sugar and cinnamon with them.
Fill the
unbaked crust with the apples (rounding

<E
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60 minutes. TEMPERATURE: 450° F.,
hot oven for first 10 minutes, reducing

PASTRY

FOR TWO

CRUST

PIE

1% cups all-purpose flour
Vz tsp. salt
V-2. cup shortening
Ice water (3 to 4 tbsp.)
Sift flour once before measuring. Sift
flour and salt together. Cut in shortening
with 2 knives or a pastry blender — leaving
some of the shortening in lumps the size
of giant peas. Add ice water. (Sprinkle
the water lightly — a little at a time — over
the flour and shortening. At first, blend
it in gently with a fork; then gather dough
together lightly with the fingertips. As
soon as you can make dough stay together,
you have plenty of water in it.) Round
up dough on cloth-covered board (using
flour rubbed into cloth to keep dough
from sticking) . Divide dough in half, and
roll out one-half to fit pan. Put into pan
very loosely to avoid stretching. Let pan
rest on table while cutting off extra pastry.
Chill thoroughly. Roll out second half of
dough for top crust of pie — leaving a
little extra to extend beyond edge of pan.
Fold in half — making several cuts through
which steam may escape. Unfold, place
on waxed paper, and chill thoroughly.
Fill under crust with desired filling. Wet
edge of under crust. Lay top crust gently
on top of filling — folding the extra rim of
pastry under the edge of lower crust.
Press the two edges together and build up
fluted edge. Bake. (Time and temperaused.)ture of baking depend on type of filling

FREE RECIPES
Betty Crocker's selection of 6 popular
autumn
pies — including
Grape
Pie,
Green Tomato Pie, Pumpkin and Pumpkin
Chiffon Pie, Mince Pie and Down
East
Deep Dish Apple Pie — are yours for the
asking. Just fill out the coupon
below
and find out how to make something different for these early autumn
dinners.
Betty Crocker,
Hollywood Magazine,
1501 Broadway,
New York City.
Please send me, without charge, your
recipes for Autumn Pies.
Name
Street
Town
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•Demonstration
Builders of the
NewhadYork
World's
Fair
Home
the same
window
shade problem millions of women face each
year. How to have the beauty and durability
of costly cloth shades without the price?
These experts found 55c Clopay Washables a perfect solution!
They're made of a remarkable cellulose
material processed to look like linen. Expensive oil-paint finish on both sides is 100%
washable with soap and water. No clay filling— thus, they won't pinhole, crack or fray.
Wear for years. Variety of colors, only 35c
each, 36"x6'size, complete on roller with
Edge-Saver brackets and shade button ; pullcord extra. (Larger sizes at slight added
cost.) See these Clopay Washables at 5c
& 10c and neighborhood stores. For color
samples send 3c stamp to Clopay Corp.,
1287 Clopay Square, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Yes, My Darling
Daughter
[Continued from page 29]

NOTE:

tJ^eaders
cfoclaana

,
that Mrs. Beery should have custody of
Carol Ann for six months, and Wally for
the other half of the year. That, at least
was half the fight won. But to Beery it
wasn't enough. When Carol Ann was away
from him, despair perched on his shoulder
like a carrion crow. He used to finger her
pictures, trying to re-capture all the joys
of the years she had been with him.
He put in a call to Reno, where his wife
had taken her. Then began a series of
correspondences and long distance calls.
He employed all the arguments at his
command. Then he offered the final one:
In her new life as Mrs. Albert J. Foyt,
his former wife would spend much of

(jrejev
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Did you know that 1 to 4 tablespoonsful of angostura bitters (aromatic) in a
little water, hot or cold, help relieve
periodic suffering? My doctor told me . . .
said it is soothing, gentle, and non-habitforming. Get a bottle next time you're
at your druggist. Learn the angostura
way to end periodic pain and discomfort.

BenuftFUL — PLBitic — c«»ineTJ
idget radio fits your pocket or purse.
'Weighs only 4 ozs. Smaller than
Igarette package! Receives stations
. ..'ith clear natural tone. NO CRYSTALS to adjust— NO UPKEEP— only
one moving part. WIRELESS. TUBELESS, BATTERYLESS! ENTIRELY
NEW PATENTED DESI-GN. Has enclosed geared luminous
dial for
tuning. Many owners report amazing reception andperfect
distance.

ONE

YEAR

GUARANTEE

Sent comDlete ready to listen with instructions for use in
homes, offices, hotels, boats, in bed, etc. TAKES ONLY A
SECOND TO CONNECT— NO ELECTRICITY NEEDED!
SLNPNO
MONEYlpay postman only $2.99 plus postatro
on arrival or send S2.99 (Check, M.O., Cash) and yours will
be sent complete postpaid. A most unusual value. ORDER
NOW!
MIDGET
RADIO
CO., Dept.
F-10,
Kearney,
Nebr.

Use Oatmeal
cleanser for

CHAPPED

SKIN

m

Lavena helps sootheand beautify
chapped skin. Cleanses without
irritation. Lavena is Oatmeal
Powder refined especially for use
as a daily cleanser . . . instead of
soap or cream. Excellent aid for
Oily Skin, too.
Get Lavena at leading 10c stores
today. For free information write
Lavena Corporation, Dept. 205,
141 W. Jackson, Chicago.
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SKINOACLEANS
TMEALER

Earn $25 a week
AS A

TRAINED

PRACTICAL

NURSE!

Practical nurses are always needed! Learn at home
in your spare time as thousands of men and women
— 18 to GO years of age — have done through Chicago
School op Nurstng. Easy-to-understand lessons,
endorsed by physicians. One graduate lias charge
of 10-bed hospital. Nurse Cromer of Iowa now runs
her own nursing home. Others prefer to earn S2.50
to $5.00 a day in private practice.
YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARNI
Mrs. B. C, of Texas, earned 3474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned $1900!
You, too, can earn good money, make new friends.
High school not necessary. Equipment included.
Easy payments. 40th year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO

SCHOOL

OF

NURSING

Dept. 810, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Please send free booklet and 10 Bample lesson pages
Name
Cit.v
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: Age
State

child's guardian doesn't alter the fact that
he
legal right to one-half of the child's
timehasonly.
And

it's this uncertainty, this knowledge that Carol Ann isn't completely his
which lies like ice in Beery's heart.
When Wally brought the girl back to
Hollywood they made many plans. I
saw them at the Brown Derby and they
were chattering away like two kids. Beery
looked up and winked. "I'm taking my
best girl to New York with me, and we're
talking it over now. What a shopping
bender she's going on. I feel the dent in
The next time I saw Beery, on the set of
my pocketbook already!"'
Thunder Afloat, his face was long.
"What about that trip?" I asked.
"It's off," he answered glumly.
The man
looked so unhappy, it wasn't fair to rub
it in by asking more questions.
Later I learned what had postponed the
gay vacation. Mrs. Foyt had come to
Hollywood. Since — legally — it was her
turn to have Carol Ann, there was nothing
for Beery to do but relinquish her.
That night, the sixteen-room house was
as lonely as a huge cave. Wally ambled
from one room to another. Silence hit
him.
The moment was ripe for retrospect, for
self-pity, for a rush of memories. His
thoughts that night, must have gone back
twenty years when he had lost the love
of another glamorous, exciting woman.
When he and Gloria Swanson had separated, he had lost interest in everything.
He had lost his job. He hadn't cared.
He had lost the will to fight. He wandered
around doing nothing, caring about nothing, until starvation had stared him in the

oeRmoii
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SKIN

TROUBLE)

Prove it yourself no matter
' how 3i* long
what youyou havehave suffered
tried.
Beautiful book on psoriaand
Dermoil
with
amazing, graphictrue
photoalso FREE. proof of results

SPOT
TEST.

Don't
mistake
__
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing
scaly Apply
skin
disease Psoriasis.
SEND
FOR
non-staining
Dermoil.
Thousands
do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
TRIAL
SIZE
Grateful users, often after
years
of suffering,
report
the scales
have
gone,
the
red patches gradually disappeared and they enjoyed the thrm
^^wi^^
of a clear skin again.
Dermoil
is
used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agreement
to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is refunded
wiiiM.nt ouestion. Genemus trial bottle sent FREE to those
who send in their Druggist's name and address. Make our
fanmus "One Spot Test"" yourself- Write today for your test
bottle. Print name plainly. Results may surprise you.
Don'tother
delay.
SoldDruggists.
by Liggett
a"d LABORATORIES,
Walgreen Drug Box
Stores
and
leading
LAKE
6.
Northwestern
Station,
Dept.
F-47,
Detroit,
Mich.

GENEROUS

FREE -

Are You Ear Conscious?
RomnncE pass you by because.

her time in New York. '"Carol Ann has
her friends here — her teachers — her
school. It would be cruel to rip her out
of her familiar surroundings."
Reluctantly, the ex-Mrs. Beery agreed.
Immediately, Wally flew to Reno and
brought the child back with him to Hollywood. News reporters immediately assumed that Wally had obtained permanent
custody of Carol Ann. But such is not
true. While his former wife has given
much of her share of the child to him,
legally she can step forward any time
during her six months' period and say,
"Carol Ann goes to me now."' The fact
that Wally has recently been made the

PSORIASIS

Men,
Women, ERRS
Youngsters
need no OUT?",
longer
YOUR
"STICK
suffer
this embarrassment.
NORMAL,
EAR application will effectively correct
the severest case of protruding
ears.
Nothing to be worn!
Not a mechanical
device! Nothing to be detected by anyone. Adds more to the neat, outward
appearancetion than
of carefully
those in arranged
need of hair,
correcfreshly
teethlessor bother.
clean,
shave . .brushed
. and with
If your beautician or barber is
unable to supply you . . . send
$1.00 forcation.several
appliMailed in months*
plain wrapper
. . . we pay postage.
NORMAL
EAR
PRODUCTS • FREE
P. 0. Box 244,
Santa Monica, California

/EXTRA
MONEY ^5
Start own year round business

*RITE
SAMPLES]

from home. Collect big advance
cash commissions and earn personal bonus garments.
Sell
Fntura lingerie, hosiery, housecoats, direct to
friends, neighbors. Experience unnecessary.
No investment. Exclusive opportunity. Request
free sales getting outfit, sample
materials,
money making details,
FUTURA
FASHIONS, 45 W. 18th St., Dept. S-l New York

Bookkeeper
_^

BECOME

AN EXPERT

New, better bookkeeping opportunities opening every
day. Jobs that pay well — and lead to still better jobs.
We train you to get them — and keep them! Previous
training not necessary. C. P. A. instructors cover everything from the ground up. Inexpensive. Write for free
book and special terms. No obligation. Address:
LaSalle

Extension University. Dept. 1030-H, Chicago,
A Correspondence Institution

III.

KILL THE HAIRROOT
Remove superfluous hair privately at home,
following
directions Method
with ordinary
care pre'and
6kill. ventsThe
positively
the hairMahler
from growing again
by killing
the hair root. The delightful relief will bring
happiness,
freedom45 ofyears
mind andsuccessful
greater success. Backed
use
all over
the by
world. Sendof 6c
in stamps
TODAY for Illustrated Booklet, "How to
Remove
Superfluous
D. J. Mahler
Co., Dept. Hair
56M. Forever."
Providence, R. I.

CORN

FREE

HAPPY

FEET

CORNS

ENTIRELY
K O
H L

E

EXTRACTED
R

ONE-NIGHT
CORN
SALVE /Tst^
PADS

and TAPEV

ONE TOUCH
DEODORANT

HERE
IS THE

Long-lasting freshness
easy
and safe as nose- powdering*
Dust away armpit
odor with Spiro.
No rubbing in, and
no waiting to dry.
Close-clinging powder protection
against both odor
and chafing (on
feet; sanitary napkins, too). Try it.

Spiro

WHAT WOUDN'T YOU GIVE to live
more normal life — unaffected by asthmatic attacks ? You can live more happily, more
comfortably — in spite of your affliction — if
you have Its
Dr. R.
Schiffman's
handy.
aromatic
fumesASTHMA
reduce DOR
the
severity of the attack — promote normal breathing. Get ASTHMADOR today at
your mixture
druggist'sform.
— powder,
pipe
For a cigarette,
free sampleor
write: R. SCHIFFMANN CO..
Los Angeles, Calif., Dept. A-G.
*€**''£

W5*

6^•m7tfoti$
DR.

R

SCHlfFMANN'S

ASTHMADOI
FREE

ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted with
new customers, we will beautifully enlarge one snapshot negative (film)
to 8x10 inches — FREE— if you enclose this
ad with 10c for handling and return mailing.
Information on hand tinting in natural colors
sent immediately. Your negative returned
with your free enlargement. Send it today.
Geppert Studios, Dept. 545, Des Moines, Iowa

Brand NEW!

r. 1 51

OnlyTrial—
| 9Easy Terms
up
10-Day
Guaranteed Brand New Latest REMINGTON CADET modelonly$l 9. 95
during this sensational sale. Also
Royal. Corona and famous Featherweight Portables at real moneysaving prices. Also standard full size office
models rebuilt and fully guaranteed at W savina.
SEND FOR BIG FREE CATALOG IN COLORS?

International Typewriter Eich.iiS.Tn70Sta£i

Have cash all the time.
Ifg easy. Show "America's
Favorite"Box 21-Assorted Christmas
] Cards to friends. Sells for $1. You I
make 50 cents. Everybody buys elad- |
ly. Many other easy-to-sell Christmas
I Assortments. Start earning at once.

face and snapped him back to action again.
Now it had happened again. Another
beautiful wife whom he couldn't hold . . .
He must have smiled wryly when he
looked into the mirror. Stevedore in
dinner clothes! Mulligan stew on a gold
plate! But that didn't mean that love
and the lasting responsibilities that come
with it— children, companionship, a common sharing of destinies — were to pass
him by completely. Out of his loneliness
and bitterness, Wally decided upon an
unconventional plan for the future. For
weeks he had been thinking of adopting
two more youngsters. It had been Carol
Ann's idea.
"I want sisters," she had said, jumping
up and down. "Sisters, not brothers. Boys
are too bossy. I want two sisters with
blond hair and blue eyes who have the

mum

15/mm mmy,
..AND
LOOK
TEN
YEAR S YQUN CER
• Now, at home, you can
quickly andeaslly tinttelltale streaks of gray to a natural-appearing shade — from
lightest blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small
brush does it — or your money back. Used for 27 years by
thousands of women (men, too) — Brownatone is guaranteed harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent
is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting
— does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
SOc at drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee.
Retain your youthful charm. Get BROWNATONE today.
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BETTY: I don't know which is worse
constipation or the remedy!

SALLY: You're silly to punish
yourself
that way. Why don't you try Ex-Lax?

same birthday as mine!"
At the time, Wally had laughed. Imagine having three Carol Anns!

/

Imagine
And
why— not!
Why not, indeed. If one Carol Ann
gave him so much happiness, three Carol
Anns ... It was simple arithmetic.
The night was ripe for thinking. Wally
made many plans. He went from room
to room. Emptiness met him. It was
possible that six months out of the year,
the house would be that lonely.
That decided it. Telling me about it
later, he said, "At least
I will adopt will be with
No one," and the Big Guy
frightened, "no one can

^

^fc

BETTY: Ex-Lax? You expect that to work
for me ... a little chocolated tablet?
SALLY: Don't let its pleasant taste deceive you. Ex-Lax is a dependable laxative— thorough and effective 1

the other girls
me all the time.
actually looked
take them from

Wally hopes to find these two lucky
little girls and make them part of his
family by the fall. By then, too, he hopes
to have Carol Ann back with him.
Beery
me." and daughters!
It should be incongruous, I guess — but
somehow it isn't — to picture the Big Guy
walking through life with three fragilely
golden girls clinging to him.
There is some moral justice there, too,
I think. Some comfort in the thought that
the big, awkward hulky Beery who never
got to first base with the elegant ladies
will find that in the mellowness of his
life he's top guy with one — probably
three — ladies who see beyond glamour and
into the heart of a man.

BETTY: No more strong, bad-tasting laxatives for me! That Ex-Lax was just the
thing. It fixed me up fine!
SALLY: What did I tell you! We've used
Ex-Lax in our family for over 30 years.

The action of Ex-Lax is thorough,
yet gentle! No shock. No strain. No
weakening after-effects. Just an easy,
comfortable bowel movement that
brings blessed relief. Try Ex-Lax next
time you need a laxative. It's good
for every member of the family.
10* and 25*

CROSSWORD F |PUZZLE
|
SOLUTION

■ Christmas Cards, moderately pric

WETMORE & SUGDEN, Inc., Dept. 590, I
749 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.
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WATCH

FREE

with

every ring ordered NOW
and paid for in one year,
on our new easy two $2
payment
plan both
(total ring
only
$'4'
— includes

and watch. ) Simulated
diamonds set in Lifetime
Sterling Silver. Wear 10
days on approval. WE
TRUST YOU— Send NO
Money with order. We
ship at once. No charge
for credit.
Gold Standard
Watch
Co.. C-3910.
Newton,
Mass.
In
Canada: G. S. Watch Co., C-3910 Empire Bldg.. Montreal.
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The Weil-Dressed Cowboy
H

There was a lot of last minute
packing for Gene Autry before he
left Hollywood for his personal appearance tour of Great Britain. Above and
left, you see him with Mrs. Autry
making a selection from his large number of beautiful boots. Above and right,
the horse-trailer that is known throughout this country. Left, even if you are
a star and carry hand-tooled luggage,
things still get left out. Right, practising
sea chanteys, no doubt, for that ocean
ride. Below, the world traveller in his
study and taking the last look for some
weeks at his California garden.
Autry fans will be cheering their hero
in two Republic pictures while he is in
England, Colorado Sunset, and the colorful story, In Old Monterey. When he
returns he will co-star with Jane Withers
in the 20th Century-Fox picture, Jubilo.
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LOVES A WOMAN! From
RMAN
that situation comes the real drama
of life. Novels and stage plays are
mere imitations. The real life story is
the one that fascinates a reader as no
fiction story can.
For twelve months a publisher has been
searching the world over for the best of
these dramatic, romantic true life stories.
This publisher knew that when he secured these stories he could publish the
most fascinating magazine in existence.
Now, more than a year after the search
was started, enough stories of truly superior quality, every one of them about
real flesh and blood men and women,
have been found to start monthly publication of the magazine.
The name of the new magazine:
REAL LIFE STORY. It will be on
sale everywhere Sept. 15 for 10c.
In this sensational new magazine you
will find gripping true love stories as
told by the people who really lived the
experiences they relate. These stories
are LIFE. They are not sugar coated.
They are grim, often tragic, told intimately, with the natural ability anyone
has to tell his own experiences for the
entertainment and guidance
of others.
Some of the stories related occurred
in the silk and satin surroundings of the
rich. Others have as their background
the poverty-ridden tenements of a big
city slum. Still others happened in the
farm country, or where ranchers fight
drouth and famine. No matter where
the story was lived, passion has risen in
human breasts to bring happiness or
tragedy— sometimes both.
Have your newsdealer save a copy of
the first issue for you. This magazine
will not publish serials. There will be a
complete, book-length story in each issue.
Watch for :

^J***"
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10c HT DLL nEUUSSTMlDS SEPTEMBER
fED
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LIGHT UP

. . . that's always a signal for
more smoking pleasure
All around you, you'll see that friendly
white package . . . that means more and more
smokers everywhere are agreed that Chesterfields
are milder and better-tasting . . .for everything you
want tn a cigarette, CHESTERFIELD WINS

Copyright 1939, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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ONLY 5 CENT MOVIE MAGAZINE IN THE WORLD

HOLLYWOOD

NOVEMBER

in fashion's
newestIrresistible
shades . brings
. . blue you
pinklipsticks
and flash
red . . .
the colors being worn by debutantes. — For a
perfect blend of beauty and smartness buy
both these new shades of flattering Irresistible
lipstick — and be prepared to match your lips
to your every costume! ~ Blue Pink and Flash
Red add such allure to your lips, that you
really ought to try them. — But remember —
to complete your color make-up — there is the
same shade of irresistible Rouge and Face
Powder to match each shade of lipstick.
You'll adore, too, the fragrance of irresistible perfume. Try it today — on your skin, your
hair, your clothing— you'll never again be without it!All Irresistible preparations are certified
pure. Only 101 each at all 5 and 101 stores.
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SHE THOUGHT:
SHE SHOULD

HAV

BLAMED

HER
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She was a Perfect Housekeeper. Certainly nobody could say she neglected her
home. She kept that always fragrantly clean.

. .. a Wonderful Cook. She never neglected ... an Ideal Mother. Her youngster was
to have her meals tempting, dainty — and she always clean, sweet, immaculately cared for.
always served them piping hot.
No one could say he was unkempt.

*»

fe-

* Hygiene
Yet he became Indifferent. Yes, it seemed
as if the only neglect was on his side. She
sought vainly for the reason.

Let "Lysol" Help YOU to
Avoid this One Neglect
IF you yourself are in doubt on the
important subject of intimate
feminine hygiene — ask your doctor
about "Lysol".
For half a century "Lysol" has
earned the confidence of many doctors, nurses, clinics, and wives, as a
clean, wholesome preparation for
feminine hygiene use. Some of the
reasons are . . .
I —Non-Caustic . . . "Lysol", in the proper
dilution, is gentle and efficient, contains no
harmful free caustic alkali.

She thought: "Another Woman". .. the first *She neglected her person. The ONE
and natural thought of every "neglected" wife. NEGLECT no husband can ever forgive. She
But in this instance she was wrong.
should have used "Lysol" for feminine hygiene.

2 — Effectiveness . . . "Lysol" is a powerful
germicide, active under practical conditions,
effective in the presence of organic matter
(such as dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).
3 — Spreading . . . "Lysol" solutions spread
because of low surface tension, and thus virtually search out germs.
4 — Economy. . ."Lysol" is concentrated, costs
only about one cent an application in the

I889-50th ANNJVERSARY-1939

proper dilution for feminine hygiene.
5 — Odor . . . The cleanly odor of "Lysol"
disappears after use.
6 — Stability . . ."Lysol" keeps its full strength
no matter how long it is kept, how often it
is uncorked.
What

Every Woman

Should Know

SEND
COUPON
FOR
"LYSOL"
BOOKLET
Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
Dept. H-911,
Bloomfield, N. J., U. S. A.
Send me free booklet "Lysol vs.
Name^
which tells the many uses of "Lysol".

Germs"

City_
Street
.Stale.
FOR

FEMININE

HYGIENE

Copyright 1939 by Lelin & Fink Products Corp.
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BABES,, ARMS
with CHARLES WINNINGER • GUY KIBBEE
JUNE PREISSER • GRACE HAYES • BETTY
JAYNES • DOUGLAS McPHAIL • RAND
BROOKS -. LENI LYNN • JOHN SHEFFIELD
Screen Play by Jack McGowan and Kay Van Riper.
Directed by Busby Berkeley • Produced by Arthur Freed

A METRO -GOLDWYN- MAYER

PICTURE

. . . and the best of music! Hear:
"BABES IN ARMS" and "WHERE and WHEN" by
Rodgers & Hart," GOD'S COUNTRY" by Arlen & Harburg,
"GOOD MORNING ' ' by Nacio Herb Brown & Arthur Freed.
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By

ELMER

There's something O. Henry-ish about
the marriage of Brian Aherne and Joan
Fontaine. For a year now, Donald Crisp
has been trying to promote a match between Brian, whom he admires tremendously, and Olivia de Havilland, whom he
loves as a daughter. A few months ago,
Brian gave a party for his parents who
were visiting him in Hollywood. He invited Olivia; Olivia took sister Joan. And
that's how it happened.

day, three months earlier,
her — of all things — a check!

|

around my head to cover it up. Now I'll
probably wear nothing else." . . . Saw
Nancy Kelly at Earl Carroll's in a new
trick. Instead of wearing wide and intricate necklaces with her strapless evening gown, Nancy dotted the expanse of
neck and shoulders with silver metallic
cloth stars that paste right onto the skin.
And how they gleamed under those romantic Carroll lights . . . Ann Sheridan
showing up at the Jack Warner birthday

H

tifeA ojj Lnomanee
WITH THIS AMAZING

NEW/fer
Here's the "perfect" mascara you've always
hoped for! This revolutionary new improved
WINX Mascara is smoother and finer in texture—easier to put on. Makes your lashes
seem naturally longer and darker. Your eyes
look larger, brighter... sparkling "like stars!"
New WINX does not stiffen lashes— leaves
them soft and silky! Harmless, tear-proof,
smudge-proof and non-smarting.
WINX Mascara, Eyebrow Pencil and Eye
Shadow (in the new packages) are Good
Housekeeping approved. Get them at your
favorite 10$ store —
today!

Money-Back
Guarantee!

SUNFIELD

Most informal and gayest party of the
month was the one Barbara Stanwyck
threw for Bob Taylor on his 29th birthday.
The place cards alone had the guests in
giggles. Instead of the conventional cards,
there were favors indicating the guests'
pet hobbies. Fred MacMurray found a tiny
train at his plate, his wife Lillian a garden
sprinkling can; a deck of cards for Zeppo
Marx and a little golf bag for Marian
Marx; a tractor, horse and plow for Leslie
Fenton and Ann Dvorak who have really
gone rural; a book of poems for Mary Livingston and a tiny violin for Jack Benny.
Bob and Barbara had tiny horses. While
everyone else was served cake, Jack
Benny got a box of jello, a pint of hot
water, a large spoon and a bowl with a
card reading: "For some time now you've
been telling us how easy it is. Now show
us!" During the dinner Barbara received
a wire from her son, Dion. "Much happiness to you both." The Taylors certainly
are a practical pair. Barbara's gift to Bob
was — two suits! And on Barbara's birth-

|

Bob

handed

On the Glamour Front: Joan Crawford sporting turbans on her noggin

these days without a strand of hair showing and looking more exciting than ever.
The turbans started as an accident, but
now Joan says she'll stick to them. Joan
had her hair cut short a few months ago.
Didn't like it. "So I draped a turban

party
gown,
hung
Scout
them

wearing a bare-around-the-middle
topped with a turban. Enough men
around her all night to start a Boy
troop . . . Mary Martin really had
gaping when she appeared at Hollywood Park Turf Club in the afternoon in
a bright, kelly green silk jersey sport frock
with her bare midriff showing between
waist and skirt.
Dolores Del Rio's new evening gown is
white chiffon over a flesh-colored slip.
Looks exactly like white chiffon over
nothing but Dolores . . . but for stark,
unimitable glamour, the prize goes to Hedy
Lamarr, who lived up to her reputation

Amazing new WINX is
guaranteed to be the
finest you've ever used.
If not more than satisfied, return your purchase to Ross Co., New
York, and get your
money back.

Now DOUBLE Your Allure
with New WINX Lipstick!
WINX LIPSTICK gives your lips glamour
. . . makes them appear youthful, moist . . .
the appeal men cannot resist! Comes in 4
exotic, tempting colors. Is non-drying—
and STAYS ON FOR
HOURS. For a new thrill,
wear the Raspberry WINX
LIPSTICK with the harmonizing Mauve WINX
Eye Shadow. Fascinating!
Get WINX LIPSTICK, at
10$ stores, today!

MifWax LIPSTICK
WITH WINX EYE MAKEUP!

Tyrone Power, with camera on one arm and his bride, Annabella on the other, visiting
the Coliseum during honeymoon tour of Europe before "The War of Nerves" started
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Your bright young correspondent's hands are quite
black and blue from pounding on the Paramount!
doors, begging for a preview of "Jamaica Inn," the
new Paramount release starring our special screen

<^Wr
^^alSftS-^ ''

favorite Charles Laughton, and directed by the one
and only Alfred Hitchcock. But every black and
blue mark is a cherished possession now.

For I've seen "Jamaica Inn" and it is all that I'd hoped for. Laughton has
an even grander role than his Captain Bligh, or Javert, as Sir Humphrey
Pengallan, a glorious rogue in a top hat, who directs the thrilling activities
of a crew of cutthroats who wreck ships on the English coast and turn
over their spoils to Sir Humphrey. Maureen O'Hara, Laughton's own discovery, isall he claims her to be. In short, Pommer-Laughton Mayflower
Productions have made this exciting Daphne du Maurier novel into an
even better screen drama.

"WHAT

A LIFE"

If you've seen the stage play "What a Life," or listened to the adventures
of Henry Aldrich on the radio, you're prepared for the treat Paramount
has in store for you in the new picture, "What a Life." Jackie Cooper is, of
course, the perfect choice for young Henry. And Betty Field is so delightful
as Henry's Best Girl that Paramount has already signed this young Broadway actress for the lead in Booth Tarkington's "Seventeen." Frankly, I
haven't had so much fun since my last high school dance as I had watching
Henry, his mother, and all his teachers tangle in the true-to-life schoolday
adventures of "What a Life." Jay Theodore Reed deserves a lot of credit
for making the finest school comedy brought to the screen in years.

"HONEYMOON
< ■: !

IN BALI"

Suppose you were a very beautiful and very successful young New York
career woman, with plenty of social and economic independence; would you
think a husband necessary? Madeleine Carroll, as such a young lady in
Paramount's "Honeymoon in Bali," gives a very definite "no" to that question. Even charming Allan Jones, as an opera singer who can make most
girls' hearts go pit-a-pat, gets a cold shoulder from Madeleine. Then along
comes Fred MacMurray, the adventurous charmer from Bali, boasting of the
five Balinese beauties who love to mend his socks, gives Madeleine a Balinese kiss . . . and whammmmmm! P. S. Little Paramount starlet Carolyn
Lee, under the expert direction of Edward H. Griffith, is wonderful as that
wonderful Babe from Bali.

Call your

theatre

and ask them when these Paramount

Pictures, mentioned by Miss Grant, will play. Remember: If it's
a Paramount Picture, it's the best show in town.
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Looking enough alike to be brother and sister, lovely Virginia Fields and handsome
Richard Greene, who are no relation, smile for the cameras as they leave the formal
opening
of his latest film for Twentieth
Century-Fox,
Stanley
and Livingstone

when she attended the premiere of Lady
of the Tropics wearing a diamond in the
center of her forehead. The stone was
affixed with a five-cent bobby pin!
FINGERNAIL-CAP on each bottle
is colored with the polish itself —
AND is same size, shape and contour as your own fingernail ! What a
revelation to CHOOSE YOUR COL-.
ORS BY THE PATENT FINGERNAIL! Do it today. Hold DuraGloss Fingernail beside your finger.
The best way to get the exact color
you want ! You'll never use ordinary
polish, once you've tried Dura-Gloss
— it "goes on" so much better, and
wears so much longer — get it today,
10c. Also a 25c Professional package.

DURA-GLOSS
Lorr Laboratories,

Paterson, N. J.

H

Nan Grey was listening to a radio
account of the Hollywood Derby at
Hollywood Park on the set of The Under-

pup. When news of Jack Westrope's victory came over the air, Nan let out a whoop
and a holler. Eleven-year-old Gloria Jean
heard the cry and later told her mother,
"Mother, Nan Grey's husband just won
the Brown Derby."
B

If there is a dual personality in Hollywood, that person is Constance Bennett.
It's difficult to conceive of the shrewd,
brittle, social Bennett as a doting mother.
But few people knew that Connie was
keeping secret the presence of a little girl,
named Linda, in her household. She
guarded the fact because she didn't want
the child's life made difficult from the
start by publicity. Adoption papers are

already going through the mill to make
Linda
legally
A friend
Connie's
once said,
whenhers.
la Bennett
wasof being
put
on the pan for being cold, "Believe me, the
world has never seen the smile that Constance gives to her son, Peter."
| Imagine Madeleine
Carroll's
embarrassment when she had
to announce
divorce action against Captain Philip
Astley just at the time she was working
in Are Husbayids Necessary. In fact, the
little lady was so disturbed by the coincidence that she insisted that Paramount
change the title. At first, the studio bosses
took her request lightly, but they didn't
know how serious Madeleine was. She insisted. In order to find a title as boxofficey as Are Husbands Necessary, they
offered a cash award for a suitable substitute. Fifty dollars is the usual amount
paid for title suggestions, when an interoffice campaign is held at the studio. This
time the prize was $500. Now you and I will
see it as Honeymoon in Bali.
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FACTORY
GUARANTEED
NEW

REMINGTON

When Barbara Stanwyck and Robert
Taylor left the Pantages Theatre
alter Golden Boy was previewed, they
managed to make a flying dash to their car.
But later, a persistent fan managed to

that

catch them outside of Earl Carroll's. "I'm
nobody," teased Barbara. "That's all
right," answered the girl. "If you're with
Robert Taylor, I want your name in my

for Walter Wanger. "Clothes are like
manners," he says, "the more simple and
unaffected they are, the better the im-

9

complicated

things

do

not

photo-

strikinglycameraman
or well." has just finThe graph
veteran
ished photographing Eternally Yours,
starring Loretta Young and David Niven,

pression their owner makes."

NOISELESS
H

^s^

PORTABLE

AS LITTLE AS

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER

LAST! The famous Remington
Noiseless Portable that speaks, in
a whisper is available for as little as
10c a day. Here is your opportunity to
get a real Remington Noiseless Portable factory guaranteed. Equipped with
all attachments that make for complete
writing equipment. Standard keyboard.
Automatic ribbon reverse. Variable line
spacer and all the conveniences of the
finest portable ever built. PLUS the
NOISELESS feature. Act now while
this special opportunity holds good.
Send coupon TODAY for details.

AT

YOU

DON'T

RISK

A PENNY

We send the Remington Noiseless Portable direct to you with 10 days' FREE
trial. If you are not satisfied, send it
back. WE PAY ALL SHIPPING
CHARGES.

GREATEST TYPEWRITER
BARGAIN
IN 10 YEARS
Imagine a machine that
speaks in a whisper. ..
that can hardly be
heard ten feet away.
You can write in a library, a sick room, a
Pullman berth without
the slightest fear of
disturbing others. And
in addition to quiet its
superb performance
literally makes the
words seem to flow
from
the
machine.

Equipped with
allmake
attachments that
for complete writing
equipment, the Remington Noiseless Portable
prodiuces manifolding
and stencil cutting of
exceptional character.
Furnished in black with
shining chromium attachments. Find out
about this special offer
without obligation.
Mail coupon today!

■ Bette Davis' personal sacrifices for her
role in Elizabeth and Essex have been
book."
reaching out into her private life. In order
to achieve the high Elizabethan forehead,
she had her hairline shaved back two
inches. This was all right for the picture,
but in private life she looked like an egg
that had started to sprout. "You must
make me a wig to cover my forehead," she
wailed to Perc Westmore. "I can't go any
place looking like this." Westmore delivered a wig to her two days later. "It
matches perfectly," Betty whooped. "It
should," chuckled Perc, "it's made of your
own hair." Westmore had saved Bette's
hair when she cut it short in the baby
bob style for just such an emergency.
|

Never wear a radical style, do your
hair in a revolutionary way, or try
unusual make-up tricks if you wish to be
chic and beautiful.
This is the advice of Merritt Gerstad,
Hollywood cameraman for twenty-three
years and former art student, who has at
one time or another photographed all the
reigning screen beauties.
"The problem of hairdressers, costumers, dress designers and make-up men in
Hollywood," Gerstad says, "is to make
beauty simple and unaffected rather than
complicated. Because they have found out

They're still laughing about the test
that Charlie Ruggles made for Balalaika. Experienced actors hate tests.
Charlie posed like a good boy, then looked

straight into the camera and said, "Look,
I've made thousands of these blanketyblank
things
they'reDotheyou
bunk.
get down
to and
business.
want Let's
me
or don't you?" When the test was run off,
the studio heads laughed as hard as they
do atthea Marx
has
job. Brothers musical. Yeah, he

9

This is something Ann Sothern tells
on herself. Ann, you may remember,

won her first spurs on the musical comedy stage as Harriette Lake, dancing ingenue. The other night, she went to the
Hermosa Beach Club to watch her sister,
Zoe Richards, try out some songs with a
jitterbug band. A high school boy asked
Ann for a dance. Ann is a good sport,
and so she said, "Yes, indeedy." The boy
got her out in the middle of the floor, then
bawled her out. "Whoever told you you
could dance?" he yelled, and left her to
get himself another partner.
|

Hollywood's own radio show, the Gulf
Screen-Guild Theatre, which last year
earned $220,000 for The Motion Picture
Relief Fund, returns to the Columbia network Sunday, September 24. The con-

FREE - Touch Method Instruction Book
With your New Remington Noiseless Portable wo will
send you — absolutely FREE— a 24-page typing instruction book featuring the Touch System, used bv all
expert typists. It is simply written and completely illustrated. Instructions are as simple as A. B, C. Follow
these instructions during the 10-Day Trial Period
we giye you with your typewriter and you will wonder
why you ever took the trouble to write letters by
hand. You will be surprised how easy it is to learn
to type on the fast Remington Noiseless Portable.

SPECIAL-CARRYING

CASE

Also under this new Purchase Plan we will send you
along with your Remington Noiseless Portable a special carrying case sturdily built of 3-ply wood. This
handsome case is covered with heavy Du Pont fabric.
The top is removed by one motion, leaving the machine firmly attached to the base. This makes it
easy to use your Remington anywhere — on knees, in
chairs, on trains. Don't delay... send in the coupon
for complete details!

SEND

COUPON

WHILE

LOW

PRICES

HOLD

Remington Rand Inc.
Dept .235-11
4C5 Washington St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Tell me. without obligation, how to get a Free Trial of
a new Remington Noiseless Portable, including Carrying
Case and Free Typing Booklet for as little as 10c a day.
Send Catalogue.
Name

■

Address
City

10

State.

Olivia de Havilland and Pat Di Cicco have a gay time at dinner at the Trocadero,
and Pat swears that the cause for laughter is NOT Olivia's newest idea of a hat

'
^ . v.

JEFFERSON

No doubt about it, Janet Gaynor will
never have to worry about her clothes
pleasing her husband, because he will
design them himself. He is Gilbert
Adrian, famous for wardrobes he has
created for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stars

tract for the new series was signed by
representatives of the Fund, headed by
Jean Hersholt, president; Ralph Morgan,
president of the Screen Actors' Guild;
Walter Wanger, Ralph Block; Conrad
Nagel and representatives of the Gulf Oil
Corporation, the sponsor.
Once again, leading stars, writers, and
directors of the screen world will contribute their services, free, throughout
the season. Once again, the sponsor will
donate $10,000 weekly to the fund being
raised to build a home for the aged and
needy of the motion picture industry.
Supporting organizations which co-op■ erate with the Relief Fund in this enterprise include the Screen Actors' Guild,
the Screen Writers' Guild, and the Screen
Directors' Guild. The program is endorsed by the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America.
At the end of the new series, well over
half a million dollars will be paid in, and
construction of the home will be started,
bringing to realization a dream of many
years.
The general fund provides medical and
dental services, clothing and direct help
for the needy. Last March there were 535
cases on the Fund's books, which resulted
in direct aid to 1,338 people. Of these 535
cases 228 were actors, 139 were extras,
and 46 were directors.
In addition, the Fund's medical and
dental service offers free professional
attention and hospitalization to those
actors who cannot pay. They are given
first-class treatment in the city's best
hospitals.
[Continued on page 53]

'ut of the hearts of its people
. . . out of the very soil of America .
great director creates his most stirring, human drama ... of an unsophisticated young man with a dream in his heart ... of a woman
who helps make his dream come true . . . and of the laughter, the
love, the pain, and the joy they share in this everyday business of
living! Stirring ... in the seeing! Precious ... in the remembering!
Enacted by one of the most perfect casts ever assembled!

FRANK

CAPRA^

MR. Smith Goes To Washington
co-starring

JAMES

JEAN
ARTHUR

•

STEWART

Claude RAINS ■ Edward ARNOLD • Guy KIBBEE ■ Thomas MITCHELL • Beulah BONDI
Directed by FRANK

CAPRA
• Screen play by SIDNEY
A Columbia
Picture

BUCHMAN
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Battle
of the
Century
By

GORD

ON

B

Don't tell Don Ameche I told you, but
Alice Faye said he was a termite!

Don't tell Alice Faye, either, but Don
said Alice was a she-devil, and a vixen, and
should be exterminated like a cockroach!
People say they're really the best of
friends. It's just that they have funny
ways of showing it, that's all. Like when
Alice caught Don in the mush with a
custard pie, on the Hollywood Cavalcade
set. And it wasn't in the script, either!
But it began further back than that. It
began 'way back when Don and Alice
were working together in In Old Chicago.
Time was hanging a little heavy, so Don
went adventuring in Alice's dressingroom. Everything looked so neat and
pretty! Don thought: "No dressing-room
should look that nice!" So, he proceeded
to do something about it. First, it was the
curtains. They were much too freshlooking, all starched and prim and staring him in the face. Definitely too dainty
for a woman of the world, like Alice. So
Don yanked them down, and tossed them
on the floor. Much better, thought Don,
to himself.

HARR

INGT

ON

Don Ameche is famous for
his practical joking. Alice
Faye is known far and wide
for her sense of humor. Now
both are mad and both are
working at proper reprisals

"I'll tell him what happened after that!
Do Alice
you remember,
DEAR?" But Don redidn't remember.
membered.
"You went over and visited my dressingroom, dear! And you weren't playing,
either, were you, dear? You just wrecked
the place, that's all. And then you went
and sewed up the sleeves of all my coats,
didn't you, dear? Oh, you were so cute!
Then you smeared garlic all over the place,

"But," said Alice, as we
Hollywood Cavalcade set,
was just
warmingscorn
up,
There ently,
was
definitely

talked on the
"Don, apparatin that
her stage!"
voice.

"Before the viper was through," she went
on, "my beautiful little dressing-room
looked as though a cyclone had passed
through it.
"Skirts, blouses (and even more personal things), were draped all over the
place. They hung from pictures, mirrors,
flower-pots and lamp-shades. The rug was
rolled up, and dangled part way out the
window. Chairs and tables lay face-down
on the floor, with their legs sticking up
in the air, getting ready to kick at me. My
make-up kit was in the wastebasket. All
my stockings wee tied up in knots, swimming-hole fashion; and there was such a
cute drawing on the face of my dressingtable mirror! — a queer little figure — I
don't know whether it was supposed to
be man, woman, or beast— etched in chalk,
with its hands over its heart, saying: 'I
love you, Alice.'
"Well, I love you, too— Don Ameche!"
Don sat in a camp chair nearby, pretending not to listen. His elbows were on his
knees, and he looked first at the floor, then
up at the ceiling, and whistled.
Alice continued: "I LOVE you, Don, do
you HEAR? I love you like a COBRA,
Don finally looked over, unperturbed,
and spoke,
"Well, dear! . . . have you
you rat!"
Alice pouted and turned her back.
finished?"
"Because if you have," Don went on,

didn't you, baby? And you closed the
windows, and the doors, so that beautiful
aroma would stay in there. Or maybe you
don't remember that, either."
Alice shuddered, then toyed with her
hair, as though she weren't interested.
"And what happened after that, baby?"
A leer was creeping into those deep brown
Ameche eyes. ". . . But I'm sure I'll have to
remind you of what happened then, dear!
I'm sure that you wouldn't remember. It
was about then I caught you at it, dear.
And it was about then, dear, that I locked
you in, so you could be alone with that
lovely, fragrant garlic! You remember,
dear.
Of course you remember
. . ."

But Alice had to go powder her nose.
END OF ROUND 1. SCORE: Ameche
one up on Faye.
Alice was really burned, after that
one. Everyone in the In Old Chicago
location company was riding her, and the
news even got to Hollywood. Alice knew
she had to do something big to live that
one down. And the sooner the better, too.
So . . . when she and Don were cast in

NEW-SMART-BEAUTIFUL

B

certified retail value$1.25

only
lie
ing \
-X

Alexander's Ragtime Band, she went out
to get even — but with a vengeance!
"Do you remember Alexander's Ragtime Band?" she queried, looking fondly
over at Don.

ANSi

It was as though she had asked, "Do
you remember the measles?" Don winced,
and occupied himself with a script.
"Well, then, I'll remind you, dear! You
were still up to your old tricks, dear. You
threw firecrackers at me. That's what you
did! Your former successes had gone to
your head, dear. And you thought you
could get away with anything. Didn't you,
my little bluejay? And you made faces £t
me, while they were shooting our mcst
intimate scenes. And you sent me the
loveliest bouquet of vegetables, didn't you,
Donsy-Wonsy? Oh, you were having such
a swell time! But what happened after
that, my pet? Did you find your most
expensive shoes nailed to the floor, one
fine morning? With big spikes right
through the soles? Or was I dreaming?
And what did your pretty little roadster
look like, after somebody whose name
begins with "A" got through with it, a few
days later? Do you remember, Donsy?
Well, I'll remind you about that, too. There
was a plaster statue sitting in the driver's
seat, dear. And beside him was a flock
of watermelons . . . and an old stove . . .
and a fire hose . . . But, shall I go on,
dear?"
END OF ROUND
up on Ameche.

2 SCORE:

Faye one

B

Then came preparations for the Alexander's' Ragtime Band premiere, to be
held in San Francisco. Alice was hot on
Don's trail by this time.
A half -hour before the special train was
to leave for the North, she appeared before

Don's drawing-room with two porters. One
of them maneuvered a crate of chickens,
and the other had several boxes of eggs
under his arm.
"In there," instructed Alice, with the
utmost seriousness. And she pointed to
Don's drawing-room. The porters obeyed
her commands — with a slight hesitancy —
leaving the crate of chickens on the floor,
with the gate open, and distributing the
eggs all over the place.
"Well," chirped Alice, as she proceeded
to tell me what happened then, "you
should have seen the expression on
Donsy's face, when he opened the door!
Some of the chickens were nice enough
to fly up at him. Others sauntered about,
pecking at the rug, trying out the windowsill, the seats, and even the baggagehammock overhead. All of them were
cackling their heads off. And where you
didn't see chickens, you saw eggs! My,
was Don's face red?"
And Don's face was red as Alice told

MAIL
THIS
COUPON

to CORN PRODUCTS SALES CO., P.O.Box 171, Trinity Station, New York, N. Y.— Department F-11
Enclosed herewith is fifty cents in rj CHECK
□ MONEY ORDER and a Karo Label. Please send the KARO PITCHER to
NAME,
ADDRESS
CITY
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This offer, good only hi the United States, expires January 31, 1940. It is void in the states
of Idaho, Nevada, Montana and Kansas
.STATE.

This is the way Alice Faye's dainty dressing room looked after the whimsical Mr.
Ameche had finished fixing it up. End of Round 1. Score: Don Ameche one up on
Alice Faye. Look below for finish of Round 2. Read this story for the rest of the battle

DENTYNE
YOUR
SI

HELPS

KEEP

Jimples or no dimples, your
smile is handsomer when you let
Dentyne help keep your teeth
brighter, more lustrous! Dentyne
is the chewier gum recommended by so many dentists —
it gives teeth healthful exercise
not provided by modern soft
foods — helps keep teeth clean
and polished too! Chew Dentyne
daily for healthier mouth,
brighter teeth !

about it, too. But, then . . . Don made
his comeback.
". . . And then what happened, Alice,
my love? Do you remember what happened after that, my pet?"
If he'dthem.
had mustachios, I think he'd have
curled
"Do you, by any chance, recall dinner
that evening?" he went on. ''What was it
I had
for dinner a that
evening?"
He hesitated
moment,
then went on,

—as but
slowly.
though
it were all coming back to him
"Oh yes, I remember. It was roast
chicken,
dear. YOU
remember, don't
Roast chicken
and scrambled
eggs! you?
And
I had lots of guests, too. But you didn't
join me, that
did evening,
you, dear?wereYouyou,
weren't
hungry
dear? very
But
— could it have been I overlooked you, by
mistake? Oh, but I'm sure I wouldn't
have done that! Not my little pal, Alice!"

i*t help being won
Jentyne's temptingly spicy
taste! A flavor straight from the
fragrant spice-groves of the
Orient. Rich —long-lasting— delicious !You'll like Dentyne's
unique, flat package too — slips
so smoothly into pocket or
rse. Just try Dentyne!

This is the way Don Ameche looked on the Hollywood Cavalcade set after playful
Miss Faye had turned the other cheek just once too often.
Score: practically even
14

END OF ROUND
one up on Faye.

3. SCORE:

Ameche

■

Then Alice pushed the custard pie in
Don's face. It was a nice, gooey custard pie, too, with lots of soft, messy
whipped cream on top, according to Alice.
That wasn't while I was sitting there, talking with them; but it was on that same
Hollywood Cavalcade set, about a week
afterward. I went around, right after I

Ed -with another girl
and he used to be mine!

heard about it, to get Alice's first-hand
version.
With triumph in her voice, she reported:
"It was really funny! You should have
seen my pal, Don! I couldn't catch his
expression. His face was too completely
covered for that! But it was priceless to
watch him. He just stood there, dumfounded, at first, and sputtered and sputtered. Then he thrashed about, with his
hands, trying to get the stuff off, and he
kept shouting: "Who did that? . . . I'll get

Smart girls keep romance!
They prevent underarm
ETHEL got a shock when they passed
her. . . Ed glancing at her almost
like a stranger. . .Jane with that proud,
satisfied smile. Ethel knew Jane wasn't as
pretty— wasn't as clever . . . wondered why
Ed picked her!
It isn't always the pretty girls who win!
For even a pretty girl can spoil her
Joe E. Brown and Martha Raye register
a new emotion for a scene in $1,000 a
Touchdown, ready for the autumn line-up

chances,
if she
she's trusts
carelessherabout
odor... if
bath underarm
alone to
keep her fresh and sweet . . . neglects to
use Mum!
For a bath removes only past perspiration... Mumwomen
prevents use
odorMum
to come.
why more
thanThat's
any

odor with MUM!

other deodorant— more screen stars, more
nurses— more girls like you.
MUM IS QUICK! Only thirty seconds for
Mum, and underarms are protected for a
whole day or evening.
MUM IS SAFE! The American Institute
of Laundering Seal tells you Mum is
harmless to fabrics. You can apply Mum
even
irritateafter
skin.you're dressed. Mum

won't

MUM

IS SURE! Without stopping perspiration, Mum prevents underarm odor.
Freshness is so important— why take
risks? Get Mum at your druggist's today.

somebody for this! ... So help me!' He
really was a sight!
"Of course, Buster Keaton is the one I
should have done it to. Buster had been
tossing pies at me, all through the picture,
a la Keystone and Mack Sennett. But that
was all in the script; so I actually couldn't
hold it against poor little Buster, who was
only doing what he was supposed to do.
"But I had to take it out on somebody.
So . . . who, better than Don, thought I?
"And the beautiful part of it," she went
on, glowingly, "was that I waited until
the final scene of the picture had been shot,
to spring it. So Don didn't have a chance
of getting back at me!"
"But," says Don, "this is only the beginning! I'll get her ... if it takes a million years. So help me, I will . . ."
END OF ROUND 4. SCORE: Faye one
up on Ameche.
FINAL SCORE:
Practically even.

Important to You

Thousands of women use
Mum for sanitary napkins
because they know that it's
safe, gentle. Always use
Mum this way, too.

TAKES THE ODOR

OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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I

PREVENT
CHAPPING

Sigrid Gurie, soon to be seen in
the dramatic film, Rio, poses for
demonstration of the new soft
hair dress which will be seen so
much during the coming season

with the Skin Softener
that gives you
COSTLIEST INGREDIENTS
SAVES YOU MONEY

**

*1 Italian Balm contains costliest ingredients used in any of the most popular nationally - advertised brands.
*2 ONE DROP is ampleforbothhands,
per application. More is wasteful.
3 Less than 5%> alcohol. Cannot dry
the skin.

Pretty Soft

4 Promotes healing — counteracts
drying effect of hard water, harsh
skin cleansers, severe weather.
5 Accepted for advertising in the
Journal of the American Medical
Association.
Priced at 1O0, 200, 350. 600 and $1.00
a bottle — at toilet goods counters.
Over 90 Million Bottles Sold

By
■

ANN

Soft and sweet describes the fall fashions. Softness in the shirred busts and

full "bustle" backs of both day and evening
clothes. Soft velvet and satin bows, fluffy
feathers on hats. Handbags are squashy
with shirring and tucks. Even your new
fall shoes will follow the trend with
draped and folded leather, and with glovefitting elasticized suede.
It's no surprise that hairstyles follow
fashion's lead, that hair should look soft
and pretty once again. Ringlet curls, like

Cantf""*

those clustered low on Sigrid Gurie's neck,
look well with period evening gowns, and
with the new hats. She can pin them back
with a barrette during the day — with a
velvet bow, jeweled clip, ostrich plume or
gardenia at night. If she likes, she can pile
these same curls higher and bind a draped
chiffon or silk scarf around her head, like
the fillets the ancient Greeks wore (see
the photo on the opposite page).
Naturally you realize that your hair
won't look soft in any hairstyle unless it
is clean and healthy. Dry hair, limp,
greasy hair, hair that is frizzed and lustreless from a poor permanent is out of
style any time. It's silly
to let your hair go
in these days of foolproof permanent waving machines, quick
cleansing and corrective shampoos, hair tonics, brilliantines and
curling lotions.
Gone are the days
when permanent waving was considered a
torture to be endured
by the brave. Nationally advertised waving

VERNON
systems now give you perfect curls at
low prices— and comfortably. You might
write me for the name of a grand wave
I discovered not long ago. The hair is
wound in the usual manner, but the clips
that "cook" it are heated to the required
temperature before they are put on your
head — so they cool off the whole time you
wear them! They are made of a featherweight metal, and you can even walk
around with them on.
The supplies for the wave are individually sealed in cellophane packages — sanitary as they can be. If you're on a budget,
you'll like the fact that this wave takes
longer cause
to the
grow
than most.areThat's
bescalpoutprotectors
thinner,
and allow the operator to wave your hair
closer to the scalp. Your new curls will be
of the springy, soft kind that bounce back
into place, and will be all the better for
your weekly shampoo and five minutes of
brushing
each night.
■

Ask at the same time about a pair of
grand shampoos.
One is the quick
lathering kind that helps wash away excess oil and all kinds
of dirt and dust. The

HELP WANTED?
Ann Vernon will be glad to
send you a new hairstyle, a
make-up analysis, or advice
with your special beauty
problems. Write her, enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope, in care
of HOLLYWOOD,
1501
Broadway,
New
York City.

other is an oil treatment and shampoo in
one — it gives dry hair
a reconditioning treatment at the same time
it cleanses. Choose the
one for your type of
hair — and use it regularly every week to
keep
and
The
dime

your
clean
sweet hair
smelling.
shampoos are a
apiece.

who has long nails or uses hair pins. The
dainty lace-like edging that holds the cap
on won't leave a mark on your forehead.
H

You'll want a fine-textured face powder for your skin's sake this fall. Why
not one I saw in Chicago? It's light, but
clinging. It gives your skin a smooth,
velvety finish — no fiour-barrel look is ever
smart — and it won't clog the pores. There's
a rosy shade that is softly flattering with
fall purple, grape and stone-blue shades,
but the others are pretty nice, too. This
powder, and other items in the same line,
have been recently repackaged in stunning red and white. Want the name?
Fall winds call for a softer, creamier lipstick than you used in summer sun. And
here's a bargain in lipsticks if ever I saw
one. It's a big, full-sized swivel stick, the
type you usually pay a dollar for — but not
this one. It costs only a quarter! Please
Let your curls fall softly on the neck in
the day time, bind them back with a
gleaming band for night is Sigrid Gurie's
formula for this season's newest hair-dos

You'll keep your wave looking nice by
setting it at night, and wearing a wave
cap to keep the set while you toss on your
pillow. One new cap has a drawstring
that makes it fit any size of head and keep
any type of coiffure in place. It's made
of a run-proof mesh— a blessing to anyone

don't think that the low price means inferior quality. Because it doesn't! The lipstick is as creamy smooth as any I bought
for two dollars. It goes on easily and
evenly — and the color, due to a special
process in the manufacturing, stays clear
for a long time. It gives your lips brilliance and lustre that fairly shouts romance. There are six becoming, fashionright shades. I found I couldn't do without at least three — a clear blood red to go
with black and blue, a bright shade to
wear with brown and green, and the
orchid to go with purples and wines, and

for evening wear . . . Perfume in a lipstick is pretty important, I think, because
it's always under your nose. This lipstick
is scented delicately, but oh so nicely.
H| Blackheads and large pores won't go
with the new feminine fashions any
more than will chapped lips or a shiny
nose. If you have a crop of these skin
bothersmove that
you and
haven't
able to yov
rewith soap
water been
scrubbing,
should try a fine pore cream. Write me
for the name of one that contains camphor and other medicinal powders. These
act to cleanse the pores of dirt, dust and
stale make-up that have lodged in them,
and to shrink the pores back to normal
size. The pore cream should be applied
at bedtime to a thoroughly clean face, and
left on overnight. Even a single application will show an improvement in your
skin texture, but you'll want to continue
applications of the cream to keep the
blackheads from returning. I know you'll
like the new fineness and clearness your
skin will take on after using it.

Write me before November I 5th, please,
If you want the names of any of the
products in this article. Be sure to enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope
(U. S. postage, please) for my reply.
The address is Ann Vernon, HOLLYWOOD, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

Lovely Skin
Steps Up Charm !"
SAYS

THIS

ENCHANTING

MARYLAND

BRIDE

J\'\y javorite complexion care— that's what 1 call
Camay's gentle cleansing! And believe me, there's nothing like a lovely complexion for stepping up your charm!
Baltimore, Md.
(Signed) CONSTANCE B. PLUMMER
March 3, 1939
(Mrs. R. W. Plummer)

mer,
Like
4 cleve
Mrs. love
Plumlies
t! help
K ryour
IOO
guard the precious charm of
a radiantly lovely skin— with
Camay's gentle cleansing!
You will like Camay, for
it has that priceless beauty

cleansing combination— thoroughness with mildness. Each
time you use it, Camay leaves
your skin so clean it seems
to glow! Yet Camay is gentle.

Repeatedly, Camay came out
definitely
milder. You'll
find
Camay marvelous
for your
beauty bath, too. ..to help keep
back and shoulders lovely and
as a refreshing aid to daintiness. Camay's price is low!
Get three cakes today!

We've proved Camay's mildness with tests against several other popular toilet
soaps on various types of skin.

THE SOAP OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
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NEW
LIQUID 'LIPSTICK'

Cant smear!
Wont rub off!
Protects lips!
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Instantly —
make your lips
more thrilling with
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HERE

IS the most important charm

discovery since the beginning of beauty. A
"lipstick" at last, that isn't greasy — that
actually can't smear — that really won't rub
off — and that will help to keep your lips
velvet-smooth. It isn't a "lipstick" at
It's a liquid — a divinely scented liquid.
so permanent it CAN'T smear even
most ardent admirer, and not a whit

all.
It's
the
will

ever come off on teacup or 'kerchief.

Princess Pat LIQUID Lip Tone will
protect your lips too; it will encourage the
natural, warm, moist softness they naturally
should have. Certainly such charm gives
you an advantage over the girl whose lips
are parched, dry, rough — and disappointing !
The smartest stores
everywhere feature
this sensational
Princess Pat new
LIQUID Lip Tone. If
tonight, you want your
lips really stunning and

46

l.
4.

Leak -proof crystal clear
flacon with applicator
smartly designed for
carrying in your purse.

Lip Tone today.

PRINCESS
LIQUID

PAT

LIPTONE

• AVOID IMITATIONS— Genuine liquid lipstick
(patent pending) always bears the name Princess Pat.

DOWN

ACROSS

1. The girl in Goodbye, Mr. Chips.

Blonde in Man About Town
Brunette star of that film.
9.
11.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
19.
20.
22.
24.
25.
26.

2. Stephen Gates in Hotel for Women.
7.
3. State in which 4 Across was horn

Janet in The Spellbinder.
Exciting Night.
Whose
role is that of Papa
Family series?
Naughty But
The Shining
Susannah

Jones

in Jones

.
the Motilities.

Scarecrow in Wizard of Oz.
Invitation
Happiness.
Trapped in the

22.
23.

Three Smart

30.
33.
34.

What Mr. E'rwiii is called for short.
Larry Simms is one.
/
a Criminal.

36.
37.
38.
40.
41.
43.
46.
47.

had lead in Million

Who Dared.

Tloyd Ingraham's initials.
Paul Carver in I Stole a Million.
They Made
a Spy.

13. Month in which Johnny Weissmuller was born.
21.
20.
IS.
Star of Tidal
Rose of
Washington Square.
Wave.

Gyp in Hell's Kitchen.
Good Girls
to Paris.
Remember
Borden?

1 Across
(sing.).

Jessie Carter in The Man

12. Descriptive of Garbo.

.

Girls Grow

(abbr.).

5. News Is Made
Night.
6. Clouds
Europe.
10.
S.
11.

.

28.

sincerely smear-proof
select one of the very
effective style-right
shades of LIQUID

47

It Could Happen to
Freedom Ring.

.
27.
29.

Unexpected
There's

.
.
Woman

Again.

31. General Videnko in Hotel Imperial.

Dollar

State in which Toby Wing was born
for Each Other.
Anna Neagle has blue ones.
What Mr. Gibson is called.

They All Conic

(abbr.).

32. He plays opposite Hedy Lamarr in Lady of the
Tropics.
Boy actor in Night Work.
You Can't
Mr.

What stars do at Hollywood's Brown Derby.
Druscilla in Our Leading Citizen.
He portrays Andy Hardy.
Anne Shirley has lead in this.

Like It Hot.
42. Initials of Hollywood's "oomph" girl.
44. They Made
a Criminal.
45. State in which Jane Withers was born (abbr.).

ion on page 56)
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Away with Murder.
Takes a Vacation.

A WARDROBE A DAY^/
'WBIONW'0'^**

DOA/£/r l/MEWCX C0MT£$r

E-E-E-E/ BEEN
BLOWING THE
BANKROLL
AGAIN, I SEE

WHY DON T YOU
ENTER MY
CONTEST AND )
WIN A WAPD-Q
ROBE TOO? 11

See
ColumbiaBRINGS
Pictures'UP
"BLONDIE

BABY"
featuring Penny Singleton as "Blondie," Arthur
Lake as "Dagwood, " and Larry Simms as Batrr
Dumpling" — at your neighborhood
theatre.

All you have to do is
complete this Limerick:
"Hey, Penny!" yelled Arthur one night,
"I'm hungry and I want a bite!"
Said Penny, "Okay, sir!
This swell donut bracer

IT'S EASY! IT'S FUN! Think of it_ . . your
last line that completes the "Blondie"
Donut Limerick may earn you a complete
new Fall outfit . . . may even win you the
grand prize of a glorious Hollander Hudson Seal fur coat!
GET YOUR OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK TODA Y. It gives all the rules of this simple
contest . . . plus hints to help you win.
You'll find the Official Entry Blank tucked
in every package of those temptingTested
Quality Donuts that are made before
your eyes at the larger S. S. Kresge stores.
REMEMBER A COMPLETE WARDROBE
GIVE*, AWAY EVERY DAY FOR 8 WEEKS
You have a new chance to win every day
— submit as many "last lines" as you like,
as often as you like . . . but be sure you

ONE COMPLETE WARDROBE given away
EVERY DAY for 8 weeks:
Joyce Hubrite Dress
Mary Barron Slip
Shur-tite Handbag

Aris-of-Paris Gloves
Mojud Hosiery (2 pairs)
Enna Jettick Shoes

PL US a Grand Prize of
$30000 HOLLANDER

HUDSON

write each last line on a separate Official
Entry Blank.
TESTED QUALITY DONUTS HAVE
'WIN
NING GOODNESS" — they're America's ,
prize donuts, made of wholesome ingre- /
dients . . . crisp, golden brown . „ . pure, /
delicious, digestible! Let your whole
family enjoy these grand taste-treats
often . . . and, at the same time, re- L
member: the more "last lines" you
enter, the greater your chance
to win a wardrobe .' . . and
that smart fur coat! ^

/

SEAL

COAT

Off
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I WISH
I COULD
TELL MY
DOCTOR

THE SECRET SUFFERING OF MILLIONS
-MEN AS WELL AS WOMEN!
There is no affliction more common or distressing than simple Piles.
About 75% of the people, it is said, suffer from
simple Piles. The trouble is embarrassing. It is
wearing. It tells on your health, on your looks.
A TABOO SUBJECT
On account of the delicacy of the subject, many
people hesitate to seek treatment. Yet, there is
no ailment more in need of attention.
Any person who has any signs of simple Piles
should do something about it at once.
One of the very best things you can do to relieve the distress of simple Piles is to use Pazo.
Pazo almost instantly relieves the itching and
pain. Its very touch is comforting.
TRIPLE ACTION
Pazo is effective because it does three things.
First, it soothes the sore and inflamed parts
and relieves the pain and the itching.
Second, it lubricates the dried and hardened
parts and keeps them soft and comfortable.
Third, it tends to reduce the swollen parts
and helps check bleeding.
This triple action gives real results.
Pazo comes in tubes, with small perforated
Pile Pipe attached. This little Pile Pipe makes
it easy to apply the medicine high up and within the rectum.
(For those who prefer, Pazo also comes in
suppository form.)
AT OUR EXPENSE!
All drug stores sell Pazo, but a liberal trial tube is
yours for the asking. Just mail a postcard or the coupon below. Use Pazo according to directions. If
you do not get the relief you seek from Pazo in a
week's
doctor.of Pazo.
Write time,
today consult
for the your
free tube
GROVE LABORATORIES, INC.
Dept. 117-F, St. Louis, Mo.
Gentlemen: Please send me free PAZO

FREE!

Name
Address
City.
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State
Thitt offer is good only in U. S.
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CAVELL — Wilcox-RKO

"I realize that patriotism is not enough.
I must have no hatred or bitterness

Those anyone."
were the words that Nurse Edith
against
Cavell whispered just before the guns of
the firing squad shattered her brave body,
and ended a gallant life devoted to service
of others.
Those are the words that murmur off
the screen at the end of the film, Nurse
Edith Cavell which is destined to send
audiences out of the theatre hating war
and all it does to defenseless people.
Edith Cavell was 48 when she was executed. Anna Neagle is in her twenties,
but she plays the role with such dignity
and restraint that her great beauty and
her youth do not seem incongruous. The
film is not designed to awaken hatred
and anger against the German authorities
who ordered Nurse Cavell's death in 1918,
after it was discovered that she was aiding
escaped soldiers to find a way back to the
British lines. But the story is not a pretty
one, and it is told with a certain quiet
but passionate protest underlying its controlled drama.
Perhaps the most striking example of
the effect of this story in this troubled
year is the reaction of audiences to performances by Edna May Oliver, ZaSu
Pitts and May Robson, all of whom, usually, are greeted with laughs at first
appearance. They do not play comic parts,
and their entrances into the action are not
marred by the spontaneous giggles that
usually greet them. Brilliant are the performances ofMiss Oliver as the Countess
who aids nurse Cavell, of Miss Robson
as the bourgeois woman who is not less
valuable, and of Miss Pitts as a peasant
who is an equally important factor in the
group of women who risked their lives
to save those of refugees.
There is quite a villainous looking set of
talented actors cast in the roles of
Germans, but they are not all shown as
brutal. See this one, not for a gay evening but in memory of a great woman.
THE

UNDERPUP— Universal

This one is interesting chiefly because
it introduces a child, Gloria Jean,
who has, in addition to a singularly lovely
pure coloratura-soprano voice, an unusually engaging screen personality and an
outstanding acting talent. So delighted

MILLER
done, that the meanness of the rich and
the loving kindness of the poor is overdrawn to the point of absurdity, but you
will have to admire the work of the important cast that supports this new star.
C. Aubrey Smith as a choleric grandfather,
Nan Grey as a sympathetic camp counsellor, Robert Cummings as a fast-talking
athletic coach, Beulah Bondi as a stern
head-mistress, Virginia Weidler as the
nice little rich girl, Ann Gillis and Shirley
Mills as the mean little heiresses, Ernest
Truex, Doris Lloyd, Dickie Moore and
many others form a fine background for
Gloria Jean, who gives all evidence of
being a genuine star.
LADY

OF THE

TROPICS — M-G-M

9

Remember Sessue Hayakawa, the Japanese star who years ago had such a
following in this country? And remember
how he always fell in love with an American girl in the first reel, how both suffered
and suffered until the last reel when he
committed hari-kari or she died of some
sudden malady? They never married,
you remember. Sometimes one took
poison, sometimes the other committed
suicide in some picturesque fashion, but
the orchestra always played Mandalay and
somewhere there always was a sub -title
saying "East is east and west is west, and
never the twain shall meet."
Remember any one of those films and
you could write the story of Lady of the
Tropics without bothering to go to the
theatre. But of course, if you did that
you wouldn't see Hedy Lamarr, and she
certainly is the most beautiful thing among
the brunettes that the screen has seen in
many a day. Robert Taylor, in contrast,
seems not so handsome as usual, and both
act out the tale of mad love without more
than mild conviction. Joseph Schildkraut
is all made up with slanted eyes and
uses a hissing accent as a half -yellow peril.
Miss Lamarr wears the most improbable
clothes that ever hit Shanghai, and looks
perfectly breath-taking in them. But,
then, you have already seen pictures of
her in this magazine, so that is nothing
new.

Q

was the studio with the child's performance that two more big pictures already
were planned before this one was completed, and they confidently expect that
Gloria Jean will fill the place left vacant
by Deanna Durbin when she grew up to
mature roles.
The story deals with snobbery in a
summer camp, patronized by rich little
girls, when a child from the New York
slums joins them for two weeks. You
may find that the snobbery is a little over

WHEN TOMORROW
Universal

COMES —

BH Another fine, old, well-worn plot
returns this month, but it has a pretty
new dress and some engaging acting, so it
deserves welcome as all good friends do,
no matter what the age.
Remember the story about the hero
who fell in love with the heroine at first
sight, and could not offer her honorable
marriage because he had a hopelessly mad
wife whom he could not divorce? That
is this one. But it starts out with a strike
in a restaurant, and ends with a hurricane,
so you see that care has gone into its new
version.

Helen (Irene Dunne) did not want to
strike, but when it was necessary, she
made the speech that took the waitresses
into the picket line. Philip (Charles
Boyer) did not mean to fall in love, but
when Helen accused him of being a company spy, simply because he wanted pie
without cheese, he found himself enmeshed in the tender passion. The hurricane is a frightening and fine piece of
simulated disaster, and you will see Barbara O'Neil doing one of the most touching,
telling performances of the year as the
slightly uncertain, vaguely unreasonable,
tentatively appealing wife whose mind is
maintaining a precarious hold on sanity.
FIFTH

AVENUE

GIRL — RKO-Radio

] | An apple on a Central Park bench was
dinner for Mary Grey (Ginger Rogers) . Then along came financial tycoon
Borden (Walter Connolly) who was lonesome because his selfish family had left
him alone on his birthday. The result
was champagne and celebration in a night
club that night. The result was scandal
and a bright idea the next morning when
Mary woke up in the Borden home on
Fifth Avenue, a ready-made siren so far
as the family was concerned, even though
she had done nothing to deserve their
suspicions.
Verree Teasdale as the discontented wife,
Tim Holt as the play-boy son, Kathryn
Adams as the spoiled daughter, James
Ellison as the proud but poor chauffeur,

Franklin Pangborn as the baffled butler
all are amusing in the rather routine tale
of another Cinderella. Lots of comedy

THE

OF OZ — M-G-M

|

If you are one who loved the tales cf
Dorothy's adventures in the magic land
of Oz, when you were a child, you should
be sure to catch this film. If you never
thrilled with Dorothy at her triumphs
over the wicked witches, it is high time
you caught up with that matter.
Faithfully, the story of the first Oz book
has been brought to the screen, complete
with Judy Garland as a sturdy, serious,
nice little Dorothy. Bert Lahr is a wonderful Cowardly Lion. He growls doubtfully,
shrinks at the slightest indication of displeasure, is so sensitive that his crying
spells are close to hysterics, and his singing of songs is close to inspired. Ray
Bolger makes the limber-legged scarecrow afriendly loon. Jack Haley, all done

in this one, and you won't have to worry
about any problems of state, race or
politics.
JAMAICA

WIZARD

INN — Paramount

B

The wind blew chill over the darkening hills that lay like threats under
a lowering sky as a slight slip of a terrified girl watched the coach take off in a
panicky rush, leaving her alone in the
threatening gloom . . . and the picture
goes on, just like that. Mary (Maureen
O'Hara) doesn't have a single quiet moment in the whole eight reels. First wicked
cM psychopathic Squire Humphrey
(Charles Laughton) gets after her with a
sneer and a leer. Then her lusty, lustful
uncle-in-law (Leslie Banks) makes
drunken advances when he can get time
off from wrecking ships and knocking his
wife (Marie Ney) into corners. Two or
three or four times, . . . one gets confused
. . . she rescues one of the outlaw gang
(Robert Newton) from hanging and shooting and things like that. She climbs down
cliffs. She swims for her life in a raging
sea. She is gagged, bound and kidnapped
by evil old Sir Humphrey who gets madder and madder every minute. Charles
Laughton does enough acting for three
pictures, and we can only hope that he
has something left for his part in The
Hunchback of Notre Dame.

up in a tin suit, plays the romantic woodman who longed so for a heart. Billie
Burke is sweetness and light, itself, as
Glinda the Good. Margaret Hamilton is a
walking hook-nosed threat as the Wicked
Witch. And the use of Technicolor
brings to vivid nearness the sturdy fairyland imagined by L. Frank Baum. Frank
Morgan is not ideal in appearance as the
Wizard, who always seemed to belong
more to Oz, itself, than to Kansas. But
why find fault? Why say that the Munchkin sequence seems a little long when the
whole film shows such care and talent,
and when it will delight so many people?
[Continued on page 52]

Blue-eyed girls, like Rochelle Hudson
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llure!
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Harmonizing
Powder,
Rouge,
Lipstick,
Keyed to the Color of Your Eyes!

Now you can look lovelier immediately —
thanks to this wonderful discovery by the
makers of Marvelous! They studied women
of every age and coloring and found that eye
color is definitely related to the color of your
6kin, your hair — that it is the simplest guide
to cosmetic shades that are right for you!
So whether your eyes are blue, brown, gray

lipstick, keyed to the color of your eyes!
You'll adore the smooth, suede-like finish
which Marvelous Powder gives your skin . . .
the soft, natural glow of your Marvelous
Rouge . . . the lovely, long-lasting color of
Marvelous Lipstick. You can buy each separately (harmonizing Mascara and Eye
Shadow, too), but for perfect color harmony,
use them together. At drug and department
stores, only 55^ each (65^ in Canada).

or hazel — it's easy now to select cosmetics
in correct color harmony to natter your natural coloring. For the makers of Marvelous
have created matching powder, rouge and

Send for sample Makeup Kit — mail coupon
today for generous metal containers of harmonizing powder, rouge and lipstick in the
shades that are right for you!
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By TIIE EDITOR
B

They were lined up along the tracks
waving hands and handkerchiefs and
banners that read "Welcome home to
Gloria Jean" as the special train pulled
into Scranton. Crowds filled the depot,
overflowed down the steps, filled the big
square, and they had all turned out to
honor one slim little eleven-year-old who
had gone to Hollywood to make her fortune, but who had not forgotten her
friends at home.
When Gloria Jean finished the last scene
of her first picture, The Underpup, the
whole studio was delighted with her. She
had done such a good job that a special
celebration was in order. "What do you
want for a present?" said Joe Pasternak,
the producer. "Think of the thing you want
more than anything else in the world, and
I'll give it to you."
Perhaps Gloria Jean thought first of a

THREE
ACTIVE

MORE
DAYS

This is how many women
give more time to living,
and less to needless pain
LIFE is far too short — and too enjoyable — to
give up several precious days each month by
giving-in
functional
Millionsto ofmenstruation's
women now know
what pain!
has long

swimming pool, like Deanna Durbin's.
Perhaps she thought of a house on a hill.
She might have asked for a symphony
orchestra, who knows?
"Anything? " she asked. "Anything at
Pasternak nodded his head. A little girl
in Hollywood, even if she is only eleven
can have expensive tastes, but Pasternak
was ready to keep his word, because not
since he had heard Deanna Durbin sing
and all?"
had put her in her first picture had
he found any child who had the same
amount of promise until Gloria Jean came
along.

"Then I want my picture to open in my
home town, if you can fix it," said Gloria
Jean.
It was a large order, but the studio fell
in with the plans. Not only did the picture open in Scranton, but Gloria Jean,
her father, mother and three sisters travelled back to see the town declare a holiday in her honor.
One hundred and five thousand people
live in Scranton, and it is estimated that
half of them were on the streets to watch
the parade go by. Shops locked the doors
and declared a holiday. School children
volunteered as banner-carriers. The Boy
Scouts were out in full force to join the
police and hundreds of coal-miners in a
guard of honor. Magazine editors and
special writers from New York, drama
critics from all over the country were
along as guests of the studio for the first
showing of The Underpup, so the parade
was a sizeable one. Our special cars wound
through the crowded streets slowly to the
spot where little Gloria Jean was to be
crowned "Queen of Anthracite" by the
mayor of Scranton. After about half an
hour, one of the writers in our car asked
the driver, "What's the latest war news?"
This was late in August and notes still
were flying back and forth between
Britain and Germany. Obligingly, the
driver flipped on the radio, and caught the
last of a broadcast from London. H. V.
Kaltenborn 'was speaking. Dispassionately,
he was describing the plans for the evac-

been common medical knowledge — muchof this
pain is needless. So here we picture an effective
and pleasant aid to active comfort. The way many
women now save that lost time for living.
Think of this Midol package not as a slim
case of small white tablets, but as three additional days which you might have in your
month. Three days when you might go on as
usual . . . making and keeping appointments . . .
enjoying life normally in spite of the calendar!
Unless you have some organic disorder requiring medical or surgical treatment, Midol
should make your dreaded days as carefree as
others. It is made for this purpose — and usually
acts not only to relieve the functional pain of
menstruation, but to lessen discomfort. A few
Midol tablets should see you happily through
even your worst day.
Get Midol now, and start living the month
around again! All drugstores. MidoFs flat aluminum case tucks neatly into purse or pocket.

MIDOL
^e&eiteA "-functbtynaZ ^efilcniic niln,
APPROVED
GOOD

BY

HOUSEKEEPING

BUREAU

Midol is a special formula recently developed for its special purpose. Midol
contains no opiates and no amidopyrine.
The new Midol formula is plainly printed
in full on the label of every package and is
approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau.
GENEUAL
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Gloria Jean's arrival in Scranton. Pennsylvania, for the opening of her film. The
Underpup, was signal for her whole home town to turn out. Note the miners who
were her voluntary honor guard through the crowded
streets during the parade

uation of school children from London to
the country, the distribution of gas masks,
identification placques and "iron rations"
to each youngster.
There could not have been a more
shocking contrast. There we were in an
American town that had mobilized to put
on a party for its little eleven-year-old
daughter who had made good in Hollywood. The police and the Legion, the veterans and the R. O. T. C, the miners and
the Boy Scouts were marching, but they
were marching to a movie. The school
children were leaving their homes to attend an ice-cream picnic, not an air-raid
drill. The shouts were all of welcome, not
of fearful farewell.
But the day was all happiness for Gloria
Jean. She is a well-bred, nice, modest
little girl, rather prettier off the screen
than on, because her reddish-gold hair
and blue eyes are a vivid contrast to her
fair skin powdered with faint freckles.
Her father made a living for his attractive
family as a piano salesman before Hollywood reached out for Gloria's voice. Her
mother is active in the Scranton ParentTeachers' Association, and her three sisters, fifteen, nine and four years old, are
talented and pretty, too. It would be hard
to find a nicer family, or one that will be
less bewildered by the sudden glamour of
Hollywood stardom.
B

Another newcomer to fame, William
Holden, visited New York for the first
time this month, and found useful at par-

DONT

MISS THIS CONTEST!

Here is your chance to win enchanting
prizes

in one

of the

offered

by

HOLLYWOOD

STARTING

biggest

contests
Magazine.

NEXT MONTH

Full details of the contest and the really
exceptionally beautiful awards will be
found in these pages. Don't miss your
chance to possess some of the beautiful,
expensive, costume jewelry, designed by
Ricarde of Hollywood, known throughout
the movie colony for his modern interpretations of the heirloom necklaces,
brooches, bracelets, clips, rings and earrings worn in David Selznick's film, Gone
With the Wind. Dozens of pieces of
handsome Jewelry are offered in a contest
that is fun in itself. Don't fail to read
details in next month's copy of
HOLLYWOOD

ties his training in the ring for his prizefight picture, Golden Boy. Two hours of
hand-shaking, of compliments, of questions from the press at a cocktail party can
be an exhausting experience, but young
Mr. Holden emerged looking pleased and
hearty. He may well be pleased because
his first picture, too, is an undoubted success, and the start of a career that may well
achieve stardom during 1940.
H

The beautiful Anna Neagle has many
British pictures to her credit, but she,
too, made a first appearance in an American picture this month. Herbert Wilcox,
British producer and director, brought his
staff from England for the filming of
Nurse Edith Cavell at RKO in Hollywood.

This is the first of a series of "exchange"
pictures which he will make here, with
Miss Neagle as star in an American cast.
The picture was shown to the press on
a rainy night when war was hanging close
over Europe. At dinner after the showing,
Miss Neagle made a little speech. "This is
an unfortunate time to see this film," she
said. "Or perhaps it is fortunate, I don't
know. All I know is that, as I read through
the memoirs of Nurse Cavell, I was overwhelmed with the realization of the frightfulness of those days. The more I read, the
more terrifying I felt it to be. This picture is not meant to revive feelings of
anger and hatred. But if it makes others
feel the pity for the frightful anguish of
wounded, hunted men that Nurse Cavell
felt, it will have done its work."

if you're ASHAMED
of vou* SKINNY FIGURE
LISTEN...
HOW THOUSANDS OF THIN,
TIRED, NERVOUS PEOPLE

CAIN NEW POUNDS, NEW STRENGTH Quick!
HERE'S grand news for many of the
thousands of thin, tired-looking, jittery,
discouraged girls who have never seemed
able to add an ounce, and seldom attract
friends
serve. and have the good times they deFor thousands of other girls have easily
put on 10 to 25 pounds of naturally attractive flesh — have gained wonderfully improved health and pep and, with these,
many new friends and enviable social success— by simply taking these amazing little Ironized Yeast tablets for a few weeks.

Why they build up so quick

The reason is easily understood. You see. scientists have
discovered that great numbers of people today are thin

and rundown, tired and nervous — often unable to eat or
sleep properly
— only
they daily
don't food.
get sufficient
Vitamin
B and
iron because
from their
Without
enough of these two vital substances you may lack appetite and not get the most body-building good out of
what you eat.
Now you get these exact missing substances in these scien*
tifically prepared, easy-to-take little Ironized Yeast tablets. So it's easy to see why they have helped so many
skinny, washed-out people Quickly to gain new, much
more attractive pounds, new pep and enjoyment in. life.

Make this money-back test
Get Ironized Yeast tablets from your druggist today. If
with the first package you don't eat better and FEEL
better,
with much
more strength
and give
pep you
■— if
you're
not convinced
that Ironized
Yeast will
normally
attractive flesh, new
energy, the price of this first

Atlanta, promptly
Ga.
package
refunded by the Ironized Yeast Co.,
Only be sure you get the genuine Ironized Yeast,
and not some cheap, inferior substitute which does not
give the same results. Look for IY stamped on each
tablet.

Special offer!

To start thousands building up their health right
away, here's a special offer. Purchase a package of
Ironized Y^east tablets, cut out seal on box and mail
to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will send
you a fascinating little book on health. "Facts About
Your Body." Remember, results with first package) — or
money refunded. All druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc..
Dent. 2811, Atlanta, Ga.
TUNE IN ON JOHN J. ANTHONY'S GOOD WILL HOUR.
See your local newspaper for exact time and station.

-BUT

they're both

Ex
quci/ctikfngo
grasp this
new

":.':■ ":

'skin-vitamin'
In Cartier's — Mrs. C. Henry Mellon, Jr., looks at a
magnificent collection of diamond bracelets. Mrs. Mellon is
popular in New York and Long Island society

QUESTION TO MRS. MELLON:
Do you find it difficult to protect
your skin against sun and
wind when you're traveling or
outdoors a lot?

ANSWER: "Oh, no — my regular use of
Pond's Vanishing Cream helps take
care of that. I can smooth little roughnesses away with just a single appli-

Care"/

Shopping for the week end — Mrs. James W. Moore, of
Mt. Lebanon, Pa., takes advantage of the Friday food
bargains. Her two young children have healthy appetites!

QUESTION TO MRS.
MOORE: Can a busy
housewife find time to
give her skin proper
care, Mrs. Moore?

cation!"

QUESTION TO MRS.
MELLON: Does using more
than one cream improve
the general effect of
your make-up?

ANSWER: "Yes. When my skin is cleansed with
Pond's Cold Cream and then smoothed with Pond's
Vanishing Cream — make-up goes on evenly —
sparkles longer!"

QUESTION TO MRS.
MOORE: Why do you
think it's important
to have Vitamin A
in your face cream?

ANSWER: "Yes. Pond's 2 creams make it very easy —
inexpensive, too! I can get my skin really clean and
fresh with their Cold Cream. Besides that, this famous
cream now contains Vitamin A, which is certainly
important to know."

ANSWER: "I studied
children. That's how
especially important
lacking it gets rough

about vitamins in feeding my
I learned there's one that's
to the skin — Vitamin A. Skin
and dry. And now I can

cream it right into my skin with Pond's Cold Cream!'

Icebox

raiding — Climax

pong. Mrs. Moore
band slices ham.

to an evening of ping

pours coffee, while her hus

//

Things Men Don't Kno
■

Don't get the Lane Sisters wrong!
They
think men are wonderful.
Only —
We all know men go stumbling along in
love, making mistakes right and left because

the poor dears don't know any better and no
woman has taken the trouble to tell them
they are pulling boners in the fine art of
romance.
Somebody ought to do something
about it, I decided.
It was then I hit on
something I thought was pure inspiration.
Why not ask the Lane Sisters, who have
amiable differences of opinion on a lot
of things, to argue the matter to a final
conclusion?
The three girls are just
enough different in character, personality and experience to make a discussion of this subject fascinating and
profitable.
Lola, the sophisticate with
two marriages behind her; Pat, the personification ofthe candid and independent young modern; and Rosemary, the
romantic young dreamer — there, in one
handy family package, were three girls
who would have three different opinions
about the unwitting mistakes men
make in love.
Oh happy day!
It might have been a happy
day if I had tackled them individually for their opinions, Lola in her smart
town
apartment,
Rosemary in the garden of
her valley home,
and
Pat on the set of The
Roaring
Twenties
which she was finishing
before
the three
of
them
start their next
picture, Four Wives.
Instead I chose to talk
to them
en masse.
I
thought we'd have a grand
time in the Warner commis
sary, amiably bickering over
the whole subject.
Oh, me! How was I to know that
they'd all shut up like clams at first for
fear someone might think they were criticizing something one of their own beaus
had done or failed to do?
To prove I wanted them to speak from
observation only I suggested they pretend
that they were confidential advisors to an
unsuccessful young man in love and chart
a campaign that would carry him to victory.
"Ah," said Rosemary, dreamily.
"Aha," said Pat, eagerly.
"Ha," said Lola, cryptically.
"The first thing I'd tell the young man,"
Pat cut in. "Is not to act like his girl's
school-teacher. If there is anything drives
a girl crazy it is that superior way a man
has of letting you express an opinion and
they saying 'Yes, dear, but' or 'That's so,
dear, however.' "
"Or never letting a girl win an argument," Rosemary said with force. "It is
just possible a girl could know
what

she's talking about once in a while!"
Lola smiled quietly. "Or," she offered,
"having sense enough to know there is no
point in arguing with a woman and hence
nipping prospective arguments in the bud
by Pat
a firm
stand."
agreed
with her. Half the time she
started arguments, she said, just to kick
up a little excitement, and first thing anyone knew, relations were strained over
sor-ething that was absurdly inconsequential Rosemary held out; she loved to
argue, she insisted.
"Well, here's something I'd tell him,"
Pat said, picking up the theme. "A girl
can forgive a man for sneaking a kiss when

he shouldn't but she never can forgive him
for not sneaking a kiss when he could!"
"Imagine sitting in a movie and not
holding hands," Rosemary amended. "Or
riding in the moonlight . . ."
"You kids have been reading too many
movie scripts," Lola said indulgently. "As
a matter of fact, the young man should
kiss her when she's not expecting it. and
retire into a shell when she's dead sure
a kiss is coming up."
Pat protested at once. "But then I'd
never know, I mean, the girl would never
know where she was at!"
"Exactly!" Lola granted. "That's the
whole idea. Men
[Continued on page 49]
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The romance of
hollywood from
bathing beauties to
world premieres

IN

TECHNICOLOR
DARRYL
F. ZANUCK'S
Production of

The most brilliant new
note in entertainment!
A heart-warming drama
of today filled with 1001
thrilling yesterdays!

starring

ALICE

DON

FAYE •AMECHE
J.Edward BROMBERG • ALAN CURTIS
STUART ERWIN • JED PROUTY
BUSTER KEATON • DONALD MEEK
GEORGE GIVOT • EDDIE COLLINS
Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS
Associate Producer HARRY JOE BROWN • Screen Play by
Ernest Pascal • Story by Hilary Lynn and Brown Holmes
Based upon an original idea by Lou B
low

A 20th Century-Fox Pict <re

■

Across

a

New

Mexico

plateau

whooshed a "dust devil," the pintsize local cyclone. It picked up a wooden
shack, carried it ten feet through the air,
and plumped it down at a crazy angle
amid the mesquite. From out the open
door spilled Walter Huston and Dudley
Digges. They landed practically unhurt
at the feet of Ronald Colman, who with
jaw dropped had watched their dressing
room shelter take off.
as

"It's the first time," remarked Colman
Huston
inspected
a

scratch
along his leg, "I
ever saw a man bark his
shins on a whirlwind."
This tussle with the baby
cyclone, which decidedly
wasn't in the script of Kipling's The Light That Failed,
proved only the first in a
series of fantastic events

which attended the doings of the Paramount production unit. Unexpected
whimsies of nature, human and otherwise, accompanied them clear to the
shooting of the final sequence at Laguna
Beach, California — but more of that later.
To start with, Colman looked rather
whimsical himself in checked trousers
and jacket, toting .an easel around the
rock-and-sand solitude of Buckman, N.M.,
outside Santa Fe; and trying not to perspire while the fervent sun beat down

through the thin air at the 7200 foot altitude. Colman plays Dick Heldar, the
artist and war- correspondent hero of the
story. A palm leaf fan would have stood
him in better stead than an easel just then.
And Huston — he sat at a camp table in
a thin shirt and long under-drawers,
whimsical as you please, mending the seat
of a pair of plaid trousers while the
cameras turned. Huston plays Torpenhow, English war -correspondent. And

even war correspondents didn't wear tailored shorts in the 1880's.
Incidentally, both Colman
and Huston are notably
conservative dressers. For
A baby cyclone was just one of the many
this picture they wear
unexpected events that made the filming
checked and plaid suits
made especially for them in
of Kipling's famous story exciting. Above,
Glencraigie, Scotland, and
Ronald CoPman as the war-correspondent and
patterned carefully on
[Continued on page 64]

painter wiili Ida Lupino as the gutter drab
\
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Popularity Quiz
Have you been asked to go dining and dancing this week? Have yon had a lot of telephone calls, invitations to go driving? Bids
for parties? Yes, but how popular would
you be in Hollywood ? This quiz will tell you
By HELEN

HOVEH

■

There are some things that even your best
friend won't tell you. So we will! (My, what
a long chin you have, Grandma. The better to
lead with, honeychile!) Anyway, if your phone
rings about as often as a four-alarm fire in an
asbestos
about
it. factory, it's time you did something
Taking a tip from Mr. Henry Ford who believes
in specialization, we asked nine of the most
popular girls in Hollywood to give us some
answers. That's why Pat (Priscilla on the marquees) Lane gives out on the how-you-killyour -chances -when -you -have -a -sports -date with-him; Joy Hodges, whose forte is dancing,
handles the art of how to fascinate your man
while terpsichoring; Olivia de Havilland, beautiful and smart, tells you how and why you stymy
your chances when you open your mouth; Ann
Sheridan, Virginia Grey, Jane Wyman, Jane
Bryan, Ann Rutherford and Virginia Field contribute sound advice in other divisions.
So come
on, girls.
Check
yourselves
by
Hollywood's Standards. Your rating on page 67
will show you your short suits, and that's half
the battle. The other half of the battle is in
converting those short suits into
winning tricks, so get out your penAbove, Ann Rutherford, our expert on
cils, answer honestly
and score
"phoning," hears a play-back of her own
yourself like this: If your answer
voice. Below, Ann Sheridan, whose first
is "Never," mark down a one (1).
rule for "dating" is "Be ready on time"
If your answer is "Well, hardly
ever," score two (2) . If you have to
admit "Often," mark three (3) . And
it you are "Guilty,"
write down
four (4).
Here you go. Ponder your answer carefully before you mark it down, if you want your rating.
Jane Bryan has some searching queries
on the matter of clothes and jewelry

Olivia de Havilland asks questions
concerning
conversational
habits

HOW

DO YOU RATE

Conversationally?
Quizzer:

Olivia de Havilland

1. Do you answer questions with "Well, yes —
2. Do you wait to hear his view before exand no?" pressing yours so that you can agree with
3. Do you describe at great length personal
him?
incidents of your childhood?
4. Do you stop in the middle of a story with,
"Now let's see, how does it go?" "I'm not sure
if I should tell you this." "Are you sure you
haven't heard this before?"
5. Do you try to top his stories with a wise
6. Do you laugh before he has reached the
crack?
point of his joke?
7. Do you ask him how he has "escaped marriage for such a long time?"
8. Do you ask him for advice on your family
troubles?
9. Do you use: "It's a woman's privilege" as
an excuse to change your mind?
10. Do you archly repeat compliments about
yourself?
"Don't
strong

turn
in

on

public,"

that

soulful

warns

look

Virginia

too
Field

Priscilla Lane
takes over
concerning
conduct
of the

the questions
outdoors
girl

Jane Wyman asks twelve searching questions about the etiquette
of driving

HOW

11. Do you describe in detail plots of pictures
you have seen?
12. When on the losing side of an argument,
do you pass it off by cooing in a martyred tone,
"Oh, have it your own way, dear?"
—
13. Do you talk at great length about people
he doesn't know?
14. Do you go into great detail about love
affairs of female friends?
15. When you're with a writer (or musician or
artist or designer, etc.) do you say: "I used to
love to write (compose, draw, design, etc.)
when I was a kid, but I outgrew it?"
16. When he mispronounces a word, do you
correct him?

HOW

DO YOU RATE

Dating?
Quizzer:

Ann Sheridan

1. Do you keep him waiting?
2. Do you ever bring your knitting with
you?
3. Do you interrupt a silence with "a penny
for your thoughts"?
4. Do you take your coat when you don't need
to, and then make him carry it?
5. Is your handbag so full of gadgets you
have to fumble in it for a half-hour for your
key?
6. Do you remind him of good times you've
had with others?
7. Do you stop to look at shop windows when
walking with him?
8. Do you ring in an extra lone girl friend on
your date?
9. Do you fail to thank him for the little
things he does?
10. When it's time to say "good night," do you
get dramatic and insist upon knowing when
you'll see him again?
11. Do you hate to go home before three
A. M.?
12. Do you chatter constantly to make him
think you're peppy?
13. Do you carry in your bag a picture of your
favorite movie star?
14. When he flounders for change, do you offer
him money?

DO YOU RATE

Dining?

Quizzer:

Virginia Grey

1. Do you invariably order new dishes with
strange names, then send them back when they
amaze you?
2. After a few drinks do you get gabby or
affectionate or weepy or sentimental or hysterical?
3. When the check arrives, do you try to sneak
a look at it?
4. Do you tell him what to order because you
"know he has a nervous stomach"?
5. Do you watch everything that goes on over
his shoulder?
6. Do you flick out bits of tobacco from your
teeth every time you light a ciga7. Do

rette?
you

smoke

between

Above, Virginia Grey warns that you may
eat alone unless you follow advice!
Below, Joy Hodges has plenty to say on
how to behave on a date for dancing

courses:
8. Do you squash out cigarette
butts in your coffee cup?
9. Do you order hesitantly, changing your order several times?
10. At cocktail bars, do you stand on the railing and chirp: "Looka how tall I am

now?"
11. Do you reach out and season his food for
him without his asking?
12. Do you hail waiters to the table if you want
something?
13. Do you usually ask for something not on
the restaurant menu?

HOW

DO YOU RATE

- Dancing?

Quizzer:

Joy Hodges

1. Do you wear tight evening dresses which
give you a pendulum action from the rear when
dance?
you2. Do
you try to teach him new steps unless
he asks you?
3. Do you hail friends on the dance floor, and
stop to hold a gab fest with them?
4. Do you make your escort dance close to the
orchestra stand all night so that you can gaze at
the leader?
[Continued on page 66]
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Ahoy! Captain Gulliver
Once more the valiant sea-

■

Remember Captain Lemuel Gulliver, that fabulous
British Marco Polo who was always leaving his
wife and brood at the first whiff of a trade wind, and
who wound up by getting himself captured by a horde
of little men, match-stick high, in a strange land
called Lilliput?
Well, the most wonderful sailor ever to skim the
deep is to relive his exciting adventures (in technicolor, no less) in Max Fleischer's most important
undertaking to date, Gulliver's Travels, first full-length
cartoon since the delightful Snow White emerged from
Walt Disney's studio a year ago.
"Gulliver's Travels is easily my favorite story,"
Fleischer rhapsodized at his Miami studio, in between
feverish final touches which he is applying to his
masterpiece which you should be seeing shortly before
Christmas. "I have loved the book ever since I was
a kid. When we decided to do a feature-length cartoon

captain sets forth on his
adventures, this time in a
full-length,

JOHN

R.

color
By

cartoon

FRANCHEY

The horrified Lilliputians rush to the defense
when gigantic Gulliver appears from the sea

r

,"■■■

;

I didn't debate very long on the business
of selecting a story. It was Gulliver all
the way."
Untold millions of kids, ever since 1727
when Jonathon Swift launched his immortal story, have read with high glee
the enchanting story of star-crossed Captain Gulliver. No matter if the embittered
Swift meant it to be a scorching satire on
the littleness of man and the futility of
war. Children from France to Japan,
ignoring the under-current of indignant
cynicism, have loved it as the travel
fantasy par-excellence.
And just as Swift wrote it you will see
it on the screen, director-general Fleischer
swears, though he has added a character
or two.
"We're not setting out to change Jonathan Swift," he protests hotly, interrupting his work of inspecting the 250,000
drawings necessary for a feature-length
cartoon.
All of which is welcome news to the
Swift fans who remember the breathless
moment
when the doughty
Capta

unknown

land

how

1,500 Lilliputian horses were harnessed to the wagon and tugged him, by
epic labor, safely to the gates of the
Lilliput Metropolis?
And of course you remember how Captain Gulliver, set at liberty on his word
of an honor as an English gentleman,
destroys the hostile fleet of the rival King
of Blefescu, by swimming out to the
anchored men-of-war, and, as the terrified
sailors dive pell-mell into the waters, ties
thread to the masts of the ships and drags
them back to Lilliput as thousands cheer.
Jonathan Swift wrote the story from
the viewpoint of [Continued on page 50]
Right, Gulliver and the Lilliputian army
march to the defense of the coast line

Gabby
discovers Gulliver,
moment of panic, rouses
the town

and,

mwl

after a
murifll

Gulliver swims to an
after the ship-wreck

shipwrecked on page three of the book, cast
ashore on a strange island on page four, and is
awakened on page five to find himself fastened to
the earth by myriad cables, all the while an army
of awe-struck citizens of Lilliput is arrayed, battleformation,
on his
chest,
menacing
him
with
miniature bows.
Do you remember how the captain Gulliver is then
fed by the ingenious method of running a gigantic
ladder up alongside his head, while a regiment of
Lilliputians carry up assorted victuals in countless
baskets and dump it into his Grand-Canyon-of-amouth, trembling lest they fall into the yawning pit?
Do you remember how five hundred wee carpenters
were then recruited to build a monstrous engine on
which the hapless Gulliver was hoisted to a wagon? And

Typical
Travels

backgrounds
isof this
painting

in
of

Gulliver's
the
town
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Captain Gulliver

Left, dignified Miss
lady with the glass in
interviewing Margaret
look across the page

Proctor, the perfect
her hand, was quietly
Dnmont when . . . but
to see what happened

Afternoon
in the
Madhouse
What happened when a fearless
writer ventured on the Marx
Brothers' set won her Hollywood
Magazine's heroine's medal for
bravery ... a single gray hair set
in a pretty little celluloid loeket
Top, Harpo in the midget's house.
Bottom, Chico and
Groucho
with a friend from
A Day
at the Circus

By

KAY

PROCTOR

Two big bruisers in white coats with "Norwalk" written on
their caps just knocked at my door. They said they had come
to take me for a nice long rest in the pretty country.
That's all right by me. I'm ready to go. I know Norwalk is a
state hospital for the insane, but that sounds cosy and quiet
after what I've just been through. I know they have a lot of madmen locked up there, but madmen are an old story to me now.
For I have just spent an afternoon on the sound stage at M-G-M
where the Marx Brothers are making A Day at the Circus.
And to think I asked for it!
I was wandering around the studio poking my nose in this set
and the other to see what was going on. About that time my
studio companion and myself neared Stage 5 and I saw the red
light burning which meant something was going on in there.
"What gives?" I wanted to know. Maxine kept right on walking. "You don't want to visit there," she said. I asked why not.
32

"Well," she said ominously, "things are apt to happen to you."
I wanted to know what sort of things.
My mother always said my ungodly curiosity would get me into
trouble some day. My mother was right.
All was calm as a Monday morning in a cemetery when we
walked in. Groucho, Chico and Harpo were sitting in their
canvas backed chairs talking over part of the script with Director
Eddie Buzzell and Producer Mervyn LeRoy. Florence Rice was
sitting with her nose in a book, stately Margaret Dumont was
working on a crocheted rug, Kenny Baker was doing a few quiet
mi-mi-mi's off in one corner and the grips (stagehands) were debating the merits of a certain horse in the fifth at Hollywood Park.
"Some excitement!" I hissed scornfully at Maxine. She smirked
in a superior sort of way. "You're not out of here yet," she reminded me. That gal ought to go in for fortune telling, she's so
psychic.

HOLLYWOOD

The Marx Brothers try to convince Misses
Dumont and Proctor that life in the madhouse may be considered peaceful and very
quiet compared to an afternoon on the set

Louis B. Mayer's private office a block away. "Your legs! Not
good legs but not bad legs. Legs, legs, legs, marching up and
down again. Legs, legs, legs. You're driving me mad!"
Everyone on the set was staring. In confusion I automatically
did what nine women out of ten would do under the same circumstances— uncrossed my knees and tugged my skirt down
over them.
My face, naturally, was flaming in embarrassment.
With that Chico sprang into action. First he fanned me with
an imaginary towel, then took my pulse with one hand while
feeling my brow with the other. He shook his head sadly,
beckoned for Groucho and Harpo to join him. They in turn took
my pulse and felt my head. Muttering among themselves, they
retired into conference ala signal huddle in a football game.
Then Chico raced back.
"There is one indisputable test!" he shouted at me.

"Cross

Like a hypnotist's stooge in a vaudeville act, I crossed my
cap.
your knees."
knees.
Chico gave me a sharp whack just below the knee
"Ah," he said triumphantly. "I knew it! I knew the Bombay
on Toast test would not fail me." Gravely he shook my hand.
"My congratulations, Mrs. Whittlebottom," he said. "You are

Top,
kind

Harpo
disguised
as a mattress.
Bottom,
being
to a friendly
seal caught
without
his umbrella

When the script conference broke up I was introduced to the
Marxes. They were courteous, gracious gentlemen, all of them.
and we talked pleasantly for five minutes or so. They asked if.
I'd like to watch a few scenes and I said I would. Ah me!
The scene was one in which everyone was left hanging to
trapeze bars while a gorilla was on the warpath, which gives you
some idea of the tempo of the thing. I was sitting near the set,
just out of camera range, and thoroughly enjoying the zany
antics when Groucho stopped dead, glared ferociously at me and
imperiously yelled "Cut!" Then he strode up and shook his
finger in my face.
"Come, come, Mrs. Whittlebottom," he roared. "We can't have
this, you know. We're working men with work to do and you're
upsetting things. Must ask you to stop or leave the set."
He caught me off guard completely.
"Stop what?" I stammered.
"Legs!" Groucho yelled, and I swear they could hear him in
NOVEMBER, 1939

indeed alive."
That apparently was pink-wigged Harpo's cue. With two
fingers in mouth he gave his familiar whistle, honked the old
fashioned automobile horn he had in a pocket, and capered up
and down like a kid at a school picnic. Then rushing to the empty
chair beside me, he sat down, threw his arms around me in an
ardent embrace, and grabbed one of my not-too-good-but-nottoo-bad legs. Lifting it to his lap, he first dociley petted it as if I
were a puppy, then making an imaginary zither out of it, plucked
happily away at the strings!
I'll bet you Norwalk won't have anything to tie that moment.
You'd think that would have satisfied them for one day,
wouldn't you? A lot of good clean fun with me practically in
the swoons.
Hmmph!
That wasn't the half of it!
|

Of course A Day at the Circus is a little zanier than the usual
Marx Brothers madfest, which may account for part of the
general confusion. It has quaint little touches like women walking on the ceiling, air-conditioned circus tents, and midgets
pushing veritable goliaths all over the place.
The story (if you grant a Marx epic ever has a story back of it)
concerns the adventures of a wealthy young socialite, Kenny
Baker, in running a three-ring circus owned by a strong-man,
Nat Pendleton. Kenny is given a half-interest in the show on
the strength of the bankroll of his aunt, Margaret Dumont. He
falls in love with Florence Rice, a singing equestrienne in the
show. The aunt meantime disinherits him and he is in a jam for
the money he owes.
Chico, a circus
[Continued on page 55]
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Bachelor Insurance

JOYZELLE

mwm
John Howard takes time out from Disputed Passage.
to consider the problems of the bachelor, and to offer
policies for complete protection .... if you want it
H

Some gentlemen in this world are doubly
blessed. They may remain bachelors, either
by chance or by choice, with no more to-do about
it than an occasional gentle sigh from their Aunt
Penelopes about what some poor girl is missing,
or a slyly envious dig from a brother in harness.
At heart nobody cares.
If is a different story, alas, in Hollywood, the
happy hunting ground of matrimonial -minded
maids and matrons. There, it seems, an eligible
man may remain a bachelor only at the cost of
considerable stink, which is the polite word for
general furore. And only, it would appear, if he
has worked out some kind of A Plan.
A perfect case in point is John Howard, as
debonair a young gallant as you'd want to meet.
John certainly is an eligible young man, any
way you look at it, being handsome, healthy, and
hep to how to earn a very nice living indeed. He
certainly is a bachelor as the Hollywood ladies,
six deep at the Wailing Wall, will testify. And
he certainly has A Plan. I found that out. He
calls it "Bachelor Insurance."
In case you are harboring any quaint notions
that John is a misogynist, which is a two dollar
Greek word for plain old woman-hater, or that
he is even faintly anti-marriage in his philosophy
about life, forget about them. John's complaint
is that Hollywood gills are so lovely that, if he

followed the romantic inclinations of his heart,
he'd up and marry every one of the pretty
darlings. Unfortunately there is a law, and since
he is a law-abiding citizen, it was necessary to
evolve some sort of a plan to defend himself,
not against the ladies, but against himself! Any
fair-minded person will allow that.
"Fellows in my fix are more to be pitied than
censured," he said plaintively — but with a twinkle
in his nice clear eyes. "Think of us! Longing
with all our hearts for the peace of hearth and
home, but denied it because with so many
glorious girls around we just can't choose —
supposing for the sake of argument that the girls
would
have us."of his plight had me crying in my
The misery
beer. Maybe I should mention we were having
nothing so tony as scotch and soda, but were
sipping plebeian old beer in one of those plain
beer parlors you duck into for a quick one on
the way home from the office where nobody gives
a hoot whether you are a big movie star or not.
That's the kind of places John prefers. Maybe
I should mention, too, that it was a darned hot
day, and that John had tossed glamour so far
to the winds as to remove an elegantly tailored
coat (revealing very correct gray galluses) and
to loosen a tightly knotted cravat.
The idea for bachelor [Continued on page 62]
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Stepping Out With

Tb<* Housekeeper's Daughter

Our favorite extra has a shocking time
trying to keep ahead of some firecrackers and wiseerackers and as a
result is now staging a slnnd-up strike
By

E. J.

Dear Editor:
At the top of the page, Bill Gargan, Joan
Bennett and Adolphe Menjou start the argument that reaches its climax when Menjou
tries out a new duelling weapon, immediately below. Above, John Hubbard and
Bill Gargan hard at work on a newspaper

Well, I might as well tell it. No
sooner had I got myself a job out at
the Hal Roach Studios so I could step
out with the housekeeper's daughter
(played by Joan Bennett) than I stepped into more trouble in ten minutes
than I've experienced in the last two
years. And I've had my troubles, as
you well know.
So I'm through with dames. This
time for good. And I'll tell you why.
I'm supposed to be a hoodlum, see,
and along with some other muggs and
character we're supposed to invade the
home where the housekeeper's daughter is staying. That strikes my fancy
more than somewhat, because I'm
pretty keen on this Joan Bennett who
is a swell looker and a mighty fine
actress, and if I have to crash her home
for a close-up (and getting paid for it,
too, mind you) it's okay by me, doubled

H

(DON

JUAN)

SMITHSON

in hearts. In fact, I'm so keeri about
the little lady that I'm going to try to
get work in the picture she is going
to do at Universal even if it is called
Green Hell which should be a warning
after all I've been through.
Well, Hal Roach, the director of The
Housekeeper's Daughter as well as the
producer, gives us final instructions
about where and when to go and what
to do after we get there, squints at
the lighting, nods at his cameraman
and says "Okay, folks, let's have it!"
And that's about the last I remember.
I vaguely recall getting a glimpse of
Adolphe Menjou, who has the role of
the star reporter in the picture and
who, as this sequence begins, stands
ready to repulse the big bad hoodlums.
Now, as you know, this Menjou guy
is a slim Jim in build. You probably
could blow him over in one good
breath, if
[Continued on page 57]
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LADY ESTHER

JAYS-

xTo keep your Accent on Youth —
Join this Revolt aqainst Heavy, Waxy Creams!

Go get the
heavy cream
a thing or
you'll find a
and a swing

facts and you'll never use a
again! "ibung America knows
two. In schools and colleges
revolt against heavy creams...
to Lady Esther Face Cream!

Heavy creams demand heavy-handed treatment...tugging at delicate facial muscles. Whether
you are 18, 28 or 38— why chance looking older
than you really are? Get the facts about my 4-Purpose Cream and give up old-fashioned methods.

Lovely skin brings its own reward— every minute of the day. For no
charm is more appealing than a youthful looking skin. So give yourself
"young skin care"— with my 4-Purpose Face Cream — and you will see
that life is gay and romantic. 'Yes, that life is fun for every girl who
meets each day with confidence in her own beauty.

//

The speed of life today puts new demands upon
your face cream and calls for a cream of a different
type. For heavy creams can't fit the tempo of
1939 and modern girls know it. They were the
first to pass up heavy, greasy creams.

Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream has its wonderful following because itis a modern cream. It goes on lightly and easily, thoroughly removes imbedded dirt— leaves your skin feeling gloriously smooth and
fresh. Won't you please follow the test I suggest below, and see if Lady
Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream isn't the one and only cream for you?

Convince yourself . . . make this amazing "Cleansing Tissue Test" NOW!
ARE YOU sure your face cream really
L cleanses your skin? Is it making you
look older than you really are? Find out
with my amazing "Cleansing Tissue Test."
First, cleanse your complexion with your
present cream. Wipe your face with cleansing tissue, and look at it.
Then do the same— a second time— with
Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream. Now,
wipe it off with tissue and look at that!
Thousands of women are amazed... yes,
shocked then and there. . . to discover dirt upon
their second tissue. They see with their own

eyes that my cream removes pore-clogging
dirt many other creams FAIL TO GET OUT!
For, unlike many heavy, "waxy" creams
—Lady Esther Face Cream does a thorough
cleansing job without harsh pulling or rubbing of delicate facial muscles and tissues.
It cleans gently, lubricates the skin, and
(lastly) prepares your skin for powder.

( You can paste this on a penny postcard)

(49)

Lady Esther,
7130 West 65th St., Chicago, 111.

FREE

Please send me your generous supply

of Lady Esther Face Cream; also
ten shades of Face Powder, FREE and postpaid.

Prove this, at my expense. Mail me the
coupon and I'll send you a 7-day
my Face Cream (with my 10 new
shades). Start now to have a more
ing skin — to keep your Accent on

tube of
powder
appealYouth!

( If you lite in Canada.virite Lady Esther, Toronto,Ont. )
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Post-Graduate Course
| Not so very long ago Loretta Young
fell in love with a script. She read it,
thought it perfect, decided that it would
be her greatest opportunity. She felt that
life wouldn't be worth while unless she
could do it. She was under contract to
Warner Brothers at the time. The powersthat-be told her that she could have the
role — probably .
As the weeks passed, the role grew more
and more important to her. The picture
became very near and dear to her. She
alternately rejoiced at the opportunity to
do it and fretted, worried and feared she
wouldn't get the part. Just when she
could stand the suspense no longer,
Loretta was called into the office and was
told that she was going to do another picture at another studio first.
"But will I get back in time for
she asked breathlessly.

?"

"Of course," was the answer.
So she went to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
and worked
in Midnight
Mary,
with
Franchot Tone and Ricardo Cortez. She
went at her role with all the enthusiasm
and vigor of a child eating spinach on
pain of getting no dessert if she didn't
polish her plate. And, while
Midnight Mary was being
directed merrily by William
Wellman,
up popped
the
picture
of pictures
at
Warner Brothers'.
Somebody else got the
role.
Loretta had a good cry
for herself. She was sure
she was abused by fate,
kicked around by the front
office, the victim of luck
hard enough to cut diamonds. Days went into weeks,
weeks into months, and s^she worried because she
hadn't been able to do that
part — until the picture w^»
previewed and released. It^k
turned out to be one of the '
finest floperoos Hollywood
had turned out in many,
moons.
On the other hand, the
picture she hadn't wanted
to do, particularly — Midnight Mary — was a hit.
"And so," she said as she
relaxed between scenes of
Eternally Yours, which she and David
Niven are making for Walter Wanger
productions, "I learned a lesson which
has always stuck with me. That's to take
everything in your stride, not allow
yourself to be disappointed, whether
you're in Hollywood or any place else.
For Hollywood, with its petty triumphs
and its big ones, its problems, disasters,
laughs and heartaches, is much the same
as any other community. Working in
pictures is essentially work, and in the
main not much different from any other
38

Hollywood has many lessons
to I each. The most important is "Never stop learning!" aeeording to Loretta
By

EDWARD

CHURCHILL

kind of employment." Loretta confesses
that she's learned a great deal in the
twelve years she's been featured and
starred in motion pictures, dating from
her first big role in the Lon Chaney
picture, Laugh, Clown, Laugh. She was
fourteen then. She had been before the
cameras off and on since her pre -school
days, shortly after her mother and her
sisters, Sally Blaine and Polly Ann Young,
City.
arrived in Hollywood from Salt Lake
We were discussing the tendency to
gossip, a vicious little pastime which is
all too common, when she told of one of
the most embarrassing experiences of her
early career — an experience that taught
her a lesson she never will forget.
"I heard a story about a writer," she
recalled. "I got it fourth or fifth hand.
I passed it along, adding a few little flourishes to get 'ohs' and 'ahs' from my audience. Ididn't stop to think that such
gossip might not be true, and that those
who had passed it on to me might have
elaborated a bit, even as I had-"
The gossip rebounded. Her telephone
rang. It was the writer, a man famous in
Hollywood.
"I hear you've been telling a story about
me," he said, and repeated the tale Loretta
had told.
"What makes you think it's
Loretta

paused

A

to consider
this and
remembered that, while
it had been given to her
by a woman
unimpeachable of
character,
that

true?"
j|^

woman
in turn
have picked
it up might
from
someone who had viciously fabricated the
whole thing.
"I don't
tered.

know,"

she

"Well, it isn't true," the
writer said. And, in a
W&cy nice way, he pointed
out where the story had
originated, why, how it
had grown, had become
unkind and even dangerous to his career and
reputation. She apologized. The
writer understood, and they became fast friends.
"That was an embarrassing,
hard-to-take and much deserved
lesson," she pointed out. "Gossip is without excuse in Hollywood or any place else. And
keep
in people
mind — itsayisn't
the
true this
things
about
you that
the falsehoodshurt.
which oneIt'spasses
on
about
[Continued on page 68]

Loretta Young in one of the
spectacular gowns from her
next
film.
Eternally
Yours

Women everywhere will be grateful!

Miracle Modess brings you "moisture zoning"

Worry nO mOrO. You needn't be looking in mirrors or asking people
"Am I all right?" . . . The New Miracle Modess has come to your rescue!

Today, at any dealer's you can buy
the new Miracle Modess with ''Moisture Zoning!" Here's new comfort!
New peace of mind !

MODESS TRIUMPHS AGAIN!
FIRST WITH
FLUFF FILLER

"Moisture Zoning" acts to zone
moisture — hold it inside the pad. Now,
longer than ever before, Modess edges
stay dry, soft, chafe-free !
And of course, in Modess the filler
is downy-soft fluff— so different from
the filler in "layer -type" napkins
Modess starts softer, stays softer.
More good news— "Moisture Zoning" brings greater absorbency. And
this, in addition to Modess moistureresistant backing, isdoublyreassuring.
Today, get this amazing new Modess
— the softer, safer sanitary napkin.

EnduT8 HO mOfe. If you suffer chafing discomfort on "difficult" days ,
here's news. Read the details of the New Miracle Modess below.

Modess was first to use a
downy-soft "fluff-type" filler
— entirely different in construction from layer-type
napkins! The result? Greater
comfort — because a Modess
pad not only starts softer — it
also
softer. There's
worldstays
of difference
in thea
filler alone!

^H

FIRST WITH MOISTURE-

AND NOW

RESISTANT BACKING

Modess was first to use a
moisture-resistant backing as
a precaution against striking
through.
NOTE THE BLUE LINE
Modess has a colored thread
along back of pad to make
sure that you wear it correctly—with back AWAY
from the body.

"MOISTURE ZONING"

Now Modess brings you
"Moisture Zoning," which
keeps the edges of the napkin dry, soft, chafe-freelonger
than ever before. Greater
comfort, greater safety! So
get the new Miracle Modess
comes inat theanysame
blue box
today
dealer's.
It
at the same low price.
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Suddenly in the midst of a tense and quiet scene, where the drop
of a pin would have echoed like the clunk of a crowbar, frenzied
shrieks arose from the carnival set over by the cathedral square. The
shrieks were not called for at that moment by the script of The
Hunchback of Notre Dame, but they were real shrieks all right.
With a flapping of men's long cloaks and women's long gowns, the
entire populace
of Paris, including
the court of Louis
XI,
whooshed across the square. They jammed themselves into medieval
archways.
They piled up on one another in an attempt to reach
chinks in the great outdoor cathedral set which served as
exits to the open fields of the RKO ranch. It looked like the
beginning of a lifesize panic, complete with casualties.
"What, for heaven's sake — !" began Charles Laughton,
who, only a moment before, had stood (as The Hunchback)
bewildered before his accusers. He was a lot more bewildered now.
Then he saw the reason for the stampede. A big iron cage
was tipped at an angle, the door was open, and Tony, the
huge cinnamon bear was lunging about with white foam on
his jaws. The heat at the ranch was intense. Had the animal
gone mad?
Then Laughton saw something else.
Swiftly he seized the microphone and his voice boomed,

w

calm and reassuring, over the surging throng. "The bear
won't harm you. That's ice cream on his face — I can see the

^

Above, Charles Laughton strolling across
the RKO lot with Maureen O'Hara cast
opposite him in Jamaica Inn and The
Hunchback of Notre Dame

The story of the fearsome
and pitiful monster of Notre
Dame returns to the screen
in one of the .rear's big films

EMILY

\ O It It I S

Right, Charles Laughton in the distorting
hump and elaborate make-up of the monster prowls the streets while Maureen
O'Hara
40 looks frightened, and no wonder
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Duo -Therm's new "Power -Air" heater
KEEPS FLOORS WARM-by
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Ordinary heaters send heat up— where
it "loafs" on your ceiling. Result: your
floors are drafty, chilly. Your ceilings
are hot — note the chart and temperature difference! (Tests made in a
standard home.)
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Duo -Therm's new

Enjoy warmer

EVEN if this should be one of those
bitter, old-time winters — you'll be
warm and comfortable with the clean,
cheap, silent heat this new fuel-oil DuoTherm gives!
It gives you more heat from every
drop of oil — because of its patented BiasBaffle Burner! It gives regulated heat —
at the turn of a handy dial. It gives a
flood of extra heat when you open the
radiant door!

Greater heating comfort than ever
before! Duo-Therm's amazing new
Power-Air drives heat all through your
house — circulates heat faster, better, to
every corner of every room ! It brings lazy
ceiling heat down where you need it —
gives uniform "floor- to-ceiling" comfort —
saves at least 5% in fuel costs! And it
does more
TEAR

New "Year- Round"

DUO-THERM

Fuel Oil Circulating Heaters

80°

Gives you cooler summers, too!
In hot weather — your Power-Air will
pour out a cooling 2 7-mile-an-hour breeze !
You can direct it anywhere — up, down,
right or left! You can use Power- Air to
dry wet shoes, clothing, laundry — winter
or summer. Women can dry their hair.
And Power-Air costs little to run ! It
lamp.
takes no more current than a 60-watt

And in addition — it gives you what no
other heater can give you: Power-Air!

A cooling breeze in summer! When it's
hot and sticky, plug in your Power-Air
and let a brisk, refreshing breeze help
keep you cool !

Power -Air forces

ceiling-heat to "move on" — forces it
down — puts it to work on your floors 1
Note these actual test figures! DuoTherm's powerful blower gives you the
same positive forced heat as a modern basement furnace!

winters — with a Duo-Therm!

Plenty of heat in winter! Your DuoTherm Power-Air* will drive heat to
every corner I You get uniform, "floor to-ceiling" comfort — and extra heat for
every room !
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A Duo-Therm costs no more! A DuoTherm, even with Power-Air, costs you
no more than ordinary heaters! See the
beautiful new models at your dealer's —
today. They come in the handsome Golden Fleck enamel finish — they heat 1 to 6
rooms — they're sold on easy payments.
Or mail the coupon — now! ♦Patent applied for

OUT

AND

MAIL-

■TODAY!

i

DUO-THERM DIVISION,
Dept. H-9II. Motor Wheel Corporation, Lansing, Michigan
Tell me about this new Duo-Therm heater !
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overturned dish in the cage. Stand still,
please. The trainer will tie him up." He
added with the Laugh ton chuckle: "After
all, Tony's a trained bear, you know. He
just wants to be petted."
They laughed a little at that. The panic
was over. The trainer led Tony back to his
ice cream and soothed him down for the
carnival sequence, telling him not to mind
the nassy ole human beings that scared
poor ickle Tony, didums.
| Laughton's quiet scenes appeared to
be the signal for off-the-script excitement. A few days later, in the fearsome
makeup of the hunchback, Quasimodo, he
was registering doglike affection for gypsy
Esmeralda (little Maureen O'Hara) in a
"take" of silent devotion. It was after
midnight. The California stars glittered
high above the towers of Notre Dame and
the slant-roofed, leaning houses roundabout. The torches, carried by linkbearers in the somber russet servant
clothes of the year 1490, did hardly more
than rouse wavering, scary shadows.
Unexpectedly a rosy glare illumined
Laughton's face. Director William Dieterle looked around, annoyed. "Turn off
that — " he began, then jumped to his feet.
The glare came from a ranch alongside
the RKO property in San Fernando
Valley. Outlined against the darkness, a
farm building burned merrily. Scouts
motored over to investigate and came
back hurriedly with the report that the
blaze threatened five other buildings, and
that no fire engines were yet in sight,
Dieterle wasted no time in halting the
affairs of the year 1490 to attend to those
of the current hour. He loaded a hundred
of his actors and crew into cars, and
hurried
them
to the conflagration
as

volunteer firemen. They helped ranch
hands keep the flames in check until the
Van Nuys Fire Department arrived.
"A good actor can play any part,"
Laughton commented afterward — though
they'd made him stick to the cameras.
Incidentally, even without fighting fires,
he lost many pounds while playing the
part of Quasimodo, the Hunchback. One
reason why he reduced during the shooting was the thermometer. Out at the
ranch, where most of the scenes were
filmed, it was jiggling around the 115 mark
nearly every day. Another reason why he
reduced was the strenuous swinging on
the great bells in the cathedral towers.
Quasimodo, according to Victor Hugo's
story, loved to do that, so Laughton, who
prefers a quiet life, had to swing like mad.
Not even in Mutiny on the Bounty nor
The Beachcomber did Laughton get such
exercise!
"I recommend this stunt to anyone overweight," Laughton chuckled, " if swinging
doesn't take off the pounds, jitters will
. . ." And now after all that exertion, they
are wondering whether or not to leave
the scene in the picture!
■

True, in this picture they had a lot of
details besides bell-swinging to worry
about — more details than in most films.
That mob of extras and featured players
didn't arrive at their medieval perfection,
nor did the architecture achieve its aura
of 1490, without plenty of thought on the
part of plenty of expert technicians. The
Paris skyline, for instance, was copied
from a 450-year old wood-block on which
an unknown artist carved a panorama of
the city just before Columbus sailed for
America.
An even bigger job than re-creating the

Very different from his part as The Hunchback of Notre Dame is Charles Laughton's
portrayal of the psychopathic Squire in Jamaica Inn. Maureen O'Hara plays the
beauteous orphan whose life is just one adventure after another, for eight reels
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skyline fell to the wardrobe man, Ray
Camp, who took care of 2000 costumes
with orders to keep them all dirty. Not
so easy as it sounds. The 2000 beggars
in the production wore rags — a sartorial
state arrived at with the aid of knives
and can-openers. The rags were "aged"
by spraying them with a solution of burnt
umber, lampblack and linseed oil. Also
the wardrobe man kept track of sundry
peasant costumes, soldiers outfits with
steel helmets and coats of mail, merchants'
and nobles' wardrobes, and the bright
garments worn by a band of gypsies. A
single item on his list — shoes — included
6500 articles!
And

this merely covered the "background and atmosphere." It didn't include
Laughton's clothes, specially constructed
for his grotesque makeup; or Maureen
O'Hara's specially made gypsy garb, authentic fifteenth century Romany stuff;
or the armor of the Black Knight (Hector
Sarno), made at Genoa in the thirteenth
century and insured for $5000.
When you consider the variegated wardrobe, the sets, the multitude of extras
and the considerable cast, you understand
why three months' shooting and overhead
ran into money. The picture will cost
some $3,000,000.
A snick of this amount went into
pigeons. They were hired from a bird
trainer to flutter about Notre Dame and
Charles Laughton when the Hunchback
prowled among the gargoyles on the
cathedral's roof. Twenty-five pigeons
were rented to RKO at $1 per pigeon per
day. Forty -eight hours later when the
man collected them after work, he found
there were fifty-three. Eighteen Valley
pigeons that wanted screen tests had
joined up as extras.
It wasn't a pigeon, however, but a
mocking-bird which got, so to speak, in
Maureen O'Hara's auburn hair. Maureen
O'Hara is the lovely, 19-year-old from
Dublin, Ireland, who has the role of
Esmeralda.
Her first scenes were played on indoor
sets at the studio. She had appeared in
the Court of Beggars, the half-underground hideout among massive stone pillars called by the beggars themselves the
"Court of Miracles" because there they
shed their crutches, their bandages and
their other professional paraphernalia. In
that somber spot she looked bright as a
sunbeam. Now she was scheduled for a
sequence inside Notre Dame. Her hair and
her gay costume shone in the candlelight
as she fell on her knees before King Louis
Eleventh (Harry Davenport) and Frollo,
his High Counselor (Cedric Hardwicke).
"Many thanks, Your Maj — " she began
in her low, vibrant voice.
"Yawp!" said something near the ceiling of the sound stage.
" — esty, for your great — " (Yawp,
yawp!) "kindn — " (Yawp!)
Director Dieterle called, "Cut!" And
prop men in prosaic slacks and sports
shirts searched through the costly altar
trappings,, the rich gloom of the nave with
its dimly lit shrines along the sides, until
an errant mocking-bird was dislodged and
shooed outdoors.

■

Maureen O'Hara has a complexion like
a rose. She wears very little makeup,
and in this film she certainly provides a
strong contrast with Laughton. Laughton's makeup is one of the most extraordinary that the screen has offered.
Out at the ranch, where the carnival
scene was being shot, Elsa Lanchester was
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chatting about Laughton's makeup. Elsa
Lanchester, as you know, is Mrs. Laughton. She played Anne of Cleves in The
Private Life of Henry the Eighth, and the
unforgettable missionary in The Beachcomber. She came to Hollywood from
England to be with her husband, and arrived a month after he did. Laughton met
her at the train.
"I recognized him at once," she remarked, dark eyes twinkling. "From the
rumors I'd heard about this 'Notre Dame'
makeup, I didn't know what to expect!
But there he was, without makeup for
once (they'd let him off for an hour) , the
same as ever, only sunburned and thinner
and with that patch above each ear shaved
completely bald — " She made an appalling little face at him. "And I'm even used
to the way he looks now" — Laughton was
standing beside her in makeup — " . . .
almost."
"Those rumors didn't tell the half of it,"
said Laughton.
■

There has never been a more exciting
and tedious makeup job in the annals
of Hollywood. Every day for three and a
half weeks, and often at night — in short,
for 10 or 12 hours out of the 24 — Laughton
was occupied with consultations, makeup
experiments and makeup screen tests even
before the picture started. Often, after a
day with Perc Westmore, the makeup expert, Laughton would be screen-tested
until 10 o'clock at night. One day he sat
in the makeup chair for seven consecutive hours.
Quasimodo was the late Lon Chaney's
most famous role. For Chaney and for his
acting Laughton has the warmest admiration, too warm an admiration to weaken
Chaney's achievement by imitating it—
even if Laughton were not an individualist who thinks each actor is entitled to his
own interpretation.
The Laughton hunchback was visualized as a monster, but the actor insisted
on playing the role with the man shining
through. "The danger is in making him
too grotesque," he explained, "so that he
loses the human touch and so loses our
sympathy."
First they made a cast of Laughton's
head; that's why the hair was shaved
above his ears. For a year before, however, they had been working on makeup
experiments at RKO, building busts of
Laughton, studying them, putting dabs of
clay and greasepaint on them. The reason
this process took so long was because they
wanted to have the makeup as lightweight as possible.
One cheekbone was built higher than
the other, one eye half hidden by a deformity. With a special, flesh tinted composition (invented for the occasion) which
looks like sponge-rubber but isn't, certain
changes — distinctly for the worse — were
made in the Laughton nose, ears and
mouth.
[Continued on page 54]
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We were playing "tell-the-truth" at our Wednesday
club meeting. It was Joan's turn and they asked
her whose wash line had the worst case of tattletale gray in town. The next minute, I wished the
floor would open up and swallow me. Joan was
pointing straight at me!

, ^&47-

I swore I'd never forgive her— but the very next
Joan dashed over with a peace offering. She
she hated to hurt my feelings, but it was
somebody told me to quit using lazy soaps

day
said
time
that

don't take all the dirt out of clothes. She said
her washes looked messier than mine till she
discovered Fels-Naptha Soap— and she gave me
some to try.

COb/ne^aa^, ^Jistf!em6&L 27—
Well, the club met at my house a few weeks later—
and am I glad I tried Fels-Naptha I I'll tell the
world there's nothing like its grand combination
of richer golden soap and gentle naptha for getting
clothes honestly clean! My linens and things
looked so gorgeously white, the girls were simply dazzled! You bet it's Fels-Naptha and me
for life— and no more tattle-tale gray!
COPR.

1939,

FELS

& CO,

BANISH "TATTLE -TALE GRAY" WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
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TUNE IN HOBBY LOBBY every Sunday evening. See local paper for time and station.

The Lady and the Knight

Take a trip backstage
and natch the filming
of the tragic story ef
the love of Elizabeth
and head-strong

Essex

[ It had been a pretty tough day
for the Queen. The courtiers
were a-muttering in Whitehall
Palace corners against her sweetheart, handsome young Essex. The
Irish rebels were on the rampage.
Essex was looking sidewise at a darkeyed lady-in-waiting. And the royal
flame-colored velvet robes, studded
in diamonds, gold and topaz, weighed
97 pounds as against Queen Elizabeth's own weight of 110 . . . with
the temperature under the lights on
Stage 9 at 120 degrees.
Yes, a tough day, and bound to
grow tougher. For now they wanted
her to break mirrors! "It isn't bad
luck if you do it on purpose," they
soothed.
"Whoof!" ejaculated good Queen
Bette Davis, dropping into her great
canvas chair before the empty fireplace in the

"Queen's

Closet."

■■■

The

W

chair, placed there temporarily to catch
the Queen before she sank under the
weight of her velvet splendor, was especially constructed by Warner Brothers'
prop department to accommodate the
wideflung regal skirts.
Somebody opened the sound stage
doors. Hot sunlight and a wisp of sultry
breeze poured into the stone walled
"Closet" — a parlor, really — with its high,
narrow, stained glass windows decked out
in armorial shields. "Whoof!" said the
Queen again.
"Cigarette?" asked Sir Walter Raleigh
—as well he might. It was Raleigh, you
remember, who first brought tobacco to
England from the colony of Virginia,
which had been named for the Virgin
Queen. Good Queen Bess tried a pipeful
of it once, and pronounced the stuff not
bad. Good Queen Bette got out a 12-inch
paper holder and carefully put into it the
cigarette which towering Sir Walter
(Vincent Price, 6 ft. 4% ins., from the
New York stage) offered from his pack,
She looked anxiously after her gigantic
lace ruff while he gave her a light.
"Anybody wants to be queen," she remarked to Tibbie, the pet Scottie, "can
have it." Bette ought to know her own
mind on that subject; she's lately been the
Empress Carlotta, too. Tibbie gave a feeble
flick of the tail in reply. Since Bette had
donned that red Elizabeth wig, Tibbie
wouldn't come out from under the dressing table. Before they toned the wig down
and tamed its curls to royal dignity for
technicolor camera requirements, Bette,
herself, said she looked like Harpo Marx.
She didn't look like Harpo on the day
I saw her. She looked like a weary woman
of 45 trying to appear girlish, without
benefit of beauty salons, for a lover of 25
— and she'd had the dickens of an argument with the makeup department in
order to achieve that appearance.
They wanted to glamourize her. "What!"
cried Bette with vehemence — for she
knows her history — "glamourl For Elizabeth! In those days, she was absolutely a
hag, and I'm going to look like a hag or I
won't play the role!" She added: "Why,
the whole point of the plot is Elizabeth's
fear that a youth couldn't love her, and
the fact that the youth doesn't."
So Bette plucked her eyebrows (Elizabeth's were very thin), and shaved her
forehead hairline (because Elizabeth's
hair grew scant) , and had them do things
to her face in the matter of wrinkles and
pouches which very few Hollywood stars
would have permitted, much less insisted
upon.
So, she looked like Elizabeth at 45 or
better, fading, but still vain; jealous,
anxious, suspicious, eager to be reassured;
a great Queen and a proud woman, able to
give her hot-headed young lover every
splendid gift he craved, except the gift of
youth to match his youth
Why, Bette
had wanted to play one scene without the
wig, practically bald! She wanted to play
Elizabeth — not a glamour tootsie.
"What's Essex up to now?" demanded
Bette, glancing toward a corner of the
stage whence arose hoots of merriment.
Essex (Errol Flynn) in crimson velvet
doublet and hose, slashed with gold, his

Just listen to 'em!. . .'Afraid of a little pan of water, eh?' says Duck-Luck...
'Who's afraid?' says lien-Pen. 'I just don't like water, the horrid kut-kut-kadacket
stuff!'. . .'You chicken-hearted coward!' says he . . .'You wet smack!' says she . . . !"

"Oh, stop your nonsenie, Hen-Pen— it's swell once you're in! Just hold your nose and
shut your eyes . . . don't you know we'll get sprinkled with lovely, downy Johnson's
Baby Powder when we get out? In you go now— kersplash!"

"Look, gang, here comes the Johnson's . . . hold everything! Prickly heat and chafes
won't get much chance at us! And oh-h, boy— when that soft white shower comes
down the small of your back, you'll get a thrill right down to your pinfeathers!"
"Didn't I tell you? Everybody likes
Johnson's Baby Powder. The talc in it's
specially fine, and it helps keep babies
comfortable as can be. It doesn't cost
much, either!"
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gold-fretted steel corselet and helmet laid
aside for the moment, had thrown back
his head (he wears in this picture a truly
distinguished, small Vandyke beard) and,
shaken with suppressed laughter, was
holding to the shoulder of Sir Francis
Bacon (Donald Crisp) for support. (They
had lots of gags about "Crisp Bacon.")
The Queen scooped up her farthingale
and petticoat, and went to investigate.
When she reached the corner, Olivia de
Havilland (she has the role of Lady
Penelope Gray, the Queen's rival in the
affections of Essex) was peering through
a magnifying glass at a tapestry, rich in
dim reds and greens, purples and blues,
which hung upon the wall of the Throne
Room.
"I don't see anything," Olivia said unsuspectingly.
"Here, let me fix the glass," Flynn offered. He touched a spring and Olivia leaped
into the air with shock and surprise. A
squirt of water had hit her square in the
face.

Fifteen minutes of it, rehearsed for a week
— the key scene of the picture.
Essex, the darling of Elizabeth and of the
populace, won glory in the Spanish war
but quarreled with the Queen after his return. This was their reconciliation. Not
long afterward, he failed as conqueror of
the Irish rebels (a fine thing, sending a
man named Flynn to fight against the
Irish) , and hurried back to London to appease Elizabeth. Here he made a fatal
error. He raised a company of followers,
marched on the palace, and tried to abduct
the Queen.
Hurt to the quick by this treason of her
lover, Elizabeth imprisoned him in the
Tower of London and sentenced him to the
block. At the last moment — according to
the Maxwell Anderson stage play, "Elizabeth the Queen," from which the film is
taken, but not according to history — Elizabeth summoned Essex to a room in the
Tower, begged him to marry her. But
(again in the film, not in history) Essex
chose the block because he knew that,
given the chance, he would try to seize the
crown for himself, alone. This, briefly, is

"I might have known!" she said, stamping a foot in pretended wrath, as a
makeup man stepped forward with tissue
to mop her dry.

the story of Elizabeth's tragic romance in
her later years.

"Kid stuff, by my halidome," remarked
the Queen, and at once matched it. From
somewhere in her voluminous attire she
produced Lily. Lily is a mechanical sheep

"We go!" said Curtiz . . . The love scene
started well with Essex romantic and melting, Elizabeth tender. Then, in a rush of
emotion, the Queen threw her arms about

which sings the song about Mary's little
lamb. Bette wound up Lily and put her
on the floor, to the mingled astonishment

the knight's neck and pulled him toward
her. Flynn, upon one knee, lost his balance and completely folded up; simply fell
kerplunk across the royal lap. Dignity
fled.

and concern of Flynn's huge schnauzer,
Arno.
Arno, whom they once found asleep on
the $1200 hand carving and $800 velours
cushions of the Queen's throne, couldn't
abide Lily. But just as, goggle-eyed, he
extended a devastating paw. Director
Michael Curtiz called out in his Hungarian English: "Everybody get closer
together apart, please. We go!"
So the camera crew got closer together
apart. Bette sat in her chair of State. Essex
knelt at her feet. It was THE love scene.

The Queen howled.

Essex slid to the

floor and sat there, chortling.' The voice
of Curtiz rose above the general mirth:
"Bette, I guess you don't know your own
strength,
isn'twasit?"resumed and this time it
The scene
went through unmarred to its end; fervent, pathetic, stirring. It is one of the
most remarkable and touching love scenes
ever put upon celluloid. Elizabeth was
ruthless, as perhaps a monarch had to be,
but in that sequence Bette leaves you
weak with sympathy for a lonely, hard old
woman who, in agony of soul, tried to capture the one thing the world had never
given her: genuine love.
When the scene was ended, the Queen's
Grace nibbled at an ice cream cone with
due regard to precious farthingale and
stomacher, Lord Burghley (Henry Stephenson) took a swig from a bottle of
pop without spilling it down his velvet and
brocade doublet. Both watched the prop
boys setting up mirrors in the Queen's
boudoir. Bette eyed them askance. She's
superstitious.
The panelled boudoir and all the other
rooms in Whitehall Palace, were reproduced at much cost from drawings made
in London. Whitehall as it stands now —
Government offices have occupied it these
many hundred years — is only a building
erected upon the site of the original palace,
which was burned in 1689. Recently, however, the British Government excavated
the foundations and what is left of the

Olivia dc Havilland plays Lady Penelope
whose beauty and sharp tongue make her
a dangerous rival to the aging Queen
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original walls, and the Warners' set was
carefully based on authentic data. Its
dark carved panels, its sombre stone, its
arched fireplaces, form a perfect techni-

Especially built to accommodate the
heavy spreading skirts of Queen Elizabeth's costumes was this chair, used on
the set by Bette Davis between scenes

color background for the rich costumes of
the court.
The Tudor times were noted for extravagantly beautiful dress. And the
Queen led them all. On State occasions
she even commanded her maids of honor
to wear white so that her own robes would
shine forth with the more magnificence.
When Essex gives a little hawking party
at his country place in Wanstead, Bette
wears a bottle green brocade riding habit
with a long green velvet cloak. Once, at
the Council table, she wears white quilted
satin sewn all over with pearls. For the
love scene she has a changeable green
and bronze taffeta, with a high, delicate
lace ruff. The dress is embroidered in gold
and emeralds. A pendant of rubies, diamonds, and pearls is at her throat, pearl
drops are in her ears, and on her fingers
sparkle five rings of rubies, pearls, diamonds, emeralds, and aquamarines.
As for the men — the Warner's wardrobe
department order for a man's costume
was usually so many yards of velvet and
six pounds of sawdust. It seems the Elizabethans achieved that swank baggy-knee
breeches effect by the aid of a lumber
yard. Flynn is thoroughly well dressed as
Essex. He wears beige suede, black velvet
and gold trimmings under his armor in
Ireland. Dark green velvet with silver
braid, and blue-green brocatelle edged
with silver make a Court costume.
■

But Bette's mind was not on the subject of dress at the moment. She was
looking at those mirrors, just put up

around the royal boudoir wall. "You're
sure it's okay to break them if you do it
on purpose?" she inquired again.
There had been (some days before, in
accordance with the jigsaw Hollywood
custom) a savage scene between Elizabeth
and Lady Penelope Gray and now Bette
was to play the climax of it. Lady Penelope, intrepid wench! had responded surprisingly to the
lute in hand
andQueen's
sing a order
song. to take her

Instead of the real verses of "The Passionate Shepherd" — a ballad popular in
Elizabeth's day — Penelope sang some
verses lately improvised by the Queen's
ex-favorite, Raleigh. Far in the past was
the chivalrous cloak-and-puddle incident
whereby Raleigh had won favor with
Elizabeth, and Raleigh was envious of the
current power of Essex. His verses, therefore, deftly and subtly twitted the Queen
on her fading charms. By contrast, as she
sang them, Penelope's fresh loveliness
stood out radiantly.
You know Elizabeth's red-headed temper? Only that fortnight, in the throne
room, Essex had ventured to contradict
her. Smack! Right before the entire
Court her hand shot out and caught Essex
down the side of the face and the mouth.
And this was Essex, mind you . . . the man
Elizabeth loved.
Accordingly, when Penelope sang the
jeering verses, nobody would have been
surprised if royal assault and battery, perhaps even the headsman's axe, had resulted. But Elizabeth, woman as well as
Queen, realized how the Court would buzz
if she dignified the incident by too much
notice. She dismissed her ladies with the
air of a cobra ready to spring and, when
the door closed, walked up to a mirror.
Fading charms! True. With new eyes she
studied her drawn features, the wrinkled
forehead, the lines around the mouth. And
then Elizabeth (despite Bette's superstitions qualms) picked up a vase and
crashed it into the glass. Tankards, chairs,
whatever weapon came handy, she hurled
at the other mirrors in the room. It turned

"Why would any mother want
to make a little girl cry!'
Grannie shows Millie
a modern way to raise
her child

MILLIE: But Grannie, I'm doing it only for
her own good.

2. GRANNIE: My stars! Since when did using
force on a child do any good? I heard the doctor tell your Cousin Sue that using force can
throw a child's whole nervous system out of
order.

3. GRANNIE: He said it's wrong to make
children take anything they don't like. A
child should get a pleasant-tastm' laxative . . .
MILLIE: That's easy. I could give her the
one Uncle Joe takes . . .

4. GRANNIE: Hold your horses, dear. A laxative strong enough for Uncle Joe can be TOO
strong for a tot. The doctor said a child should
get a laxative made only for children. So he
recommended Fletcher's Castoria.

5. GRANNIE: He said Fletcher's Castoria
meets every medical requirement for a child's
laxative. It tastes nice. It's mild because it's
made especially and only for children. It acts
natural-like. And it's SAFE . . . How about
getting a bottle now?

6. MILLIE: Grannie! Am I dreaming! Or is she

1. GRANNIE:
Land's sake, Millie, haven't
you gone far enough? A body would think
you had a grudge against the child.

out that Bette's aim was equally bad with
either hand. She broke 28 mirrors before
she was able to go through the scene and
plant a direct hit on each glass in turn.
"Anybody should have a wife couldn't
aim any better," Curtiz gaily commented.
| Alas for those who

said breaking

mirrors a-purpose didn't count!
Superstition or not, here's what happened.
Olivia was laid up 24 hours when she
banged her leg against a heavy table.
Bette stayed home ten days with laryngitis. And Flynn delayed production a
week when an accident required four
stitches in his eyelid.
It's a wonder, though, that half the cast
didn't come from the picture with web
feet, considering the length of time Essex
and his men spent in that Irish bog on
Stage 11! It was a two and one-half acre
bog, complete with trees and hummocks
and water and stumps and a thick Irish
fog that drifted in whenever Curtiz ordered it. Through this bog, Essex chased
Tyrone, the Irish rebel leader (Alan
Hale).
Technicolor requires more lights than
ordinary film. Thanks to the lights, the
temperature on the set, even upon cool
days, was (take a deep breath and reach
for a fan) 127.
[ But temperature and wet weren't the
only things that bothered the English
troops and the Irish rebels who played
hide and seek among the misty tree trunks.
On a Monday the cast assembled in the
bog to discover that during the week end

GLA/tf&£r&eAs
The modern

areally
peep?taking this Fletcher's Castoria without
GRANNIE: You're not dreaming. Millie. You'll
never have any laxative troubles in this house
again!

CASTORIA

— SAF E — laxative made

especially for children
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TOM Al/MOST LANDED M THE D/Sff-PAN /

1 . "If you

don't

fix this clogged

drain,"

storms Mrs. Tom Burch, "y°u're going
to be in the dishwashing business I"

3. Down the drain goes Drano! It digs
out all the clogging grease and muck
— gives a clear, free-flowing drain!

2. "Huh? Who, me?" blinks Tom. "Wait!
Wait I I'll go and get some Drano!"

4. "Thar she flows!" boasts Tom. "Now
use a teaspoonful each night — and keep
the drain clean!"

P.S. After the dishes — use a teaspoonful of Drano
— to guard against clogged drains. Never
over 25C at grocery, drug, hardware stores.

Drano

CLEANS

Copr. 1939 . The Drackett Co.

USE

DRANO DAILY
TO
KEEP
DRAINS
CLEAN

CLOGGED

DRAINS

SKIN CLEAR w
'fxauMelif LOVELY

"Gone like magic" is the song of
happy
thousands
whom away
KREMOLA.
M. D. doctor's
prescription,
liasforcleared
pimples,an blackheads,
and
surface skin blemishes. A clear-up — not a cover-up! Keeps
dry skin moist i Your money refunded if pimples and adolescent purplish pits do not go. Try KREMOLA, $1.25 at
drug and department stores, or send direct.
Dr.
Beery's
Freckle Ointment
— Used
for 40Tour
years
for
clearing up embarrassing
facial
freckles.
money
back if not delighted. 65c at your drug or department
store. Kremola, Dept. F-3. 2975 S. Michigan, Chicago, III.
Send for FREE SAMPLE— State which

it had been taken over by frogs from the
adjacent Los Angeles river. The hoarse,
delighted croaks (for there was more
water on the sound stage than in the riverbed at that season) almost drowned the
Curtiz thunderings.
"Get those froggies out!" he shouted,
"somebody ribs me, no?"
With nets from the prop department,
the cast spent an hilarious hour capturing
the froggies and sending them back to
the river — by special messenger.
It was while Essex fought rebels and
froggies that the Queen fumed because she
had no word from him. . . . She did not
guess that Raleigh and Lady Penelope intercepted his letters.
But Elizabeth was shrewd and she did
suspect the Lady Penelope of trying to
attract the notice of Essex. So one evening she and Penelope sat down to a cozy
game of chess. The hand carved chess
set cost $1,000. When it wasn't in use, they
kept it in a fireproof vault at the studio.
Penelope on this occasion wore an inconspicuous little outfit of light blue satin,
dripping with lace, a walloping diamond
necklace with pearl drops, diamond earrings, and a head ornament plastered with
gems. Elizabeth, also quietly garbed for
an evening at home, wore a gold and green
slashed gown weighted with perhaps a
couple of quarts of diamonds, pearls,
emeralds, rubies and sapphires. And a
jewelled ostrich fan of red.
Well, in this chess game Elizabeth had
the black knight (you play chess with
queens, knights, castles and whatnot, remember?) and she said nastily: "So you
would take the queen's knight, Mistress
"All knights are fair game, Your Grace,"
Penelope
Penelope?"replied smartly.
"But," said Elizabeth, "the queen will
protect her own — " and when Penelope
was about to win, she swept all the chessmen to the floor!
Yet both women eventually lost the
proud, head-strong Essex. Nobody who
hears the Queen's voice in that final scene
is likely to forget it. A few minutes before his execution, Essex refused his life
at Elizabeth's hands, refused even her
frantic offer to share the throne with him.
"No, Elizabeth: I'm over-ambitious — I'd
be your death. And you, and England,
must live." He turned toward the door;
the massive portal of the royal suite in the
Tower of London.
"Robert!" Elizabeth screamed, "take all!

• Don'tandsuffer.Now
it's easy
to remove
painful
corns
prevent their
coming
back. those
Just do
this:
1 Put scientific Blue-Jay pad (C) neatly over corn.
It relieves pain by removing pressure. Special
Blue-Jay medicated formula (D) gently loosens
corn so it can be lifted right out.
2 Simply by avoiding pressure and friction which
caused your corns you can prevent their coming
back.
Don't take chances with old-fashioned home
paring that means risking serious infection — only
affects the surface of a corn — leaves the base imbedded in your toe. Follow the example of millions who have gotten quick relief the easy,
scientific Blue-Jay way. Don't suffer needlessly.
Get Blue-Jay Corn Plasters,
today — only 2 5c for 6.
Same price in Canada.
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• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint tell-tale
streaks
to a black.
natural-appearing
blonde of
to gray
darkest
Brownatone shade-^-from
and a smalllightest
brush
does It— or your money back. Used for 27 years by thousands of women (men, too) — Brownatone Is guaranteed
harmless. No ekln test needed, active coloring agent Is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting — does
not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray appears.
Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair. 50c at
drug or toilet counters always on a money-back guarantee.
Retain your youthful charm. Get BROWNATONE today.
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Take
crown!
Take Presently
England!" from the
But my
Essex
was gone.
courtyard rose the roll of drums, louder
and louder. Then silence.
The stunned heartbreak on Elizabeth's
face changed to mock indignation as Bette
and Flynn left the set a moment later.
Grinning, Flynn said something. Bette
suddenly clutched her weighty skirts so
that she could walk faster after him while
Flynn hastened his stride to keep one step
ahead of whatever reprisal she contem"I only said," Flynn broadcast with inplated.
jured innocence, " 'Bette, if you could see
how you don't look like yourself in that
make-up, you wouldn't blame the guy for
saying he'd rather die than marry you!' "

"Things Men

Don't Enow

make a serious mistake in letting any
woman take him or his attentions for
granted."
"That's downright heresy!" Rosemary
exploded. "Everyone knows it is men who
take women for granted."
"Mmmm," Pat considered. "I'm not so
sure. Anyway, Lola, I can see its possibilities. Like getting her all intrigued
with him and then giving her a sudden
shot of silence."
"That's the idea," Lola said. "Never let
her know what to expect. Keep her baffled
and he'll keep her interested. For instance, flatter her intelligence one day
with a heavy book, and amuse her vanity
the next with some feminine doodad."
"Or telephone her just as she was leaving on a date with another man."
"Or send her a single gardenia every
day of the week, instead of one big shipment of roses on Saturday night."
"Or be terribly attentive on one date and
be distraught and distant on the next."
|

Rosemary began to splutter. "You
two!" she said indignantly. "You're
giving away secrets!"
Pat looked her surprise. "Certainly,"
she said.
"I thought that was the idea."
"Well, I think you're a couple of traitors
to your sex and I still think men make a
big mistake in taking women

About L,ove5?

[Continued from page 25]

for granted,"

Rosemary insisted "Just as soon as they
are sure of you, they begin to be careless
about little courtesies. They forget that
winning the girl is only half the battle,
and keeping her is something else again.
The darned fools put their best foot forward and then snatch it back again."
Rosemary continued that she would
warn the hypothetical young man about
more elementary boners such as telling
naughty or off-color stories ("We are not
amused") ; indulging in lazy flattery ("You
know he says the same unoriginal thing to
every other girl") ; assuming a dictatorial
manner about what she wears ("As if you
had neither good sense nor good taste") ;
being flippant about old-fashioned virtues
("When you know he sets a tremendous
store by them"); eternally talking about
the big deal he just put over ("If he's a
smart business man you'll hear about it
from other people") ; carrying his little attentions to the point of affectation ("You
know it's nothing but an act and not a
very good one") ; hiding how he sincerely
feels aboiat the girl ("I suppose that's
something we're supposed to have a sixth
sense about!") ; harboring suspicions every
time she is out of his sight and making a
to-do about jealousy ("That's not a compliment, it's an insult") ; and embarrassing
her with too-public a display of his affection ("That, of course, is intolerable!")

"Whew!" Lola whistled.
"Is that all?"
"No," Pat said. "I'd tell him it was a
mistake to table-hop when he's on a date.
If there's anything makes a girl furious it
is to have her escort popping all over the
room for uninvited visits at other tables.
And I'd tell him it was a mistake to be
late for dates, especially without the courtesy of a telephone call warning you he'd
been delayed. And to baby girls or obhumor them."
"Or be viously
afraid
of one who is his intellec"Ortualuse
equal."the same technique on all giri.3."
"Or be dishonest enough to refuse to differentiate between love and infatuation."
"Or refuse to recognize this is the 20th
century and women are independent
human beings, not mere playthings."
"Or fail to discern between a Schiaparelli
a Worth."
"Or toandexpect
more of a girl than himThe House of Lane divided itself on that
last issue, I might add; Lola said it was a
swell idea but unfortunately it didn't
work; Pat and Rosemary, being staunch
defenders of the single standard theory,
said it ought to anyway and some day it
self." Lola agreed there was no harm in
would.
being optimistic about it. It was then I
stuck my neck out. From what they had
said I gathered they weren't very optimistic about men in general, I told them.
"What a thing to say!" they reproached
me in mock severity. "Don't get us wrong.
We think men are wonderful!"

"Colgate's
special
penetrating foam gets
into hidden crevices
between your teeth . . .
helps your toothbrush
i^.ns/*T
> clean out decaying
■ food particles and stop
the stagnant saliva odors that cause
much bad breath. And Colgate's
safe polishing agent makes teeth
naturally bright and sparkling! Always use Colgate Dental Cream
— regularly and frequently. No
other dentifrice is exactly like it."
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7 SECOND

MYSTERY
STORY

Ahoy![Continued
Captain
Gnlliver
from page 31]
the roving sea cap'n. But how, pray tell,
did the Lilliputians regard Captain Gulliver? If they were so many men-like
ants to him, wasn't it possible that he
was to them something like an out of-date
dinosaur which Nature had stopped turning out centuries ago?
That's what's been worrying Max
Fleischer for 18 months. What sort of a
gink was this King of Lilliput anyhow?
What were his foibles? What sort of
civilization did he enjoy? Fleischer finally
decided to make him a mild-mannered
little fellow who will take a lot of shoving
around — but not too much. He's little but
he's lethal. The King of Blefescu is
nothing more than a bombastic bully and
if Gulliver wrecked his armada, good
enough for him. For contrast, you will
find Gabby, a hundred-to-one shot to
steal the picture.
Not that Gabby is the Lilliputian Tyrone
Power. Gabby is the town crier. On top
of that, he's what the paragraphers call a
"political opportunist." It's loquacious
Gabby who discovers Gulliver snoozing
on the sands, and calls for the Lilliputian
army. He never forgets his service to his
country. He uses it as a stepping stone
to undeserved greatness. En route he takes

a lot of falls but he's the kind of fellow
who always comes bouncing back, grabbing the glory from the other lad. Gabby's
a card.
Gabby accounts for the laughs, but
what about romance?
Author Swift, in his haste and bitterness,
didn't stop long enough to show the Lilliputians as lovers. But Fleischer has
helped him out. The net result is a royal
duet involving Princess Glory of Lilliput
and Prince David of Blefescu.
H

It's quite a sleeper jump from the
Fleischer Studios in Miami, replete
with swank and a weekly payroll of

$18,000, back to the cradle days of cartooning some 25 years ago in the modest
Fleischer flat in Manhattan.
He started as an errand boy on the
Brooklyn Eagle at $2 a week, chasing
errands for thankless straw-bosses around
the paper. Nights he struggled with an
art course. Came the day when he told
the biggies on the paper that he could
draw like Michelangelo. That was a slight
overstatement, his work revealed, but
certainly he was a fair prize for the
Eagle's art department. They put him to
work drawing cartoons.

HERE'S HOW she does it. She
keeps a package of this famous
Beech-Nut peppermint gum in the
car. Great thing to relieve tension
in traffic, says she.

"-^

0" °|0o*

Beech -Nut
TRY ALL 6 OF OUR DELICIOUS FLAVORS
and see which you like the best. Besides the
popular

Peppermint,

there

are

Beech-Nut

Spearmint, Orolgum and 3 flavors of Beechies
— Peppermint, Spearmint and Peosin.
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Ann Sheridan and Cesar Romero ready for their introduction over the microphone
at the formal opening of The Old Maid in Hollywood

well.
The public responded.
Fleischer
became a partner in the firm.
Later, he decided to strike out for himself. He formed his own company, with
Ko-Ko as his main stock-in-trade. Then
he added Colonel Hezaliar, Felix, The Cat,
Oswald, The Rabbit and Krazy Kat. For
variety he launched Terry Tunes and
then the Fables. Betty Boop knocked the
country for a loop. Popeye made the
democracy spinach-conscious.

"I was good, but not terrific," is the
Fleischer estimate of his apprenticeship.
Ambition consumed him. He cut loose
from the Eagle and tied up with Popular
Science magazine. Here he acquired his
interest in gadgets, his passion for machinery. And here there came to him the
idea for making motion picture cartoons.
He and brother Dave, also an artist but
one who had arrived at his calling via
an usher's job in the Palace Theatre in
New York, worked on the project with
the faith of missionaries. In the face of
discouragement on all sides — even their
wives began to look like martyrs to a
mystic science which had somehow ensnared their spouses — they struggled.
Often they knocked off at three a. m. with
only a few inches of celluloid to show

|

Fleischer Studios Inc., is almost entirely afamily affair now, so far as
executives are concerned.

for a night's work.
A year of heartbreaking labor and they
took an inventory. Net assets: a piece of
film 100 feet long. Proud and aglow, they
took it to a distributor for a look-see. A
squint and a giggle and the film was over
— one minute by the clock. The business
man said: "This is swell, if you can turn
one out every week. If you can't, it's
no good to anybody."
Eventually, Fleischer invented a way
to turn out 100 feet every four weeks, and
joined a company run by a man named
J. R. Bray. Here he put his creative brain
to work and the result was the birth of
the first big-time cartoon character, KoKo, The Clown, In and Out Of The Ink-

Gene Autry's white sombrero and high
heeled shoes interested the performers at
the New York World's Fair as much as the
exhibits interested the star! He is shown
with Mrs. Autry on return from Europe

Max, of course, is the Poo-bah. Dave
is the director. Joe is the electrical boss.
Lou is, roughly, the music department.
And Charlie is the mechanical wizard. At
conferences they are all so eloquent that
the stenographer who takes down the
proceedings stands in awe of the whole
tribe. She thinks they ought to be in
Congress — except that they always agree
in the end.
All of which explains that when Max
Fleischer proposed that the studio set to
work on Gulliver Travels, a project that
would involve an outlay of money in
seven figures, a staff of 400 artists working at full speed and an army of coworkers, the brothers pondered for only
a split second, and then burst out in
chorus with a quadruple. 'Ahoy! Captain
Gulliver!" and were off on a venture no
less daring than that of the fearless
Gulliver himself.

MARRIAGE CAN STAY
ROMANTIC
IF, THROUGH
AGAINST
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DRY, LIFELESS "MIDDLE-AGE*

I KNOW
HOW ID FEEL IF I WERE A MAN...
AND MY WIFE
LET HER SKIN GET DRY,
LIFELESS AND OLD-LOOKING ! THAT'S WHY
I'M SO CAREFUL ABOUT MY COMPLEXION
AND NEVER USE ANY SOAP EXCEPT
PALMOLIVE!
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Judy Garland
to go dancing

is grown-up enough now
in night clubs. Here she

is having a gay time with Barron Polan
just before taking off on her personal

START YOUR CHILD OUT with a real chance in life! Many doctors say that nothing
takes the place of cod liver oil in helping children to build strong bones and good

appearance

tour

with

The

Wizard

of Oz

teeth. And in aiding grown people to recuperate after illness. And now there's
A BETTER WAY TO GIVE COD LIVER OIL— SCOTT'S EMULSION.

1 — Scott's Emulsion has all the values of
cod liver oil and is four times more easily
digested.

3 — Easy to take — Scott's Emulsion has a
pleasant taste. Easy to take and retain by
children and adults.

2 — Easily Digested — The exclusive method of emulsifying the oil permits digestion
to start in the stomach, whereas digestion
of plain cod liver oil does not begin until
the oil passes into the intestines.

4 — Economical — Scott's Emulsion is an
economical way to obtain the Vitamins A
and D so necessary to strong bones and
sound teeth.

SCOTT'S

Important
Pictures
[Continued from page 21]
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Blondes With
Darkened Hair

BE MY

NOTHING TO BUY! GIBLS! LADIES! Send Name and
Vldirss Charming Watch or Big Casb Commission. Send
No Money. Given for SIMPLY GIVING AWAY FREE
Big Colored Pictures with our well known White Cloverine
Salve used for burns, chaps, sores, etc., easily sold to
friends at 25c a box (with picture FREE) and remitting
per catalog. SPECIAL: Choice of 20 gifts for returning
only $3. Be first. 44th year. Write today for order of
Salve and Pictures, postage paid. WILSON CHEM. CO.,
INC.. Dept. 50-19. Tyrone. Pa.

NOW!

John Garfield and Priscilla Lane join
forces to present the problem of
poverty-stricken youth in this country,
struggling to find jobs, to find homes, to
find a place in a society that has made no
provision for them.
When there are millions of unemployed
men in the country, what chance has a boy
to find a job that will take care of him
decently? Joe's problem was complicated
by a conviction that the whole world was
against him, just because he was poor and
without friends. Joe had reason. He had
been convicted on circumstantial evidence
of a crime that he did not commit. When
he defended a friend, he was framed.
When he protested, he was given brutal
treatment at a county work farm. It is
understandable that, when the foreman
died of heart failure after a fight, Joe ran
away. It is understandable that Mary,
who loved him, went along.
The film is a rather sentimental state-

Special New Shampoo Washes
Hair Shades Lighter Safely!
Blondes, has your hair darkened unattractively? Don't let it stay that way! Remember blonde hair requires special care. Its
texture is so delicate that ordinary shampoo
methods may cause it to fade, streak or
darken.
T>o what millions of other blondes do. Use New
Blondex, the special shampoo that washes it
shades lighter and brings out the full radiant
loveliness, the lustrous sheen and highlights that
can make blonde hair so attractive. New Blondes
costs but a few pennies to use and is absolutely
safe.
at
any Tine
good for
store.children's hair, too. Get it today

T^BLONDEX
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ment of their frightened flight". The few
jobs that come their way must be abandoned as the law reaches after them. There
is a tense murder trial and the good cast
includes Alan Hale as a newspaper editor,
Frank McHugh, Billy Halop, Bobby Jordan, Charley Grapewin, Henry Armetta,
John Litel in telling parts. The only really
unconvincing note in the film is the happy
ending. The only tiresome note in the
film is the vigor with which the problem
of penniless young people is insisted upon,
long after the problem has been noted
with pity and concern.

Hollywood Newsreel

bungalow on top of a hill. With a high
fence preferred! This is one Garbo act
that is definitely not an act!

[Continued from page 11]
The Wardrobe Department takes care
of distributing clothing, which has been
worn in pictures, to actors who need new
clothing for their work and cannot afford
to buy it. Stars as well as studio wardrobe
departments contribute to this branch of
the fund.
All this work is financed through the
general fund, however. None of the $220,000 collected from the Screen Guild's
radio program is used for general expense. When the $390,000 which will accrue from the 39-week series, starting
September 24, is added to the quartermillion balance now in the special building fund, the Motion Picture Relief Fund
Home for the industry's needy will be
started.
Meanwhile, Hollywood is patting itself
on the back for having a group of stars,
writers, and directors who are willing to
further this worthy cause by offering their
services on the Screen Guild Theatre.
Here's wishing them all the success in the
world.
Hj Making movies is a funny business.
Because they didn't look like mosquitoes, the mosquitoes in the swamps
of Payette Lake, Idaho, gave way to "doubles" in the form of powdered cat-tail
rushes in the scenes showing Spencer
Tracy leading his Rogers' Rangers through

the swamps in Northwest Passage! Although their bites were so realistic that
their actor victims had to be smeared about
the face and hands with citronella, the
Idaho skeeters didn't look like the real
thing when photographed.

H

B

and the audience wouldn't let them go.
It yelled and cheered for an hour, while
more than 6,000 people lined up outside
trying to get in. Finally the house manager had to mount the stage and tell the
seat holders that Mickey and Judy were
finished for that show and pleaded with
them to vacate their seats and let the
others in.

Ann Sheridan isn't too happy over the
tremendous thing her "oomph" buildup has become. It's almost a Frankenstein. So far, a candy bar manufacturer,
a cereal maker and a mattress company
want her to endorse their products. Ann
has taken all this as part of the game, but
now her "oomph"' title has chased her
right out of her own home. Ever since
her North Hollywood address was printed
in connection with a certain lawsuit directed against her secretary, visitors and
gapers have worn a path to her door to see
what she looks like. They rang her doorbell, bothered her maid and even began
working on the neighbors. It got so that
one evening John Conte had to park his
car a quarter of a mile down the road
because there were so many cars lined up
outside of her house. But the height of
nuisance value was achieved when a feminine fan forced her way through a patio
door into Ann's bedroom, where she was
still sleeping. That finished it. Ann fled
from her home, and checked into a hotel.
Now an agent is looking around for a

There may be some controversy as to
who is the King and Queen of Hollywood, but it's a cinch that the Crown
Prince and Princess are Mickey Rooney
and Judy Garland. The two youngsters
made a personal appearance in Washington at the opening of The Wizard of Oz

! [ If you've seen Baby Sandy Henville
in Unexpected Father you're probably
wondering how they made her come across
with the facial expressions of a veteran
trouper. Here's how it was done: the light
of a photographer's flash bulb made her
smile, and the sudden appearance of papa,
grinning broadly, left her laughing. They
gave her a toy to make her gurgle, took it
away to make her cry, and usually took
the crying scenes in the afternoon when
fatigue made her miserable, anyway. But
don't worry about Sandy being abused,
day.
Actually,
she works only two hours a

BUT THE BOYS ARE RIGHT, HONEY... My i
HANDS ARE ALWAYS CHAPPED... SO'S MY
FACE. SURELY YOU KNOW
SOMETHING

"INDEED ^N
' SOME
WE'LL HINDS
GET
Tido: C'MON,
LOTION RI6HTAIA/AY—

EVEN ONE APPLICATION _ SO SOOTHING!
YES! Even one application of Hinds Honey and Almond
Cream helps dry, chapped hands feel smoother. It's extracreamy, extra-softening! Every soothing drop brings comfort to
your work-abused skin. Coaxes back the dainty look-and-feel
that harsh cleansers, hard water, cold weather, and housework
take away. Makes hands look nicer, feel better right away! Now
contains 2 vitamins— A and D. In 10?, 25<*, 50<, $1 sizes at toilet
goods counters. New! Hinds Hand Cream. Ask for it too.
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The Himclibaek Returns
[Continued from page 43]
And yet only 25 percent of the face was
covered with these oddly shaped, glued- on
bits of composition. "I needed most of my
face free," Laughton explained, "so I could
act with it." Over the whole business went
a very thin coating of greasepaint. It took
three hours, every day, to put on — 30 minutes to take off.
Of course, the facial changes were not
all. It was a problem to provide Laughton
with a hump without requiring him to
walk in a stooping and consequently
fatiguing attitude. True, one shoulder was
held high and one low by a strap arrangement. But they obtained the crouching
effect by making the hump of the right
proportions.
Result? A shambling, distorted creature,
apparently bowed over; an egg-shaped
sort of figure whose legs look thin in contrast with his mis-shapen body. A face
well calculated to startle Elsa Lanchester
if she met it coming into their Hollywood
bungalow, but a face capable of expressing a degree of human affection, even a
kind of dark nobility.
With a reddish wig of long, unkempt
hair and a loose, night-shirt species of a
garment made from coarse sacking, Quasimodo was complete. A hush fell the first
time he stepped out on the cathedral set
at the ranch. The hush was in itself a
tribute to the makeup.

si**

23 The Hunchback in Victor Hugo's story
is one of three brothers. The first is
Archbishop at Notre Dame, a role played
by Walter Hampden of stage renown. The
second brother, played by Sir Cedric
rOvV

YOU'LL ALWAYS
BE CONSTIPATED
UNLESS-

You correct faulty living habits — unless liver
bile flows freely every day into your intestines to
help digest fatty foods. SO USE COMMON
SENSE! Drink more water, eat more fruit and
vegetables. And if assistance is needed, take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. They not only
assure gentle yet thorough bowel movements but
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Hardwicke — is Frollo, King's High Counselor. Quasimodo is the sexton of the
cathedral.
Frollo joins the King as spectator at the
Feast of Fools in the square before the
stately entrance of Notre Dame. All the
Paris beggars are out for the festivities,
and among them a band of gypsies. The
gypsy, Esmeralda, dances in a cleared
space before the King's dais in the midst
of what would pass today for a very spirited county fair.
Under the megaphone of Director Dieterle, and also under the blue California
sky, a throng of courtiers, townspeople,
pickpockets and plain common folk moved
hither and yon through the cobbled
square. The stone facade of the cathedral
(exactly duplicated) looked calmly down
upon gallant gentlemen in green and wine
red tabards and velvet headgear; upon
soldiers in glittering helmets with broadswords clanking at their sides; upon the
ragged beggar tribe; and the prim matrons
in long stuff gowns and decent, closefitting caps.
The crowd moved slowly from the
arched portals with their rows of carved
saints, and up and down before the lofty
canopy beneath which King Louis was
seated. But Frollo suddenly had eyes
for no one but the beautiful gypsy wench
who in green and yellow and red footed
it so nimbly to the jingling of her tambourine. His determination to abduct
Esmeralda involved him in a conspiracy

as black and tortuous
It resulted at length in
ferring his devotion
Esmeralda, whom in a
he learned to adore.

as his own mind.
Quasimodo transfrom Frollo to
strange, dim way

Made the scapegoat by the mob, Quasimodo knew the anguish of a public flogging, of the death sentence. In all his
torments, Esmeralda's was the only voice
which spoke gently, hers the only hand
which soothed and never struck. No
wonder the monster became human, and
rose at last in the strength of his groping
soul to arrange that his beloved should
be avenged, that justice as he saw it should
be done.
B

Laughton, swathed in the strange
makeup, shambled away from the
magnificent doors of Notre Darne, and
went over to the soda pop stand for a
glass of lemonade. Quasimodo drinking
lemonade was something! But the contrast between him and his drink was no
greater than that between this role of
Quasimodo and the one he expects to play
in England before long. They're filming
The Admirable Crichton in London (for
release here through Paramount), with
Laughton as James M. Barrie's resourceful
butler and Flsa Lanchester as the kitchen
maid who helps play havoc with the noble
folk stranded on a desert island.
"It'll be a lot of fun," said Quasimodo,
cautiously dabbing at perspiration on his
forehead so as not to wipe off the made-up
brow. He looked at the soaring gargoyles of Notre Dame and sighed. Victor
Hugo has Quasimodo spend much of his
time among those curly, knobby, stone
thingumabobs, generally astride them.
"At least on a desert island," murmured
Quasimodo, "there's always a place where
you can sit down in comfort — at least in
a butler's uniform you can sit down!"

Remember lovely Leatrice Joy, star of
ten years ago? She is back on the
screen, playing an important part in
Deanna Durbin's new film, First Love

Afternoon in the
Madhouse
[Continued from page 33]
employee, endeavors to help him out
and wires his crackpot lawyer friend,
Groucho, for help. Harpo, another employee, is enlisted in the fight.
The general melee that follows involves
Peerless Pauline, the girl who walks on
the ceiling; Colonel Atom, a midget in the
show; Gibraltar, a ferocious gorilla; and
the rest of the cast in hair raising adventures. Eventually things get ironed out
when Groucho substitutes the circus for
a swank musical soiree at Dumont's Newport estate to the noisy delight of the bored
socialites in attendance.
Even the circus itself is a little zany
judged by oldtime circus standards. In
place of the drab canvas tent walls of loving memory are brilliantly decorated
panels. The long remembered smell of
dust, peanuts and monkeys is blown clear
out of the picture with fancy air conditioners. The planked seats which were
so beautifully uncomfortable have been
replaced with cut down opera chairs, and,
most traitorous of all, the three rings are
centered around a center pole so the entire
audience actually can see what's going
on in all three rings at the same time!
That's plain heresy!
It may, of course, augur a revival of
popularity of big-top entertainment as
predicted by S. L. Cronin, general manager of the Al G. Barnes Circus who is
acting as technical advisor on the picture.
That would be swell for a lot of us who
never did get over our childhood enthusiasm for the sawdust splendor of a circus.
No doubt it would be swell, too, for the
legions of circus performers who have
had a lot of time for the past few years
and nothing to do with it. The scores of
them whom M-G-M hired for the picture
— the Escalante Family of aerialists, the
Pena Family of equestrians, Janet May;
the ceiling walker, and other famous stars
— are sold on the idea 100 per cent. They
can see distinct possibilities in Holly'wood's treatment of the old trained "high
school" horse, for instance; twenty-four
such trained horses ridden by twentyfour beautiful blondes! With Kenny Baker
singing the theme song!
Zany things kept happening to the
cast as well as myself, possibly to make
me feel a little more at home in my
predicament. There was the scene between
Pendleton, the Goliath, and little Jerry
Marenghi, the midget, for example. Jerry
is just 3 feet 6 inches tall and weighs
around 50 pounds. Nat was standing with
his back to Jerry, aimlessly swinging his
arms when the back of his hand caught
Jerry flat in the face. Over went Jerry
with a bloody nose and out like a light!
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"Lemme at him! Lemme at him!" Jerry
stormed upon regaining consciousness.
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help me!"
8

Eddie Buzzell, the director, got his
daily jolt when Groucho walked in
carrying a large suitcase.
A scene was
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VIVIEN LEIGH as Scarlett O'Hara
in David 0. Selznick's "Gone With the
Wind," filmed at Selznick International
Studios, Oilier City, California^

scheduled between Groucho and little
Jerry who was nowhere to be found. After
waiting for five or ten minutes, Eddie grew
impatient.
"Somebody find Jerry!" he roared. "I
can't wait all day for this shot."
Casually Groucho rose from the suitcase
on which he had been sitting and opened
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it. Out tumbled Jerry. "Pardon me, I
forgot," Groucho explained as he took
a salt shaker from his pocket. "I was
going to have him for lunch."
| Eve Arden, the statuesque blond who
plays Peerless Pauline, was driven
from the set in tears. In quick sequence
the chair on which she sat down collapsed from under her; she found a
gorilla asleep in her dressing room; she
was chased up to the cat-walk and left
stranded there when the ladder was taken
away; and sneezing powder was substituted for face powder in her make-up
box!
No wonder Maxine Marx, Chico's
daughter, coldly refused a role in the
picture. It was bad enough to live with
a crazy man, she explained, without deliberately working with one all day.
Harpo, by the way, will be heard in this
picture for the first time in his screen
career. The epochal moment will come
when he sneezes and blows little Jerry
into a bathtub!
Yet incredible as it seems, love actually
managed to blossom in the midst of such
madness. Jeanette Fern, a charming little
beauty who was working on The Wizard
of Oz with the scores of midgets used in
that production, was a visitor on the Marx
set. Jerry's heart did two nip-ups and
a double loop at the sight of her and they
will be married when the picture is finished. Groucho, incidentally, has promised to be best man.
i [ As I look back on it now, I can be
grateful for one small favor: the erstwhile Four Marx Brothers have been
reduced to three active lunatics.
The nonsense had subsided for a moment
and I was standing my ground. Oh well,
if you want the truth, I was too embarrassed to make an exit with everyone
laughing
me. I thought
I'd at
sit work,
tight
until thoseat dimwits
were back
and then sneak quietly away.
Suddenly I was nipped from behind
where I'd rather not be nipped, considering Isit at a typewriter a good deal of the
time. And believe me, it was no ladylike little nip. I let out a yap, and jumped
like I'd been shot. There was Groucho
in front of me, bowing low.
"Ah, Miss Sizzleswitch, I believe," he
said, extending
hand.
"Dr.some
Livingstone asked me tohislook
you up
day.

on a pile of cushions on the floor. I did
not fall. I was pushed.
"So!" Groucho sneered. "Drunk again.
Can't stand up. Well, I know how to fix
that." Whereupon he pulled an umbrella
from the depths of his coat, whipped it
open and solicitously held it over my
head. Carefully he began counting up to
twenty in German. As he reached swanzig
Chico brushed him aside to proffer me a
drink of cold water. Gratefully I gulped
it. (You know me, a sucker for a kind
word!) It must have had a spoonful of
saccharine in it, and saccharine is that
stuff that's 200 times sweeter than sugar.
You can't get the taste of it out of your
mouth for hours. Then, Chico was sitting
beside me, hard at work with a pencil and
a pad of paper. Finally he shook his
head mournfully.
"No," he said. "I'm very sorry but I
cannot accept your proposition. You want
to be my mother-in-law. To tell you the
brutal truth, I'd rather have a horse. I've
got it all worked out. As a mother-in-law
you would cost me about $40 a month. I
can keep a horse for $45, get two extra
legs and no back-talk. You can see the
wisdom of that extra five bucks, I'm sure.
And if you'll just sign on the dotted line,
I'll have the policy at your office in the
morning, and remember, the day you
become 60 our company starts supporting
you for the rest of your life. Oh well,
never mind the dotted line. Just sound
I sounded
old-fashioned
instead.
Fora good
standing
before me "Eeek!"
was a .
vision. I've never seen anything like it.
Directly in front of me was a strange
A." contraption big enough to hold
cage
your-like
a parrot and a guinea pig, if they were on
good terms. Leading to its open door was
a trail of corn flakes. Peeking from
behind it was Harpo, half in and half out
of an extremely realistic gorilla suit. On
his face was a cherubic smile and in his
hand was a string leading to the trap
door of the cage.

IaJ

That's why I'm ready and willing to go
with the boys in white with Norwalk on
their caps. Besides, they have promised
me I can play poker tonight with Napoleon,
Henry the Eighth, Casanova, and Rasputin.
I've always had a hunch I could take those
babies!
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Fine fellow, Livingstone."
By that time I'd let out another yap, for
my hand which he had grasped was filled
with something indescribably gooey and
wet. It turned out to be part of a custard
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"Tut, tut," he immediately chided me.
"This is no place for passion. My old
French nurse used to say cherchez la
pie.
femme or there's a time and place for
everything.
PleaseI permit
Unexpectedly
found me."
myself
sitting
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er's Daughter
the Housekeep
Stepping Out With[Continued
from page 36]
it was saturated with bar-room gin.
Personally, I thought it would be a cinch
to give him the old hoodlum heave-ho,
and then go on to the housekeeper's
daughter. But it didn't work out that
way. This Menjou guy, copy-catting the
boy who stood on the burning deck when
all but he had fled, stood his ground. And
after he stood his ground he did more
than that! Not satisfied with his repulsing
by legitimate means, he ups and grabs
himself a handful of Roman candles,
lights them, and begins firing 'em at us
hoodlums. And when he gets a trifle
dissatisfied with the results, he starts
shooting sky-rockets at us!
Listen, Miss Editor! Did you ever get
hit in the seat of the — well, slacks, then
if you're so modest— by one of those
Roman candles? Did you ever have one of
those pretty little colored balls-of-fire
smack you in the back of the head and
then skid hell-for-leather down the back
of your neck? No? Well, then, did you
ever try to duck a skyrocket with its tail
all lit up and in a hurry to prove it's a
second Haley's comet? I managed to duck
a couple of 'em but only by the width of a
gnat's eyebrow. They singed the whiskers
on both cheeks and my girl friend says
I won't need a haircut or shave for the
next six weeks! Boy, am I burned up!
This sequence lasts for hours, it seems

to me, and before it's through, Skyrocketeer Menjou, by no means fed up with
blasting us hoodlums out of the housekeeper's shanty, grabs himself another
armful of fireworks and starts in on Big
Gargan. Bill has the role of the demon,
hardboiled, wisecracking city-news
cameraman. Before the shooting is over,
he has himself an armful of Roman
candles. He barricades himself behind a
chimney on a neighboring house, and gives
Menjou tit for tat, or rather Roman candle
for sky rocket. Or vice versa as the case
might be. Which it was. Adolphe and
Bill, for all I know, might be shooting at
each other right now. they seemed to enjoy
it so much, but some of the sparks begin
to burn holes in the boys' pantlegs, and
they begin to dance like they had ants in
their pants, so Director Roach yells "CUT!
!X!," and a couple of prop boys with fire
extinguishers hurry over and give the
duelists a drenching. The housekeeper's
daughter, which is Joan Bennett, hurries
over and gives us hoodlums first aid treatment, and we have quite a nice visit with
her which ends with her inviting us tough
guys out to her house when the picture is
finished for a hotdog and beer party. This
time, she promises us, there won't be no
Menjou standing by to pepper us with fireworks when we come charging through
the gate.

|

Now I know you're wondering how
come a sequence like this could be
shot inside a sound stage, what with the
strict fire laws that are in force. The
story of it is the story of the ingenuity
of Hollywood's property men.
Laying in a small arsenal consisting of
a gross or two of assorted Roman candles,
a case of assorted firecrackers, and three
hundred skyrockets was a comparatively
small task for the prop department. The
boys just looked at the order, yawned, and
proceeded to call downtown for the needed
But they tell me now that the yawning
props.
was premature. Camera tests of the fireworks showed that Roman candles and

skyrockets were entirely too quick forthe lens. (They were entirely too quick
for me, too, but nobody seemed to worry
about that). They just didn't register.
"We need slow fireworks!" Director
Roach exploded in no uncertain terms.
"Put brakes on those things and slow 'em
Now it took a lot of experimenting to put
that order over. It probably wouldn't be
done yet but for the fact that one of the
down!"
prop
boys suddenly recalled his old doughboy training.
When the barrels of the army's big guns
become worn, so that compression leaks
around the shell, the force of the shot is
greatly dissipated. Applying the same
principle to the fireworks, the Roman
candles and skyrockets were emptied of
their charge, the barrels enlarged, and the
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powder restored. With their explosive
temperaments curbed (I still question
that!) the retarded candles and skyrockets
gave an exhibition of decorum and restraint that met with the approval of both
director and cameraman during the initial
tests.
1 | Don Sandstrom, prop man in charge,
began to have his worries by this
time, so he told me. He knew from past
experience that the course, or action, of
any fireworks is unpredictable. (I agree
with that fully and in toto.) Unlike artillery projectiles, the fireworks are not
standardized in their loads, and, as the
whole thing is a flimsy contraption of
paper, clay, and powder, it was possible
for anything to happen. That's what Don
thought. And that's exactly what he told
his boss who, in turn, told Don to go ahead
on whatever safety measures he had in
mind.
First off, Don rigged up thin, but strong,
wires to run across the sound stage in the
direction to be taken by the skyrockets.
Each rocket was then firmly wired to the
horizontal wire it was to follow in its
course. To prevent the heat from melting
down the tiny wire on which the rocket
was to run, it was necessary to improvise
a small metal shield for the sparks, to
keep them from touching the wire. As
the rockets ran their course in streaming,
fiery splendor along the wires, they were
to end their careers in compartments
especially prepared to receive and extinguish their flames. These receptacles
were made of sheet iron, about the size
of a stove-pipe cylinder. They were
covered with asbestos and contained
chemicals to put out the fire. To cover
any possible chance that the rockets might
rebound after the impact inside these
special receivers, a trap door was made at
the opening of each cylinder. These traps
were to snap shut after the entrance of the
rocket. They could not be pushed open
from within.
Roman candles, said Don, did not present
such a problem as the skyrockets. Roman
candles, said Don, carry less powder, are
differently packed and are practically (?)
harmless. However, simulated brick walls
(actually made of tin) with wet sand at
the base, received the direct impact of the
colorful little balls. That is, except those
that impacted against the seat of my
— ah, slacks. In the fireworks duel between
Gargan and Menjou, huge barrels, half
filled with water, were tilted toward the
actors in the hope that they (the barrels)
would provide a catch-all for the midget
comets. I still can't understand why the
prop man didn't think it necessary to soak
us hoodlums in anti-fire chemicals before
the shooting started. He certainly gave us
the works — and I do mean fire!
Yes, ma'am, this housekeeper's daughter

was certainly hot stuff and there was
plenty of sparking going on even if it was
in the wrong place!
H

I learned another thing while working
on The Housekeeper's Daughter. And
it's this — the highest taxicab rate in the
world is to be found in Hollywood. But
just to keep the record straight and the
Chamber of Commerce from losing its
equilibrium, it's only fair to say that this
rate pertains only to taxicabs used in
motion pictures.
Three cabs were used in a New York
street-scene sequence the next day. They
traveled a distance of exactly thirty feet.
Rental on the vehicles amounted to ten
bucks each for the scene, or a total of
thirty bucks. If you placed the tariff on
a mileage basis, that would make the cab
fare amount to $1,660. Nice going!
H

You're going to be delightfully surprised to see Donald Meek turn on the
heat as the irate editor in the picture.
To
of thinking it's the best role
he's my
had way
in years.
Bet you didn't know that Donald risked
his life for art, once in war, once in peace,
and by so doing landed kerplunk in the
hearts of his countrymen.
According to Donald, he enlisted in the
6th Pennsylvania regiment for the Spanish
American war to get rid of his Scotch
accent so that later he could land an acting
job on Broadway. "I listened to those
Yankees and imitated their speech during
the whole campaign," he says, "and I
think I really lost that Scottish burr. The
only time it comes back to me is when I
get excited at baseball games or prize
Donald's peace risk was when he joined
a troupe of acrobats, got four compound
fractures in one fall, spent fifteen weeks
in plaster casts and six months on crutches.
fights."
"The
troupe was called "The Marvelles —
Marvellous Monarchs of Many Maneuvers,' "the ex-nipper-upper reveals. "I
joined them in Australia, went to Canada
with them as part of the Forepaugh circus,
and shortly after that had my big bustup.
After that I decided to return to the stage."
|

A slight figure in blue slacks, with
lovely ash blond hair, flawless complexion and blue eyes, come onto the set
the third day I worked. Immediately
everything stopped. Mr. Roach, up to
then busy with his directorial chores,
jumped up and approached, all smiles.
Donald Meek forgot his scowls. Adolphe
Menjou, the cocksure newshawk before
the camera, showed marked deference in
his greeting. In fact, the whole company
quickly became a committee of the whole,
to welcome Peggy Wood on her first day
in the picture. This is the same Peggy
Wood

so famous on the stage.

She's a
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stretcher to get him home.

As usual, he triumphs over disaster and brings you a good story.

woman of many accomplishments and
interests. A screen career has already
been added to her stage successes. Back
in 1920 she appeared on the screen with
Will Rogers in Almost a Husband. Her
father was Eugene Wood, popular fiction
writer of his day. Her husband, John
V. A. Weaver, now dead, was a poet, playwright, and author. Miss Wood has written feature stories for the Saturday Evening Post, The Ladies Home Journal, The
American Magazine and a book, "Actors
Are People." Occasionally she takes over
the difficult job of play-doctoring. She
claims that the one thing that has discouraged her from attempting the field
of play-writing is the attitude of the dramatic critics in New York. They resent
actors who write plays, she says. She
thinks that a large part of the criticism
that Noel Coward has had from the press
is because of their resentment at actorplaywrights.
"Hollywood is unbelievable," Miss Wood
told me later when I got a chance to
squeeze in a question or two. "I'm used
to my friends' saying that everybody goes
to Hollywood, but now I know it's true
after this visit. And the most amazing
thing! I had luncheon in London in May
with Carol Goodner, an American actress
who has been working in London for 12
years, and she turns up here, too!"
The Adirondacks are Miss Woods'
favorite spot. She describes it as "a lot
of left over Lake Arrowheads all dumped
down together in one place.
I have a

house in the mountains back there, and
it's called 'The Two Faced Hussy.' One
side that opens toward the road has a discreet New England appearance as it was
built in 1789. The back of the house,
facing the garden, goes gay and modern."
9

We now come to the subject of
lightning. Three kinds of it — greased,
forked, and sheet that played tag with me
on sound stage No. 6.
Lightning, like a lot of screen players,
became a source of many a headache to
Hollywood studios when talkies came in.
It was easy enough to produce lightning
in those silent days. All the juicer had
to do was to pass a heavy current between
two carbon electrodes and the arc that
resulted did the business.
But making Mother Nature show her
teeth after sound was introduced, was a
flash of another color. The carbon arc
lightning was accompanied by a crackling
roar that resembled an explosion. Dialogue was out of the question while the
heavenly fireworks were going on.
Faced with the problem of hearing
Menjou speak his lines over intermittent
flashes of lightning, the juicers hit upon
an innovation. The old carbon arc method
was discarded in favor of incandescent
lights. A series of bulbs of graduating
intensity were hooked up and current was
applied by relays through a master switch.
The resulting flash builds up from a glow
to a blinding intensity and then tapers off,
all in a split second.

Well, you know me. When Menjou was
speaking his lines between flashes I backed
into a bulb and I musta touched the darn
thing with my hand because it exploded
with a sound that made Menjou start
double-talking and me yipping toward the
exit like a dog with six burrs under its
tail! I have a hunch it was just another
of those smart-aleck Hollywood gags, but
I got myself a pocketful of heavenly fire
that had me jumping clear out of my
brogans. I could hear Hal Roach yell
something about "Hey, Ajax, come back
here!" but I kept right on moving. I didn't
mind the Roman candles, nor the firecrackers, nor the skyrockets, but when
they begin tossing studio -made lightning
at you, it's time to call the whole thing off.
Which was just what I did.

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH!

If you want to know what The Housekeeper's Daughter is about, before you see
the screen version, read the "best-selling"
novel of the same title by Donald Henderson Clarke. All I can tell you, now, is
that Joan Bennett, Adolphe Menjou, Bill
Gargan, Peggy Wood, John Hubbard,
Donald Meek, Luis Alberni, Lilian Bond
and George E. Stone get together to give
you about as good a piece of celluloid
entertainment
as you'll see in a month
of
Sundays.
As for me.
I'm through with dames, see.
I know when I'm not wanted, and no
one has to tell me with Roman candles and
skyrockets, either!

• A little N. R. G. (energy) helps you
with the daily tasks that tire. Baby
Ruth, the big, delicious candy bar,
is rich in real food -energy because
it's rich in Dextrose, the sugar your
body uses directly for energy.
Enjoy a Baby Ruth between meals
— it's good candy and good food,
for everyone — every day.
CURTISS

CANDY

COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Cream

Under-arm

Deodorant
sa
fely

Stops Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses — does
not irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly checks perspiration
1 to 3 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
4. A pure white, greaseless, stainless vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for
being harmless to fabrics.
15 MILLION
jars of Arrid
have been sold. Try a jar today!

ARRID

AT ALL STORES

39^ aSELLjarTOILET

WHICH

GOODS

(Also in 10 cent ond 59 cent jars)
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Buffet Suppers
Are EasY

Learn Profitable Profession
v Eamingsof
in QO Mendays
at Home
and Wc

•

fessionof Swedish Ma:
$70 per week Lutn any pi el er to open theirown offices. Largeincon esfrom Doctors, hospitals, sanitariums and private patients come to those who
qualify throiiKh our training. Reducing
lone offers rich rewards for specialists.
ft—They
rite .forre Aratomy
Charts, and booklet
FREE.
THE College of Swedish Massage
--30 E.Ada ms St., Dept. 861, Chicago
(Successor to National College of Massage)

Guesls like the informality, hostesses
love the ease of serving afforded by
delicious hot and cold buffet meals

LI NIT makes
COTTON GOODS
look and feel like/
LINEN

By

5J Miriam

\

Linit is the modern starch...
it keeps dainty garments
looking clean longer. ..it penetrates the fabric... it restores
the original dressing that
made them so pretty when
new. Keep your cotton goods
lovely with Linit.

CpCCi Send post card for Linit Chart,
I FILLi it reveals the modern expert
method of home laundering. Address:
Corn Products Sales Co., Dept. F-ll,
P. O. Box 171, Trinity Sta., N. Y. C.
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Miriam Hopkins likes buffet
suppers because they leave the
hostess free for enterprises like
Miriam's favorite game, croquet

Hopkins

BETTY

is

one ofhostesses.
Hollywood's
outstanding
You
have to say it just like that,
for there aren't enough
good adjectives to do justice by Miriam otherwise.
Her parties are usually
informal, small gatherings
of congenial people, always
great successes.
"I never plan too much,"
she told me, "over-planning a party practically ruins it from the
start. It gets to running too clock-like.
People don't like to be invited to dinner
and then put through a routine pro"That's why I really can't give you a
gram.
pattern for a successful party. Each pattern for each party must work itself out
as it goes along. I can't decide that this
guest shall chat with that guest, or that
dancing shall be in order, or that we shall

CROCKER

all discuss the theatre or
the changing map of
Europe. All I can do is
bring people together, and
arrange a palatable menu
to further make the evening enjoyable.
"Although we entertain
at small sit-down dinners
most often through the
winter, at this time of year
I do like a grand and generous buffet. And there's
something about 'buffet' that makes your
guests relax the moment you mention the
word. They know they may eat what they
like, as they like and chatter as they go.
All of which makes for a camaraderie and
informality that is essential to any successful party. My small dinners always
include very simple menus— but my
buffet menu — ah, I really must go to town
on them. So let's see what sounds

MENU
Scalloped Chicken Supreme
Salad Bowl or Platter of Salad Greens

Veal in Aspic
Deviled Ham Biscuit Rounds

Radish Roses
Hollywood Olives (colossal)
Celery Stuffed with Roquefort
Vanilla Ice Cream served in Fresh Pineapple Halves
Nut Torte
Coffee
Cream Wafers
Salted Nuts

SCALLOPED
6
4
6
3
4
%
Va
1
1
2

CHICKEN

SUPREME

cups cooked chicken
cups chicken broth
cups cooked rice
cups milk
tbsp. butter
cup all-purpose flour
tsp. pepper
cup blanched almonds
small can pimento
cans mushrooms (2 cups)
Buttered Bread or Cracker Crumbs.
Paprika

Cut chicken into 1-inch pieces and
measure. Pour 1 cup chicken broth over
cooked rice. Make rich gravy by adding
milk to remaining broth and thickening
it with the butter, melted and blended
with the flour. Add pepper. Cut the almonds in slices and cut the pimentos
very fine. Slice the mushrooms and fry
in a little butter until lightly browned.
Butter a large shallow casserole, and
cover the bottom with rice. Place a
layer of chicken over the rice, and add a
generous amount of the gravy. Dot with
almonds, pimento and mushrooms. Repeat
with a second layer of each ingredient.
Sprinkle buttered crumbs over the top —
then the paprika. This will fill two 8-inch
casseroles. Bake in a moderate oven, 350°
F., for 45 minutes. It will give you 16 to 20
generous servings.
To Cook the Chicken: Cover a 5 lb.
chicken with boiling water. Add 1 tsp.
salt, 3 or 4 stalks of celery, and 2 small
onions. Simmer gently until tender — 2 or
3 hours. Let cool in the broth. Discard
skin and bones and slice the meat off the
chicken.
To Cook the Rice: Pour 1 cup uncooked
rice into 3 qts. boiling water with 1 tsp.
salt in it. Boil until tender and most of
the water is absorbed — about 30 minutes.
VEAL

a platter garnished with parsley, radish
roses, olives, slices of tomato, and lettuce
or endive.
This will give 10 servings.
To Cook the Veal: Use a 3 lb. knuckle
of veal broken in pieces and 1 lb. of lean
veal from the neck or leg. Cover with
boiling water, add 2 onions, 1% tbsp. salt,
parsley and some celery tops. Simmer
gently for 2 hours or until tender. Cut
meat into small pieces. Strain the liquid
and let it boil rapidly until reduced to
2% cups.
DEVILED

HAM

BISCUIT

ROUNDS

2 cups prepared biscuit mix
1 cup rich milk or cream
% cup deviled ham (2 2-oz. cans)
Make up the rich biscuit dough by mixing together the biscuit mix and % cup
of the rich milk or cream— according to
the directions on the package of biscuit
mix. Roll out Vz inch thick. Cut half of
the dough with a biscuit cutter, and the
other half with a doughnut cutter the same
size. Spread the plain rounds with the
deviled ham which has been mixed with
the remaining i/t-cup of the rich milk or
cream. Fit the rounds with the holes in the
center over those spread with the ham filling. Place close together in rows or in a
ring on a lightly greased baking sheet.
Bake for 12 to 15 minutes in a hot over,
450° F. This will make 8 ham biscuit
rounds.
NUT
1 flavor)
cup shortening

TORTE
(mostly butter for

1V24 eggs
cups sugar

tbsp. gelatin
tbsp. cold water
cups veal broth
hard cooked eggs
Pimento Stuffed Olives
Slices Pimento
3 to 4 cups cooked meat,
1 tsp. salt

FREE
RECIPES

cut up

Soak the gelatin in cold water and add
to the hot broth. Let this mixture cool
until it begins to thicken. Oil a bread
loaf pan (8V2x4y2x23/4 inches) lightly,
place hard cooked eggs slices, sliced
stuffed olives and pimento strips in the
bottom of this pan with a little of the
gelatin mixture and allow it to set. Add
the cut up veal to the rest of the gelatin
mixture. Add salt. Pour into pan over
first mixture and allow to chill. Serve on

FOR MEAT

PIES

This sharp autumn tang in the air
means new interest in different dishes
for school lunches, for after school
snacks, for heavier party dishes. What
is better than spicy meat pies, little and
big, hot and cold? Six new recipes are
yours for the asking.
Betty Crocker,
Hollywood Magazine,
1501 Broadway,
New York City.
Please send me your recipes for new
ideas on meat pies.
Name
Street
City

// Your Hair is Dry, Dull ar Hard
to Manage, Here's a ThrillipgWay to
Reveal Its Natural Gleam aftd L ustre
FOR

DRY, unruly hair, authorities generally recommend oil treatments. And that
is why thousands of -women use Mar-O-Oil
Shampoo-^h gives you an oil treatment and
an oil shampoo at one and the same time !

Amazing Benefits!,

Mar-O-Oil is Utterly different itoai any other
shampoo you have tried. Contains imported
olive and natural vegetable oih— it here fore
lubricates as "it cleanses. And Mar-CMOil does
more than merely wash away surface dirt. Its
cleansing oils go to the very base offthe hair
shaft and gently flush away dirt, waste, loose
dandruff fiakles. Your hair is left Radiantly
clean and lustjfous— soft and easy to manage.

Leajpes No Oily Film !

3 tbsp. cream

IN ASPIC

2
4
2%
4

FOR DRY, DULL HAIR!

State

Mar-O-Oil fprms no soapy lather, no sticky
suds, and rinses away completely in rinsing
water. Leaves no. gummy film or oily deposits
to dim hair's natural beauty. Contains no free
alkali, no harsh chemicals, therefore cannot
dry out the hair, no matter how jfrequently
used. Ask your hairdresser fori a professional Mar-O-Oil Shampoo, or get a bottle
today at any drug, department or 10c store.

Mai>0'Oil
SHAMPOO
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED— OR
MONEY BACK! We are so confident you will like Mar-OOil far better than any other
shampoo, thai tve make this
guarantee; Buy one bottle of
Mar-O-Oil and follow directions. Use Vz bottle, // not
thoroughly phased, return
to J. W. Marrow Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, and yoar money
will he refunded in full.
You be the judge.
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2:!4 cups cake flour or 2 cups all purpose
flour
2 tsp. baking powder
Vi cup wine or brandy (or light fruit
juice)
2 tbsp. lemon juice
1 tbsp. grated lemon rind
1 cup
shaved
or chopped
blanched
almonds

DON'T
DULL-LOOKING

Cream the shortening add the sugar
gradually, and cream thoroughly. Blend
in the egg yolks, one at a time, beating well
after each addition. Blend in the cream.
Sift the flour once before measuring. Sift
the flour and baking powder together, and
add to the creamed mixture alternately
with the wine or brandy (or light fruit
juice) and lemon juice. Add the grated
lemon rind and the almonds. Fold in the
stiffly beaten egg whites. Pour into a well
greased and floured 9- inch tube center
pan. Bake for 1 hour and 25 minutes in a

GIRLS

Your own natural complexion may be much more
lovely and youthful than you realize. It's true
healthy glory may be dulled by a "mask" of
hidden dirt — dirt that ordinary cleansing methods
never reach.
A Pompeian Massage takes only three minutes,
yet it removes this dirt and leaves your skin looking younger and more radiant. Pompeian (the
original pink massage cream) is entirely different
from regular cosmetic creams . . . works differently. It's 70% pure milk. You simply massage this cream on your face, and, as it dries,
massage it off.
This massage removes pore-deep dirt, blackheads and whiteheads. It also stimulates the circulation of the blood in the skin — leaving your
face gloriously refreshed, stimulated.
You be the judge! Send 10c for generous jar
of Pompeian and two booklets of helpful beauty
hints. Give yourself this three-minute massage
. . . and be convinced by results.

I

Name..

Bachelor Insurance

send jar of
booklets
FWG-11 of |

I

Street..
.. State

I City..
I

^EWY-^HEENLIPS^/
Netu Kind of Lipstick

insurance hadn't come to him out of a
clear sky, he confessed. He'd been working it out carefully, step by step, testing
this, discarding the other. It wasn't quite
fool-proof yet, but on the whole the idea
was working pretty well.
"So far I have prepared six types of
policies," he said. "To the best of my
knowledge and belief they are sound, at
least in theory. Of course the premiums
are pretty stiff, and there are a few penalties, but on the whole the benefits to be
derived by the insured are proportionate."
The most popular policy, John has found,

IN the Contest of Love — let
the new, thrilling DewySheen Lipstick keep your
lips looking dewy-moist . . .
lustrous as satin — truly kissable! Try it! Discover the
seemingly magical charm of
Dewy-Sheen ! $1 at drug and
department stores.

10c

is the "pay and play" Safety In Numbers
issue because it is educational, effective
and pleasant at the same time. The insured must guarantee only that he will
play the field and not take the same girl
out twice in the same week. Violation
of this clause automatically cancels the
policy because it is no trick at all to slip
from two dates to three and then four,
which inevitably ends up with loss of the
bachelor standing.

TenCent
Stores

"In all fairness, however, I must point
out the two main disadvantages in this

COLOR
LIGHT BROWN to BLACK
f*~
Gives a natural, youthful
appearance. Easy to use in the clean
privacy of your home; not greasy; will not
rub off nor interfere with curling. For 30
years millions have used it with complete
satisfaction. $1.35 for sale everywhere.
I
FREE SAMPLE
-----j.
■
!

BROOKL1NE
CHEMICAL
CO.
79
Sudbury Street,
Boston,
Mass.
Name
Street

City

■

State...

I GIVE "ORIGINAL "HAIR" COLOR

FARR'S

p0R CRflV HRIR

ONE TOUCH m

is "yours for greater comfort"
Now you can dust away armpit odor and
stickiness and check sloppy perspiration with
one touch of close-clinging Spiro, the Powder
Deodorant. Protects against odor on feet —
sanitary napkins. Use after shaving. So safe,
actually soothing. New size, costs but a few
cents. Sold everywhere. Get SPIRO today.
■Jr For those who prefer it there is now
a Spiro Cream Deodorant in the same
economical sizes. At dealers everywhere.
WHAT WOUDN'T YOU GIVE to live
more normal
— unaffected
asthmatic more
atYou lifecan
live moreby happily,
comfortably — in spite of your affliction — if
you have Its
Dr. R.
Schiffman's
bandy.
aromatic
fumesASTHMADOK
reduce the
severity of the attack
— promote normal today
breath-at
ing. Get ASTHMADOR
*\« .pipe
your druggist's — powder, cigarette, or
mixture form. For a free sample
write: R. SCHIFFMANN CO..
Los Angeles, Calif., Dept. A-6.

moderate oven, 350° F. When the cake is
cool, serve
sprinkle
with
confectioners' sugar
end
in thin
slices.

[Continued from page 35]

I Enclosed
is 10 cents.
Please
Pompeian
Massage
Cream
and
| beauty hints as described.

IT/

Takes you out of the "siceet and
sour" class. Long-lasting freshness

I

policy," John said earnestly. "The first
disadvantage is that inevitably his plan
proves an extremely expensive procedure.
It requires use of the Smoothie Technique
of orchids, costly entertainment and concentrated attention. After you have
beaued one girl consistently for three or
four months it is perfectly reasonable to
suggest a neighborhood movie or a drive
in the moonlight with hamburgers on the
way home. For single-shot dates such a
suggestion would be in deplorably bad
taste, to say nothing of starting the rumor
your pocketbook was affected with a touch
of Midas. Playing the field precludes
knowing any one girl well enough to be
honest about what you really want to do,
or can afford to do.

U

JS

CATARRH

SINUS
HEADACHE

Doe to Nasal Congestion

CHART

FREE!

The Two-Methods in each package of Hall's Nasal
Catarrh Treatment relieve phlegm-filled throat,
stuffed-up nose, catarrhal bad breath, hawking and
Sinus headaches caused by Nasal Congestion.
RELIEF OR YOUR MONEY BACK. At all
Druggists. Send Post-card for Free Catarrh &
Diet Chart. OUR 67th YEAR IN BUSINESS.
F. J. CHENEY & CO. Dept. 2211, TOLEDO, OHIO

FREE

ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully enlarge any snapshot, photo,
Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7
inches FREE — if you enclose this ad

with 10c for return mailing. Information, on
hand tinting in natural colors with a FREE frame,
sent immediately. Your original returned with
your free enlargement. Look over your pictures
now and send your favorite snapshot or negative
today as this free offer is limited. DEAN
STUDIOS,
Omaha. Neb. Dept. 290, 118 N. 15th St.,

ffiMB;H«I:ll:HU
MAKE THE ONE \
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(SCALY

SKIN

TROUBLE)

DCRIT10IL

, Prove it yourself no matter
how long: you have suffered
lat you
have tried.
Beautiful
sis and book
Dermoion Ipsoriawith
amazing,graphictrue
photoalso FREE. proof of results

TEST
mci

Don't mistake eczema i
for -stai:
the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
Psoriasis. Apply
Der

SEND

FOR

usands
do for scaly
spots on body
or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years
of suffering;,
report
the scales
have
gone,
the
red patches gradually disappeared and they enjoyed the thrill
of a clear skin again.
Dermoil
is
used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agreement
to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is refunded
without question. Generous trial bottle sent FREE to those
who send in their Druggist's name and address. Make our
famous "One Spot Test" yourself. Write today for your test
bottle. Print name plainly. Results may surprise yon.
Don'tother
delay.
SoldDruggists.
by Liggett
and LABORATORIES.
Walgreen Drug Box
Stores
and
leading
LAKE
6,
Northwestern Station,
Dept. 101, Detroit,
Mich.

\CENEROUS
Atrial size

FREE -
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"The second disadvantage in this policy,"
John confided in a whisper, "is that you
may let the real thing slip by in the crowd!
You may wake up four years later to say
'By gosh, I should have married that girl'
only to discover she has been Mrs. Julius
Dillingwater for three happy years and
the mother of bouncing twin boys. A thing
like that easily can blight a man's whole
future."
|

The Man's Man coverage is the other
policy issued under the Howard
bachelor insurance. To keep it in force
the insured merely makes it extremely
evident by his conduct that he has no interest whatsoever in women or their
charms. He develops hobbies like fishing,
hunting or wood carving and rides them
hell bent for leather. He shudders at the
suggestion of a cocktail party or dinner
dance and takes to the tall timber at the
slightest hint of a cosy tete a tete on the
family davenport.

"While this policy has the advantage of
permitting a man to indulge his hobbies
without interruption if he happens to have
hobbies, it does admit to two dangers,"
John explained. "He may establish the
man's man personality so effectively that
hostesses will take him at face value and
drop him from all invitation lists. In that
case he loses out on a lot of parties that
would be good clean fun. Second, hunting, fishing or chopping down trees may
bore him stiff. In that case he better
consider one of our other protections."
|

An ideal policy for the lazy man (or
the heroically brave one!) is the one
John calls Tell The Truth coverage. It is
so absurdly simple to use, a child could
make it work, and frequently does. The
girl friend who is threatening your status
as a bachelor may say, for instance,

"Darling, how do you like my new hat?"
Your cue is to give it a disgusted onceover and answer "Confidentially, it's
awful!" Or she may say brightly "Having
a good time?" in which case you answer
"Frankly, no." Or she may ask "Am I
the only woman in your life?" to which
you reply "Lady, I have to fight off women
with a club" or "Yes, unfortunately."
"There is no end to this policy's possibilities," John said, "and there is no doubt
about it being effective. It has, however,
a few little drawbacks. It might hurt a
lady's
tender befeelings,
caseandyoua
soon would
known inas which
a brute
cad. Being known as a brute might not
injure your social standing, but a reputation as a cad is, on the whole, rather undesirable. Then again, your telling of the
truth at all times might prove such a refreshing novelty, particularly in Hollywood, that it would defeat the purpose
you have in mind, and leave everybody
saying 'Isn't he a card! He says the cuteit
things!' And finally, of course, there's
the chance you'd wind up on the receiving
end of a beautiful mouser, delivered with
gusto by the lady herself or one of her
more gallant gentlemen friends. The
nuisance value of a black eye cannot be
overestimated. ' '

That gave me the idea. Was that how
he got that shiner a couple of weeks ago,
I asked.
"No," he said coldly. "Waiter, two
beers!" Well he needn't have gotten huffy
about it. I was just wondering. . . .
■

That brought us to the Saddle Yourself With Obligations policy which
works on the principle that if you legally
contract for sufficient obligations like buying a house, building a swimming pool,
running up a tailor's bill, importing an
automobile, and so forth, you will in turn
(a) have no money to spend on women;
(b) have no women; and (c) have no
trouble remaining a bachelor.
"The only trouble with this policy is that
you may be lucky enough to find some
swell girl in whose company you can relax
and whose feelings for you are purely
Platonic," John amended. "In that case
you are in a jam because you haven't got
the dough to do what you really want, like
giving her a fabulous sapphire which
matches her eyes. Then you are safe but
Thwarted is the word, I said.
very sad."
"Thwarted," he agreed amiably. "Did I
ever tell you about th-wart Grandfather
on his neck?"
had"Waiter!"
I said.

"Two beers!"

The remaining policies he had to offer
plan
insurance
his bachelor
under
John said were designed for emergencies
rather than long-term, non-cancellable
protection. Stripped of fancy verbiage
they were called simply Smoke a Cigar
and Refuse To Dress Up.
"I have yet to find a woman who can
face the future with a man who smokes

■

a good black cigar," he announced
ponderously. "Pipes, yes. There is something romantic about a pipe which few
women can resist. But a good black cigar,
never! The pride of Havana is just a pain
in the nose as far as ladies are concerned.
By the same token, something atrophies
in a woman's soul unless she can get all
dressed up in formal doodads at least once
a month and strut her glory in public.
Obviously if you refuse to conform she
"I know," I said wearily.
"Thwarted."
"Exactly!" John gloated. "And once
by the bell!"
are saved
you me?"
more
"Who,
I asked.
"No,"
is— " he said in disgust. "This man
we're talking about. The insured. The
man who is carrying my policies. Of
course two things may happen. The cigar
may make him sick and the moths may
raise families in his dinner jacket but
those are minor matters, comparatively

The action of Ex-Lax is thorough,
yet gentle!.1 „ No shock. No strain. No
'"ft
.
weakening after-effects.
Just an easy,
comfortable bowel movement that
brings blessed relief. Try Ex-Lax next
time you need a laxative. It's good
for every member of the family.

10< and 25<

„-*>■/<-,

4^

"Waiter!" I began, "two — "
speaking."
"Sorry," John said firmly, "I've got to
be going." He did have the decency to
blush.
"YouI hissed.
see, I've got a date!"
"Judas!"
John beamed. "Ah, but you haven't
seen her!" he chirruped. "She's wonderful. She's glorious. She's terrific. She's
a knockout.
I'm the luckiest guy in town!"
"Waiter!" I managed feebly. "Coffee!
And make it black!"

RfJfR » Me»

Easy Terms

Only 10c a Day

Save over H °n all standard office
models!. AIbo portables al reduced prices.

SEND

^*^U»'

Trial

NO MONEY

Free courae In typlns Included.
International
Typewriter Excrh, ctptt ms.

Chicago
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The Light That Failed
[Continued jrom "page 27]
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the garb of gentlemen in those gay days.
The town of Buckman contributed its
full share of the fantasy. One forenoon it
was only a lonesome signboard beside the
railroad tracks above the Rio Grande —
not a citizen or a dwelling in sight, only
a lobo wolf or a coyote in the distance.
Before night it became a town of 628
inhabitants, all of them men, with a per
capita income of $42 a day. The population included the British Army (220 members of the New Mexican National Guard) ,
7 makeup experts, 150 fuzzy-wuzzies,
various Indians who drifted thither to see
what caused all the gunfire across their
ancient battleground near Black Mesa;
and the Hon. George Washington Armigo,
Speaker of the House in the New Mexican
legislature, who efficiently filled the job
of a watchman. Oh, yes, and ProducerDirector William A. Wellman.
Five weeks later when the last of the
Paramount people returned to Hollywood,
Buckman reverted to its former status of
signboard.

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The acids
kidneys
Nature's
way ofMost
taking
the
excess
and are
waste
out of chief
the blood.
people
pass about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste.
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and
burning shows there may be something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood, when
due to functional kidney disorders, may be the cause
of nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss
of pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood.
Get Doan'a Pills.

WEAR

HOSIERY

WE

FURNISH

nal

use sent with outfit. Cash earnEverybody
hose. (depending
Guaian-***•& teed to wear. ckly.
from four
to eight buys
months
a on number of pairs.) without holes, snags or runs
free.
Big repeat
sales.
Charles
for yr replaced
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a "location"
Buckmansix asstates
picked through
Theyhunting
for the
after
Paver Nile. For the purposes of Kipling's
story, the country had to resemble that
in the vicinity of Khartoum, because the
group of English correspondents and
Dick, the artist, were with the troops trying to rescue General Gordon, of gallant
memory. The Nile had to flow through a
level valley, with small, marshy lakes and
reeds on the banks. It had to have, later,
a rocky channel and rapids, and flow
through land like the Nubian desert in
Africa. All these scenic requirements
were met by New Mexico.
But though the Rio Grande resembled
the Nile at the point selected, the army of
fuzzy-wuzzies proved reluctant to ford it
in bare feet. The fuzzies, by the way,
wore wigs with hair eight inches long that
stood out all round.
said one of the New

KILL THE HAIR ROOT
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following directions with ordinary care and
skill. ventsThe
Method again
positively
prethe hairMahler
from growing
by killing
the hair root. The delightful relief will bring
happiness,
freedom
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mind
and
greater
success. Backed by 45 years of successful use
all over the world. Send 6c in stamps
TODAY for Illustrated Booklet, "How to
Remove Superfluous Hair Forever." Dept. 56N
D. J. Mahler Co. Inc.. Providence, R. I.

"Man, oh, man!"
Mexican negroes

who wore one, "they sure need barbers
in the old country!" Yet in spite of their
fierce appearance, the New Mexican
fuzzies shied away from the river. "We
done heard," a spokesman said, "that
Mister Wellman's gonna put alligators in
it to make it more like the Nile ..."
Mr. Wellman, it happened, had no such
intention. Alligators cost lots of money.
For that matter, so do fuzzy-wuzzies.
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Apparently, however, Wellman's reputation for practical jokes had preceded
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knowing when to quit work. "A break of
10 minutes for a little horseplay," he says,
"is a prescription for good humor and cooperation." He met his match, though,
in one cloud which for an entire day
dodged behind a mountain ridge whenever Wellman wanted to shoot it and
came out when he didn't. Still, this didn't
discourage him; he asked six guardsmen
to haul an 1880 caisson with an old cannon
on it for 50 yards. The men stood aghast.
"Soft sand! Sink in! Take six horses!"
Finally they bent to it, gave a mighty tug
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on the rope, and fell over backwards.
During the night Wellman had substituted for the original a cannon made of
aluminum.
That was in preparation for a cavalry
charge in which the camera traveled
more than a mile over a dangerous, flimsy

was called for 5:30 every morning on
location and for 6:30 at the studio, when
at last, in spite of the Nile river and the
fuzzy-wuzzies, the company returned to
the Hollywood studio for the major part
of the picture with its scenes in London
and Port Said. Here the girls made their

wooden track — the longest "dolly" shot
on record. "Lovely, lovely!" Wellman
crooned after the fierce battle had surged
back and forth between the fuzzies and

appearance.
They included blond-red Muriel Angelus, a newcomer from Broadway, as

the British.
clerk said in
enthusiasm,
there in the

"Mr. Wellman," the script
the midst of the director's
"that fuzzy-wuzzy right
middle of the scene was

wearing sun glasses!" But heigh ho, that's
the movies for you.
■

While the various battle scenes raged,
there was no more attentive spectator
than Chief Johnny Gully Wash, a Navajo
with a fortune in oil. He liked the fighting, but where Chief Johnny began to
grunt with real admiration was when
he watched Ernest Cossart, who plays
Beeton, a Cockney landlord. It seems
Chief Johnny had often seen Cossart on
the screen — where as a rule he plays
butlers — and had developed no little admiration for his suave technique and for
the fact that invariably he was handing
people nice things to eat.
Imagine Cossart's surprise when he
found that Chief Johnny Gully Wash had
gone to John C. Mitchell, head of the State
Employment Bureau in Santa Fe (an old
friend of the Chief's) , and tried to arrange
to hire Cossart as butler. A permanent
job, too.
B

Meanwhile, still speaking of whimsy,
there was Mr. Whiskers, an intelligent
black Scottie. He plays the role of Binkie,

Torpenhow's dog, which pals round in
London with Dick Heldar and with
Nilghai, dean of the war-correspondents
(Dudley Digges) . A Scottie, with its great
sense of dignity, doesn't like to take
orders from anyone but a real acquaintance. Therefore the dog's owner suggested that Mr. Whiskers go with Ronald
Colman to New Mexico, and that Colman
take exclusive care of him for a few
weeks.
Mr. Whiskers, therefore, moved into
quarters at the hotel in Sante Fe where
Ronald Colman and wife Benita Hume
stayed (Colman drove down each evening
from the Buckman camp.) And Mr.
Whiskers promptly began to mope and
pine. Mr. Whiskers wouldn't eat. And
Mr. Whiskers wouldn't drink. Frantic
telephone calls to Hollywood, to the
owner of Mr. Whiskers, solved the problem. Mr. Whiskers didn't like well water.
He'd been brought up on water from a
certain spring outside Hollywood. He'd
never drunk any other kind, and he
v/asn't going to begin now. So from then
on 10 gallons of spring water went from
Hollywood to Santa Fe, daily. Mr.
Whiskers, while a general favorite, proved
to be the only temperamental actor in
the cast.
If anyone had a right to be temperamental— though he didn't exercise that
right — it was Ronald Colman. In a 48day schedule, he worked every day and

Maisie, the
painter whom
deserted him
Lupino (who

pretty and selfish youngDick Heldar loved and who
when he went blind; Ida
recently became Mrs. Louis

Hayward), as Bessie, Dick's model, the
vicious hussy from the streets; Fay Helm,
as the Red-Haired Girl, Maisie's roommate, who secretly loved Dick; and fascinating Ferike Boros (the laughing landlady in Love Affair) as Madame Binat,
manager of a Port Said dive where Dick
lodged.
The prop boys have the furniture in
place on Sound Stage 11 which contains
Dick's London studio. Torpenhow and
Nilghai are seated at a table, playing
chess. Dick, in a faded armchair, has
Binkie in his lap. There's white woodwork, a mirror over the fireplace, a painting here and there on an easel, and an
atmosphere of Victorian comfort. Red
drapes. An oil lamp with a yellow china
shade. A fire burning briskly in the
grate, with the temperature on the stage
already at 102.
Ronald Colman is kibitzing the chess
between "takes," Director
game. But,
Wellman,
full of energy, his fair, curly
hair on end, is kibitzing Binkie.
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For Husky

"Whiskers, you little pet"— thus Wellman, when Binkie misses a cue — "from
now on we're going to give you a Mickey
Finn. . . . Are we ready for this lovely
little dog? No, no, Ronald, don't frown —
mustn't upset the doggie. Oh, that damnfool dog!" — as Binkie misses another cue
— "if I make a success of this scene, I'll be
doing the next Tarzan. ..."
What they wanted of Binkie was a dash
at a closed door. They finally achieved it
when the Scottie's owner dashed for the
door, one inch ahead of the cameras. Then
they had to have a good, hearty growl
aimed at Ida Lupino.
Miss Lupino, a trifle weary of Victorian
manners, is over in a corner doing a new
jitterbug step — and she in a gay dress
plus a bustle! Miss Lupino comes
a-scampering, takes her place, and waits
for Binkie to growl at her.
But Binkie likes Miss Lupino. At his
owner's command he does indeed put
back his ears and gro'wl long and loud,
but — he wags his tail hard to show there's
no ill feeling! Again and again they try
the scene, with
DOG!" mutters
less likes dogs
After half an

the same result.
Wellman, who
and especially
hour they get

"Oh, that
nevertheWhiskers.
Binkie to

growl without wagging his tail; but that's
because they've fastened his tail down
with black tape.
"Ha!" Wellman says, rubbing his hands,
"now for that sequence where Colman
comes into Maisie's studio and doesn't
like tea. I've been waiting for that
sequence, because I hate tea, too."
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The tea scene goes off smoothly
enough, but the fog on the Thames
Embankment wouldn't stay put. Dick
meets Maisie, after years of separation, in
a fog. Due to the hot, dry weather or
something, the fog kept floating to the
sound stage ceiling. They had to put ice
in the fog machine to create cold air to
hold the stuff down.
Presto, change! The company flocks
over to the stage where Port Said stands.

A

Here is Mons. and Mme. Binat's drinking
den; a thoroughly pleasant place with its
earthen floor, its heavy, squat stone
pillars, its waiters in white robes with the
red fez and red slippers, its ladies of the
evening in gay European gowns of the
1880 mode or soft pink, yellow, ivory

Sparkling highlights
In your hairl

Egyptian costumes. It's in the courtyard
here that Dick, with plenty of money at
the moment, has a Zanzibar dance performed by African girls in scant attire —
a lively and lovely sequence.
H
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CAumeSIT-mUS

Over by the camera a friendly dispute
arises. It's over the pronunciation of
"Schiedam gin." Some say it's "shydam"
and other hold out for "sheedam." Anyway, the word occurs in the dialogue.
"Aren't there any gin experts here?"
Wellman demands. "Get a dictionary,
somebody. . . . Colman can't have a drink
till we find out how to pronounce what he
This is a nice scene when it gets into
action.
asks for."Dick bids goodbye to Mons. and
Mme. Binat — he's returning to London
after his first Egyptian campaign. Mme.
Binat beams upon him in a blond,
blowsy, motherly way and calls him "my
boy." Sardonic Mons. Binat (Pedro de
Cordoba), a sodden genius of an artist
himself, tells Dick that if he aims to become atrue artist — "You will descend into
hell alive, as I have descended."

The prophecy is to come true with a
vengeance, but Dick knows nothing of
that. He claps Binat upon the shoulder,
promises not to forget him, and makes his
way out through the milling crowd of
gamblers, drinkers, professional sweethearts, past the Arab contentedly picking
his nose in a corner. Unintentionally, he
almost collides with a waiter who dodges
with nimble footwork, and barely saves
his tray of glasses from a crash.
"That's it! That's what I want!" Wellman cries in delight. So then they do it
over again four times.
B

The indoor scenes finished — nine days
ahead of schedule, by the bye — Wellman takes the company to Laguna Beach

to
cliffs locate
of Dover."
Thephotograph
company "the
and white
cameras
the
white cliffs of Dover all right, but, as they
begin to shoot, the spirit of whimsy which
has dogged their steps throughout, now
enters into the population of Laguna.
As one man, or woman, the entire
citizenry rushes down to the beach to
watch the picture being made. In order
to watch, they crowd closer and closer.
"Shoo!" cries Wellman, but they don't
shoo. It's impossible to take the sequence
without including the figures and chatter
of the enraptured populace. "Go away!"
Wellman begs. "In this particular scene,
Mr. Colman is supposed to be alone with
"OOOOOOO!
Ronald Colman!
Miss
Angelus ..."

Look!

So they packed up the actors and
cameras and came back to Hollywood.
Wheeeeee!"
Not until they found a private beach with
cliffs, hired it, and fenced it off, were they
able to shoot the final shot — without
benefit of the unexpected. But, as has
been said, that's the picture business for

Popularity Quiz
[Continued from
you.page 29]
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5. Do you hum in his ear?
6. Do you talk in a loud voice to attract
the attention of other men?
7. When it gets late, do you say, "You
run along if you're tired, I can take care
Do you act like a martyr when he
of 8.myself"?
takes you to a dull party?
9. Do you forget to remove your corsage
from your left shoulder when you
dance?
10. Do you sigh after each number, "Oh,
this is my favorite song"?
11. Do you stuff your handbag into his
pocket when you get up to dance?
12. Do you spend long minutes in the
dressing
room
gossiping
with friends?

HOW

DO YOU RATE

Phoning?

Quizzer:

Ann Rutherford

1. Do you phone him at his office?
2. Are you a telephone hanger- onner?

3. Do you ask personal questions when
you know he is not alone?
4. Do you tell him long stories on the
phone that can be saved for later?
5. When asked for a date, do you hedge
with "I'm not sure, I have a tentative date,
back"
youyou
leave
personal messages with
let6.meDo call
his7. family?
Do you telephone him early Sunday
8. When he asks for a date, do you go
morning?
into detail about what you have to do all
week. "Well, Monday I have to go to the
dentist, Tuesday, Wednesday, etc., etc."
9. Do you ask him to blow you a kiss on
the phone?

HOW

DO YOU RATE
Driving?

Quizzer:

Jane Wyman

1. Do you link your hand in his when
he drives?
2. Do you open the door and jump in the

car without waiting for him to help you?
3. Do you try to direct him. and give him
short cuts?
4. Do you drape your legs around the
gearshift?
5. Do you caution him to slow up every
few minutes?
6. Do you twist his windshield mirror
around so that you can repair your makeup?
7. Do you toot his horn frequently because "it makes such a cute noise"?
8. Do you mistake every other vehicle
on the road for a speed cop and warn him?

8. Do you make a fuss over his sister
and try to develop her as a bosom pal?
9. When you hear "Night and Day" do
you adopt a Mona Lisa smile, sigh, "Ah,
that brings back a certain memory of three
years ago" and lapse into a world-weary
silence from which it is impossible to
shake you out of for the next hour?

HOW

DO YOU RATE

Sartorially?
Quizzer:

9. Do

you read traffic signals aloud.

"There's a red light — stop!" "Slow down."
"There's a curve ahead."
10. Do you playfully insist upon handling the steering wheel?
11. If a cop stops him, do you take it
upon yourself to talk him out of giving
you a ticket?
12. Do you make him chauffeur your
family around?

HOW

DO YOU RATE

In Sports?
Quizzer:

Priscilla Lane

1. Do you take advantage of the frailty
(!) of your sex by making him do all the
work — to wit: chase the balls, etc.?
2. Do you squeal and scream when you
step into the water?
3. When you win from him, do you rub
it in and brag to his friends?
4. Do you wear
mascara
at sports?
5. Do you think that indulging in sports
with him entitles you to look sloppy and
adopt a mannish air?
6. Do you act helpless at games and
make him slow up his own to teach you?
7. Does your idea of good sportsmanship
include collecting bets when you win,
laughing them off when you lose?

HOW

DO YOU RATE

As A Fiancee?
Quizzer:

Virginia Field

Jane Bryan

1. Do you wear gadgets that stick out
like hardware on your dresses?
2. Are your clothes too tight where you

ONE-TWO

sit?
3. Are you continually reaching to haul
up your shoulder straps?
4. Do you put on mascara so that each
eyelash looks like an individual spike?
5. Do you like to hang flowers, feathers,
bows, ribbons, 18-day clocks and fake sunflowers on your middle?
6. Do you stuff two or three handkerchiefs in one pocket?
7. Do you use "I know you so well" as
an excuse to look sloppy?
8. Do you fuss with your hair?
NOW, add up your score and compare
it to the one below.
crime

action
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64
56
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48
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AND NOW — here's how you rate. Can
you take it?

Wm. A. Rogers Al Plus Quality

50-100: Excellent; you're a drawing
room menace, a stag-line slayer. How did
you find time to answer these questions?
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100-150: Pretty good; you shouldn't
have much trouble holding 'em.
150-200: Fair; still hope for you, but
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200-250: You're on the danger-line;
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250-300: Not so good, baby, not so
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1. Do you drop in at his office to surprise him?
2. Do you continually ask him if he loves
you.'
3. As a final argument do you use: "If
you love me, you'll do it"?
4. Do you get over-sentimental and
muse about the details of all your previous
dates?
5. Do you check on his movements when

300-350: Whoa there— you'll have to
take up knitting to keep those evenings
occupied.

he's not with you?
6. Do you insist that he call you by a
nickname which is a hangover from your
childhood, such as "Dimples" or
"Cuddles"?
7. Do you question him about his female
associates in the business world?

350-400: Ummmmm
— you're in the
doghouse. Too bad. How about doing
something about it?
0-50: You must have been cheating!
Or else you've got so much personality
"oomph" you needn't have taken this quiz
in the first place!
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Post-Graduate Course
[Continued

others
which
do the
real
damage."
Since this unfortunate experience, the
beautiful young star has done more than
keep
silent
when
gossip
is going
the
rounds.
She asks the informer:

USE

FLAME-GLO
NATIONALLY

from page 38]

KNOWN

LIPSTICK

\

"Do you know it's true?"
Nine times out of ten, she avers, the
gossip can give no guarantee, and lapses
into silence, very much deflated.
,„ romaf>c,=

woffle"

i | Loretta admits quite frankly that she
had to work hard to develop a sense of
humor. She contends that it is one of the
most important assets in Hollywood and
the world over. Once, when she was making a picture, Shanghai, for Walter
Wanger, who is producing Eternally
Yours, she set her mind on wearing

shoiS^-ri^^^

N PINK
FASHIO
of Heavenly
Beauty

Shade

DYNAMIC
Captivating,

RED
Enchanting

ORCHID
Lovely shade of Fc:hior

FLAME
LIGHT
MEDIUM
RASPBERRY

pyjamas which had been specially designed for her.
"I developed one of those complexes,
silly to men, but understandable to all
women," she declared. "As each day
passed and the time for the scene grew
nearer, I cast loving glances at those
pyjamas. For me, they were the highlight
of the production. I felt as if I just couldn't
wait to get into them. Finally, the hour
arrived, and I was the happiest person in
Hollywood.
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"Until Wanger came to me."
"I think it's best if you don't wear those
pyjamas,they
Loretta,"
he told
don't
believe
reflect the
mood her.
of the"I scene.
They're apt to be distracting."
Loretta staged a scene. It was

a wow,

a class "A" scene which approached the
colossal. Partly because she was exhausted after weeks of work, day and
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valve aids in preventing '.
collapse.
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SAFEST because
easiest to clean

night, partly because of the emotional
strain of the part. But mainly because
she, like a small child, had set her heart
on wearing the pyjamas. So thorough was
her outburst that Wanger halted production.
Lucille, her practical-minded
dresser, snapped her out of it.

Free sample of Dr. Guild's

GREEN MOUNTAIN

ASTHMATIC COMPOUND
enables you to experience
the quick relief this pleasant smoke vapor has
brought to asthmatic sufferers for 70 years. At
nearly all drug stores, cigarettes, 50<f for 24. Powder, 25|fand $1.00,
Write today for free sample. The J. H.
Guild Co., Dept. FW-13, Rupert, Vermont.

hair-

$0\

"It's silly to throw a fit," she scoffed.
"Where's your sense of humor? You
ought to be having a good laugh. If you
could've seen yourself — "
It was quite a while before Loretta got
enough perspective so that she could get
the true picture. But, when she did, she
had the laugh at her own expense which
Lucille had suggested.

j

|.t. Rinir NOW. Onl, 4S<- ni.,.1. Ir<>m .mi iihoto. Pliolo Kings sell o
siEht. T.,kc O..U.S— M.,kc Muncy! SEND NO MONEY.
Endos
strip of paper for ring size. Pay Postman 4Sc plus a few cents postage
Photo returned
with rinK. Send 4Sc and we pay postage. Order now!
(Canadian orders must send cash.)

PHOTO

MOVETTE

RING CO- Dpi. FF, 626 Vine St Cincinnati, O.

PAIN

FREE

"That," she told me, "was my last
temperamental outburst. Since then
things have happened which were far
more important to my life and my career
than those pyjamas and I have taken all of
them more quietly, handled them far
better. Because now I can laugh without

a prompter."
i | Another lesson she has learned is in
the matter of clothes. Once she believed that to make an impression one
had to spend a small mint of money on
garments that stopped conversation when
she entered a room. This is how she
learned she was wrong:
"I had an engagement," she related,
"with one of the handsomest, most eligible

HAPPY HEAD
KOHLER ©
ANTIDOTE for relief of miserable
pain
due to HEADACHE
ONLY

10c

ALL

DRUG
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STORES

Hair
OFF

Face
Lips

X^s^i^ ■ I had ugly
Chin
Happy
hair . . Arms
. was unlovedLegsdiscouraged. Tried many different products . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed a
simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked. I
have helped thousands win beauty, love, happiness.
My FREE book, "How to Overcome the Superfluous
Hair
Problem",
method Also
and trial
provesoffer.
actual
success.
Mailed explains
in plain the
envelope.
No
obligation. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette, P. O. Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 9-C. Chicago.

Back Pain and
Kidney
Wrong foods and drinks, worry, overwork and
colds often put a strain on the Kidneys and nonsystemic and non-organic Kidney and Bladder
troubles may be the true cause of Excess Acidity,
Getting Up Nights, Burning Passages, Leg Pains,
Nervousness, Dizziness, Swollen Ankles, Rheumatic Pains, and Puffy Eyelids. In many such
cases
diuretic
the Doctor's
prescription
Cystexthehelps
the action
Kidneysof clean
out Excess
Acids.
This plus the palliative work of Cystex may easily
make you feel like a new person in just a few days.
Try Cystex under the guarantee of money back
unless completely satisfied. Cystex costs only 3c a
dose at druggists and the guarantee protects you.
For blackhead conditions consider your
skin cleansing method!
Lavena is pure Oatmeal Powder specially
refined and processed
for regular daily cleansing in place of soap or creams.
Get Lavena today at leading 10c stores. For free information write Lavena Corporation, Dept. 206, 141
W. Jackson, Chicago.

OATMEAL CLEANSER
HELPS REMOVE
BLACKHEADS

UnivIMS
-PnnI III
NEW,

B

TMEALER
skinOACLEANS

PRACTICAL

TRAINING

MODERN...

OOKKEEPING

Learn bookkeeping by new Job Method. No tiresome study
of theory and rules. You learn by doing. Every step interesting. Planned for people who want to learn modern bookkeeping easily, yet thoroly. No previous knowledge necessary — everything covered from ground up. Short — inexpensive— easy payment terms. Write for free information.
No obligation. Address Dept. 1130-H.

LaSalle Extension University

Chicago, III.

A Correspondence Institution
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Hheumatism

Relieve Pain

To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NlJRITO, the fine formula, used by thousands.
No opiates. Does the work quickly — must relieve
cruel pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
your money
back. Don't
suffer. Ask
yourguarantee.
druggist
today
for trustworthy
NURITO
on this

\tMPROOF
EYELASH
D ARKENER
SWIM, tainperspire
and remain
always attrac
be ceryourlashcs orandcrybrows
*> lasts of4
tivelydark.
Use*'Dark-Eyes"
instead
ordinary
mascara.
One application
to 5 weeks. Ends daily make-up bother.
Never runs, smarts, smudges or harms
lashes. Indelible. Try it! $X at dept. and
drugstores.

^y
INDELIBLE

DARKENER

^e4-f
Dept 30 M9, Chicago, 111

''Dark-Eyes,
I enclose"2125c 10 W.MadisonSt.,
(coin or stamps) for generous!
trial package of "Dark-Eyes" and directions.

Name
Address

Town .
Stare.

and important men in Hollywood. I
wanted to make an impression, so I want
over my budget, and battered my bank
account for a fur coat — a beautiful thing.
"That night we had our date. He paid
absolutely no attention to the coat. On
the other hand, he complimented me on
the simple evening dress I wore.

THE
SHINES BR

"Men," she explained, "seldom notice
what you have on so long as it is in good
taste. It is only when you become careless, sloppy, too daring in fashion, or
otherwise violate the simple rules of good
taste that you attract attention. And it's
the wrong kind of attention."
She pointed out that in Hollywood, as
everywhere else, it is wise to dress sensibly. Not long ago she heard a producer
take a starlet to task for a careless coat
thrown over a garish blouse and a pair
of unpressed slacks.
"Please dress yourself properly," the
producer chided. "I'm making a great
effort to make you known as the lovely
girl you are. No one can appear glamorous in an is
outfit
like for
that."
Loretta
famous
her neatness, her
"just so" appearance, but she has acquired
it through care rather than through
extravagance.
|

The lesson of being patient she learned
early and painfully. When her sisters,
Sally Blaine and Polly Ann, began working in the exciting motion pictures, her
mother insisted that Loretta stay in school.
The other girls were older and had had
their educations.

"I carried on considerably," Loretta confessed today. "I wanted to abandon the
sober black uniform, the cotton stockings
and high laced shoes and become a glamour girl. I didn't see the point to education. But mother made me stay in school.
I realized, finally, that my career could
wait just a little while, and that there was
time in life for everything."
Today, Loretta is glad she waited, glad
she learned to study, learned poise, so
many other things which have stood her
in good stead.
She learned that night clubbing, just

HW0a6z&£HV,
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Come on down and bathe in the sun ! You belong
on a surf-board skimming along the Gulf Coast'
■— or under a beach umbrella on Florida's sands
— up in a western saddle, riding Southwest
desert trails — or getting a taste of movie
flamour in Southern California. And you can
e there — Greyhound's low fares simply shrink
up
the miles
between
your home and America's
exciting
winter
playgrounds!
Just about \i the cost of driving a car — ; that's
all you pay to enjoy' the warmth and luxury,
the doubled sightseeing opportunities of a
trip South by Super-Coach. Turn sun-worshipper this winter the Greyhound way!
PRINCIPAL. GREYHOUND
New York City, 2-15 W. 50th St.
Cleveland, O., E. 9th Si Superior
Philadelphia, Pa., Broad St. Sta.
Chicago, 111. . . 12th & Wabash
Washington, D. C
. . 1403 New York Ave., N.W.
Detroit, Mich., Washington Blvd.
at Grand River
Minneapolis, Minn
■. .
509 Sixth Avenue. N.
Boston, Mass.
. GO Park Square
St. Louis, JyIo.
. . Broadway^Dclrn.ir Boulevard
Cincinnati, Ohio, 630 Walnut St.

INFORMATION

OFFICES

San Francisco, Cal
Pine & Battery Streets
Ft.Worth,Tex.,905CommerceSt.
Charleston. W. Va
155 Summers Street
Richmond. Va., 412 B. Broad St.
Memphis, Tenn., 627 N. Main St.
New Orleans. La
. . . 400 North Rampart Street
Lexington, Ky., 801 N. Limestone
Windsor, Ont., 403 Ouellette Ave.
London,
England
A.B.Reynoldson,49LeadcnhallSt.

to be seen, wasn't worth while when an
actress of her acquaintance was taken out
of a part because too much of it resulted
in not enough attention to her work.
And, she confessed, although she has
been in the upper ranks — one might say
the advanced class — for twelve years, she
is still learning.
"Hollywood," she contends, "is just like
any other place. Happiness here or any
place else is a matter of getting along with
one's fellows. In order to be a smooth
cog in the machinery of life, you have to
adapt yourself, consider others, realize
that those who continue to learn are the
ones who get the honorary degrees of real
friendships in the end."
NEXT

MONTH

You can't think of a thing to make that
Christmas party different? Read how the
stars plan to make the holiday season
gay at Christmas time.

Mail this for Winter Vacation Booklet
Send this coupon to nearest information office, listed
above, for colorful booklet full of pictures and information
about FLORIDA and GULF COAST D, SOUTHWEST D,
CALIFORNIA Q. Please check one desired.

Name-

-FW-11

Address .
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Above, glorious Zorina in one
of her intricate ballel numbers
with Charles Lasky in the big
Musical, On Your Toes. \. The
mad composer, played by
Leonid Kinsky. 2. Frank McHugh gets the spirit. 3. Zorina
resting between nnmbers.
4. Even heelless shoes may
cause trouble. 5. Alan Hale
demonstrates a spirited jig for
the camera. 6, Zorina takes lime
out after a hard morning's work
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Looks Count Plenty...

Lady of the Evening . . .

in this job of mine. A girl must look
poised and efficient and that means I

still looking and feeling my best at the
time so many girls are irritable. Again
Kotex Sanitary Napkins come to my
rescue, thanks to those patented
pressed ends. Believe me, they make a
world of difference— no more embarrassing bulky feeling— no more worry
about shifting, bunching and chafing.

must feel my best— can't afford to be
uncomfortable no matter what! But
with 3 sizes of Kotex Sanitary Napkins
it's now a simple matter for every
woman to meet her individual needs
in comfort from day to day.
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KOTEX* SANITARY NAPKINS
l*Trade

Mark

Keg.

V. S. Pat.

Ofiicc)
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And don't forget QUEST, the Kotex
UED

IN

U. S. A.

Deodorant

Powder,

ALL 3 TYPES AT
THE SAME LOW PRICE

positively eliminates all body and napkin odors.

STRIKE
StCKY

Easy on Your Throat -

AT 2,000 TOBACCO
AUCTIONS

'The U.S. Government has helped farmers raise finer tobacco — and the better
grades go to Luckiest" says Earl Forbes,
auctioneer. He's been "in tobacco" 22
years; has smoked Luckies for 13 years.

Have you tried a Lucky lately?\.xicVS.zs are
better than ever because the U.S. Government, the States and Universities have

experimented with soil, seed, and plant
foods. They have developed new methods that have helped farmers grow finer,
lighter tobacco in the past several years.
As independent tobacco experts like
Earl Forbes point out, Luckies have always bought the Cream of the Crop.
Aged from 2 to 4 years, these tobaccos, better than ever, are in Luckies

BecauselTS TOASTED'

today. So Luckies are better than ever!
Try Luckies for a week. Then you'll
know why sworn records show thai
among independent tobacco experts —
auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen
— Luckies have twice as many exclusive
smokers as have all other cigarettes
combined! WITH MEN WHO KNOW
TOBACCO

BEST -IT'S LUCKIES 2 TO 1
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Her evening frock said "Stop and Look"
but her lovely smile added "Stay"
Your smile is precious, priceless— it's YOU ! Help guard it with Ipana and Massage

Romantic gown of chang
able taffeta with deep squa
neckline and new puff bustle.

Don't ignore the warning of "Pink Tooth Brush" — Ipana and
massage makes for firmer gums, brighter smiles!
ANY MAN with an eye for beauty will all\ ways admire the girl in a glamorous
gown. But how soon he turns away if her
smile is dull and dreary!
For a girl can be dressed in the latest
fashion and still win pity instead of praise
—if she ignores the warning of "pink tooth
brush"— if she lets her smile grow dingy.
Don't let this happen to you! Don't risk
your looks— the winning appeal of a lovely
smile— by neglecting the proper care of your
teeth and gums. "Pink tooth brush" is a danger signal. Heed it promptly!
If your tooth brush "shows pink," see your
dentist. It may mean nothing serious. The
chances are he'll tell you that modern, softcooked foods are depriving your gums of

IPANA
NATIONALLY

vigorous chewing — denying them enough
healthful exercise. He'll probably suggest
"more work for lazy gums" and, as so many
dentists do, he'll often add, "the helpful stimulation of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage."
For Ipana is designed not only to keep
teeth clean and sparkling but, with massage,
to help the gums as well. Massage a little
extra Ipana into your gums each time you
brush your teeth. Circulation is aroused
within the lazy tissues— gums tend to become firmer, healthier, more resistant.
Don't wait for "pink tooth brush" to flash
its warning. Get a tube of economical Ipana
at your druggist's today. Let Ipana and massage help you to brighter teeth, sounder
gums— a smile that wins admiration!
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Christmas, the time for snowballing:,
finds Shirley Temple warming up in
fine fashion. Her next picture will be
The Bluebird for Twentieth Century-Fox
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Good news, America ! Nick and Nora
are back in their newest, merriest,
most amazing adventure — with Asta,
and a brand-new member of the
family! Wait 'til you meet him! It's
the BEST from Mr. and Mrs.Thin Man\
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Carefully and

with

SUNFIELD

the utmost

secrecy, a group of the film colony's
licensed pilots are going about the organization work from which will develop an
army squadron of combat flyers. More
than fifty men identified with motion
picture making already have had enough
hours in the air to win their licenses.
Jimmy Stewart, Tyrone Power and Wallace Beery are probably the best known,
but there are others from studio technicians on up to directors and producers.
The group hopes to win the approval of
the proper military authorities to the extent that qualified army pilots will be
appointed as teachers for the necessary
classroom work, and instructors in actual
war-time air maneuvers. So secret have
been the plans concerning this patriotic
group that not even the studio heads know
anything about it. When they do, there
probably will be an uproar, but, once
given government permission, nothing is
going to prevent them from learning how
to fly and fight in army air style, they say.
■

EL3IER

charge of one of the agencies distributing
the Bennett cosmetics.
■

It's practically a tradition by now in
the Ida Lupino-Louis Hayward menage to take each other at their word, and
we mean literally. As a result, some
real amusement has ensued. Just let Ida
or Louis make a facetious comment and
something like this will likely happen.
Ida sat down to dinner one night and the
maid served bean soup. The next course
was green lima beans in casserole. Ida
looked a little puzzled, but ate her share
of them. The "vegetable" turned out to
be
string
beans,And
andfinally,
the "entree"
red
kidney
beans.
for dessert,
came Mexican jumping beans!
It seems that Ida had commented quite
Pete
made

Smith
claims
before books

that forks were
when
Sally Payne

■

Orson Welles, the RKO Wonder Boy,
has a lot to learn about Hollywood —
and apparently about manners. Seems he
asked permission to pose with Shirley
Temple for pictures scheduled for publication. Mrs. Temple, like Barkis, was

A trio of young Hollywoodites ventured forth without the charmed St.

Christopher's medal or rabbit's foot
month. Virginia Field parked her
atop a hill, slammed the car door
dashed into the house where a party

this
auto
and
was

willin', insisting, however, that ProducerWriter -Actor-Director Welles watch his
watch and be on time. Weil, the time
came for the shooting — and no Welles. An
hour passed by and still no Welles. Finally
word arrived from the boy genius that he
was too busy to come and would Mrs.
Temple bring her daughter Shirley, over
to his home for the shots. Mrs. Temple
was nice about it, but she registered an
emphatic "no" — and so far as we know,
the pictures aren't taken yet.

in progress. She didn't know a thing had
happened until Margaret Roach walked
into the room and said, quietly: "Didn't
know you parked your car on a telephone
pole, Virginia." When the startled Virginia rushed outside to inspect her swanky
phaeton she found it literally accordionpleated about the pole and beyond repair.
Alice Eden, returning to Hollywood
after an eight week's radio program in
Chicago, turned over three times in a
small coupe and emerged without a
scratch. Ironically, she contracted a
frightful case of poison ivy when she went
with the tow car to haul her coupe out of
the brush-filled ditch.
Tom Rutherford narrowly escaped
drowning when he was diving for abalone
off the rocks of Laguna. One of the huge
shell fish clamped his hand seven feet
under water while he was trying to pry
it loose. A nearby fisherman rescued him
from a watery grave.
In these times wnen one hears so
many plaints from youth about the
difficulties of finding employment and obtaining afoothold in the business world,
it's pleasant to learn that there are still
those youthfuls who manage to make the
hurdles. Constance Bennett was in her
make-up lab one afternoon when a girl
walked in, quietly introduced herself,
briefly outlined her abilities and asked for
a job. She was sixteen years old. She was
attractive, and plainly, but meticulously
dressed. To make a short story shorter,
Miss Bennett believed enough in her to
pay her expenses to a business college
after which the girl will be placed in

innocently the night before that: "I'd
rather live on beans than pheasant," and
Hubby Louis had taken her at her word.

■

tries to help
during
new short, Let's Talk

filming
of his
Turkey, but both

Gene Autry, like everyone in Hollywood, grew extra wrinkles of worry
when Hitler began his "tramp, tramp,
tramp, the boys are marching through
Poland", but he carried a smile, too, and
for good reason. While the war has raised
Ned with Hollywood's foreign market (an
average
per cent
total in"take"
on
each of
film40 comes
fromof the
Europe,
case
you're interested in figures), Gene's
studio, Republic, is increasing the budget
on all of its singing star's pictures — for
the simple reason that his greatest foreign
market is South America, a country as

■

yet, happily untouched by the JohnnieGet-Your-Gun war parades.
|

agree,
direct

before
the film
action
is the

is over,
practical

that
way

Ann "Oomph" Sheridan doesn't claim
to know all the best dives in town any

more. And she doesn't want to, either.
During one of Hollywood's hot spells, the
glamour girl went to the beach for a
swim. After playing in the surf for a
while, she decided to try her hand at
diving. She climbed up a rock that projected high out of the water and then flew
through the air with the greatest of ease.
[Continued on page 101
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First time I ever met my father-in-law,
he was riding his favorite hobby.
"We moderns have lazy mouths!" he
declared. "Our teeth get no real
exercise on soft, modern foods. We
all need Dentyne!
"Yes sir — Dentyne's special firmness
provides the tough chewing we need!
Stimulates active circulation of the
blood in oral tissues. Helps the gums
keep firm and healthy. Also — it
flushes the teeth with an increased
flow of saliva — and polishes them by
gentle friction. Great gum, Dentyne !"
I started the Dentyne habit then and
there! It's fine for my teeth. And that
flavor's delightful! "Sugar and spice"
— a rich, tempting spiciness that takes
your taste by storm. Always fresh
and luscious. Notice how handily
Dentyne's flat package fits into your
pocket or purse. Try Dentyne today.
It's great!
HELPS KEEP TEETH WHITE

1.
6.
11.
12.
13.
15.
17.
18.
20.
21.
22.
24.
25.
26.
23.
29.
31.
30.
37.
34.

HEALTHY

DENTYNE
NATIONALLY

ADVERTISED

Hollywood's most famous glamour girl.
The Broadway press agent in The Star Maker.
What cattle rustlers do when cowboys appear
ou scene.
Star of Hidden Power.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Miss Eangford's initials.
Arizona
(pL).
Hold That
Ed.
He had title role in Fighting Renegade.
Coach Baxter in Million Dollar Legs.
Willam Boyd had lead in Range
.
Earaine Day comes from this state.
The Man They Could
Hang.
Next
I Marry.
Mrs. Smith in The Angels Wash Their Faces.
The Tin Woodsman in Wizard of Off.
Actor wed to Bebe Daniels.
Mr. Powell, but not Dick.
Remember Blanche
?
Brief comic sketches included in revues.
Oriental actor (poss.).

6. Descriptive of a one-reeler.
7. Shirley Temple's favorite mount.
8. Whose wife is Ruby Keeler?

38.
40.

Kind of dance
might do.

41.
42.
44.
45.

Andy
Hardy's
Feminine
lead inAunt
CoastMilly.
Guard.

48.
46.
..MOUTH

DOWN

ACROSS

49.
50.
52.
53.

step such

as Eleanor

Powell

Parents on
.
Island of Lost
.
Mr. Niven's initials.
Whose bride is Joan Fontaine?
Short for first name of star of

Blackmail.

Poetic
birthplace.name

Sullivan's

for

Maureen

Annabel Takes a
.
Roger Jones in Quick Millions.
What villain often does.

O'

9.
10.
14.
16.
17.
19.
21.
23.

Grandmother
Lovell in The Old
Initials of Mary Forbes.
They
Come Out.
Measure of film.
A star of Flight at Midnight.

p2

Mr. Toomey's initials.
Autry's girl friend in Colorado Sunset.
Charlie Chaplin's former wife.
The Man
in the
Mask.
The Rains
.
Berlin's gift to Hollywood.
Philo Vance in Grade Allen Murder
Case.
Skel in These Giamour Girls.

25. What
27.
28.
31.
32.
33.
35.
36.
38.
39.
42.
43.
46.
47.
49.

an

actor does

WEEK

H

in sound

films.

Some Like It
.
Exciting Night.
Something used by cowboy stars.
Tomorrow Comes.
Actresses sometimes
change color of this.
Tarzan swings from this.
Whose
role is that of orphaned
baby in
Unexpected Father?
Tailspin Tommy in Stunt Pilot.
What Toto does after a hard run.
Man is News.
The army major in Panama Patrol.
Men
Such Fools.
Middle name of Cora Collins.
Initials of Edward Norris.

51. Robert

Elliott's

initials.

(Solution on page 62)
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This is the Nail Polish
that swept the country in 6 months
FINGER-NAIL"

CAP

You simply must try it!f
Join the millions of women— yes, millions! —who are
switching to a longer lasting, high-gloss nail polish— DuraGloss! Yes Dura-Gloss is taking the country by storm,
because it's an entirely new nail polish. You get richer
color, a polish with more "body," that wears longer, resists
chipping longer, keeps its brilliance longer! You owe it to
the beauty of your hands to try Dura-Gloss— today!
LORR LABORATORIES,

PATERSON, N. J.

DURA-GLOSS
CHOOSE YOUR COLOR by the patented
"Finger-nail" bottle caps, which show you — —^
20 style-approved shades exactly as they will I I I p
look on your own nails. At cosmetic counters. M. |J "

0€>M
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Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 6]
Everything was lovely until she landed
and everything would have been lovely
then, but for the fact that she bounced
her face against a piece of sharp rock
that lay submerged. Lady Luck must
have been diving with her because she
could easily have sustained a broken
neck instead of what she did get — an inch
of skin off her nose and a few gashes on
the sides of her pretty cheeks. All her
diving will be done in the home shower
from now on, she says.
■

remains a firm believer in the "oncea-friend-always-a-friend" system of living. Joel took time off recently to visit
the swanky beach club of which he is a
member. With him as his guest, was a
former employee of the club. Hardly
had the two got past the threshold when
the ex-employee was asked to beat it, an
order that so incensed Joel that he immediately handed in his resignation as a
member and left with his guest, who now

This Cream Base Lipstick
Gives Your Lips Tempting
Smoothness, Luscious Color

I

Ray Milland recently received a short
note from his mother who lives a hopskip-and-a-jump south of London stating
that thirty London children were living
in her house, and that she was having the
time of her life taking care of them. Ray
said by the time he received another

Tangee is like no other lipstick! It's orange
in the stick but changes "magically" to
your most becoming shade. It doesn't coat
your lips with greasy paint but gives you
the soft, smooth, colorful lips that women
love and men admire. And its special cream

You can now add Fred MacMurray to
the long list of Hollywood gadget

makers. Fred's invented, and got patented,
a wiper that cleans off the steam on bathroom mirrors. Manufacturers are already
clamoring for the right to market it.
H

It's going to be a long long time before
Meanie Humphrey Bogart gets smart
with a boomerang. Taking a couple of
practice throws on a Warner backlot one
day during the lunch hour, Bogey hurled
one for keeps and the darn thing came
back and smacked him before he could
duck.
|

September 23rd marked the twentieth
birthday of Mickey Rooney,the M-G-M
money-maker, and among the numerous
gifts the young star received from his host
of friends was an extra fine one from his
generous boss, Louis B. Mayer, who presented Mickey with the title to a 20-acre
ranch near Fresno with all the trimmings
— a big bunk house and a string of horses.

has a nice job at Joel's ranch.
B

TANGEE

PAINTED

Joel McCrea, thank goodness, still

■

letter she'd probably have a hundred kids
in her charge and scolding the military
for not sending her more!

|

Binnie Barnes, after a week's shopping during which she laid in a
brand-new fall wardrobe, was suddenly
assigned a leading role in First Kiss,
starring Tyrone Power, and since there
was no time for the studio wardrobe department to make up her costumes, they
bought every stitch of the fall clothes
she'd spent so many weary hours selecting. Now she's confronted with the task
[Continued on page 17]

base helps prevent "dry-lips" and chapping.
Just try Tangee and see what loveliness and
charm it gives you!
For Your Cheeks. ..This "Natural Blush" Rouge blends with
your Tangee Lipstick and
actually seems to give your
cheeks a "natural blush."
Face Powder. . . With an "Underglow"— Tangee Powder
has the Tangee Color Principle and helps give your skin
a flattering "underglow."
BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There is only one TANGEE. Don't
let some sharp salesperson switch you. Be sure to ask for
Tangee Natural.
Try Tangee Theatrical,
too, for sions.
special
occaIts creamy
Lipstick
World's Most Famous

T|
EHDS

THAT

PAINTED

LOOK

smoothness gives your
lips daring, exciting
color — yet never looks
"painted. "

4-PIECE

MIRACLE

MAKE-UP

SET

The George W. Luft Co.. 417 Fifth Ave., New York
City . . .Tangee
Please Lipstick,
rush "Miracle
sample
Rouge Make-Up
Compact, Set"
Cremeof
Rouge and Face Powder. I enclose 100 (stamps or
coin). (15«! in Canada.)
Check Shade of Powder Desired:
G Light Rachel
G Flesh
G Rachel
G Dark Rachel
G Tan
Name
se Print)
(Pics
street.

□ Peach

F 1 2<t
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After war was declared, Annabella flew back to France for her twelve-year-old daughter. They are shown meeting Rosalind Russell at the Newark Airport just before
boarding an American Airlines plane for Hollywood, where Tyrone Power was waiting to welcome his little step-daughter to her new life on the peaceful Pacific coast
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j When All Quiet on the Western Front
was released nearly ten years ago, it
stirred a deep pity for all young boys
caught in war. It strengthened a determination in this country that another of our
generations would not be sent into
trenches. It became a powerful instrument
for peace because it stated realistically the
futility and the shocking waste that follows the use of guns as arguments.
The great value of the film was its timelessness. It might have dealt with any
war. It might have dealt with any group

&
0
0
0
f

of school-boys. They weren't German, or
French, or British or Americans, so far
as any audience remembered after the
picture was under way. They were boys.
With all of the vigor of young ideals, they
were doing the next thing expected of
them.
Probably the most powerful argument
for peace ever filmed was the finale of
that picture. Remember the ravaged
battlefield in the background? Remember the gigantic ghosts of the dead marching across it? Remember how each boy
turned, just as he passed the center, and
looked back . . . not in fear, not in reproach, not in accusation or anger or indeed any emotion whatever. He just
turned one long insentient look on the
world he had relinquished, the world he
never had time to discover.
That scene remains in the slightly cut
version of All Quiet on the Western Front
which is being released this winter. Most
of the picture remains, though the small

EDITOR
amount of cutting has made a decided
change in the overtone of the picture. The
first version was dispassionate and compassionate. The one you will see this winter has an overtone of anger. This is due to
a very well written introduction and to
the comments that are interspersed
throughout the film, emphasizing the
already well emphasized highlights, relating the older events to the battlefields
of Europe today. Slight as the cutting is,
it makes a profound difference in the film.
The scenes that remain are in greater part
those of fear, of doubt, of frightful injury,
of suffering, of despair. They add up to
an hysteria that the film did not have before. They add up, shockingly, to an argument for war instead of a protest against
it.
Perhaps that serves a better purpose today. Each one who sees the film will have
to decide for himself. But no one who
sees it can say '"War is a great adventure."
No one who sees it can argue that force is
anything but a senseless argument. No
one who sees it can have anything but
cold rage at the men who make wars
possible.
B We shall be seeing a good many pictures about war in the next few
months. Willem Hendrik Van Loon's
The Fight for Peace already is in the
theatres. It is an absorbing compilation of
newsree'l shots tracing the growth of the
power of dictators, showing relentlessly
many scenes so horrifying that they are

Ever get nervous or upset? Then,
try a package of Beech-Nut Gum.
It's always refreshing and restful.
It comes from Flavor-Town (Canajoharie, N. Y.) — famous for quality
and flavor. Six delicious varieties.

Louis Wolheim and Lew Ayres in a scene from All Quiet on the Western Front, which
is now being shown again somewhat in its original form.
A review is on this page
12
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The HOUSEKEEPERS DAUGHTER
Who Did Things
To Them She
i Hadn't Oughter!

Dorothy Lamour in her jungle elevator
designed by her faithful old retainer, the
chimpanzee in Typhoon, and pretty
grim about the whole
thing, it seems

deleted from the average newsreel. War
in China, war in Spain, the violent careers
of Hitler, Stalin, Mussolini are employed
as an argument for democracy, against
war.
The First World War is about to be reissued. It is a collection of newsreel
shots, many of which were suppressed
during the actual conduct of the war. It
was released some years ago, but was not
given so wide a circulation as it deserved.
■

Several studios already have announced plans for war films. Many
of these will be the usual love story set
against a pretty background of shells that
never hit the hero except in a neat ineffectual way, of beauteous heroines in

lovely make-up and becoming nurses'
uniforms, of romping comics and of happy
endings.
It seems to me that all of us do well to
analyze such films carefully, no matter
how amusing, no matter how entertaining they may be on the surface.
It seems to me that all of us will do well
to remember the heart-breaking Dawn
Patrol, the overtone of Journey's End, to
see again All Quiet on the Western Front.
It seems to me that all of us do well to
demand uncensored newsreels. Much of
the censorship of newsreels in this country is a voluntary censorship by the releasing companies, and is done because of
a thoughtful reluctance to shock audiences. It seems to me that, since war is a
fact in the world, we do well to face it
realistically before we speak of it.
13

Clark Gable, as Rhett Butler

Win Lovely Prizes
GRAND

PRIZE, complete "Scarlett" set

"Gone With The Wind"
Contest
Here is your ehanee to win enehanting prizes.
Clip that eoupon today, and send in your entry

'
H

When Ricarde, famous jewelry
designer, saw the lovely old
brooches, necklaces, ear-bobs, rings
and bracelets that had been collected for Vivien Leigh and Olivia
de Havilland and the rest of the
cast to wear in Gone With the

Wind, he said "Ah!" just as you
will when you see them on the
screen.

FIRST PRIZE, "Tara" bracelet, necklace

Ricarde, in the meantime, has
made modern versions of the lovely
jewels you will see in the film.
The glorious "Scarlett" set, offered
as grand prize in this contest, is
one of the handsomest awards
offered in a Hollywood Magazine
contest. Ricarde has made really distinguished costume jewelry from the
lovely old patterns, so read the
rules, fill out the coupon on page 16,
and try for YOUR prize today.

Before the Civil War, the South
was wealthy, and some of the
loveliest jewelry ever seen in
HOW TO ENTER
America was worn by the great
ladies of Georgia. When David O.
The contest, itself, is
Selznick was preparing to film
fun.
Gone With the Wi?id, he borrowed
[Continued on page 16]
priceless heirlooms. They must
be returned to museums or Ricarde of Hollywood, adapto the families which graciously ter of the heirloom jewelry
helped
by loaning
them,
but
worn in Gone With the Wind

FIFTH PRIZES
"Robillard"
ring

FOURTH PRIZES
"Suellen" brooch
MP.
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Win Lovely Prizes
[Continued from page 14]

Even Marif*
conscience is
carefree now'

First, find ten hidden names of stars in
the following words:
VIVIEN

LEIGH

IN "GONE

AND
WITH

CLARK

6. Awards will be made for most sincere and best reasons.

GABLE

7. Originality and neatness will be considered in selecting the winning entries.

THE WIND."

For instance, ALAN HALE is to be
found in the first five words, and there
are many other names hidden in the
sentence.

8. Duplicate prizes will be awarded in
case of ties.

Write your list of names in the space
provided on the coupon.
Then, in no more than 20 words, give
your chief reason for looking forward to
seeing Gone With the Wind on the screen.
Because you read the book? Because of
stories in Hollywood or other magazines? Because of interest in the Civil
War period, or whatever your reason.

PRIZES
GRAND PRIZE— A lovely set of the
"Scarlett" jewelry, including ring, earrings, bracelet, brooch, and necklace in
beautifully simulated stones, will be
awarded the person who submits the very
best entry in the contest.
FIRST PRIZE— A beautifully matched
bracelet and necklace of simulated gems
in the "Tara" set will go to the clever
person who sends in the next best entry.

RULES
1. The contest is open to all with the
exception of employees of Fawcett Publications and their families.

SECOND

2. All entries must be postmarked no
later than December 15, 1939.

;^v,

3. Editors of Fawcett Publications are

No broken dates . . . no last-minute apol^
ogies . . . no more weak, embarrassing
^
excuses for Mary! Now she relieves "regular" pain — lives actively and comfortably right through those dreaded days.
ARE YOU the woman Mary used to be? Shut
off from life several days each month by the
functional pain of menstruation — really giving
up a full month of active living every year
because of suffering which you think must be
endured?
Today millions of enlightened women know
what has long been common medical knowledge— much of this pain is needless. Like
Mary, they wisely depend on MIDOL to help
them through their trying days in comfort — as
active and carefree as ever.
Unless there is some organic disorder calling
for the attention of a physician or surgeon,
MIDOL helps most women who try it. It is
made for this special purpose — to relieve the
needless pain of the natural menstrual process.
As an experiment in comfort, get MIDOL now
before periodic pain brings more miserable inactivity. Afew MIDOL tablets should see you
serenely through even your worst day! All drugstores have the trim and inexpensive aluminum
cases, just right to tuck in purse or pocket.

MIDOL
APPROVED
GOOD

DRUG

FIFTH PRIZES— And twenty of the beautiful rings from the "Robillard" set will
be given to the next twenty best entries.

5. To be considered for an award, ten
hidden star names must be listed on your
coupon.

"Gone With the Wind" Contest,
HOLLYWOOD Magazine,
1501

Broadway,

New York City, N. Y.

Here is my list of hidden names
1

6.

2

7

3

8

4
5

9. ~
10.

BY

HOUSEKEEPING

COMPANY,

FOURTH
PRIZES— No less than
TWENTY of the lovely brooches from
the "Suellen" set will be awarded to the
winners in this class.

4. Contestants may submit as many
entries as they wish, but each entry must
be written or printed on a coupon provided for that purpose.

rtobn

BUREAU

Midol is a special formula recently developed for its special purpose. Midol
contains no opiates and no amidopyrine.
The new Midol formula is plainly printed
in full on the label of every package and is
approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau.
16

THIRD PRIZE— Brooch and earrings
prize.
from the "Robillard" set will be awarded
the winner of third prize.

the sole judges. The judges' decisions
shall be final and no correspondence will
be entered into concerning letters submitted in the contest.

And here is my reason for looking forward to seeing "Gone With the Wind'

Jce&&4MA TVAixttxyuxdc ^e/vunuc

GENERAL

PRIZE— Cameo designed brace-

let and earrings in the "Melanie" set will
be given to the winner of the second

NEW

Name
Street
State

City

YORK, N. Y.
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on the screen

No job for Mary,
not while she's Marked —

American Airlines Photo
Maureen O'SuIlivan chartered a seaplane, after alighting from the transAtlantic clipper, to the Port of Newark
and hurried across the city to catch
another
plane
for
the
west
coast

Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 10]
of outfitting herself with
clothes, and when she
however hard-up for her
to beg, borrow or steal

a new batch of
does no studio,
services, is going
them.

■

For more than a year Henry Fonda
has been waiting to turn gentleman
farmer, but his picture work has kept
him strictly a city man.
Just a year ago, Fonda bought a big
ranch near San Diego, California, on
which he intended planting lemons, as
soon as his next picture was finished.
Since then, his plans have always been
"after the next picture", but his popularity has been so great that 20th CenturyFox hasn't given him a day off in a year.
Finishing Drums Along the Mohawk, he
was all set for a two months' vacation
which he planned on devoting to lemon

EVERYONE knows Mary is a whiz for
work. She's quick, she's clever, she's
attractive-looking, too. Why, then, can't
she get a job— why can't she keep one?
If Mary only knew! It seems a small
thing. ..yet many a capable, charming
girl loses out in business, yes— and in romance—because others haven't the heart
to tell her she needs Mum. Why take the
needless risk of underarm odor? Mum so

women everywhere— :use Alum than any
other deodorant. It quickly, safely makes
odor impossible through a long day.
SAVE TIME! Busy girls find Mum takes
only 30 seconds.
SAVE CLOTHES! The American Institute
of Laundering Seal tells you Mum is
harmless to fabrics— so safe you can use
Mum after dressing. Even after underarm

surely guards your charm!

shaving Mum won't irritate skin.
SAVE POPULARITY! Without stopping

Wise girls know a bath alone isn't
enough for underarms. A bath removes

perspiration, Mum makes underarm odor
impossible all day long! Get Mum today

past perspiration — but Mum prevents
odor to come. More business girls— more

at any druggist's. In business ... in love
. . . guard your charm!

tree planting, but the deal's off. The
studio informs him he'll be lucky to get
a week. Another frustration like that,
says Fonda, and somebody's going to buy
a lemon ranch, cheap.
B

Quite a furore was created in Hollywood this fall when a beautiful
chorine stepped into matrimony with an
extremely aged millionaire. The man admitted to 70 years, but it was an open
secret that he was nearly 80. Furthermore, he actually looked it.
Tip-off on the match happened at a little
reception that the bride gave for some of
her friends, this writer included. The
guests were seated in the dining room,
discussing this and that about the film
[Continued on page 51]
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Important to You —

Thousands of women use
Alum for sanitary napkins
because they knoiv that it's
safe, gentle. Always use
Mum this way, too.
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MR. SMITH GOES
Columbia

TO WASHINGTON —

■

Frank Capra goes to town again with
his new film, Mr. Smith Goes to Washington, which is reminiscent of the adventures of his Mr. Deeds and due for an
equal success.
James Stewart is ideally cast as patriotic
young Jefferson Smith. Smith is aburst
with ideals. He can quote Washington
and Lincoln by the hour. He knows great
portions of the Constitution. Just by looking at him, you are sure that he is the
one man who knows the second verse of

i SILHOUETTE?

tea/i

"The Star-Spangled Banner." His spare
time is devoted to The Boy Rangers. His
dreams are possessed with an ambition to

SIZES SMALL!

establish a national boys' camp in his state.
The political spotlight never would have
embarrassed him with its brilliance, had
not one of the senators from his state happened to die at a time exquisitely inconvenient for the corrupt party machine that
had a stranglehold on state politics. Buried
deep in the important Deficiency Bill was
a seemingly innocent appropriation for a
dam. It just so happened that the state
boss (Edward Arnold) , the senior senator
(Claude Rains), the governor (Guy Kibbee) and the lamented deceased had
bought up all the property at the proposed
dam site. It just so happened that they
stood a chance of losing a pretty penny
as well as their reputations and careers,
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unless the governor appointed a "safe"
man to the vacant senatorial post.

MILLER

"Safe" men, the machine had in plenty.
The only trouble was that the enraged
populace knew whose safety they were
guarding. At this strained moment, Jeff
Smith became a local hero by putting out
a forest fire. What could be "safer," reasoned the governor, than an innocent and
idealistic young patriot who was so
ignorant that he would not see the point
of the dam appropriation, even if it were
shown to him?
So Mr. Smith went to Washington.
From the start, Senator Smith was a
joke to the cynical, the sophisticated, the
wise-guys, the press and his own secretary
(Jean Arthur) . He did everything wrong.
He went sight-seeing on a bus. He stood
in reverent silence before the statute of
Lincoln, and spoke at length of the ideals
of the Great Emancipator afterward. When
he wasn't dropping his hat, he was stumbling over furniture. When he wasn't
stumbling over furniture, he was stumbling over facts.
"He isn't stupid, he's honest!" the senior
senator discovered in growing alarm.
How young Senator Smith was framed,
how he was discredited in the Senate, how
he made a brave bid for justice by getting
the floor and refusing to relinquish it for
23 hours of steady talking is hilariously
funny. It is also a serious reminder that
patriotism is not a silly emotion, that
honor consists in more than not getting
caught.
Teachers may well put this film on the
"Must" list for their history and current

Apfe"r SLIMMER instantly!
If you want the thrill of the year, make this

simple silhouette test! Stand before a mirror in
your ordinary foundation. Notice all the irregularities caused by bumps of fat . . . notice the thickness
of your waist . . . the width of your hips. Now slip
into a THYNMOLD Girdle and Brassiere and see
the amazing difference. The outline of your new
figure is not only smaller, but all the ugly, fat bulges
have been smoothed out instantly!

Test THYNMOLD for 10 days at our expense!
■ Make the silhouette test the minute you receive
your THYNMOLD. Then wear it 10 days and make
the mirror test again. You will be amazed and
delighted. If you are not completely satisfied . . .
if THYNMOLD does not correct your figure faults
and do everything you expect, it will cost you nothing.
Mail Coupon for Free Folder Today!
■ THYNMOLD is the modern solution to the
bulging waistline and broad hips. Its pure Para
rubber is perforated to help perspiration evaporate
... its soft inner lining is fused into the rubber
for long wear and the special lace-back feature
allows ample adjustment for change in size. The
overlapping Brassiere gives a support and freedom
of action impossible in a one-piece foundation.
Mail coupon for illustrated folder and
complete details of our 10-day trial offer!

DIRECT
DEPT.

PRODUCTS
CO..
INC.
1312.
41 East 42nd
St..

New

York.

-».

N. Y.

Kindly send me illustrated folder, describing: Thynmold
Rubber Girdle and Brassiere, sample of perforated material
and details of your 10-day Trial offer.
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Night club in Hollywood.
Rosa Ponselle and John Carroll caught by the candid camera at the Trocadero, listening, with the rest of the world, to a broadcast from Europe
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events classes, and the rest of the country
will do well
tainment list.to put it on the "Must" enterTHE WOMEN— M-C-M
B

Man's inhumanity to man has been a
. popular theme for some time on the

screen, but women's mercilessness to
women has had only incidental attention
until Clare Boothe's play came along and
aimed a barrage of cutting satire at the
unfairer sex. The result is that men and
women both are lining up at theatres
where The Women is showing for the
heartiest laughs of the fall season.
Norma Shearer plays the only really
pleasant person in the whole cast, and so
has the hardest time of all in keeping the
attention of the audience. So far, everyone Iknow has fallen madly in love with
Rosalind Russell's portrayal of the cat of
cats, the snoop of snoops, the medalwinning gossip of all time. Which certainly
will not encourage the impressionable
younger generation to cultivate the
womanly virtues. There's a moral there
somewhere, but you better go and discover itfor yourself, because the dialogue
is brilliant and biting and uproariously
funny and the cast is just right.
Joan Crawford gets a hard sound in her
voice and a hard look in her eye as the
predatory salesgirl who might have been
no more than an incident in Stephen
Haines' life, had not his wife's friends
insisted on showering Mrs. Haines with
sympathy. Their concern, their advice,
their excited indignation are more than
Mrs. Haines can combat, and, against all of
her wishes, she finds her pride taking her
to Reno.
Prepare yourself for an argument about
which scene is the funniest. Some hold
out for the exercise sequence in the beauty
salon. Some vote for the fight on the dude
ranch. Some give all of their loyalty to
the powder room scene. It makes no
difference, because, with the exception of
one or two unnecessary bits of frank slapstick, the film is ALL funny.
Mary Boland as the much married,
eternally hopeful Countess, Paulette Goddard as the cool little gold-digger, Phyllis
Povah as the mother of many, Joan Fontaine as the tremulous little bride, Virginia Weidler as the well-bred little
daughter, Lucille Watson representing the
wise, realistic older generation, Florence
Nash as the career woman, Dennie Moore
as the gossip-gushing manicurist, all contribute to the general joy.
There isn't a single man in the film . . .
but plenty of men are to be found in the
audience, and for a reason.
RULERS
K
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Obstinate men

SEA— Paramount
who never learn the

meaning of "Impossible," who refuse
to take "No" seriously are the ones who
change the history of the world. They are
uncomfortable men to know, but their
stubbornness makes grand stories.
Two more obstinate men than Gillespie
and Shaw never lived. Their mulish
singleness of purpose resulted in the
crossing of the Atlantic by a steamship.
NATIONALLY

ADVERTISED
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'An ideal couple" said all their friends when Jim and Vera were newlyweds, a few
years ago. And "an ideal wife" thought Jim . . . But that was before they were married.
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A lovely child the next year should have
made their marriage still happier . . .

Plenty of money; in fact they seemed to
have everything to make a marriage successful.

5\re woe"*?,,

Yet they drifted apart. . . and their friends
wondered why. So did Vera

*This ONE
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Neglect few husbands can for-

give. Ifonly she'd known about "Lysol" !

Let "Lysol" Help YOU Avoid It
FOR 50 years many doctors, nurses,
clinics, and .thousands of wives, have
recognized in "Lysol" a simple, wholesome
preparation for feminine hygiene which
any woman can use with confidence.
"Lysol" is a powerful germicide. "Lysol"
solutions spread and thus virtually search
out germs. Directions for the many important home uses of "Lysol" are given on
each bottle. Buy "Lysol" at your drug store.
BRANDS

WEEK

What Every Woman

Should

Know

SEND & COUPON
FOR Corp.
"LYSOL" BOOKLET
Lehn
Fink Products
Dept. H.-912,
Bloomfield, N. J., U. S. A.
Send me free booklet "Lysol vs. Germs" which
tells
Nnrjir the many uses of "Lysol".
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WITH

THIS AMAZING

new Wmx
Here's the "perfect" mascara you've always
hoped for! This revolutionary new improved
WINX Mascara is smoother and finer in texture—easier to put on. Makes your lashes
seem naturally longer and darker. Your eyes
look larger, brighter.. .sparkling "like stars!"
New WINX does not stiffen lashes— leaves
them soft and silky! Harmless, tear-proof,
smudge-proof and non-smarting.
WINX Mascara, Eyebrow Pencil and Eye
Shadow (in the new Pink packages) are
Good Housekeeping approved. Get them
at your favorite 10<£
store— today!

Money-Back
Guarantee!
Amazing new WINX is
guaranteed to be the
finest
ever used.
If not you've
more than
satisfied, return your purchase to Ross Co., New
York, and get your
money back.

Now DOUBLE Your Allure
with New WINX Lipstick!
WINX LIPSTICK gives your lips glamour
. . . makes them appear youthful, moist . . .
the appeal men cannot resist! Comes in 4
exotic, tempting colors. Is non-drying—
and STAYS ON FOR
HOURS. For a new thrill,
wear the Raspberry WINX
LIPSTICK with the harmonizing Mauve WINX
Eye Shadow. Fascinating!
Get WINX LIPSTICK, at
1 04 stores, today!

•ESnO&r LIPSTICK
WITH WINX EYE MAKE-UP!
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One of the big pictures for mid-winter release is We Are Not Alone, in which Jane
Bryan is featured opposite Paul Muni. By the time the picture is finished, Miss
Bryan
expects
to have that crocheted
rug complete
down
to the last stitch

Perhaps Frank Lloyd should be added to
their company, because he insisted on
making a film about their determined
battle. No one could talk him out of it,
and the result is an absorbing screen story.
Gillespie (Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.)
threw over his berth as mate on a sailing
ship in protest at the callous sacrifice of
life demanded by the captain. The captain
had to make good time, no matter what the
wind or what the weather. Time was
money, and, if a seaman or two were lost
reefing sail in dirty weather, those were
the hazards of the life, too bad and forget
it.
On his first night ashore, Gillespie was
in just the right mood for a fight, and,
had he not mixed in a bar-room brawl
to relieve his feelings, had he not been
joined by Shaw, had they not rolled home
in the early dawn to take a look at Shaw's
steam engine, this tale might never have
been told.
Shaw is played by a newcomer to the
American screen, Will Fyffe, a pudgy,
sawed-off, homely, engaging character
actor who runs away with every scene in
which he appears.
Pretty Margaret Lockwood plays his
strong-minded daughter who wants him
to keep his job in the shipyards and stop
his talk about steam. She loves both men,
and she does her best to defeat them, but,
when they set out on the madman's errand
of crossing the Atlantic in a paddle-wheel
steamer, she goes along.
There are magnificent shots of clipper
ships, spreading vast sails before sharp
winds, and the race between the smoky
little steamer and the graceful clipper is
a scene you'll remember. Equally striking
are the shots of the great shipyards, of the
laboring engines and of the shocking explosion at sea.
BRANDS
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THE

RAINS

CAME — 20th Century-Fox

|

Before the rains came, there was conflict and confusion in the life of every
person who found himself in the East
Indian village. Lord Esketh (Nigel Bruce)
suspected that his wife (Myrna Loy) was
unfaithful. She was, in an unhappy search
for something which would give meaning
to her useless existence. Ransome (George
Brent) was drinking himself to death,
having long since abandoned his career
for the pleasant lassitude of life in the
hills. The missionaries (Marjorie Rambeau and Harry Hayden) hated their
neighbors. Their daughter (Brenda
Joyce) was determined to run away from
home. Major Safti (Tyrone Power) found
himself falling in love with Lady Esketh,
and that alarmed the Maharajah (H. B.
Warner), the Maharani (Maria OuspenNash).
skaya) and his devoted head nurse (Mary
Then the rains came, seeping through
the dry soil, rushing down the dusty canyons, piling up behind the great dam. The
rain soaked into the brown ground, and
the huge wall trembled as the earth shook
and settled. Then it broke, spilling death
and disaster, followed by plague, through
the valley. By the time the wreckage was
cleared, problems in each life had been
settled.
If you are not good at holding your
breath, better practice for that flood scene.
It has not been equalled for spectacular
power since the earthquake sequence in
San Francisco. How those great walls of
water were controlled, how the stars came
through those scenes with their lives is
another story, and just as exciting as that
on the screen.
Performances throughout are excellent,
but you will notice that of Brenda Joyce,
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in particular, because she is a newcomer,
and because her portrayal of a young girl
helplessly and tenderly in love with an
older man is brilliantly done. The music
score is exceptional.
Louis Bromfield's book was a best seller,
and the picture version is sure to be also.
THE PRIVATE LIVES OF ELIZABETH
AND ESSEX— Warners
| Elizabeth was a headstrong queen, a
waspish lover, a suspicious and variable friend, but she was a great ruler and
remains, centuries after her death, one
of the most fascinating of characters about
which to build a play.
Maxwell Anderson convinced the world
of that all over again when he wrote
Elizabeth the Queen, a great success
several years ago on the stage. His play
has been used as basis for the impressive
Technicolor production starring Bette
Davis as the aging Elizabeth and Errol
Flynn as her willful young lover, Essex.
Throughout the film, Bettie Davis relinquishes personal vanity, and wears a pallid
carefully lined make-up, an unbecoming
red wig set well back on a shaved
forehead and the most magnificent costumes turned out in many a day. Throughout the film, Errol Flynn, even under that
rather incredible apricot and roses flesh
tone popular for men in color films, is
about the most dashing figure that ever
swaggered across the screen. And, if the
love of the jealous Elizabeth
and the

proud ambitious Essex never is quite convincing, there is so much else to occupy
the attention in this big production that
not until you leave the theatre will you be

INTERMEZZO — United Artists
|

Intermezzo is apt to be a memorable
interlude in the theatre because of the
sincerity with which its love story is told,
and because of the first appearance on the
American screen of Ingrid Bergman who
is a most appealing young Scandinavian
actress.

tempted to say, "I wonder if it really happened just is
that
way?" including Olivia de
The cast
splendid,
Havilland, Donald Crisp, Alan Hale, Vincent Price, and many other fine players.
RIO — Universal
■

Basil Rathbone, experienced victim of
the fates of screen villains, gets sent

to Devil's Island in this one, and so attractive is he, first in his beautifully cut
evening clothes, later in his carefully
bedraggled prison uniform, that most of
us sincerely regret that villains must be
punished in the eighth reel.
He plays Renard, who is determined to
bind his beautiful wife (Sigrid Gurie) to
him, throughout his imprisonment.
The brave little woman, scorning to keep
the fortune her embezzling husband had
set aside in her name, bravely sings
through her tears in a South American
night-club, until love . . . real love . . .
arrives in the person of a drink-sodden
engineer (Robert Cummings) who needs
only a chance to prove that he still is a
man.

She plays Anita, brilliant young pianist
whose entire life had centered about music
until Holger (Leslie Howard) returned
from a concert tour. Holger, famous
violinist, did not know that she existed
until she played at his daughter's birthday party. Before either had time to
analyze the impulses behind the suggestion, plans were made for Anita to take
the place of Holger's retiring accompanist
on tour.
Leslie Howard makes quite convincing
the psychology of the violinist who was 3
devoted father, who loved his wife sincerely, but who also loved his intense
young accompanist. He also makes convincing his part as a great violinist with
cleverly dubbed-in music sequences. If
the story were told with less restraint,
less sincerity, it would be just another
triangle tale of wife and other woman.
With the exception of the somewhat melodramatic motor accident at the end, the
film is the believable story of kindly
people who cannot evade a situation that
deals hurt to those they love.

Lots of good talent in this one (Victor
McLaglen and Leo Carrillo, for instance),
and nothing new in the plot to confuse
you.
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it's a Real Treat
for My Skin!"

SAYS

THIS LOVELY

OHIO

BRIDE

Camay's lather seems different to me . . . for while
it's thorough, I find it's easier on my skin than the other
soaps I've tried. Each beauty cleansing is a treat — and
leaves my skin so gloriously fresh'.
Middletown, Ohio
(Signed) HELEN ANDERSON
August I, 1939
(Mrs. Townsend G. Anderson)

BEAUTY— ROMANCE! When
t it
doesn'
both—her
girl tohas
beauty
follow
seem awise
advice? Charming Mrs. Anderson says, "Camay helped me
keep my skin lovely— Camay
help you!"
canCamay
has that priceless
beauty cleansing combination
of thoroughness with mildness.
It gets skin completely clean...
is gentle, too. Time and again,
we've tested Camay against
several other famous beauty
soaps on many different types
of skin. Repeatedly Camay

proved definitely milder! Try
Camay for your beauty bath,
too! It helps keep back and
shoulders lovely— is a fragrant
aid
to daintiness.
And low.
Camay's
price
is amazingly
Get
three cakes of this fine soap
today— use it regularly!
......

Trade Mark Keg.
U.S. Pat. Off.

THE SOAP OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
NATIONALLY

ADVERTISED
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At Her Piano — Mrs. Pierpont Morgan Hamilton
is greatly admired in New York social
and musical circles for her charm and talent

QUESTION TO
MRS. HAMILTON:

With so many demands
on your time, Mrs.
Hamilton, how ran you
keep your skin looking
so beautifully cared for?
ANSWER:

"My skin care is amazingly quick and simple.
But I do use two creams.
Pond's Cold Cream for
cleansing and softening
my skin — Pond's Vanishing Cream to smooth
roughnesses."

QUESTION TO
MRS. HAMILTON:

You're known as quite a
tennis fan, Mrs. Hamilton.
Doesn't all that exposure
to sun and wind roughen
your skin?
ANSWER:

"It might if I weren't
careful to protect my skin
with Pond's Vanishing
Cream. Just one application of that smooths little
roughnesses right away!"

QUESTION TO
MRS. HAMILTON:

How do you keep your
make-up so flattering
throughout a long evening?
ANSWER:

"By preparing my skin for
make-up with 2 Creams.
When I first cleanse
my
with and
Pond's
Cold skin
Cream
then
smooth it with Pond's
Vanishing Cream, makeup goes on evenly and is
really there to stay!"

Wartime

Crossing
By

FRED

FELDKAMP

|

"I didn't believe — none of us believed — that war
would really come," said Madeleine Carroll. "It is
hard to understand how sure we were . . ."
Even when the insistent cables began to reach her on
the Riviera, she remained unconvinced that disaster
would shortly overtake all Europe. The anxious demands
for her quick return to the United States accumulated on
her desk.
"Alarmists," she thought, grateful for the concern of
friends and studio, but positive that in France she could
estimate the danger much more accurately than her advisers could half a world away.
As it turned out, they were better informed about the
degree of tension than she was. European headlines were
far more guarded than those in America, and the quiet
of the little Riviera town where she was resting was not
disturbed by the ominous business of mobilizing men.
Not until the streets of the little village near Monte
Carlo began to hum with talk of complete mobilization
did she realize that perhaps her
American friends were right, perhaps she had better obey orders
and cut short her holiday.
But not until she boarded the train
for Paris did she realize fully that
France was preparing for the worst.
A British star returns
The train was jammed with men
in uniform. The compartments
to do her part making
overflowed with passengers. All
seats were taken and the aisles were
comedies demanded by
blocked. She had just about decided that her own luggage, piled
her countrymen at war
in the aisle, would have to serve
as a bed that night when one of the
trainmen pushed his way through
the groups of travelers and announced, with a gallant bow, that
he had secured a place in a couchette for Madame.
A couchette is a wooden bunk with
dozed off. Half an hour later the
door creaked, and Madeleine
"berths" above and below. It is far from
being the most luxurious or convenient
opened her eyes just in time to
mode of travel on French railways, but
see a trainman staggering back,
Madeleine admits that it looked swell to
roundly horrified.
her then, even though there were no blan"But, madame!" he protested. "One does
kets or bed linen in sight.
not undress when one sleeps in the
She was pretty tired from the strain
of hurried packing and hasty farewells.
Loosening the tie, it developed, was all
couchette!"
the rules allowed.
She was surprised and grateful to find
The trainman recovered from his shock
that she had the little compartment completely toherself for the moment, and her
with alacrity and departed hastily in
search of a blanket for madame. While
choice of the four bunks — upper or lower
he was on his mission to help preserve the
in either of the two couchettes. After piltraditions of la belle France and the peace
ing her luggage as compactly as possible
of mind of la belle Carroll, the door
in a corner, she prepared for bed.
opened, again without ceremony, and in
The first negligee she found was a delicate chiffon affair, a bit more elaborate
crowded Madeleine's three companions
than she would have chosen, but she was
for the night. This time she waked up in
earnest. Instead of three women, three
too tired to search through the pile of
young French soldiers regarded her with
heavy handbags for the exactly approfrank and admiring amazement.
priate garment for the occasion. So she
They
indicated respectfully but with
wrapped its trailing skirts around her and

Madeleine
Carroll on the
French liner Champlain
in New York harbor

enthusiasm that no one ever had told them
mobilization was like this. They exchanged
doubtful glances. Were they dreaming?
Were they delirious? The return of the
trainman, spouting profuse apologies for
the only blanket he had been able to
find, convinced them that strange things
really were happening.
It was a horse blanket!
The wool was as scratchy as a currycomb but clean, and Madeleine was grateful for it as the trainman tucked it carefully in at the foot of the bunk and drew
it firmly up under her chin.
The young soldiers gulped and exchanged pop-eyed glances for several seconds of thunderous silence. After all, 23
it
isn't every day

[Continued on page 52]

Twentieth Century- Fox presents

K'S
F. ZANUC
DARRYLProduction
of
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America*
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CLAUDETTE

HENRY

COLBERT- FONDA

w/f/i EDNA MAY OLIVER • EDDIE COLLINS • JOHN
CARRADINE • DORRIS BOVVDON • JESSIE RALPH
ARTHUR SHIELDS • ROBERT LOWERY
• ROGER IMHOF

Directed by JOHN

FORD

Associate Producer Raymond Griffith • Screen Play by Lamar Trotti
and Sonya Levien • Based upon the novel by Walter D. Edmonds
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Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in the
rigging of the Falcon, packet
of the eighteen-thirties, which
was put under sail for the film

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Margaret Lockwood
and Will Fyffe head the big cast of seagoing actors in the fascinating tale of
rivalry between
steam
and sailing
ships

Dear Editor:
Well, now that my terrible ordeal is over
and I'm back on dry land again, about all
I care to say is that I must have been more
than slightly teched in the haid when I
obeyed the order of the little lady down at
Central Casting, and drove down to Los
Angeles Harbor to get myself a deep sea
sailoring job with Frank Lloyd, the director
of Paramount's ocean epic, Rulers of the Sea.
And furthermore, if I wasn't teched in the
haid when I signed up, I certainly was teched
in the stomach three hours later when I
found myself aboard the full-rigged Falcon,
a packet of the 1830 era, and headed for those
deep open spaces off San Miguel Island
where a long series of storm
shots were to be filmed under
the supervision of Jim Havens,
the marine expert assigned to
the
[Continued on page 61]

Our favorite extra finds that
life on the bounding main has
too many ups and downs for an
enjoyable

career

of

acting

By E. J. (Gabby Gob) SMITHSON
25
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Oh, Give Me
My Bandages and Crutches
Marlene Dietrich, whoso acting to date has demanded no
more physical strain than a notable amount of deep
breathing, astounds Hollywood
with her ring technic
By DUNCAN

UNDERBILL

JH

Miss Dietrich, with her celebrated symphonic legs at concert pitch and
a new personality from which all the languor and anger have departed,
is the only legitimate reason the movies have ever thought up for their
frequent assertion that the West was won in the saloons.
In Destry Rides Again, which is now galloping headlong
through the badlands of Universal City, Man-Killer Marlene

HOLLYWOOD

//

threatens to erase the memory of all the
high-class cinematic torch-song she has
suffered through since she first swam into
our national vision as the big gam-andglamour girl in The Blue Angel.
Destry is an action picture, with a
capital A standing for assault and battery.
By its very nature it sets out to be the
action picture to end all action pictures;
either that or Number One in a cycle that
will last from now until the last wad of
gum is scraped off the last balcony seat in
the last nickelodeon in the land. And
Dietrich, formerly the queen of the closeup swoon and the high-class sacrificial
scene beginning, "You are wounding me
terribly, Nigel," is right down in the
saloon sawdust punching and gouging
and getting her head banged up against
the spittoons.
The casting of Dietrich in a glorified
Western is the most flaming stroke of

the involved process of hair-dressing begin; the gal is that eager.
The character Marlene portrays is one
of a fine gallery of barroom cameos. As
Frenchy, a gal with long stockings and a
short conscience, she is required to mingle
with a diveful of roguery and rectitude
played by James Stewart, Charles Winninger and Sam Hinds, Brain Donlevy,
Mischa Auer, Una Merkel, Billy Gilbert,
Allen Jenkins and Warren Hymer.
The casual mixture of any three of these
worthies is enough to guarantee minor
detonations within camera range. When
the whole twelve, with Dietrich tossed in
as the percussion cap, are in juxtaposition,
the result is a barrage that echoes up and
down the arroyos and canyons of Hollywood and sends an anticipatory shudder
through the box-offices of America.
The Destry yarn, even after having been
subjected to an overhaul job by the topnotch writing squad of Gertrude Purcell,
Felix Jackson and Henry Myers, is still
the tale about the crooked land baron who
also runs a saloon and gambling hell to
mask his nefarious deals. It is also,
inevitably, the recurring fable about the
tarnished vixen with the pliable heartstrings, the fighting fangs of a tigress and
the lorelei figger that a wisp of thread
imperfectly conceals. But, ah, the difference in 1940, and the difference is
Dietrich!
Brian
Donlevy,
thus far the year's
champion hiss-collector for his performance in Beau Geste, is plunked down in
familiar territory as the big rye-androulette magnate who is also the headman of a villainous little bund of real
estate operators
trying to entrap
the
poor but honest ranchers in the vicinity
of Dietrich Gulch.
Donlevy, who is also mayor of the town,
proposes to assess a head tax, or cover
charge, for the passage of cattle over the
lands he and his henchies are seeking to
swipe.
Into this nicely fermented
situation
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The

first

words

after

the

battle

"We want
stunt checks!"
Can
blame the studio for being
afraid to refuse?

genius since Babe
Ruth was converted
from a pitcher to a
slugger, say many. The metier is such a
distinct departure from the dying-swan
roles of yesteryear that she is reveling up
to her well delineated hips in it. Her maid
complains that it is a very blurry three
o'clock in the morning when Marlene leaps
out of her silken couch and demands that
DECEMBER,
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were
you

lopes James Stewart, complete with pallbearer suit, string tie, Princeton drawl
and the disarming manner that seems to
inquire,
"Who hit
me, isdear?"
This casting
coup
not so silly as it
may sound, since the Destry of the
scenario is a specialized type of ruffian
who carries no hardware and depends on
moral suasion, boyish charm and the
poisonousness of his reputation to quell
the desperadoes whom fortune strews in
his path.
Jimmy is known throughout the length
and breadth of the scenario as Deppity
Destry, a soft-looking dreamer whose
boiling point is 500 degrees Fahrenheit.
But the implication is always permitted to
lurk in the underbrush that Destry has a
spine made by the Bethlehem Steel Company, and that he is a fire-spitting catamount when roused.
Some whimsical gems of dialogue that
are permitted to issue from the dreamyeyed deppity are:
"Where are you goin' with that there
Winchester,
"The Weststranger?"
has found out that guns
don't settle things, pard. So don't use
'em."
In another sequence where he is called
upon to play pacificator, Jimmy warns a
wild-eyed gunslinger:
"Watch out, stranger. That ain't popyou're playin'of with."
Thecorncatalogue
mayhem, both fistic
and ballistic, that stretches from the
first fade-in to the ultimate throbbing
climax, calls for some of the gaudiest boffing that ever exposed itself to celluloid.
Mischa Auer, in the character of Boris
Callahan, a Cossack cowboy of Irish
sympathies, is the springboard of some of
the savager slugfests. Auer hangs around
Donlevy 's clip -joint and has the bad
judgment to get involved in a poker game
with Frenchy Dietrich.
Dietrich, by devices known to dance[ Continued on
page 60]
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threatens to erase the memory of all the
high-class cinematic torch-song she has
suffered through since she first swam into
our national vision as the big gam-andglamour girl in The Blue Angel.
Destry is an action picture, with a
capital A standing for assault and battery.
By its very nature it sets out to be the
action picture to end all action pictures;
either that or Number One in a cycle that
will last from now until the last wad of
gum is scraped off the last balcony seat in
the last nickelodeon in the land. And
Dietrich, formerly the queen of the closeup swoon and the high-class sacrificial
scene beginning, "You are wounding me
terribly,sawdust
Nigel," punching
is right down
in the
saloon
and gouging
and getting her head banged up against
theThe
spittoons.
casting of Dietrich in a glorified
Western
is the most flaming stroke of

the involved process of hair-dressing begin; the gal is that eager.
The character Marlene portrays is one
of a fine gallery of barroom cameos. As
Frenchy. a gal with long stockings and a
short conscience, she is required to mingle
with a diveful of roguery and rectitude
played by James Stewart, Charles Winninger and Sam Hinds, Brain Donlevy,
Mischa Auer, Una Merkel. Billy Gilbert.
Allen Jenkins and Warren Hymer.
The casual mixture of any three of these
worthies is enough to guarantee minor
detonations within camera range. When
the whole twelve, with Dietrich tossed in
as the percussion cap, are in juxtaposition,
the result is a barrage that echoes up and
down the arroyos and canyons of Hollywood and sends an anticipatory shudder
through the box-offices of America.
The Destry yarn, even after having been
subjected to an overhaul job by the topnotch writing squad of Gertrude Purcell,
Felix Jackson and Henry Myers, is still
the tale about the crooked land baron who
also runs a saloon and gambling hell to
mask his nefarious deals. It is also,
inevitably, the recurring fable about the
tarnished vixen with the pliable heartstrings, the fighting fangs of a tigress and
the lorelei figger that a wisp of thread
imperfectly conceals. But, ah, the difference in 1940, and the difference is
Dietrich!
Brian Donlevy, thus far the year's
champion hiss -col lector for his performance in Beau Geste, is plunked down in
familiar territory as the big rye-andllette magnate who is also the headman of a villainous little bund of real
estate operators trying to entrap the
poor but honest ranchers in the vicinity
of Dietrich Gulch.
Donlevy, who is also mayor of the town,
proposes to assess a head tax, or cover
charge, for the passage of cattle over the
lands he and his henchies are seeking to
swipe.
Into this nicely fermented
situation
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from a pitcher to a
slugger, say many. The metier is such a
distinct departure from the dying-swan
roles of yesteryear that she is reveling up
to her well delineated hips in it. Her maid
complains that it is a very blurry three
o'clock in the morning when Marlene leaps
couch and demands that
out of her silken
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Hollywood

at War

On these pages yon find men whose minds
and hearts are with friends and relatives
at the front. Some, like Charles Boyer, already are in the armies of their native
lands, or, like Leslie Howard are in serviee
behind the lines. Some are too old for active
service. Some have taken out first .citizenship papers in this country, but all are close
to the strife in Europe and many may join it
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What They Want For Christmas
B

I suppose it does sound too fantastic
to be possible when you look at it in
the cold and hard light of dollars and cents
but it turns out there really are quite a
few little items the movie stars of Hollywood want and haven't got.
I know, because I waltzed right up and
asked them point blank. And got answered the same way.
There's no telling what you and I might
blurt out if some one coasted up to us and
said "What do you want you haven't
got?" A lot of us undoubtedly would
say "A job, thank you." A few of us might

Below.
short

Clark
haircut

Gable
wants
a
from
Santa

good
Claus

If you are puzzled about
what to send your favorite
star for Christmas,
story
By

won't be much
KAY

this
help!

PROCTOR

hold out for a diamond bracelet or some
such gaudy trifle. One or two of us might
admit, under pressure, that we wanted
nothing so much in the world as for Aunt
Bessie NOT to send another of those lightning-struck ties.
The movie stars, it seems, are a little
more reasonable. Odds and ends, ranging
from a cat through an autographed picture of Garbo to a Stradivarius cello,
would satisfy them. Incidentally, don't
contradict me the way I did Otto Kruger
and say
in his
cellos,
darned

'

"You mean, violin." Stradivarius
day made a half dozen or so
which is what makes them so
valuable. Because they are so

rare, I mean. Apparently that's why
Otto has a yen for one. (He also plays
the violin, viola and cello, which might
have a little bearing on it.) As second
choice he would sell out for a Guadini

In the corner you see Loretta Young
dreaming of the perfect present which
involves bedroom slippers. Below, Joan
Bennett is hoping Santa will make her
a senator and is reading up for the role

which
is hot
stuff
in
cellos,
too.
It is Joan Crawford who wants the
autographed Garbo number, even as you
and I. She sadly admitted her chances
aren't much better than ours, Garbo being
Garbo, but you can't hang her for wanting.
As for the cat, it's Missy Colbert who
longs for one.
On' the face of it, that would seem
simple indeed but it turns out that cats are
allergic to Claudette. She has had five
of them, and, cozy as the Colbert homestead is, they refuse to stick around.
As long as we're on the subject of
animals, we may as well clear it up. Ann
Sothern, for no reason which I was able
to determine except she just does, wants
a "Jersey cow with big brown eyes".
Barbara Stanwyck wants a dog. Alas,
she is allergic to dog hair and sneezes to
beat the band when a canine shows his
face around her. (Dion, her son, owns
a pooch, but it has to stay in the stables) .
Barbara also wants a sister, but it's a little
too late to do anything about that.
Men can't help sympathizing with Clark
Gable. He wants first, a haircut. (Personally, Ithink that's just a plug for
Gone With the Wind). He wants,
secondly, a chance to burn up all of
Carole's screwy hats. (Personally, I think
he's got something there.) Carole, he
says, uses her hats as disciplinary meassures. When she's irked at him she drags
out her freakiest number to parade in
public. Men, too, can appreciate the chief
"want" of Wayne Morris; it's for a slow-

Saint Nick could make Claudette
Colbert happy with a little cat that
would
not run away
from
her home

burner beard. Seems Wayne has to shave
twice a day, come fair weather or foul.
Two of the ladies have political aspirations. The sweetest music to Joan
Bennett's ears would be someone addressing her as "Madame Senator". She is a
piker in that particular want, however
compared to Gail Patrick. Gail seriously
wants to be Governor (no less!) of her
native Alabam'! She sho' do!
Jimmy Stewart practically wept on my
shoulder when he answered, "Fifteen
pounds!" The lad simply cannot gain
weight although he has tried everything
from whale oil to baby food. I would not
advise sending him your pet weight-gaining formula, however; he's been a mite
touchy on the subject since the experiment of lying in bed one full week and
drinking eight quarts of milk a day ended
up by his losing a precious pound and a
half. Anita Louise, too, wants to gain
weight, but a measly ten pounds would
satisfy her.
Christmas would be much, much happier for dark-visaged Edward G. Robinson if his wife, Gladys, would take that
black rug out of his bedroom and substitute one of gray. Dropped cigar ashes,
you see, wouldn't show up so plainly. So
far it is no dice because it would spoil the
color scheme of the room.
Jean Hersholt is resigned to never getting what he most wants, but he keeps
right on wanting it— a Gutenberg Bible.
The last one sold on the market brought
the tidy little sum of $225,000, I'm told, and
all known copies are in museums.
Tony Martin, Shirley Temple and Jane
Withers also do not stand much chance of
getting their chief wants satisfied. Tony
was born on December 25 and wants his
birthday (quite understandably from a
purely
selfish or commercial point of
This is the nearest Shirley will
ever come to realizing her dearest
wish for Christmas,
this or any year

view) to fall on some day other
than Christmas. Shirley wants to
be a full-fledged Boy Scout, knife,
merit badges and all. Janie is a
little more reasonable; she wants
to captain a professional football
team.
Loretta Young's "want" has a
plaintive note in it. She fancies
a certain make of quilted bedroom
slippers and kicking off her shoes.
So far she hasn't been able to
make the two fancies compatible
because she never has the comfy
slippers handy when she wants to
give free rein to her toes. If she
had a pair of those slippers in
every room in her house, in her
studio dressing room, on the set
it)
and elsewhere, she'd have what
she wants. (Reading that over
it sounds a little involved to me
but that's the way she explained
You might know

Jimmy

Cag-

ney would want "time to mope".
Just plain mope. He may achieve

This
is NOT
Olivia
de
Havilland's
idea of a car she wants for Christmas

that some day, he feels, but he's
certain he'll never get his other
chief wish of "one hour of absolute peace and contentment."
Ideologically speaking, I'm not
just sure what that means. I'm
not sure he's sure, if you know
what I mean. Anyway it's diametrically opposed to George
Raft's idea of what he wants,
which is the absolute assurance
that he could live 50 years beyond
his allotted span on earth. He loves
life so extravagantly, he explained, and finds it so magnificent and worth living that an
average lifetime is not half enough
for him. Dolores Del Rio, on the
other hand, would be satisfied
with a 26 hour day which would
give her [Continued on page 44]

Above, Priscilla Lane sends
a thought wave to Santa about
you'll never guess what gift

Left,
George Brent's
for Christmas
has to demand
do with
trains and boats and airplanes
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Sabu, the handsome, wiry, sensitivefaced little Indian boy who rode out
of the jungle and into world-wide film
fame in Elephant Boy, at the moment is
dustry.
the
problem child of the British film in-

Thief " of Bagdad
When

Sabu ran with an extra
half rupee, he did not know
that he was running away from
a film career. Fortunately, he
did not run too far, or too fast
WILBUR
Left, Conrad Veidt
prominent
roles

MORSE,
and
The

JR.

Mary Martin play
Thief of Bagdad

Sabu wants to go to Hollywood. Alexander Korda, the producer who made
Elephant Boy and Drums, the other spectacles starring the young Mohammedan
mime, wants to keep Sabu in England at
his Denham studios.
The boy's contract comes up for renewal
shortly and it may be that Mickey Rooney
and Freddie Bartholomew will soon have
some new teen-age competition from the
dusky-skinned Sabu if the young actor
gets his way.
I ran into the situation a few weeks ago
when I went on the set at Denham where
Korda is remaking in sound and Technicolor The Thief of Bagdad, the greatest
of Douglas
silent
days. Fairbanks' fantasies of the
They are doing a magnificent job on this
colorful fairy story of the Arabian Nights.

It is to be Britain's first million-dollar production, and luckily was near
enough completion when war broke out to be finished before production activities were generally curtailed. It will be released in the United
States some time after Christmas.
Remember the enchanting and imaginative sets in the Fairbanks version of The Thief of Bagdad? William Cameron Menzies, who was art
director on the earlier picture, acted as associate-producer with Korda
on the new production, and the trick effects which Menzies has created
for the English film are even more elaborate than the extravaganza
Doug Senior offered.
Once more the fantastic, glittering Bagdad of the ninth century has
risen with its sparkling minarets and domes, and its teeming bazaars,
on the back lot of a motion picture studio. Once more the great galleons
set sail from the colorful harbor of Basra. Once more from out of the
genii's bottle come the flying horse, the magic carpet and the bag of
pebbles that turn into armies when tossed from the clouds. Conrad
Veidt, June Duprez, John Justin, a handsome young newcomer to the
screen, who flew off to war in the air service the day after the film
was finished, and Rex Ingram, the American Negro actor, head the cast
supporting Sabu.
I spent a morning watching Dr. Ludwig Berger, the French director,
achieve some stunning effects in glass shots which made a miniature
street set in Bagdad seems as spacious as the Grand Central Station.
But it was Sabu, himself, I was anxious to talk with. There is a quality
about the boy's face that makes you feel he must be half mystic, half
He was,
gamin.

I found,

an even stranger mixture.
A naive schoolboy
thrilled over an athletic exploit
one minute, a precocious little
arbiter of involved contractual
Left, John Justin, who plays the
clauses the next. He was sitting
part taken by Douglas Fairbanks,
in front
[Continued on page 54]
Sr. in the first version of the film,
talks over a scene with
Below, Sabu in the market
Sabu. Below, the plaster
horse that comes alive at.
place, planning to make
more
trouble
in Bagdad
just the right
moment
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s Forsake all Heavy, Waxy Creams for 1 month
and keep your Accent on Youth !

Go ask youth— and a whole chorus will
tell you to stop using heavy, "waxy" creams.
In a blind test, young women under 25
voted overwhelmingly — over 2 to 1— for
Lady Esther 4- Purpose Face Cream!

Why let heavy creams defeat your loveliness?
Why chance looking older than you really are? Give
up those heavy, "waxy" creams that demand
pulling of delicate facial muscles— and turn, with
youth, to my more modern cream!

A softly glamorous complexion points the way to tender glances
... to compliments and romance! Why deny yourself life's gayest moments? Why not look truly appealing? Give your skin "young skin care"
—with my 4-Purpose Face Cream— and see each day bring fun . . . more
happiness, "ibu can be so alluring when you're sure of charm!

Modern life with its fast tempo is a challenge
to your face cream. Indeed it calls for a completely
different kind of cream from the heavy types popular ten years ago. Modern girls realize this, and
have adopted my 4-Purpose Face Cream.

Just one month will show you that Lady Esther Face Cream is a
modern cream that keeps your Accent on Youth. It goes on lightly and
easily, thoroughly removes imbedded dirt— leaves your skin feeling gloriously smooth and fresh. Won't you make the test I suggest below and
see if Lady Esther Face Cream isn't the one and only cream for you?

See the difference . . . make this amazing "Cleansing Tissue Test" NOW!
TODAY,

there is a very easy way to discover whether you are using the RIGHT
face cream. \bu simply compare your present cream with Lady Esther Face Cream.
First, cleanse your complexion with your
present cream. Remove it with cleansing
tissue, then look at it. Then do the same with
Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream. Now,
wipe it off with fresh tissue and look at that.
Thousands of women have been amazed
. . . yes, shocked then and there ... to see dirt
on their second tissue. For Lady Esther
Cream removes pore-clogging dirt that
NATIONALLY

ADVERTISED

many other creams FAIL TO GET OUT.
Renounce

all heavy creams for just a

month. Yxiu'll find Lady Esther Cream, unlike many old-fashioned creams, cleanses
thoroughly without harsh pulling of delicate facial muscles and tissues. It cleans
gently, lubricates the skin, and (lastly)
prepares your skin for powder.
Prove this, at my expense. Mail me the
coupon and I'll send you a 7-day tube of
my Face Cream (with my 10 new powder
shades). Start now to have a fresh, youthful-looking skin!
BRANDS

WEEK

( You can paste this on a penny postcard)

(50)

Lady Esther,
7130 West 65th St., Chicago, 111.
Please send me your generous supply

FREE

of Lady Esther Face Cream; also
ten shades of Face Powder, free and postpaid

{If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther y Toronto ,Ont. )
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i
Rosalind
Russell, now to be seen
in the caustic comedy, The Women
I Said Jimmy
Stewart,
"Roz
gets more fun out of life!
That girl could be in the middle
of the desert and she'd stir up a
lot more than sand!
Exciting
things wait around until she
comes, then they happen . . ."
It has not always been that
way.
Roz, you see, has a system. If you've ever had those
I'm-in-a-rut blues, if you feel
you're poking
along on three
cylinders instead of sixteen, and
that life is nothing but a bowl of
bruised cherries — then this story is
for you.
Because it's the story of a
girl who used to feel the same way
and what she did about it.

She knew what she warned,
By
bat she went after
it, not
all at once but carefully,
taking one step at a lime

JERRY

LANE

It all began at the height of the
depression.
Roz, just another
5' 6V2" brunette in those days,
was out of a job. She'd been
that way for some time. Talking about it between scenes
on the set for The Women (in
which she co-stars with Joan
Crawford and Norma Shearer)
snapped
fire. "Russell
—her
theeyes
world's
champion
diddler,
the getter-nowhere.
That was
me! I'd go to a couple of theatrical
agencies each day, sit around for
a few hours, and wind up over a
Coca-Cola in some drugstore groaning about the times with a fellowdepressionee.
[Continued on page 46]

Want a rosy, thriving baby? Study Martha!
First Year:

A GRAND

START. ..ON CLAPP'S

STRAINED

4 MONTHS

"Doctors speak so highly of them— that's the
best reason for choosing Clapp's Foods," Martha
Michener's mother says. "But it was nice, too,
that Martha was just crazy about the flavors!

"Weighing day was great fun! Martha always made a splendid gain— one time she put
on 4 pounds 3 ounces in 3 months! She was so
active and sturdy, too, the picture of health.

"You can see why Clapp's are so good— the
Clapp people have 18 years' experience. They
were the first to make baby foods, and they're
the only big company that makes nothing else."

Plenty of vitamins and minerals in her Clapp "s
Strained Foods, all right.

Runabout Years: doing

"Her baby book shows that she started to
feed herself the day she was a year old!"

FOODS

Every food approved by doctors.
Pressure-cooked, smoothly strained
but not too liquid — a real advance
over the bottle. Clapp's — first to
make baby foods — has had 18 years'
experience in this field.
Soups — Vegetable Soup • Beef
Broth • Liver Soup • Unstrained Baby
Soup • Strained Beef with Vegetables
Vegetables — Tomatoes • Asparagus •Spinach • Peas • Beets • Carrots •Green Beans • Mixed Greens
Fruits — Apricots • Prunes • Apple
Sauce . Peaches and Pears
Cereal — Baby Cereal

beautifully... on clapp's chopped

foods

12 VARIETIES
More coarsely divided foods for children who have outgrown Strained
Foods. Uniformly chopped and seasoned, according to the advice of
child specialists. Made by the pioneer company in baby foods, the
only one which specializes exclusively in foods for babies and young
children.
Soup — Vegetable Soup
Junior Dinners — Beef with Vegetables •Lamb with Vegetables
Liver with Vegetables
'Never any of this won't- eat business with
Martha. Lots of babies get fussy as they grow
older — don't take kindly to coarser foods. But
Martha went on to her new Clapp's Chopped
Foods without a bit of trouble.
"They have the nice flavors she was used to
in her Strained Foods, of course, and they're so
evenly cut, just the texture doctors advise for
older babies."

"Martha likes^ variety— she has 3 toy elephants
of different colors — and she's the same way
about food. Clapp's gives her a wide choiceshe still gets 12 kinds of Chopped Foods, including the substantial Junior Dinners and that
grand new Pineapple Rice Dessert.
"Yes, we're very proud of Martha's health
record. If you want a baby to have the best, I'm
sure it pays to insist on Clapp's!"

Vegetables— Carrots • Spinach
Beets • Green Beans • Mixed Greens
Fruits — Apple Sauce • Prunes
Dessert — Pineapple Rice Dessert
with Raisins
Free Booklets — Send for valuable
information on the feeding of babies and young children. Write to
Harold H. Clapp, Inc., 777 Mount
Read Blvd., Rochester, N. Y.
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At Your Favorite Chain Variety Store— November

3rd-l Ith

A WARDROBE A WfP
/#mc "Mov/rpo/mritMEmxeaAfZEsr

See
ColumbiaBRINGS
Pictures'UP
"BLONDIE

BABY"
featuring Penny Singleton as "Blondie," Arthur
Lake as "Dagwood," and Larry Simms as "Baby
Dumpling" — at your neighborhood
theatre.

ONE COMPLETE WARDROBE given away
EVERY DAY for 8 weeks:

All you have to do is
complete this Limerick,
"Hey, Penny!" yelled Arthur one night,
"I'm hungry and I want a bite!"
Said Penny, "Okay, sir!
This swell donut bracer

IT'S EASY! IT'S FUN! Think of it - . vour
last line that completes the Official
Donut Limerick may earn you a complete
new Fall outfit . . . may even win you the
grand prize of a glorious Hollander Hudson Seal fur coat!
GET YOUR OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK TODAY It gives all the rules of this simple
contest . . . plus hints to help you win.
You'll find the Official Entry Blank tucked
in every package of those tempting Tested
Quality Donuts that are made before
your eyes at the larger S. S. Kresge stores.
REMEMBER - A COMPLETE WARDROBE
GIVEN AWAY EVERY DAY FOR 8 WEEKS.
You have a new chance to win every day
— submit as many "last lines" as you like,
as often as you like . . . but be sure you

Joyce Hubrite Dress
Mary Barron Slip
Shur-tite Handbag

Aris-of-Paris Gloves
Mojud Hosiery (2 pairs)
Enna Jettick Shoes

PLUS a Grand Prize of
$30000 HOLLANDER

HUDSON

SEAL

COAT

write each last line on a separate Official
Entry Blank.
TESTED QUALITY DONUTS HAVE "WINNING GOODNESS" —they're America's
prise donuts, made of wholesome ingre^
dients . . . crisp, golden brown . . . pure,
delicious, digestible! Let your whole
family enjoy these grand taste-treats
often . . . and, at the same time, remember: the more "last lines" you
enter, the greater your chance
to win a wardrobe . ,
that smart fur coat!
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The Other Side

The receiver banged in Julius' aching
ear.
The John
twinsGarfield
raced madly
for Blanke's
office.
was apparently
just
leaving.

of Garfield

"Sorry, boys," he said, "but Blanke's
gone for the day. I wanted to see him
In this way he let them stew all night.
Just John Garfield, the serious mug you
and I and millions of others know as a
very dramatic guy on the screen, paying
off a rib and, at the same time, showing
— "side. The Epsteins had sent him
hismyself
lighter
to the station after the non-existent
Jimmy Hart. Now he was even. There was
a twinkle in his eyes that you seldom,
if ever, see on the screen.
H

John Garfield arrived in Hollywood
with a Group Theatre reputation.
That meant to those in the know that he
was very profound, very much the actor,
very much engrossed in his work. So
Hollywood got the knife out to whittle
him down to his own size.
One day, while having an interview in
the Warner Brothers' studio cafe, he was
surprised to hear, over the loudspeaker:
"Mr. Garfield, your car is waiting!"
He thought there was something wrong

with that. He hadn't ordered any car. So
he rose to investigate. And, as he did so,
everybody else in the dining room rose,
too, and solemnly bowed low as he passed.
John turned several colors, but just
grinned. Just another Hollywood rib. He
could take it. He knew that sooner or
later he would discover the author of the
gag and pay him off.
■

Ry
■

At three o'clock in the morning the
telephone in John Garfield's hillside
home shattered the stillness. Sleepily,
John reached for the instrument,
answered.
"This is Jimmy Hart," he heard. "You
remember me, Johnny. I worked with
you in the Eva LeGallienne Civic Repertory company. I'm broke. I haven't anything to eat. And it looks like I'm going
to have to sleep in the Union Station."
John didn't recall anyone by that name,
but if the guy was starving —
"Gee, that's tough," he sympathized.
"Where are you now?"
"I'm at the telephone booth by the cigar
stand down here at the station."
"Okay. Stay there. I'll be right
down."
John pulled on his clothes, went downstairs quietly so as not to disturb his wife,
who was expecting her first-born, got
into his car and drove to the station, ten
miles from Hollywood. There was no
Jimmy Hart. There never had been any
Jimmy Hart. Somebody was pulling a fast
one

EDWARD

CHURCHILL

■

The next night at a late hour the
telephone rang again.
"You take it, Max," John told his
brother. And listened on an extension.
He tuned a careful ear. Then he smiled
happily. He hung up. His brother came in.
"Did you hear?" Max asked. "It's the
studio. You have to go right over."
"Go back to bed, Max. It's a rib."
John retired. But he didn't go to sleep
right away. He was thinking.
A few days later those quaint practical
jokers, the Epstein twins, Julius and Phil,
turned in their script on Daughters Courageous to Producer Henry Blanke. They
awaited a verdict nervously. In an hour
their telephone rang.
Julius answered.
"This is Blanke," he heard. "Boys, this
script is terrible. I can't even read it. I'm
doing the only thing I can — reporting that
you just haven't got it, and asking for new
"But, Henry — " writhed Julius.
"No buts!
— " It's bad enough to get writing
writers
like
this, but when you deliberately steal
from Clifford Odets — "

In They Made Me a Criminal, the
Dead End kids were at their best — or
worst — behavior, depending on how you
look at it. They, too, had picked up the
side of Garfield that Hollywood and picture-goers have come to accept. They decided that he was a very serious young
man. One by one they thought up gags
to plague his life. The company went to
Palm Springs on location. The temperature rose to 120 degrees. The company was
shooting a quarter of a mile away.
"The director wants to see you," one
told John.
John trudged the distance to find that
Director Busby Berkeley didn't want him
at all.
The kids wished sightseers on him. They
did everything but put salt in his ice
cream. John waited, tongue in cheek.
Then, one day, the Dead End kids went
into the pool at the hotel where the company was staying.
John appeared in a bathing suit.
One by one, the Dead End kids went
into the drink — and stayed under for an
uncomfortable length of time. His job
finished, John got out of the pool, went
to his room. He was smiling happily.
H

It was on this picture that Ann Sheridan was to introduce him to screen
love. The word got around that John was
bashful, so Berkeley told Ann to hold that
kiss to the bitter end. John was reclining
on a couch, waiting shyly. Berkeley called
for action, Ann got a strangle hold, and
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HOW TO FOIL A DUSYBODY!

made the longest screen kiss in history
while the entire company's titter developed to a roar.
So far, John hasn't got even, but he's
waiting — and Berkeley will pay. However,
he did show up on his latest with Sheridan,
20,000 Years in Sing Sing, wearing
blinders.
"I know you," he told Ann. "You're the
Oomph girl. I haven't forgotten that kiss."
|

What Hollywood hasn't waked up to
is that John is an incurable practical
joker, and that behind his studious, serious
face is the heart of a clown. On one occasion, while working with the LeGallienne
company, he climaxed a series of gags and
practical jokes by changing around the
make-up boxes of more than 30 players
just before curtain time. The members of
the company put their make-up boxes on
tables, opened them, covered them with
towels, and went away.
John knew that they would return at
eight o'clock with just enough time to
make up and get into costumes for the
8: 15 curtain. Miss LeGallienne is still fuming about the back-stage pandemonium of
that opening night.
Later, when someone stole a character
man's shoes at the last minute and he had
to go into his part barefooted, Miss
LeGallienne took guilt for granted as a
matter of course, and rebuked John.

Here's a busybody! The busiest trouble-maker in town! She pokes her nose
here. She pokes her nose there. And heaven help your reputation if she
pokes through your linens — and discovers a smidge of tattle-tale gray!

"Oh," he told her later, with a surprisingly straight face. "I'm sure you're mistaken. Ididn't do it."
No, he hadn't done it, but he admitted
with a cockeyed little grin that he wished
he'd thought of it.
■

Not long ago the boys introduced a
pseudo interviewer to John. He took
one look at the woman and decided

shrewdly that this was another "rib."
"And now," said the woman, "I understand you're famous for your love scenes,
Mr. Garfield. How about explaining your
technique?"
Quietly, seriously, and at exhausting
length, John began outlining what he
thought of the state of the nation, the
political situation, and other subjects
very near and dear to his heart in his more
studious moments. The fake interviewer
finally gave up. The boys in the know on
the set didn't laugh. You can't laugh at a
smart guy like that.
The press has unconsciously absorbed
the idea that John is a very serious young
man. That's because he played a neurotic
musician in Four Daughters, something of
a bum in Daughters Courageous, a very
serious reporter in Blackwell's Island, and
a man with a career ahead of him, Porforio Diaz, in Juarez, and the underprivileged boy in Dust Be My Destiny. Furthermore, they'll probably think he's even
more heavy-minded after seeing Years
Without Days, in which he's cast as a
racketeer.
■

John's wife is the former
Roberta
Mann, a New York girl who is the
other half of a childhood romance.
She
is constantly ribbing him about his acting,
never admitting that he's good. The other
[Continued on page 44]
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Quick! Nip the
cause tattle-tale
grocer's as fast
every last speck

chatter before it gets started! It's weak-kneed soaps that
gray — soaps that just can't wash clean. So scamper to the
as you can and change to the soap that's bound to take
of dirt — peppier, livelier Fels-Naptha Soap!

Then behold — a busybody foiled! For Fels-Naptha's richer golden soap and
gentle naptha get clothes so beautifully clean, they fairly gleam like snow!
Let any busybody poke around. She'll pop with wonder and not with scorn.
39
She'll say nice things about you and never a word about tattle-tale
COPR.
1939,
FELS gray!
8. CO.

BANISH
"TATTLE-TALE GRAY" WITH FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
TUNE IN HOBBY LOBBY every Sunday evening. See local paper tor time and station.
BRANDS
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Patterns

For Your
Parties
Take some lips from the
stars and don't enter the
holidays in a holidaze. Plan
gags and games in advance
By

HELEN

HOVER

■

Emily Post, Dorothy Dix and Beatrice
Fairfax have been giving us the dope
on how to be popular for many years, but
I think a squat, fat lady from New York
really has the right idea. Her name is

Elsa Maxwell, and she doesn't do it with
beauty, money or mirrors. Her secret
of social success is parties.
It can be yours, too. Particularly at this
time of the year is the art of being a clever
party-thrower an important one. In fact,
it is excelled by only one other charm.
And that is, the art of being a clever guest.
You know, the kind who doesn't sit
around daring you to entertain him, but
will lift a limping party right up on its
heels.
Christmas — New Year's — St. Valentine's
Day — Washington's Birthday — Lincoln's
— college get-togethers — all of these
holidays just naturally throw a lot of
people together. These days, a radio and
a few highballs aren't enough to put a
party across. There is a genuine art to
tossing a shindig that will be remembered
long after the last rug has been laid down
again.
Since there is more creative talent per
square block in Hollywood than any place
else in the world, it is natural that the
colony's social functions should be the
most original in the world.
I'll never forget the Jack Benny gettcgether, when Robert Taylor stood all
the guests on their ears when he passed a
glass of water through his coat sleeve.
Everyone crowded around Bob (as though
that profile weren't enough!) begging to
know how he did it. Bob wouldn't tell.
It was a trick he had learned from Fannie
Brice, who had picked it up from the great
Houdini himself. However, Bob did oblige
with the details of another trick which is
just as surprising.
"For this," advises Bob, "you need a
strong magnet. Place the magnet on the
wall, and hang in front of the magnet a
sheet of paper. Upon the paper draw a
hook. This should all be prepared in
advance, of course. Then announce to the
guests that you can hang a key upon the
40

hook on your sketch. Just watch the faces
of the people when you actually do it!
Then, if you're quick, remove the magnet
and ask the others to try to repeat your
This promptly
off GeorgethatBurns'
inperformance!"
ventiveness. Heset
announced
he could
light a candle without touching it. Benny,
Fred MacMurray, Bob and the others ail
hooted and thought that George had gone
as balmy as his Gracie, but George fooled
them.
Really
it. And
here's how:
He first
lit thedidcandle
and allowed
it to
burn until it had a long snuff. Then he
blew it out suddenly. A wreath of smoke
ascended.
"Now," George explained to me, "if a
lighted match is put to the smoke at a
distance of about three or four inches
from the wick, the fire will run down the
cloud and relight the candle."
But all that is putting the cart before
the horse. It's a great gift to be able to
know clever tricks and games that will
make you the attraction of the party — and
later I'll tell you how Clark Gable,
Maureen O'Sullivan and others do it— but
let's start at the beginning.
H

You're throwing a party. You want
it to go off with a bang. Right from the

start. Okay, then, here's what Ann
Sheridan did to get her party going at a
merry pace even before all the guests
arrived.
She sent out cards of invitation which
requested that each visitor bring one of
his baby pictures. Each guest handed
the photograph to Ann upon arrival. She
numbered them and arranged them about
the living-room. The guests were then
given pencils and papers already numbered. Each was asked to guess which
photographs belonged to whom. You can
add the final fillip in the way of a small
prize to be given to the one who has the
greatest number of correct answers.
■

Judy Garland introduced an amusing
game to her gang recently. Those who
do not know the game are sent out of the
room and called in one by one. Judy and
her arch-conspirators Jackie Cooper,
Mickey Rooney and Bonita Granville try
this on all newcomers.
Two or three small objects, such as a
footstool or a vase, are placed in a line
on the floor. The one who is called in is
told that he is to walk blindfolded over
these without touching them. He is then
blindfolded and before he begins, the
objects are quietly removed.
"You should see the way he steps, high,
trying so carefully to avoid what is not
there. When Jackie Moran was the victim,
he tried so hard not to step on the objects
that he tripped himself up. This is a

game that's fun for the spectators — I can't
say as much for the victims."
■

Since Hollywood is suppose to be the
hotbed
of scandals
and rumors,
it

seems to like a sly game called "Scandal".
Ida Lupino always starts it going when
she has more than a half-dozen people at
her house.
"The company is seated around the
room and the person at one end whispers

some remark or brief story very rapidly
to the party next to her. For example,
the last time I played it, I whispered, very
low and fast to John Payne: "It looks like
a nice he
day whispered
in Wichita what
if it doesn't
thunder."
Then
he heard
to the
person next to him, and so on it went
around the circle. Well, to show you how
easily an innocent remark might become
scandal after it's been tossed about by
more than three people, the person at the
other end of the group — who happened to
be Anita Louise, repeated aloud the form
in which she heard it. And you'll never
guess what it was. With a straight face,
Anita said, "The withes in the city will
ruin the picture business if war doesn't
stop." Now that's it, so help me. You've
no idea of the suspense and fun you get
out of playing this game. The final
'rumor' is so different and funny, it will
■ There are some moments in a party
you!"there seems to be a deadly silpanicwhen
ence. Ifyou want to bring the party back to
its feet again quickly, and don't want to go
through the details of a game, this will
perk things up and have everyone laughing. The suggestion comes from Jeanette
MacDonald.
"This isn't a game, but a stopgap. Tell
a third gether
of your
party
"hish" then
towhen you
giveto asaysignal;
another third to say "hash" and the remainder to say "hosh". Then give the
signal, and the result is the sound of a
tremendous sneeze!"
■ An exhibitionist by profession, your
Hollywood star likes to take the center
of the stage any time. Deep down in our
hearts, each one of us likes the spotlight,
but we don't know how to command it.
At a party, the surest way is by knowing
some clever tricks. I told you earlier a
few that Robert Taylor and George Burns
do. Here's one from Clark Gable.
It happened at a housewarming at the
Fred MacMurrays. Everyone was talking
about the war and Paris fashions and how
to cultivate dahlias, when suddenly Clark

You ought to hate yourself

took a cigarette, held the burning end of
it between his thumb and forefinger, and,
without a wince, slowly crushed it out
with his fingers. That was something!
Immediately, the vital topics under discussion were dropped, and everyone

for spanking that child !"

wanted to know if Clark's fingers were
made out of asbestos.
Now wait — don't try it yourself, until
you hear how Clark did it. It's not done
with mirrors. Just an ice cube. He
smuggled an ice cube in his hand, held
it between the two fingers for about a
minute, until the two fingers became
numb. Then he wiped his fingers dry.
After that he could hold the burning
cigarette without feeling it.

Peggy
shows way
Bill
the modern
to bring up their child

■

Maureen O'Sullivan and John Farrow
have a trick that always defies detection. Maureen goes out of the room, while
John asks the guests to select a number
from one to twelve. Then Maureen comes
in, and immediately guesses it. How?
Aha — here it is.
In front of John is a large round ashtray. He treats that ashtray as though it
were a clock. If the number selected is
three, he places his cigarette in a three
o'clock position. If it's eight, he places it
on the lower left hand curve where the
eight is on an ordinary clock. That's all
there is to it. Get yourself a round ash
tray and a co- conspirator, and you can
play it all night without the others wising
up to the stunt.

1. BILL: You keep out of this, Peggy . . . I've
got to make this boy listen to reason!

2. BILL: Don't you worry— he'll take that stuff
if I have to hold his nose to do it.

PEGGY:
funny way.You're certainly going about it in a

PEGGY: That's going from bad to worse. Don't
you know that using force on a child can shock
his entire nervous system?

3. BILL: Who said so?

4. PEGGY: Then I asked him about giving
Junior some of the laxative you take, and

■

The same idea is used in an even
more
spectacular
way
by
Joan
Blondell and Dick Powell.
"All you need," explains Dick, "are
three walking sticks or match sticks, and
a partner with a poker face like Joan.
"I go out of the room, while Joan asks
the group to choose a number not higher
than 999. They select a number — say,
739. Then Joan arranges the sticks on
the floor. The sticks don't look like anything to the others — just three sticks
thrown together with no rhyme or reason.
"Ah, but then I eome in, take a quick
look at the sticks and say, "The number
is 739!" After that, Joan and I are made.
We're the cream de la creme — the lions
of the party.
"We never explain how we do it— but
here I am in a generous mood, so here
goes:
"The sticks are arranged one above the
other. The lowest stick represents units,
the middle one tens and the top one
hundreds. Joan arranged them so that

PEGGY: The doctor! Where do you think I've
been all morning! I told him about our struggles in getting Junior to take a laxative. The
doctor absolutely "put his foot down'' on force.

again he said no. He said an adult's laxative
can be too strong for a tot. So he recommended
a modern laxative made especially for children.

" W*^^M

"i: fir

the lowest one point to nine o'clock, the
middle one to three o'clock and the top
one to seven o'clock of an imaginary clock
face. Ten, eleven and twelve o'clock stand
for O."
■

Priscilla Lane's favorite party trick is
taking candid camera shots of her
guests and exhibiting them the next time
the crowd gets together. Olivia de
Havilland still goes for "kid" games like
Musical Chairs. Anita Louise likes cos-

5. BILL: Is there such a thing?

6. BILL:

PEGGY: Certainly! Fletcher's Castoria. There
isn't a harmful ingredient in it. It's mild, yet
surprisingly thorough. It won't form a habit
or cause any griping cramps. And it's SAFEl

PEGGY:
I'll say he does! Even the taste of
Fletcher's Castoria is made especially for children. They love it. I don't see how any home
can get along without it!

tume parties that tax her guests' imaginations rather than their pocketbooks. Her

cC^h//^^H

favorite is the "half-and-half" party.
Guests are asked to come in costumes that
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He certainly takes it easy enough.

CASTORIA

— laxative made

especially for children
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indicate dual personalities. Some examples are "half-angel, half-devil" (costume being half white nightgown and
halo on one side, and sewed on the other
side is red flannel undies and horn) ; half
rich — half poor (one side is laden with
ten cent jewelry, the other half tatters),
half soldier — half sailor, half good girl —
half bad. These costumes can be run up
at home at little expense, and the party
rivals Elsa Maxwell's famous "come-asyou-were-when-you-were-invited" stunt
for originality and laughs.
H

2. "A clogged drain— with Drano in the
house?" explodes Mrs. Hunt. "Hand
me that can of Drano in the cupboard

1. "Welcome home, honey!" beams Mr.
Hunt. "Everything's fine — except the
kitchen drain got clogged, and I haven't
washed the dishes for a week!"

— and watch!"

3. In the drain goes Drano — out goes the
clogging muck! Drano gets down deep
and digs out all the grease, grounds
and stoppage.

4. "See, darling?" smiles Mrs. Hunt.
"Drano cleans drains — and a teaspoonful each night helps keep them
clean, free-flowing!"

P. S. After the dishes — use a teaspoonful of
Drano to guard against clogged drains. Never
over 25 i at grocery, drug, hardware stores.

Drano

CLEANS

USE

DRANO DAILY
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the reasons for their party "oomph" is
that they give, rather than receive. Instead of being just another pair of guests
who make a grab for the sandwiches, they
contribute. They contribute fun, gags,
stunts, conversation, games.
Virginia told me that she and Dick are
inveterate tricksters; that no sooner does
a bit of magic come out on the market
than they fall for it. But of them all, this
is her favorite — and it happens to be one
of the simplest, too.
"Soak a piece of thread in a
salt or alum," she instructs.
dry, carry it nonchalantly and
one to lend you a ring. By

solution of
"When it's
ask someborrowing

someone else's ring, it eliminates all suspicion that you're using a trick ring. Fix
the ring to the thread. Then dip the
thread to the flame of the candle. The
thread will burn to ashes but will still
support the ring. Even I get dumbfounded each time this works!"

Oopr. 1939. The Drackett 0<

fri

The gold-enameled caviar sandwich
for the most "invited out" couple in
Hollywood, goes to Virginia Field and
Richard Greene. The date pads of these
two could be as full as the Bronx telephone directory if they accepted all the
invitations that came their way. One of

■

Dorothy Lamour threw a party recently to introduce her new hillside
home. She made great plans, starting
with unique invitations which contained
a road map and the instructions: "Follow
the dots to Dottie's." But she could have
dispensed with most of the elaborate
preparations, because what went over
biggest was a simple game which she
played with Wynn Rocamora.
Dorothy left the room. When she had
gone, Rocamora placed both his hands on
his knees, then lifted the right hand while
he counted ten. "I'm counting ten," he
explained, "so that you'll have a good
chance to see which hand is up." Then
he placed his hand back on his knee again.
Immediately Dorothy came in, and
amazed everyone by saying, "Your right
hand was up." They did this three times
(warning: don't repeat a good trick too
often!) but no one even had a glimmering as to how she guessed it. Some of the
guests even went out with Dorothy to see
that she wasn't taking an unfair peek.
This made it appear all the more difficult.
How was it done?
Well. . . .
"The point of it all," laughed Dorothy,
"is this: blood rushes down to the hands
when they are resting on the knees. When
one hand is held up in the air above the
head for about ten seconds, the blood
rushes back again.
When I returned to
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the room, I looked at the hands. The one
without the full veins is the hand that
was held high."

Get my AND
FREEDISCOVER
"Magic YOUR
Fingertips"

| Breathes there a guest with soul so
dead who never has wanted to know
a good coin trick?
Here's one from Bob Hope. Coming
from Bob you wouldn't expect the conventional coin stunt, and you'd be right.
This is a parody on all of them — and so,
much funnier.

Lucky Nail Polish Shade!

"Take a coin in each hand and stretch
out your arms as wide as you can. Then
tell the party that you can make both
coins pass into one hand without bringing
your hands together.

Amazing new way to try all
12 shades of Lady Esther

"Of course, no one believes you. But
what do you care? You fool 'em — and
how. Look them all square in the face,
and place one coin upon the table. Turn
your body round till the hand with the
other coin comes to where it lies. You
easily pick up the coin and both will be
in one hand.

7-Day Cream Nail Polish
without buying a single bottle!
ONCE in a while a new idea comes
along that's so striking, so brilliant
it almost amounts to a stroke of genius!

"So what if it is easy? You made both
coins pass into one hand without bringing
your hands

And Lady Esther's New Magic Fingertips isan idea like that!
For these Magic Fingertips, almost incredibly like the human nail, are made
of celluloid and coated with a different

together. That's all you

promised!"
■

There is no doubt that parties are a
short cut to popularity. And if you

shade of Lady Esther 7-Day Nail Polish
— the actual polish itself!

don't make them yours — either guesting
or hostessing — you're missing out on an
opportunity that won't occur again.
Not for another ten months, anyway!

How to Find Your Lucky Shade
You slip them on over your own fingernail
. . . one at a time . . . holding the slender
side tabs. Quickly you find the shade
that's loveliest on your hands, smartest
with your costume colors. And my 12
Magic Fingertips are yours free! Just
send me the coupon below.
Once you have found your lucky colors
in Lady Esther's 7-Day Polish, your nail
polish problems are ended! For here is a
cream nail polish of amazing superiority
. . . a new kind of cream nail polish that
actually triumphs over chipping, peeling
and cracking for 7 long days. And all you
need apply is one sparkling coat!

End All Polish Worries Now!
Why puzzle over color charts or polish in
the bottles? Why guess about choosing the right shade of polish . . . that
may look all wrong on your nails?
Send for Lady Esther's 12 free
Magic Fingertips now. Be among the
first to discover this brilliant new
way to find your luckiest, loveliest
nail polish color!
{Yoil can paste this on a penny postcard)
Lady Esther,
7130 West 65th St., Chicago, 111.
pijrg
rilLE

(50)

Please send me a complete set of your
Magic Fingertips showing the 12 new

shades of Lady Esther 7-Day Cream Nail Polish.
ada,

NAIL POLISH

Jimmy Stewart and Virginia Weidler
meet in front of the gargoyle at the
premiere of M-G-M's picture, The Women
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The Other Side of
Garfield
[Continued from page 39]
night he got even with her. He bought
balcony tickets, insisting that she watch
Daughters Courageous from the last row.
After the show she asked him why he'd
done it and he replied, "I thought maybe
you'd like me better if you saw me from
John is pleased that Mrs. Garfield is una distance." impressed with his work. He revels in
such cracks as he got from her the other
day when he left articles of wearing aproom. parel scattered untidily around their bedShe called:
"Hey, star — come here and pick up your

PREPARE YOUR BOY for life's hard knocks. Strengthen his body. Give him cod
liver oil. Many doctors claim nothing takes its place in helping children build
strong bones and good teeth. Also in helping adults recuperate after illness. And
now there is a BETTER

WAY

TO GIVE COD LIVER OIL... SCOTT'S EMULSION!

1 — Scott's Emulsion has all the values of
cod liver oil and is four times more easily
digested.
2 — Easily Digested — The exclusive method of emulsifying the oil permits digestion
to start in the stomach, whereas digestion
of plain cod liver oil does not begin until
the oil passes into the intestines.

3 — Easy to take — Scott's Emulsion has a
pleasant taste. Easy to take and retain by
children and adults.
4 — Economical — Scott's Emulsion is an
economical way to obtain the Vitamins A
and D so necessary to strong bones and
sound teeth.

SCOTT'S EMULSION
EACH

AND

EVERY

MONTH

In HOLLYWOOD Magazine, you will find the latest news about the film stars, interesting feature
stories — funny and gay and humorous stories about your movie favorites and lots of informal
pictures of the stars at play and work.
Plan to buy the January issue of HOLLYWOOD Magazine
on the stands December
10.

Part of John's quietly humorous philosophy isdue to the knocking around he
received in his younger days, when he
was newsboy, wheat harvester, bum and
what have you. He learned then to take
his life, gags and his job in his stride.
Now
John is taking Hollywood, expected
pants!"
and unexpected, in his stride. Nothing
bothers him. When his wife cracks at a
party, during which he is discussing
weighty subjects, "John — stop talking like
a dictionary," he laughs at that, too. And
when a man can laugh off a crack like
that from his wife, you KNOW he has a
sense of humor!

What They Want for
Christmas
[Continued from page 31]
two more hours with her busy husband,
Cedric Gibbons.
Materialistic gals are Jeanette MacDonald and Priscilla Lane. Jeanette wants
a cure for insomnia. Pat wants black
curly hair (natural). Cute little Olympe
Bradna, now 19, yearns for an unchapercned date. Believe it or not, Papa or
Mama Bradna go where baby goes or
baby doesn't go!
Olivia de Havilland just recently acquired one of the two things she very
much wanted and didn't have — a piano.
The unappeased desire is for a snorky
sports roadster. I doubt if her check
would bounce if she wrote one today for

0*N SK\H
^^P^

Are yourusehands
DRY Balm
and will
"scratchy?"
Regular
of Italian
help correct this condition almost at once. This
famous SKIN SOFTENER furnishes moisture and soothing agents which promote
softness, smoothness, beauty. Italian Balm's
scientific, soothing properties will amaze
you. Only 10£, 20?!, 35^, 60^ and §1.00 a
bottle— at toilet goods counters.
CwmhMAxa-

Italian Balm
Over 90 Million Bottles Sold
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that car, but that isn't the point. She has
set herself a certain savings account goal
and until the mark is reached, no snorky
car. What self control!
And what do you suppose it is Lupe
Velez wants, now that her Johneee is out
of the picture? It is to produce a play
by her favorite author, Blasco Ibanez. She
has talked herself hoarse trying to sell
some Hollywood studio the idea but so
far the spectacle of the mercurial Lupe as
a producer has been too much for any film
mogul to swallow. Just about as difficult
to comprehend, apparently, is "Blondie"
Penny Singleton's tremendous yen to play
the sultry Tondeleyo in that South Sea
shocker, White Cargo.
Irene Dunne wants to study voice in
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your funny stories, your piano playing —
or something. Right now it's piano playing
with Roz. "When I get so I can play a
Chopin concerto like Frances Marion, I'll
stop . . . But I'll never forget the R. R. A.
I took in remembering good stories! Every
time I rehearsed them on my friends I
nearly lost them — the friends, I mean. . . ."
Not long ago Roz invited two hundred
people to a dinner dance in her garden.
^(Everybody warned her it couldn't be
done. That you couldn't get together in
Hollywood two hundred people who were
on speaking terms.) By ten o'clock Roz
had to admit the affair was dying on her
hands. It was so stiff you could have
chiselled it. Nobody moved. Nobody
danced. They murmured something about
the floor being too waxy. Miss Russell,
wearing the most fragile of orchidaceous
gowns, marched into her kitchen and got
a mop. She plied it with vengeance on
that floor while $5,000,000 worth of famous
eyebrows rose in wonder. Then she stood
the mop up as a microphone and began
"announcing." She told stories that
brought forth first chuckles, then roars
from the crowd. The ice was broken —
and it was after dawn before anyone left.
But what she didn't tell was that the
stories had been carefully studied and
saved from the time she was concentrating on parlor tricks, long before she
came to Hollywood.
"I'll bet I have had a round dozen
R. R. A.'s in clothes alone," chuckled Roz.

Funny how much time we spend kidding
ourselves.

"You have to. Every once in a while you
have to go into a huddle with your fulllength mirror and say, 'Now, old girl,
what's wrong with you? Are you acquiring a hollow or a hump anywhere? Let
me see you walk in that outfit. Let me see
you sit. . . Yes, my dear, with your
browner skin you're going to have to wear
different colors. . .'
"Frankly, clothes have gotten me a good
number of jobs — after I found out what
I was doing wrong with them. For example, a girl should never try out her
new hat or dress on a prospective boss.
She ought to wear something she knows
is becoming and that is comfortable, an
old friend. She'll be less self-conscious in
it. I know from one experience. When I
first came to Hollywood, I nearly ruined
everything, dashing around in new clothes

|

"That's a habit in Hollywood — kidding
yourself. I have a terror of the place
for that reason. Everything out here is in
exaggerated nine inch type — colossal,
grandiose. It's so easy to lose all sense of
perspective. I've found a way of regaining
it quickly. Get into the crowds down in
Los Angeles around Hill and Third streets,
watch the people in the fish markets, the
women at remnant sales. It drives out
self-pity and puts your feet on the ground
faster
anything
I know." The other
She than
is seldom
recognized.
day she was standing back watching a line
of women at a bargain counter. One old
lady stepped out of line. Her arms were
filled with bundles and tears were running
down her cheeks. "I'm that mad," she told
Rosalind. "I've been waiting nearly an
hour to get near enough to buy curtains.

that I couldn't forget."
Whenever her friends can't get Roz
on the telephone they know she's
having a special R. R. A. (Her system,
you see, has gotten pretty well known
hereabouts — and more than one starlet
has started using it.) Recently she disappeared completely for three days. When
she came back everybody greeted her

And
when at I that
got close
up Iatsawall.they
curtains
counter
Theyweren't
were
baby shoes!" Suddenly the funny side of
it struck her and she began chuckling.
In a minute they were both laughing.
They finished up at the store's cafeteria
having
together.
"I liked
woman. coffee
She wanted
curtains,
and that
she

with, "But, Roz, how rested you look!"
"Reconstruction Act No. A 49," said Roz
cryptically. She has been to the hospital
having treatment for a vertebra which
she'd injured in a fall three years ago.
"I kept thinking it would be all right.

laughed when she didn't get them — then
she rested
other try! and went right back for an"The only dull people in the world,"
says Roz, "are the ones who never try. . ."

If YOUR EYES ARE BROWN, LIKE MERLE ObERONS
you'll find new complexion flattery in ITIRRVCLOUS
Harmonizing
Powder, Rouge,
Lipstick,
Keyed to the Co/or of Your Eyes!

IS

rouge and lipstick, keyed to the color of

What enchanting new loveliness it brings —
this amazing new discovery by the makers of
Marvelous! They studied girls and women of
every age and coloring and found that eye
color is definitely related to the color of your
skin, your hair — that the color of your eyes
is the simplest guide to cosmetic shades that
are right for you!
So whether your eyes are brown, blue,

your
eyes!adore the smooth, suede-like finish
You'll
which Marvelous Powder gives your skin
. . . the soft, natural glow of your Marvelous
Rouge . . . the lovely, long-lasting color of
Marvelous Lipstick. You can buy each separately (harmonizing Mascara and Eye
Shadow, too), but for perfect color harmony,
use them together. At drug and department
stores, only 55^ each (65(£ in Canada).

hazel or gray — it's easy now to select cosmetics in correct color harmony to flatter
your natural coloring. For the makers of
Marvelous have created matching powder,

Send for sample Makeup Kit — mail coupon
today for generous .metal containers of harmonizing powder, rouge and lipstick in the
shades that are right for you!

m n r ve lou s
m o t c h e d
BY

m ft k e u p

RICHARD

HUDNUT

RICHARD HUDNUT, Depf. M, 693 Fifth Avenue, New York City
My eyes are Brown □
Blue □
Hazel □
Gray □
Send me my Makeup Kit. I enclose IO£ to help cover mailing costs.
Be sure to check color of your eyes.'

Name

Starring in Alexander Korda's
'OVER THE MOON" in technicolor
NATIONALLY
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AT EASE ... in

Shirley's "Uncle" Bill
He is "The Boss" in Harlem. They
called him "Mikado79 at the Fair,
but he's proudest of his title "Uncle"

MAIDEN FORM
^

JOHN

R. FRAIVCHEY

tote e^^^

Because the
under-breast band in this
narrow brassiere is made of Maiden

Shirley Temple taking her
first dancing lesson from
her "Uncle" Bill Robinson

Form's own specially-named "Trico-OLastic," it holds snugly and at the same
time yields graciously to every movement. In various fabrics — $1.00 and
$1 .50. Shown with ''Curtsy" Girdle No.
1468, also of "Tric-O-Lastic"-»-Sl.00.
*"Chansonelt»" long-line nips
the waistline and gives smart
"pointed
roundness"—
-"$1.free
50
and
$2.00.
Send for
Style Booklet F: Maiden Form
Brassiere Co., Inc. New York,
AT ALL LEADING STORES

■
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IK

Till

IMDE-mMH

Not every little lady just turned ten
can have an "uncle" who is a Mikado.
Shirley Temple has one, and she's real
proud of him.
On duty, he wears a brown, spangled
uniform with gold braid, an immense silver chain around his throat and the largest
ermine collar you ever saw on one man.
For a hat he sports a brown derby from
which there sprout ostrich feathers, lush
and flamboyant, and if he is actually the
Son of Heaven, as his subjects swear he is,
it's all on account of his wonderful winged
feet.

en

BKASSIE
IkES.
,
'R.g.U.S.P.t.Off.
i Maiden Form for Every Type of Figure!

cmmSlT-JOlE

STRONGER^ MORE

ABSORBENT

AT 5 AND 109 AND BETTER
DEPARTMENT
STORES

COUGHS!

All dressed up and having fun in
a number for The Little Colonel

Blow, bugles, blow! All hail Bill Robinson, lord of tap, who reigned as "The Hot
Mikado" over Grover Whalen's colossal
festival known as the World's Fair last
summer and who now is making a peaceful conquest of the country as the show
begins a winter tour.
No wonder Shirley's proud of him, but
not merely because he's boss of a sepia
Nippon. Mr.
He Whalen
was herbegan
"Uncledreaming
Bill" long
before
of
Tomorrow. It's an old friendship, hers and
her Uncle Bill's. It goes back to the time
Shirley was hardly six and 20th CenturyFox decided to bring the two together in
The Little Colonel. Right from the start
Shirley decided to adopt Bill Robinson
and make him an uncle. Nothing ever
pleased him as much — at least, nothing
that happened in Hollywood.

Get After That Cough Today
with PERTUSSIN
When you catch cold and your throat feels dry
or clogged, the secretions from countless tiny
glands in your throat and windpipe often turn
into sticky, irritating phlegm. Then you cough.
Pertussin stimulates these glands to pour
out their natural moisture so that the phlegm
is loosened and easily raised. Quickly your
throat is soothed, your cough relieved!
Your cough may be a warning signal! Why
neglect it? Do as millions have done! Use
Pertussin, a safe and pleasant herbal syrup for
children and grownups. Many physicians have
prescribed Pertussin for over 30 years. It's safe
and acts quickly. At all drug counters. For generous FREE trial bottle, write to Pertussin,
Dept. 15, 440 Washington St., New York City.

No young lady could have a more devoted adopted uncle.
Every other Saturday or so he picks
up the telephone in New York and
calls Hollywood just before Shirley's bedGoing to town in a fast routine designed
by "Uncle" Bill for The Littlest Rebel
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STAINLESS STEEL
CUT-OFF SLIDE AND
CHROMIUM FINISHED
SANICUT CLOSURE

CATALIN
HANDLE

A little more grown up, but still having
fun in intricate numbers for Lucky Penny

time. When Shirley recognizes ''Uncle"
Bill's voice, she lets out a war whoop.
Then the two settle down and talk. Inevitably the conversation gets around to
dancing, and Shirley is off for fair. This is

This Attractive Dripless

KARO SYRUP PITCHER

where Bill's eyes light up. It brings to
mind all the grand fun he had on the lot
showing her routines, for Shirley was a
model pupil. She learned fast. And what
a grand little trouper she was!
Take those moments in rehearsal when
her wise teacher would notice that the
little feet moved a trifle reluctantly. She
was tired but wouldn't admit it. That
is when Uncle Bill would call time-out.
Together they would sit on the floor and
play jacks. Or maybe he would draw
with a pencil outlandish animals never
seen on land or sea.
Then, after his little pupil had rested, he
would confide a terrible secret: he had,
of all things, forgotten the step he had
been teaching her! Would she show him
how it went? Please? Up in a flash, she
would go into her buck and wing, hand
in hand with Uncle Bill, now beaming

certified retail value $1.25 for
AND THE LABEL FROM
ANY CAN OF KARO
• The Dripless Sanicut Server
closes automatically — no spilling
even if tipped accidentally. This
Syrup Pitcher is easy to operate,
easy to keep clean and is guar-

anteed against defects in material
and workmanship. It makes an
excellent gift or bridge prize.
Merely fill out the coupon below
and mail it with 50c in check
or money order together with
any Karo Label (Blue Label, Red
Label or Waffle Label), and the
Pitcher will be sent
you postpaid.

CORN PRODUCTS SALES CO., P. 0. Box
Trinity Station, New York, N. Y.— Dept

Enclosed herewith is fifty cents in Q CHECK
D MONEY ORDER and a Karo Label. Please
send the KARO PITCHER to
Name

4&

Address
City
Truckin' on down the road for one of the
scenes in Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
NATIONALLY

ADVERTISED

This offer, good only In the United States, expires Jan. 31, 1940.
It is void In the states of Idaho. Nevada, Montana and Kansas.
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FOR YOU! Hollywood Glamour
with Westmore Make-up!

Perc Westmore, Make-up Artist at Warner Bros.,
and. Priscilla Lane, now starring in the Warner
Bros, picture, "The Roaring Twenties."
The Westmores, make-up directors and beauty
experts of 4 great Hollywood film companies,
now offer you the very cosmetics they use to
make up Hollywood stars— Westmore Color- filtered Cosmetics, flattering in all lights ... no
aging gray tones! 25(* in variety stores. Big
economy 50^ size in drug stores.
Get Perc Westmore's Make-up Guide with Measuring Wheel which enables you to determine
your own face type. Tells you exactly how to
make up for your type . . .
for more glamour! 25 tf
wherever Westmore Cosmetics are sold. If the
store near you hasn't it,
send 25tf and your name
and address to: The House
of Westmore, Inc., Dept.
D-12, 730 Fifth Avenue,
New York City.

yilSsiHHHil

HOLLYWOOD

SINUS

HEADACHE

Due to Nasal Congestion

CHART

FREE!

The Two-Methods in each package of Hall's Nasal
Catarrh Treatment relieve phlegm-filled throat,
stuffed-up nose, catarrhal bad breath, hawking and
Sinus headaches caused by Nasal Congestion.
RELIEF OR YOUR MONEY BACK. At all
Druggists. Send Post-card for Free Catarrh &
Diet Chart. OUR 67th YEAR IN BUSINESS.
F. J. CHENEY & CO. Dept.2212,TOLEDO, OHIO

FREE CLUB^CLASS PIN CATALOG
~~ ' SHOWS
300
DESIGNS
, Knit your club or class closer together
,vith pins or rings.Biggest selection, low
prices and traditional Bastian quality is
the combination that has kept Bastian
out in front for 45 years, Clean cut work
distinguishes Bastian Pins and Rings
anywhere. Write today for catalog.
' BASTIAN

BROS. CO. Dept. 41, Rochester, N.Y.

YOU'LL ALWAYS
BE CONSTIPATED
UNLESS-

You correct faulty living habits — unless liver
bile flows freely every day into your intestines to
help digest fatty foods. SO USE COMMON
SENSE! Drink more water, eat more fruit and
vegetables. And if assistance is needed, take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. They not only
assure gentle yet thorough bowel movements but
ALSO stimulate liver bile to help digest fatty
foods and tone up intestinal muscular action.
Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are
wonderful! Used successfully for years by Dr.
F. M. Edwards in treating patients for constipation and sluggish liver bile. Test their goodness TONIGHT! 15(4, 30$: and 60$!.
50
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Three other loves has Bill Robinson.
First is his wife, Fannie, whom he
married 16 years ago in Chicago. He spotted her at 35th and State in a drug store
where she was an apprentice pharmacist.
He spent almost a thousand berries buying ice cream sodas, epsom salts and hot
water bottles — anything to come into the
store — before he won her.
Next it's his nifty Dusenberg, a number
that cost him $17,500 and is the envy of
even Father Divine. It is tagged BR-1,
just
if everyone
Newnow.York didn't
know asBill
and his carin by

JVestmore^
CATARRH

broadly. His little charge was dancing.
That to Bill was of paramount importance.
Not since he first met her has he let a
birthday go by without a remembrance
from him. And what mementos they were!
Once it was a miniature automobile,
cream-colored and custom-built, a sport
job that made Shirley the envy of all the
kids on the block. Again, at her suggestion,
it was a lordly statuette of himself. Another time it was a diamond- studded
badge which made her an honorary police
chief. This last April 23rd, the big day,
it was a handsome bracelet adorned with
souvenirs of their pictures together. And
next year a sliver from the moon, if Shirley
says the word. Or maybe his imperial
robes. You never can tell.

NATIONALLY

ADVERTISED

Finally, it's the Yankees. To the American League golden boys Bill Robinson is
the Good Angel. Consequently whenever he has time to see a game, the players welcome him on the field. He rates
the welcome. For what Bill does is to take
a pinch of salt in his hand and walk over
to the enemy dugout, where he sprinkles
it around, so's to bring bad luck. And it
does.
Connie Mack of the Philadelphians is
one man who fears Bill and his magic
so much that he won't let him approach
the dugout. "You're a hoo-doo, Bill," he
says. "Go 'way."
| Dancing is the very being of the man,
his method of communication. Beethoven took a German poem called "Ode to
Joy" and transposed it into his ageless
Ninth Symphony. Bill Robinson creates
an ode to joy with his feet every time he
dances.
He has been doing it since the age of
seven when, as an orphan, he danced
barefoot on the sidewalks of his native
Richmond for whatever the passers-by
cared to contribute. He danced his way up
out of a stable where he was a hostler into
his first job as a hoofer in The South Before the War, a wheezy extravaganza, at
the astounding salary of $8 a week.
In Harlem Bill Robinson is "The Boss,"
as everyone knows. The cops hail him
from all sides, coffee-colored moppets
congregate around him, neighbors beam
when he passes and panhandlers get itchHeingispalms.
just as popular in the world of the
theatre. Possibly no man in the amusement world is more admired by his coartists and appreciated by his public. His
den is a glowing testimonial to this general regard. All four walls are covered
with pictures of men and women who
count.
BRANDS
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Sandy has forsaken her baby boy roles.
She appears in dainty little dresses in
her next Universal film, Little Accident

Centerpieces of this gallery of notables
is the President, whom Bill knows. Then
there's the Governor of New York and the
Mayor of New York City. Gene Tunney
looks on with warm regard. Eleanor
Powell has scrawled on her portrait,
"What an inspiration you were to me!"
Lou Gehrig hopes always to be worthy of
his friendship. Katie Hepburn is there,
exotic and elfin. Harry Carey is proud to
have been on the same bill with him. The
kind face of Will Rogers peers down,
flanked by a message of gratitude, and
Fay Bainter, James Cagney, Joe E. Brown;
Babe Ruth, Nora Bayes, Fred Astaire; Max
Schmeling, Ex-Governor Hoffman of New
Jersey, Shirley Temple — they are all there.
■

Shirley's Uncle Bill at 61 is not only
the torridMikado of a musical-comedy
'Nippon, but monarch of the whole field of
tap, a soft-shoe sultan and a glowing proof
of the postulate that all the poetry in the
world isn't locked up in quatrains and
sonnets. A goodly part of it abides in his
magic feet.
At an age when most honest citizens are
casting a covetous glance at the 65 mark,
when

F. D. R.'s old-age insurance releases them from the woes of working in
this wicked world, Bill Robinson is not
only feeling fine but working twice as
hard as he did at twenty-five.
His phenomenal health and good spirits
continue to amaze his doctors. To them
he responds during physical examinations
like a young Minnesota football tackle.
"I'm fixing to dance until I'm a hundred," he says. "Then I'm going to take
a short rest before I commence to dance
all over again."
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Hollywood Newsreel
[Continued from page 17]
colony's great and near great, when our
attention was called to the ancient bridegroom.
He had raised himself from the deepcushioned chair in which he was seated,
and his bones were creaking as he gradually tottered to his feet.
The bride was solicitous. "Where are
you going, my darling?" she asked.
My darling glanced toward the library,
a few short steps away. "I'm going to the
library," he wheezed. "The walk will do
me good!"
|

Sidney Toler, who is Charlie Channing his way to movie fame, is pestering his friends with proof of his careful
driving. His insurance company recently
presented him with a six-dollar bonus
check and a beautifully engraved certificate as a reward for not having an
accident in 25 years of auto driving.

■

Eddie Collins, the comic, was flabbergasted for once in his funny life,
when the director of Bluebird told him
he not only had to act like a bulldog in
the picture but to think as one. If you
happen to know how a bulldog thinks,
and what he thinks about when he does
think, write, wire, or phone Eddie, who's
practically gone to the bow-wows trying
to figure it all out.

says
BEAUTy

Wayne Morris says the main reason
he wants to learn to speak Hawaiian
is because when he goes to the island next
spring and is introduced to one of those
hula gals in one of those grass skirts he
thinks it might be embarrassing just to
be able to say "Shake!"
|

Jeffrey Lynn, the up-and-coming
Warner star, says that he is going to
be very careful about what he says from
now on. Within a week after he announced that he was looking for a ranch
and a bride, he received more than 200
proposals of marriage. More than fifty of
the young ladies inclosed snapshots of
themselves, and insisted that he need not
look further. One gal, with whom truth
was more than a virtue, admitted that she
did not want to write to him, but that her
mama insisted. "Mother," she wrote,
"thought I might as well do something to
Jeffrey,her."
in the meantime is keeping
support
strict rules about talking about marriage.
He's declining all proposals, too.
|

Soft-spoken Joyce Allen, graduate of
the University of Montana, is demonstrating in Hollywood today that a woman
can hold her own in a world of men — that
is, if she's able to master the technique.

Former secretary for Charles Walrod,
purchasing agent at Selznick Studios,
Joyce was promoted to her post a short
time ago and has already made good at
her exacting job. She has not fired a man
or lost a single article from 50,000 tons of
valuable cargo during the past few months
since her promotion. Not a minute has
been lost out of any 24-hour period and
according to her well-kept records, no
truck, passenger car, or motorcycle has
reported late on its scheduled order.
"The men like me, I think," she says
with no false modesty. "Maybe because
I like them. We shoot straight. If I had
to do it, I could take out any truck on the
lotJoyce's
and deliver."
manner is crisp,
radiates efficiency, but
feminine. A vanity case
weighing down a flutter

but pleasant. She
she's essentially
lies on her desk,
of transportation

charts, orders and drivers' reports. A
dainty mirror hangs conveniently on the
wall.
Miss Allen has no yen to be an actress.
"They come and go too quickly in this
business," she says. "I want something
permanent, even if the job is a tough one.
This 'here today and gone tomorrow'
isn't my idea of good business."

"A new fur coat needs
SOFT

ADVISOR.

' DON'T GO, HOM6V-

■

Joyce, so far as we've been able to
discover, is the only superintendent of
transportation in Hollywood. Perhaps in
the world. The little lady has absolute
authority over 40 hard-boiled truck
drivers and a fleet of 24 trucks, cars and
motorcycles.

HANDS

TO SET IT OFF !"

I WANT

you to see My Christmas
PRESeNT

FROM

JIM

yOUR HANDS !
SO RED AND ROUGH.
THEy
DON'T ATGOALL...
WITH
THe COAT
THEy BELONG IN the
^-\ KITCHEN SINK

IMPROVES THE LOOKS OF YOUR HANDS!
WANT
lovely hands? Then use Hinds Honey and Almond
Cream— dally. It's extra-creamy, extra-softening to chapped, work-abused hands. Coaxes back the lovable softness that
cold weather, housework, hard water, harsh cleansers take away.
No wonder it's the favorite of women who pride themselves on
their soft "Honeymoon Hands." Contains Vitamins A and D. At
toilet goods counters. $1, 50tf, 25?, 10<* . . . NEW! Hinds Hand
Cream— fragrant, non-sticky, quick-softening! In jars, lOi and 39c.

Wednesday Night's Fun Night with

BURNS

AND

ALLEN

Columbia Network—Coast to Coast
7:30-8:00 E. S.T. See newspaper radio columns for exact time on your local station.
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Chapping* Dryness
Roughness • Weathered skin
^Hangnails • Calloused heels
Powder base • Body-rub
After-shaving lotion
Copyright, 1939
by Lehn & Fink Products
Corp.. Bloomneld. N. J.
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Wartime
that a soldier of France enters a train and
finds a movie star in negligee in his com-

FLAME-GLO

partment.
"It is easy to see that our ravishing English guest knows little of our traveling

LIPSTICK

customs," said one in French to his companions. Then, all together, they bowed,
loosened their collars and repaired to the
three remaining bunks.
They did not talk long, but the situation
certainly could not be dismissed without
comment. That< would have called for
more than human restraint.
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DYNAMIC RED
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LIGHT
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Free for Asthma
During Winter
If you suffer with those terrible attacks of Asthma
when it is cold and damp; if raw, Wintry winds
make you choke as if each gasp for breath was the
very last; if restful sleep is impossible because of
the struggle to breathe; if you feel the disease is
slowlyto wearing
your life
away,Co.don't
to send
at
once
the Frontier
Asthma
for fail
a free
trial of
a remarkable method. No. matter where you live or
whether you have any faith in any remedy under
the Sun, send for this free trial. If you have
suffered for a lifetime and tried everything you
could iearn of without relief; even if you are utterly
discouraged, do not abandon hope but send today for
this free trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co.
84-F Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara Street,
Buffalo, New York

Crossing

[Continued from page 23]

"She is lovely," said one.
"She is beautiful," said another.
And, jumping to the conclusion that
their rapid French protected them, they
discussed in admiring terms Madeleine's
golden hair, blue eyes, and latest pictures.
Madeleine smiled to herself, but remained silent. The next morning when
she awoke, the three soldiers had considerately disappeared.
They returned, bowing, in time to offer,
in halting English, assistance with her
heavy bags. Madeleine accepted gratefully, in English. They cleared the compartment in record time. Finally just one
heavy bag was left — wedged in a high
rack. A stepladder was really needed.
Madeleine could not resist the temptation.
"Better leave the big one," she said in
rapid French slang. "If you don't, you'll
hit yourself in the puss, and it would
never do to be wounded in such a fashion
before a war even begins."
The soldier turned as though shot, and
bolted out into the passageway to where
his companions were standing, openmouthed with amazement. How could they
have known that Madeleine's mother was
French, that she had mastered French
idiom in her childhood, and that she is
quite as much at home in that tongue as
she is in English?
"French chivalry is still alive!" Madeleine said in ringing tones, her eyes twink-

ling at the memory.

"They bowed again

and declared that a 'bump on the konk'
from my luggage would be nothing but
bliss. Wasn't that sweet?

And funny!"

B

Typical
an Englishwoman's
age andofsense
of balance at a courtime
of crisis was Madeleine's telling of that
amusing tale. No tears, no hysteria, even
though her dear ones are in danger, even
though her beloved country is caught in
a grim disaster. You realize when you
hear her describe those trying days how
much gallant courage lies behind the British "Business as usual."
But the really serious part of Madeleine's trip was only now beginning, and
that enviable courage was to help immeasurably in keeping up her spirits —
and those of her fellow passengers as well
— on the stormy trip across the Atlantic
which followed.
German submarines were already stationed at strategic points in the Atlantic
in anticipation of a formal declaration of
war involving the major powers. The
faces of the captain and the crew of the
French liner Champlain were grim as they
left Europe, and they grew grimmer as
the ship neared New York. War was in
the air when they sailed. War had been
declared while they were still three days
from port. Full speed ahead was ordered
and the liner strained to reach port more
quickly than it ever had before. On this
trip, too, it was loaded to the gunwales
with returning travelers who had heeded
the warnings of the American embassies,
and who had fled in time to escape the
terrors of another major war in Europe.
Madeleine is a veteran of Atlantic crossings, so she was frankly bewildered v/hen
she saw the captain's face relax, and a
look of relief spread over it as a heavy
fog rolled across the ocean on the last day.
Fog on the ocean is bad news. She knew
that landing would be delayed. She realized the dangers of collision in the
crowded sea lanes near New York.

MATCHED
BRIDAL

Wrist Watch

PAIRV^esGoid

Plate Wedding Ring
Set with brilliants,
also simulated diamond solitaire engagement ring.

With every
matched Bridal
Pair ordered now
and paid for on
our easy Credit
Plan

OneYear to
Pay for
Rings

Choice of smart, new jeweled Ladies' Wrist Watch or
I?,e? 2 Curved, accurate, guaranteed 7 jeweled Wrist
W- h,„FREE of bjextl;i rost with every Matched Bridal
Pair rWeddine; and Engagement Rings! ordered and paid
lor on our new one-year payment plan. Make only 2
easy payments of S3 each, total only S6. Send no
money with order, just name and ring size. We trust
Wear lo days on approval.
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Most of the movie colony turned out for the tennis matches after Hollywood's historical "hot spell." The Fred MacMurrays and Ray Millands were interested spectators
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She sought out the ship's second officer,
a friend from other and happier crossings. At first he was evasive. Finally he
explained that, while no one believed
that a submarine attack on a passenger
liner filled with returning Americans was
likely, the Champlain was taking every
precaution. For that reason, the portholes
were shrouded, lights were forbidden. For
that reason, the captain welcomed the
fog. On the open ocean, the Champlain
had been able to vary her course, but,
once within a day of New York, the sea
lanes narrowed and it was feared that
there, if anywhere, attack would occur.
|

The relief which the beautiful British
star must have felt when at last the
Champlain made port safely was mirrored
in her features as she reviewed for us that
final night of the most exciting trip in her
career of transatlantic commuting. With
characteristic English calm in the face of
acute danger, she is determined to concentrate on comedy parts for the present —
films on the order of Cafe Society and
Honeymoon in Bali. She feels that anything that lends to the general gaiety is
desirable, and that it is just as much her
duty to help preserve her people's morale
by acting in gay pictures as it is the duty
of many of her countrywomen to become
active members of the Red Cross. Her
people, she knows, will be extremely
grateful for this further opportunity to
maintain their enviable "even keel." One
French journalist also begged her: "For
heaven's sake, send us everything that has
nothing to do with the war."
It took a few weeks longer than the
studio had expected to finish Honeymoon
in Bali, her latest picture. She thoroughly
enjoyed making the picture, but she found
it ironic and more than a little annoying
to be doing retakes of scenes of her preparing to leave for exotic ports, while actually she was extremely anxious, in view
of threatening conditions abroad, to get to
her home in England and back. Consequently, relations between Miss Carroll
and Edward H. Griffith, the director, grew
slightly strained.
The minute the picture was completed,
Madeleine, still pretty peeved at the delay, was off like a shot for New York on
the first lap of her trip.
The blond British star is not haunted
by that little devil who follows women
around reminding them to reduce, but she
kept an especially careful check on the
size of her lunch, throughout the shooting of the picture, in order to keep her
vitality at a constant pitch all afternoon
on the set. Usually she ordered a frugal
meal, consisting of cottage cheese, grapefruit, and a salad of some sort with a
mineral oil dressing.
All who see Honeymoon in Bali will remember the scenes in which she and Fred
MacMurray sing those popular old West
Indian phrases: "Mama don't want no
peas, no rice, no cocoanut oil."
Just before sailing from New York for
Europe, Madeleine received this charming conciliatory telegram from her director: "Mama don't want no cottage
cheese, no grapefruit, no mineral oil."
Now they're exchanging "trade lasts."

Freshen up your taste with

EM IN T GUM
Look alive and act as if you enjoy
life" is one of the popularity secrets of Hollywood's
attractive young starlet, VIRGINIA VALE.
A fresh, pleasant taste in your mouth does much to make you feel more
alive — and look it. And here's where healthful, refreshing, delicious
Doublemint Gum can help you — the daily chewing freshens up your
mouth, aids your digestion and helps your teeth stay clean, bright and
attractive.
In energetic HOLLYWOOD and all over where people want the best (and
get it), Doublemint Gum, with its cooling, long-lasting mint-leaf flavor, is
a great favorite, as it's sure to be with you and your family. So begin
right now to enjoy it as millions of others do.
Get
GUM several
today.packages of wonderful-tasting DOUBLEMINT

CHEWING

"Thief" of Bagdad
[Continued from page 32]
of a huge plate of ice cream in the studio
restaurant when John Ware, Korda's publicity director, introduced me. With
charming manners, Sabu acknowledged
the introduction, and then lit into the hapless press agent over a newspaper story
that he had been reading when we joined
him.
"They've got another one of these crazy
life stories in the paper," expostulated
Sabu.
"I didn't give out any such interview.
The story isn't true. Why don't they
ever really print a true story of how I got
Copyrighl 1939.
Inlernorionol Silver Co., Holmes
& Edwards Div.,
Meriden. Conn,
OReg.U.S.Por.Olf.
1 In Conodo, The T.
Eolon Co., [Id.
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WHAT WOUDN'T YOU GIVE to live a
more normal life — unaffected by asthmatic attacks? You can live more liappily, more
comfortably — in spite of your affliction — if
you
have
Dr. R.
Schiffman's
handy. Its
aromatic
fumesASTHMA
reduce DOH
the

in pictures?
I've never seen one yet."
It was a made-to-order cue for me.
"Why don't you tell me the real story,"
I suggested. "I know the readers of
Hollywood Magazine would like to hear

how he was discovered by Robert Flaherty, director of Elephant Boy, in Mysore,
the town in Southern India where he was
born.
Sabu's father had been a mahout in the
service of the Maharajah of Mysore. When
Sabu was six, both his father and mother
died, and the young orphan went to live
with an elder brother who drove a taxicab

Nervous, Weak,
Ankles Swollen?
Much nervousness is caused by an excess of acids
and poisons due to non-organic and non-systemic
Kidney and Bladder disorders which may also cause
Getting Up Nights, Burning Passages, Swollen
Joints, Backache, Circles Under Eyes, Excess
Acidity, Leg Pains and Dizziness. In many such
cases the diuretic action of the Doctor's prescription
Cystex helps the Kidneys clean out Excess Acids.
This plus the palliative work of Cystex may easily
make you feel like a new person in just a few days.
Try Cystex under the guarantee of money hack unless completely satisfied. Cystex costs only 3c a dose
at druggists and the guarantee protects you.
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County
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j ss-Public in and for the State and
Beforecf me,
a Notary
county aforesaid, personally appeared Roger Fawcett, who,
having been duly sworn according to law, deposes and says
that he is the Business Manager of HOLLYWOOD and
that the following is. to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership, management (and
if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid
publication for the date shown in the above caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912, as amended by the
Act of March 3, 1933, embodied in section 537. Postal
Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form,
to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor,
managing editor, and business manager are: Publisher,
Fawcett Publications, Inc., Greenwich. Conn.; Editor,
Lewellyn Miller, New York, N. Y. ; Managing Editor,
Ralph Daigh, Larchmont, N. Y. ; Business Manager.
Roger
Fawcett,
New Rochelle,
N. Yr. by a corporation, its
2. That
the owner
is: (If owned
name and address must be stated and also immediately
thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders owning
or holding one per cent or more of total amount of stock.
If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses of
the individual owners must be given. If owned by a firm,
company, or other unincorporated concern, its name and
address, as well as those of each individual member, must
be given.) Fawcett Publications, Inc., Greenwich, Conn.;
W H Fawcett, Pcquot, Minn. ; Roger Fawcett. New
Rorbelle, N. Y. ; W. H. Fawcett, Jr.. Springdale. Conn.:
Marion F. Bagg, Tulsa, Okla. ; Gordon Fawcett. Los
Angeles. Calif.; Roscoe Kent Fawcett, Port Chester, N. Y. ;
Frances M. Fawcett. renuot, Minn. ; Margaret Connor.
Seattle, Wash.; Clarence Fawcett, Portland, Ore.; Gloria
Fr.wiftt Trust La Jolla Calif Virginia Lee Faw.-rtt
Trust
Angeles, Calif.; John Fawcett Trust.
Angeles. Los
Calif.
a Los
.
3. That tbe known bondholders, mortgagees, and other
security holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of
total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:
(If there are none, so state.)
None.
4. That the two paragraphs nest above, giving the names
of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any.
contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the company but also, in
cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the name of tbe person or corporation for whom
swell trustee is acting, is given; also that the said two
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are the tuberculin test
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the
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Christmas Seals make
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CO.
Los Angeles, Calif., Dept. A-6.

NOW
IT'S easy to remove painful corns.
Put a scientific Blue-Jay pad neatly
over the corn. Felt pad (C) relieves pain by
removing pressure. Special formula (D)
gently loosens corn so it can be lifted out.
Get Blue-Jay Corn Plasters— only 25', for 6.
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From radio comes "Little Cupcake,"
nicknamed by Tay Garnett and the cast
of Walter Wanger's Send Another Coffin.
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Terry is her more
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so I walked as fast as I could toward the
street.
"I heard the tall man say something to
the paymaster. I thought he was telling
him he had overpaid me. So when the paymaster called to me, I just stuck out my
tongue at him and ran.
"That afternoon a servant from the

about the bumpy streets of the Indian
Prince's capital.
He was twelve when the event occurred
which was to lift him out of the poverty of
the Indian village and set him on the road
to riches in London.
"It happened this way," said Sabu. "One
morning I was going to the Maharajah's
pension. Each
my father's
get there
palace Itowent
month
and they gave me two

palace came to my brother's house for me.
I was to go back to the paymaster. I was
sure they wanted that extra half rupee
back, and so I didn't want to go. But the
servant made me go along with him.

rupees. That's about four shillings in
English money, or . . ." Sabu stopped a
moment for calculation, "about a dollar
in American money." The boy smiled a
little. He was rather pleased at this chance
to exhibit his knowledge of exchange
rates.

"When I got back to the paymaster's
room, the Englishman was there. He said
something in English I could not understand. Then the paymaster told me what
it was. They did not want the half rupee.

"This day when I went there," continued Sabu, "there was much activity in
the palace. A motion picture company was
making scenes there and everyone was
standing around watching.

They didn't even know about it, and all
the time I was holding on to it for dear
life, my hand in my pocket!
"What they wanted, the paymaster explained, was for me to go with the movie
company into the jungle and work as a
mahout's helper. They would pay me ten
rupees a week, they said.
"I said 'sure!' It was fun in the jungle
and, besides, the ten rupees was more
money than I got in months from the pension. When I reached home I told my
brother about it and asked him if I could

"The paymaster was excited and as he
counted out the money he gave me half
a rupee too much. I noticed a big tall man
looking at me, a man dressed in English
clothes, who looked like he might be with
the movie company. Indian movie companies had made scenes in Mysore before
so I knew what they were.
"Well, as I say, the paymaster was excited and gave me a half a rupee too much,
and so I turned away quickly and started
out of the palace. I would like to have
stayed there and watched to see what the
movie men would do, but I was afraid
the paymaster would discover his mistake,

go. He said 'Yes,' and then told me to
hand over the two rupees pension. I did.
"Then he told me to give him the extra
half rupee I had received by mistake. Was
I mad!" Sabu's bright little black eyes
flashed in a smile, but you knew he still

James Cagney, making the '20's roar in
a scene from Warner's Roaring Twenties
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THOUSANDS GAIN 10to25 LBS. QUICK
THIS SIMPLE WAY

Posed by professional mod:

ARE you afraid you can never be naturally attractive
.in a bathing- suit? Well, thousands of girls who once
were skinny, tired, nervous— almost ashamed to be seen
on the beach — have easily put on just the pounds they
needed, gained normal health and pep and the natural
gnod looks and popularity these bring— with these easyto-take little Ironized Yeast tablets.

Science gives the answer
Scientists have discovered that many people are thin,
rundown, tired, jittery — often can't eat and sleep properly—simply because
don't
get Without
sufficientenough
Vitaminof
B and iron from
theirthey
daily
food.
these two vital substances you may lack appetite and
not get the most body-building good out of what you eat.
Now you get these exact missing substances in these marvelous little
Ironized Yeast tablets. No wonder they have helped thousands of people
who needed these substances to gain new naturally attractive pounds,
new sep, popularity and success — often in just a few w,eeksl
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Make this money-back test

Get Ironized Yeast tablets from your druggist today. If with the first
package you don't eat better and FEEL better, with much more strength
and pep — if you're not convinced that Ironized Yeast will give you the
new
normally
pounds,promptly
new energy
and life
you've
longedYeast
for,
the price
of theattractive
first package
refunded
by the
Ironized
Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Only be sure you get the genuine Ironized Yeast and not some cheap,
inferior substitute which does not give the same results.

Special offer!

To start thousands building up their health right awav, we make this
special offer. Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut
out the seal on the box and mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will send you a fascinating little book on health. "Facts
About
Body."
Remember,
withYeast
the first
— or 2812,
your
money Your
refunded.
At all
druggists.results
Ironized
Co., package
Inc.. Dept.
Atlanta, Ga.
— — — —
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, Prove it yourself no matter
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youhave
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Beautiful book on psoriasis and Dermoil with
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within
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Don
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Atrial size
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of
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by
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to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money
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without question. Generous trial bottle sent FREE to those
who send in their Druggist's name and address. Make our
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"One
Spot
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yourself.
Write
today
for
your
test
buttle. Print name plain! v. Results may surprise you.
Don'tother
delay.
SoldDruggists.
by Liggett
and LABORATORIES.
Walqreen Drug Box
Stores
and
leadinq
LAKE
6,
Northwestern
Station, Dept. 201, Detroit, Mich.

FREE

WHEN your baby suffers from teething pains, just rub a few drops of Dr.
Hand's Teething Lotion on the sore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved in one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription of a famous baby specialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for over fifty
years. One bottle is usually enough for
one baby for the entire teething period.

JUST RUB IT ON THE

Sample Rinc NOW
Only «St- made from any Waterproof!
pl.ot-- n>..toSend
kincsforsill
on
sight. Take Orders— Make Moncj ! SEND NO MONEY. Enclose
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of paper
I'jy postage.
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(Canadian
orders must
cash)
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Teething Lotion

CORN
WITH
PADS

Buy D r. Hand's from your druggist today
May we suggest a facial and eyebrow
arch while Wally Westmore pacifies Big
Boy with ice cream.

ENLARGEMENT
Just to get acquainted, we will beautifully enlarge any snapshot, photo,
Kodak picture, print or negative to 5x7
inches
FREE — if you
enclose this ad
with 10c (or return mailing. Information, on
hand tinting in natural colors with a FREE frame,
sent immediately. Your original returned with
your free enlargement. Look over your pictures
now and send your favorite snapshot or negative
todav as this free offer is limited. DEAN
STUDIOS, Dept. 289, 118 N. 15th St.,
Omaha, Neb.
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LIQUID -TABLETS
SALVE- NOSE DROPS

Here's Amazing
Relief For Acid
Indigestion.

YES— TUMS bring amazing
quick relief from indigestion, heartburn, sour stomach, gas caused
by excess acid. For TUMS work on the
true basic principle. Act unbelievably fast
to neutralize excess acid conditions. Acid
pains are relieved almost at once. TUMS
are guaranteed to contain no soda. Are not
laxative. Contain no harmful drugs. Over
2 billion TUMS already used— proving
their amazing benefit. Get
TUMS today. Only 10* for
• II 12 TUMS at all druggists.
You never know when or where
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See the 640-pound

Paramount's

Untamed

resented not having spent that famous
half rupee on himself.
"So I went with the film company to
take location scenes," the boy continued.
"I was just another one of the mahout
helpers when the company started out,
but after a few days Robert Flaherty, the
big man I had seen that first day, came to
me and through an interpreter asked me
if I would like to play the leading part.
"Back in Mysore they gave me a test, a
lot of tests, and decided I would be all
right. So they hired a Brahmin teacher to
help me learn the lines, which at first I
simply repeated without knowing what
they meant.
"I was very proud to be working. I
bought a lot of new clothes and my brother
and I moved into a better place to live. All
this time I thought they would leave me
in Mysore when the picture was finished.
And then they asked me if I would like
to go to England!
"I was very pleased and so my brother
and I came to England. And that's how
it Sabu
all began."
sat back with a pleased expression
on his face. At last he had told his "life
story" as he wanted it to be given.
H

From John Ware I picked up the
thread of his later experiences. When
Elephant Boy was released and the sensitive face of little Sabu caught the public's
fancy, Alexander Korda, producer of the
film, tore up Sabu's contract and gave him
BRANDS
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Learn the secret of thousands of
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looking
women
attractively color
your gray
hair — quickly
at home. A successful method for
20 years — does not affect waves.
Send me a strand of hair — I will send you confidential
report and advice (in plain envelope) absolutely FREE!
Write York,
MadamN. Betty,
Dept. 23, 151 West 46th Street,
New
Y.

KILL THE HAIRROOT
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mind
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TODAY for Illustrated Booklet. "How to
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Dept. R.56P,I.
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J. Mahler
Co., Hair
Inc., Forever."
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100% Improvement Guaranteed
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Perfect 64Voice
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E. Lake
St., Chicago
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another, a ticket which raised in easy
stages his salary to its present four figures.
There was almost a year's wait between
Elephant Boy and Drums, Sabu's second
film, and the untutored little Mohammedan boy, who could neither read nor
write in his own language when he was
first hired by Flaherty, was entered at
Beaconsfield, a small boarding school
near the studios at Denham, where foreign
boys are taught English and prepared for
the larger British public schools.
Here, along with English and the conventional "3r's," Sabu was initiated into
the rituals of the playing field. The boy
is a natural athlete and took quickly to
organized games. By the end of his first
year he was playing a back on the school
rugby team, and had earned a local record with six goals against the school's
chief rival.
Swimming, tennis and skiing all came
easy to the youngster. Ice skating became
his favorite sport and last winter he
achieved, after long practice and several
strenuous spills, a six-barrel jump. He is
waiting eagerly for the skating season to
open this year. He's sure he can jump
seven barrels this winter.
|

When

he was a boy around the elephant stables in Mysore, Sabu's ambition was to be a mechanic and work on
one of the gloriously exciting automobiles

in the Maharajah's garage. That love of
machines has stayed with him and his
chief desire now is to attain the age re-

quired for a driver's license in England,
18, and buy a racing car of his own.
As for his ambitions for later years,
when and if he leaves the screen, Sabu
declares he would like to be an aviator.
He has considered, he said, going back to
India and enlisting in the army as the
quickest route into the air service and
the cockpit of a plane.
But first there is one film he would like
to make. He is eager to play the part of
"Mowgli" in a film dramatization of Rudyard Kipling's Jungle Books, and it is
likely that Korda will make this story the
next vehicle of his boy actor.
Only the promise of such a part may
keep Sabu at Denham, for it is known that
for some time he has been casting an appraising eye at Hollywood.
Following the release of Drums, Sabu
was sent on a public appearance trip to
America and visited Hollywood. He was
deeply impressed by the scale of production there, openly envious of the salaries
paid such contemporaries as Freddie Bartholomew. Ever since his return to England he has talked longingly of California
and the American film capital.
Sabu's contract with Korda comes up
for renewal in December and it is not
unlikely that unless some rather stiff demands on the part of the precocious
youngster and his money-wise brother
are met, he will ask for a release and hie
himself to America and Hollywood.
That magic carpet in The Thief of
Bagdad carries a lot of dreams.

fo.

The action of Ex-Lax is thorough,
yet gentle! No shock. No strain. No
weakening after-effects. Just an easy,
comfortable bowel movement that
brings blessed relief. Try Ex-Lax next
time you need a laxative. It's good
for every member of the family.
10* and 25*
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Pretty Mary Carlisle and funny Joe E. Brown hide from the spooks in a fun house
in a sequence
for Columbia's
thriller-Schiller mystery
picture, Beware
Spooks
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Bookkeeping offers many jobs — opens way to even
better opportunities. New method — expert, modem,
inexpensive. Practical job method — you learn quickly,
easily, by doing. No experience necessary — we train
from ground up. You study at home, in spare time. Write
for full information and special terms.
LaSalle Extension University
Chicago, III.
Dept.l230-H,
A Correspondence Institution
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New ROUGE STICK
blends and stays

Enticing
! •

On Ice

Blends smoothly without edges, no
streaking • Creamy but non-greasy •
Stays on hours and hours • Gives and keeps
lovely natural color.

POWD'R-BASE

ROUGE
Buy your shade at Drug, Dept. or Chain Store.

Quickly. 7lfi£

GMMIl

Ann Sheridan knows that a few minutes
in preparation for winter sports do much
to prevent red hands and chapped lips

cutel jCooA/O
• Now. at home, you can quickly and easilx tint tell-talo
streaks of gray to a natural-appearing shade— Irom lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it — or your money back. Used lor 27 years by thousands of women (men, too) — Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed , active coloring agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting — does
not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray appears.
Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair. 50c at
drug or toilet counters always on a money-back guarantee.
Ketain your youthful charm. Get BROWNATONE today.

Given
I AniPQ'J2>f2IDI
SEND NAME AND ADDRESS
LHUItS
ttblKLSC» Latest
Shape High Grade
7- Jewel Movement WRIST WATCH with metal bracelet
and beautifully designed chrome plated case. Or big cash commission. Yours for SIMPLY GIVING AWAY FREE big colored pictures with well known WHITE CLOVERINE SALVE
used for burns, chaps, sores, etc.. easily sold to friends at 25c
a box (with picture FREE) and remitting per catalog. SPECIAL— Choice of 25 gifts for returning only .$3. Our 44th
year. Be first. Write today for White Cloverine Salve.
WILSON CHEMICAL CO.. INC.. Dept. 50-H. Tyrone. Pa.

Vmproof
EYELASH
DARKENER
^WIM,
perspire
and remain
always attracbe cerJ Lain your
lashes orandcrybrows
tivelydark. Use "Dark-Eyes" instead of
ordinary mascara. One application lasts 4
to 5 weeks. Ends daily make-up bother.
\ Never runs, smarts, smudges or harms
\ lashes.
Indelible. Try itl $1 at dept. and
drugstores.

INDELIBLE

DARKEN"

"Dark-Eyes. "21 10 W. Madison SI., 0ep!.30-N9, Chicago, III.
T enclose 25c (coin or stamps)
for generous*
trial package of "Dark-Eyes" and directions.
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Romance often takes the place of the
sun in casting a glow of warmth over
the ice. While the traditional setting of
soft lights and sweet music still spells
of the heart abeat
— don't
for
aquickening
moment underestimate
winter
sports
setting as an aid to romance.
With a little forethought and care you
can be as enticing on ice skates or on
skis as you can be -on the dance floor in
a drop-shoulder evening frock. These
entrancing new skating costumes, like Ann
Sheridan's, and the new streamlined ski
suits are mighty flattering! Oh, I know
all about how wintry weather can roughen
and redden the skin on your hands and
face, and turn your nose into a small
tomato, but that's only when you don't
know how to care for your good looks and
frustrate the icy blasts. In this article I

VERNON
food and too much steam heat. The circulation ofthe blood slows up, under these
conditions, and the oil glands in the skin
and scalp refuse to function properly. So
stop hugging that radiator, and join the
parade to the nearest ski trail or ice pond
. . . and to renewed and glowing beauty.
But before you do, be sure that you
follow a sensible daily routine for cleaning, lubricating and protecting your skin.
If you go away for a week end of outdoor
sports, be just as sure to take along all the
preparations you need in a little kit,
otherwise all your good work may be
undone.
jjg Don't abandon your soap and water
facial cleansings, with the first cold
blasts. If your skin becomes chapped and
irritated, it's not the fault of soap and
water scrubbings — unless your soap is all
wrong. Dry, normal and oily skins need
the stimulating and cleansing action of

mean to give you the lowdown on how it's
done.
First, let me say a word in favor of this
new vogue for winter sports. Ice skating
soap and water all year 'round. Just be
sure to scrub your face
(even
on an indoor
first, then apply cream
rink), skiing and sledding will do a lot
to offset any sensitiveWrite to me before December
toward making you
ness that may develop.
!Oth if you would like the
lovelier looking. Most
If
you're
names of the products mentioned in this article. Be sure
which toilet wondering
soap you
of the skin and hair
to enclose a stamped, selftroubles that beset us
should
use to keep your
addressed (U. S. postage,
in cold weather are
please) for your reply. Send
face smooth as silk, and
your request to Ann Vernon,
caused by inactivity,
HOLLYWOOD, 1501 Broadway,
free from bleackheado
New
York City.
lack of outdoor exerand large pores, write
me for the name
of
cise, too much heavy
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a bland white one that is tops. All
excess moisture is pressed out of it in
the manufacturing process, so that it is
economical as well as pleasant to use. The
lather is swift and copious even in hard
water, and the perfume is so delicate that
it can't irritate your skin. If you have
noticeable large pores or blackheads, try
leaving a film of this lather on till it
dries. It will help to correct the unpleasant condition.
|

The cream that always goes with me
on my week-end skiing trips is a
fluffy white one that does a first rate job
of cleansing, lubricating and protecting
my skin — no matter how many times I
collapse into snow drifts. I always apply
it after my twice-a-day scrubbings; and
after the bedtime cleansing, I leave a light
film of it on. This counteracts the drying
effects of my day outdoors, and when I
wake up in the morning my skin is real
pretty. Another nice thing about this
cream is that a smidgin of it makes a
wonderful protective and adherent powder
base. You should use a powder foundation
always — but certainly you'd be foolish to
omit it during cold weather, when your
skin needs all the protection it can get.
Remember that only a. tiny bit is necessary to provide an adherent base for your
rouge and powder. But that little bit is
just the difference between rough and
smooth make-up, between wind-bitten
and smooth skin. This cream comes in
several sizes up to a dollar, but if you're

verra skeptical, you c*n buy a sample
size for a dime, to see if my enthusiasm is
warranted.
U

A beauty problem that looms large
and menacing in cold weather is that
of chapped lips . . . Piercing winds are
partly responsible, it's true, but they can
be foiled. Just be careful to use a good
lipstick, one that has an emollient base
and won't dry the delicate lip tissues. In
addition, massage a rich cream into the
lips each night at bedtime. If you will
write to me I'll send you the name of a
perfectly
superb for
lipstick
on the market
some "buy."
time inIt'sa been
trim
little 50 cent size, but now it's out in a
pleasingly plump version (for a dollar)
and in a magnetic new red shade. The
stick merits your approval by being nondrying, and it should also win your heart
by its rich, clear, splashing red. Maybe
you're a little weary of lipsticks that verge
toward the blue, the pink or the brown,
and have yearned for one that is a real,
honest-to-goodness, flattering red. This
is the most youthful color imaginable, so
you'll like it if you're sixteen and want
to be suitably made-up — or if you're 30
and want to look 22. Incidentally, the
color remains true on the lips, stays on
faithfully, and gives your lips a smooth,
velvety look. Interested?
Anyone who's skied or skated much
knows that mittens get soggy after a
couple of hours in damp snow . . . That's
why you should be extra-fussy about

using a good cream or lotion on your hands
to keep them from looking like underdone
lamb chops. Besides being faithful about
applying a good one everytime you wash
your hands — follow these rules for keeping your hands smooth and white and
young; always use luke-warm — never hot
water — for household tasks and bathing.
Use mild soap flakes for dishwashing and
laundering. And be sure to dry your hands
thoroughly after having them in water.
H

When you've attended to these things,
you're ready for a swell new hand
cream that I've been using for a couple of
weeks. It's the baby sister of a famous
hand lotion that's been on the market since
1875. The new cream has all the nice qualities of the about
lotion,lotions
and isorhandier
awkward
travel ifa you're
lot. It
helps prevent chapping, roughness and
flaking, but it's not the least bit sticky or
greasy. Smells as feminine as a flower, and
is economical to use. There's a ten cent size
in the V and X, and a large 39 cent jar

in drug and
department
delighted
to send
you the stores.
name. I'll be

NEXT MONTH
"You'd hate to be a star!" says a famous
actress, and tells you Just why she is not
to be envied. It is a startling confession.
Be sure not to miss it in the January issue of
HOLLYWOOD MAGAZINE
On sale at your newsstand
December
10

• You'll need N. R. G. (energy) at Xmas
time — to carry you through the fatigue
of shopping, the excitement and gayety
of the holidays. Delicious Baby Ruth,
always favorite candy bars at Xmas,
give you plenty of enjoyment and foodenergy — 'cause they are rich in Dextrose
—the sugar your body uses directly for
energy. Fill the youngsters' stockings
with Baby Ruth bars— hang them on your
Xmas tree— slice and serve them often.
Baby Ruth is good candy and good food.
CURTISS

CANDY

COMPANY,

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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BLONDES!

66

Oh, Cave Me My[Continued
Bandages
and Crutches— "
jrom page 27]

hall floosies through the ages, deprives
him not only of his currency and nuggets,
but also wins his pants. Boris demurs,
in an expansively demure sequence, and
Dietrich sets out to take possession of her
winnings.
In this she is impeded momentarily by
a pretty series of lefts and rights thrown

•eres a

SHAMPOO
Made

SPECIALLY

Keeps Hair Loo\ing
"Just
For Shampooed"
7 Days

for You

1. LIGHTENS— New Method Shampoos Hair Shades
Lighter — Safely.
2. MORE LUSTRE — This amazing Wash Brings out
Glorious Highlights — Removes Dingy Film — Makes
Dull Hair Lustrous.
3. SAFE — Called Blondex — This Special Blonde Shampoo
is safe for the Most Delicate Shades — Fine for Children too.
4. APPROVED — Blondex has the Approval and bears
Seal of the Famous Good Housekeeping Institute.
5. USED— Blondex is Bc.ng Used by Satisfied and Enthusiastic Women all Over the World — It is the Largest
Selling Blonde Hair Shampoo. ForSaleat all Good Stores.

THtsSAIR

T^BLONDEX

/ Keeps lips looking dewy.
' • moist . . . youthfully alive!
'/ - Gives lipsanalluringlustre.
^'
O smooth.
Keeps them soft and petalSee for yourself whv millions arc
switching to DEWY-SHEEN. $1
at drug and department stores.
10c size at ten-cent stores.
Turin* S^tfAA

VY-SIHEE1UF

FREE

TO EVERY
MAN or WOMAN

JUST SEND US YOUR NAME AND ADDRKSS.
We will mail, you this beautiful GENUINE
14 KARAT GOLD FINISH CROSS with CLASP
PIN Ml.irho.I
AHSOM'TKI.V
FREE. GIFTS
Also FREE
catalog
showing
many VALUABLE
. . .
GIVEN FREE . . . and how to receive them.
Enclose stamp or coin for mailing FREE
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Quick... get
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FROM
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-fr Fifty
Years
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NEVER
IN LIQUID
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by Una Merkel, playing Mischa's bride.
When it came to shooting the fight scenes,
Director George Marshall, in the interests
of having enough leading ladies to finish
the picture with, called in a couple of
stunt gals to perform the fisticuffs; this
despite the violent protests of Miles.
Dietrich and Merkel, who insisted they
could fight their way out of any saloon
ever built, however lacking in practical
experience.
Nevertheless, two top-ranking stunt
queens — Babe DeFreest and Helen Thurston— were substituted in the early takes,
which called for a wrestling, biting, kicking and punching match over the entire
500-foot area of Donlevy's Bar & Grill.
The stunt kids came out of their corners
in a low crouch and went flailing at each
other as if the Golden Gloves depended
on the outcome. Bloodthirsty Thurston,
impersonating Dietrich, had the reach on
Dynamite DeFreest, but DeFrjest was a
more experienced infighter and mussed
up the favorite when she got her head
jammed between the brass rail and the
mahogany bar.
When
Director
Marshall
calledhad
"Time,"
both
battlers
looked
as if they
gone
up against the business end of a mail train.
At the end of the fight, when both contenders were prone on their pretty profiles, Marlene called, "Bring all the champagne from my dressing room and give it
to The
thosechampagne
kids!"
was brought, and the
kids, when they had been picked up and
pasted together, went for it just as
devastatingly as they had gone for each
other's
earlier. throats a quarter of an hour
By that time the camera set-up was
ready for the main bout, between Manslaughter Merkel and Dead End Dietrich.
Inspired by the example of the stunt gals,
and to add to the general rowdiness of
the picnic, they pitched into each other
with such gusto that it seemed impossible
Marlene would emerge with her assets all
in one piece.
Nobody
among the 500

The Movie Studios, Stage and Radio are constantly seeking new talent. Big money is paid
to those who are successful. • To be successful, it is necessary to know the proper Technique. Here is your big opportunity to learn
acting at home. Prepare yourself so that you will
be ready should the opportunity come to you.
You may learn in your own home, the technique of Dramatics, Make-up, Camera angles,
Emotion, Expression, Voice. All this is yours
in one complete, amazing, new course,which
now comes to you direct from Hollywood. • A place
foralltypes;Tall or Short, Fat or Thin, Old or Young.
Send
for facts
bookletregarding
— "Your this
Future
as an Actor
or Actress"
Get the
amazing
new course
and
our Free Screen Test Offer. Enclose 10c to cover cost
of handling and mailing. Cinema Productions Company,
6715 Hollywood Blvd. Dept. 11 , Hollywood, Calif.
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spectators was enough of a spoil-sport to
stop the battle and it ended in a double
knockout.
A snapshot of the celebrated Dietrich
legs as she staggered away from the
carnage would be an item for any collector's book. Bruised, bleeding, dirty, and
wrapped in the rags of her specially-made
$25-a-pair stockings, they still somehow
managed to achieve an air of nobility.
"Bloody," as Allen Jenkins remarked,
"but still unbowed."
The Dietrich features, almost frantically animated under a thick layer of
come-hither make-up and a superimposed stratum of dirt, sawdust and ingrained cigarette butts from the floor, had
not escaped so lightly. A splinter the
size of a toothpick was embedded in the
celebrated right cheek.
The first words Marlene uttered after
getting up after the double count of ten
were,
wantdemand
a stunt stuck.
check!" She refused
And "Ithe
medical attention and the ministrations
of her maid and hairdresser until the $35
for hazardous work before the camera
was forthcoming. Una Merkel backed up
the demand, loudly maintaining that she
would picket the studio unless she too
were paid for jeopardizing her neck.
As if by magic, the checks appeared.
Everybody in the company agreed that
the shakedown was justified. But as soon
as Marlene and Una got their hands on
the money they handed it over to Helen
Thurston and Babe DeFreest, the two
actual stunt girls who had whipped them
up to their fighting frenzy and set the pace
for the star bout.
■

Kid Merkel struck the most telling
blow of the whole picture when she

registered an uppercut on Warren Hymer's forehead with a bottle in her hand.
According to the plans of the humanitarian gentlemen who manufacture such
weapons for the films, the bottle should
have dissolved in harmless shreds upon
contact with Hymer's formidable head.
But the particular breakaway bottle that
Una used evidently had not read the
script, or else possibly it had become
imbued with the spirit of atrocious assault
that seemed to pervade the set.
At any rate, when Una let the blow go
she put enough follow-through behind it
to make it convincing. And the bottle,
seeming to get the idea, also stayed in
and punched, refusing to disintegrate
harmlessly as per plan and inflicting a
neat six-stitch cut in Warren's brow.
As soon as he returned from the embroiderer's, the plucky victim of the
assault went right back to work as a target
for Una, who kept breaking bottles on his
head for the rest of the afternoon, always
taking careful aim so as to hit the stitches,
which served as a bull's-eye.
That sort of thing epitomizes the spirit
of Destry and Dietrich and their playmates. The delightful homicidal camaraderie of the thing is summed up in a
stray line from the script:
"They slug each other happily."
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Rulers of the Sea
[Continued from page 25]
picture. Jim wasted a lot of words telling
me that he was reversing the usual procedure of shooting sea scenes by looking
for bad weather instead of good. I could
see with half an eye that those waves
were getting bigger and meaner and more
sickly greener with every knot, and that
the wind off the starboard bow was already lustier than any big blow ever
produced by a conference of Hollywood
press agents. The huge white sails on the
170-foot-high masts of the Falcon were

that if I dosed myself with those seasick
capsules
to
get by.of Bill Tummel's I might manage
Well, everything went along fine and I
was beginning to feel that I owned a pair
of sea legs that would keep me stiff enough
to stay on deck — and then it happened!
George Bancroft, as an 1830 sailing captain, was on the quarter deck ready to
rehearse a scene with Douglas Fairbanks.
At the same time, Havens was bringing
the packet around to take advantage of

swelled up as though they'd been
poisoned. Ropes of all sizes were snapping and whipping through the air, and
when some smart-aleck shouted "Man the
mizzen mast," I just fell smack on my face
and shouted back, "For gossakes, somebody man the stomach pump!" I was
feeling mighty poorly and dying would
have been a pleasure. Sick? Say, when
those bounding waves really began to
bound, and that old Falcon really began
to rise and fall like the elevator in our
office building, I had just enough strength

better light. "Steady, now!" George
boomed and the helmsman, to whom
movie business was all new, took him at
his word, swung the wheel sharply and
four sailors, clinging to the rigging, lost
their grips and nose-dived into the sea!
Your humble (and very sore) scrivener,
was nonchalantly surveying the goingson- from the head of the companionway.
So he lost his balance, six square inches

to obey another of Jim Haven's commands. When he said "Heave to," I certainly did. And how!

managed to crawl back up I felt like I'd
been fighting Joe Louis. I felt like quitting when Director Lloyd gave me a dirty

And don't think I was alone in my
misery! Director Lloyd, George Bancroft,
Margaret Lockwood, Will Fyffe and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., along with scores
of others on the ship were forced down
below and were given first aid treatment

look and said: "Hey, sailor, if you want
to go below for a nap, you'd better wait
until I'm through shooting. Or else." "Or
else what?" I said. Then he got a look
at my torn pants, and the place where the
skin was scuffed up, and he put me on
board a tug along with the four sailors
who had plunged overboard. He barked
a few words into the short wave radio
transmitter that was set up on board the
Falcon, and when we arrived at location

by Bill Tummel, Lloyd's assistant. From
a practitioner in Laguna Beach, Bill had
obtained a supply of privately compounded capsules which, he proclaimed
to all and sundry, including me, were the
finest preventive remedy for seasickness
extant. Confessing to no love for the sea,
Bill took two or three of the doses and
urged everyone to do likewise which was
easier said than done considering the tall
and lofty tumbling act our stomachs were
staging, but finally we managed to gulp
'em down, and finally they managed to
stay put. In time the green coloring on
our faces faded out, and we all managed
to stagger back on deck. Fortunately the
director and the stars were much better
sailors than the rest of us. Three scenes
were shot and okayed before noon. How
it was done I can't say, being too weak to
do much observing.
Now you may be thinking
it on rather thick, even for a
sailor, but let me tell you
That old Falcon, poorly named

I'm laying
drug store
something.
because it

certainly wasn't a bird, certainly received
an old-fashioned drubbing by the heavy
gales it encountered. By six o'clock her
starboard anchor winch was rendered
hors de combat by the strain. They finally
lifted the 1,300-pound anchor with the
aid of a standby tug, and the sailing vessel
was headed back to port. The damage
was repaired at the Craig Shipbuilding
yards in Long Beach, and on Sunday she
was ready for another bout with stormy
weather off the San Miguel Islands. Oh,
yes, I went along, being dumb enough
to think maybe it wouldn't look good to
sort of renege on the job. Besides I felt
NATIONALLY
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of skin from a place he doesn't care to
mention, and his temper all within the
space of ten seconds. When I finally

headquarters on Catalina you'd think we
were a bunch of conquering heroes, the
reception we got was THAT good!
H

We had quite a long chat with Will
Fyffe, the noted Scotch character
actor, when he came ashore that night to
rest up from the beating he had taken
during the day's shooting.
Commenting on the ducking the four
sailors had received he revealed a promise
he had made to the director: "No matter
how many times ye dunk me in the sea

"I like its
ONE -TWO

OLD DUTCH
CLEANSER
Makes cleaning easier
"Old Dutch has everything I want in a
cleanser. It makes ray
cleaning so easy and
fast. It's so safe (because it's made with
hesitate to use
it in
Seismotite).
I don't
my lovely new bathroom. I've noticed,
too, that every sprinkle does a lot of
fjf^ cleaning. That makes Old
Dutch a real money saver.
Why don't you try this cleanser that's fast and safe?"

Wm. A. Rogers Al Plus Quality

water, I'll nae be taking a single drap o'

DINNER KNIFE and FORK

grog
for thethis
chills!"
Behind
promise, Fyffe explained,
was the sad story of what had happened,
the last time he played a Scottish engineer.
"That was in Rolling Home," he said.
"A British-made film with the late Ralph
Ince. There was one scene, not much to
my liking, where I was supposed to play
the hero. When Ralph fell overboard I
had to dive in and save him. Well, take
after take was bad. And each time we
plunged into the water, which was icy
cold, we came back aboard with chills.
So, each time we came back aboard, we
had a nip o' grog for the chills. This went
on, as I remember it, through thirteen
takes. Thirteen takes, thirteen chills,
thirteen restorative nips. A bit too many
of all of them ye'll admit. Finally, we
lined up for the fourteenth
try.
And
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Made and guaranteed by Oneida, Ltd.
$1.50 value only
and 3 Old Dutch labels
(600 in Canada)
Build a complete set of quality silverware in "Croydon" pattern at low cost.
Mail coupon now and get full information.
OLD DUTCH CLEANSER, Dept. s-523
221 N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
I am enclosing
windmill pictures from Old
Dutch labels [or complete labels] and
I for
_\Vm. A. Rogers Dinner
which please send me_
Knife and Fork.
JVame
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THE
POWDERONE-TOUCH
DEODORANT
Spiro dusts away armpit odor and
checks sloppy perspiration. Safe after
shaving. Safe for clothes. Comforting
on sanitary napkins. Also a Spiro
Cream Deodorant if you prefer. Costs
little. Ask for Spiro anywhere. Try it.
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FRESH AIR IS A Hi
A COMFORT.
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWithout Calomel— And You'll Jump Out
of Bed
the pour
Morning
The
liver in
should
out twoRarin'
pounds toofGo
liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays in
the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get
constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the cause.
It
thosetwogood,
old of
Carter's
Little Liver
to takes
get these
pounds
bile flowing
freely Pills
and
make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet
amazing
in
making
bile
flow
freely.
Ask
for
Carter's
Little Liver Pills by name. 10(( and 25^ at all
drug stores. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
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Two days spent in getting doctored
up and then, a fool for punishment,
back on the bounding waves again, but
not quite so bounding this time, thanks to
Papa Neptune's disposition which had
considerably improved.
Yep, this gabby gob put out to sea again,
but not on the skittish Falcon. This time
I hopped aboard the Dog Star, a replica
of the Sirius, the famous vessel that revolutionized trans-oceanic navigation almost
101 years ago by being the first ship to
cross the Atlantic propelled solely by
steam power.
This historic ship departed from London
Docks on March 28, 1838, put in at Cork,
Ireland to take on cargo and passengers

George's Day, April 22, 1838, the Sirius
berthed at the Battery in New York, having
survived mutiny, gales, high seas and head
winds during most of the passage. A converted sailing ship, with a 40-foot smokestack amidship between her masts, and
great paddle wheels at either side, the
Sirius was never meant for other than
coastwise service. A fact which made her
trip from Cork to New York the more remarkable. For contrast, Director Lloyd
uses a packet of the period, the Falcon, the
most beautiful sailing ship, so say the
shipbuilders, ever seen on the Pacific
Coast.
JB Everything on the Sirius was serene
as we steamed out of the studio-built
set representing Greenock Harbor on the
Firth of Clyde in Scotland. Greenock is
renowned as the birthplace of James Watt,
inventor of the steam engine, and the
harbor itself was the home port of the
famous vessel. Well, as I say, everything
was serene as the side paddles began to
dig into the Pacific Ocean, and I was of

L
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New SUPER-SOFT Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads quickly
relieve pain; stop shoe friction and pressure; keep
you free of corns. 630%
softer than before! SepatateMedications
included for removing corns.
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Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches
people blame on colds or strains are often caused by
tired
kidneys
the right
way.— and may be relieved when treated in
The and
kidneys
are Nature's
way blood.
of taking
acids
poisonous
waste outchief
of the
Theyexcess
help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheumatic pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, pumness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness. Frequent or scanty passages with smarting
and burning sometimes shows there is something
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood. Get
Doan's Pills.
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Smart,broken,
long
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Canbeworn
any length and polished
anydesiredshade.Defie3
detection. Waterproof.
Easily applied ; remains firm. No eff ecton
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.
•3 Set of Ten, 20c. All 5c and 10c stores.
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in Few Minutes
or/fo/reyffatk

To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO, the fine formula, used by thousands.
No opiates. Does the work quickly — must relieve
cruel pain to your satisfaction in few minutes or
your
back. Don't
suffer. Ask
yourguarantee.
druggist
today money
for trustworthy
NURITO
on this

FREE

ENLARGEMENT

Just to get acquainted with
new customers, we will beautifully enlarge one snapshot negative (film)
to 8x10 inches— FREE— if you enclose this
ad with 10c for handling and return mailing.
Information on hand tinting in natural colors
sent immediately. Your negative returned
with your free enlargement. Send it today.
Geppert Studios, Dept. 645, Des Moines, Iowa
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Relieve

Itch Fast

or Money Back

For quick relief from itching of eczema, pimples, athlete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes and other externally
caused skin troubles, use world-famous, cooling, antiliquid D.D.D.
Prescription.
Greaseless,
stainless. septic,
Soothes
irritation
and quickly stops
intense
itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
your druggist today for D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION.
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$1 11.95 and
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10-Day Trial — Easy Terms
Guaranteed Brand New latest RE.MINGT0NCADETmodele.nlyS19.95 j
during this sensational sale. •">
Alsoi
Royal, Only
Corona
and19
FeatherweJKht
Portables
atfamouB
real moneysaving prices. Also standard full size office
models rebuilt and fully guaranteed at ^, saving.
SEND FOR BIG FREE CATALOG IN COLORS.
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International Typewriter Exch.,M.£i,'S0c™J2i
For the latest news about Hollywood, for gay and
interesting stories about your movie favorites, buy
the January issue of
HOLLYWOOD MAGAZINE
On sale at the newsstands December
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^Scratching
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
SOLUTION s II
IT

SORE
TOES

HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE

and then, at 10 o'clock in the morning on
April 4, steamed down the river Lee and
out into the open sea on its historymaking voyage.

o|

Jane found an easy way to relieve acute,
periodic pain ... 1 to 4 tablespoonsful of
angostura bitters (aromatic) in a little
water, hot or cold. Many doctors suggest
it, because it is gentle, non-habit-forming
and gives soothing ease from the pain
that robs women of useful hours. Get
a bottle of angostura at any drugstore.

CORNS

d'ye know? We both were so mellow, by
then, we just clutched each other affectionately around the necks, smiled feebly
— and fell overboard. But I gi' my promise
to Frank that it won't happen this time."
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Wt HEADACHES, ACID
UPSET

the opinion that I was getting by as a
fairly good
off-shore
sailor,
even if I Ididn't
know
starboard
from
larboard.
had
myself enclosed in a brand-new pair of
1830 sailor pants and was practicing how
to walk seadog fashion when I run fulltilt into more catastrophe.

STOMACH

INDIGESTION ,
OR COLD SYMPTOMS

Alka-Seltzer
AND SEE
HOW MUCH
BETTER YOU
FEEL!

] Director Lloyd had his shooting machinery all set up just outside the
engine room, ready to grab off a couple of
scenes showing Fairbanks attempting to
repair a broken steam line.
Around Doug was a gang of machinists
and oilers. Off three paces to one side
was old Nosey Smithson, eager to take a
good gander when the director yelled
"Roll 'em!"
The only mistake I made was that I had
planted myself a trifle short of the margin
of safety for onlookers. When the camera

First they were silent, then they talked
— and now they smell. But you needn't
worry about Rulers of the Sea on the last
score.
While we were working at the harbor
filming the Greenock and London Docks
sequence, we were held up by bad weather
and it was a week before Lloyd could resume shooting so I stuck around home
waiting for a call announcing that the
weather was clear and the shooting was
to be resumed.
Well, the call came, right enough, but
at what an ungodly hour!

went into operation someone "pulled the
string" releasing about ten tons of icy cold
water that spilled from overhead, soaking
Doug and everyone else within a radius

£§ My telephone rang at precisely 4:30
one morning and a sleepy voice from
the studio said would I beat it down to the
harbor. At 4: 30, mind you! At 4: 35 the
phone rang again and the same voice said:
"And I do mean you — you dope!" And
hung up quick before I could make a
comeback.
At 7:30 more than two hundred extras

of twenty feet. I didn't have enough time
to close my mouth even. I had water on
the brain, water on the knee and so many
chills it took a pint of saltwater snakebite
to cure me.
The next two days were spent on the set
,built on a 600-foot strip of Los Angeles
Harbor. And such a set! Wait until you
see this masterpiece of the movie builder's
art. Set designers spent five months reproducing Greenock Harbor of 101 years
ago.
Waldo Twitchell, head of Director
Lloyd's research staff spent several months
in Scotland collecting the thousand and
one "props" to dress the set and believe
me, it will take more than a practiced eye
to detect
a movie "boner" when you see it
on
the screen.
|

Not only is Greenock Harbor
duced along the waterfront
Angeles Harbor, but there is also a
set representing the old London

reproof Los
400 foot
Docks.

You'll see such signs as "The Mooring
Chain Grog House," "Blue Raven Alley,"
"Wapping Docks Barge Co.," and a score
of others tacked onto the long string of
buildings erected in the early 19th century
style. Carts, hogsheads, crates, barrels,
boxes, sacks, wicker baskets of wine, meat,
and other produce litter the wharf.
Chickens, dogs, and ducks wander about
NATIONALLY

ADVERTISED

under foot. Pet purveyors walk about
trying to sell pigeons. Skiffs and rowboats are scattered off-shore. Director
Lloyd, a fanatic on authenticity, even
saturated the set with what I'd classify
as mighty violent odors. I don't know
where his research man got 'em, but they
were what you could call ancient. Which
revives the gag about the progress of the
movies.

Millions of
their homes
is good for
pleasant to

people keep Alka-Seltzer in
because it is ONE remedy that
many common ailments. It is so
take — so prompt in action — so

effective for head'ache, upset stomach,
muscular fatigue, acid indigestion or the
discomforts of a cold. Just get a package
of Alka-Seltzer, and you'll be prepared
for the relief Alka-Seltzer gives from pain
and discomfort in any of these common
troubles. Always keep a large package
of Alka- Seltzer in YOUR home. Every member of your family will use it — and like it.

AT ALL DRUG
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were on hand, made up, and ready — but
not rarin' to go. Cameras were already
set up, Director Lloyd and the entire cast
of principals were there — yawning in the
early mawnin' — and one of the really big
scenes
was in the bag not later than
9:15.
"They'll just be getting down to their
offices at the studio," I heard Director
Lloyd say to his assistant Tummel. "Phone
in and tell 'em we've done a day's work
already. Give the boys and girls some
coffee. Then we'll really settle down and
It constituted
make
movies!" a sort of shooting record
for me, because when the 4: 30-in-themorning voice tried to rout me out of my
downy bed, the next time, I just said
"Nertz to you, Duke," turned over and
pounded my shell-like ear until four in
the afternoon!
In other words I Q-U-I-T!
No foolin', I'm so danged sick of water,
63
be it salt or fresh, that I'm not even going
to take a bath until Michaelmas, 1940!
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Carrillo in the Kitchen
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Give Your "A>
^
LINGTERIE
BATH
A LINI

Wash lingerie in mild
soap and lukewarm water, and rinse.
Then, fill basin with lukewarm water
— pour about a teaspoonful of Linit
into the palm of your hand and swish
through the water to dissolve. Rinse
garments in this Linit Bath and squeeze
them out. Notice how they "perk up",
iron easier, stay fresh longer!

-

LA
R DI
DO YOU
MEN ES
FOLKS SET
$1900 A YEAR?
Show
V,VnVn n" Institute*,"
Dept r "s *244* *
how theythe'n
can
• • • Rochester,
N. Y.
J™ ,f _ ' ., . * about
I wish how the to following
know all
GOVERNget a big manpaid to dependable
MENTJOB. • u. S. Government
Job. Kindly send him
• full particulars
Free
of charge
or any
• obligation.
Me r out
e ly ■ •
nil
today.
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Name

_

By
"Viva Mehico!
Carrillo!" That's
you'd shout if you
some of Leo Carrillo's
con came these

BETTY7

_

CROCKER

Viva

as for chili con

what
had
chili
cold

Leo himself must supervise.

nights! It's positively
guaranteed to warm you
from top to toe. But come
down to this Santa Monica
rancho. and savor this delicious Spanish food with
Leo. He lives in a rambling hacienda overlooking a wooded canyon, and you go right
back to early Spanish days when you
enter his colorful home.

CD CF | Send post card for Linit Chart,
rntti it reveals the modern expert
method of home laundering. Address:
Corn Products Sales Co., Dept. F-12,
P. O. Box 171, Trinity Sta., N. Y. C.

coupon
mail
and

A red-hot dish on a cold day is a good winter
habit, and Carrillo tells you how to make it

Leo is a great-hearted host, famed
everywhere for his hospitality. If you
want to know his favorite dishes, he will
hear of nothing but a summons to the
cook for whatever you hunger for. And

First of all, Leo started
the kitchen into swift
activity as he ordered
ingredients by their
Spanish names.
The en-I
thusiasm was infectious;
scrambled for paper to
make notes and keep up
with them. Here's what
you need for:
CHILI CON
%1 medium-sized
cup olive oil

CARNE
onion, chopped

2 pods garlic
4 tsp. salt
2 3 lb. ground steak
Vz lb. lean ground pork
*1 % lb. Mexican beans
3 cups "• oiling water
1 can tomato sauce
*2 1 tbsp. chili powder
*3 1 tbsp. Kumis seed
*4 1 tbsp. Oregano
"Now, we put the chopped

Leo Carrillo, famous
actor and equally famous cook, in his kitchen
hard at work on one
of his Spanish dinners

.'

•

Address

Aee

onions rected
intoSenorhot
diDon olive
Leo oil,"
Carrillo.
"Let it simmer ten minutes, so,
while we stir in ground round
steak and pork. A good Mexican always has some bits of meat

•ndget radio tits your pucket or purse.
Weighs only 4 ozs. Smaller than
■igarette package! Receives stations
with clear natural tone. NO CRYSTALS to adjust^NO UPKEEP— only
one moving part. WIRELESS. TUBELESS, BATTERYLEKS! ENTIRELY
NEW PATENTED DESIGN. Has enclosed geared luminous
dial for perfect tuning. Many owners report amazing reception and distance.
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE — Sent complete ready to
listen with instructions and TINYPHONE for use in
homes, offices, hotels, boats. In bed. etc. TAKES ONLY A
SECOND TO CONNECT— NO ELECTRICITY NEEDED!
SEND NO MONEY !Pav postman only S2.99 plus postage
on arrival or send S2.99 (Check. M.O., Cash) and yours will
be =ent romnlete pnstpald. A most unusual value. ORDER
NOW!
MIDGET
RADIO
CO., Dept. F-12, Kearney, Nebr.

,.--,

he can lay hands on," grinned
Leo. "Just put in whatever
meat you have. Now, while that
simmers for twenty minutes,
we'll get some more stuff ready.
"We want tomato sauce, some
chili powder, and some garlic.
Oh, yes, have some boiling
water coming along on the
stove, too. Dump in the can
of tomato sauce, chili powder,
and the grated garlic. Put in
boiling water, not too much if

Earn '25 a week
AS A

TRAINED

PRACTICAL

NURSE!

{

jjm.'^

Practical nurses are always needed! Learn at home
in your spare time as thousands of men and women
— 18 to CO years of age — have done through Chicago
School of Nursing. Easy-to-underatantl lessons,
endorsed by physicians. One graduate has charge
of IO-bed hospital. Nurse Cromer of Iowa now runs
her own nursing home. Others prefer to earn $2.50
to S.j. 00 a day in private practice.
YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Mrs. B. C, of Texas, earned S474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
his 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned S1000!
You, too, can earn good money, make new friends.
High school not necessary. Equipment included.
Easy payments. 4uth year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO

SCHOOL

OF

NURSING

Dept. 812. 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago. 111.
Please Bend free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages
Nam<
_A(?e_
City.
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Joan Blondell is treated to a surprise party on the set of Columbia's The Incredible
Mr.
Williams.
Director
Alexander
Hall
and
Lucille
Ball
help
celebrate

you do not like it soupy.

Salt it to taste.

"Now you put some pulverized Oregano and Kumis seeds into a cheesecloth
bag — about 1 tbsp. of each — and leave it
in just to give flavor. You take out the
bag when it is all finished.
"You've got to have Mexican beans,
too, remember. We have some that
soaked overnight and are all cooked,
tender and nice. We'll add them when
we are about ready to serve.
"Meanwhile, we must have some biscuits. I'm not so good a cook for biscuits,
so I use a ready-mixed biscuit flour. You
got to have biscuits to mop up the good
gravy, sabe? Well, let's see how our chili
is coming along. It should cook slowly
for maybe an hour and a half or two
hours. But you got to taste it as it cooks.
If not enough meat flavor, add some beef
extract. If you want it very hot, put in
some chili capenos while cooking. Or,
you can add capenos to your plate if you
want your own dish hot. When the sauce
is about ready, you mix in your beans
and let them get good and hot.
"Then you are ready. You have a big
pot of chili con came, enough for everybody. You have hot biscuits and maybe
some honey. You eat, and ah, it is good
to be alive!"
Delightful Leo Carrillo, how right you
are! It's good to be alive when there is
such delicious food as your chili con
carne. We are happy to add his special
recipe to the hundreds that have been
given us by Hollywood's stars.
Remember the Hollywood Kitchen has
a huge library of
recipes. If I can help
particular meal-planning
lem— or some fine points
just drop me
a note

"Kitchen -tested"
you with some
or baking probin entertaining —
in care of the
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Hollywood Magazine and send three
cents in postage for my reply.
*1. Soak the beans in 1 qt. of water
overnight. In the morning cook them in
this water (with 2 tsp. salt added) for 1
hour. Cook slowly so that the beans do
not break up.
*2. Leo Carrillo's recipe calls for 5 tbsp.
chili powder, but for the average American taste this is much too much. So, unless you can enjoy very "hot" foods, we
advise using the 1 tbsp. chili powder indicated above.
*3 and *4. Pulverized Oregano and
Kumis seed may be purchased in stores
making a specialty of Mexican, Spanish
or Italian foods.

FREE
Christmas Cookie
Recipes
Now is the time to start thinking and
planning for the. home-made goodies
that are part of the fun of Christmas.
If you would like a collection of Christmas cookie recipes from the old world,
fill in the coupon below. They are yours
for the asking and without charge.
Dear Betty Crocker:
Please send
Cookies.

Name

me recipes for Christmas

For Husky

Babies!
Thousands of physicians
and grateful mothers
have written us of babies
who found nothing else
so acceptable, digestible,
and strengthening as
Horlick's, the Original Malted Milk. Ask your
doctor about Horlick's. Partially pre-digested by
malt enzymes. Contains minerals and natural
vitamins of the milk and grain. For sample
send
3 cent
to Dept. FWG-12,
Horlick's,
Racine,
Wis.,stamp
or Montreal,
Can.
TheMalted
Original
Milk

Horlick's

l* Your Underwood '
rvo. save
5 direct
i_
nnd
over from
$60.00
on the mfrs. original
price — on easy terms to_
nly 10c a day. Greatest
rebuilt typewriter bareainevcr
offered1 Think of it! This Genuine
full-sized Underwood has all standard improvements — keyboard, back
NOW < >bulator.
for
.90 cash
I hey10 I day
isf).or
buy onto easy
($42.90 te
ISST!'
2 ""1
c"' (while
;"•
etc.triall
Made
seU stterms
$102.50—,,
Mail coup

City

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXrlTANGE
231 West Monroe St., Chirac,,, Ill . Dcpt. 1218
Send Underwood No. 5 (F.O.B. Chieajo) at once, for 10-days' trial.
II I am not perfectly satisfied I can return it express chert. If I keen
it I will pay $3.00 i> month until I have paid $.12.30 (term price) in full.
Name
For quick shipment give references and occupation
.Ago.
Address

State

Town

Street
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the Gable Ranch
Between pictures, the Clark Gables spend their time on their new
20 acre ranch in San Fernando Valley. Farmer Gable is working
as hard at harrowing his fields as he did in Gone With the Wind.
Carole Lombard is resting vigorously after completing Vigil in the
Night. The horse in the picture in the lower corner is "Sonny,"
who follows at Gable's heels wherever he goes on the ranch

'^mn.!*.*
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IT'S

EASY TO

HAVE

Regardless of your age, there's a very simple way
to make your eyes appear much larger, more
luminous — your eyebrows truly graceful and expressive — your lashes a vision of long sweeping
loveliness. It takes just about three minutes to
give yourself this modern Maybelline eye makeup. And it's so natural-looking — never obvious.
First, blend Maybelline Eye Shadow lightly
over your eyelids and note the subtly flattering
effect. Next, form trim, tapering brows with the
Maybelline Smooth-marking Eyebrow Pencil.

Maybelline Solid-form Mascara in
stunning gold-colored vanity, 75c.
Refills, including new brush, 35c.
Shades — Black, Brown, and Blue.

It's perfectly pointed and just soft enough for
best results. Then darken your lashes to the very
tips with Maybelline Mascara. Either in Solid
or Cream-form, it goes on beautifully — is tearproof, non-smarting, harmless. Now your own
mirror will show you the thrilling difference.
At any age, your eyes will be noticed and
admired when you use Maybelline Eye Beauty
Aids — the eye make-up in good taste. Prove it,
today! Attractive purse sizes at all 10c stores.
Just be sure to insist on genuine Maybelline.

Maybelline Cream-form Mascara
(easily applied without water) in
dainty zipper case. 75c. Shades —
Black, Brown, and Blue.
rf"

j

Maybelline Smooth-marking Eyebrow Pencil. Black, Brown (and
Blue for eyelid liner).

Copyright 1 959, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co
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